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GENERAL INDEX 
TO THE 

FIFTY- -FOURTH YOLUME, 
LAST SIX MONTHS OF 1822. 

CADEMY; Royal, of Miusit; Obser- 
vations on the - 

Accident, account of a dreadful. one - 

Act, New Marriage, sections of the - 
on the social effects 

on the irreverent 
mode of prouialeni sate from the 
pulpit = 

of the 

159 
287 
247 

314 

396 

AFFAIRS, Porrriedts 80, 171, 269, 366, 462, 

Affections, bilious, prevention of - 

venal, observations on 

Affray, account of a late sanguinary one 

at Chippenham - 

Africa, account of an expedition to the 

eastern coast of 
“Agents, British, on the crimes committed 

by, in India 
AericuLtornAL Report, Monruty, 

170, 266, 365, 458, 
— interests, plan for the 

relief of the - 
Agriculture, Count Velthein on the pre- 

sent practices of, in Germany - 
Agues, observations on - 
Aiken, Dr., biography of 
Air-pump, ‘on the introduction of the, auto 

sugar-works 
Alliance, the atl on its policy towards 

Spain - 
Amsterdam, Southern Indian ial ac- 

count of - 
account of a fire in the Lu- 

theran church at - 
Animals, on the piace of blood j in dif- 

ferent 
Antiquities, Geceription of interesting, in 

Hereford, ree, and Glongeeter- 

shires 
Antioch, paxtionlars of the destruction of, 

and other places, by earthquake 
Apg v’Itautana. No. XXX. 
Argus Newspaper, the date, characteristic 

remarks on the 
Armstead, Mrs., eS Mrs. Fot 
some account of 

Ararat, Mount, description ‘of 
Arts, proceedings of the Society of, 145, 
Arundell, Letter of the duke of Hamil- 

ton to ‘the earl of, in 1640 
slg observations of, on a country 

ife : - 
Association, the Bridge-street, observa- 

tions on 

558 
15 

. 264 

286 

- 482 

235 

79, 
557 

226 

895 
75 

- 520 

- 363 

- 611 

291 

- 288 

‘( Astronomical Society of London, -saitin , 

ceedings of - 52 
aa —— ————_ new 

machinery exhibited before the - 148. 
observations, on the use 

of the thermometer in - - 214 
Atheneum at Madrid, account of - 166 
Atwick, near Hornsea, discovery of fossil 

remains at - - - 62 
Austerlitz, Napoleon’s plan of the cam- 

paign of - - - 43 
Authors, trading, remarks on - 40 
Ayshford, nearTiv erton, care a ve 

discovered at - 287 
Babbage, Mr., his discovery op the enti: 

cation of machinery for calculating 
and printing mathematical tables = 264 

Baird, Mr. J., his geological remarks on 
the rock of Gibraltar, and the adja- 
cent country - - 53 

Bandages and compression, new institu- 
tion for the cure of diseases by - 249 

Bank of England, on its issues 6 
Banbury, Mr. Fleet on the means adapt- 

ed at, for obtaining water  - 4ib 
Bankropts, List or, 78, 169, 268, 364, 

460, 554 

Barcelona, on the yellow fever at - 238. 
Barometer phial, ppenomyns of the, ex- 

plained - 
— further remarks on the - 208 

Bat, Mr. Robinson on the parental care 
of the 

Bedford, characteristic remarks on Fran- 
cis, duke of - - - 

Belsham, Rev. remarks on his literary 
talents, and translation of the Epistles 
of Paul the Apostle - - 66 

Benevolence, observations on - = 527 
Bentham, ee on his perpen in 

Spain - - - - 608 
Bible, on the vaniatici in the different 

editions ofthe  - - 212 
——and the Bartlett’s-buildings Society, 

on the schism between - - 253 
Blanc, Mont, Mr. Clissold’s ascent of - 444 
Bonaparte, court of - 4i 
Book-trade, extracts from Stal John 

Russell’s speech in parliament on re- 
form, connected with the - 58 

—— society in London, Dr. Retham’s 
details of a - - - 406 

Books, on the censorship of - - 425 
Bore-holes, and overflowing wells, Mr. 

Farey’s remarks on > - 35 
Borelli 



INDEX. 

Borelli, Pascal, Neapolitan patriot, bio- 
graphy of - - 

’ Brazils, Baron Langsdorf 5 observations 
on the present state of the - 

Bread, machine introduced at Lausanne 
for making - 63 

Breeding, nautical, remarks on - 233 
Breyman, M. de, his letter on the agri- 

cultural labourers of Germany - 
Bridge, London, observations on the old 

and new - - - 
—_ - on the new 
Brighton, account of Eavt: Brown’s sus- 

pension pier at 5 
Britain, Great, ean of- the towns 

of - 
Brothers, the prophet, some account of - 
Brunswick, duke of, sketch of the general 

421 

13 

132 

118 
160 

242 

483 
239 

character of - 142 
Buchan, letter of president Tettorics, of 

America, to the earl of - - i4i 
Buckingham, duel fought by, with the 

earl of Shrewsbury - ote 
Burdett, Sir Rrapels, characteristic re- 

marks on - 425 
Burlington, lady, al Dean Swift, dis- 

agreement between - 333 
Burnley, Lancashire, account af, a recent 

whirlwind at - 186 
Busby, Mr., unjust treatment ef, relative 

to some new. churches - - 211 
Byron, lord, remarls on his tragedy of 

Werner - - 504 
Cadiz, account of a massacre at - - 594 
Canal, Caledonian, account of the - 396 
Canals, experiment of steam vessels on - 61 

- number of, in the Britishisles - 351 
Caravans, observations on - - 217 
Carriages, Mr. Hutchinson on the evils of 

the present construction of the wheels 
and axles of - . 499 

Cartwright, Dr., his observations on the 
inventor of steam boats ° - 389 

Castor, near Peterborough, Roman dis- 
coyeries at = 

Caterpillar, gooseberry, Mr. Doubleday’s 
remarks on the - - 

Charles IT., characteristic remarks on - 
Chippenbam, account of a late sangui- 

nary affrayat - - 286 
CuEMIstRY, REPORT OF, 75, 167, 264, 362, 

459, 556 
Cholera, morbus, on the effects of, in the 

Hindostan, Deccan, Siam, China, &e. 3, 353 
obseryationsonthe - 4 

Church of England, on the endowments 
and state of = oe - 
F New, at St. Pancras, description 

0. - z és 
ancient English, number of bene- 

fices of © = = 2 

60 

26 
525 

124 

161 

Churches, on the building of - 211 
Cicero, his remarks on liberality - 42 
Circassia, on the inhabitants of “iB 
Clarke, Mr. Bracey, his i Amprovements iy 
_ shoeing horses 9 
Classes, agricultural, on the relief of the 
Clay, porcelain, and buhr stones, of Hal- 

kin mountain, Flinhie, observations 
on, - - 

Clissold. Mr., account, of bis ascent of 
Mont Blane - - - 446. 

Clive, lord, some account of - 140 
Club, Smithfield, observations on, and 
_ prizes of - - - 542 
Coaches, mail and stage, observations on 215 

-— hackney, French regulations of 396 
Cobham-hall, history of - - 142 
Collard, Mr. W. F., his improvements of 

piano-fortes - - 251 
Combat, single, trial by . - - 141 
Compass, mariner’s, a new - 91 
ComMeERciAL Report, 76, 168, 267, 363, 

459, 553 
Common sense, observations of, on the 

public distresses, and methods for relief — 5 
-——— on sea-sickness - 295 

— observations by, on the 
real causes ‘of the distresses of the 
country, with remedies - - 385 

Commons, Alphabetical List of the Mem- 
bers of - - 641 

Confederation of the Rhine, bigeriphy, of 
Baron Dalberg, Prince Primate of the 521 

Congress at Verona, observations onthe 366 
Constitution, British, observations on ~ 420 
Continent, Dr. Forster’s meteorological 

observations on the - - 394 
Consul, the French, his account of the pre- 

sent state of Egypt - - 417 
Contagion, Mr. Hatfield on the means of 

preventing : - - 117 
Continent, on the fluctuation of prices on 

the - - - - - - 671 
Copernicus, the house and chair of -» 63 
Cordilleras, account of the _- 166 
Coroners’ inquests, strictures on the care_ 

less verdicts of - 418 
Correspondent, poetical, Bi ok o 

a rejected - - 295 
CORRESPONDENTS, NOTICES TO, 96, 192,288, 

480, 576 
Cossack-militia, observations on - 1 2 
Country, on the real causes of the dis- 

tresses of, with remedies - - 387% 
- happiness of living in the, 

ideal - - - 51% 
Cook, Mr., his invention of rendering 

wood, cottons, &c. incombustible —- 
Coxe, Archdeacon, remarks on a passage 

in his memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole 
Craggs, Mr., secretary, his shame for the 

meanness of his birth bs * 
Criminal law, observations on the é 
Crime, on the punishment of, by death . 

on the increase and decrease of, 
in the several counties of England and 
Wales E . - 261 

Criticism, THE PHILOSOPHY OF CoN- 
TEMPORARY, No, XXIII. 29, XXIV. 128, 

XXV. 223, XXVI. 322 
Croup, observations on : - 264 
Crusades, observations on the » d25 
Cumberland, Mr., Mr. Farey’s remarks 

on his geological theory e . 301 
Curiosities 

200 

340; 

42 
69 
Uk 



Bad 

Currosirigs, BrisLioTHECAD, at Lyons, 

account of - 120 

Currency, observations on the state of the 131 

Daphne, near Antioch, account of . 232 

Daytmoor, from the prize poem of the 

Royal Society of Literature . 236 

Davy, Sir Humphrey, his opposition to 

the new theory of electricity . 362 

D’ Acosta, M., editor of the Times of Cal- 

cutta, accotiit of . 46 

D’Alembert, characteristic remarks on , 234 

Death, on the punishment of crime by . 111 

DEATHS, . 86, 177, 275, 372, 467, 563 

Deloe, remarks on his writings . 223 

ee on the removal of the odie 
101 

De Paka, his appeal to Burope;i in behalf 

” of the Greeks : . 308 

Despotism in France, origin of” ~ ART 

Devonshire, characteristic observations 

on ° . 524 

Discipline, prison, observations on . 29 

Discoveries, Roman, some recently made 

at Castor, near Peterborough - 60 

Cane account of a Russian voyage é 
of - 165 

Disenses, scrofulous and cancerous, insti- 
tution formed at Margate, for the cure 

- of « 285 
new institution, for the cure 

of, by bandages and compression . 349 
Distresses, public, observations on - 5,553 

DivIDENDS, LIST OF, 78, 170, 269, 365, "461, 
558 

Dodd, Mr., engineer, on the progress of 
tides up ‘certain tivers . 527 

Dominions, Prussian, statistics of the . 238 

Doubleday, Mr., his remarks on the 
gooseberry ‘caterpillar : eT 

Down-hall, Prior’s residence at Rear] 

Drake, Sir Francis, characteristic remarks 
on - 510 

DRAMA AND New Mosic, 51s 158, 250, 353, 
448, 550 

Dryden, description of his house in Fetter- 
lane - OT 

Duck, the poet, letter of, to Mr. B. Keu- 
nicott . 234 

Duel, one fought by the duke of Buck- 
ingham and the earl of Shrewsbury . 42 

Dundonald, earl of, on his chemical 
knowledge Pie 

Dunston, near Newcastle-upon Tyne, 
. earthquake felt at . 376 
Dyk-Van, his theatricel portraits, and 

other poems, review of : . 206 
Earth, on boring the, for water - 32 
Earthquake, , one felt at Dunston, near 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne . 376 
Antioch, and other places, 

destroyed by an . 560 
— ove felt at Hillesdon, Bucks. 57] 

East, ou the public oaths in the - 222 
Eclipse, dimensions of the celebrated 

horse ° - 104 
Economist, Pouiticat, THE, No. I. 17 
——-—_—— the social, No. I. 32, II. 215 
Egypt, Dr. Scholz’s account of the com- 

mercial situation of , . 289 

gi INDEX. Ed 

Egypt, the French constil’s account of | 
the present state of . 4it 

Eldon, lord, account of his early life. 234 
Electricity, on Sir Humphrey Davy’s op- ~ 

position to the new theory of « 362 
Elizabeth, queen, traitof gratitude in . 140 
Ellenborough, lord chief justice, charac- 

teristic observations on - 426 
Emigrant, J. Hawes, on the prospects of 

an, in the United States : . 413 
Emigraters, inquiry relative to the pros- 

pects of . 40 
Empire, British, statistical account of the 526 
England and Wales, on the increase and 

decrease of crime in the several coun- 
ties of . 261 

strictures on the periodical litera- 
ture of 5 . . 431 
— on the institutions of - 438 

——— history of the invasion of, by the 
Normans - 457 

on the estimation of, throughout 
Spain - - - - - - 611 

on the expenditure of, during the 
late war - - - - - 61% 

——— on the respective proportion of 
loans and taxes in - - - 614. 

——— on the sources of the financial 
supplies of ~ - 615 

——— on the propettian of the burdens - 
to the resonrtes of - - 615 

on the value of land and honses 
in - - - - 607 

on money property in- 4s Shy 
- on the causes of the distresses of «618 
on the corn trade of - 620 

Equilibrium, electrical, Mr. Harris’s in- 
vention for restoring the . 260 

Europe, De Pradt’s appeal to, in behalf 
of the Greeks : . 308 

Expedition, the north-west land, account 
of - 350 

Exper iments, cruel, in | philosophy » Tepro- 
bation of - 416 

Farey, Mr., his remarks on bore-holes and 
overflowing wells 35 

his remarks on Mr, Cumber- 
land’s theory - 301 

—-- means by, for procuring fresh water, 
near the sea-shore . . 202 

Farinelli, Italian singer, some accountof 43 
Farmer, on the effects of taxation on the 31 
Fat, on the means of oar the nui- 

sance of melting . 106 
Ferdinand of Spain, ceremony of taking 

the oath to the new constitution, by . 57% 
remarks on the army of . 5838 

Festiniog, vale, Merionethshire, descrip- ~~ 
tion of - 209 

Fetier-lane, description of Dryden’s 
house in : 

Fever, yellow, on the, at Barcelona . 238 
low, observations on . 361 

Fineux, Sir John, in the time of Henry 
VII. his time-serving patriotism . 43 

Fisher, Miss Clara, bingeayhee account i 
of . tt 

Fitch, Mr., on “purifyi ing water _. 320 



INDEX. 

Fitch, Mr. on the phenomena of water- 
springs 

Fleet, Mr., on the means adopted at Ban- 
bury for obtaining water Z . 

Fonthill abbey, some account of . 
Food, on the nutritive properties of 
Forster, Dr., meteorological observations 
_made by, ‘on the continent . 

on the twinkling of stars : 
Fortune, on the vicissitudes of : 
Fossil-remains, discovery of, at Atwick, 

near Hornsea 
Fossils, vegetable and animal, obsérva- 

tions on 
Fowls, horrid Scotch practice “connected 

with’ Py 
France, Petty, description of Milton’s 

house in - 
state of education i in . 
state of parties and opiniuns in . 

—— on the state of literaturein . . 
——— origin of despotism in 
——— a visit to in 182] - ° 
Frauts, literary, observations on . 
Freemasons, decree of the pope against . 
French, on the feelings and situation of 

the inhabitants on the entrance of the, 
into Moscow in 1812 4 ° 

Georgia, observations on - US 
Germany, M. de Breymann’s letter on 

the agricultural labourers of - 
—, Count Velthem on the pre- 

sent practices of agriculture in - 
Gibraltar Rock, Mr. J. Baird’s Bene 

gical remarks on 
Gilbertson, Mr. his means for preventing 

the nuisance of melting fat > 
Gloucestershire, icteresting antiquities 

in - - - - 
Glow-worms, observations on = 
Goucher, Mr. J. bis ego on well- 

boring - x 
Graham, Mr. his method of curing ring- 

worms - - 2 
Grave, Mr. Lacey on Joe Miller’s - 
Gravesend, fishery at - 
Gray, description of his church-yard sie 

Stoke, near Windsor - - 
Greeks of Constantinople, affecting ap- 

peal of the, to Christendom - 
» De Pradt's appeal to Fargpe in in 

behalf of the 
Grouchy, Marshal, some eekdunt of - 

_ Guatimala, America, discovery of an 
_ ancient city in the kingdom of - 

rds, Lord North’s observationson the 
officers of the “ 

Halidon Hill, a dramatic sketch, ‘Sir Wal- 
ter Scott’s, observations on - 

—-, extracts from - 
Hamilton, letter of the Duke of, to the 

Earl of Arundell, in 1640 
Harp, #olian, queries respecting the - 

-, Mr. Week’s improved 
construction of the - - 

Harris, Mr. on his invention for restoring 
' - 260 the electrical equilibrium 

Monty Mac.- No. 317, 

. 400 

- 233 

23 
24 

- 42 
40 

127 

‘ 

Hatfield, Mr. on preventing contagion - 117 
Hawes, 7 letters by, on an emigrant’s 

prospects in the United States - 413 
--, Mr. on preventing nuisance in 

tallow melting - - 516 
Hayti, on the cultivation of the arts, 

sciences, and commerce in - 570 
Herefordshire, interesting antiquities in 514 
Heydown-hill,near Worthing, account of 

the Miller’s Tomb on - - 118 
Hillesdon, Bucks, account of an earth- 

quake felt at - - 571 
Hindostan, on the effects of thé cholera 

morbus in, and in Deccan, Siam, 
China, &c. - - Seas 

Historians, ancient, remarks on - 159 
History, observations on - - 428 

> English, elucidations of portions 
of - - 487 

Holland, on the rivers of - - 333 
Hollis, Mr. Thomas, some account of - 332 
Horses, on the diseases in the fore-feet of 9 
Hurricane, account of the disastrous ef- 

fects of a late - ~ 567 
Husbandry, spade, observations on - 164 
Hutchinson, Mr. on the permanent im- 

provement of roads - - 499 
Hutton, Dr. Charles, characteristic ob- 

servations on - - - 347 
Hymns, translation of Riego’s, of Spain 609 
Impressment, observations on - 254 
Incident, account of a singular - 332 
INCIDENTS 84, 176, “273, 371, 466, 562 ° 
India, account of a recent overland Ip 

ney to 1 
—, original letter of Mr. Topping to 

Dr. Lind, onthe state of,in 1786 - 44 
——, an ode, on the crimes committed 

by British agents in - - 235 
Indigo, on the culture of - - 42 
Inquests, Coroners’, strictures on the 

careless verdicts of - - 418 
Inquisition of Spain, observations on - 356 
————— ——,, horrid cruelties and 

burningscommitted by orderof the 600 
——-———— -—, on the torture of the 603 
— , on the prisons of the 604 
Insanity, observations on - - 552 
Insects, observations on - - 324 
Institation, British, exhibitions at - 60 

» Royal, proceedings of - 145 
—_, African, proceedings of - 242 

, Surrey, the objects of 349, 436 
Interest, 1 landed, illustrations of the ge- 

neral’ causes of the present distresses 
of the - : - 4 

Intolerance, observations on - 332 
Ireland, on the minor living poets of 321,412 

, on the comparative celebrity of’ 
the writers of - - - 529 

, on the affairs of - - 323 
Islands, Greek, on the actual state of the 112, 

219 
Isles, British, number of canals in the 
Islington, description of Sir Walter Ra- 

leigh’s house at - ~ 289 
Italy, on the literary character of - 335 

4Q Janeiro 



INDEX. 

Janeiro, Rio de, description of the city of 482 
Jefferies, president of America, letter of, 

to the Earlof Buchan - - 
Jennings, Mr. extracts from his lecture 

at the Surrey Institution - - 
Journal, one kept by a Lady in Moscow 

in 1812 - dak. = - 
Journey, a recent overland, to India, ac- 

count of Sy - - 1 
Jovellanos, Spanish scholar and states- 

man, account of - - 
Jokknl, eruption of the - = 
Juries, grand, on the duties of = 

-, packed, observations on - 
Kalmues, on their distilled liquors - 
Kamschatka, visit of natives of Sandwich 

Tslands at - - - 514 
Kant, defence of the philosophy of - 110 
Kennicott, Mr. B. letter of Duck the 

poet to - - - 
Kennington, antiquities and present state 

of - - - 
Kew-gardens, remarks on - 
King, on the visit of the, to Scotland - 
Kingston, account of a medicinal well at 

-, further particulars of 
Klaproth, the celebrated chemist, ac- 

count of - 
Knight, Mr. T. A. on the culture of the 

pear-tree - - - 
Knowledge, Mr.Jennings on the progress 

of - - - - 
Knowles, Mr. his remarks on improve- 

ments in ship-building - - 
Labourers, agricultural, M. de Brey- 

mann’s letter on - - 
Lacey, Mr. his remarks on Joe Miller’s 

grave - 

141 

437 

10 

$07 
165 
253 
558 
333 

234 

203 
521 
17] 
392 
490 

228 

52 

438 

37 

132 

- - 217 
—____—_____—__--—— the Miller’ 

Tomb of Heydown-hill - 
- antifectious 

trades - - - 409 
Lacy, General, characteristic remarks on 587 
La Plata, on the enlightened policy of - 349° 
Lambeth, antiquities and present state of 203 
Lamps, perpetual, description of - 33] 
Land proprietors, on the non-residence of 
Langsdorf, Baron, his observations on the 

118 

present state of the Brazils - 13 
Language, French, new method of teach- 

ing - - - 293 
Lensanne, machine introduced at, for 

making bread - - 63 
Laver, High, description of Mr. Locke’s 

tomb, at the church of _ - - 193 
Layman, Capt., his method of procuring 

water and preserving timber - 122 
Law sayings, remarkson = - - 332 
Leather, sure recipe for the preservation of 405 
LEGISLATION, BRITISH 450, 148, 247, 370, 

440, 550 
Laws, sumptuary, at Zurich, account of 426 

- criminal, report of the Committee 
of the House of Commons on - 545 

Life-boat, suggestion of an improved 497 
Lightfoot, Hannah, the fair Quaker, fur- 

ther account of - - 116 
Liberality, Cicero’s remark on - 42 

Lind, Dr., original letter of Mr. Popping 
to, on the state of India in 1786 - 

LiveRatURE, NOVELTIES OF FOREIGN 237, 
535, 431, 529 

,» ANCIENT, LYCRUM OF - 318 
——., periodical, of England, 

strictures on - - 43) 
Locke; Mr. description of bis tomb - 193 
Londonderry, on the death of the late 

Marquis of - - 172, 18) 
Lowe, Mr Joseph, extracts from his Pre- 

sent State of England - - 613 
Macchiavoli Rosario, Neapolitan patriot, 

biography of - - 423 
Machinery, on the questionable beneficial 

effects of - - 255 
Madagascar, proclamation of Radama, 

King of, for abolition of the slave trade 246 
Madrid, popular feelings in 

, hall of the Cortes in - ib. 
——-—., revolutionary occurrences in - 598 
———, remarks on the Prado in - 607 
Margate, institution formed at, for cure 

of scrofulous and cancerousdiseases 285 
Marriage act, new, observationson - 123 
MARRIAGES 85, 176, 273, 372,466, 563 
Martial, account of - - 918 
Mathematics, modern, inquiry relative to 37 
Matter and motion, observations on - 452 
Melting tallow, prevention of nuisancesin 401 
; , Mr. Hawes on preventing 516 
Mermaid, in London, observations on the 345 
Metamorphosis, sacred, instance of — - 425 
Midwives, observations on - 235 
Miller, Joe, Mr. Lacey’s remarks on his 

grave - - 217 
Miller’s tomb on Heydown Hill, near 

Worthing, account of = - - 118 
Mr, Lacey’s remarks on 307 

Milton, description of his house in Peity. 
France - + 

, on the works of - 224 
, on the style of - 427 
, on his grave - - 217 

Mines, coal, Mr. Jas. Ryan’s method of 
ventilating - - 343 

Mina, General, characteristic remarks on 583 
Morelli, the Neapolitan patriot, account of 328 
Morillo, General, characteristic remarks 

on - - - 585 
Moscow, journal of a lady at, in 1812-10, 419 

, on the feelings and situation of 
the ivhabitants of on the entrance of 
the French into - - It 

Music, NEW, AND THE Drama 51, 158, 
250, 353, 448, 549 } 

, French, strictures on the state of 98 
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PRIOR’s RESIDENCE AT DOWN-HALL. 

Prior, after filling the high employment of ambassador at the court of Louis the 

Fourteenth, and negotiating the Treaty of Utrecht, was, by the change of parties on 

the accession of the Guelphs, thrown out of his public employments, with their emolu- 

ments, and left to shift for himself, on the profits of a subscription for a folio edition 

of his Poems. This however was so liberal, and he was so generously aided by Harley 

earl of Orford, the last British statesman who supported men of letters, that he was 

enabled to purchase Down-Hall, near Harlow, to which place he retired, and there 

spent the evening of his active life. It is still standing, but has for some years been 

occupied merely as a farm-house, though some original portraits continue to deco- 

rate its walls. 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
LETTER from an ENGLISH OFFICER 

during a recent OVERLAND JOURNEY 
to INDIA. 

Y route lay through Berlin, Bres- 
lau in Silesia, Cracow, Lem- 

berg in Gallicia, Odessa on the Black 
Sea, Taganroe on the sea of Asaph, 
Stawrapol and Mosdok. ‘To the Jat- 
ter we travelled by post-horses, in a 
carriage, small but strongly built, pur- 
chased at Hamburg; the road-dis- 
Montury Mac. No. 371. 

tance about 2,300 miles from the latter 
place. 

At Georgiefok, near Mosdok, Gen. 
Stahl gave us an order for a guard of 
twenty-five infantry, ten cossacks, and 
a six-pounder field-piece; to enable 
us to make our way through Circassia 
and over the Caucasus. This we 
effected in safety, and in seven days 
reached Teflis, the capital of Georgia, 
The country we traversed is beauti- 
fully romantic ; the soil of the vallies 

B fertile 
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fertile to a degree beyond any thing 
I have eyer witnessed in a state of na- 
ture, and the mountains of Alpine 
height. 

Our road over the Caucasian range 
followed the course of the river Terek, 
a stream that precipitates itself from 
rock to rock, and rushes with the ra- 
pidity and roar of a mighty torrent, 
under the light, narrow, and tremulous 
bridges, over which the traveller has 
to pass on horseback: in any other 
situation I should have hesitated, and 
shrunk from the trial; but here there 
was no alternative, since to remain 
“‘was worse than to go o’er.” From 
Mosdok our journey was on horseback, 
and continued so through Armenia, 
Georgia, and Persia, a distance of 
about 1600 miles. 

Circassia is inhabited by tribes of 
mountaineers, more .wild than the 
almost inaccessible hills which they 
possess; and at the same time they 
are brave and ferocious, and good 
horsemen. War, interminable war, 
they have declared against all man- 
kind; and the Russians, with all their 
military power, can do no more than 
maintain a chain of posts, through the 
couniry from Mosdok onward to Vladi, 
Caucas, Dariel, and Kasbeg. No tra- 
veller dare venture onward without a 
guard similar to the one I have men- 
tioned ; and if he falls into the rear, 
even for a few minutes, he runs a risk 
of being carried off by the savage 
mountaineers. Nothing, on the other 
hand, can equal the kindness and 
friendly hospitality of the Russian ge- 
neral and field-ofticers in command of 
districts and forts, on our route. I 
was made welcome to their tables and 
houses, and introduced without reserve 
to their families; in short, there was 
nothing I could in reason ask that was 
not readily granted. What surprised 
them most, was to see a field-oflicer, 
after twenty years of actual service, 
and severely wounded, without the 
insignia of any military order. In the 
Russian service, every officer faith- 
fully serving his country for twenty- 
five years, without ever being brought 
to.trial, is entitled to claim the insig- 
nia of the order of St. George, exclu- 
sive of any other awarded for a parti- 
cular service, such as the taking of a 
colour, the capture of a piece of can- 
non, &c. 

At Novo Tzerkask, I had the good 
fortune to be present ata féte given in 
honour of the anniversary of the Em- 
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peror’s birth-day. At 8 a.m. I attend- 
ed General Chernicheff’s levee, at 
which were present all the Cossack 
officers of the Don, At 10 A.M. we 
attended the church service, at which 
from eighteen to twenty priests, dress- 
ed in robes of great cost and magnifi- 
cence, officiated ; from their reverend 
appearance, their long hair and beards, 
the veil (as it is called,) of the temple 
being drawn and undrawn, the cross- 
ings, prostrations, &c. the Greek ser- 
vice has a most dramatic appearance, 
beyond that of any Catholic church 
even of Italy. 

At Naon, on the same day, the Don 
Cossack officers and men all assem- 
bled in a circle outside the church, 
with the colours of their respective 
regiments unfurled; an officer then 
read aloud, from a book, their respec- 
tive privileges, grants, and rights, with 
the edicts issued in their favour, as 
well as any new one, emanating from 
the present government. ‘The soldiers 
then proceed to along range of ta- 
bles, where dinner was provided for 
them. The Emperor's health was 
drank by men and officers under a 
salute of guns, and then that of the 
Don Cossacks. At 1P.M. there was a 
sumptuous dinner at the Attaman’s, or, 
as he is called in England, the Het- 
man’s of the Don Cossacks; to which I 
had the honour of being invited. 
There were two tables of thirty covers, 
a good dinner in the Russian style, 
and excellent wines of the Don and 
of France: about eight Cossack ladies 
were present. In the evening there 
was also an illumination, fireworks, 
and a ball and supper, given by Gen. 
Czernicheff to the Cossack officers 
and their ladies. Dancing com- 
menced with a Polish dance; then 
English country-dances, quadrilles, 
waltzing, and another Polish dance, 
called Muzurka, made up of a qua- 
drille, waltzing, and many other min- 
gled figures ; it is to me the most lively 
and pleasing dance Lever saw, This 
day altogether (the ilth of Septem- 
ber,) was one of uncommon interest. 
General C. is a most gallant man, and 
was the life of the party, although of 
the highest rank, and possessing vice- 
regal powers. 
_The Cossack militia of the Don are> 

estimated at 60,000; they were trans- 
planted some considerable time ago, 
by an imperial order, from the banks 
of the Dnieper to those of the Don, 
and lands were assigned them on a 

military 
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military tenure. These are regularly 
officered, and both men and officers 
are liable to be called upon to serve 
six months without pay; if serving 
for a longer period, rations and a 
small pay are allowed. They are a 
highly useful body of men, and quite 
peculiar to Russia: that they are ca- 
pable of being moulded into a more 
regular and efficient military body, 
admits of little doubt. 

At Mosdok, after travelling a dis- 
tance of 2300 miles, I was obliged to 
quit my carriage, and proceed on 
horseback. Through Circassia I had 
the good fortune to travel in company 
with Prince Bubatoff, a Georgian offi- 
cer, with the rank of colonel in the 
Russian service; his experience was 
of great advantage, and enabled me to 
cross the Caucasus, and- to reach 
Teflis, notwithstanding the difficulties 
of the road, in seven days. At the 
latter place I halted six days, to hire 
fresh servants, cattle, &c. 

Georgia was taken possession of by 
the Russians about twenty-two years 
ago, in virtue of a cession on the part 
of the vali or prince of the country, 
who, being a man of weak intellect, 
could not defend his patrimony against 
so many turbulent neighbours, as the 
Turks, Persians, the Ossetian and 
other warlike mountaineers. 

The 5th of Oct. I passed the last 
military post of the Russians, and the 
Persian boundary. A desert hilly 
tract of country marks the limits of 
these empires. The 7th, I reached 
Erivan, at the foot (comparatively 
speaking) of Mount Ararat. It con- 
sists of two mounts, the greater and 
the smaller Ararat; the largest and 
loftiest is covered with perpetual 
snow, and quite inaccessible to human 
steps. The ark is still believed by 
pious Armenians to rest on the sum- 
mit. If Noah, with his sons and 
daughters, after their long confinement 
in the ark, did, as related in Genesis, 
descend from the top of Ararat to the 
plains below, their means and physical 
powers must have been incomparably 
greater than those possessed by man- 
kind in modern times. 

Tabris, in Aderbijan, is the head- 
quarters of the Prince Royal of Persia, 
Abbas Mirza, who has twelve batta- 
lions of infantry, disciplined after the 
English mode of drill: he was absent 
on an excursion against the Turks at 
Erzeroum, with a body of~40,000 
troops. The winter, however, which 
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is very severe in this country, had al- 
ready set in, and would soon drive him 
homeward. 

Tehran, the present capital of Per- 
sia, | reached the 1st of November ; 
and, about the same time, the King 
Fateh Ali Shah set out on an hunting 
excursion, into the mountains near - 
Demarand, and by this means I was 
precluded from paying my respects to 
his. Majesty. After a stay of nine 
days, I set off for Ispahan, the ancient 
capital under Shah Abbas the Great. 
The magnificence of the palaces, gar- 
dens, bridges, bazaars, and mosques of 
this place are extremely well detailed in 
Sir J. Chardin’s Travels; since he had 
an advantage few travellers enjoy, of 
having a correct knowledge of the 
language of the country he describes, 
and an intimate acquaintance with the 
people among whom he resided. 

Travelling from Ispahan to Shiraz, 
I was excessively pinched by the cold, 
since the country is high and moun- 
tainous, and covered with snow and 
ice. My clothes were hardly warm 
enough, and at night, instead of a snug 
room and fireside, I had nothing but 
an open shed or caravansera, without 
door or window, and often without a 
fire-place. Shiraz is the pleasantest 
town Ihave seen in Persia; its bazaar 
is excellent, the climate good, and 
every thing not only plentiful, -but 
moderate. Scott Waring, in his Tra- 
vels, gives a good account of the town 
and its curiosities: I went in pil- 
grimage to the tombs of Sadi and 
Hafiz, the two greatest poets of Per- 
sia. 1 of course visited Persepolis ; 
but it has been described so often and 
so well by Chardin, Le Brun, Taver- 
nier, and of late by Franklin, Porter, 
and Johnson, that you would not wish 
me to repeat the same story. 

I could narrate to you the modern 
history of a Persian Lucretia, who, to 
escape violation, precipitated herself 
down a fathomless abyss; but have 
not room for such detail, and must 
conclude my letter, by noticing a cu- 
rious circumstance in regard to the 
spread of the cholera morbus, a dis- 
ease most fatal in its effects, and 
which seems already to have spread 
over a fourth of the habitable globe. 
After afflicting Hindostan and the 
Deccan for the last five years, witha 
mortality beyond all calculation, it 
extended itself to the distant countries 
of Siam, Java, the Manilla Isles, and 
to China, on one hand; and in October 

last 
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last it reached the western side, to 
Shiraz in Persia, to Bassora and Bag- 
dad, by the way of Mascat, and Bu- 
shire. At Shiraz, in the province of 
Fars, it is computed to have destroyed 
6000 men in the course of eight short 
weeks. 

This calamity, advancing by regular 
stages over the hilly passes, attacked 
some stations, and here and there ca- 
priciously omitted one. As, for in- 
stance, the villages of Dastarjun and 
Kumaraj, which it passed over. Be- 
yond Shiraz, it advanced in a northerly 
direction to Zergun, and lastly to 
Majen, on the high road to Ispahan, 
where it stopped; and, at the setting- 
in of the cold-weather, disappeared. 
At Mascat and its neighbourhood 
10,000 people died of it; at Bassora 
15,000, ascending the river Tigris, so 
far as Bagdad. 

Thus, from its very singular and un- 
controlable mode of advance, some 
medical gentlemen of my acquain- 
tance are of opinion, that its future 
progress will not be retarded by any 
barrier, or any precautionary measure; 
but, on the contrary, that with the 
ensuing spring and summer it will re- 
commence its slow and steady march 
over the remainder of the Asian Con- 
tinent, and finally pass on to Europe, 
through Russia and Turkey ; that, in 
short, its rapacious demand for new 
objects can be glutted and stayed only 
by the Atlantic itself, if even that 
should avail. 
The singularity of this species of 

cholera consists in its progressive ad- 
vance in defiance of every obstacle, 
without being infectious; and in its 
attacking those at a distance, or who 
would fly from it, and passing by those 
who, from their necessary attendance 
on the sick, or their situation, appear 
the most exposed to its influence.’ Its 
cause has been attributed to every 
thing that wayward fancy can men- 
tion: to a rice diet, to high and low 
living, exposure to heat and cold, &c. 
And its remedy as variously attempted 
by emetics, cathartics, opiates, baths, 
hot and cold, spirits, and wines. Dr. 
M. assures me that he found opium 
most effectual, with some aperient me- 
dicine ; and that the drinking of water, 
for which the patient has generally 
so great a longing, is certain death. 

The cholera, in its capricious route 
from Bushire into the interior of the 
country, attacked Barazgun, Daliki, 
Kazirun, and a great number.of other 
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villages and towns, and spared Daris, 
Dastarjun, and Kamaraj. In diverg- 
ing from the high road, it visited 
chiefly the plain open country, and 
seemed to spare the more mountainous, 
such as the Mamasani-hills. It may 
also be observed that the wandering 
tribes called 11, or Ilyat, escaped this 
contagious disorder, if such it can be 
called. In many circumstances, this 
fatal disease appears to me to resem-= 
ble the species of plague that England 
was attacked with some 150 or 200 
years ago, and which is so well de- 
scribed, not only in the history of that 
age, but by the poet and physician 
Armstrong. J. H. 
Persian Gulph ; Dec. 24, 1821. 

== 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

T is now three months sinee I de- 
veloped in your pages the true 

proximate causes of those evils which 
afflict both rich and poor in this once 
flourishing empire. Parliament has 
been sitting ever since; but, like aH 
public societies, it is 100 polite to adopt 
any but fashionable doctrines, or too 
much raised above the labour of ori- 
ginal thinking to adopt any doctrines 
which, like other features of aristo- 
cracy have not flourished through many 
successive generations. Besides, my 
theory was given to the world in the 
small type and modest paper of a pe- 
riodical miscellany ; and, to have com- 
manded respect of distinguished per- 
sonages, it ought to have been printed 
in an inviting form, in an elegant type, 
and on superb hot-pressed paper. 

Unhappily, men in power, and en- 
gaged in wielding authority, are too 
conceited, or too much engaged, to de- 
rive instruction from -the press; and 
all truths so published by one genera- 
tion are valuable only to the next ge- 
neration. Hence mankind appear to 
amend as we view them through: the 
press ; but in practice they are govern- 
ed not by trutls, which reason and 
philosophy elicit from the circum- 
stances of the times, but by established 
principles, in no way applicable to the 
new relations in which events place 
them. 
Was ever any nation before so mad 

as to feign for years together, that, if 
a certain individual in another coun- 
try (on whose virtues and talents the 
population had, in the spirit of idola- 
try, conferred supreme power,) were 
not removed from that power, their in- 

dependance 
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dependance was insecure?) Was ever 
nation before so mad as to become the 
willing instruments of the jealousy, 
envy, and hatred, of its own rulers; 
and, for the purpose of removing that 
chief, so infatuated as to mortgage 
the whole of its rentals to raise the si- 
news of war against that individual, 
with whom they had no manner of 
concern? Such has, however, been 
Ahe fact,—the delirium is past,—the 
wretched people are fast discovering 
the arts by which they were duped,— 
but their property is transferred! They 
not only exhausted themselves by si- 
multaneous taxation, but they pledged 
all their real property to public cre- 
ditors, Jews, and money-lenders, for 
nearly, if not quite, as much money 
as it is worth; and they are now 
writhing in all the horrors of infatuated 
men who have lost their estates in a fit 
of delirium at the gaming-table. Their 
estates are gone, and their only equi- 
valent is the dead body of Napoleon 
at St. Helena! 

fs not this a new situation? Was 
such a picture of national folly ever 
before presented to the world? Will 
any antiquated doctrines meet it? Can 
any principles of political economy, or 
any arithmetical legerdemain, restore 
an estate to a man who has spent it? 
Did any whining about distress ever 
induce a mortgagee to restore title- 
deeds, and abate his mortgage? It is 
nothing to him that the owner was in- 
fatuated when he borrowed his money, 
and he will be paid his interest or fore- 
close ; or if he does not get the one, 
and finds himself unable to do the 
other, he will consider himself as swin- 
dled, and the borrowers as swindlers ! 
It is nothing to him ‘hat the borrowers 
wasted the money which he lent in 
gratifying bad passions; and that, after 
their game is over, they find that the 
dead body of Napoleon is not a valua- 
ble equivalent! 

En passant it must not be concealed, 
that both parties in a moral sense are 
equally culpable, for each of them 
pledged their lives and fortunes to 
Sustain an absurd and wicked contest; 
but it so happens, that the law sup- 
ports the mortgagee, while it leaves 
the land and house owners to shift for 
themselves, and to sink to the level in 
society to which their improvidence or 
political gullibility have reduced them. 

It is the shifts of the proprietors 
which create the difficulties. During 
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the war they indemnified themselves by 
raising their rents, and therefore did 
not feel the weight of the mortgage ; 
and they were enabled to do this by 
the enormous purchases of the govern- 
ment, and by reducing the value of the 
currency in issues of paper. But 
now, when the government has ceased 
to expend its thirty millions in agricul- 
tural produce, and the currency has 
partly returned to its standard value, 
two results take place fatal to the de- 
luded proprietors; one that, in cases 
where he has not let his property on 
lease, the tenant cannot pay those 
factitious war-rents which were de- 
rived from the two sources. above- 
named; or that, in cases where he has 
let on lease, the farmer is paying out 
‘of his own capital, and has been ruin- 
ed, or is on the verge of ruin. Itis 
found, also, that the depreciation of 
the currency, and the high prices of 
produce, ruined the labouring classes, 
who paid treble prices, while they 
got only double; and that these have 
now to be repaid out of the land, in 
poor-rates, the amount of those earn- 
ings out of which they were in effect 
cheated during the war. This charge, 
and the direct and indirect -taxation, 
operating on the tenant, allow him 
therefore to pay no rent to the land- 
lord; and it cannot be otherwise, see- 
ing that annuities equal to the rentals 
have been sold by the landlords to ena- 
ble former administrations to carry, on 
wars, first against abstract principles, 
and next against the right of a foreign 
nation to choose its own chief. 

In truth, in the purchases of govern- 
ment the landlords were at the time 
receiving, in higher rents, the mort- 
gages of their estates. They foolishly 
thought these high rents so much gain; 
but, in fact, as from this cause a 
landlord got 1,000/. instead of 500/. 
a-year, he was in effect incurring a 
mortgage upon his estate by a round- 
about course of the extra 500/.; and: 
if he spent the extra 500/. he was like 
any other spendthrift, and the sum of 
all the extra rentals which he got du- 
ring the war constitute the greater 
portion of his present public mortgage. 
—A still greater absurdity was com- 
mitted by the purchasers of estates, 
while the annual public mortgages were 
added to the rents. Thus, if the go- 
vernment purchases and the paper- 
currency raised the rental of an estate 
from 5007. to a nominal 1,000/. per 

annum, 
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annum, and thirty years’ purchase 
were then given for it, the purchaser 
would lose 15,000/., for prices and rent 
would necessarily fall half, the mo- 
ment the government contractors 
ceased to purchase. Yet this error 
was committed by thousands. The 
operation was, that Parliament, year 
after year, voted 30,000,000/. by loan, 
which loan was advanced as a mort- 
gage upon all public property; the 
ministers then expended the loan in 
the purchase of produce; these pur- 
chases caused the demand to exceed 
the supply, and raised prices: the 
landlords then raised their rents, and 
‘in the rents got the mortgage money, 
which, not understanding to be a mort- 
gage, but considering as so much gain, 
they increased their expenses, and 
thought themselves richer than before, 
till they are now undeceived, by find- 
ing that they have estates which can- 
not pay any rent! What a vicious and 
delusive circle! 

The poverty of that once interesting 
class of society, which flourished on 
rents of land, seems therefore inevit- 
able,—they pledged their fortunes in 
1793 and 1803, and they are gone,—a 
man cannot spend and also continue 
to enjoy an estate. But they were 
‘misled,—they knew not what they did, 
—we sympathize with them, and their 
loss ought, perhaps, to be alleviated, if 
it be possible. 

It is to no purpose that they exclaim 
if we are ruined—you are all ruined ;— 
no such thing—the land, the country, 
its industry, its commerce, its com- 
manding geographical situation, re- 
main,—they have by their own folly 
(and in spite of the warning of those 
whom they persecuted for giving it,) 
lost as individuals their social rank ; 
but their estates will change hands, 
and will prove as productive and va- 
luable to the nation as heretofore. 
May the new proprietors take warning 
by the unhappy fate of. the old ones, 
and never pledge their estates to raise 
the sinews of war, for the purpose of 
covering foreign nations with blood, or 
for any warlike object which is not 
palpably just and necessary ! 

In ‘the struggle which the land- 
owners will make lies, however, much 
portentous evil. Many of them will 
exact rents till they have ruined the 
cultivators. Much land will conse- 
quently cease to be cultivated. Pri- 
vate mortgagees will be involved in 
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ruin with the owners. Families of 
cultivators will be thrown on parishes 
unable to sustain them. The taxes 
will not yield; and if the current ex- 
penses of the government cannot, as 
the ministers declare, be reduced, then 
the fundholder must abate part of his 
interest; and, if part, he will be alarm- 
ed for the whole. In these struggles 
industry and commerce must also suf- 
fer, and foreign nations, notindifferent 
to our condition, will profit by our 
difficuities. 

Such is the true state of the question. 
It is pregnant with difficulties which 
no antiquated doctrines will meet. 
Yet palliatives exist,—the choice is 
among evils, but we are bound to con- 
sider them, and choose theleast. This 
is certain, that nothing has yet trans- 
pired in or out of Parliament so origi- 
nal as to meet the circumstances, or 
relieve the anxieties of the nation. 
The writer of this paper hopes nothing 
from his contributions, because he has 
to influence pride, conceit, and a Pha- 
raoh-like hard-heartedness; but his 
love for his country will stimulate him; 
and in an early number of the Monthly 
Magazine, he will submit bis views to 
the public, and, whether they are adopt- 
ed or not, he shall have done his duty. 

CoMMON SENSE, 

P.S.—Since the preceding article was 
written, I have read a very pompous and 
inconclusive article in the Quarterly Re- 
view, in which the author adopts the vul- 
gar notion, that the Bank of England has 
designedly narrowed its issues; it being 
true that the issues have been narrowed, 
but not that they have been wilfully nar- 
rowed. He speaks of these issues as 
though the Bank made issues at its plea- 
sure, and seems ignorant that issues of 
currency have never been made except on 
demand, and for value received. The 
truth is, that the Bank has discounted 
more liberally since the peace, in propor- 
tion to the quantity of bills presented for 
discount, than during the war; but money 
has not been wanted, owing to the falling- 
off of trade, and of war-contracts, which 
created bills for discount; and, in proof 
of this, the Bank, for the purpose of 
drawing customers, has lately undertaken 
to discount at fonr per cent. Whether it 
is expedient thus to make agriculture de- 
pendant on trade for a supply of currency 
is, however, a question worthy of consi- 
deration. This prominent error of the 
reviewer destroys, however, the foree of 
all his reasonings, and he leaves his 
readers in a greater maze than that in 
which he found them. 

To 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
HOULD you think the following 
account of the actual state of the 

periodical press in Sweden worthy of 
a place in your valuable miscellany, I 
shall take the earliest opportunity of 
furnishing you also with an account 
of the state of the general literature 
of that country, of which so little is 
known in England. B. 

The oldest newspaper in Sweden, 
and that which is most read, is the 
Post och Inrikes Tidning (the Post 
and Domestic Gazette), established 
nearly a century ago. It is edited by 
the Secretary of the Swedish Academy, 
and forms the principal branch of re- 
venue of this Society. At the same 
time it is considered as the official 
paper of the court, supplying the pub- 
lie with foreign news, official accounts 
concerning the court and the country, 
decrees, promotions, distributions of 
orders, &c. 

Next-to this paper, the Stockholms 
Posten (Stockholm Post) used to be 
the greatestfavourite. Itwas founded 
by Kelgern, one of the greatest poets 
of the country in 1778. In this paper 
literary reviews and scientific intelli- 
gence were mixed with foreign news. 
But upon the death of its founder it 
fell off, and only kept part of its repu- 
tation, for some time after, by the oc- 
casional insertion of the songs of the 
favourite poetess, Mrs. Lingern, which 
were soon sung throughout the whole 
nation. Now it is very little read. 
The decay of this journal induced 
Counsellor Wallmark, in the year 
1809, to begin another daily paper, 
under the title of the Literary and 
Theatrical Journal, but which was soon 
changed into that of Allmanna Jour- 
nalen (Universal Journal); the former 
having been suppressed on account of 
an article upon Norway. Of all the 
non-official papers in Sweden, this is 
most read. In its literary department 
it vehemently opposes what is termed 
“the New School,” that is, that party 
which since 1810 have endeavoured to 
free the nation from the French tram- 
mels imposed upon it by the Aca- 
demy. Mr. W. is the champion of the 
“ correct taste party ;” all literary arti- 
cles in his journal have, therefore, but 
one tendency, viz. that of refuting the 
writings of the new party. Sometimes 
he also treats his readers with short 
essays against (what he terms) ‘the 
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errors of the age,” such as nationality 
in poetry, romance, magnetism, &c. 
Sometimes he gives larger articles, 
mostly drawn from the liberal French 
newspapers, statistical accounts, and 
sundry informations on domestic mat- 
ters. 
Immediately after the establishment 

of the liberty of the press in Sweden in 
1809, a spirit of freedom began to stir 
in the nation, and innumerable periodi- 
cals appeared in Stockholm, and again 
vanished. Most of them died from 
want; others were wrecked against the 
quicksands of politics. One however, 
the Polyfem, which was began in 1810, 
closed in 1812, merely because the 
time previously fixed for its continua- 
tion had expired. This paper was the 
first that opened the contest against the 
the French school, in which it employ- 
ed parody and satire with brilliant 
success; and in its pages, which are 
still much read, a fund of humour and 
wit (although occasionally rather wan- 
ton,) is treasured up, such as is perhaps 
not equalled by any other nation. After 
this a paper of a very different de- 
scription was started, it was called 
Anmarkaren (Observer), and was pro- 
hibited in November last, on account 
of a satirical allegory on the burial of 
General Cardell. The editor’s name 
was Cederborgh, author of several no- 
vels. He pretended to write on the 
opposition side, but he ultimately at- 
tacked every institution and person 
with vulgar coarseness, so that the 
paper at Jast became a public terror 
and nuisance; and, after having once 
before been restored to life by the 
king’s special favour, its career is now 
finally closed. 

As a mediator between the demago- 
gical fierceness of the Observer, and 
the servile partiality of the Universal 
Journal, by which every act of, and 
every person in, authority is as much 
over-praised as they were degraded by 
the other, a new journal was began in 
1820, by two former assistants to the 
editor of the Observer. They named 
it the Argus, and its principal object 
was the publication of inland accounts, 
remarkable trials, (of which the Ob- 
server used to give only such as re- 
flected upon the character of some 
public functionary,) notices of little 
incidents, public amusements, &c. The 
plan of this publication was so much 
approved of, that they obtained 1,100 
subscribers, which in Sweden is a 
considerable number; the Imperial 
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Gazette having but 2,500, the Univer- 
sal Journal about 200, the Observer 
(used to have) nearly 1,500, the Stock- 
holm Post between 6 and 800, and 
all the others between 3 and 500 sub- 
scribers. The editors also wished 
to instruct the nation in politics; but 
in this, as well as in literature, they 
affected to follow their own line: in 
the one they would be neither Whigs 
nor Tories, in the other they would 
neither belong io the French school, 
nor to the reformers. ‘The result was, 
they were perfectly unintelligible to 
all parties, and the paper was ulti- 
mately discarded among respectable 
people. 

The Swedish Journal of Literature 
was begun in 1813, and is published 
in Upsala, where it has many sensible 
contributors, for the most part among 
the younger literati. Itis published 
weekly, in one sheet, an extent which 
does not allow of a full review of 
Swedish literature ; yet it has laboured 
very meritoriously in the branch of 
belles-lettres, and made many valuable 
ideas general, which before this were 
only current among a few scholars in 
Upsala. 

Periodical works purely scientific, 
in the form of books, are published 
only by those of the “New School.” 
The earliest work of this description 
was the Phosphorus; it appeared at 
the same time as the Polyfem, in the 
year 1810. It pursued the same ob- 
ject by positive means, which the lat- 
ter tried to advance by its negative 
exertions. Most of its articles were 
poetical ; generally consisting of poems 
by the editor, Atterbom, which greatly 
contributed in giving a higher impulse 
to Swedish literature. The philoso- 
phical and esthetical essays contained 
in it are full of original ideas, fire, and 
enthusiasm, only now and then the 
ideas are rather crude, as may be ex- 
pected from too youthful authors. Its 
publication ceased in 1813. During 
the same year were published two 
numbers of the Lyceum, edited by Mr. 
Hamarskiold and Professor Hoyer. 
But if the Phosphorus was too youth- 
ful, the Lyceum had, if I may so ex- 
press myself, a certain dryness of age 
about it, without being more profound. 
It was a review of native and foreign 
productions, but it had no influence 
on the present taste of the public. 

In the year 1813 appeared the first 
number of the Jduna; and by this 
time its numbers have been increased 
toeight. It is edited by Baron Adler- 
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beth, a son of the counsellor of state, 
famed as.the translator of Virgil, Ho- 
race, and Ovid. The original plan 
was to admit only treatises on northern 
antiquities, old Scandinavian songs, 
and such modern compositions only as 
immediately bore upon this subject; 
but this’ plan has been enlarged since. 
The authors who have most distin- 
guished themselves in this publication 
are Professor Geyer of Upsala, and 
Professor Tegner of Lund, both emi- 
nent poets; the former admired for 
the boldness of his ideas, and a pecu- 
liar and powerful originality ; the Jat- 
ter no less so for his splendid fancy, 
and the richness and splendor of his 
figures. Most of the songs insert- 
ed in this publication have been set 
to music, and are now universally 
sung. Among the numerous valuable 
treatises furnished by Mr. Geyer, one 
is particularly clever; it is entitled, 
“On the Applicability of the old Scan- 
dinavian Mythology in the Plastic 
Arts,” which in certain cases is con- 
tested by the author. 

Sveua: the editors of this periodical 
work point at their object in the fol- 
lowing words :—“ Every periodical 
work necessarily presupposes a litera- 
ture; such as trade will always pre- 
suppose productions ; for a periodical 
work, whether it measures the period 
of its immortality by days, months, or 
years, is actually engaged in diffusing 
literary production, the exchange of 
the stock of ideas. We therefore sup- 
pose such a capital exists in Sweden, 
and we shall employ our best exertions 
to promote its circulation.” The four 
numbers that have hitherto appeared 
contain some excellent articles; I 
mention but a few:—1. On the forma- 
tion of the Swedish soil. 2. Observa- 
tions on the old northern song. 3. 
Feudalism and republicanism. 4. On 
the former voyages of discovery of the 
Scandinavians to North America. 8. 
A view of the actual state of philoso- 
phy. 9. Gustavus Adolphus in Ger- 
many, fragments of an epic poem. 

The most recently established pe- 
riodical work is the Hermes, edited by 
Mr. Almquist, a very clever young man. 
Some of its best articles are—“‘ On the 
Advantages of Speech over Writing,” 
by Count Schwerin, the leader of the 
opposition in the Diet, and one of the 
greatest living orators; and “ A Com- 
parison of the Account of the Oriental 
Writers with those of Greece, respect- 
ing the History of Persia, by Palmblad.” 

- ‘X 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
4 EW of your readers have been 

indifferent spectators of the suf- 
ferings which horses are made to 
endure from contraction and disease 
in the fore-feet. So universal is this 
evil, that this country can hardly fur- 
nish a single instance of a horse hav- 
ing performed his fair and constant 
portion of road services for three years 
successively, beyond the period of his 
being first shod with the common 
shoes, without his fore-feet having suf- 
fered more or less from this cause. It 
is true that in many instances this 
deviation from natural structure is 
unaccompanied with any apparent 
injury or pain to the animal, for va- 
rious reasons; some fect resist the 
common cause much more than others ; 
intervals of rest and “turning out” 
will retard its progressive operation; 
and it requires not a little pain in 
many of these beautiful and generous 
creatures, to make them evince the 
anguish they endure. Why is this 
mischief, you will say, allowed to con- 
tinue another day? This is a question 
that, were I disposed fully to solve it, 
would occupy much time and space, 
not more than it deserves, and which is 
certainly not at all explained by say- 
ing that this evil is occasioned by the 
abuse of art, at the same time that it 
admits of a perfectly safe and efficient 
relief, lately discovered, and which 
has in its operation the singular two- 
fold advantage of preventing the mis- 
chief altogether, as well as of relieving 
it most essentially when produced; 
thus supplying us at once with a pre- 
ventative and a remedy of great relief, 
(cure being mostly out of the question;) 
I allude to the jointed horse-shoe in- 
vented by Mr. Bracey Clark, who, by 
great industry and expense, had long 
since discovered the cause, and now, 
by the same means, produces the re- 
medy. He is the only person who has 
completely developed that beautiful 
piece of physiological and mechanical 
contrivance—the horse’s foot ; has ex- 
plained its structure and formation on 
philosophical principles, and most 
satisfactorily shown its expansive and 
elastic properties, which are so obvi- 
ously obstructed and counteracted by 
the common shoe, so as fully to ac- 
count for most of the injury which this 
part is so universally suffering. The 
paltry attempts of interested and infe- 
rior minds to undervalue and obscure 
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these most important discoveries of 
this very ingenious, indefatigable, and 
unrequited gentleman, are worthy their 
collegiate labours; but their effects 
are truly surprising, when we consider 
the prevalence of the spirit of enquiry; 
and that your assistance, Mr. Editor, 
should be required to bring into notice 
these great improvements, can only 
be explained by the little interest 
which this subject has hitherto ob- 
tained, from its having been so long 
consigned (how improperly need hard- 
ly be said,) to the hands of one of the 
most unenlightened classes of our fel- 
low-c*tizens, as well as perhaps from 
the little figure which this’ lowest part 
of the animal makes. Had the more 
Striking parts of his frame (more im- 
portant ones could not,) been affected 
by an _artificially-induced mischief, 
—such as might have influenced the 
appearance of his head, tail, or fine- 
ness of his coat,—the vanity of man 
had long since remedied the defects, 
as it now endeavours to disguise its 
sufferings by the cruel operations of 
bit, whip, and spur; rendering him 
thus the trehle victim of ignorance, 
folly, and inhumanity. The barba- 
rous operation lately introduced, of 
removing the sense of feeling of the 
feet by dividing the nerves, while it 
does not relieve the disease, but leaves 
these parts a prey to still farther in- 
jury, and ultimate increase of suffer- 
ing and uselessness, deserves the 
strongest censure of every humane 
and scientific individual ; and the neg- 
lect to which it is fast approaching. 

So the absurd and inefficient con- 
trivances, which have within these 
few years been occasionally offered to 
the public, for their amusement would 
be supposed, under the auspices of a 
patent and a college, and to the dis- 
grace of both, as their mischief and 
disuse declare, for forcing out the 
heels by pressure on the frog, as it is 
absurdly called, are about as scientific 
as though a man should attempt to 
cleave a block of wood with a wedge 
of dough, by forcing its broad edge 
foremost. For this said frog, sir, 
would you believe it? is nearly as soft 
and elastic as Indian rubber, while the 
parts opposed to it are of a hard 
horny texture; and it is very clear, 
that if this passive organ performs 
any office at all, it is that of re- 
straint. 

It has long been the fashion to raise 
a great outcry against bad shoeing, as 
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though one blacksmith was very supe- 
rior in this art to another; but this is 
really of comparatively little moment, 
—the fault lies much deeper; it is in 
the system, and all shoeing is bad 
which does not leave the foot a full 
liberty to perform those functions for 
which nature designed it; which ne- 
ver can be the case so long as it is 
bound up_and restrained by the nails 
fixed into the sides of an immoveable 
iron shoe. All this is completely ob- 
viated by Mr. Clark’s shoe; but, sir, 
this is no forcing shoe, this is the true 
shoe of liberty; and, as in the moral, 
so in the physical world, it is gnly as 
Wwe approach the completion of all 
which this beautiful word liberty im- 
plies, that we are justified in believing 
we shall arrive at perfection. 
My sole object in sending you this 

paper is to excite the attention of the 
public to the good that is prepared 
for them; and my only gain is the 
satisfaction of endeavouring to be use- 
ful: I have no other earthly interest, 
direct or indirect, to satisfy. Horses 
of my own, and of several of my 
friends, have received most essential 
benefit from these jointed shoes for 
upwards of eighteen months, and are 
to this hour continuing to experience 
their good effects; and I cannot help 
being very desirous that others may 
reap the same advantages, on the 
grounds both of humanity and interest. 
At the same time let me guard your 
readers against employing them as 
remedies only,—for which, however, 
they are eminently qualified; their 
great excellence consists in the pre- 
vention of disease, and are therefore 
alone to be considered as the proper 
shoes for the horse. A.C.S. 

i 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
JOURNAL, by a LADY, hept™at Moscow 

and in RUuSSIA, during the FRENCH 
INVASION tn 1812. 
HE summer is short in Russia, 
but éxcessively hot: the heat on 

some days in July, especially in this 
part, equalled that of the West Indies. 
Moscow was in alarm; foreigners 
were very uneasy; and the taking of 
Smolensko had not contributed to 
tranquillize the public mind. We 
scarcely dared to stir out of the house. 
The French were insulted in the 
streets; many of them had been sent 
away to the borders of the Wolga, 
which I had just quilted; and every 
one feared lest his own turn for trans- 
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portation, or being sent into the inte- 
rior, should arrive. All the nobles 
had departed; the treasure of the 
Kremlin, and the riches deposited at 
the Foundling Hospital, formed a 
continual procession of carriages, fur- 
niture, and effects of all kinds. In 
fact, the city was a desert; and, in 
proportion as the French army ad- 
vanced, the emigration became more 
considerable. I could not even obtain 
a passport for Petersburgh; and when 
the alarm became general, victuals 
began to be scarce,—all endeavouring 
to lay in what stock they could. Be- 
sides this, a massacre was feared on 
the part of the mougikes, or peasants. 
The people also talked of fire, and of 
burying themselves under the ruins of 
the place. It was only in the distant 
quarters of the city that the people 
collected; and, Moscow being ex- 
tremely large, they calculated that 
the side on which the French entered 
would be the first, and perhaps the 
only quarter that would be burnt. It 
also appeared so difficult to believe 
that a city of such immense extent 
should be consumed, that the inhabi- 
tants only endeavoured to guard 
against it in certain quarters, where 
the houses were mostly of timber. The 
palaces and the stone buildings, co- 
vered with tiles, &c. it was thought 
would never be burnt; and ‘ these 
places were generally chosen as sanc- 
tuaries. 

I was connected with a family of 
artists living in the Basseman, a quar- 
ter directly opposite to that through 
which the French entered. This was 
avery retired situation ; it was a large 
palace, belonging to the Prince Galit- 
zin, and my friend’s husband engraved 
the pictures in the gallery here for the 
prince. He, his family, and myself, 
occupied one of the wings of this pa- 
lace that looked into the garden. This, 
according to our views, was calculated 
to conceal, and, in case of fire, to pre- 
serve us, even if the people were dis- 
posed to carry their resentment to 
extremities. Besides, here were seve- 
ral. alleys in the gardens, through 
which we could have escaped their 
search: there was likewise the palace 
on one side of the street, and that of 
Prince Kourakin on the other, to 
which we could retire if necessary ; so 
that we believed ourselves to be ina 
kind of impregnable fort, though we 
occupied no more of it than was in- 
densably necessary, To this asylum 
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I removed all my effects, and foolishly 
left my own house, which remained 
untouched, to take refuge in another, 
which became the prey of the flames. 
But I was not the only one that was 
easily persuaded. 

1 quitted my house on the 25th of 
August, Russian calendar,—or on the 
6th Sept. according to the French. For 
eight or ten days we were tolerably 
quiet; but about that time, hearing it 
reported that the French army was 
advancing, we went up into the garret 
to see whether we could obtain a dis- 
tant view of them. Towards the Ist 
of September, or the 13th according 
to the French calendar, we could per- 
ceive their fires, and the next morn- 
ing our Russian servants entered our 
chambers in a state of fright, saying 
that the police-officers had knocked at 
all the doors in the night, to give no- 
tice that it was time to flee. “ But 
(said I,) they did not knock at our 
door: what is their knocking to us?” 
“Madam, (said my femme de cham- 
bre,) you area Frenchwoman; they 
have only been to the Russians: be- 
sides, the police is gone away; they 
have taken away the fire-engines, and 
we don’t choose to remain here.” 

‘We were now without any servant, 
excepting one stupid female, that used 
to bake our bread, but who, to quiet 
her fears, got completely intoxicated, 
though atlastshe washighly useful tous. 
We learnt to a certainty ‘that the police 
was actually gone; and, on the night be- 
iween the 13th and the 14th, I could not 
sleep, and did not go to bed. My friend’s 
wife was so extremely timid, that I 
could not make her a partaker of my re- 
flections ; but only communicate them 
to her husband. I was afraid of their 
effects upon her nerves, which would 
only have tended to increase the em. 
barrassments of the moment. T lis- 
tened, and could hear drunken per- 
sons passing, re-passing, and swear- 
ing. We knew that the public-houses 
had been pillaged; and another day 
passed in a state of inquietude. In 
the succeeding night, I thought the 
populace were still more noisy: I 
heard them exclaim JF ransoushi, 
(French,) and I thought every mo- 
ment they would burst open the door. 
I stole softly into the chamber of my 
agitated companion, and told her hus- 
band I thought the mob were coming. 
He looked through the curtain, and 
said, “No; not yet.” These were the 
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agreeable prospects which we enjoyed 
two nights successively. On the 15th, 
being much fatigued, and, from our 
retired situation, unable to learn what 
was passing in the interior of the city, 
I threw myself on the bed pretty carly 
in the evening. My friend and her 
husband went up-stairs to make their 
observations as usual, when all on a 
sudden his wife came down precipi- 
tately, and, calling me, desired I would 
come immediately, and see a meteor 
in the heavens resembling a flaming 
sword, which she thought was the 
forerunner of some trouble to us. As 
I knew this good woman was very su- 
perstitious, I did not much care to put 
myself out of my way; however, as 
she drew me towards her, I went up, 
and really witnessed something 1 
thought very extraordinary. ‘The more 
we reasoned upon it, the farther we 
seemed from any conclusion, and 
finished our discussions by falling fast 
asleep. At six in the moming we 
were awakened by several violent 
blows against the door. I ran to my 
friend’s chamber: ‘We are ruined 
(said I): they are breaking open the 
door.” JI, however, heard them call 
the master of the house by his name; 
when, looking through the shutters, 
we saw one of our acquaintance. 
Ah! thought J, they are massacring 
in the other quarters, and he has come 
here to save himself. In fact, on 
opening the door, this gentleman. told 
us, that the fire having approached his 
house, he came to request an asylum 
for himself and two other persons: 
this being promptly granted, he re- 
turned to fetch them. My friend’s 
husband ventured to go to the end of 
the street, and, on returning, told us, 
that the famous prodigy which had 
alarmed his wife was a small balloon 
filled with rockets, which had fallen 
upon the palace of Prince Trouberkoi, 
in the Pakroska, very near us; and 
that the palace, as well as the sur- 
rounding houses, were on fire. Itnow 
appeared clearly that the city would 
be burnt; and, whilst he went out 
again to get farther intelligence, we 
ventured to put our heads out of the 
window, when [ saw asoldicr on horse- 
back, and heard him ask a question 
in French. Judge of our astonish- 
ment. I, having been always more 
courageous than my friend, imme- 
diately asked him if he was a Vrench- 
man? “ Yes, madam,’’-~ “The French 

are 
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are here, then?” ‘They entered the 
suburbs yesterday at three in the 
afternoon.”—“ All?” “Yes; all.” 

The three persons to whom we had 
granted an asylum now arrived, with 
such of their effects as they were able 
to save. They told us the fire had 
caught in several places, and, no en- 
gines being left, it was impossible to 
extinguish it. They prevented me 
from going out to ascertain whether 
any thing had happened to my friends 
or to my house, where great part of 
my goods were left, not being able to 
getthem removed. One of these gen- 
tlemen advised me te go on foot, as all 
the horses were seized for the army ; 
“‘however, (added he,) as the French 
are gallant, perhaps they would not 
take alady’s horse. 1t would be other- 
wise with me, and of course I shall 
not run the risk ; for, if we are obliged 
to remove our goods again, our horses 
will be of great use.” It seemed that 
he prophesied. ‘But (said I,) why 
should we trouble ourselves about 
Saving our goods: this house cannot 
be burnt.” After dinner I borrowed 
one of the gentleman’s droskys, and 
went about the town. I found the 
houses crowded with the military, and 
in my own two captains of the gen- 
darmerie. Every thing was tured 
upside down, and my papers were 
spread about the floor; but this disor- 
der took place before the arrival of 
the French, who, as they found none 
but Russian servants there, looked 
upon it as a deserted dwelling. They 
much wished me, to re-occupy my 
apartments, assuring me I should have 
nothing to fear. But, as the fire was 
spreading every where, I thought it 
might probably reach my dwelling; 
and, besides, as I did not wish to 
leave my friends, I returned to them 
by the light of the burning houses, 
whilst the flames seemed to make an 
inconceivably rapid progress. It was 
now the 15th of September: the autumn 
in Russia being pleasant, and the even- 
ing very fine, we visited all the streets 
in the neighbourhood of Prince Treu- 
beskoi, to see the progress of the 
flames. This spectacle was one of 
awful grandeur; I have often reflected 
upon it. J do not wish to dwell upon 
these recollections. We had been 
four days without having any occasion 
for light ; and it was now brighter than 
noon-day. The rapidity with which 
the houses were burnt, by the appli- 
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cation of the Congreve rockets, is in- 
conceivable. We heard a light ex- 
plosion, something like the report of 
a fusil, and then saw a black smoke ; 
in the course of a few minutes it be- 
came red; a mass of flames suceeeded, 
and in a few hours the houses were 
consumed. 
When I came home I found my 

friend’s wife in conversation with a 
wounded officer, as she wished him to 
accept of a lodging at her house, re- 
marking that it was dangerous to be 
without a guard: in this the officer 
acquiesced, and advised us to request 
a guard for the house from the prince. 
With this view I went out again the 
next morning. One side of the Boule- 
vard that I traversed was nothing but 
amass of fames. Several Polish sol- 
diers were running about the streets, 
and the whole resembled a place sur- 
rendered to pillage. I went to the 
governor’s house, but there was such 
a crowd before his door, that I could 
not approach. Returning home, a 
young French officer accosted me, and 
very politely informed me that it was 
dangerous to go alone, and that he 
would accompany me. I accepted his 
proposal without ceremony, consider- 
ing the urgency of the moment. We 
then proceeded together, he on horse- 
back and I on foot; and coming to the 
corner of a street, several women, in 
great distress, implored his protection 
against some soldiers, who were plun- 
dering them. He dispersed them, but 
after he was gone, these or some others, 
no doubt, returned to complete their 
work. I was now anxious to get 
home, fearing our house might be in 
the same situation as some we had 
seen; its distance from the city might 
only be a temporary preventive. Our 
wounded officer might for the moment 
repel the assailants ; but the town con- 
tinued. burning, and, as it was no longer 
possible to restrain the soldiers, or to 
make them hear reason, a good guard 
was absolutely necessary, and this the 
military themselves acknowledged. 
My young conductor dining with us, 
talked very fluently about the fashions, 
the theatre, and the gaiety of Paris; 
and I soon recognized him to be a 
dashing frequenter of the Chaussée 
D’ Antin, wearing the mustachios of a 
soldier. Alas! I never saw him more ; 
I should have regretted had any thing 
happened to him. He talked much of 
his mother, whom he sincerely loved ; 

and. 
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and this strongly induced me to con- 
sider him as an amiable character: he 
left us for the camp of Petrosky. The 
fire had now caught all the Russian 
shops, and the wounded officer and 
myself resolved to go to Petrosky on 
the following day, and demand a 
safeguard. . 

(To be continued. ) 
— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
OBSERVATIONS on BRAZIL, by BARON 

LANGSDORF, RUSSIAN CONSUL-GENE- 
RAL in that COUNTRY. 
OTWITHSTANDING all the 
advantages of a residence in this 

country, it has also its disadvantages. 
The living in the capital and its 
immediate vicinity is expensive, the 
necessaries of life are even scarce, 
and a thousand unexpected inconve- 
niences will be found. 

There is a want of hands; the popu- 
lation of the country, and the wants of 
the capital, bear no proportion to the 
mechanics, tradesmen, and farmers, 
and the size of the kingdom and its 
daily increasing trade. The govern- 
ment has paid too little regard to 
benefiting internal trade by means of 
roads, &c. Inthe whole country there 
is scarcely a regular high road; the 
caravans of mules, that bring the cot- 
-ton upon their backs from Minas 
Novas to the capital, a distance of 
more than 200 leagues, have to en- 
counter the greatest difficulties of the 
road almost before its very gates. 
Goods that have from this distance 
successfully arrived within seven 
leagues of the metropolis, have to 
cross through marshes, morasses, and 
rivers; and not unfrequently the goods, 
mules, and drivers, perish in sight of 
the royal residence. As long, there- 
fore, as government in this respect re- 
mains inactive, so long as the farmer 
cannot easily bring his produce to 
market, and the merchant can only 
send his goods with the risk of lives, 
the cultivator will labour in vain to 
profit by the land that government has 
allotted to him. The poor farmer will 
hardly grow more than is necessary for 
his support. He neglects his planta- 
tions so much, that at last he will 
suffer want with his family. Thence 
it is that the lower classes lead such a 
wretched life ; and that, in a country of 
abundance, many thousands of its in- 
habitants fall a prey to poverty. 

Europeans, especially those who 
from their infancy have been accus- 
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tomed to bread, wHl find themselves 
often disappointed. Except in the 
southern province of Rio Grande, St- 
Paul and Minasgeraes, people in ge- 
neral eat but little bread; instead of 
which, they use the mendioca or maize 
flower, dried beans and bacon. Both 
maize and beans are usually sown and 
reaped twice a-year; the bread-root, 
or mendioca, may indeed be planted 
every month, but must remain in the 
ground from at least twelve to fifteen 
months, before it will yield the proper 
flour. The preparation itself, how- 
ever, is easy, and the flour both 
pleasant and wholesome. Beef dried 
in the air, and sprinkled with a little 
salt, with dry beans, bacon and flour 
of bréad root, or maize, constitute the 
usual food of the negroes and country 
people. 

Although there are no infectious 
diseases in Brazil, yet many persons 
are seen suffering under various casu- 
alties, among which swelled legs are 
the most prevalent. This particular 
disease is of a scorbutic nature, and 
only attacks the poorer classes, negroes 
as well as whites, and arises from neg- 
lect, filth, and poor living. 
Wens are as commonin some of the 

inland provinces, as in some moun- 
tainous districts of Europe. The 
earth, or sand, flea, which is likewise 
found in the West India islands, as all 
over South America, is also here very 
troublesome. They are a kind of 
small flea, which chiefly keep in the 
sand and dust of dirty and unfre- 
quented rooms, and insandy districts. 
This insect fixes itself on the toes, or 
any other naked part of the body, and 
eatsitself intothe skin, under the nails, 
&c. As the negroes always work 
barefooted in the field, they are natu- 
tally most exposed to them. It is 
therefore the duty of every master to 
have the feet of newly purchased ne- 
groes frequently examined, particu- 
larly as they have no knowledge of this 
plague in Africa. When the insect is 
picked out in time it produces no bad 
consequences; but there are people 
who, partly from ignorance, partly 
from idleness, do not anticipate the 
evil, and who then suffer from long 
sores. The best means of getting rid 
of the breed altogether is by the appli- 
cation of calomel ointment. 

In the metropolis strangers may 
feel themselves rather annoyed by 
musquitos and gnats, but I have neyer 
seen any in the country. 

It 
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Itseems, then, that any person who 
can put up with the plain food de- 
scribed above, and can wait till the 
roads are made, if in this hot cli- 
mate he will observe cleanliness by 
frequent washing and bathing, and in 
short if he will employ himself in 
labour, he may very soon have a 
fine kitchen garden, with all kinds of 
fruit and vegetables. He will then 
find it easy to breed pigs and fowls, 
and to keep oxen and cows; in short, 
he will within a few years see his la- 
bour rewarded, and be able to support 
his family in plenty. But any one 
who would seck here an idle life, may 
stay in his own country, since, instead 
of the expected paradise, he would 
soon find his grave. 
Every emigrant, whether rich or 

poor, should have an object in view, 
corresponding with his knowledge and 
means. Themanof property, without 
assistance, can do nothing; he must 
bring mechanics, artizans, and pea- 
sants with him, or hire them there for 
high wages, or buy slaves. The poor 
man can still less adventure into a fo- 
reign country ; he must have the sup- 
port either of a patron, or of govern- 
ment. It is true that the Portuguese 
government gives the European emi- 
grant, provided he be a Roman Catho- 
lic, large uncultivated tracts of land 
gratis, which in time may acquire a 
very great value ; but the farther use of 
such a gift will still depend on the as- 
sistance he may receive: till these 
wilds are brought into cultivation, the 
peasant must support himself and 
his family, build a cottage, purchase 
cattle and implements of husban- 
dry, and all that in a foreign coun- 
try, the language of which he does not 
understand, and where he will not 
readily be understood. The mechanic, 
from the same cause, will find neither 
a situation nor employ : his means will 
soon be exhausted ; and, instead of the 
imaginary wealth and abundance, he 
will meet with want and misery, and 
ultimately he will not even find where- 
with to return to his native country. 
A Roman Catholic, possessed of a 

sufficient capital to profit by the ad- 
vantages offered by the government, 
will do best to go to Brazil on bis own 
account. But the peasant and me- 
chanic, whose funds are not sufficient, 
must be satisfied for the first few years 
with less advantage, by attaching 
themselves to -a capitalist, and bc- 
coming acquainted with the language, 
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customs, and habits, and agriculture of 
the country, and then chuse that branch 
of industry for which they feel the 
best qualified. 

From all this it will result that it is 
more advantageous fer the capitalist 
than for the poor man to emigrate to 
Brazil. But let us now calculate the 
advantages that offer themselves to a 
man of moderate fortune, compared to 
what he might earn with it in Europe. 
We will suppose a man, whose 

estates in Europe are worth 10,000 
pounds, and who tries to make the 
most of them. What can he gain? 
After he has paid all his taxes, tithes, 
and other duties, he will make, under 
the happiest circumstances, and in the 
best years, from three to four per 
cent.; that is, between three to four 
hundred pounds clear profit: he must 
live with his family in a plain and re- 
tired manner; and, if by some misfor- 
tune, encumbered with extra ex- 
pences, he may be glad if, at the end of 
the year he is free from debt. 

But, if such a man with 100,000 
florins emigrates to Brazil, his profits 
will increase considerably. He may 
purchase (or now receive from the 
government without expense,) a large 
uncultivated estate, or district, which 
may stand him in about 

1,000 pounds, 
He purchases forty slaves at 

200 Spanish dollars, 
about * 2 2,000 

For the building of dwelling 
and warehouses . 2,000 

Support of forty negroes, and 
purchasing of agricultu- 
ral implements, cattle, 
&c. for the first year, 
about a 360 

Second ditto 360 
Third ditto 560 

Total 6,080 pounds. 

With these forty negroes, he may, 
in the first year, sow coffee, form a 
nursery, plant between 20 or 30,000- 
coffee-trees, mandioca-root, maize, 
beans, cabbage, and other nourishing 
plants and roots, banana-trees, &c. in 
such abundance, that, at the end of six 
months, he may almost be able to keep 
his people; but, after eighteen months, 
when the bread-root is ripe, he, al- 
ready possesses the principal staff of 
life. Inthe mean time he continues 
planting coffee-trees, and extending his 
nursery, according to his leisure and 
number of slaves. After eighteen 

months 
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months he may reap bread-roots to the 
value of about 1,000 pounds. After 
three years his coffee-trees will begin 
to bear; and, in the fourth year, they 
will at least yield him one pound of 
coffee per tree, which is worth about 
half a florin a pound, so that he will 
then begin to draw a revenue of 
1,500 pounds. In the fifth year, if he 
has continued to add about 20,000 
coffee-trees a-year, he may calculate 
that, within five or six years, his coffee- 
plantation will yicld to him from 25 to 
3 or 4,000/, clear profit ; and thus in a 
few years double his capital, and be- 
come a rich and independent man. 
Many have objected that persons, 
advanced to the age of forty or fifty 
years, would be too old for such an 
undertaking; to such an assertion I an- 
swer by the following fact : 

Dr. Lezesne, one of the few who es- 
caped the fury of the revolution at St. 
Domingo, with the wrecks of his for- 
tune settled with his family in Rio 
Janeiro. Here, instead of purchasing 
land, he took the copyhold (fief) of an 
uncultivated track of land in the vici- 
nity of the metropolis, for which he 
pays an annual ground-rent of about a 
hundred dollars. 
His first step was to buy forty 

slaves, who, at about 200 dol- 
lars each, cost him about , 

With these, and some labourers, he 
eleared the ground, and, pro- 
fiting by the timber, he erect- 
ed dwelling-houses, outhouses 
&c. for about : . 

He then immediately began sowing 
coffee and planting as many 
young coffee-trees as he could 
procure from the vicinity. Be- 
sides these, he planted only a 
few banana-trees, sending for 
thenecessary provisionstotown. 

The keeping of the forty slaves at 
five pence a day amounted 
per annum to about 

Clothing for do. about . 
Keeping of his family, about . 
For the purchase of tools, mules, 

&c. in the first year 
Second year. 

£1800 

2 
1500 

Keeping of negroes . . £300 
Ditto of his family. 100 
Clothing, tools, &c. 110 
Warehouses and sundries 440 

950 
Third year ditto 950 

Together, therefore, in sterling mo- 
*mey,about . . : 
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Thus, within a few years, with 

thirty-eight slaves, two of the number 
having died, this gentleman planted 
above 100,000 coffce-trees; whichnow, 
in the fourth year after the first planta- 
tion, yield, in the average, at least one 
pound of coffee each. These 100,000 
pounds sold at about 10d. a pound; now 
produce about 4166/. annually, being 
a clear profit from a capital of about 
5000 guineas. 

Dr. Lezesne was the first who intro- 
duced the cultivation of this article in 
the Brazils, the demand for which has 
kept pace with the increase of the pro- 
duce. And this gentleman has proved, 
by his example, that it is the most pro- 
fitable article for cultivation in that 
country. 

Considering the great extent of the 
country, the variety of its soil, fertility, 
climate, and produce, it is impossible to 
form a correct scale of the prices of the 
first necessaries of life. One of the 
capital can only serve those who wish 
to settle in it, and will be of no use to 
the colonist, who should leave the ex- 
pensive metropolis as soon as possible. 
A negro man or woman costs be- 

tween 40 and 50/.; daily expense for 
the keeping of a negro, from 5d. to 7d. 
That of an European, at least from 10d. 
to 14d. 32 lb. of bacon cost 12s. some- 
times much more, according to the sup- 
ply from the interior. A bag of men- 
dioca-flour, 7s. to 8s. A bag of dry 
beans, of a good quality, 21s. to 245, 
according to the season, before or after 
harvest-time. A bag of maize, 5s. to 
vs. A bag of maize-flour, or grotts, 
7s. to 8s. Beef, and this very bad, 
about 4d. a-pound. Wheaten flour, 
which with corn is imported from 
abroad, varies frequently in price. 
In the average the pound ‘costs from 
3d. to 4d. Rich people only eat. 
bread; in the ‘country: it is little 
known. An egg 2d. to 24d. A fowl 
2s. 6d. to3s. Potatoes, 11s. to 17s. the 
hundred-weight. Salt butter, which is 
imported from Holland. Ireland, and 
France, at an average 1s. 8d. a pound. 
Beef, salted and dried in the air, 
which is cured in the southern parts of 
Brazil, and constitutes the principal 
food of the labouring classes, from 8¢, 
to Ils. the arroba (321b.) But, in 
this article too, the price fluctuates ac- 
cording to the supply and exportation, 
A head of white cabbage, 4d. to 5d. 
A bottle of wine, 10d. to 14d. A hot- 
tle of English porter, 13d. to 17d. A 

draught- 
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draught-ox, 3]. to 41. 
calf, 5l. 

Clothing and shirts, &c. which are 
all made of light cotton, are rather 
cheap. A shirt will cost about 4s. 

Daily wages are very high in this 
province. A good carpenter will earn 
from between 5s. to 7s. a day, a good 
mason the same. A negro, as a mere 
field-labourer, 1s. 8d. a day. 

But, if such aman has a family, and 
wishes to live decently, he will, at the 
end of the week, have seldom more 
left than to supply him on Sunday, 
even should he have earned between 
7s. and 8s. Such are the prices in the 
capital. 

In the inland districts every thing is 
cheaper ; but the negro, who costs 
there half as much again to buy, 
scarcely earns 10d. and the best arti- 
san scarcely ls. 8d. 

The trades most in request in the 
metropolis and its vicinity are those of 
carpenters, joiners, masons, smiths, 
lock-smiths, wheelwrights, tin-men, 
and copper-smiths. But also many 
tailors, shoe-makers, and even hair- 
dressers and milliners, have found 
good business in the capital. Active 
book-binders would also, no doubt, be 
successful, and accumulate fortunes 
there. 

The surrounding districts, particu- 
larly those along the coast, offer a 
thousand opportunities for an enter- 
prizing man to obtain wealth. 

Although the best cotton grows in 
the country, there are as yet no spin- 
ning-establishments. Millsof all kinds 
are much wanting; sawing-mills, corn- 
mills, and stamping-mills, are among 
those which would succeed best. 

‘Near the capital, several brick-kilns 
might be employed. ‘The lime-stone 
near Cape Frio, thirty leagues from 
Rio Janeiro, is not used, for want of 
an enterprizing individual to embark 
his capital and industry in the erec- 
tion of kilns for burning it. There is 
plenty of wood, and the finest and 
purest porcelain earth and clay may 
be found every where, yet no indivi- 
dual has thought of establishing a 
pottery, all earthenware being im- 
ported from England. With thesame 
advantage manufactories for glass, 
potash, soap, &c. might be established. 

The provinces of Rio Grande, St. 
Paul, and Minasgeraes, are best situ- 
ated for the European farmer. Vines 
might be advantageously grown in 
them, for which the other provinces 
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are toohot. Besides this Rio Grande 
possesses a great abundance of cattle. 
Here oxen are frequently killed merely 
for the hides, which are exported ina 
raw state to Europe, and afterwards 
re-imported converted into leather, 
It would, therefore, be of great impor- 
tance to establish tanneries in the 
country, where, besides, the most ex- 
cellent bark may be procured. The 
flesh is sometimes dried and exported ; 
but it would be more advantageous if 
any one undertook to cure it properly, 
and to smoke the tongues. Butterand 
cheese might also be abundantly sup- 
plied from the above-named provinces. 

The provinces of Pernambuco, 
Maranham, Bahia, and Rio Janeiro, 
yield very excellent sugar-cane ; but 
there are as yet no good refineries. 
If the cotton were spun in the country, 
manufactories for muslins, calicoes, 
&c. might ultimately be established, 
which could furnish Europe with a 
better and cheaper article than Eng- 
land or India. 

If rice-mills were established in the 
country, thé exportation of this pro- 
duce might be greatly increased. And, 
with more industry, and a greater po- 
pulation, the precious spices of India 
might be produced abundantly, and be 
made a great article of commerce for 
the country. 

The most extensive and valuable 
fisheries might be established on a 
coast embracing 35° latitude, with an 
abundance of fish. ‘These would soon 
vie with the Newfoundland fisheries, 
and make every importation of this 
article useless, besides its being a 
school for the training of valuable 
seamen. 

Tn Para the manufacture of isinglass 
has been most successfully begun; 
and in St. Catherina and Rio Grande, 
as far as Rio Janeiro, the whale- 
fishery and oil manufactories were 
formerly considerable. The extensive 
woods along the coasts not only offer 
an abundance of wood to burn in ma- 
nufactories, but would also give various 
opportunities for making of charcoal, 
the building of ships, and the esta- 
blishment of sawing-mills. 

Mining officers, iron casters, and 
miners, would: be well employed in 
Minasgeraes, which has an abundance 
of gold and iron ore, and where every 
private individual may establish on his 
own account gold and iron mines as 
well as founderies. i 

In the vicinity of St. Francisco, near 
Salgado 
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‘Salgado in the same province, are salt 
springs, which are not used, whilst the 
salt is brought from Rio Janeiro to that 
inland province, a distance of between 
2 and 300 leagues. 

Great quantities of sea-salt are daily 
imported from Setaval and the Cape 
Verd islands, yet no one ever yet at- 
tempted to make any of this kind along 
the immense extent of the Brazilian 
coast. 

Scarcely any good rum, or any other 
spirituous liquors, are as yet distilled ; 
and brandies, and even wine vinegar, 
‘are imported from France, Spain, and 
Portugal. 

In short, in this fertile country, a 
man of property may make the fortune 
of bundreds of families, who in Europe 
are suffering want without any prospect 
of ever being richer ; at the same time 
he may himself, within a few years, 
double his own fortune ; the poor pea- 
sant who follows him may soon be- 
come a wealthy and independent pro- 
prietor, and the industrious and active 
artizan may, through the support of his 
patron, and by his own exertions, Soon 
amass a fortune for himself and his 
posterity. 

In conclusion it should be observed, 
that the Portuguese government gua- 
rantees to the contracting parties to 
enforce the execution of all the stipu- 
lations they may have agreed upon in 
Europe. 

——— 

__.. For the Monthly, Magazine... 
THE POLITICAL ECONOMIST, 

NO. II. 
On certain Verbal Differences between 

Smith, Ricardo, Malthus, and Say. 
_ CLOUD of writers have appear- 

{ed lately on Political Economy, 
who, without adding to the substan- 
tial truths of the science, have thrown 
great obstacles in the way of its suc- 
cessful cultivation; and, by involving 
it in a mass of verbal distinctions and 
metaphysical refinements, with which 
it had no mannér of connexion, les- 
‘sened its utility in public estimation. 
Already their disputes have been 
‘compared to the wranglings of the 
schoolmen; and a branch of know- 
ledge, which of all others has the most 
intimate bearing on the social state, 
has been considered no better than 
the differences about the origin of 
evil, or the best possible world. This 
will not appear surprising to those 
who have attended to the subjects on 
MontHty Mac. No. 371. 
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which the most eminent economists 
are divided. They do not differ about 
principles, but words: haying ascer- 
tamed how wealth may be best ac- 
quired, they quarrel about the nature 
of wealth itself,—whether it be mate- 
rial or immaterial; whether wealth be 
value, or value wealth; and fifty other 
follies, on the relative utility of pro- 
ductive and unproductive consumers. 

To a person standing aloof from 
these disputes,—who has no favourite 
system at stake, who looks only to the 
simple truth, regardless of the result, 
—they appear extremely absurd. But 
what renders this economical battle 
most to be lamented is, that the par- 
ties themselves appear to be well- 
meaning personages, sincere and inde- 
pendant in their opinions, but actuated 
by a sort of perverse ingenuity, a de- 
sire of novelty, or of making too much 
of their real or imaginary discoveries. 
Without noticing at present the more 
important dogmas on which they are 
divided, we will illustrate one parti- 
cular error into which they have all 
fallen, and which seems a funda- 
mental cause of their differences. 

The. error to which we allude is 
their attempting to define certain com- 
mon words, and give to them a mean- 
ing different from that in which they 
are usually received. .Qn definitions 
generally it may be observed, that the 
object of them is not to invent new 
meanings, but to ascertain precisely 
the sense which usage has sanctioned. 
Without this limitation, the end of 
language is perverted, and it ceases 
to be a common medium for the in- 
terchange of ideas. lf a writer may 
define his terms as he pleases, he may 
prove what he pleases: with such lati- 
tude, there is no paradox, however 
absurd, which may not be established. 
But when a proposition is affirmed, of 
course the words it contains must be 
understood in their ordinary sense; 
for it will never do for a person, an- 
nouncing as a new discovery that one 
and two make four, to turn round 
and tell us, that by two he means 
three. : 
A negleet of this rule has been tlie 

origin of much of the falsé reasoning, 
and many of the idle subtleties, which 
have marked the attention of man- 
kind » and a disregard to it is the chief 
cause of the differences of the econo~ 
mists. They have all attempted to 
define certain familiar words, as value 

D and 
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and wealth: haying invented - new 
meanings for these terms, they have 
no common standard to refer to, each 
defining them arbitrarily and diffe- 
rently from the rest; hence their dis- 
agreement. 5 

To show how needlessly they have 
perplexed themselves and others, let 
us compare their respective definitions 
of vALuE. The reader will tolerate 
the subject, not for any importance 
it possesses, but for the sake of dis- 
encumbering a valuable science of 
its rubbish. 
We will begin with Smith, who thus 

defines value: 
The word VALUE, it is to be observed, 

has two different meanings, and some- 
times expresses the utility of some parti- 
cular object, and sometimes the power of 
purchasing other goods, which the posses- 
sion of that object conveys. The one 
may be called value in use, the other value 
in exchange.—Wealth of Nations, b. 1. 
ch, iv. 

“Value in use,”’—‘‘ value in ex- 
change:” why this distinction of va- 
lues? There is only one value,—the 
price or worth of an object. Utility 
is not value, nor value utility. Water 
is abundantly useful, but it were a 
perversion of language to say it is 
valuable; and diamonds are abun- 
dantly valuable, though we can hardly 
‘say they are useful. 

Smith is not more fortunate in his 
next definition, where he says that the 
value of a commodity to any one “is 
equal to the quantity of labour which 
it enables him to purchase or com- 
mand.” Had he said, as JoKknson 
has said, that the value of a commo- 
dity is equal to its work, or the quantity 
of labour, or other things, for which it 
would exchange, his definition would 
have been right enough. 

Let us try Mr. Ricarpo :— 
» Possessing utility, commodities derive 
their exchangeable value from two sources : 
from their scarcity and the quantity of la- 
bour required to produce them.—Principles 
of Political Economy. 

Scarcity is a source of dearness, but 
it is hardly correct to term it a source 
of value. The two words essentially 
differ, and ought not to be confound- 
ed in a definition. Mr. Ricardo’s se- 
cond element of value is not .more 
happy. The value-of corn, for in- 
stance, will vary with the harvest; but 
in that case its value depends on the 
seasons, not on the quantity of labour 
required to produce tt. 
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The reader will observe that Mr, 
Ricardo differs from Adam Smith; 
one making value consist in labour, 
the other in labour and scarcity; but 
Mr. Ricardo is more unfortunate than 
in differing from Smith, for in another 
part of his work he differs from him- 
self. Take the following extract :— 

Value, then, essentially differs from 
riches; for value depends not on abun- 
dance, but on the difficulty or facility of 
production,— Ibid. 

Surely if value depends on scarcity, 
as Mr. Ricardo affirmed in the first 
instance, it depends on abundance, 
(one being only a negation of the 
other,) but he says it doesnot. Is it 
surprising that such extreme inge- 
nuity puzzles the reader. 
Now for another light. Mr. Mat- 

THUus has no fewer than three sorts of 
value :— 

1. Value in use; which may be defined 
to be the intrinsic utility of an object. 

2. Value in exchange, which may be 
defined to be the value of commodities in 
the precious metals. 

3. Real value in exchange ; which may 
be defined to be the power of an object 
to command the necessaries and conve- 
niences of life, including labour.—Political 
Economy, p. 62. 

Instead of three values, Mr. Mal- 
thus ‘might have made half a dozen. 
For example, a famine value, the 
price commodities attain in a dearth ; 
or a restriction value, the price pro- 
duced by an inconvertible paper-mo- 
ney; and so on. Such distinctions 
may be made ad libitum ; they convey 
no real knowledge, and only puzzle 
both writer and reader. Mr. Malthus 
is not content, no more than Smith 
and Ricardo, with one explanation of 
the same word. Compare the fol- 
lowing extracts :— ; 

I shall continue to think that the most 
proper definition of real value in ex- 
change, in contradistinction to nominal 
value in exchange, is the power of com- 
manding the necessaries and conveniences of 
life, including labour.— Ibid. p. 62. 

It is obviously therefore the value of 
commodities, or the sacrifice of labour and 
other articles, which people are willing to 
make in order to obtain them, that in the 
actual state of things may be said to be 
the sole cause of the existence of wealth ; 
and this value is founded on the wants of 
mankind, and the adaptation of particnlar 
commodities to supply these wants, inde- 
pendantly of the actual quantity of labour 
which these commodities may cost or require 
in their production.— Ibid. p. 342. 

To 
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In the first instance, value is said 

to depend on the power of commanding 
the necessaries and conveniences of life ; 
in the second, on the wants of man- 
hind. At the conclusion, we learn, 
that Mr. Malthus differs from Mr. 
Ricardo, on the cost of production de- 
termining the value of commodities. 

' M. Say differs from all the pre- 
eeding writers, and makes value con- 
Sist in utility ; his translator in utility 
and difficulty of attainment. But the 
reader, we apprehend, has had enough ; 
and probably thinks the economists 
had better have exemplified some 
of their favourite principles on the 
utility of a division of labour, and left 
the defining of words to the proper 

- authorities,—the makers of dictiona- 
ries. The word wealth is handled in 
a similar manner, and exhibits similar 
disagreements and inconsistencies ; 
and this must ever be the case when 
the standard of language is departed 
from ; and each writer, instead of em- 
ploying words in the sense usage has 
sanctioned, affixes to them a meaning 
of his own invention. 

—_— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
FURTHER DETAILS relative to the FAIR 

QUAKER. 
HE enquiry respecting the “ fair 
Quaker,” who was mistress to the 

late King, appearing to interest many 
of your readers; and observing, in 
page 518 of your last volume, a ques- 
tion put by your correspondent T. G. 
H. whether the maiden name of Mrs. 
H., the alledged procuress in this case, 
was not Lightfoot? I am desirous of 
answering that question in the nega- 
tive, and to state, that Mrs. H.’s 
maiden name was Ann R****n, and 
that when young she was called 
Nancy R.: she had a_ brother, who 
since has been in considerable busi- 
ness, near London, as a cooper. 

1 am unacquainted with her father’s 
history, but knew a family in town, de- 
scended from her mother’s sister, whom 
f have heard say, that the mother of 
Mrs. H. of the glass-shop, was one of 
the sisters of Mr. Samuel M*****n, a 
respectable Quaker, who resided in 
Swallow-street, and latterly had also a 
house at Stockwell. 

The family alluded to appeared to 
consider Mrs. H. as a handsome wo- 
man, much given to dress and gaiety ; 
but they seem to have had no know- 
ladge of her alledged intrigue in Mr. 
W heeler’s family; nor, as far as I can 
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recollect, did they appear to know the 
name or connexions of the royal mis- 
tress, of whom I remember having 
heard them speak, according to the 
public report, as a Quaker’s daughter, 
unknown to the public and them. 

The H.’s in the present glass-shop 
are not descended from Nancy R. as 
she died without issue. Whether she 
was educated as a Quaker, and so 
gained the confidence of the Wheeler’s 
family, 1 am unable to state; but it 
may not perhaps be altogether irrele- 
vant to the present enquiry to mention, 
that, Nancy R.’s father and mother 
both dying while she was young, she 
was a good deal noticed by her uncle 
M. which possibly, through the ge- 
neral acquaintance in Quaker fami- 
lies, may have led to hex introduction 
at Mr. Wheeler’s. She was at one 
period often at her uncle’s house, as a 
eompanion of his only daughter, who 
afterwards married Mr. L. a Quaker; 
and, supposing that Mr. 'T. G. H. is 
correct, as to the spirit of intrigue by 
which Mrs. H. was actuated, this inti- 
macy may perhaps have led to a pro- 
jected elopement of Miss M. with an 
officer, which her father fortunately 
discovered, when on the very. point of 
being carried into effect; though with- 
out his seeing reason to suspect his 
niece of being a party thereto, as far 
as I have heard. 
May not Prince George have had 

more than one Quaker-mistress? and 
the names of Lightfoot and of Wheeler 
both have been correctly mentioned 
with relation thereto. A. B. 

—>>_ af 

Hor the Monthly Magazine.. 
MANNERS of the MODERN PERSIANS and 

TURKS described, and a COMPARISON 
of the PERSIANS with the TURKS; in a 
LETTER from a MODERN TRAVELLER. 
N commercial transactions the Turk 
is just, and rarely breaks his word : 

the Persian barters his oath like any 
other commodity. We read in Plato 
and Herodotus, that the ancient Per- 
sians had a horror of lying: how much 
their descendants have degenérated ! 
The Persians of the present day ‘are 
the most lying people upon earth. 
They are accustomed in:their infancy 
to dissimulate, to reply pertly when 
they are called to account or repri- 
manded, and to get out of a serape by 
means of subterfuges: every He is 
blameless in their eyes which tends to 
their interest. The dogmas of their 
sect. authorize them to dissemble 

and 
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and td lie when they are in a foreign 
country, where they must conceal 
their faith, and not allow themselves 
to disclose those things which they 
have most at heart. Itmay be judged, 
then, how far ignorance and wicked- 
ness can stretch this religious precept. 
Our love for truth, and horror for lying, 
excite their astonishment. A person 
of the highest rank at the Persian 
court one day testified his surprise 
to a French agent in the following 
words:—‘“ What, not mix a little 
falsehood with affairs? That appears 
to me to be impossible ; I cannot con- 
ceive how they can be managed with- 
out lying.” He then added, in a low 
voice, “Truth has its merit, however ; 
and we who lie five hundred times 
a-day are not perhaps any the for- 
warder for it.” Cunning and deceit- 
ful, the Persian is never afraid to break 
his engagements. When he keeps his 
word, it is only because it is impossi- 
ble to do otherwise. He will leave no 
means untried to evade it; and he 
easily finds false witnesses to assist 
him in cases of difficulty. This sort 
of people are still more common in 
Persia than in Turkey, where they are 
nevertheless common enough. The 
crime of theft, which is very rare 
among the Ottomans, is frequent with 
the Persians, who commit it without 
scruple. 

The Turk is covetous; he loves mo- 
ney; but in this he only resembles 
other nations. The Persian carries 
this passion to the extreme. In Per- 
sia, the smallest seryice can be ob- 
tained only by gold. The great men 
of the state are here distinguished 
from the populace by their more bare- 
faced cupidity, and the most odious 
avarice. A superior cannot be ap- 
proached without a present, especially 
when his protection is sought for. 
The Persian is so thoroughly imbued 
with this way of thinking, that, when- 
ever I arrived in a capital, I was 
asked if I had something to offer to 
the governor. 

The Fark is very magnificent in his 
presenis, when guided by ostentation, 
gratitude, or humanity. But the 
hands of the Persian, always open to 
receive, are never open to give: when 
he cannot do otherwise, than give, his 
gifts are confined within very narrow 
limits. He ruins himself only in pro- 
mises, and. in these he may, indeed, 
be said to be munificent. If you ex- 
tol the beauty of a horse, a sabre, or 

any other article, he immediately says, 
“T give it you.” If you are delighted 
with a field bearing a rich crop, or 
with a smiling valley, she says, “I 
make you a present of it.” But this is 
all mere ceremony, and never turns 
out to mean anything. The Spaniards 
have the same custom, which they 
have no doubt derived from the Arabs. 

The Persians and Turks, like all the 
rest of the Asiatics, are unacquainted 
with that refined and delicate love 
which constitutes the happiness of ci- 
vilized man. ‘They are constantly 
under the influence of jealousy, arising 
from their suspicious disposition, and 
the idea of their own superiority. ‘The 
majority of them look upon their wives 
as the slaves of their desires and ca- 
prices, and as designed only to perpe- 
tuate the species. Contempt produces 
distrust, and distrust gives rise to 
jealousy. The women cannot go 
abroad without being entirely veiled. 
Lodged in an insulated apartment, 
known by the name of harem, (which 
we improperly call seraglio,*) they are 
allowed to receive their intimate fe- 
male friends, and sometimes pass 
several days without seeing their hus- 
band; to whom they then send his 
meals in the saloon. The promenade, 
the bath, musicians, dancers, and 
games, are the pleasures which the 
women of the Fast procure in order to 
pass away their time agreeably. They 
also enjoy the company of their father’s 
and their husband’s male relations, 
and that of a few old neighbours. 
Fond of repose and tranquillity, they 
are in a great measure occupied with 
the affairs of their household, in which 
they have despotic sway; so that a 
husband would not dare to discharge 
a domestic without their consent. 
The power which they have over 
their children is also very great; they 
have the entire care of their: education, 
and the right of marrying them. It 
seems that both the laws and the cus- 
tom in these countries have wished 
to make some amends to the women 
for the privations which in other mat- 
ters they are obliged to suffer. . 

I can hardly believe that the Per- 
sians and the Ottomans in general 
experience those endearments ‘of con- 

* Serail, or rather seraz, is said not of 
the harem, but of the whole palace. The 
house of a Persian lord, though he have 
no apartment for women, is nevertheless 
called seraz. 

jugal 
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jugal love which render the wife a 
comforter in distress, a friend par- 
taking of our pleasures and our pains. 
How, indeed, can a woman conceive 
a profound attachment for her hus- 
band, when she knows that there are 
others under the same roof who are 
honoured with the same title as her- 
self, or concubines admitted to share 
his bed? 

The number of wives is limited by 
the law to four. The Persians take a 
fifth for a certain time; after which 
she is loaded with presents, and set 
at liberty. This sort of marriage is 
called mutiah: these women may be 
compared to kept mistresses in Eu- 
rope, the only difference being, that in 
Persia such contracts are made pub- 
licly, and are not dishonourable. 

Some travellers have extolled the 
beauty of the Persian women, and 
especially those of the province of 
Yezd: there are, indeed, pretty wo- 
men in these as in all other countries. 
The Georgian blood which is spread 
throughout Persia causes the children 
to be born with remarkable features, 
but they lose them entirely as they 
advance in age; and I believe that the 
Turkish blood isin general purer 
than the Persian. ‘There are not 
amongst the Persian women any of 
those elegant shapes which are to be 
seen amongst our European females. 
The charms of the former, it is true, 
being entirely concealed by the man- 
ner in which they are dressed, cannot 
be prociaely estimated. Accustomed 
to the sight of robes displaying grace- 
ful forms, I could not help fancying 
I saw in the Persian females only ani- 
mated masses, resembling so many in- 
distinct shades. 

Their head is adorned with a fillet 
or a cap of greater or less value, the 
form of which they vary according to. 
their taste: they frequently cover it 
with a shawl, which they dispose in a 
thousand different ways. The wives 
of the people wear only a plain black 
handkerchief about their head, Their 
hair flows in tresses behind; and be- 
fore it are turned back over the fore- 
head some ringlets, falling negligently 
down each side upon the cheeks. 
The shift which they wear reaches to 
the waist, and is of red silk or white 
cotton; tied with a string that passes 
over the shoulders, it hides the palpi- 
tations, sighs, and movements of a 
osom eneryated by the vapour-baths 
bitually taken by both sexes in the 
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east. The gown or robe is open be- 
fore, being closed only over the breast. 
by means of loops, or of small gold, 
silver, or silk-covered buttons. This 
robe is also confined round the body 
by an embroidered girdle, adorned in 
front with a plate of gold or silver. 
The wives of the common people tie 
round them a Kerman shawl, or some. 
other of less value, of silk or cotton, 
manufactured in their own country. 
The Persian women, as well as the - 
men, wear very wide silk or cot- 
ton drawers. They, as well as the 
men, wear none but short knitted 
stockings, woollen or cotton, of various 
colours. The women wear on their 
feet a sort of slippers, some of which 
have high heels, and others are flat 
and shod with iron at the point; they 
are made of horse or goat skin, pre- 
pared and died green or red. 

None of the women can appear in 
the street uncovered. The face is 
concealed by a cotton veil, in which 
are made two little openings for the 
eyes. The whole body is wrapped in 
a sort of white shroud. The wives of 
the common people also make use of 
a cotton stuff; but it is ehequered 
white and black, and is‘ of Persian 
manufacture. 

Such is the general dress of the wo- 
men. They make use of additional 
embellishments, according to the 
means and the liberality of their hus- 
bands. The heads and necks of these 
ladies sparkle with pearls and precious 
stones, their fingers are loaded with 
rings, and to their arms are attached 
bracelets enriched with jewels. 

The dress of the men has not the 
imposing and majestic air which cha- 
racterises that of the Turks. The 
shirt, of red silk or white cotton, is 
not open at the breast like ours, but 
at the side; it is fastened with a: but- 
ton or lace, and reaches only to the 
waist. The breeches are wide, and 
nearly resemble our pantaloons.. The 
Persians never wear a crayat, even on 
the severest, days of winter. Upon 
the shirt they put a garment, which 
descends half-way down the thigh; it 
covers the breast, and is tied with two 
strings. Over this first habit they: 
wear a second of silk, red, green, or of 
some other colour, of very close tex- 
ture, open before, and decorated on 
each side with a, row of buttons of 
gold or silver thread; the sleeves are 
slit in front, and likewise buttoned. 
They tie round the waist a Kerman 

shawl, ° 
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shawl, or one of more common quality ; 
and all, except the mirzas, fasten to it 
a kind of khandjar or knife. 

Most of the rich cover themselves 
in winter with a kind of pelisse of 
sheep-skin, lined with the wool of the 
same animal. ‘The principal nobles 
of the court wear black fox, martin, 
and other furs. The common people 
have a cloth great-coat, with slit 
sleeves. : 

All ihe Persians indiscriminately, 
from the king down to the meanest 
of his subjects, wear on the head a cap 
of lamb or sheep skin, surmounted by 
a bit of red cloth or printed cotton. 
Each tribe is distinguished by the 
particular form which it gives to the 
upper part of this head-dress. A 
Cashemir shawl is wrapped about the 
cap when its wearer makes his appear- 
ance at court. 
The Persians shave their heads, 

leaving only two locks of hair behind 
the cars. In Persia, Musselmans, 
Jews, Armenians, all let their beards 
grow. ‘They frequently die them 
black or red, so that a white one is 
very seldom seen. This is a coquetry 
to which the old men are very eager 
to resort. These people attach great 
importance to the length of the beard: 
it will hardly be believed, that the 
first eulogium they bestow on Feth- 
Ali-Shah relates to the length of his 
beard. It is certainly remarkably 
long, as it descends to his waist. 

The Persian architecture is more 
regular and elegant than that of the 
Turks: it appears to me te owe its 
origin to the taste which these people 
have always had for a wandering life. 
Every house has a garden, or at least 
a court, planted with trees. The 
apartments, of which the pictures 
form the only ornament, are very 
neat: their furniture consists only of 
a thick carpet laid upon the floor, and 
extending the whole length of the 
room; around are felts, which are 
narrower and finer, upon which they 
sit. ‘The Persians are unacquainted 
with the pleasure of lying at ease 
upon a sofa; their luxury is more in 
imagination than in reality. They 
have no idea of those elegant ‘apart- 
ments’ which the refinement of the 
superfluities of life has caused to be 
invented in Europe.. Vheir chambers 
have windows ornamented with co- 
loured glass ; outside, and in front of 
them, is hung a kind of shade, to mo- 
derate the heat of the sun within the 

apartment, which is open on all sides, 
and is entered by lifting a perdek or 
carpet, that serves as a door. The 
reception-chambers, decorated with 
pictures, very much resemble tents. 
Nothing can be more cool and agree- 
able than these serails, disposed on 
the banks of rivulets, and surrounded 
with verdant trees. 
The luxury of the ancient Persians 

was unbounded: that of the Persians 
of the present day is far from equal- 
ing it; it is even inferior to that of the 
‘Turks. For what are the garments 
worn by the former when compared 
with the rich mohair pelisses, or the 
flowing vests of magnificent cloth in 
which the Ottomans are habited. The 
Persians perhaps keep more horses in 
their stables than their neighbours do ; 
but the harness is more magnificent 
in Turkey than in Persia. The Per- 
sian contents himself with having a 
numerous train of domestics behind 
him when he goes abroad, for plea- 
sure or to pay a Visit. The great 
man goes on horseback, and his ser- 
vants follow on foot. 

The Persians are much more volup- 
tuous and refined in their pleasures 
than the Turks. After a repast, they 
frequently have perfumed ~ water 
brought them to wash their hands in. 
When they go abroad for pleasure, 
they always carry with them sweet- 
meats, ices, and sherbet. ‘There are 
few Persians who go a journey without 
their galeoun, and a brasier to light it. 
They do not smoke for so Jong a time 
as the Turks, who never lay aside the 
pipe until the tobacco is consumed; 
but renew this enjoyment more fre- 
quently, taking only a few whiffs each 
time, When they drink it is from a 
vase of the richest and most transpa- 
rent porcelain, in which there is 
always put a certain quantity of ice. 

Notwithstanding their extreme sen- 
suality, the Persians are more tem- 
perate than the Turks. The great 
men in Persia are very nice in the 
article of cookery; they have roast- 
meats and high-seasoned dishes. But 
the ordinary meal at mid-day consists 
only of a ragout, together with yog- 
haurt (a kind of sour milk), preserves, 
or sweetmeats, of which these people 
are particularly fond, and in the pre- 
paration of which they excel. For 
supper they have a pilau, which they 
prepare in various ways. © Their 
drink is vinegar, the juice of the 
pomegranate, citron, or barberry, or 

curdled 
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curdled milk, diluted with water. 
The Persians and Turks of the pre- 
sent day are not, as their forefathers 
were, rigid observers of the precept 
which forbids the drinking of wine. 
Nevertheless, those who transgress 
are still obliged to do it in secret. In 
every part of Persia where the vine 
grows, the Armenians and Jews make 
the wine, and sell it to the Persians. 
The Turks are more addicted than 
their neighbours to the vice of drun- 
kenness. 

The little freedom of manners, the 
jealousy of the men, and the rigorous 
seclusion of the women, gave rise in 
Persia and Turkey to the establish- 
ment of public places for smoking 
and taking coffee. These establish- 
ments were become in Persia houses 
of debauchery. An end was at last 
put to these shameful disorders by 
the severe decrees of the govern-— 
ment; the places were undoubt- 
edly abolished, on account of the 
troubles which agitated the empire 
after its invasion by the Afghans. In 
Turkey these establishments have 
been preserved. There the idle go 
and pass the day in smoking, and in 
drinking that liquor which so delight- 
fully excites the brain, and quickens 
eyery sense. There the men of busi- 
ness spend their hours of relaxation, 
and the politicians discuss the affairs 
of state. These places are particu- 
larly frequented during the time of the 
Ramazan. 
The Europeans have very exagge- 

rated ideas of the cleanliness of the 
orientals, to which the ablutions or- 
dered by their religious laws have 
given rise. But the Persians appear- 
ed to me to be still more negligent in 
this important article than the Turks. 
Both sexes consider they pay sufli- 
cient attention to cleanliness in per- 
forming five ablutions a-day, and 
going to the bath. Imagine a large 
reservoir of hot water, which is re- 
newed scarcely once in ten days; and 
in which men and women, at different 
hours, come to immerse themselves ; 
and you will have an idea of the va- 
pour-baths in use amongst the Per- 
sians. No Christian is permitted to 
enter them, lest his body should pol- 
lute a water which of itself emits a 
pestilential odour. As an European, 
I was allowed the use of the bath. I 
had one day a mind to go into this 
reservoir, but was quickly repelled by 
the mephitic vapour rising from it as 
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I approached. It is not thus in Tur- 
key. There Mussulmans and Chris- 
tians, indiscriminately, are rubbed and 
washed by a boy who attends the bath, 
in rooms into which hot and cold wa- 
ter are admitted by different taps, and 
constantly renewed. The Persian 
never uses a handkerchief, his fingers 
serving instead of that article. He 
earries his filthiness so far, as some- 
times to wear the same shirt for a 
fortnight. Both rich and poor are 
frequently covered with vermin, which 
is also seen on their clothes, and on 
the carpets in their apartments. It 
may with truth be said, that the Per- 
sian knows cleanliness only by the 
name. 

I conclude this parallel with a re- 
flexion which will not, I think, appear 
arash one. The Persian, degenerate 
as he is, might, with wiser and juster 
laws, and a government less despotic 
and arbitrary, model his manners after 
those of the European nations; but the 
Turk, notwithstanding he possesses 
qualities which give him in some re- 
spects the advantage over the Per- 
sian, will never be able to free him- 
self from his religious and political 
shackles, and take his place amongst 
the nations more advanced than his 
own in civilization. 

—<—— 
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NO. XIX. 
Halidon-Hill, a Dramatic Sketch, from 

Scottish History; by Sir Walter 
Scott, bart. 
N ayowed production from the 
pen of Sir Walter Scott has now 

become a very attractive novelty ; and 
having him at last, in his own un- 
doubted personality, before us, we 
feel inclined, in the first instance, to 
ask at the baronet, (to speak in correct 
Scotch,) a few preliminary questions. 
Whether he really be the author of 
the Scotch novels, is an enquiry 
which, we suppose, is not to be made 
or answered with a grave physiog- 
nomy. We will take it for granted 
that he is ; but another question, far 
more perplexing and unfathomable, 
remains behind, as to any possible in- 
ducement which this great writer can 
haye had to disguise his identity, and 
play off upon the public the phantas- 
magoria of Jedediah Cleishbotham, 
Capt. Clutterbuck, Dr. Dryasdust, 
and all the other engines of his obsti- 
nate system of deception. If there 

be 
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be any private and particular reason 
for this, we have nothing more to say. 
If not, and if the object be, and such 
to us it seems to be, merely to stimu- 
late the public curiosity and aftention, 
we shall not refrain from expressing 
our opinion, that itis an artifice wholly 
unworthy of the genius and the cha- 
racter of the author, and partaking 
far more of the trickery of the charla- 
tan than of the honourable candour of 
chivalry. This deliberate piece of 
mystification is the more reprehen- 
sible in our eyes, aS we cannot but 
assimilate it to that delectable harle- 
quinade, which has been got up by a 
certain sect of literary politicians in 
the Scotch metropolis; which, with all 
its grotesque buffoonery, is too ridi- 
culous even to amuse; and which has 
been, and can be, rendered available 
only for mean and unwarrantable pur- 
poses. We could wish Sir Walter’s 
course to be as clear, direct, open, 
and upright, as his genius and per- 
formances are undeniable and glo- 
rious. 

Turning to the work under our 
hands, we feel, in one respect, Some 
disappointment. After so long a 
respite from exertion, we had pro- 
mised ourselvés a more vigorous and 
extended effort of the Scottish muse. 
But, somewhat fo our mortification, 
the author on this occasion has chosen 
to make a cautious advance to recon- 
noitre the field of the drama, instead 
of dashing, with his whole force, into 
the heart of an unknown country. He 
seems to have thrown the present 
attempt to the wind, as a kind of 
pilot-balloon, to ascertain the current; 
and, if found sufficiently favourable, 
we apprehend there is little doubt that 
he will turn in that direction the ope- 
rations of his mind. 

Of his qualifications for this species 
of composition, some proofs have been 
already afforded in the pretended quo- 
tations from old plays, prefixed to the 
chapters of his novels, which may 
fairly be ascribed to his pen, and the 
style of which strikingly resembles 
that of many passages in the dra- 
matic sketch on which we are now 
entering. 

The English and Scotch forces, un- 
der the respective commands of King 
Edward the Third and the Regent, 
are on the eve of joining battle on 
Halidon-Hill; where the action of the 
drama is opened by the Prior of 
Maison-Dieu and De Vipont the 

2 

4 
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Templar. The latter, having just 
arrived from Syria, hastens to the aid 
of his countrymen in the approaching 
conflict. After some introductory 
dialogue, descriptive of the ravages 
made by private feuds amongst the 
Scottish nobility, Sir Allan Swinton, 
the hero of the piece, advances, to 
whom, as an ancient friend, the Tem- 
plar introduces himself :— 
There needed not, to blazon forth the Swinton, 
His ancient burgonet, the sable boar 
Chain’d to the gnarled oak; nor his proud step, 
Nor giant stature, nor the penderons mace, 
Which only he of Scotlan *s realm can wield; 
His discipline and wisdom mark the leader} 
As doth his frame the champion.—Hail, brave 

Swinton! 
Swinton. 

Brave Templar, thanks ! Such your cross’d shoulder 
speaks you; 

But the closed visor, which conceals your features, 
Forbids more knowledge. Umfraville, perhaps— 

Vipont (unclosing his helmet ). 
No: one less worthy of our sacred order. 
Yet, unless Syrian suns have scorch’d my features 
Swart as my Sable visor, Allan Swinton 
Will welcome Symon Vipont. 

By this name he is cordially recog- 
nised by the old knight, and we must 
therefore presume that it is his correct 
cognomen; but a glance at the dra- 
matis persone had led us to anticipate 
that the name of baptism of the gal- 
lant Templar was Adam. ‘To Symon 
de Vipont, however, the chief of 
Swinton details the particulars of the 
unhappy feud with Gordon, on which 
the personal interest of the work 
turns :— 

Swinton. 
In art — home 

ne ees babe lisps to a widow’d mother— 
“Where is my grandsire? wherefore do you weep?” 
But for that prattler, Lyulph’s house is heirless. 
I’m an old oak, from which the foresters 
Have hew’d four goodly boughs, and left beside me 
Only a sapling, which the fawn may crush 
As he springs over it. 

Vipont. 
All slain—alas! 

Swinton. 
Ay, all, De Vipont ; and their attributes, 
John — the Long Spear,—Archibald with the 

xe,— 
Richard the Ready,—and my youngest darling, 
My fair-hair’d William,—do but now survive 
In measures which the grey-hair’d minstrels sing 
When they make maidens weep. 

Vipont. 
These wars with England, they have rooted out 
The flowers of Christendom. Knights, who might 

win 
The sepulchre of Christ from the rude heathen, 
Fall in unholy warfare. 

Swinton. 
Unholy warfare? Ay! well hast thon nam/’d it; 
But not with England. Would her cloth-yard shafts 
Had bored their cuirasses! ‘Their lives had been 
Lost like their grandSire’s,—in the bold defence 
Of their dear country ; but in private feud, 
With the proud Gordon, fell my sep Saari John, 
He with the Axe, and he men call’d the Ready; 
Ay, and my Fair-hair’d Will: the Gordon’s wrath 
Devour’d my gallant issue. 

; Vipont. 
Sincé thou dost weep, their death is unavenged ? 

Swinton. 
Templar, what think’st thou me? See yonderrock, 
From which the fountain gushes,—is.it less 
Compact of adamant, tho’ waters flow from it? 
Firm hearts have mojster eyes. "Fhey are a: Nae 

wept 
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I wept not till they were: till the proud Gordon 
Had with his life-blood dyed my father’s sword, 
In guerdon that he thinn’d my fathers lineage ; 
And then | wept my sons; and as the Gordon 
Lay at my feet, there was atearforhim, | __ 
Which mningled with the rest. We had been friends, 
Had shar’d the banquet and the chace together; 
Fought side by side; and our first cause of stiife,— 
Woe to the pride of both,—was but a light one. 

} Vipont. 
You are at feud, then, with the mighty Gordon. 

* You with some three-score lances, and the 
Gordon 

Leading a thousand followers. 

From this disparity of strength, the 
Templar apprehends considerable dan- 
ger to his friend, and resists all his 
entreaties to join Gordon, who, it ap- 
pears, is as yet ignorant of the person 
of his hereditary foe, and whom De 
Vipont proposes to himself to conci- 
liate,—a result which, the old knight 
remarks, may possibly take place, 
when his 

; ———— priestly zeal and knightly valour 
Shall force the grave to render up the dead. 

In the second scene we find the 
Regent of Scotland in full council, 
surrounded by his peers, between 
whom a lively and characteristic dis- 
pute is carried on, seasoned with the 
sarcastic remarks of old Swinton, who 
stands apart and neglected. Young 
Adam Gordon is forcibly struck with 
the warlike mien and sage observa- 
tions of the venerable warrior, and 
courteously requests his name. De 
Vipont cautiously takes him aside, 
and, on pronouncing the hated word, 
is compelled to exert all his energy, 
to repress the fury with which the 
young chieftain would sweep to his 
revenge. He is, however, prevailed 
on to submit to present circumstances, 
and is subsequently so much impress- 
ed with the urgent necessity of call- 
ing Swinton’s wisdom to the public 
aid, that he himself requests him to 
speak. 

Swinton. 
Nay, if that voice commands me, speak I will; 
it sounds as if the dead lays charge on me. 

He proceeds accordingly to point 
out the errors of the Regent’s general- 
ship, who has drawn up his array 
upon the hill, tier above tier, exposed 
to the full effect of the English 
archery; and recommends, in the first 
instance, an attempt to disperse that 
effective force of the enemy. The 
Regent superciliously enquires what 
this scheme promises. 

Swinton. 
This much at least— J 

Darkling we shall not die; the peasant’s shaft, 
Loosen’d perchance without an aim or purpose, 
Shall not drink up the life-blood we derive 
From those fam’d ancestors, who made their breasts 
‘This frontier’s barrier fer a thousand years. ’ 
-We'll meet these Southrous bravely hand to hand, 
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And eye to eye, and weapon against weapon 
Each _ who falls shall see the foe who strikes 

im. 
While our good blades are faithful to the hilts, 
And our good hands to these good bladesare faithful, 
Blow shall meet blow, and none fall unaveng’d; 
We shall not bleed alone. 

Regent. 
And this is all 

Your wisdom hath devis’d ? 
Swinton. 

Not all; for would pray you, noble lords, 
(If one, amongst the guilty guiltiest, might,) 
For this one day to charm to ten hours’ rest 
The never-dying worm of deadly teud, 
That gnaws our vexed hearts,—think no one foe 
Save Bdwgart and his host,—days will remain, 
Ay, days by far too many will remain, 
To avenge old feuds or ick for precedence, 
Let this one day be Scotland’s. For myself, 
If there is any here may claim from me 
(As well may chance,) a debt of blood and hatred, 
My life is his to-morrow, unresisting, 
So he to-day will let me do the best 
‘That my old arm may achieve for the dear country 
That’s mother to us both. 

(Gordon shows much emotion during this 
and the preceding speech of Swinton. 

Regent. 
It is adream! a vision! If one troop 

Rush down upon the archers, all will follow, 
And order is destroy’d. We’ll keep the battle-rank 
Our fathers wont todo. Nomore on’t.—Ho! 
Where be those youths seek knighthood from our 

sword? 
Herald. 

Here are the Gordon, Somerville, and Hay, 
And Hepburn, with a score of gallants mores 

_ Regent. 
Gordon, stand forth. 

Gordon. 
1 pray, your Grace, forgive me. 

-Regent. 
How! seek you not for knighthood? 

Gordon. : 
I do thirst for’t. 
But, pardoa me, ’tis from another sword. 

Regent. 
It is your sovereign’s,—seek you for a worthier? 

Gordon. 
Who would drink purely, seeks the secret fountain, 
How small soever; not the general streain, 
Tho’ it be wide and pi fy lord, 1 seek 
The boon of knigasuood from the honour’d weapon 
Of the best knight, and of the sagest leader, 
That ever grac’d a ring of chivalry,— 
Therefore I beg the boon, on bended knee, 
Even from Sir Alan Swinton, 

The offended Regent taunts the 
youth bitterly with kneeling to him 
that slew his father; and the vehement 
retort of the latter is rebuked by the 
gravity of Sir Alan, who, with much 
emotion, draws the sword by which 
the father fell, to lay it in honour and 
in friendship on the shoulder of the 
son. 

Swinton. 
Alas! brave youth, ’tis I should kneel to you, 
And tendering thee the hilt of the fell sword 
That made thee fatherless, bid thee use the point 
After thine own discretion. For thy boon,— 
Trumpets, beready,—In the Holiest name, 
And in our Lady’s and St. Andrew’s name, 
I dub thee knight. Arise,Sir Adam Gordon! 
Be faithful, brave, and, O! be fortunate, 
Should this ill hour permit. 

[The trumpets sound; the Heralds cry 
Largesse; and the attendants shoul, A 
Gordon! a Gordon!) 

in the face of their country’s dan- 
ger, these two generous hearts are thus 
nobly reconciled, and determine to 
execute their proposed enterprize 
against the English bowmen, although 
aware that the mortified Regent will 

. E afford 
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afford them no rescue. The Gordon 
and the Swinton, with hand and heart, 
as father and son, devote themselves 
and their followers for the safety of 
their country; and under the guidance 
of a notorious freebooter, by name 
Hob Hattely, otherwise Hob of the 
Heron-plume, these “few, these gal- 
lant few, this band of brothers,” preci- 
pitate themselves, by a secret moun- 
tain-path, upon the undefended flank 
of the English yeomen. 

The second act transfers us to the 
English camp, presenting, in the dis- 
‘cipline established by the stern and 
over-ruling spirit of King Edward, a 
strong contrast to the insubordination 
of the Scots. Some humorous bye- 
play passes between Chandos and the 
crafty Abbot of Walthamstow, which 
is broken off by the signal for battle. 

King Edward, 
See Chandos, Percy.—Ha! St. George ! St. Edward! 
See it descending now, the fatal hail-shower, 
The storm of England’s wrath,—sure, swift, re- 

sistless, 
Which no mail-coat can brook. Brave English 

earts 
How close they shoot together !—as one eye 
Had aim’d five thousand shafts—as if oné hand 
Had loosed five thousand bowstrings. 

Percy. 
The thick volley 

Darkens the air, and hides the sun from us. 
King Edward. 

It falls on those shall see the san no more. 
The winged, the resistless plague is with them. 
How their vex’d host is reeling to and fro, 
Like the chafed whale with fifty lances in him. 
They do not see, and cannot shun the wound. 
‘The storm is viewless, as Death’s sable wing, 
Unerring as his scythe. * * What horse are these 
Rush from the thicket underneath the hill ? 

Percy. 
They’re Hainaulters, the followers of Queen Isabel. 

King Edward (hastily). 
Hainaulters! thou art blind: wear Hainaulters 
St. Andrew’s silver cross? or would they charge 
Fallen our archers, and make havock of them? 
Bruce is alive again. Ho! rescue! rescue! 
Who was’t survey’d the ground ? 

Ribaumont. 
Most royal liege. 

King Edward. 
Arose hath fallen from thy chaplet, Ribaumont. 

Ribaumont. 
I'll win it back, or lay my head beside it. [Eavit, 

, King Edward. 
St. George ! St. Edward !—Gentlemen, to horse 
And to the rescue. Percy, lead the bill-men; 
Chandos, do thou bring up the men-at-arms. 
If ee numerous host should now bear down, 
Bold as their van-guard, (to the Abbot,) thou 

may’st pray for us,— 
We may need good men’s prayers. To the rescue, 
Lords, to the res¢ue! Ha! St. George! St. Edward ! 

To this animated scene succeeds 
one of equal effect, which displays 
the success of Swinton’s manceuvre 
on the body of archers; but Edward’s 
men-at-arms are on the advance,'tind 
the peril is too obvious to be mistaken. 
Swinton eagerly desires to save his 
adopted son’s life. 

Swinton. 
Young Lord of Gordon, 

Spur to the Rezent,—show the instant need— 
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Gordon. 

I penetrate thy purpose; but I go not. 
Swinton. 

Not at my bidding ? I, thy sire in chivalry,—~ 
Thy leader in the battle? I command thee. 

Gordon. 
No! thou wilt not command me seek my safety,— 
For such is thy kind meaning,—at the expense 
Of the last hope which Heaven reserves for Scotland. 

After some further expostulation, 
Swinton yields. 

Must it be so? 
And am I forced to yield the sad consent, 
Devoting thy young life? O Gordon, Gordon, 
1 do it as the patriarch doom’d his issue,— 
lat my country’s, he at Heaven’s command; 
But I seek vainly some atoning sacrifice, 
Rather than such avictim. Hark! they come! 
That music sounds not like thy lady’s lute. 

Gordon. 
Yet shall my lady’s name mix with it gaily! 
Mount, vassals, couch your lances, and ery— 

“Gordon! 
Gordon fur Scotland and Elizabeth.” 

As they justly anticipated, the jea- 
lousy of the Regent leaves them in 
this hazardous crisis to their fate. The 
tempest of the English battle breaks 
upon the little band, and leaves their 
leaders mortally wounded on the 
field. 

Swinton. 
All are cut down,—the reapers have pass’d o’er us, 
And hie to distant haryest. My toil’s over; 
There lies my sickle (dropping jis sword), hand of 

mine again 
Shall never, never wield it. 

Gordon. 
O, valiant leader! is thy light extingnish'd, 
That only beacon-flame which promis’d safety 
In this day’s deadly wrack ! 

Swinton. 
My lamp hath long been dim. But thine, yonng 

Gordon, 
Just kindled, to be quench’d so suddenly, 
Ere Scotland saw its splendor! « # #* # 
Look on the field, brave Gordon, if thou can’st, 
And tell me how the day goes. But I guess,— 
Too surely do I guess— 

Gordon. 
All’s lost! all’s lost!—Of the main Scottish host, 
Some wildly fly, and some rush wildly forward; 
And some there are, who seem to turn their spears 
Agaiust their couutrymen. 

Swinton, 
Rashness, and cowardice, and secret treason, 
Combine to ruin us; and our hot valour, 
Devoid of discipline, is madmen’s strength, 
More fatal unto friends than enemies : 
I’m glad that these dim eyes shall see no more on’t, 
Let thy hand close them, Gordon,—I will think 
My Fair-hair’d William renders me that office ! 

[Dies. 
Gordon. 

And Swinton, I will think I do that duty 
To my dead father. 

Resisting the solicitation of De Vi- 
pont to save his life by flight, Gordon 
rushes on the English, who now en- 
ter, with Edward at their head ; but is 
soon overpowered. Chandos enquires 
the name of the bulky champion, 
whose giant frame is extended before 
them. 

Gordon. 
Let it suffice, he was a man this morning. 

Chandos. 
I question’d thee in sport; 1 do not need 
Thy information, youth. Who that has fought 
Through all these Scottish wars, but knows that 

crest. 

The sable boar chain’d to the leafy oak, 
And that huge mace still seen where war wis 

wildest. 
Kin 
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King Edward. 

’Tis Alan Swinton ! 
Grim chamberlain, who in my tent at Weardale 
Stood by my startled couch, with torch and mace, 
When the black Douglas’ war-cry wak’d my camp. 

Gordon (sinking down.) 
If thus thou know’st him, 

Thou wilt respect his corpse. 
King Edward. ¢ 

As belted knight and crowned king, I will. 
Gordon. 

And let mine 
Sleep at his side, in token that our death 
Ended the feud of Swinton and of Gordon. 

With an invective against the traitor 
Baliol, who has entered in the train of 
the conqueror, Gordon also yields up 
his gallant spirit. The Templar is 
made prisoner, and received into fa- 
vour; and, with a congratulatory com- 
pliment from the Abbot of Waltham- 
stow, who is bound to sing Te Deum 
on the occasion, the piece concludes. 

In his prefatory remarks, Sir Walter 
has assigned, as one of his reasons for 
transferring the scene of battle from 
Homildon to Halidon-Hill, his reluc- 
tance to attempt any delineation of 
the Hotspur Percy, after the fiery and 
living image raised by the magic of 
Shakespeare. But should he seriously 
pursue the dramatic path on which he 
has ventured, what passion can he 
touch, or what character can he unfold, 
which has not been in some manner or 
to some degree pre-occupied by the 
all-embracing genius of his master. 
Who can fail, for instance, in the pre- 
sent sketch, to perceive the strong 
affinity between the Swinton of Sir 
Walter and the brave old Talbot of 
Henry the Sixth?—in achievements, 
in conduct, in age, and in fate, the 
same? There is, indeed, a curious 
coincidence in feeling and in circum- 
stance, between the most striking 
part of Halidon-Hill, and the latter 
scenes of the first part of Henry the 
Sixth. In both we find a treacherous 
Regent, a venerable chief and his young 
comrade, in both overpowered by une- 
qual force, and in both the same vain 
entreaty of the elder, to induce hiscom- 
anion to save his life by flight. The 
atter incident is, indeed, slightly 
touched upon by Scott, compared with 
the beautiful manner in which it is 
worked up in the contention of the 
Talbots, which, with all its quaintness, 
is to us ever new and moving, and 
which, as a parallel to a passage in our 
quotations, we here partly transcribe. 

Talbot. 
© young John Talbot, I did send for thee, 
To tutor thee in stratagems of war; 

hat Talbot’s name aiabt be in thee reviv'd, 
hen sapless age, and weak unable limbs, 

Should bring thy father to his drooping chair; 
But, O malignant and ill-boding stars ! 
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Now art thou come unto a feast of death; 
A terrible and-unavoided danger; ; 
Therefore, dear boy, mount on ay swiftest horse, 
And Ill direct thee how thou shalt escape 
By sudden flight : comme, dally not, begone. 

John Tathot. 3 
Is my name Talbot? and am I your son? 
And shalll fly? * *— 
The world will say, He is not Talbot’s blood 
That basely fled, when noble Talbot stood. 

Talbot. 
Fly to revenge my death, if 1 be slain. 

John. 
He that flies so, will ne’er return again. 

Talbot. 
If we both stay, we both are sure to die, 

John. 
Then let me stay, and, father, do you fly, 

‘albot. 
Upon my blessing, | command thee go, 

John. 
To fight 1 will, but not to fly the foe, 

Talbot. 
Part of thy father may be saved in thee. 

John. 
No part of him but would be shame in me. 

Talbot. 
Thou never had’st renown, and can’st not lose it. 

John, 
Yes; your renowned name. Shall flight abuse it ? 

¢ Tatbot. 
Thy father’s charge shall clear thee from that staio. 

Onn. 

You cannot witness for me, being slain, 
If death be so apparent, then both fly. 

Talbot 
And leave my followers here to figlit and die ? 
My age was never Jee such shame. 

JOAN. 

And shall ray youth be guilty of such blame ? 
No more can I be sever’d from your side, 
Than-can yourself yourself in twain divide: 
Stay, go, do what you will, the like do I, 
For live | will not, if my father die, 

Talbot. 
Then here I take my leave of thee, fair son. 

The extent of the extracts we have 
made will enable our readers to judge 
for themselves of the merits of Sir 
Walter’s style as a dramatist. ‘To us 
they appear. to be of a very superior 
order, combining ease with force, and 
great depth of passion with a highly 
poetical diction. The development 
of his plot, and the conduct of his 
story through the intricacies of a re- 
gular play, seem to us the points in 
which his success would be mos 
problematical. : 
We would submit it, in conclusion, 

to the elaborate judgment of Sir 
Walter, as an antiquarian, whether 
he has not fallen into a chronological 
error when he produces a Knight 
Templar in the reign of Edward the 
Third, although all the societies of 
their order had been suppressed in 
England early in the reign of that mo- 
narch’s father. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

T was with pleasure I read the 
communication of your corres- 

pondent J.C. relative to the natural 
history of the gooseberry caterpillar, 
in your mstructive Miscellany of June 
last. It is nota little surprising that 

entomologists 
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entomologists should have so long 
neglected to give a more particular 
description of this little pest of our 
gardens; and, although your corres- 
pondent has very minutely traced the 
various transformations of this destruc- 
tive insect, yet, with your permission, 
Mr. Editor, I will say a word or two 
on the subject. 

From the letter of J. C. it seems he 
is not aware thet there are two kinds 
of larve, which are destructive to the 
foliage of the gooseberry bush; one of 
which is the production of the Pha- 
lena wavaria, or gooseberry moth, and 
is very correctly described in the quo- 
tation from Sturt’s Natural History ; 
the other is the Tenthredo rose, and 
which is more particularly the subject 
of your correspondent’s letter. These, 
it is plain, belong to two very different 
orders of insects; the former of which 
is of the order Lepidoptera, and the 
latter that of Hymenoptera. The cha- 
racter of the order Lepidoptera is,— 
Wings four, imbricated with minute 
scales. Generic character of the Pha- 
lena is,—Antenne taper from the 
base ; wings in general deflected when 
at rest: fly by night. The specific 
character of the Phalena wavaria is,— 
Wings grey: four black irregular 
stripes on the interior part of the 
upper wings; one resembling the Ict- 
ter L, 

The character of the order Hyme- 
noptera is,—Wings four, generally 
membranous: tails of the females 
armed with a sting. Generic charac- 
ter of the Tenthredo is,—Abdomen of 
equal thickness, and closely connect- 
ed to the thorax: sting serrated be- 
tween two valves; second wings 
shortest. The specific character of 
the Z'enthredo rosa is,—Antenne, head, 
and thorax black, with a yellow spot 
on each side of the latter; abdomen 
yellow; a black spot on the anterior 
margin of the wings. 
Though the larva of the P. wavaria 

enters the ground in order to change 
into a pupa, yet, from my own obser- 
vations of the various metamorphoses 
of the Tenthredo rose, 1 may inform 
J.C. that he is not correct in sup- 
posing that is the case with the cater- 
pillar of this very numerous and vora- 
cious little creature,—the aurelia of 
which is generally fixed to the dry 
‘stalk of some plant, the Jeaves, or 
small branches of shrubs or trees. 

Correct figures of both these inscets 
are giyen in Donayan’s. yaluable 
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work on the Natural History of Bri- 
tish insects, 

Besides the above, there is another 
moth which feeds on the gooseberry 
and currant bushes, called the magpie 
moth (Phalena grossulariata), the 
specific character of which is,— Wings 
whitish, with round black spots, and 
a yellow streak on the anterior part. 
This fly is very common in the months 
of July and August; and it is not a 
little singular, that this insect, when 
alarmed, will fall to the ground as if 
dead, and remain motionless till the 
appearance of danger is over. 

Epping ; E. DousvepDay. 
June 15, 1822. 

— 

Tothe Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
NE of your readers is puzzled 
with the phenomena of the com- 

mon phial barometer. He asks,— 
1st. Why must the rim of the neck of 
the phial be separated before the wa- 
ter can be suspended? 2d. Why is 
the surface of the water concave in 
fine weather, and convex in rainy 
weather? 3dly. Why does the expo- 
sure of the phial to the heat of a fire 
produce the same effect as rainy 
weather? 

In answer to these questions I 
would say,—Ist. That it is not neces- 
sary to separate the rim of the neck 
in order to suspend the water. If the 
surface of the rim be perfectly even 
and dry, the water will be suspended 
just the same as when the rim is re- 
moved. The reason why itis neces- 
sary in any cases to strike off the 
rim, is because it is uneven, and will 
draw off the water, by making the 
surface heavier on one side than on 
another. 

2d. In fine weather the weight of 
the atmosphere is greater than in 
rainy weather, as is seen in the quick- 
silver barometer; in the former the 
column is about thirty-one inches, but 
in the latter about twenty-eight, 
When, by the collision of clouds of 
different degrees of humidity, rain is 
formed, the weight of the atmosphere, 
and consequently its density and its 
pressure on the surface of the water 
is diminished; the water therefore 
sinks, and a drop is formed. In fine 
weather the air remains charged with 
its humidity, and consequently its 
weight and density, and pressure on 
the surface of the water in the phial, 
are greater than in rainy weather ; 

hence 
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hence the drop disappears, and the 
surface is concave. 

3d. When the phial is exposed to 
the heat of a fire, as the density of the 
air is diminished by its greater rare- 
fication, its pressure on the surface 
of the water is diminished also the 
same as when rain is formed, because 
its elastic force is proportionate to its 
density. SIGMA. 

Buchs ; May 4, 1822. 
—=2 ; 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONTEM- 

PORARY CRITICISM. 
NO. XXIII. 

The Edinburgh Review, No. 72. 
HERE is very little matter in the 
present number of this Review 

which is calculated for cursory perusal, 
or to afford light amusement to the 
reader. It is replete with grave dis- 
cussions, principally of a political ten- 
dency; and a great deal of heavy 
ordnance is. brought to bear, from dif- 
ferent positions, upon the ministry, 
whose exposed and difficult situation 
certainly presents a strong temptation 
for such an attack. It is, we pre- 
sume,. with this view that so much 
more than a due proportion of this 
number is devoted to subjects of na- 
tional policy, to the exclusion of arti- 
cles of mere literary interest. We 
seem to be labouring through a num-_ 
ber of the Pamplileteer. But, such is 
the state of things, that instruction is 
a point of much greater importance 
than amusement, and the ability with 
which it is here administered com- 
mands our attention and respect, and 
must make a deep and lasting impres- 
sion on the public mind, 

The first article is an elaborate in- 
quiry into the Nature and Origin of 
the Courts of the Ancient En glish Com- 
mon Law, which are illustrated by 
much antiquarian research into the 
laws and legislative assemblies of the 
northerntribes. ‘The inferences drawn 
from the history of these courts are, 
however, directed not to jurispru- 
dence, but to politics. Parliament is 
supposed by the writer to have beena 
concentration of the numerous courts 
jeet and county courts, whose jurics 
were delegated, by their respective 
districts, to represent the grievances 
of the community, and to reqnire re- 
dress from the crown. It was strictly 
a high court of justice, whose legisla- 
tive functions rather resulted from 
than formed a part of its original des- 
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tination. This view of the subject, 
considering Parliament as a common 
law-court, and not as a body arising 
out of the feudal system, or growing 
up under the licence of the preroga- 
tive, is ingenious and novel; and, 
while it is more consistent, in our opi- 
nion, with constitutional principles, it 
is certainly supported, in this treatise, 
on very plausible authorities and ar- 
guments. We are, however, inclined 
to look upon disquisitions of this 
nature as being rather interesting to 
the antiquary “than useful in a prac- 
tical sense. Whatever may have been 
the origin and progress of our institu- 
tions, it is to their spirit and principle 
that we are to look; and these it is our 
duty to apply to the present gualifica- 
tions and circumstances of the people, 
without referring us back to times 
whose habits and acquirements were 
very dissimilar and inferior to our’s. 
The principle (which, in our constitu: 
tion, is that of representation,) wiil 
apply in different degrees to different 
situations ; and it is by this alone, and 
not by any former application of it, 
that we are or can be bound. 
A Supplement to a Collection of 

Tracts, made by the late Mr. Quintin 
CRAwFuRD, and published after his 
death, forms the subject of the next 
article. It is favourably spoken of by 
the reviewer, whose task has been 
easy, consisting for the most part of a 
detail of anecdotes respecting the suf- 
ferings of Louis the Sixteenth and his 
queen. These are calculated to bring 
into the light the more favourable 
points of their characters ; to which 
we may give faith, without any change 
of opinion on the course of the singu- 
lar events in which that unfortunate 
couple were involved, or on the con- 
duct pursued by them. This is a 
rather entertaining, but not very im- 
portant, article. 

With the succeeding article, which 
relates to Prison Discipline, and 
which proceeds from the same hand 
as other papers in this review, con- 
ceived in the same spirit, we feel and 
must express considerable dissatis- 
faction, as well with regard to its opi- 
nions as to its manner. It is written 
in the well-known witty and sprightly 
vein of its reputed author, which is, at 
best, unsuitable to so serious a topic ; c 
and Which is still more out of its place 
when exerted to enforce a system of 
harsh and severe treatment of pri- 
soners, “‘here must (says the re- 

viewer, 
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viewer, in conclusion,) be a great 
deal of solitude; coarse food; a dress 
of shame; hard, incessant, irksome, 
eternal labour; a planned and regu- 
Jated, and unrelenting, exclusion of 
happiness and comfort.” It appears 
to be the object of the writer merely 
fo impress the mind of the convict 
with a terror of future imprisonment; 
and this is an old and a simple expe- 
dient, and, Heaven knows, has been, 
and always will be, very easily accom- 
plished. But what is the effect? By 
rendering his labour irksome, are you 
likely to inspire him with a love of 
industry? By turning him adrift in 
the world, pennyless and unhappy, 
are you likely to reclaim him to better 
feelings, or to rescue him from future 
temptation? On his discharge, grant- 
img that he hates the prison more, are 
his necessities, whica urged him to 
crime, less, or his habits and feelings 
altered or improved? Nothing of all 
this: but he is dismissed with the sim- 
ple injunction, ‘“‘ You have fallen into 
this trap once: you know the miseries 
you have suffered ; take care how you 
get into it again.” This is an undis- 
guised system of mere terror, and 
places the human being on the same 
fevel as the brute animal. It is the 
noble endeavour of the present day to 
act upon a higher and more efficacious 
Principle ; to operate on our moral and 
intellectual, rather than on our corpo- 
real nature; to replace bad habits by 
good; to reclaim the sinner, and to 
raise him, if possible, for a short sea- 
son, above tempiation, by enabling 
him during his confinement to acquire 
same small means of exercising his in- 
dustry profitably after his enlarge- 
ment. Here we have not force, but 
reason; and reasonable means directed 
to bencficial ends. The impression of 
terror wears away, or is overcome by 
weightier motives of necessity; but 
teach a man his duty, inure him to 
labour, make his labour pleasant and 
profitable, turn him out with a little 
capital in hand, and an improved cha- 
racter; and who can hesitate in de- 
ciding whether that man is most likely 
to return to his dungeon, who blesses 
it as the scene of his amendment, or 
he who curses it as the witness of his 
anguish and despair. It gives us 
great concern to see this review, 
which ought to do better things, set- 
ting itself against the reformed system, 
and contributing to cheek those plans, 
which we have no deubt will, when 
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matured, be as useful as they are ho- 
nourable to society; and we cannot 
avoid observing, that a Christian di- 
vine docs not appear to us to be act- 
ing exactly in character, by contri- 
buting to darken the house of bon- 
dage, and to strike the iron deeper 
into the heart of the unhappy prisoner. 
A very powerful and impressive ex- 

position of the State of the Nation, as 
respects its financial concerns, forms 
the fourth article; and, notwithstanding 
all our familiarity with the burdens 
and grievances of the country, such are 
the ability and perspicuity with which 
the statements are here made, and 
such the force of argument and indig- 
nation with which the extravagance of 
the government is laid before us, that 
we feel it with all the force of a new 
and recent fact. From the sixth of a 
series of tables relating to the expen- 
diture and revenue of the kingdom, 
which are all highly interesting and in- 
structive, it appears, that, calculating 
the change in the value of the cur- 
rency, the country, in the words of the 
reviewer, “has been paying, during the 
last year, a larger amount of taxes, by 
half a miliion, than it did during the 
most wasteful and oppressive period of 
the late war; and a larger amount, by 
nearly three millions, than it did dur- 
ing the period next to that in point of 
expenditure.” Granting, what we be- 
lieve to be true, that the return to cash 
payments was a wise, perhaps an 
imeyitable measure, what is the infer- 
ence? That no public man should be 
allowed to retain more of his salary 
than will barely recompence him for his 
real labour; that no such thing as a 
sinecure should exist for a moment 
longer; and, that our civil, naval, and 
especially our military establishments, 
should be reduced to the very lowest 
possible scale. To this conclusion, or 
to worse, we must come at last. 
Through all the course of its various 
reasonings, this paper deserves the 
most_pointed attention ; and, we car- 
nestly recommend its perusal and cir- 
culation, as an-efficacious means of 
opening the eyes of the country to its 
true condition. 
We next meet with the most spirited 

and agreeable piece of criticism of 
which this number can boast, bearing 
‘within itself the demonstration of its 
paternity. It is a review of Lord 
Byron’s tragedies, and makes, we 
think, a very fair and correct estimate 
of his powers, as displayed in this de- 

partment. 
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partment. Nor does the disposition 
of thé writer, although he comments 
with much severity on his lordship 
and his works, seem to be unfriendly 
to his author, We really think he 
means to reform the delinquent, if he 
could; but, in our apprehension, it is 
of little avail to desire Lord Byron to 
emulate Shakspeare, and to multiply, 
like him, the scenic shadows of human 
nature; or to recommend to him the 
fertility and good humour of Walter 
Scott. Who would think of asking 
Fuscli to paint like Wilkie? or of re- 
questing Lerd Byron himself, as some 
critics have done, to come home and 
attend to his business in the House of 
Lords, where perhaps he might, in 
time, become permanent chairman of 
committees. We must accept him 
according to his nature,—limited in 
power, but intense in its action,—con- 
centrated, vehement, and eccentric; 
in some things inimitable, in many ex- 
cellent, in others reprehensible. 

The sixth article, Agricultural Dis- 
tress, is drawn up with perfect inde- 
pendence, and we entirely acquiesce 
in the sonndness of its principles. 'The 
interests of all classes,—growers and 
consumers,—are identified with the 
freedom of the corn-trade; and the 
only difficulty consists in letting down 
the country from its artificial state to 
that firm basis on which alone its pros- 
perity can be permanent. There is 
one observation of the reviewer we 
must notice; he seems to undervalue 
the effect of taxation. Now, though 
taxes are not the sole, we contend 
they are the chief cause of the farmer’s 
distress. A delusive mode of esti- 
mating the pressure of taxes is fre- 
quently resorted to by ministers and 
their adherents, in taking the amount 
of direct taxation, for a correct mea- 
sure of the degree in which the culti- 
yator is affected by the public bur- 
thens. Nothing can be more erro- 
neous; if taxes operated in this way, 
they would truly form only a drop in 
the sea of agricultural difficulties : but 
we will show the contrary. Direct 

_ taxes, which enhance the expenses of 
cultivation, are obviously injurious ; 
but we contend that taxation univer- 
sally falls more exclusively on agri- 
eulture than on other branches of indus- 
try. First, manual labour enters more 
largely into the produce of agriculture 
‘than of manufactures. A piece of 
‘broad-cloth or cotton is chiefly wrought 
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out by the aid of machinery, but a 
quarter of wheat can only be produced 
by the labour of man: hence all taxes 
on consumption, as excises, &c. by 
augmenting the price of labour, are 
peculiarly oppressive to agriculture. 
Secondly, taxes that do not fall on ne- 
cessaries, indirectly affect agriculture, 
by rendering an effective reduction in 
rent and tithe incompatible with the 
support of public burdens. We con- 
clude, therefore, that there is no tax 
the repeal of which would not, pro 
tanto, afford agricultural relief, inas- 
much as there is no tax that does not 
tend either to augment the cost of 
production, lessen the power of con- 
sumption in the people, or oppose the 
pret of revenue derived from the 
soil. 
We must be rather brief with De- 

mosthenes, which forms the seventh arti- 
cle, and another long and learned dis- 
sertation on Greek eloquence. The 
writer seems literally in love with his 
subject, though we confess we do rot 
participate in all his enthusiasm for 
the ancients. We think with the Abbé 
Auger, they were partly babillards; 
and certainly the coarseness and per- 
sonality of some of their famous ora- 
tors, in which charges of cowardice, 
bribery, and ruffianism, are directly 
made, would hardly be tolerated at 
this day by the pot-wallopers of pa- 
lace-yard. We may be deficient, it is 
true, in taste and learning, when we 
avow our admiration is more for the 
moderns than the Greeks and Ro- 
mans. Their institutions were too 
warlike and ferocious for us; and we 
cannot help thinking that one of the 
greatest improvements mankind are 
destined to attain, is. to explode the 
iflusion of military glory, which formed 
the beau ideal of the ancient common- 
wealths. The article, notwithstand- 
ing, evinces both taste and eloquence, 
and we have heard it highly extolled 
by some Oxford scholars. 

Comparative Productiveness of High 
and Low Taxes forms the next subject, 
in which we think, from the example 
of Ireland, and the progress of Various 
English duties, the main proposition, 
that an increase of taxation is not 
always followed by an increase of re- 
venue, nor a dimmution of taxation 
by a diminution of revenue, is fully 
established. The public is much in- 
debted to the Edinburgh Journal for 
the attention paid to these subjects ; 

m 
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in the present number we have three 
articles devoted toimportant questions 
of public economy, all of great ability, 
and not less distinguished for the 
sound principles they inculcate, than 
for the valuable statistical information 
with which they are illustrated, and 
which can be found in no other pub- 
lication. 
The nintharticle, Malaria, is medical, 

relating to the Walcheren fever, mias- 
ma, sciatica, teoth-ach, rheumatism, 
head-ache, and other bodily inflictions. 
We suspect the alarming intelligence 
about malaria prevailing in Bridge- 
street, St. James’s-park, Finsbury- 
square, and Whitechapel, is merely a 
ruse de guerre of the reviewer, intend- 
ed to locate his observations nearer 
home, as his subject is rather remote, 
being a ‘Memoir of Signor Broechi 
dell’ aria di Roma negli antichi tempi.” 

Tonbridge School forms the tenth and 
last article, and is apparently intended 
to keep alive public attention on the 
important subject of charitable abuses, 
which Mr, Brougham did himself so 
much honour in dragging to light. In 
the case of 'Tonbridge, itis well known 
that the funds, for a series of years, 
have been misapplied by the Skinner's 
Company; and the quesiion now is, 
the most advantageous mode of em- 
ploying the revenues of the charity, 
amounting to four or five thousand 
pounds a-year, with a certainty of fu- 
ture augmentation ; besides arrears of 
post-r ents, amounting at least to twen- 
ty thousand pounds. In the applica- 
tion of the funds, we do not concur in 
the suggestion of Mr. Prinsep, of esta- 
blishing a great school on the plan of 
Eton and Westminster ; these founda- 
tions are themselves the seat of gross 
abuses, and certainly any extension 
of their principle would ill accord with 
the state of knowledge and the wants 
of the community. The whole ques- 
tion, however, of charitable abuses, 
like many others, will never receive an 
adequate corrective, without a pre- 
vious change in the representation of 
the people. 

Having already expressed our ap- 
probation of the present number, we 
have nothing to add in conclusion. It 
is manifestly superior to some of its 
late predecessors ; and we doubt not, 
that, if the future numbers be brought 
out with similar ability, the Edinburgh 
Review will soon re-gain whatever 
ground it may have lost in public 
estimation. 

The Social Economist, No. I. ° [Aug. l, 
For the Monthly Magazine. 

THE SOCIAL ECONOMIST. 
NO. I. 

[It formed a part of the original design of 
this Miscellany, and has never since 
been lost sight of, in compiling the fifty- 
three volumes to which it has extended, 
to contribute in every way to the pro- 
motion of the social happiness of man- 
kind, by diffusing early and explicit 
intelligence of every new discovery, or 
nsefil adoption or improvement, in 
those arts which conduce to the use, 
convenience, or comfort, of our species, 
whether congregated in magnificent and 
crowded cities, in large manufacturing 
country towns, or in villages or houses 
of the husbandmen and labourers. In 
furtherance of this design, the Editor 
feels enabled, by the great diversity and 
extent of the talent by which his la- 
bours are assisted, to commence a 
series of papers, under the title of THE 
Socrtat Economist; one of which wilt 
appear in most of the succeeding num- 
bers. ] 

Bored Springs or Artificial Fountains 
obtained by Boring the Earth. 
N some late Numbers we called 
the attention of the public to the 

successful experiments reeently made 
at.'Tottenham, and in some villages 
adjacent, in Essex, to obtain constant 
supplies of water by boring to certain 
depths in the earth. In our Magazine 
for May 1805, vol. 19, p.368, we gave 
some particulars of a patent obtained 
by Mr. James Ryan, fur boring for wa- 
ter; and at sundry times we have in- 
troduced various notions on the sub- 
ject, conceiving it to be of the greatest 
consequence to society. 

It seems, by a late account publish- 
ed by Mr. Robinson, in his ‘‘ History 
of Tottenham,” that within the me- 
mory of several inhabitants of Totten- 
ham High-Cross, Middlesex, it was a 
universal complaint, that no good wa- 
ter was to be had in the village. The 
wells were only a few feet deep, the 
supply of water was uncertain, and it 
Was not pure enough for domestic 
purposes. The wells reached only to 
the blue clay, and therefore their depth 
depended on that of the superstratum, 
namely, of the gravel or loam lying 
upon it. But, within the last forty 
years, the complaint of the badness of 
the water has been effectually removed 
in many placesin the parish, and might 
be so inall. The clay, from the surface 
of which the water was formerly obtain- 
ed, and to which it is nearly impervi- 
ous, has been pierced through in many 
parts, which has afforded anever-failing 

supply 
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supply of remarkably clear and _ bril- 
liant water, particularly soft, and 
which is consequently adapted to every 
domestic purpose. ‘The depths of the 
wells have varied from about 110 to 140 
feet; and when the water was arrived 
at im sinking some of them, it rose 
with such great rapidity, as to overtake 
the well-digger before his escape coul 
be well effected. 

» Yet, although some of the inhabi- 
tants of Tottenham obtained good 
supplies of excellent water from deep- 
sunk wells, there were a great propor- 
tion who were obliged to buy water of 
the carriers, who procured it from a 
well on Tottenham-green, which was 
dug, and a pump erected, at the ex- 
pense of the Lord of the Manor in 
1791. However, in the summer of 

1821, a gentleman adopted the neW 
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method of boring through the clay to 
the main-spring, at his farm in Broad- 
lane, Page Green, Tottenham; where 
he obtained a copious and constant 
supply of water, from a depth of 120 
feet, which rises eight feet above the 
surface, and, flowing over, forms an 
elegant little cascade, and it has nei- 
ther increased nor diminished since. 
Having succeeded on his own pre- 
mises, he thought a similar experiment 
might be tried with equal success on 
the public waste ground; and, this 
suggestion being made to the vestry, 
it was acceded to on behalf of the pa- 
rish, and the work commenced. It 
was completed under the direction of 
the aboye gentleman, by Mr. John 
Goode. The ground was bored to the 
depth of 105 feet, when a fine spring 
of water issued forth, which rises six 
feet above the surface of the ground, 
through a tube within a cast-iron pe- 
destal, and, flowing over the lip or 
edge of a vase, forms a bell-shaped con- 
tinual sheet of water, inclosing the vase 
as in a glass case. Itis collected and 
again conducted downward through 
the pedestal to the place of its dis- 
charge, out of the mouth of a dolphin, 
about eighteen inches from the ground, 

--for the convenience of placing a pail 
or pitcher under the stream. The quan- 
tity of water thrown up and discharged 
is at the rate of fourteen gallons a 
minute. (See the Engraving. ) 

The peculiar advantages of boring 
the ground for water, instead of dig- 
ging, particularly at great depths, ren- 
ders the former method of great im- 
portance to the public; since water is 
obtained by boring at a small expense, 
as is exemplified by the following ta- 
ble of Mr. Goode’s, which shows the 
Tottenham prices of boring, at every ten 
feet of depth, and shews the cost of 
well-sinking to be from 3 to 7 times 
greater, according to circumstances :— 

Depth Price of Price of 
in Feet. Boring. Well-sinking. 

10 eo oatre On Se Analogs f1 5 
QO sseces OF 10. O wcece eS ay 
Babess s et OVO x <%y.09 5 5 
AO ves sa'e 113 4 cecoee 8 0 
50 pines (DAO) iOt'e eames  7ERU'S 

60 -++e6- 310 0 eeee 15. 0 
JO secses 41D 4 ooeees 19 5. 

B80 «eons 6 O O- s+ 24 0 

90 eseeee 710 O weeee 2opee 
100 Sees et "9° 1S" Bere eves 35.0 
110 ++++-- 17~0"0 o 44 5 
100". ees 13 O O «evens 48 0 

130 --++-- 15 3 4 ees Li emeed 

140 ence 17 10 O «eee» 63 O 

F 150 
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Depth Price of Price of 
in Feet. Boring. Well-sinking. 
150 eeoees 20 O O cees W715 

160 --+e++ 29213 4 oe 80 0 
170 eese-e 2510 O «sees 89 5 
180, 002000 98 10:0 eoscee 99 O 

190 sseeee SIL 1B 4 reeeee 109, 5 
900 sani $5 0 O «ereee 120 O 

The curious andimportant fact, that 
subterraneous fountains of water could 
be tapped in certain situations, was by 
accidentlong ago broughttolight, in dif- 
ferent districts inthis kingdom, viz. that 
there are situated below the surface, 
in many low situations, certain porous 
strata of open-grained sand or fissured 
stone, charged with a supply of water, 
in such a pent or confined state,* that 
on the sinking of a well, or making a 
bore-hole, down through the super- 
incumbent strata, to reach any such 
water-charged stratum, the water 

therefrom would rise through such new 
opening, and overflow on the surface, 

. Many such overflowing wells haye 
long existed in and near to London, 
and in various other parts of the king- 
dom; and we are enabled to mention 
the following instances, viz. in the 
Adelphi (George’s); in Addle-hill, 
Thames-street (Rudd’s); in New 
Bond-street (No. 110); in Park-lane, 
Putney (Daniel’s) ; in Richmond town; 
at Twyford (Wilan’s); at East Acton 
(Overy’s); at Knotting-hill, or Ken- 
sington Grayel-pits (Vulliamy’s); at 
Tottenham (Forster’s, J. and W. 
Rowe’s, Smith’s, &e.); at Tottenham 
High-Cross (Wilkinson’s, &c.), &c.— 
At the New-Inn, south of Silsoe, in 
Bedfordshire ; at Cambridge city (east 
part), and at Wimpole, in Cambridge- 
shire; at Alford, in Lincolnshire, and 
at numerous places in the adjacent 
coast-district of that county, viz. at 
Saleby, Sutton, Trusthorpe (Hill’s, 
Taylor’s, &c.), &c.—At Duncehill, 
north-west of Hull, and near Leeds 
(Gott’s, Marshall’s,) in Yorkshire; in 
and near Derby town (several), and 
at Oakthorpe, in Measham (an old 
coal-pit), in Derbyshire, &c. &c. 

Bore-holes, made by the large 
augers used by colliers and others, for 
deeply penetrating and examining the 
strata, have at various times, and) in 
Bie! a ee 

* The elevated ranges. of chalk-hills, 
flanked by sand, which surround London, 
(except eastward,) and in a depressed 
form underlie its thick clay strata, explain 
the sources of the subterraneous waters, and 
the cause of their tendency to rise in the 
deep wells of the London Vale; see our 
23d volume, p. 212. 
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many places, been the means of tap- 
ping springs of water, concealed and 
confined beneath the surface, as above- 
mentioned; which water has after- 
wards risen, and continued to overflow 
the tops of such deep bore-holes. Ac- 
cidental discoveries of this kind have 
also been made at Husbands-Bos- 
worth, in Leicestershire; Sprinks in 
Ednaston, in Derbyshire; at Toton, 
Dirty-Hucknal, and Kirklington, in 
Nottinghamshire; at Leighton’s-mill, 
near Wakefield, and at Bridlington, 
in Yorkshire; at Willoughby, near 
Sleaford, in Lincolnshire, near Com- 
longon Castle, Dumfrieshire, &c. 

The inhabitants of the coast-district 
of Lincolnshire, above-mentioned, 
from having long observed certain 
forcibly-rising fountains of water, 
which are there called “ Blow-wells,” 
and having noticed also the modern 
overflowing wells, which have been 
alluded to above, have ingeniously 
conceived the practicability, of saving 
the expense and trouble of a well; 
and accordingly began, twenty years 
since or upwards, to substitute a bore- 
hole, penetrating to the spring; into 
which perforation a leaden or tin pipe 
was inserted, and tightly fixed therein, 
by a close stopping of tempered clay, 
rammed into the hole round the pipe. 
A wooden pump-case, of the usual 
construction, (except wanting a slit 
for the sweep or handle,) was then 
erected around the pipe; and, through 
the ordinary perforation for the spout, 
the top end of the bore-pipe was turned 
horizontally, and mostly produced 
ever afterwards, a fine stream of wa- 
ter therefrom. 
A correspondent of this Miscellany, 

in 1807, examined several of these in- 
genious substitutes for wells and 
pumps in use in the vicinity of Alford, 
viz. at Sutton (Wilson’s), at Trus- 
thorpe (Wilson’s, and others), &c.; 
and he received accounts, that they 
were common, almost throughout that 
coast-district, particularly in Marsh- 
Chapel, and near Great Grimsby. In 
some few cases, very near to the sea, 
the water diminished or ceased to flow 
from the spout during two or three 
hours daily, when the tide was at the 
lowest; notwithstanding the spouts 
were many feet elevated above high- 
water level. 

The modern discoveries regarding 
the strata of England, which we were 
the first to announce and to recom» 
mend to the attention of our readers, 

(see 
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(see our 11th volume, p. 525, our 40th 
volume, p. 379, &o.) are now s0 far 
matured and known to many practical 
engineers, as to leave nothing want- 
ing in regard to the principles, by 
which the local extents of the districts 
capable of this improvement, in the 
place of wells and pumps, may be 
previously determined. And, fortu- 
nately, the great variety and extent 
of our mining and well-sinking opera- 
tions have reared a class of practical 
men, fully equal to the executing of the 
necessary works, without its being ne- 
cessary for the public to listen to the 
pretensions of affected new discove- 
ries, or to tolerate mystery on the 
subject. 

To such men it must be left to de- 
termine, by examinations of the neigh- 
bouring strata, how far the operation 
will be successful. It can hardly be 
expected that the water will ever rise 
higher than its subterraneous reser- 
voir, unless by lateral pressure, on the 
principle developed by Bolton in his 
water-raising apparatus. But these 
considerations are complicated; and, 
before any gentleman, company, or pa- 
rish begins the operation, it may be pro- 
per to obtain the opinion of practical 
men, just as in the case of mining, or 
other similar operations. Nor can the 
expense be reduced to a certain scale ; 
for it will depend on the nature of the 
strata to be passed through, and, in 
some cases,the besttools repeatedly fail. 

An expensive experiment has been 
recently made, without due regard to 
circumstances, by Mr. Laycock, of Is- 
lington, and has hitherto been without 
success. Mr. L. with much public 
spirit, has persevered ; and we delayed 
the publication of the present article, 
till we could announce the result ‘of 
his operations. The curiosity of the 
public having, however, been excited 
by our former articles, and many of 
our readers being impatient for details, 
we have judged it better to present 
them with these observations, than 
longer to defer them. 

[Since the previous article was written, 
we have been favoured with the follow- 
ing letter from an eminent practical 
engineer, and we hasten to lay it be- 
Sore our readers, as tending to com- 
plete their information on the subject.] 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine, 
SIR, 

Observing that the letter of your 
Tottenbam correspondent, 8. S. in p. 
290 of your last volume, which strongly 
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recommends the extension generally 
of-borings for water, in preference to 
the sinking of wells, has remained un- 
noticed by your many able correspon- 
dents; and having observed that the 
principle on which the “ genuine 
spring,” as 8.8. calls it, which has 
lain concealed under the village of 
Tottenham and its vicinity, is capable 
of rising, through a well or bore-hole, 
and overflowing on the surface, is not 
adverted to, and apparently is not 
known to that writer ; and conceiving 
that a right understanding of the prin- 
ciple alluded to, is of the utmost im- 
portance, towards preventing many 
persons from incurring the expenses 
of borings, in other and higher situa- 
tions, and afterwards experiencing the 
mortification of finding, that the water 
will not there rise to the surface 
through a bore-hole ; although, on the 
same spot, it might rise and stand per- 
manently, at a useful height, in a well. 
—I am on these accounts desirous of 
showing, in your instructive pages, 
that there is, in the principle I have 
alluded to, nothing of mystery or dif- 
ficulty : itis simply this, that the water 
contained in the legs of a crooked 
pipe, in the form of a U or a Y, or of 
an inverted syphon, will rise or flow to 
the same height (with respect to the 
horizontal plane) in each of its legs. 
Now the open and connected joints 

or cracks (that may be witnessed in 
any chalk-pit,) of the vast stratum of 
chalk which underlies London, and 
whose northern edge rises from under 
the London clay, and forms an ele- 
vated chalk country in Hertfordshire, 
may be conceived as forming, by its 
connected open joints, one of the legs 
of a great subterraneous syphon, of 
which the other leg may be conceived 
to be, any well or bore-hole, opened 
down to the chalk, or even down to 
the loose sand stratum, which usually 
lies immediately upon the chalk, and 
rather obstructedly suffers the chalk 
water to rise up through it, whenever 
the superincumbent pressure is locally 
rehab. as has recently been done 
by the perforations made at Totten- 
ham, and had previously been done by 
numerous deep wells in other places 
near London; the source or supply of 
this water, being the rains and dews, 
which fall on the chalk-hills surround- 
ing London. 

On this first view of the subject it 
might seem, that, as the chalk downs 
and hills, on every side of the London 
clay, except on the Essex and Suffolk 

coast, 
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coast, including parts of the adjoining 
counties, between Cromer. on the 
north, and Reculver (or Sandown) on 
the south, rise higher,—for the most 
part considerably higher,—than the 
surface of the London clay; that there- 
fore the water from the joints of the 
chalk, might be expected to rise and 
overflow the top of a deep well or bore- 
hole, in any part of the London clay 
district; which evidently seems to be 
the opinion of your correspondent 
Mr. S.S. and of some others who have 
written on the subject. 

But it is necessary to take into the 
account, several very deeply excavated 
valleys on the borders of the London 
clay, where the clay is reduced to a 
thin edge, in the bottoms of such val- 
leys; through which excavations the 
chalk waters, overflowing there at the 
surface, are enabled spontaneously to 
flow, on to and across the clay strata, 
in their course towards the tidal 
estuary of the Thames ; the principal 
of which excavations is that for the 
Thames itself, just below the town of 
Maidenhead; those for its southern 
tributary streams are,—for the Wey, 
about three miles below Guilford ; for 
the Mole, about two miles below Lea- 
therhead; for the Wandle, about a 
mile above Mitcham, &c. For the 
northern branches of the Thames, the 
principal excavations on the edge of 
the clay strata are only two, viz. for 
the Coln, near Uxbridge; and for the 
Lea, about a mile below Ware, 
The two last natural outlets for the 

northern chalk waters, enable a great 
part of the Hertfordshire chalk-waters 
to escape, and flow on to the London- 
clay strata, in their way to the Thames ; 
the main bodies of these waters proceed 
in their natural courses to the Thames, 
at Staines and at Blackwall: but other 
parts of each af these streams have 
been diverted by art, at no great dis- 
tances from their outlets, and are con- 
veyed towards London, from near Ux- 
bridge by the Grand-Junction and 
Regent’s Canals, and from near Ware, 
by the New River. On the south-cast 
of the town of Islington, the former of 
these artificial conduits, for the over- 
flowings of the chalk waters, has been 
lately made to pass in a tunnel, under 
the other of these conduits ; and there- 
by we are furnished, with the ready 
means of roughly comparing the height 
of the water in these two conduits, not 
only where they cross, as above-men- 
tioned, but at their sources near 
Uxbridge and near Ware. 

[ Aug. 1, 

Allowing for the rise of four locks, 
which occur in the Regent’s Canal be-; 
tween the Islington tunnel and the 
Regent’s Park, and for two other 
locks which occur on the Grand Junc- 
tion, between Bull-bridge and the 
Uxbridge outlet ; and allowing, in like 
manner, for the elevation of the New- 
River water, above the water in the. 
tunnel beneath it, and for the very 
easy rise which the surface of the New 
River (as a very slowly-running 
stream,) presents, from Islington to 
its source near Ware: it will hence 
appear, that these two principal natu-. 
ral vents for the chalk-water, on the 
north-west and north of London, are 
nearly on one level; and the course 
on the map, of these two artificial wa- 
ter-conduits, meeting at Islington, 
furnishes a visible and important line 
of demarkation across Middlesex, for 
distinguishing (with some few local 
exceptions, where these conduits are 
either embanked, or deep-cut, or tun- 
nelled,) the places, situated south- 
ward of such line, as lying below the 
chalk-water level, (as Tottenham is 
situated below the course of the New 
River,on theeastof the latter, from those 
other and higher-lying places, to the 
northward of this line of demarkation ; 
where, consequently, there can be no 
reason for expecting that a well or a 
bore-hole should overflow on the sur- 
face; and where, in point of fact, 
none do overflow, as far as I know. 

In this district of Middlesex, situated 
above the chalk-water level, there are 
numerous modern wells, of great 
depth most of them, in which the wa- 
ter has risen, and a supply of it per- 
manently stood, a great many feet 
above the places, where such waters 
were first tapped, by the augers used 
in the bottoms of such wells, by the 
well-sinkers; and perhaps, where these 
operations have been judiciously and 
well performed, the water has in ge- 
neral risen, to the level of the natural 
outlets above-mentioned. 

The heights of two others of the be-, 
fore-mentioned natural outlets of the 
chalk-waters, viz. that near Maiden- 
head, and that below Guilford, are 
probably not greatly different from the 
height of those two northern outlets 
already described; but this being a 
matter of great practical importance, 
towards demarking the entire district, 
around London, to the westward and 
southward, wherein overflowing wells 
or bore-holes might reasonably be ex- 
pected to be obtained; I beg to sug- 

gest 
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gest the propriety, of tracing out, bya 
pretty accurate levelling, and _ the 
mapping, of a level line on the surface, 
(such as a canal without any locks 
might oceupy,) from the outlet near 
Maidenhead, eastward, to intersect 
the Colne river; ascertaining, at the 
same time, any difference of level and 
distance there may be, between this 
point of intersection and the lowest 
place of outlet for the chalk-water 
in the vale of the Coln, near Uxbridge. 

In like manner, should the same 
level line be traced and mapped, 
south-eastward from Maidenhead, to 
intersect the Wey river; comparing 
the same, as to level and distance, 
with the lowest chalk-water outlet in 
that valley ; and soon, eastward, with 
respect to the Mole and the Wandle 
rivers, and their respective lowest 
chalk-water outlets. 

In this, asin almost all other classes 
of natural phenomena, some anoma- 
lies occur, which complicate the mat- 
ter, and require the aid of science and 
research, for their elucidation: here, 
for instance, the Castle of Windsor is 
seen standing on a detached mass of 
chalk, rising higher than the surface 
of much of the surrounding London- 
clay; in which last, on nearly all 
sides, 1 believe, deep modern wells 
have been sunk, without reaching the 
chalk, except, perhaps, by the noses 
of some of the augers, which have let 
up the springs into these wells. It 
appears to me probable, that this 
Windsor mass of chalk, is surrounded 
on all sides by those dislocating fis- 
sures, which the miners usually call 
faults, and has been lifted or thrust 
up 200 or 300 feet from its former po- 
sition; but, without these fissures 
around the Windsor chalk,” giving 
vent, as far as I know, to any remark- 
able or large springs of water, from 
the great water-charged mass of chalk 
which they intersect, and from which 
this mass seems to have been ele- 
vated. 

Another anomaly attending — this 
overflowing-well district around Lon- 
don, occurs in the vale of Ravens- 
borne, in the north-west corner of 
Kent, wherein the chalk strata lie 
hare, down as far as Deptford; and 
the edge of the London clay is in this 
valley, little, if at all, elevated above 
the level of the Thames ; and yet with- 
out this place producing any very 
great or notable springs of water, or 
without the district to the west of this 
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valley, being unfitted for producing 
overflowing wells, as I understand; 
which circumstances may, I think; 
have arisen, from a water-tight fault 
or fissure, filled with clay, crossing 
the vale of the Thames, near to the 
Ravensborne valley on the west, and 
elevating the strata on its eastern 
side. But having already somewhat 
extended this letter, and having a wish 
to mention several other matters, the 
results of my professional engagements 
and inquiries, relative to wells and 
borings, in the vale of the Thames, 
and many other places, I must reserve 
these for a future communication. 
Howland-street ; JOHN FAREY, 
July 8, 1822. Mineral Surveyor. 

—a— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
CORRESPONDENT, who signs 
“ Fact,” in your last month’s Ma- 

gazine, has taken the title of a work 
which I have lately published, on the 
present method of constructing ships, 
as practised by Sir Robert Seppings, 
as a text, for the purposes of abusing 
the inventor, and of conveying to your 
readers the notion, that all the im- 
provements which he has introduced 
are due to the ingenuity of others. 

It is pretty evident, that he has only 
read the title of the work in question ; 
for, if he had perused the book, he 
would most probably haye’saved him- 
self the trouble of writing, and me the 
pain of answering such incorrect and 
malicious observations;. and which 
are calculated only to make an im- 
pression on those who have not stu- 
died the subject. 

Ist. As to the mode suggested by 
Capt. Cowan, in the year 1808, “‘ of 
filling in the timbers, and making all 
solid.” Filling-in and caulking the 
frames of ships, as high as their floor- 
heads, has been practised in this coun- 
try as long as England has possessed 
a navy of any strength; and you will 
find, on reference to my work ‘ On 
Preserving the Navy,” (page 60,) that 
“Mr. Kirby, of Chatham-yard, pro- 
posed in the year 1763 to fill-in and 
then caulk the frames of ships, from 
their keels to the water’s edge.” This 
did not rest, prior to Capt. Cowan’s 
proposition, upon recommendation 
only; for Admiral Schank built in 
1800 a vessel, in Mr. Dudman’s yard 
at Deptford, with a solid frame. 

Qdly. The proposal of “ omitting the 
foot-waling, and substituting diagonal 

riders,” 
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riders,” sald to have been recommend- 
ed by the same gentleman, is as new 
as the former. Earl Stanhope, by pa- 
tent dated 9th of April, 1807, proposes, 
in building vessels which he denomi- 
nates ‘Stanhope weatherers,” either 
to plank them inside and out, or to 
omit the inside planking, and increase 
the outside ; aad he goes on by stating 
“this latter method is the ancient me- 
thod, and, in my opinion, it ought to 
be revived.” In the San Juan Nepo- 
meceno, of seventy-four guns, built at 
Ferrol in the year 1781, and captured 
by Lord Nelson in 1805, riders were 
laid ali fore and aft in the hold in a 
diagonal direction ; and, further, it was 
always the custom in this country to 
lay the breadth and top riders diago- 
nally. I have answered this point 
under the supposition that Captain 
Cowan had recommended diagonal 
riders; but the fact is, that he made 
no such proposal, nor is the word dia- 
gonal used throughout his letter, ex- 
cept in reference to driving the bolts 
and tree-nails diagonally, a plan which 
he strongly recommends, but gives 
the credit thereof to Capt. Cartier, of 
the Navy. 

3dly. Horizontal timbers. As these 
are not introduced into the new method 
of ship-building, it may appear irrele- 
vant to notice them; but as, by an 
abuse of terms, the shelf pieces, which 
are placed without the clamps, at a 
considerable distance from the frame, 
are called by the writer horizontal 
timbers, it may be right to state, that 
these have been long employed by the 
French. As a proof, the lower-deck 
beams of L’Hébe, captured by the 
British in the year 1782, were secured 
by shelf-pieces; these were removed 
when she was repaired in the year 
1806. And further, Mr. Boswell’s 
patent method of building ships, dated 
1802, (not 1806, as incorrectly stated,) 
bears no similitude either to the dia- 
gonal framing invented by Sir R. Sep- 
pings, or in the application of shelf- 
pieces. 

4thly. Cross-planking. Placing of 
planks diagonally has been practised 
for more than a century past, in par- 
tial cases, by the French, and other 
foreign nations, see Dupin’s excellent 
memoir ‘De la Structure des Vais- 
seaux Anglais,” inserted in the Philo- 
sophical Transactions for the year 
1817, also ‘‘ Bouguer’s Traité du Na- 
vire,” published in 1746, page 154.— 
In Mr, Machonochie’s pyespectus, 
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published by Egerton in 1805, coaks 
are not mentioned, or even alluded 
to; onthe contrary, he proposes to lay 
the decks the same thickness ‘‘as at 
present, but to be divided into three 
layers; one layer diagonally from 
starboard to larboard, another from 
larboard to starboard, and a third as 
at present, fore and aft: this (says he,) 
by tonguing the two under strata, and 
jointing and caulking the upper, would 
produce a platform of 
strength.” That coaks were used by 
the ancients, in works of civil archi- 
tecture, we know from Wood’s ac- 
count of Balbec, as quoted by Sir R. 
Seppings, in his paper on ship-build- 
ing, inserted in the Philosophical 
Transactions for the year 1820, where 
it is stated that “ the pieces composing 
the shafts of the lofty columns were 
joined together without cement, by 
pins of iron let into sockets.” In giv- 
ing this quotation, itis not my inten- 
tion to rob General Bentham of the 
inerit of invention, in applying a 
known principle to a new object; as 
he certainly is the first upon record 
who introduced circular coaks of wood 
in ship-building. In many instances 
the wooden coaks are now substituted 
by those of cast-iron. 

5thly. The bolting of thick strakes 
over the joints of the timbers, at the 
first and second futtock-heads, has 
been practised in the British navy 
for time immemorial, and is esta- 
blished by an order of the King in 
council in 1745; and, by the same 
authority, two strakes, two feet three 
inches in breadth, the lower se- 
ven and a half, and the upper six 
inches in thickness, are to be placed 
next the timbers, on each side, in 
ships of the line of seventy-four guns ; 
these may be considered as doing the 
offices of side keelsons. 

6thly. Circular sterns. There is 
among the models belonging to the 
government, one of a floating battery, 
pierced for twenty-four guns, having 
a circular stern. This model is at 
least fifty years old; and, on reference 
to page 10 of Sir R. Sepping’s letter 
to Lord Melville, it will be seen, that 
the late Capt. Larcom, in 1798, gave it 
as his opinion, “that ships should have 
circular sterns.” What claim, then, 
has the author of “the Precursor,” 
which was published in 1813, to this 
recommendation ? 

One circumstance remains to be no- 
ticed, which is, the wilful misrepre- 

sentation 

incredible’ 
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sentation that Mr. Snodgrasssuggested 
the method of laying blocks in docks, 
and for which Sir Robert Seppings 
received, about the year 1800, a re- 
ward of 1,000/. Mr. Snodgrass, in 
his letter to the East India Company 
in 1806, recommended “that there 
should be a reservoir to fill each dock 
with water, so as to raise the ship on 
high blocks,” and_has made no allu- 
sion whatever to the iron wedge 
blocks in question, which are so easily 
removed, when ships are required to 
be suspended to remedy defects in 
their keels, &c. and are not used for 
the purpose of lifting ships. So much 
for the knowledge and accuracy of 
your correspondent. , 

It will appear by the authorities 
which have been given, that most of 
the principles aforestated have been 
long known and practised, and thus 
become public property; but, if the 
limits of a letter would allow, I could 
show very material modifications and 
alterations in each, as introduced by 
Sir R. Seppings, so as to give them 
the title of inventions. In the hands 
of the persons who preceded him, 
these alterations from the common 
system failed ; under hismanagement, 
and by his improvements, they have 
succeeded admirably ; and it is always 
to be recollected, that it is the whole 
of a machine which is to be regarded, 
not its parts; and that, although we 
cannot create a new mechanical 
power, yet every credit is due to him 
who invents an useful machine by a 
new combination of known principles. 
But I challenge your correspondent 
to bring forward a single authority to 
show, that the manner of putting toge- 
ther the frame timbers,—the diagonal 
trussed frame in the holds of ships,;— 
the trussing between their ports,—the 
combination of thick waterways with 
the beams and shelf-pieces,—and that 
the clasp iron knees have ever been 
practised, or even proposed, by any 
other person. But all these form but 
a small part of the inventions and im- 
provements which have been brought 
forward by Sir R. Seppings, in the 
various branches of naval science. 
The spleen shown by your corres- 
eal is evident to every reader; 
ut few may be acquainted, that not- 

withstanding Sir Robert had shown 
such ability in ship-building, as well 
as in mechanical inventions, yet he did 
not arrive at his present situation of 
Surveyor of the Navy until he had 
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passed through all the gradations of 
office, nor until he had completed up- 
wards of thirty years of faithful and 
active service ; that he had every right 
to expect this situation, even if he had 
not rendered such signal services; as 
he was apprenticed, at a considerable 
expense, to a gentleman (Sir John 
Henslow) who was Surveyor of the 
Navy, and who had in bis turn been 
an apprentice to Sir Thomas Slade, 
who also filled that office. 

The last paragraph in ‘the letter 
signed “Fact” is obviously written 
with the view of conveying to the pub- 
lic, that the author of “the Precursor” 
and the writer of that letter are the 
same person; or why, it is asked 
by every reader, should the writer 
be so tender of the opinions given 
in “the Precursor?” ‘This opinion 
I cannot for a moment entertain: I 
cannot believe, that any person hold- 
ing the rank of a captain in the 
British navy, would descend to ca- 
lumniate a gentleman, who he must 
be conscious has rendered great ser- 
vices to his country, and who, from his 
general urbanity of manners, is inca- 
pable of giving offence to any one. 
Nor can I imagine, that.a person who 
has given to the public ohe work on 
naval affairs, and has sent out a pros- 
pectus of another, (by whichit appears 
he intends to trace naval improve- 
ments from the first naval architect, 
Noah, down to the present time,) 
should be so grossly ignorant of the 
progress of the science upon which he 
intends to treat. But, although indi- 
rect, it certainly behoves Capt. Lay- 
man to disavow such an imputation. 

JOHN KNOWLES. 
London ; July 11, 1822. 

— 

SUNDRY QUERIES. 

S1r,—In the well-written letter of “A 
Johnian,” which appeared in your last 
Number, allusion is made to a new mathe- 
matical calculus, which has been very ad- 
vantageously employed by several emi- 
nent foreigners ; and, as I have from time 
to time seen similar allusions made else- 
where, I am induced, through the medium 
of your extensively circulated Miscellany, 
to solicit either your above-mentioned 
correspondent, or some other of your ma- 
thematical readers, to inform me in what 
works, which may be obtained by applica~ 
tion to the regular booksellers, are the 
principles of this calculus laid down, or 
such information conveyed as will enable 
one, who may possess sufficient prelimi- 
nary knowledge, to become elite 

wi 
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with it, especially such works as are not 
extremely large, or extravagantly expen- 
sive. Those inthe English language wonld 
certainly be preferred; but a knowledge 
of such as may be easily obtained, either 
in Latin or French, would be also highly 
acceptable, not only to myself, but to 
many others similarly situated. 

Manchester ; July 1822. A.C.R. ~ 

S1r,—TI shall feel much obliged to such 
of your correspondents as will favor me 
with answers to the following queries re- 
specting the ZOLIAN HARP, viz. What is 
the best method of stringing and tuning 
the instrument, so as to produce the 
greatest effect?p—What degree of tension 
of the strings is most susceptible of the 
action of the wind?—What authors have 
treated most copiously on the subject?— 
And, in short, any practical information 
will be highly acceptable. C.R. 

Sir,—Allow me, through the medium 
of that excellent Miscellany, the Monthly 
Magazine, to inquire into the truth of a 
statement I have heard, ‘viz. that fowls in 
Edinburgh are deprived of most of their 
feathers, and afterwards brought into the 
market alive ; when, should it happen they 
are not sold, they have still longer to live 
in torments? I sincerely hope to receive 
a contradiction to this relation ; which, if 
true, must certainly grieve every friend of 
humanity, and loudly call for the inter- 
ference of the magistrates. The ready 
insertion in the Monthly Magazine of 
communications endeavouring to amelio- 
rate the condition of animals, has induced 
this inquiry from a constant reader. 

xX 
_ Sir,—Many circumstances have lately 
induced me seriously to think of removing 
my family from this country, not from any 
capricious dislike to the land of my birth, 
but that I foresee, in the present state of 
the: kingdom, little probability of being 
able to leave. my children with those 
prospects before them, that may present 
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the means of their living with the same 
comfort they have hitherto enjoyed, and 
which from habit will have become, to a 
certain extent, essential to their happi- 
ness, As children, while under my own 
roof, I can support them with decent re- 
spectability ; but all channels for their en- 
tering life, and procuring here an equally 
comfortable home for themselves, seems 
to be so barred, that I have no hope of 
their advancement with the limited inte- 
rest I have, and the fortune I could give 
them even at my death. I therefore turn 
my thoughts reluctantly to the propriety 
of establishing myself, before I get too far 
advanced in years, in some situation 
where money may be of more value than 
in these kingdoms, and where the employ- 
ment of my funds may present a more ra- 
tional hope of providing for my family’s 
future welfare. 

The spirit of emigration is high at this 
time, but it is either directed to America, 
New Holland, or the Cape of Good Hope ; 
now I am not inclined to either of these 
places, and turn my thoughts to the inte- 
rior of France; but I am not sufficiently 
acquainted with the nature of the circum- 
stances attending a foreigner’s settling in 
that part of Europe, and I therefore take 
the liberty of asking, through the medium 
of your valuable work, whether there are 
any serious impediments to such an under- 
taking, or imprudence in the intention, 
My family consists of four sons and two 
daughters, and I could calculate (if I en- 
tirely embarked my property in the plan,) 
of having at my command asum of not 
less than 20,0001.—Now, with such means, 
I am led to believe I could, if rightly di- 
rected, accomplish in France what 1 can 
have no hopes of effecting in this country ; 
and I should be much gratified and 
obliged if any of your well-informed cor- 
respondents would, from their better 
knowledge of the subject, favour me with 
their opinions ; and I doubt not that many 
of your readers will consider the subject 
very interesting. B.R. B. 

STEPHENSIANA. 
No. X. 

"The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an active and 
well-spent life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 
book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we have purchased, and propose to 
present a selection from them to pur readers. As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 
other biographical works, the Author may probably have incorporated many of these scraps ; 
but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cabinet pictures of men and 
manners, worthy of a place in a literary misccllany. é 

—— 

‘ TRADING AUTHORS. 
N London and Paris, where artifi- 
cial employments are carried to 

the highest degree of refinement, there 
are tribes of men who live by writing 
for the public press. Periodical works 

2 \ 

must be filled. A certain number of 
pages are pledged to appear, and ori- 
ginality of form and composition are 
expected. Hence there is constant 
employment in Reviews, Magazines, 
and Newspapers, for those who com- 

bine 
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bine some talent with much industry. 
Translating, too, is another source of 
literary employment; and editing new 
editions of books, and index-making, 
are other sources. 
As quality is not reducible to any 

previous standard, payment is gene- 
rally made by the printed sheet; and, 
the measure being superficial, it is not 
fo be wondered that the productions 
are also superficial. Thought is the 
material of the writer by the sheet, and 
is the gold with which he contrives to 
gild a certain number of pages. Of 
course he lays it on in proportion to 
the price he is paid, and we have sin- 
gle and double gilding, and plating of 
various thicknesses in literature, as 
well as in the metallic arts. 

lt is amusing to carry this idea 
through the pages of a review or ma- 
gazine. The writers and the readers 
are constantly at issue. The former 
is endeavouring to beat out his small 
stock of thoughts into the greatest 
number of pages, is eking them out by 
antitheses, comparisons, figures, and 
well-rounded periods; while the weary 
reader is vainly looking for original 
ideas and useful conclusions. ‘lheir 
objects, however, are different. The 
author must eat, and must fill a cer- 
tain number of pages; and the reader 
must be content if he catch one good 
thought in a thousand words; or in ten 
thousand, if the style is easy, graceful, 
and flowing. 

Small type and matters of fact are 
the bane of authorship. A close-print- 
ed page, and the details of art and 
science, are as much dreaded by a 
practised author as a whipping-cart 
by a pick-pocket. On the contrary, 
essays about nothing, about trifles, or 
common-place topics ; or reviews 
which admit of long quotations, strung 
together with short paragraphs, are 
perennial blessings. Of the former 
an industrious writer cannot produce 
a sheet in a month, while of the latter 
he can produce a sheet, day after day, 
before he dines. 

In my early days the Monthly Re- 
view used to give three guineas a sheet, 
or four shillings a page, quotations 
meluded ; and it transcended and has 
outlived the Critical, because the lat- 
ter paid but two, and therefore had 
the aid only of those writers who could 
not get engagements in the Monthly. 
The magazines in general paid but 
wo, but the European under Perry 
paid three. Phillips got the ill-will of 
Montuty Mac, No. 371, 
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the other proprietors by paying five, 
and upwards; but then he undid his 
authors by his small type, and by his 
matters of fact, of which he exhausts 
them, in succession, in a few months. 
The Edinburgh Review gave ten gui- 
neas for essays ; the Quarterly follow- 
ed at fifteen: others have given as 
much; and while the public, or any 
considerable portion of the public, are 
gratified by long-winded essays, this 
species of publication will succeed. 
But it is melancholy to see on the book- 
stalls the numerous extinct works, 
which are selling for little more than 
waste-paper, though filled with ably- 
written essays, paid for at the best 
price of their day. They seem like 
the garnish at a feast, which may 
please the eye and the fancy, but we 
turn from them to the solid dishes, 
just as we do to works of solid infor- 
mation. The one is the art of the cook 
paid for per quantum, and the other is 
eternal nature, which no art can sup- 
ply, or essentially improve. 

I was delighted in Paris to find that 
the corps de gens de lettres consist for 
the most part of men of small inde- 
pendent fortunes, and could even 
boast of men of wealth; whereas in 
London, where every thing is so com- 
mercial, this class consists chiefly of 
needy adventurers, dependant from 
month to month on the exertions of 
their brains. 
- The proprietors of our two most 
established miscellanies have at diffe- 
rent times assured me, that they value 
their successive numbers in the in- 
verse ratio of the number of their pur- 
chased communications; and _ that 
their most interesting papers consist 

.in the occasional volunteer contribu- 
tions of the public at large. These 
they consider as their substantial 
dishes, and the paid communications 
merely as garnish. This seems likely 
to be the fact. 

BONAPARTE. 

The court of Bonaparte was the 
most splendid ever seen in Europe. 
Marshals, ambassadors, princes, sove- 
reigns, all surrounded his throne, 
sought his smiles, and obeyed his 
mandates. 

The livery of Bonaparte was gold 
and green. He adopted the golden 
bees from those found in the tomb of 
Childeric, and supposed to have deco- 
rated the robes of the Merovingian 
kings. 

G LIBERALITY. 
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LIBERALITY. 
Cicero, after cnumerating and dis- 

cussing some mistaken notions on the 
subject, subjoins, that Ziberality consists 
in giving with judgment. 

MR. SECRETARY CRAGGS. 
John duke of Marlborough raised 

Mr. Crages, father of the Secretary of 
State, from the obscure station of a 
barber to be his house-agent, and 
afterwards Postmaster-general. Mr. 
See. Craggs was $0 much ashamed of 
the meanness of his birth, that the 
mere reflection tormented him through 
life. His friend Addison, who dedi- 
cated his works to him a few days 
previous te his death, very properly 
styled this a ‘‘ vicious modesty.” 
THE DUKE OF HAMILTON TO THE EARL 

OF ARUNDELL, EARL MARSHAL OF 
ENGLAND. 
My Nositt Lorp,—Your lordship 

will be plesed to cause send this in- 
closed packet to Sir Antony Vandyck, 
and a gaine, I crave your lordship’s 
pardone for my not sending of it 
sonner. 

As for the bootes your lordship 
mentions, if you have anie use of them, 
the must be spooke to, for 
thoes that I caused make oares, mastes, 
and sales; but there ar divers other 
bootes of the same bignes, thatt lyeth 
att Detford, redy fitted with all thing 
nesessaire: yet, if your lordship think 
fitte to use anie of thoes I bespook as 
they ar, your lordship may be pleased 
to comand’ one Michell, who meade 
them to bring them whidder you shall 
a poynt, for he Knoeth wher they ar. 
So, wishing your lordship health and 
hapines, I rest, 

Your lordship’s most 
humbell servant, 

Yorke, the 13 Sept. HAMILTON. 
1640. 

DUELLISTS. 
The Earl of Shrewsbury fell in a 

duel with the Duke of Buckingham, 
memorable on many accounts. It 
was fought at Barnes Elms, then a fine 
green meadow, half encircled by the 
Thames, and shaded by rows of very 
lofty elms, under which the duellists, 
each accompanied by two seconds, 
met; and all fought, to the number of 
six, (as the practice then was,) with 
swords; when the Earl of Shrewsbury 
and one of the seconds lost their lives. 

DR. WOLCOT. 
I used to meet Peter Pindar in din- 

ner-parties at Sir Richard Phillips’s. 
He was one of the strongest-headed 
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and shrewdest men I ever knew. He 
had a certain round of stories, but 
they were excellent, and would bear 
repetition. He acted as well as spoke, 
and imitated the tones of his speakers 
with great felicity. Many of his stories 
were farces, in which he represented 
all the dramatis persone. 
He wrote against the court, but was 

neither ‘a patriot nor politician. His 

court scandal was derived from Welt- 

jie, the Prince’s cook, and his poems 
‘were well received at Carlton-House. 

He hated democracy, and always fa- 

voured aristocratic opinions and prac- 

tices. The sale of his early pieces 

was prodigious,—10, 20, and even 

30,000 copies went off in a month or 

two. This rendered him a desirable 

object of bookselling speculation ; and 

about the year 1795, Robinson, Gold- 

ing, and Walker, entered into a treaty 

to grant him an annuity for his pub- 
lished works ; and, on certain condi- 

tions, for his unpublished ones. While 

this was pending, Peter had an attack 

of asthma, which he did not conceal 

or palliate; but, at meetings of the 

parties, his asthma always interrupted 

the business. 
course anticipated, and, instead of a 
sum of money, an annuity of 250/. per 
annum was preferred. Soon after the 
bond was signed, Peter called on 
Walker, the manager for the parties, 
who, surveying him with a scrutinizing 
eye, asked him how he did? ‘Much 
better, thank you (said.Peter): I have 
taken measure of my asthma; the fel- 
low is troublesome, but I know his 
strength, and am his master.”—“Oh !” 
said Walker, gravely, and turned into 
an adjoining room, where Mrs. W.a 
prudent woman, had been listening to 
ihe conversation. Peter, aware of the 
feeling, paid a keen attention to the 
husband and wife, and heard the lat- 
ter exclaiin, “There now, did'nt I 
teli you he woud’nt die,—fool that 
you’ve been,—I knew he woud’nt 
die.” Peter enjoyed the joke, and 
outlived all the parties,—receiving the 
annuity for twenty-four years, during 
which yarious efforts were used to 
frustrate his claims; for his works, 
after that period, never netted 1001, 
per annum; and such is the fluctua- 
tion of public favour, that his latter 
pieces seldom paid for the expenses of 
printing. 

CULTURE OF INDIGO. 
It has been long doubted whether 

indigo would grow in Tuscany. lam 
glad 

A fatal result was of 
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glad to find that Dr. Zuocafini has 
exerted himself to investigate this 
matter; and it would be well to recom- 
mend his example to others. The 
doctor’s experiments, began in 1780, 
and since often repeated, (if not over- 
rated, which is very improbable, ) have 
decided this question in the affirma- 
tive. In 1795, out of six pounds of 
fresh indigo, fermented as in the West 
Indies, he obtained six ounces of fe- 
cule, differing in their degrees of co- 
lour and goodness. Here, then, is a 
result calculated to.excite an interest. 
The common opinion, that the diffe- 
rent kinds of indigo are produced by 
different degrees of fermentation, ap- 
pears to be ‘confirmed by the doctor’s 
account. 

FARINELLI. 
The old Duke of Northumberland 
was very fond of music, One evening 
he had assembled a great company on 
purpose to hear Farinelli sing ; but 
that capricious castrato sent a “verbal 

‘ message, that he was otherwise en- 
gaged, and could not attend. On this 
the Duke of Medina, who was in the 
company, dispatched his servant for 
the singer, who was his subject; and 
a chair haying been placed, all the 
company except his Highness stood 
up on his entrance. “Does your 
Grace permit a public singer to sit in 
your presence?” No,” says the Duke. 
“Mr. Farinelli, stand in yonder. cor- 
ner, and sing in your best manner.” 
He accordingly complied, and exerted 
all his powers. 

LORD DUNDONALD 
is a practical chemist. His specula- 
tions on coal-tar or varnishes, allum- 
works, &c. bear all the marks of a 
well digested theory. His book on 
the connexion of agriculture and che- 
mistry presents the: subject in its most 
attractive forms, The pecuniary dis- 
tresses of this ingenious and eccentric 
man haye long been matter of public 
notoriety and sympathy. 

_NAPOLEON. 
Tn 1805 Count Daru was at Bou- 

logne, as intendant-general of the 
army. One morning the Emperor 
summoned him into his cabinet. Daru 
immediately repaired thither, and found 
him transported with rage, traversing 
his apartment with hurried steps, and 
breaking a sullen silence only by hasty 
and short exclamations:—‘‘ What a 
navy !—What an admiral !—What sa- 
erifices lost!—My expectations are 
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deceived ! — This, Villeneuve! — In- 
stead of being in th Channel, he bas 
just entered Ferrol!—It is all oyer 
with him!—He will be blockaded 
there.——Darn, place yourself there, 
(pointing to a corner of the,,room,) 
and write while I dictate.” The Em- 
peror had received at a very early 
hour the news of the arrival of Ville- 
neuve in a Spanish port; he imme- 
diately saw his intended conquest of 
England baffled;. the immense ex- 
penses of the fleet and flotilla lost for 
a time, and perhaps for ever! Then, 
in a paroxysm of fury, which would 
permit no other man in similar circum- 
stances to preserve their judgment, he 
formed one of the boldest resolutions, 
and sketched one of the. most admi- 
rable plans of a campaign which any 
conqueror ever conceived in leisure 
and cold-blood. Without hesitating, 
without stopping for, a moment, he 
dictated the whole of the plan of the 
campaign of Austerlitz; the departure 
of all the corps of the army, from Ha- 
nover and Holland to the confines, of 
the west and the south of, France, 
The order of the marches, their dura- 
tion; the places for the converging and 
re-union of the columns; the cutting 
off by surprize, and the ‘attacks. with 
open force; the various.movements of 
the enemy,—all was foreseen! Vic- 
tory was ensured in all the hypo- 
theses. Such was the accuracy and 
the vast foresight of this plan, that, 
over a line of departure of six hun- 
dred miles, lines of operations of nine 
hundred miles in length were followed 
from primitive indications, day by 
day, and place by place, as far as 
Munich. Beyond that capital, the 
epochs alone experienced some alte- 
rations; but the places were reached, 
and the whole of the plan was crowned 
with complete success. 

PATRIOTS. 
Sir John Fineux appears to have 

been one of the earliest of the present 
race. In the reign of Henry VIT. he 
opposed the tax of the tenth-penny, 
(according to Lloyd, ) and stoutly ob- 
served on this occasion, ‘‘ Before we 
pay any thing, let us see whether we 
have any thing we can call our own 
to pay,’ Morton, both Cardinal and 
Chancellor, was against the prefer- 
ment..of this lion-hearted lawyer—he 
being, in the words of his biographer, 
“an encouragement to the facetious, 
(whose hydra heads grow the faster by 

being 
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being taken off by preferment, and not 
by an axe,) but the wiser king thought 
that so able a patriot would be an use- 
ful courtier, and that he who could do 
so well at the bar might do more at the 
bench.” He accordingly was made a 
judge, and knighted; after which we 
learn that no one ‘was so firm to the 
prince’s prerogative.” 
ORIGINAL LETTER OF MR. TOPPING TO 

DR. LIND, ON THE STATE OF INDIA 
IN 1786. 

Madras ; 12th January, 1786. 
My dear Doctor, 

I have now been at this place, my 
dear friend, near five months, for I 
landed at Pondicherry the 18th of 
August last, after an unpleasant pas- 
sage, in a dirty French ship, of four 
and a half months, from L’Orient. 
Cavall has, I dare say, told you of the 
unfortunate loss of all my baggage in 
conveying it from London to the ship ; 
and how my telescope and sextant, 
with a collection of the best instruments 
that could be got went to the bottom, 
All this and more I wrote home ac- 
counts of some time ago, and do assure 
you [have felt and still feel the loss 
very severely, as you know nothing is 
to be got of that nature here. I had, 
however, a small sextant and a time- 
keeper by Arnold, both excellent, on 
the voyage with me; and I dare say, 
when you see Dalrymple, he will tell 
you that I did not neglect to make use 
of them. 

This country, my friend, is no lon- 
ger what it was, when you saw it. The 
war of 1780, the immediate effects of 
the villainy of that monster Rumbold 
has entirely desolated it. The reve- 
nues are diminished to near one-third 
of what they formerly were, although 
the poor inhabitants (now few in num- 
ber) are loaded with oppressive and 
impolitic taxes; for it is generally 
estimated that nine-tenths of the late 
population is now lost to the Carnatic. 
The greater part of these poor unfortu- 
‘nate creatures perished by famine, 
many fell by the sword, and a very 
considerable number were carried 
away by Hyder and Tippoo, to depo- 
pulate this, and increase the power 
and opulence of their own dominions. 
The mock-examination into Rumbold’s 
conduct, exhibited before the House 
of Commons, is a melancholy proof 
that no justice can preponderate in the 
scale against gold; and the enormous 
sum that merciless and insatiate wretch 
took, by every act of mean treachery 
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or arbitrary violence, from the deftnce- 
less people of this unhappy country, 

enabled him to buy up all the virtue of 

those appointed to examine into his 

past conduct, as the reports those gen- 

tlemen gave in sufliciently demon- 

strate. 
There is not a man in this country, 

either European or native, that is not 

unanimous in execrating the flagitious 

author of so much misery to the inno- 

cent. And many persons are still 

ready to prove that Rumbold by his 

rapacity and mad extortion, brought 

Hyder, in 1780, into the Carnatic. 

He sent to demand ten lack of pagodas 

of that prince, at a time when the 

country, by his former base practices, 

was rendered defenceless ; for the na- 

bob, my friend, had seven regiments 

of cavalry in his pay, all which he was 

obliged to disband to gratify the private 
demands of Rumbold for money; and 
it is well-known that a country invaded 

by horse cannot be protected without 
cavalry. It would be entering upon a 
long and affecting scene were I to open 
to you every thing I have at different 

times heard of the late troubles and 
their causes. Their great spring was 
the rapacity of Rumbold. I heard a 
man of respectable authority declare 
the other day that he could prove that 
Rumbold had received in hard money 
from the Nabob alone, sixteen lack of 
pagodas, i. e. £640,000 sterling, be 
sides what he had nefariously obtained 
from the Rajah of Tanjour, Sitteram, 
Rauze, and others. 

Extravagant and incredible as these 
things may appear to you in England, 
there is no person here of the slightest 
insight that does not believe them to 
be strictly true; and, although invita- 
tions have been sent out to people in 
India to declare what they knew; and 
other pretended attempts have been 
made to come at the truth; yet with so 
little good-will has the business been 
undertaken, that villainy has hitherto 
come off triumphant. Were, however, 
proper persons, with proper and well- 
supported authorities, independent and 
unconnected with any one here, charged 
with the investigation of the business 
just mentioned, I will take upon me 
to affirm that their endeavours to come 
at facts, and to render justice, would 
not prove inefficacious in the end. 

Your old friend, the Nabob, is now 
superannuated—I mean as to inéel- 
lectual faculties, which are either gone 
entirely, or entirely drowned jn vene- 
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veal pleasures ; for the Ameer, his 
second son, who has now the entire ma- 
nagement of the country, in order to 
secure every part of government to 
himself, thinks it no discredit to stand 
pander to his father’s vices, whom he 
therefore constantly supplies with fresh 
relays of the finest women Hindoostan 
affords ; so that his highness has at this 
time more than six hundred ladies in 
his haram. You will no doubt think 
this a pretty good stock for an old 
lecher of seventy-five, and I am ready 
to grant the case is rather a ridiculous 
one. It will, however, I am afraid, 
prove, ere long, of very serious conse- 
quences, as, should the old man die at 
a crilical juncture, and the succession 
devolve on the Ameer, every thing is 
to be feared for the English interest in 
this quarter. The Ameer is a treache- 
rous politic character, who has by 
flattery and other crafts prevailed on 
his father to nominate him to succeed, 
to the prejudice of his elder brother. 

It is well known that Rumbold re- 
ceived a large sum of money from the 
Nabob for lodging the old man’s testa- 
ment in favour of the Ameer in the 
company’s cash chest, to be produced 
on an emergency ; and the duplicity of 
the Ameer is so well known, that every 
one here is alarmed for the conse- 
quences of his father’s decease. He 
is more than suspected of having 
hoarded up immense treasures, partly 
with a view to bribe those who may be 
in power, at such a crisis, to establish 
him; and partly, in case of their non- 
compliance, with the treacherous pre- 
meditation of revolting to the French, 
should a war break out in India ata 
proper season, all which is thought to 
be already in embryo. It is certain 
that he pleaded poverty when Lord 
Macartney (who justly suspected him 
of having secreted great sums) one day 
during the late war told him that three 
lack of pagodas would save the Car- 
natic; and yet he is believed at this 
time to have had at least 100 lack at 
his command, with which, should he 
be treacherously disposed, and not be 
prevented in good time, he must carry 
all before him. Such a sum, with the 
command of the country he now pos- 
sesses, in the most absolute manner, 
aided by a French alliance, would be 
more than sufficient to drive the English 
from the coast. 

That the French have designs against 
India is evident from the preparations 
they have already made for war, by 
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repairing the fortifications at Pondi- 
cherry, and smuggling privately out 
great numbers of soldiers and seamen, 
although they are under treaty at this 
time with England to withdraw all 
their naval force from Asia. Bui that 
aspiring and politic nation, which have 
already severed us from our posses- 
sions in America, will never be at rest 
while we have a foot of land in India. 

To show you that Iam not mistaken: 
in my opinion of the Ameer, I will tell 
you a circumstance of him that hap- 
pened not longago. When Lord Ma- 
cartney obliged the Nabob to assign 
the revenues of the Carnatic over to 
the company to answer the many 
pressing calls the war occasioned, his 
lordship, from motives of delicacy, still 
continued the Ameer in the manage- 
ment of the collecting business; but in 
a very short time found he had placed 
an unmerited confidence in him. The 
Ameer was presently detected in se- 
creting large sums, with the design to 
appropriate them to his own use; so that 
his lordship was obliged to take the 
trust from him, and appoint commis- 
sioners in his stead. 

A report has lately prevailed that 
Tippoo Saib has been killed in an ac- 
tion against some insurgents in his own 
dominions. There is no doubt of some 
accident having befel him, for it is cer- 
tain he was carried off the field, and 
that he has not since been publicly 
seen. 

The Council of this Presidency at 
present consists df only three men! and 
three men less fit for the management 
of public affairs it would be difficult to 
find. We are, however, in hourly ex- 
pectation of General Campbell, whose 
arrival will, we hope, rescue the Eng- 
lish possessions on this coast from the 
dangerous effects of combined igno- 
rance, pusillanimity, and the cecus 
amor argenti; which latter quality is 
more likely to prove fatal to a state 
than a confederacy of all other vices 
together. 

I am afraid, my dear doctor, I haye 
tired you with India politics. Happy 
are those who live in a country like 
Britain, where reports of foreign dis- 
tresses affect them no otherwise than 
just to move their compassion for a 
moment, and then drop into forgetful- 
ness. 

Iam, your most faithful 
And affectionate servant, 

» 'W. Toprine. 
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ORIGINAL POETRY. 
[We have this month the pleasure to submit to our Readers the Cambridge Prize 

Poem, adjudged to Mr. J. H. Bright, of St. John’s College ; and in our next we 

purpose to give place to that of Oxford. It happens. that in this year both Univer- 

sities chose the same subject, “‘ PALMYRA,” so that the genius of both is brought 

into comparison. We intend to continue this practice invariably, and to give 

place, as regular articles, to these annual productions of all our national seats of 

learning. | 
PALMYRA; 

A Poem which obtained the Chancellor's Medak at 
the Cambridge Commencement, Jul 1822. 

By JOHN HENRY BRIGHT, 
Of St. John’s College. 

Movemur, nescio quo pacto, ipsis locis, In qui- 
bus eorum, quos admiramur, adsunt vestigia. 

'T'IME, like a mighty river, deep and strong, 
In sullen silence rolls his tide along ; 

And all that now upborne upon the wave 
Ride swiftly on—the monarch and the slave, 
Shall sink at last beneath the whelming stream, 
And all that once was life become a dream! 
Go—look on Greece ! her glories long have fled, 

Her ancient spirit slumbers with the dead ; 
Deaf to the cail of freedom and of fame, 
Her sons are Greeks in nothing but the name ! 
On Tiber’s banks, beneath their native sky, 
The sad remains of Roman greatness lie ; 
No longer'‘there the list’ning crowds admire 
The swelling tones of Virgil’s epic lyre, 
Nor conq’ring Cesar holds resistless Sway 
Q’er realms extended to the rising day. 

Yetstill to these shall fancy fondly turin, 
Still bid the laurel bloom on Maro’s urn; 
From Brutus’ dagger sweep the gath’ring rust, 
And call his spirit from its aged dust! 
What, tho’ each busy scene has ceas’d to live, 
It has the charms poetic numbers give; 
And ever fresh, as ages roll along, 
Revives and brightens in the lightof song. 
Atsummer-eve, when ev’ry sound is still, 

And day-light fades upon the western hill, 
And o’er the blue unfathomable way 
Heaven’s starry host in cloudless beauty stray; 
What holy joys enamour’d fancy feels 
As all the past upon the inem’ry steals! 
How soft the tints, how pensive, how sublime, 
Each image borrows from the touch of Time ! 
Such winning grace the beauteous image wears, 
Seen through the twilight of a thousand years. 
Then welcome thou, the subject of my song, 

Since to the past such heavenly charms belong ; 
Won by thy scenes, from all that now appears 
My Muse shall turn, and dream of other years, 
Turn from the sad realities of fate, 
The past revive, the present uncreate, 
And.from thy modern learn thine ancient state, 
What boundless charms thy lovely features grace, 

O thou, the mother of the human race, 
Majestic Asia! to the straining eye 
Ten thousand prospects far extended lie ; 
Thine ample plains with varied beauty please, 
Once the bright seats of opulence and ease ; 
Thy mountain-heights with striking grandeur rise, 
Veil'd in dark clouds, or lost inamber skies, 
While bursting floods from thund’ring caverns pour 
Their foaming tides, with loud and angry roar; 
Then, lost in distance, lave the sunny plains 
Where beauty smiles, and peaceful pleasure reigns. 

Full in the centre, tow’ring thro’ the storm, 
See cloudy Taurus lift his rugged form, 
Monarch of mountains! Nature’s awful throne, 
Where grandeur frowns in terrors all his own ; 
Deep-rooted there, unnumber’d cedars throw 
Their giant shadows on the plains below ; 
There, loudly gushing from the mountain’s side, 
Euphrates rolls his dark and rapid tide, 
Then far beneath glides silently away, 
Through groves of palm and champaigns ever gay. 

But as these scenes of sunny calm delight 
Recede at length, and vanish from the sight, 
What barren solitudes of scorching sand 
Deform and desolate the fainting land! 
No fresh’ning breeze revives the lifeless air, 
No living waters sweetly murmur there, 
Dry fevers kindle pestilential fires,— 
All nature droops, and wither’d life expires! 

But deep embosom’d in that sandy plain, 
Like distant isles emerging from the main, 
A radiant spot, with loveliest beauty crown’d, 

— 
Once bloom’d in contrast with the scenes around, 
By Nature’s lavish hand profusely grac’d, 
The blessed Eden of the joyless waste. 
On ev’ry side luxuriant palm-trees grew, 
And hence its name the rising cily drew, 
And tho’ their loveliness be pass’d away, 
The name still lives, and triumphs o’er decay. 
Two shelt’ring hills precipitously swell 
On either hand, ana form a narrow dell: 
Thence to the east. with undulating bend, 
Wide and more wide their spreading armsextend, —« 
Then sink at last with slow retiring sweep, 
Like distant head-lands sloping to the deep. 

Outstretch’d within upon the silent plains 
Lies the sad wreck of Tadmor’s last remains, 
Outliving still, through each succeeding age, 
The tempest’s fury, and the bigot’s rage. 
He wants no written record whosurveys 
But one short hour this scene of other days. 
These mould’ring piles, thatsink in slow decay, 
In stronger characters the tale convey, 
Than e’er were trac’d by man’s divinest art,— 
These speak in simple language to the heart. 

Far to the south what scenes of ruin lie, 
What sad confusion opens on the eye! 
There shatter’d columns swell, a giant train, 
Line after line, along the crowded plain, 
The loosen’d arch, the roofless colonnade, 
Where mid-day crowds imbib’d the cooling shade. 

’Tis sweet at eve to climb some rocky steep, 
Around whose base the peaceful billows sleep, 
And view asummer’s sun sink down to rest, 
Behind the mountains of the gorgeous west, 
One maze of dazzling glory; while below 
The ocean-wayes with irembting radiance glow. 
But sweeter far, at evening’s solemn hour, 
From the dun battlements of yon rude tow’r, 
To see his parting splendors sadly blaze 
Around this grave of long-forgotten days. 
Mark hose right beams! how mournfully they 

shine 
Through the still courts of yon deserted shrine, 
The sun’s proud temple once, whose aged piles 
Still fondly catch his first and latest smiles * . 
Here Desolation cease—thy task is done— 

Palmyra yields—thy triumph is begun. 
O’er prostrate sculpture raise thy giant throne, 
Build here at length an empire all thine own. 
Swept by the might of thy destroying arm, 
Her noblest work is reft of every charm, 
Save that alone whose transitory gleam 
Gilds the soft scenes of Fancy’s pictur’d dream. 

At her command, from dark oblivion’s gloom 
Past scenes return, and brighter shapes assume ; 
Things that have ceas’d to be she moulds anew, 
And pours her own creation on the view; 
In rapid train her fleeting visions rise, 
As lights that gleam in Hyperborean skics, 
F’enas she dwells on this deserted fane, 
Its pomp revives, its glories live again ; 
The victim bleeds, the golden altars blaze, 
Symphonious voices swell the note of praise; 
Hark! what loud tumult rends the echoing skies? 
** Awake—awake, lead up the sacrifice ; 
The hour is come—the dim nocturnal fires 
Are fading in the bluelo, night expires ! 
The morning star, with pale and dewy ray, 
Proclaims the triumph of the King of Day. 
Awake—awake—ye slumb’ring crowds; arise, 
Come forth, and join the pomp of sacrifice.” 
And lo, he comes! triumphant in his might, 

One blazing orb of.unexhausted light. 
Tenthousand glories all around him wait, 
His ever-flaming ministers of state; 
Ten thousand nations hail him with delight, 
Bath’d in the golden tide of ever-flowing light. 
Hark! as he rises o’er the middle way, 
Thron’d in the fulness of unclouded day, 
What sounds of joy, what echoing clamours rise, 
Peal after peal, and rattle in the skies! 
‘* Give way, ye crowds—unbar the gates of brass— 
Give way, ¥e crowds, and let the triumph pass.” 
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So when around some bold and rocky shore, 
Old Ocean beats with unrelenting roar ; 
Onward and onward roll the length’ning waves, 
Then, swelling, dash upon the yawning caves, 
far, far away, the cavern’d cliffs resound, 
And mountain-echoes thunder back the sound. 
The day moves on jas ev’ning shades advance, 
Some weave the song, while others lead the dance ; 
From hill and vale resounding through the sky, 
Breaks the full chorus of harmonious joy. 
Those thrilling notes! they seem to linger still— 
Then sweetly die away o’er yon deserted hill. 

Itcould not be! those accents long have fled,— 
Joy, feeling, language, dwell not with the dead. 
Here, undisturb’d, upun the voiceless plains 
The long dull calin of desolation reizns. 
Here ruin builds her adamantine throne, 
And silence slumbers on each mould’ring stone. 
Where once the hum of thronging nations rose, 
No sound disturbs the solemn deep repose, 
Save the lone Arab, idly passing by, 
With reckless soul and unregarding eye ; 
Save when at intervalssome falling block 
Sinks onthe plain with harsh-resounding shock, 
The slumb’ring desart drinks the hollow sound, 
And startled echoes answer all around. 

Is this the scene, su desolate and wild, 
Where noblest arts in bright perfection smil’d ! 
Where Commerce emptied all her richest stores, 
The nameless treasures of a thousand shores? 
Is this the scene where Freedom’s purest flame 
Led toiling nations in the path of fame? 
Their strife has ceas’d, their noise has died away, 
Their very tombs are sinking in decay : 
The sculptur’d monument, the marble bust, 
Descend and mingle with their native dust ; 
No half-disfigur’d line remains to tell 
How much lamented merit liv’d and fell. 
Once lovely scene! along thy mould’ring piles 

Tho’ ruin frowns, yet beauty sadly smiles; 
Some rays of former glory linger yet 
In twilight radiance, tho’ thy sun isset. 
But say, O say, who rightly may disclose 
From what first cause thine infant greatness rose; 
Who first begun, by whatcontrivance plac’d, 
These splendid piles amid a desert waste? 
One little 'stream,—around whose bubbling head 

Umbrageous palms refreshing coolness shed, 
First gave the cause from which their glory caine, 
Palmyra’s strength, magnificence,and fame. 
A thousand tribes, by distant commerce led, : 
Soon Herta their treasures round that fountain- 

ead ; 
Pass’d and Tepass’d through all the sandy plain, 
From broad Euphrates to the western main,— 
The rising mart to strength and splendor came, 
Tho’ small at first,and grew a mighty name. 
Thence o’er the Roman world, with swelling sail, 
Proud commerce sprung before the fresh’ning gale, 
And Tyrian ships to ev’ry port convey’d 
The boundless treasures of Assyrian trade, 
E’en Rome herself, at sight of Eastern gold, 
Forgot the lessons taught her sons of old ; 
Plung’d in the gulph of ostentatious pride, 
She deeply drank th’ intoxicating tide ; 
Through ev’ry nerve the vital poison ran, 
And Goths achiev’d what luxury began. 
Thou Eden of the desert! lovely smil’d 

Thy matchless beauty o’er the lonely wild; 
’Mid barren solitudes securely plac’d, 
Thy native bulwark the surrounding waste, 
Tho’ loud and harsh the tumult roar’d without 
Of Rome triumphant and the Parthian: rout, 
Peace o’et thy plains her downy pinions spread, 
And twin’d the olive for thy blooming head; 
Taste, learning, genius, triumph’d in her reign, 
And guardian Freedom bless’d the sister train. 
Thrice glorious Freedom! on whose hallow’d shrine 
Burns ever bright the patriot flame divine, 
She, great preceptress, warm with heavenly fire, 
Bade thy free sons to worthiest hopes aspire, 
Live unsubdued, and equally disdain 
To wear the victor’s as the despot’s chain, 

Sach were the souls thato’er the proud array 
Of banner’d Persia seatter’d wild dismay. 
Par in the East, with loud redoubled roll, 
The tumult burst upon the tyrant’s soul. 
Confusion seiz’d his host, and pallid fright 
Mark’d with disgrace hisignominious flight. 
Then, lovely city, what rejoicings rose— 

What songs of triumph from thy palmy groves— 
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What altars blaz’d—what clouds of incense roll’d 
Their rich perfume around thy shrines of gold— 
What bursts of rapture echoed from the throng 
As the proudtriumph slowly moved along. 
Such was thy glory once! a transjent gleam 

Of brightest sunshine—a delusive dream, 
Most like the pageant of thy festal day, 
It charm’d a little while; then pass’d away, 
Or like those varying-tints of living lighf 
That gild at eve the portals of the night; 
Alps poe on Alps, 2 glorious prospect rise, 
Ten thousand phantoms skirt the glowing skies : 
But as we gaze the splendid vision fades, 
Lost in the gloom of night’s obscurer shades. 

O doom’d to fall! while yetindulgent fate 
A few bright years prolongs thy flceting date, 
Thy name shall triumph, and thy laurels bloom, 
Ere yet they languish in sepulchral gloom. 
And as the breathless pause that oft portends 
The rising tempest ere the storm descends, 
Thus at the close shall glory’s loveliestlight — 
Gild the dark clouds of thine approaching night. 
For tho’ the beams of truth’s historic page 
But faintly gleam through each successive age, 
Tho’ her recording annais briefly tell 
How Tadmor rose, by what disaster fell, 
One name at least survives the wreck of time, 
From age to age extends, from clime toclime. 

Oh! if departed g'ory claims a tear, 
Let mem’ry pause, and kindly drop it here. 
If fond reflection ever loves to dwell 
On those last scenes where royal greatness fell, 
Thy reign, Zenobia, and thy deathless name, 
Shall live embiazon’d on the roll of fame; 
Adorn the poet’s most romantic dream, 
Fire all his soul, and be his moral theme. 

At length drew nigh th’ inexorable hour 
Charg’d with the stroke of Rome’s destroying pow’r; 
In dread array aleng the Syrian coast 
Mov’d the full strength of her invading host, 
Wide o’er the champaign, like a baleful star, 
Blaz’d the proud standard of imperial war; 
Perch’d.on the top, the bird of conquest shone, 
With glittering wings expanded to the sun. 

Yet all undaunted stood the warrior-queen, 
Foremost and bravest in the battle-scene. 
Quick at her word, fast binding man with man, 
Through ev’ry rank electric vigour ran. 
Not such the valour of the beauteous maid, 
Whose conq’ring steel proud Ilion’s fate delay’d; 
Not such in arms the virgin warriors shone, 
Who drank thy waters, limpid Thermodon. 
Fair idol of the virtuous and the brave, 
Great were thine efforts—but they could not save. 
Twice on the plain the dubious conflict burn’d, 
Twice to the charge the struggling hosts return’d, 
’Till at the close, where open valour fail’d, 
Art won the day, and stratagem prevail’d. 
Thus the proud seat of science and of arms, 

In the full promise of her rip’ning charms, 
Palmyra fell !—art, glory, freedom shed 
Their dying splendors round her sinking head. 
Where was Zenobia tlien ?—what inward pow’r 

Rul’d all herspiritin that awfulhour? 
Could Rome, fierce Rome, the fire of valour tame, 
Shake the firm soul, or quench the patriot flame? 
Say, when destruction, black’ning all the air, 
Let loose the vulture-demons of despair, 
When Rome and havock swept the'sadd’ning plain, 
And Tadmor fell, when valour toil’din vain, 
Did she not then the gath’ring tempest brave, 
And with her country share one common grave? 
Oh,sad reverse! what future fate befel 
The captive queeh—let déepest silence tell. 
Ye who the faults of others mildly scan, 
Who know perfection was not made for man, 
In pity pause O be not too severe, 
But o’er Zenobia’s weakness dropa tear. 
Turn from the scene of her disastrous fate, 

The wrongs that matk’d her last embitter’d state, 
And see Longinus in his dying hour 
Spurn the fierce Roman, and defy his pow’r. 
In vain the tyrant roll’d his redd’ning eye, 
It aw’d not him who trembled not to die. 
To his sad friends he breath’d a last farewell, 
And Freedom triumph’d as her martyr fell, 
His daring soul, in death serenely great, 
Smil’d on the scene, and glory’d in her fate, 
Spread her glad wings, and steer’d her flight sublime 
Beyond the storms of nature and of time. a 
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EMINENT PERSONS. 
—— ‘ 

BIOGRAPHY OF 

ACCOUNT OF M. D’ACOSTA, EDITOR OF 
“THE TIMES,” OF CALCUTTA; BY M. 
ALTONSE DENIS. 

Bee D’Acosta was born in Bengal, 
in 1785; his family name denotes a 

Portuguese extraction. He was re- 
moved, at a very early age, from the 
place of his nativity; and, for some 
time, he pursued his studies at Paris. 
The situation of his affairs recalling 
him to India, he quitted France alittle 
before the revolution. 
Young D’Acosta possessed a pene- 

trating genius, giving early proofs of 
the acuteness of his mind for research, 
and that he had beenactive in making 
improvement of his previous studies. 
Various articles of a scientific nature 
were introduced by him into the 
Gazettes of Calcutta ; but his attention 
was not exclusively devoted to philo- 
sophy and literature, and he discovered 
talents which might be beneficially 
employed upon other subjects. He 
soon became partner in a very cre- 
ditable commercial house, where his 
diligence, accuracy, and ingenuity, 
recommended him on every occasion, 
and his utility was immediately obvious. 
Success attended his speculations. 
But he had other subjects of his lucu- 
brations than merely that of getting 
rich; and a publication of his at 
Calcutta in 1807, on a plan of better 
insuring commercial ventures, shewed 
that he had a quick eye in discovering 
errors, and a lively fancy in devising 
ameliorations, in the local practices 
connected with the subject. The prin- 
ciples, &c. which he therein fully de- 
scribed and explained, appeared extra- 
ordinary in so young a writer, and the 
“‘reneral considerations” contained in 
it, especially towards the close, not only 
evince opinions of high importance, 
but prove, besides, that their author 
had attained a complete knowledge of 
his subject. 

Tn consequence of the failure of a 
house wherein M. D’ Acosta had vested 
a portion of his property, the disap- 
pointment and discouragement gave a 
different direction to bis pursuits. His 
inclination to literature acquired an 
additional incentive, and a larger field 
was opened for the expansion of his 
abilities. As he improved in a more 
critical knowledge of mankind, retreat 
and study seemed to offer a surer pro- 
mise of satisfaction than bustling in the 
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busy world. Hence solitude and study 
became the asylum and employment of 
powers that had a natural turn to lite- 
rature. His reverses enabled him to 
judge better of men, inspiring him with 
more vigilance and solicitude to guard 
against cunning and insincerity. With 
such pretensions to the gifts of nature, 
no wonder that the incitements to com- 
merce, and the hopes of Incre, gave 
way to an exclusive passion for lite- 
rature. 

The English had then reduced all 
the remaining French establishments 
in India, and M. D’Acosta, who: lived 
retired at Chandernagore, was consi- 
dered as one of that nation. But, like 
others settled in Bengal, previous to 
the commencement of hostilities, he 
was not treated as a prisoner of war; 
and, in that respect, was more fortu- 
nate than many of his fellow-country- 
men, by adoption. According to his 
opportunities, and power of displaying 
it, his benevolent disposition flowed un- 
restrained to some persons whom he 
judged worthy of his esteem, and who 
had the difficulties of the times to en- 
counter. It was at that time he 
formed an intimate and durable ac- 
quaintance with M. Morenas, who has 
partly furnished me with the materials 
of the account here given. 

In 1821, M. D’Acosta, in conjunce 
tion with M. Morenas, brought out a 
periodical miscellany, entitled, “ The 
Calcutta Magazine.” Butjoining with 
a third associate, M. Tatler, though 
every thing conspired to give this pub- 
lication an eminent place among its 
brethren, a praise to which it had a le- 
gitimate claim, differenees of opinion 
produced a contest, which terminated 
in the discontinuance of the work. It 
contained some very curious articles, 
blended with information and remarks 
of a general interest. Discussions on 
Indian antiquities, in some parts of the 
work, were highly deserving of notice, 
as digested with considerable clear- 
ness, and illustrative of historical 
events, On such a subject, in lieu of 
conjectures, to produce remarkable 
and well-authenticated facts, is a cir- 
cumstance of no trifling importance. 
The immense erudition of Acosta 
enabled him to draw curious pieces 
and fragments of the elder times, from 
the temple of antiquity, and which he 
was capable of appreciating and dis- 
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playing. It happened, however, that 
in the studies which attracted his at- 
tention, he had to combat the system of 
Bentley, who had invested Indian an- 
tiquities with a perfectly new dress, by 
ascribing a recent origin to the most 
ancient of civilized nations. This he 
found no difficulty in overthrowing, 
and the felicity of his speculations was 
creditable to his powers as an original 
writer. The solidity of his informa- 
tion, and the soundness of conjectures 
which he occasionally indulges in, in- 
spire us with confidence, and leave no 
room for doubt as to the opinions ad- 
vanced. 

. The private correspondence of this 
useful man evinced a character of 
extraordinary energy, and deserves 
honourable notice from his extended 
views in philosophy, and the intuitive 
quickness with which he could skilfully 
discriminate merit, in proportion to the 
utility which men afford to each other 
in society. The interest of all, in the 
great mass of human nature, was the 
object which he followed up with per- 
severance; this was connected with 
every study to which he applied, and 
was, indeed, the hasis of his political 
conduct. In one of his letters to M. 
Morenas, he says, “I have the most 
profound respect for your new ac- 
quaintance, M. Lanjuinais, whose 
labours in antiquarian pursuits, and for 
the acquisition of Oriental knowledge, 
1 am no stranger to; with just com- 
mendations of his diligence and acti- 
vity, I shall give him an authentic tes- 
timony of my esteem, by transmitting 
to him the first Sanserit manuscript I 
can procure, likely to attract the no- 
tice of one gifted with a genius for 
such subjects.” 

Had M. D’Acosta returned to Eu- 
rope, the collected sum of his matured 
information, with the knowledge of a 
number of Oriental languages, would 
doubtless have insured him an advan- 
tageous situation in France; it ap- 
pears, however, that he could never 
be prevailed on to leave Bengal, 
where he had so long been quietly 
settled. In the-general morality of its 
inhabitants, he found something to ad- 
mire and be delighted with, without 
feeling disgust or aversion towards 
European manners; the latter were, 
indeed, less suited to his notions of ex- 
cellence. In support of this assertion, 
I shall quote his own words, as taken 
frem his correspondence with M. 
Morenas. “T willingly allow to Euro- 
_Montuty Mac, No, 371. 

peans a prevailing superiority in the 
various kinds of knowledge, in the dif- 
ferent subjects or styles of science 
and literature, in the attractions of a 
cultivated taste, and of simplicity com- 
bined with elegance, in prosaic or 
poetic composition. In an extensive 
and accurateacquaintance with matter, 
in subjecting it to mind, and to the 
wants of man, Europeans may assume 
a lofty mien; but I do not think they 
are farther advanced than we are in 
that knowledge which should be the 
result of all our labours, discussions, 
favourite pursuits, that knowledge 
which is most necessary through the 
journey of life, but the most difficult of 
acquisition, self-governmentand moral 
culture. Where this rich knowledge 
is added, contentment, satisfaction, 
and felicity, will be found scattered 
around them. The species has had 
time enough to build enguiries on this 
substratum s but the individual, who 
wishes to live and be happy, will be 
studying the readiest means of attain- 
ing his principal object. In this coun- 
try, where so many different institu- 
tions are tolerated, and man enjoys a 
certain independence, I know not 
whether we Creoles are not as well 
fitted to expand a great and original 
idea, as the intense thinking Euro- 
peans, with all their progressive and 
accumulated observations.” 

The whole time of M. D’Acosta was 
employed in studies which demanded 
capacity and industry; he was con- 
stantly projecting new plans to pro- 
mote objects of public utility, the pro- 
motion of literature and the arts, and 
the moralameliorationofman. At the 
pressing solicitations of M. Morenas, 
his attention was much devoted to the 
abstract study of languages and Indian 
antiquities ; and, notwithstanding many 
interruptions in his application to this 
pursuit, he advanced further ina know- 
ledge of the Sanscrit than most of those 
whose sole object was to prosecute en- 
quiries into the subject. Several tracts 
were published by him, on the local 
circumstances of the country, and he 
endeavoured, by the translation of do- 
mestic histories, to represent the cha- 
racter, opinions, &c. of the Hindoos, 
as a surer method of affording correct 
information to Europeans than general 
descriptions. 

In all his writings, M. D’Acosta 
possessed the talent of interesting bis 
readers, inviting their attention to his- 
tory, morals, metaphysics, &c. and 

3 | every 
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every where proving himself adequate 
to the task he had undertaken. As a 
writer; he appears far superior, in 
spirit, to any of his countrymen; a 
sound judgment, combined witha lively 
and brilliant imagination; the art of 
arranging his ideas in a logical order ; 
definitions laid down, with precision 
and perspicuity, produce on the read- 
er’s mind a favourable impression of 
his taste aS an author. On the sub- 
ject of style, he was somewhat at vari- 
ance with established opinion, ever 
preferring the warm interest of original 
conceptions, and the life of description, 
to the rules of euphony. In poetry, he 
sported some light pieces, both. in 
French and English, and his efforts be- 
speak a mind raised above the level of 
the multitude. In his epistolary cor- 
respondence, the subjects were of a na- 
ture to be deserving of notice, and the 
style was marked with grace and ease. 
He wrote frequently to Messrs. 
Langles aud G. Thouin, and trans- 
mitted to the latter a collection of 
plants and seeds from Hindoostan, 
for the service of the Jardin des Plantes 
at Paris. 

Ais Chandernagore was not provided 
with the means of education for his 
children, (he having employed himself 
therein,) he removed, towards the latter 
end of the year 1816, to Calcutta, 
where he purchased a two-third share 
of the office and Gazette, known by the 
name of the Times, which, from 1812, 
had succeeded to the 'Telegraph. He 
soon became the sole conductor of it, 
and this procured him a house to live 
in, and 200 rupees per month, exclu- 
sive of his benefit in it as a concern. 
Under his management, the paper was 
successful, for no subject could be 
chosen whereon his thoughts and words 
were not apposite and novel. In lite- 
rary criticism, he combated erroneous 
opinions with rhetoric and reasoning, 
rather than with ridicule and rude 
pleasantry. 

It was about that time that M. Gre- 
goire received from him a very inter- 
esting notice relative to Ramohun 
Roy, a Bramin of Calcutta, who seems 
to have created a sort of schism among 
the Hindoos. This notice was inserted 
in La Chronique Religieuse, of Paris, 
and was much read by those to whom 
subjects of that nature are acceptable. 

[Aug. 1 
M. D’Acosta had itin contemplation 

to remit to Paris, for publication, vari- 
ous papers on the subject of Asiatic 
literature, but Avs longa, Vita brevis ; 
while devoting the greatest attention 
to the situation which he had gained 
and so well deserved, while investi- 
gating the resources and riches of his 
nation in antiquarian speculations, 
riches which he well knew how to ap- 
preciate and turn to account, his ener- 
gies were suddenly repressed, and he 
was snatched away, by death, in the 
earcer of his valuable labours, from an 
affectionate spouse and six children, 
whose education he was superintend- 
ing. His portfolio, no doubt, contains 
a variety of curious notes and learned 
researches, of the merits of which we 
need be at no loss to form a general 
judgment. He had long enjoyed lei- 
sure for the prosecution of his learned 
enquiries, was habituated to close and 
accurate observation; and, to a mass 
of miscellaneous intelligence, he add- 
ed a familiar acquaintance with the 
Greek, Latin, French, Portuguese, 
Spanish, English, Persian, Sanscrit, 
Bengal, and Hindoostanee languages. 
An aequaintance with M. D’Acosta 

proved a source of gratification and 
pleasure to various characters respect- 
able in the political and literary world ; 
the sweetness of his temper, the gen- 
tleness and. amenity of his manners, 
awakened agreeable and lively sensa- 
tions in their minds. I have heard it 
repeated by those who knew him well, 
that it was impossible to be much in 
his company without being wiser and 
better; his conversation opened new 
and important views on almost every 
subject that a versatile mid could 
possess. 

The premature death of M. D’Acosta 
is regretted the more from this cireum- 
stance, that, had his life been pro- 
longed, he would have been one of the 
most active and useful correspondents 
of the new Asiatic Society which has 
been recently founded at Paris. This 
establishment is under the superin- 
tendance of Messrs. 
Sacy, de Lasteyrie, Abel Remuzat, 
Chezy, Morenas, Fauricl, &e. and 
which held its first public meeting on 
the Ist of April, 1822, in the hall of the 
Society of Encouragement for National 
Industry. 

NEW 
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NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA. 
—= 

Pari the Third of “ Judah,” an Oratorio, 
in Three Parts; selected and com- 
Boss by Wm. Gardiner, of Leicester. 
1/. 1s. 
HIS voluminous and elaborate 
undertaking has at length arrived 

atits close ; and we congratulate Mr. 
Gardiner on his successful perform- 
ance of a task that required no ordi- 
nary exertions of ability, science, and 
industry. Previous to entering on 
the consideration of the Part now 
before us, we will give our readers a 
general view of the origin, plan, and 
execution of the work; and then, by 
adding to the remarks we made on its 
two former portions, a summary dis- 
quisition on the contents of the present 
volume, enable them to judge how far 
the ingenious author, selector, and 
adapter, has realised his own ideas. 
In presenting this illustration, we 
shall avail ourselves of much of Mr. 
Gardiner’s own language, as we find 
it in the preface which he has sub- 
joined to this part of the publication ; 
because generally, and in this instance 
particularly, no expressions can better 
elucidate a writer’s meaning than 
those which he himself has employed. 

In presenting this oratorio to the pub- 
lic, (says Mr. Gardiner,) the author feels 
it necessary to give some explanation of 
its plan and origin. ‘The important part 
assigned to music in the services of the 
Roman Catholic Church is. well known; 
and a large portion of the compositions of 
the great masters of the art were design- 
ed for this specific purpose. ‘These com- 
positions, though distinguished by the 
same marks of genius as appear in their 
other works, have, for the most part, re- 
mained unknown in this country; and it 
was from a desire to rescue them from this 
unmerited neglect, that the author under- 
took the arrangement of the Sacred Melo- 
dies. While engaged on that work, most 
of tue pieces here spoken of came under 
his view; but, as many of them were. of 
too elaborate a kind for adinission there, 
it became a desideratum with him to find 
some mode in which they could be pre- 
sented to the British public, without in- 
jury to their original character. The 
Oratorio, from its elevated style and close 
alliance with this species of music, natu- 
rally suggested itself as the most eligible 
form; but, in adopting it, the author has 
found it necessary to deviate in some de- 
gree from the usual plan of these compo- 
sitions. Music of this description is con- 
sieved as a sort of sacred drama; and a 
‘eccptain limitation, as to subject at least, 

has in consequence been observed by com- 
posers. The slightest consideration will, 
however, be sufficient to show, that this 
dramatic character of ihe Oratorio is alto- 
‘gether ideal ; that its interest depends in 
no degree on the progress of the action, 
but on the expressive or imitative power 
of the music ; and that the subject is of no 
other importance than as an index of the 
sentiment or action intended to be express- 
ed. Instead, therefore, of confining himself 
to any single event of sacred history, which 
the great variety of his materials rendered 
nearly impossible, the author has selected, 
at pleasure, from all parts of the canon of 
the Old Testament, such passages as ap- 
peared to him most analogous insublimity, 
pathos, or beauty, to the character of the 
music to which they were to be applied, 
He has thus embraced most of the prin- 
cipal events recorded in the Jewish Serip- 
tures, commencing with the history of 
Abraham, and terminating in a proplietic 
view of the Millennium; and has designated 
his work by the comprehensive, though 
indefinite, title of “Judah.” 

From this view of the nature and 
extent of Mr. Gardiner’s work, our 
readers will perceive how arduous 
was the task he undertook. It is 
almost needless to observe, that, 
however great was his dependance 
on the merit of the masters to whose 
compositions his judgment directed 
his attention, the ingenious labour still 
devolved upon him, not only of ar- 
ranging the chorusses, supplying many 
of the accompaniments, and furnishing 
much and various connecting matter ; 
but of composing all the recitatives, 
and most of the songs; and that, by 
consequence, only considerable talent, 
and enlightened by science, stimulated 
to action by the most laudable ambi- 
tion, could accomplish an undertaking 
of such magnitude. In the pages now 
under review, we find eight chorusses, 
and nine airs, besides two quarteits, 
ten recitatives, and an overture in one 
moyement, the subject of which is 
taken from Haydn. For the music of 
these, we find the same great authors 
resorted to, the choicest. of whose 
works supplied the substance of the 
former portions of this Oratorio; and 
while equal judgment is displayed in 
the selection,—especially in the music 
given to the chorusses, ‘‘O happy, 
happy Solyma!” from Mozart ; “Glory 
to God,” from Beethoven; “ Glorily 
the great Jehovah,” from Haydn; and 
“Sound aloud Jehovah's name,” from 
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the same composer. -Ofthe airs, some 
are strikingly beautiful; and many of 
the recitatives (the whole of which are 
by Mr. Gardiner,) are characterized 
by much truth and force of expres- 
sion ; while those that are accompanied 
display extraordinary skill in instru- 
mental arrangement. On the whole, 
when we consider the extent, the 
grandeur, and the beauty of this 
assemblage of sacred music, we can- 
not but feel that great praisé is due 
to its author and compiler; and that 
in the production of the Oratorio of 
Judah, he has earned a degree of cre- 
dit that raises him to high distinction 
among the cultivators of the harmonic 
art. 
La Curiosité, a favorite Divertimento 
for the Piano-forte ; composed by M. 
Schangen. 2s. 6d. 
This little publication comprehends 

three movements; the first of which 
(a pastoralé andante,) forms the intro- 
duction ; and the second, a mareh in 
common time of four crotchets, is fol- 
lowed by a rondo in common time of 
two crotchets. These preserve an 
agreeable contrast to each other, aud, 
rising in cheerfulness and animation, 
create an. interest that increases as 
they proceed, and begets the wish that 
the piece were longer. However well 
we may think of the rural softness of 
the introduction, and the simple bold- 
ness of the march, we are still more 
pleased with the light, tripping, fan- 
tastic subject of the rondo; and feel 
called upon, by the prettiness and good 
management of the whole composition, 
to give it the sanction of our com- 
mendation, 
Fantasia and Air, with Variations for 

the Flute, with an Accompaniment 
for the Piano-forte ; composed by T. 
Tulou. 4s. 
The excursions of fancy displayed 
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in this Fantasia are of a cast both to 
surprise and please. The freedom 
and volatility with which they succeed 
each other, announce a ready inven- 
tion, and an easy and unembarrassed 
adroitness in giving it exercise. The 
more deliberate and sober passages 
with which the roulades or flights are 
relieved, havo also their claim to our 
commendatory notice, inasmuch as 
they are well imagined, and inter- 
spersed with judgment. ‘The air on 
which the second movement is found- 
ed is smooth, graceful, and attractive. 
The variations are in the most agile 
style of execution, and calculated to 
exhibit the powers of the most capable 
performer. The greatest merit of the 
piano-forte accompaniment is, that it 

is properly kept under, and not suffer- 
ed to cover or disturb the more delicate 
passages of the principal. A 
Sul Margine d’un Rio,” arranged with 
Variations for the Piano-forte ; com- 
posed by W. P.R. Cope. 38. 
This air and its new variations are 

ushered in by an introduzione, Allegro 
con Spirito, into which Mr. Cope has 
infused much of that spirit and bustle 
50 well qualified to improve the effect 
of the delicate melody to which it 
leads us. The variations (nine in 
number,) are conceived with taste, 
and conducted throughout with an 
eye to the matter on which they are 
founded ; and not only is the subject 
never lost sight of, but its beauties are 
often advantageously set off by the 
perfect appropriateness of the orna- 
ments. Numerous as are the piano- 
forte exercises of this description, the 
present effort, we think, merits a dis- 
tinguished place among them, and 
will not prove less pleasing to the cul- 
tivated ear than useful to the juvenile 
finger. 

PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 
—=>_ 

LONDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
On the Culture of the Pear Tree ; by 

T. A. Knicnt, Esq, F.r.s. &c. 
HE pear-tree exercises the pa- 
tience of the planter during a 

longer period, before it affords fruit, 
than any other grafted tree which finds 
a place in our gardens; and, though it 
is subsequently very long-lived, it ge- 
nerally, when trained to a wall, be- 
comes in a few years unproductive of 
fruit, except at the extremities of its 

lateral branches, Both these defects 
are, however, I have good reason to 
believe, the result of improper ma- 
nagement; for I have lately succeeded 
most perfectly in rendering my old 
trees very productive in every part, 
and my young trees have almost 
always afforded, fruit the second year 
after being grafted, and none have 
remained barren beyond the third 
year. 

In detailing the mode of pruning 

and 
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and culiuré I have adopted, I shall 
probably more easily render myself 
intelligible, by describing accurately 
the management of a single tree of 
each. 

An old St. Germain pear-tree. of the 
spurious kind, had been trained, in the 
fan form, against a north-west wall in 
my garden, and the central branches, 
as usually happens in old trees thus 
trained, had long reached the top of 
the wall, and had become wholly un- 
productive. The other branches af- 
forded but very jittle fruit, aud that 
never acquiring maturity, was conse- 
quently of no value; so that it was 
necessary to change the variety, as 
well as to render the tree productive. 

To attain these purposes, every 
branch, which did not want at least 
twenty degrees of being perpendicu- 
lar, was taken out at its base; and 
the spurs upon every other branch, 
which I intended to retain, were taken 
off closely with the saw and chisel. 
Into these branches, at their subdivi- 
sions, grafts were inserted at different 
distances from the root, and some so 
near the extremities of the branches, 
that the tree extended as widely in 
the autumn, after it was grafted, as it 
did in the preceding year. The grafts 
were also so disposed, that every part 
of the space the tree previously cover- 
ed was equally well supplied with 
young wood. 

As soon in the succeeding summer 
as the young shoots had attained suf- 
fivient length, they were trained almost 
perpendicularly downwards, between 
the larger branches and the wall. to 
which they were nailed. The most 
perpendicular remaining branch upon 
each side was grafted about four feet 
below the top of the wall, which is 
twelve feet high; and the young shoots, 
which the grafts upon these afforded, 
were trained inwards, and bent down 
to occupy the space from which the 
o!d central branches had been taken 
away, and therefore very little vacant 
Space any where remained in the end 
of the first autumn. <A few blossoms, 
but not any fruit, were produced by 
several of the grafts in the succeeding 
spring; but in the following year, and 
subsequently, I have had abundant 
crops, equally dispersed over every 
part of the tree; and I have scarcely 
ever seen such an exuberance of blos- 
som as this tree presents in the pre- 
sent spring (1813). Grafts of eight 
different kinds of pears had been in- 
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serted, and all afforded fruit, and 
almost in equal abundance. By this 
mode of training, the bearing-branches, 
being small and short, may be changed 
every three or four years, till the tree 
is a century old, without the loss of a 
single. crop; and the central part, 
which is unproductive in every other 
mode of training, becomes the most 
fruitful. When a tree, thus trained, 
has perfectly covered the wall, it will 
have taken very nearly the form re- 
commended by me in the: Horticul- 
tural Transactions of 1808, except 
that the small branches necessarily 
pass down behind the large. 1 pro- 
ceed to the nianagement of young 
trees. 

A young pear-stock, which had two 
lateral branches upon each side, and 
was about six feet high, was planted 
against a wall early in the spring of 
1810; and it was grafted in cach of its 
lateral branches, two of which sprang 
out of the stem about four feet from 
the ground, and the others at its sum- 
mit, in the following year. The shoots 
these grafts produced, when about a 
foot long, were trained downwards, as 
in the preceding experiment, the un- 
dermost nearly perpendicularly, and 
the uppermost just below the horizon- 
tal line, placing them at such dis- 
tances, that the leaves of one shoot 
did not at all shade those of another. 
In the next year, the same mode of 
training was continued; and in the 
following, that is the last year, I ob- 
tained an abundant crop of fruit, and 
the tree is again heavily loaded with 
blossoms. 

This mode of training was first ap- 
plied to the Aston-town pear, which 
rarcly produces fruit till six or seven 
years after the trees have been graft- 
ed; and from this variety, and the 
Colmar, I have not obtained fruit till 
the grafts have been three years old. 

—_—— 

THE WERNERIAN NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY. 

The following geological remarks on 
the rock of Gibraltar and the adjacent 
country, were lately read to this so- 
ciety by Mr. John Baird. 

The rock of Gibraltar is a huge insu- 
Jated mass of limestone,.surrounded on 
three sides by the sea, and on the 
fourth by a low sandy tract of land 
called the Neutral Ground, by which - 
it is connected with the continent of 
Spain. It is probable, I think, that 
this low neck of Jand, which in general 

rises 
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rises but a few feet above the level of 
the bay, has at one time been covered 
by the sea; leaving the Rock of Gibral- 
tar an abrupt rocky island mass a few 
miles from the main land of Spain. 

‘The north and east sides of this rock 
present an almost perpendicular steep- 
ness from top to bottom. ‘The west 
side slopes at about an average angle 
of 45°. The south end or side of the 
rock is at first quite perpendicular, 
and then falls gradually down towards 
Europa Point. The townis built near 
the foot of the west side of the rock. 
The length of the rock from north to 
south may be about 2} miles ; its 
breadth from west to cast. from half a 
wile to above a mile; and its height 
about 1000 feet above the level of the 
sea. The top of the rock is a long nav- 
row ridge, running north and south, 
the west side sloping down to the town 
and bay; the cast side, from its rugged, 
perpendicular front, almost inducing 
the opinion, that Gibraltar Rock, as it 
now exists, is only the half of a large 
hill, the cast side of which, in some 
great convulsion of nature, has been 
torn asunder from the other, and pre- 
eipitated info the Mediterranean, 

The view from the top of the Rock of 
Gibraltar, the Mount Calpe of old, in a 
clear day, is most magnificent. 'To 
the east, the Mediterranean stretches 
out before us as far as the eye ean 
reach; and on either side its lofty 
shores, the mountainous coast of Africa 
on the one hand, and, on the other, the 
more beautiful, perhaps, but scarcely 
less hilly coast of Kurope, both gradu- 
ally receding from cach other, to form, 
as it were, a broader basin for the 
Mediterranean; the village of St. 
Roch, to the north, beautifully situated 
on the top of a gently sloping hill; the 
Bay of Gibraltar, and town of Alge- 
ziras to the west, and to the south the 
sister pillar, the lofty Mount Abyla, 
and her neighbouring mountains. 

The Rock of Gibraltar is composed 
of limestone, of which there are two 
principal varictics, one forming the 
great mass of the hill, hard, fine- 
grained, with a splintery or conchoidal 
fracture, possessing considerable lus- 
tre, and generally of a light-grey co- 
Jour, sometimes also dark, sometimes 
nearly white, and in one part of the hill, 
where it is quarried as a marble, oc- 
curring beautifully variegated. This 
limestone is stratified, and near the top 
of the hill, as is well seen, the strata run 

fyom nearly north-east to south-west, 
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and inclining to the south-west at an 
angle of 60° or 70°. The other princi- 
pal variety is a conglomerate or brec- 
ciated limestone, formed of the debris 
of the former, connected by a red cal- 
carcous basis, and wrapping round the 
other centra} mass. This conglomerate 
variety appears to be still forming on 
the hill. Besides these, there occur 
two beds of a flinty slate rock, both 
very much decayed, and one of them 
containing numerous round and angu- 
lar pieces of limestone. ‘These beds 
appeared to be contained in the older 
solid limestone, and to run in strata 
conformable to it. 

At the foot of the hill, the sole rock 
visible is the conglomerate limestone, 
which oceurs in great abundance, and 
forming smal! hills. The imbedded 
masses are often of a very large size. 
The basis is a red, coarse, caleareous 
cement, or a calcareous tuff, more 
or less hard, and often intermixed 
with round coneretions of calcareous 
sinter. At the foot of the hill the 
rock is often almost entirely composed 
of this calcareous tuff. As weascend 
the hill, this conglomerate rock de- 
creases in quantity, the imbedded 
masses become smailer, and the con- 
necting basis less abundant, more com- 
pact, finer, and of a lighter colour. 
The imbedded masses, which are of 
every shape, are undoubtedly broken 
porti:.ns of ihe solid limestone nucleus. 
When we have ascended above two- 
thirds of the hill, this conglomerate en- 
crusts the interior mass to the depth 
only of a few inches, and a little 
higher up almost entirely disappears, 
when the solid limestone forms the 
whole upper part of the hill. 

That such is the structure of Gibral- 
tar Rock, a ceiitral mass of old and 
solid limestone, covered to various 
depths by a newly formed conglo- 
merate, such as has been deseribed, 
appears, from the examination of those 
parts of the hill through which roads 
have been cut in the rock, of those 
long arches cut through both the con- 
glomerate and solid limestone, and in 
particular of those amazing excava- 
tions, as they are called, planted with 
cannon, ofien running to a great ex- 

tent, and parallel to the exteriorsurface 
of the hill, from which they extend into 
the rock from twenty to fifty feet, cutting 
in various places through the “conglo- 
merate into the solid mass. Partly 
owing to the darkness in these long 
arches, and from other circumstances, 
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¥ seldom could discover any well- 
defined line of separation between the 
solid and conglomerate limestones, 
though such a separation certainly 
exists. ‘The imbedded masses of the 
conglomerate, however, the nearer 
they approached the solid rock, lay 
closer together, the interstices enly be- 
tween them being filled with the 
tufaceous basis. 

That this conglomerate limestone is 
a much later formation than the inte- 
rior mass, appears from the well-known 
and interesting fact of bones and teeth 
of larze quadrapeds having been dis- 
covered imbedded in it. 

The solid limestone, from the occur- 
rence of beds of flinty slate in it, would 
appear to be a transition, or a very old 
secondary limestone, and it is ex- 
tremely improbable, that organic re- 
mains of animals, so high in the scale 
of being, should be found in it, or in 
any rock contemporaneous with it. I 
have seen some of these petrified bones 
of large animals, and they were always 
imbedded in the conglomerate rock. 
Shells also occur in it, but always 
land-shells, and similar to the commoa 
species on the hill. ‘hese shells often 
are not at all altered. Some parts of 
this conglomerate are certainly of 
later formation than other parts, and I 
haye no doubt that though slowly, its 
formation is daily going on. 

There is a considerable depth of soil 
on some parts of the hill, in particular 
near its foot. It is a red, calcareous 
kind of soil, formed in a great measure 
from the mouldering of the calc-tall; 
and appears to be very productive. 

It is highly imprebable, I think, that 
this cale-tuff basis has been deposited 
over the debris of the solid rock, from 
water which at any former period stood 
over the hill, Though I do not recol- 
Ject that springs are very numerous on 
the hill, yet I think that it is far more 
probable that this calc-tuff has been 
deposited from such springs, as is 
usual with this substance in other situ- 
ations, or from water percolating 
through the sides of the hill, and sup- 
plied, if necessary, from some great 
central reservoir, which I believe isnot 
at all an uncommon circumstance in 
limestone rocks. The calc-tuff thus 
formed, and enclosing the debris of the 
solid limestone with animal remains of 
various kinds, explain the structure 
and nature of this rock and its petrifac- 
lions, It is probable, therefore, that 
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petrifactions of animals of the. latest 
formation, or even of man himself, 
may be discovered in this and similar 
rocks, 

Numerous caves occur in the lime- 
stone, the sides, roofs, and floors of 
which are lined with a thick coating 
of cale-sinter, with numerous stalactites 
from the roof, aud thick, massive pil- 
lars, as usual in caves of this kind. 
Many caves formerly existed, which 
are now entirely filled with calc-sinter 
and cale-tuff. Few of these caves are 
large. St. Michael’s Cave, about 800 
feet above the level ef the sea, which 
is the largest and best known, is about 
100 feet in length, 40 in breadth, and 
40 or 50 in height. The stalactites 
are short and thick, and generally of 
a brown calc-sinter, which is heavier 
and harder than the other varieties. 
At the farther extremity of this cave 
are many deep hollows; in some of 
these I found parts of the skeletons of 
goats, which had no doubt fallen into 
these pits, and, being unable to escape, 
had there perished. Bones and skele- 
tons may in this way be often found 
in these cayes, encrusted and petrified 
by the cale-sinter. Below this upper 
cave occurs another smaller cave, but 
more beautiful, into which you de- 
scend by rope-ladders by one of these 
deep hollows. Many amusing fables 
relate to this cave. Hundreds of small 
caves occur in the rock, generally, I 
think, situate in the conglomerate, and 
filled in part with cale-sinter and calc- 
tuff. St. Michael’s Cave, however, 
occurs in the solid limestone. Some 
of these caves present most pictu- 
resque and magnificent appearanees. 
The cale-sinter of these caves, and the 
cale-tuif of the conglomerate lime- 
stone, appear to have a similar forma- 
tion; the tuff is associated with the 
sinter in the caves, the sinter is asso- 
ciated with the tuff in the rock: if the 
one, therefore, is gradually forming, 
so is the other; if the one is formed by 
percolation of wafer through the rock, 
which holds the calcareous matter in 
solution, so is the other; and thus the 
formation of the one is connected 
with, and illustrates the formation of, 
the otber. 

To the north-east of the Rock of 
Gibraltar, about fificen miles on the 
shores of the Mediterranean, rises a 
very lofty range, called the Alpuxara 
Mountains, steep, massive, and bare, 
f did not examine these hills, but they 
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are ey a continuation of the 
limestone of Gibraltar. The neutral 
ground which connects Gibraltar with 
Spain is two or three miles in length, 
beyond which the country rises into 
round, sloping hills. The rocks, to 
the distance of ten or twelve miles to 
the north-west of Gibraltar, are va- 
rious kinds of limestone, coarser than 
the limestone of the rock, and resting 
uponit. They are stratified, the strata 
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running north-east and south-west 
nearly. At the foot of a range of 
pretty high hills, behind, or rather 
north-north-west of Algeziras, and ten 
miles north-west from Gibraltar, I 
found some masses-of a large granular 
red and white sandstone, very like the 
old red sandstone. These masses in- 
creased in number as I ascended the 
hills ; but, as I did not proceed to the 
top, I did not discover the rock in situ. 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED in the FIRST YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or in the 

THIRD SESSION of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT ef the UNITED KINGDOM. 
—>>__ 

ies VI. For continuing to his 
Majesty certain Duties on Sugar, 

Fobacco, and Snuff, Foreign Spirits, 
and Sweets, in Great Britain; and on 
Pensions, Offices, and Personal Estates 
in England ; and for receiving the con- 
tributions of Persons receiving Pensions 
and holding Offices; for the Service of 
the Year 1822.—March 11, 1822. 

Cap. VII. For applying certain 
Monies therein-mentioned for the Service 
of the Year 1822.—March 11. 

Cap. VIII. For raising the Sum of 
Twenty Millions by Exchequer Bills, 
for the Service of the Year 1822.— 
March 11. : 

Treasury may raise 20,000,000. by Ex- 
chequer Bills, in like manner as is pre- 
scribed by 48 G. iii. c. 1. 

Exchequer Bills to bear an interest not 
exceeding 3d. per cent. per diem, 

Cap. IX. For transferring several 
Annuities of Five Pounds per Centum 
per Annum into Annuities of Four 
Pounds per Centum per Annum. — 
—March 15. 

Every person entitled to 1007. Navy 
five per cents. to receive 105/. new 41. 
per centuni annuities. 

Persons not dissenting to réceive the 
new 4/. per cent. annuities to be deemed 
assenting. 

Persons dissenting to signify the same 
to the Governor and Company of the 
Bank of England; and every such dis- 
sentient proprietor or proprietors, or his, 
her, or their assigns, or the executors or 
administrators of such assigns, under any 
such transfer, shall be paid off in the nu- 
merical order in which his, her, or their 
name or names shall be entered in such 
book as aforesaid, such payment to com- 
mence on the 5th day of July, 1822, and. 
to be continued at such periods and in 
such manner as Parliament may direct. 

Cap. X. To enable, in certain Cases, 
the Opening and Reading of Commis- 
sions under which the Judges sit upon 

the Circuits, after the Day appointed 
for holding Assizes.—Mareb 15. 

When commissions shall not be opened 
and read at any place specified on the day 
named therein, the same may be opened 
and read the following day, not being 
Sunday, &c.—But commissions shall be 
opened and read on the days appointed, if 
not prevented.— Where commissions shalk 
be opened under this Act, the cause of de- 
Jay shall be certified to the Lord Chan- 
cellor, &c. 

Cap. XI. For the regulating of his 
Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while 
on Shore.—March 21. 

Cap. XII. Vo indemnify such Per- 
sons in the United Kingdom as have 
omitted to qualify themselves for Offices 
and Employments, and for extending 
the Time limited for those Purposes 
respectively, until the 25th day. of 
March, 1823; and to permit such Per- 
sons in Great Britain as have omitted to 
make and file Affidavits of the Execution 
of Indentures of Clerks to Altornies and 
Solicitors, to make and file the same on 
or before the last Day of Trinity Term, 
1822, and to allow Persons to make and 
file such Affidavits, although the Persons 
whom they served shall have neglected to 
take out their Annual Certificates.— 
March 21. 

Cap. XIII. For punishing Mutiny 
and Desertion, and for the better Pay- 
ment of the Army and their Quarters.— 
March 21. 
‘Cap. XIV. For rectifying Mis- 

takes in the Names of the Land-Tux 
Commissioners, and for appointing ad- 
ditional Commissioners, and indemnify- 
ing such Persons us have acted without 
due Authority in Execution. of the Acts 
therein recited.—March 21. 

Cap. XV. For further continuing, 
until the 25th day of March, 1823, an 
Act of the 58th Year of his late Ma- 
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jesty, for preventing Aliens from be- 
Sau Nuculived” or ies” modi or 
becoming Denizens, except’ im certain 
Cases. —March 21. 

Cap. XVI. Toamend an Act, made 
in the last Session of Parliament, for 
amending the several Acts for the Regu- 
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lation of Attornies and Solicitors.— 
April 3. 

The Act not to extend to persons ta- 
king the degree of Bachelor of Law, un- 
less such persons shall have taken such 
degree within eight years after matri- 
colation. 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL, 
Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 

=> 

T must be in the recollection of 
the public, that, about five years 

ago, the Editor of this Miscellany vi- 
sited the indigent and neglected mem- 
bers of the SHAKESPEARE FAMILY, and 
reported their condition and claims in 
some articles in the Monthly Magazine 
(Nos. 305 and 307), and which he be- 
lieves excited much attention. He pro- 
posed a subscription for them; and, to 
give it eclat, suggested, as a collateral 
plan, that a national monument should 
be raised to Shakspeare. Several of 
his correspondents afterwards enlarged 
upon these views, and some prelimi- 
nary meetings were actually held; but 
the state of the country, the death of 
the Princess Charlotte, the Queen’s 
affair, and other circumstances suc- 
cessively absorbed public attention, 
insomuch, that the time did not appear 
to have arrived when the nation could 
be solicited with effect. Certain jobbers 
in such things have, however, seized 
on the idea, and a subscription is an- 
nounced, under royal sanction, it is 
true, but not under that sanction of 
men of paramount character in the 
republic of letters which was desira- 
ble; and, we are grieved to say, with 
AN UTTER DISREGARD TO THE WANTS 
AND uopeEs of those members of the 
Bard’s family, to serve whom was the 
chief object of the original plan. Some 
of the literary butterflies of the day 
have thrust themselves into the com- 
mittees, and Impudence may in some 
degree succeed; but, until the just 
claims of the Shakespeare family are 
admitted to participate in the sub- 
scription, we denounce it as a dis- 
graceful display of ostentation, at the 
expense of the national character for 
benevolence and justice. It must be 
felt, by every one capable of feeling 
with Shakespeare, that to display any 
pompous monument of brass and mar- 
ble, while his worthy heirs and the 
descendants of his blood are in penury, 
would reflect no honour on the sub- 
sseribers; but would, while such claim- 
ants are neglected, be a monument of 
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disgrace to the age and people by 
whom it might be raised. We need 
not urge more on the subject, for we 
are persuaded that no man of consis- 
tent or honourable feelings will sub- 
scribe a shilling till the self-constituted 
committee have explained themselves 
on this essential point. 
The Odyssey of Homer, translated 

into English prose, as literally as the 
idioms of the Greek and the English 
languages allow, with explanatory 
notes, by a Member of the University 
of Oxford, will soon appear, in two 
volumes octavo. 

Capt. Mansy, author of “‘ the Means 
of saving Persons from Shipwreck,” 
has nearly ready for publication, a 
Journal of a Voyage to Greenland in 
the Year 1821, with graphic illustra- 
tions, in one volume, quarto. 

Military Memoirs of. the Civil War 
between the People of England and 
the Stuarts, are in the press; being the 
personal memoirs of John Gwynne, 
and an account of the Earl of Glen- 
cairn’s expedition, as general of his 
Majesty’s forces, in the Highlands of 
Scotland, in the years 1653 and 1654; 
by a person who was eye and ear- 
witness to every transaction; with an 
appendix of documents. 
A work is in preparation of Gems 

principally from the Antique, drawn 
and etched by R. Dagley, author of 
“Select Gems, Compendium of Art, 
&c.” with verse illustrations, by the 
Rev. G. Croty, A.M. author of ‘ Cati- 
line,” a tragedy, &c, 
A volume of English Melodies will 

speedily be published, selected from 
the original scores and early printed 
copies in the library of WiLLiAm Kir- 
CHENER, M.D. 
We some time since called the 

attention of our readers to an associa- 
tion of very questionable utility in a 
free country, called the Royal Society 
of Literature. It seems this Society, 
having ‘‘more money than wit,” 
offered some premiums for essays on 
certain subjects already worm thread- 

bare ; 
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bare; but, as there has been little, if 
any, competition, the adjudication has 
been deterred till another year! The 
short advertisement in which this no- 
tice appears is one of the most extra- 
ordinary compositions which ever 
issued, even from a Royal society. 
Tt would disgrace the grammatical 
learning of a country grocer or tailor. 
It begins, “ Extract of the minutes of 
council ;” now we have heard of ex- 
tract of sarsaparilla, and other nos- 
trums, but never of ‘extract of the 
minutes of council.” It appears, then, 
by these minutes, that ‘ the decision of 
the several prizes was postponed until 
the 23d of March, 1823; the authors 
being at liberty to withdraw their 
compositions, for the purpose of any 
alterations they may think proper.” We 
have heard of decisions on the merits 
of productions, and of adjudications or 
awards of prizes; but, till this Society 
began to write, we never heard of de- 
cisions of prizes. Any school-boy will 
correct the latter clause, and render 
it, “for the purpose of making any 
alterations which they may think pro- 
per.” But the highest joke follows: 
we are then gravely told, that the 
King’s premium of one hundred gui- 
neas, and the Society’s of fifty guineas, 
(are) tobe addressed to Mr. T. Yeates, 
the provisional secretary. If so—if 
they are to be presented or addressed 
to this fortunate gentleman,—why ad- 
vertise for competitors?—Is the Eng- 
lish language to be purified,—is our 
taste to be amended,—by a society 
which cannot dicta‘e even a brief pub- 
lic notice in logical or syntactical 
English? ’ 
The Life and Times of Daniel de 

Foe, with a copious account of his 
writings, and anecdotes of several of 
his contemporaries, are preparing by 
WALTER WILSON, esq. 

Osmond, a tale, by the author of 
“the Favourite of Nature,” is printing 
in three volumes, 12mo. 

In his late admirable speech on the 
necessity of a reform in parliament, 
Lord John Russell gave the following 
state of public intelligence, as evi- 
denced by the state of the bookselling 
trade :— 

From the year 1785 to 1792, he ob- 
served that the average amount of our ex- 
ports of British manufactures was about 
13,000,0001. a-year. From 1792 to 1799 
it was 17,000,000, ; but the exports of the 
year 1821 are stated to amount. to 
40,000,0001. When to this is added the still 
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larger consumption of our manufactures at 
home ; and, when it is considered that out of 
these 40,000,000/. our export of cotton goods 
amounted to 23,000,000/., our woollens 
and linens to 7,000,000/., it must be in- 
ferred, that a very large proportion of the 
inhabitants of the country subsist by those 
manufactures, I will notnow dwell upon 
this new phenomenon in the state of the 
country, but for the present confine myself 
to astatement of the fact. With this im- 
mense iicrease in manufactures and com- 
merce, the dissemination of instruction, and 
the improvement in knowledge, have ad- 
vanced even in more than equal propor- 
tion. Indeed, this is a circumstance 
which must strike the most careless ob- 
server, from the vast increase of books, 
and the very high prices which are paid for 
the exercise of literary talents. From the 
immense distributiou of works of every de- 
scription throughout the country, one 
would infer, that, as the opportunities of 
information are thus increased, the educa- 
tion of the lower classes must be enlarged 
in the same proportion. Being curious to 
gain some information on this subject, I 
some time ago applied to an eminent 
bookseller’s house in the city, (that of 
Messrs. Longman and Co.) from which I 
learned a number of interesting facts. 
From the firm to which I applied, I 
learned that their own sale amounted to 
five millions of volumes in the year ; that 
they employed sixty clerks, paid a sum of 
5,500/. in advertisements, and gave con- 
stant employment to not fewer than 250 
printers and bookbinders. Another great 
source of information to the country is the 
increase of circulating libraries. In the 
year 1770, there were only fourcireulating 
libraries in the metropolis; there are at 
present one hundred, and about nine hun- 
dred more scattered throughout the coun- 
try. Besides these, there are from 1,500 to 
2,000 book-clubs, distributing throughout 
the kingdom large masses of information on 
history, voyages, and every species of 
science by which the sum of human know- 
ledge can be increased, or the human mind 
improved. Here I may also remark on 
the increase of periodical works. Ofthese 
there are two (the Edinburgh and the 
Quarterly Reviews), many articles in 
which are written with an ability equal to 
some of the best original writings of for- 
mer times, and having a greater circulation 
than all the periodical works of thirty 
years ago put together. 

While so many and such fruitful sources 
of information are thus opened to the 
higher orders, the means of improving the 
minds of the poorer class have advanced at 
a pace not less rapid or less steady. First 
came the establishment about twenty-five 
years ugo of the Lancasterian schools, 
which have distributed so widely the bles- 
sings of early instruction ; and after these 

followed 
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followed the no less beneficial system of na- 
tional schools, which afford to the poor of 
every class education suitable to their state 
and condition in life. In addition to those 
means of improvement, another has been 
opened, not less advantageous to the poor 
—I allude to the great facilities which at 
present exist, of getting the most valuable 
works at a rate so very cheap as to bring 
them within the compass ofall. Some time 
ago an establishment was commenced bya 
number of individuals, with a capital of not 
less than 1,000,900/., for the purpose of 
printing standard works at a cheap rate. 
By that establishment the history of 
Hume, the works of Butfon, the Encyclo- 
pedia, and other valuable productions, were 
sold in small numbers at sixpence each, 
and by this means sources of the highest 
and most useful instruction were placed 
within the poor man’s reach. I regret 
much to add, that this valuable establish- 

- ment was very much checked inits opera- 
tion, by the effect of one of those acts for 
the suppression of knowledge which were 
passed in the year 1819. . I regret this the 
more, as one of the rules of that establish- 
ment has been, not to allow the venders of 
their works to sell any book on the politi- 
cal controversies of the day. 

In noticing the means which have con- 
tributed so mach to the mental improve- 
ment of the great body of the people, I 
ought not to omit noticing the very good 
effects which have resulted from the exer- 
tions of the Bible Society, the Religious 
Tract Society, the Society for the Dissemi- 
nation of Christian Knowledge, and other 
valuable associations of similar character. 
Since the commencement of the Bible 
Society, it has applied the immense sum of 
900,0001, to the laudable purpose of disse- 
minating the knowledge of the Scriptures. 
From the Religious Tract Society not fewer 
‘than five millions of tracts are distributed 
annually, and the Society for Christian 
Knowledge distributes one million. These 

» facts will show thé rapid strides which have 
been made by the public in the improve- 
ment of general knowledge. 

I will now come to the state of political 
‘knowledge in the country. This has been 
greatly augmented by the extraordinary in- 
crease in the circulation of newspapers. 
Some time ago I moved for a return of the 
number and circulation ot the several news- 
papers printed in London and in the coun- 
try. That return has not been made in the 
manner in which I had intended ; but from 
the account I was enabled to procure, it 
appears, that there were not less than 
‘23,600,000 newspapers sold in the country 
in the last year. Of these the daily Lon- 
don papers sold. above 11,000,000, the 
country papers above 7,000,000, and the 
weekly papers above 2,000,000. From 
another source I have been enabled to pro- 
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cure more particular information as to the 
increase in the number of papers within 
the last thirty or forty years, the substance 
of which I will read to the House, 

Years 1782. 1790. 
In England. -50 ..++s.++ G0---++- 2° 135 

In Scotland++ 8 «+++ ++++ 27 .... ee Sl 
In Ireland +. 3 es0--eee OF L. wee e ee 
London, daily .9 «++-+++++ 14.2... 205% 
Twice a-week 9 .-cc.+es JFrsceseee 8 

Weekly --.- O-+-. L1.. J fie ve 59 

BritishIslands 0 «+ssse.+ Qeeesseee 6 

146 284 
making in the whole the increase in the 
number since 1790, from 146 to 284, which 
is very nearly double in the space of thirty 
years,” 

An agent of a Missionary Society 
has published a statement, that an 
American captain has brought to the 
Cape, from the north-east coast of 
China, the dead body of a real mer- 
maid. Though the story, like all im- 
postures, comes from afar, it may be 
true; and, if so, we shall avail our- 
selves of the earliest opportunity of 
laying any authenticated details before 
our readers. 

Some of the finest pictures in every 
respect, as well in design as in execu- 
tion, have been produced by Mr. 
Martin, and are now to be viewed in 
Piccadilly. We mightas wellattempt 
to describe the sublimities of Shake- 
speare and Milton in a paragraph as 
to convey any adequate idea of the 
soaring genius of Mr. Martin. His 
pictures are poems of the highest 
order, in an unexceptionable style of 
painting. Nor are they like those of 
any previous master or school, but are 
as original as they are superior. His 
Fall of Babylon, his Destruction of 
Herculaneum, Sadak in search of the 
Waters of Oblivion, and the Expul- 
sion of Adam and Eve, will always be 
among the first pictures of the British 
school, and of all schools. ; 

In an adjoining room of the Egyp- 
tian Gallery, Mr. Day, a connoisseur, 
whose fine taste is shown by its re- 
sults, exhibits some originals of the 
Italian masters, by which we are 
brought into contact, almost for the 
first time, with the genius of Titian, 
Raphael, and some other gods of their 
art. These specimens transcend all 
others which have been exhibited in 
England, where mere manufactured 
pictares are usually found; and they 
convey to the mind of the English ob- 
server his first impressions of the actual 

superiority 
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superiority of this race of painters, 
when viewed through the medium of 
their real master-pieces. 

The Exhibition of the Works of 
President West is still open, but is 
now so augmented, as to amount to 
140 pieces, the productions of this 
great artist. Mr. West’s chief excel- 
lence lay in the historical and poetical 
departments of art, but his diversified 
pieces are most creditable to his ta- 
lents. The original pictures of the 
Sea-Fight at La Hogue, of the Death 
of Wolfe and Nelson, and the Rescue 
of a wounded French Officer from the 
Tomahawk of a North-American Sa- 
vage, have lately been introduced. 

The eighteenth Exhibition of Paint- 
igs in Water-colours has been as 
attractive as usual. Among this re- 
spectable body of artists, Barrett 
seems to be pre-eminent: bis View from 
Richmond-hill is beautiful; his After- 
noon and Evening have likewise great 
merit; and the View of Bisham Abbey 
is well drawn, and finely coloured. 
Copley Fié¢lding has, as usual, been 
diligent: his flat scenery is excellently 
managed ; the View of Romney-marsh 
isa masterpiece. Cox, too, is respec- 
table. Wild and Cattermole have 
some good architectural drawings, 
and Miss Byrne has some elegant 
groups of flowers and fruit. Robson 
has also displayed considerable talent 
in numerous productions; and Prout 
has enabled us to make the tour of 
Europe with unmixed pleasure. There 
are also some exquisite pieces by 
Varley. Altogether this is amost de- 
lightful exhibition. 

The artists of Ireland have been in- 
corporated into a Society, like the 
Royal Academy. A council of four- 
teen have been chosen, and ten asso- 
ciates are to be elected next year 
from Irish exhibitors. 

Mr. Heath’s engraving from West’s 
grand picture of Christ’s healing the 
Sick, purchased by the British Institu- 
tion in 1811 for 3000 guineas, is 
finished. Mr. H. had 1,800 guineas 
for his task, which has occupied him 
no less than eleven years. 

The British Institution has exhibited 
this season some choice productions 
from the Italian, Spanish, Flemish, 
and Dutch schools. In the first was 
Carlo Dolece’s St. Matthew and St. 
John; also a design for the Cruci- 
fixion, by Michael Angelo; a beantiful 
picture of the Virgin and Child, St. 
John, and St. Elizabeth, by Perino del 
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Vago ;a Virgin and Child, by Procac- 
cino; and a Virgin and Child, St. 
John, * Elizabeth, and Catharine, by 
Andrea del Sarto. The King contri- 
buted twenty-two pictures. The best 
productions of the Spanish school 
were two representations of St. Fran- 
cis, by Murillo. The works of Gaspar 
Poussin were very fine. The pieces 
by Cuyp were not of the first order. 
A brisk Gale, by Backhuysen, was an 
excellent piece; and the T'wo Misers 
of Quintin Matsys commanded admi- 
ration. Rembrandt’s Belshazzar, the 
Five Senses and the Four Seasons of 
Teniers, and the Three Children of 
Charles I. by Vandyke, with Ostade’s 
Chemist, were ornaments of the gal- 
lery. 

Mr. Warop, too, has had an Exhibi- 
tion. Among his finest productions 
were a bull, a cow, a calf, sheep, and 
goats, excellently grouped, amidst 
appropriate scenery. A Horse spring- 
ing from the Attack of a Wild Boar ; 
various Studies, executed with great 
accuracy and force; a copy from 'Ti- 
tian’s Bath of Diana; and an Arabian, 
a smafl stady,—were all masterly. 

Some Roman discoveries have re- 
cently been made at Castor, near 
Peterborough, by Mr. Artis, of Mil- 
ton. The scene of his labours is an 
isosceles triangle, two sides being 
about two miles long, the third about 
a mile and a half, and the church-yard 
of Castor the vertex. In the church- 
yard and adjoining hill he has satis- 
factorily traced fifty-six rooms in a 
villa, which appears to have eovered 
between 5 and 600 feet square. In 
Mill-field, at the south-east angle of 
the triangle, is another villa, about 
300 feet long by 220 feet wide, con- 
taining twenty-two rooms; and at the 
south-west angle is a third villa, about 
300 feet square, with thirty-seven 
rooms. In the portions of the inter- 
mediate space which have been ex- 
plored, tesselated pavements, founda 
tions of small houses, and a variety 
of miscellaneous curiosities have been 
brought to light. Between the base 
of the line and the river, probably the 
suburbs of a city, several skeletons 
have been dug up. Mr. A. purposes 
publishing by subscription, in numbers, 
a series of plates illustrative of his 
discoveries, consisting of plans and 
sections of the buildings and hypo- 
causts, tesselated pavements, pottery, 
paintings in fresco, sculptured stones, 
coins, Xc. 3 

Political 
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Political Facetia, and other Picces, 
by the author of “the Political House 
that Jack built,” collected by himself 
into a handsome volume, with 120 
cuts, and a preface, will appear in a 
few days, and the author’s portrait 
will be prefixed. 
A very interesting experiment has 

been made of steam vessels on canals, 
in the Union Canal at Edinburgh, 
with a large boat, twenty-eight feet 
long, constructed with an | internal 
movement. The boat had twenty-six 
persons on beard; and, although 
drawing fifteen inches of water, she 
was propelled by only four men at the 
rate of between four and five miles an 
hour, while the agitation of the water 
was confined entirely to the centre of 
the canal. ‘ 
The School for Mothers, or the Po- 

lities of a Village, a novel, is printing 
in three volumes. 

Information has been received that 
the enterprising pedestrian, Captain 
CocuraNneE, had reached the Altai 
mountains, on the frontier of China. 
Further accounts from this extraordi- 
nary traveller have since arrived, 
dated from the mouth of the Kolyma, 
and from Okotsk, in June 1821. He 
had_ proceeded to the neighbourhood 
of the north-east cape of Asia, which 
he places half a degree more to the 
northward. ‘No land (he says,) is 
considered to exist to the northward 
of it. The east side of the Noss is 
composed of bold and perpendicular 
bluffs, while the west side exhibits 
gradual declivities; the whole most 
sterile, but presenting van awfully 
magnificent appearance.” From the 
Kolyma to Okotsk, he had, he says, a 
“dangerous, difficult, and Sai EAP 
journey of three thousand versts,” 
great part of which he performed, ne 
foot, in seventy days. After such an 
adventurous expedition from Peters- 
burgh to the north-eastern extremity 
of Siberia, we regret to find that. the 
shores of Kamschatka are likely to be 
the boundary of his arduous and. peri- 
lous enterprise. After gratefully no- 
ticing the generosity and considera- 
tion which he every where experienced 
at the hands of the Russian govern- 
ment and of individuals, he adds,— 
“that government has an expedition 
in Behring’s Straits, whose object is 
to trace the continent of America to 
the northward and eastward.” It 
consisted of two ship corvettes, which 
Jeft Spithead in 1819. In July 1820 
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they reached Behring’s Strait, and 
were supposed to have passed it in 
that year; they returned, however, in 
the winter to some of the Russian set- 
tlements on the coast of America; 
and, as now appears from Capt. Coch- 
rane’s statement, were again in that 
neighbourhood in June 1821. 
An Abridgment of Blackstone’s 

Commentaries on the Laws of Eng- 
land, in a series of letters froma Fa- 
ther to his Daughter, is printing. 

The Political Life of George the 
Fourth is announced. 

Capt. N. R. Patmer, of the sloop 
James Monroe, lately arrived at Sto- 
nington, from South Shetland. Capt. 
P. proceeded from the Shetland Isles 
to the southern continent, and coasted 
it to the eastward, as far as 44. W. long. 
At some places he could coast along 
shore; at other parts he could not 
approach nearer the shore than from 
one to five or six leagues, owing to the 
ice. In 61. 41. S. lat. 45. 27. W. 
long. they discovered a fine harbour, 
lying about a mile within the entrance 
of Washington Strait. He found not 
the least appearance of vegetation on 
the land, excepting the winter moss. 
Neither did he discover any animals, 
only a few. sea-leopards, beautifully 
spotted. Of birds there were pen- 
guins, Port Egmont or sea-hens, white 
pigeons, and gulls. Capt. Palmer 
could discern mountains covered with 
snow, in the interior, as he sailed along 
the coast. 

Mr. WILson, teacher of dancing, 
and author of several works on danc- 
ing, has in the press, the Daneiad, or 
Dancer’s Monitor, being a descriptive 
sketch in verse of the different styles 
and methods of dancing quadrilles, 
waltzes, country-dances, reels, &c. 

In the present month will be pub- 
lished, A new System of Arithmetic, 
on a plan entirely original, by J. 
WALKER; also a Key or Exposition of 
the New System. 
A translation of Legendre’s Ele- 

ments of Geometry is in the press, and 
will be published in a few weeks. It 
will be edited by Dr. Brewster, under 
the sanction of M. Le Chevalier Le- 
gendre, who has communicated. seve- 
ral important additions. The diagrams 
are engraven on wood, soas to accom- 
pany the propositions, a great supe- 
riority over the original work, where 
they are given in copper-plates at the, 
end of the book. 

About the middle. of last year, « 
sailor, 
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sailor, on the island of New Provi- 
dence, being much fatigued with 
walking, sat down. on the. sea-shore - 
on What he conceived to be a large 
stone. After resting and _ sleeping 
some time, he attempted to get up, 
but found his breeches stuck fast to 
his seat.. After joining one of his 
shipmates, he observed so strong a 
smell as,to ask him where he had 
deen; and, the other telling him the 
circumstance, he advised him to go 
‘back, and bring away this stone: but 
he demurred, and said it was more 
than he could carry, “‘So much the 
better,” replied bis companion; who 

- honestly told him he suspected it to 
‘be a large lump ofambergrease, which 
was a very valuable article, and that 
he might make his fortune by it. He 
crossed the island with a horse, and 
brought it away. It was first shown 
to a Jew, who did not offer him a 
tenth part of its value. Tt soon be- 
eame known, and the captain of a 

- merchantman being at the port, bought 
it, and brought it to England, and we 
believe the house of Ellice, Inglis, 
and Co. had the selling of it. It came 
into the custody of a Mr. D. an eminent 
druggist, and was sent over to the 
Continent a few months ago, when it 
yielded, at 86s. per oz. 2,300/. 
We observe fewer works in the 

press at present than have been known 
for some years. The chief London 
publishers seem wiscly to have deter- 
mined to diminish their present stocks 
rather than enlarge them further by 
new and hazardous speculations. It 
can no longer be conccaled, that. the 
accumulation of books, with no better 
recommendation than fine paper and 
printing, has injured substantial lite- 
rature, while it has vitiated and abused 
the public taste. We are convinced 
that the maximum of advantage in the 
publication of books consists in the 

. moderation of their prices. Latterly, 
many books have been published at 
prices for which they could be copied 
by seriveners at half;—thereby super- 
seding the benefit of printing. 

Several experiments have recently 
been. made at Woolwich, on a new 
plan for affording speedy and effectual 
aid in case of shipwreck. It dilfers 
from Capt. Manby’s plan, inasmuch as 
the line of communication can. be 
made by means of a rocket instead of 
a mortar. 

The iron steam-boat mentioned in 
our last was built at the Horseley 
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iron-works, near Birmingham, and put 
together at Rotherhithe. She is 106 
feet long, and 17 broad; and is pro- 
pelled by a 30-horse engine, with Old- 
ham’s revolving oars, the most perfect 
piece of mechanism that has ever been 
adopted in steam-boats. 

Mr. Hoee has in the press, a new 
edition, with considerable improve- 
ments, of his “ Concise and Practical 
Treatise on the Growth and Culture 
of the Carnation, Pink, Auricula, 
Polyanthus, Ranunculus, Tulip, and 
other Flowers.” 

Sylva Britannica, or Portraits of 
Forest Trees in different parts of the 
Kingdom, remarkable for their size, 
beauty, or antiquity, 10 be drawn and 
etched by J. G. Strutt, will specdily 
be published. 
There is a probability of the Surrey 

Institution, (whose funds have been 
gradually exhausting,) being conti- 
nued, and re-established upon a bet- 
ter plan, by which its permanency 
may be obtained, and its present ad- 
vantages retained, and even enlarged. 
Its having a valuable library of circu- 
lation among its members is not the 
least important feature of the esta- 
blishment; this feature it is intended 
to enlarge, by the addition of the most 
important novels of the day, in order 
that it may furnish amuscment as well 
as instruction to a numerous class of 
readers. This Institution has_ cer- 
tainly done much towards creating a 
taste in the public mind for literary 
and scientific pursuits, and also in 
diffusing a knowledge of the useful 
arts. The lectures have been gene- 
rally well attended; and many im- 
portant facts in the arts and sciences 
have by these means been made fami- 
liar. The utility of such institutions 
may still, doubtless, be considerably 
increased. We beg leave respectfully 
to caution those gentlemen who are 
reorganizing this literary museum, to 
take care to do it on the most liberal 
basis, so as to embrace every shade 
and variety of opinion. To this end, 
perhaps nothing more contributes than 
a careful choice of the efficient officers 
of the establishment. 

The Elements of Chess, with dia- 
grams, are printing, by Mr. Lewis. 
A discovery of fossil remains was 

recently made at Atwick, near Horn- 
sea; the portion of a tusk, about 
thirty-cight inches in length, twenty 
inches in circumference at the lower 
end, and weighing 4 stone 2Ibs. was 

dug 
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dug up. It is of fine ivory, except 
where slightly decomposed. 
A second edition of Mr. HAMPER’s 

Tract on Hoar-stones is printing. © 
GERMANY. 

A deep alluvial deposit of calcare- 
ous tufa has been found at Meisen, in 

Saxony, containing fossil remains of 

the mastodon, megatherium, Irish elk, 

and elephant, and other colossal ani- 

mals now considered as extinct; and 

among them, it is said, human skulls 

have been discovered ! 
POLAND. 

Mr. Harvey, in a letter to Dr. 

Brewster, has enabled that gentle- 

man to introduce into his valuable 

Journal an engraving of the house and 

chair of COPERNICUS. It appears 

} 
(} 
t) 
i) 
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that this great astronomer and philo- 
sopher resided in the highest garret to 
the right. 

FRANCE. 
The French papers give an account 

of the trial in Paris of Eugene de 
Pradel, the author of a small brochure, 
entitled, Les Eiincelles, containing five 
songs, which were prosecuted as libel- 
lous. After the pleadings had been 
gone through, and before the Tribunal 
of Correctional Police retired to deli- 
berate on their verdict, M. de Pradel 
begged to add a few words to the de- 
fence made for him by his counsel, 
when he delivered the following 
verses :— 

Ma muse vivait inconnue: 
Armer contre ses chants votre sévérité, 
C’est donner a son nom une célébrité 

; Qu’elle n’aurait point obtenue. 
Sous les verroux, ot l’ona peu d’amis, 

Un sonlagement a ses peines 
Sera-t-il vainement promis? 
Devra-t-elle accuser Thémis 
D’avoir voulu river ses chaines? 
Soldat, j'ai suivi nos héros ; 
Prisonnier, j’ai chanté la France : 

En Ja chantant, j’oubliais tous mes maux ; 
Ses lauriers cachaient mes barreaux ; 

Sa gloire charmait ma souffrance. 
Si je suis coupable d’erreur, 
Mes torts sont bien involontaires : 
Toutes les vertus me sont chéres ; 
Elles se plaisent dans mon cceur; 
Je vois tous les hommes en fréres ; 
Opprimé, je plains l’oppresseur ; 

Pauvre et captif, je chante mon malheur, 
Et les méchans ne chantent guéres. 

Respect for the court did not pre- 
vent his being loudly cheered by the 
auditors. The judges could not, how- 
ever, be moved, and they condemned 
M. de Pradel to be imprisoned six 
months, and to pay a fine of 1000 
franes. 

SWITZERLAND. 
A machine has lately been intro- 

duced at Lausanne, in Switzerland, 
for making bread, thatis, for preparing 
the fermentation of the dough, which 
seems to deserve imitation in other 
countries. Itis simply a deal box, a 
foot in breadth and height, and two 
feet in length, placed on supports, by 
which it is turned by a handle like the 
cylinder used for roasting coffee. oY 

side 
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side ofthe box opens with a hinge, to 
admit the dough, and the box is turned 
round. ‘he time requisite to produce 
fermentation depends on the tempera- 
ture of the air, the quickness of the 
turning, and other circumstances. 
But, when the operationis performed, 
it is known by the shrill hissing of the 
air making its escape, which generally 
happens in half an hour. ‘The leaven 
is always extremely well raised ; per- 
haps too much, sometimes, The la- 

bour is nothing, for the machine, such 
as this here described, may be turned 

by achild. No hooks, points, cross- 

bars, or any other contrivance, can be 
wanted within the box, to break or se-~ 
parate the mass of dough ; for these 
operations are sufficiently effected by 
the adhesion of the dongh te the sides 
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of the box. If the machine be made 
of greater length, and divided by cross 
partitions at right angles to the sides, 
different kinds of dough may be pre- 
pared at the same tinie. One evident 
advantage of such a contrivance is, 
that bread, manufactured in this way, 
must be perfectly clean and free from 
any accidental soiling. 

“UNITED STATES. 
The last letters state, that the sea 

serpent has at length teen entangled, 
and killed, on the coast of New Eng- 
land... It measured forty feet in length, 
and was eighteen in circamference. 

An American has discovered the 
principle of a new firelock, by which 
a soldier can fire fifteen charges, as 
fast as he can ¢ock and pull the 
trigger. 

NEW PATENTS AND MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
— 

CAPTAIN BROWN’S SUSPENSION BRIDGE 

ACROSS THE TWEED. ( With an En- 

graving. ) 
A‘ this day, the common mode of 

crossing rivers and ravines -in 
South America, and the inland terri- 

tory of Hindostan, is by means of 

ropes of various kinds, stretched from 

side to side, on which a roadway is 

wenerally formed for the traveller and 

his equipage; though, in some in- 

stances, there is only a single rope, 

from which he is suspended in a 

basket, and drawn across, while his 

mule fords the stream, or clambers 

through the ravine. The earliest 

bridges of suspension of which we have 

any account, are those of China, said 

to be of great extent; Major Rennell 

also describes a bridge of this kind 

over the Sampoo in Hindostan, of 

about 600 feet in length. But the first 

chain-bridge in our own country, is 
believed to have been that of Winch- 
bridge over the river Tecs, forming a 
communication between the counties 
of Durham and York. In this miscel- 
lany, for January 1797, we inserted 
the specification of a patent, and a 
view of a suspension-bridge on a dif- 
ferent plan, by Mr. Jordan, but we 
never heard of the adoption of his 
principle. It appears from a treatise 
on bridges by Mr. Thomas Pope, of 
New-York, that eight chain-bridges 
have been erected upon the catenarian 
or suspension principle, in different 
parts of America. He describes a 
bridge of this construction over the 

river Metrimiiek, in~ Massachusets, 
consisting of a catenarian ér sas- 
pended arch of 244 fcet span. The 
road-way of this bridge is suspended 
between two abutments or towers of — 
masonry, thirty-seven! feet in height, 
on which piers ‘of carpentry are 
erected, which are: thirty-five feet in 
height. Over these ten chains are 
suspended, each measuring 516 feet in 
length, their ends being sunk into 
deep pits on both sides of the river, 
where they are secured by large 
stones. ‘The bridge over the Merimack 
has two carriage ways, cach of fifteen 
feet in breadth. It is also described 
as having three chains, which range 
along the sides, and four in the middle, 
or between the two roadways. ‘The 
whole expence of this American work 
is estimated to have been 20,000 dol- 
Jars, and the bridge calculated to sup- 
port or carry about 500 tons. 

The Union-bridge represented in 
the engraving across the river ‘Tweed 
at Norham Ford, is about five miles 
from Berwick. It was begun in 
August 1819, and was opened in July 
1820, while a stone-bridge would have 
been the work of about three years. 
The roadway is made of timber, on 
which iron cart-tracks are laid for the 
carriage wheels. Itis eighteen feet in 
width, and 361 feet in length. The 
mainbeams or joisting measures fifteen 
inches in depth, and sevew inches in 
thickness. The timber cleading or 
planks are twelve inches in breadth, 
and three inches in thickness. ‘This 

great 
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great platform is suspended at the 
height of twenty-seven feet above the 
surface of the summer water of the 
river. Itis also made to rise abouttwo 
feet in the centre, and is finished on 
each side with a cornice of fifteen 
inches in depth. 
_ The roadway is suspended from the 
catenarian or main chains by circular 
rods of iron, which measure one inch 
in diameter. These perpendicular 
rods are wedged into caps or pieces of 
cast-iron, called saddles, which are 
placed at the distance of five feet 
apart, and are made to rest upon the 
shackles or joints of the chains. The 
attachment of the lower ends of these 
rods to the beams of the platform which 
they pass through, is by their em- 
bracing a bar of iron which runs along 
the whole extent of the bridge under 
the beams of the roadway, on each 
side. These bars measure three inches 
in depth, and they are connected with 
the suspending rods by a spear or bolt, 
which, in a very simple manner, com- 
pletes the connexion of the roadway 
with the perpendicular suspending 
rods, and chains. 40) 

The chains of this bridge are twelve 
in number, ranged in pairs ; the one 
pair being placed over the other, be- 
tween the points of suspension on each 
side of the bridge. These chains, and 
indeed the whole of the iron-work, is 
made of the best Welch iron. The 
chains are worked into a circular 
form, and measure about two inches in 
diameter. The links, as they may be 
termed, consist of rods of fifteen feet 
in length, and have bolt-holes, which 
are strongly welded, and neatly 
finished at each end. These links or 
rods are connected together by strong 
shackles, and a bolt is passed through 
them, which is of an oval form, mea- 
suring 24 by 2! inches. At each joint 
of the three tiers of the catenarian 
chains respectively, one of the saddle 
pieces of cast-iron are introduced. 
The first saddle-piece, with its sus- 
‘pending rod, for example, on cither 
side of the bridge, may be conceived 
as resting on the upper pair of chains; 
the next saddle-piece in the longitudi- 
nal direction of the roadway, rests upon 
the middle pair of chains, and the third 
upon the lower pair, and so on alter- 
nately, throughout the whole extent of 
the bridge. By this means all the 
‘chains bear an equal strain, and the 
Joints are arranged in so precise and 
orderly a manner, that a saddle-piece 
Montuty Mac, No. 371. 
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and perpendicular suspending-rod oc- 
curs at every five feet, so that the dis- 
tance between each pair of suspending- 
rods forms a space of five feet. The 
spacesof five feet between the suspend- 
ing rods are formed into meshes of six 
inches square, to the height of five 
feet on each side of the bridge, and 
answer the purposes of a parapet wall 
for the safety of passengers. ‘ 

Though the timber roadway is only 
about 361 feet in length, yet the chord- 
line of the main-chains measures no 
less than 482 feet between the points 
of suspension, with which they make 
an angle of about 12°, and in forming 
the catenarian curve-drop, at the rate 
of one perpendicular to about seven 
feet in the length of chain, the versed 
sine of the middle pair of chains being 
about twenty-six feet. The twelve 
main-chains, with their apparatus, 
weigh about five tons each, and the 
weight of the whole bridge, between 
the points of suspension, has been esti- 
mated at 100 tons. 

On the Scotch side of the river, the 
catenarian chains pass over a pillar of 
aisler masonry, which measures sixty 
feet in height, is about thirty-six feet 
in its medium width, and seventeen 
and a half feetin thickness. The sides 
of the lower ten feet of the walls of this 
pillar are square, but at this height the 
walls begin to slope at the rate of one 
perpendicular to twelve horizontal. 
The archway in the masonry of this 
pillar, which forms the immediate ap- 
proach to the roadway, measures twelve 
feet in width, and seventeen feet in 
height. Each pair of main chains, 
being suspended horizontally, pass 
through corresponding apertures in the 
masonry, at the distance of about two 
fect above one another, and go over 
rollers connected with the building. 
The links of the main chains at these 
points are made as short as the 
strength or thickness of the iron will 
permit of their being welded, in order 
that they may pass over the rollers, 
without distorting or unduly straining 
the iron. After going through the 
masonry of the pillar, the chains are 
continued in a sloping direction to the 
ground. Here they are sunk to the 
depth of twenty-four feet, where they 
pass through great ballast-plates of 
cast-iron, into which they are stopped 
by a strong iron spear or bolt, of an 
oval form, measuring three inches by 
three and a half inches in thickness. 
The cast-iron ballast plates measure 
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six fect in length, five feet in breadth, 
and five inches in thickness in the cen- 
tral parts ; but towards the edge, they 
diminish in thickness to two anda half 
inches. The ends of the chains thus 
fixed, are loaded with mound-stones 
and earthy matters, to the level of the 
roadway of the bridge. 

On the south side of the Tweed, the 
pillar or tower of masonry forming the 
abutment or point of suspension, is 
built upon a bench or foundation, ex- 
cavated in the face of a precipitous 
sandstone rock, and is only about 
twenty feet in height, but its other 
dimensions correspond with the upper 
part of the masonry on the Scotch side. 
The chains on the English side are 
made'to rest upon plates of cast-iron, 
included in the masonry, instead of 
rollers, as on the opposite side. Here 
the ballast-plates are of the same 
dimensions as those already described; 
but, instead of being sunk into the 
ground, as on the Scotch side, their 
position is rather above the foundation 
of the pillar, where they are set nearly 
perpendicular, but are placed so as to 
correspond with the direction of the 
strain or weight of the bridge. For the 
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greater security of the position of these 
ballast-plates on the English side, they 
are connected with a horizontal arel of 
masonry, whieh is dovetailed into the 
rock. . 

The whole works of the Union- 
bridge, for masonry, carpentry, and 
smithery, were undertaken by Captain 
Brown for the sum of about 50001.; 
whilst the execution of a bridge of 
stone must have cost at least four 
times that sum. ‘The object of its 
projector, says Mr. Stevenson, (from 
whose paper we abridge this article,) 
was not the realization even of the cost 
of this bridge, but chiefly with a view 
to sliew the application of chain-cables 
to his favourite object of bridge-build- 
ing. ‘The trustees for this bridge have, 
however, presented Captain Brown 
with 1000 guineas since the completion 
of the work, over and above his esti- 
mated price. oth 

Captain Brown is at present at 
Brighton, engaged in the erection 
of a chain pier, a work of very pro- 
mising utility to the town, and of 
which we propose to give a view in 
our next. 

NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN JULY: 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of seeing an early notice of their Works, are 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

— 

(UR pages are not often devoted to the 
review of those articles of polemical 

divinity with which the press, in all sea- 
sons, teems; but we cannot refrain from 
noticing so important an addition to the 
literature of the country, as the highly 
valuable and learned work of the Rev. 
THOMAS BELSHAM, minister of Essex- 
street Chapel,’comprising the Epistles of 
Paul the Apostle, translated, with an Expo- 
sition and Notes. Of its author, we ought 
on every account to think and speak with 
the greatest respect. ‘Throughout a long 
life, his exertions have been directed, 
with unwearied ardour, to the support of 
the most enlightened principles of civil 
and religious liberty ; and, although many 
differ from him on points of speculative 
opinion, there are none, we are persuaded, 
who will not bear the testimony of their 
admiration for his talents, and respect for 
lis virtues. The work before us is a 
suifable and honourable finish of the Ja- 
bours of sucha mind; and, while it esta- 
blishes, on a firm foundation, the literary 
reputation of its author, the circumstances 
under which it is published cannot but be 
highly gratifying.to his personal feelings, 

as a proof of the high value which so many 
individuals entertain for their instructor 
and friend. Whatever religious or lite- 
rary feelings are brought to an attentive 
perusal of the Epistles of Paul, no mind 
can pass them over lightly ; and they must 
ever be regarded as a singular literary 
phenomenon, an important branch of the 
history and evidences of revelation, and a 
striking picture of an original and singu- 
Jarly-gifted mind. Mr. Belsham is of 
that school of critics on the writings of the 
Apostle of which Mr. Locke was the 
founder, and which is graced by many il- 
lustrious names, With them, the first en- 
deavour has been to place the authority 
and extent of inspiration on rational and 
consistent principles. ‘Their general con- 
clusions are brought before the reader in 
Mr. Belsham’s preliminary dissertation. 
Under their sanction, he contends that the 
Apostles themselves claim no plenary in- 
spiration for their writings ; and that it is 
the province of reason and sonnd judg- 
ment to investigate the analogies, argu- 
ments, and considerations by which the 
sacred writers sought to enforce and ex- 
plain the doctrines which they had been 
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commanded to preach. The preliminary dis- 
sertation states. very perspicuously the 
particular circumstances which gave a cast 
to the ideas, a tinge to the language, and 
a peculiarity to the reasonings of the 
Apostle ; from all which considerable diffi- 
culty has always been felt in a cursory 
perusal of his writings, particularly under 
the miserab!e distigurement which they 
have sustained by being cut up into verses 
and. chapters, often with a total disregard 
of allsense and connexion. As it is not, 
however, our province to examine in de- 
tail the execution of the great task which 
Mr. Belsham has proposed to himself, we 
must confine ourselves to stating, that 
what we have perused has satisfied us that 
his work is always ably performed, and 
that it cannot but furnish an invaluable 
addition to the library of every candid 
Diblical enquirer, There is little with 
which the greater part of the enlightened 
members of eur establishment. (such, at 
any rate, as are inclined to follow in the 
steps of Locke, Law, Watson, and Paley,) 
would think it necessary to quarrel; and 
all must admire the ingenuity and zeal 
with which the author extracts and demon- 
strates, from the cursory and often ob- 
scure allusions of the apostolic letters, the 
authenticity of these writings, and the 
claim and admission of supernatural powers 
and authorities ; and from thence deduces 
his arguments for the truth and divine ori- 
gin, of the Christian revelation. The 
work is printed in two volumes quarto, 
for the author, and in four volumes octavo, 
Of Mr, O’Meara’s Voice from St. He- 

Jena we have spoken at large in the Suppl- 
ment published this day, and have given 
such copious extracts as will recommend 
that Number to general perusal, and the 
work to the universal circulation which it 
merits. Of the perfect credibility of the 
editor no doubt can be entertained. His 
amiable character and superior moral qua- 
lities recommended him to the great man 
who honoured him with his confidence, 
_and will always recommend him to those 
whe know him. The only subject of sur- 
prise is, that a man of such _mildness has 
had the courage to publish so many unpa- 
latable things in the face of so much ma- 
lignity in power. Two impotent attacks 
have however been made on him,—one by 
the reformed Times Newspaper, which 
foolishly identifies itself, in its present 
worthy career, with the infamous Times 
of seven yearsago, which so palpably lent 
itself to the gratification of public and 
private malignity, and whose best apology 
would be its corruption ; and another, in 
which Mr. O'Meara is charged with re- 
echoing facts which appeared in two for- 
mer works, but of which, as we know, he 
was himself the publisher. It is now 
deeply to be lamented, that the eyes of 
the world are opened when, alas! couvic- 
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tion iz too late to serve the victim of low- 
minded policy. 

From the elegant style in which 4 
Guide to the Lukes of Killarney, by the 
Rey. G. N. Wricut, A.M. is written, and 
the beauty and feeling of the descriptive 
part, we have enjoyed much pleasure in 
its perusal. While modestly professing to 

2 a mere guide to those romantic re- 
gions, it will be found a highly interesting 
companion in the closet. Indeed, the few 
beautiful and extremely spirited designs 
of George Petrie, esq. peculiarly adapt it 
for the latter situation. To the descrip- 
tive part of the work the author has very 
judiciously annexed directions for tourists, 
pointing out, according to the time they 
can deyote to the surveying of these lakes, 
the course to be pursued, under any cir- 
cwnstances, So well are these plans ar- 
ranged, that all the most striking points 
of view may be cursorily visited in one 
day only. It is a very common fault in 
works of this nature, that by digressing 
too far into antiquarian and historical re- 
searches, they are swelled beyond a porta- 
ble size. ‘This fault is here avoided, and 
this small volume presents us at once with 
a well-informed and faithful guide, and an 
interesting pocket companion. 

We recommend to such of our readers 
as are attached to the study of natural 
history, a small volume just published, 
entitled the Nuturalisi’?s Guide for collect- 
ing and preserving all Subjects of Natural 
History and Botany, tnéicnded for the Use 
of Students and Travellers, by WiLLiAM 
SWAINSON, F.R.s. and Ls. The well- 
deserved reputation which Mr. Swainson 
has acquired by his ingenious publications, 
is of course a,guarantce for the utility and 
excellence of a work like the present; to 
which the experience which the author 
has had in foreign countries, and his long 
application to the practice of preserving 
objects of natural history, give additional 
value. The zeal which he displays for 
the promotion of the useful studies to 
which he is so much attached, is highly 
commendable. The . two lithographic 
plates which illustrate this little tract are 
exceedingly well executed. 

Mr. T. Hatiipay, of Edgbaston, has 
invented and published a box of Numerical 
Games, admirably adapted to the use of 
preparatory schools, of mothers who in- 
struct their own children, and of ladies’ 
schools in general. It is in the form of a 
toy, but one of the most useful toys which 
we remember to have seen. It renders 
obvious the principles and practice of the 
first rules of arithmetic, and extends 
them, with great simplicity and ingenuity, 
to their complex applications, In fact, it 
seduces children into an essential branch 
of knowledge, which, as commonly taught, 
is forbidding and uksome, and woud have 
been regarded by the late Mr, Edgeworth 

as 
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as one of the most rational of his rational 
toys. 
The refined taste and extensive erudition 

displayed by Mr. DiBprn in the numerous 
splendid volumes which he has already 
ushered into the world, must attract the 
earnest attention of the lovers of bibliogra- 
phy to. the Ades Althorpiane, containing 
anacccunt of the mansion, books, and pic- 
tures at Althorp, the residence of Earl 
Spencer. This magnificent work consists 
of two volumes, highly ornamented with an 
immense variety of illustrative plates, ex- 
ecuted in the first-style of art. It is di- 
vided into three heads, detailing with great 
minuteness, first, the History of the Family 
of the Spencers ; secondly, the History of 
the Mansion of the Spencers ; and, thirdly, 
Bibliographical Notices concerning the 
Spencer Library. Many excellent en- 
gravings are given of family portraits, the 
earliest of which is that of Sir Joln 
Spencer, knight, the father of the first 
baron, taken in the year 1590, at the age of 
fifty-seven. A Supplement to the Biblio- 
theca Spenceriana is appended to this 
work, which must be in the highest degree 
acceptable to those who are familiar with 
the former productions of Mr. Dibdin’s in- 
dustry, and who are able to appreciate the 
acuteness and learning which have raised 
him to so distingdished a rank in this 
branch of letters. 
We observe, with pleasure, that Mr. 

AntHony Topp 'THomson has: been in- 
duced to publish Part I, of his Lectures on 
the Elements of Botany, containing the de- 
seriptive anatomy of those organs on which 
the growth and preservation of the vegetable 
depends. These Lectures were not origi- 
nally written with a view to publication, 
being designed for the use of the author’s 
pupils ; but, fortunately, as we consider it, 
for the public, circamstances have oc- 
curred which have rendered it expedient 
for Mr, Thomson to commit his labours to 
the press. In preparing them, however, 
for this process, many additions and altera- 
tions have been made; so that, except in 
the form of the work, the present composi- 
tions vary very considerably from the ori- 
giual manuscript copy. The distinguishing 
feature in the style of this agreeable author 
consists in a peculiar clearness, and a syste- 
matic connexion and regularity of plan 
which render his~works a most desirable 
assistance to students. The present. vo- 
lume will, undoubtedly, find a prominent 
station on the shelves of all lovers of this 
science; but itis to the younger and less 
erudite branch of readers that we would 
more earnestly recommend it. For this 
description of students, it will be found to 
contain a library in itself; and, a great 
number of the illustrations being cut in 
wood, and thus interspersed with the text, 
material assistance is, by this means, 
aiforded to those who peruse-it, without a 
previous knowledge of the science. 
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In an animated and pathetic Address to 
the People of England, the Rev. T. S. 
Hucues has generously exerted himself 
to attract the public sympathy, in a still 
more lively degree, to the cause of the 
Greeks; a subject on which, particularly 
since the horrible extermination of the 
inhabitants of Scio, it is impossible to rer 
flect without feelings of the deepest sor- 
row and indignation. To every quarter 
of Christendom this unfortunate nation 
has looked for assistance in vain. There 
is something in the sight of a people with 
arms in their hands, contending for liberty 
and life, which legitimate governments can 
ill bear to look upon. From the ambition 
of Russia, at least, some interested aid 
might have been expected. It is not dif- 
ficult to divine the powerful motive by 
which her grasping arm has been withheld: 
Her interference would be the signal for 
the dissolution of the Holy Alliance, on 
the preservation of which the tranquillity 
of Europe, or, in other words, the conti- 
nuance of despotic governments, depends. 
In the heart of their kingdoms, a more for- 
midable foe than the Turk, in the height 
of his power, is busily at work ; and every 
project of ambition, every feeling of ri- 
valry and hate, must be sacrificed for the 
common defence. For this, the atrocities 
of a barbarous crew, unworthy of the 
name of a nation, must be tolerated ; for 
this, the blood of thousands of Christians 
must flow unrevenged. To their own 
‘courage alone, it seems that this devoted 
people must owe their emancipation ; and, 
should they succeed in this noble object, 
we trust that their victory may be produc- 
tive of results as gratifying to the friends 
of mankind, as they will be destructive to 
the selfish despots, who have sacrificed to 
their own nairow policy the interests of 
religion and humanity. 

The work of the well-known Abbé de 
Praprt, entitled Europe and America in 
1821, recommends itself to the attention 
of every friend of liberty, by the jusiness 
and extent of its political views, and the 
talent, as well as the moderation, which 
the author evinces in the support of his 
doctrines. We fully coincide with him in 
opinion, that the great struggle now either 
pending or approaching, in every part of 
the Continent, between arbitrary and con- 
stitutional principles, must terminate in 
establishing the sovereignty of the people, 
and in the complete overthrow of the pre- 
sent allied system of military government. 
With the same certainty that man will 
pursue with steadiness the means of hap- 
piness, we may conclude that the nations 
whose minds are now fully roused to the 
importance of the question, and whose 
state of information enables them properly 
to investigate it, will resolve on the adop- 
tion of a free form of government. To 
this: result the excellent work on whieh 
we are now commenting is well calculated 
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to contribute; and no one can rise from its 
perusal without a full conviction of the 
utter inefficacy, and perfect imbecility of 
the measures which the forebodings of the 
Holy Allies have induced them to oppose 
to the torrent of public opinion, by which 
they must so soon he overwhelmed. Our 
opinion of the Abbé is raised by the can- 
dour with which he has done justice to the 
memory of his late master, Napoleon,— 
who, according to his own prediction, is 
emerging, day by day, out of the cloud of 
calumuies with which his mean detractors 
had covered him, 

The Memoirs of the Life of Artemi, of 
Wagarschapat, near Mount Ararat, in 
Armenia, trom the original A¥menian, 
written by himself, are well deserving of 
perusal, not only as conveying an exact 
account of the familiar life of his country- 
men, but as displaying, in striking colours, 
the sufferings of the Eastern Christians 
under the Mahometan yoke. From his 
earliest years to the time of his arrival in 
Russia, with which he closes his narration, 
Artemi has little of a personal uature to 
record, but a series of insults and inflic- 
tions, from some of which he narrowly 
escaped with his life. The domination of 
the priesthood in Armenia, and the abuses 
of the monastic institutions which abound 
jn that country, form a great part of the 
intolerable grievances to which the wretch- 
ed inhabitants are exposed. But, what 
we consider to be the most important in- 
formation to be derived from this work, is 
the eagerness with which the Armenians 
seck to escape from the petty and vexa- 
tious tyranny which oppresses them, into 
the arms of the more tranquil and civilized 
despotism of Russia; a disposition of 
which this power will no doubt avail itself 
to tle utmost, in the prosecution of the 
gigantic career of ambition, which now on 
all sides lies open before it. 

Jn our remarks on the reprint of “ War- 
wick’s Spare Minutes,” we praised the 
neat, elegant, and novel style in which it 
was re-printed. Since that period, two 
other works have appeared executed in 
the same manner, and in every respect 
uniformly with the. preceding. These are 
QuaARLEs’s Enchiridion, and SoaMe JE- 
NYNs’s Disquisitions. The former. of these 
consists of about 400 “institutions, divine, 
contemplative, political, economical, and 
moral.” They are distinguished by aknow- 
ledge of mankind, adeep and sincere piety, 
and a familiar acquaintance with ancient 
history, poetry, and general learning. His 
political opinions, indeed, smell somewhat 
too strongly of the cavalier, but they are 
comparatively moderate, and *seldom in- 
traded. Asa “manual” (ryy2p8icv) of mo- 
rality and sound piety, we cannot too 
warmly recommend it to the notice of our 

* We remember but two instances. 
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readers,—JENyNs’s Disquisitions, the other 
work ailuded to, is of a very different cha- , 
racter. It is of comparatively modern 
date, and is evidently the leisure produc- 
tion of a scholar and a gentleman. The 
subjects of some of his essays appear prima 
facie abstruse; but they are treated in 
such a manner as to be “ made easy to the 
meanest capacity.” They are distinguish- 
ed by a gentle, benignant, and) humane 
feeling, united with a penetration and eru- 
dition, which do equal honour to his head 
and to his heart. 

There is nothing so much dreaded by 
the interested and bigotted supporters of 
old abuses, as the attempts which are daily 
making to show the practicability of re- 
form and improvement, The state of the 
Criminal Law in this country has long 
called for a redress of the grievances 
which are inflicted by it; and the legisla- 
ture, roused at length by the strong public 
sentiment which has been so widely ma- 
nifested, have taken some steps to do 
away with these manifold abuses. ‘That 
so ancient a system as this should be en- 
dangered by any improvements, has of 
course excited the fears and jealousies of 
the friends of power, and accordingly we 
find that a champion has stepped forward 
to oppose, toto celo, all those wise and 
benevolent attempts which have of late 
years been made to procure a mitigation 
of the Criminal Code. The title of the 
volume is as follows :—An Enquiry into the 
present State of the Statuteand Criminal Law 
of England, by J. MILEr, esq. of Lincoln’s- 
inn. The weakness of the arguments, the 
variety of contradictions, and the numerous 
mis-statements which are to be found in 
this volume, are so obvious and gross as to 
make a detailed answer to them perfectly 
unnecessary ; we can only say, that if any 
of our readers entertain a doubt as to the 
justice and expediency of the proposed 
alterations in the system of our Criminal 

. Law, we beg they will take the trouble to 
-peruse Mr. Miller's treatise with attention, 
which, we do not hesitate to say, will fully 
-convince them of the propriety of such 
proposals. Were it not, indeed, for tlie 
quarter in which this weak but violent 
effort to support a falling system first ap- 

- peared, we should have supposed we were 
reading a work intended, by its fine vein 
of irony, to serve the cause which it pro- 
fesses to oppose. 

A new romance, by Miss ANNA Marta 
PoRTER, has just made its appearance un- 
der the title of Roche-Blunche, or the Hun- 
ters of the Pyrenners, in three volumes. 
This lady’s novels are always well written 
and interesting ; and we cannot therefore 
regret that they follow one another so 
quickly. The present volumes are, we 
think, fully equal, in point of style and 
delineation of character, to their prede- 
cessors; but, upon_the whole, the fable is 
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not quite so skilfully constrneted, nor 
rendered so interesting, as in some of Miss 
P.’s earlier productions. In those re- 
spects, we certainly prefer the “ Knights 
of St. John.” The scene of Roche-Blanche 
is laid in France, during the time of the 
great Conde, and a considerable portion of 
the tale is occupied’ with an account, of 
the efforts made by the Hugonots to free 
themselves from the grievous persecutions 
of the Catholics. ‘The hero, Clarence 
Willoughby, is a young Englishman, who 
enters into the service of the Bourbon 
princes, and becomes involved in the 
plots and schemes of the Hugonots, 
Aigline de Venzeles, the heroine, has little 
to distinguish her trom the crowd of la- 
dies who fill the prominent part in every 
novel. Adhemar de Bourbon is a fine 
and spirited sketch of that mixed kiad of 
character, in which we sometimes find the 
highest and the meanest qualities united. 

As decided friends to the free discussion 
of religious topics, we have turned over 
the pages of A Vindication of the Character 
and Writings of the Hon, Emanuel Sweden- 
borg, by RopeRT HINDMARSH, minister of 
the New Jerusalem Chapel in Manchester. 
This curious picce of polemical divinity is 
written with ability and acuteness, and 
displays an extensive and intimate acquain- 
tauce with scriptural learning, which we 
are surprised to find connected with what 
appears to us, speaking with the humility 
becoming an imperfect investigation of the 
baron’s pretensions, to be the extreme 
boundary line of innocent credulity. 
Whilst we cannot but thus confess our 
want of faith in the singular system so ably 
advocated by Mr. Hindmarsh, we should 
be sorry by any expression of our opinions 
either to wound his feelings, or to prevent 
any one from giving his creed a fair and 
unprejudiced examination. The Sweden- 
borgian scheme, indeed, has in ita degree 
of charity and benevolence which renders 
it very attractive to men of benign disposi- 
tions, and the ingenuity with which its de- 
tails are made out, is, it we may use so light 
an epithet, in the highest degree entertain- 
ing. The principal result of the baron’s 
revelations is to familiarize us with the 
spirttual world, which he represents to be 
in every respect a counterpart of the pre- 
sent state of existence; there being, in 
heaven, administrations, offices, employ- 
ments, and trades, ecclesiastical, civil, and 
domestic ; marriages, births, and transitions 
to other stages of being. There is some 
shew of reason, if not of orthodoxy, in 
this ; and we rather lean to the interpreta- 
tion of the baron, when he considers that 
hell is formed by self-love and the love of 
the world, and heaven by the exercise of 
the kd affections. For the solution of 
many extraordinary dogmas of this teacher, 
the reader will apply himself with great 
advantage to Mr. Hindmarsh’s treatise, 
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which expounds and defends the most 
disputable passages with great adroitness 
and success. That the Lord appears in 
heaven ds a sun before the right eye, and 
as a moon before the left; that Dutchmen 
live on one side of the street in heaven, 
and their wives on the other; that tables 
are established in heaven for bursting iu ex- 
plosions on those who lay too much stress on 
faith; and that married people quarrel in the 
other world even to fighting, ave proposi- 
tions which are at first view startling, but 
from which Mr. Hindmarsh does not 
shrink, and to which he labours with great 
skill to reconcile us. With all the excep- 
tions, however, to which this religious sys- 
tem seems tous to lie open, we cannot but 
give it and its professors credit for the true 
Christian mildness of its principles, and 
assign it a place in our estimation, far 
above that possessed by gloomier and more 
narrow-minded creeds, 

Amongst the many amusing specimens of 
auto-biography with which the literature 
of modern Europe is enriched, there is, 
perhaps, none more curious and interesting 
than the memoirs of the celebrated artist 
Benvenuto Cellini, the contemporary of 
Michael-Angelo, and one of the most sin- 
gular characters that have ever been deve- 
loped, even by the ardent skies of Italy. 
His life, which was translated into English 
by Dr. Nugent towards the middle of the 
last century, was a valuable addition to our 
biographical literature, exhibiting, as it 
did, a very entertaining picture of the 
State of the arts, letters, and manners, at 
the time when the author wrote. But 
perhaps the most interesting portions of 
the volume are those which present a view 
of the personal character of Cellini himself; 
and, it must be admitted, from some of the 
incidents which he recounts, that he has 
acted the part of his own biographer with 
very laudable impartiality. An edition of 
the works of Benvenuto Cellini was pub- 
lished a few years since abroad; and, in 
the present volumes, the notes with which 
the learned commentator enriched the 
memoirs, have been translated, and a por- 
trait of the artist is given, The title of 
the work is as follows: Memoirs of Benve- 
nuto Cellini, edited, with Notes from the last 
Milan edition, by Tuomas Roscoe, Esa, 
in 2 vols. 

Amongst the many new periodical publi- 
cations with which the town continues to 
be deluged, we notice one which seems, 
by its singularity, to lay some claim to 
attention—we mean The Council of Ten. 
We are thus early in noticing the appear- 
ance of this work, which has just reached a 
second number, because we were fearful, 
that, if we ventured to delay, the whole 
council would be hurried to the “tomb of 
all the Capulets,” before we made our re- 
marks upon them. In fact, unless some 
great alteration take place in the style 
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and conduct of the work, we fear that such 
must, ere long, be its fate. It is too 
serious and prosing for light readers, and yet 
possesses not sufficient gravity and informa- 
tion to make it valuable to those of another 
class. ‘There is, moreover, too great an 
assumption of authority, too much of the air 
critical in its pages, though they are by no 
means ill-written or devoid of clever ideas. 
We are inclined to exceed the usual 

length appropriated by us to books of mere 
amusement, in favour of Vargas, a Tale of 
Spuin. Indeed, it can searcely be said 
to come under that class, conveying, as it 
does, agreat deal of information respecting 
the customs and government of Spain 
about two centuries ago, at which time the 
story is laid. It was after the esta- 
blishment of that execrable tool of tyranny 
and oppression, the Holy Inquisition, that 
many of the events pourtrayed in these vo- 
lumes, and, we believe, recorded in the 
history of that nation, fook place. By se- 
lecting this scene and these times, the au- 
thor has conferred much novelty and in- 
terest on his situations, and he has used his 
advantage well. Some of his characters 
are drawn with a bold hand. The roman- 
tic heroism of Meneses is peculiarly de- 
serving of this praise. Pablo the arch- 
bishop, and Churipample the gituno (gyp- 
sey,) are also very good characters. We 
are surprized thatthe latter does not take a 
greater share in the story. Vargas and 
Cornelia, the hero and heroine, though cer- 
tainly possessing much merit, are not equal 
to the snbordinate characters in point of 
originality. The scene of the escape from 
the prison of the Inquisition is perhaps the 
best in the work. The interest is very 
well kept up, and the circumstances are 
seldom forced or unnatural. As an histo- 
rian, the author has described with much 
spirit the events he has chosen, but we are 
surprised to find that they have scarcely 
the least connexion with his story, as, for 
instance, the liberation of Perez, with 
which the book opens. He sometimes, 
too, descends to a disagreeable quaintness 
of style, and to jokes, which we are sure 
are not Spanish. With.these we are dis- 
pleased, nor do we much like the introduc- 
tory chapter. We must condemn the 
hackneyed trick of ushering volumes 
into the world as the productions of the 
late Mr. Cornelins Villiers, or any such 
imaginary personage, especially when they 
are likely to be creditable to their author, 
as we feel convinced these will be. 

The Child’s Friend, an entirely new and 
systematical arrangement of all the sounds, 
combination of characters, and exceptions, 
in the English language, by the Rev. W. 
Draper, though a small work, may be of 
great utility. Whatever regards the edu- 
eation and comfort of children is of the 
first importance, A veteran (of seventy- 
seven years, by his own account,) who has 
passed his whole life in active tuition, 
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comes forward and presents the rising 
generation with a set of lessons, in which 
all the regular principles of the language 
are, set forth, before any of the exceptions 
are introduced ; a method yet unattempted, 
for, to use his own words, ** None have 
hitherto weeded the language of its irregu- 
larities, so as to present its pure analogy 
unencumbered with exceptions; but, it 1s 
still offered to the pupil as a mass of confu- 
sion, in which, to the same combination of 
letters, a variety of sounds is applied with- 
out any intimation which constitute the 
rule, and which the exceptions,’ Al! 
this is literally true, and a matter of 
which foreigners have long and loudly com- 
plained. Upon the whole, we conceive, 
that the many difficulties attending the 
attainment of our language, and the nu- 
merous anomalies with which it abounds, 
were never before reduced so perspicu- 
ously to order, nor diyided into such easy 
and gradual steps. 
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by ‘I. 5. Jones, p.D. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Memoirs and Select Remains of an only 
Son; by ‘LT. Durant. 2 vol. 10s. 6d. 

BOTANY. 
The Exotic Flora: containing Figures 

and Descriptions of New, Rare, or Little 
Known Exotic Plants; by W. J. Hooker, 
LL.D. &c. PartI. Royal 8vo. 

CHEMISTRY. 
An Epitome of Chemistry, wherein the 

Principles of that Science are illustrated in 
1000 Experiments; by the Rey. J.'PTopham, 
M.A, 12mo, 3s, Gu, 

CHRONOLOGY, 
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} CHRONOLOGY. 
Chronological Notes of Scottish Affairs, 

from 1680 to 1701, taken from Lord 
Fountainhill’s Diary. 4to. 36s. 

CLASSICS. 
A Translation in Verse of the Epistles 

from Laodamia to Protésilaus ; Enone to 
Paris ; and Leander to Hero; from the 
works of Ovid; by Joseph Guy, jun. 
Ato. 5s. 
The Spectator, Tatler, and Guardian, 

with Vignette Titles. 12 vol. 6l. 6s. 
Supplementary Annotations on Livy ; 

designed as an Appendix to the editions of 
Drakenborch and Crevier, &c.; by J. 
Walker. 8vo. 12s. 

The first Book of Homer's Iliad trans- 
lated into Latin Hexameter Verse ; by the 
Rev. W. J. Aislabie, rector of Holywell, 
and late of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge. 

Essays on the Institutions, Government, 
and Manners of the States of Antient 
Greece ; by Henry Dayid Hill, v.v. 
12mo. 7s. 

CONCHOLOGY. 
- A New and Classical Arrangement of 
the Bivalve Shells of the Britisi islands ; 
by W. Turton, m.p, 4to. with 0 plates, 
drawn and coloured from original speci- 
mens in the author’s cabinet. 41. 

DRAMA, 
John Buzzby, a Comedy; by S. Kenny, 

esq. 8vo. 2s, 6d. 
The Fortunes of Nigel, or King James 

I. and his Times. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 
The Manager, a Melo-dramatic Tale; 

by Henry Lee. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 
Altorf, a Tragedy; by F. Wright. 

8vo. 5s. 6d. 
. Erimaldi, a Tragedy ; by William Bailey. 
Svo. 5s. 

EDUCATION. 
An Easy Course of Domestic Education ; 

comprising a Series of Elementary ‘Trea- 
tises on the various Branclies of Juvenile 
Instruction; together with Advice to Pa- 
rents and Tutors, for conducting the 
Education of Children ; by William Jillard 
Hort. 22 vols, in a case 31. 13s, 6d. 

The French Primer; by Mad. Doiiin, 
is. sewed. is. 6d. bound. 

‘The Mother’s French Catechism’for her 
Children; by Mad. Doiiin. 1s, sewed. 
ds. 6d. bound. 

Souter’s Semi-Annual Catalogue, No. 
IV.: containing a list of the new school- 
books published since Christmas. 

Souter’s School-master’s General Cata- 
logue: containing upwards of 5000 school- 
books in all languages. 1s. 

Wright’s New Correct Tables, upon a 
Plan never before attempted, to facilitate 
the Business of Merchants in general, 
Grocers, Cheesemongers, Factors, and 
Traders; by William Wright. Long 
4to. 8s. 

Essays on Intellectual and Moral Im- 
provement, and the Social Virtues; by J. 
Flockart. 12mo, 3s. 6d, 

List of New Publications in July. fAug. 1, 
Aristarchus, or the Principles of Compo- 

sition, with Rules for attaining Purity and 
Elegance of Expression; by Philip 
Withers. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

FINE ARTS, 
A Series of 257 Effective Engravings, 

after the Great Masters, to illustrate the 
Holy Bible. 8vo. with the Apocrypha, 
7s.3; without the Apocrypha, 241 sub- 
jects, 5s. 6d. and 12mo. 5s.; 24mo. 169 
subjects, 4s. 6d.; 94 subjects for 12mo. 
Testaments, Ys.; 49 subjects for 12mo. 
Prayers, 2s.; 73 subjects for 24mo. 2s.; 65 
subjects for 32mo. Prayers, 1s. 6d. Sets 
beautifully coloured at treble the above 
prices, and on India paper, at the same. 

Britannia Delineata. Part 11. Impe- 
rial folio. 

Sicily: from Drawings; by Dewint. 
No. IX. 8vo. 12s. 4to. 18s. 

Paris: from Drawings ; by Capt. Batty. 
8vo. 71. 4s. 4to. 101. 16s. 

A Series of Views illustrative of the 
Island of St. Helena; by J. Wathen, esq. 

The Rudiments of Perspective ; in which 
the Representation of Objects is described 
by two methods; by Peter Nicholson. 
8vo. 145. 

Les Costumes Francaises de 1200 a 
1715. 12mo, 21s. 

Delineations of the Costume of the Spa- 
niards. 4to. 21. 19s. 6d. 

CEOGRAPHY.- 
A Statistical, Political, Mineralogical, 

and Modern Map of Italy; with the New 
Boundaries, according to the latest 
Treaties; by J. A. Orgiazzi. 15s. in a case. 

A View of the Present State of the Scilly 
Islands ; exhibiting their vast Importance 
to Great Britain, and the Improvements of 
which they are susceptible; by the Rev. 
George Woodley. 8vo. with a chart, 12s. 

A Gazetteer of the most Remarkable 
Places in the World, with Brief Notices of 
the principal Historical Events, and the 
most celebrated Persons connected with 
them ; to which are annexed, References to 
Books of History, Voyages and Travels, 
&c.; by Thomas Bourn. 8vo. 18s. 

Part V. of Malte Bran’s System of Uni- 
versal Geography. 7s. 6d. 

GEOLOGY. 
An Introduction to the Study of Fossil 

Organic Remains, especially of those 
found in the British Strata: intended to aid 
the Student in his Enqniries respecting the 
Wature of Fossils, and their Connexion 
with the Formation of the Earth; by 
James Parkinson. 12s, 

HISTORY, 
The History ef Stamford. 8vo. 25s. 
A History of the British Empire, from 

the Accession of Charles I, to the Restora- 
tion; by George Brodie, esq. 4 vols. 
8vo. Yl. 12s, 6d. 

Napoleon in Exile; or a Voice from St. 
Helena; by Barry O'Meara, esq. 2 vol. 
8vo. 28s. 

History of King Richard the Third; by 
Sir 
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Sir Thomas Moore. A new edition, 8vo. 
with portraits, 15s. 

The Last Reign of Napoleon, being the 
Substance of Letters written from Paris, 
and addressed principally to Lord Byron ; 
by John Hobhouse, esq. M.e. third edition, 
‘2 vols. 8vo. 24s. 

HORTICULTURE. 
Hortus Anglicus; or, the Modern Eng- 

lish Garden; arranged according to the 
System of Linnzus; with Remarks on the 
Properties of the more valuable Species, 
2 vols. 12mo. 16s. 

MATHEMATICS. 
Practical Observations on the Nautical 

Almanack aud Astronomical Ephemeris; 
by James South, r.R Ss. 8vo. 4s, 

First Elements of the Theory of Series 
and Differences, being an Attempt to com- 
bine into one harmonious Whole, resting 
upon the Simple Basis of Addition and 
Subtraction, the several Theorems taught 
in this important Branch of Mathematical 
Science by Pascal, Newton, Taylor, De 
Moivre, Lagrange, and others. 4to. 18s. 

MEDICINE. 
A Treatise on the Diseases of Arteries 

and Veins; containing the Pathology and 
Treatment of Aneurisms and Wounded 
Arteries; by Joseph Hodson, member of 
the Royal College of Surgeons. 8vo. 15s. 

The Study of Medicine, comprising its 
Physiology, Pathology, and Practice ; by 
Joha Mason Good, m.p. 4 vol. 8vo. 

A Discourse on Vaccination; by Valen- 
tine Leman, M.D. 6vo. 6s. 
A System of Anatomy for the Use of 

Students of Medicine ; by Caspar Wistar, 
M.D. 2 vol. 8vo. 30s. 

Hore Subsecive; or First Steps to 
Composing and Conversing on Medical 
Subjects in the Latin Language; by J. 
Fletcher, M.D. 12mo. 4s. 

MISCELLANIES. 
An Answer to the Sixth Edition of a 

Pamphiet, supposed Official, entitled, the 
State of the Nation, accompanied with a 
third Chapter, being a Treatise on Agri- 
cultural Distress, or the Interests of the 
Landlord considered, their Cause and 
Remedies. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

The Elements of the Game of Chess ; by 
William Lewis. 12mo. 7s. 

The Vrial of James Stuart, esq. before 
the High Court of Justiciary at Edinburgh. 
8vo0. 3s. 6d. 

No. L. of the Literary Register. 4to. 4d. 
The Leeds Correspondent; a Literary, 

Mathematical, and Philosophical Miscel- 
lany. 1s. 6d. eacl quarterly part. 
The Principles of Genius ; an Essay by 

Alexander Paton. 12mo. 5s. 
A Search of Truth in the Science of the 

Human Mind. Part I.; by the Rev. F. 
Beasley, p.p. 8vo. 145. 

The Satires of Aulus Persins Flaccus, 
translated into English Verse; by W. 
Montury Mac. No. 874. 
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Gifford, esq. with Nofes and Illustrations 
and the Latin Text. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 
_ Nature Displayed in her Mode of Teach- 
ing Language to Man; being a new and in- 
fallible method of acquiring Languages with 
unparalleled rapidity ; adapted to the 
French, by N. G. Dufief. Fifth edition, 
considerably improved and enlarged. 2 
vos. 8vo. 11, 4s. 

_ An Essay on Average, and on other sub- 
jeets connected with the Contract of 
Marine Insurance. 8vo, 12s. 

Remarks on the present defective State 
of the Nautical Almanack; by Francis 
Baily, F.R.s.and L.s. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

NATURAL HISTORY. 
Natural History for Children; being a 

familiar Account of the most remarkable 
Quadrupeds, Birds, Fish, Reptiles, Trees, 
aud Plants. 5 vols. 10s, 6d. 

NOVELS, TALES, AND ROMANCES. 
Roche Blanche, or the Hunters of the 

Pyrenees, a Romance; by Miss Anna 
Maria Porter. 3 vol. 24s. 

Sketches and Fragments; by the author 
of the Magic Lantern. 8yo. 7s. 
Body and Soul, a Series of lively and 

pathetic Stories, 8vo. 12s. 
The Scrinium; by Rebecca Edridge. 

2 vol. 12mo, 15s. 
Curiosity, a Novel; by Joan de Luce. 3 

vol. 12mo. 16s. 6d. 

POETRY. 
The Poetical Works of Barry Cornwall, 

now first collected. 5 vol. 21s. 
Halidon Hill, a Dramatic Sketch from 

Scottish History; by Sir W. Scott, bart. 
5s. 6d. 

Nonsense Verses, with an Introduction 
and Notes; by James Harley. 4s. 6d. 

The Poems of Geoffrey Chaucer, with a 
Life: by S. W. Singer, esq. 5 vol. feap. 
8vo. 25s. 

Portraits (in Verse,) of the Leading 
Performers: with other Poems; by Harry 
Stoe Van Dyk, esq. feap. 8vo. 
POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
Obser ations on a General Iron Rail- 

way: with a Geographical Map of the 
Plan, showing its great superiority, by the 
general Introduction of Mechanic Power, 
overall the present Methods of Conveyance 
by Turnpike Roads and Canals. 8vo. 6s. 6d. 

An Inquiry into the Present State of the 
Statute and Criminal Law of England ; by 
John Miller, esq. vo. 9s. 6d. 

A Statistical Account, or Parochial Sur- 
vey of Ireland; by William Shaw Mason, 
esq. Vol. III. 

An Address to the People of England in 
the Cause of the Greeks, occasioned by the 
late Inhuman Massacres in the Isle of 
Scio; by the Rev. T. S. Hughes.. 8vo. 2s. 
Remarks on the Consumption of Public 

Wealth ; by the Clergy of every Christian 
Nation, &c. 8vo0. Ys. Gd. 

Report on the Criminal Law of Deme- 
ara 
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rari and in the Dutch Colonies; by J. 
Henry, esq. of the Middle Temple. 

The Policy of England and France at 
the present Crisis, with respect to the 
Greeks. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

The Speeches of Lord John Russell in 
the House of Commons on moving Resoln- 
tionson Reform of Parliament. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

The Speech of Thomas Creevey, esq. in 
the House of Commons, upon the subject 
of the Act of the Ministerial Pensioa 
Bill. 1s. 6d. 

A Speech. delivered by the Rev. Dr. 
Chalmers, on the 24th of May, 1822, before 
the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland, explanatory of the Measures 
which haye been successfully pursued in 
St. John’s Parish, Glasgow, for the extinc- 
tion of its Compulsory Pauperism. 8vo. 2s, 

Dr. Chalmers’ Christian and Civic 
Economy of Large Towns, No. XII. 
on Pauperism. 8vo. 18. Quarterly. 

THEOLOGY. 
The Oxford, the Cambridge, and the 

King’s printer’s editions of demy octavo 
Bibles, with Apocrypha, illustrated with 
257 engravings, calf, 1l—Without Apo- 
crypha, with 241 engravings, 1s. 6d. less. 
Crown octavo Bibles, inclndmg 241 en- 
gravings, calf, 15s.—Demy duodecimo 
Bibles, including 241 engravings, in sheep, 
10s.— Pocket Bibles, fine paper, with 169 
engravings, in morocco, 18s.—Testament, 
412mo, with 96 engravings, 4s.—Common 
Prayer Book, demy 12mo. calf, gilt 
edges, 8:.—In morocco, 2s. 8d. extra.— 
Ditto, 24mo. 73 engravings, black, gilt 
edges, 4s. 6d,—Ditto, 32mo. with sixty- 
five engravings, in morocco, 9s, 

Works of the Rev. John Gambold: with 
an Introductory Essay, by Thomas Erskine, 
esq. advocate, author of remarks on the 
Internal Evidence for the ‘Truth of Re- 
vealed Religion. 12mo. 4s. bds. 

Farewell Discourse to the Congregation 
and Parish of St. John’s, Glasgow ; by the 
Rev. Edward Irving, some time assistant to 
the Rev. Dr. Chalmers. 8vo. 1s. 6d. 

The Abbey of Kilkhampton Revived ;or 
Monumental Records for the Year 1980. 
feap. 8vo. 6s. 

Sermons; by the Rev. J. W. Cunning- 
ham,M.a. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Four Sermons; by the Rev. J. Taylor, 
L.L.D. Dr. Taylor, and Bishops Louth and 
Hayter, 4s, 

Practical and Familiar Sermons ; by the 
Rev. E. Cooper. Vol. VI. 6s. 

Lectures on Parables selected from the 
New Testament. &s. 

Gleanings in the Field of Boaz; or 
Short Meditations and Selections from 
various Authors ; by Jacob Squire, esq. 2 
vols. 30s. 

Testimonies to the Truths of National 
and Reveaied Religion, extracted trom the 
Works of distinguished Laymen; by the 
Rev. S. Brewster, 12mo. 5s. 6d. 

Discourses on various Subjects, and 
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Charges delivered to the Clergy of the 
Archdeaconry of Winchester ; by Thomas 
Balguy, D.D. @ vol. 8vo. 12s. B 
An Explanation of the Five Books of 

Moses ; in which it is attempted to render 
Sacred History as interesting and familiar 
as possible, and thereby calculated to 
instil Principles of Morality and Religion 
into the youthful Mind. 

‘Thornton’s Sermons on various Subjects. 
Svo. 12s. 

An Essay on the Moral Benefits of 
Death to Mankind; by David Eaton. ts. 

A Sermon preached at the Anniversary 
of the British and Foreign School Society; 
by William Cairns, M.A. 8vo. 9s. 
A Country Parson’s Second Offering to 

his Mother Church, in nine Pastoral Ser- 
mons, 12mo. 3s. 

Baptism Diseussed, containing Scripture 
Principles, Precepts and Precedents, in 
favour of the Baptism of Infants and little 
Children; by Daniel Isaac. 12mo. 4s. 6d. 

Sermons on Subjects Doctrinal and 
Practical ; by the Rev. H. G. White, a.m. 
2vols. 8vo. 24s. 

The Influence of Protestant Missionary 
Establishments, in developing the Physicat 
aud Moral Condition of Ma», and eluci- 
dating the Dark Regions of the Globe, 
briefly delineated ; by T. Myers. A.M. Ss. 

Observations on the Metrical Version of 
the Psalms, made by Sterntold, Hopkins, 
and others: with Notices of other English 
metrical Versions of the Psalms; by the 
Rev. Henry John Todd, M.A. F.3.A. 
8vo. 4s. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 
Memoirs, Historical and Topographical, 

of Bristol and its Neighbourhood ; by the 
Rev. S.Seyer,m.A. PartI. 4to. 

Delineations, Historical, ‘Topographical, 
and Deseriptive, of the Watering and Sea- 
bathing Places of Scotland ; by the Rev. 
W. Wade. 12mo. 

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.| -. 
Part V. Vol. VII. of the Journal of 

Modern Voyages and Travels, containing a 
Tour to Quebec in the Autumn of 1818- 
19; by Professor Silliman. 8vo. sewed, 
3s. 6d. or 4s. boards, 

A Journey from Merut, in India, to 
London, through Arabia, Persia, &c. in 
1819, 1820; by Lient. T. Lumsden, of the 
Bengal Horse Artillery. S8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Inquiry concerning the Site of Ancient 
Palibuthra, Part IV. containing a Tour 
from Bhaugulpoor to Maadar, from thence 
to Curruckpoor and a Circuit of the Hills, 
with an Account of the Site of the Ancient 
City of Jey Nuggur, made during the 
months of December and January 1818-19, 
with a Map of the Route, Views, &c.: by 
Lieut.-Col. William Franklin. 4to. 15s. bds. 

ZOOLOGY. |. 
Zoological Researches in the Island of 

Java, &c. with Figures of Native Quadru- 
peds and Birds ; by Thomas Horsfield, M.p. 
No. IV. 4to. 21s. i 

MEDICAL 
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MEDICAL REPORT. 

Report of Diseases and CasuasTies occurring inthe public and private Practice 
of the Physician who has the care of the Western District of the City Dispensary. 

——— 

GUES, and other disorders stamped 
with an intermittent mark, have with- 

in thelast month er two been comparatively 
frequent, in those parts of tlre town to which 
the writer’s observation is more especially 
summoned,—comparatively, he says, siuce 
to see a case of actual ague in the metro- 
polis, some years ago, was to witness a 
solitary and rare exception to the general 
erder of things. ‘The fact of the renewal 
ef this species of fever does not appear of 
easy explication; and, indeed, the altoge- 
ther of febrile production and prevalence 
is still obscured by a mist of uncertainty. 
Agues are among those maladies from 
which the idea of contagion is usually se- 
parated; but the Reporter has not only 
had recent occasion to remark their appa- 
rent origin in the very centre of the city, 
but he has just attended a family, three 
‘individuals of which fell, one after ano- 
ther, into the horrors* of the disease, in 
the same sort of succession, in respect to 
time and mode, as is seen in instances of 
what is vulgarly and vaguely called ty- 
phus-fever. Were the two last members 
of the above family infected by Malaria, 
or did they sicken in consequence of com- 
munication with the sick? 

Stemach and intestinal derangements 
still, also, continue to prevail; but the 
eases to which the term cholera might une- 
quivocally be applied, are by no means so 
common as we find them in the autumnal 
season, when the exceeding heat of the day 
becomes contrasted with the evening and 
morning cold. The greater number of 
those bilious affections that are now of 
daily occurrence might be prevented from 
proceeding to any extent, by the timely 
taking of a little tincture of rhubarb,— 
than which there is scarcely an agent in 
the whole list of pharmaceutical com- 
pounds more worthy of domestic appre- 
ciation. That irritative action of the liver, 

* The Latin term horror, which is ap- 
plied to the first stage of an intermittent, 
has no actual synonyme in the English ian- 
guage. Shivering, by which it is trans- 
lated, is too feeble an expression; for the 
sensation is very different from the mere 
feeling of cold.. Dr. George Fordyce used 
forcibly to say in his lectures, that nature 
seemed to be shuddering at the ravages 
about to be committed upon the frame. 

by which the complaints allied to cholera 
are accompanied, is often likewise consi- 
derably controlled by five grains of Pilula 
Hydrargyri; but, for the most part, when 
blue pill is introduced, it is time for the 
domestic prescriber to make his exit. The 
writer is more than suspicions, that mer- 
curial alteratives are employed by a great 
part of the public with an injurious free- 
dom, under the prevailing notion of diges- 
tive derangement being the “fons eé origo 
malorum omnium.” 
_Oil of turpentine continues to be em- 

ployed by the Reporter with happy result 
in many of those maladies in which, with 
a cathartic operation, a something is re- 
quired that shall powerfully influence both 
the secreting organs and the sentient sys- 
tem. Dr. Prichard has, in a late Treatise 
on the Nervous System, shown that he 
appreciates highly, and prescribes exten- 
sively, this very powertul, but, if pro- 
perly applied, highly useful medicine. In 
cases where the mucous membrane of the 
intestinal canal is in that state of morbid 
being in which a stimulating and control- 
ing agency are together demanded, the 
medical practitioner will often find his 
accent in cailing to his recollection the 
almost specific virtues of, the drug now 
referred to. 

A person has just attended upon the 
Repoxter, with a statement of the great 
good he has received from a compound of 
sulphuret of potass and hemlock, pre- 
scribed for violent prurigo.. This compo- 
sition will be often found to subdue inor- 
dinate itching and irritation of the skin, 
after along list of other medicinals shall 
have been unavailingly administered. 

Stramonium the writer wishes again to 
recommend as applicable, among other 
disorders, to those derangements of the 
pulmonary organs that at the same tine 
partake of a spasmodic and inflammatory 
nature, without being absolutely either 
one or the other. . Half-grain doses of the 
extract will frequently prove an efficacious 
adjunct to expectorant drugs, and will 
serve the purpose of an opiate, wien the 
sedative qualities of opium are called 
for, while its use is contra-indicated by its 
constringing tendency. 

D. Uwins, M.D. 
Bedford- Row ; July 20. 

REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY, 
—a 

+ Vicar has made some valuable 
experimental researches on water ce- 

ments, mortar, and lime.» "Lhe following 
are some of his inferences : 

Ist. Excess of lime in water cements 
retards the setting, which bears a direct 
proportion with the hardness, 

gd. Active puozzolanas set better with 
fat than with hydraulic limes; but hydrau- 
lic limes are most active of all with mid- 
dling puozzolanas. 

3d. Slacking by immersion, and by at- 
mospherical exposure, are preferable to 
that by affusion, for speedy setting. 

Tracin§ 
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Tracing the relative induration by age, 

we find that— i 
dst. Water cements, with common lime, 

harden quicker during the third year than 
the second. 

vd. ‘With highly hydraulic limes, acquire 
their maximum of hardness by the end of 
the second year, 

Cements made with common lime some- 
times do not fully indurate within ten 
years ;-and with such lime and sand they 
have been found soft at the end of twenty- 
five years. We should doubt whether 
such cements (if they can deserve the 
name) ever would indurate at all. 
He also concludes :— 
ist. That very fat white limes may 

form, by the assistance of water alone, 
bodies as hard as a multitude of natural 
limestones, particularly when the common 
mode of slacking is used, and when a firm 
binding consistence is given to the paste, 
and nothing opposes its shrinkage on 
drying. 

2d. That the action of the air and 
length of time increase the hardness of 
the slacked limes exposed to it. 

3d. That the hydraulic limes, particu- 
larly those that are coloured, give by the 
action ‘of the water only light and soft 
compounds. 

4th, ‘That the action of the air increases 
their hardness, but not in any degree 
equal to that which it gives to the hydrates 
of the fat limes. 

5th. That the resistances of these dif- 
ferent compounds are not at all propor- 
tional to their degrees of hardness. 
A number of interesting results have 

recently been obtained by PREvosT 
and Dumas, respecting the form of the 
globules of blood of different animals, and 
the effects of transfusing the blood of one 
animal into another. The following are 
their measures of the diameters of the 
globules :-— Of an 

Eng. inch. 

Man, Dog, Rabbit, Pig, Hedgehog, 
Guinea-pig, Muscarden .- )-97's3 

Ass . ° ° : : ‘ aT75 
Cat, Grey Mouse, White Mouse . gz'z5 
Sheep, Horse, Mule,Ox . - sod 
Chamois, Stag . . E sao 
She-goat . ° ° . » aon 

Commercial Report. [Aug. 1, 
But, while the globules of blood in diffe- 
rent animals vary in size, they vary also in 
form, In the ‘mammatia- they are all 
spherical, while in birds they are elliptical, 
and vary only in the lengths of their 
greater axes, They are likewise elliptical 
in all cold-blooded animals. They found 
also that the colourless globule which 
exists in the centre of the particles of 
blood, has the constant diameter of 
eho th of an inch in all avimals, and 
whatever be the form of the globule which 
contains it.—In their experiments on the 
transfusion of blood, they obtained many 
interesting results, When animals were 
bled till they fainted, they died when they 
were left alone, or when water and serum 
of blood, at the temperature of 100 Fahr. 
was injected into their veins. If, on the 
contrary, the blood of an animal of the 
same species was injected, every portion 
of the blood thrown in reanimated the ex- 
hausted animal ; and when it had received 
as much as it lost, it began to breathe 
freely, to take food, and was finally re- 
stored to perfect health. When the in- 
jected blood was from an animal of a dif- 
ferent species, but whose globuleshad the 
same form, though a different size, the 
animal was only partially relieved, and 
could seldom be kept alive for more than . 
six days, the animal heat diminishing with 
remarkable rapidity. When the blood of 
an animal with spherical globules is in- 
jected into a bird, it usually dies under 
the most violent nervous affections, as if 
under the influence of the most intense 
poison; and this takes place even when 
only a small quantity of blood has been 
lost. In a great number of cases, cats 
and rabbits were restored for some days 
by the injection of the blood of cows and 
sheep, even when the injection of the 
blood was not made till twelve, or even 
twenty-four, hours after the blood was ex- 
tracted from the latter. ‘The blood was 
kept in a fluid state in a cool place, either 
by taking away a certain quantity of 
fibrine, or adding 1000th part of caustic 
soda. When the blood of the sheep was 
injected into ducks, they died after rapid 
and strong convulsions. 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 

Y areturn made to the House of 
Commons, it appears that in Essex 

there are ten banks, containing thirty- 
one names.—Cambridgeshire, seven banks, 
with twenty-two names.—Hertfordshire, 
fourteen banks, with thirty-one names.— 
Kent, thirty-one banks, with seventy- 
eight names.—Norfolk, sixteen banks, 
with fifty-seven names.—Snuffolk, seven- 
teen banks, with seventy-three names.— 

And in Yorkshire, fifty-six banks, with 
196 names, 

Imporiation of Butter from Ireland. 
In 1816--+++++++e040+520,796 Cwt. 

AG Lizare cic aiely'e'> asi ++ 280,760 
Me diBseeetsisaye “mies 305,904 
UB RO sieist sie oer e 602 P55,104 
1820 -eteeeesee ss ++ 430,003 

1,690,597 
Average 
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Average of five years, 338,112 Cwts. 2,566,677 gallons; in Ireland, for a papu« 

1BQ1 se eee eee eene 0 457,926 lation of 6,846,949, it was 4,618,105 gal- 
1822. cecee rece eee e415, 267 lons ; while in England, and in Scotland 

_ for England, fora population of 11,260,555, 
871,263 it was only 4,215,926 gallons. The quan- 

tity therefore in Scotland was about a 
Average of last two years, 435,631 Cwts. gallon and a quarter for each individual, 
The spirits made in Scotland, for a while in England it is little more than one- 

population of 2,092,014, was last year third of a gallon, 

PRICES or MERCHANDIZE, June 21. July 26. 
Cocoa, W.f. common --#2 10 0 to 218 0 2 0 0 to 210 O perewt. 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 4 16 0 — 419 0 418 0 — 5 2 0 do. 

»fine >> 5 4 0 — 5 6 O 511 0 — 517 0 do. 
, Mocha .-+++-e 13 0 0 — 20 0 0/10 0 0 —15 0 0 do. 

Cotton, W.I.common-- 0 0 81 — 0 0 91] 0 0 77 — O 0 8Fperlb. 
, Demerara:---»» 0 0 Y9E— 0 010] 0 0 Y — 0 010 do. 

Currants ----- teseeeees 513 0 — 0 O O 511 0 — 5 14 O percwt. 
Figs, Turkey +-+--++---. 216 0 — 319 0 912 0 — 3 0 0. do. 

Flax, Riga --++--++e096 49 0 0 — 0 -0 04153 0 0 — 0 0 O per ton, 
Hemp, Riga. Rhine ---- 0 0 0 — 0 0 0/41 0 0 —42 0 0° do, 
Hops, new, Pockets---- 3 0 0 — 5 0 0 3 0 0 — 5 O O perewt. 
————., Sussex,de. 215 09 — 310 0 215 0 — 310 0 do. 
fron, British, Bars ---- 810 0 — 815 0] 819 0 — 815 O per ton. 
——, Pigs ---+*» 510 0 — 610 O 510 0 — 610 0 do. 

Oil, Lucca .-+-+eeeee-- 0 0 0 — 0 0 0139 0 0 — O 0. O per jar. 
—, Galipoli..-+----- ---62 00 — 00 0|60 0 0 — 0 0 O per ton. 
Rags --+erese-ecaveee 118 0 — 0 0 0 118 0 — 0 O Opercwt. 
Raisins, bloom or jarynew 3 5 0 — 0 00) 35 5 0— 00 0 do. 
Rice, Patna kind ----.. 0 0 0 — 0.0 0}| 014 0 — 016 0. do. 
——,, East India---+--++ 0 14 0 — 0135 O ait 0 — 015 90 do. 

Silk, China, raw------e- 1 1 0 — 1 010 | 018 1 — 1 1 5 per tb, 
——, Bengal, skein «+++ 0 13 1 00 16° 7 015 3 — 016 3.) do. 
Spices, Cinnamon ------ 0 711 — 0 °8 0} 0 711 — 0 8 0 do. 

, Cloves -+s+5es 0 3 9 — 0 DO O 03 8 — 03 9 = do. 
, Nutmegs ---«-- 0 3 8 — 00 0,0 3 7 — 0 0 0 = da. 
, Pepper, black-- 0 0 72 — 0 0 0|0 0 72— 0 0 7% do. 

——_———, white-e 0 1 33 — 01 41/0 1 38— 01 4 do. 
Spirits, Brandy, Cogniae 0 3 3 — 0 3 6 | 0 3 1 — 0 3 35 per gal. 

, Geneva Hollands 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 017 — 0 1 8. do, 
, Rum, Jamaica-+ 0 110 — 0 20 }]0 110 — 0 2 1 do, 

Sugar, brown----+-.-.-.- 211 0 — 216 0{| 212 0 — 217 O perewt. 
—,, Jamaica, fine ---» 3 8 0 — 312 0] 3 9 0 — 316 9 doz 
——, East India, brown 012 0 — 015 0 | 012 0 — 015 0 do. 

, lump, fine--++ee.. 412 0 — 417 0] 47 0 — 414 0 da. 
Tallow, town-melted---- 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 117 0 — 0 0 0 do. 

, Russia, yellow-+ 115 0 — 115 6 | 115 6 — 0 VO dao. 
Tea, Bohea-----+++++-+ 0 2 64— 0 00] 0 2 53— 0 O O perlb, 

, Hyron, best .----» 0 0 0 — 0 00;]90 5 0 — 9 5 8 do, 
Wine, Madeira, old ---- 28 0 0 — 533 0 0 |25 0 0 —33 0 O perpipe 
——,, Port, old ++++-4+- 24 0 0 —55 0 0 |24 0 0 —55 0 0 do. 
——, Sherry --++++----95 0 0 —65 0 0 {25 0 0 — 60 0 0 per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.—Guernsey or Jersey, 10s. 6d.—Cork or Dublin, 10s. 6d. 
—Belfast, 10s. 6d.—Hambro’, 7s. 6d. a 10s.—Madeira, 15s. 9d. a 20s, Od.— Jamaica, 
30s.—Greenland, out and home, 5 gs. to 8 gs. 

Course of Exchange, July 26.—Amsterdam, 12 7.—Hamburgh, 25 U. 37 8,—Paris, 25 
40.—Leghorn, 474.—Lisbon, 513.,—Dublin, 93 per cent. 

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, al the Office of: Wolfe and 
Edmonds’.—Birmingham, 5801.—Coventry, 10001.—Derby, 135/.—Ellesmeére, 631,— 
Grand Surrey, 55!—Grand Union, 20/.—Grand Junction, 242’.—Grand Western, Sl 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 3601.—Leicester, 300/.—Loughbro’, 5500/—Oxford, 730/.— 
Trent and Mersey, 1900!.—Worcester, ¥6/.10s.—East India Docks, 160/.—London, 
1084/.—West India, 182/,—Southwark BripGE, ¢4/.—Strand, 5l—Royal Exchange 
AssuRANCE, 2601.—Albion, 50l—Globe, 133/.—Gas Ligut Company, 701.—City 
Ditto, 1151. 

The 3 per cent. Reduced, on the 26th was 81; 3 per .cent. Consols, 804; 4 per 
cent. 99% ; 4 per cent. (1822) 993 ; 5 per cent. Navy, —. . 

Gold in bars, 3l. 17s. 6d. per oz.—New doubloons, 5/, 15s.—Silver in bars, 4s. 11d. 
1 ALPHABETICAL 
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ALPHABETICAL List oF BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of June; 

and the 20th of July, 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 
—>—— 

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 81.] 
Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. 

ABBOTT, H. R. Throgmorton-street, broker- 
(Montrion and Co. 

Adams, J. Spalding, miller. (Fisher and Co. L. 
Allen, J. S. Towcester, linen-draper. (Leigh, L. 
Armstrong, G. A. Princes-square, coal-merchant. 

(Clutton and Co. 
Builey, J. Canwick, Lincolnshire, maltster. (Styan 
Burvard, W. Frampton-upon-Severn, Gloucester- 

shire, tea-dealer. (Bousfield and Co. L. 
Bedson, 'T. and R. Bishop, Aston, Birmingham, 

brass-founders. (Ediunds, L. 
Bell, G. Brampton, grocer. (Bell and Co. L. 
Bossito, W. Reading, woollen-draper. (Edmonds,L. 
Bourne, T. Wyke Regis, printer, (Alexander, L. 
Brothers, FE. and J. Leigh, King-street, Cdvent 

Garden, navy and army agents. (Whittaker 
Carter, J. W. Mercer-sireet, Long Acre, couch- 

plater. (Richards 1 
Cattell, W. Cotton-end, Warwickshire, mealman, 

(Richardson, L. 
Clay, G. Totnes, builder. (Blake, L. 
Cooper, J. Grosvenor-mews, Bond-street, horse- 

dealer. (Field and Co. L. 
Cragg, J. Whitehaven, ironmonger. (Adamson 
Cross, J. Halewood, Lancashire, brewer. (Adling- 

ton aud Co. L, 
Cutzner, S. and A. Joyce, Beckington, Somerset- 

shire, grocers. (Perkins and Co. L. 
Davies, J. Carmarthen, spirit-merchant. (Clarke 

and Co. L. 
Davison, G. Upper Berkeley-strect, Portman-square, 

upholsterer. (Andros and Co. 
Deighton, T. Davies siieet, Berkeley-square, sad- 

dler. (Hunt 
Dicker, J. Cheriton Bishop, Devonshire, innkeeper. 

(Andros and Co, L. 
Ellis, B. Leicester, woolstapler. (Bond, L. 
Eiweil, W. West Bromwich, chemist. (Wheeler, L. 
Farquarson, T. Lime-street, merchant. (Score 
Friend, D. Ramsgate, shipwright. (Bigg, L. 
Fulford, W. Lad-lane, warehouseman. (Stevens 

and Co. 
Garrod, S. Paddington-street, bookseller. (Hill 
Gayleard, J. New Bond-street, habit-maker. (Bull 
Granger, J. Tvok’s-court, Cursitorstreet, press- 

maker. (Timbrell and Co. 
Gray, W. and E, Birmingham, nail-makers, (Nor- 

ton and Co. L. 
Gregg, T. RK. Watling-strect, apothecary. 

and Son : 
Griffin, D. Walworth, linen-draper. (Jones, L. 
Harland, J. Bedford-house, Tortenham court-road, 

haberdasher, (Lsaacs 
Harris, E. Copihall-buildings, broker. (Hartley 
Harris, J. Bristol, lithographer. (Chislett 
Harrison, T. Prince’s-strect, Rothertiithe, master- 

mariner. (Robinson and Co. L. 
Heyilen, W. South Audley-street, plumber. (Green- 

(Pearce 

woo 
Jones, R. P. Abergavenny, linen-draper. (Jenkins 

aud Co. L. 
Lapage, S. Clement’s-lane 
Leieh, T. Manchester, plumber. (Lever, L. 
Leigh, J. Jeffrey’s-square, St. Mary Axe, merchant. 

Lidster, J. Jun. Stockport, money-scrivener. a 
Lloyd, Cumberland-street, | Mary-le-boue, 

brewer. (Hill 
Lovegrove, J. Cranham, Gloucestershire, timber- 

dealer. (Williams and Co. L. 
Lucas, R. and H. Southampton, linen and woollen 

drapers. (Clarke, L. 
Tuck, G. Shoreditch, hosier. (Carter 
Matthews, D. Carlisle, mercer. (Hurd and Co, L. 
Mendham, S. Bryanstone-street, merchant. (Eicke 
Marr, R. C. Rathbone-place 
Miugins, G. and J. Bouthman, Carlisle, hat-manu- 

facturers. (Young and Co. 
Oakley, J. Southampton, bricklayer. 

and Co. L. 
Page, W. F. High Holborn 
Parker, J. and J. Ellison, Belmount, Lancashire, 

calico-minters. (Dodyson, Blackburn 
Peyton, W. G, Upper ‘Thames-street, merchant. 

(Druce : 
Phene, W. jun. and T. R. Grey, confectioners. 

(Foss and Son 
Powell, T. epee Herefordshire, corn-dealer. 

(Pugh, L. 
Pritchard, . Chepstow, linen-draper. (Hilliard 

and Co, L. 
Pycock, J. Doncaster, hosier. (Taylor, L. 
Rangeley, J. and E. J. Digglis, Stone, iron-founders. 

Adlington and Co. L. 
Reeve, J. W. Craveu-buildings, 

(Hubert 
Rider, J. Winchester-house, BGroad-street, mer- 

chant. (Lavie and Co. 
Ridgway, J. C. Old Kent-road, linen-draper, (Shep- 

herd and Co. L. 
Robertsen, G. Wapping, ship-chandler. (Bourdillon 

(Brundrett 

music-dealer. 

and Co. 
Rothwell, J. Mortfield, Bleach-works, Lancashire, 

dealer. (Niblett, L. 
Saunders, W. Beckington, Somersetshire, school- 

master. (Bridges and Co. L. 
Smith, J. Rugby, Warwickshire, coal and corn 

merchant. (Fuller and Co. L. 
Snape, W. Cheadie, grocer. (Brandon 
Thompson, P. aud C. A. Tom’s Coffee-house, 

Cornhill 
Thompson, J. Leman-street, oilman. (Glynes 
Thorpe, J. sen. Cireadle, calico-printer. (Makinson 
Todd, W. aud W. F. Courthorpe, Langbourne 

Chambers, timber-merchants. (Hodgson & Co. 
eer y Aston; Wurwickshire, miller. (Smith, 

paisa 

Wainer, W. jun. North Walsham, Norfolk, scrive- 
ner. (Lithgoe, L. 

Waterhouse, J. ana J.-Green, Repemaker’s-street, 
builders. (Sbuter 

. sev. Bradford, Wilts, dealer. (Poole 
and Co. L. 

Westron, M. Welling, Somersetshire, draper. 
(Adam: and Co. L. 

Wiikins, W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch, wine-merchant. 
_ (Long and Co. L. 

Williams, S, Mincing-lane, (Walcot, 
Lambeth ‘ 

Woodcroft, J. Cleveland-street, Fitzroy-square, li- 
nen-draper. (Niolett. . 

Young, J. G. Shipbake, merchant. 

broker. 

(Knight aud Co.” 

Adcock, D. Melton Mowbray 
Alderson, J. Liverpool 
Allan, A. Pall Mall 
Allison, G. Bishopwearmouth 
Anderson, A. Salter’s-hall court 
Ansell, W. Wantage 
Arnold, W. J, Great Tower-street 
Baker, T. York 
Bantock, J. London Wall 

* Benham, H. High-st. Southwark 
Bennett, S. A. Worship-street 
Birks, S. W. Rotherham 
Bone, J. Truro 
Boys, J. jun. Wansford, Yorksh. 
Boyes, J. and G. E. Anlaby, Yorks. 
Buckland, J. Chard, Somersetsh. 
Bunker, J. Grafton-street 
Burrows, E. Warsop 
Burbery, J, Coventry 
Burton, M, Wolverhampton 
ard, J. Lloyd’s Coffee-house 

DIVIDENDS. 
Carter, J. jun. Liverpool 
Chapman, W. Liverpool 
Chater, W. Hull 
Chuhb, W. P. Aldgate 
Colsten, D. E. St. John street road 
Cope, R. St. Martin’s, Worcesier 
we hs J.J. and P. Clement’s- 

ane 

Cox, R. A.G. Weston, J. Fuiber, 
and G. Cox, Little Britain 

Darwin, J. and T. White, Cle- 
_ Ment’s-court, Milk-street 

Dixie, P. P. J. and B. Falcon-sq. 
Dixon, H. J. C. Lavater, J. E. 

Casey, and J.H. Hemmerick, 
_ Liverpool 

Dixody i os be Liverpool 
ubvis, J. F. and J. Alder ¢ 
Walk Pe 

Dye, R. Peckham 
Eames, W. Haymarket 

(Crossley. 

Edwards, G. H. Crayven-street 
Elgar, W. Maidstone 
England, T. Smithfield 
Fear, W. Bath 
Flower, G. York 
Flower, T. Castle-street, Holborn 
Forster, T. William-street, New- 

ington $ 
Foster, T. and E.S.Yalding, Kent 
Fox, R. W. and W. P. Smith, 

Plymouta 
French, J. West Orchard, Ca- 

ventry ' 
Gale, Q. Newgate-market 
Garratt, D. Portsea 
Garnett, J. Liverpool 
Gayler, ‘T. Bruisfard, Suffolk 
George, J. Park--treet 
Gilbert, J. Maidstone 
Gordon, A, and C, Chureh-street, 

Scho 
Goodwin’ 

<< 
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Goodwin, P. Llanrwst, Deabighs. 
Greenhouse, W. Ludlow 
Gray, J. Bishopsgate-street 
Gaild, J. London 
Handley, J. Staffordshire 
Hassell, J. [Islington 
Hapke, T. and H. O. Von Post, 

St. Mary hill 
Heaugue, J. Bisley, Gloucestersh. 
Hill, W. Windle, Lancashire 
Hilton, J. St. Martin’s-le-Grand 
Hodges,G.C. Ringwood, Hampsh. 
Hopper, C. Little Trinity-lane 
Horneman, H. F. Queen-street, 

Cheapside 
Hornsby, T. Cornhill 
Houseman, W. Bridge street 
Howkins, J., T. Morris, and W. 

Constuble, Poplar 
Jacobs, T. and W. Spiers, Oxford 
Jameson, R. and T. Ironmorger- 

lane 
Johnson, T. sen. and Jun. Lave- 

stock, Suffolk 
Jones, T. P. Carmarthen 
Judd, J. Derby 
Jump, J. and T. Hargroves, Fore- 

street 
Kendrick, F. Holborn, and G. 

Tyndale, Aldgate 
Kensington, J. P. E. and_H. W. 

Sra and D. Adams, London 
Lea,W. and J. F. Paternoster-row 
Lesingham, T. Worcester 
Lippard, J. Deptford 
Lubbren, F. W. Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne 
Lynn, T. Jerusalem Coffee-house, 

Cornhill 
Macuvoy, E. Greenwich 
Martin, W. eadenhall-market 
Maitland, D. New Bridge-street 
Mallorie, W. Leeds 
Mawhood, R. jun. Wakefield 
May, W. Newgate-street 

Agricultural Report. 
Merry, R. Birmingham 
Mitchell, F. New Malton 
Morgan, G. M. Queenhithe 
Newman, J. Clerkenwell 
Nichol, J. and W. Old Jewry 
Norfolk, H. Mountsorrel 
Norris, H. Bolton-le-Moors 
Outram, J. and W. Welsh, Li- 

verpool 
Pardon, G. Plymouth 
Parker, R. Whitchurch, Shropsh. 
Parker, W. Newark upon-Trent 
Parsons, R. sen. and jun. and T. 

Widcombe 
Parsons, J. Whitechapel 
Passmore, J. Farnham 
Peel, J., C. Harding, and W. 

Willock, Fazeley, Statfordsh. 
Phillip, E. Narbeth, Pembrokesh. 
Playfair, T. New Bond-street 
Plaw, H. R. Riches’-court, Lime- 

street 
Poole, R. Leeds 
Porter, S. London 
Portleck, R. Andover 
Purkis, W. Portsmouth 
Ruilstone, J. North Shields 
Reiley,, R. Southanipton-row, 

Bloomsbury 
Reid, W. Bloomsbury 
Rickett, H. Shoreditch 
Richardson, T. Iron Acton, Glou- 

cestershire 
Riley, J. Leicester 
Robinson, J. Crosby-squaie, 

Bishopsgate-street 
Roper, H. Cross-street, Finsbury- 

square 
Rodd, J. Broadway, Worcester 
Roscoe, W. and Co, Liverpool 
Rumford, R. W. Bartholomew- 

ane 
Runkin, T. H. Charlotte-street, 

Islington 

79 
Rowley, M. Bear-st. Leicester-sq, 
Sachett, T. Bermondsey-wall 
Sampson, T. Lynn 
Sanderson, R. Doncaster 
Seager, S. P. Maidstone 
Sharpe, G. and Co. Threadneedle- 

street 
Sherwood, W. Liverpool 
Shoobridge, ©. Kensington 
Simmons, S. Hilperton, Wilts 
Simpsen, R. Crown-court,Thread- 

needle-street 
Sissell, I. Jewin-street 
Smith, G. Puttenham, Surrey 
Speare, J. Sheffield 
Stevens, J. Stafford 
Stott, C. Manchester 
Sumner, C. C. Hellingdon 
Symonds, C. and W. Taylor, Wat- 

ling-street 
Thompson, W.Tottenhill, Norfolk 
Thompson, T. Camomile-street 
Thorn, J. T. Plymouth 
Tollervey, W. H. Portsea 
Tucker, J. H. Jermyn-street 
Ugarto, T. de, Wilsou-street, 

Finsbury-square 
Upton, G. Queen-street 
Waddington, J. Reading 
Watkins, W. Norton, Worcestersh. 
Watts, W. P. Gosport 
Watson, J. and H., Friday-street 
Webb, W. and H. Bristol 
Webb, G, Cornhill 
Whittenbury, N. Manchester 
W.itbourn, J. Brook-st. Holborn 
Whiteside, R., H. Fisher, and T. 

Hastie, Whitehaven 
Wilson, W. Shakespeare-walk, 

Shadwell 
Woodcock, C. Norwich 
Woolock, J. Truro 
Worneil, W. Downton, Glouces- 

tershire. 

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

rE BE oldest inhabitant of the country 
does not remember either an earlier 

—=——— 

pital. 
rape, in too many parts. 

Clover-seed is a light crop, and 
Turnip-seed 

hay or corn harvest, or more successful 
ones, thus far, both with respect to wea- 
ther, quantity and quality of produce. 
Exceptions there necessarily must be, in 
every season, to a character like this; but 
it appears such exceptions will probably 
not be weighty enough to detract from 
the statement of a generally ample aud 
productive crop. Wheat, the most im- 
portant, will also be the most productive ; 
and it is supposed the Essex white, the 
finest of English wheat, will prove this 
season the heaviest and fairest sample 
which has been exhibited during many. 
The Lent corn and pulse, too generally in- 
jured by drought, are yet in many parts 
fair crops; and the showers, though late 
and scanty, have yet had considerabie 
good efiects. Potatoes will be a middling 
crop ; but the quantity of late years grown 
annually is very extensive, and their use 
in England ina quadrupled ratio to that 
of former days. On this consideration, ma- 
terially, it may be averred that, the pre- 
sent harvest being successfully concluded, 
there will remain in Britain and Ireland a 
fall two years’ consumption of the first ne- 
cessaries. Bad news this for the conti- 
nental cultivators, among whom there 
Was, some years since, ‘a General. Inclosure 
Bill passed,” and supported by British ca- 

has been well saved. Turnip sowing, with 
those who attempted it too early, has been 
unsuccessful, and must be repeated. The 
not very common. practice of turnip sow- 
ing after wheat, even in seasons like the 
present, will have a somewhat extensive 
trial in the present season. Hops have 
escaped as well as could be expeeted, du- 
ring a season so variable. On the same 
ac‘ ount, some smntted wheat must be ex- 

pected generally. Fallows, which were 
not too stiff, have been woiked very clean 
in the dry weather. In Ireland the har- 
vest has also been very forward, and new 
Irish oats have already appeared here. 
Fruit, particularly of the most useful kinds, 
in great plenty. Poultry and game most 
productive crops. ‘Tle wool-market has 
been rather overstocked, but no great va- 
riation in price. Sheep and stock gene- 
rally, hitherto well kept, hkely to suffer 
from the shortness of feed on the pastures, 
Good horses of all descriptions at great 
and increasing prices. Complaints repeat- 
ed from the tenantry of a want of feeling 
in some of the landlords, also of a reduced 
quantity of circulating medinm; but the 
complainants should reflect, that reduced 
prices must necessarily occasion a reduced 
currency ; and that there is, at the present 
time, no want of the representative of pro- 

perty, 



8 
perty, whether coi or paper, for every 
possible and expedient commercial trans- 
action. 

Smithfield :—Beef, 2s. 4d. to 3s. 6d.— 
Mutton, 2s. 4d. to 3s. 6d.—Lamb, 4s. to 
4s. 8d.—Veal, 2s. 3d. to 4s. 6d.—Pork, 
2s. dd. to 4s. 6d.—Raw tat, 2s.—Bacon, 
Ss. to 43. 

Political Affairs in July. [Aug.!, 

Corn Exchange:—Wheat, 32s. to 60s. sn- 
perfine.—Barley, 13s, to 25s,—Oats, 14s. 
to 27s.—The quartern loaf in London, 
94d,—Hay (new), 428. to 72s.;. old, 68s. 
to 84s.—Clover, 52s. 6d. to 95s.—Straw, 
50s. to 42s. 

Coals in the pool, 31s. 6d. to 42s. 
Middlesex ; July 22. 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN JULY. 
—a_— 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
HE ministers of England, if we 
may judge from the language of 

their organ, the unprincipled Courier, 
are devoting the character and re- 
sources of this high and mighty empire 
to the extinction of every thing liberal 
and gencrous in the affairs of mankind. 
The Greeks are insurgent rebels, as 
cruel as the Turks, and ought not to. 
receive support—the Spaniards are 
public enemies of religion and royal 
prerogatives, and ought to be put 
down,—the American Republics ought 
to receive no countenance,—and the 
Trish peasantry ought to be fed as 
paupers, rather than be restored to 
their civil and social rights. Jn truth, 
such a series of Machiavellian turpi- 
tude never was so unblushingly dis- 
played as appears, from day to day, 
in this ministerial organ. Happily, 
however, the Greek cause improves, 
—the friends of absolute power and 
priestcraft in Spain have met with de- 
feat in every quarter,—the American 
Republics will be established in spite 
ef all their enemies,—and the pau- 
perism of the Irish will render their 
situation known to the world, and, 
when known, their social wrongs must 
be permanently redressed. 

The subscription for the Trish pea- 
santry now exceeds 200,000/. and is a 
proud display of benevolence, which 
we hope will be followed by a better 
system; but of the boasted plans and 
improved practices cf the new Lord 
Lieutenant, nothing has yet transpired! 
If any thing has been done, which 
jealous fame has not wafted to this 
side of the channel, we shall feel 
obliged to any of our Irish readers 
who will favour us with the parti- 
culars. : 

Parliament is not yet prorogued; but 
a reward might be offered for the dis- 
covery of the measures which have 
been adopted, during so prelonged a 
sessions, without the hazard of being 
elaimed. Never was more expected, 
never was more promised,—never was 
more wanted by a country bleeding in 
all its vital parts,—and never was less 

done! Incapacity must be the apo- 
Jugy, for, certainly, less talent never 
appeared in the House of Commons 
than at this time; and nothing could 
render a patriot more melancholy and 
hopeless than a few nights’ attendance 
on its technical debates. 

The following is the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer’s exhibitionof his finan- 
cial system: — 

1821. Expenditure, 1822. 
8,736,092 Army 7,925,000 
6,282,685 Navy 5,480,000 
1,195,107 Ordnance 1,200,000 
1,893,306 Miscellaneous — 1,700,000 

Greenwich Hospital 310,000 

18,107,250 16,615,000 

1,000,000 § Interest on Ex- 24 oo9 o00 
Q cheqner Bills 4 

291,606 By payments for Ser- 
vices charged on the 
Aids of the Year, but 
not specially voted. _ 

17,815,000 19,398,856 
Reduction of Debt. 

290,000 Sinking Fund Exehe- 
quer Bills — 290,000 

To pay holders of 5 
per cents. 2,801,000 

Deficiency Ways and 
Means, 1821,290,456 

706,400Tot. Reduction of Debt 3,381,456 

20,395,256 21,196,456 
The Unfunded Debt compared with 

the last year was as follows :— 
1821. 1822. 

~ 29,000,000 Exchequer Bills 36,200,000 
1,000,000 Irish Treasury. 
568,330 Bills for Public Works 

and Churches, 

50,368,330 56,290,000 

Thus it would appear, that the in- 
crease on the Unfunded Debt, as he 
had before stated, was 5,831,670/. but 
this had been met by an extra issue of 
Exchequer Bills. 

1821. Waysand Means. 1822. 
4,000,000 Annual Taxes 3,000,000 
1,500,000 Tea Duties 1,500,000 
200,000 Lottery 200,000 
165,400 Old Stores 151,000 

5,863,400 Carried forward  4,851,00 
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5,363,400 Brought forward 4,851,000 
500,000 Indemnity from France. 

| ee ea of Ex- 
114,570 chequer Billsissued > 110,000 

for Public Works } 
a,,§ Surplus Ways and 

Biyea “i Means, 1820. 

6,559,600 Total. 4,961,000 

Thus the account would stand for 
the last year and the present :-— 

1821. 

6,559,600 Sundries 
13,000,000 Sinking Fund Loan 

461,539 Bank of Ireland. 
East India Company 557,000 

Half-pay Pensions 2,400,000 
83,580 Unclaimed Dividends, 

82 Interest on Land Tax. 
§ Deficiency of Ways 

1822. 
4,961,000 

7,500,000 

2905456 5 and Means, 1821. 
By increase of Un. ‘de 

funded Debt . §” DiS G70 

20,395,257 21,299,670 

Such were the Ways and Means of 
the two years. The expenditure of 
the present year was estimated at 
21,196,456/.; and the Ways and Means 
to meet it at 21,299,6701. 

The following is an abstract of the 
net produce of the revenue in the 
quarters ended 5th of July, 1821, and 
5th of July, 1822:— 

1821. 1822. 
Customs «-++++++£1,898,699 1,946,108 
Excise ---+--+-++++6,298,810 6,968,738 

Stamps--+-+eeeee +04,518,493 1,500,716 
Post Office ----- +++ 318,000 355,000 
Assessed Taxes --++2,328,040 2,192,521 
Land Taxes -++++++ 446,566 474,749 
Miscellaneous-+-+++ 64,972 99,451 

£12,872, oe 12,857,283 

HeGene on Quarter --++-+£35,097 

But the net produce of the revenue 
for the years ended Sth of July, 1821, 
and Sth of July, 1822, is— 

1BQL --ce+e- eee oe £49,691 ,537 
1822 serene cree ee 651,325,568 

Being an increase of 1,634,031 

The Income and Charge on Conso- 
lidated Fund on the quarter ended 
male, 1822, was as. under :— 

Income. 
Pistons ee ceseceerese +++ +£1,119,496 
WUEGISC “ee. 2 0 o's diesels teeeree+ 6,266,738 
Stamps bw varcictes taneate de os * 1,500,716 

Post Office «+... -ccsseses.. 355,000 
Assessed Taxes-+ses+eyeeese + 2,192,521 
Montuty Maa. No, 371. 
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Land Taxes .sccssssacsteves 474,749 
Miscellaneous «+eecesesesens 99,451 
Unappropriated War Duties -- 2,966 

12,013,637 
Supplies inIreland --+- 469,269 

12,482,906 
Charge. 

Exchequer Annuities . ~ £28,942 
South Sea Company - i 168,170 

Bank, on their paca . - 89,125 
Dividends 3 é » 9,517,990 
National Debt . "| F 3,159,090 
CivilList ; . : 212,500 
Pensions . c é . + 92,000 
Imperial Annuities é . 121,712 
Other Charges ° F ° 81,171 

Total Charge d 13,470,000 
For the manly exertions of Mr. 

Home, on the subject of Irish Tithes, 
the Sinking Fund System, and the 
lavish waste of money in ministerial 
patronage, we must refer our readers 
to the Parliamentary Debates; and to 
the same for the energy displayed by 
Sir James Mackintosu, Mr. Hos- 
HOUSE, and Sir RoBertT "WiLson, in 
resisting the re-enactment of the abo- 
minable Alien Bill. 

The only cheering features of the 
session are the reduction of some 
taxes, by extending time in the pay- 
ment of a debt; “the new Marriage 
Act; and the address of Mr. Wilber- 
foree, deprecating the introduction of 
slaves into the colony at the Cape. 

SPAIN. 
The plots in Spain, which have 

long been organized .at ‘an cnor- 
mous expense, by the vile agents of 
legitimacy, have happily been frus- 
trated, and the liberal and noble 
principles of the Spanish Constitution 
have triumphed. The mask, too, is 
torn from the deceitful Ferdinand, 
who, it seems, in the spirit of his tribe, 
will be satisfied with nothing short of 
expulsion or punishment, and of a 
Spanish Republic. It seems there are 
wretches to be hired in Spain who are 
base enough to adopt the ery of “ ab- 
solute King and Inquisition,” and who 
enlist themselves in what is hypocriti- 
cally called “the Army of the Faith.” 
They appear to have no want of foreign 
arms, ammunition, and money; but 
the Constitutionalists, aware of their 
danger, have been sufficiently on the 
alert to overthrow, disperse, and put 
them down, wherever they appear, 
which has been chiefly in the provinces 
bordering on France. 

MM On 
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On the Ist of July the King’s 
Guards broke out into an insurrec- 
tion against the Constitutional autho- 
rities, Icft the palace, and encamped 
themselves near the city. For many 
days they kept Spain in alarm, and a 
corps of carabineers declared in their 
interest. The Bourbon papers in Pa- 
ris, the London Courier, New Times, 
and the servile press all over Europe, 
were filled with exultations; but on 
the 7th, when the Guards entered Ma- 
drid in arms, they were assailed, re- 
pulsed, and dispersed, by the militia, 
the National Guard, and the patriotic 
inhabitants ; and the triumph of the 
Constitution was complete, not only 
in Madrid, but in every part of Spain. 
Of the Royal Guard, 371 were killed 
and 710 wounded; and of the Consti- 
tutional troops, 58 were killed and 130 
wounded. 

GREECE. 
We introduce beneath an affecting 

appeal of the Greeks of Constantino- 
ple to all Christendom, in regard to 
the massacre and desolation of Scio, 
by the Turkish banditti under the Ca- 
pitan Pacha. We can add nothing to 
the narrative so well related, except 
that many accounts have reached the 
ports of the Mediterranean, proving 
that a more savage massacre never 
took plaee; that the women and chil- 
dren have been sold as slaves in the 
ports of Asia Minor; and that Scio is 
redueed to-a heap of ruins, from being 
one of the most flourishing islands in 
the world. 

The following Address from the 
Greeks at Constantinople to their 
brethren in London, will be read with 
deep emotion: 

* Constantinople, May 26, 1822. 
** Dear and beloved Brethren 

and Countrymen in London, 
“We doubt not that the news contained 

herein must have already reached you, 
and fallen like a thunderbolt on your 
hearts. What more dreadful than the 
knowledge that our illustrious and inno-~ 
‘cent countrymen, ten of them in prison 
here, and those in the Castle of Scio, 
ninety-five in all, universally esteemed and 
respected, chosen and held as hostages for 
more than a year past, at last without a 
single motive, without even the shadow of 
a personal accusation against them, have 
been barbarously executed. We at first 
deeply lamented the unmerited restraint 
put upon the persons of those now no 
more. ‘Their death, ignominions and 
cruel, in the first burst of grief, nearly 
paralysed our faculties; but these we look 
upon now as enjoying eternal and immuta- 
ble felicity. Our pity no longer is then 
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due; but it flows for those unfortunates 
who have survived, and who, henceforth, 
are doomed to have tyranny unexampled in 
history, and deprivations of every kind. 
Who can, without shuddering, read of the 
total ruin—the universal desolation of our 
famed and once-happy isle—the destruc- 
tion of all its inhabitants, nearly one hun- 
dred thousand, who, except a very few 
who almost miraculously escaped from 
those ill-fated shores, have fallen victims ta 
the sword, to fire. hunger, and slavery, that 
worst of all evils? Who can, without 
feelings of indignation, mantling their 
cheeks—withont execrating the perpe- 
trators of these horrid acts, behold a whole 
city lately so flourishing, now one heap of 
ruins; whole villages, innumerable coun- 
try-seats, a prey to the flames? Our 
celebrated school, library, ho«pital for the 
sick and for the Jepers, lazaret for those 
attacked with the plague, hundreds of 
churches richly adorned—all, all, one con- 
fused mass of smoking rubbish. Our 
island, lately so much frequented by Euro- 
peans, and more especially by English 
families of the first rank, will now have 
only their ashes to shew to the passing 
strangers. To afford an acme to our 
miseries, great numbers of respectable 
women, young people, and children of 
both sexes, have been sent off to different 
parts of Asia, as slaves; and the markets of 
this city and Smyrna are filled with women 
and young people of the first rank, and 
who have received the best education. 
What can be more dreadful than this. 
Happy! thrice happy those whom the steel 
of the assassin has snatched from scenes co 
harrowing to the feelings! How miserable 
those still suffered to exist—who see the 
sufferings, hear the cries and piteous ae- 
eents of their wives, children, and rela- 
tions; and are witnesses to the barbarous. 
treatment this devoted and. innocent peo- 
ple receive from the wretches who have 
them in their power! What can be laid to 
our charge? We poor Sciots, who from 
the beginning have remained faithfal, are 
rewarded with death and slavery! It is 
well known, as soon as the Porte heard of 
the insurrection in the Morea and sundry 
islands in the Archipelago, it sent here a 
Pacha with three tails, having with him 
about three thousand troops: the whole 
expenses of this garrison were defrayed by 
our island, which ia the course of about 
fourteen months paid more than 2,700,000 
piastres, each according to his means. 
Beside this, the sultan ordered a choice 
to be made of sixty of the most considera-= 
ble and respectable from our vountrymen, 
beginning with our Archbishop Plato, the 
elders, and other principal inhabitants. 
The motive in thus treating us Was no 
other than a mean spirit of envy and jea- 
lousy at the reputation for riches which 
some of us had acquired by an active life 
spent in commercial pursuits, and at the 

laws 
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laws and institutions so superior in our 
island even to those of the capital. When 
the news of the invasion of the imprudent 
Samiots first spread in Scio, the principal 
inhabitants waited on the Pacha to ap- 
prize him of it—what was his answer? 
‘To send into the castle, as hostages, some 
more of these innocent men, and to traus- 
port all the provisions out of the city into 
the citadel, not leaving any whatever for 
the poor inhabitants of the city, who were 
80 numerous. A month after, when the 
Samiots landed, the Pacha sent some of the 
hostages, with several Turks, to prevail on 
the Samiots to evacuate the island; but 
they imprudently resolved to advance, and 
told these ministers.of peace that they 
would sooner put them to death than do 
so. The Pacha then shut himself up in 
the castle with the military, taking with 
him all the hostages. It was understood 
that a number of the peasantry had joined 
the Samiots; they were in a manner 
forced to it, being apprehensive of the 
Samicts themselves, aud they were only 
armed with sticks and staves. Eleven days 
after the Turkish fleet arrived at the 
island, and landed 15,000 soldiers, or rather 
assassins ; who, joined by the 3000 in the 
castle, being unable to attack and defeat 
the 3000 Samiots, used their weapons 
against the innocent and disarmed iuhabi- 
fants, and turned their fury against 
women and children, killing, burning, and 
taking in slavery all the inhabitants of the 
place. The men they slaughtered ; the 
women and children they brutally treated, 
and huddled together in ene of the large 
squares, which contained several hundred 
of the most respectableinhabitants. ‘They 
have not left a stone upon a stone—all de- 
Stroyed—all ruined, It would fill volumes 
to recount the different scenes of horror 
which the ruffians were guilty of: huma- 
nity sliudders at it. But this universal 
desolation had not yet satisfied the blood- 
thirsty followers of Mohammed : they had 
heaped upon their trembling and tender 
victims all the bitterness of their fanati- 
cismi—ninety-five men, the first of their 
nation both as to character and property, 
men who had always followed the paths of 
vectitude in their commercial transactions, 
whose relations were established in almost 
every known commercial city in the known 
world, men innocent of any machinations 
against the Torkish government, and who 
could not, even if they would, have been 
participators in the rising of the island, 
suice they had been fourteen months under 
the grasp of the Turkish Satrap. ‘Ten of 
these were at Constantinople, the remain- 

Lord Strangford made stre- 
nuous efforts to save them; neglected no 
remonstrances ; evinced the greatest ardour 
in the cause of suffering innocence, and 
thooght he had sueceeded in sheltering 
them from their impending fate, having 
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obtained a promise from the Porte that no 
harm should be done them, when it sud- 
denly gave orders for its execution: the 
ten in Constantinople were beheaded, and 
the eighty-five in Scio were hanged outside 
of the castle in that very square where so 
many of the slaves were placed, in sight of 
the Turkish fleet, who had their decks 
covered with Greek slaves. Oh, how the 
heart sickens at such refinement of cruelty, 
and turns with loathing and horror from 
that hell-born malice that could take de- 
light in deriding the mental agony of the 
innocent sufferers in this tragic scene! 
What a number of wives were forced to 
be spectators of the cruel death of the hus- 
bands of their affections ; to see, at the 
same time, their suckling babes torn from 
their breasts! Thus bereft at once of 
their support and hopes, many, driven to 
despair by this barbarous usage, threw 
themselves into the sea; others stabbed 
themselves, to prevent the loss of honour— 
to them worse than death, to which they 
were every moment exposed from the 
barbarians. 

“But, alas! let us draw a veil upon 
those who have thus sunk untimely into the 
grave; let us not harrow up your souls 
with the recitals of these atrocities; their 
suiferings are over, and their felicity, let 
us hope, begun. It is now time to turn 
your sympathy towards the unfortunate 
survivors of the general wreck: to call, 
dear countrymen, your attention to the 
miserable naked state of thousands of our 
Sciots, with which the markets here at 
Sinyrna and Scio are glutted. Picture to 
yourselves children of the tenderest age, 
till now nursed with the most delicate at- 
tention, now driven about with only a 
piece of cloth round their infantine limbs, 
without shoes or any other covering, hav- 
ing nothing to live upon but a piece of 
bread thrown to them by their inhuman 
keepers, ill-treated by them; sold from 
one to the other ; and all in this deplorable 
situation exposed to be brought up in the 
Mahometan religion, and lose sight of the 
precepts of our holy religion. We see all 
this: yet, alas! what can we do here, re- 
duced to three or four, who, if found out, 
would also be exterminated, without 
mercy? What we ould do, we have done: 
but how little, among so many claimants to 
our charity! You, brothers, friends, and 
countrymen, are iv the Capital of England, 
the centre of philauthrapy, who live among 
a people always famed for their generous 
feeling towards the unfortunate—for their 
dislike to tyranny, and their snpportyof the 
oppressed. Beg, pray, intreat, appeal ts 
their feclings, call upon them as Britons, as 
men, as fellow-beings. It is in the cause 
of humanity and religion, They cannot, 
will not, be deaf to your prayers and exer- 
tions. They will afford us, as far as lies in 
their power, the means of redeeming the 

captive, 
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_ captive, of aiding those families that are in 
a state of nudity and starvation, who will 
soon arrive in almost every port of the 
Mediterranean, when they have been 
enabled to flee from a yoke worse than 
death. We rely upon your endeavours, 
and still more upon the high character of 
the nation among whom you inhabit. 
Thousands of bands are raised towards 
you to claim your interference in behalf of 
your oppressed countrymen. Thousands 
of hearts will feel grateful for your assist- 
ance. Brethren and countrymen, exert 
yourselves in behalf of humanity. With 
tearful eye we cordially salute you, and 
beg yon will pray to God for our safety. 
“YOUR BROTHERS AND COUNTRYMEN.” 

Yet, at such a crisis, the Emperor 
Alexander, on whom the hopes of the 
Greeks and of civilized Europe had 
been fixed, has compromised with the 
barbarians, allowing them to occupy 
Moldavia and Wallachia, and leaving 
Ane Greeks to the mercy of the deso- 
lators of Scio. Despair, however, 
maddens the Greeks; and, by the last 
accounts, they had obtained some sig- 
nal advantages over the Turks,—it is 
even reported that the fleet of the Ca- 
pitan Pacha is destroyed. 

Incidents in and near London, [Aug 1, 
MEXICO. : 

It is confirmed, that the states of 
Mexico have conferred the title and 
power of Emperor on Iturbibe, the 
favourite popular commander ; and it 
seems he is too weak to act the glo- 
rious parts of Washington, Bolivar, 
aud St. Martin, and has accepted it, 
but under a limited constitution. 

HINDOOSTAN. 
Hopes are entertained that the no- 

bleman who has proved himself so 
capable of consolidating these vast 
provinces, by the influence of his wis- 
dom and moderation, will continue in 
his government. At least, though a 
successor has been nominated in Mr. 
George Canning, yet nothing tran- 
spires in regard to the return of one, 
or the departure of the other. We 
wish only to see the Marquis of Hast- 
ings in situations where he can pursue 
his own uncontrolled and beneficent 
policy. When circumstances permit 
this at home, we then, and then only, 
hope to see him at the head of an 
administration. 

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, ann DEATHS In ann near LONDON, 
With Biographical Memoirs of distinguished Characters recently deceased. 

—E 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH. 
UNE 28.—The premises of Mr. White, 
boat-builder at Rotherhithe, and those 

adjoining, consumed by fire. 
— 29.—A fire broke out on the pre- 

mises of Mr. Fearn, jeweller, at the corner 
of Adam-street, Adelphi. The house, to- 
gether with that adjoining, were consumed. 

July 1.—A fire destroyed the house 
of Mr. Wardell, provision-merchant, in Old 
Grayel-lane, Ratcliff Highway. 

Same day.—Horatio Orton, Secretary 
to the Bridge-street gang, sentenced to 
two months’ imprisonment for an assault 
on Mr. J. W. Parkins. 
— 2.—Mr, Hobhouse brought forward 

his motion in the House of Commons, for 
the repeal of the House and Window Tax, 
which was lost by 59 to 146. 

— 5.—A violent thunder-storm, with 
much rain, fell over the metropolis this 
morning. The rain burst the drain in 
the Green Park, and inundated a large 
space of ground near Buckingham-house. 
- — 8.—Mrs. Wright tried in the Court of 
King’s Bench for vending two alledged 
libels, in two of Mr. Carlile’s pamphlets. 
Mrs. W. conducted her own defence, oc- 
cupying four hours; in the course of which 
she displayed great coolness and fortitude, 
and quoted the opinions of many eminent 
divines in support of her arguments ; but 
was found guilty, q 

Same day.—Mr. Benbow was tried at 
the Middlesex Sessions, by the soz-disant 
Vice Society, for certain alledged libels 
in the Rambler’s Magazine. The jury 
returned a verdict of Not Guilly. 
—10.—The cause of South American 

independence celebrated by a public din- 
ner at the London Tavern, given to Senhor 
Zea, Vice-President and Minister Pleni- 
potentiary of the Republic of Colombia. 
The Duke of Somerset presided, and seve- 
ral celebrated public characters were 
present, 

— i1.—A Court of Common Council 
was this day held for receiving the report 
of the Committee on the Orphan’s Fund, 
and considering the bill now pending in 
Parliament on that subject. Mr, Ald. 
Waithman, after an able speech, proposed 
a serics of resolutions, deprecating tlie 
introduction of the bill; which, with a 
petition, was agreed to. 
— 12.—A numerous and respectable 

party of the inhabitants of Lambeth dined 
tovether at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, 
to which Mr. Thelwall was especially in- 
vited. The chair was taken by Mr. Rofty, 
one of the overseers of the parish, and Mr, 
M‘Lacklane, another of the overseers, offi- 
ciated as vice-president. On which occa- 
sion a very handsome silver cup was pre- 
sented by the chairman to Mr. Thelwall, 
with the following laudatory aud compre- 
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hensive inscription:—‘ This cup is pre- 
sented to John Thelwall, of Brixtott, esq: 
by his. fellow-parishioners, as a tribute in 
acknowledgment of his transcendant. ta- 
jents, and in approbation of his great ser- 
vices in the cause of civil liberty. Seeing 
that, although harassed by persecution, 
and menaced with death, neither deluded 
by the smiles, nor dismayed by the frowns 
of power, he has evinced a rare political 
consistency throughout a long life, worthy 
the imitation of posterity.“—We cheer- 
fully add our testimony to these just sen- 
timents. 
— 18.—A ridiculous naked statue of 

Achilles was this day set up in Hyde Park, 
by some sycophantic court ladies, to com- 
memorate the successes of the late ruinous 
wars against European liberty. It seems 
the people of this deveted country have 
not yet suffered enough! 
— 20.—This evening Dr. Percy Josce- 

lyn, the Right Rev. Bishop of Clogher, 
was discovered in an infamous and cri- 
minal connexion with a soldier, in the 
back parlour of a public-house, in St. 
Alban’s-place. He was admitted to bail 
for 10001. by Dyer the magistrate ; but his 
confederate, the soldier, was committed. 
The newspapers in general suppressed 
the information, but it was detailed in 
the Observer, and more fully in the Stutes- 
man. It may be regarded as a species of 
morai earthquake, for a natural one could 
not have created a greater sensation. Hor- 
rible, too, it is to relate, that a man in 
Ireland was lately publicly whipped, with 
special severity, for charging the same 
offence on this Bishop. 

Same day.—The premises of Messrs. 
Astor and Co. musical-instrument makers, 
in Tottenham-street, were entirely con- 
sumed by fire. 
— 22.—The proprietor of Blackwood’s 

Magazine was this day convicted, at 
Edinburgh, of publishing a series of libels 
on Professor Leslie.— Damages 1001. 
— 94.—In a Court of Common Conn- 

cil held this day, Mr. Alderman Waithman 
brought up a report from the General 
Purposes Committee, upon the proceed- 
ings in Parliament on the Orphan's Fund 
Bill, and recommending a petition to the 
House of Lords against the same. ‘The 
motion was agreed to, and a vote of thanks 
presented to Mr. Ald. Waithman for his 
conduct and perseverance in his enquiries 
into the state of the Fund, &c. 
— 25.—In the House of Commons, this 

day, Mr. Hume brought forward a series 
of able resolutions respecting the Sinking 
Fund, and, after an elaborate speech, in 
which he maintained “that public credit 
would have been much more substantially 
kept up by confining the system to loans, 
and abandoning the Sinking Fund altoge- 
ther,” he moved his first resolution, which 
was negatived. 
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MARRIED. 
“W.H. Petch, esq. of Red Lion-square, 

to Miss Phillips, daughter of Sir Richard 
Phillips, of Bridge-street. 

Mr. J. G. Barnard, of Skinner-street, to 
Miss Eggar, of Durford-farm, Sussex. 

M. Newland, esq. of New Inn, to 
Louisa Sophia, third dangliter of Matthew 
Dalley, esq. of Syston, Leicester. 

Sir John St. Aubyn, bart. to Mrs. Julia 
Vinicombe. 

Mr. Richard Carter, of Friday-street, to 
Diana, sister to Mr. W. Broadbent, of 
Laurence-lane. 

Mr. 8S, Courtauld, of Bocking, to Ellen, 
youngest daughter of W. Taylor, esq. of 
Frederick-place, Hampstead-road. 

Mr. John Yates, of the City road, to 
Frances, youngest daughter of W. Bram- 
well, esq. of Paddington. 

Sir G. Atkinson, of Hillsborongh, to 
Hannah, daugliter of the late R, Scott, esq. 

C. Fowler, esq. of Great Ormond-street, 
architect, to Maria, second daughter of 
the Rev. Dr. Crane, of Paddington. 

Mr. T. Willey, R.w. to Miss Parsons, of 
Milk-street, Cheapside. 

The Rev. J. G. Storie, to Elizabeth, el- 
dest daughter of Sir J. Perring, bart. 

R. Houghton, esq. of Conduit-street, to 
Georgina, fourth daughter of the late G. 
Darby, esq. of Leghorn. , 

T. Kibby, esq..of Fenchurch-street, to 
Eliza, second daughter of J. Herbert, esq. 
of Wapping. 
W.H. Sharpe, esq. of Weymouth-street, 

to Miss Ann Lowndes, of Brightwell, 
Oxford. 

R. Spence, esq. of Camberwell, to Char- 
lotte, daughter of R. Harmar, esq. of Can- 
non-street. 

Mr. H. Lee, jun. of Chiswell street, to 
Miss Morley, of Dishforth, York. 

R.T. Claridge, esq. of New Bond-street, 
to Elizabeth, only child of the late W. 
Green, of Old Bond-street. 

V. Dolphin, esq. of Eyford, Gloucester, 
to Miss Payne, of Edstatson-house, Salop. 

C. R. Grimani, esq. to Miss S, W. 
Finch, both of Lee. , 

J. Travers, esq. of Highbury Grove, to 
Mary, second daughter of the late John 
Tavlor, esq. of Fiusbury-square. 

G. Clarke, esq. of Sion-place, Isleworth, 
to Ellen Sarah, youngest daughter of A, 
Spicer, esq. ; 

H. W. Burgess, esq. to Sabina Stirling, 
eldest daughter of P. Gilbert, esq. of 
Earl’s-court. 

Lord Stopford, son of the Earl of Cour- 
town, to Lady A. M. Scott, daughter of 
the late Duke of Buccleugh. 

The Rev. W. Gooch, to Anne, daughter 
of the late H. Jarritt, esq. of Southampton. 

S. Crawley, esq. m.P. of Stockwood, 
Bedford, to Maria, eldest daughter of C, 
Musgrave, esq. of the Rocks, Sussex, 

J. Swainson, esq. of Somerset-house, to 
Miss 
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Miss Margaret, only daughter of Owen ap 
Jones, esq. of Pwilhell. 

R. Robt. Tichborne, esq. to Rebecca, 
eldest daughter of A. I’. Nunez, esq. 

William Compson, esq. of Fredcrick’s- 
place, Old Jewry, to Charlotte, third 
daughter of the late William Finlay, esq. 
of Carrickfergus. 
Edmund William Williams, of St. Mil- 

dred’s-court, Poultry, to Isabella Mary 
Weston, second daughter of tlie late Rev. 
Samuel Ryder Weston, D.v, 
The Honourable Robert Smith, m.p. 

for the county of Buckingham, and only 
son of Lord Carrington, to the Hon. Eliza 
Katherine Forester, second daugiter of 
Lord Forester. 

The Rev. Joseph Duncan Ostrehan, to 
Anne, youngest daughter of RobertWithy, 
esq. of Buckingham-street. 

DIED. . 

In Park-street, Charles Amynand Corn- 
wall, esq. 

At Blackheath, the infant son of C. J. F. 
Combe, esq. 

In Baker-street, of a violent attack of 
the croup, Julia, eldest daughter of Richard 
Bush, esq. envoy extraordinary and minis- 
ter plenipotentiary from the United States. 

At North End, Croydon, 76, John 
Walter Langton, esq. 
Of a decline, 20, Emma, youngest daugh- 

ter of Mr. John Horne, late of Queen- 
street, Cheapside. 

In Hunter-street, Brunswick-square, the 
infant son of James Moody, esq. 

In Cumming-street, Pentonville, Mr, J. 
Marks. 

At Camberwell, after a protracted ill- 
ness, Mrs. Mary Glossop, sincerely re- 
gretted by « numerous circle of friends and 
relatives. 

In Charterhouse square, Maria, eldest 
daughter of A. D. Stone, m.p. 

At Acre-lane, Brixton, Mr. James Head 
Stopforth, of Little Newport-street. 

In London-street, Greenwich, 72, E. 
Brown, esq. 

After a long and severe illness, highly 
respected and beloved, Elizabeth, wife of 
the Rev. John Hewlett, B.v. 

In Cheapside, Harriett, wife of Mr, R. 
Johnson. 

In Grenville-street, Brunswick-square, 
John Reid, M.D. 

At Islington, 24, Mr. Thomas Headen. 
At Rotherhithe, 43, Mary, wife of D. 

Brent, esq. 
At Hampstead, Mary, wife of Dr. 

Walker. 
At Islington, 97, Judith, relict of the 

late Hugh French, m.p. of Sydenham. 
After a long and severe illness, 54, Mr. 

John Taylor, of Maiden-lane, Cheapside. 
Suddenly, 46, Mr, James Davenport, of 

Longport, Staffordshire, and of Fleet- 
Street. 

Marriages and Deaths in and near London. [Aug. 1, 
In Gower-place, Euston-square, the 

infant daughter of E. Dubois, esq. 
In John-street, Oxford-street, after a 

lingering illness, the wife of Mr. J. Smith. 
Mrs. Stevens, wife of W. S. esq. of Little 

St. Thomas the Apostle. 
At Coleharbour-lane, Camberwell, Mrs. 

Sarah Tute. 
After a lingering illness, Ann, wife of 

Robert Ross, esq. of the Stock Exchange. 
At Chelsea, Alonzo Frazer. 
In Howard-street, 12, Mary, daughter of 

Mr. W. Ross. 
In Suvrey-square, Kent-road, 78, Mr. H. 

Metcalf. 
In Lower Seymour-street, the wife of 

John Henry Stewart, esq. 
At Rotherhithe, 65, Henry Louch, esq. 
In Shepperton-street, Islington, the only 

daughter of Mr. John Phillips. 
At the Apollo, Baddington-street, Mr, 

John Kentish, after a lingering illness. 
which he supported with Christian forti- 
tude and resignation. 

At Pentonville, Ann, wife of Mr. H. 
Pritchard, of Newgate-street. 

At Croydon, 33, Mary, wife of Mr. T. 
Weller. 

In Newington-place, 81, Mr. J. Satchelt, 
In Whitehall-place, Marianne Elizabeth, 

wife of Major Algernon Langton. 
At Letherhead, John Edwurd, son of 

James Burchell, esq. 
At Richmond, Miss Bannister, of the 

Strand. 
At Croydon, Samuel Chatfield, esq. 
In Sloane-street, 56, after a lingering 

illness, Catherine, wife of Mr. Long, sen. 
In Bolton-street, 55, Daniel Ince, esq. 
In Kentish-town, 69, Mrs. Clarissa 

Noble, sincerely regretted by a numerous 
circle of friends and relatives. 

In Brunswick-place, Islington, Hannah, 
widow of the late W. H. Harrison, esq. 

In Gower-street, 76, Mrs, Isabella 
Reaveley. 

At Upper Mitcham Common, 32, Mrs, 
Baughan. 

At Walworth, Mr. George Transit. 
At Wimbledon, the infant daughter of 

the Rev. Henry Lindsay. 
At Harleyford-place, Kennington, 66, 

Mr. John Busher, after a lingering illness. 
At Chelsea, of a decline, 18, the eldest 

son of Alexander Bruce, esq. 
In the New Road, of the typhous fever, 

29, Mr. John Ward Jolinson. 
At Hayes, 35, Mr. John Millington, after 

a lingering illness. 
Mary, the wife of John Walter, esq. of 

Cannon-street, and of Forest-hill, Kent. 
In Chapel-street, Grosvenor-square, 62, 

Mrs. Chapman. 
In Charles-street, Middlesex Hospital, 

75, Mrs. Sarah Potter. : 
In South-street, Chelsea, Mrs. Peachey. 
In Thornaugh-street, 20, George, third 

son of E, Morley, esq. ‘ 
D 
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In Gower-street, 76, 
Reareley. 

At Ealing, the Rev. Colston Carr, L.B. 
In Dnke-street, Manchester-square, 34, 

Louisa Anne, wife of W. Trower, esq. of 
Calcutta. 

At Brompton, 18, Miss Jessy Philadel- 
phia, eldest daughter of Major Gen. Sir T. 
S. Beckwith. 

At Kensington, Mrs. Frost, 
At Maize-hill, Greenwich, Mrs. Collins. 
In Great Russell-street, Bioomsbury, 

Ann, relict of the Rev. Thomas Hirst, 
At Ray House, Woodford, after a lin- 

gering illuess, 18, Harry, third son of J. 
V. Parrier, esq. 

In the Edgware-road, Wm. Greene, esq. 
surgeon, R.N. 

At Grove Hill, Camberwell, 10, the 
eldest daughter of William Morgan, esq. 

In Half Moon-street, the wife of G. F. 
Lockley, esq. 

In Hatton Garden, 77, John Willan, 
esq. who, for several past years, devoted a 
mind, formed for vigorous enterprize, to 
the management of a most extensive and 
lucrative trade, as a carrier and mail 
contractor. 

Suddenly, Lady Frances Pratt, the eldest 
daughter of the Marqnis Camden. At 
three o'clock the young lady was seized 
with a shivering fit, supposed to liave been 
caused by her having walked in the gar- 
den with thin shoes. A _ physician at- 
tended, and, having prescribed the proper 
remedy, his patient seemed perfectly 
recovered, but the fit returned, and at six 
the lady expired. 

At Ealing Common, 82, Peter Le 
Cornue, esq. 

At Great Burstead, 103, John Kirkham, 
Lately, at Milton-house, near Peterbo- 

rough, 74, Charlotte Countess of Fitzwilliam. 
Her ladyship was the youngest daughter 
of William, second Earl of Besborough, 
by Caroline Cavendish, eldest danghter of 
William, third Duke of Devonshire. She 
was married to Earl Fitzwilliam in 1770, 
and had issue only one child, Charles 
Viscount Milton, m.p. for Yorkshire. ‘The 
death of her ladyship is deeply felt by all 
with whom she was connected. She was 
a friend to the distressed, and a liberal 
benefactress to the poor. 

In the Grove, Hackney, 80, Mr, Joseph 
Spurrell, respected and regretted by all 
who knew him. 

In York Buildings, New Road, Dr. 
Robert Gordon, late physician to the forces, 
and deputy inspector of hospitals. 

In Great Surrey-street, Anne, the wife 
of Mr. Thomas Walls, jun, 

In Broad-court, Long-Acre, 35, Mrs. 
Whitaker. 

At Portpool-lane, 17, Miss Mary-Ann 
Sager, of a consumption. Her amiable 
disposition and fascinating manners en- 
deared her to an extensive circle of friends 

Mrs. Isabella 
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and relations, who will long lave cause to 
lament her loss, 

At Forty-hill, Enfield, William Beckett, 
esq. 65. His loss will be long regretted 
by his numerous family, and by the neigh- 
bourhood in which he-lived, as in his 
public and private capacity he was useful 
by his advice and assistance to all around 
him. His whole conduct was governed 
by principles of charity, and might be 
said to exemplify that noblest work of 
God, an honest man. 

At Walton-upon-Thames, 13, Elizabeth 
Mary Beresford, second daughter of the 
Hon. and Rev. W. and Lady Anna 
Beresford, and grand-daughter to the late 
Arehbishop of Taam. 

39, Mr. Richard Munn, of Great Russell- 
street, Covent-garden, accidentally drown- 
ed in the Canal, near Holloway. He was 
a man of strict integrity, and is consider- 
ably regretted by a numerous circle of 
friends. 

After a long and painful illness, 19, 
Mary, the third daughter of Mr. George 
Graham, of Prospect-place, Southwark, 
solicitor. 

At Walthamstow, 62, Hannah, wife of 
Mr. John Corbyn, of Holborn, sincerely 
regretted by an affectionate family. 

In Hyde-street, Bloomsbury, 47, John 
Emery, esq. of Covent Garden Theatre. 
He was born at Sunderland, Durham, in 
1777, and was educated at Ecclesfield, in 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, where he 
acquired that knowledge of the dialect 
whic? obtained for him so much celebrity. 
He may be said to have been born an ac- 
tor, both his parents having followed that 
oecupation with some degree of provincial 
fame. Dis father designed him for the 
orchestra; but, aspiring to the honours of 
the stage, he laid aside the fiddle for the 
notes of dramatic applause, which he ob- 
tained on his first. appearance in Crazy, 
(Peeping Tom,) at the Brighton Theatre. 
He afterwards joined the York company, 
under the eccentric Tate Wilkinson, who 
spoke of him as “a great actor ;” which 
opinion was confirmed by a London audi- 
ence, on his first appearance at Covent Gar- 
den Theatre in the year 1798, on which 
occasion he selected the very opposite cha= 
racters of Frank Oatland, in A Cure for the 
Heart-Ache, and Lovezold, iy the farce of 
the Miser, in both of which parts he 
obtained great applause. The superior 
talents of this gentleman as an actor 
were universally admired by all lovers 
of the drama, In his own immediate line 
of acting, viz. the Yorkshire rustic, he 
was without an equal. He possessed ex- 
cellent natural abilities, was a good mnsi- 
cian, anda tolerable artist. To his duty 
imhis profession he was most strictly atten- 
tive ; so much so, that when dining in pub- 
lic, or in the society of his friends, and the 
time drew near for his attendance at the 

theatre, 
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theatre, his watch was invariably placed 
upon the table; and he was never known, 
during the whole course of his engagement 
at Covent Garden, to disappoint the pub- 
lic but once, and that was from the cir- 
cumstance of the accouchement of his wife. 
His apology to the audience on that occa- 
sion will be generally remembered. He 
has leftan amiable wife, and seven young 
children, for whose future support it is 
feared he has not made the most slender 
provision. Mr. Emery has, however, 
always been a decided favourite, profes- 
sionally, as well as with those who knew 

him; and therefore it is hoped, shonld the 
case require it, his friends and the public, 
to whose amusement ‘he has upwards of 
twenty-three years so largely contributed, 
will come forward to render their assist- 
ance.” In-the death of Mr. Emery the 
stage and the public have suffered a severe 
loss; his family a most.indulgent father, 
and his friends and associates a warm- 
hearted, generous, and intelligent com- 
panion. 

In Lambeth-road, Mr. Brooshooft, thirty- 
two years Clerk of the Papers, and 
Deputy Marshal of the King’s Bench 
prison. Mr. B. had been spending his 
evening at the Britannia Tavern, opposite 
the prison, and about half an hour had re- 
turned home and retired to bed; he snd- 
denly jumped up, and, putting his hand on 
his head, exclaimed, ‘‘ Good God, what's 
that?” He gradually got worse, and 
about two hours afterwards, expired. 
His head was opened, when a vessel ap- 
peared to have been ruptured, and thins 
produced apoplexy. Mr. B. was highly 
esteemed by all his friends and ac- 
guaintance. : 

In Cavendish-square, Horatio Walpole 
Earl of Orford.. He was descended from 
Horace Walpole, (the brother of the cele- 
brated Sir Robert Walpole,) who, in 1757, 
was created Baron Walpole of Woolterton. 
The late lord was born in 1761, his father, 
the second Lord Walpole, having married 
Raehael, daughter of William Duke of 
Devenshire. He married, 1785, a Miss 
Churehill, daughter of Charles Churchill, 
by whom he has children. © His lordship, 
before his*father’s death, sat several par- 
liaments for Lynn in Norfolk, a borough 
which Sir Robert Walpole represented, 
and which has since shewn a strong at- 
tachment ‘to the Walpole family. While 
in the Honse of Commons, the then 
Colonel Walpole voted very steadily with 
the opposition, — On his father’s death he 
was introduced, and took his seat in- the 
House of Lords,-and there seems to have 
changed his political conduct. The earl- 
dom of Orford bestowed on Sir Robert 
Walpole, in 17 tz, heeoming extinct by the 
death of. Horace Walpole, Earl of Orford, 
in 1796, Lovd Walpole became desirous to 
obtain that title which, in 1806, was be- 
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stowed on him. He has since voted with 
administration, and has been further re- 
compensed by his son, Lord Walpole, 
being nominated to two or three diplo- 
matie stations. Dir 

At his house, in Manchester-square, the ’ 
most noble Francis Seymour Conway, Mar- 
quis of Hertford. He was bornin 1748, 
and was educated, first at Eton, and then 
at Oxford; his title, at that period, was 
Lord Beauchamp. In the year 1769 he 
was returned m.P. for Lestwithiel, and 
next year for the family borough, Orford, 
in Suffolk, for which place he continued to 
sit until he was called up to the House of 
Peers. About the above period he was 
introdeced into the privy council of Ire- 
land. In {1773 he was appointed, by his 
father, colonel of the Warwickshire mili- 
tia, and he soon after married one of the 
coheiresses of the late Lord Windsor, who 
died without leaving him any children, 
He then married Isabella Anne, eldest 
daughter of the late Viscount Irwin, by 
whom he acquired a large fortune, and by 
whom also he had an only son, the present 
Earl of Yarmouth, His lordship, for some 
time, voted with the opposition; but, in 
1776, being offered a seat at the treasury- 
board, he accepted it, and joined Lord 
North’s ministry. While in this sitnation 
he introduced a bill for the relief of insol- 
vent debtors, which is commonly called 
Lord Beauchamp’s Bill. The same year 
he was appointed cofferer of the king’s 
honsehold, which place he held until Lord 
North was compelled to resign. In 1760 
he, with Lord North, formed part of the 
ill-advised coalition, With that party he 
appears to have acted for sometime. His 
father having been, in 1793, created a 
marquis, his lordship assumed the title of 
Earl of Yarmouth. Under this title he was 
sent by Mr. Pitt on a mission to the 
northern powers, where he did not remain 
long; and on his return, by the death of 
his father, he became Marquis of Hert- 
ford, took his seat in the House of Peers, 
and was appointed: lord: lieutenant and 
custos rotulorum of the county of War- 
wick, Soon after this, the marquis and 
all his family omitted the name of Conway 
in their signatures, and retained that of 
Seymour only. {n 1806 he was appointed 
master of the horse to the king; and, on 
the death of Lord Dartmouth, he sue- 
ceeded him as lord chamberlain. He was 
alsox.G. His lordship was aman of mild 
manners, and the most pleasing address. 
His fortune was princely, which he spent 
in a splendid manner. He was some time 
lord chamberlain to the king, whieh old 
age and infirmities obliged him to resign, 
His lordship passed a long life, not de- 
void of ambition, knowledge of business, or 
power of talent.. He was an accomplished 
gentleman, of considerably literary at- 
tainmeuts, and had long been a patron and 

promoter 
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promoter of several valuable institutions 
im the metropolis. He had been in a de- 
clining state of health upwards of two 
years; but within the last ten days the 
decay became very rapid. The entailed 
estates are estimated at 90,0001, per 
annum. 
[ Lately, 50,his serene highness, Augustus, 

reigning Duke of Saxe-Gotha and Alten- 
burg. Although not called npon to act a 
brilliant part im European politics, his 
decease will be most sincerely regretted, 
and his Joss severely lamented by all classes 
ofhis subjects. He suceceded, in 1804, his 
father, Ernest II. Being well aware, that, 
by entering into the military service of any 
great potentate, he might, in case of war, 
involve his own subjects in misfortune, he 
did not, like most of his contemporary ‘ 
princes, enter into the service of Austria 
or Prussia ; in consequence of which, when 
Bonaparte overran Germany, the territory 
of Saxe. Gotha was in part exempted from 
the many evils which befel other principa- 
lities. The duke was in true heart a 
Saxon. He lived in intimacy and friend- 
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ship with the revered King of Saxony, and 
always inveighed with manly reprobation 
against the spoliation and injustice which 
distracted the German states, The duke 
was distinguished by his urbanity, and 
splendid hospitality towards strangers. He 
constantly resided in his dominions, and 
his main study was in promoting the com- 
forts and happiness of all his subjects. He 
was equally well versed in the language 
and literature of Germany and France, in 
both of which he expressed himself with 
elegance and originality. His literary 
productions, though somewhat eccentric, 
bear evident traits of genius and philan- 
thropy. He was twice married; but, 
having left no issue, he is succeeded in his 
‘titles by his only brother Frederick IV. 
who is unmarried ; and, in case of his de- 
mise without heirs, the territory will be 
divided between the Dukes of Saxe-Me- 
ningen, Hildburghausen, and Coburg Saal- 
field, being the remaining descendants of 
Ernest the Pious, who died in 1675, and 
left Lis dominions to his seven sons. ] 

PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
With all the Marriages and Deaths. 

— a 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 
"THE celebrated Wyckliffe Museum has 

been lately purchased entire by private 
contract, by a few spirited gentlemen, 
with the intention of offering it to the 
Literary and Philosophical Society of 
Newcastle. 

Married.}. Mr. R. Collendar, to Mrs, A. 
Cooper.—Mr. J. Winship, to Miss, M. 
Mills: all of Newcastle.—Mr. G. Fen- 
wick, of Newcastle, to Miss J. Wallace, of 
Morpeth.—The Rev. H. Warkman, of 
Earsdon, to Miss A. H. Atkinson, of 
Pilgrim-street, Newcastle.— Mr. W. 
Neish, of Byker-hill, to Miss A, Coventry, 
of the North Shore, near Newcastle.—Mr. 
F. Wharton, of Durham, to Miss L. Harri- 
son, of Gateshead.—Mr. Parkinson, to 
Miss Brotherton.—Mr. J. Winkup, to 
Miss A. Champney: all of Darlington.— 
Mr. W. Balman, to Miss Walton, both of 
Alston.—Mr. W. Nicholson, of Ebchester, 
to Miss Vickers, of Stanhope.—The Rev. 
Mr. Reid, of Iviston, to Miss J. Morrow, 
of Fenic-house.x—At Alnwick, Mr. W. 
Graham, to Miss M. Wardhaugh, of Ren- 
nington, 
Died.) At Neweastle, 57, Mrs. A. 

Atkinson.—In the Westgate, 45, Mr. M. 
Watson.—81, Mr. J. Hudson.—Mrs. 
Brnee.—At Byker’s-buildings, 83, Mrs. A. 
Thirlbeck.—In Pudding Chare, 65, Mrs. 
A. Wallis.—In Orchard-street, 52, Mrs. 
M. Whiteman.—At the West-gate, 28, 
Mrs. E. Rex, lamented, 

At Gateshead, 70, Mrs. J. Bounton.— 
44, Mr. W. Brown.—At the Windumill- 
hills, 41, Mr. S. Gardner. 
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At North Shields, 30, Mrs. M. Bollen.— 
47, Mr. W. Teasdale. —45, Mr. W. 
Hindmarsh. 

At South Shields, 40, Mr. T. M. 
Emmerson.—47, Mr. Nelless.—4%, Mr. 
Ellison, 

At Morpeth, 20, Miss E. Nicholson. 
At Tanfield, 24, Miss A. Story.—At 

Lambton-park Lodge, 36, Mrs. A. Robson. 
—Near Denton, 75, Mrs. Marley.—At 
Hadston Link-house, 53, Miss Coward.— 
At Norton, at an advanced age, Mr. M. 
Procter.—At South Gosforth, 48, Mr. R. 
Atkinson. 
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND. 
Married.] Mr. G. Irwin, to Miss M. 

Hollywell.—Mr. J. Maxwell, to Miss F. 
Smith. Mr. W. Keddy, to Miss A. Par- 
kins,—Mr. J. Masan, to Miss M. Hutton: 
all of Carlisle—Mr. Smith, of Fisher- 
street, Carlisle, to Miss S. Ramshay, of 
Brampton.—Mr. J. Graham, of Carlisle, 
to Miss A. Milner, of Croxdale.—Mr. 
Burryat, to Miss M. Mandle, both of 
Workington. — Joseph Edmondson, of 
Penketh, to Ann Hesselwood, of Penrith, 
both of the Society of Friends.—Mr. 1T. 
Nicholson, to Miss E. Scott—Mr E, 
Mackreth, to Miss M. Atkinson.—Mr. W. 
Braithwaite, to Miss E. Gilbanks: all of 
Kendall.—Rey. Mr. Walton, to Miss Simp- 
son, both of Wigton.—Mr., J. H. Fryer, of 
Ormathwaite, to Miss M. L. Wilbraham, of 
Newland. 

Died.] At Carlisle, in Caldewgate, 79, 
Mrs. H. Wharton, much lamented.—51, 
Mr. A, Lowrie, deservedly regretted.—In 
Abbey-street, Mrs. Fanlder.—72, Mrs. 

N M. Lewthwaite. 
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M. Lewthwaite.—In Botchergate, 29, Mr. 
J. Liddie.—In Caldewbrow, 45, Mr. W. 
Cartmel.—31, Mr. J. Graham, of the firm 
of Messrs. Graham and Armstrong, soli- 
citors.—50, Mrs. Bonnell. 

At Maryport, 81, Mrs. S. Campbell.— 
Miss E. Fisher. 

At Wigton, 72, Mr. W. Cowen.—21, 
Miss E. Barton,—81, Mrs. J. Shepherd. 

At Longtown, ¢8, Mrs. Jolinston, de- 
servedly lamented.--At Shadwell Crook, 
Kirkandiews-on-Esk, 74, Mrs. M, Ridley. 
—At Little Bampton, 26, Miss M. 
Chicken, . much respected —At + Green 
Row, 32, Mr. J. Drape, deservedly re- 
gretted. 

At Carlisle, 35, Jeremiah, eldest son of 
the late Mr. Francis Jollie. He had long 
lingered in a gradual decay of nature, and, 
though his death was sudden, it was not 
altoyether unexpected. As a man, he 
possessed, in an eminent degree, the 
milder virtues of the heart—generous 
without. ostentation, and virtnous without 
affectation; those who knew him witnessed 
many instances of his sympathy for the 
distressed, and his veneration for the good. 
He had not the tinsel accomplishments of 
modern society, but his heart was a gem 
which shone brighter without them ; which 
was richly lustrous, though devoid of the 
meretricious  glitterings given by the 
lapidary fashion, As to the world he was 
a child,—unacquainted with deceit him- 
self, he never suspected it in others ; hence 
most of the embittered ingredients mingled 
in his life were occasioned by the hollow- 
ness of hypocritical friendship, and the 
treachery of plausible and obliged compa- 
nionship. As a patriot he was firm, vigo- 
rous, and. persevering—he despised syco- . 
phancy, and he detested tyranny,— corrup- 
tion had no baits for him, riches no temp- 
tation, ambition no allurements: he loved 
his country genuinely, fervently, and de- 
votedly—yet, much as he loved her, he 
loved freedom more; for the one he had 
the affection of a son, for the other the at- 
tachment of a lover. But no spot of 
earth could bound the sympathies of his 
soul—wherever.liberty waved her banner, 
there were his anxious looks and his fervent 
hopes. Man was his brother—French, 
Spaniard, Portuguese, African, Indian, 
American, Italian, Greek, struggling for 
freedom, had his prayer, and the tributes 
of his pen. Often has he been heard to ex- 
press his enthusiastic aspirations for the fate 
of America, of Italy, and of Greece, and de- 
clare that the delight of hissoul would be the 
liberation of Greece, and the regeneration 
of the British. Constitution—and that he 
might be living to see both. Asa writer, 
his style was nervous without being parti- 
cularly rugged, classical without being in 
the least pedantic :—he had an excellent 
knowledge of the dead, and some of the 
living, languages. He had great vigour 
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of thought and expression—the charaete- 
ristic of his productions being strength ra- 
ther than beauty; but his sentences told 
—they went home to the heart as much as 

to the head, without playing vound either 
the one or the other, 

YORKSHIRE, 

The exhibition of the Northern Society 
for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts 
closed on the 10th ult.: pictures to the 
amount of seven hundred and seventy-five 
pounds were sold. 

Messrs. Benyon and Co. Leeds, by the 
application of the smoke-burning apparatus 
of Messrs. Parkes, have recently suc- 
ceeded in consuming the smoke from 
their factory. 

The West Riding will shortly enjoy, it 
is expected, advantages hitherto unknown, 
from the improvements lately made on the 
Aire and Calder navigation, which were 
designed by the late Mr. Rennie. About 
300 workmen are already employed in this 
undertaking. It is calculated that in two 
years the work will be finished, and then 
vessels of a sufficient burihen to navigate 
any of the European seas with safety, may 
receive their cargoes at the town of Leeds. 
A fatal accident, occasioned by fire- 

damp, lately took place at the colliery of 
Messrs. Newboulds, near Shefhield, ‘Len 
of the workmen had just descended the pit 
where the gas bad accumulated, which, 
coming in contact with the lighted candle, 
ignited the vapour, and five men were 
killed. 

Marvied.] Mr. J. Sigsworth, to Miss 
Watkinson.—Mr. J. Robinson, to Miss 
Hawkins : all of York —Mr. J. Firth, to 
Miss M. Doughty: both of Hull—Mr. J. 
Bowes, of Leeds, to Miss E. Lord, of 
Lower Mills, Rochdale.—Mr. W. Brown, 
of Leeds, to Miss E. Harrison, of Wake- 
field. —Mr. J. Knowles, of Leeds, to. Miss 
M. Mount, of Laytonstone.—Mr, Farrar, 
of Doncaster, to Miss H. Watt, of Arm- 
thorpe.— Mr. W. Ibbotson, to Miss 
Gallon, both of Knaresborough.—Mr, J. 
Gill, of Halifax, to. Miss 8. Wooler, of 
Ledger Mill.—Mr. J. Wharton, to Miss S. 
Chapman, both of Bradford.—Mr. W. 
Bentley, of Skipton, to Miss E. Mason, of 
Croft-house.— Godfrey Wentworth, jun. 
esq. of Woolley-park, to Miss Fawkes, of 
Farnley-hall—_Mr. W. Spencer, to Miss 
M. Lister, both of Addingham.—Mr, D. 
Scholefield, of Whitkirk, to Miss S. Schole- 
field, of Leeds.—Harry Croft, esq. of Stel- 
lington, to Miss E. Charlton, of Apley- 
castle, : 

Died.| At York, Mrs. Cartley.—78, 
Mr. Cordukes.—47, Mr. E. W. Rhodes. 

At Hull, 55, Mr. Jas. Horner.—In 
Nile-street, the Rev. J. Hawkesley, late of 
Aldermanbury, London.—76, Mrs. E. Grey. 

At Leeds, in Woodhouse-lane, Mr. 
J. Bray.—43, My, R. Randerson—Mr. W. 
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May.—Mr. W. Ward.—6, Mrs. E. Hilton. 
—At the Bank, Mr. T. Dixon.—Mrs. R. 
Wigglesworth.—22, Mrs. J. Newton.—28, 
Mr. $. Longbottom, deservedly respected. 

At Wakefield, Mr, T. Bean.— 24, Miss 
P. Bernington.—Mr. W. Darton, late of 
Elland. 

At Pudsey, 41, Mrs. Dorothy Farrar.— 
At Clifton, 52, Mrs. E. Russell.—At 
Bingley, 23, Mrs. N. Whitley.—At East 
Keswick, Mr. R. Scatherd.—Mr. W. 
Allenby.—At Otley, 54, Mr. J. Atkinson. 

LANCASHIRE. 
A direct mail is about to be established 

between Liverpool and Birmingham, which 
will facilitate the dispatch ‘of mercantile 
letters. 

Married.| Mr. P. Hammersley, to Miss 
M. Hitchcock.—Mr. D. Crossley, to Miss 
A. Jackson —Mr. B. Nicholls, to Miss S, 
Ashton, of Piccadilly: all of Manchester. 
—Mr. J. Dewhurst, to Miss E. Bow.— 
Chas. Fred: Parsons, esq. to Miss M. Lit- 
tlewood: all-of Salford.—The Rev. A. 
Hepworth, of Manchester, to Miss F. 
Bailey, of Chorlton-row.—Mr. J. Green, of 
Salford, to Miss Royle, of Hulme.—Mr. 
W. Fisher, to Mrs. A. Rankin.—Mr. R. 
Brown, to Miss M. Rowbotham.—Mr. J. 
C. Grocott, to Miss ‘Thomason.—Charles 
Pole, esq. to Miss M. Pemberton: all of 
Liverpool.—Mr. James Cunningham, of 
Port-lane, Liverpool, to Miss B. Stock, of 
Everton. 

Died.}] At Manchester, in Oxford-road, 
Mrs. Seddon, much respected.—Mrs. M. 
A. Mottram.—In Bridge-street, 25, Mr. 
Jos. Ryle, justly lamented.—51, Mrs. E, 
Shatwell. 

At Salford, Mrs. Brown.—In Everton 
Crescent, 75, Mr. R. Greenham. 

At Liverpool, in St. Andrew-street, 26, 
Miss C. Forster.—46, Mr. B. Dorkin, 
suddenly.—85, Mr. G. Robinson.—85, 
Mrs. A. Rogerson.—35, Mrs. M. E. 
Scoresby.—24, Mr. D. Willcock,—In 
Bold-street, 67, Mrs. Barry. 
At Yew Tree Cottage, Eccles, 32, Ann, 

widow of Capt. James Adshead.—At 
Broughton, Mr. T. Bayley.——At Ince-hall, 
Miss N. Marsh.—At Ince Blundell, 81, 
suddenly, Mr. Webster. 

CHESHIRE. 
At the late Midsummer fair at Chester, 

there was a numerous show of horses. 
The good ones, which were but few, 
brought corresponding prices; others sold 
low, aud several were taken back unsold. 
There was also a good show of cattle, 
which fetched but moderate prices. 

A new road has lately been opened from 
Stockport, leading through Altringham and 
Lynn, to Warrington, which shortens the 
distance from Buxton and Stockport, to 
Liverpool, six miles, 

Married.) My, J. Humston, to Miss A. 
Harrison, of Further Northgate-street, 
both of Chestar,—H. Wardle, esq. to Miss 
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S. Hobson, both of Macclesfield.—Mr. 
Edge, of Northwich, to Miss Percival, of 
Over.—Mr. P. Leicester, of Runcorn, to 
Miss A. Champney, of Richmond-row, 
Liverpool.—Mr. W. Leche, of Carden, to 
Miss T. Pearson, of Preston.—Mr. J. Per- 
cival, of Great Budworth, to Miss H. 
Smallhurst, of Manchester.—The Rev. J. 
Hunter, to Miss Stelfox, of Ashton-hall. 

Died.] At Chester, in Eastgate-street, 
Miss Palin.—Mr. Jos. Manley, formerly of 
the firm of Messrs Manley and Co.—72, 
Mr. C. Holiday.—In Crane-street, at au 
advanced age, Mr. J. Scully.—Miss Fanny 
Walsh. 

At Stockport, 57, suddenly, Mr. Jas. 
Moorhouse. Mr. M. was tried at York, 
in conjunction with Mr. Hunt, for alleged 
illegal conduct connected with the late 
Manchester massacre, and acquitted. 

At Partington, 25, Mr. Jos. Ryle, de- 
servedly lamented.—At Bretton, 56, Mr. 
Jones.—At Waverton, 90, Mrs. Faulkner. 

DERBYSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. J. Sanders, to Miss P. 

James.—Mr. W. Cockain, to Miss E. 
Wild.—Mr.’ W. Bamford, jun. to Miss 
Warner: all of Derby.—Mr. Wright, of 
Derby, to Miss M. Young, of Lincoln.— 
Mr. Hawkins, to Miss Kirk, both of Ches- 
terfield.—Mr. J. Green, jun, of Melbourne, 
toMiss Brown, of Abbott’s Bromley.—M. 
M. Middleton, esq. of Leam, to Miss M, 
Dawson, of Azerley.—Mr. Bacon, of 
Egginton, to Miss Swindell, of Stapen-hill. 

. Died.| At Derby, 75, Mrs, K. Webster. 
—25, Miss M. Bowring, justly esteemed 
and regretted. 

At Chesterfield, Mr. M. Gosling, 
At Toadhole Furnace, Alfreton, Mr. 

Hopkinson.—At Breaston, 56, Mr. Ben- 
sall, deservedly respected.—At Chapel-en- 

-le Frith, 42, Mr. J. Linyard. 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. 

The respectable tradesmen of Notting- 
ham lately agreed to petition the House of 
Commons against the increase of hawkers, 
pediars, mock-auctions, &c. as destructive 
of their just and necessary profits. 

Marvied.| Mr. H. Stone, to Miss E. 
Coxhead.—Mr. W. Monk, of Red Lion- 
street, to Miss M. Whiley, of Barker- 
gate.—Mr. T. Paxton, to Miss Fox.—Mr. 
W. Freeman, to Miss M. Turner.— Mr. W. 
Blackwell, jun. of Long-row, to Miss M. 
Johnson, of Willoughby-row : all of Not- 
tingham.—Mr. J. Holland, of Parliament- 
street, Nottingham, to Miss C. Dexter, of 
Costock.—Mr. W. Williams, to Miss M. 
Smith.—Mr. W. Hind, to Miss E. Rich- 
mond.—Mr, W. Daw, to Miss J. Cragg: 
allof. Newark.—Mr. J. Boales, of Newark, 
to Miss M. Milnes, of Chickney.~Mr. W, 
Javes, to Miss Hind, of Old Radford. 

Died.| At Nottingham, 70, Mr. J. 
Smith.—In, New-street, at an advanced 
age, Mr. J. Manders.—1n Red Lion-street, 
24, Mrs. M. Burton.—30, Mr. J, Deakin. 

At 
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At Newark, 77, Mrs. Asline,—60, Mr. 
W. Overing. 

At Mansfield, 48, Mr. G, Walkden. 
At Old Radford, ‘Mr. Turpin.—At 

Bingham, 81, Mrs, Askews.—At Farndon, 
81, Mr. R. Sharpe, deservedly lamented.— 
At Farnsfield, 99, Mr. E. Meller.—At 
Worksop, Miss A. Dethick, regretted.— 
At East Retford, Mr. G, Travis. 

LINCOLNSHIRE. 
There have been recently taken from a 

rookery at Hemmingby, near Horneastle, 
a couple of milk-white rooks, with white 
bills and legs, and without the least tinge of 
any other colour whatever: they are full 
fledged, tame, and well worth the observa- 
tion of the virtuoso and the naturalist. 

Married.] Mr. James East, of Lincoln, 
to Miss A. Jackson, of Newark.—The 
Rev. Jas. Kennedy, to Miss A. Lloyd, both 
of Gainsborough.—Mr. W. Carter, of 
Stallingborough, to Miss S. Shacklock, of 
Misterton Grove. 

Died.j At Misterton, 63, Mr. J. Rusling. 
—At Grassby, 69, Mary, widow of the 
Rey. W. Wilkinson. 

LEICESTER AND RUTLAND. . 
The public spirited inhabitants of Lei- 

cester, at a late meeting, agreed to petition 
tlie House of Commons against a renewal of 
the Alien Bill. 

Married.| Mr. Hubbard, of Leicester, 
to Miss S. Waddington, of Clifford.—Mr. 
J. Smith, of Leicester, to Mrs. King, of 
Henley.—Mr. Thornton, of Leicester, to 
Miss J. Thornton, of Blaby.—Mr. J. 
Aaron, of Leicester, to Miss A. Leader, of 
Enderby.—Mr. S. Beadsmore, to Miss M. 
Green, both of Ashhy-de-la-Zonch. 

Died.| At Leicester, in the Market- 
place, 53, Mr. Ella, lamented.—In Sanvy- 
gate, Mr. Brown.—Mr. J. Cuthbert, much 
vespected —23, Mrs. M. Sharpless.—At 
an advanced age, Mr. Pawley, deservedly 
respected.—In the High Cross-street, 74, 
Mrs, Worthington. 

STAFFORDSHIRE. 
Married.) Mr. J, Morris, of West 

Bromwich, to Miss A. Pope, of Hands- 
worth. 

Died.| At Wolverhampton, 30, Mr. 
Chas, Banester. 

WARWICKSHIRE, 
Murried.] Mr. W. Hardman, to Miss 

E. Coates, both of Birmingham.—Mr. F. 
Hobson, of Newhall-stieet, Birmingham, 
to Miss M. Mann, of Winson-green.—Mr. 
J. Allday, of Birmingham, to Miss S. 
Walford, of Halford-bridge. 

Died.| At Birmingham, in Colmore- 
street, 78, Mr. Joseph Warden.—In New 
John-street, Aston-road, 72, Mr. James 
Adcock.—75, Mrs. A. Edge. 

At Leamington, 61, the Rev. Edward 
Trotman, vicar of Radway and Ratley. 

At Solihull, R. Chattock, esq — At 
Sandhill, 82, William Sinith, esq. bauker, 
of Birmingham, 

Lincolushire— Leicester and Rutland— Staffordshire, &¢. [Atig. ty 
SHROPSHIRE. 

The thirteenth anniversary of the Shrop- 
shire Agricultural Society for the show of 
stock, and adjudication of the premiums, 
took place within the month. There has 
been a more numerous meeting of landed 
proprietors and fancy farmers, but never a 
better company of practical farmers. The 
show of stock was altogether creditable to 
the spirit of the times. 

Marricd.] The Rev. William Gooch, of 
Shrewsbury, to Miss Anne Jarrett, of 
Grove Place, Southampton.— Mr. J. 
Gittins, of Shrewsbury, to Miss Higginson, 
of Kineton.—Mr. W. Gething, of Coal- 
brookedale, to Miss 8. Hanley, of Iron- 
bridge.—Mr. J. Groome, of Newtown, to 
Miss M. Colley, of Astley.~-Mr. S. Salter, 
of Haffley, to Miss S. Colley, of Astley. 
—Mr. Southern, of Lydbury, to Miss 
Walters, of Brompton.—Mr. J. Phillips, 
to Miss Chilton, of Middle. 

Died.) At Shrewsbury, 65, the Abbé 
Lemaitre, much and deservedly respected. 

At Oswestry, suddenly, Mr, James 
Childs.— Miss E. Talbot.—74, Mr. T. 
Cooper. 

At Market Drayton, Mr. J. Gray.—At 
Whitchurch, 68, Mrs. Edge.—70, Mr. 
Shaw.—At Betton, Miss Lloyd.—At Cola- 
batch, Mr. Bright.—At ‘Ticklerton, 82, 
Mr. R. Wilding, much and justly re- 
gretted.—At Ruckley Grange, 30, Lieut. 
Harry Dale, r.n.—At Hurst Farm, West- 
bury, Mrs, M. Huntington, deservedly 
lamented. 

WORCESTERSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. Charles Gould. to Mrs: 

Yates, both of Worcester..—The Rev. 
Robert Vaughan, of Worcester, to Miss S. 
Rayall, of Weymouth—Mr. Price, of 
Junction-house, near Stourbridge, to Miss 
M. Milner, of Eardington.—Mr, Joseph 
Knapp, of Northwick, to Miss E. Walters, 
of the Great Honse, Almeley. 

Died.} At Worcester,. Mrs. Byrne, 
widow of Henry B. esq. of Sea Town, 
county of Lowth. 

At Hanley castle, Mr. J. B. Load. 
HEREFORDSHIRE. 

The late Hereford Agricultural meeting 
at Leominster was well attended, and the 
exhibition of cattle, &c. for the premiums, 
was rather flattering to Hereford breeders. 
W. C. Hayton, esq. was president. It 
appeared the unanimons opinion of the 
society, that the expedients recently be- 
fore Parliament were utterly inadequate 
to any relief, and that a reduction of taxes 
and rent is essentially necessary for the 
existence of the farmer. 

Married.) Mr. W. Parry, to Miss E. 
Sirrell, both of Stanton on. Wye,—Robt. 
Dangerfield, of Clater-park, to Miss 
Howell, of Penyrheol, Carmarthenshire. 

Died.) At Hereford, 52, Mr. J. Wall. 
At Overton, 61, Mrs. Sier.—At Sutton, 

84, Mr. W. Pitt, regretted. 
GLOUCESTER 
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GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 
Married.) Mr. W. Barrow, to Miss L. 

Gwinnett, both of Gloucester.—Benjamin 
Heywood Bright, esq. to Miss M. E. 
Rowe; Mr. Turner, to Miss Allen; James 
Guichard Clifton, esq. to Miss M. Bulgin, 
of Corn-street: all of Bristol.— William 
Ford, esq. of Clifton,to Miss S.M. Fowler, 
of Berkeley-square, Bristol—Mr. E. 
Jones, of Monmonth, to Miss Dudley, of 
Usk.—Mr. J. Overbury, of Horfield, to 
Miss Parker, of Almondsbury. 

Died.| At Gloucester, in Eastgate- 
street, 57, Mr. J. Maclaren, deservedly 
regretted, 

At Bristol, in Park-row, 25, Mrs. Julia 
George.—In  Trinity-street, 36, George 
Lax, esq. of Wells —Mr. R. Freeman. 

At Cheltenham, Mrs. A. Cooper.—Mr. 
S. Blackwell. — 65, Edward Leighton, 
esq-—67, Major James Graham. 

At Chepstow, at an advanced age, Mrs. 
M. Jones.—John Bousher, esq. greatly 
regretted. a ee 

At Stow, 86, the Rev. J. Hippisley.— 
At Leighterton, Mrs. M. Luton, re- 
gretted—At Sherehampton, 102, Mrs. 
Agnes Clarke, a native of Barbadoes.—At 
Painswick, 28, Mrs, Hogg.—At High- 
nam, 70, Mr. S. Murrell.—At Thornbury, 
Mr. W. Cowley, of Bristol. 

OXFORDSIIIRE. 
Married.] Mr. Chas. Chatto, of Ebbe’s, 

to Miss A. Saunders, of St. Aldate’s, Ox- 
ford.—Mr. E. Wells, of Oxford, to Miss 
M. A. Tanner, of Broadwell.—Mr. S. 
Byles, of Henley-upon-Thames, to Miss E. 
Burbet, of Oxford,—William Leaver, esq. 
of Islington, to Miss Charlotte Cozens, of 
Watlington. 

Died.| At Oxford, in St. Aldate’s, 42, 
Mr. G. Sykes.—In St. Peter le Bailey, 
39, Miss M. Grabb.—37, Mr. W. Arrow. 
—45, Mr. J. Betteridge.—In Broad- 
street, Miss C. Forster.—67, Mr. J. Cooke, 
deservedly regretted. 

At Banbury, 35, Mr. W. Watson. 
At Radley, 36, Mrs, E. M. Gould, highly 

esteemed and regretted.—At Ensham, 62, 
Mrs. Parker, deservedly lamented. 
BUCKINGUAMSHIRE AND BERKSHIRE, 
‘The ceremony of laying the first stone 

ofa new bridge ove: the Thames at Wind- 
sor, was lately performed by the Duke of 
York. 

Marricd.| The Rev. W. D. Carter, of 
Abingdon, to Miss E. Bingham Gauntlett, 
of Winchester.—The Rev. W. M. Allen, 
of Watlington, to Miss L, E. Bell, of Stowe. 
—J. Wilkins, esq. of Hasloe-house, to 
Miss S. Wright, of Cuthumpstead Com- 
mon.—Mr. W, Pegg, of \iedlow Mills, to 
Miss M. A. Jackson, of London. 

Died.) At Reading, 33, Mrs. M. S. 
Darvell.—51, Martin Annesley, esq.; he 
was president of several of the public in- 
stitutions at Reading. 
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At Wind:or, in George-street, 58, Mr. 

G, Morgan.—In Peascod-street, 62, Mr. 
W. Hickson, of the Strand, London. 

At Auburies, 72, Mrs. Hammersley.— 
At Shaw Place, near Newbury, Mrs. E. A. 
Andrews. 
HERTFORDSHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIRE. 

Married.] Samuel Crawley, esq. of 
Stockwood, m.p. for Honiton, to Miss 
Maria Musgrave, of the Rocks, Sussex. 
—Mr. Day, of Chertsey, to Miss Dyson, 
of Claydon.—Peter Browne, esq. M.p. to 
Miss C. E. Puget, of Totteridge.—C. G. 
Payne, esq. to Miss M. E. Salusbury, of 
Gravely. 

Died.] At Apsley, 37, the Rev. G, P. 
Kerr, 

_ NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, 
Married.) The Rev. John Otter, of 

Walgrave, to Miss Mary Scott, of Penge- 
place, Surrey.—The Rev. J. L. Sutton, 
vicar of Weekley, to Miss Bowen, of 
Euston-place, New Road, London. 

Died.| At Northampton, Mrs. Tuffnell, 
wife of the Rev. C. H. 'T. vicar of All 
Saints.—A4, the Rev. C. H. Tuffnell. 

At Sudborough, 66, the Rev. Sir T. 
Hewet, bart. rector. 

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRE. 
At the late audit of the Duke of 

Rutland, when it was expected that his 
tenantry near Newmarket would pay 
rents dne to the amount of between eight 
and nine thousand pounds, not a single 
thousand was received by tle steward. 

Married.) Mr. W. Mackintosh, of Mar- 
ket-street, to Mrs. Goode, both of Cam- 
bridge.—G. Nightingale, esq. Grenadier 
Guards of Kneesworth-hall, to Miss Mary 
Knowlys, of Stockwell. 

Died.) At Cambridge, 24, Mrs. Chevell. 
At Newmarket, Mr. Alexander. 
At Chesterton, 70, Mrs. M. Williams.— 

At Abington, Mrs. Adams, lamented. 
—At the rectory-house, Orwell, Mrs. 
R. E. Renguard.—At Haslingfield, 78, 
Mrs Coxall. 

NORFOLK. 
A new mail has recently been establish- 

ed between Yarmouth and Leicester, by 
which the communication between the 
eastern, the northern, and western coun- 
ties, will be more direct and expeditious. - 

Married.} Mr. Walker, to Miss B. 
Alexander ; Mr. J. Fountain, to Mrs. R. 
Birrell: all of Norwich.—Mr. E. Newton, 
of Norwich, to Miss E, Hickling, of Cat- 
ton.—Mr. T, Harrison, of Norwich, to Miss 
Greengrass, of Red Lion-square, London. 
—Mr. H. Hemet, to Miss Hamond, both 
of Lynn.—Mr. Patrick, of Gayton, to 
Miss M. Masters, of Lynn. 

Died.] At Norwich, in St. Peter’s Hun- 
gate, 66, Mrs. Rackham, widow of Baker 
R. esq. of Aylsham.—73, Mr. C. Brown. 

At Yarmouth, 77, Mrs. E. Robinson. 
22, Mrs. M. Nestling.—70, Mr. Meek. ¥ 
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At Lynn, 57, Mrs. Priest.—In High- 

street, 57, Mr. J, Smith. 
At Thetford, Mr. S. Wiseman. 
At Trowse, 101, Mrs. Aldborough.—At 

Cariton Rode; Mr. W. Browne.—At Holt, 
71, Mrs, A..Flegg. 

SUFFOLK. 
The second anniversary of the return to 

Parliament of Messrs, Lennard and Haldi- 
mand was lately celebrated at Ipswich. A 
numerous company assembled, and many ° 
patriotic speeches were delivered. 

Married] Mr. R. Clark, to Miss S. Hunt; 
Mr. Turner, to Miss Sale; Mr. Smith, to 
Miss E. Lease: all of Bury.—E. J. Pas- 
quier, esq. to Mrs. M. A. Botham; Mr. G, 
Mulley, to Miss E. Blichenden: all of Ips- 
wich.—Mr. G. Strange, to Miss S. Reeve, 
both of Southwold.—R. Robinson, esq. 
late of Denston, to Miss C. C. Bingham, of 
Gosport.—Mr. J. Downing, of Gorleston, 
to Miss Crickmay, of Lowestoft. 

Died.] At Bury, 39, Mr. W. De Carle. 
—46, Mr. 8. Stearn. 

At Ipswich, 67, Mrs, E. Fryett. 
At Woodbridge, Mrs. Gosling.—Miss E. 

Goodwin. 
At Bungay, 25, Mrs. P. Taylor.—At an 

advanced age, Mr. H. Button. 
At Stowmarket, 75, Mrs. A. Norman. 
At Bacton, Mr, J. Brand.—At Alres- 

ford, 31, Mrs. E. E. Padley.—At Win- 
field, 73, Mrs, P. Cotton —At Sudbury, 
Mrs. Smith. 

ESSEX. 

Married.] Lieut. Wood, R.N. to Miss A. 
R. S. Sutton, of Colchester.—Mr. W. 
Thompson, of Mistley, to Miss Carrington, 
of Manningtree.—The Rev. W. Vernon, of 
Grindleton, to Miss Kemball, of Maldon, 
—T. Spilly, jun. esq. to Mrs. Finch, both 
of Billericay.—R. B. Andrews, esq. of Ep- 
ping, to Emma Anne, daughter of Lewis 
C. Miles, esq.—S. B. Chamberlayne, esq. of 
Ryes, to Mrs. Woollett, of Rye.—The Rev. 
J. G. Storie, rector of Stow Mary’s, to Eli- 
zabeth, daughter of Six J. Perring, bart. 

Diced.| At Harwich, 25, Mrs. Marianne 
Kitchen.—Mr. P. Deane —64, Mr. J. 
Jermyn, regretted. 

At Braintree, Miss J.S. Scale. 
At Tendring, the Rev. C. Wood, rector. 

—At Stebbing, 75, Mrs. Constable.—At 
Loftmans, in Canewdon, 59, J. Kersteman, 
esq. a deputy-lient. of the county.—At 
Weeley, 54, Mr. J. White. 

KENT. 
A Mmariner’s compass, on au entirely new 

principle, has lately been invented by a 
Mr. William Clarke, of Chatham Dock- 
‘yard. The needle consists of four arms or 
poles, placed at right angles, and uniting 
in one common centre. ‘Lhe two northern 
poles are secured to the N.W. and N.E. 
and the two southern poles to the S.E. and 
'S.W. points of the card, which places the 

Suffolk— Essen— Kent —Sussex— Hampshire. [Aug. 1, 
fonr cardinal points right between the an- 
gles of the needle, and allows the card to 
point north and sonth as heretofore, the 
cards now in use answering the purpose. 
‘This compass has been tried under diffe- 
rent circumstances, and, as far as can be 
ascertained by the experiments already 
made, is allowed to possess the principles 
of polarity and stability beyond that of any 
compass now in use. 

Married.) Mr, W. A. Chambers, to Miss 
M. E. Lording ; Capt. T. Le Breton, 71st 
regt. of foot, to Miss E, Williamson: all of 
Canterbury.—J. Miller, esq. of Canter- 
bury, to Miss E. Buckhurst, of New Rom- 
ney.—Mr. E, Grigsby, to Miss 5. Britter, 
of Weavering-street, both of Rochester.— 
Mr. R. Melligan, jun. to Miss Kellie, both 
of Sheerness, 

Died.] At Canterbury, 72, Mr. W.. Jen- 
nings.—In Northgate-street, Mrs. Holnes. 

At Dover, suddenly, Mr. Ingham.— 
Mrs. Knight.—52, Mrs. Russell. 

At Rochester, 30, Mr. J. Napier.—30, 
Mr. G. Sharp. 

At Chatham, Mr. J. Hodges.—65, Mr. 
J. Bold,—Mrs. Allen, 

At Maidstone, Mr. J. Bunyar.—Mr. J. 
Dungay.—Mrs, Leppard. 

At East Farleigh, 36, Mr. R. Sands.— 
At Wingham, 85, J. Hawkes, esq.—At 
Ash, 42, R. W. Chambers, esq. 

SUSSEX. 
A newroad between Biighton and Shore- 

ham has lately been commenced, _~ 
Marricd.| Mr. W. Lillywhite, of Good- 

wood, to Miss C. Parker, of South-street, 
Chichester.—Mr. J. W. Woolgar, to Miss 
Jenner ; Mr. E. Neel, to Miss S. Piercy : 
all of Lewes.—Mr. G. Avery, of Rye, to 
Miss Weeks, of Tillingham. 

Died.] At Chichester, in East-street, 
21, Mr. J. Phillips——Miss N. Goldring.— 
80, Mr. R. Earl. 

At Brighton, in Richmond-street, 74, 
T. Burrowes, esq. 

At Arundel, Mrs. J. Turner. 
At Bosham, 57, Mr. D. Dyer. 

HAMPSHIRE, 
Southampton was lately visited by thun- 

der aud lightning more powerful than ever 
known by the oldest inhabitant. It was 
so appalling, that many persons forsook 
their houses in terror. The spire of St. 
Michael’s Church, in that town, was struck 
by the lightning, and, a few feet above the 
tower, some of the stones were forced 
from its body, and hurled into the street. 

Married.] Capt. G. Giles, of Southamp- 
ton, to Mrs. Kimber, of Marchwood.— 
Mr. Muspratt, of Coalbrook-street, to 
Miss Long, both of Winchester.—Mr. Ro- 
bertson, of Portsmouth, to Miss E. Shovel- 
ler, of Portsea.—Capt. H. B. Downing, 
r.M. to Miss A. Giravener, of North-end, 
Portsea,—Mr. Sandford, of the R.N, to 
Miss Friend, of Hambledon. 

Died.] 
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Died.) At Southampton, 98, Mrs.Mar- 

tell.—2s, Mrs. Watts. 
At Winchester, Mrs. Wa!ters. 
At Portsmouth, Mr. G. Hookey.—Mrs. 

Williams.—Miss E. H. Hornby. 
_At Portsea, in Mile-end, Mr. A. Ben- 

nett, R.N.—Mr, G. Ellyett. 
At Titchfield, 77, Mr. J. Grove.—At 

Newport, Mrs. Nichols, jun. 
WILTSHIRE. 

The Ploughing Matchand Shep Shear- 
ing, for the premiums offered by the Wilt- 
shire Agricultural Society, lately took 
place on Mr. Andrew Pearce’s farm, near 
Warminster. Five plonghs started :—ist 
class, Mr. Barter’s, of Chapmanslade, two 
ploughs with two horses each, without a 
driller. 2d class; Mr. Whittaker’s, * of 
Bratten, two ploughs drawn by oxen. Sd 
class, Mr. C. Garrett's, of West Lavington, 
a plough drawn by two horses, with a 
driver. Notwithstanding the difficulties 
they had to contend with, trom the hard- 
ness of the land, through the excessive 
heat, thé ploughing was well executed, and 
the judges considered. all the ploughmen 
entitled to a prize. 

Married.) Mr. Holloway, of Salisbury, 
to Miss Pierce, of Spetisbury.—Mr. G. 
Bradbury, of Chippenham, to Miss E. 
Aslatt.—Mr. R. Rowden, of Bradford, to 
Miss Nichols.—Mr. T. Edwards, of Melk- 
ous, to Miss P. Briddlecomb, of Brit- 
ord. 
Died.| At Trowbridge, Mrs. M. Ap- 

plegut. 
At Devizes, 45, Mrs. Guy. 
At Warminster, 79, Mr. R. Butt, late of 

Mere.—78, Mrs. Osborne. 
At Nore Marsh Farm, Wootton Bassett, 

76, Mrs, A. Horsell; and 50, Mr. W. 
Horsell, her son.—At Corsham, 80, Mr. 
J. Gibbes. 

SOMERSETSHIRE. 
Married.] James Sloper, esq. of Gay- 

street, to Miss Carey; John Brownlow, 
esq. of Brock-strect, to Miss Brown, of 
Marlborough-buildings: all of Bath.—G, 
Waldron, esq. of Bladud’s- buildings, Bath, 
to Miss Elizabeth Lewis, of Hellan, Pem- 
brokeshire. — Preston Hulton, esq. o 
Bath, to Miss Leigh, of Weston, of South- 
ampton.—Mr. W. Branscombe, of Birch 
Down, Bampton, to Miss G. Hynam, of 
Liscombe. 

Died.) At Bath, in Westgate-buildings, 
84, Mrs. Anne Wingrove.—In George's- 
place, 79, Mrs. Griffith.—In Seymour- 
street, at an advanced age, John Lee, esq. 
M.D. F.R.S.—In Northampton-street, John 
Grierson, esq. 

At Frome, 87, Mr. J. Grant. 
At Taunton, Mrs. Webber.—46, Mrs, 

Jacobs. 
At Milverton, 30, the Rev. R. Darch, 

rector.—At Cross, 84, Mr. W. Hazell.— 
At Ilminster, the Rev. J. H. Hules, 
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DORSETSHIRE. 
Married.| Phillip Collas, esq. of Jersey, 

to Miss S. Waterman, of Puole.—Mr. W. 
Boswell, to Miss E. Penny, both of Sher- 
borne.—Mr. G. Osborne, of Henstridge, 
to Miss Stevens, of Piddletown. 

Died.] At Weymouth, 74, James Mar- 
tin HilLouse, esq. of Clifton, 

‘ At Shaftesbury, 81, Mr. Samuel Wood, 
of London. 

‘ At Loders, 60, Mr. J. Axe,—At Burton, 
Thomas Nicholls, esq. 

DEVONSHIRE. 
An establishment, similar to the Apo- 

thecaries’ Hall of London, is about to be 
opened at Exeter, under the direction of 
some respectable professional gentlemen. 

A nunierous meeting was lately held at 
Tavistock, when it was agreed to open a 
new road _ between that town and Launces- 
ton. The Duke of Ledford generously 
contributed 10001. 

Married.| J. Caunter, jun. esq. of Ash- 
burton, to Miss Eales, of Liskeard.—Mr. J. 
Stewart, late of Plymouth, to Miss L. Col- 
lihole, of Stonehouse.—Mr. G. Staveley, of 
Bideford, to Mrs. Tetherby, of Appleton. 
—The Rev. A. Farwell, of Totnes, to Miss 
M.A. Ipplepen. 

Died] At Exeter, 74, Mr. J. Laskey. 
At Plymouth 56, Mr. F, Garde.—Mrs. 

Scott.— Mr. Hill, of the Victualling Office. 
—In Chapel-street, 53, Mrs. Lunn. 

At Barnstaple, Mrs. M. Shapland, of 
Plymouth Dock.—Mr. Stribling. 

At Crediton, Capt. Francis Hole, r.m. 
At Ilfracombe, 72, Mr. J. Sutton. 
At Lymstone,,73, John Williams, esq. of 

Sowden-house.—At Leigham, A. Archer, 
esq. — At Budleigh Salterton, William 
Symes, esq. 

CORNWALL. 
There have been recently discovered at 

Wheal Prosper Antimony mine, St. Ewe, 
four rocks of antimony within eight feet of 
the surface, weighing upwards of 30 ewt.; 
20 of. which are pure antimony: one rock 
may now be seen on, the mine, weighing 
12 ewt. aw 

Married.) Mr. Berryman, of Penzance, 
to Mrs. Downing, of Newlyn.—Mr. J. 
Phillips, to Miss M. Congdon, both of Lis- 
keard.—Mr. B. Banks, of Fowey, to Miss 
Tomkin, of Newlyn. 

Died.) At Falmouth, 74, Mr. A. Fox. 
At Truro, 99, Mrs. Lidgey, deservedly 

regretted.—Mr, Hutchins. 
At St. Germans, at an advanced age, 

the Rev. F. Penwarne. 
WALES, 

Married.|] The Rev. D. Peter, of Car- 
marthen, to Miss Nott, of Pontgarreg.— 
William Gwynn, esq. of Neath, to Miss C. 
M. Fownes, of Kittery Court, Devon.— 
Ellis Watkin Cunliffe, esq, of Acton-park, 
Denbighshire, to Miss Carolina Kingston. . 

_ re 
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—Mr. P. Traherne, of Coytreton, Glamor- 
ganshire, to Miss E. M. Rickards, of Llan- 
trissant.— Mr. W. John, to Miss M. Syin- 
mons, both of Milford.—C, W. Jones, esq. 
of Skethrog-house, to Miss M. Davies, of 
Llangattuck.—The Rev. Hugh D. Owen, 
of Penmynydd, Anglesey, to Miss S. E. 
Owen, of Holyhead. : 

Died.] At Swansea, 59, Mr. C. W. 
Breul.—82, the Rev. Wm. Howell. 

At Aberystwith, Robert Wm. Beaman, 
esq. of Ross, Herefordshire. 

At Milford, Mrs. Alice Starbuck, a 
Member of the Society of Friends. 

At Hay, Breconshire, Mr.'T, Pantall.— 
84, Mrs. Lewis, widow of Rees L. esq. of 
Owmelerk.— At Rhysgdg, 69, Thomas 
Jones, esq. 

y SCOTLAND. 
Married.] Henry Lindesey Bethune, of 

Kileonquhar, county of Fife, to Miss 
Coutts Trotter, of Durham-park, Hert- 
fordshire.—William Burn, esq. of Coldach, 
Perthshire, to Miss Jacquette Hull, of 
Marpool-hall, Devonshire.—At Muidfield- 
house, East Lotliian, the Rev. W. Walter, 
M.A. to Miss Lillias Cochrane. 

- Died.] At Portobello, Sir J. M‘Gregor 
Murray, of Lanwick-castle, Perthshire. 

At Beatock-bridge, Dumfrieshire, John 
Arthur, esq. of the Albany. 

IRELAND. 
The most afflicting accounts continue to 

be received of the distresses of the south, 
notwithstanding the subscriptions in Lon- 
don exceed 200,0001. and the benevolence 
of the other English towns and places 
has extended itself to every channel. 
It has been said that, in the county 
of Mayo alone, 150,000 persons were 
lately in a state of starvation. On this 
distressing subject, we can but reite- 
rate our opinion, that, however public 

sympathy may act as a palliative, nothing 
short of an improved system of legislation 
can produce the commensurate good. 

Fourteen persons were lately arrested at 
Armagh, on a charge of high treason ; but, 
whatever may. have been their intentions, 
there can be little doubt but that they 
originated in the accumulated horrors of 
starvation. 

Married.] William Orr, esq. of the 75th 
regt. to Miss Susan Lecker, of Richmond- 
place, Dublin.—Sir G. Atkinson, of Hils- 
borough, to Miss Hannah Scott, of Har- 
ton-house, Durham.—The Hon. Richard 
Westemor, to Miss Scott, daughter of the 
late Hon. Owen S, esq. of the county of 
Monaghan. 

Died.) At Dublin, in Baggot-street, 
Mrs. C. Brady, widow of F. F. Brady, of 
Willow-park. 

At Waterford, 64, Lady Newport, wife 
of Sir Simon N. ; 

At Trim, county of Meuth, Mrs. Leynes, 
widow of David L. esq. 

At Temgrary Glebe, county of Clare, 
Lady Reade, wife of Sir Wm. R. bart. 

At Burton house, near Churchtown, 
county of Cork, at an advanced age, Sir 
John Purcell, knt. It will be remembered 
that this gentleman received the honour 
of knighthood for the defence of his life 
and property, when assailed by armed 
men, who had entered his bed-room, a few 
years back. 

DEATHS ABROAD. 
At Vienna, 80, Baron Puffendorf, the 

celebrated Austrian statesman, 
At Paris, 80, the Abbé Sicard, the ce- 

lebrated director of the deaf and dumb 
school at Paris; an amiable, useful, and 
zealous man..—( Of whom further particu- 
lars will be given in our next, ) 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
The desirable Paper on the Life Boat did not come to hand; we shall gladly 

adopt it in-our “ Social Economist.” —The letter of Candidus, detailing new abuses 
practised in certain Societies by persons calling themselves honorary. secretaries, 
will appear in our next. It seems that one of these gentlemen takes from an urgent 

. charity no less than 3001. per annum. 
Our SupPpLEMENTARY Number, which is or ought to be delivered with the present 

Magazine, contains valuable extracts from Sir R. Ker Porter's Travels in Persia 
and Babylonia—Mr. Nicholls’ Recollections—Mr. O’Meara’s Voice from St. 
Helena—and O’Connor’s Chronicles of Eri, with a large Engraving of the Roll of 
the Laws,—and Indexes to the Volume. 

Some pending alterations in Mr. GRiFFiTus’s steam-carriage, obliged us, at his 
request, to defer the promised engraving till our next ; but we have supplied its place 
by the Grand Suspension Bridge over the Tweed. : 

In the Paper signed Common Sense, instead of the whole or nearly the whole 
of the rentals, it will be more precise to read one-half or two-thirds. 

At this commencement of a New Volume, we calculate not only on the usual 
additions to our number of Subscribers, but on unusual additions, as we know 
that certain factitious works, in spite of their incessant advertisements, are 
rapidly on the decline, and we trust that this Miscellany will in general supply 
their place. ; Si 
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THE forms of these narrow and érue Poet’s Houses have precluded us from giving 

them in separate engravings. Mu.ron’s residence in Petty-France is recorded by all 

his biographers, and the fact is confirmed by a stone tablet in front of the house, bearing 

the inscription, “‘ Sacred to Milton.” Deryben’s residence in Fetter-Lane is also re- 

corded in many literary anecdotes of his time; but the fact is unknown on the premises, 

now a picture-frame maker's. In Dryden's time, the house and vicinity were 

newly built, and Fetter-lane was donbtless a genteel neighbourhood; but Fleur-de-lis- 

court, of which it is the corner, is at present one of those receptacles of dirt and disease, 

which, if the metropolis were under a proper cleansing police, would be lime-washed 

inside and outside at least once a-year. ‘The Lyon’s-Head and the carving of the frieze 

are still curious, and prove that, in the days of the Poet, it was a genteel, though small 

MILTON’S HOUSE IN PETTY | DRYDEN’S HOUSE IN FETTER 

premises, 

For the Monthly Magazine. expanse, reflecting the rays of the set- 
A MUSICAL AMATEUR’S TRIP ¢o PARIS. 

E arrived at Dover about seven 
o’clock in the evening of one 

of the hottest days I ever felt. We 
were soon invited, by the freshness of 
the sea-breeze, to walk upon the Pier; 
not a ripple played upon the water, 
and the distant vessels, with their sails 
set, appeared like gems in the wide 
Montury Mag. No. 372. 

ting sun. 
In the morning, we were on-board 

the steam-vessel by eight o’clock, and 
heard the murmurs of the old packet- 
men, who are ruined by this invention. 
As soon as our machinery was in mo- 
tion, we shot out of the harbour at the 
rate of eight miles an hour, in, what 
the captain called, as fine a steam 

morning 
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morning as ever shone, Exulting in 
his locomotive powers, he was pleased 
at seeing every other vessel lying a 
dead log upon the water, and carried 
us into Calais harbour before eleven. 
The transition from England to this 
place is as striking as it was twenty 
years ago: the same contrast of na- 
tional character prevails, though the 
intercourse between the countries must 
have increased indefinitely. 

At Beauvais we first heard the 
church service. The chaunt was as 
ancient as Tallis or John de Muris, 
and was performed, probably, more 
uncouthly than in those times, by three 
bawling men, who, with a serpent, 
made this magnificent pile resound 
with tremendous echoes, The height 
of the choir is pointed out to all tra- 
vellers: this was brought to our notice 
by pigeons, flying near the roof, ap- 
pearing no bigger than sparrows. 
Here was a magnificent organ at rest, 
giving place to a howling serpent, 
which I find is now common through- 
out France. Whether it is the want 
of taste, talent, or money, I know not, 
but these grand edifices serve no 
longer to augment the sublime effects 
of this noble instrument; but merely 
afford more ample scope for the 
priest to exhibit his absurd gesticu- 
lations. 
We traversed a most beautiful 

country to Paris, and crossed the 
Italian Boulevard at six in the even- 
ing. Whata sight! The whole popu- 
lation of Paris, out of doors, seated 
upon chairs beneath the dark shade of 
luxuriant trees, enjoying the open air. 
Go to the Tuilleries,—the Champs 
Elyseés,—_the Luxemburgh,—it is all 
the same. Every one has left his 
home; no one is left by himself; and 
Paris is the amusement of one large 
family. In whatever direction you 
move, nothing is seen but gaiety and 
pleasure. It is Sunday evening: in 
vain may you listen for the evening 
prayer bell; but the lively waltz is 
heard in every grove, and every 
breeze. 

The French have no natural taste 
for singing; you never hear it in the 
public gardens, either at Tivoli or the 
Beaujon. The language so’ distorts 
the vocal machine, that nothing fluent 
or graceful can possibly be uttered. 
Their sense of music seems to be more 
regulated by the foot than the heart. 
Their movements are light and airy, 
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deriving their character from the elas- 
tic gaiety of the step. In the public 
gardens a great variety of amusements 
attract your attention, and to an Eng- 
lishman are extremely diverting. Men 
upon the backs of dragons, and ladies 
in the bodies of peacocks, driving at 
the ring; others, involved in nets, 
“swinging high in air.” Companies 
in the bodies of ships, which are made 
to rise and fall as upon the wave in 
their rotatory course. But these airy 
gambols are greatly surpassed by the 
terrific amusement of the Russian 
mountains at the Beaujon. A sort of 
castle, or tower of stone, is erected so 
high, that it forms a striking object in 
the environs of Paris. From the sum- 
mit are two inclined planes, which, 
right and left, have a rapid descent 
into the garden below, and upon 
which are placed small carriages, the 
wheels running in a groove of iron- 
work. You ascend by steps to the 
top of this edifice, where, for a franc, 
two of you are fastened in one of these 
cars, and pushed off the precipice with 
a velocity sufficient to carry you into 
another world.* At first the declivity 
is so steep, that the motion is painfully 
rapid; but, after one hundred yards, 
or more, you meet with a gradual as- 
cent, which destroys the velocity, 
and, by the aid of three or four men, 
you are whirled into a track of machi- 
nery, which draws you to the top, to 
repeat this dreadful exploit, and to 
descend on the other side. But the 
waltz,—the inspiring waltz,—is the 
staple article of the country. In the 
centre of every garden a good orches- 
tra is placed, so that the company can 
hear it in every part; and the chief 
amusement is that of couples gliding 
through the walks. 

The French national opera, which is 
called L’ Academie de Musique, is cer- 
tainly the most perfect exhibition in 
Paris. The band strikes every fo- 
reigner by its magnitude and power. 
There are thirty-six violins, eight 
violas, twelve violoncellos, eight con- 
tra-bassos, and sixteen wind instru- 
ments, led by the greatest performer 
of the age, M. Baillot. The very great 
excellency of this band is to be refer- 

* Lately, this was actnally the case. 
A wheel coming off, two persons were 
dashed to pieces; and, for a time, the 
gardens were closed by order of the 
government. 

red 
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red to the principles laid down in the 
School of Music, established in 1802, 
by order of the Emperor Napoleon. 
The science with which every passage 
is treated elicits an effect which, in 
the ordinary method of playing, can 
never be produced, Itis good policy, 
on the part of this country, to esta- 
blish a similar school. The sum of 
money taken outof England by foreign 
musicians is incredible ; and there can 
be no reason why the youth of Eng- 
land should not excel in the art of 
music equally with those of France. 
The French opera is more complicated 
than our Italian opera. It draws to 
its aid all the power of spectacle, 
song, chorus, and dance. While the 
principal singers are performing, the 
principal dancers, in the back-ground, 
are aiding the effects of song: and 
when the corps de ballet are intro- 
duced, they are flanked by a band of 
choristers, forty-five men and forty- 
five women, who maintain their part 
with a force and precision that must 
surprise an English ear. But this is 
not wonderful when we consider that 
all these subordinate musicians have 
been educated in the Conservatoire. 
The principal singers scarcely rise 
above the choristers. There are none 
among the women that will rank 
higher than second or third rates in 
England. Their language must be 
the excuse ; it is not sufficiently vocal 
to enable them to sing either with pas- 
sion or expression. I remarked a 
passage in one of the songs of the 
prima donna, which ended with the 
word quoi, which, in tone and execu- 
tion, resembled that of a jackdaw. 
In the front of this orchestra is placed 
the most distinguished character in 
the theatre, the corypheus, or con- 
ductor, whose business it is to take 
charge of the movement of this mighty 
band. As he stands in an elevated 
Situation, his gesticulations obtrude 
themselves upon every spectator. It 
may be necessary to the conducting 
of so large a force, but certainly a 
more ridiculous sight was never seen. 
In his right hand he wields a small 
rod, with which he flourishes, and 
marks the time. In bold and ener- 
getic passages he darts forth his 
hands, and raises his body ; when the 
musie sinks into a plaintive strain, he 
throws himself upon the orchestra in 
the most languishing manner; pre- 
sently he awakens from this delight, 
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and with his arms extended over the 
band, and his hands fluttering like the 
wings of a butterfly, he imparts his re- 
viving powers, and mounts again into 
ecstacy. 

The office is too exhausting for 
the whole evening, and this musical 
fugle man is relieved at the end of the 
first act. Rousseau in his time ob- 
serves, “how greatly are our ears 
disgusted, at the French opera, with 
the disagreeable and incessant noise 
occasioned by the strokes of him who 
beats the time, and who has been in- 
geniously compared to a wood-cutter 
felling a tree.” The stroke and noise 
are now abandoned, and the operation 
is wholly visual. The necessity of all 
this arises rather from the want of ex- 
pression in the music, or the want of 
feeling in the performers. In Eng- 
land, the beating of time is exploded 
both in public and private ; nor can 
there be any good effect where such 
means are requisite to drive a sense 
into the performers. 

The greatest attention is paid by the 
corded instruments to the arbitrary 
marks of expression; aud, from their 
superior manner of using the bow, the 
light and shade of the orchestra greatly 
surpass that of the opera in London. 
The wind instruments cultivate a 
more unobtrusive tone, and the drums 
are, very properly, more sparingly 
used. 

The next day (Sunday) a great re- 
ligious festival took place, called the 
Féte Dieu. Upon this occasion, every 
one that could raise a piece of tapes- 
try, an old carpet, or a table-cloth, 
spread it out upon the walls of his 
house. In the public buildings, the 
exterior was ornamented with tapestry 
of the richest kind, which was proba- 
bly made for the occasion. 

As we passed along the streets to 
Notre Dame, we noticed that every 
parish had its altar, decorated in the 
most fantastical manner. We enter- 
ed the church before the host had 
arrived. At the head of the proces- 
sion were eight military drums, keep- 
ing up an incessant roll as they march- 
ed up the aisle; next followed a 
detachment of soldiers; then the 
priests and the choir-men. 'The great 
bell was tolling its deep note of dou- 
ble F, in concert with all the small 
fry of the steeple. A large military 
band next entered, with gongs and 
cymbals; and, upon the appearance of 

the 
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the host, the stupendous organ, from 
on high, showered down upon this ter- 
rific din every note within its compass. 
The accumulated noise was so great, 
that I shouted in vain to my friend to 
make myself heard. I should add, 
that the soldiers were grounding their 
arms, and going through their evolu- 
tions, in the midst of the service. 
When the uproar had a litile sub- 
sided, I listened to the mass, which 
was performed by two choirs in two 
separate chapels, assisted by a ser- 
pent. The chaunt, like that at Beau- 
vais, was of the sixteenth century, and 
of the plainest kind. 

It is evident that the Revolution 
has kept the music of the church a 
century behind that of the Nether- 
lands and Germany. The singing had 
nothing to recommend it either in 
voice or manner; but the mode of per- 
forming the service was antique and 
curious. The first choir chaunted the 
verse, which was echoed by the more 
distant one ; and then the organ pour- 
ed out between the verses a volley of 
sounds, unlike any thing that I have 
ever heard,—finishing with the lowest 
notes of the double diapason, which 
swept through the aisles with a grand 
and terrific effect. We saw the priests 
attired in the grand costume given 
them by Napoleon at his coronation ; 

and then left this imposing spectacle 
of noise and show. 

At the French comedy we heard no 
music but that of Talma’s voice, which 
is strikingly beautiful, clear, sonorous, 
and articulate. The generality of the 
men’s voices are rather high, and 
chaunting, somewhere about C above 
the lines; but the following passage 
from Talma showed the richness and 
depth of his tones :— 

- core. 

He appeared in the new play of “ Re- 
gulus,” in which the character of Na- 
poleon is depicted. The shouts of 
applause bestowed at certain passages 
were, if possible, more loud and up- 
roarious than any thing English. At 
the end of the piece Talma was called 
for, to name the author. He came 
forward. The author, (who is the son 
of the writer of Germanicus,) pre- 
sented himself in the front box, and re- 
ceived the acclamations of the audi- 
ence, in which not a dissenting voice 
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was heard. The pit was paved with 
the heads of men, crammed to suffo-~ 
cation; and the attention and interest 
which every one showed during the 
play was unlike any thing we observe 
in England. The French are wise in 
not extending their entertainments to 
much more than half the length of 
ours. The attention, by this means, 
is not worn out; and people come 
away with a clear recollection of what 
they have seen and heard. In all the 
theatres, the greatest order and regu- 
larity are observed; not a word is 
allowed to be spoken during the per- 
formance. After the play bundreds 
left the pit to adjourn to the café for 
refreshment ; each one tying his hand- 
kerchief round the bench where he sat, 
or leaving a purse or a glove till he 
returned ; and the whole was deserted. 
I expressed my surprise to a French- 
man at their Jeaving these articles, 
saying, ‘“‘That they would all be 
stolen in England.” As you arrive at 
the theatre, you are obliged to take 
your places two by two, rank and file, 
to obtain your ticket of admission. 

The Opera Buffa or Italian Theatre 
is upon a much smaller scale than the 
National Theatre. The band is a se- 
lection from the Academy of Music, 
without trumpets, trombones, or 
drums. Fodor had returned to Italy 
for the benefit of her health, and, un- 
fortunately, there was nothing left to 
admire among the female performers. 
The men were much better: I noticed 
a bass singer of most extraordinary 
powers,—Signor Galdi; his. voice is 
that of a Polyphemus, so powerful, 
that it would make its way through 
the largest band ever assembled. For 
a giant of a man, he is a most animated 
fellow, and an inimitable actor: I 
think he is well calculated to please 
the English. Pelligrini is a spare lit- 
tle man, with a voice like Bartle- 
man’s: the manner in which he deli- 
vers his tones is a little “alla fagotto ;” 
but he is a neat and excellent singer. 
The opera of ‘‘ Cenerentola” was the 
first performance, and, I must say, 
it was so well performed, that it has 
given me a more correct and favour- 
able idea of Rossini as a composer 
than I before entertained. His forte 
is in his chorusses, which were admi- 
rably sustained by the same choir 
which I heard in the Academy of Mu- 
sic. In London, the chorusses, which 
form the most sublime part of an 
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opera, are lost to the audience by the 
ineffective manner in which they are 
attempted by a handful of inexpe- 
rienced singers. ‘The precision with 
which the French choir executed them 
convinced me that every one was well 
grounded in the art. As to Rossini’s 
songs, they want that divine stream of 
melody which we find running through 
those of Haydn and Mozart. The 
characteristic of his music is pretti- 
ness; but he no sooner hits upon a 
melodious passage, than he loses the 
thread of it in some extraneous har- 
mony ; wanting consistency, it has not 
the intelligence we meet with in Mo- 
zart: itis full of shreds and patches, 
and at times is gaudy as the colours 
of a harlequin’s coat. 

In March 1811 of your Magazine, I 
complained that the operas of Mozart 
lay upon the shelves of the bookseller, 
while we were surfeited with the 
works of inferior composers; since 
which time my suggestion has been 
noticed, and the sublime ‘‘ Don Gio- 
vanni,” with others, has been brought 
before the public. I now prefer my 
second complaint, that not a note of 
Beethoven, the greatest musical ge- 
nius that the world has produced, has 
yet been struck within the walls of the 
Italian Theatre. He has written se- 
veral operas, and if one were brought 
out annually, —like Giovanni, — it 
would serve as a standing dish, and 
give solidity to the feast, in the midst 
of the whipt syllabubs of Rossini. 

Thus, Mr. Editor, I have given you 
my remarks upon the French music, 
during our short and hasty trip to 
Paris; but there are many things in 
France, the splendour of which well 
merits description, and I hope some 
of your more able correspondents will 
communicate their observations and 
feelings upon visiting Paris,—that city 
of sights! that focus of pleasure ! 

——a 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
An account of the late REMOVAL of 

the ZODIAC of DENDERAH from its 
ORIGINAL SITUATION in EGYPT to 
PARIS. 
NTIQUITIES, as objects of 
sense, serve as a clue to the 

judgment, as a solid foundation for 
observations relating to, and account- 
ing for, the manners, customs, and 
history of a people. Egypt is now be- 
coming a main object of attention, and 
the eyes of the literary world are turn- 
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ed onmanyprominent discoveries which 
once characterised its ingenious peo- 
ple, but appear to have been forgotten. 
Curiosity, scientific or literary, is a 
useful impulse, and acts as an incite- 
ment to acquire knowledge. Jt sel- 
dom has been more active, or more 
encouraged, than itis at present; an 
instance of which, both amusing and 
full of information, appears in the de- 
portation of the zodiac from Dende- 
rah. A statement of this I purpose 
giving, with some account of the man- 
ner adopted for its execution. 

A principal and distinguished trait 
in the character of Mohammed Ali, 
present Pasha of Egypt, is his fa- 
vouring Europeans. M. Saulnier 
transmitted to him in 1818 some 
French books that he wished to have 
translated, as notified through the me- 
dium of M. Boghos, his first drogman. 
These were Plutarch’s Lives, a Life 
of Peter I. another of Charles XII. 
the Campaigns of Frederick ITI. those 
of Napoleon, and the ninth book of 
his Memoirs. 

In 1820, M.S. felt an earnest wish 
to avail himself of the facilities allow- 
ed by Mohammed Ali to the explorers 
of antiquities. Disinclined to the ha- 
zardous chances of deep subterranean 
researches, his views were directed to 
some object of acknowledged and in- 
dividual importance. His attention 
was soon fixed on the planisphere, 
sculptured in relief, in one of the up- 
per chambers of the temple of Den- 
derah. It was a venerable relic of 
high antiquity, which, after an atten- 
tive meditation on the project, he de- 
termined to have transported into 
Europe. There are three other zo- 
diacs in Egypt, but their colossal 
dimensions, and the place which they 
occupy in structures of stupendous 
magnitude, will not admit of their re- 
moval. ._And besides, those of the 
temples of Latopolis are not of the 
same epoch as the circular zodiac of 
Denderah, and of course represent 
different states of the heavens. But, 
what still further augments the value 
of the latter, it has been very little 
obliterated, by the hand of time or of 
the barbarians, while the others are 
almost every where defaced by it. 

Other considerations contributed to 
fix his choice on this monument. By 
a singular fatality, as M.S. calls it, 
it had been unnoticed, through a long 
succession of ages, in the place where- 
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in it was found. Various travellers, 
of high character, attentive, intrepid, 
and acute in investigation,—Pocock, 
Norden, Bruce, and others,—had 
passed near without observing it. The 
first notice was reserved for General 
Desaix, who was pursuing the corps 
of Mourad Bey across the Thebais. 
M. Denon, who had attached himself 
to the division of Desaix from an en- 
thusiastic devotion to the arts, was the 
first to make a drawing of the planis- 
phere, and the men of science who 
accompanied the French expedi- 
tion, made known its importance in the 
memoirs they published afterwards. 
As to the possibility of removing it, 
M.S. was satisfied on that head, by 
the plans drawn up under the direction 
of the Commission of Egypt. 

Circumstances retarded the execu- 
tion for some time, when M. Le Lor- 
rain, a friend of M. Saulnier, under- 
took the superintendance of it. This 
office of service was most readily ac- 
cepted, as M. Le L. had given the 
most unequivocal proofs of ability in 
certain difficult enterprises. 

As suitable implements for the ope- 
ration were not to be found in Egypt, 
M. Saulnier purchased or ordered 
them to be made in Paris, Early in 
October 1818, M. Le Lorrain em- 
barked for Alexandria, carrying with 
him not only his tools, a sledge, cord- 
age, rollers, &c. but the instructions 
of an artist well skilled in antiquities, 
together with notes and letters of re- 
commendation from several members 
“of the Institute. Pasquier, minis- 
ter of foreign affairs, gave him a let- 
ter for M. Pillavoine, then doing the 
duties of French consul-general in 
Egypt. 

In the month of November, M. Le 
Lorrain arrived at Alexandria, and 
soon after, in the beginning of Janu- 
ary, repaired to Cairo, where, after an 
audience of the Pasha, he received a 
firman, authorising him to make re- 
searches in Upper Egypt, and, by spe- 
cial fayour, aletter also of recommen- 
dation to Achmet Pasha, governor of 
Upper Egypt. 

M. Le L. was obliged to keep his 
project secret, and, to divert suspi- 
cion, spread a report that bis intention 
was to proceed to Thebes. A spirit 
of rivalry exists among the European 
explorers, and he was jealous of their 
interference. Having hired a_ boat, 
he set out from Cairo, February 12, 

Zodiac of Denderah. [Sept. 1, 
with an intelligent interpreter, and a 
Janissary of the Pasha’s guard. After 
a month’s navigation, he arrived at 
Denderah, in the middle of the night. 
The Scheik received and entertained 
him with all the hospitality of ancient 
times. 

In the interim, some English travel- 
lers had arrived at Denderah, to take 
drawings, intending to stop there. 
This made M. Le L. suspend the un- 
dertaking, and conceal it with an air 
of mystery. He left Tentyra (Den- 
derah), but with an intention of return- 
ing, and plunged into the solitudes of 
the Thebais, visiting successively its 
ancient capital, and Esneb, its mo- 
dern capital, also Latopolis, Assouan, 
and the island of Philoe, on the bor- 
ders of Egypt, towards Nubia; which, 
in a space of 1800 feet, exhibits the 
remains of nine temples. On the 18th 
of April he returned to Denderah, 
whence he found the English visitors 
departed; and he proceeded to the 
ruins, with a drogman, twenty Arabs, 
and ascheik. After some days of ex- 
cessive fatigue, he fell dangerously 
ill, but was cured by an Arab with the 
juice of some plant, the name of which 
he has forgotten. 

The whole of thelabours, with saws, 
pulleys, &c. of detaching the zodiac 
from the ceiling of the temple, and re- 
moving it to a point whence it might 
be transported to the Nile, were com- 
pleted in twenty-two days. This task 
of removing it to the Nile was no less 
operose than that which had been so 
successfully achieved. The distance 
from the boat was two leagues ; and to 
get at it they had to cross over ruins 
covered with rubbish, and afterwards 
a rough, uneven ground, intersected 
by hillocks, and little canals for irri- 
gation. 

However, at the end of the first day, 
the sledge had got over the ruins. The 
second day it advanced half a league, 
but some of the wood-work became 
unserviceable, from the immense pres- 
sure of the load. As wood could not 
be procured, a number of Arabs were 
employed; but the movements were 
slow, and. a remove of fifty or sixty 
paces was the work of ten or twelve 
hours. It took up sixteen days, and 
fifty men, to bring the monument to 
the Nile. 

The waters of the river were low, 
and M. L. had to make a causeway. 
Here, by some accident, the ropes 
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burst asunder; thirty men holding 
them were knockcd down and bruised, 
and the great stone of the zodiac sunk 
into soft earth, about six feet from the 
Nile. The courage of the men, how- 
ever, was not disconcerted, and, with 
renewed activity, in the course of a 
few hours they drew it from its miry 
bed, and had it removed into the bark. 
The smaller stone had been all along 
kept moving, at some distance from 
the larger one, but with less trouble, 
and without rollers and a sledge. 
When on-board, the barge was found 

to be leaky, in less than five minutes 
it had sunk a foot. The crevices 
which the heat had occasioned were 
stopped up, and the second stone was 
introduced into the boat. But fresh 
difficulties arose: the rais, or master 
of the boat, refused to proceed, bribed 
by the promise of a thousand Turkish 
piastres to stop the departure of the 
monument for three weeks. This sum 
was promised him by M. L. to pro- 
ceed instantly on the voyage ; the rais 
promised fidelity to his original en- 
gagement, and kept his word. 

The vessel frequently ran aground, 
from the waters of the river being 
low ; and, when about sixty leagues 
distant from Cairo, a bark that was 
coming down the river hailed them. 
Here a Frank, employed by one of the 
rival agents, said he was bearer of an 
order from the Kaya Bey, forbidding 
the removal of the Planisphere. M. 
L. replied that he had acted as autho- 
rised by the Pasha, and that any at- 
tempt to wrest the property from him 
must he by violence, as he should 
hoist the French flag. This menacing 
tone had its effect; for explanations 
afterwards passed between them, 
wherein nothing offensive occurred. 

M. L. arrived at Cairoin the month 
of June, where he learned that Mr. 
Salt, the British consul-general, had 
been forming the same project, and was 
adopting measures to execute it. His 
friend Mr. Banks, who had been long 
engaged with him in exploring the 
antiquities of Egypt, had just sent him 
from Londonall the implements requi- 
site for ensuring success in the under- 
taking. 

Mr. Salt made early complaints to 
the Pasha, who could not find leisure 
to listen to them. His attention was 
engrossed by other considerations of 
no small importance. News ar- 
rived that the garrison of Alexandria, 
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urged by motives similar to those of 
the Janissaries in other parts of the 
Ottoman empire, had resolved upon 
a general massacre of the Christians ; 
and he was about to repair thither, to 
prevent, by his presence, so horrible a 
catastrophe. After his departure, Mr. 
Salt addressed himself to the Kaya 
Bey, with whom he had long been in- 
timate, and was successful in some 
degree, as already intimated. 

No attempts were made at Cairo to 
dispossess M. L. of his prize; but the 
English consul-general had proceed- 
ed to Alexandria, to renew his solici- 
tations with the Pasha. They were 
ineffectual, however ; for, on the latter 
demanding whether the researches 
were authorised by himself, and being 
answered in the affirmative, he decided 
in favour of M. Le Lorrain, who had 
not been kept long in suspense. 

On receiving intelligence of this, 
M. L. repaired to Alexandria, and on 
the 18th of July had conveyed the zo- 
diac on-board a vessel that was bound 
for Marseilles. ‘‘ And thus (to bor- 
row the words of M. Saulnier,) this 
monument, one of the most ancient in 
the archives of the world, has been 
brought away from a remote country, 
inhabited by a barbarous population, 
where it was exposed to destruction in 
more shapes than one, and where the 
access to the piece itself was most 
difficult.” 

The principles and feelings of every 
civilized European must incline him 
to rejoice at the success of this un- 
dertaking. The dangers of deterio- 
ration did not arise so much from 
the natives as from foreign agents, 
one of whom, a little before, after. 
taking the drawings of several paint- 
ings at Thebes, that decorate the se- 
pulchres of the kings, deliberately de- 
stroyed the originals with a hammer, 
to enhance the value of the copies. 

But there was a danger still more 
certain to which the Zodiac was ex- 
posed. The channel or bed of the 
Nile is rising every year, and very 
soon the river will arrive, in one of its 
inundations, to the Great Temple, 
when the pillars that support it must 
encounter the shock of the waters. 
The preservation of the sculptures 
that decorate its walls and ceilings, 
will then be precarious. 

On the 9th of September, 1821, the 
vessel entered the road of Marseilles, 
and on the 27th of November the Pla- 
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nisphere was disembarked. There 
was no carriage at Marseilles strong 
enough to support the great stone of 
the Zodiac, and one was built for 
the purpose. The whole arrived in 
Paris in January 1822. It required 
the labour of twelve men, for three 
days, under the direction of the most 
skilfal carpenter in Paris, to disengage 
the stones, and remove them into the 
ground-floor of a building. 

M. Fourier, of the Academy of 
Sciences, dates the invention of the 
Egyptian sphere at 2500 years before 
the Christianera. The slow derange- 
ments of that sphere were not unob- 
served ; their observations on the pre- 
cession of the equinoxes are demon- 
strated by the astronomical monuments 
of Latopolisand Denderah. The preces- 
sion of the signs ofthe Zodiac commence 
in one with Virgo, and inthe other with 
Leo. These differences determine their 
date. Henceit appears that the zodiacs 
of Latopolis form the first known leaf 
in the History of the Heavens, and 
those of Denderah form the second. 

*,* In the fourteenth Volume of the 
Monthly Magazine, we introduced a cor- 
rect view of this famous Zodiac, and to 
that Number we refer our curious read- 
ers for the view, and for some obser- 
vations on its state and antiquity ; but 
these topics will be re-discussed in an 
early Number. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

QJOME months past you treated your 
readers with some particulars re- 

specting the celebrated horse Eclipse ; 
presuming that it may gratify your 
equestrian readers to know how the 
proportions of a horse are determined 
scientifically, the following is a table 
(taken from a work of M. de Sainbel,) 
used by the pupils of the veterinary 
schools in France, with the admea- 
surement of Eclipse, to which table 
that universal victor of unrivalled 
speed had not one true proportion 
about him. . 

1st. The horse should measure three 
heads in height, counting from the 
fore-top to the ground.— Eclipse mea- 
sured upwards of three heads and a- 
half. 

2dly. The neck should measure but 
one head in length ;—that of Eclipse 
measured one and a-half. 

3dly. The height of the body should 

Dimensions of Eclipse.—Cure of Ring-worm. [Sept 1, 
be equal to its length.—The height 
of Eclipse exceeded his length by one- 
fifth. Sy 

4thly. A perpendicular line falling 
from the stifle should touch the toe: 
—this line in Eelipse touched the 
ground at the distance of half a head 
before the toe. 

5thly. The distance of the elbow to 
the bend of the knee should be the 
same as from the bend of the knee to 
the ground :—both these distances were 
unequal in Eclipse, the former being 
two parts of a head longer than the 
latter. 

The head, divided into twenty-two 
equal parts, is the common measure 
for every part of the body, or the 
height of the body may be taken from 
the top of the withers to the ground. 
This height, divided into three equal 
parts, one of these three parts subdi- 
vided into twenty-two equal parts, 
will also give* a just geometrical 
length. W. Goopman. 

Warwick ; July 20, 1822. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

HE ring-worm of the scalp is 
often an obstinate complaint, in 

which many valuable medicines, in the 
form of lotion and ointment, are used 
with little or no success. Having 
known the lime-water procurable 
from gas-works, and through which 
the gas has passed for the purpose of 
purification, perfectly successful, late- 
ly, in three cases, | beg to make you 
acquainted with the fact, for the be- 
nefit of the public. Two of these 
cases were unusually severe; the 
whole of the scalp being covered with 
scabs and small deep ulcers. 

In using this remedy, it is not com- 
monly necessary to shave the head, 
but it must be well cleansed, morning 
and evening, with soap and water, 
and afterwards carefully washed with 
the lime-water. Sometimes, when 
the disease is particularly obstinate, it 
is requisite to rub the water into the 
scalp with a very soft brush. 

I believe this water will not disap- 
point the expectations of the profes- 
sion and the public in the cure of this 
complaint. It has a strong gaseous 
impregnation, and is most disgustingly 
foetid. T. J. GRAHAM. 

Cheltenham ; June 1822. 
To 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
WILL endeavour, as briefly as 

H possible, to lay before you my 
plan for the condensation of that part 
of the smoke which will escape from 
the horizontal chimney; and, though 
very materially deprived of its inju- 
rious properties, would still be unplea- 
sant. In doing which, I shall proceed 
first to describe the construction of 
the apparatus, and then the mode of 
its operation. With regard to its 
structure, I propose to erect a fire- 
place, composed of strong masonry, as 
nearly square as possible, over which 
is placed, at a proper height, an iron 
boiler, B, flat at bottom, about eighteen 
inches in depth, and perfectly open at 
top; to which is affixed, in a proper 
situation, a ball-cock, F, (Sketch, 
No. 2,) to keep up an equal supply of 
water from a well, pond, or reservoir, 
through the medium of a pipe. The 
flues.of the fire-place under the boiler 
-should have a free communication 

with it, by means of four openings be- 

tween each of the four places of sus- 

pension, H, (Sketch, No. 1,) by which 
it is supported. 
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Having proceeded thus far, I pro- 
pose bringing the mouth of the hori- 
zontal chimney, described in my former 
letter, to the edge of the boiler B, (in 
Sketch, No. 2,) over the whole of 
which is erected a cupola C, open at 
the top D, through which is passed an 
iron cylinder E, till it is on a level 
with the edge of the boiler B, when it 
must be made fast, and enclosed by a 
high chimney, which, in conjunction 
with the horizontal chimney H, com- 
pletes the structure. 

No. 1.—Transverse Section of the Boiler 
and Flues of its Fire-place. 

No. 2.—Section of the Metallic Smoke Consumer, §c. 

1. Flues of the fire-place.—2. Wall to support horizontal chimney.—3. There should 
be a door in that or some other situation, for examining the state of the boiler, &c. 

With respect to its application and 
operation: in the first place, let the 
MontHiy Maa. No.372. 

‘poiler B be filled with water, till it is 
within a few inches of the mouth of 

P the 
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ihe cylinder E; then light the fire, G, 
of the boiler, and, when the water has 
attained a considerable degree of heat, 
light that of the smelting eruacu 
so that it may not begin to affect the 
metal before the whole is in complete 
operation. 

On referring to Sketch No. 2, it will 
be seen that the smoke of the smelting 
furnace A, from the fire G, which heats 
the boiler B, and the steam from the 
boiling water, are all brought in con- 
tact; the two former will immediately 

rise to the top of the cupola, from 
whence, findirg no possibility of escape, 
they are thrown back upon the sur- 
face of the boiling water, in order to 
effect their escape through the cylinder 
B, whilst they are opposed in their de- 
scent by the steam, which, by mixing 
with it, immediately condenses it, and 
lodges all the grown particles on the 
sides of the cupola C, while the latter 
effects its escape throngh the cylinder 
E, and the high chimney I, when, 
should any of the smoke be mixed 
with it, it will be condensed by it, and 
fixed on the sides of the latter, long 
before it reaches the mouth. 

Having, as concisely as possible, de- 
scribed my plan, allow me to make a 
few remarks upon the subject. I have 
not in this account given any rules for 
dimensions, as that must entirely be 
regulated by the volume of smoke to 
be consumed, and the number of fur- 
naces with which it may be connected, 
(and I see no reason why it may not 
be connected with several, by having 
these horizontal chimneys to one point ;) 
on which account, it would be useless 
for me to attempt it. There is in this 
plan what I conceive to be a most de- 
sirable convenience, viz. that of ae- 
commodating the length of the hori- 
zontal chimney H to the size of the 
ground occupied by the works. If the 
ground be not of dimensions to allow 
of the horizontal chimney being car- 
ried of sufficient length,—in which 
case the volume of sulphureous and 
bituminous smoke would be greater, 
and perhaps too much for it to destroy 
perfectly,—by making use of the ma- 
chine used for consuming the bitumi- 
nous smoke of steam-engines to the fire 
which heats the boiler, the whole power 
of the steam might be employed against 
the metallic smoke, of which, 1 have 
no doubt, it will be found capable of 
destroying any quantity. Again, if 
not confined for room, the greater 
length the horizontal chimney is car- 
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ried, the less the steam will have to 
contend w ith, and the more complete 
its effects. 

This plan, which I ae thus sub- 
mitted to the public, will be found, I 
have no doubt, to be very short of per- 
fection, as nothing but experience and 
experiment can establish its utility ; 
but, allow me to say, 1 have tried the 
experiment myself, and have found it 
to have the effect described, viz. the 
destruction of the smoke. I have not 
been content with one trial only, but 
have repeated it several times, in the 
presence of some scientific gentlemen, 
and its effects which they witnessed 
have been uniformly the same, and I 
have no doubt as to its being found 
extremely useful in the destruction of 
metallic smokes of all descriptions, 
and may, I think, be very generally 
applied. One thing it may be neces- 
sary to observe before closing this 
paper, which is, that the draught of 
the chimney will not be impaired by 
this contrivance. 

I must, however, apologise for hav- 
ing taken up so much of your yalua- 
ble work, and close by observing, 
that, should this meet the cye of any 
of the committee alluded to in my 
former letter, I shall feel happy should 
any thing advanced in this be the 
means of affording any additional 
assistance towards the advancement 
of the very desirable object they have 
in view, the accomplishment of which 
will be viewed by no one with more 
satisfaction than myself. 
Frederick-place; KE. W. Rupper. 
June 15, 1822. 

N.B.—May not the water contained in 
the boiler, after being exposed to the ac- 
tion of the metallic smoke, be turned to 
some profitable account ? 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
S your Magazine is open to every 
thing useful to the public, you 

will readily insert this, to show at 
what a trifling expense the nuisance 
arising from melting fat, kitchen-stufl, 
&c. may be got rid of. Forsome years 
it was a subject of complaint against 
me by my neighbours, nor could E hear 
of a remedy; at length the idea sug- 
gested itself to me, and for two years 
or more I made use of the plan, in a 
temporary way, in wood: I have now 
adopted it in iron and bricks, at the 
trifling expense of a few pounds, with 
complete success, not the least offen- 

sive 
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sive to my neighbours, and a great 
comfort to the operator. ‘The method 
is, to exclude the air at the mouth of 
the ash-pit by a close door, the copper 
being partly arched over, leaving sul- 
ficient room for the operation, which 
is regulated by a door, according to 
circumstances. The air for the sup- 
port of the fire is made to pass over 
the copper, by a tube or chimney un- 
der the grate, which in its passage 
carries the offensive eflluvia with it, 
and is completely destroyed by the 
fire:)* 2 

This plan is applicable to many pur- 
poses where effluvia arises. Kitchens, 
wash-houses, &c. may be kept free of 
ali light disagreeable steam, by the 
copper or stove fires being supplied 
with air from the top of the room, 
where it accumulates, keeping the 
pure air at the bottom, for the use of 
the fires. It will readily he sccn, that 
by taking the light air from the ceil- 
ing, a constant supply of fresh air will 
be diffused all over the room; while, 
in the ordinary construction, the fire 
being supplied from below the grate, 
takes off the pure air, which, from its 
specific gravity, occupies the lower 
part of any heated room. 

I believe this plan, or a similar one, 
has been adopted by one or two per- 
sons in London for melting fat. It is 
to be regretted that it is not more ge- 
neral, or that persons in close neigh- 
bourhoods are not compelled to adopt 
if. JAMES GILBERTSON. 

Hertford ; July 10, 1822. 
i 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
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Dov ape susurrando 
Nei mattutini albori 
Vola suggendo irugiadosi umori. 

Guarini. 
Where the bee, at early dawn, 
Murmuring sips the dews of morn. 

LIFE OF VERRI. 
HE harmony and elegance of the 
lialian language being univer- 

sally admired, the life of a man, in 
whose writings the finest specimens of 
that language are, according to the 
unanimous opinions of his contempora- 
ries, and of those who have survived 
him, are to be found, cannot be unin- 
teresting to an enlightened public. 

Count Alexander Verri, born of a 
noble family at Milan in 1742, was 
originally educated at the college of 
‘St. Alexander, in that city; and the 
fivst years of his life were there distin. 
: 
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guished for the proficiency he attained. 
He sunsequently pecame a student of 
Jaw, and so brilliantly successful was 
his career, that he obtained the parti- 
cular esteem and friendship of Count 
Firmian, the governor of Austrian 
Lombardy. The advice and the taste 
of this enlightened protector of the 
fine arts contributed not a little to de- 
velope in the ardent mind of the 
young Verri that love of literature 
which soon became his ruling passion. 
To be enabled the more fully to satisfy 
this, and at the same time ennoble it 
by profoundly studying mankind,— 
without which the productions of ge- 
nius are only agreeable frivolilies, he 
travelled over, and attentively ob- 
served during many years, Italy, 
France, and England; and passed 
some time more particularly in Lon- 
don and in Paris, in the society of 
those who were at that time most dis- 
tinguished in those capitals in polities, 
literature, and the arts. Rich in ob- 
servations and universal knowledge, 
he returned to Italy about 1773, and 
fixed his residence in Rome, rather 
than in his native city of Milan, with- 
out doubt, as he himself informs us, to 
quench with more facility his thirst for 
the study of antiquity. 

From that period to the time of his 
death, which happened September 23, 
1816, Count Verri rarely passed the 
bounds of his adopted country. Re- 
signed entirely to his favourite studies, 
he delighted to live with the illustrious 
dead, whose shades have been re- 
called by his talents from the tomb. 
His work on this subject was preceded 
by the publication of his “ Adventures 
of Sappho,” a composition the off: 
spring of a most highly cultivated ge- 
nius, replete with sound philosophy 
and the most refined taste, singularly 
remarkable for the art with which the 
author, whilst respecting the propriety 
and genius of the Italian language, has 
infused into his style the pure forms 
of ancient Atticism. ‘This structure 
raised upon the Greek classics encou- 
raged him to make a similar attempt 
upon the authors of the Augustan age, 
and success again crowned his endea- 
vours. ‘The literary world beheld 
with a mixture of surprise and enthu- 
siasm the majestic energy of the Latin 
period, united with modern concise- 
ness, appear with éclat in the soft in- 
flexions of a language which had so 
admirably served the genius of Dante 
and of 'Passo in heroic poetry, and vel 

had 
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had happily maintained so noble and 
dignified a tone in the writings of 
Boccacio. 
“The Roman Nights’ completed 

what “the Decameron” began, and 
irrevocably fixed the second memora- 
ble epoch for Italian prose, now des- 
tined to become, from the pen of a 
master, the worthy interpreter of his- 
tory and philosophy. To this double 
purpose has Count Verri consecrated 
it, in numerous manuscripts of which 
his family are possessed, and amongst 
which ‘‘a Picture of the French Re- 
volution to the Consulate of Bona- 
parte,” and “a General History of 
Staly from the Foundation of Rome to 
the year 1766,” are particularly spoken 
of. The latter of these two works, 
which, during more than twenty cen- 
turies, embraces a long chain of the 
most important revolutions of which 
Italy has been the theatre, and amongst 
which Rome, its republic, and its em- 
pire, form in some degree only a sim- 
ple episode, appears a true historical 
creation. We do not, in truth, pos- 
Sess a picture of such vast dimensions, 
and of such homogeneous composition, 
traced by a single hand, and upon 
which the unity of the plan, the com- 
prehensive perspicuity and steadiness 
of the views, and the regular consis- 
tency of the details, impress the cha- 
racter of those durable monuments of 
human genius to which mankind look 
for instruction and delight. If to a 
certain degree to form a judgment of 
the success of such a work, it were 
suflicient to admit in its author an ex- 
tensive acquaintance with man and his 
history, an enlightened philosophy, 
an independence of opinions united 
with correctness of principles, talents 
matured by experience and crowned 
with success, a moral and religious 
character, unimpeached during a life 
of seventy-five years, marked with no- 
ble traits and useful virtues,—few mo- 
derm productions would offer more 
titles to our confidence and motives 
for our just curiosity. 

Together with these, and many other 
various writings, may be mentioned 
“the Life of Krostratus,” the last work 
which appeared in the life-time of 
Count Verri. In this we recognize 
with pleasure the author of “ Sappho,” 
and ‘the Tomb of the Scipios;” and 
it may with justice be remarked, that 
Verri has not fallen off in any of his 
compositions, but appears through 
them all as a writer of the highest 
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order, who may remove from the Ita- 
lian nation the general reproach of 
cultivating only the poetic style, and 
neglecting the energy of sentiment. 
We may gladly observe, as a pecu- 
liarity honourable to his memory, and 
always too rarely met with amongst 
authors, the laborious slowness with 
which he corrected his works, as well 
as the prudent reserve he constantly 
maintained in publishing them as ano- 
nymous, and replying to the cavils of 
pseudo-criticism only by the silence of 
modesty. 

The study of history, one in which 
Varri engaged with such honour to 
himself and such advantage to the 
world, forms one of the most noble oc- 
cupations of social man. Whereso- 
ever laws, morals, a government, and 
arts, have existed, mankind have en- 
deayoured to become acquainted with 
the times and the circumstances which 
occasioned their production ; the re- 
volutions which hastened or retarded 
their development; and. finally, the 
causes which had an influence on their 
perfection and decline. This feeling, 
so generally prevalent, arises from 
more weighty motives than a senti- 
ment of simple curiosity; it depends 
on that secret instinct of our nature 
which carries us beyond ourselves, 
and leads the mind in some degree to 
obtain in thought that immortality of 
existence which time must ever reluse. 
In proportion as the vast picture of 
ages is revealed to the eye of man, he 
believes himself admitted to the coun- 
cils of the Divinity; he beholds the 
infancy of empires, he follows them 
in their progress ; he meditates upon 
their fall, and draws from this impo- 
sing spectacle the instructive lessons 
of misfortune, and the consolatory 
principles of virtue. Such is history 
in her great and true relations with 
the necessities and dignity of man. If 
in the form which she may occasion- 
ally assume from the influence of pre- 
judice, the bad choice of a subject, or 
the defects of an inferior execution, she 
lose that character of majesty which is 
peculiarly her own, that is easily found 
again beneath the pens of celebrated 
writers, whom it may be said that she 
has raised to the level of her exalted 
views, and impressed with a sense of 
the dignity of their mission. Histo- 
rians are the true preceptors of the 
world, and the gratitude of the first 
ages confounded them with the men 
whom the gods themselves had in- 

spired, 
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spired. In comparing their career 
with every other which may seem to 
promise more easy success, it will per- 
laps occasion some surprise to see it 
glittering with so many talents of the 
first order. What. other branch of 
science, of literature, ancient and mo- 
dern, can offer such a constellation of 
writers as Moses, Herodotus, 'Thucy- 
dides, Xenophon, Polybius, Sallust, 
Cesar, Livy, Tacitus, Plutarch, and 
those who have dignified and graced 
the two last centuries? From this 
observation, may it not be concluded, 
that if history require the employment 
of great talent, there is no other career 
which is more favourable to the inspi- 
rations of it, and none which renders 
its glory more permanent and con- 
spicuous. 

At different distances from these 
great men we meet with other histo- 
rians worthy of sharing, in various de- 
grees, our admiration and our esteem, 
in proportion as they have been able 
to unite, with more or less skill, feli- 
city of expression with interest of 
matter. 

_ No where is this interest better cal- 
eulated to captivate our reason than 
upon the soil of ancient Rome. The 
ashes of this venerable queen of the 
world are to the historian what the 
ashes of Ilion are to the poet, anda 
step cannot be taken upon this classic 
ground without feeling the emotions 
to which great occurrences give rise. 
If of these the simple recital can com- 
mand the admiration which the Ro- 
man name seems ever destined to 
produce, it may easily be imagined 
what a new charm must be spread 
oyer such scenes by the talent of an 
historian, who, by the interest which 
dramatic forms excite, and by the 
gloomy solemnity of the tomb, gains 
possession of our imagination, and, 
without stripping history of its natural 
gravity, surrounds it with the pleasing 
Ornaments of an ingenious fiction. 

Such is the plan of “the Roman 
nights at the tomb of the Scipios.” In- 
stead of conducting us along the 
beaten track of methodical narration, 
the author suddenly transports us into 
the midst of his actors; he makes us 
sustain a part in their conversations, 
he engages us in their passions, and 
realises for the enchanted mind the 
most beautiful of dreams,—that of be- 
lieving itself cotemporary with the 
great men whose names and whose 
achievements are sq glorious a subject 
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of history, from the age of Romulus 
down to modern times. 

It is in the deep recesses of the se- 
pulchre, by the feeble glimmer of a 
quivering light, with the noise of a 
thousand tombs, which open and close 
with an appalling crash, in the midst 
of the spoils of death and whitening 
bones, that the author, by a stretch of 
invention,—the improbability of which 
is forgotten in the felicity of its execn- 
tion,—evokes, during six following 
nights, the ancient race of Romans, 
with all that it has produced of con- 
querors, or illustrious warriors, or dis- 
tinguished orators, and of personages 
celebrated by their misfortunes, their 
virtues, or their crimes. 

The three first nights are passed at 
the very tomb of the Scipios, disco- 
vered in 1780, in a vineyard in the 
neighbourhood of Rome, outside of 
the Porta Capena. It is in the pre- 
sence of the members of that family 
that Cesar, Cicero, Brutus, Pompey, 
the two Catos, the Gracchi, Octavius, 
Antony, Marius, and Sylla, re-pro- 
duce, with an admirable truth of cha- 
racter, the most important events in 
the history of their country. The so- 
lemn discussions of the senate, the de- 
liberations of the people, the tempests 
of the comitia, the progress of conspi- 
racies, the discord between the orders 
of the state, the public cabals, the art 
and the end of conquests, the conceal- 
ed springs of political intrigue, the 
means of corruption, its variety and 
extent; all these assume a second 
existence in animated discussions, 
where the assemblage of different 
ages renders the singularity more in- 
teresting, and the result more in- 
structive. 

It is there that Cicero displays him- 
self at once the father of eloquence, 
the master of sound philosophy, and 
the wise moderator of the troubles of 
his country; that Pomponius Atticus, 
not less distinguished by his absence 
from political factions than by his 
connexion with those who directed 
them, dares to call Rome herself be- 
fore the tribunal of Eternal Justice, 
and pronounce on her institutions, on 
her laws, her usages, and her triumphs, 
—a sentence of judicious severity, 
which seems to dissipate, at least in 
part, the charm of her grandeur. 

By the side of Lucretia,—from 
whom the observations of the in- 
flexible Atticus tend to remove the 
honourable epithet which history at- 

taches 
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taches to her name,—appear, in turn, 
Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi, 
whose great virtues and the suspicion 
of one crime have followed to the 
tomb ; and the unfortunate daughter of 
Virginius, whose blood, shed by the 
hand of a father, achieved for Rome 
the second conquest of her liberty. 
But suddenly an execrable object 
puts the dead to flight, and finishes 
the dialogues of the first three nights. 
The delineation of this monster, and 
.the description of his punishment, sur- 
pass perhaps the bounds of tragedy. 
It is horror itself, with all that it pos- 
sesses most poignant and appalling: 
this passage agitates the soul and dis- 
tracts the senses,—for its subject is 
“the Parricide.” 
Amongst the varied scenes of the 

second part of his work, where the 
author continues to display with wise 
profusion the richness of his talent, 
there is one which seems destined to 
console us for every painful emotion, 
in calling pity to the support of grief, 
and allowing us to shed tears, which 
nature at least does not condemn, 
over the fate of a timid virgin, whose 
love is her only crime. Nothing can 
be more affecting than the recital of 
the Joves and the punishment of the 
vestal Honoria and the youthful 
Lucius. 

In this melancholy and moving pas- 
sage the ingenuity of art is concealed 
beneath a natural display of senti- 
ments whieh are dearest to the human 
heart. Passion is there displayed 
with all its fury, boldness, and de- 
spair, with the mixture of fecbleness 
and pride by which its transports are 
ennobled. In treating of such a sub- 
ject, it was difficult not to fall into the 
track of modern romance,—the snare 
was open, and a middling genius 
would not have avoided it. To form 
any idea of the felicity with which 
Verri, by diffusing over this part of his 
composition the ancient charm of truth 
and nature depicted by genius, has 
escaped it, it is necessary to read the 
work itself. 

In this second part, the occasional 
less important interest of the matter 
is fortunately compensated by the 
more lively change of the subject. 
We may anticipate the attention 
which must be excited by a parallel 
and contrast between the city of Ro- 
mulus and that of Leo X:; between 
the laws of the twelve tables and the 
papal bulls ; between the forum of the 
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mistress of the workl and the “Cow- 
market” of the capital of asmall state ; 
between the famous rock upon which, 
during many centurics, the dominion 
of the world was supported, and that 
ignoble Monte Capino, worn away by 
time, which the eye discovers with 
difficulty, and on which goats are 
browsing near the very place where 
Curtius precipitated himself for the 
salvation of his country. 

In the different places which the 
shades visit with Verri for their guide, 
we sec and hear in turn, Romulus con- 
versing with Numa, Pompey disputing 
with the Gracchi; Brutus accusing 
Sallust ; Jugurtha reducing Cicero to 
silence by describing the corruption 
of the Senate; Vitruvius criticising 
with asperity the architecture of St. 
Peter's; Nero secking around the 
Vatican for the remains of his Colos- 
sus; Caesar judging like a statesman 
and a warrior of modern tactics ; and, 
to conclude, Pagan Rome expressing 
her admiration of this second Rome, 
whose moral power has exceeded the 
limits of her ancient conquest, and 
which, varying with skill the form of 
her policy, without changing its ob- 
ject, has made the milder and not less 
glorious empire of religion and the 
fine arts succeed to her warlike do- 
minion. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

T is with grief that I have witness- 
ed the denunciations against the 

German philosophy of Kant published 
in the Quarterly and Edinburgh Re- 
views,—denunciations not warranted, 
if we consider the profound and sub- 
lime metaphysical researches eluci- 
dated, as well as the important and 
universal benefit contingent upon a 
knowledge and practical illustration 
of the principles. 

It is easy for any one, aided by fer- 
tility of imagination, as with a pyrrho- 
nic criticism, to decry the fruit of 
another’s genius; and, where there 
are alone a few who know the system, 
to prevail against those few. There 
is however this consolation to the few, 
that their opponents have acknow- 
ledged universally their ignorance. 

Thus wit, like faith, by each man is apply’d 
To one small sect, and all are damn'd 

beside. 

Yet we cannot but lament the public 
indiflerepce to this great and new 

philosophy, 
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philosophy, while there can be no 
excuse that there is lack of ability or 
profound critics. 

In your last Monthly Magazine, 
criticising the work of Professor Du- 
gald Stewart, p. 413, you observe, 
“The reviewer complains that Mr. 
Stewart has not afforded more com- 
prehensive views of different meta- 
physical systems; we apprehend the 
defect arose more from the subject 
than the writer.” Yct this conduct, 
allow me, sir, to say, is in Mr. Stewart 
extremely culpable, since he has had 
opportunitics to be conversant with 
the immortal system of the German 
metaphysician. 

It is, however, with this, as it was 
with that of Copernicus, and all systems 
that innovate upon the common opi- 
nionsand knowledgeof theage. When 
first promulgated, there are few ad- 
mirers ; the advocates are persecuted, 
—yea, contemplated as maniacs; and 
thus, however important the conse- 
quences, the science is contemned. 

Forbid that such should be the fate 
of the system of the illustrious profes- 
sor of Germany, of whom it may be 
said, as was observed by Voltaire of 
Locke, “ Jamais il ne fut peut-etre un 
esprit plus sage, plus methodique, un 
logicien plus exact.” He, as Coperni- 
cus, is a genius, a mighty and tran- 
scendant spirit, who, in a hectic fit of 
nature’s vagaries, at intervals appears 
among us to astonish and enlighten 
man; and so, as to Apollo, Ceres, 
&e. niches were bestowed in the Tem- 
ple of the Gods, if we were not in 
possession of a purer faith, might to 
him, with equal justice, a consecrated 
seat be given. 
A Copernicus new modelled the 

order of the heavenly bodies; Kant 
purified the system of ethics. <A 
Copernicus has really made astrono- 
mers, will Kant philosophers? So, as 
the one discovered the true order of 
the conjunction of the stars, has the 
other the form of the mind. Yet, as, 
in consequence of the researches of 
the former, beauty of design, har- 
mony of association, and sublime or- 
der were developed; so, in conse- 
quence of the investigation of the lat- 
ter, will man be taken from a state of 
warfare, confusion, slavery, and mi- 
Sery, to be placed in one of peace, 
order, liberty, and happiness. These, 
Sir, are not assumed positions, they 

_ are not mere hypothetical statements ; 
but found in the very nature of the 
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science ; since, as there ts an order, 
which, in association with the princi- 
ples of the mind, can produce these 
results, is this the one, as explicated in 
the system of Professor Kant? 

He has shown the order of mind, 
from the state of the most physical 
and sensual to the highest, as that 
which is most metaphysical and ra- 
tional, developing, in the connexion of 
the sensual, the intellectual and ra- 
tional, the three universal properties 
of the power of judgment, in the 
agreeable, the beautiful, and sublime; 
separating the one from the other 
with the most critical and profound 
acumen. He has explicated the pure 
knowledge as distinct from the empi- 
rical, describing, in reference to the 
former, the moral principle; henee ex- 
pounding how it is possible for man 
to be either under laws of freedom or 
necessity. 

Truly, sir, he has unfolded all the 
powers of man, physical and metaphy- 
sical; fully exhibiting the mastery of 
a great and lofty genius over the most 
abstruse, complicated, and almost di- 
vine science. It is for man to study, 
to investigate the principles, and reap 
those riches which no longer are con- 
cealed by a vacant and unmeaning 
jargon; and, in the irradiancy of such 
a treasure, to cause its splendor to 
suffuse its charms, so that— 
Nations unborn your mighty names shall 

sound, é 
And worlds applaud that must not yet be 

found. 
June 1822. A KAnTeEsIAn. 

ii 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
LITTLE expected that in the 
nineteenth century it would have 

been necessary for any person (consi- 
dering the progress which had taken 
place in the previous century in the 
arts and sciences, which lead to civili- 
zation,) to offer his strong and decided 
oppugnance to, and abhorrence of, 
those laws which enable the judges of 
this country, in discharge of the duties 
of their office, to pass upon any pri- 
soner who is tried before them, for 
murder or other capital crimes, the 
following sentence:—*That you be 
taken to the place from whence you 
come, and from thence to the place of 
execution, and be there hung by the 
neck until you are dead.” 

I am persuaded that I state the 
truth when I say, that every person 

possessing: 
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possessing the common feeling of hu- 
manity must acknowledge that such a 
punishment is a disgrace to the coun- 
try in which it is tolerated; that it ori- 
ginated in an age of barbarism and 
depravity, and ‘that it ought not to be 
found amongst the laws of any coun- 
try which has advanced one step to- 
wards civilization. Such a punish- 
ment is viewed with horror when 
inflicted on a dog, and most decidedly 
ought not to be inflicted on man. In- 
deed I have never been able to bring 
my mind to the conclusion, that man 
in a state of society has necessarily 
entered into any compact which, 
strictly speaking, can enable any go- 
vernment, or set of men, to take away 
his life. ‘Such a power belongs only 
to God. ‘This opinion will no doubt 
be scouted by the majority of persons 
in existence, namely, those who think 
that every thing which is sanctioned 
by the government under which they 
live is right, and that to propose any 
alteration in the laws or usages which 
have been adopted by preceding gene- 
rations, arises from either madness or 
folly ; but it will meet with little oppo- 
sition from those who think. 

The grand object of all punishment 
is, or atany rate ought to be, the pre- 
vention of crime; and there are cer- 
tainly many other punishments which 
would tend much more effectually to 
prevent the increase of the crimes be- 
fore mentioned than that used in this 
country. Experience proves that, un- 
der the existing laws, such crimes 
have rather increased than decreased. 
With this fact staring us full in the 
face, I say it becomes the duty of the 
legislative assembly of this kingdom 
immediately to adopt such a law as 
would effectually prevent the now too 
frequent commission of the most horrid 
crimes. 

There is an opinion prevalent 
amongst the vulgar, which has, I am 
afraid, too often been the cause of the 
commission of much crime, namely, 
that God in his infinite mercy will for- 
give all, however base and wicked, 
who sincerely repent of their sins ; and 
that, by clinging to the robes of Christ’s 
righteousness, they will eventually 
become the children of God, and 
escape the punishment that awaited 
the damned. That many of the basest 
malefactors have died in such a be- 
licf, is no doubt true, because they 
have exclaimed, just as they were 
about to be launched into eternity, 
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“Oh! what a joyfal moment this is 
for me; I feel conscious that I am go- 
ing into the arms of my Redeemer; his 
blood is sufficient for me.” I am 
aware that it ill becomes man to set 
bounds to the mercy of the King of 
Kings, but surely any one may rea- 
sonably suppose, that if such an opi- 
nion gains ground among the vulgar, 
it cannot excite much surprise if, at 
no very distant period, man should 
willingly cut the throat of his fellow 
man, in order that he may finally be 
wafted into the realms of everlasting 
bliss. The punishment the most 
likely to prevent crime is confine- 
ment or banishment. 
B—mf—d. Cc. D. 

—— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
The actuaL state of the GREEK 

ISLANDS; by MARKAKY ZALLONI, a 
native of TINOS, physician to PRINCE 
ALEXANDER SUZZO. 

ROKO, a small inconsiderable 
village, is the next we arrive at, 

and stands about six miles out of the 
road from San Nicolo, and about as 
far from the port Palermo. At Lazaro, 
about a quarter of an hour’s walk from 
Kroko, all the people are Catholics. 
The river that rises a little below this 
place turns a number of mills; but, in 

mmer, these frequently stand still 
or want of water. At Perastra, a 

little further on, we enter upon the 
level country. From Perastra to 
Komi is ten minutes’ walk, during 
which it is necessary to ford the river 
fo arrive on the left side. Komi is a 
large town, divided into Upper, 
Lower, and Middle, a rivulet runs 
through two of the latter divisions. 
The inhabitants, who are all Catholics, 
do not enjoy the best health, owing to 
the insalubrity of the neighbouring 
marshes, especially in summer. Mastro 
Markadho, the next village, is very 
small; to reach here we leave Kar- 
kadho, which may be seen at a consi- 
derable distance on the left. Kilia, 
half an hour’s distance from this place, 
is a village situated in a gorge between 
two mountains, and the most consider- 
able in all the Katomeri or lower part 
of the island. It is traversed by a 
rivulet of excellent water ; the inhabi- 
tants are all Catholics, and possess the 
largest bellin the island. 

Actopholea, about a mile from Kilia, 
is situated upon a steep and high 
mountain, from whence it derived its 
name, signifying “the eagle’s nest.” 

About 
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About twenty minutes’ walk from this 
village is Kato Klysma, the last in the 
island on that side towards Andros: it 
is situated in a plain near the marshes, 
a quarter of an hour’s walk from the 
little port of Kolyinbythra. ‘The inha- 
bitants of both the Iast-mentioned 
places belong to the Latin church. 
A sandy road leads from Kato-Klysma 
to Aghapi, upon which we traverse the 
Perastra, and pass four mills. Enter- 
ing Aghapi, which is pretty large, we 
observe the fountain of the place, and 
a small rivulet. Aghapi is situated 
upon aheight about three quarters of a 
mile from the sea to the north of 
Selina, a wretched port, opposite to 
which the sea is of a considerable 
depth. Sklavo Chorio is another large 
village situated on a height, but very 
thinly peopled. Tripotamos, another 
large village to the right of this, is so 
called from its three little rivulets : the 
people are all of the Greek church. 
Besides a number of villages, the de- 
scription of which offers little or no 
variety, there is another town in the 
Katomeri much larger than San 
Nicolo, namely, Oxomeria: this is 
situated on the side of the island near- 
est Andros, and has six villages 
within the circuit of its territory. The 
village of Arnatho, opposite the port 
of St. John, being situated upon thé 
summit of a mountain, appears at a 
distance like a pigeon-house, and near 
this is a convent of Greek Religious, 
called Ghynekio Monastiri. 

In the interior of the island, and 
particularly all round the borders, we 
frequently meet with the ruins of 
towers and other buildings, apparently 
relics of former grandeur, and at least 
suggesting the idea that the place has 
been much more populous than at pre- 
sent. However, from whatever point 
of view our observations may be 
directed, five or six villages may 
always be seen at once, with a great 
number of little churches and dove- 
houses built round the villages. There 
are several very high mountains in the 
interior of the Apanomeri, though the 
Borgo surpasses all the rest; from its 
summit the neighbouringisles are easily 
discerned. To the west of Tinos we 
see the isle of Joura, Syra on the 
south-west, Andros on the north-west, 
Delos pretty near to the south east, 
Paros to the south, Samos and Wicaria 
to the east, and Mycona to the south- 
east. 

The land-winds from the narrow- 
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gorges, or passages between the moun- 
tains, are sometimes so terrible when 
they rise into hurricanes, that a part of 
the coast called Ziknia is extremely 
dangerous. 'The seamen, who are 
not insensible of the hazard they run 
when coasting this part, never neglect 
striking their sails even in the calmest 
weather, with a view to anticipate the 
effects of these sudden and impetuous 
gusts. The climate of Tinos is very 
mild, and is only distinguished by the 
frequent rains. Snow falls very sel- 
dom, and ice may be said to be almost 
unknown here: the inhabitants also 
know very little of hail, which is here 
of the smallest kind, being about the 
size of a small grey pea; the sky is 
almost always clear. Rain is scarce in 
Summer, but violent thunder-storms 
occasionally happen, which destroy the 
produce of the husbandmanand spread 
desolation throughout the country. 
Whenthe torrents are precipitated from 
the mountains, nothing can withstand 
their fury ; enclosures are often over- 
thrown, and the earth swept away and 
trees torn up by the roots, in conse- 
quence of the impetuosity of the wa- 
ters. The Sirocco, which sometimes 
blows here, is generally accompanied 
by thick clouds, which collect in the 
south and darken the air: thunder and 
lightning are also frequent in summer 
during storms, and at other times, but 
it is very seldom that any object is 
struck by the lightning. When it 
happens that the inhabitants are dis- 
tressed for water, those both of the 
Greek and Latin persuasion repair to 
their respective churches to implore 
the divine favour. On these occasions 
they go in procession from one church 
to another, singing hymnsand canticles 
composed for that purpose. After this 
the sight of acharged cloud over their 
heads would make them extremely 
happy, if they did not then begin to 
dispute about which of them it was 
owing to, that the wrath of heaven was 
appeased. Each party attributes this 
success to itself; they grow warm, and, 
becoming exasperated, the discussion 
is often finished by serious quarrels, 
and even bloodshed. In general, all 
through the Archipelago, an inveterate 
hatred subsists between the Christians 
of the Greek and Latin church; this 
hatred springing from a religious 
principle, is always implacable, and 
leads to the most fatal excesses. 

These superstitious ideas, however, 
lose much of their rancour in the 
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Adriatic gulph, and in the great cities 
of the Ottoman empire, where any per- 
sons taking pleasure in disputing 
about the differences between the two 
churches, are Jooked upon with con- 
tempt even by their own party, and are 
treated as dangerous persons, or igno- 
rant and ill-bred. , 

The villages are for the most part 
situated in the defiles of the moun- 
tains, or upon the declivity of the 
hills, not far from a valley through 
which a little rivulet generally runs 
from the high grounds, and produces 
water sufficient for the use of the peo- 
ple. Besides this supply, they have 
wells near the valley, from three to six 
feet deep; the water seldom flows over, 
unless in rainy weather, and they are 
enclosed by low walls to prevent the 
accumulation of dust, and to resist the 
heat of the sun, so that the tempera- 
ture of the water is much the same all 
the year round. As the shallowness 
of these wells makes it unnecessary to 
use ropes or buckets, the water is ge- 
nerally drawn up in dirty jars. In the 
evening the cattle are led thither to 
drink; but, when the supply of water 
is lessened by the heat of the weather, 
they are obliged to drink kneeling, 
when, as it frequently happens that 
some of them fall in, it becomes the 
duty of one of the inhabitants to clean 
out the well, for which service he re- 
ceives an egg from every house in the 
village. thas been observed, that the 
persons who use the well-waters con- 
stantly in preference to those that are 
filtered from the hills, are subject to 
several disorders, especially the asth- 
ma; nevertheless, habit has such 
power over them, that they will not 
alter their manner of living. It may 
be said of these islanders, as well as of 
those of the rest of the Greek islands, 
that they contribute little or nothing 
either to the construction or reparation 
of any public works; and that, in this 
particular, they differ very much from 
the ancient Greeks. 

Tinos is capable of producing every 
thing common to the terra firma of 
Greece and the neighbouring islands: 
several species of oranges and citrons 
grow here ; in fact, here is every kind 
of fruit except the apple. Brandy is 
made, from raisins, and sometimes 
from figs and other ripe fruits. Onions 
abound here, and consist of two spe- 
cies: one is much used in colouring ra- 
gouts; the others, called Glecocro- 
mitha, are yery large, and sometimes 
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weigh a pound; these have been the 
subject of much encomium among an- 
cient authors, who have boasted of their 
exquisite flavour and sweetness. Silk 
would produce a considerable revenue 
here, if the inhahitants were better in- 
structed in the manner of breeding 
silk-worms, 

The sage here is famous for its fine 
taste, the best kind grows in the recky 
environs of the village of Cumaro. In 
the month of May, before sun-rise, 
each family goes out to collect their 
annual stoek of this vegetable. They 
drink the infusion as tea all the win- 
ter; in summer, the tender buds are 
eaten by the women and children with 
Sugar; but, for two or three days after- 
wards, their tongues, teeth, and lips, 
are discoloured like chocolate. 
On the Sundays during the spring, 

the boys of Katomeri and Apanomeri 
go out in distinct companies to collect 
branches of sage. When these com- 
panies happen to meet, a rencontre is 
pretty sure to take place, called petro 
polemos, or a war with stones; these are 
often thrown at each other from a 
sling, and the victorious party are by 
right entitled to carry off all the spoil. 
The fig-tree is the principal in the 
island, and of this there are about 
fifteen different species, and it is culti- 
vated with the greatest care. Figs, 
fresh or dry, are to the inhabitants of 
Tinos what rice is to the Persians, 
manioc to the Americans, or dates to 
the Egyptians. The greatest number 
of female fig-trees are planted near en- 
closures and by walls. Their trunks 
rise from ten to fifteen feet ; their flexi- 
ble branches reaching to the ground, 
form those umbrageous arbours which 
will receive under cover from fifteen 
to twenty persons: thus, though these 
trees occupy a great extent of ground, 
the proprietors are well indemnified 
by the abundant produce. ‘This fe-. 
cundity is entirely owing to the art the 
inhabitants make use of in marrying 
the male with the female fig, by means 
of the operation called orntasma, or 
caprification, without which the foetus 
of the females would waste away, fall 
to the ground, and never arrive at 
maturity. 
he vines in Tinos are planted in 

stony ground, where it is not possible 
to use the plough ; their branches are 
so strong, that they have no need of 
supporters, and so extensive, as some- 
times to occupy a circnmierence from_ 
eighty to 100 feet, stretching horizon- 
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tally; sothat to perceive the grapes, it 
is necessary to raise up the branches 
and put the leaves aside. This posi- 
tion, so far from injuring the fruit, 
tends to shelter the vine from the 
winds, preserves the grapes from the 
ravages of the hail; whilst the earth, 
heated by the solar rays, assists in 
bringing the fruit to the highest degree 
of perfection. When the heat has 
been too violent, the juice of the grape 
resembles molasses, which it is then 
necessary to correct with water. The 
ordinary wine is made of the grape 
called potamissi ; of this there are two 
kinds, the black and the white. Among 
the birds of the isle of Tinos, the crows 
are three times more numerous than 
all the other species together ; next to 
these, white pigeons are most nu- 
merous: game is very scarce here; 
there are a few red partridges, but no 
grey ones, and hares are still less in 
number ; but the number of wild tur- 
tles and quails is so great, that they 
are preserved by the. inhabitants by 

_ pickling them for their winter’s stock. 
Among. the insects, the cicada is 
one of the most troublesome to a 
stranger, as their noise from the mul- 
berry-trees is to be heard day and 
night. The islanders say, their mono- 
tony lulls them to sleep. Vipers and 
adders do greatdamage here when they 
get into the dove-houses; but neither 
«teer nor any of the large quadrupeds 
are indigenous to this island. The 
only: thing of the wild species is a 
jackal or kind of fox. Neither ducks, 
geese, or turkeys, are bred here; the 
poultry of each yard seldom consists 
of more than a dozen of common 
fowls, and some among these lay eggs 
twice a-day ; and, among the eggs ‘of 
those that lay but one, it is not un- 
common to find some with two yolks. 

In the yard of each house it is also 
common to feed pigs, which they gene- 
rally kill when two or three years old. 
This occurs in the month of Novem- 
ber, preparatory to the laying-in of the 
year’s stock. 

There are but few horses, and those 
are of a bad breed; but the mules are 
strong, and very sure-footed, though 
they are not shod here, nor in several 
islands of the Archipelago ; they never 
have oats or barley for their food, but 
will carry from 600 to 650 Ibs. 
~The inhabitants of Tinos are of a 

good size, well- -proportioned, and pather 
atgt Their hair is generally 
ack or brown, and seldom or never 
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fair. About the age of forty, the men 
are very subject. to become bald. 
Among the women large eyes, placed 
high in the forehead, with thick eye 
arched brows, are reckoned handsome. 
Though possessing more animation than 
the men, the women are at the same 
time modest and decent; and, next to 
their shape, their manners and conyer- 
sation are highly interesting. One in- 
discretion, however, cannot be con- 
cealed; they cannot keep the most 
trifling secret, which compels their 
husbands to use much reserve. EXx- 
cepting this failing, they are completely 
mistresses of their household. 

Both sexes here possess an irresis ti- 
ble love of pleasure; and love, of 
course, is an affair of the last import- 
ance. But, as they wish to be the sole 
objects of this passion, the trouble and 
disorder occasioned by jealousy in the 
best regulated families frequently pro- 
duces the most fatal eflects. The 
Tinians are naturaiiy curious, lively, 
and irritable, soon angry and soon ap- 
peased. Their words once given they 
religiously keep, and their gratitude for 
benefits received is without bounds ; on 
the other hand, their resentment of i in- 
juries is excessive; but this, as in 
some other islands, is not transmitted 
to the relatives or children of the 
offending party, and thus perpetuated 
from generation to generation ; the in- 
habitants of Tinos - are extremely hu- 
mane, and will often confer a favour, 
at the risk of their personal interest. 

Such among them who happen to be 
unfortunate, are sure to find friends 
and brothers in their countrymen ; 
and, any person wishing to find a 
refuge among them when persecuted 
for any political offence, is notonly cer- 
tain of an asylum, but the islanders 
would rather perish than give him up. 
In fact, strangers in general are fa- 
vourably received and invited to re- 
fresh themselves, and partake of tic 
usnal meals of the family. People in 
easy circumstances offer Liqueurs, con- 
fectionary, and coflce ; but, the great- 
est charm is the freedom aud the man- 
ner with which these obligations are 
conferred. Thus, these islanders are 
reckoned the most hospitable in the 
Archipelago ; their: benevolence is ex- 
ercised without any sordid view of re- 
compence ; and, in giving this senti- 
ment its whole extent, we might say 
that they practise virtue for its own 
sake. Avarice, rapacity,.envy, du- 
plicity, and those vile and base ypas- 
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sions that harden and disgrace the 
heart, are unknown to them; their 
minds are equally as amiable, as their 
features; and being essentially good, it 
is aninvariable maxim with them, that, 
however costly the sacrifices to virtue 
may be, the pleasure of performing a 
virtuous action can scarcely be pur- 
chased toodear. Such is the strength 
of lungs in this island, that the inhabi- 
tants can make themselves heard at 
the distance of half a league, and 
sometimes sufficiently distinct for car- 
rying on a conversation. Most of the 
islanders travel, and there is not a 
single family that have not some mem- 
bers of it abroad; however, such is 
their love of country, that they invari- 
ably return. ‘Their barren ungrateful 
island they prefer to the richest and 
most flourishing countries; so that, 
whenever they have acquired a compe- 
tence, they finally return to settle, and 
either purchase more ground than they 
had, or improve what they have; hence 
the constant high price of land. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
HE public have heard, through 
the channel of your valuable and 

extensive Magazine, quite enough 
about the ‘‘ Fair Quaker.” Your last 
correspondent, T. G. H. has given you 
many particulars, but he says no- 
thing of her marriage to Isaac Axford; 
and, as I began the debate, it is the 
etiquette with members of a certain 
great house, that I should be indulged 
with a summing up, by way of reply, 
and so iake a closure of the dis- 
cussion. 

It is certain that the fair Quaker’s 
name was Hannah Whitefoot, and not 
Wheeler. I shewed to Axford’s own 
niece, only yesterday, the account 
given by T,G.H. She admits all that 
he says about the situation of the shop, 
and the way that Prince George got a 
sight of her, in his frequent visits to 
the Opera-House, To put a stop to 
these visits was the recson of getting 
her to be married to Axford, who had 
paid her some attentions while he was 
shopman at a grocer’s en Ludgate- 
hill. Mrs. S. his niece, told me yes- 
terday, that after they married they 
cohabited for a fortnight or three 
weeks, when one day she was sud- 
denly called out from dinner, and put 
into a chaise-and-four, and taken off; 
and he never saw her afterwards. Mrs. 
S. says it was reported that the Prince 
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had several children by her, one or 
two of whom became generals in the 
army. 
When Axford, many years after, 

married a second wife, and it was re- 
ported that Hannah was still living, 
the late Lord Weymouth, on enquiry, 
asserted that she was not then living. 
Warminster ; July 5. H. W. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
HE malady that has, for the last 
few months, existed epidemically 

in the south of Spain, has excited the 
sympathy of Europe; and the noble 
deyotion of the French physicians, 
who, for the sake of humanity and 
science, volunteered to encounter the 
dangers of that ill-fated district, form 
a splendid instance of well-directed 
zeal and generous self-devotion. 

The late Dr. Johnstone, of Kidder- 
minster, first called the attention of 
the public to the use of fumigations, 
as a means of checking the progress 
of fevers considered to be contagious. 
After an interval of many years had 
elapsed, Dr. Carmichael Smyth took 
up the subject, and the progress of 
modern chemistry enabled him to 
pursue his investigations much far- 
ther than his predecessor in the same 
field. So completely, indeed, did he 
seem to have succeeded, and so great 
the boon bestowed on society by his 
labours, as to call for a national remu- 
neration. The Parliamentary grant, 
thus bestowed on a worthy and de- 
serving individual, was perhaps the 
most useful result of his discovery. 

To prevent the propagation of con- 
tagious and infectious diseases, to 
confine those desolating visitations, 
and to disarm them of much of their 
malignity, I would propose three me- 
thods,—ventilation, attention to clean- 
liness, and avoiding the fomites of the 
disease. : 

1. That ventilation is a most im-. 
portant means cf diluting and weaken- 
ing the effect of noxious effluvia, is. 
very obvious. This should not be at- 
tended to only in the chambers and 
dwellings of the sick, but also in the 
construction of streets and cities. It 
is well known that the yellow-fever 
exerts much of its malignant and de- 
structive operation where the air is 
confined by narrow streets, in crowd- 
ed and ill-ventilated habitations, and in 
the trequeutly-respired and impure at-_ 
mosphere of hospitals. All these causes, 
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are said to have operated in Barcelona, 
where, in addition to the other evils of 
a large city, the walls and military de- 
fences tend to prevent a salutary ven- 
tilation of the place, 

2. Since, in the production of epi- 
demic diseases, nothing is more bane- 
fully operative than the putrid emana- 
tions of decomposing animal and 
vegetable matter, it becomes of essen- 
tial importance to pay the greatest 
attention to the removal of such 
causes. In high atmospherical tem- 
peratures, such as are often expe- 
rienced in the south of Spain, the 
solar influence, acting on these foci 
of infection, tends to generate the ma- 
laria very widely; particularly in low, 
damp, crowded, and unventilated 
places. The application of lime, (as 
advised by your correspondent Mr. 
Luckcock, in your Number for De- 
cember last,) to these prolific sources 
of disease, might also contribute to 
check the ravages of the yellow- 
fever. 

3. In proposing, as a mean of pre- 
venting the yellow-fever, that the 
contagious fomites of the disease be 
avoided, I am aware that I approach 
controversial ground. Thirty years 
ago, among medical observers, the 
contagionists constituted a most de- 
cided numerical preponderance; but, 
at the present period, by far the 
greater number deny a contagious 
property to the yellow-fever. By the 
latter the doctrine of contagion has 
been denounced as anti-social; and 
the conyiction of how much a neglect, 
or even a desertion of the unfortunate 
victims, this opinion might appear to 
justify, may have excited a generous 
warmth against it. Since, however, 
not only the physicians of this coun- 
try, but those also of France and 
America, are divided on this subject, 
I may truly say to these polemic 
writers— 
Non nostrum inter vos tantas componere 

lites. 

This is not the place for entering 
into a discussion of such a question, 
which has been treated in so masterly 
a manner by Dr. Bancroft on one side, 
and by Sir Gilbert Blane on the other. 
Itis justly observed by the latter, in 
his “Elements of Medical Logic,” 
that many of the circumstances at- 
tending the propagation of the malady 
can only be accounted for on the 
ground of its contagious nature: as its 
appearing in such places that have 
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communicated with a source of con- 
tagion; its almost constantly first 
breaking out at sca-ports, and parti- 
cularly at periods when vessels hay- 
ing the disease on-board have arrived ; 
its spreading from such place, as from 
a centre of contagion, to other situa- 
tions having communication with the 
first. These recur to my recollection 
as being among the most prominent 
of the arguments urged by that esti- 
mable physician, and which it will be 
no easy task for the non-contagionists 
to set aside or confute. 
Market Deeping ; 

Jan. 7, 1822. 
E. Hatrievp. 

~<a 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
RE we to have a new bridge or 
an altered one? As affects foot- 

passengers, and those who ride, there 
is no complaint in respect to the bridge 
itself; it is wide, and the pavement is 
good. The craftsmen are the com- 
plainants, and yet they are imme- 
diately alarmed when a small tonnage- 
toll is mentioned. The streets and 
avenues (not merely the approaches, 
a softened word of the engineers, so as 
not to frighten the public too much 
about the expense,) are of equal im- 
portance as the bridge. At present 
they are much too narrow, com- 
mencing from the Town Hall, Borough; 
and on the London side they want 
widening, more or less, all the way to 
Bishopsgate-street; Fish-street hill 
steepness to be removed or mitigated 
by all means; and an encreased accli- 
vity of the bridge to be avoided if pos- 
sible. Can a new bridge with all 
these, I decm absolutely necessary, 
appendages, be executed at an ex-= 
pense of less than a million and a 
half? 1 should doubt it. 

Even without a new bridge, the en- 
creasing number of houses building 
in St. George’s-fields, and southward 
generally, imperatively calls for in- 
creased accommodation in the streets 
leading into the heart of the city. 

In respect of a land-toll, there is 
very great prejudice against the mea- 
sure, and much inconvenience would 
arise to foot-passengers and carriages 
by the stoppage. 

If a new bridge is decided upon, it 
should be substantial and useful, in 
preference to ornamental: the latter 
being by no means necessary when 
the unsightliness of the river above 
bridge is considered; this might at. 

one 
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one time have been greatly im- 
proved by warehouses and wharfs, 
(uniform, wide, and extensive,) in- 
stead of several of the docks, now in 
peace-time of but little comparative 
utility. : 
A co-operation with the Southwark 

bridge is desirable, to take off a part 
of the traffic of carriages and pedes- 
trians, which should have inviting 
roads, both in the Borough and the 
city side; the latter, in particular, isa 
most woeful disappointment. 

The Strand-bridge road to the Obe- 
lisk has been spoiled by the curve, in- 
stead of its coming out directly oppo- 
site to the London-road, as orginally 
intended. 'This concern cost upwards 
of a million. 

—<——— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
The MILLER’S-TOMB on HEYDOWN-HILL, 

in SUSSEX. 
N September 1815 I went to see 
the Miller’s-tomb, at the tep of 

Heydown-hill, a curiosity visited by 
almost every stranger at Worthing. 
Near the head of the tomb is an 
alcove, in which visitors sometimes 
take those refreshments which they 
bring with them, or tea, with which 
they are supplied from a cottage in its 
neighbourhood. Over the door is the 
following inscription :— 
Stranger! enjoy the sweet enchanting 

scene, 
The pleasing landscape, and the velvet 

green, 
Yet still, although the eye delighted rove, 
Think of the better scenes to come, above. 

It is an altar-tomb, inclosed with 
iyon-railing, five feet five inches in 
height. The stone which covers it is 
thus inscribed :— 

For the reception of the body of 
John Olliver, 

When deceased, by the will of God, 
Granted by William Westbrook Richard- 

son, esq. 1766. 

As Olliver did not die until 1793, it 
must have remained unoccupied about 
twenty-seven years. 
On the south side we find this 

memorial :— 
In memory of John Olliver, miller, who 

died on the 229d of April, 1793, aged 84. 

On the top is inscribed :— 
For as in Adam all died, even so in Je- 

sus Christ shall all be made alive. 1st Cor. 
xv. 22,—The law was given by Moses, 
bnt grace and truth came by Jesus Christ. 
‘That whosoever believeth in him shall not 
perish, but haye eternal life. John i. 17. 

a 
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and iii, 15.—Whereupon, I perceive there 
is nothing better than that a man should 
rejoice in his own works; for that is his 
portion: for who shall bring him to see 
what shall be after him? Eccles, iii. 22.— 
Knowing that shortly I must put off this 
my tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus 
Christ hath shewed me, 2d Peter i. 14. 

On the east side are the following 
lines :— . 
Why should my fancy any one offend, 
Whose good or ill doth not on it depend? 
’Tis at my own expense, except the land, 
(A generous grant, on which my tomb 

doth stand.) 
This is the only spot which I have chose, 
Wherein to take my long and last repose ; 
Here in the dust my body lieth down: 
You'll say,—it is not consecrated ground ; 
I grant the same, but where shall we e’er 

find 
The spot that e’er can purify the mind? 
Nor to the body any lustre give, 
The more depends on what a life we live ; 
For, when the trumpet shall begin to 

sound, 
Twill not avail where’er the body’s found. 

Blessed are they,—yea all, are they 
Who in the Lord the Saviour die ; 

Their bodies wait redemption’s day, 
And sleep in peace where’er they lie. 

On the west side is inscribed :— 
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of 

wisdom, but to keep his commandments is 
holiness to the Lord. « 

Under a sculptured circular arch is 
an emblematic contest between Time 
and Death, and the following lines, in 
which the former is supposed to 
speak :-— 
Death! why so fast, pray stay thy hand, 
And let my glass run out its sand. 
As neither Time nor Death will stay, 
Let us improve the present day. 
Why start you at that skeleton? 
’Tis your own picture which you shun; 
Alive, it did resemble thee, 
And thou, when dead, like that shalt be. 
But, tho’ Death must have its will, 

Yet old Time prolongs the date, 
Till the measure we shall fill 

What ’s allotted us by fate. 
When that’s done, then Time and Death 
Both agree to take our breath. 

From the tomb we went to the 
windmill, which Olliver had so many 
years occupied, and from which he 
enjoyed a panoramic view of great 
extent. The miller was born, and 
always lived, in a thatched cottage si- 
tuated at the brow of the hill, about a 
furlong north of the tomb, and now in- 
habited by Olliver’s nephew, who suc- 
ceeded him in business. The mistress 
of the house thought that his singular 
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choice of a burial-place might be at- 
tributed to two motives,—an opposi- 
tion to the usual belief that places of 
customary burial were more sanctified 
than others ; and a strong attachment 
to a spot where he was born, and had 
always lived. Having (she said,) 
mentioned to the owner of the soil 
his wish to be buried on the top of the 
hill, he gave him the land for that 
purpose ; and, after erecting a tomb, 
he paid it a daily visit: but, two years 
before his death, becoming blind, he 
used to grope the way alone on his 
singular pilgrimage. His coffin, as 
well as his tomb, were prepared long 
before it was wanted. On the lid of 
the former was inscribed, memento 
mori; it was placed on castors, and 
after being drawn from under his bed 
every morning, was again wheeled 
under it on his retiring to repose. 

In making his will, he evinced an 
avidity for posthumous fame. He left 
the rental of a meadow and a cottage 
to keep his tomb in repair for ever ; 
but bis tomb has already began to 
moulder ; for what is derived as rent 
of the cottage, other purposes are 
found, and the meadow has passed 
away, by legal transfer, into the hands 
of a new claimant. J.J. 

Grace-hill, Kent. 
a 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
BIBLIOTHECAL CURIOSITIES Of LYONS. 

. NO. Ill. 
~The Roman Pontifical. In folio. 

VRNHIS beautiful manuscript, written 
upon vellum of snowy whiteness, 

is ornamented by majuscules and large 
vignettes, the grounds of which are in 
burnished gold, the miniatures and 
letters exquisitely enluminated, and in 
the most perfect preservation. In 
these are represented the Bishop pre- 
paring to officiate at the mass, in the 
act of confirmation, conferring the 
Stations of porter, reader, exorcist, 
acolyte, sub-deacon, deacon, and 
arch-deacon, transferring the priest 
to the functions of a Bishop or regular 
Abbot, investing with the religious 
garb, laying the first stone of a monas- 
tery, dedicating a church, consecrating 
an altar, the holy table, the salver, the 
chalice, the holy vessels, the sacer- 
dotal habiliments, and the baptismal 
font. In other designs he is repre- 
sented converting a profane spot of 
ground into a burying-place, conse- 
erating images of the Virgin and 
the Saints, bestowing his benediction 
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upon the water of the temple, upon 
bells, reliques, the censer, the travel- 
ler’s stall, the pilgrim’s gourde, the 
house newly erected, the ship on the 
point of being launched, wells from 
which water has not been drawn, the 
ashes intended to remind man of his 
origin, and the oils used at his last 
moments, when he is on the point of 
being separated from all earthly ties. 
The Bishop is therein further repre- 
sented applying the crucifix to the 
warrior’s vestments upon the eve of 
setting out for a crusade to the Holy 
Land, degrading a culpable priest 
from his office, washing the feet of the 
poor, celebrating the Last Supper, 
presiding at a Synod, performing the 
visit to his diocese, exhorting the 
winds and the tempest, solemnly re- 
ceiving an archbishop, a legate, a 
pope, a king, together with his conse- 
eration of the latter, and crowning a 
queen, conducting the funeral cere- 
mony of a religieus votary, receiving 
from another his renunciatien of the 
world and his vow of perpetual re- 
tirement, and, lastly, carrying the ex- 
treme unction and the final religious 
consolations to the bed of death. This 
work terminates with the Office of: the 
Virgin, wherein a series of miniatures 
display the most remarkable events 
of the life of the mother of Christ. The 
character, in various colours, is large, 
very correct, and perfectly legible, 
though the work appears to be of the 
thirteenth century. It formerly be- 
longed to Camille de Neuville-Vil- 
leroy, archbishop of Lyons, and is 
assuredly the most beautiful manu- 
script specimen that issued from the 
famous library of that ecclesiastical 
dignitary. 

NO. IV. 
Picture of the Three Rhetorics. Yn 4to. 

The text of this singular production 
is very legible, and encircled by lines ; 
and the author divides his work into 
natural and artificial rhetoric, the one 
appertaining to orators and to the dumb, 
owing its origin to pantomime; each 
of these three parts is divided into se- 
veral chapters,. wherein are found 
examples in prose and in verse, toge- 
ther with devices, epigrams, epitaphs, 
and instructive morals. The .author 
has dedicated several of these chap- 

ters to define the effect of the passions 
upon our discourse, wherein he has 
dwelt much upon pity, indignation, 
rage, shame, audacity, fear, and love ; 
the perusal of the latter, in particular, 

being 
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being very curious. In the third part, 
which treats of dumb rhetoric, the 
ehapters labour to define the rhetoric 
of the eyes, of tears, of misery display- 
ed in-the look, of beauty and gesticu- 
lations in general; and, finally, the 
rhetoric of money and of wine, which 
seem to have had a particular influ- 
ence upon the author’s mind. ‘ The 
rhetoric of wine (says he,) has all its 
figures represented in the glasses, its 
amplifications in banquets, and its 
common places in public-houseés ; it 
greatly tends to inflame the passions. 
Would you have love? without wine, 
says the poet, Venus is chilled. Do 
you seek the aid of friendship? It is 
only to be found with flaggons, and in 
the midst of feasting. If rage is re- 
quired ; do not broils ensue at the ter- 
mination of repasts? Do you covet 
hilarity? Scripture hath said, ‘Wine 
rejoiceth the heart of man;’ while 
Virgil calls it the distributor of gaiety. 
Ts your research after truth? The Pro- 
verb very justly observes, that wine 
unlocks every secret. Do you wish 
for dumb rhetoric? Place a man near 
a full bottle of sparkling wine, and he 
is, as it were, beside a red looking- 
elass, wherein be admires himself, and 
gleans from that joyful contemplation 
the majesty of his countenance, the 
freedom of gesticulation, the diversity 
of motion, and all the vigour of his in- 
tellect.” The writer terminates this no- 
vel and curious work with the follow- 
ing lines :— 

Chacun met dans son goit le prix de 
chaque livre ; 

Souvent le propre amour vous entéte et 
enivre : 

Mais toute prévention a part, 
Si l’on prétend parler en faveur de notre 

art, 

Quelqa’ami soutiendra qu’en cette rhé- 
torique 

Ou y lit des endroits bien exempts de 
critique. 

The author, no doubt, conceived that 
the rhetoric of money and wine, above 
all, influenced the taste of the world 
at large. 

NO. VY. 
Pliny’s Natural History. In Latin, folio. 

_ This manuscript, upon beautiful 
vellum, is remarkable not only from 
its perfect state of preservation, but on 
aecount of the correctness and beauty 
of the character; it may truly be 
esteemed a chef-d’euvre of the calli- 
graphic art; the letters being of a 
round form, and not interrupted by 
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columns, as is usual with manuscripts 
of this description. The majuscules 
are enluminated and highly embellish- 
ed with gold, and the frontispiece, en- 
closed within a coronet, is decorated 
in a similar manner, the first page 
displaying vignettes and a beautiful 
miniature, delineating stags grazing 
on the borders of a stream; while upon 
the broad margins of the manuscript 
are indicated the subjects of the re- 
spective chapters. 

Pliny, a native of Verona, acquired 
the esteem of the Emperor Vespasian ; 
he was intendant in Spain, and was 
swallowed up in the year 79, during 
the terrible eruption recorded of Mount 
Vesuvius, which the philosopher ap- 
proached too near, in his eagerness to 
witness that dreadful convulsion of 
nature. Pliny’s Natural History, the 
greatest work of the kind handed 
down to us from antiquity, was first 
printed at Rome in 1470. 

The manuscript of which we are 
speaking appears to owe its date to 
the year 1400; it was purchased by 
Claude de Rola, a physician of Mont- 
brison, who acquired considerable 
celebrity in the sixteenth century. In 
1782 it became the property of the 
Library of Lyons, of which it ranks 
one of the most conspicuous orna- 
ments, and is particularly quoted in 
the writings of Father Hardouin. 

NO. VE. 
Prophecies of \ Father Thelesphorus, 
Hermit of Cusance. Yn Latin, folio. 
This precious and very curious calli- 

graphic specimen contains the prophe- 
cies of the Hermit Thelesphorus upon 
popes and emperors, the future state 
of the Holy See, and of the empire, 
from 1386 until the end of the world. 
The style of the penmanship is gothic, 
and difficult to decipher; while the 
titles, initials, and indications of the 
drawings, are in purple characters. 
These designs, consisting of forty-five, 
are coloured, representing the popes, 
with divers attributes, as well as an- 
gels, monks, and devils. The writer 
styles himself hermit of Cusance, a 
village in the ancient province of 
Franche-Comté, at which spot, after 
the author’s demise, a priory of monks 
was established. ' 

This work in 1624 was presented to 
the library of Lyons by Francis de 
Chevriers, son of Gabriel de Chev- 
riers, lord of St. Mauris, a knight 
of St. Louis, and one of the gentlemen 
of the King’s Chamber, who was in- 
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stituted in 1614 one of the judges of 
the French Arms, in which place he 
was succeeded by the learned Peter 
Hozier. This Francis de Chevrier, 
who died in 1641, must not be con- 
founded with another, bearing the 
same name, who married Claudine de 
Paranges, and who was eulogised in 
Latin by Papire Masson. 

NO. VII. 
The Metamorphosis of Ovid. Folio. | 
The manuscript at Lyons is esteem- 

ed the most ancient translation extant 
in French of this universally esteemed 
Latin poet, being written in verses of 
eight syllables. The volume contain- 
ing this laborious undertaking is of 
vellum, comprising 546 pages, beauti- 
fully written, and in fine preservation ; 
it is decorated by enluminated majus- 
cules, and vignettes descriptive of the 
principal metamorphoses. The de- 
signs are not very correct, but the 
selection of the subjects, and the man- 
ner in which they are treated, render 
them peculiarly interesting. With 
regard to the style of the translator, 
the following quotation will prove am- 
ply illustrative ; herein Jupiter is made 
to address himself to Lo :— 

En cestui bois ou en celui, 
Se tu me crois t’ombroieras 
Et c’est grant chant eschiveras, 
De ruidi se tu nose mie, 
Seule entrer en bois, mon amie, 
Compaignie je ti porterai, 
Et par le boi te conduirai. 
Si n’aras pas por conductour 
Ou li vilain ou li pastour, 
Ains auras riche compaignie 
Da Dieu qui a la seigneurie 
De tout le monde mestrier, 
Je fais tonner et foudroier. 

All the books of Ovid are thus tran- 
slated, being a work of incalculable 

. labour. 
The most ancient translations of 

Ovid in print are, those of Walley, 
published at Bruges by Celard Ran- 
Sien in 1484, reprinted at Paris in 
1493, folio; mentioned by Maittaire. 
The Great Olympus, printed at Paris 
in Gothic characters in 1539, octavo. 
The first and second books were 
translated by Marot, in lines of ten 
syllables, which he read to Francis 
the First, in the Castle of Amboise. 
Bartholomew Aneau, head of the Col- 
lege of Lyons, added the third book, 
and caused the whole to be printed in 
this city by Macé Bonhomme, in 1556, 
in 12mo. The translation of L'rancis 
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Habert, of Issoudun, in Berry, ap- 
peared at Paris in 1573, which was 
presented by the author to Henry the 
Third ; that of Christopher Deffrans, of 
Niort, equally, in verse, appeared in 
Paris in 1595; in which edition the 
writer inserted musical notes, in order 
that his lines might be sung; while 
Raymond and Massac’s edition ap- 
peared in 1617, which, though loudly 
extolled by the writers of the time, is 
now scarcely known. 

In the two succeeding centuries the 
Metamorphoses were translated into 
prose by Nicholas Renouard, Peter du 
Ryer, la Barre de Beaumarchais, and 
Abbé Banier ; and in verse by Thomas 
Corneille, who produced the first four 
books; by Isaac Benserade, who gave 
the whole in rondeaus; by the Abbé 
Marolles, who reduced each fable into 
four verses; by La Fontaine, who imi- 
tated some; and lastly, by M. Saint 
Auge, who had courage and talent 
sufficient to issue a complete trans- 
lation. 

The manuscript at Lyons now un- 
der review is of 1450 to 1480, and 
was the property of Octavius Mey, a 
Lyonese merchant, famous alike for 
his knowledge, his inventions, and his 
great fortune, which he placed to an 
excellent use, by storing a cabinet 
with medals and the rarest antiques ; 
and it was from this valuable collec- 
tion that his heir, William Pilata, 
selected the weil-known beautiful 
shield representing the continence of 
Scipio, which he gave to Louis the 
Fourteenth. 

eee, Sie 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
On the LANGUAGE of PHILOSOPHY. 

. CENTURY and a half ago, Sue- 
iS tian was a recognised principle 
among philosophers. A pump was 
believed to act upon the principle of 
suction, by a capability which it had 
of sucking up water; and the leather 
was believed to adhere to a cobler’s 
lapstone owing to the stone sucking 
the leather. As soon, however, as it 
was discovered that the pressure of 
the atmosphere was the cause of both 
these phenomena, and that no such 
principle as Suction was necessary, 
various writers exposed the unphilo- 
sophical use of a term expressive of a 
power which did not exist, and it was 
generally abandoned. A few writers, 
however, upheld it) as descriptive 
merely of the ultimate phenomena ; 
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but, as it recognizcd a false principle, 
and led to false analogies and various 
incongruities in reasoning, it has now 
ceased to be used by any well-edu- 
cated person, although the vulgar still 
recognize the term, as well as the 
power, which it originally expressed. 

Just so it is with the terms ATTRACc- 
TION, REPULSION, AFFINITY, and the 
like. ‘They have for ages been used 
as expressive of natural, innate, and 
universal properties of bodies. No 
one has doubted of the power of bo- 
dies under different circumstances to 
attract and repel one ancther; and 
every work of chemistry speaks with- 
out qualification of various kinds of 
affinity. Thus insensate inert masses, 
which know nothing of each other’s 
quantities, are almost universally be- 
lieved to be able to move one another 
from the opposite part to that in which 
each is situated, by a power of aitrac- 
tion, said to act in proportion to their 
quantities ;—other bodies. push one 
another away ;—and others havesingle, 
double, and compound affinities or 
“kings for one another, and aversions 
to other bodies. This is the language 
and the faith of every learned society 
and university in Europe. 

But it has lately been incontestibly 
ascertained and proved, that ali these 
phenomena, like suction, have their 
sufficient general and specific causes, 
and that no attraction, repulsion, or 
qffimty, is either concerned or is ne- 
cessary: that the notions of such 
powers are chimeras of ignorance and 
superstition, and, consequently, the 
terms expressing them ought, like 
suction, to be exploded from the nomen- 
clature of any philosophy which claims 
the respect of mankind. 

They not only disgrace philosophy, 
but injure and arrest all enquiry; and 
they lead tu more false analogies and 
incengruities than even the term suc- 
tien. Thus a principle of wiiversal 
attraction renders necessary an univer- 
sal projectile force, and thereby in- 
volves pbysics and nature in the most 
absurd complexity. It mixes, too, 
with all reasonings on these subjects, 
and leads to false and unsatisfactory 
solutions of phenomena. 

But attraction must not be con- 
founded with the scholastic name of 
weight, or central momentum, called 
GRAVITATION. The two-fold motions 
of a planet necessarily confer an im- 
pulse or momentum of all its parts to- 
Wards its centre ; and hence ail bodies 
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upon a planet, as patients of its gene- 
ral motions, have a local or planetary 
gravitation, weight, or central mo- 
mentum. But, as the cause is local, 
and as a local cause has no universal 
effect, so the phrase “ universal gravi= 
tation” is an incongruity essentially as 
absurd as the terms attraction, repul- 
sion, affinity, or suction. 
Birmingham ; July 25. XX. 

—_— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AVING seen in a Portsmouth 
paper, the Hampshire Telegraph, 

of yesterday, a letter from Ascension, 
stating that the party stationed at that 
island procure fresh water from a 
spring nearly five miles off, and which 
is conveyed that distance, over rocks 
and stones, on men’s shoulders, I 
deem it my duty to state, for the in- 
formation of seamen, and the public at 
large, that nature furnishes the means 
to obtain good fresh water on a sandy 
beach by percolation, which process 
(like the water-spout and clouds,) not 
only separates the saline parficles from 
sca-water, but divests that fluid of the 
bitter disagreeable taste, so as to ren- 
der it more pure and free from earthy 
salts than river-water. In corrobora- 
tion of which, I completed the ship un- 
der my command with water so ob- 
tained, on the Malabar coast, when on 
my way from Bombay to China, by the 
eastern passage; and, on my return to. 
England by the Pacific, I watered by 
the same means in the Straits of Sapy, 
where the fresh water flowed and 
ebbed with the tide; and of the excel- 
lence of such water it may suffice to 
say, that I was thirteen months and a 
half actually at sea, out of fifteen, and 
lost only one man, who was not in 
good health at coming on-board. 

By this process of nature, the roots 
of the most valuable species of palm 
are enabled to extract fresh water 
from the sea for their support; indeed 
the cocoa-nuts produced on low sandy 
islands, overflowed by the sea, are the 
best; and, as these valuable trees are 
applied to so many useful purposes in 
the east, they might, with the melory- 
tree, (which is superior to the bread- 
fruit,) be easily cultivated at Ascen- 
sion. 

From the ravages made by dry-rot, 
requiring ninety-six ships to be built 
to replace those that prematurely de- 
cay, and from being informed that the, 
infection has spread to the Minden, 

and 
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and other ships, constructed of Mala- 
bar teak, in consequence of the plan 
suggested by me in February 1797, 
and which I had the honour to present, 
and to have highly approved by Larl 
St. Vincent, in August 1800, ‘of the 
advantages that would result to Great 
Britain by building a ship-of-the-line 
and frigate annually at Bombay ;” 
I avail myself of this opportunity to 
enclose the copy ofa proposed petition 
to the House of Commons. 
~ July 23, 1822. W. LayMan. 

To the Honourable the Knights, Citizens, 
and Burgesses in Parliament assembled. 

The humble petition of Captain William 
Layman, of the Royal Navy, 

Sheweth, 
The attention of your petitioner was 

drawn to the elaborate Report printed by 
order of your honourable House, the 13th 
of February, 1792, stating, ‘‘ It must seem 
surprising that in this country, in which 
the navy is an object of so great import- 
ance, no complete trial has ever been 
made of the effect of a method of increas- 
ing the duration of timber, so easily prac- 
ticable, and so important in its conse- 
quences. Every addition to the duration 
of ships being obviously a proportional 
saving of timber, if means could be devised 
to make ships of war last eighteen years, 
one-third part of the present consumption 
‘of timber, (workmanship, and all other ma- 
terials, ) fur the navy, would be saved; the 
medium duration of ships of war compo- 
sing the present navy (1792), taking one 
with another, is only about eleven years 
and three quarters.” 

Since that period the duration of ships 
of war having much decreased, in conse- 
quence of premature decay, called dry-rot, 
your petitioner has been enabled, from the 
result of many years’ research, to discover 
a speedy and efficacious mode of pre- 
paring forest trees for immediate conver- 
sion and service, by removing the cause 
of premature decay, as well as increa- 
sing the strength and duration of felled 
timber. 

That your petitioner has already demon- 
strated the reality of his discovery before 
the Board of Agriculture, in a series of 
experiments, made in the presence of se- 
vera) members of both Houses of Parlia- 
ment, which experiments are recorded in 
the Minutes of that Board. 
That ea abil has subsequently 

‘discovered a short aud simple test, where- 
by may be ascertained whether timber 
contains the predisposing cause of dry-rot 
before it is converted and brought to use ; 
and, if so, its progress arrested. 
_ That these discoveries, besides their na- 
tural utility for general purposes, are of 
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the greatest importance to the support of 
the maritime strength of the kingdom, and 
to prevent the immense drain upon the 
finances of the country, which arise from 
the premature decay of ships, that have 
added 150,000,0001. to the public debt 
from the rot in hulls alone ; and therefore 
your petitioner humbly presumes to so- 
licit that your Honourable House will be 
pleased to appoint a Committee to verify 
the discoveries on such a scale as to ren- 
der them of national benefit. 

W. Layman. 
—pa=— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
VERY well-wisher to religion 
and morality has just cause to 

rejoice at the repeal of that part of the 
Act 26 Geo. II. cap. 33, the Clandes- 
tine Marriage Act, which declares 
marriages of minors, without the con- 
sent of the father, &c. wull and void: 
This clause is repealed by the Act 
lately passed, 3 Geo. IV. cap. 75. 

I shall not enter here into what ob- 
jections there may be to other parts of 
this Act, farther than observing, that 
there is reason to suppose that such 
obstacles will be found before mar- 
riages can take place according to 
this Act, as may prove a discourage- 
ment to matrimony in many instances. 

I much wish to see some public 
mark of approbation of the repeal 
before mentioned, and suggest the 
placing in some conspicuous place in 
Guildhall a tablet commemorating the 
event. It might be stated that the 
tablet was placed there—‘To com- 
memorate the repeal of that part of 
the Act 26 Geo. II. cap. 33, which, 
&c. &c. (mentioning the day the Act, 
received the royal assent, and when 
it took place,) also stating the repeal 
to have been by 3 Geo. IV. cap. 75, 
passed 22d of July, 1822; to take 
place Ist of September, 1822.” Or 
the inscription might begin thus :— 
“ On the 22d of July, 1822, the royal 
assent was given to, &c. &c.; which 
Act repeals, &c. &c.” 

If such a tablet and inscription 
were placed in every Town-hall 
throughout the kingdom, it would, in 
my opinion, mark to the public a most 
important and beneficial clause in the 
new Act. A. 8S. 

August 10, 1822. 
—— 

Tothe Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
S your invaluable journal is so 
well known among” the more -ti- 

heral 
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beral and enlightened classes of the 
community, for its strenuous and un- 
deviating support of the best princi- 
ples of constitutional freedom and 
reform, as well as for its philosophical 
and literary attractions, 1 shall offer 
no apology for the following notice of 
a very curious and important state- 
ment of the comparative merits of the 
different religious establishments of 
other countries and of our own ; witha 
view to lessen the enormous expendi- 
ture of the latter. Among the numer- 
ous productions to which the financial 
difficulties of the country have given 
rise, none has appeared that in so few 
pages has given us so clear a view of 
the practicability of its plans, and the 
soundness of its arguments. Its very 
title, though somewhat extended, is a 
proof of this, by going at once into the 
subject, and advancing facts, and very 
stubborn facts, which must at once 
strike every one, and more particu- 
Jarly the clergy. Nothing in its argu- 
ments appears to be. sought for, and 
nothing taken for granted. It is 
founded throughout on facts, illus- 
trated and exhibited at a glance by 
comparative. numerical tables, and 
scales of the various gradations of cle- 
rical rank and its emoluments, in most 
of the civilized nations of the globe. 
By the aid of tables, showing the 

principles on which. they are calcu- 
lated, and ample references made to 
the various sources of information, the 
author has very clearly and satisfac- 
torily made out what he proposes to 
himself in the title-page. Of these 
tables your limits will merely allow me 
to give the results, with the author’s 
observations and inferences, assuring 
your readers of the general correctness 
of the data, and the accurate sources 
from which they are derived. From 
such ealculations we learn, that the 
consumption of public wealth by the 
established church of England and 
Ireland, is not only greater than that 
of any other national church, but its 
clereymen are said to receive in the 
year more money than all the clergy- 
men of all the rest of all the Christian 
world put together. Should any thing 
near this be found to be the case, a 
considerable part of its wealth may be 
very properly applied to relieve the 
national burdens; the more so, as, of 
the twenty-one millions of people com- 
posing the population of our islands, 
less than one-third, or seven millions 
of people only, are hearers of the 
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established church; the remainder, 
upwards of fourteen millions, being 
attached to other Christian persuasions. 
This, it is considered, gives other na- 
tions such decided advantages over us, 
that the very difference between what 
is expended on the clergy, by them and 
by ourselves, would be enough to pay 
the annual expenses of a war between 
us. In this statement, however, as 
well as in all those that follow, it is 
but fair to notice, in mitigation of our 
church expenditure, that the author 
fails to consider the. comparative va- 
lues of the circulating medium in this 
and other countries, which, on a scale 
of prices, would be found considerably 
to lessen the value of the stated gross 
amount of our church revenue, in com- 
parison with that of the other nations 
of the world ; or simply, that money is 
of less value with us, and will not pro- 
cure the same advantages here asa 
given amount of the same among the 
continental nations. In what propor- 
tion this may exist, and so far affect 
the accuracy of the author’s compara- 
tive statements, I cannot here pretend 
to ascertain, though I may safely 
assert, that it would reduce the nomi- 
nal amount of our ecclesiastical 
wealth, as stated by the author, in 
comparison with that of the whole of 
the rest of the world, in no less a pro- 
portion than one-fifth part. 

This will, doubtless, still leave us 
an exorbitant and overwhelming reve- 
nue, compared with that of other reli- 
gious establishments; and, unlike any 
other nation, to be provided by the 
whole of the subjects of Great Britain, 
for the benefit only of one-third; so 
that even such alteration of the au- 
thor’s statements would not greatly 
affect the accuracy of his reasonings, 
or the excellence and utility of the 
objeets he has in view. 

Far from any violent, innovatory 
or revolutionary tendency, the plan 
here proposed is entirely on the prin- 
ciple of commutation, and a fair equi- 
valent for benefices, with the mode of 
substituting such provision in lieu of 
the present one, in the event of the 
riches of the church being applied te 
the relief of the nation. 

As this appears to be the chief ob- 
ject and result of the author’s enqui- 
ries on the subject, we must, however 
unwillingly, pass over the various pro- 
cesses by which he secks to establish 
his arguments,—consisting of separate 
tables. of the church expenditure of 

different 
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different nations, the nearly universal 
toleration of their religious sects and 
opinions, their manner of provision 
and proportion to each other, with the 
reasoning and inferences deduced 
from them to prove the intolerant, 
exclusive, and oppressive system still 
maintained in England. Before sta- 
ting the projected scheme, however, I 
must mention some of the results of 
the last tables of the series, which 
more immediately precede the “ Pro- 
ject,” and afford a general view of the 
whole subject. 1t would thus appear, 
that the expenditure on the clergy of 
all the Christian world, except the 
kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, 
—the pastors of 198,728,000 of peo- 
ple,—amounts only to the sum of 
$,852,000/.; while the clergy of the 
United Kingdoms, of only 6,400,000 
people, receive 8,896,000/. exceeding 
the former by the sum of 44,000/. 

It further appears, that while this 
immense sum of 8,896,000/. is ex 
pended on the clergy of only 6,400,000 
hearers, the ciergy of all other deno- 
minations, of 14,600,000 hearers, re- 
ceive only 1,024,000/. hardly one- 
eighth part of the other, though the 
people are in proportion of more than 
two-thirds to the regular church esta- 
blishment. 

From this awful and imposing state- 
ment, the author takes occasion to 
argue the propriety of some alteration, 
and considerately proposes to relieve 
us, in future, from the unequal and 
unnecessary portion of its burthens by 
the following project of “ A Provision 
For the Clergy of the Established Church, 
and of all other denominations, for Great 
Britain end Ireland.” The episcopal 
body, and other dignitaries of the 
church of England, it is proposed, 
should have national stipends, as fol- 
lows :— 

Episcopal Body. 
Per Annum. 

The Archbishops to have each «+. -. £8,000 
Bishops:--.-. amet St. aa: e+ ++ 3,000 
Archdeacons «-++.+.-..-- sesese 1,000 

Deans teseeeceeececesececscess 1,000 
Other Dignitaries. 

Canons, Prebends, &c. each. £200 
per annum. 

Provision for the Working Clergy of the 
Established Church, and of all other De- 
nominations. 
Every clergyman having a congregation 

of 3300 persons, with a place of worship 
capable of accommodating three-fifths of 
them, or 2000 persons, to have a national 
stipend of 3501. a-year; with a congrega- 
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tion of 2500 hearers, and a place of wor- 
ship to accommodate 1500 persons, 3201. ; 
with a congregation of 1700 persons, and 
a place of worship to accommodate 1000, 
2901. a-year; and with a congregation of 
1100 persons, and a place ef worship to 
accommodate 666 persons, ¥50l. a-year, 
Smaller congregations and places of wor- 
ship not to be entitled to national stipends 
until théy have existed three years, Pro- 
per precautions to be taken to ascertain 
the numbers of the congregations, and the 
accommodation, in the places of worship. 

The stipend of canon or prebend 
being considered as the reward of par- 
ticular merit in learning or otherwise, 
to be enjoyed by any clergyman of 
the church, not receiving a stipend as 
one of the episcopal body, and there- 
fore to be enjoyed by a working cler- 
gyman, in addition to his stipend in 
the latter capacity. 

In all other cases, no two stipends 
to be paid to any person who does not 
personally perform the duties of his 
office, unless prevented by sickness or 
infirmity. 
A clergyman, in order to be entitled 

to a national stipend, to take out a 
degree, to be fixed upon, at one of the 
universities, and to produce a certifi- 
cate, from certain schools, to be fixed 
upon, of having learnt so as to be able 
to teach both the Lancaster and Bell 
systems of educating the poor, in 
order that they shall be ever after 
intelligent superintendants of such 
schools. 

These are followed by several other 
rules, recommended to be strictly en- 
forced, to ascertain the qualifications 
for the ministry. We are then pre- 
sented with a table of the projected 
expenditure on the clergy of all deno- 
minations, in England and Wales, on 
a sufficiently liberal scale. The whole 
episcopal body, consisting of 113 per- 
sons, to receive the sum of 175,0002. 
Other dignitaries, canons, prebends, 
&e. 215,000/. While the estimated 
expenditure of the working clergy, of 
the established church and of all other 
denominations, is stated at 1,845,000/. 
bringing the total amountforallourcler- 
gy within the gross sum of 2,060,000/. 
The ecclesiastical interests of Scot- 
land and Ireland are in the same man- 
ner taken into consideration, the au- 
thor making an exception in favour of 
the former, observing that the kirk or 
church of Scotland, being the best cle- 
rical system in existence, isnot to be 
interfered with, unless perhaps an ad- 
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dition to be made to bring up all the 
stipends to 200/. Passing over the 
tables on a similar principle, applica- 
ble to Ireland, we are informed of the 
mode of raising this new provision for 
the clergy, which the author proposes 
should be by a charge or per centage 
on the rent of lands and houses, as 
follows:—In England and Wales, if 
we take the rents of lands and houses 
at forty millions, to raise two millions 
will require one shilling in the pound, 
of which about two thirds will be 
raised from lands, and one-third from 
houses. 

_ In addition to the above charge on 
rents, there will be the expense of col- 
lecting ; but the sums mentioned for 
the expenditure of the clergy appear 
to be the extreme amounts which can 
ever be called for, and will probably 
not be required for a long time. 

To compensate the landlords and 
house-owners for the new rent-charge, 
it is proposed, before they can be 
called upon for it, to make a very 
large reduction of those taxes which 
are found to fall most severely on their 
property, and thus to counterbalance 
the rent-charge. And, besides this 
relief, the tenants of houses, if freed 
from assessments for clergy, will be 
willing to pay more rent; and the te- 
nant of land, if unshackled by tithes, 
will put into tillage, in their turn, lands 
which the fear of tithes now keeps un- 
improved, to the ultimate detriment 
of the landlord. 

In the mode of substituting the new 
provision for the present one, and of 
realizing church property for the use 
of the nation, it is proposed that com- 
missioners should be appointed for 
this purpose, to be empowered to sell 
all church property, both tithes and 
estates. A preference in the sale of 
tithes to be given to the owners of the 
Jands. ‘Fhe money gradually arising 
from the sales to be vested in the puk- 
lic funds, the interest to be paid to the 
holders of the livings for their lives, 
which payment will be about equal to 
their present income, and paid without 
irregularity or dispute. At the death 
of the present holders, the successor 
to be paid according to the scale of 
national stipends, unless in cases of 
reversions having been sold. No sales 
of reversions to be valid, if made after 
the new arrangement. 

. The tithes may be computed. to 
bring twenty-five years’ purchase, and 
i 
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the estates thirty years’ purchase. To 
compensate the owners of presenta- 
tions, nine years’ income, or 9-25ths of 
the capital, arising from the sale, to be: 
paid to them, the remainder, or 
16-25ths, to be applied to the use of 
the nation. The whole proceeds of 
the livings inthe presentation of the 
crown, the bishops, and the: ecclesias- 
tical corporations, to be also applied to 
the use of the nation. 

The estimated amount of the church 
property, which can be resorted to for 
the use of the state, will be found to 
consist of:—Tithes belonging to the 
livings in the gift of the crown, the 
bishops, and ecclesiastical corpora- 
tions, 3,250,000/7. per annum, at 
twenty-five years’ purchase making 
81,250,0007. Tithes belonging to liv- 
ingsin the gift of individuals,2,000,000/. 
per annum, at twenty-five years’ pur- 
chase making 75,000,0007. Deducted 
9-25ths to be paid to the individuals, 
27,000,000/. leaves 48,000,000/.; the 
whole of the tithes amounting to 
129,250,000/. Estates, 1,000,000/. per 
annum, at thirty years’ purchase 
amounting to 30,000,000/. ;—making 
the value of all the church property in 
England 159,250,000/. The value in 
Ireland, stated 1,300,000/., at fourteen 
years’ purchase making 18,200,000/. ; 
bringing the total value of church pro- 
perty to the sum of 177,450,000. 

As soon as the commissioners have 
accumulated in the funds seventy-five 
millions of money unincumbered, and 
applicable to the use of the state, then - 
so much of the national debt to be ex- 
tinguished, and annual taxes particu- 
larly affecting lands and houses, to the 
amount of 3,000,000/. to be taken off, 
and the plan of national stipends, and 
the new provision for all denomina- 
tions to take place; the remaining 
100,.000,000/., as it accumulates, to be 
applied in the same manner. By this 
means the national debt and taxes 
will be reduced very materially, and 
yet no man will have injustice done to 
him; for those who are in possession 
of benefices will continue to enjoy 
them for life; and to those who have 
the right of presentation to a living, 
the nation pays the money-value of 
such right. O. E. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, : 
HE following particulars of As- 
sessed Taxes are carefully ex- 

tracted 
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tracted and calculated from a return 
lately made to the House of Commons, 
from the Tax-Office, viz. the greatest, 
least, and average, and the annual 

Description of Tax. 

Inhabited Houses -----++ 
Windows 
Male Servants 
Hair-powder ---- 
Armorial Bearings 
Carriages : 
Horses, for riding and 

drawing Carriages++ § 

1810-- 

1220-- 

1820 +6 

1812:- 

Ditto, of other descrip- i 1814.5 
tions, and Mules. --- 

Horse-dealers:++++++++- 
Dogs 
Game Licences -+++-++++ 
Composition at 5 per 

- Cent. for increase of +|1819++ 
establishment, 2 years 5 

1812++ 
1812. 

1819--" 

Gross Amounts, &c.+-+- 
Net Amounts, &c.++-++- 
Total Expenses of Col- ) 

lecting 
Per £100. gross ditto «+ 

Assessed Taxes.— Mr. Weekes on the olian Harp. 

Year greatest. 

z£ & 

1820 1,115,505|1810-- 882,575 
1818 2,374,725|1816 2,245,132 
1814++ 530,681/1810-- 402,635 

60,980|1820++ 
41,334/1816-- 

496,558|1810-- 

793,516|1820-- 

748,872|1817-- 

13,200|1816-- 
171,499|1811-- 
134,861|1816-- 

35,087/1820.- + 

1814. 6,209,826|1810 . 5,688,601 
1814. 5,915,734|1811 . 5,420,380 

1819+* 397,571/1810-- 267,865 

1819--£5 6 1011818. £41154] £4 16 8 
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gross amounts, in the eleven years 
ending the 5th of April, 1820; show- 
ing also the expenses of collecting :— 

Average 
Amount, 

ross Amount) 

Year least. in 1] years. 

£ 
11,209,892 
25,279,822 
5,468,490 

= 

1,019,081 
2,298,165 
498,954 
45,542 
40,236 

462,932 

715,251 

32,924 
39,025 

424,950 

643,429 

564,428 

9,440 
141,355 
111,280 

634,623 
11,698 

154,581 
124,435 

34,853] 34,945 

6,011,850 
5,721,308 
290,542 

66,130,346 
62,934,391 

3,195,955 

= 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
ae eSERG 

EING, with your correspondent 
C. R. as I presume, an enthu- 

siastic lover of the delightful strains 
of the Lolian harp, and having during 
several years directed my attention to 
the improvement of that instrument, 
I very gladly avail myself of the op- 
portunity to communicate a few hints 
on the subject for his information. 

The best method of stringing the 
féolian harp, agreeably to my expe- 
rience, is to employ two of the fourth 
or silver strings applicable to the vio- 
lin, while the remainder should be con- 
stituted by the first (best Roman) 
strings of the same instrument. I 
think it best to dispose of the silver 
strings in a lateral situation in regard 
to the smaller, so that one silver string 
form the first in order of notation, and 
the other the last, with all the smaller 
Roman strings intermediate. As I 
am at present on matter of fact only, 
I shall not attempt any theory to ac- 
count for this rule in stringing the 
A®olian harp; but merely assure you, 
many experiments have established in 
my mind a conviction that it is pre- 
ferable, and produces the greatest 
effect. 

If your correspondent strings his 

A®olian harp agreeably to the above 
directions, he will find that the degree 
of tension of the strings, most suscep- 
tible of the action of the wind, is that 
which he will obtain by tuning them all 
in concert to the pitch of the little in- 
strument denominated a tuning-fork, 
(the one marked A,) which he may 
purchase, if he has not one, at any 
music-seller’s shop in London, and in 
most provincial towns. 
From the situation in which the 

fZolian harp is usually placed, the 
high degree of susceptibility of the 
best kind of strings to expand and con- 
tract from atmospheric causes, and 
that unequally in regard to each other, 
the instrument requires to be very 
frequently re-tuned. 

About three years ago my views 
were directed, during some hours of 
leisure, to the formation of an instru- 
ment on the principle of the Molian 
harp; which invention I ultimately 
completed, and, if you will excuse 
want of diffidence, 1 will add, much to 
the satisfaction of myself and several 
scientific acquaintances. It is diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, by words alone, 
to convey an adequate idea of the in- 
strument to which I allude: it was not 
confined in its use to the window of a 
room, like the AXolian harp, but made 

to 
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to stand on an elegant pedestal; was 
furnished with a revolving cylindrical 
sounding-board, receiving impulse 
from the wind; its powers were very 
superior to the olian harp, and 
might be placed in a bower, summer- 
house, garden, or other situation, at 
pleasure. W. H. WEEKEs. 

Sandwich; August 10. 
* * We shall be happy to give place to 

the engravings and further descriptions to 
which Mr. Weekes refers. 

—a— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONTEM- 

PORARY CRITICISM. 
NO. XXIV. 

Quarterly Review, No. 53, July 1822. 
T was once remarked by a learned 
advocate to his enquiring client, 

that he had an excellent case, com- 
plete in every point, with one small 
exception—the proof. So we are in- 
clined to say of the Quarterly Review 
in general, and of the present number 
in particular, that it contains a body of 
very spirited and clever criticism, in 
which we find nothing to blame but its 
prejudice, unfairness, and malignity. 
We admire the frankness with which 
a northern periodical, whose great 
merit consists in the excess of its 
modest assurance, professes to “be 
always candid and impartial, except in 
politics ;” and, setting matters of state 
policy and state religion out of the 
question, we doubt not that the Quar- 
terly would administer most whole- 
some and upright judgment. But, if 
evidence be the bone and sinew of a 
litigated cause, candour and imparti- 
ality are, in no inferior degree, the very 
life and soul of areview, In matters 
of minor literary interest, these quali- 
ties are commendable and becoming; 
but, in the higher concerns of politics 
and religion, they are of vital im- 
ortance. It is not of the party prin- 

ciple of this Review that we complain, 
for these feelings must be expected to 
mingle themselves with the discussion 
of neutral topics, and we are ready to 
make a reasonable allowance for their 
bias. But we are romantic enough to 
think, that they might be confined 
within some limits of charity and fair- 
ness, and that the exaltation of Joyal 
and orthodox zeal ought not wholly to 
supersede a regard to justice and 
truth. Yet this exasperated critic per- 
sists in shutting his eyes to all consi- 
deratiens when he rushes on his victim; 
and his ferocity, like that of the animal 
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to which we may liken him, has at 
least this good effect, that he often 
misses his aim. ‘The present number 
affords fair specimens of the peculiar 
merits and vices of this Review. 

In the first article we have a well- 
written dissertation on the Life and 
Writings of Camoens, including re- 
marks on the two English versions by 
Fanshawe and Mickle, in which we 
recognize the correct taste and exten- 
sive information which, on subjects 
like these, Mr. Southey never fails to 
display. There remained, however, 
little new to be said either of the poem 
or its author. The merits of the for- 
mer, and the character and adventures 
of the latter, were sufficiently noto- 
rious. To this country the poetry of 
Portugal is known only in the Lusiad, 
and that work only through Mickle’s 
translation. As a leading national 
poem, it will always maintain a perma- 
nent rank, but it is too little known in 
the original to admit of its becoming 
popular in a translation. We wish 
Mr. Southey had confined himself to 
Portugal, and not gone out of his way 
to reflect upon the French, against 
whom his hatredseems as deep as when 
they occupied the Peninsula; and still 
less was he called upon, in this quiet 
critique, to proclaim that, at home, 
“villains, and dupes, and madmen, 
are scattering the seeds of rebellion 
with indefatigable industry.” Mr. 
Southey may depend upon it, they 
scatter in vain. Such seeds are only 
to be sown with effect by the hands of 
harsh and unprincipled governments, 
and spring up only when they are 
received into the hearts of an impo- 
verished and injured people. 
We hold in great respect the learn- 

ing, research, and industry, exhibited 
in the next article, attributed to Mr. 
Ugo Foscolo ; and we heartily wish it 
had been directed to a better purpose. 
The History of the Holic Digamma is 
wrapped in a very venerable shrond 
of antiquity and mystery, which the 
labours of the critic have not, in any 
degree, removed—‘‘ Tis but to know 
how little can be known.” Where all 
is hypothesis and conjecture, the 
greatest praise which can accrue to an 
enquirer, is that which we cheerfully 
yield to Mr. Foscolo, that those which 
he has hazarded are at least plausible 
and ingenious. 
We arrive, in the third article, at 

oue of those virulent eflusions of pre- 
judice and spleen which have so often 

disgraced 
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disgraced this work, and which no 
name or talent can redeem from public 
contempt. / It is‘a comprehensive exa- 
mination of various recent accounts of 
the United States, and particularly of 
the very lively and able Views of 
Society and Manners in America, by an 
Englishwoman. By an Englishwoman 
these Views were certainly written, as 
the Reviewer knows abundantly well, 
whilst he asserts the contrary. Buthe 
will excuse us for doubting if he be 
really an Englishman, who can avail 
himself of a pretextlike this to launch 
his virulent personalitics against an 
amiable and accomplished woman. 
But she is guilty of the unpardonable 
sin of admiring and praising the Ameri- 
can government: she was treated as a 
friend by the Americans ; and, as a 
friend, she speaks of them. The pe- 
tusal of her volume will form her best 
defence. But the injury to the indi- 
vidual is trifling, compared to the per- 
nicious tendency of this paper in a 
public view. Every thing favourable 
to the United States is carefully sup- 
pressed ; and every anccdote is studi- 
ously detailed on the other hand, 
which can render them odious and 
ridiculous. Is it by contemptible arts 
like these that this high-minded patriot 
thinks that. his country is to be served? 
Would he stop emigration to America? 
Instead of abusing that nation, let him 
convince his countrymen that ‘ peace, 
with her concomitant blessings, spreads 
her benign iniluence over the land, 
and all we want is thankfulness.” Is 
it for sport, or for life, that the emi- 
grant flees into the wilderness?) Does 
he wantonly desert his home, or does 
he escape from the grasp of necessity? 
No matter which, no doubt, if he did 
not take refuge ina republic. Here is 
the grievance, and until Mr. Monroe 
be crowned and anointed in Washing- 
ton, the senate transformed into earls 
and viscounts, the thirty-nine articles 
established in full authority, and a 
competent number of rotten boroughs 
constituted. and duly sold, we sce not 
how itis to be remedied. More than 
ence, indeed, the reviewer flatters 
himself with an anticipation of mo- 
warchy being adopted by the States ; 
und we, with more reason, flatter our- 
selves, that the American nation will 
see, in such lucubrations as these, the 
outbreakings of a jealous and bigotted 
mind, with which the manly and Jiberal 
opinions of the British public do not, 
in any degree, sympathize. 
» Monrary Mac, No, 872, 
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Whilst in the last article the re- 
viewer labours to. give a positive 
check to American emigration, in the 
next, which treats of our colony in Van 
Diemen’s Land, and strongly recom- 
mends it as a place of settlement, he 
aims indirectly at the same object. 
It is undoubtedly a fine country, com- 
bining more advantages than perhaps 
any other of our colonies; and the re- 
viewer thinks that facilities might be 
afforded to the labouring poor and 
their families to emigrate thither. But 
why emigrate at all, when ‘‘ the mass 
of the people are no where so wellfed, 
clothed, and lodged, as in Hugtand;” 
why “replunge into that state of 
savage life, and forego ull the comforts 
and all the blessings of civilization ? 
asacrifice which must be made by the 
settler in Van Diemen’s Land as well 
as in America. Through the incon- 
sistencics of this politician, the uawel- 
come truth appears but too plainly ; 
that, for ‘‘food, and clothing, and 
lodging,” numbers of his countrymen 
are compelled to forsake their native 
soil, and seek them in foreign lands. 
In natural advantages Van Diemen’s 
Land is equal, and perhaps superior, 
to America; but it forms a_ very 
serious objection to colonial settle- 
ment, that the government is admi- 
nistered, for the most part, by military 
hands, in a summary and arbitrary 
manner. ‘The consequences of this 
are visible in the frequent distur- 
bances in New South Wales. When- 
ever the society becomes of suflicient 
importance, it should be admitted to a 
due share in the administration of its 
own concerns; but, as this principle 
would interfere powerfully with the in- 
fluence of the crown, we see no proba- 
bility of a deviation from the old prac- 
tice, of recognizing rights when they 
ean be no longer withheld, and con- 
ceding to the compulsion of necessity, 
those claims which had becn asked, 
and might haye been granted as 
favours. 

The -siath article is devoted to the 
discussion of several cases in Chan- 
cery, affecting the right of property in 
works of an alleged mischievous pub- 
lic tendency. In the instances of 
Lord Byron’s Cain, and Lawrence’s 
Lectures, applications were made by 
the publishers to the Lord Chancellor 
for ant infunction to restrain the pobli- 
cation of those works in other quarters. 
The rule of law is, that no man shall 
claim a benclicial property. ina subject 

5 matter 
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matter which is adverse to public mo- 
rals and policy, and that objection 
being made to the works in question, 
it became the Chancellor’s duty to as- 
certain whether there was a property 
or not, before he granted his injunc- 
tion, a point which is only to be deter- 
mined by atrial at law. In the mean 
time, the public is inundated with 
cheap editions of works, which, for 
argument’s sake, we will call dan- 
gerous. But it is to be remembered, 
that the jurisdiction of the Chancellor 
extends to the granting of an injunc- 
tion for the preservation of private 
property, and not for the protection of 
public morals. His course was there- 
fore clear, and we see nothing to re- 
prebend in his decision. But if no 
copyright be recognized either at 
Jaw, or in equity, in mischievous publi- 
cations, the consequence is, that they 
are thrown into hands always ready to 
receive and to disperse them. As a 
remedy for this, the reviewer pro- 
poses to give every man a legal interest 
in his own productions, whether they 
be meritorious or injurious; and this 
is, perhaps, on the whole, the best 
mode of reconciling the contradictions 
with whichthiscaseabounds. Although 
we coincide in this scheme, we are not 
at all influenced in our opinion by the 
anxiety displayed on the part of the 
reviewer for the liberty of the press. 
We can see reasons in its favour by 
which he is much more likely to be af- 
fected. It is sufficiently obvious how 
much more completely a work is in the 
grasp of the Attorney-General, when 
confined to the shop of an individual 
publisher, who presents a single mark 
for prosecution and intimidation. But 
we think it, on the whole, the fairest 
way to give an author a compensating 
interest in the fruits of his toils; and, 
if his labours should be hostile to the 
true interests of socicty, there are laws 
enough, and more than enough, to 
meet the evil. 

In Nazarofi’s Expedition to Kokania, 
which forms the seventh article, we do 
not remark any thing deserving atten- 
tion. Itconsists of a few pucrile ancc- 
dotes of the ambassador’s personal ad- 
ventures, with no notice of the customs 
and institutions of the people among 
which he sojourned. We cannot help 
observing, that these abridgements of 
travels, with which the Quarterly 
abounds, and is sometimes almost 
filled, (the last number for example,) 
are a very ordinary commodity, 

containing no reflections on the man- 
ners and usages of nations, but such as 
any labourer in the lower walks of 
literature might furnish. 

Thesucceeding article, De la Mona. 
chie F~ancaise, is well written; and, if 
we mistake not, we have formerly had 
occasion generally to approve the just 
and liberal views of the writer. He 
has, however, espoused, or, we sup- 
pose, conceived a strange theory of 
French character, namely, that such 
are its innate peculiarities, that they 
are unfit for the enjoyment of a free 
constitution. Now we have ourselves 
a great aversion to general conclu- 
sions on so variable and complex a 
subject as man. We should be sorry 
to pronounce on an individual from 
one or two incidents in his life; we 
should be stil! more loth to judge the 
character of a nation from a few indi- 

vidual examples; and we should es- 
teem it quite absurd, to infer from a 
few historical instances of violence, 
that any people is for ever disqualified 
for rational government: yet the latter 
is the strange conclusion of the re- 
viewer, which he endeavours to work 
into asort of system. We have before 
commented on its absurdity, and the 
unfounded assumption of permanency 
in national character. All history 
belies the conclusion: there is hardly 
a people with whose progress we are 
acquainted, that has not exhibited all 
the changes of which human nature is 
capable. Even France herself is not 
an exception. In the early periods of 
ber history, under the dominion of the 
States-General, she manifested as great 
capacity for freedom as any other Eu- 
ropean nation; and, if she subsequently 
degenerated, it may be traced to the 
degeneracy of her government, which, 
from being comparatively free, be- 
came despotic, and effected those 
changes in manners, which despotism 
always accomplishes; rendering a 
people servile and mean, while groan- 
ing under the yoke of absolute power; 
sanguinary and licentious, when that 
power is removed. To the remainder, 
except the startling non sequitur at the 
end, we have no objection. The 
laissez faire system, and superficial 
administration of M. de Calonne are 
well described, and probably might 
find a prototype nearer home. What 
is observed, too, on the distinctions 
which separated different classes, the 
Parcaux Cerfs,the hypocrisy and licen- 
tiousness of the court, is very true, and 
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cannot be too extensively circulated 
among the idolators of legitimate go- 
vernment. 
We comé next to Walpole’s Me- 

moirs, which form the ninth article. 
Since the preliminary puffing of this 
work ina former number, a new view 
has been taken of its tendency, and 
the present is a laboured effort to im- 
pair its authority, and lessen the un- 
favourable impression it is calculated 
to produce as to the virtues of public 
men. The motives are obvious ; but, 
in our opinion, not likely to be success- 
ful, as the claims of the work to vera- 
city depend on circumstances that can- 
not be easily controverted. First, the 
statements in the Memoirs mainly 
coincide with those in the Letters, and 
other works of Horace Walpole. 
Secondly, the work is posthumous, and 
the period of publication fixed for a time 
when the writer may be supposed to 
have had no motives to disseminate 
falsehood rather than truth; when he 
could have no interest to gratify, nor 
enmities to indulge. Lastly he has, 
with apparent candour, at least, men- 
tioned those instances where he was 
most likely to be misled by prejudice 
or interest, so that the reader may be 
more careful in trusting to his narra- 
tive. With such strong circumstances 
in its favour, it does not appear that 
the detection of a few inaccuracies, 
many of which the writer could proba- 
bly have reconciled, canalter its general 
character. But what is most confir- 
matory of Walpole’s testimony, is, that 
he is for the most part borne out by 
other writers, many of them contem- 
porary, and of opposite interests and 
connexions. Look into any Memoirs 
of the reigns of George the Second and 
his successor, those of Waldegrave, 
Doddington, Landaff, Wraxall, and 
Nicholls, for example, and do we not 
find the same melancholy picture of the 
profligacy of public men? Must we 
not then conclude, that Walpole had 
too mueh reason for the base motives 
he imputes to them, and that they were 
as he describes them, unprincipled 
politicians, solely bent on objects of 
ambition and emolument. While Wal- 
pole was occupied in mere trifling and 
court gossip he was a mighty favour- 
ite of the Quarterly, and ‘‘ anoldheroof 
ours,” and they were pleased to conti- 
nue to admire him; but, when he 
throws a little light on the great men 
of his time, he is accused of detraction 
and misrepresentation. This is the 
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general way of the Review. Whenever 
a work tends toexpose the system which 
the Quarterly was established to sup- 
port, every unfair artifice isemployed to 
lessen its authority, and thus are truth 
and literature perverted to its sinister 
purposes. 

Waddington’s Visit to Ethiopia, 
seems also in ill favor; and, besides the 
artifices in the preceding article, con- 
tains a great many indifferent jokes, 
impertinences, and unwarranted con- 
clusions. Mr. Waddington, we ob- 
serve, has been so ill-advised as to in- 
sert a long advertisement in the news- 
papers in reply to the misrepresenta- 
tions of his work. Had this gentleman 
been better acquainted with the voca- 
tion of his reviewer, he would, we be- 
lieve, have kept bis money in his 
pocket, and felt little uneasiness about 
any strictures from so perverted a 
source. 

The eleventh, and last article, is the 
State of the Currency ; it is bold, able, 
and ingenious, and coming from the 
quarter it does, peculiarly interesting. 
The reviewer does not openly broach 
his subject, but the object is plainly an 
attack on the fundholders. ‘'That 
circumstances may arise,’ says he, 
“such as no wisdom or prudence could 
anticipate, which may render some 
modifications of the terms of perpetual 
contract not only expedient, but justi- 
fiable, on the ground of equity, no man 
at all acquainted with human affairs 
will deny. And if (mark that,) if 
overruling necessity should ever compel 
us’ to consider of an attempt of this 
kind, there can be no doubt that an 
open and undisguised transaction is 
much beiter than “‘ paltering in a dou- 
ble sense.” ‘That the state of the 
country requires some financial steps 
to be taken beyond the ordinary means 
of providing for the expenditure of the 
year is abundantly evident.’ This is 
so plain, that he who runs may read, 
and coming from the leading journal 
of government, is ominous of the ulti- 
mate fate of that great monument of 
credulity and knavery, the public 
debt. For our parts, we feel no sur- 
prise at the disclosure: it always ap- 
peared to us that a breach of national 
faith would be last resorted to. We 
could not think that men, who had 
shown so little principle in other parts 
of their administration, would be scru- 
pulous in observing their engagements 
with the fundholder; we could not 
think that a government, which had 
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ventured on the great measure of the 
Bank stoppage, and had lavishly in- 
curred a debt so enormous, that the 
bare amount implied an ultimate de- 
sign to evade the honest discharge of 
it, would hesitate to sacrifice any class 
to its preservation. An overruling 
necessity, wevare told, yhay render go- 
vernment bankruptcy unavoidable. 
Some such necessily appears already 
to have been incurred, for the payment 
of the dividends in full, is clearly in- 
compatible with the support of other 
burdens, which press on productive in- 
dustry: without some abatement in the 
claims of the public annuitant, the 
tax-gatherer, the landlord, the priest, 
or the pauper, those classes who aye 
the source of all wealth must be in- 
volved in irretrievable ruin. It was 
from a conviction of this alternative, 
that we have repeatedly recom- 
mended, though not without being ex- 
posed to a great deal of misrepresenta- 
tion, a new arrangement with the na- 
tional creditor. We could not con- 
ceive either the justice or expediency 
of preserving inviolate the immense 
mass of funded property, to the ruin of 
all other interests in society. But, in 
suggesting this expedient, we never 
intended that the fundholder should be 
made a solitary sacrifice to the safety 
of the state. Our idea was, that all 
classes should contribute in an equita- 
ble proportion: we had no notion of 
any attack on the funds, till every 
possible reduction had been made in 
the public expenditure, till our naval 
and military establishments had been 
reduced to the lowest possible scale, 
till every sinecure had been abolished, 
every unmerited pension rescinded, 
every inordinate salary and emolument 
curtailed; and even then, that there 
should be no reduction of interest, no 
peculiar impost, on the public annui- 
tant, without being accompanied by a 
corresponding levy on those classes, 
for whose real security, or imaginary 
fear, the debt, and all our present em- 
Darrassments, had been incurred. 

With this remark we dismiss the 
present number; and, we must say, 
with no particular admiration of its 
conients, nor any abatement of the 
disgust we have always felt for its 
principles. We hope we shall at all 
times be ready to appreciate whatever 
useful talent the Quarterly may con- 
tain; but, when we see a journal, pro- 
fessedly literary, devoted to corrup- 
tion, to personal abuse, and mere 
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trade, we esteem it a duty to hold it 
up to general indignation, and, if pos- 
sible, abate a nuisance soinconceivably 
mischievous. 

> 
For the Monthly Magazine. 

LETTER from M. DE BREYMANN to COUNT 
VELTHEIM, on the LAWS and CUSTOMS 
respecting AGRICULTURAL LABOUR- 
ERS 7 GERMANY, 

*Dear Count, 
7 OU request of me to give you 

a brief explication of the former 
and present state of that bondage 
(glebe adscriptio) yet subsisting in 
Germany; wishing, at the same time, 
to have explained the relative situation 
of that class of people which is distin- 
guished by the names of Pllichtigen or 
Contribuablen, terms which indicate, 
that such class has rents to pay and 
services to perform. They forma par- 
ticular order among the inhabitants of 
the German States, generally styled 
bauer, (boor, or peasant,) whieh, in the 
German language, has the signification 
of the Roman eultor agri. . However 
difficult this latter task may be, the 
historical points of this’ object losing 
themselves in the remotest antiquity, 
I will endeavour to satisfy your desire 
to the utmost of my ability, by a care- 
ful research in the pages of our best re- 
puted authors who have treated on the 
subjeet; and, with respect to the pre- 
sent condition of the peasants, I am 
able to give you exact information 
from my own personal knowledge. 

The bondmen (glebe  adseripti 
Leibeigene,) were originally found in 
those parts of Germany where the 
Wends and Obotribes were settled, 
namely, in Pomerania, Mecklenburgh, 
some countries on that side of the Elb, 
and a few provinces near the Weser, 
which had fallen under the dominion 
of the Frieses, and where the chief of 
each tribe was the only freeman and 
landed proprietor. But, in the follow- 
ing parts of Germany bondage has 
entirely ceased since 1811: in Hol- 
stein, as early as in 1787; in Pomerania 
only since 1811, in consequence of an 
order given in 1807. With respect to 
Mecklenburgh there remains yet a 
mere shadow of bondage, which must 
necessarily soon disappear, in conse- 

* We regret that, from an extreme 
pressure of matter, it is not in our power 
to give more than an outline of M. Brey- 
mann’s dissertation on a very important 
subject.--Epi?. . 
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quence of the determinations of several 
of their late diets. A lighter bondage, 
however, could not be found than 
that of the Germans, being to the lord 
of the soil an actual onus and incum- 
brance, rather than an advantage; on 
the other hand, affording so many real 
advantages to the bondman, that many 
of that class have, at various periods, 
been actually compelled to accede to 
emancipation, a circumstance for 
which foreign writers have so often 
found themselves puzzled to account. 
The conditions of such emancipation 
were the following—all the property in 
possession of the bondman, and the 
privileges allowed by his lord, were 
valued and placed on one side of the 
account; the bounden services on the 
other ; and, on that ground, the respec- 
tive pretensions of the parties were 
ealculated. ‘The bondman, for his 
part, received an equivalent in a stipu- 
lated number of acres of land, as a 
free property ; and, with respect to his 
person, became entirely exonerated 
from all services, and independant. 

These bond-mep, as well as unfreien, 
thatis, another class who were not 
free, of whom I shall afterwards speak, 
were in very different relations from 
the Roman slaves. Though, in an- 
cient times, they had neither the pre- 
rogative of a freeman, nor any landed 
property, they were neither scourged 
nor fettered, as was the case with the 
Roman; whence Tacitus did not call 
them slaves, but coloni. 

In those countries where the Saxons 
or Franks had their settlements, sla- 
very was unknown; every member of 
these nations was free in the widest 
sense of the word, and only were 
deemed unfree:—1. Those who had 
been made prisoners in war; 2. Those 
who, by their passion for gaming, had 
been led away so far as to deliver to 
the winner their own person as their 
last property; or 3. Those who had 
lost their ‘liberty as punishment for 
their crimes. These only were unfree, 
and the actual difference from the 
hondmen was, that the latter were true 
gleba adseripti. 

In those parts of Germany which 
were inhabited by the Saxons or 
Vranks, there were in general only 
Sriegeborne (free-born); the unfree be- 
ing an exception to the rule. The 
former of these were proprietors of 
Jands ; but lands were at that time not 
considered as private, but as publie 

_ property,—being divided every year 
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among privilezed families, which both 
Cesar and Tacitus confirm. 

They cultivated as much of these 
lands as were necessary for their sus- 
tenance, and a small part of them they 
gave to their unfree ; for which donation 
they reserved on account of services, 
fruits, and other advantages. When 
the harvest was over, all these lands 
became again-publie property; and in 
the following year a new division took 
place. 

These annual divisions lasted till 
the end of the eighth century; when 
the increased population (the migra- 
tions having ceased), and a better re- 
culated system of the social relations, 
put an end to the alteration of their 
domiciles, Thence commenced fixed 
settlements, accompanied by an ar- 
rangement between the proprietors 
and the unfree ; the former demising 
to the latter a part of his land, ata 
fixed rent, and for certain stipulated 
services. These agreements were 
either for a term or fordife. Every 
farm or peasant’s yard (bauerhof) was 
called mansus, and the residence of the 
landlord saal (hall). The minor free 
proprietors. united with the unfree, 
forming together great and small vil- 
lages. The Christian religion having 
been established in Saxony by Charle- 
magne, the convents contributed to 
the cultivation of the earth, by the 
numbers of the unfree which they ad- 
mitted on the established conditions. 

About this time, Saxony was under 
the dominion of the Franconian empe- 
rers, who divided the country among 
such of their followers as were of the 
court and household. ‘These took the 
name of leudes, acting under the au- 
thority of a major domus or lord. 
These leudes belonged to a superior 
class of the unfree, and held the lands 
they possessed on military tenure. 
They had under them an inferior class 
of the unfree, who cultivated their 
lands. ‘The deudes, in fine, formed that 
order of men called the ministerialen 
(ministerials), who performed the he- 
reditary services of the empire and 
the court. 

The ambition of these officers of the 
major domus having increased their 
authority to its utmost height, the 
Franconian territory was, at length, 
divided by its sovereigns into gauen, 
or districts of several miles in extent; 
10 each of which a major domus was 
appointed governor,—a consequence 
of the arrier ban in Saxony, uae 
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the immediate direction of the counts. 
Every frecborn was bound to take up 
arms for his prince; and, if possessed 
of more than four mansi, to equip and 
victual for war, all the unfree in his 
service. Ultimately, during the con- 
tinual wars, this regulation became so 
heavy a burden upon the freeborn, that 
many of them svught and found shel- 
ter from such oppression, in the pro- 
tection of the ministerials or counts, 
then forming the lower rank of the no- 
bility; and also of the predominant 
church; whence great accession of 
men and property came into the power 
of the mightier—the church. The 
condition of the original unfree has 
been already described ; in addition, it 
depended entirely on the discretion 
and the interest of the landlord, either 
to employ an unfree on the land al- 
lotted to him, or elsewhere. Those 
however, who cultivated the ground 
for the immediate account of the land- 
lords; obtained the confidence and 
rank of administrators, under the 
name of villicus or major, and were 
considered as pachter or meyer tenan- 
try, under the term mancipium. Many 
of them became afierwards hereditary 
administrators. 

In consequence probably of the 
above-stated advantages many relin- 
quished the class of the free, and join- 
ed that of the unfree, whence there 
remained but a small number of free 
proprietors, chiefly the counts and the 
lower nobility, with very few inferior 
proprietors of land, forming a parti- 
cular class styled freisassen or free- 
holders. This class did not enjoy all 
the privileges of nobility, nor did all of 
them possess unfree labourers. 

At this period, the condition of the 
unfree, for the most part the property 
of selfish and tyrannical majores domus 
and ministerials, at no rate enviable, 
became daily worse, as the wants of 
their lords increased. In the twelfth 
century, from various fortunate causes, 
their situation became gradually 
amended; and, upon the regulations 
adopted at that era, the present condi- 
tion of the German peasantry has been 
formed. Among the chief causes of 
this improvement, may be adduced,— 
the universal propagation of the Chris- 
tian religion,—the influence of the Ro- 
man Jaw,—the Crusades,—the out- 
lawry of Henry the Lion,—the in- 
creasing number of towns, together 
with the constant drain of the wars, 
rendering country labourers scarce,— 
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the desire of emancipation in the un- 
free, and its encouragement, often the 
interest of princes,—desertion. 

The want of a sufficient number of 
men, produced to the peasantry the 
signal advantage of the hereditary usu- 
fruct,—which, from the circumstances 
of the times, was soon followed by the 
right of succession in the tenant; ren- 
dering the consequence unayoidable, 
that, together with the hereditary 
usufruct, the accustomed rent was 
sunk in a quit-rent, and the peasant 
became, in the English phrase, a co- 
pyhold proprietor. Inthe meantime, 
taxes increased, and the freeborn or 
nobles, casting the burden of them 
upon their cofont or peasants, these 
last became of particular importance 
to the prince, who, in consequence, 
sided with and protected them, in their 
disputes with the nobles. ‘The nobles 
finally submitted; and towards the 
end of the sixteenth century, more 
particularly in the dukedom of Bruns- 
wick, an agreement was entered into 
between the parties, essentially fayour- 
able to the peasants, and more or less 
suitable to the different German pro- 
vinces, 

The present condition of the Ger- 
man meyer, tenant, or bauer, is the fol- 
lowing:—He_ possesses entire per- 
sonal freedom ; he can withdraw from 
his class by the sale of the mansus ; 
and, by purchase of the estate of a 
Jandlord, can acquire that right and 
title. ‘he accustomed rent of a man- 
sus can never be raised: should the 
taxes press too heavily upon it, they are 
in part removed by a judicial process. 
Failure of crops, war, or other misfor- 
tunes, entitle the bauer to farther re- 
missions. Should a mansus become 
apert, either by extinction of the fa- 
mily or dereliction, the landlord can 
neither appropriate nor sell, but is 
obliged to enfeoff gratis another te- 
nant. 

Such great advantages vested in 
the lower and middle classes of the 
German people, contrasted with the 
increasing luxury and expense of the 
nobles, have given rise to the well | 
known proverb, “that the peasant 
will become a noble, and the noble a 
peasant.” 

‘The sufficient means of sustenance 
in Germany produced riches, and, as 
these require a superior culture of the 
mental faculties, every village obtain- 
eda school. Morality was promoted, 
poverty disappeared, and it became 
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an uncommon occurrence to find a 
pauper in a German village. From 

. the unceasing attention bestowed upon 
improving the circumstances of the 
German peasantry, neither the heavy 
calamities of the seven years’ war, nor 
of the last, have had the effect of pro- 
ducing in the country, a race of people 
burdensome to the community. 

A poor’s-rate (the canker-worm of 
England’s national welfare,) is known 
in Germany only by name. — Tithes 
(which are not, as in England, the 
property of the clergy,) are in part 
already released, or on the point of 
being so, for areasonable equivalent. 

It only remains, to add a few words 
on the condition of that class of coun- 
try labourers, who are not in the pos- 
session of land. ‘These are known by 
the name of day labourers ox domestics. 
They have the same personal privi- 
leges as all the others, and hire them- 
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selves at weekly or daily wages; are 
highly in request, there never being a 
superfluity, but rather a demand for 
them. Thus all hands are occupied, 
and thence the number of the poor is 
so trifling; nor is there a shadow re- 
maining of ancient bondage, which in- 
deed seems already to have vanished 
from public recollection. 

These historical and actual facts 
are addressed to those English authors 
who, in succession, describe the Ger- 
man boors as in a state of villenage or 
slavery ; with the request that those 
gentlemen will be referred to the first 
volume of the work on Meierrecht, by 
Charles Gelenius, Wolfenbuttel 1801, 
—a truly classical work, meriting a 
translation into all languages. 

I am, my dear Count, &c. 
(Signed) 

CHARLES DE BREYMANN. 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMINENT PERSONS. 

MANOEL FERNANDEZ THOMAZ and the 
PORTUGUESE REVOLUTION. 
APPY is it for a country when 
the active heroes of its liberty 

have been supported by the encourage- 
ment, and guided by the councils of 
the wise,—the generous,—the truly no- 
ble. Of such a man we are about to 
speak: of one whose clear judgment 
foresaw, whose enthusiasm led for- 
ward, and whose talents consummated 
the regeneration of Portugal. We 
mean Manoel Fernandez Thomaz, 
and let the tongue of eulogy be unre- 
strained: our affection and our admi- 
ration are united in his praise. He 
was born in the town of Figueira 
(Coimbra) in 1771. His father was 
John Fernandez Thomaz, his mother 
Maria da Encarnagao. His fathcr 
was engaged in the coasting trade, 
which gave him a sufficient income 
for the comforts of existence, and for 
the liberal education of his children. 
Many remarkable indications of su- 

perior talents distinguished the early 
life of Manoel Fernandez, and at the 
age of fifteen he was admitted into the 
University of Coimbra, and began his 
studies, not with particular diligence, 
—for he knew not the value of early 
acquirement,—but with the application 
of that natural steadiness and intellec- 
tual stren h which soon gave him 
considerable reputation in his college. 

The ecclesiastical profession in Por- 
tugal is generally a very direct road 
to distinction, when the candidate pos- 
sesses strong powers of mind; and the 
church was fixed on by several of his 
friends as the best and widest field for 
the display of his talents. He deter- 
mined to take orders; but soon re- 
nounced his mtention, and devoted 
himself wholly to forensic studies. He 
had close and confidential intercourse 
with many eminent lawyers, and im- 
bibed a decided attachment to their 
pursuits. He visited Coimbra, Lis- 
bon, and several other places inha- 
bited by individuals of established re- 
putation in juridical matters. They 
gave every encouragement to the bent 
of his mind, and he became acquainted 
with all the perplexities of the strange 
labyrinth of the Portuguese legis- 
lation. 

He then began to make a collection 
of allthe Extravagant laws which have 
been decreed by the different monarchs 
of Portugal, from the time of the 
“‘ Ordinances of the Kingdom,” made 
by D. Manoel, and sanctioned by Phi- 
lip of Spain; a work of such labour, 
perseverance, and expense, that no- 
thing but his extraordinary constancy, 
and the pecuniary assistance afford- 
ed by his generous father, could 
have brought about its completion. 
Defective the work may be, and it 
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could not but be, but itis the best which 
human industry has ever produced on 
the subject. 

While thus engaged in resusci- 
tating laws which had been buried in 
the oblivion of past days, he formed, 
at the same time, one of the choicest 
libraries that exists of the classical 
literature of Portugal,—a literature 
almost unknown beyond the confines 
of its native land, yet entitled to no 
small esteem; rich in the most authen- 
tic materials of history, and bright 
with the decorations of romance and 
poetry. Agesof despotism had indeed 
crushed the national energies, and cor- 
rupted the national taste: the esta- 
blishment of the Inquisition, the un- 
controled despotism of the monarch, 
had broken down the uprisings of li- 
terary ambition, destroyed the enthu- 
siasm of genius, infected society with 
the plague of indifference and servi- 
lity; yet, withal, a spirit of enquiry 
and of truth might be seen moving 
from time to time upon the stagnant 
waters; and it was strong enough, at 
Jast, to wake the tides of discussion, 
and to bring redemption. 

Before Fernandez Thomaz publish- 
ed his ‘‘ Repertorir das Leis Extrava- 
gantes,” he wrote (in 1815) two small 
yolumes on Dominican rights ( Direi- 
tos Dominicas ), sustaining several li- 
beral theses, which had “been before 
suggested by the erudite prior of Villa 
Nova di Mongarros. They speak a 
high tone of freedom; they speak with 
energy and boldness. Though printed 
long before the regeneration of Portu- 
gal, they would honour the epoch of 
the constitutional government. 
Asa magistrate, Fernandez Thomaz 

has left the most grateful recollections 
wherever he was placed. At Arzamt, 
where he was juiz de fera from 1800 
to 1803, he had a striking opportunity 
of distinguishing himself, _in conse- 
quence of an assassination which took 
place at Azene, which led to a public 
commotion in favour of the guilty. He 
caused the laws to be respected, and 
the criminals punished. In 1805 he 
was made superintendant of customs 
in the three commarcas of Coimbra, 
Leiria, and Ayeiro. His upright and 
humane administration is still thynk- 
fully remembered, and his application 
of the penal laws was remarkable for 
forbearance and mercy. He occupied 
this situation when the Prince Regent, 
(now John the Sixth,) determined. to 

- alandon his country to its fate. No 
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effective opposition was made to the 
French invasion in 1807; and he who 
should have caused to rally round bim 
every sentiment of patriotic yirtue and 
national freedom,—he and his cour- 
tiers basely deserted their post at the 
first threat of danger. Disgusted and 
dejected by his ‘country’ S disgrace, 
Fernandez Thomaz retired to his estate 
at Allegria, near Figueira. Buried in 
its seclusion, he watched the moment, 
with anxious impatience, when the 
heavy yoke of foreign servitude was to 
be broken. 
And Portugal rose: the arrival of 

ihe English troops encouraged the na- 
tional enthusiasin. Figueira was the 
spot of disembarkation. He hurried 
thither, and offered all his powers for 
the salvation of his country. This was 
in August 1808; at this period he saved 
the inhabitants of Figueira from the 
calamities of anarchy, into which it 
had been nearly plunged by precipi- 
tate and imprudentmen. They would 
probably have been the victims of the 
spirit themselves had excited but for 
his interference. They repaid his be- 
nevolent zeal by calumny. Sir Ar- 
thur Wellesley sent for Fernandez 
Thomaz on his arrival, as the highest 
authority then in the neighbourhood, 
and requested his attendance, legally 
to facilitate the requisitions for the 
support and transport of the troops. 
A number of most honorary testimo- 
nials of the British authorities prove 
his zeal, the value of his services, and 
the deep impression he left on those to 
whom they were devoted. In 1809 he 
was made provedor of Coimbra; and 
in 1810, in consequence of the request 
of the "English generals, victualling 
intendant (intendente de viveres) at Sir 
W. C. Beresford’s head-quarters. In 
1811, the office of dezembargador 
(judge) at Oporto was conferred on 
him. In 1812 he removed again to 
Coimbra, to complete the usual trien- 
nial service: his long absence had led 
to. great pecuniary “sacrifices on his 
part, and his family had been already 
dispersed by the vicissitudes of the 
war. Meanwhile, his health had been 
sadly shattered; and, during his resi- 
dence at head-quarters, he was often 
found with half his body in bed, and 
the other half hanging over a table, 
from which he dispatched his orders, 
—at that time so pre-eminently im- 
portant; the army being engaged in 
the siege of Badajoz. 

‘The Prince Regent of Portugal had 
solemnly 
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solemnly engaged to return to Europe, 
from the Brazil, as soon as peace 
should be established. Peace was 
concluded in 1814: a year passed by, 

-and there seemed to be no real inten- 
tion on the part of John to fulfil his 
promise. Fernandez Thomaz soon 
perceived that there were no hopes of 

-the establishment of an economical 
and beneficent government, which 
would be likely to heal the wounds in- 
flicted by the grievous and desolating 
war of invasion. 
He had travelled through the whole 

kingdom of Portugal, he had esta- 
blished an active intercourse with the 
persons of the most distinguished ta- 
lentand virtue of his country; and he 
soon found sympathy among the wise 
and the good, and an universal sense 
of the necessity of some decided 
change. His house at Coimbra be- 
came a central point of union, where 
the enthusiasm of youth and the expe- 
rience of age blended their influences 
for the salvation of Portugal. His 
observing mind soon discovered how 
rapidly and widely the elements of 
freedom were spreading, and his judge- 
ment directed them to the great ob- 
ject he had at heart. In 1817 he vi- 
sited Oporto, a city remarkable for its 
population and civilization; there he 
strengthened and confirmed his con- 
nexions with the friends of truth and 
liberty. Removed from the corrup- 
ting influence of the capital, his tower- 
ing mind saw the great stream of pub- 
lic opinion rolling silently, but deci- 

~ dedly, onwards towards national eman- 
cipation; and if his feeling heart bled 
when he witnessed the misery pro- 
duced by the reckless exercise of ty- 
rannical power, he saw light for the 
future even amidst the darkness of the 
present and the past. The fate of the 
heroic martyrs of 1817 added much 
‘indignation, and created no despair. 
Of the intentions of a government 
that could coldly sacrifice some of 
the noblest of their fellow-citizens to 
the sanguinary vindictiveness of an 
ambitious and usurping stranger, it 
could no longer be allowed to doubt; 
but the reign of terror could not intro- 
duce that of insensibility. The seed 
was scattered, and it could not but 
Spring up, and produce its beautiful 
oWers and generous fruit. That fo- 

reign tyrant, who could only be conci- 
ated by offerings of human victims, 

was soon to be restrained in his career 
of blood and misery. 
Montity Mas. No. 372. 
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In 1818 Fernandez Thomaz confi- 
dentially communicated, to those who 
were worthy of such a mark of esteem, 
his patriotic hopes and projects. There 
were many such in Portugal; to the 
shame of hereditary and factitious 
dignity, be it said, there was none 
among its ranks. They are servile by 
necessity,—by habit,—by profession ; 
and, as they could bring neither cou- 
ragé nor talents,—as they were inca- 
pable of good, and fit only for evil,— 
it is not strange that they were forgot- 
ten by those who determined to have 
no ineffective labourers, in the great 
and glorious work they had under- 
taken. No one had better opportuni- 
ties than Fernandez Thomaz of sound- 
ing the miserable abyss into which his 
country had fallen. The mal-adminis- 
tration of justice, founded on the chi- 
canery and oppressiveness of a barba- 
ric legislation, constantly led to the 
oppression of powerless innocence, 
and to the crushing of the unprotect- 
ed into the very dust. Corrupt ma- 
gistrates, as irresponsible and igno- 
rant as corrupt, were the sole ven- 
ders of the laws. Despotism made 
new Strides, from time to time, under 
their tutelary influence ; and the degra- 
dation of to-day seemed to have reach- 
ed its maximum, till succeeded by the 
greater degradation of to-morrow. 
The tribunals had become auction- 
marts, where justice or injustice was 
sold to the highest bidder ; public rob- 
beries and extortions were encou- 
raged and rewarded; forced loans and 
violent extortions became more and 
more intolerable ; and the defalcations 
of the national treasury were notwith- 
standing constantly and rapidly in- 
creasing. 

The Portuguese revolution was ‘not 
the consequence of that of Spain. The 
success of the latter gave, no doubt, 
better and brighter hopes to the pro- 
jectors of the former; but it was as 
early as the 21st of Janaary, 1818, that 
Manoel Fernandez Thomaz, and his 
friend John Ferreira Borges solemnly 
pledged themselves to devote their 
energies, from that day, to the salva- 
tion of their country. They carried 
on their generous enterprise prndent- 
ly and proudly. They have added no 
titles to their names ; but where is the 
nobility so bright and pure as their’s? 
Two other individuals joined them on 
the following day,—Joseph da Silva 
Carvalho, the present minister of jus- 
tice, and John Ferreira Vearina; and 

T nine 
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nine afterwards, at different epochs, 
among whom were Sepulveda andMello 
de Castro, two distinguished officers; to 
the first of whom the honour was con- 
fided of raising the glorious standard 
of liberty. 

Their oath was simple and solemn: 
—*‘*To save their country, or to sacri- 
fice to it their life, amidst the ruins of 
the magnificent edifice they proposed 
to build.” They raised the projected 
edifice. Determined courage, acting 
upon general discontent, could not but 
produce the anticipated explosion ; and 
they who prepared it, directed it so as 
to bring about the greatest sum of hap- 
piness, and to produce the smallest 
portion of misery. 

The city of Oporto was in the 
hands of two venal and suspectible 
tyrants,—Rebeiro di Souza and Arango 
Correa de Lacerda; yet it was amidst 
their busy agents that the plan of re- 
demption was carried forward. A 
change of family, and an union with 
Spain, were among the earliest sub- 
jects discussed; and both schemes 
were abandoned: the former as 100 
violent and unnecessary an attack 
upon national prejudices, and the se- 
cond as inconsistent with national ho- 
nour. 

In 1819 the opinion of the north of 
Portugal could not be mistaken. 
Even the English newspapers spoke 
of the universal disaffection: but, as 
little was known of the feelings of the 
capital and the southern provinces, 
Carvalho and Menezes were sent to 
ascertain them. Their report was 
gloomy and discouraging: it may be 
comprised in three words; inert, ti- 
mid, servile. It was long before the 
patriots of Lisbon co-operated ; and, 
when they did, one opinion was con- 
stantly expressed, that the flag of 
freedom could not be first unfurled in 
Lisbon. Meanwhile, the progress of 
the Spanish patriots gave new hopes 
and encouragement; and a considera- 
ble effervescence was manifest in the 
army. 

The regents of the kingdom had 
not perceived the signs of the times, 
and contented themselves with decree- 
ing that no mention should be made 
in the newspapers of the events which 
had taken place in Spain, and that not 
a word should be said of the trial of 
the Queen of England, which was 
then going on. Many reflexions and 
associations cannot but present them- 
selves here, when it is considered 
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what was then the situation of Portu- 
gal as respects this country. Mar- 
shal Beresford was hourly expected ; 
other plots were agitated; and the 
associated patriots applied to Fernan- 
dez Thomaz (then absent at the baths 
of Caldas,) for his advice and counsel. 
He returned to Oporto, though much 
indisposed, and insisted on the imme- 
diate necessity of again seeking the 
co-operation of the Lisbon patriots. 
He offered himself for the underta- 
king ; and, when its terrible risks were 
represented, the impossibility of con- 
cealing his journey, the perils to the 
cause of freedom by the even tempo- 
rary absence of its head, he replied in 
these memorable words :—“ If I am 
arrested in Lisbon,—if any one of you 
is in danger here, be that the signal : 
there must be no more delay.” He vi- 
sited the capital: his efforts there were 
ineffectual. He found himself closely 
besieged by spies, and returned to 
Oporto at the beginning of August, to 
recommend the earliest measures for 
the overthrow of the intolerable des- 
potism. The junta had been joined 
by many patriots from the provinces ; 
and, as the news reached Oporto that 
Pamplona, with the title of Marshal, 
and with considerable military powers, 
was ordered to proceed to Oporto, the 
regenerators of Portugal met at the 
house of Fernandez Thomaz, on the 
evening of the 21st of August, 1820. 
They again ratified their oaths, and 
made all the detailed arrangements 
for the heroic and glorious declaration 
which was to take place on the memo- 
rable 24th. 

At nine o'clock ‘of the evening of 
the 23d, the military council met at 
the house of Sepulveda. ‘The rest is 
known. It was a triumph unstained 
with reproach; unpolluted by blood. 
The resistance was ephemeral and 
shadowy. Majestic and imposing was 
the forward march of freedom. A 
constitution was proclaimed: the na- 
tional representatives were gathered 
together. The sympathising and ap- 
proving voice of Europe has borne 
testimony to the prudence, the dig- 
nity, the wisdom, of their measures. 
Among them Fernandez Thomaz oc- 
cupies that station to which he is so 
eminently entitled. His report on the 
state of the nation has added greatly 
to his reputation; and his conduct on 
the unfortunate discussions with the 
Brazils, has served to endear him 
more closely to the friends of liberty. 

ORIGINAL 
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ORIGINAL POETRY. 
aa 

PALMYRA ; 
A PRIZE POEM, 

Recited at the. Theatre, Oxford, June 19, 1822. 

By AMBROSE BARBER, of Wadham College. 

OER the hush’d plain where sullen horror broods, 
And darkest frown the Syrian solitudes, 

Where morn’s soft steps no balmy fragrance leave, 
And parch’d and dewless is the couch of eve, 
Thy form, pale City of the waste, appears 
Like some faint vision of departed years. 
In mazy cluster still, a giant train, " 
Thy sculptur’d fabrics whiten onthe plain ; 
Still stretch thy column’d vistas far away 
The shadow’d dimness of their long array. 

But where the stirring crowd, the voice of strife, 
The glow of action, and the thrill of life? 
Hear the loud crash of yon huge fragments fall, 
The pealing answer of each desert hall, 
The night-bird shrieking from her secret cell, 
And hollow winds the tale of ruin tell. 

See, fondly ling’ring, Mithra’s parting rays 
Gild the proud tow’rs once vocal with his praise, 
But the cold altars clasping weeds entwine, 
And Moslems worship at the godless shrine. 
Yet here slow pausing Memory loves to pour 
Her magic infiuence o’er this pensive hour; 
And oft as yon recesses deep prolong 
The echoed sweetness of the Arab’s song, 
Recalls that scene when wisdom’s sceptred child 
First broke the stillness of the lonely wild. 
From air, from ocean, from earth’s utmost clime, 
The summon’d genii heard the mutter’d rhyme, 
The tasking spell their airy hands obey’d, 
And Tadmor glitter’d in the palmy shade. 
Lo! to her feet the tide of ages brings 
The wealth of nations, and the pomp of kings, 
And far her warrior queen from Parthia’s plain 
To the dark Aethiop spreads her ample reign. 
Vain boast ; e’en she who Immz’s field along 
Wak’d fiercer pbrenzy in the patriot throng, 
And sternly beauteous, like the meteor’s light, 
Shot through the tempest of Emesa’s fight— 
While trembling captives round the victor wait, 
Hang on his eye, and catch the word of fate— 
Zenobia’s self must quail beneath his nod, 
A kneeling suppliant to the mimic god. 

- But one there stood, amid that abject throng, 
In truth triumphant and in virtue strong ; 
Beam'd on his brow the soul which, undismay’d, 
Smil’d at the rod, and scorn’d th’ uplifted blade 
O’er thee, Palmyra, darkest ace to low’r 
The boding terrors of that fatal hour ; 
Far from thy glades indignant Freedom fled, 
And hope too wither’d as Longinus bled, 

— 

MARY. 

I saw the kindling azure glow, 
As Phebus led the early day; 

I saw his mingling glories flow, 
And wide o’er all th’ ethereal way 

Diffuse a radiant train. 

Nature, in richest robes attir’d, 
Bade all her mantling splendors rise ; 

Her charms the tuneful throng inspir’d, 
And melting music fill’d the skies 

With many a ling’ring strain. 

So, Mary, smil’d thy early morn, 
So brightly blooms thy ripen’d day ; 

The Graces all thy steps adorn, 
And Science, with her heav’nly ray, 

Thy generous mind inspires. 

_ So may thy Sun, in glowing fire, 
_ Behind the western hills depart; 

So may some Seraph’s sounding lyre 
Thrill with its sacred strains thy heart, 

As life’s last flash expires. 
L. LANGLEY, 

Brampton Academy ; 
August 1, 1822. 

— 

ADDRESS TO THE SUN, 

By the Kneeling Negro, bearing a Sun-dial, 
in the Square of Clement’s Inn. 

Resplendent orb of light! whose fervent rays 
O’er sable Afric shed perennial blaze, 
In my degraded form and suppliant face,— 
Lo! the sad emblem of our hapless race,— 
Lowly I bear, beneath a master’s force, 
The mystic tablet that denotes thy course, 
And tells mankind, by art and skill sublime, 
The wond’rous lapse of ever-moving time. 
To me the art and skill alike unknown, 
Condemn’d in solitary woe to groan; 
In vain thy eens gilds the lovely spring, 
To me thy brightest charms no solace bring; 
Midst boisterous winds I kneel, and pouring rain, 
And change of seasons brings no change of pain. 

—_—— 

CLIMENE AND CHLORIS. 
(From Moliere’s Interlude of G. Dandin.) 

. Climene. 
L’auTRE jour, d’Anette 

J’entendis la voix, 
Qui sur sa musette 

Chantoit dans nos bois: 
Amour! que sous ton empire 
On souffre des maux cuissants ! 

Je le puis bien dire 
Puisque je le sens. 

Chloris. 
La jeune Lisette, 
Au meme moment 

Sur le ton d’Anette 
Reprit tendrement: 

Amour! si sous ton empire 
Je souffre des maux cuissants, 

C’est de n’oser dire 
Tout ce qui je sens. 

TRANSLATION. 
Climene. 

The other day, Annette the fair 
Among our woodlands stray’d ; 

I heard her music charm the air, 
Such melody she play’d : 

Love! when directed by thy sway, 
The pangs are keen to bear; 

] from experience well can say, 
Since I have known my share. 

Chloris. 
And then I heard the young Lisette, 

As the sweet echoes died, 
Respond her feelings to Annette, 

And tenderly she sigh’d: 
Love! if subservient to thy sway, 

I suffer pangs so keen; 
It is because I dare not say 

The fonduess that I mean. 
; J.R. Prior, 

Islington. 

ON 
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ON THE FALLING LEAP. 
How dubious hangs the tender leaf, 
When Autumn shakes the sceptre near, 

It seems to sigh, it seems to weep, 
‘And pray her yet awhile to spare, 

Its little form, so near undone 
Before it feels the dreaded blow ; 

So man, whose course is almost run, 
Moves tottering o’er the grave below, 
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When life is scarcely worth a breath, 
Whose nerves are tremlous and decay’d, 

Doth supplicate the monster Death 
Longer to spare his scythe’s red blade. 

The Leaf falls down, is seenno more, 
By winds far driven to its lot ; 

Man sinks within th’ appointed shore, 
To all but greedy worms forgot. 

The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an uclive and 
well-spent life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 
book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we hare purchased, and propose to 
present a selection from them to our readers. As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 
other biographical works, the Author may probably have incorporated many of these scraps ; 
but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cabinet pictures of men and 
manners, worthy of a place in a literary miscellany. 

= 

MARSHAL GROUCHY. 
HEN I was at Paris I was in- 
troduced to Count Volney, 

whom I found to be a most amiable 
and respectable man, but, like all the 
republicans, strongly opposed to Na- 
poleon. Through him I became ac- 
quainted with Colonel Corbet, of an 
Irish family, and aide-de-camp to 
Marshal Marmont, the very person 
who was employed by that Marshal to 
negociate with Alexander, when the 
Allies made their forced march on Pa- 
ris in 1814. Marmont could have de- 
fended the capital, but an opportunity 
seemed to present itself, through 
Alexander, of getting rid of Napoleon, 
and establishing a free government. 
The specious assurances of Alexander 
on this head satisfied the parties, and 
Paris was surrendered; for no one 
then thought of a Bourbon party. In 
this connexion I met with Arthur 
O’Connor, who, though receiving a 
general’s pay from Napoleon, was full 
of discontent. He had married Ma- 
dame Condorcet’s daughter, and the 

' niece of Grouchy. ‘The family feel- 
ing, and that of their connexions, 
seemed to be in unison about Napo- 
leon; and I could not but consider it 
extraordinary that he so implicitly 
confided his last stake to the good 
faith of Grouchy. Perhaps the latter 
was not bribed, like others, with part 
of the thirty millions spent on a few 
weeks’ campaign ; but the coy spirit of 
republicanism was at the moment as 
fatal to France as the influence of 
money itself. 

No person who has been on the 
ground at Waterloo, whicb almost 
commands the view of the intervening 

; 2 

country to Wavres, can doubt that 
the right wing of Napoleon’s army, 
posted there, was treacherously para- 
lyzed by some parties, or by some in- 
fluence or other; while itis palpable 
that his manoeuvres and his attack on 
Wellington were founded on expected 
co-operation. It was weakly ima- 
gined by the republican party in 
France, that the Allies would not per- 
sist in forcing the Bourbons upon 
them, and that they might be left to 
establish a republic in the heart of 
Europe. The Bourbons rode, how- 
ever, into Paris in the rear of the Allied 
Army, assured of Youché, and other 
members of the Provisional Govern- 
ment; and the republicans fell into 
their own snare. 

CLIVE. 
Gord Clive was a man of great 

powers and gigantic ambition. After 
the battle of Plassy, as if nothing 
remained in India worth his grasp, he 
projected a new field of conquest in 
the remotest regions of Asia, and 
turned his eyes towards China, as one 
worthy of the British arms! 

QUEEN ELIZABETH. 
The late Duke of Chandos told Sir 

Robert ,a master in Chancery, that 
an ancestor of his was sub-governor 
of the Tower in Queen Mary’s reign ; 
and, during the time of the Princess 
(afterwards Queen) Elizabeth’s con- 
finement there, an order came to him, 
in all appearance signed by the Queen, 
for taking the Princess into the inner 
apartment of the Tower, and cutting 
off her head. On this Mr. Bridges 
disguised the messenger, and went di- 
rectly to court, desiring to speak with 
the Qucen; to whom he shewed the 

order, 
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order, telling her Majesty. that he was 
desirous to ascertain the truth of the 
signature. The Queen expressed great 
surprise at the sight of it, and thanked 
him most heartily for coming to her, 
assuring him that it never was her in- 
tention to deat so with her sister; and 
said farther, that, as she was not safe 
where she then was, she would take 
care to remove her, which was done 
accordingly. After Elizabeth came 
to the throne, she did not forget this 
service, but rewarded Mr. Bridges 
and his family. 

SAXON POLICY. 
The Saxons ordained the quantity 

of land for each man’s lot; which was 
six acres for wheat, six for barley, six 
for oats, six for hay, six for pasture, 
six for dwelling-house, barn-yard, and 
garden; in all thirty-six. The West 
Saxons introduced Trial by Jury, and 
also Grand Juries. 

TRIAL BY SINGLE COMBAT. 
The judicial combat was not abro- 

gated in England till within these two 
years, and till then could only be said 
to be obsolete. In nations emerging 
from barbarism, it might moderate the 
licence of private war, and prevent 
arbitrary revenge ; it was also less ab- 
surd than the trial by the ordeal, boil- 
ing water, and the cross: it might 
Serve as a test of personal courage, and 
might sometimes check a malicious 
prosecutor ; but it also, at times, armed 
the strong against the weak, a bravo 
or ruffian accustomed to blood against 
a weak and timid man, and was justly 
stigmatised# by Glanville, and repro- 
bated by Fleta. 
COPY OF A LETTER FROM THOMAS JEF- 

FERSON, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, TO THE EARL OF 
BUCHAN. 

Washington ; July 10, 1804. 
My Lord, 

I received, through the hands of Mr. 
Lenox, on his return to the United 
States, the valuable volume you were 
so good as to send me on the life and 
writings of Fletcher of Saltoun. ‘I'he 
political principles of that patriot were 
worthy the purest periods of the Bri- 
tish constitution. They are those 
which were in vigour at the epoch of 
the British emigration to America. 
Our ancestors brought them here, and 
they needed little strengthening to 
make us what we are; but, in the 
weakened condition of English whig- 
fism at this day, it requires more firm- 
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ness to publish and» advocate them, 
than it then did to act on them. This 
merit is peculiarly your lordship’s, 
and no. one honours it more than 
myself; admitting, at the same time, 
the right of a nation to change its po- 
litical principles and constitution at 
will, and the impropriety of any bat its 
own citizens censuring that change. 

1 expect your lordship has been disap- 
pointed, as Lacknowledge Lhave been, 
in the issue of the convulsions on the 
other side the channel. This has cer- 

tainly lessened the interest which the 

Philanthropist warmly felt in those 

struggles. Without befriending hu- 
man liberty, a gigantic force has risen 
up which seems to threaten the world, 
but it hangs on the thread of opinion, 
which may break from one day to 
another. I feel real anxiety on the 
conflict in which your nation is again 

engaged ; and biess the Almighty 
Being, who, in gathering together the 
waters under the heavens in one place, 
divided the dry lands of your hemis- 
phere from the dry lands of ours, aud 
said “here at least be there peace.” 

I hope that peace and amity with all 
nations will long be the charter of our 
land; and that its prosperity, under 
this charter, will re-act on the mind of 

Europe, and profit her by the exam- 

ple. My hope of preserving peace for 

our country is not founded on the 
Quaker principle of non-resistance un- 
der every wrong, but in the belief that 
a just and friendly conduct on our 
part will procure justice and friendship 
from others; and that, in the existing 
contest, each of the combatants will 

find an interest in our friendship. I 
cannot say we shall be unconcerned 
spectators of the combat. We feel for 
human sufferings, and we wish the 
goodof all. We shall look on, there- 
fore, with the sensations which these 

dispositions, and the events of the war 
will produce. 
I feel a pride in the justice which 

your lordship’s sentiments render to the 
character of my illustrious countryman 
Washington; the moderation of his 

desires, and the strength of his judg- 

ment, enabled him to calculate cor- 

rectly, that the road to that glory 

which never dies, is to use power for 

the support of the laws and liberties of 

our country, not for their destruction ; 

and his glory will accordingly survive 

the wreck of every thing now, living. 

Accept, my lord, the tribute of 
esteem 
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esteem from one who renders it with 
warmth to the disinterested friend of 
mankind, and assurances of my very 
high consideration and respect. 

(Signed) TT. JEFFERSON. 

THE DUKE OF BRUNSWICK. 
I find a general sketch of his charac- 

ter in a French writer, M. de Segur, 
which, though not copious, seems, on 
the whole, to be given with accuracy. 

In the military world the Duke held 
a distinguished rank ; his character for 
judgment, firmness, and intrepidity, 
was well known. In the seven years’ 
war he nobly overcame a host of dan- 
gers and difficulties under which 
weaker spirits would have sunk, In 
the war of Bavaria he acquired a still 
greater reputation, by defending the 
difficult post of Troppau against all 
the forces of the emperor. ‘The duke 
has this additional merit, that his vir- 
tues in civil life entitle him to a due de- 
gree of consideration. In manners, 
he is familiar and agreeable, easy and 
gentle, and he merits also the praise of 
science in a considerable degree. His 
philosophy, which is on a level with the 
attainments of the age, is the genuine 
offspring of a well-instructed mind. 
In politics he is refined, but frank, de- 
cent in his pleasures, and select in his 
choice of them, beneficent without 
prodigality, and frugal without avarice. 
In the course of a few years, with but 
a moderate revenue, he has liquidated 
a debt of forty millions, with which his 
country was encumbered. His ties of 
relationship with the King of England 
had no influence on his politics; and, 
like Prince Henry, he was for moderate 
measures with France. Ambition was 
doubtless his ruling passion, and what 
interested his feelings in the most 
direct manner ; this excited his atten- 
tion and stimulated his efforts, so far 
as to appear twice at the head of 
armies against the French. It is cer- 
tain, however, that if Frederick-Wil- 
liam had listened to his counsels, the 
affair of the Stadtholderate would have 
been adjusted by negociation, and the 
Prussian dominions would have es- 
caped many scenes of wide extended 
ruin and desolation which subsequently 
took place, under the triumph of 
French arms. 

Of M. de Segur, as an author, it has 
been justly remarked, that he seldom 
praises, and he avows his determina- 
tion to address his readers in the lan- 
guage of truth. 

Stephensiana, No. XJ. [Sept- bs 

MORTALITY OF TROOPS. 
The mean annual loss in 100,000 

English troops, during the last six 
years of the war, presents the following 
results :— 

Deaths ----- eee 7159 
Discharged -+-+-- 2087 
Deserters ++---- 2642 

COBHAM HALL. 
William Quartermere, Lord of 

Cobham, for services done to Henry 
IL. was called knight of the four seas ; 
and, having left Normandy, was ac- 
companied with certain lords in Kent, 
among which was Cobham, afterwards 
called Quartermere’s fee. His de- 
scendant, William Lord Cobham, 
erected that stately monument of stone 
in the chancel of Cobham church, to 
the memory of his parents. He was 
accused falsely of participating in 
Wyatt’s rebellion; and, in 1559, en- 
tertained Queen Elizabeth at Cobham, 
‘“‘ with sumptuous fare and delights of 
rare inventions, at a banquetting- 
house in the park, with a gallery com- 
posed of devices and knotted flowers.” 
{n 1582, after acting as ambassador 
to the Low Countries, and to Austria, - 
he ‘‘made a garden to his house at 
Cobham-hall, wherein he introduced a 
variety of strange flowers, and trees 
from all parts of Europe.” 

The manor of Gravesend, with 
Cobham-hall, the park and estates of 
Henry Lord Cobham, and George his 
brother, having been forfeited for trea- 
son, were by act of parliament restored 
to the crown, 3d of James I. ; and, in 
1613, King James regranted those to 
his own kinsman, Lodowic Stewart, 
son to Esme, Duke of Lenox in 
Scotland. 

The manor of Gravesend, with 
Cobham-hall, and the rest of the 
estates of Charles, Duke of Richmond, 
in the county of Kent, were, about the 
year 1695, after the death of Lord 
O‘Brien, sold to pay debts and other 
purposes, at which time : 
The manor of Gravesend was valued at 
2671. 13s. 2d. per annum, besides waifs, 
strays, deodands and wrecks. 

The chalk-pits, 601. 
The fair and lands within the manor, 

2021. 10s. 6d. 
Sir Joseph Williamson, knight, one 

of the secretaries of state, died in 1707 
without issue, having previously pur- 
chased the manor of Gravesend and 
Cobham-hall, and the estates belonging 
thereto; and, by his will bequeathed 
two thirds of the same to Edward Lord 

Cornbury ; 
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Cornbury ; and, on his death, to his 
sister Theodosia, which she conveyed 
in marriage to John Bligh, esq. and the 
whole became the property of Edward 
Bligh, second Earl of Darnley, in con- 
sequence of the purpose of allowing 
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the claim of Mary Hornsby, a servant 
of Sir Joseph’s, a liberal allowance in 
lieu thereof, and herson, John Hornsby. 

Rathmere, in the county of Meath, 
is five miles from Trim, and twenty- 
six from Dublin. 

NEW PATENTS AND MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
—— 

To Jutivs GrirritH, Ese. Brompton 
Crescent, for Carriages to be propelled 
by Steam on Common Roads, and capa- 
ble of conveying Goods and Pas- 
sengers. 
HE ingenuity of man has already 
effected so many important im- 

provements, and the successful ap- 
plication of mechanical power has so 
advantageously contributed to the ge- 
neral good of society, that, to excite 
or deserve attention, something of 
unusual excellence must now be pre- 
sented to public observation. 

It has been frequently remarked, 
that one of the proudest triumphs of 
mechanics, would be the construction 
of machines adapted to the transport 
of goods, without the necessity of ani- 
mal labour, and various efforts have 
been made to accomplish this object. 

Until the present moment, however, 
those carriages which have depended 
upon mechanism, or upon mechanism 
and manual labour united, like Drax’s 
velocipede, or Birch’s bivector, have 
sustained but ashort-lived place in the 
admiration of their supporters; and 
those which have been propelled by 
steam, as Mr. Blenkensop’s, near 
Leeds, and others, have been confined 
to rail-ways, where, by indented 
wheels, or contrivances of a similar 
kind, sufficient resistance has been ob- 
tained to insure the progress of certain 
loads in straight directions. 

It seems to have remained for Mr. 
Griffith to introduce to the scientific 
and the commercial world, carriages 
which can be propelled by steam upon 
common roads, and employed for the 
common purposes of conveyance. 

It is owing to his steady and pa- 
tient perseverance, during several 

years, that this long solicited result 
promises soon to become a public be- 
nefit, and that the many important ad- 
vantages, branching into an almost 
infinity of directions, will be secured 
to the United Kingdom. 

Under the immediate inspection of 
Mr. Griffith, and according to his 
plans, with the assistance of Mr. 

Francis Bramah’s unremitted atten- 
tion, a carriage has been compleated 
at the Pimlico manufactory. It is 
twenty-seven feet in length, including 
seven feet for the fire, boiler, cylinders, 
and the mechanism connected with the 
driving-wheels. 

Instead of an axle-tree passing 
through both the front or both the 
hind-wheels, as is usual in other car- 
riages, the axis merely passes through 
the nave of each wheel sufficiently to 
support on each side uprights, which 
strengthen and connect the frame of 
the waggon. From the hind part of 
this frame, or bed, proceed two 
perches, inclining inwards until they 
meet: and, being joined a few feet be- 
fore they reach the front wheels, they 
form the bed of a revolving perch; this 
revolving perch is connected with the 
bed of the fore part of the carriage, or 
front wheels, and by its rotatory mo- 
tion, when either of the wheels is more 
elevated or depressed than the other, 
preserves the horizontal position of the 
carriage. 

The direction of the carriage is ef- 
fected by the action of a bevel pinion 
connected with a spindle, which is go- 
verned by the coachman; this pmion 
acts on a wheel, whose movements 
compel those of certain iron braces 
fixed to the exterior of the front 
wheels, which turn upon the same spot 
where they touch the ground ; so much 
power is gained by this pinion, that 
little force is required from the coach- 
man to produce the necessary di- 
rection. 
Amongst a variety of new modifica- 

tions of means already known, and 
which show that the utmost attention 
has been bestowed upon the present 
combination of mechanical and physi- 
cal powers, the following may deserve 
to be particularised as peculiar to 
Mr. Griffith’s steam-carriage. 

1st. The easy method of generating 
steam without danger of explosion ; and, 
after condensation, reproducing a consi- 
derable part of it for further use. 

This is effected according to Mr, 
Griffith’s 
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Griflith’s ,mvention by furnishing a 
given superficies of heated metal 
tubes, with such a quantity only of 
water as may be converted into steam, 
in an exact proportion (both as to 
quantity and time,) with the expendi- 
ture of the previous supply. Instead, 
therefore, of an immense volume of 
water, from which steam might be 
generated, as in common boilers, an 
assemblage of tubes (whose diameters 
vary from 14 to 3 inches) is scientifi- 
cally connected together, the lower 
range of which is supplied with the 
requisite quantity of water by injecting 
pumps connected with a reservoir des- 
tined to serve for at least eight hours, 
and placed before the mechanism, be- 
tween the perches. The steam, ge- 
nerated through the extended cavity 
of these tubes, is conveyed into two 
cylinders, the pistons of which are con- 
nected with beams and connecting 
rods, To the lower ends of the latter 
are attached the cranks, which cranks 
are again connected by means of a 
novel modification of an universal 
joint to the driving-wheels, firmly 
fixed to the interior part of the car- 
riage-common-wheels, and these last 
are thus propelled as required. 

2ndly. The Artzberger connecting the 
crank with the driving wheels. 

This very ingenious contrivance is 
ihe invention of Mr. John Artzberger, 
professor of mechanics in the Imperial 
Polytechnic Institute of Vienna, and 
has been so named by Mr. Griffith in 
honour of his friend, 

It is the play of these united pieces, 
added to the balancing movement 
allowed bythe suspension of the whole, 
that prevents injury to the mechanism 
from any shock to which the carriage 
may be subjected; it is also the 
Avtzberger which permits one hind 
wheel to make (as in turning) a larger 
segment of a cirele than the other, and 
effects without difficulty the retrograde 
movement of the carriage ; objects of 
sufficient importance to authorize the 
denomination by which Mr. Griffith, 
in his honest acknowledgment of the 
inventor, has thought proper to distin- 
guish it. 

The velocity with which the carriage 
may be made to move, depends upon 
the quantity of steam conducted into 

_ the cylinders, above and below the 
pistons, whose alternate movements 
prevent the necessity of a fly-wheel, as 
in other steam-engines ; and the quan- 
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tity of steam is regulated with the ut- 
most facility, by means of a regulating 
cock, controlled by the person who 
directs the engine. 
When power is required, and velo- 

city can be dispensed with, as in 
going up-hill; a pinion, of five inches 
diameter, is inserted into the teeth of 
a driving-wheel, whose diameter is 
twenty-five inches ; the strokes of the 
pistons being calculated at sixty per 
minute, and the rotation of the driving- 
wheel being effected by five strokes of 
the piston, the carriage-wheel, whose 
circumference is fifteen feet, making 
one-fifth of its revolution in the same 
time, the carriage will therefore pro- 
ceed up-hill at the rate of rather more 
than two miles per hour. 

Where power may be dispensed 
with, and velocity increased, as on 
level roads, a wheel of ten inches dia- 
meter is made to work in a driving- 
wheel, whose diameter is twenty 
inches, the number of strokes of the 
pistons being the same, it is evident 
that thirty revolutions of the carriage- 
wheel will take place, and that the 
progress of the carriage, upon tolera- 
bly even roads, will be 54; miles per 
hour, viz. 60 x 48—=30 x by 15.7 the 
circumference of the carriage-wheel= 
471 feet per minute=28260 feet per 
hour, or 9420 yards=5, miles per 
hour. 

The simplicity with which these 
wheels are put in and out of geer is 
admirable, and can be effected almost 
instantaneously. 

3dly. The mode of stopping the car- 
riage in cases of descent, or danger, inde- 
pendantly of doing so by preventing the 
supply of steam. 

This object is of the utmost im- 
portance, where, from the impetus 
given to the carriage going down hill, 
its motion may continue dangerously 
accelerated, even though the propel- 
ling power of the steam-engine may 
be withheld ; and it is provided for by 
an admirable modification of a ma- 
chine, known in Germany by the name 
of premse, answering, insome respects, 
to the English technical term, a break, 
by a mechanical pressure being made 
upon the front part of the felly, or rim, 
of the hind wheels, their motion may 
be simultaneously, or, to prevent any 
injury from a too violent shock, may 
be gradually arrested. 

dthly. The suspension of the whole ap- 
paraius, so thai the operations of the 

_ steame= . 
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steam-engine and mechanism may not be 
impeded or subject to derangement whilst 
travelling. 

This is one of the most essential im- 
provements in locomotive machines, 
and promises all the advantages that 
may be expected from its present ap- 
plication. The steam-engine, and 
those parts of the mechanism of which 
the exposition to shocks might endan- 
ger the progress of the carriage, are 
suspended by means of four chain 
slings, with helical springs within them, 
whose motion is such as to ensure 
security. 

5thly. The revolving perch. 
To prevent the horizontal position of 

the carriage from being deranged, 
Mr. Griffith employs, as has been 
already mentioned, a revolving perch, 
peculiarly adapted to the bed or frame 
of the front wheels, and whose move- 
ment amply ensures the safety re- 
quired. 

In addition to every other kind of 
security that the most profound reflec- 
tion has enabled Mr. Griffith to adopt, 
there are two safety-valves calculated 
at fifty pounds upon a square inch, 
whilst every part of the steam appara- 
tus has been proved at the rate of 200 
pounds upon asquare inch. 

From these safety-valves, as well as 
from the cylinders, the steam is con- 
ducted into two condensers, formed of 
flat copper tubes; that part of the 
steam which is condensed, falling to 
the bottom of the condenser, is con- 
veyed to the reservoir of water for fur- 
ther use, whilst the uncondensed 
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steam is conducted through the chim- 
ney, and here extinguishes such sparks 
as may occasionally find their way 
from the charcoal, combined with 
coke, of which the fire is made. 

The fire, placed under the boiler, is 
surrounded by iron plates, and so far 
removed from the part of the carriage 
destined for goods, that no possible 
danger can be apprehended. 
Vhe weight of the carriage (which 

is in form of a caravan,) and the whole 
apparatus, may be calculated at 14 
ton: itis destined to carry three tons 
of merchandize, making a total of four 
tons and a half, upon wheels conform- 
able to the regulations established by 
law, and subject to the usual re- 
strictions. : 
We understand that, actuated sin- 

cerely by a disposition to promote the 
public welfare, it is Mr. Griftith’s inten- 
tion toreduce the pricesnow paid for the 
carriage of goods throughout the coun- 
try ; not that he can flatter himself with 
the hope of being speedily usefulon many 
roads, since the construction of a num- 
ber of waggous demands not only ex- 
tent of funds, but also considerable 
time. Should it be proved, however, 
that Mr. Griffith’s steam-carriages can 
convey goods in an equally secure man- 
ner with other waggons, at the rate of 
five miles per hour, or 100 miles per 
day of twenty travelling hours; and, 
at a freight, twenty-five per cent. 
cheaper than the present prices, there 
can be no question that he will have de- 
served well of his country and of 
mankind. 

PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 
—>—— 

ROYAL INSTITUTION. 
R. Rocet, in his eighth lecture 
ou Comparative Physiology, took 

a comprchensive view of the subject 
of Respmation. The necessity of this 
function, he remarked, would scarcely 
have been anticipated, from our pre- 
vious notions of the wants of an ani- 
mal, founded on the known properties 
of organized matter; and yet observa- 
tion shows, that the continuance of life 
is more immediately dependent on 
respiration, than even on the circula- 
tion itself. Insects, for example, that 
jive without any vascular circulation 
of their juices, require the {roe intro- 
duction of air into every part of their 
bodies, ‘The necessity for air appears, 
also, to be more urgent than for food ; 
Montuty Maa. No. 372. 

since animals may subsist a considera- 
ble time without nourishment, but all 
will speedily perish if deprived of air. 
The results of Spallanzani’s numerous 
experiments were stated in ilustration 
of this principle. 

Aquatic animals being precluded 
from the benefit of the direct action of 
the air in its gaseous state, or as it 
exists in the atmosphere, receive its 
influence through the medium of the 
surrounding water, by which it is ab- 
sorbed in large quantities, and applied 
to the organs of respiration, In the 
lower Zoophytes, this influence ap- 
pears to be exerted by the intervention 
of the surface of the body; so that in 
the polypus, for example, while the 
interior surface digests the food, and 

U performs 
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performs the office of a stomach, the 
external surface probably acts as an 
organ of respiration. Many of the 
vermes appear, in like manner, to 
have an external respiration: this is the 
case with the leech and the earth- 
worm, in which a superficial net-work 
of vessels receives the influence of the 
Surrounding fluid. In some genera of 
this class, it was stated, this structure 
is confined to particular parts of the 
surface; and in others, again, the res- 
piratory organs shoot out from the body 
in the form of bushy fibrils. The dif- 
ferent situations of these arborescent 
gills, which are frequently kept in in- 
cessant motion, were pointed out in 
several orders of molluscous and 
crustaccous animals. 

Dr. Roget then proceeded to exa- 
mine the extensive series of animals 
in whom respiration takes place in the 
interior of the body: beginning with 
the holothuria, the ramified tubes of 
which exhibit the first trace of a struc- 
ture adapted to this object; the asteria, 
and the echinus, in which the arrange- 
ment is somewhat more complicated ; 
and the larger crustacea, as the lobster 
and crab, in which the filaments are 
collected into a number of pyramidal 
organs on each side of the body, pro- 
tected by the shell, and terminating 
with the more regular structure of 
gills proper to the ordinary mollusca, 
and fishes, The disposition of these 
organs, with reference to the shell, and 
to the apertures in the mantle, by which 
the water is admitted to them ; and the 
provision of tubes, capable of being 
extended and retracted, in those shell- 
fish that burrow in the sand; were se- 
verally pointed out and described. 
The two auxiliary hearts of the cuttle- 
fish, at the origin of the bronchial 
arteries, by which the blood of that ani- 
mal is propelled with force to the 
respiratory organs, while the principal 
heart carries on ‘the aortic or greater 
circulation, were particularly noticed. 
‘~The importance of the respiratory 
functions increases as we rise in the 
Scale of animals. In fishes, the gills 
form a considerable portion of the sys- 
lem, and their office appears to be 
more essential to life than in the 
mollusca. The situation and structure 
of these organs’ were minutely de- 
scribed, torether with the mechanism 
by which their action is maintained. 
The air contained in ‘the water is 
equally vitiated by the respiration of 
fishes, and requires an cqually con- 
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stant renewal as in ‘terrestrial ani- 
mals. Fishes are, therefore, killed in 
a short time, if confined in a limited 
portion of water which has noaccess to 
fresh air. When many fish are inclosed 
in anarrow vessel, they all struggle for 
the uppermost place, where the at- 
mospheric air is first absorbed, like the 
unfortunate men imprisoned in the 
black hole at Calcutta. In Humboldt 
and Provengal’s experiments, a tench 
was found to be able to breathe when 
the quantity of oxygen in the water 
was reduced to the five-thousandth 
part of its bulk, though it is in this 
way brought into a state of extreme 
debility: but the fact itself shows the 
great perfection of the organs in this 
fish, that can extract so minute a 
quantity of air from water, to which 
the last portions always adhere with 
great tenacity. 

The respiration of air in its gazeous 
state is performed by breathing terres- 
trial animals in two ways: first, by 
means of trachez, a mode peculiar to 
insects; and, secondly, by pulmonary 
cavities, which constitute the essential 
structure of lungs. The trachee of 
insects are tubes which take their rise 
by open orifices, called spiracles or 
stigmata, from the surface of the body, 
and are distributed by extensive 
ramifications to every part. They ex- 
tend even to the wings, to the sudden 
expansion of which they appear to 
contribute. In the higher classes of 
articulated animals, as soon as blood- 
vessels are met with, the whole ap- 
paratus of trachez is found to disap- 
pear ; their necessity being superseded 
by the power, derived from the pos- 
session of circulating vessels, of trans- 
mitting the juices to particular organs, 
where their exposure to the influence 
of the air may be conveniently ef- 
fected. ‘The pulmonary cavities of 
spiders, and of some gasteropodous 
mollusca, such as the snail and slug, 
which breathe atmospheric air, are of 
this description. 

The structure of the pulmonary or- 
gans becomes more refined and com- 
plex as’ we proceed to the higher 
classes of animals. Dr. Roget entcred 
into a description of these various 
structures, and of the diversified 
modes in which the air was received, 
and made to act upon them, and after- 
wards expelled, in the different orders 
of reptiles, of mammalia, and of birds. 
The singular mode in which the frog 
swallows its air, and inflates its lungs 

at 
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at pleasure, was pointed out. The 
dilatation of the chest in man, and the 
other mammalia, by the muscular ac- 
tion of the diaphragm, and by the 
movements of the ribs, during inspira- 
tion, and its contraction during exspi- 
ration, were fully explained, and 
partly illustrated by a machine, which 
exemplified the effects of the motion of 
the diaphragm. This part of the sub- 
ject was concluded by an account of 
the peculiar mechanism of respiration 
in birds, by which the same air is 
made to pass twice through the lungs, 
before it is finally ejected from the 
system ; being received into large cells, 
which inclose all the principal organs, 
and even pervade the muscles, and 
subcutaneous membrane. 

Dr. Roget next gave a brief ac- 
count of the chemical changes ef- 
fected in the blood, which is exposed 
to the action of the air during respi- 
ration. Our knowledge of these 
changes, he remarked, was not so 
much derived from the direct analysis 
of that flujd in its different states of 
venous and arterial, as from the in- 
ferences necessarily to be drawn from 
the changes found to have occurred in 
the air by its passage through the 
lungs. These changes consist in the 
disappearance of a quantity of oxygen, 
and the addition of a corresponding 
quantity of carbonic acid, and of wa- 
tery vapour. The redundant carbo- 
naceous principle which accumulates 
in venous blood in the course of the 
circulation, is thus discharged in the 
lungs by its combination with oxygen, 
and the blood is restored to the vivify- 
ing arterial qualities. The analogies 
between this process, and that of slow 
combustion, were pointed out, and cx- 
tended to the phenomena of the high 
temperature which so many animals 
maintainabove the surrounding media, 
and which establishes so striking a 
distinction between warm and colil- 
blooded animals, more especially re- 
markable among the larger inhabitants 
of the ocean. 

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
Messrs. W. Bishop and Co. of Nant 

y Moch, near Holywell, have obtained 
the Isis gold medal, for a paper on 
the porcelain-clay and bubhr-stone of 
Halkin Mountain, Flintshire. 
The qualities which fit a stone for 

prinding corn, especially wheat, are . 
rdnegs, to prevent it as muchas pos- 

sible from wearing down by the constant 
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friction to which it is exposed, a cer- 
tain degree of tenacity, to prevent the 
grinding surface from scaling or 
chipping off, and a cellular structure, 
in order to increase the quantity of 
cutting surface, the walls of the cells 
being at the same time thick enough to 
resist the strain upon them. _ All the 
fine flour required for the supply of the 
metropolis, and of the other large 
towns in this island, is prepared by 
means of millstones of French buhr. 

In the year 1816, Mr. Thomas 
Hooson, of Flint, observed on Halkin 
mountain a bed of remarkably fine 
porcelain clay, which, on exposure to 
the potters’ fires, was found to assume 
a more delicate whiteness than any 
substance of a similar nature hitherto 
found in this kingdom ; and seeing also 
other substances which he thought 
likely to be useful to the potters, he 
obtained from Earl Grosvenor a lease 
of all clays, rocks, and stones (except 
limestone), within his lordship’s liber- 
ties; and, subsequently, with a view 
to an extended trade, formed his pre- 
sent partnership with Mr. Richard 
Fynney, Mr. William Bishop, and 
Mr. James Whitehead, established 
under the firm of the “ Welch Com- 
pany at Nant y Moch, near Holywell,” 
where they have erected works for pre- 
paring the clay, which is called “‘ Cam- 
bria,” for sale, by separating it froma 
white siliceous sand and rock, with 
which the bed is found mixed toa depth 
at present unknown, but which has 
been proved as deep as twenty-six 
yards. The sand, when separated, is 
used for glass-making; and the white 
siliceous rock, now called “ Rock 
Cambria,” is ground down and used 
in the composition of china and earth- 
enware, instead of ground flint, or is 
mixed with it. Lor this process of 
grinding, several thousand tons of 
chert are annually consumed in the 
Staffordshire potteries, and much is 
supplied from Halkin mountain. In 
quarrying this chert, some of it in the 
state of vesicular entrochital horn- 
stone was raised, which, when uscd 
together with common chert, indicated 
such a superiority by its expeditious 
grinding and its little wear, and 
showed such a proximity in appear- 
ance (after having been worked) to the 
French buhr, that its use for grinding 
wheat was considered probable; and 
this led to the first application of the 
vesicolar Halkin rock as a buhr-stone. 

Halkin Mountain (called “ Alehene” 
at 
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at the Conquest, according to Pennant) 
‘is a range of-high uncultivated land in 
Flintshire, the mineral property of the 
right honourable Karl Grosvenor. On 
the inland side it rans-parallel to the 
boundary hills of the vale of Clwyd; 
and on the north-east stretches from 
Holywell for about four miles till 
nearly ®pposite Northop, in an angle 
of about twelve degrees with the river 
Dee, and averages about a mile in 
breadth. 

In order to prove the Halkin buhrs, 
the discoverers had some made into 
mill-stones, which they set up ina 
neighbouring mill in. the borough of 
Flint; some were had by a mill- 
wright, and afterwards sent to a mill 
at. Dunham-o’-th’-Hill, mixed with 
French buhrs; and one large buhr was 
shaped into a millstone, and put up 
ata millat Ysceifiog. They ave now 
able to adduce proofs that the Halkin 
buhrs are fully equal to the French, 
and in some eases are declared to be 
superior to them, 

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
Mr. Babbage has read a paper to the 

society relative to a new invention. in 
machinery, by which not only the usual 
logarithms, but also various other ma- 
thematical and astronomical tables 
might be formed, and the types thereof 
set up, without the possibility of an 
error throughout the whole process. 
This discovery we consider as one of 
the finest in modern times; and (like 
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the invention of the steam-engine in its 
application to the arts) it bids fair to 
open a new era in science. ‘The ob- 
ject, which Mr. Babbage had first im 
view, was to form an engine which 
should express any series of numbers 
whose. first, second, third, &c. differ- 
cnees were equal to 0: and which he 
has completely effected. To those 
who are acquainted with the method 
of differences, it will be evident that 
such series would embrace not only the 
common logarithms of numbers, the 
logarithms of sines, tangents, &c.; but 
likewise the natural sines, tangents, 
&c. whence its application to the for- 
mation of astronomical tables may be 
readily conceived, But, in the pursuit 
of this inquiry, Mr. Babbage found that 
many new views of the subject arose ; 
and that the engine was not confined 
to the expression of series whose ulti- 
mate differences were constant: but 
that it would form tables, not depend- 
ent on that law, and whose differences: 
could not be denoted by any analytical 
expression. 2 

The engine is very simple in its con- 
struction, and may be put in motion 
by achild. Mr. Babbage, (says the 
editor of the Phil. Mag.) composed in 
our presence a long series of square 
numbers ; and likewise the first forty 
terms of the series of numbers depend- 
ing on the formula (a?--a--41); all of 
which are primes, and which were 
formed as expeditiously as a person 
could write them down. 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED in the THIRD YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or in the 

THIRD SESSION of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the UNITED KINGDOM. 
a 

AP. XVII. For converting Annui- 
ties and Debentures of Five Pounds 

per Centum fe Annum, payable at the 
Bank of Ireland, into new Annuities of 
Four Pounds per Centum per Annum.— 
April 3, 1822. 

Cap. XVIII. To repeal the Excise 
Duty on Malt charged Ly an Act made 
in the Second Year of his present 
Majesty, to allow the said Duty on Malt 
in Stock, and to make Regulations for 
better securing the Duties on Malt.— 
April 3. 

Cap. XIX. To enable Two or more 
of the Commissioners for executing the 
Office of Lord High Admiral of the 
United Kingdom of Great Brita and 
Treland, when the Number of such Com- 

misstoners is less than Six, to do certain 
Acts heretofore done by Three or more of 
the same Commissioners.—April 3. 

Cap. XX. For fixing the Rates of 
Subsistence to be paid to Innkeepers 
and others on quartering Soldiers.— 
May 15. 

Allowances for the diet of non-commis- 
sioned officers and soldiers, ts. per day.— 
Allowance of one halfpenny per diem, in 
lieu of diet and small-beer.— For horses 
quartered 10d. per day to be paid for hay 
and straw.—Persons paying money to non- 
commissioned officers or soldiers on the 
march in lieu of furnishing diet and small 
beer, liable to be fined.— When halted on 
a march, non-commissioned officers and 
soldiers entitled to diet and small beer as 
after arriving at their destination; and, if 

such 
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such halting: he only for a day after arrival, 
and that be a market day, their diet and 
small beer not to be discontinued. 
Cap. X XI. To amend an Act pussed 

in the 58th Year of the Reign of his late 
Majesty King George the Third, for es- 
avlishing Fever Hospitals, and for 
making other Regulations for Relief of 
the Suffering Poor, and for preventing 
the Increase of Infectious Fevers in Ire- 
land.—May 15. 

Cap. XXII. Zo amend an Act, 
passed in the First Year of his present 
Majesty’s Reign, for the Assistance of 
Trade and Manufactures in Ireland, by 
authorizing the Advance of certain 
Sums for the Support of Commercial 
Credit there.—May 15. 

Commissioners may enlarge time of re- 
payment of loans under the recited Act, 
on application of the parties, and may take 
old securities, or require new, as they 
think necessary.—Sureties for the repay- 
ment of loans to give their consent to the 
extension of time.—Commissioners to ap- 
point a person to receive applications in 
writing, for extension of time. If parties 
be not prepared with new securities or 
sureties, the commissioners may grant 
three months longer.—Extended loans to 
be repaid by instalments, within the pe- 
riods herein mentioned.—Extension of 
time not to be deemed a default in payment. 

Cap. XXIII. To facilitate Summary 
Proceedings before Justices of the Peace 
and others.—May 15. 
From and after the passing of this Act, 

in all cases whierein a conviction shall 
have taken place, and no particular form 
for the record thereof hath been directed, 
the justice or justices, deputy lieutenant 
or deputy lieutenants, or other person or 
persons duly authorized to proceed sum- 
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marily. therein, and before whom the 
offender or offenders shall have been con- 
victed, shall and may cause the record of 
such conviction to be drawn up in the 
manner and form directed by the Act.— 
One justice, &c. may receive original in+ 
formation, &c. where two or more justices, 
&c. empowered to hear and determine, - 

Cap. XXIV. For extending the 
Laws against Receivers of Stolen Goods 
to Receivers of Stolen Bonds, Bank 
Notes, and other Securities for Moncy.— 
May 15. 

Persons reeeiving or buying any bond 
or other security for the payment of mo- 
ney, knowing the same to have been 
stolen, may be prosecuted as persons re- 
ceiving stolen goods. 

Cap. XXV. To continue, until the 
25th Day of January, 1826, an Act of 
the 23rd Year of his late Majesty, for 
the more effectual Encouragement of the 
Manufacture of Flax and Cotton mm 
Great Britain; and to amend the Law in 
respect of the Allowances of Excise Duties 
on Starch and Soap used in certain 
Manufactures.—May 15. ; 

23 G. 3. c. 77. so far as relates to 
starch and soap, further continued.—No- 
tice to be given of residence, and a book 
to be kept and entry made of the starcts 
and soap received, suhject to the inspec- 
tion of the officer.—Penalty on default, 
501. and loss of allowances. 

Cap. XXVI. Tovreduce the Rate of 
Interest payable on the Sum of one million 
two hundred and fifty thousand Pounds, 
advanced by the Governor and Company. 
of the Bank of Ireland, for the Publie 
Service, under an Act made in the 48th 
Year of his late Majesty.—May 15. 

** The New Marriage Act in our next. 

NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN AUGUST: 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

— 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of seeing an carly notice of their Works, are 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

—P 

Y what crooked and unnatural policy 
it has happened that this country, of 

whose constitution we are taught to boast 
as the bulwark of freedom, and the won- 
der of the world, has linked herself in inti- 
mate alliance, and entered into the selfish 
views, of those powers whose efforts are 
wholly directed to the suppression of ra- 
tional} liberty, we shall not now enguire. 
But the fact is certain, that whatever ad- 
vances have been made by the continental 
states towards an improved form of go- 
vernment, and with whatever cagermess 
they have been observed and encouraged 
by the nation at large, by the British ca- 
binet they have been remarked with a 

jealousy and dislike, sufficiently betraying 
that hostile feeling, which, fortunately, 
cannot be more efficiently indulged. In 
spite, however, of these frowns, France 
and Spain and Portugal are advancing 
gradually but firmly in that path, in which 
if. ought to have been our pride and plea- 
sure to have guided them; and appear 
likely to attain to that only safe and pers 
manent political state which results from a 
perfect sympathy between the government 
and the people. A full historical account 
of the late great events in the Peninsula, 
and an exposition of the present state, both. 
political and domestic, of the Spanish na- 
tion, will be found in An Historical Re- 

view 
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view of the Spanish Revolution, including 
some Account of Religion, Manners, and 
Literature in Spain, by EDwArRD BLA- 
QUIERE, esq. which will be perused with 
much interest by all who are aware, that 
on the issue of the great regeneration now 
in progress through the south of Europe, 
the political fortunes of one quarter of the 
globe are depending. It is impossible to 
peruse this volume without feelings of the 
most affecting and irresistible nature. 
Whatever a people could endure from the 
hand of a most merciless despotism, was 
borne by Spain for centuries, if not with 
brutish apathy, with at least superhuman 
patience ; and when at last, to the conster- 
nation of all tyrants and bigots, she broke 
her chains, the example she has shown of 
firmness, moderation, and wisdom, is be- 
yond all praise. Many trials she has yet, 
no donbt, to undergo ; but she is destined, 
we trust, to surmount them, and to pre- 
sent the world with the model of a Revo- 
lution, peaceful, wholesome, and com- 
plete. The proudest deed to which a 
human being can aspire, is to put his hand 
to such a work as this; and, in the belief 
that Mr, Blaquiere’s labours are calculated 
materially to promote its success, we con- 

gratulate him on the devotion of his time 
and thoughts to sonoble a subject. With- 
eut entering into any minute criticisms, 
we shall limit ourselves to stating broadly, 
that the scope of Mr, Blaquiere’s volume 
is good, and the execation respectable ; 
and we cannol convey a more adequate 
idca of the rational and just nature of his 
views, both in politics and religion, than 
by transcribing his concluding passage ; a 
summary which every legislator ought to 
commit to memory:—‘ Endeavour to in- 
spire your fellow-citizens with purer con- 
ceptions of the Divinity, and a more 
rational system of adoration; extend the 
Dlessings of education to the humblest 
portion of the community; and, 10 crown 
your work, make the representative sys- 
tem, in its fullest and broadest basis, the 
foundation of law and power.” 

It gives us sincere pleasure when, amidst 
the mass of dull and indifferent attempts, 
which every day put in their ineffectual 
claim for the prize of poetical fame, we 
can discover something of a better order, _ 
whose merits we may recognize with dis- 
tinct and deserved praise. Such a recep- 
tion we do not hesitate to give to Julian 
the Apostate, a Dramatic Poem, by Sir 
AUBREY DE VERE Hunt, bart. which, 
considered as a first effort, is highly cre- 
ditable to its author; containmg many 
brilliant poetical passages, and scenes of 
great spirit and effect, worthy of a far 
more experienced hand. ‘The story, 
though not so closely connected as might 
be required in the regular drama, is suffi- 
ciently clear and intelligible; and the 
principal characters are discriminated 
with much force and nature, We shall 
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look forward with pleasure to the fature 
labours of this promising writer, who has, 
we think, in this piece, displayed powers 
not inferior to those of the best tragic 
writers of the day, and far superior to some 
whose representations obtained a splen- 
did, but unmerited and short-lived, cele- 
brity. f 

Mr. Dunettson has very laudably and 
usefully employed his talents in giving an 
English dress to Baron LARREy’s tract 
on the Use of Moxa as a Therapeutical 
Agent ; and, although the account of cures 
are to be received in this, as in almost alt 
other instances, with much_ reserve, it 
must be admitted that the records of Lar- 
rey are worthy the attention of the British 
public. His name and character consti- 
tute, indeed, a sufficient guarantee against 
any thing further, in the way of misrepre- 
sentation, than may be supposed to result 
from Gallic enthusiasm, aided by acon 
amore feeling in favour of the particular 
mode of treatment which it is the object of 
his book to illustrate. Many of our 
readers may not be aware that the Moxa 
is a species of cautery; that it has been 
employed in China and other parts from 
the remotest antiquity; that when the 
term was first introduced into Europe, it 
was understood to signify a cottony sub- 
stance procured from the gold-beater's leaf, 
or pith of the Artemisia Chinensis, rolled up 
into a conical shape,—which, placed upon 
different parts of the body, and ignited, 
was suffered to burn down until cauteriza- 
tion was produced. Any combustible 
substance, however, made into the same 
form, and applied in a similar way, is now 
termed a Moxa; and that which Baron 
Larrey employs “is composed of a cer- 
tain quantity of cotton-wool, over which 
a piece of fine linen is rolled, and fastened 
at the side by a few stitches.” ‘This is 
applied to the part operated on by means 
of a metallic ring, and its extremity being 
ignited, the combustion, in some cases, 1s 
best kept up by means of a blow-pipe.— 
The eases in which Larrey principally re- 
commends this mode of canterising, are 
those in which the nervous and lymphatic 
organization are especially implicated ; 
such as certain species of paralytic affec- 
tion, articular disorders, chronic tumours, 
and pulmonary consumption. He con- 
tends that the vicarious and derivative influ- 
ence of Moxa is far superior to issues and 
setons, and to the metallic cautery, which 
was so much employed by the ancients, 
and has recently been re introduced into 
practice on some parts of the European 
Continent. He states that even ossific 
ulceration may be arrested by its judicious 
employment, and a healthy action induced 
and kept up in the most deep-seated parts. 
The English reader will find the language 
made use of to explain the methodus me- 
dendi ot the Moxa to be a little antiquated 
and humorous (capricious) ; but, if ihe - 

3 . & 
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be established, the vationale of them may 

‘be easily accommodated to the phraseo- 
logy and pathology at present most fa- 
shionable on this side of the Channel.—The 
translator has here and there let a galli- 
eism slip from his pen; but, upon the 
whole, the execution of the work is highly 
commendable; and it is a fact worthy of 
recording, that two individuals, engaged in 
the bustle of general practice, who live 
within a few doors of each other, have 
within the last month added to the stock 
of medical literature by publications which 
would have done no discredit to the learn- 
ed leisure of University graduates. We 
allude to the work just noticed, and to 
Mr. Cooke's able abridgment and elucida- 
tion of Morgagni, in two volumes, octavo. 

Mr. R. DaGuey, author of ‘Select 
Gems from the Antique,” has published a 
Compendium of the Theory and Practice of 
Drawing and Painting, which embraces 
the two-fold objects of lectures and illus- 
tration,showing tlic theory of lines in every 
variety of combination and perspective, 
with most ample directions, and accompa- 
nied by twelve plates, purposely drawn to 
exhibit the principles of the art, for the 
advantage of noviciates and all self- 
teachers. It contains, also, explanations 
of the various styles of landscape-paint- 
ing, with notices of several masters, espe- 
cially of the Italian and Flemish schools, 
pointing out their peculiar manner and 
excellencies, which cannot fail to be of use 
to students in almost every branch. The 
strong contrast and characteristic -dif- 
ferences of style between the Italian and 
Flemish are clearly and well displayed ; 
the former being conversant with high 
dramatic and epic subjects, the latter with 
the repose of nature and pictures of do- 
mestic or rural life. We choose to select 
from the specimens that of ‘Salvator 
Rosa,” who will form the subject of one 
of our very valuable notices on Italian 
literature for the ensuing month. The 
landscapes of Salvator Rosa are in a 
style peculiarly his own, and can seldom 
be mistaken by any who are acquainted 
with his works. It would be a sort of phe- 
nomenon to see a regular building or local 
view in the pictures of this master. All is 
rock, mountain, and rugged nature; his 
trees are tempest-stricken or in decay ; 
and his figures are, for the most part, of a 
desolating kind,—pirates or banditti. His 
compositions are at once sublime and ro- 
mantic in the highest degree; a bold and 
vigorous touch is the characteristic of his 
pencil ; and his colouring is grave and sub- 
daed, yet full of harmony. 

A curious little pamphlet has just made 
its appearance, said to be from the pen of 
Mr. Vivian, entitled Extracts of Notes 
taken in the Course of a Tour on the Conti- 
nent of Europe; principally relating to a 
visit to the {ste of Elba, and a conversa- 
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tion held with Napoleon Bonaparte during 
his residence there. Though we have rea- 
son to believe this productiotY to ‘bein 
great part genuine, and founded upon the 
incidents which really took place, we can- 
not say that its internal evidence is either 
of a very interesting or satisfactory cha- 
racter. In order to preserve, as nearly as 
possible, the exact words and phrases 
made use of by Bonaparte, the author pro- 
fesses to have made minutes of the conver- 
sations directly on the spur of the occa- 
sion; and, though laying claim to strict 
veracity, we are almost inclined to wish, 
when we read some of the common-place 
questions and answers, that he had given 
us a little more of the traveller’s embellish- 
ments. We can scareely consider such as 
the following the less tedious and trifling, 
on themere score of being correctly report- 
ed from the mouth of an Emperor. They 
may certainly be pronounced to be as trite 
as true. ‘*We found (observes Mr. V.) 
this extraordinary man standing by the 
fire, at the further end of a room adjoin- 
ing the anti-chamber, and into which he 
had come on being informed of our arrival. 
On our entrance he advanced towards us, 
and we took our station with our backs 
against a table that stood between tie 
windows, Whilst he was advancing he 
began the conversation :—“ What uniform 
do you wear? That of the Local Militia.— 
Of what county? Cornwall.—That is a 
very mountainous.country? Yes.—Of what 
height are the mountains; are they as high 
as those of this island? ‘They are higher ; 
but they are of a different character,— 
less insulated.—Are they as high as those 
of the principality of Wales? Not quite.— 
How many toises are they,—six or eight 
hundred? Notso many.” 

We have to notice, with no slight degree 
of commendation, a very pleasing and 
poetical, but far too voluminous work 
from the pen of Miss PorDEN, author of 
“the Veils,” ‘the Arctic Expeditions,” 
and other pcems: it is entitled Caur de 
Lion, in Sixteen Books. For alady, this is 
indeed no common undertaking; and, we 
are happy to add, it has been accomplish- 
ed with more than a common degree of 
excellence. She seems to have caught 
some portion of inspiration from the ro- 
mantic character and events of the third 
Crusade, which, supporting her through 
her great enterprize, has enabled her to 
give a lively and clear description of the 
scenes and characters on which she dwells, 
It is however too comprehensive a subject, 
and far too extended inits details, for us to 
enter here upon, or to pretend to do more 
than express our favourable opinion of the 
manner in which the fair author has exe- 
cuted her perfectly Amazonian task. 
We may at present truly aver of the 
British lyre, ‘* Emula delle trombe empie 
le se've.” 

Of 
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- Of Mr. Gatr’s novels we have already 
had frequent occasion to express our fa- 
vontable opinion, if not altogether our 
decided approbation, But we are at a 
loss to perceive in the Provost any addi- 
tional or even equal manifestation of those 
graphic powers which, with so correct 
and lively a hand, pourtrayed some admi- 
rable likenesses, though it must be con- 
fessed somewhat too free, in the ‘* Ayr- 
shire Legatees,” and in the “ Annals 
of the Parish.” Certainly none in the se- 
ries that follow are quite comparable to 
them; and, in particular, Sir Andrew 
Wylie never met with that grace and fa- 
vour in our eyes that his more fortunate 
predecessors enjoyed. While the author 
confines his genius within the scope of his 
own observation and experience, content 
to describe what he bas really seen and 
felt, relating to national manners, among 
certain scenes aud characters in the rural 
and middle order, rather than in lofty, 
romantic, or very refined scenes of life, we 
think he is often eminently happy and 
suecessful. He sometimes startles our 
preconceived notions, also, “ of the fitness 
of things,” by venturing beyond the 
bounds of the probable, not to say of 
the possible ; and seems at otler moments 
to forget, that Du sublime au ridicule il 
ny a gwun pas. 

We venture to recommend to the notice 
of the public a little volume, entitled A 
Journal of Voyages and Travels, by the late 
Tuomas REEs, Serjeant of Marines, pub- 
lished for the benefit of his orphan daugh- 
ter. We are pleased to find, in addition 
to its claims upon our liberatity and com- 
passion, that the work is well entitled, 
from its own intrinsic merits, to some 
share of public attention and encourage- 
ment. In some of its descriptions it is 
highly pleasing znd ctirious, and gives a 
very picturesque and clear view of many 
of the scenes through which the author 
passed. The remarks of an_ individual 
in Mr. Rees’s rank of life, on the cha- 
racter, scenery and manners of other 
conntries, must be at all times interesting 
and curious. Norare we disappointed in 
this respect in the work before us; his 
account of Persia is at once clever and 
amusing, strongly coutrasted with the 
nsual style and manner of travellers, and 
described in a tene of genuine truth aud 
originality. Most sincereiy do we join the 
fair editor in her charitable wishes in be- 
half of the orphan object of her regard. 
May the obscure author and unknown edi- 
for be alike sheltered from eriticism and 
contempt; and may the voice of compas- 
sion plead successfully with the opulent 
and humane to encourage its circulation. 

We are at last presented with the title 
ef what we have for a long time had far too 
much of in reality, in a volume of Nonsense 
Verses, with an Introduction and Notes. 
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They are announced to be from the pen of 
Mr. James Harvey, in the modern taste 
for adopting false names. As the author's 
object is of course to establish, as far as 
possible, the absurdity and ridicule inhe- 
rent in such a work, he seems not to have 
exercised his faculties in vain, and has often 
happily succeeded with his readers in 
producing, —either with him or at him,— 
some hearty laughs. He mostly, however, 
appears to be too much above the level of 
his subject, and Jabours to lower himself to 
the true nonsense point in vain. With a 
genius evidently capable of better things, 
we know not why he should thus wilfully 
try to fool the public and himself, while 
so many poetical fools, without half his 
taste and talents, are engaged daily and 
hourly inditing serious nonsense enough. 

From the Three Perils of Man, or War, 
Women, end Witcheraft, it would appear 
hardly possible we should escape, or, at 
least, from the persevering industry and 
very prolific genius of Mr. HocG, of 
which a Border Romance, in three volumes, 
is no slight additional proof. Judging 
from this specimen, we are sorry to ob- 
serve that the excellence of bis literary 
efforts seems by no means to keep pace 
with the multiplicity of his works. 
Though the first volume ‘is in parts finely 
and powerfully written, the story begins to 
droop and fall away sadly before it reaches 
the end. Were it not for the aid of ma- 
gic, with the frequent and compassionate 
teats of wizards, ghosts, devils, and brow- 
nies, always conveniently at hand, we 
really think the border romance would 
never have got across the Scottish borders, 
The chivalric period and good King Ro- 
bert, it seems, have helped him over, 
though we cannot but think he must mere 
than once have stuck fast. The times and 
the characters are nevertheless very touch- 
ingly and romantically drawn, and we 
have some good sieges, both of love and 
war, battles, and wild hair-breadth adven- 
tures and escapes, which, with some exer- 
tion, succeed in keeping ns awake to the 
end of the third volume. 

The justly popular study of the present 
day, which searches after and discriminates 
the genera and species, and inquires into 
the former habits of the vast multitudes of 
beings, of shell-fish in particular, which in- 
habited the waters of our planet during 
the progress of accumulating ifs strata, or 
of animals which lived upon local parts of 
the surface in a more advanced stage to- 
wards its present state, has received most 
important aid from a small volume now 
before us, entitled, An Introduction to the 
Study of Fossil Organic Remains, especially 
those found in the British Strata, by JAMES 
Parkryson, fellow of the College of 
Surgeons, author of “the Organic Re-, 
mains of a former World,” 3. vols. 4to, 
&c. &c. In the preface, the author mo- 
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Gestly describes his work, ‘‘as a slight 
but comprehensive sketch, attempting to 
shew the difference of forms and structure 
in the numerous organized beings with 
which the earth was peopled before the ex- 
istence of man; to mark the circnm- 
stances in which they agreed with, or dif- 
fered from, the inhabitants of the present 
world ; and to point out, from the stratain 
which their remains exist, the order in 
which they were probably formed.” After 
a few general remarks on the mineraliza- 
tion which organic remains have mostly 
undergone, the author proceeds to consider 
vegetable fessils, and speaking of the coaly, 
tubular, vegetable remains, commonly 
found in the sand-stones of our coal-fields, 
and usually denominated reeds, when of 
small or moderate size, but which have 
eften, and even recently, been described 
by writers as trunks of trees, the author 
shews, on the contrary, that all this class 
of vegetables have been hollow pipes, in 
that respect resembling the reeds, the 
bamboos, or the gigantic cretii of South 
America. At page 35 the author enters 
‘on the consideration of animal fossils, be- 
ginning with Zoophytes; under which 
head, the characters of 161 recent species 
of sponges are given, after M. Lamoureux, 
with the intention of facilitating the dis- 
tinction and arrangement of those sponges 
which are already known, or which may 
yet be discovered in a mineral state; the 
analogous fossil species are then treated 
of, with reference to this list. Fifty-one 
recent species of alcyonii are next de- 
scribed, and then the known fossil species 
are described and compared therewith: 
the next forty-seven pages are devoted to 
the coraline and encrinal tribes; and then, 
beginning at p. 105, the echinide are amply 
considered in the following forty pages. 
At p. 145 the important department of 
shells is entered upon; concise definitions 
of the most important conchological terms 
are first given, with reference to a plate; 
and then, beginning at p. 150, the charac- 
ters (and a figure of most of them) are in- 
serted, of each of the known genera of 
shells, which are usually of sufficient 
size to be investigated without the aid of 
a microscope: the microscopic fossil shells 
(referable probably to several hundreds of 
genera!) being alone omitted, except as 
to three species, viz. milivlites saxorum, 
cornuammonis ariminierse, and gyrozonites ; 
a descriptive list follows, of 714 species of 
fossil shells, chiefly foreign, which have 
been described by M. Lamarck. ‘The 
next thirteen pages are devoted to the 
novel and important purpose of arranging 
477 species of fossil shells (for the most 
part described and engraven in the 
_“Miueral Conchology” of Mr. Sowerby, 
prior to the last twenty-one numbers of 
that useful periodical work,) in the order 
of the swrata in which, respectively, their 
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genera first occur in the British series, 
commencing with the earliest of our strata. 
“ Which arrangement may, it is presumed, 
(says Mr. Parkinson,) assist our conjec- 
tures, whilst contemplating the relative 
periods of the creation, duration, and ex- 
tinction of the animals, which are only 
known to us through their mineralized, or 
otherwise preserved fossil remains.” Inthe 
following pages (and again at page 333, in 
concluding) ourauthor draws a number of 
curious and interesting conclusions from 
this table; particularly in refutation of 
those childish dogmas in geology, which 
assert, that the class, the order, the 
genera, or even’ the species of organic 
beings, having “ the simplest forms and or- 
ganization,” were the earliest that ex- 
isted on our planet ; a doctrine, involving 
the monstrous absurdity, that organiza- 
tion, even the most perfect, as in man, is 
the result of natural causes, combining 
and producing successively more compli- 
cated forms out of very simple, perhaps 
the most simple forms, priorly and neces- 
sarily existing, according to some! It is 
to be observed, however, that our author, 
in altering the arrangement of his table 
from that of Mr. Farey’s tables (on 
Smithian principles) at the ends of Mr. 
Sowerby’s volumes, té which he refers in 
p- 230, viz. from a Stratigraphieal arrange- 
ment of the species, (a natural division,) 
to an‘arrangement of the genera (a matter 
wholly of convention, and which, in the 
opinion of many of the best naturalists, is 
alien to nature) he has, apparently without 
perceiving the same, involved his reason- 
ings with a position, scarcely more tena- 
ble or less erroneous than those he re- 
futes ; viz. that from some one first pair of 
each genus, all the species of that genus 
have progressively sprung, or, as is said in 
page 252, have been “multiplied in nu- 
merous species,” by mere procreation, 
and without the special intervention of all- 
wise creative power, which so obviously 
to the unprejudiced and attentive geolo- 
gist, at the times, and in the places, best 
fitted for His inscrutably beneficent pur- 
poses, gave existence to the first pairs of 
each living species, mostly, apparently, to 
very numerous similar pairs at the same 
time, and endowed these with powers, 
successively to produce their like: until, 
through the operation of causes, alike 
wisely and beneficently pre-ordained, 
their several races should be extinguished ; 
as now, through the modern lights af- 
forded by the Smithian geology, we may 
see, has happened to several thousands of 
entire races of beings. In accordance 
with the prevailing fashion, derived from 
our ingenious rather than profound neigh- 
bours on the continent, Mr. P. says a good 
deal at page 254 on the extinct races of 
supposed — fresh-water and — salt-water 
testacea ; an idle and unfounded specula- 
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tion, which we venture to predict that 
time will entirely banish from geological 
enquiries, and potamides, paludina, &c. 
cease to empiricise conchology : and proba- 
bly, also, the notion, that any dry-land 
products are imbedded in the regular 
strata, will share the same fate. Our 
allotted space compels us, reluctantly, to 
pass over the remainder of the valuable 
volume before us, with merely mentioning, 
that the crustacea, birds, fishes, am- 
phibia, and, lastly, the terrestrial quadru- 
peds or mammalia, are treated of in this 
order: on the osteology and dentition of 
the three last, much correct and valuable 
information is contained in a small space. 

Random Rhymes, from Paris ; with other 
Poems; by DeNNIs TRAVERS; contain 
many ‘passages written with great point 
and spirit, animadverting in a desultory 
and unconnected manner, and in a tone of 
severity in which seriousness and sarcasm 
are equally blended, on the holy alliance, 
on public events, and individual charac- 
ters. All these subjects are touched upon 
with much bitterness, but not beyond what 
is warranted by the truth. The smaller 
pieces are for the most part satirical, and 
are by no means deficient in keenness and 
veliemence. In his attempts at a higher 
class of poctry, the author, although he 
evinces very respectable powers, has not 
equal success, We have a much better 
opinion of his talents than of his taste or 
judgment. In his stanzas on the captive 
(Napoleon) we find such extraordinary 
lines as these, 

<¢ The strident sea-fowl o’er him sounded, 
With gyral flight, and plangent scream.” 
We believe the author has already distin- 
guished himself by several spirited prose 
compositions ; and to that, or to the more 
regular departments of verse, which 

stoop to truth and moralize their song,” 
we think that his efforts will be most effec- 
tually directed. 
We notice, with great approbation, an 

elementary school-book, entitled, Collec- 
tanea Latina, or Select Extracts from such 
Latin Authors as are usually read in Schools 
before Virgil und Horace: with notes, 
grammatical and explanatory, in which the 
difficulties in parsing, scunning, and proving, 
are resolved; with references to the Eton 
Latin Grammar, and a Vocabulary, by 
Tuomas QuIN, master of the classical and 
commercial academy, Malden, Essex. This 
work, which is on the same plan with the ex- 
cellent Collectanea Minora Greca of pro- 
fessor Dalzell, promises to be of great as- 
sistance to the young student, as it facili- 
tates the acquisition of that elementary 
knowledge which is generally the most 
difficult part of his task. The authors, 
from whose works the extracts are taken, 
are judiciously chosen, and well adapted 
to the capacity of the tyro, We particu- 
larly approve of the Vocabulary, which 
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saves a vast deal of time and trouble to 
the learner. Had a short and comprehen- 
sive grammar been added, it would have 
rendered the ‘‘ Collectanea,”’ a still more 
valuable and complete manual for those 
who are commencing the study of the 
Latin language. 

Amongst all the works of fiction with 
which we are acquainted, not excluding 
even the Adventures of the Spanish Rogue, 
we do not recollect meeting with one so 
full of amusement and interest as the 
“ Memoir of the Life and Trial of James 
Mackoull, of Moffatt, who died in the County 
Gaol of Edinburgh, on the 22d December, 
1820.” ‘The audacious character of this 
man, the variety and ingenuity of his 
schemes, the unspeakable effrontery with 
which he faced the terrors of the law, and 
the many notorious crimes in which he 
was implicated, render this singular me- 
moir highly amusing. His last offence was 
committing a robbery on the Glasgow 
Bank, to the amount of 20,000]. of which 
he was ultimately convicted. He would 
probably have avoided this danger had he 
not most impudently sued the Bank for a 
portion of the stolen property which had 
come into their hands, and which he could 
not becontent tolose. At this trial, upon 
which the defence was that Mackoull 
had robbed the defendants of the money, 
he had actually the nerve to appear in 
court, and attempted by his presence to 
annoy and disturb the counsel for the 
Bank. ‘At this time,” says the Memoir, 
“a considerable noise was heard in the 
court ; and, to the astonishment of all pre- 
sent, Mackoull appeared pressing through 
the crowd, and never stopped till he got 
close to Mr. Cockburn’s right hand: here 
he stood with the utmost composure, and 
looked around him with a kind of sareastic 
grin peculiarly his own.” ‘This was cer- 
tainly the sublime of impudence. ‘The 
reader will find many curious aneedotes 
relative to the police of the metropolis in 
this volume, 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
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of England. 12mo. 5s. 

Six Village Sermons; by the Rev. E. 
Berens. 12mo, 1s, 6d. 

Lectures on some important Doctrines 
of the Gospel; by Thomas Raflles, L..p. 
12mo. 7s. 6d, 

Part II. of Lectures on the Doctrine of 
the Holy Trinity ; by Edward Andrews, 
LL.D. 8&VvO0. 73. 

18mo. 
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Sermons; by Jonathan Walton, B.p. 

2 vol. 8vo. 
Scripture Chronology, digested on a new 

plan, on the principal facts of Sacred 
History. 2s. 6d. 

Sexaginta Conciones, nunquam ante hac 
promulgate Lithographice Impresse 
fideliter MSS. imitantes, A Presbytero 
Ecclesiz Anglicane. 

The Divine Person and Character of 
Jesus Christ defended; by the Rev. J. 
Clowes. -6d. 

Dissertations on the Regenerate Life, by 
the late J. Arborine, esq. 3s. 6d. 

The Book of Common Prayer. With 
Notes, &c.; by the Right Rev. R. Mant, 
D.D. 36s. on medium, Sl. 12s. on royal paper. 

The Seasons contemplated in the Spirit 
of the Gospel: six Sermons; by the Rev. 
Thos. Gillespie, 12mo. 4s. 6d. 

An Explanation of the Five Books of 
Moses ; in which it is attempted to render 
Sacred History as interesting and familiar 
as possible, and thereby calculated to instil 
Principles of Morality and Religion into 
the youthful Mind. 3s. 

An analytical Investigation of the Scrip- 
tural Claims of the Devil: to which is 
added, an explanation of the terms Scheol, 
Hades, and Gehenna, as employed by the 
Scripture writers: in a series of lectures 
delivered at Portsmouth; by Russell 
Scott. 8vo. 4s. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 
An Account of the Principal Pleasure 

Tours in England and Wales. With Maps 
and Views. 12mo. 10s. 6d. 

Part IX. of a General History of the 
County of York; by T. D. Whitaker, 
L.L.D, &c. folio demy. I. 2s. or on super 
royal drawing paper. 41. 4s. 

Paterson’s Roads of England, Wales, 
and the Southern Part of Scotland; by 
Edward Mogg. A new edition. 16s. 
A Description of Fonthill Abbey, with 

Eight engraved Views. Folio large 
paper, 21s. 

Vol. VI. of Lyson’s Magna Britannia, 
containing Devonshire. In 2 parts, 51. 
15s. 6d. 

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS. 
Part VI. completing Vol. VII. of the 

Journal of Modern Voyages and Travels : 
containing Dupin’s Travels in Great Bri- 
tain ; consisting of Tours through the Naval. 
and Military Establishments, Sewed, 3s. 6d. 
4s. boards, 

Remarks made during a Tour through 
the United States of America, in 1817-8-9; 
by W. T. Harris. 4s, 

Statistical Account of Upper Canadaz 
by Robert Gourlay. 3 vol. 8vo. Ql. 2s. 
Travels into the Arkansaw Territory, with 

occasional observations on the Manners of 
the Aborigines, illustrated by Maps and 
other Engravings ; by Thomas Nuttall, F.1.s, 

NEW 
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NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA. 
a 

Practical Hints for acquiring Thorough- 
Bass ; by F. J. Klose. 
NHERE is no object of musical 

instruction that has more en- 
gaged private attention, and employed 
the public press, than that of dissemi- 
nating the rules of thorough-bass, or 
Jawsofharmony. Mr. Klose, however, 
thinking that even after all the nu- 
merous publications in this path of 
tuition, from Holder and Pasquela to 
Kollman and Crotch, there still re- 
mained something to do, (and perhaps 
he was riglt,) has produced a work 
under the above modest and unpre- 
suming title, which, if by its very na- 
ture it can contain nothing new, does 
at least throw a somewhat clearer light 
on the general principles of harmonic 
combination. 

To render his work as generally 
useful as possible, Mr. K. commences 
with giving a view of the very elements 
of the musical science. T'rom the elu- 
cidation of the intervals, as expressed 
by the tones of the piano-forte, he pro- 
ceeds to the consideration of the first 
and simplest construction of harmony ; 
viz. that of the common chord, in the 
several ways in which it is capable of 
being formed; and to the explanation of 
the figural signsby which it is indicated. 
The exemplifications exhibited in rota- 
tion are of a nature to satisfactorily 
illustrate the verbal instruction, and 
we think it nearly impossible that the 
attentive studentshould findhimself ata 
loss to comprehend and reduce to 
practice the rules Jaid down. The 
subject-matter of the book is com- 
prised in twenty chapters, the first 
three of which are dedicated to the 
initiatory objects which are to com- 
municate the principles of the con- 
cord; the fifth, sixth, and seventh, ex- 
plain the relative nature ef the com- 
mon-chord when it is made the ac- 
companiment of a bass-note, of which 
it is not common-chord, and- describe 
the formation and use of the discord of 
the seventh. © These seven chapters 
constitute the first of the two parts into 
which the work is divided. In the se- 
cond part, or remaining thirteen chap- 
ters, all the different chords, both har- 
monic and inbarmonic, are treated of, 
and illustrated both by precept and ex- 
ample. ‘The practical lessons are nu- 
merous, and so constructed as to serve 
the double purpose of informing the 

mind and providing exercise for the 
finger. Of the “ Appendix,” with 
which the work closes, we cannot 
speak in terms of commendation, be- 
cause we cannot perceive its utility. 
Had it consisted of any thing. more 
than a partial recapitulation of what is 
presented to the reader in the previous 
pages, we should, at least, have had to 
acknowledge so much im its favour: 
but that satisfaction we are denied ; 
and have to regret that any part of a 
generally useful book should be unpro- 
fitably occupied. 

** Hail, beauteous Stranger.’ 
by Joseph de Pinna. 2s. 
“Hail, beauteous Stranger,” is a 

ballad of two verses. While its pas- 
sages, separately regarded, are fanci- 
ful and attractive, the general effect, if 
not of the newest character, claims our 
respectful report. Mr. de Pinna, in 
vocal composition, obviously possesses 
a free and fertile imagination, and 
would, we think, prove successfal in an 
operatical attempt. A certain ease 
and smoothness pervades his melodies, 
that will scarcely ever fail to gratify 
the cultivated as wellas the less.refined 
ear. This observation forcibly applies 
to the air we have before us ; the pre- 
vailing good qualities of which sanc- 
tion our saying, that it only wants 
more originality and distinction of fea- 
ture, to form one of the best songs of 
its species, that, for a long while, has 
come under our critical notice. 
“ Wake, Rosa, wake!’ A Serenade, 

withan Accompaniment for the Piano. 
Forte. Composedby C. S. Evans. 1s.6d. 
““Wake, Rosa, wake,” without any 

distinguishing marks of excellence in 
its style, is of a cast to please the lovers 
of smooth, casy, and familiar melody. 
The passages are flowing and natural ; 
and, from their congeniality and uncon- 
strained succession, an effect is pro- 
duced, that gives the song a respecta- 
ble rank among the vocal compositions 
of the day. The accompaniment, as in 
our opinion is the most proper for 
ballads in the lighter style, is the most 
simple imaginable, and the bass such 
as to induce us to think it must have 
been very little studied, perhaps the 
first that offered itself to the composer’s 
mind. Asa chamber song, this little 
production is entitled to our respectful 
report, and we recommend it to the 
attention of young vocalists. 

baer 

? Composed 
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“?Tis vain to deck thy Brow with 

Pearls.” A song composed by Joseph 
de Pinna. 2s. 
Mr. de Pinna has applied to the 

words of this song a melody that is ex- 
pressive, and abundant in pleasing 
turns. The passages, though not in 
themselves of remarkable force or 
novelty, must be allowed two advyan- 
tages ; first, that of agreeably touching 
the external sense; and, secondly, that 
of assisting the poct in delicately 
moying the mind. The piano-forte ac- 
companiment, the introductory and 
concluding symphonies, and the bass, 
are all of a character to indicate the 
hand of a real master; and the merits 
ofthe composition, viewed collectively, 
are sufficiently imposing to justify our 
awarding it the passport of our re- 
commendation. 
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The Bath Waltz, arranged with Varia- 
tions for the Piano-Forte; by E, 
Simms. 1s. Gd. 
‘The melody of this waltz is so agree- 

able, as, in our cpinion, ought to have 
suggested variations more diversified 
ad more attractive. They are neither 
unlaboured nor unscientific; but they 
are deficient in ease, freedom, and 
beauty. As forming a useful practice 
for the tyro in execution, they may de- 
serve our recommendation, but we 
cannot promise the tasteful amateur 
much gratification from their perform- 
ancc. Their number extends to fives 
and they are followed by a code of 
cight bars, which does not form an 
ineligible conclusion: but our general 
verdict upon the qualities of the publi- 
cation cannot be commendatory. 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL, 
Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 

— 

T is creditable to the House of 
Commons, that a few days before 

its close, an address was voted to the 
King, to represent “that the editions 
of the works of our ancient historians 
are incorrect and defective ; that many 
of their writings still remain in manu- 
script, and in some Cases in a single 
copy only ; and that the House would 
make good the expenses of printing 
an uniform and convenient edition of 
the whole.” The address was pre- 
sented, and compliance promised; we 
may therefore calculate on the speedy 
‘appearance of some parts of the work. 

We are gratified at seeing a RoyaL 
Acapemy or Music announced, and 
at observing the respectable list of do- 
nations and subscriptions, which have 
appeared in its support. No art is in 
any proportion so much encouraged, 
and yet none is in alower state. Ger- 
many, Italy, and France, surpass us 
in eyery branch of it; and, were it not 
for natives of those countries, we 
might sink back to the barbarous 
choirs of our village churches. Be- 
sides, a Royal Academy of Music 
must do good, and can do no harm; 
a position which will not hold in re- 
gard to the Royal Society of Litera- 
ture, (whose existence we deprecated 
in our last Number,) which may do 
much harm by overawing free enquiry, 
by patronising servile and sycophant 
writers, (the Southeys, Scotts, and 
other toad-eaters of their day,) and 
consequently depressing, indirectly or 
yaad 4 

directly, the hopes and exertions of 
free, sturdy, and original genius. Not 
so with this art; it is a science of 
pure taste,—its standard is the ear, 
which will not flatter,—it has no con- 
nexion with syllogisms and sophisms, 
—and patronage, come whence it 
may, must promote its advancement. 
Literature is a republic; but music 
and painting are aristocratic arts, 
which may, as such, be served by asso- 
ciations with royalty. 

List of the first Professors, 
Organ, Piano-forte, and Gcneral Instrue- 

tion, as Conductors of Orchestra —Messrs, 
Clementi, J. Cramer, Greatorex, Hornby, 
Potter, and Sir G. Smart. 

English and Italian Singing.—Messrs. 
Braham, Crevelli, Knyvett, Liverati, and 
Vaughan. 

Harmony and Composition.—Mr. Att- 
wood, Dr. Crotch, Messrs, Coccia, C. Kra- 
mer, and Shield, 

Corded Instruments.—Messrs. F. Cra- 
mer, Dragonetti, Lindley, Loder, Mori, 
H. Smart, Spagnioletti, and Watts. 

Wind Instruments.—Messrs. Ash, Gries- 
bach, M‘Intosh, Nicholson, Puzzi, and 
Willman. 

The promised illustrations of the Bi- 
ble, Testament, and Common Prayer, 
are at length completed; and those 
hitherto uninviting-looking works will 
now be found in every family in most 
attractive forms, at little additional 
expense. 260 designs from the great 
masters, at an expense of only four, 
five, or six shillings extra, for the 
whole, is a phenomenon in the arts 

aud 
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and ensures universal adoption to the 
plan, as soon as known and seen. 

Second and third editions of large 
numbers have been printed within the 
month of O’MeEara’s Voice from St. 
Helena: it is a yoice which has reach- 
ed almost every fire-side in the king- 
dom, and has produced its effect on 
the usually inaccessible consciences of 
certain self-sufficient statesmen. 

The first part of Baker’s History 
and Antiquities of Northamptonshire, 
will appear in folio in a few days. 

The Hundred of Mere, forming part 
of Sir Richarp Cott Hoare’s History 
of Modern Wiltshire, will specdily be 
published in folio. 

Mr. Artis, of Milton, near Peter- 
borough, announces a series of Plates, 
illustrative of the recent discoveries 
in the excavated remains of the Ro- 
man town of Caistor. It will contain 
plans of the principal buildings, and 
correct representations of the Mosaic 
and Fresco designs, of implements, 
utensils, coins, &c. 

The Rey. R. Hennan is preparing 
an Account of the Lime Rocks of Ply- 
mouth, with engravings of the animal 
yemains found in them. 

Mr. C. Mitts, author of “ the His- 
tory of the Crusades,” &c, is preparing 
for publication the History of Rome 
‘from the earliest Period to the Termi- 
nation of the Empire, in ten volumes 
octavo, an important work, and long a 
desideratum in English literature. 

M. JuLvien, the distinguished editor 
of the Révue Encyclopedique, has visit- 
ed London within the month, for the 
purpose of cultivating the correspon- 
dence of men of letters in England 
with that Journal of the European 
world. For our parts we have con- 
stantly lamented the shyness of the 
English literati to correspond with the 
principal continental journals, having 
often experienced the liberal feelings 
of continental writers, in correspond- 
ing with the Monthly Magazine. We 
learn, however, with pleasure, that 
some English writers of eminence 
have yielded to the solicitations of 
M. Jullien; and that an unrestrained 
commerce of literature and intellect 
is likely in future to be much increased 
between the two countries, in conse- 
quence of his public-spirited exertions. 

The Society of Friends, with that 
fearless intrepidity which always 
marks their conduct in the cause of 
truth and justice, have published an 
appeal to. the world against slavery in 
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general, and West Indian slavery in 
particular. Having destroyed or smit- 
ten one head of the hydra, in the in- 
fernal traffic in their species; they now 
direct their attention to another, in the 
insolent and unjust power assumed 
over the person by men in regard to 
the actual slavery of their fellows. 
May they succeed! 

Shortly will be published, Travels 
through the Holy Land and Egypt, by 
W. BR. WiLson, esq. of Kelvin-bank, 
North Britain, illustrated with engra- 
vings. 

Anew volume of the Bompay TRANs- 
ACTIONS, illustrated by numerous plates, 
is in the press. 

Dr. Uwins will commence his au- 
tumn course of Lectures on the Theory 
and Practice of Medicine, on Tuesday 
Oct. 8, at a quarter past seven in the 
evening. 

Dr. Pearson’s Lectures on Physic 
and Materia Medica, and Professor 
Branve’s Lectures on Chemistry, 
will commence, as usual, the first 
week of October, in George-street, 
Hanover-square, and at the Royal In- 
stitution, Albemarle-street. 

Mr. Exmes’s Memoirs of the Life 
and Works of Sir Christopher Wren, 
are in great forwardness, and will be 
published early in the winter. 

The New Lonpon BripGE is to 
be erected about 170 feet from the 
west side of the present bridge, and to 
afford a clear water-way of 690 feet. 
It is to be faced with granite, and to 
consist of five arches; the centre arch 
io rise twenty-three feet above high- 
water mark of an average spring-tide. 
The acclivity of the road to and over 
the bridge is not to be steeper than one 
foot in twenty-six. 

Specdily will be published, in two 
volumes octavo, Views of Ireland, 
Moral, Political, and Religions, by 
Joun O’Driscor, esq. 

Dr. Carey has in the press a small 
neat edition of Statius, in addition to 
the forty-five volumes of the Regent’s 
Pocket Classics, already published. 
A System of General Anatomy, by 

W. WALLACE, M.R.I.A, Lecturer on 
Anatomy and Surgery, &c. is in the 
press. It willinclude all that is valu- 
able in the ‘‘ Anatomie Generale” of 
Bichat, and in the additions to the 
same work by Beclard, together with 
such facts as have been ascertained in 
this country. ° 

As a specimen of the progress of 
ceclesiastical architecture, we intro- 
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duce a View of the New Church for 
the extensive and populous parish of 
St. Pancras, recently opened in the 
new road, on the site between Tavis- 
tock and Euston Squares. It has 
cost the parish about 70,0001. ; but 
its mixed Egyptian and Grecian 
characters, though admired by a few, 
are by no means agreeable to the 
public, who for these purposes justly 
prefer the unmixed Gothic or Grecian 
styles. This splendid church, in the 
general plan of the exterior, is found- 
ed on a model of the ancient Temple 
of Erectheus, at Athens. There are 
three entrances under the portico, the 
centre one an exact representation of 
the entrance to the Greek Temple; 
the rich ornaments and mouldings 
have been executed from models by 
M. Rossi, in terra cotta. The wings 
at the eastern end of the church are 
formed onthe model of the Pandoseum, 
which was attached to the Temple of 

Speedily will be published, Ilustra- 
tions of the Enquiry respecting Tuber- 
culous Diseases, with coloured en- 
gravings, showing in an_ especial 
manner the progress of tubercles in 
the lungs, by Joun Baron, m.v. &e. | 

Mr. Arruur Kersuaw is preparing 
for publication, a Treatise on the Se- 
venty Wecks of Daniel, wherein the ac- 
complishment of the predicted events 
is evidently shown, according to the ex- 
Montuty Mac, No, 372, | 
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Erectheus. The eastern end is semi- 
circular, and in this particular only 
differs from the original, which is 
square. The steeple is also from an 
Athenian model,—the Temple of the 
Winds, said to be built by Pericles ; its 
elevation from the ground is 166 feet. 
The interior of the church is very neat 
and elegant. The vestibule is a cor- 
rect representation of the interior of 
the Temple of the Winds. Above the 
communion-table are six splendid verd 
antique Scagliola columns, copied 
from the Temple of Minerva. The 
galleries are supported by pillars, 
taken from the casts of the Elgin mar- 
bles. The pulpit and reading-desk 
are composed of the celebrated Fair- 
lop oak. The windows of the church 
are upon the Grecian model; they are 
composed of ground glass, with stained 
borders, It is calculated that there 
are 2500 seats in the church. 

press letter of the prophecy; ina dis- 
quisition on the hypothesis of Dr. 
Lloyd, bishop of Worcester, to which 
it owes its origin. It will be a com. 
plete comment on the Bishop’s Expo- 
sition, and contain every necessary to 
the easy understanding of the Pro- 
pheey by the unlearned. 
A Translation of LecenpRe’s Ele- 

ments of Geometry, which has gone 
through so many editions in France, is 

in 
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in the press, and will be published in 
a short time. It is edited by Dr. 
BREwsTER, and under the sanction of 
M. Le Chevalier Legendre, who has 
communicated several important addi- 
tions to the Editor. 

The first number of Anatomical and 
Physiologieal Commentaries, by Hrr- 
BERT Mayo, Surgeon and Lecturer in 
Anatomy, is in the press. 

The Aphorisms of Hippocrates, with 
a translation into Latin and English, 
are preparing by Mr. Il’. Coan. 

Tn a few days ?will be published, 
illustrated by coloured plates, a new 
edition, with additions, of Mr. Mawr’s 
Treatise on Diamonds and Coloured 
Stones, including their history, natural 
and commercial. 

A 'Treatise on Conchology, by Mr. 
Mawe, is printing, in which the Lin- 
nean system is adhered to, and the 
species that differ in form, &c. are put 
into divisions. 

The Life of Mr. Emery, late of Co- 
vent Garden Theatre, comprising a 
brief history of the stage, and nume- 
rous aneedotes of contemporary per- 
formers, for the last ten years, is in 
the press. 

In September will appear a Me- 
moir of the Life of the celebrated Sir 
Wiudson Lowe, with a black profile 
likeness, by an Officer of the 53d. 

Mr. DanieL MackinTosu has made 
considerable progress in the second 
edition, revised and enlarged, of the 
History of Scotland, from the invasion 
by the Romans till the union with 
England, with a supplementary sketch 
of the rebellions in 1715 and 1745, and 
remarks illustrative of the national in- 
stitutions of the Scots, the progress of 
education and literature, agriculture, 
manufactures, and commerce. 

The European Magazine being put 
up a few months ago to auction, by 
the executors of the late proprietor, 
was purchased for 3,720/. and has 
since been continued with its usual 
spirit; but, in a few months, we see 
announced the New European Maga- 
zine! We know nothing of either 
party, and some unexplained circum- 
stances may, for aught we know, fully 
justify this particular case; but, in 
general, the impropriety of such prac- 
tices ought not to be countenanced by 
the public; and he who purchases and 
encourages such obtrusive publica- 
uons is as culpable as he who commits 
the fraud. Few works are atiended 
by eminent success, but seme knave 

, 
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often seeks to avail himself of the want 
of caution in purchasers, and brings out 
a fraudulent imitation or forgery, with 
the word new prefixed. The crime is 
generally followed by its own punish- 
ment, and the counterfeits meet with the 
fate of the jackdaw in the fable ; but for 
a season they sometimes inflict the in- 
jury whichis aningredient of crime, and 
too many persons become parties from 
inadvertency, or defect of moral feel- 
ing. We glory in rivalry, have flou- 
rished by successful competition, and 
improved by the honest competition of 
others; but itis different when some 
crafty impostor takes your good 
name, forges your mark, and obtains 
temporary suceess by imposing on the 
incautious, who for a time mistake the 
counterfeit for the original. 

The Remains of the late Alexander 
Leith Ross, a.m. of Aberdeen, will be 
published in a few days. Mr. R. was 
remarkable for his attainments in 
oriental literature. 

Dr. Meyrick announces a work of 
extent and research on Ancient Ar- 
mour. 

Professor Lestiz, the distinguished 
experimentalist and mathematician, 
lately judged it worth while to bring 
an action of damages against Black- 
wood’s Magazine, for certain ill-na- 
tured strictures on him and his works. 
Nothing could be more gratifying to a 
man of letters than the testimonies of 
the Professor’s friends on the trial ; yet 
the jury gave him only 100/. damages. 

In the press, WALKER’s New Cipher- 
ing Books, on a plan entirely original, 
containing a sufficient number of ex- 
amples. to exercise the scholar, ar- 
ranged in easy progression. 

Mr. J. H. Curtis will commence 
his next course of Lectures on the 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of 
the Ear, and on the Medical Treat- 
ment of the Deaf and Dumb, early in 
October. 

Mr. Bropie has made considerable 
progress in a second edition (with the 
addition of some new cases,) of Pa- 
thological Observations on Diseases of 
the Joints. 

Dr. O’Suavucunessy’s letter to his 
clergy, relative to the subscription for 
the Trish, now above 265,0002,:— 
“This work of mercy originated with 
our generous and compassionate friends 
in England, by whose zeal and piety 
immense sums poured in on the Lon- 
don Tavern Committee. of Manage- 
ment, by whose anxiety for our nobel, 
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“all possible means were adopted,— 
charity sermons, benefits of balls and 
theatres,—and, having tried all other 
measures, collections from door to 
door were resorted to, with consider- 
able success.—In the history of the 
world is there to be found an instance 
of such benevolent feclings as are now 
manifested; and by whom—by the il- 
lustrious English Protestants, in fa- 
vour of the destitute Roman Catholics 
of Treland!—As the apprehension of 
famine must soon be done away, by 
the prospect of an abundant harvest, 
this same great nation is turning its 
thoughts towards a supply ef night and 
day covering for men, women, and 
children, of our half-naked peasantry. 
—Heavenly God! can those wretched 
poor people ever forget such kindness. 
| Here let the congregation kneel down.] 
—Therefore, with one heart and voice, 
lei us offer our fervent prayer to the 
throne of the Eternal God, humbly and 
earnestly beseeching Him, that every 
spiritual and temporal happiness and 
prosperity may be the reward of this 
unheard-of munificence, in favour of 
the destitute population of this unfor- 
tunate country.” 
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The Church in Danger more from 

the Profligacy and Rapacity of its own 
Clergy than from Sectaries, by Pa- 
TRICK CONNELLY, a Catholic priest, 
will soon appear. 

Three Letters to Henry Brougham, 
esq. M.P. on the Licensing System, 
by a Clerk in the Excise, are printing. 

Since the discovery of America our 
English gardens have cultivated 2345 
varieties of trees and plants from 
America, and upwards of 1700 from 
the Cape of Good Hope, in addition to 
many thousands which have been 
brought from China, the East Indies, 
New Holland, various parts of Africa, 
Asia, and Europe; until the list of 
plants now cultivated in this country 
exceeds 120,000 varieties. 

The Rev. T. Duranv, of Poole, has 
in the press a second edition, with 
corrections, of Memoirs and Select 
Remains of an only Son. 

Mr. Overton, of Chelsea, has in 
the press an entirely new View of the 
Apocalyptic Numbers. 

The Heir of Kenningmuir, a tale of 
the days of King Stephen, will speedily 
be published, by T. A. LYLE. 

Official Return of the Number of Persons Committed, Sentenced, Acquitted, hc. &e. 
in England and Wales. 

1815. 1816.] 1817. | 1818. |- 1819. 

Committed for Trial, viz. 
Males 
Females oreo eases ee ee ee ey 

eeeoe Total..... 

Convicted and Senteneed. 
To death*® > --.0e--scosscccsccccese | 553 
Transportation for life .-.....-e+++ 38 

Fourteen years-+++sseesess 94 
Ten years -ere-+sseesssae 
Seven years ++++ee-+eeee+ | 826 

. Four years tte e ee eee twee | mm 

Imprisonment and severely to be whip- 
ped, fined, pilloried, kept to hard 
labour, &c. :— 

Five years-.--sescsessecccers | — 
Four years sipiaiststoe' saree siieahs 1 

Three years -.+.+secccescoce 7 

Two years, and above one year | 229 
One year, and above six months | 666 

_ Six months and under «+.-.. |9315 
Whipping and fine -......esse008.- | 154 

Total convicted ....+0-..... seeeee [4883 
To ACMUItted..-es.0 seecesesrac'e 1648 

—— ho bills found and not prosecuted |1287 

Totaler....-s0s 7818 

* Of whom were executed 57 

Seven 
Years. 1820. | 1821. 

6036/7347 |11758)11335]12075)11595)11173/71319 
1782/1744] 2174) 2232) 2179) 2115) 1942/14168 

7818/909 1|13932/13567|14254) 137 10)13115|85487 

890]. 1302] 1254) 1314 
60} 103). 122) 138) 221) 155) 837 

135} 157| 236} 219) 341). 272) 1452 
—};— 2) = 1 1 4 
861] 1474] 1692) 1723] 1655) 1675) 9906 

1 ee peed spe te Alle pew fee 

1236] 1154] 7683 

3 1 —_ ij — 1 
Ct ae | ae ; 

16 25 7 19 15 10} 99 
24.9 38] 259) 317) 355). 286) 1933 
704] 1979] 1026} 1054) 1155} 1117] 6799 

2691) 4357| 4125) 4454) 4089] 5872)95905 
190} 320) 235} 268) 252] 265) 1684 

5797] 9056| 8958) 9510) 9518) 8788|56510 
1884| 2678] 2622) 2655) 2511) 2501)/16479 
1410] 2198} 1987] 2109) 1881) 1826]12698 

9091) 135952|15567) £4254)137 10)13115|85487 

9h 115 97; 108] 107) 114' °695 

An 
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An immense whale of the sperma- 

ceti kind, called the Macrocephalus, 
was lately caught off Creswell. The 
following were its dimensions :— 

Length from the tip of the nose to the 
end of the upper fork of the tail -- 61°0 

note a ae +» 37°6 Girth in thickest part 
Height of the nose or blunt part of 

the Head cenee 0. vec Poditeene Taro 
Length of the under-jaw «-++++++-+ 15°6 
Distance between the eyes «+ee++++ 20°6 

—The upper jaw projects five feet be- 
yond the under one; in the latter 
there are two rows of ivory teeth, 
twenty-three in each row; in the 
upper jaw there are no teeth, but it is 
furnished with cavities to reccive the 
teeth of the under. 

Moral Hours, a poem, from the pen 
of the Rev. J. JoNEs, M.A. will soon 
appear. 

Dr. BrewstTER has published, in his 
valuable Journal, a list of the steam- 
boats plying on the river Clyde in 
1822. ‘The boats which ply between 
Glasgow and Greenock generally 
make two, and frequently three trips 
a-day; and hitherto not a single pas- 
senger has lost his life, cither from 
sea-risk, or the nature of the ma- 
chinery. 

Tons. 
Superb, to Liverpool, = 160 
Majestic, ------ ee dow - = 939 
City of Glasgow, .. do. 

building, «+ do. 
Eclipse, -++++++ee+ Belfast. 
Britannia, +---+--+ Campbelton, - 69 
Argyle, eens feee do. - 66 

Highlander, -+++e+ Loch Sunart. 
Comet, «+++++.--- Fort William, - 29 
Highland Chieftain, Stranraer, - - 37 
Inverary Castle,-- Inverary, - - 71 
Rothsay Castle, do. : = (461 
‘Towart, Oe es do. 

Neptune, +-----.. Rothsay, - - 68 
Highland-Lad, +--+ Lochgoil-head, - 34 
Fingal, an ce:e'6s hee do. ~ a 52 

Port-Glasgow, +--+ Helensburgh, - 55 
Greenock, -+sseee6 0... Par Wet e 
Caledonia, «+-++-+« LU Bi ce HIRE iB 5 
Waterloo, --++-++ do - - 58 
Glasgow; «+++++++ Largs, - - 43 
Albion, «-...-.-. + do. - - 63 
Largs,--+-+.+.+.- s+ do. 

Dunbarton, -----+ Dunbarton. 
Marion, -+--++++++ Loch Lomond, 
Postboy, ++-++++» Greenock, - - 54 
Gourock, ++++-++- do. - =) 45 
Marquis of Bute, do. - - 36 
Robert Burns, ecceees do. SPW ae 
Oscar, «++ -seeeedeces AO. * 3 87 
Trusty, «.e0-s--- Goods, - - 59 

Industry, ....e+++ do. - - 55 
Dispatch, seeeeess do. ~ E 
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Active, --+- do. - - 59 
Sampson, -.+ «+++. ‘Towing-vessel, - 49 
Hercules, «+++-++« do. 
This spirit of enterprize is credita- 
ble to the Scotch, On our Severn 
there is not one; and only one in the 
Bristol Channel, from Bristol toTenby, 
and Ireland. 
We have at sundry times given 

place to papers by Mr. Doncaster on 
spade husbandry, and we now have 
pleasure in giving the substance of a 
letter from Mr. Falla, of Gateshead, 
detailing the experiments of four suc- 
cessive years in the cultivation of 
wheat by the spade. Former experi- 
ments, says Mr, F. having been made 
with plants of wheat raised upon gar- 
denbeds, and from thence transplanted 
into lines, Mr. F. began with the same 
mode; he sowed the wheat in beds in 
the month of Augusi, and transplanted 
the same in September and October, 
—the distance of the lines from each 
other was, in one experiment, nine, 
and in another twelve inches—placging, 
in both cases, twelve plants per yard 
in the lines. These experiments he 
made two successive years, and the 
least produce was fifty-two bushels, 
and the greatest sixty bushels, Win- 
chester, per acre. The quantity of 
ground under these experiments was 
half an acre each year. 

cosT. 
Digging at 4d. per rood .... £113 0 
Transplanting 232,523 plants, 

at 4E per 1000 eeseee---. 4 7 12 
Two pecks of seed wheat ---- 0 4 6 

Total eec--evesee§ 4 73 

Experiments in 1819. 
bushels p. acre. 

1 transpl. from seed-bed into 6 in. lines, produced 624 
2 do. 9 do. do. 5tg 
3 do. 12 do. do. 61 

4 sown in drills 9 do. do. 65% 
5 sown broadcast do. 58% 

Experiments in 1820. 
1 transpl. from seed-bed into 6in. lines, produced 68% 
2 do. 9 do. do. 65% 
3 do. 12 do. do. 60% 
4 sown in drills 9 do. do. 735 
5 sown broadcast do. 765 

Expense of one acre in drill, and also 
broadcast : 
Digging «+eses.seeeeseeses £1 13 O 

Seed wheat, two bushels per acre 0 18 O 

211 0 
If sown broadcast, and rakedin 0 4 O 

215 0 
I have no difficulty im asserting, that 

one digging is equal to three ploughings 
and harrowings; and the ploughing each 
time of an acre is calculated to cost 8s. 
and the harrowing 2s. 

Three 
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Three ploughings and harrow- 

ings, at 10s. ++-eee-eeees 110 0 

Seed wheat, two bushels per acreO0 18 0 
Harrowing the seed in++++**,. 0 2 0 

210 0 
Hence the cultivation of an acre of 

wheat by the spade, costs only 5s. more 
than by the plough. ‘The comparative ad- 
vantage of produce is,— 
By the spade, 682 bushels per 

ACre at BS.ccrecees-cceee D7 § O 

By the plough, 58 bushels per 
, acre at Gs.coccsccccceees 15 4 O 

The difference, or profit-»-- 12 4 0 

RUSSIA. 
The Emperor Alexander, from a de- 

sire that criminals, after suffering by 
exile in Siberia or otherwise, may ap- 
pear again in society, in the event of 
their acquiring, by repentance, that 
moral character and temper which are 
suited to it, has lately abolished, in 
perpetuity, the punishment of mark- 
ing with a brand, which it has always 
hitherto been the practice to inflict, 
in connexion with the knout. 

Lieutenants Wrangel and Anjou, of 
the Russian marine, appointed by go- 
vernment, in 1820, to make discove- 
ries in the north and north-east ex- 
tremities of Asia, proceeded, first, to 
Neukolymsk, in the north-east part of 
Siberia. Feb. 19th, 1821, (the cold 
being at from thirty-two to thirty-four 
of Reaumur,) they set out from Neuko- 
lymsk on sledges drawn by dogs, in 
‘quest of Cape Scheheladeh, which the 
English Captain Burney, in a work 
lately published, describes as an isth- 
mus which connects Asia with the 
American Continent. They made as- 
tronomical observations on the whole 
line of coast, and afterwards ranged 
along it by sea. Advancing, in an 
easterly direction, they were enabled, 
at length, to ascertain that there is no 
connecting isthmus in that region. 
They then returned to Neukolymsk, 
whence departing March 22d, they 
proceeded on another journey to the 
north, to discover the great continent 
supposed to be in that direction, but 
insurmountable obstacles prevented 
their advancing very far; and, after an 
absence of thirty-eight days, they re- 
turned to Neukolymsk. They have 
since, it is said, returned to the Baltic 
by the Sound. 

DENMARK. 
A voleanic eruption of the Jokkul, 

in Hekla, took place this winter in 
Iceland. ‘The following account is an 
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extract of a letter from M. Bryniulo 
Sivertsen, minister at Holt: 
‘The real crater is about five miles from 

my house at Holt. ‘The fire made its way 
suddenly by throwing otf the thick mass of 
ice which scarcely ever melts, and of 
which, one mass, eighteen feet high, and 
twenty fathoms in circumference, fell to- 
wards the north, and, therefore, fortu- 
nately not over the village. At the same 
time, a number of stones of different sizes 
slipped down the mountain, accompanied 
by a noise like thunder; no real earth- 
quake, however, was felt. After this, a 
prodigiously high column of flame rose 
from the crater, which illumined the 
whole country round so completely, that 
the people in the house at Holt could see 
as perfectly at night as in the day-time. 
At the same time much ashes, stones, gra- 
vel, and large half-melted pieces of the 
rock, were thrown about, some of which 
amounted to the weight of fifty pounds. 
In the following days, and until the new 
year commenced, a great quantity of fine 
powder of pumice fell in the surrounding 
country according to the direction of the 
wind, so that a thick bed of it covered the 
fields. It resembled the falling of snow, 
and penetrated through all openings into 
the houses, where it exhaled an unpleasant 
smell of sulphur. The eyes suffered ex- 
tremely by this dust. At Christmas, a 
violent storm from the south raged; it 
rained hard, which produced the good 
effect of blowing and washing away the 
ashes from the fields, so that they will do 
but little harm.” 

FRANCE, 

The French Academy have lately 
offered a premium for the best poem 
on the devotedness of the French phy- 
sicians at Barcelona. No fewer than 
127 bards have sent in their produc- 
tions for the competition. 

The Coquille corvette sailed from 
Toulon on the 11th inst. on a voyage 
from which results interesting to geo- 
graphy and physical science may be 
expected. She will first sail for the 
Cape of Good Hope, and will after- 
wards proceed to the great Archipe- 
lago of Asia, several parts of which 
she will explore. She will also visit 
the coast of New Holland; and, after 
putting into some of the islands of the 
Pacific Occan, she will return to 
France, by doubling Cape Horn. 

On the Ist of January last year 
France contained 1,070,500 boys from 
five to fifteen years of age, who attend- 
ed the primary schools in France; of 
which there were 27,528 schools under 
28,945 masters. About 500,000 girls 
also attended the public schools, 

The Paris Exhibition in 1822 con- 
tained 
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taincd 1372 paintings, landscapes, 
portraits, &c.; 158 statues, bas-reliefs, 
&c.; 171 engravings and designs; 14 
plans and models. 

SPAIN. 
An Atheneum was established at 

Madrid in 1820, to augment the mass 
of knowledge. Two sittings are held 
weekly, and a reading-room is kept 
open from morning until evening, fur- 
nished with journals. ‘The principal 

_ subjects which have occupied the in- 
stitution are,—Ist. Tithes, of which 
they have been inquiring into the ori- 
gin, and to discover the pretended di- 
vine right which those who possess 
them claim. 2dly. The seignorial 
rights. 3dly. The right of interpret- 
ing the laws. 4thly. The actual state 
of America. 45thly. The colonial sys- 
tem. 6thly. The public debt. 7thly. 
The Penal Code.—Professorships had 
been established for the French, Ger- 
man, and English languages; natural 
Jaw ; mathematics ; political economy ; 
history ; stenography; constitutional 
law; Greek; physiology as applied to 
morals ; physics. 

GREECE. 
The seat of government has provi- 

sionally been fixed at Corinth, but 
Athens is to be the capital of Greece. 
The national arms are a figure of Mi- 
nerva, with the attributes of wisdom. 
‘he flag is blue.and white, united by 

across, and the treek religion is that 
of the state, all other religions being 
tolerated and protected. Citizens must 
be Greek by birth, and members of a 
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Christian community. Strangers may 
be naturalized, but they must. profess 
Christianity. The laws are those of 
the Greek emperors; but the military 
and commercial code of Napoleon has 
been proclaimed as part of the laws of 
the state. The name of the King of 
Franccis placed atthe headof the Chris- 
tian monarchs, in consequence of the 
protection the French consul at Patras 
afforded to the Greeks in 1821. 
Schools, libraries, and museums, are 
already proposed to be established, 
and civilization and liberty will, it is 
hoped, once more flourish in their na- 
tive country. 

EAST INDIES. 
The Bombay papers contain a no- 

tice of anew weekly paper, to be pub- 
lished in the Bengalee language, 
being the first attempt of the kind, and 
itis to be edited by a learned Hindoo, 
In the first and second numbers were 
articles on the liberty of the native 
press, and on trial by jury; and they 
had been purchased with so much 
avidity, that both were out of print, 
It appears under the title of Sung- 
baud, Cowmuddy, or the Moon of In- 
telligence. 

SOUTH AMERICA. ; 
The Cordilleras have not lost the 

destructive power ascribed to them 
by early travellers. A Dr. John Nicol 
and Mr. Black lately crossed them 
from Mendoza to St. Jago, when a 
lady perished, and nine of the natives 
lost their sight, from the intensity of 
the reflection from the snow. 

MEDICAL REPORT. 
Rerort of Diseases and CasvattieEs occurring inthe public and private Practice 
of the Physician who has the care of the Western Distict of the City Dispensary. 

——— 

POEs suicide necessarily suppose in- 
sanity? In early times, when super- 

stition gave the law in those cases which 
are now transferred to the tribunals of 
science, every marked occurrence of 
mental abberration was thought to be an 
immediate visitation from Heaven; and 
even Hippocrates, the physician of nature 
and good sense, refers to a class of dis- 
eases under the name of Attoniéi, such 
designation implying that the affections 
alluded to were both, as to cause and 
cure, different from the substantial and 
physical ills that flesh is heir to. We are 
now, perhaps, running into the other ex- 
treme, and, if the antients construed a 
mere excitation of the brain into a spiritual 
disorder, we are, some of us, in the present 
day, disposed to the equally unphilosophical, 

and to form quite as dangerous an inference 
that vice and virtue are merely physical 
results from a constitutional arrangement 
of organic particles; and that absolute 
crime is nothing but a more or less hurried 
circulation of the blood. 

Dr. Darwin presents to his readers the 
following case when treating of tedium 
vite as one of the kinds or grades, 
of lunacy. “ Mr. » @ gentleman, 
about fifty, of polished manners, who in a 
few months afterwards destroyed himself, 
said to me one day, ‘a ride out in the 
morning, and a warm parlour, and a pack 
of cards in the afternoon, are all that life 
affords. He was persuaded to have an 
issue on the top of his head, as he com- 
plained of a dull head-ach, which being 
unskilfully managed, destroyed the peri- 

“cranium 
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cranium to the size of an inch in diameter; 
during the time this took in healing, he 
was indignant about it, and endured life, 
but soon afterwards shot himself.” 
~ Now, is not the designating such cases 
as the above insanity, (however the prac- 
tice might be sanctioned by the decision 
of a Kent coroner,) calculated to effect an 
abundance of mischief? Was not the 
tedium vite here rather of a moral than 
of a medical nature, and did not the notion 
of having recourse to remedial measures in 
the way described, imply a lax miscon- 
ception of the individual’s state and re- 
quirements. In fact, there was here no 
insanity, because there was no delusion; 
no madness, inasmuch as irresistible im- 
pulse was not present and operative, for 
when these two conditions are absent, viz. 
misconception, and impulse to act beyond 
voluntary control, madness is not present. 

Amidst many others of a minor nature, 
three distressing instances of self-destruc- 
tion have, within the few past years, called 
loudly and lamentably upon public atten- 
tion and sympathy; and in these awful 
proofs of the fragility of mental possession, 

- there appears to have been actual delusion, 
and, therefore, positive insanity; but to 
admit that want of success in worldly 
affairs, or disgust at the monotonous re- 
currence of idle days, justifies an individual 
in shortening his life, under the assumption 
that the organic particles of the brain 
were not at the time of the act in due ad- 
justment, is to admit a principle which the 
“ straitest sect” of physical reasoners ought 
equally to condemn, with thdse who think 
there is something in man beyond what 
mere physical philosophy dreams of. Or 
else, let jails be converted into hospitals, 
and the lord ehief justice chosen from the 
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College of Physicians. No, no, we are 
moral, we are accountable creatures, and 
then only lose that accountability whe. 
disease produces delusion. At this poimt it 
is (allowedly most difficult in many cases 
to mark with accuracy,) that commisera- 
tion is to take tie place of condemnation, 
and the moral energies of our nature to be 
declared vanquished in the great struggle 
between passion and principle. And here 
let the writer take occasion to say, how 
imperative it is on individuals to recollect 
that there is a limit to human capacity and 
powers; that the brain, no more than the 
stomach, will bear, with impunity, to be 
constantly overladen; that gigantic mental 
efforts are calculated to prove destructive 
of their own designs; or, as beautifully 
expressed by a modern author, “to wear 
a channel in the brain, through which 
imagination rushes and bears down all 
before it.” Unorganic as is the writer of 
this paper in his creed and sentiments, he 
has often been impressed with the foliow- 
ing forcible statement of the momentary 
dependence of mental health, upon the 
strict integrity of physical function. 

“Foi qui dans ta folie prends arrogam- 
ment le titre de Roi de la nature; toi qui 
mesures et la terre et les cieux; toi, qui 
par ta vanité s’imagine que le tout a été 
fait, parce que tu es intelligent; il ne faut 
qu'un léger aecident, qu’un atome déplacé, 
pour te fair périr, pour te dégrader, pour 
te ravir cette intelligence dont tu parois 
si fier!” 

The Reporter has only left, himself room 
to say, that nothing has occurred among 
the diseases of the preceding month that 
calls for any particular animadversion. 

Bedford-row ; D. Uwins, M.D, 
Angust 20, 1822. 

REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
— 

R. Orsers decides that there are no 
volcanoes in the moon, and that this 

phenomenon is capable of another expla- 
nation. It was situated, he observes, 
either in or near the spot marked Aristar- 
chus, which is always enlightened by the 
earth, in the dark portion of the moon 
when three or four days old, and is distin- 

_ guishable from all the other spots in the 
moon by its brightness. 
The phosphorescence of glow-werms 

has been treated of by M. Macair, ina 
Memoir published in the Bibl. Univers. 
Solar light appears to have a constant in- 
fluence on these animals.. Some were put 
into boxes, from. which the light was shut 
out, and when the boxes were opened in 
the evening, they rarely. gaye any light; 
but the same worms, in the same boxes 
with glass tops, and placed in the sun- 
shine, shone. brilliantly in the ensuing 
evening. Heat caused these animals to 

“l ~ 

became luminous, and they remained so 
as long as the heat was continued ;-it be- 
gan at 81°, was brightest at 106° F.; the 
insect then soon died, but the light conti- 
nued. When the animals were thrown 
into water 111° or 122°, they died in- 
stantly, but the light continued brilliant ; 
at 30° higher all light was extinguished, 
and could not be restored. Cold, on the 
contrary, destroys the luminousness of the 
insect. .When the luminous part of the 
animal is cut off, the light diminishes, and 
in four or five minutes is gone. Ina few 
minutes the rings move, and the light re- 
appears, but more weakly, and then fades 
away. This continues two or three days, 
bunt the light is, faint ; if the part be. warm- 
ed, then the light is brilliant, and by re- 
newing it may be restored for two or three 
days. together as often as is desired.— 
When the abdomen of a worm.is opened, 
the luminous matter is found within, form- 

ed 
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ed by a particular organization, It ap- 
pears as a yellowish-white matter on the 
last three wings semi-transparent, which 
in the microscope appears organized, and 
consisting of grains confined in a ramify- 
ing fibrile structure, shining brightly in 
the dark. ‘The interior surface of the ring 
is very transparent, but not phosphores- 
cent. The substance is translucid, be- 
comes opaque by drying, and then ceases 
to shine, It is heavier than water. Pre- 
served openly in water, it shines with a 
yellowish-green light for two or three 
hours, and then ceases shining, Heat and 
galvanism re-produce the light as long as 
the substance is not quite opaque. Up to 
106° F. the light increases; at 127° it 
ceases, and the substance is then white 
and opaque like albumen. In a vacuum 
it ceases to shine, but re-shines with air. 
It shines more in oxygen than in other 
gases. When burned it gives ammonical 
results. Concentrated acids extinguish 
the light, aud coagulate the substance. It 
is not soluble in oils. Ether and alcohol 
destroy the light, and coagulate the sub- 
stance. Potassa dissolves the substance. 
Et is not soluble in boiling water, but be- 
comes more consistent in it. From the 
chemical character, M. Macair concludes 
the substance to be albumen principally, 
and the canse of the cessation of light to 
be the coagulation of the albumen, and its 
consequent opacity.—The general conclu- 
sions are,—1. That a certain degree of 
heat is necessary to the voluntary light of 
glow-worms, 2. That aslightly-imcreased 
heat increases the light, but much more 
heat destroys it. 3. That all bodies capa- 
ble of coagulating albumen destroy the 
phosphorescence of this matter. 4. That 
the light does not appear except in gases 
containing oxygen. 5. That the pile ex- 
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cites it, but common electricity does not. 
6. That the luminous matter is principally 
albumen, 

i 

STATE OF THE THERMOMETER AND BA- 
ROMETER IN JULY AND AUGUST 1822. 

Thermometer. | Barometer. 
-- 

Night. , Day. Morning. 
July 24 «+++ | 61 71 29°72 

25 scace 60 71 71 
QT seen 57 70 68 
2B eee 44. 57 67 
29 see0 54 74 53 
30 «ees 46 66 55 
31 +:s 36 60 65 

Aug. 1 +++. | 51 62 87 
ERE 50 65 92 
3. 52 65 92 
A sese 49 72 86 
5 sree 47 67 80 
6: 49 66 80 
T vee 53 69 92 
Boveee 44 75 87 
Q sees 45 72 72 

10 see. 52 66 73 

11 eee 55 75 76 
12 ees 53 69 77 
13 «+s 62 72 73 
14 ++ 54 69 84 
15 seee 61 71 70 
16 ++. 60 67 96 
17 - 57 69 98 
18 eece 60 70 97 
19 «+e. 62 72 99 
20 + 59 66 30: 
Q1 +++- 56 81 29°72 
QD asee 60 82 79 
23 cove 60 74 70 

There was a white frost on the grass on 
the 31st of July. The thermometer hangs 
in close contact with the brick- wall of the 
house, outside a two-pair of stairs window, 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 
—<P_ 

PRICES or MERCHANDIZE,  Ju!y 26. Aug. 25. 
Cocoa, W.I. common -- #2 0 0 to 2 10 2 8 0 to 212 O perewt. 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 418 0 — 5 2 0 | 415 0 — 5 2 0 do. 
Mees SS fie 59100 "5 170 | 5 180" "546.0" do. 

, Mocha .---+-e610 0 0 —15 0 0 110 0 0 —1010 0 do. 
Cotton, W.I.common-- 0 0 73— 0 0 83} 0 O 7E— O O 8 perlb. 

, Demerara:----- 0 0 9 — 0 010 | 0 O 83 — O O 10% do. 
Currants ---+-+-- coosoe 511 0 — § 14° 0°|°5 11 O'— 5 18° O percwt- 
Figs, Turkey +--------- 212 0 — 3 0 0 |] 216 0 — 3 0 0. do. 
Flax, Riga «+++--++++-+53 0 0 — 0 0 O |52 0 0 — 53 O O per ton. 
Hemp, Riga, Rhine ----41 0 0 —42 0 0 [42 0 0 —43 00 do. | 
Hops, new, Pockets---- 3 0 0 — 5 6 01] 3 0 0 — 410 O perewt. 
———., Sussex,do. 215 0 — 310 0 |] 216 0 — 3 5 O do. 
Iron, British, Bars ---- 810 0 — 815 0 | 9 0 0 — 10 © O per ton. 
———_, Pigs -----» 510 0 — 610 0] 600— 700 do. 
Oil, Lucca «-++ss+++e--39 0 0 — 0 0 0/139 0 0 — O O O per jar. 
—, Galipoli------------60 0 0 — 0 0 0 |55 0 0 — 56 O O per ton. 
Rags -+sssecesscoeeee 118 0 — 0 0 0] 2 0 0 — 2 O 6 perewt. 
Raisins, bloom or jar,new 3 5 0 — 000]383 50 — 00 0 do, 
Rice, Patna kind ----.-- 014 0 — 016 0 | 014 0 — 016 0 do. 
——, East India---+.--» 011 @ — 015 0 0110 — 013 0 do. 
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Silk, China, raw.++-eee. 018 1 — 1 1 5) 017 4 — 4 1 6 per Ib. 
——, Bengal, skein +++» 015 3 — 016 3 | 015 1 — 018 7 do, 
Spices, Cinnamon -++-- 0 711 — 0-8 0 |070— 07 6 do. 

Cloves -»-eeee. 0 3S 8B — O03 9} 0 8 6 — 0 311 do. 
,Nutmegs «----5 0 3 7 — 000/03 8 — 0510 do. 
» Pepper, black... 0 0 72— 0 O 7%] 0 0 64— 0 O 62 do. 

,whitese 0 1 33— 014/01 33— 01 4 do, 
Spirits, Brandy, Cogniac 0 3 1 — 0 3 3] 0 210 — O 3 4 per gal. 

: ,Geneva Hollands 0 1 7 — 018/018 — 019 do. 
, Rum, Jamaica-e 0 110 —/ 0 2.1] 0 210 —~ 0 2 6 do. 

Sugar, brown----+-.... 2°12 0 — 217 0 | 210 0 — 212 O percwt. 
: ——, Jamaica, fine ---- 3 9 0 — 316 0/5 30 — 3 8 0 do. 

——, East India,brown 012 0 — 015 0] 014 0 — 1 00 do. 
Se Wamp Giles s ees... 47 4,940, | 4 2 o 21s BO? 0 *'. 
Tallow, town-melted---- 117 0 — 0 001]118 6 — 00 0 do 
——_,, Russia, yellow» 115 6 — 0 0 01]116 6 — 117 0 do. 
Tea, Boheas+--+---++--- O 2 54— 00.0]0 2 5 — O 2 6 perlb. 
——,, Hyson, best *----- 0 5 0 — 0 5 8]0 5 5 — 060 do. 
Wine, Madeira, old ---- 25 0 0 — 33 0 0 |28 0 0 —70 O O perpipe 
— , Port, old --++-++5 24.0 0 —55 0 0 |24 0 0 —48 0 0 do. 
——, Sherry -+e++++-++95 0 0 —60 0 0 125 0 0 — 50 O O per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.—Guernsey or Jersey, 10s. a 12s.—Cork or Dublin, 10s. a 12s. 
| —Belfast, 10s. a 12s.—Hambro’, 7s. 6d. a 10s——Madeira, 20s, 0OU.—Jamaica, 25s.— 

Greenland, out and home, 5 gs. to 8 gs. 
Course of Exchange, Aug. 23.—Amsterdam, 127.—Hamburgh, $7 9,—Paris, 25 60. 

—Leghorn, 472.—Lisbon, 521._—Dublin, 92 per cent. 
Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe anil 

Edmonds’—Birmingham, 5801.—Coventry, 10701.—Derby, 1401—Ellesmere, 63/.— 
Grand Surrey, 541.—Grand Union, 201.—Grand Junction, 244/.—Grand Western, 31. 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 365/.—Leicester, 3001.—Loughbro’, 35001—Oxford, 7301.— 
Trent and Mersey, 1900/.—Worcester, 26/.10s.—East India Docks, 159/.—London, 
1104/.— West India, 183/.—Southwark Bripée, 23/.—Strand, 5/—Royal Exchange 
ASSURANCE, 2651.—Albion, 501.—Globe, 1351—GaAs Licur Company, 71/.—City 
Ditto, 1141. 

The S per cent. Reduced, on the 23d was 81; 3 per cent. Consols, 804; 32 per 
cent. 923; 4 per cent. 99 ; 4 per cent. (1822) 993, 

Gold in bars, 31. 17s. 6d. per 0z.—New doubloons, 3l. 13s, 6d,—Silver in bars, 4s. 113d. 

ALPHABETICAL List OF BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of July, 
and the 20th of Aug. 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 

— 

BANKRUPTCIES, [This Month 64.] Foulkes, J. Chester, grocer. (Taylor and Co. L. 
Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. , wane iam ’ (Evens L” APEO STE OMUISS E> 

| AUFREY, W. Cloak-lane, Dowgate-hill, ware- Greig, J. and H. Stort, Charlotte-street, Rathbone- 
houseman. (Jones r place, lineu-drapers. (Jones 

| Atkins, R. N. Portsea, grocer. (Collett andCo.L. Hallam, J. T. Cropthorn, Worcestershire, farmer. 
Als, J. Westfirle, Sussex, farmer. (Gwynne, Lewes (Woodward and Co. L. 
Atwood, T. Stelling Minnis, K- -t, dealer. (Scuda- Hardwidge, J. Wellington, draper. (Pearson, L. 

more, L. Havard, F. Hereford, wine-merchant. (Darke, L. 
. Aynsley, G. Wakefield, victualler. (Lake, L. Hellyer, J. Hayling North, Hampshire, farmer. 

j Barble, R. Helston, Cornwall, grocer. (Follett, L. (Cousins, L. . ‘ : 
Barnaschina, A. Gravesend, hardwareman. (Woot- Hendy, W. Breage, Cornwall, farmer. (Tollett, L. 

ton, L. E Hewer, W. Llanellin, Monmouthshire, farmer. 
Bennett, J. jau. Crickmoor, Dorsetshire, coal and (Gregory, L. 

stone merchant. (Wright, L. Hodgson, J. G. Covent-garden, wine-merchant. 
: Bigland, B. Liverpool, merchant. (Chester, L. (Amory and Co. 
| Capon, J.B. Bishop’s Hull, Somersetshire, wool- Hulse, J.’ Shirlaad, Derbyshire, cotton-spinner, 

‘stapler. (Heelis, L. f (Ellis, L. : 
Cecil, G. and G. Rix, Banifold-place, Newington James, J. Wood-street, Cheapside, tea-dealer. 

Butts, and Albery Wharf, Camberwell, cornand (Spence and Co. L. , 
coal merchants. (James, L. Jones, W. Bristol, victualler. (Clarke and Co. L. 

Clarke, H. and F. Grundy, Liverpool, merchants. King, W. Fareham, coach-builder. (Holmes 
‘ (Taylor and Co, L. and Co, L. 
Cornforth, J. Whitby, plumber, (Grace, L. Langdale, T. Cloughton, Yorkshire, dealer. ~ (Kear- 
Cowell, J. jun. Torquay, wine-merchant. (Hine, L. sey and Co. L. 

. Crabtree, J. Wakefield, yietualler.. (Lake, L. Lewis, W. Cardiff, linen-draper. (Poole and Go, L. 
_ Davies, T. Whitechapel, High-street, baker. (Bad- | Marshall, W. Huil, miller. (Highmoor, L. 

eley, L. r ‘Mason, J. B. Cambridge, cook. (Coe, L. 
‘Denholme, A. Cheltenham, dealer-in-slates. (King ~ Moore, I’. Paddington, salt-merchant.» (Doone, L. 
‘ J Mortimer, J. sen. Cleckheaton, Yorkshire, mer- 
Edmonds, T. Gostell Bugged, Cardiganshire, tan- ~ chant. (Morton and Co, L. 

| ner, (Clarke and Co, L. Moss, J. Liverpool, woollen-draper. (Adlington 
Pilis, J. H. Nowwich, linen-draper. (King, L. and Co. ‘" 

| .Eecleigh, T. Devonshire-street, Queen-square, li- Peacock, J. Bishopwearmouth, shipsbroker. (Blac- 
| nen-draper. (Arden, L. kiston, L. “ 
. Monvury Mag. No. 572. Z Parsons, 

, 
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Parsons, G. Liverpool, sail-maker, (Adlington, L. 
Price, J. Ryall, Worcestershire, dealer. (Hicks, L. 
Pulinan, M, and J. Guisbrough, Yorkshire, brewers. 

(Plumptre, L. 
Richards, M. Hythe, ship-builder. (Roe, L. 
Rivers, W. and J. Clowes, Shelton, Staffordshire, 

earthenware-manufacturers, (Pugh, L. 
Roberts, W. Oxford-street, hosier. (Cardale and Co. 
Robinson, G. London-road, Surrey, coal-dealer, 

(Beetholme and Co, L. 
Robinson, F. Aston, near Birmingham, dealer. (Je- 

ning and Co. L. 
Shannon, W. Whitehaven, draper. (Falcon, L. 
Stevenson, J. Boston, grocer. (Stocker and Co. L. 
Stodhart, J. and F. Carlisle, cotton-manufacturers. 

(Young and Co. L. 
Strickland, J. Steeple. Morden, Cambridgeshire, 

Agricultural Report. [Sept. 1, 
Thorp, J. jun. Cheadle, calico-printer. (Faulkner, I. 
Tomlinson, W. J. Nantwich, Cheshire, money~ 

scrivener. (Sandys and Co. L. = 
Tucker, B. jun. Bristol, carpenter. (Visard 

and Co, L. 
Walker, W. Bolton, shopkeeper. (Hurdand Co. L. 
Wedgberrow, T. Himbleton, Worcestershire, grocer. 

(Williams and Co. L. 
Whateley, G. L. Cheltenam, money-scrivener. 

(Clutton and Co, L. 
Whittingham, R. George-street, Bryanstone-square, 

Victualler, (Freeman and Co, 
Wilson, J. Ely, miller. (Pickering and Co. L. 
Wortley, V. Henry-street, Hampstead-road, grocer. 

Cardale and Co. L. 
Wycherley, W. Alberbury, Shropshire, farmer. 

(Baxter, L, 
brewer, (Burfoot, L, 

Adams, J. Stamford 
Banister, W. Litchfield 
Barber, W. and R. Cheapside 
Baverstock, J. H. Alton, Hants 
Bellairs, A. W. and Co. Stamford 
Bean, B. Hicklin, Norfolk 
Berry, C. Caversham, Oxfordshire 
Binns, J. and J. Looe, Carnwall 
Blyth, G. W. and F, Birmingham 
Brown, J. London 
Brickwood, J. and J., J. Rainier, 

W. Morgan, and J. Starkey, 
Lombard-street 

Bruce, A. and Co. London 
Buchanan, D., S. M. Smith, and 

F. Ashley, Liverpool 
Burgess, D. and M. Lord, Roch- 

dale 
Cable, W. Aldeburgh, Suffolk 
ye Say D. B. Harper, and A. 

aillie, Old Jewry 
Cattell, W. Titton \ 
Carpenter, J. and J. P, Welling- 

ton, Somersetshire 
Clarke, J. Wakefield 
Coates, H. Bradfield, Essex 
Colyer, W. Middle-row, Broad- 

street, St. Giles’s 
Cobham, W, jun. and T. Jones, 

Ware 
Cooke, H. and D. Prince, Cvle- 

man-street 
Corgan, M. Oxford 
Coupland, C. jun. Leeds, R. 

Coupland, Huusiet, F. Coup- 
Jand, Hunslet, and E. Coup- 
land, Salford. 

Crossland, C. Liverpool 
Crumbie, G. and J. Carr, York 
Jray, C, Oxford-street 
Javidson, T. and J. Milligan, 

Liverpool 
May, R. H. Tovil, near Maidstone 
Dicken, J. Shrewsbury 
Dickens, T Liverpool 
Eayer, J. Finedon, Northamp- 

tonshire 
Fdwards, J. Vine-st. Spitalfields 
Eliiott, T. and S. Haslock, Nor- 

thampton 

DIVIDENDS. 
Endicott, J. E. Exeter 
Evans, J. Sheerness 
Eyfe, F. and A. Schmaeck, Bury- 

court, St. Mary Axe 
Farrar, E. Halifax 
Fenner, R. Paternoster-row 
ae ee M. Bury-court, St. Mary 

xe 
Fox, E. L. Idol-lane 
Firster, P. Great Yarmouth 
Gadsby, G, Snarestone, Leices- 

tershire 
Goodhall, W.and J, Turner, Gar- 

lick-bill 
Gregson, E. Spindlestone, Nor- 

thumberland 
Grove, P. Cardiff 
Hardisty, G. and J, Cowing, Bed- 

ford-court, Covent Garden 
Hartley, R. Ripon 
Hassell, T. Richard-st. Islington 
Hay, H. and T. A. Turner, New- 

castle-street, Strand 
Heslington, J. jun. York 
Hill, J. Dover 
Hould, S. Laytonstone 
Horrocks, T. Rippondale, Yorks. 
Johnson, T. Wakefield 
Kay, E. Sheffield 
Kershaw, 8. Oldham, Lancashire 
King, W. Birmingham 
Kirkland, J. and J. Badenoch, 

Coventry 
Knight, J. Halifax 
Knight, J. Mile-end road 
Lander, J. Birmingham 
Lea,W. andJ. F. Paternoster-row 
Lewes, R. Hexham, Nortlum- 

berland 
Lippard, J. Deptford 
Livesey, J. Farnworth, Lancashire 
Lowe, H. Macclesfield 
M‘Call, A. Kingston, Jamaica 
Maddock, R. and J, Tweed, Rose- 

mary-liane 
Marsh, J. Gracechurch-street 
Marsden, P: Sheftield 
Mather, E. Oxford 
Moore, T, Bartonsham 
Morris, W. Roltoa 

Moore, J. King’s Brompton, So- 
mersetshire 

Moore, T. Hereford 
Moore, J. King’s Brompton 
Nattriss, J, Thornton, Yorkshire 
Nicholl, J. and W, Old Jewry 
Olivia, T. C. Liverpool 
Palmer, W. Elsing, Norfolk 
Parsons, J. Whitechapel 
Parsons, R. R. and T, Lyncombe. 

Somersetshire 
Penley, J. juu. Uley, Glouces- 

tershire 
Player, J. B. and J. Keen, Bristol 
Pourtales, A. P. and A. G. Broad- 

street 
Prentice, A. and F, Shelly, Man- 

chester 
Riley, J. Leicester 
Rodd, C. W. Broadway, Worces- 

tershire 
Roscoe, W. and Co. Liverpool 
Rudd, C, Rochdale 
Smith, A. J. and J. Shepherd, 

Kingsninford, Staffordshire 
Simmons, S. Hilperton, Wilts 
Smethurst, J. sen. and R. Hindle, 

Torkington, Cheshire 
Snelgrove, R. Warning Camp, 

ussex 
Spence, J. Providence row, Hack- 

ne 
Stanford, P. Chester 
Trafford, T. Kirklington 
Troughton, J. and Co. Covent 
Troughton, B. and J.Wood-strect, 

Cheapside 
Turner, ‘l’. Stock Exchange 
Walker, F. Ripon, Yorkshire 
Walters, J. Studham, Hertfordsh. 
Ward, J. Beech, Staffordshire 
Wharton, R. and H. Little Cros- 

by, Lancashire 
Whitehead, G. jun. and G, 

Clarke, Basinghall-street _ 
Windeatt, T. Bridgetown, Devon- 

shire 
Wingate, J. Bathwick 
Wylie, W. Southampton-row, 

Bloomsbury. 

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 
—=—— 

"THE very sanguine expectations held 
out in our last Report appear to have 

been most amply verified. ‘the weather 
has continued, through full three parts of 
the present month, the most beautiful, 
and best adapted to getting in the harvest, 
and indeed to every agricultural purpose, 
that could even be chosen, were it in our 
power to choose. ‘This is to speak gene- 
rally, as mest suitable to the end of a ge- 
neral report. The exceptions are, those 
heavy rains which, early in the present 
month, inundated a great part of the mid- 
Jand and northem counti¢gs, acconipanied 

by storms which beat down thestoutest and 
best of the corn, rendering the operation 
of reaping very laborious and expensive,” 
and inducing the risk of mildew and smut 
from unabsorbed moisture. In all the 
most productive districts, our grand de- 
_pendance, the wheat crop, is safely housed, 
and the next article in rank for human 
subsistence, potatoes, is of equal promise 
with the crop of wheat, both in regard to 
quantity and quality. Barley, oats, and 
beans, are good only in some few forward 
situations: in general these crops are con- 
siderably below an average, though much 

improved 
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improyed by the showers which succeeded 
the long drought. Oats particularly have 
suffered from the smut in many parts. No 
crop has received greater benefit from the 
rains and subsequent warm weather than 
the hops, which will nearly double our 
former expectations. Swedish turnips are 
a failing crop, destroyed almost entirely 
by the draught and fly,—mere convertible 
terms. Much of the corn abroad during 
the rains has sprouted, and they talk of a 
double crop of the hops, ripe and unripe. 
The fallows are backward in tilth, and in 
too many parts choked with couch and 
root-weeds; yet, on a general view, the 
good condition of the lands is wonderful, 
considering the unprecedented distress of 
the country. What is to be done with 
the stock of ordinary wheats of the last 
year no man knows, for there is yet a con- 
siderable stock on hand of superior sample. 
There is a great call for wool, but the 
quantity in the market is such as to pre- 
clude any considerable advance of price. 
The above may also serve as a report for 
the greater part of Germany, France, and 
Treiand ; subject to the stated casualties, 
plenty is universal. It is mere repetition 
to say any thing of live stock; both corn 
and fiesh markets, amid temporary fluc- 
tuations and revivals, are gradually de- 
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scending to their lowest mark. The keep- 
ing up of rents is a left-handed policy, 
consin-german with that of attempting to 
raise prices to the level of taxation. The 
state of our agricultural labourers is most 
deplorable ; and such of our political eco- 
nomists, who desire to institute a compa- 
rison between the condition of those and 
that of the enslaved boors of Germany, 
may be referred to M. Breymann’s disser- 
tation published in the Monthly Magazine 
for the present month. Horses are a fa- 
vourable exception to the general depress- 
ed state of the markets; good stock of 
that description fairly remunerates the 
breeder. A great weekly supply from 
the breeding counties comes to the Grand 
Horse Bazaar, near Portman-square, an 
immense and splendid establishment, une- 
qualled in any other part of the world. 

Smithfield :—Beef, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.— 
Mutton, 2s. to 3s.—Lamb, 2s. 8d. to 4s. 
—Veal, 2s. 4d, to 4s.—Pork, 2s. to 4s. 
—Bacon, ——. —Raw fat, 2s. 1d, 

Corn Exchange:—Wheat, 23s. to 50s. 
—Barley, 16s. to 25s.—Oats, 14s. to 26s. 
—The quartern loaf in London, 9d.— 
Hay, 50s. to 84s,—Clover, 70s. to 953.— 
Straw, 24s. to 40s. 

Coals in the pool, 33s. to 41s, 6d. 
, Middlesex ; Aug. 26. 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN AUGUST. 
— 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
N the 8th, Parliament was pro- 
rogued by the following brief 

speech :— 
~My Lords and Gentlemcn, 

I cannot release you from your attend- 
ance in Parliament, without assuring you 
how sensible I am of the attention you 
have paid to the many important objects 
which have been brought before you in 
the course of this long and laborious Ses- 
sion. I continue to receive from foreign 
powers the strongest assurances of their 
friendly disposition towards this country ; 
and I have the satisfaction of believing, 
that the differences which had unfortu- 
nately arisen between the Court of St. 
Petersburgh and the Ottoman Porte are 
in such a train of adjustment, as to afford a 
fair prospect that the peace of Europe 
will not be disturbed. 

Gentlemen of the House of Commons, 
1 thank you for the supplies which you 

have granted me for the service of the 
present year, and for the wisdom you have 
manifested in availing yonrselves of the 
first opportunity to reduce the interest of 
a part of the National Debt, without the 
dJeast infringement of Parliamentary faith. 
It is most gratifying to me that you should 
have been enabled, in consequence of this, 
and of other measures, to relieve my peo- 
ple from some of their burdens, 

My Lords and Gentlemen, 
The distress which has for some months 

past pervaded a considerable portion of 
Ireland, arising principally from the failure 
of that crop on which the great body of 
the population depends for their subsis- 
tencé, has deeply affected me. The mea- 
sures which you have adopted for the relief 
of the sufferers meet with my warmest ap- 
probation; and, seconded as they have 
been by the spontaneous and generous 
efforts of my people, they have most mate- 
rially contributed to alleviate the pressure 
of this severe calamity. I have the satis- 
faction of knowing that these exertions 
have been justly appreciated in Ireland, 
and I entertain a sincere belief that the 
benevolence and sympathy £0 conspicu- 
ously manifested upon the present occasion 
will essentially promote the object which 
Lhave ever had at heart,—that of cement- 
ing the connexion between every part of 
the empire, and of uniting in brotherly love 
and affection all classes and descriptions 
of my subjects.” 

On the 10th the King embarked at 
Greenwich for Edinburgh. So unu- 
sual a circumstance as a royal visit to 
that part of the island has created a 
considerable sensation among the na- 
tives. For a few days, sycophancy, 
headed by Sir Walter Scott and Sir 

William 
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William Curtis, triumphed in the most 
pitiable forms. The Scotch, however, 
are a discreet people, and, ridiculous 
as the newspapers describe their cu- 
riosity, and the booing propensities of 
too many of them, we have no doubt 
the virtue of loyalty has been more so- 
berly' practised by them than by the 
warm-hearted Irish during the King’s 
visit to Dublin in 1821. The royal 

yacht, towed by a steam-packet, reach- 

ed Leith, afier a tedious voyage, 

on the 14th; and the King’s departure 

is fixed for the 28th. Such visits of 
sovereigns to the distant portions of 
their dominions cannot be too much 

extolled, as they enable them to en- 
quire on the spot into abuses and mal- 
versations of power; but these are of 

course state secrets, which have not yet 

been divulged, in regard either to Ire- 

land or Scotland. George the Fourth 
would be the most illustrious of his 
race, if he visited all parts of his do- 
minions with such laudable designs. 
As the newspapers are filled only with 
accounts of the pomp of royalty and 
loyalty, we shall feel greatly obliged if 
some nearer observers than the gen- 

jlemen of the press will favour us with 
accounts, from Dublin and Edinburgh, 
of the petitions received, the enquiries 
instituted, and the redress afforded, 
during either of these gracious dispen- 
sations of power. 

But an event, which utterly destroy- 
ed the public effect of this royal visit, 
by absorbing every other public feel- 
ing, was the self-destruction of the 
Marquess of Londonderry, a chief mi- 
nister of the crown, on the Monday 
morning after the King’s departure, 
We have detailed the particulars of 
this event in some account of the Mar- 
quess in our Obituary, but the true 
cause or causes of so sudden an alie- 
nation of mind, after the interview 
with the King on the previous Friday, 
have not yet transpired. His lordship 
was then deemed sane enough to be 
entrusted with the important interests 
of this country at the approaching 
Congress of the legitimates at Vienna, 
to which he was to have set out in a 
few days ; and the caution of Welling- 
ton, addressed to his physician, ap- 
pears to have been in consequence of 
something which transpired at that 
parting interview. Whatever be the 
secret causes, and whether they trans- 
pire in this age or the next, it is cer- 
tain that this minister fell the victim ~ 
of his ambition, either of acting in his 
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official employments beyond human 
powers, or of governing the world to. 
the last through the favour of his royal 
friend. No domestic event has. for 
many years created a greater interest; 
but we live too much amid the passions 
which the career of the Marquis has 
engendered, to entrust even our dis- 
ciplined pen with all the observations 
which might be made on his fate. 

Before this Number appears, the 
appointment of his successor to the 
Congress will be known, and it is 
therefore unnecessary to quote the 
rumours on the subject; but, whoever 
he be, we hope that, for the honour of 
his country, he will not allow it to be 
made a party in any crusade against 
the Greeks and the Spaniards, on the 
insulting pretence that these brave 
people have, by necessary violence, 
extricated themselves from legitimate 
authosity, in defiance of the threats of 
the Holy Alliance. 

The select committee appointed to exa- 
mine the returns made by the members of 
the house, in pursuance of orders of the 
House of Commons, of tlie 8th day of June, 
1821, have reported to the house, that it 
appears that 57 members hold offices under 
the crown, at the pleasure of the crown or 
otherwise, the net emoluments of which are 
108,565]. ; that 13 members hold offices at 
the pleasure of public officers, for 28,1071. ; 
that 7 members hold offices or pensions 
for life under grants from the crown, for 
9,6581.; that 4 members hold offices for life, 
under appointment from the chiefs in the 
courts of justice, or from other public 
officers, for 10,0301. ; that 5 members hold 
pensions, or sinecures, or offices chiefly 
executed by deputy, for 7,478]; that 2 
members of parliament hold the reversion 
of offices under the crown, for 6,489]. ; that 
79 members hold naval and military com- 
missions ; 59 of them holding other offices, 
and included in the preceding classes ; 
and, that it therefore appears to the com- 
mittee, that 89 members of parliament 
hold offices or pensions either in possession 
or reversion, rot including those who have 
naval or military commissions, to the an- 
nual amount of 170,343). 

No. 1,—Members holding Offices at the 
Pleasure of the Crown. 

Antrobus, Gibbs Crawfurd, secre- 
tary of legation to the United 
States 

Archdall, Mervyn, governor of 
the Isle of Wight, and a lient.- 
eneral in the army -++*:--- 346 

Bagwell, Right Hon. W., joint 
muster master-general in Ire- 
land pewaereertreeteserense 

eaeeeereesseseseeese 
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Barry, Right Hon. John Max- 

well, lord of his Majesty’s 
treasury sseersecerecsseree 

Bathurst, Right Hon. Charles, 
chancellor of the Duchy of 
Lancaster+ecese.scvcseveess 

Beresford, Lord George Thomas, 
“comptroller of King’s house- 
hold, and a major-gen. in the 
Army oes + essees eeueee eesere 

Burgh, Sir Ulysses Bagenal, sur- 
veyor-general of the ordnance, 
a lient.-col. in the army, anda 
captain in the guards +**ese-- 

Clerk, Sir Geo., bart. lord of the 
admiralty e+--+reeeserereees 

Cockburn, Sir George, bart. lord 
of the admiralty, and a vice- 
admiral of the blue 

Cole, Hon, Sir Galbraith Lowry, 
governor of Gravesend, a lieut.- 
general in the army, and col. 
of the 34th regiment of foot -+ 

Congreve, Sir Wm., bart., King’s 
equerry, comptroller of the 
royal laboratory, superintend- 
ant of the royal military repo- 
sitory, and a pensioner for good 
BERMICE Be se) -ic nein ie'e\0 218 P.2 Sea ee 

Copley, Sir John Singleton, soli- 
citor-general and a king’s ser- 
jeant at law se ebeeeesseneany 

Courtenay, Thomas Peregrine, 
secretary t6 the East-{ndia 
Board, agent to the Cape of 
Good Hope, with a salary of 
GOO]. srcccccccccccccesccses 

Cranborne, Lord Viscount, com- 
missioner of the board of con- 
trol—No salary. 

Ellis, Thomas, master in chan- 
cery inTreland.+++++++++ee+0 

Fitzgerald, Right Hon. W. V., 
envoy at Stockholm, mcluding 
house-rent for his Majesty’s 
legation--.-eees.-. 

Forbes, Lord Visct., aide-de- 
camp to his Majesty, and a 
colonel in the army 

Freemantle, Right Hon. Wm. 
Henry, commissioner of tlie 
board of control -+-+.-++eeeee 

Gifford, Sir Robert, attorney-gen. 
Graves, Lord, lord of the bed- 

chamber «-esseseceee- 
Hart, George Vaughan, gov. of 

Londonderry, and a_licut.- 
general in the army-------- es 

Hill, Right Hon. George Fitz- 
gerald, vice-treasurer of Ireland 

Holmes, Wm., treasurer of. the 
OFdNANCE «esereceeerveeeees 

Hope, Sir Wm. Johnstone, bart. 
lord of the admiralty --++++.. 

Huskisson, Right Hon, W. ist 
commissioner of woods and 

” forests, and agent for Ceylon, 

eeceetee 

eee eeeece 

eoeeesoe 

4 

1,220 

3,563 

680 

1,261 

1,000 

1,000 

793 

2,404 

4,500 

2,200 
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has a pension of 1,200i. from 
the civil list as a retired under- 
secretary-of-state, which ceases 
whilst receiving 2,000]. from 
other offices--.... 

Londonderry, Marquis of, secre- 
tary-of-state for foreign affairs, 
lord of trade, and commissioner 
for India affairs +-++..-... a 

Long, Right Hon. Sir Charles, 
’ paymaster-general of the army, 
a peusion from the 42 per cents. 

Lovaine, Lord, lord of the bed- 
chamber tess ecsvvccsepaen 

Lowther, Lord Viscount, lord of 
the treasury:----- eeeeesvere 

Manners, Right Hon. Lord Chas. 
Somerset, extra aid-de-camp 
to his Majesty, and lieut.- 
colonel of 3d dragoons -+-... 

Martyn, Sir Thos. Byam, compt- 
roller ofhis Majesty’snavy, and 
a vice-admiral of the white (no 
half-pay) ds he su Wet are @ ep aytac 

M‘Naghten, Edmund Alexander, 
lord of the treasury 

Montgomery, Sir James, bart., 
commissioner of inquiry in Scot- 
land, preseuter of thesignatures 
in the court of exchequer in 
Scotland, for life.+.+e+-..... 

Nolan, Michael, king’s counsel. - 
Nugent, Sir George, bart., gover- 

nor of St. Mawes Castle, a 
generalinthearmy, and colonel 
of the 6th regiment of foot:- + 

O‘Neill, Hon. J. Bruce Richard, 
governor of Dnblin Castle, and 
a captain in the guards ..+... 

Onslow, Arthur, king’s serjeant, 
Osborn, Sir John, bart., lord of 

the admiralty eecrceevcscens 

Paget, Hon. Berkcley, lord of the 
treasury 

Palmer, Charles, aide-de-camp to 
his Majesty, at 10s. 5d. per 
diem, and colonel onhalf pay of 
the 22d light dragoons +-...- 

Palmerston, Lord Viscount, se- 
cretary-at-war 

Peel, Right Hon. Robert, secre- 
tary-of-state, home department 

Phillimore, Joseph, commissioner 
of the board of contro] -.-+-+.« 

Plunkett, Right Hon. W. Conyng- 
ham, attorney-geu:. of Ireland 

eeee -eeeee 

a eene 

173 

3,100 

6,000 

3,500 

409 

1,218 

190 

2,484 

6,000 

1,500 

4,000 & fees 
Ponsonby, Hon. Frederick, aide- 

de-camp to his Majesty, and 
a colonel in the army --------nosalary. 

Rae, Sir W. bart., lord-advocate 
of Scotland ceee..+-- peceese 

Raine, Jonathan, king’s counsel 
Robinson, Right Hon. Frederick 

Jolin, treasurer of the navy .- 
Ditto, president of the board of 

2,948 
36 

3,000 

trade :eveeersseeeeeeeeveeeeno salary. 

Rose, 
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Rose, Right. Hon. Sir George 
Henry, clerk of parliaments 
and envoy extraordinary at 
Berlin hf op de donsisutn canines AL:G62 

Scarlett, James, king's counsel -- 19 
omerset, Lord Granyille, C. H. 
lord of the treaury «++.ss+ee. 1,220 

Ditto, commissioner for inquiring 
into the department of customs, no salary. 

Vansittart, Right Hon. Nicholas, 
lord of the treasury, chancellor 

_ of the ‘exchequer, and chan- 
* cellor of Ireland «-+s+seeeee5 5,296 
Vivian, Sir Richard Hussey, 

equerry to his Majesty, with 
allowance for house-rent, ma- 
jor-general in the army «+++-- 750 

Wallace, Right Hon. Thomas, 
vice-president of the board of 
BEAGC 2.0 .dp a 0 0.0.0 bin wicie, Uielee asin . 2,000 

Ward, Robert, clerk of the 
Ordnance -++e+eceeeeeeessee 1,117 

Warren, Charles, king’s counsel, 
and chief justice of Chester -- 1,388 

Wynn, Right Hon. Chas. Watkin 
Williams, ist commissioner of 
East India affairs-++see---+- . 5,000 

£108,565 
[John Thomas Fane, for Lyme Regis, 

holds the office of one of the clerks of the 
privy seal, is an inspector of the Touian 
militia, and a major in the army.] 
No. 2.—Members holding Offices in the 
Appointment and at the Pleasure of the 
Public Officers: — 

Arbuthnot, Right Hon. Charles, 
jointsec. of the treasury «+++ 4,000 

Bathurst, Hon. Seymour Tliomas, 
agent for island of Malta, anda 
captain of the guards «-+++++- 600 

Calvert, John, sec. to the lord 
chamberlain++.--+-> seeesees 1,130 

Canning, Right Hon. G., receiver- 
gencral alicnation-office----++ 293 

Croker, Johu Wilson, sec. to the 
admiralty +++++++eeee ee a 3,000 

Ditto, secretary to sea officers’ 
WIUOWS «+s ee0e Capeveesnesnc 200 

Dawson, G. Robert, under-secre- 
tary forhome department «+++ — 2,050 

Goulburn, Henry, chief sec. to 
the lord lient. of Ireland, and 
bailiff of Pheenix-park ---+++ 5,613 

Lushington, Stephen Rumbold, 
secretary of the treasury -+-- 4,000 

Lindsey, Hon. Hagh, marsha! and 
" serjeant at mace, admiral ---- 375 
Legge, Hon. Heneage, gentleman 

usher, and quarterly waiter to 
~ his Majesty (exclusive of occa- 
sional fees) «+ +eeeeescreccce 68 

Phipps, Edmund, clerk of deli- 
veries, ordnance, and a lieut.- 
gen. of the army -++eeeeeeeee 

Taylor, Sir Herbert, military 
secretary to the commander- 

~ in-chie”, pension for services as 

1,043 
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private secretary:to her late 
Majesty Queen Charlotte, and : 
master of St. Catherine’s Hos- 
pital, and a major-general in the 
AIMY seeerrereesenesacecene 

Wilmot, Robert John, under 
secretary-of-state (colonies) -- 2,000 

No. 3.—Members holding Offices ur Pensions 
for Life under Grants from the Crown :— 

Cuff, James, late treasnrer to 
barrack department in Ireland 

Dundas, Right Hon. William, 
lord register, &c. of Scotland, 
keeper of the signet ditto, and 
register of sasines 

Macdonald, James, clerk of the 
privy seal, salary, 400]. all given 
by him to his depnty ----++-+- 

Scott, Hon. Wm. Heary John, 
register of affidavits in the court 
of chancery for life, executed 
by deputy; clerk of the letters 
patent to the court of chancery 
tor life, by deputy; and re- 
ceiver of fines in the court of 
chancery. One of tle cursi- 
tors for Londonand Middlesex, 
for life; duty executed by de- 
puty. Clerk of the crown in 
chancery, reversion, The of- 
fice of the execution of the laws 
and statutes concerning bank- 
rupts, in reversion 

Stanhope, Hon. James Hamilton, 
commissioner of aliens; duty 
executed by deputy, and a pen- 
sion: a lieutenant-colonel in 
the army «vceseceee sesence 

Stewart, Right Hon. Sir John, 
bart., late attorney-general of 
Ireland «+eeereses 

Wynn, SirWatkin Williams, bart. 
lieutenant-colonel, on half-pay, 
of Denbigh militia, 11s. per 
diem «+++. 209 

No. 4.—Members holding Offices fur a Term 
of Years under Grant from the Crown, 
or other Public Officers :— 

Pennant, George Hay Dawkins, 
bailiff of the hundred of Uchef, 
in Carmarthenshire------ + tee 15 

No. 5.—Members holding Offices for Life 
under Appointments from the Chiefs in 
the Courts of Justice:— 

Courtenay, William, master in 
chancery, and office of writs 
and subpeenas --- 

Dowdeswell, John Edm., master 
in chancery ee een i ee 

Fitz-Gibbon, Hon. Rich., nsher 
and register of affidavits, court 
of chancery in Ireland --+--- 

Wrottesley, Henry, cursitor for 
Lincoln aud Somerset, duty 
executed by depnty 197 

No. 6.—Pensions or Sinecures, or Offices 
chiefly executed by Deputy, held by Members. 
Bentinck, Lord William Henry 

Cavendish 

3,733 

400 

eee eeeere 4,399 

ee ee 2,293 

560 

ateeeweese 1,865 

ee ey 3,600 

2,698 

3,534 
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Cavendish, clerk of the pipe; 
a lient.-gen. and col. of the 
eleventh dragoons .-.--- .--- 

Jocelyn, Hon. John, superannua- 
tion allowance on the Irish 
establishment.-.-:..------- 

Morland, Sir Scrope Bernard, 
bart., two annuities ou 43 per 
cent. duties, 3G0l. each 

Pechell, Sir Thos. Brooke, bart , 
servant of her late Majesty, 
and a major-gen. in the army 

Villiers, Right Hon. J. Charles, 
warden and chief justice of 
Eyre North of Trent, and clerk 
or prothonotary of pleas at 
Lancaster, by letters patent-- 4,876 

No. 7.—Members holding the Reversion of 
Offices under the Crown, after one or more 
Lives. 

Jenkinson, Hon. Charles Cecil 
Hope, reversion of office of 

1,150 

650 

600 

200 

clerk of pleas, Lancaster.--. 2,795 
Wellesley, Richard, reversion of 

office, chief remembrancer of 
the court of exchequer in 
Sreland Asses osc ase 4 43,694 

RUSSIA. 
This government indicates activity 

and uneasiness. Its gazettes have 
lately contained various denounce- 
ments of liberty and civilization, and 
some paragraphs relative to the Con- 
stitution of Spain, which portend 
mischief. The Russian army is even 
said to have given indications of an 
intelligent and perturbed spirit; and 
Poland is reported to be far from sa- 
tisfied with its incorporation with Si- 
beria. The Emperor, however, is on 
his way to the Congress, to meet other 
potentates and plenipotentiaries, for 
the benefit either of kings or of peo- 
ple. Time will show; for, happily, 
neither kings nor people can control 
events, however much they wish or 
affect to do so, 

SPAIN. 
The equivocal and treacherous mi- 

nisters whom Ferdinand has counte- 
nanced about his person, have by late 
events been superseded by a patriotic 
administration, which enjoys the con- 
fidence of the nation, and identifies it 
with the government. 

In the mean time, the conspiracies 
which the former administration, aided 
by foreign courts, had organized in 
various provinces, have broken out; 
and, although they were suppressed in 
some places, yet on the French fron- 
tiers they proved in general too strong 
for the authorities, and Catalonia has 
become the prey of civilwar. Itmay 
however be hoped, that the constitu- 
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tional ministry will scon bring a suffi- 
cient force to bear on the districts in 
possession of the banditti, which have 
whimsically assumed the denomina- 
tion of “the Army of the Faith.” It 
will be a stratagem as strange and 
desperate as it is probable and dan- 
serous, if the friencs of despotism 
should endeavour to blend their odious 
and rotten cause with that of the 
Christian religion ; but of this impious 
expedient all true Christians will 
beware. 

Portugal enjoys repose, and has, it 
is said, offered an auxiliary army to 
the Spanish Constitationalists, which 
the latter do not require. 

GREECE. 
It turned out to be true, as noticed 

in our last, that some intrepid Greeks 
contrived, with the subtlety and cou- 
rage of their national character, to 
conduct some fire-ships into the mid- 
dle of the Turkish fleet, lying in guilty 
security at Scio. ‘They set fire to the 
Admiral’s ship, of 140 guus and 2060 
men, which was burnt, and the greater 
part of these agents of legitimacy and 
the Holy Alliance perished, together 
with that monster the Capitan Pasha, 
who had committed such unparalleled 
atrocities in Scio. Two other ships 
were also destroyed, and the whole 
dispersed. 

This event has conferred new ener- 
gy on the Greeks, and they have 
beaten the Turks in several engage- 
ments by land, so as to have rendered 
the southern parts of Greece free. 

In the mean time, the legitimate 
Turkish government, depending like 
other branches of the Holy Alliance 
on its armed slaves, has becn, like 
some of them, endangered by its own 
means. The Janissaries revolied in 
Constantinople, and, after committing 
frightful slaughters on the unarmed 
citizens, threatened the seraglio itself. 
Asiatic banditti were now resorted to, 
and, after a desperate and bloody con- 
flict, the Janissaries were overpowered, 
and one of the usual triamphs of legi-— 
timacy was displayed in “the exccu- 
tion of thousands of the Janissaries, and 
their adherents. The executioners, it 
seems, could not work with suflicient 
rapidity to satisfy the vengeance of 
their employers, and the victims ‘‘ were 
tied together, and thrown into the 
sea.” 

SOUTH AMERICA. 
It is confirmed that Iturbide, by a 

stratagem, has contrived to get him- 
self 
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self nominated Emperor of Mexico. 
His proclamation on the occasion has 
reached Europe, and is specious and 
hypocritical enough; but, as_ these 
Asiatic titles are exotics in America, 
and little accord with the spirit of revo- 
lutions, it can scarcely happen other- 
wise than that his vanity will prove his 
destruction, and lead to a mischievous 
civil war. Already accounts have ar- 
rived that parts of the army, and some 
of the provinces, protest against the 
measure. The Spaniards called Mon- 
tezuma Emperor; but he was no 
more than the Patriarch or President 
of his people. Old Spain still holds 
the Castle of Vera Cruz. 

In Coxtumbia victory attends Presi- 
dent Bolivar, who has extended his 
territory to Quito in the Andes, and to 
Guyaquil on the Pacific ; so that Co- 
lumbia seems likely to include the 

Chronology of the Month. [Sept. 1, 
Amazons, or the immense track lying 
between 3° S. and 12° N. and from 529 
to'77° W. long. that is, 1700 miles by 
1000, equal to the United States of 
North America. 

In Brazit, a prince of the stock of 
the European legitimates, the son of 
the Constitutional King of Portugal, 
manifests a disposition to maintain the 
independance of those vast provinces, 
under a mixed form of government. 

In Peru the ,republican cause ap- 
pears to retrograde, owing to the am- 
bition of San Martin and his quarrel 
with Lord Cochrane. 

CuiLi and Buenos Ayres have be- 
come settled independant states, un- 
der republican forms ; and the govern- 
ment of Buenos Ayres appears to be 
engaged in works of public improve- 
ment. 

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, anp DEATHS, 1n anp neak LONDON, 

With Biographical Memoirs of distinguished Characters recently deceased. 
—— 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH. 
ULY 29.—In‘the House of Commons, 
this day, Lord Holland presented a 

petition from Ipswich against the Alien 
Bill. Lord Liverpool moved the third 
reading of the Bill. which was opposed by 
Lords Holland and Darnley.—Contents, 
22; non-contents, 16: majority for the 

Bill, 6. 
Ang. 6.—Parliament prorogued by the 

King in person, until the 8th of October. 
— 7.—At a Court Leet held in the pa- 

rish of St. Giles’s, the removal of Dyot- 
street, and all the bye-lanes and alleys 
leading from George-street, was agreed 
on, asalso several other important improve- 
ments in that neighbourhood. 
— 10.—The King left town on his pro- 

gress to Edinburgh. He proceeded by 
and to Greenwich, where he embarked on 

‘board the Royal George yacht, and was 
towed down the river by a steam vessel. 
Thousands of persons had assembled to 
witness the embarkation, which was alto- 
gether a brilliant spectacle. 

Same day.—Two men fined 20s. each at 
Guildhall, for violently beating horses in 
Smithfield, in violation of the recent Act 
of Parliament, to prevent the brutal 
treatment of cattle. 
— 11.—A fire broke out on the exten- 

sive plate-glass manufactory of Messrs. 

Reed and Co. in Upper East Smithfield, 
which was soon reduced to a heap of ruins. 
The property destroyed is said to be 
worth 100,000/, 

— 12.—The Marquis of Londonderry 
put an end to his existence, at his seat at 
North Cray, in Kent, A Coroner’s in- 
quest was held on the following day, when 

the jury gave their assent to the following 
verdict : “ That on Monday, Aug. 12, and 
for some time previously, the Marquis of 
Londonderry, under a grievous disorder 
did Jabour and languish, and became in 
consequence delirious, and of insane 
mind; and that whilst in that state, with a 
knife of iron and steel, he did inflict on 
the left side of his neck, and of the carotid 
artery, a wound of one inch in length, and 
half an inch in depth, of which he instantly 
died; and that no other person except 
himself was the cause of his death.” _ 
—14,—The extensive patent rope ma- 

nufactory of Mr. Dun, at Stepney, toge- 
ther with the whole of the machinery, &c. 
entirely consumed by fire. 
— 15,—The King landed at Leith, 

where he was received with considerable 
eclat by the assembled multitude. 
— 20,—Public funeral of the late Mar- 

quis of Londonderry in Westminster Ab- 
bey. The procession included upwards of 
sixty private carriages. 

MARRIED. 
B. Golding, m.p. to Sarah Pelerin, only 

daughter of W. Blew, esq. of Warwick- 
strect, Pall Mall. : 

L. Slater, esq. of Gray's Inn, to Mary, 
second danghter of John Rose, esq. of 
Kentish Town. 

L. Stephenson, esq. of Clapham Com- 
mon, to Mary, second daughter of the late 
Mr. Charles Rixon. 

R. Cook, esq. R.A. to S. Elizabeth, 
daughter of the late J. Waddilove, esq. 

John Coverdale, esq. of Gray’s Inn, to 
Sarah, youngest davghter of Mrs. Clarke, 
of Bedford-row. 

Dr. R, Bright, of Bloomsbury-square, to 
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M. L. Babingdon, third daughter of Dr. B. 
of Aldermanbury. 

Capt. T. Haviside, of the E. I. Co.’s ser- 
vice, to Miss Snaith, eldest daughter of the 
late W. 5S. esq. 

The Rev. G. Preston, second son of the 
Rey. Mr. Preston, of Stanfield-hall, Nor- 
folk, to Emma, eldest daughter of Richard 
Van Heythuysen, esq. of John-street, Bed- 
ford-row. 

Sir E. West, to Lucretia Georgiana, 
youngest daughter of the late Sir M.B. 
Folkes, bart. of Hillington-hall, Norfolk. 

H. Long, esq. eldest son of Edw. Long, 
esq. of Hampton Lodge, Surrey, to Lady 
C. Walpole, youngest daughter of the late 
Earl of Orford. 

Mr. C. Street, of Arundel, Sussex, to 
Sarah, second daughter of Mr. J. Lear, of 
Holloway. 

L. Peel, esq. third son of Sir R. Peel, 
to the Right Hon. Lady Jane Lennox, 
fourth daughter of the Duchess Dowager 
of Richmond. 

G. Clarke, esq. of Sion-place, Isleworth, 
to Ellen Sarah, the youngest danghter of 
Alex. Spicer, esq. 

Mons. Jacques W. Marillier, of Har- 
row-on-the-Hill, to Miss S. M. Aspland, of 
Hackney. 

Edward, third son of J. Hanson, esq. of 
the Rookery, Woodford, to Lydia Maria, 
third daughter of J. Blunt, esq. of Upper 
Bedford-place, Russell-square. 
Mr, J. Rownson, of Acre-lane, Clapham, 

to Harriet, youngest daughter of J. Neck, 
esq. of Reading. 

‘fT. K. Crow, esq. Sevenoaks, to Laura, 
only child of Mr. W. Hodsoll, of Holborn. 

C. C. Deacon, esq. of Milk-street, to Mrs, 
Baxter, of Belle-vue-lodge, Reigate. 

H. Packham, esq. of Tottenham, to Miss 
Rebecca Foot. 

Mr. S. C, Wiltshire, of Cornhill, to Sa- 
rah, second daughter of J. Goodchild, esq. 
of ‘Yooley-street. 

R. F. Beauchamp, esq. of Tetton-house, 
Somerset, to Eliza, only daughter of J. 
Westbrook, esq. of Chapel-street, Grosve- 
nor-square. 

H. W. Burgess, esq. to Sabrina Stir- 
ling, eldest daughter of P. Gilbert, esq. of 
Earl’s-court. 

DIED. 
In Albemarle-street, the Hon. Mrs, Lane 

Fox, widow of the late J. L. Fox, esq. 
m.P. of Bramham Park, York, and Castle 
Lanesbro’, in Leitrim, Ireland. Mrs. Fox 
was Marcia Pitt, second daughter of the 
late, and sister of the present, Lord Rivers 
and Lady Ligonier. Her disorder was 
dropsy of the chest, which terminated her 
existence, in the precise manner as the ill- 
a of her relative, the Right Hon. Wm. 

itt. 
In Welbeck-street, Lady Blair, the wife 

of Lieut.-Gen. Sir R. Blair, K.c.B. 
| Montnzy Mag. No. 372. 

Marriages and Deaths in and near London. W77 
In Mark-lane, 74, John Inglis, esq. Mr. 

I, was found dead in a closet adjoining his 
chamber, with a discharged pistol lying 
near him. An inquest was held on his 
body on the same day, when the jury 1e- 
turned a verdict,—‘‘ that the deceased 
shot himself at a time when he was m a 
state of mental derangement.” 

At Loddegis-buildings, Hackney, 75, 
Christian, wife of R. Harris, esq. deeply 
regretted by all who knew her, 

In Hunter-street, Brunswick-square, af- 
ter a severe illness, the wife of Mr. John 
Cole, of the Inner Temple. 

At Camden ‘Town, 66, W. Clulow, esy. 
sincerely lamented by his family and 
friends. 

At the Jamaica Coffee house, Cornhill, 

65, Mr. P. Grubb. 
In Bryanstone-square, Churlotite, daugh- 

ter of Mr. T. Higgins. 
At Blackheath, 19, C. Wallis, esq. eldest 

son of Mr. C. W. of Long Acre. 
In Hertford-street, the Rev. T. Coombe, 

D.D. prebendary of Canterbury. 
In Wesleyan-place, Kentish Town, after 

a long and painful illness, which she bore 
with Christian fortitude and patience, 22, 
Mary Ann, only daughter of Mr. J. Har- 
ris, deeply regretted by her parents andall 
who knew her. 

81, Robert Crawford, esq. of Nelson’s- 
place, Kent-road. 

At Croydon, 84, Mr. James Dickson, of 
Covent-girden, F.L.s. and Vice-President 
of the Horticultural Society of London: 
his attainments in botanical knowledge 
were well known to all scientific persons, 
and his amiable disposition and integrity 
of conduct have long endeared him to an 
extended circle of friends. 

In Middlesex-place, New-road, Mr. J. 
Mackindcr, a most respectable practitioner 
as surgeon and apothecary ; his loss will be 
sincerely regretted by the poor of the 
neighbourhood, to whom he was a constant 
and liberal benefactor. 

In Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, 
James, eldest son of the late James Ed- 
wards, esq. of Pall Mali, and Harrow-on- 
the-Hill. 

At Ealing Common, 82, Peter Le Core 
nue, esq. 

At Chiswick, 61, the Rev. Robt. Lowth, 
only son of the late Bishop of London, rec- 
tor of Hinton, Hants, and one of the pre- 
bendaries of St. Panl’s Cathedral. 

At Paddington, 65, G. Spence, esq. late 
Maritime Surveyor to the Avmiralty. 

At Finchley, 36, Mr. Brisco Ray. 
At Clapham, 51, Elizubeth, wite of H. 

Scrivener, esq. 
At Kingston, 29, Mrs. S. Garner. 
In Upper Seymour-stieet, 57, S. Weke- 

wich, esy. of Peamore, Devon. 
In Oxendon-street, 14, Elizabeth, second 

daughter of Mr. J. Wetherley, 
Aa At 
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Atthe Auction Mart, Bartholomew lane, 

Dr. Kelly, of Cambridge. The doctor 
had gone there with his daughter, for the 
purpose of showing her the building, 

On Ludgate-hill, Louisa, wife of Mr. 
W. Cautherley. 

Aged 30, Percy Bysshe Shelley, esq- 
eldest son of Sir Timothy Shelley, of Cas- 
tle Goring, bart. He perished at sea, in a 
storm, with his friend, Capt. Williams, of 
the Fusileers, off Via Reggia, on the coast 
of Italy. He had been at Pisa, and was 
returning to his villa at Lerici. Mr. Shel- 
ley was the author of “Cenci,” a tragedy ; 
“Queen Mab,” and several minor pieces, 
which prove him to have been a man of 
highly-cultivated genius. His last work 
was “Hellas,” a dramatic poem, called 
forth by the recent events in Greece, in 
which he took the warmest interest, and 
dedicated it to Prince Alexander Maurocor- 
dato, whose friendship he enjoyed, and for 
whom he expressed the highest admi- 
ration. 

In Cadogan-place, 95, Mr. J. Wad- 
more. 

In Bolton-street, Piccadilly, Maria, wife 
of John Beardmore, esq, after a short 
illness. 

Mr. Lake, steward to Lord Colchester, 
He was proceeding up Ludgate-hill, on his 
way to Norwich, by the coach, when he 
fell off the seat, and instantly expired. 

In Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square, 
Mr. George Hutchinson, many years pain- 
ter to the King. 

In Russell-street, Covent Garden, 80, 
Mr. Bourdillon. 

In Grove-crescent, Camberwell, George 
Eades, esq. 

In Northampton-square, 66, Sarah, wife 
of P. Bodkin, esq. 

In Grenville-street, 70, John Reid, M.D. 
a gentleman whose talents have long been 
respected by the readers of the Monthly 
Magazine. Besides the ingenious reports 
in this Miscellany, he was the author of 
a work on Consumption, and of another on 
Hypochondriasis, which last has been ex- 
tensively read, and much admired for the 
elegance of its diction and the soundness 
of its views. Dr. Reid was a native of 
Leicester, classically educated at the Dis- 
senting Academies of Daventry and Hack- 
ney, and medically at Edinburgh. He 
lately married a daughter of W. Sturch, 
esq. of Southampton-row ; and his prema- 
ture death, in the prime of life, is much 
regretted by a large family and friendly 
circle. 

At hisapartments in Skinner-street, 67, 
Thomas Hinton Burley Oldfield, esq. the 
well known and much respected author of 
the ‘‘ History of the Boroughs,” and many 
years actively engaged in the political 
world, inan extensive connexion with the 
boroughs of England, the returns for many 
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of which he was in the habit of managing, 
as agent for proprietor or candidate, 
,Mr. O. was a native of Derbyshire, and, 
since the year 1777, has been connected 
with the various societies for Parliament- 
ary Reform,—the necessity of which no 
man knew better than himself. He rank- 
ed among his friends Sir George Sayville, 
Dr. Jebb, Dr. Wyvil, Granville Sharpe, 
Major Cartwright, J. H. Tooke, and indeed 
all the supporters of civil liberty in his 
time. Happy in a cheerful temper, he was 
still more happy in a fine and prosperous 
family,—two of his sons being settled as 
merchants at Baltimore, and others in pro- 
mising situations. 

At Hackney, 74, Mr. William Butler, 
writing-master. A further notice of this 
highly respectable, amiable, and very use- 
ful member of society, will appear in our 
next Number. 

Lately, at an advanced period of life, 
John Siephenson, esq. of Great Ormond- 
street, Bloomsbury. A numerous family, 
and a large circle of friends, sincerely at- 
tached by long esteem and gratitude, have 
by this event suffered a great and irrepara- 
ble loss. His mind, habitnally addicted to 
reflection and philosophical investigation, 
was amply stored with knowledge, and in 
the communication of it to others he was 
not at allreserved. His conversation was 
enlivened with agreeable anecdote ; and, 
from the sources of his extensive reading, 
as well as from his actual acquaintance 
with men and things, he never failed to in- 
struct and delight all who assembled 
around his hospitable board. Mr. S. was 
well versed in natural history, and was a 
good practical chemist. Botany was his 
favourite study ; and, nothing but his un- 
ceasing anxiety to promote the prosperity 
of the various branches of his family, dur- 
ing his latter years, detained him so long in 
the metropolis. Mr. S. was a member of 
his Majesty’s council at Pensacola, West 
Florida, and agent victualler in the years 
1776, 7, and 8, and until the town was 
taken after a brave defence, by Don 
Gulviz, Governor of New Orleans. On 
his return to England he became ulti- 
mately the first partner in the banking- 
house of Stephenson, Remmington, and 
Co, and leaves behind him a respectable 
and amiable family. 

At Gordon’s Hotel, Albemarle-street, 
Hunter Blair, esq. M.P. after a week’s 
illness. ‘his gentleman was recognized in 
the first circles as an accomplished classical 
scholar; he spoke, with fluency, the 
French, Italian, and German languages, 
and had attained considerable proficiency 
inthe Fine Arts. He was most assiduous 
in the discharge of his parliamentary du- 
ties ; and, as a member of the Agricultural 
Conmnittee, he displayed a thorotigh know- 
ledge of the subject under consideration. 

In 
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In polities he sided with the administra- 
tion, and was a staunch advocate for the 
established church. He was particularly 
zealous in the House of Commons in pro- 
moting the interest of Scotland; and, 
amongst other beneficial measures intro* 
duced by him, that of compelling the 
Scotch counties to bear a proportion of 
the expense of rebuilding and repairing the 
jails of the Royal Barghs, has proved of the 
first importance. In private life he was 
beloved by men of all parties, and his me- 
mory will long be cherished in the county 
of Wigton, which lie had represented since 
the retirement of Sir William Stewart in 
1817. 
At North Cray, Kent, aged 53, Robert 

Stewart, Marquess of Londonderry, better 
known by the name of Lord Castle- 
reagh, under which he has filled various 
public employments during the last 
twenty-six years; and, for the last ten 
years, has been regarded as the efficient 
minister of the country. Having died by 
his own hands in a sudden fit of delirium, 
while in the plenitude of power, and only 
a few days before he was to set out on 
another expedition to one of those con- 
gresses of sovereigns held for the apparent 
purpose of retarding liberty and civiliza- 
tion, the sudden catastrophe has excited 
an universal interest, and: induced the 
editors of newspapers to give details 
which supersede our biographical collec- 
tions. He was the only surviving son of 
Robert Stewart, esq. of Mount-Stewart in 
the county of Down, by Lady S. F. Sey- 
mour, sister of the late Marquis of Hert- 
ford. He was educated at Armagh, sent 
to Cambridge in 1786; and, in 1789, was 
elected m.pP. for his native county to the 
Irish parliament by the patriotic interest, 
and succeeded, owing to the violence 
with which, in speaking and writing, he 
declared himself in favour of parliamen- 
tary and other reforms. In 1796, his 
father was created an earl, and he became 
Lord Castlereagh ; and, in 1798, he filled 
the office of chief secretary of the Lord 
Lieutenant Camden, and was the object of 
much reproach on account of the cruelties 
agin against the unsuccessful Irish. 

e afterwards co-operated under Corn- 
wallis in effecting the union, and soon after 
was appointed president of the Board of 
Controul. In 1805 he became minister- 
of-war. He retired from office on the 
death of Pitt; and, in the subsequent 
general election, lost his election for 
Down, but obtained a seat for Borough- 
bridge. In 1807, he again became war- 
minister, but resigned after the Walcheren 
expedition, and had a duel with Canning, 
in which the latter was wounded. Jn 
1811, he was appointed minister-of-foreign- 
affairs, and held that important office till 
his death, and at a time when Europe has 
been more than once re-modelled, in which 
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arrangements he played a very distin- 
guished and influential, if not a praise- 
worthy or British part. The length of the 
late session of parliament, (during which 
he was the acting minister in the House of 
Commons,) the ill-success of the conspi- 
racy in Spain, the degree of his connexion 
with which has not yet transpired, and 
some alledged, thongh not yet acknow- 
ledged differences with his royal master on 
Friday the 9th, seem to have upset his 
mind, and led him on Monday the 12th to 
commit suicide. But, as the circumstances 
of this tragical event are given to the 
world in the clear evidence of Dr. Bank- 
head before the coroner’s inquest, we shall 
preserve it entire.—‘ On Friday afternoon, 
at 5 o’clock, I received a note from Lady 
Londonderry, desiring me to come as soon as 
I could to see the Marquis of Londonderry, 
at his house in St. James’s-square. Her 
note stated that she was very anxious 
about his lordship, as she thought he was 
very ill and very nervous ; that they were 
to leave town for North Cray at seven 
o’clock in the evening, and that she hoped 
I would come before that hour, I arrived 
in St. James’s-square at six o'clock, and 
found my lord and lady alone in the draw- 
ing-room. Upon feeling his pulse I con- 
ceived him to be exceedingly ill. He 
complained of a severe head-ache, and of a 
confusion of recollection. He looked 
pale, and was very much distressed in his 
manner. I told him that I thought it was 
necessary that he should be cupped, and 
that I would stay and dine with his lady 
and himself whilst the cupper came. The 
cupper soon arrived, and took seven 
ounces of blood from the nape of his lord- 
ship's neck. After the operation was per- 
formed, he stated that he was very much 
relieved, and I advised him to lay himself 
quietly down on the sofa for half an hour; 
and, as he had scarcely eaten the whole 
day, to take a cup of tea before he got into 
the carriage to return to North Cray. He 
followed my advice, and laid himself down 
on the couch, where he remained very 
tranquil. After this he drank two cups of 
tea. I waited until I saw my lady and 
himself get into the carriage in order to re- 
turn to North Cray. Before his depar- 
ture, his lordship said, that, as I must be 
sure he was very ill, he expected that I 
would come to North Cray, and stay all 
Saturday night; and, if possible, all 
Sunday. I sent with him some opening 
medicines, which he was to take early on 
Saturday, in order that I might know the 
effect they had produced on my arrival. I 
know that he took these powders on Satur- 
day. I arrived at North Cray about seven 
o’clock on Saturday evening. I understood 
that his lordship had not been out of bed 
all day, and [ immediately proceeded to his 
bed-room. On entering his bed-room, I 
observed that his manner of looking at me 
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expressed suspicion and alarm. He said 
it was very odd that I should come into his 
bed-room first, before going into the 
dining-room below. I answered that I 
had dined in town, and, knowing that the 
family were at dinner down stairs, I had 
come to visithim, Upon this, he made a 
reply which surprised me exceedingly : it 
was to this effect—that I seemed particu- 
larly grave in my manner, and that some- 
thing must have happened amiss, He then 
asked me abruptly whether I had any thing 
unpleasant to tell him? Tanswered, ‘ No; 
‘that [ was surprised at his question, and 
the manner in which it was proposed.’ 
He then said, ‘ the truth was, that he had 
reason to be suspicious in some degree, 
but that he hoped that I would be the last 
person who would engage in any thing that 
would be injurious to him.’ His manner 
of saying this was so unusual and so dis- 
turbed, as to satisfy me that he was, at the 
moment, labouring under mental delusion. 
I entreated him to be very tranquil, and 
prescribed for him some more cooling and 
aperent medicines, confined him to barley- 
water, and allowed him slops only. I re- 
mained with him during Saturday night, 
and till one o’clock on Sunday morning. 
Though his fever was not very high during 
any part of this time, yet the incoherence 
of his speech, and the uncomfortableness 
of his manner, continued unaltered. 
During Sunday I visited him frequently, 
and continued with him in the evening 
tillhalt-past 12 o’clock. I-advised him to 
be as tranquil as possible, and told him that 
I would endeavour to persuade my lady to 
come to bed, I slept in a room very near 
that of his lordship. On Monday morn- 
ing, about 7 o’clock, Mrs. Robinson, my 
Lady Londonderry’s maid, came to my 
room door, and asked if I was dressed, 
telling me, ‘my lord wished to see me by- 
and-bye.’ I answered, that I was ready to 
come that moment; but Mrs. Robinson 
said, that she did not wish me to come 
then, because her ladyship had not left the 
bed-room. In about half an hour, she re- 
turned again, and said, that his lordship 
would be glad to see me immediately, as 
her ladyship was putting on her gown, in 
order to go into her own dressing-room. 
On walking from my own room to Lord 
Londonderry’s bed-room, I observed that 
the door of the latter was open, and could 
perceive that his lordship was not in it. 
In an instant Mrs. Robinson said to me, 
‘His lordship has gone into his dressing- 
room.’ I stepped into his dressing-room, 
and saw him in his dressing-gowu, stand- 
ing with his front towards the windaw, 
which was opposite to the door at which 
Tentered. His face was directed towards 
the ceiling. Without turning his head, on 
the instant he heard my step, he exclaimed, 
“ Bankhead, let me fall upon your arm— lis 
all. over.” As quickly as possible I ran to 
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him, thinking he was fainting and going to 
fall. I caught him in my arms as he was 
falling, and perceived that he had a knife 
in his right hand, very firmly clinched, and 
all over bloed. I did not see him use it: 
he must have used it before T came into 
the room. In falling he declined upon one 
side, and the blood burst from him like 
a torrent from a watering-pot. I was 
unable to suppoit him, and he fell ont of 
my arms. I think the wound must have 
been inflicted as soon as I put my foot on 
the threshold of the door, as its nature 
was such that the extinction of life must 
have followed it in the twinkling of an eye. 
I think that not less than two quarts of 
blood flowed from him in one minute. I 
am satisfied that a minute did not elapse 
from the moment of my entering the room 
until he died, and during that time he said 
not a word except that which I have 
already mentioned. It wasimpossible that 
any human being could have inflicted the 
wound but himself. Having known him 
intimately for the last thirty years, I have 
no hesitation in saying that he was per- 
fectly insane when he committed this act. 
I had noticed a great decline in the gene- 
ral habit of his health for some weeks 
prior to his death ; but I was not aware of 
the mental delusion under which he was 
labouring till within three or four days of 
his decease.” Dr. Bankhead also put in 
as evidence the following letter, addressed 
to him on Friday by the Duke of We - 
LINGTON: 

“‘ Dear Sir—I called upon you with the 
intention of talking to you on the subject 
of the health of Lord Londonderry, and to 
request of you that you will call on him. 
I told his lordship that he was unwell, and 
particularly requested him to send for you, 
but, lesthe shouldnot, I sincerely hope that 
you will contrive, by some pretence, to go 
down to his lordship. I have no doubthe 
is very unwell: he appears to me to have 
been exceedingly harassed, much fatigued, 
and over-worked during the late session of 
parliament; and I have no doubt he la- 
bours under mental delirium ; at least, this 
is my impression. I beg you’llnever men- 
tion to any body what J have told you re- 
specting his lordship.” 

The jury, of course, brought in a verdict 
of insanity, and his remains have since been 
interred in Westminster Abbey. In ad- 
dition to these common-place facts, we 
may be permitted, as personal observers 
of the departed minister, and of his mea- 
sures, to state our opinions of his public cha- 
racter. Politics, and public affairs, were 
identified with his existence, and consti- 
tuted at once his business and bis plea- 
sures, and he pursued them with incessant 
and unwearied activity. But, unhappily, 
his industry was directed by none of those 
liberal principles which have been esta- 
blished by reason, philosophy, and the 
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printing-press ; but he acted, or was made 
to act, as though there was no intelligence 
abroad, as though mankind were incapable 
of reasoning, and as though he had been 
the minister of an absolute prince in the 
15th century. Without sound theory, and 
with superficial knowledge of those prin- 
ciples of public policy in which society at 
large are in our times so well informed ; 
his measures and practices consisted of 
vulgar expedients, shifts, and evasions, sug- 
gested by the urgency of the moment, 
He was steady and intelligible in nothing 
but in his hatred of public liberty, and of 
all liberal principles ; in his obsequiousness 
to foreign despots, to whom he prostituted 
the power and honour of England ; and in 
his systematic malignity against all who 
endangered his power, or that of the 
oligarchs of whose prejudices he was the 
faithful slave. Living in times when 
thousands in the middle ranks of life were 
better qualified than himself to direct the 
affairs of a nation, he was honestly des- 
pised by nine of every ten of his contempo- 
raries, not only in England, but in every 
part of Europe; for those who are not per- 
mitted to think are nevertheless capable 
of feeling, and perhaps tlie most universally 
hated public name of modern times was 
that of Castlereazh.* Besides being in- 
dustrious to excess, he was loquacious in 
argument, and specious in manners. In- 
dustry, loquacity, self-satisfaction, and 
plausibility, were personified in him. 
His industry reudered him an efficient 
minister. His loquacity qualified him to 
manage the House of Commons, to open 
debates, and to reply to opposition ; and 
he was, from this quality, scarcely less con- 
Spicuous in the drawing-room among the 
ladies, or in his box at the Opera, where 
his cracked voice often resounded through 
the Honse. His self-satisfaction upheld 
him against public opinion, and the scoffs 
and scorn of the world, and his smiles and 
flushed eyes proved that he was always in 
good humour with himself. His plausibi- 
lity enabled him to be cool when other 
men were impassioned, and it conferred 
on him the mildest tones and most sub- 
missive and graceful demeanour whenever 
he had any point to carry; and, on such 
occasions, he would, to a stranger, have ap- 
peared to be any one except himself. 
This may appear ill-natured, but the 
writer has no antipathy to the man, for he 
EE ee ee ee 

* In proof of this statement, we will cite a fact 
within our own hearing. An adjacent chuich is un- 
dergoiny repair, and employs a considerable number 
of workmen, who, when tliey heard the news of his 
sudden death, instantly stopped their work and gave 
three cheers; farther, the people cheered publicly at 
his funeral, a circumstance without example in Eng- 
land, except inthe case of Governor Wall, when he wae 
brought out of Newgate for execution. Nor oughtit 
to be omitted to be noticed, that the church bells of 
Hambledon, near Portsmouth, and Layfield, in 
Suffolk, were rang on the intelligence of his death 
reaching those places, i 
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was personally pleasant and good-hu- 
moured ; but he abhors the public policy of 
which he was the chief agent; aud, as is 
believed, often the instigator. Is it possi- 
bie to avoid feeling horror at the events in 
Treland in 1798, when he was the organ of 
the executive ; or to resist indignation at 
the innumerable violations of the British 
constitution of which he has been the 
mover, supporter, and apologist; or to 
smother resentment at the manner in 
which the honour and interests of Britain 
have bee compromised at Vienna, at 
Paris, at Genoa, in Poland, in Norway, in 
Saxony, in Spain, at Naples ; and, in fine, 
at Elba and St. Helena, Ilchester, Man- 
chester, and Parga, while he was ambassa- 
dor-extraordinary and secretary for foreign 
affairs? Buthe died the victim of his perse- 
vering ambition—his exertions upset his 
own mind; and, in a fit of mental de- 
lusion, he destroyed himself; therefore is, 
personally, an object of pity. Be it so; 
and, sincerely lamenting the infirmity of 
human nature, we deplore the melancholy 
catastrophe which has befallen a frail man, 
sailing before the favouring gales of for- 
tune ; nevertheless, we do not lose sight of 
his public sins. His apologists say, he 
was but the able agent of a system; but he 
did, or did not, approve of its turpitude ; 
and, if he did not, and yet became its zea- 
lous organ, his culpability would be. 
greater than if he had acted from his ho- 
nest convictions. His colleagues, the 
chancellor excepted, were inferior men, 
mere head- clerks in their departments; the 
political crimes of the cabinet attach 
therefore chiefly to him, as an admitted 
prime minister, as one of that unprincipled 
and mischievous race who act under a 
nominal, but constantly evaded responsibi- 
lity, who are not restrained in the magni- 
tude of their political crimes by the 
paucity of inteliect which often charac- 
terizes royalty, nor in their scruples by 
the sense of honour which royalty is 
led to obey from habit and education. 

Nothing, alas! will be gained by the’ 
world from his death. The system will 
find other tools as willing, and perhaps as 
industrious and mischievous. War will 
still be waged against public intelligence ; 
and cabinets, instead of uniting themselves 
to knowledge, will vainly and wickedly 
endeavour to oppose its march. Consti- 
tuted as they now are by court intrigue, 
nothing better can be expected, and an 
insane minister seems to be deemed as fit 
for an important mission as a sane one; 
but the moment the eyes of kings are 
opened, they will discover that nothixg 
creates any separation of feelings between 
them and their people, but the inter- 
mediate interests of selfish and igno- 
rant intriguers ; for the intelligent people 
cannot do better without a sovereign head 
of the state, than a king can do without a 

people, 
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people. Kings seem yet to have to learn, 
that their interests. and that of the peo- 
ple, are one and the same; and that the 
only separate interest is in the go-betweens, 
or in those who, for their own purposes, 
seek to maintain a constant jealousy be- 
tween the head and body of the state. 
Of the. domestic character of the de- 
parted minister, every account agrees in 
representing it as most amiable. He ap- 
pears to have been an affectionate hus- 
band anda kind master, and these qualities 

‘seem to prove, that the actions of his life 
were the result of his convictions, and not 
stimulated by mere servility or ambition. 
Over his honest convictions he could have 
no controul; at the same time it is to be 
lamented, that he and his colleagues, and 
all the members, agents, and friends of the 
holy alliance, have not the good sense to 
discover that, until their measures keep 
pace in liberality with the improved 
knowledge of mankind, resulting from the 
printing: press, they and mankind will live 
in a state either of perpetual discord, or 
open warfare, 

[Lately at Paris, 80, the Abbé Sicard, the 
humane director of the Deaf and Dumb 
Institution, at ‘Paris. He was born at 
Touseret, near Toulouse, in 1742, in 
which latter city he went through his stu- 
dies with considerable reputation; and, 
when of sufficient age, he became an ec- 
clesiastic, to the duties of which profession 
he at first entirely devoted his attention, 
and became vicar-general of Condour, 
canon of Bordeaux, and member of the 
Academy Of Sciences in that city; but 
these he afterwards relinquished, to make 
himself more useful in another sphere. 
M. de Cicé, Archbishop of Bordeaux, 
having formed a design of establishing a 
school for the deaf and dumb in his dio- 
cese, determined to give the direction of it 
to the Abbé Sicard, and, for this purpose, 
sent him to Paris to learn the system of 
the celebrated Abbe de l’Epée. 

On his return to Bordeaux the school 
was formed, and one of-his first pupils was 
Massieu, then of age, whose astonishing 
progress afterwards contributed so much 
to increase the reputation of his master. 
On the death of the Abbé de l’Epeée, in 
1789, he was called to succeed him in the 
direction of the establishment at Paris. 
After being examined by a board com- 
posed of members selected from the three 
academies, he was appointed without op- 
position. ‘The institution had hitherto de- 
pended for support on the liberality of in- 
dividuals, and the private funds of the 
Abbé de l’Epeé, who had dedicated his en- 
tire fortune to its maintenance. But the 
government, convinced of its excellence, 
determined to perpetuate it for the benefit 
of posterity: ample funds were assigned 
for this purpose ; the couvent for Celestin 
monks, which had been suppressed seve- 
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ral years before the revolution, was appro- 
priated by the king for its residence. 

In 1792, the Abbé Sicard was induced 
to take the oath of liberty and equality, 
which, however, did not protect him from 

the rigours which followed the 10th of 
Angust. He was arrested on the 26th of 
that month, in the midst of his pupils, 
while engaged in a task that would have 
excited the respect and admiration of any 
other persons than those who were impli- 
cated in the scenes which at this time dis- 
graced the national character of France ; 
he was conducted to the committee of his 
section at the arsenal, and afterwards to 
the mayoralty. The deaf and dumb pu- 
pils petitioned the assembly for the release 
of their humane and respected master ; 
upon which the minister of the interior was 
ordered to make a report of the motives 
of his arrest, which, however, was never 
made. The abbé was retained prisoner at 
the mayoralty until the 2nd Sept. whenhe 
was sent back to the Abbey with several 
other prisoners. These removals were 
known at that time to be but a signal fora 
massacre of the unhappy prisoners. . In 
fact, most of those who were removed with 
the abbe were murdered on their arrival 
at the Abbey; he himself would have suf- 
fered the same fate, had not Monnat, a 
watchmaker, covered him with his body ; 
he was detained prisoner at the Abbey, in 
constant apprehension of a violent death, 
surrounded by murderous executioners, 
and the victims of their rage. In conse- 
quence of many efforts made in his favour, 
he was, on the 4th Sept. conducted from 
the Abbey to the National Assembly, 
where he made a speech, which was pub- 
lished in the newspapers. He gave a de- 
tailed account of the dangers he encoun- 
tered on this occasion, in the first volume 
of his Religious Annals. 

After the abbé was liberated and re- 
stored to his pupils, he was as much at 
ease as could be expected during the 
reign of terror. In tic beginning of 
1796, he joined the Abbé Jauffret in com- 
piling the Religious, Political, and Literary 
Annals, but they published only the first 
eighteen numbers, and left the compilation 
of the remainder to the Abbé de Bologne. 
The Abbé Sicard alone continued to in- 
terest himself in this undertaking, and 
signed the numbers sometimes with his 
own name, and at others with the auagram 
Dracis, by which designation he was com- 
prised after the 18th Fructidore, in the ba- 
nishment of the Gazeteers, and condemned 
to transportation by the Directory. 
He did not, however, go to Guienne, 

having found means to conceal himself in 
the Faubourg St. Marceau; he endea- 
voured from his retreat to soften the re- 
sentment of the directors, by protestations 
of submission to the established govern- 
ment, It is said that he was even weak 

enough 
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enough to deny having taken any part in 
the Annals, and that he had this denial in- 
serted in the Journal de Peultier, with 
which he was commected. But neither this 
tergiversation, the petition of bis pupils, 
nor the interest which many persons ex- 
erted in his favaur, could appease the re- 
sentment of the Directory; nor was it till 
after the 18th Brumaire, that the Abbé 
Sicard was restored to his duties. The 
establishment tor the deaf and dumb had 
been much neglected in his absence; the 
funds necessary for the expence of the 
house were po longer furnished: they 
were not satisfied with depriving the deaf 
and dumb of their master, but wished also 
to deprive them of the only source of con- 
solation they were capable of enjoying in 
their affiiction. These severities were 
discontinued on the return of the abbé, 
when M. Chaptal, the minister of the inte- 
rior, gave the establishment his protec- 
tion, and even projected plans for it, well 
calculated to promote its prosperity. A 
press was established at the institution, 
which was put in activity in December, 
1800, and by which the deaf and dumb, in 
a short time, became acquainted with the 
art of printing. From this press the abbé 
published most of his works. The public 
exercises of the abbé attracted much at- 
tention; he took great pleasure in them, 
as they contributed to increase the popn- 
Jarity of his system by the success of his 
pupils, and the proofs they gave of a 
sound understanding. He frequently ex- 
hibited Massieu, whose intelligence and 
sagacity were admired by all Paris; he 
was the abbé’s favourite pupil, and the 
one who first gave splendour and reputa- 
tion to the system in which he was in- 
structed. His name was not less cele- 
brated in foreign states than in France. 
The exercises of his pupils were an object 
of curiosity with all foreigners on their ar- 
rival at Paris; he took great pleasure in 
exhibiting them, and explaining his system 
and the improvements he made npon that 
of the Abbé de l’Epee. He had the ho- 
nour to receive the sovereign pontiff, who 
blessed the chapel of the institution, 
which ceremony is recorded by an inscrip- 
tion. He also presented the pope with 
several of his works, among which was a 
prayer-book for the use of the deaf and 
dumb, printed by themselves. It is singu- 
lar that Bonaparte could never endure the 
Abbé Sicard ; whatever was the cause of 
this antipathy seems doubtful, but it was 
as incessant as well known. He never 
Visited the establisiment, though he often 
passed the house: he refused to confirm the 
nomination of the abbé as a prebendary of 
Notre Dame, and would not give him the 
decoration of the legion of hononr, of 
which he was very prodigal. ‘The abbé, 
on an occasion of great embarrassment, 
having once demanded an audience, re- 
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ceived, instead of assistance, a harsh and 
uncourteous answer, On the 28th June, 
1808, he lost his friend, the Abbé Bonne- 
foux, formerly eneval superier of the doc- 
trinaires, and director of the charitable in- 
stitutions at Paris. It is thought, that, 
had the Abbé Bonnefoux lived, his advice 
would have saved the abbe from the vexas 
tions which afterwards afflicted him, when 
an excessive easiness of temper and a blind 
confidence in some intriguers exposed him 
to the most mortifying privations. He 
had accepted bills of accommodation, 
which were perverted, and he, in conse- 
quence, was persecuted for their amounts, 
The arrangements which he was obliged 
to make with his creditors to liquidate 
these debts, which he had. never con- 
tracted, reduced him to a state next to 
poverty. He appropriated his salary for’ 
the payment of these debts, sold his car- 
riage and furniture, and reserved but a 
small pension for his own maiutenance. 
In a few years he discharged himself from 
the difficulties, but it appears that new 
misfortunes, or new acts of imprudence, 
reduced him, at the decline of life, to simi- 
lar privations. It is, however, some con- 
solation in alluding to these afflicting cir- 
cumstances, to know that the abbé was in 
them a victim to the goodness of his heart : 
he was in his private expenses moderate 
and economical, but not sufficiently expe- 
rienced to avoid the snares laid for him by 
avaricious and designing flatterers. His 
health was declining for several years. 
These vexations made sensible inroads on 
his constitution; every means were taken 
to remove the malady, but they could 
not prescribe remedies for his diseased 
mind. 

Besides his situation of director and 
principal instructor of the school for deaf 
and dumb, he was a titular chaplain of 
Notre Dame; one of the managers of the 
Hospital des Quinze Vingts, and of the 
Establishment des ‘Travailleurs-Av eugles ; 
he was member of the second class of the 
Institute from its establishment ; and one 
of the commissioners named for abridging 
the Dictionary of the French Language. 
He was, besides, associated with several 
foreign academies, and decorated with or- 
ders by several monarchs, In 1817 he 
visited England, where he received the 
most flattering 1eception. 

L’Abbé Sicard had the courage to intro- 
duce the deat and dumb to the career of 
metaphysics. There is in his Cours 
d’'Instruction d’un Sourd-muet, a develop- 
ment of the means he adopted, by which it 
may be judged what time, industry, feel- 
ings, and patience, were required, to bring 
the minds of his pupils to notions which 
did not seem adapted to their capacity, 
His works have, without doubt, been prin- 
cipally advantageous in respect to reli- 
gion; the genius, doctrine, and precepts of 

which 
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which he taught his pupils better by his 
own method than by any other. 

The chief works of the Abbé Sicard are, 
“Un Memoire sur PArt @Instruire les 
Sourds-muets,’ 1789; ‘ Catechisme a lUsage 
des Sourds-muets,’ 1796; ‘ Manuel de 
V'Enfance, 1796; ‘Elemens de Gram- 
maire générale,’ 1799, 2 vols.; ‘Cours 
d’Instruction d’un Sourd-muet, 1800, re- 
printed in 1803 ; ‘ Journée Chrétienne d’un 
Sourd-mnet,’ 1805; ‘ Theorie des Signes,’ 
1808, 2 vols. He also published an 
edition of Hartley’s English work, ‘De 
rHomme et de ses Facultés ; Des Tropes 
de Dumarsais, and du Dictionnaire génea- 
logique de lEcriture Sainte.” He pro- 
jected a system of universal writing, 
which he developed in a book written for 
the purpose, published in 1797. In 1817, 
€ Une Vie de la Dauphine, Mere da Roi,’ 
in 12mo. was published, to which he pre- 
fixed his name , but there is reason to be- 
lieve that he only lent the authority of his 
name to the work, 

Northumberland and Durham.—Cumberland, &c. [Sept. 1, 
The obsequies of the Abbe Sicard were 

celebrated at Notre Dame. ‘The funeral 
was attended by the members of the aca- 
demy, the directors of the establisliment of 
the deaf and dumb, and his young pupils. 
After divine service, the body was taken 
to the barying-ground du Pere de la 
Chaise, where funeral orations were pro- 
nounced over histomb. M. Bigot Préame- 
neu spoke in the name of the academy, 
and M. Lafond Ladebat in the name of 
the directors of the establishment. 
He was succeeded by M. PAbbé Goude- 

lin, who is at this time professor of the es- 
tablishment for the deaf and dumb at Bor- 
deaux, and to whom M. Sicard had, a few 
days before his death, entrusted his pupils 
by this little note :—‘ My dear brother,— 
Ready to die, 1 bequeath to you my dear 
children. I bequeath their souls to your 
piety, their bodies to your care, their in- 
tellectual faculties to your enlightened ca- 
pacity. Perform this noble task, and I 
die in peace.’] , 

- PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
; ws With all the Marriages and Deaths. 

= 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 
A SOCIETY of Arts is about to be 

formed at Newcastle, under very fa- 
vourable auspices. 

At the Jate Durham assizes, Robert 
Peat, aged 50, was found guilty of mur- 
dering his cousin, of the same name, by 
putting laudanum into a pot which was 
boiling for dinner. ‘The prisoner was 
executed. 

At the same assizes an action was 
brought by the clergy of Durham, repre- 
sented by their divcesan against Mr, 
Williams, the patriotic editor of the Dur- 
ham Chronicle, for libel. Mr. Brougham, 
in behalf of Mr. Williams, made a powerful 
appeal to the jury, in which he urged the 
right to free discussion upon public ac- 
tions, The jury returned a verdict con- 
firming the libel. 

Married.} Mr. R. Craig, to Miss M. 
Clark; Mr. T. Smith, of the Side, to Mrs. 
Youll, of Vine-lane; Mr. J. Ness, to Miss 
J. Grant; Mr, G. Carr, to Miss A. Clark: 
all of Newcastle.—James Spencer, esq, of 
Newcastle, to Miss M. Wilkinson, of 
Greystoke —-Mr. N. Johnson, R.N. to 
Miss E. Hogg, both of North Shields.— 
Mr. G. Chipease, jun of Darlington, to 
Miss M. Wilson, of Bishopwearmouth.— 
The Rev. T. C. Winscom, to Miss E. M. 
Clutterbuck, both of Warkworth,—Mr. 
J. C. Anderson, of Jesmond-house, to Miss 
Losh, of Point Pleasant.—Mr. C. Parker, 
of Blyth, to Miss Smith, of Crofton.—Mr. 
C. Carr, ot Wagtail-hall, to Miss Bolam, of 
Rothbury. 

~~ Died.) At Newcastle, in Blackett-street, 
67, Mrs. M. Clark.—In Collingwood- 

street, 23, Mr. J. F. Stirling, much and 
deservedly lamented.—Mr. C. Seymour, 
greatly regretted. —In Westgate-street, 
72, Mrs. Fairbairn; 45, Mr. R. Naisbet; 
29, Mrs. Warburton.—Mr. J, Robinson. 
—In Sandgate, Mrs. Bell. 

At Gateshead, 57, Mr. J. Hutchinson. 
—83, Mr. F. Bramwell.—56, Mr. R. 
Bruce.—At the Windmill-hills, 49, Mr. 
G. Halbert.—19, Mrs. Croger. 

At North Shields, 66, Mr. J. Roxby.— 
Mrs. M. Ord.—99, Mr. R, Douthwaite.— 
69, Mr. R. French. 

At Bishopwearmouth, 32, Mrs, Powe. 
—56, Mr. P. Dixon, of Sunderland. 

At Darlington, 52, Mrs, Witherell. 
At Alnwick, at an advanced age, Mrs. 

G. Downey.—Mrs. J. Graham. 
At Alnham, 40, Mrs. A. Marshall, justly 

lamented. — At Castle Eden, 92, Mr. 
W. Harding—At Denton, 85, Mr. R. 
Blythman.—At Middleton Tyas, 67, Mr. 
R. Bonner.—At Seaton, 63, the Rev. T. 
Le Mesurver, rector of Haughton le 
Skerne.—At East Ord, 24, Miss E, Logan. 
—At Whorlton, 74, Mr. W. Robson. 

At Sunderland, Mrs. Hannah Weather- 
burn, in her 67thyear. She was the daugh- 
ter of a respectable farmer in the county 
of Northumberland, and received a very 
limited education; but, endued with supe- 
rior understanding, she soon discovered a 
taste for reading, and by her own volun- 
tary exertions became possessed of one of 
the most enlightened minds. In the year 
1800 she was made librarian to the Sub- 
scription Library at Sunderland; and, in 
that situation, continued twelve years. 
She executed the trust reposed in her with 

such 
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such perfect fidelity, and with such accu- 
racy and obliging attention to the wishes 
of the subscribers, that the loss of her as 
a librarian is still a source of great regret. 
After relinquishing the situation of libra- 
rian, she for some time kept a circulating 
library of her own ; but, in the end of the 
year 1816, finding her health declining, she 
gave it up, and withdrew on avery narrow 
income to a private situation. But in her 
retirement she was not forgotten by her 
numerous friends, who justly appreciated 
her excellence. Her understanding and 
knowledge were perhaps her least recom: 
mendations. Few persons ever possessed 
so generous and humane a disposition, 
more delicacy of feeling, or elevation of 
mind ; through a lingering illness, she 
continued to experience to the last mo- 
ment of her life, the constant, kind atten- 
lion of her friends, a proof how highly true 
virtue, unaided by the slightest adventi- 
tious circumstance, may command friend- 
ship and reverence! 
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND. 
The operative weavers of Carlisle are in 

great distress from want of employment; 
two bodies lately left the city to emigrate 
to America. 

At a recent meeting of the Abbey Holm 
Agricultural Society, the following reso- 
lutions were unanimously agreed to :— 

“That it is highly expedient that a peti- 
tion should. be presented to Parliament, 
setting forth the depressed state of agri- 
culture, and the indispensable necessity of 
further mitigation of, or exemption from, 
those taxes which press most heavily on 
the landed interest. 

“As dividends of the funded property 
are acknowledged liable to the maintenance 
of the poor, and only exempted therefrom 
from the locality of their issue,—that the 
Said dividends ought to contribute their 
fair and due proportion in aid of the said 
maintenance.” 

Married.) Mr. J. Morland, to Miss C. 
Mc. Dowell; Mr. R. White, to Miss A. 
Skales; Mr. J. Harrington, to Miss Cowen; 
Mr. G. Thompson, to Miss M. Lowther; 
Mr, J. Burnes, to Miss J. Steel; Mr. J. 
Baty, to Miss 8. Atkin: all of Carlisle. 
—Mr. J. Winskell, to Miss E. Gregg ; Mr. 
F. Winder, to Miss 8. Pearson; Mr. N. 
Mc. Neel, to Miss S. Hodgson; Mr. T. 
Winter, to Miss A. Goodburn: all of . 
Penrith—Mr, €. Elliott, of Clifton, to 
Miss J. Irving, of Penrith.—Mr. R. 
‘Bellman, to Miss A. Hadwen; Mr. R. 
Rennison, to Miss S. Garnett: all of 
Kendal. 

Died,| At Carlisle, Mrs. M. Goulding. 
—44, Mr. James Wilson. — 90, Mr. W. 
Johnstone.—51, Mr. Joseph Wilson.—In 
Lowther-street, 34, Mrs. J. Ramney.—In 
Scotch-street, 90, Mr. W. Jolinstone. 

At Penrith, 84, Mrs. J. Bainbridge, — 
Montury Maa. No, 372. 
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35, Mr. J. Morrison; 56, Mr. W. 
Patrickson.—At Cockermouth, 83, Mrs. 
Ashbridge. — At Kendall, 38, Mr. J. 
Simpson. — 35, Mrs, L. Hoggarth, of 
Kirkland. 

At Holme-house, Wetheral, 49, Mr. J. 
Wannop, deservedly resretted.—At Gil- 
crux, 72, Mr. P. Paterson, much and 
justly respected.—At Forest-hill, near 
Brampton, 58, Mr. R. Hutchinson, 

YORKSHIRE, 
At the late Yorkshire assizes there 

were thirty-four prisoners for trial: fifteen 
were capitally convicted, but reprieved. 

An inquest was lately held at York on 
the body of John Furnel, a private in the 
second, or Queen’s regiment, who had re- 
ceived three hundred lashes for stealing 
a silver spoon from the officer’s mess. One 
of the jury represented that’ “the bones 
of the back were as bare of flesh as if they 
had been scraped with a knife.” ‘The 
commander-in-chief has ordered inquity 
into this affair. 

A public meeting of the reformers of 
Leeds was lately held there, Mr. Samuel 
Meede in the chair, when an address of 
congratulation to Mr. Woolef, on his 
liberation from Warwick gaol, was una- 
nimously agreed to. ? 

Married.] Mr. E. Brownbill, to Miss 
M. Poynton; Mr. Taylor, to Miss J. 
Hargreave; Mr. James Driver, to Miss 
E. Dodsworth; Mr. J. Garbutt, to Miss 
Bickerdike; Mr. J. Brownridge, jun. to 
Miss M. Rothery: all of Leeds.—Mr. J. 
Thackrah, of Leeds, to Miss A. Whitaker, 
of Halifax.—Mr. W. Lockwood, of Leeds, 
to Miss .E. M. Mangles, of Hawkwell.— 
Mr. F. Scott, to Miss S. H. Wood, both 
of Halifax.—Mr. B. Walker, to Miss M. 
Nowell; Mr. J, Walton, to Miss C. F. M. 
Ridley: all of Wakefield.—Mr. R. Usher- 
wood, to Miss M. Marwood, both of 
Whitby.—Mr. J. Weddall, of Kuaresbo- 
rough, to Miss A. Baines, of Plumpton. 
—Samuel Routh, of Draycott, to Miss R. 
Clark, of Doncaster, both of the Society 
of Friends.—John Brooks, esq. of North- 
gate-house, to Miss J. Laycock, of 
Appleton.— Henry Dowker, esq. of Lais- 
thorpe Lodge, to Miss J. Ware, of Stock- 
ton-house.—Mr. T. Brayshaw, of Chappel 
Allerton, to Miss S. Rowland, of Pot- 
ternewton. 

Died.) At York, in Trafalgar-street, 
Mrs. Kittlewell.—49, Mrs. Lea, deser- 
vedly regretted. —34,-Mrs. M. Stead, 
‘much respected. 

At Hull, 80, Mr. G. Mells.—59, the 
Rev. James Griswood, of the Unitarian 
Baptist Chapel.—50, Chas. Herley, esq. 
of Layender-hill, near London. 

At Leeds, Mrs. A. Meggeson.—74, Mr. 
T. Watson, suddenly.—Mrs, J. Sunderland. 
—In Park-square, 53, Mrs. M. Tatham, 
deservedly regretted.—In Park-row, 65, 

Bb Mrs, 
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Mrs. Fothergill—At Huddersfield, 43, 
Mrs. S, Carter, much respected.—94, Mr. 
D. Alexander, 

At Wakefield, 79, Mrs. Parkhill, widow 
of Capt. P.—Mr. G. H. Aked. 

At Armley, 38, Mr. G. Lister, greatly 

respected.—At Watton, Digby Legard, 

esq. suddenly.— At Washton, Marley 
Harrison, esq.—At Heslington, 84, Ge- 
neral Coates.—At Skipton, 31, Mr. J. B. 

Hall.—At Catwick, 76, Mrs. S, Park. 
LANCASHIRE. 

A numerous body of merchants of Li- 

verpool lately agreed to petition Parlia- 

ment for acknowledgment of the indepen- 

dence of Columbia. 
On the 3ist of July, Liverpool experi- 

enced a very severe storm of hail; a con- 

siderable quantity of snow fell immediately 

afterwards. © 
A violent whirlwind did considerable 

damage on the 18th of July, at Burnley: 
several houses were unroofed, and a num- 
ber of chimneys were destroyed. It tore 
up bythe roots twenty-one oak and ash 
trees, in Townley-park, and did other 
considerable damage. 

Marvied.] Mr. J. Knowles, to Miss A. 
Senior; Mr. T.Terry, to Miss J, Urquhart. 
—Mr. J. Bellis, to Miss H. Garside.—Mr. 
A. J. Barton, to Miss M. Tattersall: all 
of Manchester.—Mr. J. Beard, of Man- 
chester, to Miss S. Downs, of Wrenbury. 
—Mr. Oliver, of Manchester, to Miss M. 
Wright, of Warrington. — Mr. C. H. 
Roscow, to Miss 8. Kirk ; Mr.W. Sherran, 
to Miss E. Daniel: all of Salford.—Mr. J. 
Davison, of Cockspur-street, to Miss M.A. 
Atherton, of Bevington-hill; Mr. F. Lea, 
to Miss Young; Mr. W. Wilson, to Miss 
M. Allen: all of Liverpool.—Mr. B. H. 
Downing, of Liverpool, to Miss E, 
Dunderdale, of Dunford-house, Methley. 
—Thomas Atkinson, of Ardwick-green, to 
Jane Benbow.—Mr. T. Lee, of Bootle, to 
Miss A. Hankin, of Bootle-lane. 

Died.] At Manchester, Mr. J. Fletcher, 
much respected.—In Lever-street, 27, 
Mrs. E. Forth.—At an advaneed age, Mrs. 
Petty.—60, Mr. T. Marsland,. regretted. 
—52, Mr. 'T. Kirk.—Miss E. J. Chiswell. 
—In Princes-street, 25, Miss M. Marriott. 

~ —65, Mrs, Norman. 
At Salford, Mr. J. Booth, deservedly 

respected. 
‘At Liverpool, 49, Mrs. A. Green.—45, 

Capt. W. Proctor.—35, Mrs. E. Mellor, 
justly regretted.—In Bold-street, Mrs. 
Alice Holme.—52, J. Trent Cumbe: batch, 
esq. of Barbadoes.—In Great Crosshall- 
street, 60, Mr. W. Carter.—78, Mrs. A. 
Breeze.—77, Mrs. A. Dale. 

At Bury, 77, Mr, J. Mason, deservedly 
regretted. 

At Broughton, Mr. Harrison, greatly 
respected. — At Withington, 28, Mr. 
Robert Sheriffe, of the firm of Messrs. 

Taylor and Sheriffe, of Manchester, so~ 
licitors,—At Blackrod, 83, Mrs. M. Quill. 

CHESHIRE, at 

Married.] Mr. H.-Powell, to Mrs. Je 
Egerton; Mr, E. Parry, to Miss Griffiths : 
all of Chester.—Mr. James Bevin, of 
Chester, to Miss C. Starkey, of Liverpool. 
—Mr. T. Fleet, of Molington, to Miss C. 
Wynne, of Chester.—Mr. 'T. Leigh, of ° 
Pulford, to Miss P. Birch, of Lavister.— 
Mr. Pigott, of Marton, to Miss Toft, of 
Over. 

Died.) At Chester, 50, S. Humphreys, 
esq. prothonotary for the county of Ches- 
ter and great session of Flint.-—38, Mr, 
J. Price, greatly respected. 

At Macclesfield, 73, Miss Hooley. 
At Nantwich, Mrs. Lowe. 
At Davenham, Mr. W. Whitley, deser- 

vedly lamented.—At Sealand, Mrs. Gorst, 
generally regretted.—At the Bache, Mr. 
Peck. ‘ 

DERBYSHIRE. 
Married.| Mr. Emery, of Derby, to Miss 

A. George, of Arnold.—Mr. J. P. Limb, 
to Miss Turner, both of Chesterfield. 

Died.] At Derby, 48, Mr. Holmes.—56, 
Mr. W. Booth.—71, Mrs. M. B. Ward, 
much respected.—z5, Miss E, Cantrell, 
deservedly esteemed and lamented. 

At Chesterfield, 60, Mr. James Wragg. 
—At Buxton, 76, Mrs. Wood, deservedly 
regretted, — 

At Stanton by Dale, Mrs. Smedley.— 
At Wirksworth, 62, Mrs. Goodwin, widow 
of Dr. G.—At Hazlewood, at an advanced 
age, Mrs. Mawe.—At Pekbrookfield, 73, 
Mr. W. Botham.—At Rowsley, Mary, 
wite of William Bateman, esq. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. T. Mortimer, of Mount- 

east-street, to Miss S. Gibson, of Mill- 
street; Mr. J. Wright, of Water-lane, to 
Miss Johnson, of High Pavement ; Mr. S. 
Gilbert, to Miss A. Shoults: all of Not- 
tingham.—Mr. R. Bland, to Miss M. 
Leighton; Mr. J. Motteram, to Miss E. 
Parker; Mr. G. Roberts, jun. to Miss S. 
Lang: all of Newark.—Mr. Oates, to Miss 
Padley, both of East Retford.—Mr. J. 
bird, of Norton, to Miss A. Kitchen, of 
East Retford.—The Rev. J. Hurst, vicar 
of Beeston, to Miss M. Woolley, cf 
Matlock. 

Died.] At Nottingham, on Tollhouse- 
hill, 75, Mrs. Dixon.—In Kid-street, 65, 
Mr. G. Spencer.—In East-street, 65, Mrs. 
Marriott.—In Milk-street, 50, Mr. J. 
Dunstone.—In St. James’s-street, 63, Mr. 
T. Riste, of Great Leake.—38, Mr. J. 
Me. Leod, regretted. 

At Newark, 70, Mr. J. Harrison.—22, 
Mr. H. Southwell.-—75, Mrs. E. Gilby. 

At Beeston, 92, Mrs. Worrall.—At 
West Bridgford, 77, Mrs. M. Coulton,— 
At East Retford, 58, Mrs, Reckless, de- 

servedly 
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servedly regretted. —At Beeston, 63, Mr. 
W. Cockayne; 30, Mr. W. Cockayne, jun. 

LINCOLNSHIRE, 
Married.| Mr. T. Hogg, of Wysal, to 

Miss T. Twells, of Grantham.—Mr. S. 
Mann, to Miss E. Burton, both of 
Grimsby.—Mr. T. Harrison, jun. of East 
Keal, to Miss M. A. Hill, of Spilsby.— Mr. 
Dales, to Miss H. Willey, both of Louth. 

Died.] At Stamford, 72, G.V. Nuenberg, 
esq.—30, Mr. W. Wells. 

At Louth, 26, Mrs. Bradshaw.—48, 
Mrs. S. Rysdall. 

At Horncastle, Mrs. Morley. 
At Freiston, Mrs. Eno, suddenly.—At 

Hedon, 78, Mrs. Burstall, widow of Jehn 
B. esq. suddenly.—At Alford, 46, Mr. S. 
Taylor. 
LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLANDSHIRE. 
The village and neighbourhood of Quorn- 

den were lately visited by one of the most 
powerful whirlwinds ever recollected in 
that quarter. A large coach-house door 
was lifted from its hinges, and carried 
twelve yards off; a pear-tree, of great 
size, was astonishingly shivered to pieces ; 
and the great trees, in front of a gen- 
tleman’s house, were bent almost to the 
ground. A number of small birds -that 
came within its vortex, were singularly 
twisted up into the air, and carried away 
with it, as was an umbrella, which was 
taken out of sight. 

Married.| Mr. 8, Stephenson, to Miss 
E. Billings, both of Hinckley.—Mr. J. 
Goode, of Hinckley, to Miss E. Hames, of 
Atherstone.—Mr. J. H. Woodward, to 
Miss E.. Haywood, beth of Castle Don- 
ington.—Mr. Newbold, of Pristrop-park, 
to Miss M. Annesly, of Newton Regis.— 
Robert Haymes, esq. of Great Glenn, to 
Miss Deel, of Welham Lodge. 

Died.| At Leicester, 88, John Heyrick, 
esq. formerly town clerk.—Mr. Wheatley. 
—In King-street, Mr. T. Healey, much 
respected.—74, Mr. J. Pearson.—In the 
Southgate-street, 64, Mrs. E. Adams.— 
87, Mrs. Chester.—Mrs. Bray. 
_ At Mountsorrel, Mrs, E. Richardson, 
deservedly regretted. 
At Melton Mowbray, Mrs. M. Hawley, 

—At Belgrave, 84, Mrs. Brown, widow 
of the Rev. J. B. rector of Cold Overton. 
—At Gilmorton, 74, Mr. Thos. Hunt.— 
At Hathem, 85, the Rev. Mr. Beer. 

STAFFORDSHIRE. 
_ Married.] Mr. W. Flanagan, of Wolver- 
hampton, to Miss Andrews, of Market 
Drayton.—Mr. J. C. Davies, to Miss A. 
Devey, both of Walsall, 

Died.) At Stafford, Mrs. Keen, widow 
of Witham K, esq. 
At Wolverhampton, in Bilston-street, 

79, Mr. R. Wigley, deservedly regretted. 
—In Cock-street, Miss Myra Lowe. 

At Walsall, Mr. J, Lock.»—Mr. Higgins, 
much respected, 
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At Wednesbury, Mrs. Boniface, for- 
merly of Chapel-house, an esteemed and 
regretted woman, 

WARWICKSHIRE, 
Nearly a thousand persons lately assem- 

bled at Birmingham, Sir Charles Wolseley 
in the chair, to congratulate Mr. Wooler 
on his liberation from Warwick gaol. An 
excellent dinner was served up under a 
large booth, which was tastefully decorated 
with flowers, banners, &c.; and several 
patriotic speeches were delivered. 

Married.} Mr. T. Hoult, to Miss S. 
Hubbard; Mr. J. J. Taylor, to Miss E. 
Griffith: all of Birmingham.— Mr. W. 
Meades, of Evesham, to Miss M. Lloyd, of 
Birmingham.—Mr. H. Caldicott, of New 
John-street, Aston-road, to Miss M. 
Allcroft, of Worcester.—Mr. G, London, 
to Miss M. H. Halford, both of Henley- 
in-Arden.—_Mr, H. Oldfield, of Leaming- 
ton, to Miss J. Toakeley, of Birmingham. 
—At Nuneaton, Mr. Overton, to Miss J. 
Greenway, of Attleborough-hall.—Mr. T. 
Cooper, of Polesworth, to Miss Beadman, 
of Market Bosworth. 

Died.] At Birmingham, in New Town- 
row, Mrs. Fownes.—In Paul-square, 71, 
Mr. P. Peill_—Miss C. Wilkinson.—In 
Bartholomew-street, 74, Mrs. P. Hughes, 
—49, Mr. W. B. Frankish.—In Moland- 
street, 71, Mr, G, Read. 

At Coventry, at an advanced age, Wm, 
Bunney, esq. 

At Barston-park, 18, Miss E. Baker. 
—At Spark-hill, Miss Morris—At War- 
stone, 67, Mrs. E. Edwards. 

SHROPSHIRE. 
At the late Shrewsbury fair, the supply 

of fat cattle and sheep was small, and ra- 
ther better prices were obtained ; fat cat- 
tle averaged 44d. ; and a few prime beasts 
5d. per Ib.; fat sheep 53d. to 4d. The 
prices of pigs did not vary from those of 
the preceding fair. Skim cheese 27s. to 
30s. per cwt.; middling 35s. to 57s.; best 
40s.to 50s. Butter, a large supply, and 
all sold, Tubs, 8d. to 83d, Bacon, 4d. 
to 5d. Hams, 5d. to 6d. There was a 
considerable quantity of wool, and nearly 
all was sold—coarse 19s. 6d. to 16s. per 
Stone; fine 17s, to 2¥s.; Lambs’ wool 10d. 
to 16d. per lb. 

Married.) Mr. W. Sneade, of Whit- 
church, to Miss E. R. Phillips, of Mount, 
near Shrewsbury.— The Rev. H. M. 
Phillips, a.m. of Condoyer, to Miss M. 
Hassall, of Wem. 

Died.] At Shrewsbury, 81, P. Olwir, esq. 
At Oswestry, 51, Mr, Cartwright. 
At Much Wenlock, 73, Mrs. $, Turner, 

much and deservedly respected. 
At Coton-hall, the Rev. J. Hayes Petit, 

A.mM,—At Ateham, Mrs. Farnall. — At 
Upton Magna, Mr. J, Barber, lamented. 
—At Bickton Grove, 5%, Mrs, Jones, 

highly 
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highly esteemed.—At Pulverbatch, Mr. 
P, Edwards, deservedly tamented. 

WORCESTERSHIRE, 

Married.] The Rev. R. Vaughan, of 
Worcester, to Miss S. Ryall, of Wey- 
mouth.—The Rev. C. W. Keysall, m.a. of 
Bredon, to Miss P. Woodyatt, of Worces- 
ter.—M. Pierpoint, esq. to Miss M. A, 
Wheeler, of Broadway, ! 

Died.| At Broadway, 76, Mr. Smith. 
At Eastham, Mr. Whitcombe, deserved- 

ly regretted. 
[We have received an anonymous eulogy on the 

late Mr. Wigley, which cannot be admitted unless 
accredited by the name ofits author. That Mr. W. 
was at one fime of his life believed to be ambitious, 
cannot be questioned, and there was an anecdote 
afloat relative to a disappointment in nepard to the 
Chief Justiceship of India, which may be an idle 
rumour, but his political bias seemed from that time 
to change; and perhaps our Correspondent can 
throw some light on the subject. It is nevertheless 
fay from our wishes to disturb the ashes of the dead, 
and there was nothing sufficiently prominent in the 
character of Mr. W. to justify the appropriation of 
much space respecting him, That Mr. W. was an 
amiable man in private life we are fully persuaded, 
and the original notice simply questioned his poli- 
tical consistency:] 

HEREFORDSHIRE. 
. The line: of road in the Grossmont dis- 
trict, between Ross and Abergavenny, is 
about to be improved and shortened; so 
that the distance between Ross and Aber- 
gavenny will be little more than twenty 
miles. 

Married.] My. J. Hooper, to Miss J. 
Andrews, of Hereford.—Mr. P. Watkins, 
of Brinsop, to Miss P. Webb, of Hereford. 
—Mr. C.Spozzi, to Miss H. Pearce, both 
of Hereford. 

Dicd.| At Hereford, 28, Mrs. Spencer. 
At Dormington, Miss Atwood, late of 

Cleobuvy Mostimer. 
GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 

~ On the 30th of July, Mr. Green, the 
aeronant, anda gentleman named Griffith, 
ascended in a balloon from Cheltenham ; 
but, while it was in the act of being in- 
flated, some ill-disposed person cut one of 
the ropes; the consequence was, that an 
arch was formed in the net-work, which, 
from the unequal pressure, continued to 
give way several times during their descent, 
Their grappling irons came in contact 
with a wall; but it was speedily torn away, 
and they were dragged for the distance of 
four fields, knocked from hedge to hedge, 
till at length the balloon, carrying them 
over a large grove up into the air, the car 
got entangled in a tree; the ropes being pre- 
viously cut gave way ; and, freed from all 
control, the balloon ascended, and they 
were flung into Nutgrove-field, from a 
tremendous height to the ground. . Mr. 
Green and his companion lay for some time 
apparently lifeless; but they are reco- 
vering, 

Muarried.| Mr, J. May, of Bristol, to 
Miss Weir, of Tenby.—Mr. Parkins, of 
Calne Green, to Miss Hall, of Bristol 
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George Warne, esq. of Clifton, to Miss E. 
Clutsam, of Upton-cottage.—Mr. P. Riad, 
of Stroud, to Miss M. Newport, of Mit- 
cheldean.—Mr. H. Thornton, to Miss M. 
Okey, both of Stroud.—The Rev. W. 
George, of Cherrington, to Miss J. White- 
head, of Preston —Mr. J. Seaborne, to 
Miss Upton, both of Stinchcombe. + 

Died:] At Gloucester, in Bell-lane, 59, 
Mr, C. Gwynnett.—In Southgate-street, 
Mrs. Husbands.—In the Berkeley Mews, 
Mr. J. Brown.—61, Mrs. Merrett, 

At Bristol, 87, Mr. B. Belcher, sen,— 
Mrs, J. Rossiter.—76, Mr. T. Skenfield. 
—In Temple-street, 77, Mr. J. Hope. 

At Cheltenham, 72, Mr. W. Snelusi— 
46, William Stuart, esqs Mr. S. realised 
a considerable fortune at Caleutta.—Jane, 
wife of T. Stoughton, esq. 
~ At Rudford, Mr. T. Phelps, 

At Westbury-upon-Trim, 32, Jeremialt 
H. Mills, esq.—At Yate, 22, Mr. W. Cor- 
bett.—At Littleton, Mrs. “M. Taylor, 
greatly regretted.—At Avening, 58, Mr. 
W. Smith. 

OXFORDSHIRE, 
At these Assizes seven prisoners received 

Sentence of death, one transported for 
fourteen, and oné for seven years, and four 
imprisoned for different periods. 

Married.| Mr. W. B. Jones, to Miss E. 
Smith, of St. Aldate’s ; Mr. J. Bunting, to 
Miss E. Goodall; Mr. J. Cooper, jun. to 
Miss M. Simmons: all of Oxford.—Mr, 
G. Beere, to Miss J. Arne; Mr. W. Arne, 
to Miss M. Hall; all of Banbury.—Mr, 
T. Smith, of Thame, to Miss Hands, of 
Haddenham.—Mr. E. Wiggins, of Little 
Milton, to Miss Simons, of Aylesbury,— 
Mr. C. Collins, to’ Miss Kilby, both of 
Kidlington. 

Died.| At Oxford, 76, Mr. Hopkins.— 
In Queen-stteet, 66, Mr. J. Bartlett, de- 
servedly regretted.—In St. Giles’s, 33, 
Mrs. H. Taylor.—40, Myr. Henry Edward 
Hitchings, justly lamented, 

At Thame, Mr. T. Jackman. 
At Shipton-under-Wychwood, 45, Mr. 

T. Knibbs, of Holywell-parish, Oxford, 
suddenly,—At Kennington, 43, Mr. J. La- 
tham, much respected.—At Watlington, 
53, Mr. J. Hamp, regretted. 

BUCKINGHAM AND BERKSHIRE. 
A wool fair, for the first time, was lately 

held at Wantage, which was weil attended 
by respectable staplers, Before the close 
of the evening the fair was cleared, there 
having been sold upwards of 5000 tods of 
wool. ; 

Married.] Mr. W. 'T. Mayo, of New- 
bury, to Miss E. B. Lee, of Speen.—Mr. 
T. Rawlins, jun, of Andover, to Miss 
Kneebone, of High Wycombe.—Mr. J. 
Sadler, to Miss $. Strickling, both of 
Windsor.—Mr. J. Wilder, of Hill-hall, to 
Miss Mason, of Reading. _ 

Died.) At Windsor, 63, Mrs, Egelton. 
—In 
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—In the Castle, 80, Mr. Ingram Neal, a 
peor knight, regretted. } c 

At Newbury, 35, Chas, Edward Atkins, 
esq. lieut. R.M. 

_ At Fern-hill, 58, Sir T. Metcalf, bart.— 
At Calcot-park, the Rev. W. Beville, rec- 
tor of Enford. 

HERTFORD AND BEDFORDSHIRE. 
_A number of the inhabitants of Leigh- 

ton have lately agreed to refrain from all 
exciseable articles. They use burnt wheat 
instead of coffee. 

Murried.] The Rev. J. P. Dobson,, to 
Miss K, Metcalfe, of Roxton-house. 

Died.] At Leighton Buzzard, Mr. Ser- 
jeant-major Whitehead, of the Bedford- 
shire Yeomanry cavalry. 
At Berkhampstead, Mrs. Compigne. 
At Mundsley, the Rev. P. Godfrey, B.p. 

rector of Ayot St. Lawrence, and a magis- 
trate for Herts. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, 
Three malefactors,—W. Meadows, W. 

Gent, and R. Middleton,—were lately 
executed at Northampton, for having ra- 
vished, and otherwise dreadfully ill-used, 
Ann Newman, of Bozeat, a young girl of 
unimpeachable. conduct. They were all 
married men, with families. Two youths, 
one only seventeen, and the other nineteen 
years of age, were condemned to death, 
as parties with the above men, and ano- 
ther, only eighteen, was acquitted. 

Married.] William Cartwright, esq. son 
of William R. Cartwright, esq. M.P. for 
this county, to Mary Anne, daughter of 
the late Henry Jones, esq.—Mr. W. Hines, 
of Woodford, to Miss C, Hebstonstall, of 
Kirbstall. 

Died.| At Northampton, 64, Mary Tur- 
ner, a member of the Society of Friends, 
—51, Mr. Allen. 
CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRE. 
Married.| Mr. J. Law, of Trinity-street, 

to Miss S. Freeman; Mr. W. Wiseman, of 
Jesus-lane, to Miss L. Vaughan: all of 
Cambridge.—Wm. Rayner, esq. to Mrs. 
Life, of Wisbech. 

_ Died,| At Cambridge, 77, Mrs. Hague. 
—58, Mus. Case. 

At Ely, 77, Mary, wife of Wm. Harlock, 
esq. much respected. 

At March, 67, Mr. J. Abbott.—81, Mr. 
Franks, of Gedney. 

At Chatteris, at an advanced age, Mr. 
W. Cave, sen.—Mrs. S. Cawthorne.— 
Mrs. M. Cave, 

NORFOLK, 
At the late Norfolk assizes six prisoners 

received sentence of death. 
At the late Thetford Wool-fair, there 

was a numerous and highly respectable 
attendance ; but there were few sales. 

Wool of the first quality was in request at 
rather more than last year’s prices; but 
that of an inferior description was lower. 

Married.) Mr. T, R, Booth, to Miss 8. 
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Francis, of Calvert-street; Mr. J. Whitta, 
to Miss J. Rix; Mr. W. Thompson, to 
Miss A. Green, of Crook’s-place: all of 
Norwich.—Mr. J. Lettice, to-Miss Boyce, 
both of Yarmouth.—The Rev. R. Smith, 
to Mrs. Lockett; Mr. J. Ayre, to Miss 
Burrell: all of Lynn. 

Died.] At Norwich, in Prussia-gardens, 
21, Mr. J. G. Simmons,—In Hamlet- 
place, 24, Mrs. C. Simpson, 

At Yarmouth, 62, Mrs. H. Corp.—51, 
Mrs. H. George. —59, Mrs. A. Crawford, — 
78, Mr. J. Salmon. 
‘At Lynn, 85, Mr. G. Hall.—64, Mr. J. 

Hedley, regrettea. 
At Diss, 36, Mr. H. Howell, 

. At Bawburgh, Mrs. E, Candler, late of 
Ipswich.—At Catton, Mr. White, father of 
the late lamented Henry Kirk White, 

SUFFOLK. 
A numerous party of gentlemen, friends 

of Constitutional Reform, lately assembled 
at Lowestoft; John Fowler, esq. of Cor- 
ton, in the chair. Much unanimity pre- 
vailed, and several energetic speeches 
were delivered. % 

Married.} Mr. J. Little, to Miss De 
Carle, of Bury.—Mr. S. Ridley, of Bury, 
to Miss E. Ranson, of Ipswich.—Mr. 8S. 
H. Cowall, of Ipswich, to Miss E. Doggett, 
of Winfarthing Lodge.—Mr, W. Childs, of 
Ipswich, to Miss H. Burch, of Bealings.— 
Mr. S. Burroughs, of Ipswich, to Miss 
Roberts, of Kirton. 

Died.| At Bury, Mrs. Swan.—In North- 
gate-street, 69, Mrs, Parker.—49, Mr. J. 
Nunn, respected. p> 

At Ipswich, Mrs. Wells.—Mr, W. Grim- 
wood.—91, Mrs. Milborn. 

At Woodbridge, 22, Mr. G. Topple. — 
Mr. J. Christopher. 

At Tannington, 64, Mr. Sutton—At 
Whepstead, Mr. W. Mead.—At Milden- 
hall, Mrs. E. Orman.— At Needham-mare 
ket, 81, Mr. R. Bowl.—At Clare, 31, Mr. 
D. Green, regretted. 

ESSEX. 
At the late Assizes for this county, four 

prisoners received sentence of death, but 
were reprieved. 

Married.|] Mr. E. Gray, of Hadleigh, to 
Miss E. Nunn, of Colchester,—The Rev. 
E. Curteis, of Thundersley, to Miss Susan 
Syer, of Rayleigh.—The Rev. H. Norman, 
A.B. to Miss E. Carrington, of Little 
Bromley.—B. Golding, m.. of St. Osyth, 
to Miss S. P. Blew, of Warwick-street, 
Pall Mall. — Horatio Vachell, esq. of 
Copfold-hall, to Miss M. Honeywood, 
daughter of the late William H. esq. M.p. 
for Kent. 

Died.| At Great Clacton, 81, the Rev. 
R. Willan, vicar. 

At Margaretting, Mr. Bateman.—At 
East Hanningfield, 27, Mr. James Bought- 
wood, jun.—At Layer Mersey, 44, Mr, J. 
B. Ley. 

KENTe 
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KENT. 

A vessel, whose length is ascertained to 
be about sixty feet, has lately been disco- 
vered near the wharf at Maytham, near 
Rolvenden, partly in the bank, and the 
keel under the bed of the river Rother, 
supposed to have been buried there nearly 
500 years. A number of hands have been 
employed im digging, with the intention of 
getting it out. Some parts of human 
bones have’ been found; also a number of 
wooden balls, and a gold-mounted lance. 

Married.] Mr. J. Keel, to Miss C. Phil- 
pot, both of Canterbury.—Mzx. Mannering, 
to Miss E. Allen.—Mr. J. Arkcoil, of 
Maidstone, to Miss L. Attwood, of Lewes. 
—Mr. W, Halke, of Dover, to Miss A. 
Spicer, of Folkestone.—T. K. Crow, esq. 
of Sevenoaks, to Miss L. Hodson, of Hol- 
born.—Mr. Mace, jun, of Stiood, to Miss 
Gunp, of Chatham. 

Died.] At Canterbury, in King-street, 
31, Miss Blackley.—In Dover-lane, Mrs. 
Worsley. 
-At Dover, Mr. Poole.—Mrs. T. Shilling, 

—Mr.Laker:—Mr. Butler, of Woodchurch, 
At Chatham, 74, Mrs.. M. Clark.—In 

Ordnance-place, 92, Mr. Pearce. 
At Rocliester, 22, Mrs. Potts, of Sheer- 

ness, 
At Cranbrook, 36, Mrs. Reader, deser- 

vedly esteemed-and regretted.— At Fred- 
ville, 56, Dr. Pemberton, of Gcorge-street, 
Hanover-square. 

SUSSEX. 
Sir John Shelley intends granting, for 

the free use of the poor of his parish, a 
considerable quantity of land, in portions 
sufficient to keep a cow, rear poultry, and 
apply to otlier usefyl purposes. 

Married.j Mr. Joseph Beeves, to Miss 
Davison, both of Brighton. — Mr. C. 
Street, of Arundel, to Miss S. Lear, of 
Holloway.—Mr. Lillywhite, of Goodwood, 
to Miss C. Parker, of South-street, Chi- 
chester.—Mr, C. Clasby, to Miss M. A. 
Young, both of Shoreham. 

Died.} At Chichester, in East-street, 
20, Miss M. Goldring. 

At HKrighton, in Duke-street, Miss 
Read, deservedly esteemed and lamented. 
—Mrs. Davison. —In Richmond-place, 
Mrs. Haddon. 

At Pulborough, the Rev. E. Tredcroft, 
rector.—At West Hampnett, 80, Mr. 'T. 
Millard. 

HAMPSHIRE. 
The annual meeting of the Petersfield 

Agricultural Society was held at Peters- 
field on the 13th ult. The exhibition 
of stock took place in a field belong- 
ing to John Shackleford, esq. adjoining the 
town. The stock produced was consider- 
ed to be of the first description. 

Married.| Mr. J. L. Oake, to Miss E. 
Sutton, both of Southampton.—P. Blan- 
chard, esq. of Scuthampton, to Miss HE, 

Pridham.—Mr. W. H. Roe, jun. of South- 
ampton, to Miss E. Stedder, of Chelsea,— 
H. C, Lys, esq. of Sway, to Miss Daniel, 
of Trelissie. 

Died.| At Southampton, 78, Mrs. A. 
pes ga Sands.—40, Mrs, M. Brick- 
nall. 

AtWinchester, Mr. Malkin.—Mr, Blake. 
At Portsmouth, Mr. Bell.—77, Mr. D. 

Pring. 
At Gosport, 76, William, Page, esq. de- 

servedly lamented.—At Elliott-place, 66, 
Mrs, Dewell, wife of Thomas D. esq.—77, 
Capt. W. Titcher, R.N.—At Midembury- 
house, Hannah, wife of Michael Hoy, esq. 
deservedly esteemed and regretted, 

WILTSHIRE. 
The Committee and Annual Meetings of 

the Wiltshire Society for the Encourage- 
ment of Agriculture and rewarding faith- 
ful and industrious servants in husbandry, 
were lately held at Devizes, and were 
niost numerously and respectably attended. 
Several prizes to deserving individuals 
were bestowed, and the objects of the 
Society met with the success desired. 

Married.| Mr. Cobb, ta Miss Heywood, 
both of Salisbury.—Mr. G. W, Pritchett, 
to Miss A. Pater, of Westbury.—Mr. R. 
Bleadon, to Miss KE. Adams, both of 
Calne.—Mr. W. Miten, of South Wraxhall, 
to Miss J. Cottle, of Kingsdown, 

Dicd.] At Salisbury, in the Close, 74, 
Mrs. S. Hayter, deservedly esteemed and 
lamented, —41, Mr. E. Burbidge. — J. 
Fishlake, esq.—At Bradford, 81, Capt. J. 
Abraham.—Mr., T. Hart. 

At Warminster, 34, Mr. E. Self. 
SOMERSETSHIRE, 

At the late assizes for this county there 
were fifty-three prisoners ; nine were sen- 
tenced to suffer death, :' 
Mr. Briddle, the late gaoler of Ilchester, 

was tried on two distinct charges of cru- 
elty :—First, for confining Mary Cuer, who 
had an infant at her breast, to solitary 
confinement in a damp cell, without fire, 
or provisions and water in due quantities. 
—Secondly, for applying a blister, not for 
any medical purpose, but as a punishment, 
to the head of a man named Gardner, 
whose hands were at the same time re- 
strained by a strait-waistcoat, and who 
was confined for several days in a solitary 
cell—-He was acquitted of the former 
charge, and fewnd guilty of the latter; but 
strongly recommended to mercy . by. the 
jury, on account of lis former good 
character. 

Married.] Mr. J. Bennett, to Miss P. 
Harman, both of Bath.—E.C.Cumberbatch, 
esq. of Barbadoes, to Miss M. G. Ashe, of 
Belvidere, Bath.— Mr. G, Hunt, of Bridge- 
street, Bath, to Miss N. Winckworth, of 
Cranbrook. --Mr. W. Wilmington, jun, to 
Miss S$. E, Shorland, both of Yeovil— 
Richard Tuck Deere, e2q. of Didmarton, 

to 
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to Miss C. Hayward, of Beeching Stoke.— 
Thos. Savage, esq. of Midsomer Norton, 
to Miss E. A. Palmer, of Timsbury. 

Died.] At Bath, in Balance-street, Mr. 
S. Cave, respected.—In Pierrepont-street, 
at an advanced age, Mrs. Adams, deser- 
vedly regretted.—In Argyle-street, 61, 
Mr. Tucker.—In Belmont, Rear-Admiral 
Christie.—In Seymour-street, J. Lee, esq. 
M.D. and fellow of the Royal Society of 
London, distinguished not only by his 
ability as a physician, but also by his inflex- 
ible integrity, great benevolence, and a 
goodness of heart, which endeared him to 
an extensive circle of friends, including 
several of the most celebrated literary and 
political characters of this country, and 
also of France, where he had passed a con- 
siderable part of his early life. f 

At Frome, Mrs. Drew.—Mrs. Finall,— 
87, Mr. J. Grant.. 

At Shepton Mallett, 95, Mr. S, Painter. 
—92, Mrs. A. Thick. 

At Kingsdon, Mr. F. Dampier, much 
regretted. — At Evercreech, 235, Mrs. 
Whiie, late of Castle Carey.—At Wid- 
combe-hill, 74, Mr. Ludlow, formerly of 
Hillworth-house, near Devizes. 

DORSETSHIRE. 
Murried.] J. Bingley Garland, esq. to 

Miss Vallis, both of Poole.x—Mr. C. E. 
Buckland, of Shaftesbury, to Miss A. Cox, 
of Swansea.—Robert Barfoot, esq. of 
Melbury, to Miss Parham, of Samley. 

Died.| The Rev. J. Mayo, 67, master 
of the grammar schoul at Wemborne 
Minster. 

DEVONSHIRE. 
An elegant building, in the Greek style, 

has recently been opened at Tavistock, as 
a public library, under the auspices of the 
Rev. W. Bray, the vicar, and the Rev. W. 
Evans, with about twenty other gentlemen. 

Married.| Mr. T. May, to Miss M. 
Downey.—Mr. J. Ward, to Miss H. Paul : 
all of Exeter.—Mr. W. Taylor, of Lon- 
don, to Miss Quantrett, of Exeter.—Mr. 
J. Ford, of Higher Broad-street, to Miss 
A. Bass, both of Plymouth—Mr. T. 
Cater, of Plymouth, to Miss M. Cornish, 
of Dock.—Mr. W. Bartlett, of ‘eign. 
amouth, to Miss S. Holman, of Bideford.— 
Thomas Boyd, esq. of ‘Tcignmouth, to 
Miss M. Nosworthy, of Dix’s Field, 
Exetes.—The Rev. J. Bartholomew, rector 
of Lympstone, to Miss A. E. Fargnharson. 

Died.| At Exeter, 70, Mr. W. Newton, 
deservedly respected and regretted, 

At Plymouth, in Mount-street, 70, Mrs. 
Curtis.—In Portland-place, Morice-town, 
38, Mr. J. Croker.—In East-street, 39, 
Mr. R. Elliot. 

At Stoke, Charles Jaggard, esq. 
At Whiteway-house, Francis Parker, 

esq.—At Newport, Mr. W. Oram.—At 
Langford-Mills, 54, Mr. Smith.—At Bud- 
leigh Salterton, 64, John Hawkes, esq. 
greatly regretted. 

3 
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CORNWALL. 
Married.| Mr. J. Hicks, to Miss. A. 

Stribley, both of Fowey.—Mr. L, Edge- 
cume, to Miss R..Ellis, both of Liskeard. 
--Mr. J. Eva, to Miss A. Gribbell, both of 
Comborne. 

Died} At Falmouth, 97, 
Nicholas, esq. barrister. 

At Liskeard, Miss Eliza Childs. 
WALES. 

Married.| Mr, T. Baugh, to Miss F. 
Beer, both of Swansea.—The Rev. W.° 
Bowen, of Swansea, to Mrs. Morgan, of 
Gwerllwynwyth, Glamorganshire. —The 
Rev. G. L. Foxton, of Newtown, Montgo- 
meryshire, to Miss A. Hardman, of Cham- 
ber-hall, Lancashire.—Wilson Jones, esq. 
of Gellygnan, county of Denbigh, to Miss. . 
C. Castairs, of Stratford Green.—The 
Rey, J. Davies, of Llandwrnog, Denbigh- 
shire, to Miss A, Richards, cf Llangwin, 
same county. 

Died.| At Bonvilstone-house, 77, Anna, 
wife of John Bassett, esq.—At Hafod- 
fawr, 73, the Rev. D. Jones, of Llanio, 
Cardiganshire.—-At Plas, Heaton, Den- 
Lighshire, 27, Elizabeth, wife of . Jolin 
Heaton, esq. highly esteemed and Ta- 
mented, 

Charles: 

SCOTLAND. 
The king landed at Leith on the 15th, 

where he was received by the. authorities: 
and several noblemen.. He entered a 
state carriage; and, on arriving at the 
barrier of Edinburgh, the lord provost 
presented him the golden keys, which 
the king returned. An immense mass 
of well-dressed people cheered on all sides 
as he advanced, and a more imposing 
spectacle was perhaps never before wit- 
nessed on any similar occasion. Levees, 
drawing-rooms, balls, &c. were held at 
Holyrood and Dalkeith, and were splen- 
didly attended by the rank and fashion of 
Scotland. Several addresses were also 
presented, and Edinburgh was the grané 
focus of festivity and popular bustle dur- 
ing the visit. 

A publie meeting lately took place at 
Edinburgh in the Merchants’ Hall, for the 
purpose of considering the most effectual 
means of alleviating the sufferings of the 
Greeks ; when the following resolutions, 
moved by the Rev. Dr. M‘Crie, and se- 
conded by R. Hunter, esq. were unani- 
monsly adopted :—“ That the name and 
history of the Greeks are associated with 
recollections of the most sacred nature, 
and excite inthe breast of the scholar, the 
patriot, and the Christian, a deep and 
lively interest in the fate of that once illus- 
trions, but long oppressed and degraded 
people.—‘* That this meeting has heard, 
with the utmost concern and distress, 
of the wanton cruelties which, as appears 
from the credible documents, have been in- 
flicted on the Greeks during the straggle 
whicl they have for some time maintained 

with 
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with the Ottoman power, and especially in 
the recent transactions within the island of 
Scio, where a-great part of the. inhabi- 
tants, while conducting themselves peace- 
ably and submissively, were massacred in 
cold blood by the Turks, and the remain- 
der thrown into captivity, or obliged to 
seek for safety by flying to foreign shores 
with the loss of all their property.—That 
a subscription be immediately opened for 
the relief of those Sciots who survive that 
massacre, and of such other Greeks as may 
be placed in similar circumstances.” 

Married.| John. Colin Wilson, esq. to 
Miss J. E, Peat, both of Edinburgh.—Dr. 
Colin Lander, M.p. Edinburgh, to Miss M. 
Ross, of 'Perth.—George Yule, esq. to 
Miss M. Swinton, of Grangemouth.—At 
Leith, Mr. L. Downie, to Miss J. Sanders, 

Died.) At Edinburgh, in Laurieston- 
place, Mr. J.. Drummond.—Alexander 
Fullarton, esq. late of Perth.—In Brough- 
ton-street, John Jetfrey, esq. late of 
Allerbeck.—At Allarton, near Dumfries, 
Mrs. Wigham,’ widow of Robert W. esq. 
of Haliday-hill. , : 

4 IRELAND. 
The gentlemen deputed by the London 

Tavern Committtee to ascertain the ex- 
tent of Irish distress, have made a report 
on the poverty and wretchedness which 
still pervade the Jrish peasantry. In no 
place, they assert, does there exist such ac- 
eumulated and unprecedented misery as 
in the county of Galway, Some mani- 
festations of outrage and illegal combina- 
tion have re-appeared in the vicinity of 

Tretand, &¢. 
Lixnaw, and between that village and 
Listowell ; though in no other part. of. this 
country, which, with this trifling excep- 
tion, is perfectly tranquil. The grievances 
are, tithes, high rents, &c.; and, unless 
some-effectual remedy be applied, we shall 
not be surprised to -hear of further 
breaches. L t~ 

. The assizes.in the several counties have 
exhibited dreadful lists of crime, but dis- 
tress and starvation are evidently the ge- 
neral parent of all. ii 

» Married.) John Armit, esg. of Fitzwil- 
liam-street, Dublin, to Miss Eliza Giffard, 
daughter of the Dowager Marchioness of 
Lansdowne.—At Dublin, Samuel Green, 
esq. 22nd regt. to Miss E, Rowe, of 
Ballyharty-house, county of Wexford. 

Dicd.} At. Dublin, in Camden-street, 
55, Timothy ‘Turner, esq.—In Lower 
Gardiner-street, John Hacket, esq. of 
Clonmel.—While riding in the Phoenix- 
park, General Sir Samuel Achmuty. Itis 
suspected that lie was subject to fits, and 
that, having been seized with one, he fell 
from his horse. He was carried to the 
Royal Hospital, but the vital spark had 
fled. He was previously in good health, 
and had attended the theatre on the even- 
ing before. He was knight grand cross 
of the bath, and colonel of the 78th regt. 
of foot. 

At Belfast, Ann, Countess-of Annesley. 
At. Neupass, county of Westmeath, 

Isabella, daughter of the late George B. 
Whitby, esq.—James Lysaght, esq. of 
Dromoher, county of Cork. ‘ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. ' 
We agree with Candidus, that the case of a pretended HONORARY Secretary of a 

very urgent Charity receiving a salary, wnder the rose, of 3001. is very proftigate, 
and cannot be too much exposed ;—we agree with him, that ‘the assumption of the 
title is always supercilious, and that its abuse in this manner as hnavish ;’—but the 
details of connivance, §c. Sc. which he describes, are better adapted to the columus 
of a Newspaper. 

W. D. of Sleaford, will find a Letter at the Post-Office—For answers to several 
Letters complaining of the non-delivery of our Supplements, we must refer the par- 
ties to their Booksellers. The Supplements, particularly the last, are among the 
most interesting Numbers of our Series.—T he length and paramount interest. of the 
Portugueze Biography, and of Mr. Griffith's Patent, have obliged.us to defer our 
usual article on Foreign Literature, as well as the second Number of “the Social 
Economist.” 

On account of the intense interest created in regard to our last Number, by 
the article on Boring for Water, and the fine Engraving of the Suspension Bridge, 
we feel it proper to state, that the Number may be had, to order, of any Bookseller. 
That Number was the first of a new Voliiine, and it is due to ourselves and friends to 
say, that we have seldom commenced a Volume under the auspices of a greater in- 
crease of new Subscribers. 
An Engraving of the Suspension Pier erecting at Brighton will ornament our 

next Number.—G. is informed that the plate of Nicholson has been accidentally 
omitted by the binder—MR. PAaRKER’S gratuitous drawing will be accepted—MR. 
B. Coox’s valuable Paper will be given in our next. 

Several questions, the answers to which may be obtained by consulting Rees’s 
Cyclopedia, Tomlin’s Law Dictionary, Mortimer’s Commercial Dictionary, or 
Robinson’s Theological Dictionary, are laid aside. 
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Mr. LOCKE’s TOMB AT HIGH LAVER, NEAR HARLOW. 
Oates, the residence of Lady Masham, the friend of Locke, isin the parish of Laver, 
and at this church that great man was in the habit of regularattendance, Here also he 
was interred ; and on the south side of the church a tablet and tomb-stone were erected 
by the care of Lady Masham, to record the spot. The whole is accurately represented 
in the engravings. The church itself is rendered so interesting by these circumstances, 
that we have judged it proper to subjoin a general view, in which Mr. Locke’s monu- 
ment may be discerned between the doors. Near the right or eastern end stand a 
number of solemn monuments of the once illustrious Masham family, and among them 
tliat of the famous Mrs. Masham, Queen Anne’s favourite. 

Bain - 2 San / 

_ Within this simple primitive erection, which stands in one of the most beautiful and 
highly-cultivated districts in the kingdom, is found the following inscription to the me- 
mory of the widow of the famous Dr. Cudworth, mother of Mrs. Masham,—which, from 
its date and style, niay be ascribed to the pen of Mr. Locke :—“ Damaris Cudworth, 
relict of Ralpl Cudworth, Dr. of Divinitic, and Master of Christ’s Colledge, in Cam- 
bridge; exemplarie for her pietie and yirtue, for her studie of the Scripture, charitie to 
the poore, and good-will to all; an excellent wife, mother, mistress, and friend ; lies’ bu- 
ried in the middle, between this and the.opposite wall. She was borne the 23d of Octo- 
ber, 1623 : and after a life made easie to her selfe and others, by the unalterable even- 
Motn Ly MAG. No, 375, Ce ness 
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ness of her temper, she died as one that goes to sleepe, without disease or paine, the 
15th of November, 1695; in full hope and expectation of a happy resurrection,” —The 
house at Oates, in which Mr. Locke resided, has within these few years been pulled 
down, and no remains of it are to be found except the foundation-walls, which may be 
traced in the grass. The noble trees, which were given in the engraving in our Maga- 
zine for Aug. 1821, are however still standing ; and the fish-ponds, with some remains of 
the stables, orchard, and spacious kitchen-garden, afford melancholy indications of inte- 
resting generations long passed away. An aged countryman on the spot told the writer 
that his grandfather well remembered Mr. Locke, who was known in the neighbourhood 
by the name of the good philosopher, and was so much esteemed and celebrated in his 
day, that it used to be said, that more people of distinction came to Oates to see Mr. 
Locke, than went to St, James’s or Whitehall to see the king and queen. 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
STATE of PARTIES and OPINIONS in 

FRANCE. 
N France, as in England, political 
speculation now enters into the 

accounts, and is frequently mixed up 
in the common occurrences of life. 
The spirit of liberty endeavours to 
keep pace with time; and, though 
sinister accidents have long retarded 
its course, its most active partizans 
are now to be found within the limits 
of France. The moral materials of 
the people for legislation, if not com- 
pletely matured, are yet ripening, and 
exist there, in as great a degree, as in 
any other nation. 
The political system, at all times a 

matter of the first importance, was 
never more investigated, in that coun- 
try, than itis at present. Its effects 
on the component members of the 
community are examined and ana- 
lyzed, not only by those who aspire to 
employments and distinction, but by 
numbers in the middle ranks and infe- 
rior classes of society. The insolence, 
caprice, and rapacity of men in 
power, have been checked, thanks to 
that species of government, and the 
principles it illustrates and expands, 
which have emanated from _ the 
revolution. 

The Chamber of Deputies, in 1815, 
acted, in many respects, with great vio- 
lence, leaning too much to the ancient 
aristocracy. Bold and confident men, 
they were for inspiring terror into their 
enemies ; but the number’ of these is 
much diminished, and subsequent ‘dé- 
feats have rendered them? moré eit- 
cumspect. , The die i§’cast, ‘ther épre- 
sentative system is irrévocably” dé- 
cided; it has enteréd into’ the 'pririci- 
ples and manners, and the question is 
to what objects it shall be directed. © 

The truth of these general observa- 
tions cannot be disputed; in making 
particular applications of them, we 
may refer to the accession of the pre- pa 

4 

“Were formerly." The  delib 
‘gress of public opinion operating on 

‘bench, and at the bar. 

sent ministry, or the leading men on 
the right side of the Chamber. The 
last ministry was ousted, from the effect 
of a coalition like that in the English 
arliament, between Lord North and 
r. Fox, in opposition to Lord Shel- 

burne. Since that accession, the left 
side has acquired a glorious preroga- 
tive, than which nothing is, nothing 
can be more excellent and beneficial, 
the liberty of the press. France 
was deprived of this in 1820, by a 
party which had been proscribing it for 
the last thirty years, and which has 
since restored it, though modified in its 
operation, and deformed in its charac- 
terizing properties. 

These two lines of politics, the right 
of granting money, and the freedom of 
the press, are now become general, es- 
sential principles, experimentally as- 
certained to be good, by all the several 
classes of the constitution. They are 
acting with more and more clearness 
and force on the public mind ; they not 
only inform and convince, but incul- 
cate, prompt, and impel, in the relations 
and duties of political conduct. ‘The 
publicity attached to the discussions 
of the Budget, must prove highly use- 
ful, as tending to a consequence pecu- 
liarly salutary, explaining and render- 
ing familiar. the respective disburse- 
ments of the revenue. In the general 
feeling and understanding, there is a 
prevalent tendency to this, and sooner 
or later it must be realized. 
“With respect to the correctional 
tribunals, or courts of judicaturé, un- 

_der a law more seyeré than that of 
1817, in, spirit, and conduct, they are 
very different now from what’ they 

Mijerate (pro. 
constitutional doctrine, bears sway over 
the learned, grave, and solemn cha- - 
racters that hold high stations on the 

The address of 1821 brought in the 
This may be com- 

~ “mended 
present ministry. 
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mended with greater satisfaction, asit 
produced valuable sources of congra- 
tulation on the part of the opposition. 
Among the legislators, the statesmen, 
and members of that ministry, the 
speculative politician might select, as 
objects of consideration, the following : 
—M.deSerres,the versatility of whose 
talents; and extent of his, views on po- 
litical subjects,:-had been witnessed, in 
his long parliamentary»practice. © In 
the clearness and precision of logic, in 
the force. and.expression of eloquence, 

he: had, the , essentials of a, public 
speaker ;,and, with the volume of past 
experience before, his eyes, he may yet 
aspixe.to-ayhigher. celebrity than that 
from which he has:emerged. 

. In controlling his passions, M. Pas- 
quiet .bore .an -original and important 
part; in the points he wished to ascer- 
tain, he advanced, with a sort of ma- 
thematical exactness ; coolness, perse- 

| verance, and impartiality, seemed to 
have fitted him, for government. In 
subjects of enquiry and discussion, 
where sophistry was wanted to colour 
over reason, who was more accus- 
tomed, or better disposed and qualified, 
to give lessons? 

M. de Richlieu possessed an origi- 
nality of talent, such as tended to 
make him a useful member of any go- 
vernment. The pregnant sense which 
pervaded his character, had long re- 
commended him to the diplomatic 
community, and sovereigns had de- 
clared their high opinion of his merits 
and importance. 

M. le Roy’s. talents, as a financier, 
have gained him the confidence of all 
parties; his superior understanding 
and personal courage, with his known 
correctness in the management of bu- 
siness, obtained for him considerable 
celebrity, and the present ministers 
have endeavoured to retain him, but 
in vain. 
The intelligent and intrepid M. de 

Latour-Maubourg had so often signa- 
lized his skill and prowess, in arms, 
that his appearance among his col- 
leagues reflected lustre on the military 
trophies of his country. To whom, 
and to the others, may be added M. 
Simeon, distinguished by his gravity, 
inoffensive character, and simplicity of 
manners, no less than by his superior 
knowledge and capacity. 

In tracing the elements whereof the 
late ministerial cabinet party is com- 
posed, we recognize courtiers; the 
ministry, as under the ancient regimen, 
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has been formed by the court, and not 
analogous to the management of the 
Chamber, as it ought to. be ; and, there 
is reason to think, will be. Indeed, 
Messrs. de Villele and Corbiéres, it 
will be ‘readily allowed, owe their 
promotion to their influence on the 
majority; but this cannot be affirmed of 
Messrs. de Montmorency, Bellune, 
Clermont-Tonnére, and Peyronnet; 
the court has made, them what. they 
are, and the Chamber receives them as 
untried friends. 

The Chamber of Deputies is now 
the heart and soul of the government, 
gradually increasing with an intensity 
of interest. None need be ata loss to 
conjecture that, in time, it will prove 
a tower of strength to the nation. The 
majority are on good terms with minis- 
ters, influencing and influenced by 
them. 

_ The law of the 29th of June, aug- 
menting the number of deputies, "has 
been favourable to the present minis- 
try. Country gentlemen engaged in 
agriculture, loyal, men of honour, 
devote themselves to the public with 
honourable zeal, though their presence 
must be required on their estates. 
They arrive in Paris, not to discuss 
politics ; but, after the dispatch of bu- 
siness, toretum home. They are sure 
of the minister’s good intention; the 
proposed laws are accepted. They 
hold M. de la Bourdonnage and M. de 
Vaublanc tedious, for lengthening 
discussions with their amendments. 
Ministers would find places for such 
men, were the men qualified for the 
places. As they are not eager to quit 
the villages wherein they are mayors, 
or the departments wherein they sit in 
the general council, all that can be 
done is to promise them the ribbon of 
the legion of honour, in their fifth year, 
if they attend regularly to the end of 
each session. Among these are re- 
spectable bourgeois, rich land-occu- 
piers, provincial merchants ; they fra- 
ternize with the gentlemen, but look 
singular in the saloons of the minister, 
for want of the bon ton. M. Corbiéres 
was selected out of their ranks; it is 
only the journals of his party that hold 
him up as an orator. 

This class of deputies compose the 
bulk of the ‘ Reunion Piet; though 
pliant, they would declare their inde- 
pendance abruptly, should M. Decazes 
or M. Pasquier become minister. At 
all events, they are objected to, as 
equivocal, by certain writers, and by 

some 
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some more practised politicians of the 
right side. It is certain that they fre- 
quently vote and act in support of 
those who are known, by their situa- 
tion, to be dependent on ministers. In 
their phalanx, three or four orators 
discuss what is to come on next day ; 
and ministers submit, with a good 
grace, to the impulse they have given 
underhand. From the character they 
have acquired, we may form an opi- 
nion that ministers will be sorely 
galled, should any accident urge them 
to break a spear with the Reunion 
Piet. 

There is another division on’ the 
right side, not so numerous as the pre- 
ceding, but far superior in the power- 
ful talents they have always dis- 
played. They form a contrast to the 
‘Reunion Piet,’ wherein the questions 
discussed are not of general interest or 
of European politics, but of parties, 
places, and persons. Here the com- 
plicated interests of millions are can- 
vassed ; and, though personal interests 
are properly attended. to, principles 
are established which none can con- 
demn. Here we find the names of La 
Bourdonnaye, Vaublanc, Bouville, 
Delalot, who are their usual orators; 
Kergorlay, Chatelet, Loisson, &c. are 
next in publicity of character. 
A third division of the right side in- 

cludes a small number of deputies, less 
animated by the dangerous projects of 
ambition, but narrow and intolerant in 
their principles of policy. In point of 
character, they are faithful in their at- 
tachments ; and, in point of conscience, 
inexorable. The king has granted a 
charter, and their great and glorious 
duty is to resign themselves to it just 
as they would ‘to a bed of justice. 
Should an emigrant present a petition 
for a restitution of his property, while 
the right side, in a mass, rise up for the 
order of the day, eight or ten Catos, 
not to compromise with principles, 
abstain from voting at all. They sup- 
port ministers, but insinuate, and, 
when called upon, state what grounds 
they have for thinking they might act 
better. 

Advancing towards the middle of 
the Chamber, without quitting the ma- 
jority, we arrive at a section called 
the right centre: this contains two 
parts. One consists of men of unble- 
mished honour and integrity ; mode- 
rate, loyal, professing and practising 
independent principles, notwithstand- 
ing charges against them, which neyer 
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have been provyéd. They were pae 
triots in 1789, proscribed in 1793, muni- 
cipal officers under the Directory, and 
prefects under the Empire; they accept 
from the revolution whatever it con- 
tributes to civil liberty, to the safety 
and prosperity of the country, and re- 
ject principles and conduct not above 
reproach and suspicion. They made 
part of the minority in 1815, and of 
the majority Sept. 5; but certain pub- 
lic events have thrown them into the 
shade,—the crime of Louvel, the re- 
volution in Spain, &e. They are dis- 
tinguished by a love of order and 
tranquillity, and an aversion to anar- 
chy. At their head appears M. Lainé, 
considered by the wise and good, as 
the model of eloquence and virtue. 
Among his friends are Messrs. De 
Biran, De Cordouc, Bretizel, Ribard, 
Belloy, Fabry, &e. 

The second part of the right centre 
consists of an odd assemblage of hete- 
rogeneous elements. They are equally 
averse to both the right and left side, 
but vote with the right or with govern- 
ment, as they voted with the left, in 
1819, for the same reason. They are 
dissatisfied with the revolution, and 
treat it with contempt, as friendly to 
liberty ; but mention the empire with 
respect. This is the seat of the pre- 
fects, state counsellors, directors, and 
attornies general, that, after voting 
against the address of 1821, have con- 
trived to gain the good-will of the mi- 
nisters, produced by that address. 
Among them are some friends of M. 
de Serres, who had completely im- 
bibed the notion, that his services 
were indispensable to the Chamber 
and to France: no one believes this 
now. Here also, on different benches, 
sit Wendel, Boulaye, Langlade, Las- 
cours, &c.; they keep up .a sort of 
independance, and do not seem to be 
very well relished by the right. ‘At 
the.end of their five years, at new elec- 
tions, the official seal of Presidency is 
refused to them, and'so they are gently 
thrust out of the Chamber. Thus have 
disappeared, ‘rejected by all parties, 
Messrs. de Serre, Bailleul, ‘Riviére, 
‘Bayet, &c. 1 OWI 

The above contains a summary of 
the members that compose the right 
side; from the line of conduct they 
have marked out for themselves, they 
are deemed more or less ministerial. 
Before we advert to the opposition, 
certain worthy public functionaries 
claim attention on the summit of the 

left 
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left centre; they appear at times 
against the majority, courageously 
combating what is erroneous on the 
part of government. Next to these 
are some well-intentioned characters, 
that blame themselves for not giving 
the decisive support of their vote to 
the amendment of the virtuous Camille 
Jordan. Messrs. Harlé, Doublat, &c. 
figure in one or other of these posi- 
tions ; but, as illadapted for an orator, 
M. Courvoisier has quitted them. 
We come now to the opposition, 

and have'no hesitation in saying, that 
here begins the scene of speaking and 
acting,—in the left centre properly so 
called. Here are two sorts of men, 
but not two opinions, or different poli- 
tical bearings ; for the left centre is 
the most modest, least clamorous, 
and most homogeneous, part of the 
Chamber. In the first class, the most 
prominent character is M. ‘Vernaux; 
the chief politician of the second is 
M. Royer-Collard. 

M. Ternaux is respected as one of 
the» most industrious individuals in 
France. Once. introduced imto the 
Chamber, the connexion of events, 
collateral and subsequent, naturally, 
and without an effort, brought him for- 
ward to influence and consideration. 
The loyal and disinterested support he 
gave to the ministers of 1819 is not 
forgotten. He and his friends 'are in- 
violably ‘attached to the interests of 
regenerated France; and, such is his 
growing influence, that he has brought 
over the majority of the Department 
‘College of the Seine to the side of the 
opposition. 

_ M. Ternaux and the deputies of his 
class are rich manufacturers and great 
proprietors ; as their prosperity is that 
of the nation, their decline would be a 
Source of public regret. M.T. has 
uniformly evinced a respect for the 
monarchy; hence he seems placed in 
the Chamber as an unsuspected nego- 
ciator between the throne and ‘thie 
revolution. Should the good- genius 
of France and the empire of circum- 
stances produce an alliance between 
the crown and opposition, M. T. and 
his friends would claim no power for 
themselves, but would see that the 
treaty be religiously observed on both 
sides. , 

The second division of the left cen- 
tre forms a true political party, and 
has a very striking resemblance to the 
English whigs: these are moderate, 
well-informed, and patriotic. They 
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have never been in possession of 
power, but can influence those who 
occupy its exalted offices. 

Here also we can look with com- 
placency ‘to M. Royer-Collard; the 
manner in’which he displays his elo- 
quence is clear and dispassionate ; su- 
perior alike to ornament and affecta- 
tion, it is equally sublime and severe, 
and excellent for its strength of ex- 
pression. M.de St. Aulaire appears 
in the Tribune, as in the centre of a 
brilliant circle. Over the facts and 
conclusions he presents, he throws an 
air of grace and elegance ; his reason- 
ings are perspicuous, and the manner 
wherein he delivers his sentiments is 
so popular, that hearers of every de- 
scription acquiesce init. In M. Louis, 
who has often appeared at the head of 
the finances, there ‘is much to admire. 
His character for ministerial ability is 
settled on a firm basis,—just and punc- 
tual in business, serious and conside- 
rate, yet fervent, faithful, and: con- 
scientious in counsel. On the same 
benches of the left centre sit Messrs. 
Turckheim, Villevesque, Vandoeuvre, 
Guillard, &c. ingenious, valuable cha- 
racters, qualified, by their moderation, 
&e. to'sit in the senate of such a coun- 
try as France. 

There may, however, be shades: of 
difference in the left side on points 
of secondary consideration; Messrs. 
De la Fayette, D’Argenson, &c. may 
hold theories, the indubitable integrity 
of which their virtuous coadjutors 
Sebastiani, Foy, and Chauvelin, may 
think it necessary to call in question; 
but upon subjects of general useful- 
ness ‘to the public, their time and ta- 
lents are similarly employed. 
The power of the left side is capa- 

ble of being exalted to the noblest 
purposes: it seems essential to civili- 
zation and socicty. A similar power 
has produced, for the use and advan- 
tage of the many, the revolutions in 
Spain, Portugal, and Italy ; and other 
political’ changes are likely to follow. 
Since the Constituent Assembly, 
France has never witnessed such’ an 
aggregate of wise and humane politi- 
cians, of members so fully equal to the 
task they have undertaken, as what 
the left side of the Chamber now 
affords. 

M. De la Fayette is their standard- 
bearer; he is as the legate of the Con- 
stituent’ Assembly, the revolution of 
1789 personified. Since the death of 
Bonaparte, bis may be selected from 

other 
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other French names as the most emi- 
nent and important, and, what is most 
curious, the matter which he delivers 
may be considered as of more weight 
than eloquence itself; it is authority. 

General Sebastiani was one of the 
conquering heroes of Bonaparte, aud 
would have succeeded the new Alex- 
ander, would the destinies have allow- 
ed him a successor. In General Foy’s 
manner we remark a similar tendency 
to excite pleasing and elevated senti- 
ments. In the scale of argumentative 
excellence, who. has a. more undoubted 
claim to. publicity than M. de Girar- 
din? InM. Manuel, M.de Chauvelin, 
M. Bignon, we mect with characteris- 
tic\traits of those qualities, that cou- 
rage and those abilities, the possession 
of which cannot be dispensed with by 
such as are engaged in senatorial in- 
vestigations. 

In these, M. Benjamin Constant 
bears a most distinguished share; it 
may be asserted with truth, that both 
in his discourses and writings, it has 
been the noble employment of his un- 
derstanding to instruct France in con- 
stitutional principles. 

M. le Count de Thiard is now as 
strenuous a defender of liberty, when 
in danger, as he was formerly of royal- 
ty. ‘The discourse wherein be retract- 
ed the principles on which he had 
emigrated, has produced useful sug- 
gestions on the minds of many, and it 
certainly deserves a grateful respect. 

As a financier, which is one of the 
first, most important, most essential 
employments in political life, who has 
been more distinguished than M. La- 
fitte? In perilous times, men of all 
parties have had recourse to him; 
princes, governments, have deposited 
their treasures with him, and he never 
abused the confidence of the vanquish- 
ed, never crouched to the lofty lan- 
guage of the victors. Beside him sit 
four chiefs of the Perier family, one of 
the most ancient and considerable 
among the French commercial houses. 
Few men were found to defend li- 

berty, such as it was, in an abridged 
state, against Bonaparte and imperial 
despotism : if such there were, they are 
now on the benches of opposition, 
For defending the liberty of the press 
in the Tribune, Benjamin Constant 
was exiled; Camille Jordan voted 
against the consulship for life ; others 
might be mentioned, for different times 
and situations; but a concentrated 
view might be taken by asserting, in 

State of Parties and Opinions in France. [Oct. I, 

general, that the opponents of tyran~- 
ny, either in or out.of the Chamber, 
some few excepted, are now in the 
minority. M. Tronchon should not 
be omitted, as one of plain, good sense, 
but deserving notice even ina circle 
abounding with original characters. 

In justice to the Chamber of Peers, 
it may be necessary to say, that though 
its imperfections are obvious enough, 
it contains some excellent and useful 
characters. The Prince de Talley- 
rand, M. Decazes, the Duc de Brog- 
lie, the Duc de Choiseul, the Duc de 
la Rochefoucault, and other opposition 
peers, might be selected, so well 
known and eminent as to be of great 
public interest. 

Something has been: mentioned om 
the subject of the court, which, under 
theancient regimen, perfectly exhaust- 
ed every event of the times and history; 
it exists, but exhibits a general result 
very different as to personal and poli- 
tical interests. The majority of the 
peers are courtiers, and the Great 
Colleges have introduced courtiers, 
M. de Rochemore, &c. into the Elec- 
tive Chamber. As there are parties 
in the Chamber, there are coteries in 
the court. All the court is not of the 
right side, as is commonly thought. 
Should Messrs. de Cazes, de Polignac, 
de Fitzjames, &c. gain the confidence 
of the crown, their elevation would be 
superfluous and unwelcome, and their 
first appearance would be sure to call 
forth political adversaries. In the 
royal family we see no traces of that 
publicity which should be valued ade- 
quately in Britain. The Duke of Sus- 
sex is of the opposition, and the Duke 
of York is.an enemy to Catholic eman- 
cipation. Such a knowledge is want- 
ed in France, where some satisfaction 
may be afforded by the recollection 
of what occurred in 1819, when a 
prince excited much attention and 
curiosity, by showing himself as a 
party interested in the system then in 
vogue. 
Among writers of the first rank, 

those on the right side are nearly 
on a par with their opponents, and 
the names of Chateaubriand, Bertin, 
&e. may be placed against those of 
Benjamin Constant, Etienne, De 
Pradt, &e. 

As new traits in a new character, 
the nation at large exhibits its various 
classifications and commanding ob- 
jects. Taking a view of the whole 
combination, the mingled. mass of 

persons 
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persons and circumstances, in relation 
to the present system, the reflecting 
observer may arrange them as fol- 
lows -— 

1.. The ancient Noblesse, augmented with 
a portion of the new.—-Though scattered 
over the provinces, so complete is their 
uniformity, that they form an homogene- 
ous class, united in one body politic. In 
1820, a department of the south presented 
an electoral list, containing 150 gentle- 
men, of whom three only were of the op- 
position. In the departments from the 
Alps to the Garonne, along the Mediterra- 
nean and the. Pyrenees, the gentlemen 
compose nearly a third of the Department 
Colleges. 

2. The Clergy.—In the Electoral Col- 
leges their number is small, but their in- 
fluence over the people is considerable in 
the southern and eastern departments, 

3. Public Functionaries.—Of these very 
few maintain a character truly indepen- 
dent. ‘They preside in the provincial 
assemblies, and dictate principles; with 
the gentlemen, they form majorities in 
most of the department, and several of the 
district Colleges. 

4. The Neutrals.—These are pretty nu- 
merous, and range themselves on the side 
of power; but, as to the present ruling 
party, they are rather a moveable property 
than fixtures, and would adhere to oppo- 
sition should they rise to the ascendant. 
Many well meaning individuals may have 
a range in this sphere, that are in dread of 
fresh revolutions, and covet repose. They 
were patriots in 69, and the shock in 93 
was too violent for them. 

5. The Antecedents.—A monarchy can- 
not have been for ages without leaving 
deep impressions on the mind and man- 
ners.. Remembrances mingled with regret 
mark the-spirit and temper of several, and 
render their approach. toa more perfect 
civilization..yery gradual... With another 
class, legislation was. accelerated too 1a- 
ye ecg 
6. The Holy Alliance, with all its pecu- 

hiarities, muy be here brought forward.—It 
is an accidental, temporary circumstance, 
but of weight in the ‘balance of French 
destinies, ©Its ‘first call seenied to be to 
check the’spirit of conquest in France ; it 
has no longer that enemy to face... The 
battle of Waterloo ;seemed rather against 
the conquering Napoleon than democratic 
France. The Tribune and the liberty of 
the press have given a new direction to 
passions, characters, incidents, and the 
reign of. Napoleon is now but an episode 
in the history of the revolution. 

Not less diversified is the view of 
the elements that sum up, in a general 
account, the whole force of opposition 
in the nation: — 

1. The possessors of National Property.— 
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This class of citizens, in its physical state, 
fornis a sort of grand corporation, a min- 
gled mass, extremely numei ous, and united 
by the strong bond of interest attached to 
property. 

2. The Actors in the Revolution.—This 
denomination properly comprises the 
whole body of veterans of the Republic, 
including also the public functionaries 
disgraced under the empire, and the off- 
spring of these, respectively. 

3. Scientific und Literary Characters.— 
This does not so much refer to the Acade- 
micians of Paris, whose pensions may 
draw them to forbearance, and prevent 
them from opposing the aim of a govern- 
ment; it takes into the account the great 
Majority of advocates, physicians, and 
others, that can purchase books, aud read 
them, in the different cities and provinces, 

4. Such as are employed in the Arts of 
Industry, make a conspicuous appearance in 
this part of the Opposition.—The situation 
of merchants, manufacturers, &c. is fa- 
vourable to the progress of knowledge, 
and the proper use of it, to the develop- 
ment of instruction, in matters moral, 
civil, and intellectual. 

5. The Protestants.—These have now 
an ostensible situation, a distinguishing 
character, which claims attention, and oc- 
cupies a space likely to be far more consi- 
derable among the political orders of the 
state. In the elections of the Great Col- 
leges of Upper and Lower Rhine, Deux 
Sevres, the Lower Charante, and La Ven- 
dee, the Protestants are of the first consi- 
deration, active and determined friends to 
liberal principles. ; 

6. The Rising Generalion.—The senti- 
ments and much of the character of these, 
which time will heighten and improve, 
cannot be ‘too warmly praised. In and 
among the different ranks of these, true 
liberty has, if not its best, its most univer- 
sal sanction. 

7. The Charter.—This is strong in itself, 
and will acquire additional strength, 
though, from peculiar circumstances, it 
may for a time be the prey of a party. In 
the Elective Chamber, it contains a repre- 
sentative government; ‘which is that of a 
common interest j ‘while the adverse party 
depend npow soldiers, the police, the bud- 
get, the courts: ofi justice; promises, me- 
NACE Ry ot bauok exsw woe bs 
8. The Holy Alliance of the People.—In 
France, now, there,are only two divisions, 
—of such as are for and against the an- 
cient regimen.. Where liberal. principles 
are introduced, they meliorate the humi- 
liating condition of the lower orders; 
these are explained so clearly, so repeat- 
edly, and pressed so warmly, that the issue 
of the division cannot be doubtful. The 
whole system of political society begins to 
be better understood ;—who in France is 
ignorant that Lord Holland and Mr. 

Brougham 
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‘Brougham are friendly to their opposi- 

tion, and that M. de Chateaubriand is the 

Mr. Cannivg of England? Between these 
divisions ‘of the people a treaty of peace 
must, ere long,,be signed. In ten years 

time, embassies from the numerous demo- 

craciés ‘of’ America will propagate their 

doctrines in all the courts of Europe,—as 

Franklin did at Versailles. What Tertal- 

lian ‘said of the Christians, in his time, is 

applicable to France in its lowest subpre- 

fecture :—‘ You will find us (opposition 

men) in the Senate, the Pretorium, the 

Circus, the Temples, the Forum, the Are- 

‘nas, and in all public places”’—A French 

Tertullian might address the adversaries of 

liberal ideas, urging such arguments as 

these,—“ You bear on your foreheads the 

distinguishing marks of decrepitude and 

old age, but would fain retard the career 

of the generation that is advancing. And 

how do you acquire proselytes? You em- 

ploy gold to seduce, the sword to intimi- 

date, vanity to divide, superstition and 

party spirit to bewilder, and, all this 

proving insufficient, you are forced to bor- 

row our language, our manners, our insti- 

tutions. You have all the instruments of 

power at your disposal, but what use have 

you put them to, except in displacing cer- 

tain official characters, whose situations 

you coveted? What institution have you 
founded? And can you attempt to esta- 
blish any, without incurring the risk of 
seeing it converted to our advantage? It 
we look for citizens among you, we find 
only the delegates of power. Security for 
personal liberty, respect for the domestic 
sanctuary, responsibility in the exercise of 
spower,—all this was promised, is due, is 
necessary ; but, so far are we from enjoy- 
ing it, that you dispute with us about 
words. Where is moderation, impartiality, 
benevolence, the signs, attributes, essential 
elements of power, &c.?” 

—>— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AM sure there is no man more 
anxious to give publicity to every 

subject that appears calculated to be- 
nefit society than yourself; and I know 
of no other Miscellany so widely cir- 
culated, whose pages are so liberally 
dedicated to disseminate information, 
‘as those of the Monthly Magazine. 

Under this impression, I have taken 
the liberty to address you on the sub- 
ject of a discovery I made some years 
ago, in my experiments on the alkalis, 
and. for which I have obtained letters 
patent. 

I am desirous that my discovery 
should be generally known, and regret 
1 have not before had leisure to make 
it public, and to secure it by patent, 

incombustible. 

Mr. Cook on rendering Wood, Cottons, Se. incombustible. [Oct. 1, 
as almost every man, I may venture to 
say, is interested init. It is a method 
of rendering all sorts of cottons, li- 
nens, muslins, &e/ as well as timber, 

For timber it will be 
of immense value, as it not only ren- 
ders it incombustible, but completely 
prevents the dry-rot from entering into 
it. For the navy it will be of the 
utmost importance, inasmuch as all 
vessels built with timber, prepared un- 
der my patent, are both incombustible 
and secure from the dry-rot, which has 
of late years much increased; and, al- 
though many plans haye been suggest- 
ed, and many experiments have been, 
and are now under trial by the Navy 
Board, yet there is no plan that I know 
of that has yet been found to be fully 
effective. : 

If my invention only went to render 
navy timber incombustible, I cannot 
help considering it as of infinite im- 
portance; because, what scene can 
there be in the world more dreadful 
than that of a vessel on fire, far out at 
sea, and at a distance from all help. 
I am quite certain that all timber pre- 
pared under my patent will effectually 
prevent it from being ever set on fire, 
either by accident or by intention ; as 
well as securing it from the dry-rot. 
But it is not only the navy to whom 
my discovery will be of advantage: I 
propose to prepare timber for building 
of houses,—so that a house built with 
my prepared timber cannot be burnt 
down; no incendiary can destroy: it, 
nor carelessness or accident effect it; 
and, when the expense of preparing the 
timber will be but small, I am inclined 
to think thatno public building, or in- 
deed any house of importance, will be 
built without having the timber first 
rendered incombustible. under m 
patent. a) 

I am more anxious to give publicity 
to my invention from.the circumstance 
of seeing an account in the Imperial 
Magazine for this month, stating that 
““M. Gay Lussac has found, that the 
most effectual solutions for rendering 
cloths incombustible are solutions of 
muriate, sulphate, phosphate, and bo- 
rate of ammonia, with borax, and also 
some mixtures of those salts. M. 
Merat Guillot, of Auxeres, has shown 
that acidulous phosphate of lime pos- 
sesses the same property; when li- 
nen, muslin, wood, or paper, are 
dipped. in a solution of that salt, of the 
specific gravity of from 1:26 or 1°30, 
they become incombustible ; they may 

be 
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be charred. ‘by an intense heat, but 

they will not burn.” These are facts 
that. proved many years ago; and 
several of my friends, to whom I ex- 
hibited cloth, calico, muslin, &e. ren- 
dered. incombustible, can attest the 
same. Indeed I have by me speci- 
mens which have been done twelve 
monihs, which I have kept te see 
if time would. make any difference in 
them. 
- Some of the cloth and timber so 
prepared I exhibited to some friends 
about eight months ago, who urged me 
to take out letters patent for the dis- 
covery. After my patent was com- 
pleted, I offered it to the Nayy Board, 
and am now preparing to lay before 
that body my plans for rendering tim- 
ber not only incombustible, but, by 
the same process, effectually prevent 
the dry-rot. I not only propose to sa- 
turate timber in the planks, by letting 
it remain for a time in the solution; 
but also when the tree is cut down, 
(which may be done when the sap is 
up, and the bark in its best state,) by 
# machine to drive out or extract the 
sap; and saturate the whole tree at 
onee, filling up all the pores with a 
solution of alkali: this I can effectuate 
in a few hours at a small expense. 

I have by me memorandums of ex- 
periments made more than seven years 
ago; at which time I discovered that 
solutions of the alkalies would render 
all sorts of cottons, linen, timber, 
&c., incombustible; but the many 
engagements I was under at that time, 
and for the last four years, in bring- 
ing to perfection my invention of 
rollers for calico-printing, for which 
I obtained a patent about three years 
ago, prevented me from paying that 
attention to it I wished, In fact, 
what urged me now to make the disco- 
very public, and to secure it by letters 
patent, was the occurrence of so many 
accidents by fire, as well as the: ear- 
nest solicitation of my friends. 

In wishing you to make this public, 
2 have no desire to take away from 
M, Gay Lassae, or any other, the me- 
rit that is due to.them for the diseo- 
very; for it is very evident that they 
could not know of any experiments 
JT had made; yet 1 think L am entitled 
‘to the merit of having been the first to 
aaake this discovery. ‘That it will be 
of importance in saving the lives of 
og 1 have no doubt, especially if 
the ladi ies can. be prevailed upon to, 
adopt it in their dresses, which will 
Montuty Mac, No. 373. 
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only require the dress, after it has been 
washed and wrung out of the: last 
water, to be dipped in a solution of 
pure vegetable alkali. This solution, 
which is as perfectly clear as the purest 
water, and without any smell, I am 
now preparing forsale. But, if there 
should be any objection to use itin the 
finest dresses, there can be none to 
dip ajl window-curtains and hangings 
for beds in it; for thousands of acci- 
dents haye happened, and property 
been destroyed, as well as many lives 
lost, by the curtains being set on 
fire by accident or the carelessness of 
servants. No accident can ever hap- 
pen from this cause if the curtains are 
firstrendered incombustible; andnofa- 
mily should ever put up curtains liable 
to be set on fire, without first securing 
them from its power. I propose, also, to 
render all the boarded floors of houses 
incombustible, by washing over every 
part with this solution after the rooms 
are cleaned: the servant should wet 
every part-with a proper brush, and 
this may be done always after the 
rooms have been cleaned with water, 
or scoured. Those rooms that are 
never wet or washed should be wash- 
ed over with the solution several 
times, in order that the wood may be 
well saturated,—when the timber or 
floors will require no farther attention. 
There is another adyantage of some 
importance that those will experience 
who use this preparation,—the insect 
so common and troublesome in large 
towns will not remain in the floors so 
prepared, nor will they enter into bed- 
steads that have been rendered incom- 
bustible by this solution. 

I have, I fear, taken up already 
too much of your time; yet I wish 
to mention its importance to all 
inns, hotels, &c. where so many per- 
sons at times sleep, that, if a fire was 
to break out in them, how many lives 
are endangered; when the whole of 
the rooms, at a small expense, may be 
rendered safe, and every noxious in- 
sect destroyed or driven away. | 

I should not at this time have pub- 
lished this statement to the world, but 
I feel a desire (which I think no one 
can blame me for, if I am entitled to 
-it,) to claim the merit of having’ first 
discovered the important property of 
-the alkalis, in rendering all combus- 
tible bodics incombustible, when. they 
are impregnated with them. 

Basherville House, ‘R. Cook. 
Birmingham ; July 15. 

Dd To 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
pe conimunication of Capt. Lay- 

man in page 122, although well- 
intentioned, and however correctly its 
facts may be stated, with respect to 
his having procured fresh water by 
shallow diggings on the sandy shores of 
the acean, Capt. L. so essentially errs 
in stating the principles on which he 
attempts to account for the phenome- 
non, and as to the general applica- 
bility of his method for supplying 
shipping, that I am induced to request 
your permission tosay a few words on 
the subject, which I hope may prove 
useful to mariners, and guard them 
against grievous and perhaps danger- 
ous disappointments. . 

A very slight acquaintance with 
chemical facts will satisfy any one, 
that there is not the slightest ana- 
Jogy between the gazeous ascent of 
water to form clouds, or in the 
practice of evaporating or distil- 
ling, and the percolation of water 
through sand, or its filtration through 
any other substances. And it is not 
true, that beneath the line or level of 
high-water, fresh water can be obtain- 
ed by digging on the sandy shore, ex- 
‘cepting only in those cases or. spots 
‘where large quantities of land water 
(derived in all instances from previous 
rains, snows, or dews,) are passing 
through such sand in its way to the 
ocean, as its lowest vent or place of 
‘discharge: in all other cases, a hole 
sunk in the sea-sand, would be wholly 
or partially filled with salt water, 
left in such sand by the retiring tide. 

The loose sand on the sea-shore is 
not often of any great thickness, and, 
in a large proportion of cases, it rests 
on some sub-stratum, less porous or 
less fitted for percolation than itself; 
and in very numerous instances this 
stiffer or less porous substratum, rises 
in a cliff or bank, above high-water 
level, so as to preclude the percolation 
of fresh water fromthe land, except 
at the mouths of valleys or ravines, 
which are furrowed into the surface of 
such impervious substratum. It should 
become the business, therefore, of the 
mariner, who would land on a sandy 
“shore in search of fresh water, to exa- 
‘mine the cliffs or banks rising above 
high-water level; and, if they prove 
clayey, or so compact as apparently 
to be water-tight, it will be almost 
hopeless for him. to sink for fresh wa- 
ter opposite to.any such impervious 
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‘to be borne in mind, that fresh water 
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shore ; but in searching along the cliffs 
or banks, it will not often be far before 
such clayey bank will be found to de- 
cline in height and sink down, and 
disappear under the loose gravel or 
sand, at the mouth of a vale or ravine, 
which comes down out of the country. 
Such a mouth of a valley being found, 
having a course of some miles in land, 
and the centre or deepest place in the 
mouth of such vale being selected, by 
a comparison of the slopes of the sides 
of such valley near to its mouth, a 
sinking for water may with some con- 
fidence be there made, at or about the 
high-water line, however dry or unpro- 
mising the surface of the gravel or 
sand of the selected spot may appear. 
Provided the water, which springs up 
in the bottom of any hole which may 
be sunk, proves fresh and without any 
mineral taste, besides that of muddi- 
ness, the turbidness occasioned by the 
digging of the hole should not dis- 
hearten the operator; because, on 
finishing the hole, a moderate degree 
of baling and throwing away of the 
water, will wash in the mud or fine 
earthy particles which may have been 
loosened by the digging, and clear 
water will mostly follow. In order to 
allow time for these operations, unin- 
terrupted by the tide, it is plainly de- 
sirable to have the hole sunk rather 
above than below high-water level. 

There is another principle of search 
for fresh water on the sea-shore, which 
may often be had recourse to, when the 
method already pointed out may have 
failed, and that is, searching along the 
sands, as near as may be to low-water 
line, and noticing any places where 
the sand may appear wetter, and to 
be discharging more water than usual, 
at a spot from whence the ascent of 
the surface of the sand is regular to- 
wards the beach or cliffs, and where 
no pools of salt water could have been 
left behind a ridge, to soak away into 
the sand, and so occasion the local 
wetness observed. 

The water oozing from the sand, in 
any such places as described, should 
-be tasted, and if it proves fresh, or even 
in any material degree less salt and 
bitter than the adjoining sea-water, a 
hole sunk in an eligible place between 
this spot and the beach or cliffs, (of 
whatever material such cliffs may be 
composed,) may with some confidence 
be expected to fill with, and afford a 
supply of fresh water: it being always 

out 
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out of the sea-sand can only be de- 
rived from the land, in the ordinary 
way in which springs percolate, and 
descend towards their lowest vent or 
outlet, which is the ocean, unless 
where they are sooner intercepted and 
thrown out on the surface, by water- 
tight strata or masses of matter. I 
know several instances wherein pow- 
erful springs of fresh water break up 
about the low-water line, from open 
rocks, which extend. inland, but are 
buried under clayey strata or alluvia 
on the beach. 

Capt. L. seems to be aware that 
palm-trees, equally with others, require 
a supply of fresh water for their sup- 

rt; and such supply they undoubted- 
Set have from the land-springs, in 
the manner I have been pointing out, 
and not by any mysterious action which 
their roots can exercise on the sea- 
water, as he assumes. ; 

1 beg to take the present opportunit 
of thanking the gentleman, an Occa- 
sional Reader, of your August number, 
for his information, that one or more 
artificial fountains of water have been 
obtained at Whitstable, in Kent, by 
means of boring; and to avail myself 
of his hint, by thus respectfully re- 
questing of the Rev. Mr. Platoff, or of 
any other ingenious person of that 
place or its neighbourhood, informa- 
tion on the following points, viz. Ist, 
The depth from the surface, or thick- 
ness of dry loam, sand, or gravel? 2d. 
The thickness (if any) of wet sand or 
gravel, or of heterogeneous stoney soil, 
charged with land springs? 3d. The 
thickness (if any) of laminated or un- 
disturbed blue or brownish clay, and 
whether any layers of clay-balls or 
cement stones were found therein? 
4th. Of sand or loam (if any), and if 
mixed with small black spheroidally 
flattened nodules or pebbles of chert, 
‘or dark-coloured imperfect. flint? 
5th. Of soft red, or red and white mot- 
tled:clay? 6th. Of sand, &c.? And 
7th. Of chalk, with layers of black 
flints?—in case the boring here should 
have proceeded so far into the stratifi- 
eation, as sometimes happens in the 
vale of the Thames. 

Besides which, it would be very de- 
sirable to learn,—S8th. At what depth 
from the surface the auger tapped the 
pent or rising spring? 9th. Has it 
since overflowed at the surface, or how 
much above it, or to what. height 
does the water stationary rise in the 
bore-hole? 10th. What was the dia. 
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meter of the auger used?. 11th, What 
was the total cost of the boring, in- 
cluding the use of tools; and the name 
and residence of the operator? 12th. 
What kind, length, diameter, and 
thickness of pipe has been inserted 
into the bore-hole, to preserve the wa- 
ter’s passage; and its cost? 13th. Has 
any column or other erection been 
made over the bore-hole ; its nature 
and cost? 

In case of a well having been sunk 
part of the way down, (as has been 
usual in and near London), it will be 
desirable to learn,—1l4th. Its depth, 
with its sinking particulars, (as above, 
queries 1 to 7,) and those of the bore- 
hole below it? And further, or 15th. 
How many ale gallons overflow per 
minute or hour, or can be drawn or 
pumped from the well, without lower- 
ing its surface? And lastly, or 16th. | 
Is the supply constant the year round, 
or in what proportion has it fallen off 
in the dryest season? 

Respecting any modern wells or 
bore-holes, especially deep and suc- 
cessful ones, similarly full particulars 
should by all means be taken and pre- 
served by the curious persons of the 
vicinity; and such being communi- 
cated and published in your pages, or, 
if more agreeable, sent to the writer 
to be preserved in his collection (not 
a small one) of similar documents, the 
useful art, whereby supplies of good 
water are, artificially procurable, could 
‘not fail of being improved and ad- 
vanced. . JouN Farey, 

Sept. 9, 1822, _ Mineral Surveyor. 

‘Howland-street, Fitzroy-square. 
(jhe as 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
ANTIQUITIES and PRESENT STATE of LAM- 

BETH, VAUXHALL, and KENNINGTON. 
T is surprising that Mr. Washing- 
ton Irving, who recently evinced 

such ardor in exploring the scene of 
Falstaff’s jollities at the Boar’s-head 
Tavern, Eastcheap, did net extend 
his researches to the parish of Lam- 
beth. No part of the metropolis affords 
so many interesting recollections of 
royalty, aristocracy, and revelry ; and 
these, adorned by the pen of the Ame- 
rican Addison, might have made a 
valuable addition to the entertain. 
ment of the ‘ Sketch Book.” It 
is here the enquirer after the ‘‘ olden 
time” in Lambeth encounters many 
mortifying disappointments. Of se- 
veral erections enon dignified 
by the rank of the occupants, or 

4 the 
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the uses to which they were appro- 
priated, no trace whatever exists ; and 
of others, the site is oceupied by build- 
ings contrasting strangely with their 
predecessors on the same spot. Ham- 
let showed logically enough to his 
friend Horatio the vile uses to which 
the dust of heroes might descend ; and 
the fate of ancient buildings is fre- 
quently not less revolting. The ground 
on which stood the mansion of the 
Howards is now occupied by a sugar- 
house ; and if the site of the palace of 
the Plantagenets could be ascertained, 
it would probably be found buried un- 
der the degrading load of a distillery, 
a pot-house, or places still less cre- 
ditable. 
The etymology of Lambeth is uncer- 

tain ; the earliest mention of it is ina 
charter of King Edward the Confes- 
sor, dated in 1080. In 1041 Osgod 
Classa, a Danish noble, lived here; for 
it’ was at the marriage of Getha, his 
daughter, with Tovy Prudarn, another 
Danish noble, that Hardiknute, the 
last king of that race, died suddenly, 
and not without suspicion of poison. 
Harold was crowned at Lambeth, pro- 
bably at Kennington, where there was 
formerly a palace. Of the five manors 
into which the parish was once divided, 
that of Kennington, called in Domes- 
day Chenintune, is the most remarka- 
ble for historical incidents. It was at 
Kennington, in 1231, that Henry IIT. 
held a solemn Christmas, under the 
superintendance-and at the charge of 
Hubert de Burgh, his chief-justice ; 
next year a parliament was held at the 
same place. Edward the Black Prince 
resided at Kennington; and Stow re- 
cords a famous mummery, enacted at 
the palace in 1877, by 130 citizens, 
“disguised and well horsed,” for the 
entertainment of his son Richard. 
Where the palace stood, or when it 
was destroyed, is uncertain; but Cam- 
den, who'wrote in 1607, is incorrect 
when he says there was no vestige of 
it, and the very name of a palace un- 
known. Charles II. while Prince of 
Wales, occupied the site in 1615, and 
ten acres of ground, formerly the pa- 
lace-garden. The last traces of the 
royal residence was a barn, which 
existed so late as 1786, and which in 
1700 had formed a receptacle for dis- 
tressed Protestants. 

The church is a homely structure, 
supposed to have been built by Arch- 
bishop Chichely, about the year 1414. 
Jn the south-cast window is a picture 
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of the famous pedlar, the gteat berie~ 
factor of the parish, with a staff in his: 
hand, and a pack on his back. | The 
tradition is, that the pedlar gave one 
acre of land, situate near the cast end 
of the Surrey abutment of Westmin- 
ster bridge, for leave to bury his dog 
in holy ground. The genuineness of 
this story may be doubted; and, on 
recently viewing the picture, it occur- 
red to us, that it was either intended 
to represent St. Peter, or to exem- 
plify the primitive humility of the first 
teachers of Christianity. However 
this may be, the Pedlar’s Acre has 
turned out a valuable donation: in 
1504 it was an osier-bed, and let at 
2s, 6d. per annum ; in 1812 it was esti- 
mated by two surveyors, on behalf of 
the parish, to be worth a rent of 1050/; 
per annum. I doore forts: 

Near the church is Lambeth-Pa- 
lace, or, as it is called. by the natives, 
the Bishop’s House. The site of the 
palace, with gardens and. enclosed 
ground, occupy thirteen acres. Some 
years ago the Archbishop had a law- 
suit with the parishioners, on account 
of the poor assessment, which he re- 
fused to pay, on the ground that his 
domains were extra-parochial: this 
turned out to be the case, though 
many were surprised that his grace 
should demur tv so trifling a claim, 
since, had deep search been made for 
precedents, it might have been disco- 
vered that, instead of a tenth, the poor 
had a claim to one-fourth of the ar- 
chiepiscopal revenues. In the receiver’s 
apartment is a representation of a dove 
and serpent, with the priestly motto 
ascribed to Cardinal Pole,—Estote 
prudentes sicut serpentes, el innocentes 
sicut columbe. The library contains 
about 25,000 volumes, but relating 
chiefly to church history and school 
divinity; itis probably not so valuable 
as Dr. Franklin’s little manual of 
‘¢Poor Richard’s Almanack.” 

Lambeth has been always ccle= 
brated for its amusements. At the 
beginning of the last century Cuper’s 
Gardens were a noted place of public 
diversion, and much frequented by the 
nobility. They were under the ma- 
nagement of Widow Evans, and it is 
curious to contrast the puffs and ad- 
vertisements with which John Bull 
was then baited, with present allure- 
ments. The following is one from the 
Daily Advertiser, June 28, 1743 :-— 

' » Cuper’s Gardens. 
This isto acquaint ladies and gentle- 

men, 
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men, that this night will be buint the 
Gorgon’s head, or move properly the head 
of Medusa, in history said to have snakes 
on her hair, and to kil men byher looks; 
such a thing as was never known to be 
done in Engiand before. 

—tThe site of Cuper’s Gardens is now 
eccupied by Beaufoy’s vinegar works, 
in South Lambeth. 

The notion that Fawkeshal! or 
Vauxhall Gardens derive their name 
from Guy Vaux, of gunpowder-treason 
notoriety, appears to have no_ better 
foundation than a person named Vaux 
having formerly lived there. 'The 
gardens have been a place of great 
popular attraction for more than a 
century. On the 7th of June, 1743, 
Mr. Tyers, the proprietor, opened 
them with a splendid illumination, and 
an advertisement of a ridotto al fresco 
(a. term then.unknown to the people); 
about 400 persons were present, 
mostly in masks and dominos. ‘Till 
the building of Westminster-bridge, 
the passage to the gardens was from 
the opposite shore by water, or over 
London-bridge, and through the Bo- 
rough. By Mr. Addison’s account in 
the Spectator, the gardens were open- 
ed so carly as the month of May ; that 
masks were worn by some of the com- 

pany; that mead was a favourite 
liquor with those who wore them ; and 
that Burton ale was in request with 
gentlemen. So great was the delight 
Mr. Tyers took in this place, that he 
caused himself to be carried into the 
garden a few hours before his death, 
to take alast look at them. ‘The price 
of admission was one shilling till 1792, 
when additional amusements and de- 
corations having been provided, it was 
raised to two shillings; which, in con- 
sequence of farther improvements, and 
the reduction of the number of nights 
of representation from six to three, 
was raised to 4s. (now 3s.6d.) The ave- 
rage number of company used to be 
about one thousand, but this number 
has been greatly exceeded; and, from 
the manner in which the gardens were 
conducted last season, it is probable 
they will again become a popular place 
of resort. 

Lambeth is associated with recollec- 
lions more valuable than scenes of 
gaicty, or even architectural remains ; 
it has been the abode of learning, in- 
genuity, and virtue. The Tradescants 
hold a conspicuous place among the 
worthies of the parish; their virtues 

rr 
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may be collected, from their epitaph in 
the church-yard:— % 
Know, stranger, ere thon pass, beneath this 

) stone ? 

Lye Johu Vradeseant, grandsive, father, 
son; 

The last dy'd in his spring; the other‘two 
Liv’d till they had traveil’d art and nature 

through, r 
As by their choice collections may appear, 
Of what is rare in dana, in sea, in air; 
Whilst they (as Homer's Tliad in a nut,) 
A world of wonders in’ one closet shut. 
These famous antiquarjans, that had been 
Both, gardeners to the rose and lity queen, 
Transplanted now themselves, sleep here ; 

and when aa 
Angels shall with their trampets waken men, 
And fire shall purge the world, these three 

shall rise, i 
And change the garden for a paradise. 

In the new ledger, placed by pub- 
lic subscription in 1773, the three last 

omitted. Mr. Edward 
Moore, the author of “the Gamester,” 
and the periodical paper called ‘“ the 
World,” resided in Lambeth; and 
Mr. Francis Moore, of ‘‘ Loyal Alma- 
nack”” memory, lived many years at 
the north corner of Calcot’s-ailey, in 
the Back-lane, new called High-street, 
where he followed the joint occupation 
of astrologer, schoolmaster, and phy- 
sician. The house in which Mr 
Bushell lived might be seen till lately, 
at the corner of Oakley-street, oppo- 
site the Asylimm; its singular occupant 
is thus described in Aubrey’s Survey : 
—‘ Mr. Bushell, (says he,) a man well 
known to Chancellor Bacon, being in 
fear of Oliver Cromwell, absconded to 
a fair house here, where the piqued 
turretis. He was obnoxious, and in 
danger of his life ; and his old faithful 
servant, John Sydenham, and an old 
woman, were alone privy to his con- 
cealment. his private life in the 
day, with his nightly diversion in his 
orchard, lasted a whole year, until his 
peace was made. He lay ina garret, 
which was the length of the whole 
house, hung with black baize ; at one 
end was a skeleton, extended on a 
mattress, which was rolled up under 
its head; at the other end a low pallet 
bed, on which the said Bushell lay; 
and on the wall was depicted various 
emblems of mortality. He was an in- 
genious and contemplative man, and 
a vast admirer of his great master, 
Bacon.” 

Considering the many celebrated 
places in Lambeth, it is singular some 

of 
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of them have not been selected for one, 

at least; of the four new churches 
about to be erected; instead of which, 

the parishioners have shown a total 

disregard of historical association, 

and, with singular felicity, have fixed 

on part of Kennington Common, 

where criminals were executed, as an 

appropriate site for one of them. 
— 

. For the Monthly Magazine. 

NEWS FROM PARNASSUS. 
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Theatrical Portraits, with other Poems ; 

( by Harry Stoe Van Dyk. 

feces is no error more general 

‘among the ordinary readers of 

poetry, than that of being inclined to 

estimate the character of a writer by 

the greatness of his undertaking. The 

Spectator humourously represents the 

authors of his day as valuing them- 

selves in proportion to the bulk of 

the respective volumes they had 

written; so that a writer who had 

presented the world with an erudite 

folio, would on no account submit to 

be placed on a level with one who had 

produced only a pamphlet, however 

ingenious. But the mistake, if not so 

palpable, is no Jess unreason able, of 

rating a poet according to the appa- 

rent rank of his work, of being biassed 

by a title-page, and influenced more 

by professions than by execution. 

Very different was the sentiment of 

the ingenious critic of antiquity :— 

Quid dignum tanto feret hic promissor 

hiatu? 
Quanto rectius hic qui nil molitur inepte ! 

Non fumum ex fulgore, sed ex fumo dare 

lucem 
Cogitat. 

There is little doubt that the judg- 

ing of poetieal merit by this erroneous 

standard, has contributed to the pom- 

pous pretensions so often put forth by 

writers, as a necessary means of be- 

speaking the favour of no inconsider- 

able portion of their readers. To 

persons with whom such introductions 

have weight, we fear that the small 

dimensions and unassuming title of 

the little volume before us may appear 

uninviting; but we would request 

them “to pause awhile ere they re- 

ject,” and to reflect that the real 

merit of a work does. not consist in 

the subject of which it treats, but in 

the success with which that subject is 

treated. Indisputably, the dignity of 

some departments of poetry is much 

greater than that of others: but it is 

_» News from Parnassus, No. XX. (Oct. 1, 
with literature as with real life,—the 
person who fills its humblest station 
ably and well, is superior to him who 
occupies the highest rank unworthily 
or indifferently. ‘The ode is certainly 
a much higher species of composition 
than the pastoral; yet had Pope never 
written any thing but his Pastorals,* 
he would still have ranked far before 
such lyric writers as Spratt and Y alden. 
Gay’s Beggar’s Opera outweighs all 
Lee’s tragedies ; and, though the epic 
is acknowledged to be the highest 
effort of human genius, while song- 
writing cannot claim for itself a very 
exalted place, we believe that no one 
would think for a moment of profaning 
the hallowed memory of Burns, by in- 
stituting any comparison between his 
talents as a poet, and those of such 
poor creatures as Amos Cottle and 
Dr. Southey the laureate. 
_Since the time of Churcbill’s Ros- 

ciad and Lloyd’s Actor, we have had 
no poetical attempt deserving of no- 
tice, to give a sketch of the performers 
of the day. Without intending te 
compare Mr. Van Dyk’s “Theatrical 
Portraits” to those masterly produc- 
tions, which would be flattery as obvi- 
ous as ridiculous, we feel justified in 
saying, that they are executed with 
great discrimination and fidelity, and 
evince a thorough acquaintance with 
the drama. On these accounts alone 
they would be valuable ; but they are 
likewise enriched by a vividness of 
imagination, a clearness of conception, 
and a warm poetical feeling, which 
pervades them all. Our limits will 
not admit of numerons extracts, but a 
few will be sufficient to justify the opi- 
nion we have expressed. 

The following lines, in the portrait 
of poor Emery, possess a peculiar in- 
terest at the present moment :— : 
But why recount each individual part, 
In which he moves the fancy or the heart? 
Why dwell on beauties clear as daylight’s eye, 
When gazing through the greyly-dappled sky? 
He ne’er o’ersteps the line that Nature draws, 
Nor sinks his Judgment to the mob’s applause ; 
He strays not through buffoon’ry’s slipp’ry aways, 
But holds the surer, nobler road to praise. 
Be ever thus; and let the public tell, 
How as “¢play’d many parts,” and play*d them 

well, 

The justice of this praise, and the ac- 
curate knowledge of Emery’s peculiar 

* We make no mention of Bloomfield 
here; for, in spite of the tide of passing 
popularity by which his early prommetian 
was upborne, we shall always retain the 
opivion we expressed on the first pernsal 
of it, that the “ Farmer's Boy” was only 
adapted tor the reading of farmer's men. 

talent 
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talent which it displays, will be ad- 
mitted by al] who have witnessed 
the: performances of that lamented 

_ actor. 
In the sketch of Miss O'Neill is the 

following passage, which appears to 
us extremely poetical :— 
The tender bud, that droops its modest head, 
In silent sorrew, o’er its lonely bed, 
Can gain more interest in-_the feeling breast, 
Than the gay flower which blooms above the rest. 
There is a sadness in the wither’d leaf, 
That seems to claim communion with our grief; 
There is a melancholy round it cast, 
Which breathes to us of happier days long past. 

We reluctantly terminate our ex- 
tracts from thése portraits with the 
following animated description of 
Kean’s Shylock :— 
They = have seen him, when, with vengeance 

He ew Agtonio as he whets his knife, 
Must ever feel, while thinking of that part, 
The life-blood Stagnate chilly round the heart: 
There was a murd’rous smile upon his cheek, 
And from his eye some devil seem’d to speak ; 
In triumph there, demoniac-like, he stood, 
As though his soul would drink his victim’s blood. 

Mr. Van Dyk has restricted himself, 
in selecting the subjects of his por- 
traits, to performers of acknowledged 
excellence; and hence his province 
has been, not that of the satirist, but 
the eulogist. In our opinion this has, 
perhaps, been rather too much the 
ease, and it is, indeed, our only objec- 
tion of any weight. In the whole 
collection there does not appear to be 
a sketch with which the subject of it 
would not have reason to feel, not only 
pleased, but literally flattered, more or 
less. This may be extremely natural 
in the effusions of a young mind, 
keenly. alive to the beauties of the 
drama, and in which the delight expe- 
rienced at witnessing the efforts of 
good acting will often generously su- 
persede the recollection of errors. 
But we, who from our habits and ideas 
are “nothing if not critical,” cannot 
help regretting this. Harley and Ma- 
cready, though very superior, are not 
faultless performers; and even in the 
acting of the lovely Miss M. Tree, the 
skilful eye may discern— 
nA spot or two, 

Which so much beauty would do well to lose. 

The praise bestowed by Mr. Van 
Dyk is, we think, always merited, 
and consequently just. It is not, 
therefore, the sins of commission that 
we lay to his charge, but those of 
Omission, in neglecting so favourable 
an opportunity of mentioning the 
principal defects of the persons to 
whose merits he was paying a just 
tribute. Should he, as we hope will 
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be the case, appear before ‘the public 
again in the same line, we trust this 
hint will not be lost upon him. 

It remains for us to notice the mis- 
cellaneous poems in this volume; and, 
much as we have expressed ourselves 
pleased with the portraits, we confess 
that it is in these minor pieces we find 
the greatest promise of the author's 
poetical powers. ‘The cant of origi- 
nality has been much adopted by some 
of the worst writers of the present day, 
who have plumed themselves on the 
exclusive possession of it, and have 
succeeded in forming a strong party 
among the injudicious. But origina- 
lity does not of itself imply excel- 
lence; to strike out a new path is not 
synonimous with discovering a good 
one; and, both in literature and science, 
that a man has executed something in 
a totally different manner from any 
one that has preceded him, may, in- 
stead of entitling him to praise, be 
undeniable evidence of his demerits. 
To the ultra-advocates of. originality, 
the productions of Mr. Van Dyk will 
scarcely recommend themselves, form- 
ed as these poems have obviously 
been upon the best models, attentively 
studied, and successfully, but not ser- 
vilely, imitated. Nor can we think 
that this is an improbable means of 
obtaining a distinction, both more 
lasting and more enviable, than that 
resulting from attempts to found new 
schools, somany of which have already 
risen and set within our own recollec- 
tion. If to copy» models worthy of 
imitation, and to tread in the steps of 
truly illustrious predecessors, argue 
want of genius, that want may be 
charged upon one of the most highly- 
gifted poets that ever existed. 
Te sequor, 5 Graie gentis decus, inque tuis nune 
rixa pedum pono pressis vestigia signis, 

is the language of Lucretius himself; 
and, if the “‘ignotis errare locis” be 
indeed a property of genius, it can 
hardly be considered distinctively 
such, since it belongs equally to inci- 
pient insanity. 

The length to which we have already 
extended this article will not admit 
of our selecting more than one piece 
as a specimen of Mr. Van Dyk’s mis- 
cellaneous poems; but we can assure 
our readers, that it is extracted al- 
most at random from many of eq! 
merit. 

When last we  secpeiy thy fair brow 
Was shaded by the clouds of care ; 

We meet at length again,—yet now 
The trace of sorrow lingers there. “ 

ne 
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« | One happy hour cannoterase 

‘The griet phages, nor ivipart : 
New m'to Missy's roseless face, 

New verdure to a wither’d Heart. 

_ Dong years of snff’ring and decay 
Have dimm’d thine eye and sear’d thy mind; 

Have swept thy js aud Joys away, 
And left but grief and tears behind. 

Yes! they have pass’d as the Simoom, 
Whose fatal and resistiess force 

Blights manhood’s strength, and beanty’s bloom, 
And leayes a cold and biack’uing corse. 

Oh! we will never part again, 
ut ewry pang together share ; 

United, we may brave the pain, 
Which, sever’d, were too much to bear. 

As yonder violet that pines 
With wither’d stem and faded bae, 

» Upon the rose’s breast reclines, 
_ Although the rose is wither’d too. ha 
tk 

In some of Mr. Van Dyk’s produc- 
‘ tions we occasionally remark a feeble- 
Bess and even an inaccuracy of ver- 
sification, which we trust he will ayoid 
in. any subsequent work, as there is 
abundant proof, even in these faults 
eccurring so seldom, that a little addi- 
tional care and attention are alone 
wanting to prevent them altogether. 
We must likewise express our sin- 
cere regret that he should, in some in- 
stances, haye disfigured his pages by 
the ‘introduction of slang language. 
‘This gentleman must surely know that 
it furnishes a miserable substitute for 
Feal wit, and must be aware that the 
terrent with which it has inundated 
‘the town will soon be replaced by 
some other novelty, which, if equally 
absurd, will, it is to be hoped, be less 
disgraceful. Authors who write for 
the passing day only may be tolerated 
in the use of the Egan dialect, since it 
‘has most unaccountably, fora time, 
‘become the fashion, or rather the 
mania. ‘They must necessarily yield 
to thé taste, since they find their ac- 
count in so doing. “ More eorum que 
Huminibus tinatant, non eunt sed fe- 
runtur.” But awriter, for whose pro- 
ductions. we would hope a nore than 
ephemeral existence, will not, we ap- 
prehend, find it contribute to his. per- 
manent fame, to interlard his pages 
with the languagé of gipsies and pick- 
pockets; and we trust, for the credit 
of Mr. Van Dyk’s muse, that he will 
in future exclude any such embellish- 
ments from his writings. As faithful 
critics, we have felt it our duty to no- 
tice the faults of his little volume ; but 
we are happy that these are set off by 
so many redeeming beauties; and we 
ean confidently recommend the “‘ Thea- 
trical’ Portraits” as_ interesting to 
the admirers-of the drama,-and cal- 
culated io gratify the trae lovers of 
poetry. 

Phial Barometer... (Octet, 
To the Editor of tle Monthhy Magazine. 

be. SiR, Phen 
HAD much pleasure at sceing, it 
the last number of your instructive 

and well-arranged publication, answers 
to the three queries which appeared in 
it a month or two since respecting the 
phial barometer. 
An interest in the phenomena of na- 

ture commonly arises from some ge- 
neral knowledge of them; and I was 
therefore surprised at the enquiries of 
your correspoudent regarding appear- 
ances that proceeded from causes, as 
I supposed, extremely obvious, and 
whieh a yery slight acquaintance with 
the principles of natural philosophy 
would have enabled him to account 
for: but, on reading Sigma’s answer 
to the third question, viz. ‘ Why does 
the exposure of the phial to the heat 
of a fire produce the same effect as 
rainy weather?’ my surprise Was sus- 
pended, and it seemed that a more at- 
tentive observation of the phenomenon 
adverted to is requisite to its correct 
solution than I was at first aware of. 
He says, “ Whien the phial is exposed 
to the heat of a fire, as the density of 
the air is diminished -by: its greater 
rarification, its pressure on the sur- 
face of the water is diminished also, 
the same as when rain is formed, be- 
cause its elastic form is proportionate 
to its density.” 

It is, l hope, with a becoming defer- 
ence to the acuteness and judgment 
of this gentleman that I submit to him, 
and your othér readers, another an- 
swer to the third enquiry. Both of 
your correspondents have observed, if 
they have ever performed the experi- 
ment, the difficulty of inverting the 
bottle when full, without many drops 
escaping, and the consequent admis- 
sion of some air through the column 
of water to the head of the barometer. 
In the one-ounce phials it is almost, or 
quite, impossible to do it without per- 
mitting the space of an inch, at least, 
between the inner surface and the top 
of the barometer to be occupied by air. 
Now there are two ways in which 
heat inay affect the phial barometer so 
as to Occasion a convex surface at its 
orifice. First, by rarifying the external 
colummof air that presses on this sur- 
face ; and, secondly, by the expansion 
of the air within. “That the first, 
which is the supposition of Sigma, is 
not the cause, is manifest from the eir- 
cumstance, that the weight of the at- 
mosphere, where the quantity is unli- 

mited, 
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mited, and free access of the surround- 
ing air allowed, does not decrease 
from heat, as appears by the Torricel- 
fian tube, Whiclis generally as high, or 
higher, in the hot month of June, than 
inthe cold month of January, when, on 
the principle which he assigns, it 
would invariably be lower. The heat 
of the air enables it to hold a greater 
quantity of moisture in solution, 
which, according to Sigma’s answer to 
the second enquiry, increases its 
weight and pressure. It must, there- 
fore, arise from the expansion of the 
air within, as is evident from the fol- 
lowing facts. First; thatthe convexity 
of the surface.and disposition to fall is 
always greater when the temperature 
of the air is high than when its density 
is little, a result that is easily ascer- 
tained by observing the phial barome- 
ter in hot and dry weatiier, at the same 
time with the common barometer and. 
thermometer; and, secondly, that a 
lamp, held at the top of the phial by 
the side of the space occupied by air 
produces a globular extremity to ‘the 
colunin of water mucli quicker than 
When applied at the same distance 
from the side of the orifice. 

From these circumstances, it ap- 
pears, that the phial barometer is a 
better test of the temperature than the 
weight of the atmosphere ; and its ten- 
dency, to indicate the former more 
than the latter, destroys its prophetic 
properties. As a therniometer, it is 
totally useless, because it cannot be 
graduated. But, although it will not 
answer the purpose of a barometer 
when consiraeted in the ordinary way, 
its defects can be in a great measure 
remedied by using a two-ounce bottle 
With a very small neck, which can be 
inverted with the loss of very litfle 
water ; and, of course, with the admis- 
sion of as little air. Your correspon- 
dents will then notice how slightly the 
heat affects if. 

In order to perform this little expe- 
fiment with greater nicety, and that 
its most delicate indications may be 
perceptible, the water should be de- 
prived of its brilliancy by tinging it 
with some colour that can be held in 
perfect solution. 
’ The cheapness and facility of ob- 
taining the phial barometer, if it can 
hy any means be brought to answer 
the proposed end, would make it a dé 
sirable implement to the husbandman; 
and, it is probable, your philosophic 
correspondents will make few sugges- 
-Montnty Mac. No. 373. 
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tions of greater utility to the agricul- 
tural labourer than by pointing out 
such improvements to this simple in- 
strument as will render it a tolerable 
criterion of the weather. x. 

Totnes ; 10th August, 1822. 
— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
LETTERS ON WALES, 

From Griffith Tudor, at Festiniog,* to his 
friend Frank Wilnot at Oxford, 

LETTER 1. 
Introduction—English Prejudices—Outline of the 

proposed Letters. 

Y¥ pear Frank. After a week’s 
bustle I am at length comforta- 

bly settled amongst my native hills ; 
and have, as yet, no cause to repine 
that I have exchanged the “learned 
ease” of Christ-church for the more 
majestic tranquillity that pervades 
this ‘‘ sequestered vale.” For a per- 
son of your temper and habits, I know 
the cloistered piles and venerable 
turrets of our alma mater have infi- 
nitely more charms than all the moun- 
tain scenery that every-where here 
rises in sublimity on the view. But, 
on the other band, my worthy friend, 
you must admit, that I haye strong 
motives which you cannot possibly 
feel, independent of any prepossession 
for the grand works of nature, for pre- . 
ferring these rude hills, with their clus- 
tering oaks, to the proudest and most 
finished structures that art can exhi- 
bit. Tor, you must not forget that I 
am now in the land of my fathers, and 
that too after a long absence, which 
has only served, as it were, to “ bind 
me to my native mountains more ;” 
and, if you could but feel how foreibly 
the “‘ hie amor, hee patria” of the poet, 
appeals to the heart of a Cambrian, 
you would do full justice tomy present 
sensations. But cnouch of this: it is 
time IT should proceed to the pur- 
pose for which I have now taken up 
my pen; and which, you will conjec- 
ture, is to redeem the pledge I gave 
on our separation. For refaining, as 
I do, all those national predilections 
which have been so often the object of 
your raillery, you will not wonder that 

* The vale of Festiniog, im Merioneth! 
shire, is, one of the most romantic spots int 
North Wales, bounded, as it is, by lofty 
hills shaded with towering forests, highly’ 
cultivated, watered by a gentle stream 
which runs through its centre, and termi: 
nating in a magnificent view of the ocean. 

. The elegant pen of Lord Lyttleton has, in 
some measure, converted this vale into 
classical ground, 

Ee I should 
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I should profit by my first leisure to 
endeavour to gain you over to my 
cause, even if the particular promise 
J made had not rendered it in some 
measure a point of duty. And what 
heightens my anxiety, indeed J may 
say my impatience, in this matter, is 
the unwarranted prejudice which most 
of you Englishmen have so blindly 
adopted with respect to every thing 
Welsh. Is Walesthen another Galilee, 
that it should be proverbially famed 

for yielding nothing of excellence? 
Surely, my good friend, you can never 
wish to harbour a sentiment so illibe- 
ral, so unjust. We do not, it is true, 
pretend to the celebrity of Greek or 
Roman fame: we offer no rivals to 
Homer or Virgil, to Demosthenes or 
Tully, to Alexander or Cesar. But, 
you will admit it possible, that a coun- 
try may have many claims on our re- 
gard, nay, even on our admiration, 
without aspiring to the highest emi- 
nences of popular renown. Atleast, I 
hope to be able to convince you, in the 
course of our correspondence, that the 
pretensions, set up in this respect by 
the Welsh, have enough in them to in- 
terest the curiosity of the learned, if 
not also to overcome the obstinacy of 
the incredulous. 

Since this epistle, my dear Frank, 
is to be regarded as no more than in- 
troductory to such as may follow it, I 
will merely, in the sequel, supply you 
with an outline of my proposed plan, if 
indeed I may call that a plan, the chief 
characteristics of which will be the re- 
jection of every thing like formality. 
For, however indispensable the /uci- 
dus ordo of the poet may be to an epie 
poem or drama, I do not hold it by any 
means essential to a series of familiar 
Jetters, wherein the writer may be 
allowed to take up his topics as they 
are suggested by accident or inclina- 
tion. Besides, [ am satisfied that my 
letters will not be the less welcome to 
you, because they do not make their 
appearance in chains and trammels. 

The ancient literature of Wales (for 
it is that, without reference to mere 
modern productions, which I have so 
often endeavoured to recommend to 
your attention,) cannot be said, I ac- 
knowledge, to embrace all the varie- 
ties that distinguish the literature of 
other countries. It is, at all events, 
singularly deficientin productions of a 
philosophical, a dramatic, or a hu- 
mourous character, and can boast of 
but few works that_are not to be re- 
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ferred to the two grand distinctions of 
historical and poetical. In thesetwo 
branches, however, there are some re- 
mains of considerable antiquity, as 
well as many others of a more modern 
date, and most of them extremely in- 
teresting, and well worthy of a minute 
investigation, These, then, it is my 
intention occasionally to introduce to 
you, without regard to any chronolo- 
gical or other ceremonious arrange- 
ment that might be required, in a 
more regular treatise. By this means 
Lhope, if not to secure your suflrages 
to my cause, at least not to weary 
your patience by the monotony of the 
subject. 

Next to such speculations as are ofa 
more literary character, I would men- 
tion the notices, whether general 
or individual, relating to the an- 
cient history of this country, which 
have been transmitted to us by the 
early Welsh writers, and in common, 
in many instances, with the authors of 
other countries. It must, indeed, ap- 
pear almost incredible to sueh as are 
ignorant of our ancient remains, in 
how many cases they confirm the 
Greek and Roman histories, which 
have any reference to this island, and 
that too without the possibility of any. 
unfair collusion. I trust, therefore, 
my dear Frank, knowing, as I do, 
your attachment to historical re- 
searches, to be able to engage your cu- 
riosity on this point, at least ; since it 
cannot but be interesting to you to 
trace the degree of authenticity which 
your classical historians, and our 
mountain chroniclers, thus reflect on 
each other, if I may so speak without 
offence to your college partialities. 
The third and last general division 

which I would make of the subject, is 
the Welsh language, of which I think 
I have more than once heard you ex- 
press a favourable opinion, on account 
of some particular quality, though, 
without a critical knowledge of it, it 
must be impossible for any one to give 
itits duemerit. Even to those who are 
deeply versed in the most renowned 
tongues of antiquity, the varied facul- 
ties of the Welsh are scarcely con- 
ceivable, and are such, indeed, as 
would make me scrupulous of enu- 

* The Welsh Laws of Howell the Good, 
and the Mubinogion, or Juvenile Romances, 
are the two chief exceptions to this remark, 
and will be noticed in the progress of these 
Letters, 

merating 
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merating them to one whose feelings 
were less liberal than yourown. But, 
as I know you believe me to be inca- 
pable of deceiving you, I will venture 
to affirm, that there is no tongue, an- 
cient or modern, that unites so many 
extraordinary characteristics as the 
Welsh. Its elementary foundation, 
the simplicity and uniformity of its su- 
perstructure, its copiousness, its ex- 
pressiveness, its poetical flexibility, 
and the inexhaustible nature of its re- 
sources, combine to raise it to an envi- 
able eminence among the languages of 
the world ; and, to this let me add, that, 
as far as high antiquity is a merit, it 
possesses the strongest claims to it, as 
may be proved, not only by some of the 
qualities I have enumerated, but by 
other collateral circumstances, which 
convey to my mind all the evidence of 
demonstration. You will now con- 
elude, I doubt not, notwithstand- 
ing your “liberal feelings,” that I 
am nothing more nor less than a 
downright enthusiast: be it so; but 
admit, at the same time, that there 
may be some ground for my enthusi- 
asm. Atleast, I know you will not 
condemn me without hearing the evi- 
dence, and it forms a part of my de- 
sign-to submit this evidence occasion- 
ally to your consideration, though I 
foresee that an adequate discussion of 
all the varieties of the subject would 
be more suitable to a grave disserta- 
tion than to the light freedoms of a 
familiar correspondence. Yet, do not 
think, that this mode of treating the 
matter will be without its advantages, 
since it will allow of that excursiveness 
of thought, and that boldness of con- 
jecture, which, if not the surest, are 
among the pleasantest, aids of philo- 
sophieal speculation. : 

Such, my dear Wilmot, is a hasty 
annonce of the banquet I propose to 
provide for you. Not, indeed, that 
any more than the principal dishes 
are particularized : the rest, as well as 
the arrangement of the table, you must 
leave to the judgment of the cook, 
whose first aim it will be to conciliate 
your taste by the variety, and, if pos- 
sible, by the novelty of his fare. Ina 
word, leaving metaphors aside, I have 
no other wish in this correspondence 
than to remove the prejudices which 
you have contracted, as, I think, with- 
out any just cause. My design, you 
will allow, is at least patriotic ; and, 
even if I should fail in its accomplish- 
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ment, it will be some merit, I trust, to 
have conceived it. 

Est quodam prodire tenis, si non 
datur ultra. Pardon my pedantry, 
from which even this pure mountain air 
has not yet freed me; and believe me, 
my dear Frank, to be, 

As ever, yours, 
GRIFFITH TuporR. 

Festiniog ; July 1, 1822. 
—a 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
S every thing relating to the ma- 
nagement of a great national 

concern must be interesting to the 
public ; and as a sum of one million is 
placed at the entire disposal of the 
commissioners for building additional 
churches, it is important not only that 
such an immense sum should be ex- 
pended withcare, but that the proceed- 
ings before the Board should be con- 
ducted, not with a spirit of arbitrary 
favouritism, but with that upright 
measure of equal justice, which can 
alone preserve them from injurious re- 
flections. How far their conduct, in 
the present instance, has been coin- 
cident with these principles, the reader 
will determine for himself. 

Mr. Busby, the architect, was lately 
employed to prepare plans, &c. for 
two churches at Leeds and Oldham: 
his beautiful designs (in the gothic 
style,) met with universal approbation; 
and, being forwarded by the local 
committees in the country to the 
Board in London, were, by the latter, 
referred to Mr. Soane, Mr. Nash, and 
Mr. Smirke, for their opinions on the 
proposed construction. After a. te- 
dious interval, a report, signed by 
Messrs. Nash and Smirke alone (who, 
being themselves professionally em- 
ployed to build many churches under 
the direction of the Board, thus fill the 
double office of censorial and co-act- 
ing architects,) declared the roofs of 
Mr. Busby’s churches to be ‘“ ex- 
tremely weak and insecure.” 

Satisfied that the roofs, constructed 
principally of iron, did not merit the 
censure thus unceremoniously passed 
upon them, Mr. Busby immediately 
took the opinions of eight of the first 
scientific and practical architects and 
engineers on them, who thus expressed 
themselves on the occasion. Mr, 
Maudslay, proprietor of the extensive 
jron-works at Lambeth, says, ‘he has 
no doubt Mr. Busby’s roofs are more 

than 
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than sufficiently strong, and likely to 
stand as long as the materials last; 
and that he has fixed several upon a 
similar principle, which have been 
standing several years in the most 
perfect manner.” Mr. Donkin, civil 
engineer, and chairman of the com- 
mittee of mechanics, at the Society of 
Arts, “calculated the strength of the 
roofs, and found them capable of sup- 
porting above one hundred tons, 
though required to sustain only about 
eighteen tons.” ‘The ingenious Mr. 
Bramah declares ‘the roofs to be 
folly adequate, and that he thinks Mr. 

usby has made them stronger than 
necessary.” Mr. Millington, civil en- 
gineer, and professor of mechanics in 
the Royal Institution, “conceives 
them amply sufficient, and that Mr. 
Busby need be under no fear of their 
giving way;” he adds that, “if any 
thing, they are stronger than neces- 
sary.’ Mr, Galloway, of .Holborn, 
says, ‘ the roofs have no material de- 
{ect but their being, in his estimation, 
unnecessarily strong; that he is 
making three larger and slighter roofs, 
and has no doubt of their being abun- 
dantly strong.” Mr, Walker, architect 
and engineer to Vauxhall-bridge, 
“‘has no doubt of Mr. Busby’s roofs be- 
ing sufliciently strong.” Mr. Brunel, 
inventor of the celebrated block- 
machine, has no hesitation in stating, 
that “the strength of Mr. Busby’s 
roofs is more than adequate to their 
intended uses:” and Mr. Tredgold, 
architect, and author of the best Eng- 
lish treatise on Carpentry, Roofs, and 
Jron Framing, says, “Mr, Busby’s 
roofs are periectly secure.” 

Written testimonials to the above 
effect were tendered by Mr. Bushy 
fo Mr. Archdeacon Wollaston and 
Colonel Stephenson, the two commis- 
sioners who acied inthis business; but 
these testimonials were not accepted, 
nor was Mr. Busby even permitted to 
read them in the presence of the com- 
missioners, although it might have been 
reasonably expected they would have 
rejoiced to find hiya so fully capable of 
defending his professional reputation, 
and of preving himself worthy of the 
favour of the Board, and of his con- 
stituents in the country. Not so: of- 
fence was, on the contrary, taken at 
Mr, Busby’s indisposition to yield, in 
silence, to the unqualified dictum of 
their friends Messrs. Nash and 
Smirke, and he was ultimately de- 
prived of two valuable appointments 
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at the instance of the conmimissioners 
above mentioned. 

A correspondence subsequently 
took.place between Mr. Busby, and 
Messrs. Nash and Smirke, in which 
the high professional character of Mr. 
Busby’s testimonials was admitted by 
those gentlemen, and also that the 
opinion of Messrs. Nash and Smirke 
(whose own works have occasionally 
failed) “might have been wrong ;” 
yet, notwithstanding, did they, and the 
church commissioners, inconsistently 
and ungencrously refuse to concur 
with Mr. Bushy in any measures 
whatever having a tendency to bring 
the question at issue to a fair and 
honourable decision. 

The result of this extraordinary bu- 
siness is, that Mr. Busby, in conse- 
quence of being deprived of two va- 
Iuable appointments, has been sub- 
jected to a pecuniary and professional 
loss, amounting in the aggregate to 
15001. He has, however, published a 
full statement of the case, with the en- 
tire correspondence, giving facts and 
documents, but wisely abstaining from 
comments; and, I am_ happy to find 
the universal voice of the professors of 
the liberal arts has declared itself de- 
cidedly in his favour. “Z. 

— oe F 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

N my family the other day a cir- 
cumstance took place which led to 

some observations that I have taken 
the trouble to put to paper; and, if 
you think them worthy of insertion.in 
your excellent Magazine, they may 
excite others to take up the subject; 
and, the attention of the pablic being 
drawn to what appears to me to be of 
great public importance, our Bibles 
may be printed with at least as much 
correctness as the editions of other 
books, in which accuracy appears to 
be more studied. One of my servants, 
in reading a verse in the Bible, said 
your, and was corrected by her neigh- 
bour, who said ow. On consulting 
their respective bibles, one had your, 
the other ow, in that verse. Mine hap- 
pened to have ow, and our was kept by 
us as the true reading in that passage. 
The next day the servant said to me: 
“Sir, Lalways thought that very great 
care was taken in the printing of our 
Bibles, and,that they were placedunder 
the inspection of proper persons. How 
are we poor people to judge which is 
the right, and which is the wrong, 

Bible? 
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Bible? Surely all the Bibles ought to 
be alike; and, as there was suck a dif- 
ference in the verse I read last night 
in our different bibles, there may be 
ia the whole book a vast number of 
differences.”’ Lreplied: ‘ [tis true, the 
number of differences is very great, 
and it arises partly from the printers 
not printing from the same copy, and 
partly from the errors they commit in 
printing from the eepy before them.” 
*« But sureiy, sir, (she replicd,) there 
must be some persons to compare these 
Bibles with each other, and there 
ought to be at the end of the book a 
list. of these diflerent readings, and 
that pointed out to us which is the 
right one.” “That would be very right 
aud proper, (1 said;) but it has never 
been thought of, IL believe; or, if 
thought ef, never practised. Itis now 
upwards of 200 years since this Bible 
was first printed. It is not allowed to 
be printed but by three bodies of men, 
who, f believe, have no communication 
with eack other; and it is natural, 
therefore, that their editions should be 
different.” ‘“ But, (said she,) is there no 
person to see that they print these 
Biblescorrectly?” ‘“Noone,(Lreplied,) 
that I know of.” “Then thatis a great 
shame, (she exclaimed;) for surely, if 
these persons haye the exclusive privi- 
lege of printing Bibles, there ought to 
be some mode of ascertaining that 
they do their duty. Why should poor 
people like myself be misled?” 

. Phis was a home question; but, 
some persons coming in, our conversa- 
tion was. interrupted. I take. it for 
granted, that none of your readers will 
think it right that poor people should 
be misled. by their Bibles; and that itis 
the duty of those who have the exclu-. 
sive privilege of publishing them, to 
take all the care possible that tbey 
should be correct: But, if the different 
parties have different standards, by 
which they regulate their oditions ; or 
if they adopt dificrent readings, each 
‘om the other two, according as it 

suits the fancy of the party; the vari- 
ous readings in these editions may form 
a collection, not inferior in number to 
those in the notes of Kennicott’s 
Hebrew Bible. When Bentley issued 
his prospectus for a new edition of the 
Greek Testament, and talked of thirty 
thousand different readings to be 
found in manuseripts and preceding 
editions, many of the learned world 
were, or affected to be, in horror at the 
boldness of the assestion; and, were L 
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to hazard the probability, that, if all 
the editions of the Bible, taken frony 
the first edited by James, were eol- 
lated, there would be found twice as 
many different readings as Bentley 
talked of for his Greek Testament, [ 
very much fear that, by the majority. 
of dissenting ministers, £ should be set 
down as an infidel at least, and per- 
haps might run the risque of being ac- 
cused of an attempt to bring the Bible 
into contempt, and thus of reviling 
Christianity, which has of late years 
been declared, but upon what grounds 
I am yet to learn, to be the law of the 
land. 

The exclusive privilege of printing 
Bibles is entrusted to three bodies ; the 
Universities of Cambridge, of Oxford, 
of the king’s printers; and to cach of 
them itis the means of a very consi-= 
derable revenue. ‘To these bodies this 
great and valuable power was en- 
trusted, on the idea, doubtless, that 
they were the most competent to give 
to the public correct editions of the 
authorized version of the Bible. The 
prototype was James’s Bible. This 
is. a standard easily to be referred to. 
Every deviation fromit ought to be no- 
ted, for I donot know of any power 
being yested in any persons to make 
an alteration from that prototype. 
That alterations have, however, beep 
made from that prototype by one of 
those bodies, I learn froma late publi- 
cation, from which I have made an ex- 
tract, that any of your readers may 
judge for themselves of the truth of 
the assertion. 
_The'work I allude to has been dis- 

tributed, but not exposed to public’ 
Sale. Itisentitled, “The Expediency 
‘of Revising the present Authorized 
Translation of the Holy Bible, consi- 
dered in a Letter, addressed to the 
Right Honourable the Earl of Liver- 
pool.” London, printed by Thomas 
Davison, White Friars ; 1821. 

It is the work evidently of a good 
Hebrew scholar, and is attributed to 
an eminent dignitary of the church #° 
England. In page 6, we read:—A few 
alterations were made,,sub silentio, by: 
Dr. Blayney £ believe, when he re- 
vised the printed University copies of 
our Bible in 1769. For instance, more 
was substituted for mo,or moe, impos- 
sible for unpossible, midst for mids, 
owneth for oweth, jaws for chaws, 
and alien for aliant. But these are 
matters of trifling importance, though 
more perhaps than any correclonof the 

press, 
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press, or individual, ought to have 
done without authority.”—In an octavo 
edition of our authorized Bible, printed 
at Cambridge, 1793, instead of, ‘They 
brake down the house of Baal and 
made it a draught-house,” the reading 
is, “They brake down the house of 
Baal, and made it a draught-horse.” 
In a folio prayer-book, printed 1792, 
it is said, Ps. ii. 9. ‘¢ Thou shalt 
bruise them with a rod of iron, and 
break them in pieces like a porter’s 
vessel,” instead of a potter’s vessel. 

Now, sir, if sub silentio alterations 
have been thus made by the University 
of Oxford, sub silentio alterations may 
also have been made by that of Cam- 
bridge, and also by the king’s printers ; 
and, if so, here is a fruitful source of 
various readings. The question de- 
serves investigation ; and, if it is al- 
lowed to these bodies to make sub 
silentio alterations, surely common 
prudence dictates, that they should 
confer with each other on these alter- 
ations, that the purchasers of the re- 
spective bibles may not be led to com- 
parisons on their correctness, of which 
many of them are imeapable of 
judging. 

From what I have seen of English 
Bibles, and I have turned over many 
editions, I am certain that the proto- 
type of James’s is no longer the 
standard of either of the three privi- 
leged bodies above mentioned. I 
shrewdly suspect, that neither of them 

., has any fixed standard ; if they have, 
' perhaps some of your correspondents 

will be able to inform me where it is 
to be found; and, by so doing, they 
will confer a favour on, sir, 

Your very obedient, 
PATER-FAMILIAS. 

N.B. The following editions of the 
Bible read our joy in the fourth verse 
ef the first Epistle of John :— 
London, 4to. Z . - 
Oxford, 8vo. ° . . : 
Cambridge, 8ve. . es 
Cambridge small ae . . 1815 
Oxford 8vo. . 1796 

The following Edians of the Bible 
read your joy in this verse :— 

1806 
1803 

1784 

Oxford 4to, e . e 1756 

Oxford 8voe. é . 1679 
Lendon 4to. \ é 1692 
Oxford small 8vo. . ° 1814 

— 

Fo the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
sIR, 

T appears by a letter from M. Mon- 
taut, lieutenant in the French ma- 

rine, inserted in the Annales Mari- 
times, that in cloudy tempestuous wea- 
ther, which is frequent on the coast of 
America, the thermometer may be em- 
ployed as a substitute for astronomical 
observations, It is admitted by navi- 
gators, that, in the Gulph of Mexico, 
the waters collected and pressed, in a 
permanent direction, from east to 
west, escape through the channel of 
the Bahamas, then stretch along the 
coasts of America to Newfoundland, 
and make another bend towards the 
Azores, where they spread in different 
directions like an expanded fan. In 
the whole of this movement the mass 
of waters, impelled by some cause 
constantly acting, keeps in a current, 
called by the Americans the Gulph 
Stream, and the waters retain a mea- 
sure of the heat of the climate whence 
they issued, losing it gradually as the 
distance increases and the channel of 
the current widens. It is easy fora 
ship to find itself in this current by 
astronomical observations, &c.; but, in 
bad weather, when recourse cannot be 
lad to these, the thermometer may be 
made very useful. By plunging it in 
the water, it will indicate a tempera- 
ture, by Reaumur, three orfourdegrees 
higher than atmosphere heat, while in 
the main ocean it would remain the 
same. It would not be difficult, by 
experiments brought together and 
compared, to distinguish when a ship 
is entering or quitting this current; on 
clearing the western limit of its chan- 
nel, the land will be forty or fifty 
leagues distant. In a part of that in- 
terval, the water re-assumes the tem- 
perature of the atmosphere, which only 
at about twelve or fifteen leagues from 
the coast falls a little. 

Lieutenant M. having had an order, 
at Martinique, from “Vice Admiral 
Duperré, to ascertain, or otherwise, 
the above data, made observations, and 
the results were conformable. On the 
3d of April, 1821, in 34° 48’ north Iat., 
and 72° 47’ west longitude, be found 
water 3° 3’ hotter than the air. On 
the 7th, at night, in 36° 20’ lat., and 
75° 54’ long. the degrees of heat were 
alike ; but, in the interval that had in- 
tervened, the temperature was in fa- 
vour of the water. At the instant of 
the equality of the temperatures, he 
ran forty-one leagues to the north-west 
by west, depth fifteen fathom; there 
the water was 2° 6' below the at- . 
mosphere. 

On the 9th in a very thick fog, 
making 
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making for land, aided by this method, 
(which was first discovered by Ameri- 
can navigators,)he calculated on being 
four or five leagues from land; and, as 
the mist dispelled, he saw Cape 
Henlopen, at the mouth of the Dela- 
ware, at that distance. 

—>— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
THE SOCIAL ECONOMIST. 

NO. II. 

MAIL AND STAGE COACHES.* 
HE great importance which at- 

fi ©6taches to safe, expeditious, and 
cheap means of communicating by 
letters, and by the travelling of per- 
sons, and for the conveying of luggage 
and parcels of goods, has occasioned 
our selecting this, as an early subject 
to be treated ofinthe Social Economist. 
A stage-coach, in the early travelling 

daysof the writer, consisted, first, of the 
boot, a tall clumsy turret-like mass, on 
the top of which the coachman sat, 
that was erected on, and, without the 
intervention of any springs, was fixed 
on the fore axletree of the carriage; 
second, of an enormous wicker basket, 
in like manner fixed on the hind axle- 
tree ; and third, between these masses, 
the coach-body was suspended, by thick 
straps, from four, of what are now, for 
distinction-sake, called crane-necked, 
springs. 

The roads were, at the period 
alluded to, in general rough, sloughy, 
and uneven, and occasioned a degree 
of jolting and tossing about, of the 
three distinct masses, of which astage- 
coach then consisted, such as those 
can scarcely conceive, who may have 
seen only the modern coaches, con- 
structed of one piece, and resting on 
what are called grasshopper-springs, so 

' contrived and placed, that the jerk oc- 
casioned to either of the wheels by 
coming in contact with a projecting 
stone, or by momentarily sinking into 
a hole in the road, is received by, and 
equalized amongst, four or more 
springs, which act, not on a single 
comer of the coach, as the crane- 
necked springs used to do, but on the 
whole front end, or the whole hind 
end of the coach, accordingly as a 
fore or a hind wheel has received a 
shock : whereby the diagonal or 
oblique tossing or pitching of the for- 

* Much curious information regarding 
the invention and carly history of Coaches 
will be found in our 19th volume, p. 559, 
and 20th volume, p. 1. 
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mer coaches is almost entirely done 
away; and, with modern coaches, 
when sufficiently loaded to bring the 
whole system of their grasshopper 
springs into action, nothing» can ex- 
ceed the steady or the easy unda- 
lating motion with which such coaches 
pass over the roads, as at present con-. 
structed and kept: yet these modern 
coaches, when they are but slightly 
loaded, and go slowly, pitch and jolt 
rather considerably, on roads which 
they will pass very easily over, when 
properly loaded and driven, as to 
speed. 

Accidents from the breaking of a 
spring, or of one of the links by which 
the coach is attached to them, are 
now almost unknown: because, ex- 
cept in a few improper instances, the 
springs are now so arranged and 
placed, that, in case of the breaking of 
any one or more of them, the coach 
merely settles down two or three 
inches, and then rests on a solid, in- 
stead of an elastic bearing, in such a 
way, that it may proceed on toa town, 
where other springs can be applied, . 
with no otner inconvenience but from 
extra jolting on the way. 

For these great and important im- 
provements in stage coaches, we are 
entirely indebted to that highly meri- 
torious individual, Mr. John Palmer, 
who projected, and, after encounter- 
ing a host of difficulties, in the year 
1784 carried into effect, the admirable 
system of our mail coaches, which, 
since that time, have scarcely under- 
gone the slightest change of construc-~ 
tion ; the invention and introduction of 
which coaches, were unaccompanied 
by that noise and puffing with which 
minor schemers and professed in- 
ventors, too often assail and nauseate 
the public ear. 

The chief, and almost the only con- 
siderable danger which now attends 
stage-coach travelling, arises from the 
reprehensible practice of placing 
heavy luggage on the roofs of the 
coaches, and the too common disre- 
gard of those salutary laws which limit 
the height of luggage on the roof of a 
four-horse coach totwenty-fourinches, 
and to eighteen inches height for a 
two-horse coach; and which prohibit 
any coach luggage to rise more than 
ten feet nine inches above the road, 
under the penalty of 5I. per inch above 
that height! It isnot merely the dan- 
ger of an over-turn, which is occa- 
sioned by high and heavy luggage oa 
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the roof; but, when unfortunately an 
axletree breaks, or a wheel comes off, 
especially a fore one, or the coach over- 
turns whilst the same is proceeding 
briskly forwards, this heavy mass of lug- 
gage is precipitated obliquely forwards 
fo the ground; and, in too many of such 
instances, the luggage falls upon, and 
maims or kills, the persons who previ- 
ously have fallen from the box and 
front of the coach: amongst whom, it 
is well known, that the coachman 
rarely escapes unliurt; and the same 
would, we apprehend, appear, with 
regard to the other front outside pas- 
sengers, if the published accounts 
oftener distinguished the previous seats 
ef those who have been injured from 
an overturn. 

The safety-coaches lately intro- 
duced, (see our 47th volume, p. 155,) 
which not only exclude luggage from 
the roofs, but persons also, and depo- 
sit the luggage lower than the inside 
seats of the coach, are a great and 
valuable improvement, which, it is 
hoped, may become more genefal; 
and, in the mean time, passengers 
will de wanting in due regard to their 
own and other travellers’ safety, if they 
do not insist on a rigid compliance 
with the law above alluded to, as to 
the height of luggage piled on the 
roof. 

The writer offers these remarks, © 
with no wish to harrass or injure that 
meritorious class, the owners and 
drivers of stage-coaches, in behalf of 
whom, when unjustly borne upon, he ° 
has more than once exercised his pen, 

and still less with any view to excite 
exaggerated fears for their personal 
safety, in the travellers by stage- 
coaches, particularly those on the 
outside and front of the coach; be- 
cause, during many years past, this has 
heen his own favourite mode and 
placein travelling ; and, in proof of the 
comparatively small number of per- 
sonal injuries which’ occur, he can 
safely say, that he never yet in travel- 
ling saw personal harm happen to any 
one; and he knows several veteram 
eoaeh travellers, who often and use- 
fully make the same declaration, for 
allaying the unavailing fears expressed 
by others. 

According to a late edition of Cary’s 
“Ttinerary,” it appears, that fifty 
coach-inns in London send out and 
yéeceive more than 700 different stage 
phd) mail coaches, each of which, on 
the average, probably convey passen- 
os 4 
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gers 1000 miles within each week! 
Besides which, 127 villages, or places 
in the envirens of London, each enjoy 
tlic advantage of short stagés, most of 
which have sevéralsuch stage-coaches : 
to many of these places, the departures 
are hourly, and: even half-hourly, iti 
some cases, during the busy hours of 
the day. 

In addition to which, the same most 
useful work enumerates 133 mns in our 
provincial cities and towns; and parti- 
cularizes the hours of departing, and 
arriving, of more than 700 stage- 
coaches, running from and to these 
ims, a large proportion of them on the 
cross-roads, between the towns, on the 
direct or main roads, which radiate on 
all sides from tlie metropolis: many of 
these cross-siages go and return daily, 
and some oftener, between these pro- 
Vincial towns. 

All which, taken together, presents 
an extent of travelling by public er 
stage-coaches, and with a celerity of 
motion, which has no parallel upon 
earth ; and, compared with which, the 
number of accidents oceasioning per- 
sonal injury, which are published, or 
even all such as really happen, are se 
exccedingly small, as to show ihe risk 
in any particular journey to be almost 
insensible; and even this small risk 
may be yet further lessened, by tra- 
vellers vigilantly observing, taking 
notes, and the addresses of proper 
persons who may be present as wit- 
nesses; and, when thus furnished, 
privately admonishing the coach-pro- 
prietors, on every case of misconduct 
punishable by law; and, whenever ° 
neglect, or refusal of every practicable 
redress happening, to follow up the 
same by prosecution; particularly in 
cases of drunkenness by the coach- 
man, or of furious driving or racing 
eeainst other carriages, or, lastly, 
whenever luggage is to an illegal ex- 
tent piled on the tep of a coach. 

Tn the detection of this latter and 
serious offence, every toll-collector is 
required by law, under a penalty, to 
assist, by nreasuring the height of the 
luggage, on the demand of any pas- 
senger; and, towards which salutary 

purpose, the trustees and surveyor of 
every road ought to concur, by ‘fur- 
nishing each toll-house with a two-foot 
rule, and with two deal staves each 
exactly ten feet nine inches long, 
joined together by about 2% yards of 
whip-cord, the two ends of which cord 
should be fast nailed on to the tops of 

the 
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the staves. Which staves, brought out 
of the toll-house, and placed upright 
on the opposite sides of a coach, in 
such situations as would stretch. the 
attached cord tight, over or close by 
the side of the highest parts of the 
Inggage, would, without more than 
two minuies detaining of the coach, 
give the means of seeing, whether the 
luggage was within the statutable 
height, by its passing freely under the 
level whip-cord (at ten feet nine inches 
above the road), or, the means of mea- 
suring with the rule, any inches of ex- 
cess of height which might appear ; 
and, of which latter fact, notes should 
be taken by various of the passengers, 
who should not hesitate in giving their 
addresses ; which combined proceed- 
ings, would soon awe coach-proprie- 
tors and drivers into a respectful com- 
pliance with this useful law. 
. The vans, or caravans, established a 
few years ago for carrying parcels of 
goods only (and no passengers,) with 
similar regularity, dispatch, and safety, 
as by the stage-coaches, between the 
metropolis andthe chief manufacturing 
and trading towns, are an excellent re- 
lief, to the stage-coaches, from a mass 
of heavy and cumbrous packages, 
which, before these vans came into use, 
impeded these coaches, and greatly 
endangered the lives of passengers. 

It has been with concern, therefore, 
that the writer has of late noticed va- 
rious newspaper attacks on these vehi- 
cles (merely because one of them had 
the misfortune to overturn in the 
Strand), which ought to receive the sup- 
port of the public, as the mode of send- 
ing all heavy and cumbrous goods; re- 
serving, at the same time, to the stage 
and mail coaches, the small and light 
parcels, as the means of enabling them 
to extensively carry passengers and 
their laggage at reasonable rates. 

In the autumn of 1819, Mr. Henry 
Burgess proposed a plan for more 
expeditiously conveying of letters 
between the metropolis and the chief 
manufacturing and trading towns, in 
light two-wheeled carriages, drawn by 
pairs of horses, the particulars of 
whose scheme is fully detailed in our 
48th volume, p. #385; but, as the con- 
veyance of passengers, on which it has 
been mainly our present purpose to 
treat, formed no part of Mr. Burgess’s 
plan, and the same having been laid 
aside, after a trial which has cost the 
public several thousand pounds, we 
shall not enlarge further thereon. 
Montnzy Mac. No. 373. 
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In pursuance of the new Turnpike 
Act, ‘‘every stage-coach carrying pas- 
sengers at separate fares,” has since 
the Ist of the present month (Septem- 
ber) borne a number, furnished from 
the stamp-office in Somerset-house, on 
each of its doors; the penalty for neg- 
lect of which, is 201. per day! These 
numbers will prove very useful to a 
traveller for identifying the particular 
coach by which he may have taken or 
booked a place, especially if, as in 
Scotland, a ticket(containing the num- 
ber, sum paid, and time of starting,) 
were given by the book-keeper to the 
traveller, to be by him afterwards 
produced to the coachmen or book- 
keepers on the road, as occasions 
might require; or useful to them, or 
the public, in case of over-loading, or 
any criminal misconduct by the coach- 
man. The names given to  stage- 
coaches, since they multiplied so much, 
have had their use towards identifying 
these vehicles, although less perfectly 
so than the numbers in conjunction 
therewith will now do: one of the ear- 
liest named coaches which the writer 
recollects, was “the Hope,” running 
to Sheffield, something more than thirty 
years ago. 

——— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
ANY a would-be wit, who has 
Joe Miller constantly on his 

lips, might probably be induced to 
make a pilgrimage to his grave, if he 
knew that it was as near to him as the 
place called the Green Church-yard, 
or burying-ground, in Portugal-street, 
Lincoln’s Inn fields, belonging to the 
parish of St. Clement Dane, and close 
by the once celebrated Lincoln’s Inn- 
fields Theatre, where Garrick became 
so famous, and now as celebrated for 
being Spode’s depét for china, &c,— 
Miller’s epitaph, by Stephen Duck, is 
on a handsome stone, on the left-hand 
side as you enter the burial-ground, 
nearly under the windows of the work- 
house; which inscription was original- 
ly on another stone, but time had taken 
such liberties with it, that in the year 
1816 the churchwarden for the time 
being, greatly to his credit, as I think, 
caused the present one to be erected. 
He certainly has tacked himself to 
Joe Miller by his explanation at the 
bottom of the stone; and probably 
hopes, and in some degree deserves, 
to share a little of his immortality ; 
though at present he is on this side the 

Ff grave, 
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grave, and a highly respectable man, 
and I for one wish he may long re- 
main here, and so postpone even the 
commencement of his portion of im- 
mortality to a very distant day. 

1 append the inscription on the pre- 
sent stone. J. M. Lacey. 

Here lie the remains of 
honest Joe Miller, 

who was 
a tender husband, 
a sincere friend, 

a facetious companion, 
and an excellent comedian. 

He departed this life the 15th day of 
. August, 1738, aged 54 years. 
Tf humour, wit, and honesty, could save 
The humrous, witty, honest, from the 

grave, 
‘The grave had not so soon this tenant 

found, 
Whom honesty, and wit, and humour, 

crown’d. 
Could but esteem and love preserve our 

breath, 
And guard us longer from the stroke of 

death, 
The stroke of death on him had later fell, 
Whom all mankind esteem’d and lov’d so 

well. $. DUCK. 

From respect to social worth, 
mirthful qualities, and histrionic excel- 
lence, commemorated by poetic talent in 
humble life, the above inscription, which 
time had nearly obliterated, has been pre- 
‘served, and transferred to this stone, by 
order of Mr. Jarvis Buck, churchwarden, 

A.D. 1816. 
; yee 

Tothe Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
OUR correspondent of July, on 
the Ancient Games and Diver- 

sions of the British People, seems to 
have been led into a mistake by Spel- 
man, in supposing that our country 
wakes were derived from apparently 
an unknown Saxon word vak, which 
signified drinking. Our wakes and 
fairs. corresponded with the Latin 
vigilie and feria. The Saxon wacian 
is the Gothic waka, to wake, to watch; 
and a wake was originally a sitting-up 
with a corpse until it was interred, or 
a passing the night previous to some 
religious festival in mirth and feasting, 
which is the French veill/e, from Latin 
vigilia. The Gothic vauk, Anglo-Saxon 
vae, vec, signified a vigil, and also a 
watch or guard; and produced the 
Swedish bewak, German bewach, lite- 
rally be awake or on the watch, which 
the French pronounce bivouac, now a 
military term for remaining on guard 

Derivatives.— Actual State of the Greek Islands. [Oct. 1, 
during the night. The same amusing 
paper contains also a small etymolo- 
gical error concerning the word was- 
sail. The Anglo-Saxon wes hale, wes 
thu hale, be hale, be thou hale, is 
from the regular verb wesen, to be, 
which in English is used only in the 
preterit tense. T. 

— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
The AcTUAL sTATE of the GREEK 

ISLANDS; by MARKAKY ZALLONI, @ 
native of TINOS, physician to PRINCE 
ALEXANDER SU2ZZO. 

(Concluded from our last, p. 116.) 

RY. the peasant cannot be 
persuaded to quit the spot that 

gave him birth without the prospect of 
some great advantage; and it is with 
the utmost difficulty that a well-bred 
female is prevailed upon to marry out 
of the island ; and, even then, she ne- 
ver sells, but reserves her patrimony, 
in the hope of enjoying it some future 
day. Inthis island neither Turks, nor 
Jews, or Armenians, are to be seen. 
The Latin Catholics are inferior in 
number to the Greek Christians; and 
the inhabitants form three classes,— 
the nobles, the citizens, and the pea- 
santry. The first class, full of pride 
and hauteur, disdains the other two; 
the second is distinguished by its mild- 
ness and urbanity ; and the third, with 
the manners of the lower classes, still 
possesses some civility and politeness 
in their habits. The women of 'Tinos 
generally live to a greater age than 
the men, who, notwithstanding, pre- 
serve their strength and vigour to a 

“considerable period. The fecundity 
of the female is remarkable; mothers 
suckle their own children. Here are 
few unnatural births: on the contrary, 
the kindness of nature is such, that 
there are no professed accouchenrs in 
the island. A few ignorant women, 
very proud of their profession, answer 
all the purposes for which they are 
wanted. 

The clergy of both churches are nu- 
merous, and parishes of sixty-six vil- 
lages are served by their curates, 
whose salaries are very trifling. 

The young people, till the period of 
their marriage, remain in absolute de- 
pendance upon their parents, who ne- 
ver permit them to drink wine or 
spirits before they are twenty or twen- 
ty-five years of age. Cards and other 
games are also severely prohibited ; 
their education in general, however, 
is badly managed, and of course fails 

is 
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in its object. When a child cries or 
is unruly, they threaten him, or endea- 
vour to intimidate him; for instance, 
they say, if he is not pacified, the 
Turk will come and carry him away. 
As the children have seen their parents 
themselves tremble before the Turk, 
they of course Jook upon him as a 
most formidable object. The terror 
on these occasions is so great, that 
when a Turk has by chance landed on 
the island, the children are alarmed, 
and flee to conceal themselves. Be- 
sides a large school at Ximara, there 
are what are called half-boarding 
schools in the villages, where the chil- 
dren of the neighbouring hamlets 
attend, and bring with them every 
morning their food for the day. Here 
they read several religious books; as 
the Psalms of David, the Offices of the 
Virgin, the Holy Week, the Lives of 
the Saints, &c. These they read con- 
tinually, without ceasing, from the be- 
ginning to the end of the year; and, 
without comprehending them, learn 
them by heart. After several years 
thus passed, when these children are 
taken home, it frequently happens that 
they are not perfect in any rule of 
grammar, and unable to write a letter 
correctly, or go through the simplest 
rule in arithmetic. 

Notwithstanding the most profound 
ignorance reigns throughout the Archi- 
pelago, and even all through the 
Levant, the Greeks of Fanel, one of 
the quarters of Constantinople, are a 
striking exception. The dogmas of 
religion are not excluded in the edu- 
cation of these Greeks ; but they have 
excellent masters, who carefully in- 
struct them in ancient and modern 
Greek, rhetoric, history, geography, 
and the useful sciences in general ; so 
that men may frequently be found 
among them, who would do honour to 
the most enlightened countries, and 
even rival their celebrated ancestors. 

Relative to diet, it may be observed 
that eating mutton and beef is en- 
tirely confined to the great festivals ; 
but, as almost every villager breeds 
pigeons, a great quantity are killed in 
the course of the year. Fresh fish is 
also eaten; but these islanders have 
an astonishing aversion to salt or 
smoked fish. They make little use 
of their goat’s milk; less that of the 
sheep and cow’s milk. The bread, 
in almost all the islands of the Archi- 
pelago, is made of barley-meal, some- 
times mixed with wheat or rye: good 
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white bread is only employed as: offer- 
ings at the altars, or to be found upon 
the tables of the nobles. In the course 
of aday such a quantity of pure water 
is drank, as would appear astonishing 
to a stranger, if it did not serve to 
promote a most abundant perspiration, 
indispensably necessary for health; 
and, notwithstanding the quantity and 
quality of the wines in the island, the 
inhabitants are never guilty of excess 
at meals. ‘The women scarcely drink 
at all, and any man passionately fond 
of wine is hated and despised ; so that 
only a few seamen and aged men 
dare to give themselves up to any 
thing like excess. The women, and 
the unmarried in particular, amuse 
themselves with chewing the mastic of 
Scio, as they say to preserve the white- 
ness of their teeth; but the consequent 
discharge of saliva often produces a 
lean habit, and sometimes terminates 
in consumption. 

Besides the red woollen cap, which © 
conceals the hair, the costume of these 
islanders differs very little from that of 
the others in the Archipelago. This red 
woollen eap is peculiar to the island of 
Tinos, and some Others, and originated 
in a privilege granted by the Turks, 
when these places surrendered ; hence 
no other Greeks dare appear before a 
Turk with this kind of night-cap. 

The merchants of Tinos who trade 
to Italy wear hats and neckcloths, in 
the European fashion; to which they 
sometimes add a kind of Turkish ri- 
ding habit, and a mantle called zubee, 
forming altogether a very ridiculous 
appearance, different from any nation 
or people. All the nobles wear the 
European habit, and in this they are 
imitated by many of the young men 
who have served as clerks at Constan- 
tinople, or at Smyrna. 

In the whole island of Tinos neither 
cottages nor cabins are to be seen; 
the houses are of stone, and tolerably 
well built, being composed of a ground- 
floor and an upper story. The first 
consists of two divisions: the one 
looking towards the street sometimes 
contains the pigs and the fowls ; this is 
called kiela. 'The second division, se- 
parated by a wall, is both a cellar and 
store-house, and contains the large 
earthen vessels in which grain, wine, 
and figs, are preserved. Those that 
contain wine are covered with a flat 
stone, which is said to prevent this, as 
well as grain or figs, from spoiling. 
In some of the old cellars, caves are 
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found, which were dug in the time 
of the Venetians, to conceal their 
riches from the ravages of the Turks, 
The upper stories of the houses are 
always reserved for lodgings, &c. and 
vary according to the fortune of the 
proprietors. The anti-chamber, if 
such it may be called, is always above 
the store-room; the furniture consists 
of a small sofa, a table, around which 
about a dozen persons may sit, and 
several chairs. ‘The saloon generally 
contains several large chests, from 
eight to ten feetlong, and three or four 
feet over; these are used for clothes, 
&e. Against the walls we saw pic- 
tures and images, chiefly representing 
saints. The tops of the houses are 
raised like terraces, around which saf- 
fron is always planted. Each house, 
besides these, possesses a large bal- 
cony, and a court or yard, before the 
street-door. The inhabitants observe 
a custom, throughout the whole island, 
of placing crowns, called protomaghia, 
over all the doors of the houses, ata 
certain time of the year, formed of 
green ears of cornand various flowers. 
This is the business of the master of 
the house, unless he is prevented by 
the young lovers, who take it upon 
themselves. It is customary with them 
to suspend these crowns from the 
doors of their sweethearts, and some- 
times to deposit with them a pot of 
honey, some swectmeats, or a nest of 
granivorous birds; but, if the fair one 
is supposed to have treated her swain 
with cruelty, instead of a granivorous 
nest, he substitutes that of a bird of 
prey, and most commonly a screech- 
owl. 

In the island of Tinos the father of 
a child always announces its birth by 
the discharge of a musket. The neigh- 
bouring villages being thus warned, 
on the day of baptism a festival is pre- 
pared; more or less sumptuous, accord- 
ing tq circumstances, but almost entire- 
jy composed of pastry, fruits, and li- 
queurs of every species. Upon the 
return of the company from church, 
they come to congratulate the mother, 
and wish her the cala saranda, or the 
perfect enjoyment of her health for 
forty days ; and, as numbers of females 
here die of puerperal fevers, steps are 
taken to prepare them for confession, 
&c. Whenever an inhabitant of a 
village dies, the bells at the place are 
tolled; and, if the person is much 
esteemed, those also of the neigh- 
bouring villages. Personsare hired to 
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lament over the dead, whose bodies 
are always seized upon by the priests 
at the expiration of twenty-four hours, 
and immediately interred in the church. 
This ceremony finished, they return to 
the house of the relatives of the de- 
ceased, where they find a table laid 
out much in the same manner as that 
after baptism. Hunger and thirst be- 
ing satisfied, they pronounce a requiem, 
and, if there be awill, the notary reads 
it to the family. Mourning is con- 
stantly worn one year; after that time 
the survivors begin gradually to throw 
off the remembrance of the deceased, 
especially if he has not bequeathed 
them any thing. Widows, however, 
continue in mourning’a number of 
years, during which they are never 
seen in the promenades, or at any 
places of amusement. The greatest 
number never marry again: but it is 
quite otherwise with the men; they 
are very slightly affected with the loss 
of their wives; and yet a second wife 
is never so much esteemed as the first, 
whose graces and virtues are made a 
constant theme. The four Lents in 
the year are sometimes kept with 
great precision; but, by way of indem- 
nification, the excesses which follow 
are pregnant with danger. 

Some of the inhabitants, espe- 
cially the women, lay themselves un- 
der an obligation to abstain from figs 
till the 15th of August, in honour of 
the Virgin Mary, who they suppose 
will preserve them from intermittent 
fevers ; but till this period figs are ge- 
nerally unripe, and difficult of di- 
gestion. 

In the winter, both sexes, particu- 
larly the villagers, have nightly assem- 
blies at each other’s houses; where 
the young women knit silk stockings, 
the married women cotton, whilst the 
aged spin flax, &c.. The men during 
this time recount their adventures in 
turn, or read some amusing histories. 
Sometimes the young women sing; or, 
to vary their amusement, tell stories. 
of fairies, or recite fables. When at 
the houses of aged or pious persons, 
they read the lives of saints, or engage 
in religious conversation. ‘These 
meetings, which commence abcut six 
in the evening, are often continued till 
midnight, and sometimes till one in the 
morning ; and genérally continue from 
the Ist of November till Palm Sunday, 
when every housekeeper begins to 
clean the house, and prepare pastry 
for Easter. 

During 
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During summer, most people sleep 

with their windows open, and some 
even on the tops.of the houses, with- 
out any other precaution except that 
of covering the head. 

In almost all the villages the 
churches are richly decorated, and 
most of the inhabitants go there to 
hear mass, before they commence 
their daily labours; besides these, 
there are small chapels in the en- 
virons of the villages, in which lamps 
are kept burning during the whole of 
Saturday. Mass is performed in these 
chapels only once a year; but they are 
mostly used as resting-places, during 
the processions from one village to 
another. 

St. John’s Eve is always a fes- 
tival, when every housekeeper makes 
a large bonfire of vine-stalks, in his 
fore-court or balcony. Over this fire 
every one of the family is expected to 
jump three times, exclaiming, “‘ Here 
I leave my sins and my fleas.” Even 
the women perform this ceremony, 
with children in their arms; and this 
curious exclamation is generally re- 
peated by the younger branches of the 
family during two or three days after. 
This féte concludes with eating roasted 
heads of garlick and bread, the only 
indulgence allowed on St. John’s Eve, 
which is considered as a kind of fast, 
in honour of the saint; but in the eve- 
ning the young girls go round to all 
the houses with a vessel half filled with 
water, into which every one throws a 
token or pledge. On St. John’s Day 
they all meet again, and a child is se- 
lected to draw the prizes or forfeits, 
when some act of penance is imposed 
upon each of the winvers. The game 
is called Clydonas. 

The young men frequently serenade 
their mistresses, when the songs sung 
under their windows are accompanied 
by the lute or guitar. In the con- 
eluding couplet the lover always en- 
deayours to introduce his name. If 
known to the father, he is frequently 
invited in, with his friends, though his 
passion may not be approved. Some- 
times it happens that a young girl is 
carried off, when, as her own consent 
is supposed to be obtained, that of 
her father soon follows. After an 
adventure of this kind, no person ex- 
cepting the lover would marry a young 
woman who had thus eloped. 

No women can rival the wives of 
Tinos in industry. They sometimes 
assist their husbands in agriculture ; 
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generally rising early. Their first duty 
is to go to mass; on their return they 
dress the children, give them their 
breakfast, and then dispatch them te 
school, with their provision, for the 
whole day. Dinner is not only pre- 
pared, but taken to the husband, whem 
at work out of doors. It is also the 
business of the wife to look after the 
pigs, and collect green herbs for their 
food, and that of the goats; to look 
after the garden; carry the barley to 
the mill; feed the silk-worms, &c.; 
and, in her hours of leisure, to spin 
flax, silk, or cotton. On the Monday 
she washes the linen out of doors; and 
on Friday and Saturday bakes bread 
for the consumption of the following 
week. In all these labours, it is to be 
understood that the young girls assist 
as far as may be in their power; and, 
from such examples of activity, order, 
and economy, they generally become 
excellent housewives. 

As the women are exclusively 
charged with the care of the silk- 
worms, they are obliged to climb the 
mulberry trees to gather the leaves: 
these trees are lofty, and accidents 
frequently occur which prove fatal. 

On Sundays almost every family 
makes a party to go into the neigh- 
bouring villages, to visit their friends, 
or the néwly-mairied couples; and 
sometimes to keep some Saint’s day, 
or to attend those festivals called 
paneghiria, always succeeded by dan- 
cing, and other sports. Devotion is 
the pretext, but the principal motive is 
the desire of seeing and being seen, 
particularly among the young people ; 
but the islanders in general differ con- 
siderably from several others in the 
Archipelago, in their love of society, 
and the cheerfulness of their manners. 
It may be also observed, that, unlike the 
other islands, no handmills are used in 
Tinos for grinding corn, by whicha 
great loss of time is sustained. On 
the contrary, almost all the hills here 
are crowned with windmills, built of 
stone, in the form of round towers. 
From the ill-constructed wood-work, 
and the length of the sails, which give 
too much scope to the wind, it is no 
uncommon thing, during a hurricane, 
to see the dome, the mill, and its sails, 
all carried away together ; which, be- 
sides the damage it occasions, fre- 
quently proves fatal to those in the 
mill at the time. 
The islanders in general agree in 

ascribing very extensive power to the 
devil. 
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devil. This is not surprising, when 
we consider the irresistible inclination 
that most men have for the marvellous, 
connected with superstitious ideas, 
suggested by education. and fortified 
by habit. Under this predicament, 
the most extravagant and absurd fic- 
tions take the shape of the clearest 
facts. This is generally the case with 
the people of Tinos: from their ear- 
liest infancy they have heard talk of 
Satan, who they have been given to 
understand takes almost as great a 
part in the affairs of this world as God 
himself; and, in fact, that God makes 
use of him as the executioner of his 
wrath. 
Hence these prejudices enter into the 

treatment of diseases; and in some 
cases a physician would be driven 
out of the house, should he dare to 
make his appearance: in his place, a 
priest is sent for, who attends with a 
great book, out of which he reads a 
number of prayers; and, resting the 
book upon the head of the sick per- 
son, conjures the devil to come out of 
him. These exorcising priests enjoy 
various degrees of reputation: those 
who are so fortunate as to be called 
in just at the crisis or turn of a disease, 
of course rank higher than others, and 
are better paid. 

As they bury their dead in the prin- 
¢ipal village churches, it sometimes 
happens that an argillaceous and dry 
earth found in the ground retards the 
putrefaction of the bodies by absorb- 
ing their humidity. When this is 
perceived, upon opening the tombs 
for afresh burial, the bodies are taken 
up; but, as soon as the heart is taken 
out and burnt, they are replaced as be- 
fore,—the relatives being then per- 
suaded that nothing can retard the 
process of decomposition. 
A case of this kind, however, never 

occurs without causing great vexation 
to the family of the deceased; as the 
former persuade themselves that he is 
rejected both by heaven and hell, and 
hence itis that the earth refuses an 
asylum to his remains. Marvellous 
stories are sure to follow a circum- 
stance of this kind. One has seen the 
deceased in the night; another at 
noon-day ; a third has been awakened 
by him at midnight; and a fourth has 
heard his chains rattle. These ru- 
mours, little or nothing at first, are at 
length received as indubitable truth ; 
and the simple people believe that, to 
expiate his sins, the dead appears to 
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frighten the living: that he pulls some 
by the toes whilst in their beds, and 
runs away with victuals; and is often 
seen going through thorns, hedges, and 
bushes, in the shape of a dog, or some 
other animal. Instead of opposing 
these errors, the priests encourage 
them, by ordering the families to repeat 
a requiem and an ave every day, for 
the repose of these perturbed spirits. 
They are also enjoined to be very care- 
ful in shutting up all the apartments 
every night, and put a cross of wax 
upon each of the doors; besides paying 
for masses, &c. 

Lovers however, who it seems are 
not so superstitious as the rest, avail 
themselves of this universal panic to 
forward their nocturnal meetings. 
When they appear in the villages, ke, 
dragging chains after them, every one 
not in the secret shuns their approach; 
besides, the houses being closely shut, 
according to the priests’ orders, these 
fleshy phantoms easily mount the ter- 
races, or slip in at the windows, to 
meet their partners,—who on these oc- 
casions are actuated by a passion very 
different from fear. 

This kind of superstition is not pecu- 
liar to Tinos, but is common to all the 
islands of the Levant; where the peo- 
ple firmly believe in spectres and phan- 
toms, which they distinguish by vari- 
ous denominations. 

—_ 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
PUBLIC BATHS in the EAST. 
(From the Revue Encyclopedique.) 

HE high value which the eastern 
nations attach to their baths, and 

the care with which they attend to 
their construction and embellishment, 
are weli known. ‘lo these they con- 
sider themselves as indebted for one 
of the most elegant accommodations 
which improved and polished life 
affords. The attention of both sexes, 
respectively, is turned to them, as ad-. 
ministering a source of gratification, 
and especially after intervals of toil 
and labour, either bodily or mental. 
They are not merely subservient to 
ease and luxury ; but, from the pecu- 
liar circumstances of burning climates, 
—where nature sickens, and where 
water and coolness are the common 
wants,—the use and effects of them are 
indispensable. ‘ 

For the furtherance of this pleasure, 
the more opulent have marbles in 
abundance, in all their baths, and rich 

basins 
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basins with jetteaux, or spouting foun- 
tains. When the skin is well impreg- 
nated with the vapour, a servant rubs 
it with a hairy glove over his hand: 
this exertion is succeeded by repose 
on soft, smooth cushions, with coffee 
and sherbet for a repast. 

There are public baths for the women, 
and on such occasions the range and 
scope of their recreations are more 
expanded, becoming so many substi- 
tutes for promenades and festivals. 
Here they communicate their senti- 
ments, schemes, troubles; display 
their jewels, ornaments of finery, rich 
and gay attire; tell confidential se- 
erets, &c. In these occurrences their 
feelings are warmly excited ; and it is 
thus they console themselves for the 
degrading treatment to which they are 
subjected. 

——— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONTEM- 

PORARY CRITICISM. 
NO. XXV. 

Retrospective Review, No. 11. 
T is with much pleasure that we 
observe this useful publication 

supporting with spirit and ability the 
respectable station it has attained; 
and continuing to discriminate, with 
the judgment it has hitherto shewn in 
the selection of its subjects, between 
such portions of our elder literature as 
have, from various causes, fallen into 
unmerited neglect, and such as owe 
their obscurity to their own intrinsic 
worthlessness. This point it is not 
always very easy to hit; nor to say 
when it is worth while to draw a hun- 
dred ‘‘frailties from their dread 
abode,’ for the sake of a few scatter- 
ed beauties. We think that, on the 
whole, this nice task is discharged 
with great tact and discretion, and 
that the Review pursues its retrogres- 
sive path with no little felicity, be- 
tween authors of merit, who are fami- 
liar with the public, and those who 
haye sunk too low ever to mount 
once more “‘amongst the swans of 
Thames.” 
To those who are at all acquainted 

with the labours of Daniel Defoe, 
and if his pages are opened they are 
sure to be perused, the first article 
will appear to be almost as uncalled 
for as a critique upon our old friend 
Robinson Crusoe. But, however sin- 
ular it may appear to the admirers of 
efoe, it is nevertheless true, that the 

bulk of his works, although full of the 
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peculiar genius which rendered that 
tale so universally popular, are almost 
a dead letter to the general reader. 
The History of the Great Plague in 
London in the year 1665, professedly 
written by a citizen who lived the 
whole time in London, is precisely one 
of those topics which Defoe delighted 
to handle; and in this, as in all his 
other pieces, he has so amalgamated 
fiction with fact, and so artfully sup- 
plied the deficiencies of information 
from the stores of his own fancy, as to 
produce a picture of rivetling interest 
and dreadful effect. The propriety of 
this kind of romance-writing may be 
fairly questioned; and the critique 
contains some very just observations 
on the subject. But it is almost im- 
possible, in reading this History, to 
believe Defoe to be any other than a 
faithful chronicler; and, indeed, on 
this subject, even his exuberant fancy 
might range at large within the limits 
of its real horrors. The extracts 
given us here are very interesting, and 
must induce those who are not already 
acquainted with it to refer to the origi- 
nalwork. In the next number we are 
promised a general review of this dis- 
ease, considered in a literary and his- 
torical point of view. 
We next meet with a pleasing arti- 

cle on the Poetical Literature of Spain, 
from the same pen, to which this Re- 
view is indebted for several excellent 
communications of a similar nature. 
The researches of the critic are here 
directed to Spanish poetry previous to 
the fifteenth century; and, highly as 
we appreciate his industry and talents, 
which have developed and adorned 
these rude memorials, we cannot but 
be of opinion with himself, that it 
would be impossible to master the 
works of those ages, “but for some 
object of criticism or historical re- 
search.” To the examination of the 
Moorish or Arabic school of poetry, 
which the writer proposes to under- 
take in a separate paper, we may look 
for more favourable specimens of Spa- 
nish genius than are here afforded. 
The versions, to which the originals 
are subjoined, are very happily exe- 
cuted. 

Dr. Cupwortn’s Intellectual System 
of the Universe, wherein all the reason 
and philosophy of Atheism is confuted, 
and its impossibility demonstrated, Se. 
next passes under review; but the 
work is too voluminous to admit of 
more than a broken and _ partial 

glimpse 
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glimpse of its numerous arguments. 
It was originally intended to disprove 
the doctrine of necessity; but the clas- 
sical learning of the author led him to 
treat his subject more like a school- 
man than a philosopher, and few will 
be found in the present day to follow 
him, or even his reviewer, through the 
dogmas of hylozoic and atomic Athe- 
ism, and the hypothesis of a plastic 
nature. Ii is singular enough that the 
learned doctor, who applied his great 
talents and erudition to disprove the 
theories of Atheism, and to sup- 
port the Christian religion, was him- 
self charged with being a Deist, and 
even an Atheist ; a fate which he, how- 
ever, shares in common with other 
pious men, who have fairly investi- 
gated the grounds of natural religion. 
Such is the blind rage of bigotry and 
intolerance, that by merely venturing 
to state the question as to the being 
and attributes of the Deity, for the 
very purpose of affirming them, the 
unfortunate philosopher incurs the 
obloquy of adopting the doctrines 
which he denies. Im the eyes of ge- 
nuine orthodoxy, even argument, how- 
ever sound and favourable, is an of- 
fence; and an enquirer, however de- 
vout, is an enemy. 
Much commendation is bestowed in 

the fourth paper upon the Poems of 
Thomas Randolph, which unquestion- 
ably possess great merit, and are fully 
entitled to the prominent station which 
the good taste of the reviewer assigns 
to them. The least exceptionable of 
his pieces, in point of decorum, (for in 
this virtue he was sometimes deticient,) 
and by far the most vigorous and ori- 
ginal, is the ‘“‘ Muses’ Looking-glass,” 
on which alone he may rest his fame. 
The extremes of all the passions are 
contrasted, in a dramatic form, with 
their opposites, and are touched upon 
with a degree of force and humour 
which have not been often surpassed. 
In the argument of the Epicure, we 
are reminded of one of the finest pas- 
sages in Comus, to which it may pro- 
bably have afforded some hints, and 
with which it will bear a comparison. 

Nature has been bountiful 
To provide pleasures, and shall we be niggards 
At plenteous boards? He’s a discourteous guest 
That will observe a diet at a feast : 
When Nature thought the earth alone too little 
To find us meat, and therefore stor’d the air 
With winged creatures; not contented yet, 
She made the water fruitful, to delight us.— 
Did she do this to have us eat with temperance? 
Or when she gave so many different odours 
Of spices, unguents, and all sorts of flowers, 
She ery’d not, ‘Stop your noses :” would She give us 
So swect a choir of wing’d musicians, 
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To have us deaf? Or when she plac’d us here, 
Here in a paradise, where such pleasing prospects, 
So many ravishing colours, entice the eye, 
Was it to have us wink? When she bestow’d 
So powerful faces, such commanding beauties, 
On many glorious nymphs, was it to say, 
Be chaste and continent? Not to enjoy 
All pleasures, and at full, were to make Nature 
Guilty of that she ne’er was guilty of,— 
A vanity in her works. 

—Milton must have been acquainted 
with these lines; and we are rather 
surprised the coincidence escaped the 
reviewer. It is enough to say, that 
the whole composition is supported 
with the same spirit, and abounds with 
entertainment and instruction. It 
deserves to be re-edited, and to be 
generally known. 

The works of Milton, whether in 
prose or verse, have long since passed 
the ordeal of criti¢ism, and can receive 
no accession to their publicity and 
fame. But his History of Britain, 
continued to the Norman Conquest, 
which ‘supplies the subject of the fifth 
article, being merely a fragment, and 
treating for the most part of a fabu- 
lous era, neither has been nor will be 
frequently referred to. It is chiefly 
valuable for the vigour of its style, 
and the manly and characteristic sen- 
timents which flow from the noble mind 
ofits author on every suitable occasion. 
It cannot be sufficiently lamented that 
his genius was not employed on some 
more important period of history, and, 
above all, of his own times; which, 
however, he appears obliquely to de- 
cline in a striking passage, where he 
remarks, “with a just loathing and 
disdain,”—not altogether inapplicable 
to more modern circumstances,—* not 
only how unworthy, how perverse, 
how corrupt, but often how ignoble, 
how petty, how below all history, the 
persons and the actions were, who 
either by fortune, or some rude elec- 
tion, had attained, as a sore judg- 
ment and ignominy upon the land, to 
have chief sway in managing the com- 
monwealth.” Milton was proud, and 
knew well that he “had laid his just 
hands on that golden key,” which 
opens the portals of fame ; and he was 
unwilling, by any act of his, to make 
them more accessible to men and 
deeds only deserving of contempt and 
oblivion. The historian of the com- 
monwealth he could not be; and he 
would never have stooped to be that 
of Charles the Second. 
A very entertaining account ensues 

of Mr. Amgry’s Memoirs, containing 
the Lives if several Ladies of Great 
Britain; and we cordially coneur - 

a 
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all the admiration which the writer by 
no means sparingly expresses, both of 
the author and his very original and 
curious work. Mr. Amory stood forth 
as the champion of Unitarianism, at a 
time when its professors were few and 
inconsiderable ; but his prolific fancy 
created a host of fair proselytes in this 
work, and its companion, the Life of 
John Bunele, upon whom he lavished 
all gifts and accomplishments, endow- 
ing them plentifully with his own 
principles, and enabling them “to 
give reasons for the faith which was in 
them.” The main distinction between 
these volumes and John Buncele is, that 
the latter fortunate hero successively 
marries the beautiful disputants with 
whom he so miraculously meets. He 
was an Abelard with twenty Heloisas. 
Replete with able and ingenious argu- 
ment, with true piety and warm bene- 
volence, and enriched with vivid de- 
scriptions and agreeable fictions, these 
two works may be truly recorded, in 
the words of the reviewer, who has in 
every respect done justice to his sub- 
ject, as “two of the most extraordi- 
nary productions of British intellect.” 

The Plays of Joun Marston, to 
which the seventh article is devoted, 
met with temporary success on the 
Stage, to sink into speedy and lasting 
neglect. We think the reviewer is 
inclined, with all the reservations he 
makes, to estimate them too highly. 
His plots are improbable, his charac- 
ters overstrained, and his sentiments 
hyperbolical. To nature and true 
passion he could never attain. These 
must, “unsought, be won;” and all 
Marston’s efforts, though he showed a 
vigorous intellect in the attempt, were 
unsuccessful. 

Of all the fanciful and positive theo- 
rists who have discussed the origin of 
the world, Dr. Burner stands at the 
head. His Sacred Theory of the Earth; 
containing an account of the original of 
the earth, and of all the general changes 
which it hath already undergone, or is to 
undergo, till the consummation of all 
things,—is one of the boldest under- 
takings ever conceived; and the doc- 
tor has stretched his imagination “to 
the crack of doom” to perform it. 
Bat the cosmogony or creation of the 
world has puzzled philosophers of all 
ages. What a medley of opinions 
have they not broached upon the ¢rea- 
tion of the world! Sanconiathon, Ma- 
netho, Berosus, and Ocellas Lucanus, 
Montuy Mac. No. 373. 
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have all attempted it iv vain. The 
latter has these words, Anarchon ara 
hai atelutaion to pan, which imply that 
all things have neither beginning nor 
end. Manetho also, who lived about 
the time of Nebuchadon-Asser, Asser 
being a Syriac word usually applied 
as a sirname to the kings of that coun- 
try, as Teglat Phael-Asser, Nabon- 
Asser,—he, I say, formed a conjecture 
equally absurd. But, with the erudite 
Mr. Ephraim Jenkinson, the want of 
whose full opinion on this point is an 
irreparable loss to science—we must 
beg pardon; we are straying from the 
question. We gather from another 
authority, of more modern date than 
Sanconiathon, that the world was 
created on the 6th of September, on 
a Friday, a little after four o’clock in 
the afternoon. When a system is to 
be built, the more precise it is ren- 
dered the better; and Burnet was 
quite right in laying the foundations 
of the earth, and afterwards striking 
them from under it, with all the 
“pomp, pride, and circumstance, of 
glorious” ruin that he could conceive. 
Nor did he once stoop to qualify his 
narrations with the words which so 
often add an air of candour to Daniel 
Defoe’s tales,—“ if the story be true.” 
We may stand excused for not treat- 
ing this well-known Theory with seri- 
ousness, as it is purely ‘a gay crea- 
ture of the element” of fancy, and 
wholly destitute of any scientific sup- 
port; but, as a natural romance, full 
of sublime imagery and eloquent rea- 
soning, we hold it in the highest 
respect, and acquiesce in all the ob- 
servations of the reviewer. 
The number concludes with an ad- 

dition to the series of excellent papers 
on the works of Lord Bacon, in which 
we are presented, from his Letters, 
with copious extracts, illustrative of 
his fortunes and feelings, from the 
restless ambition of his youth to the 
despair and degradation of his old age. 
It is, indeed, “a sight for pity to pe- 
ruse,” to see so lofty an intellect lie 
groveling at the feet of power. But 
we would fain hope, for the honour of 
human nature, that there is much truth 
in Bacon’s insinuation, that “ these 
things were vitia temporis, and not 
vitia hominis ;” and that his sycophancy 
and venality, like the grosser freedoms 
of Shakspeare, must not be weighed 
without some allowance against the 
nicer mgnners and more liberal opi- 

Gg nions 
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nions of the present day. Even with 
this abatement, it is impossible to pe- 
ruse, without impatience and disgust, 
his self recorded humiliation, and his 
ignoble appeals to those who triumph- 
ed over the fallen judge, and forgot, 
or were unable to appreciate, the ge- 
nius destined to immortality. It is 
curious to observe how philosophically 
Bacon analyses the subject of judicial 
bribery, with which he seems quite 
familiar, and how candidly he mea- 
sures out his own degree of delin- 
quency. This shameful blot upon the 
judgment-seat is now removed, we 
‘trust, for ever ; and for our own parts, 

we could be well content that our chan- 
cellors, like our other judges, should 
intermeddle neither with politics, nor 
with bribes. ‘These stumbling blocks 
apart, the unfortunate Bacon ‘“‘ had 
then stood happy ;” and matters would 
not proceed with less satisfaction and 
dispatch in that honourable court, if 
his successors had as little to do with 
the one as they have with the other. 

=e 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
SKETCH of a PLAN to afford complete 

RELIEF and great IMPROVEMENT to 
the AGRICULTURAL, MANUFACTURING, 
and COMMERCIALINTERESTS, combined 
with highly important FINANCIAL AD- 
VANTAGES, 
Y a comprehensive, provisional, 
legislative enactment, promptly 

carried into effect, to reduce in value, 
by one-half, the paper currency, the 
funds, taxes, duties, rent of houses and 
land, tolls, debts, salaries, wages, prices 
of corn, and almost all things except 
gold and silver, with other requisite 
exceptions and adjustments. 
Among the varions regulations, the 

fundholder, actually a foreigner by 
birth and residence, to be exempted, 
with the reserve that he should not 
transfer his stock for its primary 
amount sooner than seven years, giv- 
ing him the option of them, taking the 
value it bore just previous to the pro- 
mulation of the law, or of selling out, 
in the mean time, for whatever he 
could obtain. Provisions and compen- 
sations to be made to the merchant 
under engagements with foreigners, 
&e. Ke. 
The amount of stock held by fo- 

reigners is by no means so great, nor 
would many other objections, when 
duly considered, present any insuper- 
able obstacle; but, on the other hand, 
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the benefits attainable would infinite- 
ly outweigh those objections and diffi- 
culties. 
Among the prominent beneficial 

consequences,— a very large sum 
would be immediately derivable from 
the Bank, because only one-half of 
the bullion or hard money, which the 
Bank ought to possess, would then be 
required. The other half, (whatever 
number of millions it might be,) would 
become disposable national property, 
and then be twice its present value. 
Only half the gold and silver now re- 
quired would then be wanted, to se- 
cure a metallic currency, and preserve 
the solvency of the Bank. 

The great reduction in the value of 
manufactured goods would confer the 
power of extending the old, and open 
new and extensive, channels of trade 
andcommerce. Agricultural produce 
being at half the present value, the 
grower would be enabled to export; 
and could find a remunerating price 
abroad, if he could not obtain it at 
home. The agricultural, manufac- 
turing, and trading classes, by acqui- 
ring additional activity and prospe- 
rity, would reciprocally benefit each 
other. 

Most of those who have gone, and 
are daily going, abroad to live cheap, 
and many others partly actuated by 
motives of pleasure and economy, 
would return, or not go,—as the chief 
cause of their going abroad would 
cease ; and the mere diffusion of their 
expenditure in this country would, un- 
der the present circumstances, be 
gaining a point of no small national 
importance. 

Foreigners who, in consequence of 
the high rate of all expenses in this 
country, can neither visit nor reside 
among us, nor avail themselves of our 
highly advanced state of the arts, 
sciences, our seminaries, or other de- 
sirable objects,—would then, by more 
generally resorting here, contribute to 
our improvement and prosperity. 

The cheapness of our products 
would not only tend to increase the 
import of foreign articles of commerce, 
and render the duties on them more 
effective, but enable us to supply other 
countries with a greater quantity of 
British and many additional foreign 
exportable articles; cause an in- 
creased influx of the precious metals; 
and férce a passage for our goods and 
trading, even where they are prohi- 

bited. 
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bited. Some artieles might be ex- 
ported at a price so extremely low, as 
to make it hardly a question whether 
they could not be made to yield an 
additional source of revenue, 

Instead of reducing all the taxes 
and duties exactly one-half, the ap- 
portioning those regulations would 
‘afford an opportunity for some import- 
ant financial advantages. 

One of the first consequences, when 
the provisional law had ceased, would 
be a gradual advance in the value of 
all things. As that effect took place, 
and as the debt would be something 
Jess than half its present amount, its 
weight would become progressively 
and proportionally lighter, and its final 
reduction be brought within the scale 
of probability, 
Among the various schemes of finan- 

cial amelioration, it is presumed there 
is no other mode which would so ade- 
quately avert the impending evils, or 
accomplish such eminent results, with 
fewer sacrifices and less difliculty. 
Although we may procced even more 
smoothly in our- present course than 
we have lately done, yet without a 
thorough and absolute system of re- 
trenchment, or the aid of some ex- 
tremely judicious and extraordinary 
efforts, either soon or late, and with 
its fatal and unknown consequences, 
the evil day must come. 

: TALAVERA. 
eS 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
TRAITS of the MANNERS of WOMEN at 

PARIS, 
HERE never was a finer day: in 
the gardens of the Tuillcries I met 

Madame P. and her daughter, a young 
lady of seven years old. She was in 
a morning dress, in which nothing was 
spared to heighten the effect of her 
charms. I addressed her. ‘Is it you? 
mon Dieu! (says she,) Mr. V. from 
what part of the country do you come? 
it’s quite an age since we saw you.” 
— Madame, business, and a thousand 
circumstances, have prevented me the 
pleasure of paying you my respects.” 
—‘ However, you shall not escape me 
now.”—* Madame, you flatter me too 
much,”—“T shall return, and you will 
have the complaisance to accompany 
me.”—“ Nothing can make me, ma- 
dame, more happy.” 

I presented her my arm, and we 
.$00n arrived. A small beautiful apart- 
ment, well furnished, glasses all round, 
an elegant sofa, was mounted with 
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a tasteful canopy, ‘the whole” hung 
with embroidered cambric : in short, 
it was the sanctuary of all that could 
dazzle the imagination. 

“ Jeanneton,” (who was within call,) 
‘“¢what have you for dinner?” ‘‘ Ma- 
dame, some lentils.”—‘“Is that all? 
monsieur dines here: add a little sal- 
lad.”—“‘ Madame, infinitely grateful, 
but ” No, Iwill take no excuse ; 
I have determined it, and you shall 
dine. When my husband returns 
from his bureau, he will be very happy 
to see you.”—‘ Madame, I Know not 
how to resist.” 

Monsieur makes his appearance. 
“O! the kind-hearted man.” ‘Set- 
ting compliments aside, let us ap- 
proach the table (said he); for I 
breakfasted at nine, and it is now half 
past four, and I can eat with appetite.” 
—We passed into the dining-room, 
sumptuously arranged; the table co- 
vered with a display of ornamental 
plated ware; no knife, but a silver 
spoon and fork for each guest, with 
napkins, and every one a small loaf to 
themselves. As the French term it, 
it was superb. Presently was usher- 
ed in, with great pomp, a small tureen, 
likewise apparently of silver, fur- 
nished with its splendid cover, and 
standing on a dish of the same metal. 
It was soup, which had been served up 
the day before, for Madame :but we were 
not to be entirely forgotten; for Jean- 
neton soon returned, and, with a gra- 
vity almost pontifical, placed on the 
centre of the table a dish of the finest 
English porcelain, large cnough, if 
any thing were to follow it. I raised 
my eyes, and saw fuming about two 
quarts of lentils, four large onions, 
and three crusts of bread. This way 
of serving a dinner appeared to me at 
first very singular; but in this respect 
every one judges for himself. 

As to the rest, the lentils were well 
dressed, and I was hungry, and ate 
my part; and, in so doing, did well, 
for I had only to wait for the small 
sallad, which Madame had ordered on 
my arrival, to show me respect. In 
came all of a sudden the dessert; 
which consisted of a morsel of Gruére 
cheese, five large apples, with their 
cheeks upward, and two dozen raw 
chesnuts. She offered me some cheese, 
which I readily accepted; as to the 
rest of this magnificent finish, it was 
probably only designed by way of 
ceremony, as [ was not asked to taste 
them. Though I could just discover 
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that each article was served in the 
finest porcelain of Sevres. In the 
meanwhile, Monsieur begged me to 
excuse their frugality. ‘Your amia- 
ble friend knows perfectly well the 
difficulty of circumstances,” said Ma- 
dame. 

“Jeanneton! my milliner—is she 
“come?” “Yes, Madame, she has 
brought the hat, the two caps, and a 
turban, which you ordered.”—‘‘ Have 
you paid her the six louis?” ‘“ Yes, 
Madame. The shoemaker has also 
brought Monsieur’s shoe, which he 
has mended, and asks fifteen sous.” — 
“T think dear enough.” ‘Has healso 
brought my boots of the blossom 
colour, which pleased me?” “No, 
madame, he says he can’t sell them 
for less than twelve francs.”—‘‘ Well, 
let it be so; for I never beat shop- 
keepers down for such trifling objects.” 
—“‘ Monsieur’s tayloris here, who de- 
sires to know if my master wishes a 
surtout for the winter.” ‘No: tell 
him thatlastyear’sis goodenough. Be- 
sides, I must have two douilletts, and 
four robes; and I can hardly support 
even that expense. Hold! here’s 
twelve sous: take what is necessary 
for the supper.—I have a box to- 
night at the Theatre Italien, and I 
hope Monsieur V. will do me the ho- 
nour of his company.” I went with 
her to the opera, but took care not to 
return to supper; the twelve sous had 
spoiled my appetite, and I repaired to 
my hotel, sent for the traiteur, and 
very soon made up for my abstemious- 
ness at my lady’s,—the brilliant, ele- 
gant, astonishing, and dazzling Ma- 
dame P. 

a 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AM a constant reader of your en- 
tertaining and useful Miscellany; 

and, as you have many judicious and 
well-informed correspondents, 1 shall 
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be obliged, if you will permit me to 
ask them a few questions. 

Is it not very remarkable, that there 
should be efforts making at the same mo- 
ment in France, Germany, Prussia, and 
Belgium, for the restriction of the liberty 
of the press ? 

Is not the only legitimate way of op- 
posing error by bringing forward the 
truth? 
Does truth need the aid of the sword ? 
Is there any precept of Christianity 

which authorizes fines and imprisonments 
for its defence?—Are not its rewards to 
be conferred in Heaven? and its penalties 
to be inflicted in a future world of 
misery? 

Might not all our missionaries in foreign 
lands be imprisoned and fined? Are they 
not blasphemers against the established re- 
ligion of the country? 

Does a religion like Christianity, of 
divine origin, need to be defended by penal 
statutes?—Has it not successfully with 
stood the inveterate and malignant attacks 
of every age ?—If it be of God, will it not 
stand and triumph, as it actually did in 
primitive times, over every opposition? 

If the employment of human force is 
allowable in matters of religion, then is 
not the Presbyterian justifiable in punish- 
ing the Episcopalian in Scotland ? and the 
Episcopalian in England to be commended 
for persecuting the Presbyterian? and is 
not the Catholic at Rome defensible, for 
punishing every species of Protestantism ? 

If Christianity is to be defended by 
pains and penalties, is there any differs 
ence, in this respect, between the Chris- 
tian religion and Mahometanism? 

Can human establishments in religion 
be defended by any other means than 
force ?—And is this lawful ? 

Did not the Apostles say, “‘ The wea- 
pons of our warfare are not carnal ?”—Can 
the supporters of human establishments, 
with their ecclesiastical courts, fines, im- 
prisonments, and executions, say any 
thing like this?—If they cannot, is their 
Christianity the same system which the 
Apostles preached ? 

A Mopest ENQUIRER. 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMINENT PERSONS. 

LIFE of KLAPROTH, the celebrated CHE- 
MIST, by E. G. FISCHER; read m the 
ACADEMY of SCIENCES ai PARIS. 

ARTIN HENRY KLAPROTH was 
born at Wernigerode in Dec. 

1748, and died at Berlin in January 
1817. His father, a citizen of Werni- 
gerode, having had the misfortune to 
lose his property by a great fire in 
1751, was able to do little or nothing 

for the education of his children. 
Klaproth obtained such meagre in- 
structions, in the Latin language, as 
the school of Wernigerode afforded, 
and was obliged aiso to procure his 
small school fees, by singing as one of 
the church choir. The unmerited hard 
treatment which he met with at school, 
so disinclined him to study, that he de- 
termined, in his 16th year, to learn the 
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trade of an apothecary. Five years 
which he was forced to spend as anap- 
prentice, and two which he passed as 
an assistant in the public laboratory at 
Quedlinburg, do not seem to have fur- 
nished the best education for a great 
chemist ; for they placed him out of the 
reach of scientific study, and, instead of 
that, secured nothing for him but a cer- 
tain mechanical adroitness in the most 
common pharmaceutical preparations. 

He always regarded, as the epoch of 
his scientific instruction, the time when 
he first entered the public laboratory at 
Hanoyer, in which he spent two years. 
It was there that he first met with some 
chemical works of merit, especially 
those of Spielman and Cartheuser, in 
which a higher scientific spirit already 
breathed. ‘The love of science, thus 
awakened, naturally aimed at a more 
complete development. In 1768 he 
was placed as assistant in the labora- 
tory of Wendland, at Berlin. Herehe 
employed all the leisure which a con- 
scientious discharge of the duties of his 
station left him, in completing his own 
scientific education; and he applied 
himself with great zeal to the study of 
the Greek and Latin languages. In 
1770, he was permitted, by fortunate 
circumstances, to go to Dantzig, as 
assistant in the publiclaboratory. But 
in March of the following year, he re- 
turned to Berlin, as assistantto Valen- 
tin Rose, at that time one of the most 
distinguished chemists of his day. 
But this connexion did not continue 
long, for Rose died in 1771. 

After a most honourable and long- 
continued trial, he became superin- 
tendant of the establishment of Rose, in 
which a greater number of distin- 
guished chemists were formed than in 
any other, since, beside the elder Rose 
and Klaproth, this establishment af- 
forded a larger or smaller portion of 
their education to Hermbstadt, Gehlen, 
Valentin, the younger Rose, and 
several other excellent pharmacopo- 
lists. Klaproth not only superintended 
this office for nine years, with the most 
exemplary fidelity and conscientious- 
ness; but, what particularly displayed 
his honourable character as a man, he 
himself undertook the education of the 
two sons of Rose, as asecond father to 
them. 

In the year 1780, when Klaproth 
was thirty-seven years of age, he went 
through his examination for the oflice 
of apothecary, with distinguished ap- 
plause. His Thesis, ““ On Phosphorus 
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and distilled Waters,” was printed in 
the Berlin Miscellanies for 1782. 
Soon after this, Klaproth bought 
the Flemish laboratory in Spandau- 
street; and he continued in possession 
of this laboratory till the year 1800, 
when he purchased the room of the 
academical chemists, in which he was 
enabled, at the expense of the aca- 
demy, to furnish a better and more 
spacious apartment for his labours, for 
his extremely valuable mineralogical 
and chemical collection, and for his 
lectures. 

As soonas Klaproth had brought the 
first arrangement of his office to perfec- 
tion, there appeared, in ‘‘ Crell’s Che- 
mical Annals,”—in the “ Writings of 
the Society for the Promotion of 
Natural Knowledge,”-—in ‘“ Selle’s 
Contributions to the Science of Nature 
and of Medicine,”—in ‘‘ Kohler’s 
Journal,” and in other periodical works, 
a multitude of essays by him, which 
drew the attention of all chemists, and 
gained for him the rank of the first 
analytical chemist in Europe. Of 
these labours, we may mention only an 
“Essay on Copal,” “On the Elastic 
Stone,” “ Onthe Pearl Salt of Proust,” 
“On the Green Lead-Spar of Tschop- 
pau,” “On the best Method of pre- 
paring Ammonia,” “‘ On the Carbonate 
of Barytes,” ‘On the Wolfram of 
Cornwall,” “On the Wood Tin-Ore,” 
“On the Violet Schorl,” ‘On the 
celebrated Aerial Gold,” ‘On Apatite,” 
&e. &e. 

In 1788, he was adopted as an ordi- 
nary member of the physical class of 
the Royal Academy of Sciences at 
Paris. From this time, not only all the 
volumes of the French academical 
memoirs, but several daily papers, 
contained a multitude of new discove- 
ries by this accomplished chemist. 
Amidst all these labours, it is difficult to 
say, whether we should most admire 
the fortunate genius, which inall cases 
readily and easily divined the point 
where any thing of importance lay 
concealed, or the acuteness which 
enabled him to find out the best 
means of obtaining his object,—or the 
unceasing labour, and the incompara- 
ble exactness with which he developed 
it,—or, lastly, the pure scientific feel- 
ing under which he acted, and which 
was removed at the utmost possible 
distance from every selfish, every ava- 
ricious, and every contentious purpose. 

In 1795 he began to collect his 
works, which were dispersed among 
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so many periodical publications, and 
edited them under the title of ‘‘ Con- 
tributions to the Chemical Knowledge 
of Mineral Bodies.” Of this work, 
which must always be a classical pro- 
duction in chemical literature, six 
volumes had appeared by the year 
1815 ; containing, in no fewer than 207 
treatises, the most valuable part of all 
that Klaproth had done for chemistry 
and mineralogy. 

Besides Klaproth’s own printed 
works, he superintended a new edition 
of Gren’s Manual of Chemistry, with 
respect to which, however, he did not 
seek to earn so much merit by what he 
added, as by what he took away and 
corrected. But the part which he tock 
in the Chemical Vocabulary, which 
was edited under his own name, and 
that of Wolff, was of great importance. 
Passing by the numberless small ex- 
pedients which Klaproth devised for 
procuring a more unmixed deposition 
and separation of all kinds of matters, 
we only notice at present that he en- 
riched experimental chemistry with 
two new methods of analysis, which 
are unlimitedin their applications. The 
first of these was the complete resolu- 
tion of the hardest minerals by means 
of fluid caustic alkali, instead of the 
former treatment with dry caustic 
alkali, which had introduced the use of 
silver crucibles and saucers into expe- 
yimental chemistry. The complete 
resolution of the hardest stones, by this 
method of analysis, has enabled us to 
ascertain, with extreme accuracy, the 
quantity of earths, oxydes, metals, and 
even of acids, which mincrals contain. 
Exact analyses of this kind remain 
sure for ever, and are of importance to 
the science, independent of any disco- 
veries which may be made, respecting 
the particular nature of the substances 
mentioned. As, for stance, the capa- 
bility of being decomposed, which was 
afterwards discovered to belong to the 
earths, makes not one cypher incorrect 
or superfluous in such analysis. The 
advantage of this method is particu- 
larly evident in the decomposition of 
corundum, or diamond-spar. As Kla- 
proth first attempted the analysis of 
these bodies by the former method of 
‘decomposition, he found a considera- 
ble remainder of matter unaccounted 
for. On the suspicion, which he then 
expressed, that this remainder might 
perhaps beanew, and yet undiscovered 
earth, many compilers of school-books 
were in a hurry to admit the earth of 
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corundum into the list of the simple 
earths. But, when Klaproth repeated 
the analysis by means of the liquid 
alkali, he found, that this substance 
was one of the many compositions of 
siliceous and argillaceous earths which 
had not previously been known, and 
which m former analyses had some- 
times been referred to the one kind of 
earth, and at other times to the other. 
In the same manner, the chemists of 
England gave an account of a species 
of sand, which had been brought from 
New Holland, as a new earth; but 
Klaproth shewed, by his new method of 
analysis, that this body also, which 
had already been introduged into intro- 
ductory treatises, under the name of 
“the Austral Earth,” was nothing but 
an intimate mixture of siliceous and 
argillaceous earth. Indeed, the first 
analyses that can be considered as 
certain, are those which have been un- 
dertaken on this plan. Hence, by this 
discovery, almost all the more early 
analyses have lost their value. Of 
what inestimable moment such a dis- 
covery must be, not merely to experi- 
mental chemistry, but to the whole of 
the science of nature, even although 
Klaproth had not discovered by means 
of it a single unknown body, does not 
require to be more particularly stated. 

The great care which Klaproth em- 
ployed in securing the neatness of his 
experiments, was not the least of his 
merits, not only because the great con- 
fidence which his labours deserve rests 
chiefly upon this circumstance, but 
also because in this he was a pattern 
to all practical chemists. ‘Yo this qua- 
lity must be referred the attention 
which he bestowed on his instruments. 
When he had to do with very hard 
minerals, he used a mortar of flint, but 
he previously analysed it, and did not 
neglect the small and scarcely percep- 
tible increase of weight whiclr the mat- 
ter under examination derived from 
continued rubbing, and, according to 
the differences of the substances that 
were before him, it was by no meansa 
matter of little moment in his estima- 
tion, whether the pounding, which was 
always continued till the body was re- 
duced to an impalpable powder, was 
conducted in vessels of flint, of calce- 
dony, of glass, of serpentine, or of me- 
tal. And, when he operated with fire, 
he always selected his vessels, whether 
of earthenware, of glass, of graphite, of 
iron, of silver, or of platina, upon fixed 
principles, and shewed more ae 
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than chemists had previously been 
aware, what an eflect the vessel often 
has upon the result. Not less impor- 
tant was the extreme care which he 
used in preparing pure re-agents, for 
obtaining which in their most perfect 
state, he invented several efficient 
methods. 

Nor must we pass unnoticed his sci- 
entific manner, both in oral delivery 
and in composition. His language was 
simple and unadorned, but clear, well 
defined, and condensed. He never 
used more words than were absolutely 
necessary for a complete elucidation of 
the matterinhand. Herather pointed 
out than entered into any discursive 
exhibition of the grounds of his opera- 
tions ;—in general, he employed few 
reasonings, and only a simple state- 
ment of the essential circumstances of 
an experiment, and of its conse- 
quences. It was particularly remark- 
able in him, however, that neither in 
his oral. communications, nor. in 
writing, neither in plain words nor by 
hints, did he ever attempt to exalt his 
own discoveries, or to bring them nearer 
either to the eye or the ear of his 
hearers. His pupils never heard from 
his own mouth how much science had 
been indebted to him, so utterly averse 
was he to all vanity, all boasting, and 
all selfishness. In a word, truth and 
science were every thing with him; the 
moment these began to occupy him, 
every other interest was hushed, and 
passed into the back- ground. 
How susceptible he was of the im- 

pression of new views, was distinctly 
seen at the time of the antiphlogistic 
chemistry, when, with the utmost ala- 
erity, he overturned his whole previous 
system, the momenthe was convinced, 
by a careful repetition of the experi- 
ments, of the correctnessof the facts on 
which Lavoisier had founded his new 
doctrines. Even in his advanced 
years, he did not tenaciously adhere to 
his old views. In early life he had 
adopted, like all other chemists, the 
doctrine of aflinities proposed by 
Bergmann, as the foundation of his ex- 
planations, although he took many op- 
portunities of warning those who at- 
tended his lectures respecting its in- 
sufficiency. When Berthollet’s inves- 
tigations respecting the laws of aflinity 
appeared, he completely satisfied him- 
self of the untenable nature of his for- 
mer views; and, although he did not 
think that, in regard to several parti- 
culars, he could assent to the decisions 
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of the ingenious French chemists, he 
was yet perfectly satisfied as to the 
correetness of the prineiple on which 
all the investigations of Berthollet pro- 
ceed, namely, that no one power is 
adequate to the explanation of chemi- 
cal phenomena, but that, even in the 
case of the simplest composition or 
resolution, several powers unite their 
energies. He also admitted the ne- 
cessary consequence of this principle, 
namely, that it is impossible to arrive 
at a true scientific theory in chemistry 
in any other way, but by the most 
careful consideration and investigation 
of the laws, according to which the in- 
dividual active powers and circum- 
stances, that is to say, the powers of 
cohesion and of expansion, fluidity, 
gravitation, quantity, heat, light, elec- 
tricity, and so forth, produce their 
eflect.* Klaproth perceived that those 
only who were conducted as by the 
hand by the presiding deity of the ma- 
thematics, could make any considera- 
ble advances in the path which Ber- 
thollet had opened upon; and he was 
hence sorry that his defective educa- 
tion when at school had permitted him 
only to obtain a very superficial ac- 
quaintance with that science, in which, 
with better opportunities, he would 
unquestionably have made considera- 
ble progress, since, even without the 
aid of that science, he had been able 
to appropriate to himself, in a very 
high degree, the exactness and solidity 
of the mathematical talent. 

At an advanced period of life, Klap- 
roth changed his early views in regard 
to many objects, as, for instance, with 
respect to the problematical body, 
named muriatic acid ; with respect to 
the impossibility of decomposing the 
alkalies and earths, and several other 
points ; and by these changes of opi- 
nion, he shewed, that even advanced 
years had not deprived him of the 
power of being sttuck by new views 
and ideas. With so many distin- 
guished scientific claims, it is not to be 
wondered, that all the learned societies 
in Europe, whose object was in any 
way connected with physical science, 
should have reckoned it an honour to 
have the name of so illustrious a man 
in the list of their members. Besides 

* Words without meaning, and powers 
of nature created by the errors of the age ; 
which, in due time, must render obsolete 
the writings of modern chemists.—TRans- 
LATOR, 
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the two Academies of Science and of 
Arts in Berlin, he was also a member 
of the Academies of Paris, London, 
Petersburg, Stockholm, Copenhagen, 
and Munich, and of many associations 
of learned men at Edinburgh, Berlin, 
Paris, Moscow, Brussels, Erfurt, Halle, 
Erlangen, Jena, Potsdam, Leipsic, 
Hamm, Rostock, and other places. 
Among his papers there was found, 
after his death, not less than thirty 
diplomas from learned societies ; and 
the king (of Prussia) added to these 
honours, in the year 1811, the order of 
the Red Eagle of the Third Class. 
The State, too, in acknowledgment 

of Klaproth’s merits, rewarded his in- 
dustry in a variety of ways. So far 
back as the year 1782, he had been 
assessor in the Supreme College of 
Medicine and of Health, which then 
existed ; at amore recent period, he en- 
joyed the same rank in the Supreme 
Council of Medicine and of Health; 
and when this college was subverted 
in 1810, he became a member of the 
medical deputation attached to the 
ministry of the Interior. He was also 
amember of the perpetual court com- 
mission for medicines. His lectures, 
too, procured for him several munici- 
pal situations. For as soon as the 
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public became acquainted with his 
great chemical acquirements, he was 
permitted to give, yearly, two private 
courses of lectures on chemistry, one 
for the officers of the royal artillery 
corps, the other for persons not con- 
nected with the army, who wished to 
accomplish themselves for some prac- 
tical employment. Both of these lec- 
tures assumed afterwards a municipal 
character. The former led to his ap- 
pointment as professor of the Artillery 
Academy, instituted: at Tempelhoff, 
and after its dissolution to his situation 
as professor in the Royal War School. 
The other lecture procured for him the 
professorship of chemistry in the Royal 
Mining Institute. On the establish- 
ment of the present university, Klap- 
roth’s lectures became those of the 
university, and he himself was ap- 
pointed ordinary professor of chemis- 
try, and member of the Academical 
Senate. Besides these public lectures, 
our departed friend was an active 
member from 1797 to 1810, of a small 
scientific society, which met yearly, 
during a few weeks, for the purpose of 
discussing the more recondite myste- 
ries of the science, and of which all 
the members retain lively recollections. 

STEPHENSIANA. 
No. XIE. 

The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an active and 
well-spent life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 
book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we have purchased, and propose to 
present a selection from them to our readers, As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 
other biographical works, the Author may probably have incorporated many of these scraps ; 
but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cabinet pictures of men and 
manners, worthy of a place in a literary miscellany. 

—— 

DAPHNE AND BRIGHTON. 
NTIOCH, the once flourishing 
and populous metropolis of Asia- 

Minor, and of the extensive kingdom 
of Antiochia, had a seat of luxury and 
pleasure for its inhabitants, in a small 
town on the sea-coast, called Daphne. 
The warm constitutions of Asiatics 
rendered Daphne, however, a scat of 
vice and criminal indulgence, and the 
place is never mentioned by writers 
of antiquity except with reprobation. 
Perhaps its original uses were abused ; 
for nothing can be more reasonable 
than that the inhabitants of a great 
city should seek change of scene and 
occasional relaxations from the pur- 
suits of ambition, wealth, and com- 
merce. The changes in the fortunes 

4 

of nations has now, however, reduced 
Antioch to an inconsiderable town, 
and has extinguished Daphne. Both 
have fallen victims to the barbarous 
policy of the Turkish government, un- 
der which millions languish, that few 
may enjoy overgrown wealth,—the 
short-sighted egotism of whom sepa- 
rates their supposed interests from 
those of the community. Brighton 
is the Daphne of London, without its 
vices. 

FISHERY AT GRAVESEND. 
In 1714, only three British fishing- 

smacks, of about forty tons each, 
were employed in the cod-fishery, and 
about twenty-one hands. The Dutch 
not being permitted to bring cod to 
Billingsgate market, they increased to 

twenty 
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twenty sail in 1735; and, in the course 
of a few years more, they amounted to 
120 sail, of from fifty to sixty and se- 
venty tons, valued at 100,000/. em- 
ploying 1200 men, with 500 appren- 
tices, for the supply of the London 
market alone. In 1789, the smacks 
increased to 150,—eighteen of which 
belonged exclusively to Gravesend ; 
and indeed, as the fresh water would 
kill their fish, none proceeded higher 
up than Gravesend. In 1809 the 
number exceeded 200 sail, with a pro- 
portionate increase of tonnage. Of 
these about thirty appertain to Graves- 
end owners, and fifty to the people of 
Barking. Cod and ling are found in 
the deep water of Doggerbank, while 
a smaller cod and haddocks are caught 
on the well-bank, where the water is 
shallower. 'The vessels are provided 
with wells; and, on taking the fish 
from them, they are knocked on the 
head, and killed by truncheons. 

In 1796, the smacks formerly em- 
ployed in the German Ocean found a 
fishery to the northward of Scotland ; 
but in 1808 and 1809, on account of 
the war with Denmark, they frequent- 
ed every bay in North Britain. 

THE ANCIENT ENGLISH CHURCH. 
fetore the Reformation, one-third 

of the best benefices were appropriated 
to abbeys; 190 were dissolved by 
Henry the Eighth, the rental of which 
Was 2,653,000/. part of which went to 
Rome. There were 3845 impropria- 
tions in England ; and there are 8803 
fowns in England and Wales. 

POMFRET CASTLE. 
Pomfret Castle, now a ruin, was the 

last fortress in the north of England 
that surrendered to the Parliament’s 
forces, having been besieged and de- 
stroyed by General Lambert. 
“ Midst the wide flames that civil discord 

spread, 
Where by base acts the royal martyr bled, 

Still yal Pomfret spurn’d the tyrant’s 
te ; 

Last in these northern climes that scorn’d 
to pay 

A servile homage to his lawless sway, 
And in inglorious ease survive their mo- 

narch’s fate.” 

OFFICERS OF THE GUARDS. 
Lord North was considered as a 

great man in the opinion of many; but 
can we coincide with him, as a wise 
and profound speculator, when he de- 
clared once in the House of Commons, 
speaking of the officers of the guards, 
that “they had nothing to do byt 
Montuiy Mac. No, 373. 
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walk in the Park, kiss the nursery- 
maids, and drink the children’s milk.” 

FANATICS. 
Richard Brothers, the prophet; and 

Wright and Bryan, two fanatics ; the 
former a carpenter at Leeds, the latter 
a journeyman copper-plate printer, 
in 1789 repaired to Avignon, in order 
to form a society of prophets: these 
men became the friends and coadju- 
tors of Richard Brothers. One of 
them, however, had doubts, and he 
went to sce Brothers, prepared with a 
knife; so that, if any doubts of his 
apostolic mission should arise, he 
might deliver such a message from 
the Lord as Eliud carried to King 
Eglon. Thenew King of the Hebrews 
had not so much as a single Jewish 
historian. Mr. Sharpe became one of 
his disciples, and beneath a well-en- 
graved portrait placed the following 
words :—“ Fully believing this to be the 
man whom God hath appointed, I en- 
grave his likeness. W.S.’—Brothers 
wrote letters to the King, and to all 
the members of both Houses of Parlia- 
ment, announcing his intention of 
speedily setting out for Jerusalem. 
Some of his disciples actually shut up 
their shops, and many repaired to 
London to join him. Before his de- 
parture, he was to prove the truth of 
his mission by a public miracle, and 
said he would throw down his stick 
in the Strand at noon-day, which, like 
the wand of Moses, would be converted 
into a serpent. In a like strain he 
threatened London with an earth- 
quake. 

NAUTICAL BREEDING. 
When the late Duke of York (bro- 

ther to George ILI.) went on board 
Lord Howe’s ship, as a midshipman, 
the different captains in the fleet. at- 
tended, to pay him their respects, on 
the quarter-deck. He seemed not to 
know what it was to be subordinate, or 
to feel the necessity of moderation in 
the display of that superiority which 
would naturally result from his high 
rank. He received them with some 
hauteur, which a sailor on the fore- 
castle observing, alter expressing his 
astonishment at the Duke’s keeping 
his hat on, he told one of his mess- 
mates, that “the thing was not in its 
sphere,” adding, “ It is no wonder he 
does not know manners, as he was ne- 
ver at sea before.” 

D’ALEMBERT. 
This great philosopher made consi- 

derable advances in his researches 
Wh into 
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into physiological learning. He had 
a reflecting mind, and, well weighing 
the analogy that prevails throughout 
nature, was led to remark, that as we 
are acquainted with phosphoric and 
electric animals, it is not improbable 
that future times may discover plants 
which, like the torpedo and gymnotus, 
shall electrify the intruder who dares 
to approachthem. The Abbé Bertho- 
lon and Dr. Ingenhouz were of the 
same opinion. As a portion of labour 
and attention appears now to be di- 
rected to investigating the interior of 
unexplored regions, this speculation, 
though a most singular one, may even- 
tually be found to be no miscon- 
ception. 
ORIGINAL LETTER OF S. DUCK THE POET 

TO MR. BENJAMIN KENNICOTT. 
Sir,—I return you many thanks for 

the valuable present of your book, 
which I received by the hands of Mr. 
Lillington. I have read it once over 
with pleasure, and have begun it a 
second time ; and a second time I am 
edified,—h@e decies repetita placebit. 
Your account of the tree of life, the 
Sabbath, and sacrifices, are very inge- 
nious; and, if you have not demonstra- 
tion, you have at least great probabi- 
lity on your side. But I ought to be 
very careful how I give my opinion on 
matters so abstruse, and so much 

Kew Green, in Surrey ; June 14, 1'747. 

P.S.—I do not wonder to see Dr. Oliver 
among the number of your friends ; he is 
one to allmankind. I have obligations to 
him myself, which I shall always acknow« 
ledge. If you see him in your way to De- 
vonshire, be so kind as to tell him that I 
frequently think of him with pleasure. 

LORD ROSSLYN. 
The difficulties of getting rid of a 

Scotch or Irish pronunciation are con- 
siderable ; but examples are not want- 
ing to stimulate those who are in pur- 
suit of this.object. There is now in 
London a gentleman, in a high office 
of the law, who did not leave Scotland 
till after he had been seme years ad- 

‘vanced in manhood; and yet, by re- 
ceiving instruction for a few months 
only, according to the plan laid down 
by Sheridan, sen. he has conquered ali 
the difliculties attached to invetcrate 
habits. ¥ allude to Lord Rosslyn, or 
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above the reach of my capacity. For 
though (as you observe in your obli- 
ging letter,) there is some similitude 
in our lives, yet the parallel will not 
hold in the point of learning; for you 
have been, in that respect, much hap- 
pier than I have been, who have never 
had the advantage of such a liberal 
education as you are blest with; it 
being my misfortune to be a stranger 
to the universities, of which you are an 
ornament. However, I shall not be 
wanting in diligence yet to improve my- 
self; and, as the chief duties of Chris- 
tianity (I mean those which are abso- 
lutely necessary to salvation,) lie in a 
narrow compass, and are pretty obvi- 
ous and plain, I will do my best en- 
deavour to recommend them in such 
a manner as may excite mankind to 
practise them; which if I can do, I 
shall think myself not entirely useless 
to society. And now, dear sir, I 
heartily congratulate you on your 
success, and the amazing progress you 
have made in the learned world; I sin- 
cerely wish that it may turn out to the 
advantage of yourself in particular, as 
it must be to the benefit of mankind 
in general. When you come towards 
London, the honour of seeing you here 
would be extremely grateful to, sir, 

Your most obliged, 
humble servant, 

; LL - 

Mr. Wedderburne, who was first soli- 
citor and then attorney general, and 
afterwards lord high chancellor. His 
speech, at present, is not to be distin- 
guished from that of the most po- 
lished natives of England, in point of 
pronunciation and of intonation. The 
instance of Lord Aylmoor, a lord of 
session at Edinburgh, was yet more ex- 
traordinary, for only by conversing 
and reading with actors, and other 
Englishmen, withoutleaving Scotland, 
he arrived at a perfect accuracy of 
pronunciation. 

LORD CHANCELLOR ELDON, 
Is a wonderful instance of good for- 
tune, and is justly praised for his bon- 
hommie. He was the pupil of Mr. 
Bray, the great conveyancer, who was 
the nephew of Matt. Duane, the great 
Roman Catholic conveyancer. Such 
was his assiduity and attention, = 

r. 
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Mr. B. observed, “there are several 
of the young men in my office who 
possess equal and even greater talents 
than Scott, but none who have equal 
patience, or plod so much,—I there- 
fore have great hopes of him.” 

Mr. Scott, however, had no great 
hopes of himself; for he despaired of 
rising in W estminster Hall, andactually 
conceived the idea of retiring into the 
country, and practising as a provincial 
lawyer. Accordingly, when the Re- 
cordership of Neweastle became va- 
cant, he applied to Mr. Bray for his 
interest on this occasion. The latter 
assured him of his utmost efforts on 
his behalf, but recommended a longer 
trial. On a longer trial he succeeded. 
At that period he resided in Powis- 
place, near Great Ormond-street, in 
the immediate vicinity of his old mas- 
ter; dined every day at half past 
three, and at five regularly trudged 
down to chambers. As he constantly 
passed the door of Mr. Bray, the lat- 
ter was accustomed to say to his wife 
(now Mrs. M‘Evoy), “‘ Remark what 
I say, my dear; you will live to see 
this young man Lord Chancellor of 
Great Britain!” a prophecy that was 
actually fulfilled in the course of avery 
few years. 
The pride of wealth of the Surtees 

was wounded at the alliance; the 
country banker and his family dis- 
dained connexion with the son of a 
coal-fitter, and the grandson of a coal- 
skipper ; but the young lawyer replied 
officially, by affixing his seal as Lord 
Chancellor to the docket that sanc- 
tioned the bankruptcy of the family. 

AN ODE, | 
(Written in 1775,) 

On the Crimes perpetrated by British Agents 
in India. 

”Twas beneath an hallow’d palm, 
On Ganges’ banks, a Bramin lay, 

What time, in atmospheres of balm, 
Eve’s golden lids inclos’d the eye of day. 

Then Vision, holy prophetess, pass’d by ; 
She mark’d the sage, and in his slumber- 

ing eye 
Marshal’d many a mystic shade, 
Many a drama she display’d, 

That from his heart the blood of pity 
wrung : 

India’s wilderness of woes, 
Bondage, rapine, murder rose, 

The patriot-seer beheld, and upin phrenzy 
sprung. 

“Hark! that sound—'tis torture’s cry ! 
The Christian vultures rage amain; 

Yonder in caves our Rajah’s die, 
sei dominion—birthright was their 

ane, 
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Afar I see their famish’d orphans roam, 
And none dare bid the princely wand’rers 

home. 
Ha! what hireling sabres there 
Round yon shivering victim glare! 

Till, goaded on, his treasure he displays. 
Now the slaves dislodge the hoard, 
Bury now its slaughter’d lord ; 

While savagely serene their chief aloof 
surveys. 

“ India, rise! thy sword unhouse, 
And red let retribution flow ; 

Round to thy monster-dens, and rouse 

Their yelling tenants forth upon thy foe. 

Convoke thy snakes, thy crocodiles from 
far. 

Such dragon-hosts beseem a Christian war. 
Ruffians! if they ’scape from these, 
*Scape thy demons of disease, 

1f Ocean hence their guilt and plunder bear, 
Rise, monsoons, nor yield retreat, 
Rise and smite their miscreant fleet, 

The oaken ruins whelm, nor aught they 

harbour spare. 

“ See sublimer vengeance rise! 
Avaunt ye tempests, tigers, snakes! 

On Heaven such mighty mischief cries, 
And Heaven in dread hostility awakes. 

Lo! home that wretch attains, but how 
unblest ! " 

Guilt peoples there the dungeon of his 
breast. 

Horrors tend his wakeful lamp 5 
All his splendor horrors damp ; 

Misdeeds, like ghosts, before him threat- 
*ning rise. 

Livingly upstarts his hair, 
Ha! his dagger clench’d and bare! 

Mercy! that reeking plunge: his soul off 
screaming flies. 

“India, triumph! and behold 
The wolves their prey to Europe bear ; 

Their doom lurks brooding in thy gold, 
Which here inert, sublimes to poison 

there. 
It there dissolves the charities of life, 
And mangles states by luxury and strife. 

To thy tyrants ’tis decreed, 
Gold and ruin be their meed! 

This truth the fool of glory felt of yore, 
Britain’s freedom—(Britain’s all!) 
By the spoils of thine shall fall! 

Her iron-gripe shall cease, and thou shalt 
groan no more. 

MIDWIVES. 
In Gray’s Supplement to the Phar- 

macopoeia, it is stated, that “from 1728 
to 1758, during which time women 
were almost exclusively employed as 
midwives, out of 759,122 deaths, 6,481 
took place in child-bed ; while in eight 
years, from 1807 to 1814, when the 
apothecary men-midwives were as ex- 
clusively employed, out of 147,304 
deaths, 1,404 were in child-bed.” 

ORIGINAL 
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ORIGINAL POETRY. 
—— 

DARTMOOR; 
From the Prize Poem of the “Royal Society of 

Literature.” 

Sepulchral Cairns and Druidical Remains on 
the Moor. 

YET what avails it, tho’ each moss-grown heap 
Still on the waste its ealy vigils keep, 

Guarding the dust which slumbers well beneath, 
(Nor need such care) from each cold season’s 

breath? 
Where is the voice to tell ¢Acir tale who rest, 
Thus rudely pillow’d, on the desert’s breast? 
Doth the sword sleep beside them?—Hath there 

een 
A sound of battle midst the silent scene 
Where now the flocks repose ?—Did the scyth’d car 
Here reap its harvest in the rank of war? 
And rise these piles in memory of the slain, 
And the red combat of the mountain-plain ? 

{t may be thus :—the vestiges of strife, 
Around yet lingering, mark the steps of life, 
And the rude arrow’s barb remains to tell 
How by its stroke perchance the mighty fell, 
To be forgotten. Vain the warrior’s pride, P 
The chieftain’s power—they had no bard, and died. 

Bat other scenes, from their untroubled sphere, 
TW’ eternal stars of night have witness’d here. 
There stands an altar of unsculptur’d stone, 
Far on the Moor, a thing of ages gone, 
Propp’d on its granite a whence the rains, 
And pure bright dews, have lav’d the crimson stains, 
Left by dark rites of blood; for here of yore, 
When the bleak waste a robe of forests wore, 
And many a crested oak, which now lies low, 
Wav’d its wild wreath of sacred misletoe; 
Here, at dead midnight, through the haunted shade, 
On Druid harps the quivering moonbeam play’d, 
And oa were breath’d, that fill’d the deepening 

oom 
With the pale shadowy people of the tomb. 

Or, haply, torches waving through the night, 
Bade the red cairn-fires blaze from every height. 
Like battle-signals, whose acpi gleams 
Threw o’er the desert’s hundred hills and streams 
Asavage grandeur; while the starry skies 
Rung with the peal of mystic harmonies, 
As the loud harp its deep-ton’d hymns sent forth 
To the storm-ruling. powers,—the War-gods of the 

North, 
* * * * * * 

Prisoners of Far confined on Dartmoor. 

But ages roll’d away; and England stood 
With her proud banner streaming o’er the flood, 
And with a lofty calmness in her eye, 
And regal in collected majesty, 
To breast the storm of battle. Every breeze 
Bore sounds of triumph o’er her own blue seas; 
And other lands, redeem’d and joyous, drank 
The life-blood of her heroes, as they sank 
On the red fields they won; whose wild flowers wave 
Now in luxuriant beauty o’er their grave. 

2Twas then the eaptives of Britannia’s war, 
Here, for their lovely southern climes afar, 
In bondage pin’d; the ageleishated throng, 
Dragg’d at Ambition’s chariot-wheels so long, 
To die,—because a de-pot could not clasp 
A sceptre, fitted to bis boundless grasp. 
Yes! they whose march had rock’d the ancient 

thrones - 
And temples of the world; the deepeuing tones 

Of whose advancing trumpet, from repose 
Had startled nations, wakening to their woes, 
Were prisoners here. And there were some whose 

dreams 
Were of sweet homes, by chainless mountain- 

streams, A 

And of the vine-clad hills, and many a strain 

‘And festal melody of Loire or Seine ; 

And of those mothers who had watch’d and wept, 

When on the field th’ unshelcer’d conscript slept, 

Bath’d with the midnight dews. And some were 
there, r 

Of sterner spirits, harden’d by despair, 
Who, in their dark imaginings, again 
Fir'd the rich palace and the stately fane, 

Drank in the victim’s shriek as music’s breath, 
And liv’d o’er scenes, the festivals of Death! 
And ere was mirth, too!—strange and savage 

mirth, 
More fearful far than all the woes of earth! 
The laughter of cold hearts, and scoffs that spring 
From minds to which there is no sacred thing, 
And transient bursts of fierce exulting glee,— 
The lightning’s flash upon its blasted tree. 

But still, howe’er the soul’s disguise were worn, 
If from wild revelry, or haughty scorn, 
Or buoyant hope, it won an outward show, 
Slight was the mask, and all beneath it—woe. 

Yet was this all?—amidst the dungeon-gloom, 
The void, the stillness, of the captive’s doom, 
Were pic no deeper thoughts?—and that dark 

ower, 
To whom Guilt owes one late, but dreadful hour, 
The mighty debt through years of crime delay’d, 
But, as the grave’s, inevitably paid; 
Came he not thither, in his burning force, 
The lord, the tamer of dark souls,—Remorse? 

Yes! as the night calls forth from sea and sky, 
From breeze and wood, a solemn harmony ; 
Lost, when the swift, triamphant wheels of day, 
In light and sound are hurrying on their way ; 
Thus, from the deep recesses of the heart, 
The voice that sleeps, but never dies, might start, 
Call’d up by solitude, each nerve to thrill, 
With accents heard not, save when all is still! 
The voice inaudible, when Havoc’s train 
Crush’d the red vintage of devoted Spain ; 
Mute when Sierras to the war-whoop rung, 
And the broad light of conflagration sprung, 
From the South’s marble cities;—bhush’d, midst 

cries 
That told the Heavens of mortal agonies ; 
But gathering silent strength, to wake at last, 
In the concentred thunders of the past. 

And there, perchance, some long-bewilde1’d mind, 
Torn from its lowly sphere, its path confin’d, 
Of€ village duties, in the Alpine glen, 
Where Nature cast its lot ’midst peasant men; 
Drawn to that vortex, whose fierce Ruler blent 
The earthquake power of each wild element, 
To lend the tide which bore his throne on high 
One impulse more of desp’rate energy; 
Might, when the billow’s awful rush was o’er, 
Which toss’d its wreck upon the storm-beat shore, 
Won from its wand’rings past, by suffering tried, 
Search’d by remorse, by anguish purified ; 
Have fix’d at length its troubled hopes and fears 
On the far world, seen brightest throngh our tears! 
And in that hour of triumph or despair, 
Whose secrets all must learn, but none declare, 
When of the things to come a deeper sense 
Fills the rais’d eye of trembling Penitence, 
Have turn’d to Him, whose bow is in the cloud, 
Around life’s limits gathering as a shroud; 
The fearful mysteries of the heart who knows, 
And by the tempest calls it to repose. 

Who visited that death-bed ?—who can tell 
Its brief sad tale, on which the soul might dwell, 
And learn immortal lessons ?—who beheld 
The struggling bope, by shame, by doubt repell’d— 
The agony of prayer,—the bursting tears,— 
The dark remembrances of guilty years, 
Crowding apo the spirit in their might,— 
He, ee the storm who look’d,—and there was 

ight? 
ee * * * * ro 

Prospects of Cultivation and Improvement. 
Yes! let the Waste lift up the exulting voice! 

Let the far-echoing solitudes rejoice! 
And thou, lone Moor! where no blithe reaper’s song 
F’er lightly sped the summer hours along, 
Bid the wild rivers, from each mountain source, 
Rushing in joy, make music on their course! 
Thou, whose sole records of existence mark 
The scene of barb’rous rites in ages dark, 
And of some nameless combat; Hope’s bright eye 
Beams o’er thee in the light of Prophecy! 
Yet shalt thou smile, by busy culture drest, 
And the rich harvest wave upon thy breast; 
Yet shall thy cottage smoke at dewy morn, 
Rise in blue wreaths above the flowering thorn, 

And, 
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And, ’midst thy hamlet shades, the embosom’d 

spire " : 
Catch from deep-kindling heavens their earliest fire. 

Thee, too, that hour shall bless, the balmy close 
OF Labour’s day, the herald of repose, 
Which gathers hearts in peace; while social Mirth 
Basks in the blaze of each free village hearth ; 
While peasant songs are on the joyous gales, 
And omit England’s voice floats up from all her 

vales. 

Yet are there sweeter sounds; and thou shalt hear 
Such as to Heaven’s immortal host are dear, 
Oh! if there still be melody on earth, 
Worthy the sacred bowers where man had birth, 
When angel steps their paths rejoicing trod, 
And the air trembled with the breath of God; 
It lives in those sweet accents, to the sky, 
Borne from the lips of stainless infancy, 
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When holy strains, from Jife’s pure fount wltich 

sprung, 
Breath’d with deep rev’rence, falter on its tongue. 

And such shall be thy music! when the cells 
Where Guilt, the child of hopeless Mis’ry, dwells, 
(And to wild strength by desperation wrought, 
In silence broods o’er many a fearful thought, ) 
Resound to Pity’s voice; and childhood thence,— 
Ere the cold blight hath reach’d its innocence, 
Ere that soft rose-bloom of the soul be fled, 
Which Vice but breathes on, and its hues are dead— 
Shall at the call press forward, to be made 
A glorious oftering, meet for Him who said, 
«« Mercy, not sacrifice!” And when, of old, 
Clouds of rich incense from his altars roll’d, 
Dispers’d the smoke of perfumes, and laid bare 
The heart’s deep folds, to rend its homage there. 

NOVELTIES OF FOREIGN LITERATURE. 
— 

VERY useful and interesting 
botanical work, by J.C. Leucus, 

has been published at Nuremberg. It 
is entitled, ‘‘ Anleitung Zum Anbau 
Auslandischer Pflanzen,” (Directions 
for the Cultivation of Exotic Plants,) 
with a Supplement, explaining the me- 
thod of preserving them from the bad 
effects of the climate, and on the 
easiest mode of increasing its heat. 
After giving their classification, mode 
of culture, &c. in the first chapter, the 
author considers the peculiar differ- 
ences between the German and the 
more southern climates, their soil and 
atmosphere, as affecting the growth 
and fermation of the plants: to which 
he adds remarks on the possibility of 
their naturalization in northern lati- 
tudes. Three supplements follow :— 
Ist. Respecting means to facilitate 
their growth with us. 2d. On the fo- 
reign origin of many plants, now com- 
monly grown here. 3d. Observations 
on hot-houses, and on the manner in 
which several are now heated by 
steam. It isaltogether deserving the 
notice of scientific and _ botanical 
students. 

The first part of “Transactions of 
the Practical Medical Society of St. 
Petersburgh, established in 1819, for 
the purpose of communicating to the 
whole body the various facts and re- 
sults obtained by each member’s per- 
sonal experience in the course of his 
practice. The present volume embraces 
many valuable and interesting papers 
on peculiar cases, with the modes of 
treatment in some of the must danger- 
ous diseases, by the first professors 
and physicians; such as Bluhm, Mil- 
hausen, Wolff, Harder, and Miller.— 
Other societies are, in the same man- 
ner, springing up in St. Petersburgh, 
and different parts of the Russian do- 
minions, which will in a short time 

create a rapid diffusion of knowledge, 
the parent of liberty, to which we cor- 
dially wish success. 
A work, entitled “Spain and the 

Revolution,’ published at Leipsic, 
contains many striking facts and ob- 
servations relative to that great event. 
It is divided into five parts, compre- 
hending the theory of revolutions in 
general:—On the situation of Spain, 
from the period of 1761 to 1818; on 
the influence of the new doctrines, 
leading to the revolution at Aranjuez ; 
on the French invasion; the Junta of 
Seville ; the Cortez; on the return of 
the King, his rejection of the Consti- 
tution, and the fate of the liberals and 
the serviles, &. The mere circula- 
tion of these facts, independant of any 
arguments, cannot fail to do good, 
and produce some sensation even in 
Germany. 

Professor AmBROzIO LeEvVATI, of 
Milan, has lately produced a work in 
five volumes, entitled “the Travels 
of Francesco Petrarca, in France, 
Germany, and Italy.” It is in part 
taken from historical facts and real 
incidents in the poet’s life, and in 
part embellished with fictitious narra- 
tives. So far, we do not think the 
author has shown his taste and judg- 
ment; as fine and abundant materials 
were to be found without the least 
need to have recourse to imaginary 
adventures, and mingling truth with 
fable. However delightful such a 
subject, and however amusing and in- 
teresting it may thus be rendered, the 
author should have previously reflect- 
ed, what a desideratum a good and 
faithful life of Petrarch, is, even yet, 
among the Italians, and how much 
more honour he might have acquired 
had he, in preference to the present, 
undertaken and accomplished it. 

A publication has appeared at 
Mentz, 
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Mentz, by M. Tuoest, entitled, “the 
History of Magic, Demons, Sorcerers, 
&ec.” which contains an affecting nar- 
rative of numbers that have sutfered 
for the pretended crime of magic. 
The cases enumerated are proved 
from unequivocal authority. In these 
excesses of the magistrates, female 
sorcerers have been the greatest suf- 
ferers. Among other curious articles 
in the collection, we learn that Chris- 
topher de Rantzow, a gentleman of 
Holstein, whose heated imagination 
had misled his understanding, con- 
signed eighteen persons to the flames, 
at one time, the wretched victims of a 
merciless superstition. In a village 
called Lindheim, containing about 600 
inhabitants, not less than thirty were 
destroyed by fire, in the narrow space 
contained between the years 1661 and 
1665. In this inhuman plan of treat- 
ment, towards an unhappy class of 
persons, the author points out Wurtz- 
burg as having frequently been sub- 
ject to well-merited reproach, It 
appears from the Acta Magica of Nau- 
bers, that, between the years 1627 and 
1629, 127 individuals perished, in si- 
milar instances of cruelty, practised 
by their brother men. The principal 
objects of such nefarious dealings 
were old women or travellers, and fre- 
quently poor children from nine to ten 
years of age. Occasionally, such out- 
rages have been perpetrated on per- 
sons of some consequence, proficients 
in knowledge, above the general ap- 
prehension of the age, or such as had 
acquired property by their industry. 
Among many others, in the shocking 
detail, are the respectable names of 
fourteen vicars, two young gentlemen, 
some counsellors, the largest or most 
corpulent man in Wurtzburg, and his 
wife, the handsomest woman in the city, 
and: a student or scholar engaged in 
the study of foreign languages. These 
innocent sufferers were frequently put 
to the torture. But what must our 
feelings and principles incline us to 
think of an enormity here brought to 
recollection, in the instance of a poor 
girl that suffered so late as in the year 
1749? 

Statistics of the Prussian Dominions. 
These extend from the frontiers of 

Russia to those of France, and consist 
of an assemblage of slips and samples 
of almost all the German nations. By 
the war of 1806 the monarchy lost 
one-fifth part of its population; but, 
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by the peace of 1815, a considera- 
ble part of those losses was recover- 
ed, and the acquisition of the coun- 
tries on the Rhine proved a source of 
aggrandizement, forming a striking 
contrast, as to statistical calcula- 
tions, to the arid tracts beyond the 
Vistula. 

All the Prussian states, at present, 
are divided into ten provinces, and 
these are subdivided into twenty-seven 
districts of Regency, and 338 circles. 
The surface, not including the lakes, 
comprehends 13,744 square leagues, 
of twenty-five toa degree. The popu- 
lation, including the military, may be 
rated at 10,976,252, which allows 798 to 
asquare league. The inhabited houses 
are estimated at 1,570,805, including 
the cities, towns, or villages. The ci- 
ties or principal towns, in number 
1027, are divided into four classes. 
Those of the first rank are Berlin, 
Breslau, Dantzic, Cologne, Konigs- 
berg, Magdeburg, Stettin, Aix-la- 
Chapelle, Elberfeld, and Bremen. 
The towns of the second rank are 133 
in number, twenty-seven of which are 
in the countries on the Rhine, while 
the three great provinces of the east, 
that is, Eastern and Western Prussia 
and Posen, have only sixteen. The 
towns of the third class, in number 
401, are suchas have a population ex- 
ceeding 1500 individuals. Of those 
of the fourth rank, in number 483, we 
find 244 of a population inferior to 
1500, and the other 239 are below a 
thousand. Throughout the Prussian 
states, according to the census of 1819, 
the number of horses was 1,332,276 ; 
of horned cattle, 4,275,705; of sheep, 
9,065,720. With respect to the pro- 
ductions. of the soil, the means and 
materials of industry, commerce, and 
other resources, that constitute the 
riches of a state, the Board of Statis- 
tics at Berlin intend hereafter to pub- 
lish the requisite details. 

Brief Analysis of the Report presented 
to the Minister of Interior, by the 
French Medical Commission sent to 
Barcelona. 
In general, according to the concen- 

trated view which these physicians 
give of the contagion, itisno other than 
the yellow fever; as such, they have 
always considered it, though they may 
notdeclare this positively. They main- 
tain, that the malady did nottakeitsrise 
in Barcelona, that it did not originatein 
the filthiness of the streets, or the un- 

healthful 
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healthful condition of the harbour; 
that, during their residence, they could 
never trace any infectious scent ; that 
in the streets the best aired and kept 
the cleanest, the disorder raged the 
most; and that 300 fishermen, lodged 
in the most unhealthy quarter of the 
city, had escaped the dreadful scourge, 
merely from living in seclusion. In 
short, they represent Barcelona, where 
the plague first made its appearance, as 
one of the most healthy places they 
have known. 

According to the physicians, the 
contagion was brought over in vessels 
fromthe Havannah. Among other in- 
stances, they refer to one called the 
Grand Turk, the captain of which 
having brought his family on-board for 
a day or two, saw them all perish, on 
their return to Barcelonetta. In the 
Spanish polacre, Nuestra Senora del 
Carmen, a poor passenger taken on- 
board for charity, from Alicant, died 
the day after his landing at Barcelona. 
The French brig, the Josephine, from 
intercourse with other vessels in the 
Toad, was so infected as to endanger 
the lives of the second captain, the 
lieutenant and the sailors, and it be- 
came necessary to place the vessel in 
quarantine. : 

Hereupon, the local authorities gave 
orders for removing the sick into laza- 
rettos, and for removing some sus- 
pected ships to a distance, and for 
sinking others, but this order the peo- 
ple refused to obey. Atone time they 
carried away, by viclence, some sick 
men that the soldiers were conveying 
to the lazarettos. The plague then 
continued its ravages, till the officers of 
government, and half of the inhabi- 
tants, were obliged to flee. During 
100 days, from the last week in August 
to the 2d of December, of 70,000 inha- 
bitants that remained, one-third had 
caught the fever, and1700died. Chil- 
dren of tender age, women, persons in 
easy circumstances, those subject to 
excessive perspiration, or such as had 
been infected before, suffered the least, 
but these exceptions were not abso- 
lute, especially in the last case. 

The French physicians, in tracing 
the contagion from street to street, and 
from house to house, found the slightest 
communication frequently sufficient to 
transmit the infection. All the se- 
questered places, as the citadel, the 
prisons, &c. weresecure. ‘The malady 
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is considered to be transmissible, by 
contact, either with persons or with 
household goods, merchandize, &e. 
and at short distances, by the air that 
environs the objects of infection. 

M. Rochoux, a member of the same 
medical commission, (sent into Spain 
by the French government,) has not 
concurred with the testimony of his 
colleagues, in their researches to detect 
and explain the contagion ; but, though 
he separated from them, his attention 
was no less engaged in the speculation. 
The facts, experiments, and arguments, 
which he collected, he has presented to 
the public, in a ‘ Dissertation on the 
Yellow Typhus.” 
He allows it to be of a contagious 

nature; a deleterious principle, readily 
transmissible by contact with indivi- 
duals, or articles of clothing and mer- 
chandise. He also recommends insu- 
lation, and considers it as a preserva- 
tive, but differs from his associates on 
two essential points, the nature and 
the origin of the malady. He insists 
that it is not the yellow fever of the 
West Indies, but a species of typhus, 
analogous to that which often breaks 
out in prisons and hospitals, He calls 
it the yellow fever, being, like other 
descriptions of typhus, a local malady 
not brought to Barcelona, but formed 
and propagated there by a train of cir- 
cumstances. 

M. Rochoux endeavours to shew, 
that the contagion appeared first in the 
shipping, and thence spread into the 
city and Barcelonetta, withmore or less 
malignity, as the distance was greater, or 
otherwise, from the point of departure. 
He denies that it was imported from 
the Havannah, alleges that it is un- 
known in the island of Cuba, and that 
it was known in Europe prior to the 
discovery of America; in favour of this 
opinion, he quotes Hippocrates. 

To the above he adds, as facts, that 
the symptoms of this disease have been 
well marked and related, as produced 
at Barcelona, in the 14th, 15th, and 
16th, centuries. 

The causes of the contagion the 
doctor discovers in the unhealthful 
condition of the port; and he points 
out the connexion between the disease, 
and the great number of vessels 
crowded together, in circumstances 
constantly found to be dangerous in hot 
seasons. 

NEW 
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To BENJAMIN THOMPSON, of Ayton 
Cottage, Durham; for a Method of 
facilitating the Conveyance of Car- 
riages along Iron and Wood Rail- 
ways, Tramways, and other Roads.— 
Oct. 24, 1821. 
HIS invention consists in the ap- 
plication or use of two or more 

fixed or stationary steam or other 
engines, placed upon the railway, 
tramway, or road intended to be used, 
at such a distance from each other as 
the nature of the line chosen shall 
render most convenient, and in such 
a manner, as that the action of such 
steam, or other engines, shall be inter- 
changeable and reciprocal, in the 
mode herein-after mentioned. 

There are various modes in use by 
which animal and mechanical powers 
are made available for the purpose of 
conveying carriages upon rail and 
tramways, where the trade or car- 
riage is principally, or altogether, in 
one direction. Fixed engines are 
employed to draw loaded carriages 
up inclined planes, the empty car- 
riages being enabled by their gravity, 
and the declination of such planes, to 
run down the same, and take out the 
rope from the engine along with them. 
Self-acting inclined planes are made 
use of where it is expedient to pass 
Joaded carriages down declivities suf- 
ficiently great to allow their pulling 
upward an empty set of carriages at 
the same time. And, where neither 
the acclivity nor the declination of a 
road is such as to admit of one or the 
other of these methods being adopted, 
then horses are used for the purpose of 
drawing the carriages, and in some, 
although very few instances, loco-mo- 
tive engines. Endless chains have 
also been applied, but, owing to the 
great friction, and consequent waste 
of power, attendant on them, their use 
has been very circumscribed, and their 
application limited to comparatively 
very short distances. These modes, 
combined or separately, according to 
circumstances, have hitherto afforded 
the means by which rail and tram- 
ways have been travelled. 

Mr. Thompson’s method might in 
most cases, and with considerable ad- 
vantage, supersede them all. Whe- 
ther the line of road rises or falls, much 
or little, is level or undulating, mat- 
ters not; the carriages, loaden or 
empty, are made to pass in both direc- 

—— 

tions, with a uniformity of progress, 
and at the same time with a dispatch 
not heretofore known. A road on 
which this invention is to be applied, 
must be divided into stages, attention 
being given in determining their dis- 
tances, to the nature of the linc, in 
regard to curves or bends, and to the 
undulation of the surface. Thenearer 
itapproaches to a level, and the fewer, 
as also the easier, the bends are, the 
better will it allow of the stages being 
extended. On the other hand, should 
the line prove to be a very uneven 
one, with frequent and short bends, 
then the intervals or spaces, between 
Stage and stage, will necessarily be re- 
quired to be shortened accordingly. 

The engines are severally to be fur- 
nished with two rope-wheels, and a 
rope to each, of a length and strength 
suitable to the stage upon which they 
are to be used. ‘The rope-wheels must 
be so constructed as to allow of a 
ready connexion, or the contrary, 
with their respective engines, so as to 
be capable of being acted upon by 
them, or of turning round, indepen- 
dently, at the will of the engine man. 
This may be readily accomplished by 
any one of the modes in use with mill- 
wrights for throwing machinery into 
or out of gear, with a moving power. 

In cases of greater inequality of sur- 
face, the saving would be in a still, 
greater ratio. A further and very 
important reduction in the cost of a 
new road would result from its adop- 
tion. In the formation of a road it is 
generally necessary to make deep 
cuts and raise high batteries, in order 
to obtain a uniformly rising, falling, or 
level surface; and it frequently hap- 
pens, too, that the direct line of way 
must be materially diverged from to 
favour that purpose. 

Mr. Thompson’s plan dispenses with 
such nice attention to regularity, the 
engines being capable of surmounting 
acclivities, and the wheel which gives 
out the following, or passive rope, 
affording the means of restraining the 
too rapid progress of the waggons 
down a declivity. In short, there is 
no country, however uneven or varia- 
ble its surface, but that may, by his 
method, be traversed. For conveying 
of minerals underground, where the 
unevenness of the strata and their ge- 
neral disposition to undulation do not 
allow of a uniformly ascending, de- 

scending 
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scending, or level road, Mr. 'Thomp- 
_son’s invention is peculiarly appli- 
cable. His method of facilitating the 
conveyance. of carriages along iron 
and wood rail-ways, tram-ways, and 
other roads, consists in the reciprocal 
action of two engines, standing at the 
extremities of a stage, or portion of 
road to be travelled over, one engine 
drawing the carriages forward in a 
direction towards itself, and along 
with them a rope from the other en- 
gine ; which rope, in its turn, pulls the 
same or other waggons, by means of 
the other engine, back again, and also 
a rope therewith; thus, by the alter- 
nately active and passive agency of 
two ropes, are the powers of fixed 
engines made to act in opposite direc- 
tions, thereby causing a road to be 
traversed both ways, by loaden or 
empty carriages, and at any desired 
speed. It is the reciprocal and inter- 
changeable application of power, as 
hath been described, which he claims 
as his invention. 

_ Upon the waggon-way from Ouston 
Colliery, in the county of Durham, 
seven miles from Newcastle, leading 
to the river Tyne, four miles below 
that place, and in length seven miles 
and a quarter, a stage has been select- 
ed, upon which this new method of 
conveyance has been put in force. 
The distance of the two engines from 
each other is 2,315 yards; the upper 
end whereof is a steep inclined plane, 
323 yards long, up which the carriages 
are drawn by the Ayton engine; and 
the remaining portion, which is 1,992 
yards, has been heretofore worked by 
ten powerful horses, the ascent of it 
being 654 feet, but not a regular accli- 
vity. The engine at the lower end 
was for the purpose of drawing loaden 
Waggons up an inclined plane, ex- 
tending 387 yards in the contrary di- 
rection, or towards the colliery. 

Six loaden waggons, coupled toge- 
ther, carrying the same number of 
Neweastle chaldrons, or 15 tons 18 
ewt. of coals, pass upward at a speed 
of 10% feet per second, or seven miles 
an hour, with the greatest ease and 
certainty, affording a dispatch by no 
means derived previously from the use 
of animal power. The two extremi- 
ties, visible to each other, are furnished 
with flags, to give alternate signals of 
the readiness of the waggons to proceed. 
When the atmosphere is hazy, and the 
ay cannot be seen, signals are made 
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by drawing forward the rope three or 
four yards, with the engine, at that 
end from which the waggons are in- 
tended to go, and which is instantly 
perceived at the other end. Andin 
the. dark (for the work is daily prose- 
cuted during five or six hours’ absence 
of light at this period of the year,) 
signals are given by a fire kept at 
each end for lighting the workmen, 
which is shut from, or opened to, the 
view of the opposite extremity by 
means of a door. A person accompa- 
nies the waggons constantly, seated in 
a chair fixed securely upon the fore 
end of one of the soles of the leading 
waggon of the set, which is easily re- 
moved from one to another. The use 
of such attendant is to disengage the 
hauling-rope from the waggons, by 
means of a spring-catch, in the event 
of any sudden emergency, such as the 
breaking of a wheel or rail, or the ha- 
zard of running down any object, the 
stage in question lying over a common. 

The methods of Blenkinsop, Chap- 
man, and Brunton, (says Mr. Thomp- 
son in his observations in the Reper- 
iory,) are grounded on principles that 
supply the means of surmounting tole- 
rably steep acclivities—all others de- 
pend on the resistance offered by the 
iron rails or plates to the surfaces of 
the wheels for the application of 
power to the purpose of locomotion ; 
and it becomes an object, conse- 
quently, in those cases, to create as 
much friction as possible at the con- 
taction of the wheels with the rails or 
plates. A quarter of an inch rise in 
every yard of way may, however, be 
considered as the greatest acclivity 
they can be rendered capable of over- 
coming with a load. The friction » 
thus occasioned, and otherwise, toge- 
ther with the movement of the ma- 
chine itself, causes so extravagant a 
dissipation of power as to leave, com- 
paratively, but a small portion effec- 
live of that which the engine really 
applies ; so that it is not safe to calcu- 
late on its yielding regularly more 
than abuut thirty-five per cent. of the 
force exerted. One supernumerary 
engine to every three, or at the most 
four, will be found necessary, together 
with the incessant and vigilant care of 
a superintending mechanic, to secure 
a tolerable degree of certainty. The 
application of fixed reciprocating en- 
gines requires no more than a single 
way ; sidings or passings being neces- 
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sary only at the stages, by which alone 
about a fifth of all the materials would 
be saved, for six sidings of seventy 
yards each are necessary in eyery mile 
of horseway.—Repertory. ¥ 

To Mr. WitiiaM Lane, of Birming- 
ham ; for Improvements on Horizon- 
tal Roasting-jacks.—Oct. 21. 
These improvements consist in 

uniting the power of several springs 
together, by means of which their 
forces are applied collectively to pro- 
duce the movement. Spring-barrels 
or cylinders are employed, each con- 
taining a spring of steel coiled round 
an axle, to which it is attached at one 

Proceedings of Public Societies. [Oct. 1, 
end, and to the cylinder at the other ; 
the nature of which spring-barrels are 
well known as commonly applied to 
spring jacks and to clock movements. 
Two, three, or more of these spring- 
barrels are connected by means of 
cog-wheelsupon their periphery, which, 
by taking into each other, combine the 
effect of the several springs, the object of 
which is to gain an accumulated power. 

The patentee rests his invention 
merely in the combining of several 
spring-barrels together by means of 
geer, so as to employ the united power 
or effect of several springs together to 
produce the rotatory motion.— London 
Journal of Arts. 

CAPT. BROWN’S SUSPENSION PIER AT BRIGHTON. 
Capt. Brown, the architect of the 
Suspension Iron Bridge over the 
Tweed, of which we gave an engra- 
ving and description in our Number 
for August, has applied the same sus- 
pension principle to the construction 
of Piers, and is at this time erecting 
one at Brighton in the place and form 
represented in the engraving. 

About two years since, he erected a 
pier on this principle in Leith roads; 
while at the same time a solid stone 
pier, on the old principle, was erected 
near the same spot. The situation is 
a rough one, and in the course of the 
past winter the stone pier was so much 
shaken by the heavy gales, as to ren- 
der it necessary to take it down; while 
the suspension pier of Capt. Brown 
remained as firm as at its first erection. 

The principle is similar to that of 
the Suspension Bridge described in a 
former number; the plateau is sus- 
pended from chains, which hang from 
pier to pier, and the piers themselves, 
consisting of separated iron bars, are 
of course, as such, exposed to a very 
slight action of the water. 

Such a pier at Brighton will be at- 
tended with immense advantages to 
that flourishing town, which at present 

is without any port, and affords no 
means of embarkation and debarka- 
tion, while its much exposed anchorage 
affords no security to vessels of any 
description in agale of wind. The plan 
at Brighton will also add a luxury to 
the town, as well as an indispensable 
convenience ; for it is proposed to make 
a road for business and pleasure under 
the cliff, and thereby render the pier 
itself a place of fashionable and luxu- 
rious promenade. The execution of 
the entire design will cost about 
25,000/. ; but the pier, without the road 
and parade, might have been erected 
for about 15,0002. 
We regard this plan of erecting 

piers as of the highest social impor- 
tance; for many parts of our coast 
will by this means be rendered acces- 
sible to navigators, and convenient 
for commerce and communication ; 
while the expense of repairing and 
rebuilding stone piers will be prevented. 
On the sandy coasts of France, Flan- 
ders, and Holland, they will prove 
eminently useful, by enabling the go- 
vernments of those countries to carry 
out piers into deep water, without 
simultaneously creating impracticable 
sand-bars as in stone-piers. 

PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 
i 

THE AFRICAN INSTITUTION. 
HIS noble Institution have just 
published their sixteenth Report. 

It is unusually large, and abounds in 
papers and documents of great curio- 
sity and interest. 

The fifteenth Report of the direc- 
tors, with the Supplementary Report 
which followed it, and which contained 
an abstract of the papers laid on the 
table of the Ffouse of Commoas, in the 

last session of parliament, on the sub- 
ject of the Slave Trade, exhibited a 
most afflicting view of the extent to 
which this trade was still carried on by 
the subjects of several European pow- 
ers, and of the unparalleled enormities 
which attended its continuance. 

An address to his majesty, founded 
on these authentic documents, was 
moved in the House of Lords by the 
Marquis of Lansdowne, and in the 

House 
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House of Commons by Mr. Wilber- 
force, imploring his majesty to repre- 
sent, in the most urgent manner, to the 
different governments whose subjects 
were engaged in this nefarious com- 
merce, the necessity of their adopting 
stronger and more effectual measures 
of repression, in order to discharge 
their plainest and most incumbent 
obligations, and to redeem the solemn 
pledges they had given to this country 
and to Europe, respecting the entire 
abolition of the slave trade. 

‘The correspondence of his majesty’s 
government with foreign governments, 
during the past year, has recently been 
laid before parliament. But the only 
notice which is there taken of the 
above addresses, is contained in a cir- 
eular letter from the Marquis of Lon- 
donderry to our ambassadors at Paris, 
Brussels, Lisbon, and Madrid. 

The whole line of Western Africa, 
from the river Senegal to Benguela; 
that is to say, from about the latitude of 
15° north, to the latitude of about 13° 
south; has, during that period, swarmed 
with slave vessels,—and that an active 
and increasing slave trade has also 
been carried on upon the eastern 
shores of that continent, particularly 
from the island of Zanzebar. 

The chief seat of this detestable 
traffic on the west coast, may be consi- 
dered to be the rivers Bonny and 
Calabar. It was ascertained on good 
authority, by Captain Leeke of his 
majesty’s ship Myrmidon, that from 
July 1820 to October 1821, an interval 
of about fifteen months, 190 slave-ships 
had entered, the former river, and that 
162 had entered the latter, for the pur- 
pose of purchasing slaves ; a fact which 
may afford some idea of what must 
have been the dreadful aggregate of 
misery inflicted, during the last year, 
on that unhappy portion of the globe. 
An active slave trade has been 

unceasingly carried on between the 
adjoining continent and the islands of 
Bissao and Cape de Verd. ‘These 
islands are used as depéts for the 
Slaves taken thither in canoes and 
small vessels, by French and other 
slave-traders, with the view of being 
afterwards removed to the Havannah 
or to the French West-India Islands. 
But it is to the rivers which run into 
the Bight of Benin, and into that of 
Biafra, that the Portuguese slave- 
ships chiefly resort, Many such ves- 
sels, in the course of the last year, have 

"been found there by his majesty’s ships 

_ 
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completely furnished with all the im- 
plements of their criminal traffic, and 
in a state of readiness to embark their 
human cargo. The traffic, however, 
has been but in a slight degree checked 
by these discoveries: for as it is only 
when slaves have actually been em- 
barked that they can be seized by 
British cruizers, the persons engaged 
in the trade often take no pains to con- 
ceal the purpose of their voyage; on 
the contrary, they seem to exult in the 
mortification to which our naval officers 
are subjected, in a great number of in- 
stances, of being obliged by the terms 
of the conventions to leave them un- 
molested. 

At the Congress of Vienna, as has 
already been remarked, Portugal held 
out some hope that in 1823 she would 
entirely abolish her slave trade. That 
hope, it is greatly to be feared, will 
prove altogether delusive, as no step 
appears yet to have been taken to rea- 
lize it, and as every application to that 
effect, on the part of Great Britain, has 
hitherto been eluded by the Portu- 
guese government. 

The revolution which has recently 
occurred in Portugal may possibly 
have interrupted the negotiations on 
this subject. But it suggests also a 
hope, that the Portuguese nation, in 
vigorously asserting its own rights, will 
not be forgetful of the equally sacred 
rights of their African brethren, and 
that they will allow the voice of justice 
and humanity to be heard among them. 
Much may also be anticipated from 
that diffusion of information on the 
subject, which the liberty of the Portu- 
guese press will now facilitate, and by 
which the public opinion may be en- 
lightened, and the decision of the Por- 
tuguese Cortes eventually influenced. 

In the month of April, 1821, Spain 
appeared still so attached to the slave 
trade, that not only was a law for its 
more effectual repression, which had 
been proposed by that able and active 
friend of humanity, the Count de 
Torreno, rejected by the Cortes, but an 
intimation was given to his majesty’s 
government of their intending to apply 
for two years’ farther extension of the 
term fixed by treaty for its abolition. 
To this intimation Lord Londonderry 
replied in the most peremptory terms, 
that his majesty neither would nor 
could lend himself to such a pro- 
position. 

A few mouths later, however, a much 
better spirit began fo manifest itself. 

On 
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On the 27th of August the Spanish 
Ininister declared, that orders had been 
given for the punctual enforcement of 
the treaty on this subject; and in the 
month of January last, an article was, 
on the motion of the Count de Torreno, 
introduced into the criminal code to 
the following purport, viz :— 
Extract from the Criminal Code of Spain. 
“ ART. 276.—All owners and fitters out, 

captains, masters, and officers of Spanish 
vessels which shall or may purchase negroes 
on the coast of Africa, or shall introduce 
them into any part of the Spanish domi- 
nions, or that shall be captured with slaves 
on-board, shall forfeit the ship or vessel; 
the produce of which, when sold, is to be 
considered as a fine; besides which, such 
offending persons shall be condemned to 
ten years’ hard labour on the public works. 

“The same penalties and forfeitures shall 
also attach to all owners, proprietors, cap- 
tains, masters, and officers of all foreign 
ships or vessels, who shall or may in like 
manner introduce slaves into any of the 
ports of the monarchy. 

“All negroes found on-board, or intro- 
duced by any of the above-mentioned 
means, shall be declared free. 
“Of the produce arising from the sale of 

the slave-ships, one part shall be distri- 
buted among the negroes, that they may be 
reconveyed to their own country, or be 
enabled to form establishments in the 
country wherethey are introduced.” 

As yet, however, there has been no 
relaxation of that trade in Cuba and 
Porto Rico. Fewer vessels, indeed, 
have appeared on the African coast 
during the last year under the Spanish 
flag; but the importations into the 
island of Cuba, especially under the 
flag of France, have been large ; while 
the only attempt made there to check 
them by bringing one of the vessels so 
employed before the mixed Commission 
Court of that place proved abortive. 
The whole number of Spanish slave- 
ships condemned at Sierra Leone, by 
the Mixed Commission Court, has 
been eleven, of which three were con- 
demned during the last year. 
The flag of FRANcE has maintained 

during the last, as in some former 
years, its guilty pre-eminence. Almost 
every part of the African coast, whe- 
ther on its western or eastern shores, is 
actually crowded with French contra- 
bandists. Although a French squa- 
dron has for some time been stationed 
on the coast of Africa, for the express 
purpose of suppressing the slave trade, 
no useful effort appears tu have been 
made by it. While the slave-ships of 
‘France are to be found on every part 
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of the coast, the French cruisers have 
not, as far as is known, made a single 
capture. They have even met witb 
ships trading for slaves under the flag 
of France, and, after exchanging civi- 
lities with them, have left them anmo- 
lested to pursue their illegal and crimi- 
nal traffic. It is even affirmed, that 
they are without any instructions from 
their government to seize French 
slave-ships. 

At Senegal and Goree, which form 
the head-quarters of the squadron, the 
merchants, and even some public func- 
tionaries, are still deeply engaged in 
this traffic. Few large ships, indeed, 
now export slaves from these setile- 
ments. The trade is chiefly conducted 
in small craft, which pass from the 
African Continent to the Portuguese 
Islands of Bissao and Cape de Verd, 
and there deposit their slaves; the 
only effect, even at Senegal and 
Goree, of all the vaunted measures of 
repression adopted by the French go- 
vernment, being this, that some addi- 
tional caution is used in the mode of 
carrying on the trade. In other parts 
of the coast, the British cruisers, 
wherever they touch, find the French 
flag spreading its protection over an 
immense number of slaye-ships. The 
coast appears to be almost covered 
with them. 

But the ravages of the French slave- © 
traders are not confined to the western 
shores of that devoted continent. ‘The 
eastern coast, and especially the island 
of Zanzebar, have recently attracted 
the cupidity of these lawless adven- 
turers; and an extensive traffic has 
been carried on thence for the supply 
not only of the Isle of Bourbon, but 
even of the island of Cuba. 
A vessel, with 344 slaves on-board, 

named Le Succés, was detained in 
April 1821 by his majesty’s ship Menai, 
Capt. Moresby, and carried into the 
Isle of France, where, no claim of pos- 
session or property being preferred, 
she was condemned, and the slaves 
liberated. Thisvery vessel, Le Succés, 
had already made a successful slave- 
voyage from Zanzebar to the Isle of 
Bourbon, where she had safely landed 
248 slaves; the governor, M. Mylius, 
having been informed of the transac- 
tion, had instituted judicial proceed- 
ings agaist her; but the judges, 
whose office it was to try the cause, 
having themselves participated in the 
crime by purchasing some of her 
slaves, concurred in acquitting her; 

and, 



and, encouraged by this impunity, she 
was immediately dispatched for ano- 
ther cargo of Africans, and was re- 
turning with them to the Isle of Bour- 
bon, when she was detained by the 
Menai. Nothing is more worthy of no- 
tice than the thorough hatred which 
the slave-traders appear to have enter- 
tained for Governor Mylius ; who has 
since unfortunately been recalled, and 
whom they pay this nation the com- 
pliment to accuse of “* Anglomania and 
philanthropy,” merely, as it would ap- 
pear, because he was determined con- 
scientiously to fulfil the duties of his 
office, and was alive to the calls of hu- 
manity and justice. 

It appears from the papers found on- 
board “‘ Le Succés,” that 248 slaves 
which she landed in the Isle of Bour- 
bon in her first voyage, cost only 9,943 
dollars ; and that the proceeds of the 
sale of these slaves amounted to 
29,564 dollars. The 344 slaves which 
she took on-board, on her second 
voyage, cost only 10,214 dollars ; and 
would have yielded, if sold at the same 
rate with the former cargo, upwards of 
40,000 dollars. In like manner, the 
authentic prospectus of aslave-voyage 
from Havre, inserted in the appendix 
to the Report of last year, exhibits on 
an outfit of 53,000 francs, a net profit of 
upwards of 166,000 francs. 

In the session of 1821, as well as in 
that of the present year, various im- 
portant discussions have taken place 
on this subject in the legislative cham- 
bers ; and, although the French govern- 
ment has not yet been induced to fulfil 
iis distinct and reiterated promise, to 
make the Abolition Laws more severe 
and efficacious ; although, on the con- 
trary, it appears to have become more 
reluctant than ever to adopt the mea- 
sures required for its repression; yet 
good may be expected to arise from 
the frequent agitation of the question. 
The most important discussion, how- 

ever, which has occurred on this sub- 
ject, was on the 28th of March last, in 
the Chamber of Peers, when the Duc 
de Broglie brought forward a motion 
for an address to the king, praying 
that he would direct more efficacious 
laws to be proposed for repressing the 
slave trade. The motion of the Duc 
de Broglie was unsuccessful: but he 
has etacd himself to renew his efforts 
in the succeeding session; and, in the 
hands of such a leader, possessing so 
perfect a knowledge of the subject, and 
animated by such enlightened zeal for 
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the interests of humanity, the cause 
must finally triumph. 
A sketch of the slave-trade, with re- 

flections upon it, written in Spanish, 
by Mr. Blanco White, contributed 
greatly, in 1817, to the treaty for the 
total abolition of the Spanish slave 
trade; and, they have reason to be- 
lieve, thatit has also been instrumental 
in producing the recent decree of the 
Spanish legislature, for rendering that 
abolition more complete. The effect 
of this pamphlet was materially aided 
by the zealous and enlightened labours 
of Mr. Bowring, who has recently 
passed some time in Spain. 

The Supplementary Report of last 
year, and an able pamphlet, prepared 
by Mr. Clarkson, exhibiting a succinet 
and striking view of the abominations 
of this commerce, and of its utter re- 
pugnance to every principle of reli- 
gion, humanity, and justice, have also 
been translated into French, and 
widely diffused, not only in France, 
but in the Netherlands, in Spain, and 
in Portugal. ‘The former of these 
pamphlets was introduced to the 
French reader by an energetic preface, 
written by M. Laroche, the translator, 
who has laboured with an honourable 
zeal to promote the cause of humanity. 
Copies of these two publications have 
been put into the hands of the members 
of the Legislative Assemblies, and the 
leading political characters of the dif- 
ferent countries named above ; and the 
directors hope that their perusal may 
have been attended with a beneficial 
effect. In France especially, they 
have excited considerable attention ; 
and fresh editions have been under- 
taken by booksellers in Paris, with a 
view to the profit to be derived from 
the sale. Other pamphlets have also 
appeared on the same side of the ques- 
tion, which are read with avidity ; par- 
ticularly one, on the necessity of in- 
flicting on the slave-trader an infamous 
punishment, by M. Gregoire. The 
speech of the Duc de Broglie has been 
already alluded to. Measures have 
been taken for re-printing and widely 
circulating it. One great obstacle, 
however, to the diffusion of right views 
on this subject in France, has arisen 
from the newspapers of that country 
having been shut against discussions 
intended to exhibit the slave trade in 
its true colours. 

The government and legislature of 
the United States have continued to 
manifest the same anxious desire to . 

put 
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put an end to the slave trade which 
has always distinguished them. 

Their cruisers on the African coast 
have well seconded their wishes ; and 
five slave-ships detained on suspicion 
of being American property, though 
disguised under foreign flags, had 
already been condemned in their vice- 
admiralty courts, previously to the 
month of January 1821. Several 
others had been detained, but on the 
way to the port of adjudication were 
retaken by their crews. 

The pertinacity with which some of 
the subjects of the United States still 
adhered to this infamous commerce, 
induced the American legislature, as 
was stated in the introduction to the 
Supplementary Report of last year, to 
go a step beyond any other nation, 
even beyond Great Britain herself, in 
its measures of repression. An Act 
has been passed, declaring the crime 
of slave-trading by American ships, or 
American subjects, to be piracy ; and, 
as such, affixing to it the punishment of 
death. © 

By this decisive proceeding, the 
United States have probably done 
much to check the cupidity of such of 
their own subjects as could not be re- 
strained by feebler means from the 
perpetration of this gainful crime. An 
example has thus also been given to 
other Christian governments, which 
Great Britain, we doubt not, will be 
the first to emulate, and which we may 
hope will in no long time be followed 
by others, until the identity of the 
slave trade with piracy shall form a 
part of the international policy of the 
whole civilized world. 

It seems impossible that France 
should still contend that the honour of 
her flag would be tarnished by a pro- 
ceeding to which the great maritime 
states of England and America sub- 
mit, for the sake of an object, the 
“‘justness and nobleness of which,”’ to 
use the language of the American 
Report, “are worthy of the combined 
concern of all Christian nations.” 

Last year the directors gave an ac- 
count of the progress of the American 
Society for colonizing on the coast of 
Africa the free people of colour of the 
United States, which was accompanied 
by various interesting extracts from 
their third Report. A copy of their 
fourth Report has since been presented 
to the directors ; and it will be found 
to display the same persevering spirit 

® ef benevolence which led to the forma- 
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tion of their Institution. The Coloni- 
zation Society have, it is true, experi- 
enced some severe disappointments in 
prosecuting their undertaking; but 
these have not been greater than were 
to be anticipated, or than have been ac- 
tually encountered and overcome, not 
only in founding the colony of Sierra 
Leone, (to whose improvement and 
growing prosperity it is gratifying to 
observe that the agents of the American 
Society continue to bear a very fayour- 
able testimony,) but also in founding 
some of those very colonies which now 
form the most powerful members of 
their own gigantic union. 

A hope was expressed, in the last 
Report, that Governor Farquhar would 
succeed in making arrangements with 
Radama, King of Madagascar, for 
putting an end to the slave trade, 
which had so long wasted that fine and 
fertile island. This hope has been 
realized. The terms of the treaty 
which has been concluded, one of the 
conditions of which was, that twenty 
Madagascar youths should be taken 
under the care of the British govern- 
ment; and that ten of them should be 
placed at the Isle of France, there to 
acquire the knowledge of certain use- 
ful arts, and that the other ten should 
be sent to England for the same pur- 
pose. This condition has been ful- 
filled: ten youths are now in a course 
of instruction at the Isle of France; 
and nine others, accompanied by 
Prince Rataffe, a near relation of 
King Radama, came to England about 
a year ago. Prince Ratafle, after 
spending a few months in this country, 
returned to Madagascar, leaving his 
companions to pursue their education. 
Soon after his arrival in England, a de- 
putation of the directors waited upon 
him to express the gratification they 
had derived from the measures adopted 
by the King of Madagascar for the 
abolition of the slave trade ; and their 
readiness to aid, by every means in 
their power, his plans for the improve- 
ment of his country. 
Proclamation of Radama King of Madagas- 

car, issued onthe Renewal of the Treaty of 
1817, and published, together with the 
Proclamation of the 23d October, 1817. 

“ PROCLAMATION. 
“ Radama, King of Madagascar, moved 

by the same principles of humanity which 
have animated the sovereign of Great 
Britain and other powers, to abolish and 
prohibit the exportation of slaves,—by 
these presents makes a proclamation, in 
which heforbids in asolemn manner all and 

every 
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every person to export the natives of 
Madagascar, under the penalty of them- 
selves, in their own persons, being reduced 
to slavery. 
“The King Radama embraces the pre- 

sent occasion for calling upon all per- 
sons of talent or profession, to come and 
visit his country, in order to prosecute 
their inquiries and researches as to the na- 
ture of its productions; and to whom he 
fives a sacred assurance of his protection 
in their efforts and undertakings. 

(Signed) Rapama MANZAKA. 
Given at Tananarivonx, this 11th Oct. 1820, 

“ By Radama, King of Madagascar. 
“€ PROCLAMATION. 

“ Inhabitants of Madagascar, 
“You are none of you ignorant of the 

friendship we enjoy with the Governor of 
the Mauritius, and the devoted attachment 
we have avowed to him: his attention, un- 
like that of all other foreign nations that 
have visited our shores, has been directed 
to increase our happiness and prosperity : 
he has never deprived us of our rights or 
our properties; he has not suffered the 
white men to carry off our children into 
slavery; he has sent us people to teach us 
arts and industry unknown before, to de- 
fend us against our enemies, and to prevent 
famine by more extensive’cultivation. We 
are happier and safer, since the establish- 
ment of British dominion in our neighbour- 
hood; and we are grateful to our good 
father, who has produced for us these 
Dlessings. 

“ His nation and king have made laws to 
prevent you from being carried out of 
your island into slavery; and he has pu- 
nished such of the whites as have pre- 
sumed to violate this law. 

“« He has called on us to assist him in 
this work, for our own benefit ; and he has 
promised his powerful assistance to punish 
such as may be refractory or disobedient. 
“We willingly agree to this proposal of 

our father; and we hereby declare, that 
if any of our subjects, or persons depending 
upon our power, shall henceforward be 
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guilty of selling any slave or other person, 
for the purpose of being transported from 
the island of Madagascar, the person guilty 
shall be punished by being reduced to 
slavery himself; and his property shall be 
forfeited to me. 

“Let my subjects, then, who have 
slaves, employ them in planting rice and 
other provisions, and in taking care of 
their flocks, in collecting bees-wax and 
‘gums; and in manufacturing cloths and 
other articles, which they can sell. I set 
them the first example myself, by abandon- 
ing the tax payable to me upon the sale of 
slaves for exportation. 

“Tdirect my brother, Jean René, and 
other chiefs upon the sea-coast, to seize, for 
their own use and profit, all such slaves as 
may be attempted to be exported, in their 
respective provinces. They willalso give 
every support and assistance to the go- 
vernment agent at Mauritius in the execu- 
tion of his duties. 
“T command all my subjects and de- 

pendants, and invite all my allies, to ab- 
stain from any maritime predatory excur- 
sion whatever; and more particularly, 
neither to practise, nor allow of any attack 
or attempt upon the friends of our ally the 
British nation. 

‘It has been usual to make an annual 
attack upon the Sultan of Johanna, and the 
Comoro Islands. Our good friend, the 
Governor of Mauritius, dissolved the me- 
ditated attack of last year; and we now 
join with him, in forbidding any further 
enmity to the king or inhabitants of the 
Comoro Archipelago, or other islands on 
the coast of Africa or North Archipelago, 
under the pain of our most severe displea- 
sure, and of incurring the punishment due 
to pirates, of whatever nation or people 
they may be. 
“Such is my will: let it be known to 

every inhabitant of this island : it is for 
their own happiness, and their own safety, 
to pay obedience to this proclamation. 

Tamatave, Island of Madagascar, 
23d Oct. 1817. 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED in the THIRD YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or in the 

THIRD SESSION of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT Of the UNITED KINGDOM. 
— 

*," We introduce the following Statute out of its regulur order on account of its great 
social importance. 

AP.LXXV. To amendcertain Pro- 
visions of the Twenty-sixth of 

George the Second, for the better pre- 
venting of Clandestine Marriages.— 
July 22, 1822. 

Whereas it is, amongst other things, 
provided, by an Act passed in the twenty- 
sixth year of the reign of his late Majesty 
King George the Second, intitnled an Act 
for the better preventing of clandestine 

« 

marriages, that all marriages solemnized 
by licence after the z5th day of March 
1754, where either of the parties (not 
being a widower or a widow) shall be un- 
der the age of twenty-one years, which 
shall be had without the consent of the 
father of such of the parties so under age 
(if then living) first had and obtained, or if 
dead, of the guardian or guardians of the 
person of the party so under age, lawfully 
appointed, or one of them, and in case 

there ® 
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there shall be no such guardian or guardi- 
ans, then of the mother (if living and un- 
married), or if there shall be no mother 
living aud unmarried, then of a guardian 
or guardians of the person appointed by 
the Court of Chancery, shall be absolutely 
null and void, to all intents and purposes 
whatsoever : and whereas great evils and 
injustice have arisen from such provisions : 
for remedy hereof, be it enacted by the 
king's most excellent Majesty, by and with 
the advice and consent of the lords spiri- 
tual and temporal, and commons, in this 
present parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, that so much of the 
said Statute as is herein-before recited, as 
far as the same relates to any marriage to 
be hereafter solemnized, shall be and the 
same is hereby repealed. 

II. In all cases of marriage had and so- 
lemnized by licence before the passing of 
this Act, without any such conseut as is re- 
quired by so much of the said Statute as is 
herein-before recited, and where the par- 
ties shall have continued to live together 
as busband and wife, till the death of one 
of them, or till the passing of this Act, or 
shall only have discontinued their cohabi- 
tation for the purpose, or during the pend- 
ing of any proceedings touching the vali- 
dity of such marriage, such marriage, if not 
otherwise invalid, shall be deemed to be 
good and valid to all intents and purposes 
whatsoever. , 

III. But nothing in this Act shall ex- 
tend or be construed to extend to render 
valid any marriage declared invalid by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, before 
the passing of this Act, nor any marriage 
where either of the parties shall at any 
time afterwards, during the life of the 
other party, have lawfully intermarried 
with any other person. 

IV. Nor shall be taken or deemed to 
render any marriage valid, the invalidity 
of which has been established before the 
passing of this Act, upon the trial of any 
issue touching its validity, or touching the 
legitimacy of any person alleged to be 
the descendant of the parties to such 
marriage. 

V. Nor shall be taken or deemed to 
render valid any marriage, the validity of 
which, or the legitimacy of any person 
alleged to be the lawful descendant of the 
parties married, has been duly brought 
into question in proceedings in any causes 
or suits in law or equity in which judg- 
ments or decrees or orders of court have 
been pronounced or made, before the 
passing of this Act, in consequence of or 
from the effect of proof in evidence having 
been made in such causes or suits of the in- 
validity of such marriage, or the illegiti- 
macy of such descendant. 

VI. But ifatany time before the passing 
of this Act any property, real or personal, 
has heen in any manner possessed, or any 
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title of honour has been in any manner en- 
joyed by any person or persons whomso- 
ever, upon the ground, or upon the pre- 
tence, or under colour, of the invalidity of 
any marriage, by reason that it was had 
and solemnized without such consent as 
aforesaid, then and in such case, although 
no sentence or judgment has been pro- 
nounced in any court against the validity 
of such marriage, the right and interest in 
such property or title of honour shall in no 
manner be affected or prejudiced by this 
Act, or any thing herein contained, but 
shall remain and be the same to all per- 
sons, and to all intents and purposes, as if 
this Act had never been made. 

VII. Nor shall extend or be construed 
to extend to affect or call in question any 
Act done before the passing of this Act 
under the authority of any court, or in the 
administration of any personal estate or 
effects, or the execution of any will or 
testament, or the performance of any trust. 

VIII. No licence for any marriage shall, 
from and after the first day of September 
in the year of our Lord 1822, be granted 
by any person having authority to yrant 
the same, until oath shall have been made 
by the persons and to the effect required 
by this Act; and if such licence shall be 
required for the marriage of parties, both 
or either of whom shall be alleged to be 
of the age of twenty-one years, such parties 
shall respectively make oath, that they are 
respectively, and that each of them be- 
lieves the other to be, of the full age of 
twenty-one years or upwards ; and if both 
parties shall be under the age of twenty- 
one years, but shall be alleged to be a 
widower and widow, then each of such 
parties shall make oath accordingly, as to 
himself and herself, and as to his and her 
belief with respect to the other party ; 
and if one of tie parties shall be of the 
age of twenty-one years, but the other 
party shall be under that age, and a 
widower or widow, both parties shall 
make oath accordingly, as to himself and 
herself, and as to his and her belief with 
respect to the other party; and if both or 
either of the parties shall be under the 
age of twenty-one years, not being a 
widower or widow, both of such par- 
ties shall make oath accordingly, as to 
himself and herself, and as to his and her 
belief with respect to the other party ; and 
in such case both parties shall also make 
oath that the person or persons whose con- 
sent shall be required by law to the mar- 
riage of such parties has been given, and 
has been signified in the manner required 
by this Act; and if both or either of the 
parties shall be alleged to be of the age of 
twenty-one years, such licence shall not 
be granted until there shall be produced, 
to the person from whom such licence 
shall be ‘required, an extract or extracts 
from the register of the baptism of such 

. parties 
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parties or party so alleged to be of the 
age of twenty-one years, if such register 
shall be in England, and can be found; 
and each of such extracts shall be proved 
upon oath, by some other person or per- 
sons, to be a true extract from such regis- 
ter, and to relate to the baptism of the 
party to wham the same shall be alleged 
to relate, or according to the belief of the 
person making such oath; but, if such re- 
gister shall not be in England, or cannot 
be found, then such licence shall not be 
granted, unless such fact shall be proved 
upon oath to the satisfaction of the person 
from whom such licence shall be souglit, 
and unless some person or persons, having 
knowledge of the patty or partics so 
alleged to be of the full age of twenty- 
one years, shall make oath of the fact that 
such party or parties is or are of that age 
to the knowledge or belief of such person 
or persons so making oath as aforesaid, 
stating the grounds for such knowledge or 
belief; and in all cases, except cases of 
special licences to be granted by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and his officers, 
according to the proviso for that purpose 
in the said Act of the twenty-sixth year of 
King George the Second, oath shallalso be 
made, by each of the parties for whose 
marriage a licence shall be sought, of the 
residence of such parties for the space of 
four weeks immediately before the grant- 
ing of such licence, according to the said 
Act of twenty-sixth year of King George 
the Second. 

IX. Consent of parents or guardians 
shall be given in writing, signed in the 
presence of two witnesses, &c. 
X. All such oaths as are required by 

this Act for the purpose of obtaining any 
licence shall be respectively sworn and 
takeu before a surrogate of the person 
from whom any such licence as aforesaid 
shall be sought, or before a surrogate of 
some other person having power to grant 
licences of marriage ; and, if any!person or 
persons in any oath to be made and taken 
im pursuance of this Act, for the purpose 
of obtaining any licence of marriage, shall 
knowingly and wilfully swear any matter 
or thing which shall be false or untrue, 
every person so offending shall, on convic- 
tion thereof, be deemed guilty of perjury, 
and shall suffer the like pains and penal- 
tes, and incur the same disabilities, as 
persons guilty of wilful and corrupt per- 
Jury are subject to and incur; and if any 
person shall knowingly and wilfally obtain 
any licence for the marriage of such per- 
son, or of any other person, by means of 
any false oath, or by means of any false 
instrument in writing, contrary to the pro- 
Visions of this Act, knowing such oath or 
instrument to be false, such person being 
thereof convicted by due course of law, 
shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall 
be liable to transportation for life as a 
MOnTury Mag. No. 373. 
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felon; and, if the person convicted of such 
offence shall be one of the persons who 
shall have contracted marriage by means 
of such licence, suck person shall forfeit 
and lose to the king’s majesty all estate, 
right, title, interest, benefit, profit, and 
advantage, which such person may derive 
from or be entitled to by virtue of such 
marriage, and such forfeiture shall and 
may be disposed of in such manner as to 
his Majesty shall seem fit; any grant of 
forfeitures or other matter or thing to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

XI. Oaths to be preserved by the pro- 
per officer. 

XII. Licences shall state the facts on 
which granted. 

XIII. Officer granting licences, not 
duly observing the provisions of this Act, 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 

XIV. No person shall, from and after 
the passing of this Act, be deemed autho- 
rized by law to grant any licence for the 
solemnization of any marriage, except the 
Archbishops of Canterbury and York, ac- 
cording to the rights now vested in them 
respectively, and except the several other 
bishops within their respective dioceses, 
for the marriage of persons one of whom 
shall be resident at the time within the 
diocese of the bishop in whose name such 
licence shall be granted. 

XV. Marriage by licence not to be im- 
eached on the ground of informality. 
XVI. Before publication of banns, 

affidavit as to residence, &c. shall be de- 
livered to the minister. 

XVII. Banns shall not be published 
until the true Christian and surnames of 
the said persons, and the house or houses 
of their respective abodes within such 
parish or chapelry or extra-parochial 
place as aforesaid, as stated in such 
affidavit, shall be affixed. on the principal 
door of the church or chapel, and in some 
conspicuous place within the said church 
or chapel, in which such banns shall be 
published as aforesaid, and shall remain so 
affixed until the expiration of the three 
Sundays on which such banns shall be 
published. 
XVIII. Affidavits to be delivered over 

to the churchwardens, 
XIX. After the solemnization of any 

marriage, under a publication of hanns, it 
shall not be necessary, in support of such 
marriage, to give any proof of any such 
affidavit, nor shall any evidence be re- 
ceived to prove that such affidavit was not 
made and delivered as required by this 
Act, in any suit touching the validity of 
such marriage ; nor shall such marriage be 
avoided for want of or by reason of any 
defect in any such affidavit, or on account 
of the true name or names of either party 
not being used in the publication of such 
banns, or for such name or names not 
having been affixed as aforesaid ; but it 

I shall 
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shall be lawful in support of such marriage 
to give evidence, that the persons who 
were actually married by the names speci- 
fied in such publication of banns were so 
married, and such marriage shall be 
deemed good and valid to all intents and 
Purposes, notwithstanding false names, or 
a false name, assumed by both or either of 
the said parties in the publication of such 
banns, or at the time of the solemnization 
of such marriage, 
__ XX. Re-publication of banns necessary, 
if marriage be not solemnized within three 
months. 

XXI. All and every the clauses and 
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provisions in this Act, touching the publi- 
cation of banns of matrimony, and tonch- 
ing marriages solemnized by such banns, 
shall commence and have effect on and 
after the first day of September 1822, and 
not before. 
XXII. If marriages by licence be not 

solemnized within three months, new 
licences to be obtained. 
XXIII. Not to extend to the royal family. 
XXIV. Not to extend to marriages 

among Quakers or Jews. 
XXV. Act to be read in churches, &c. 

at certain times. 
XXVI. Act to extend only to England. 

NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA. 
eae 

Mi manca la Voce,” a Quartelto intro- 
duced inthe favourite Opera of Pietro 

_L Eremita. Composed by Rossini. 4s. 
HIS elaborately-constructed and 

@ happily-variegated quartetto pro- 
cured for itself a very distinguished no- 
tice among the numerous samples of 
excellent composition included in the 
above opera. Notonly has the general 
sentiment of the poetry, but the sense 
of the emphatic words, been scrupu- 
lously and effectively attended to; and 
the construction throughout is such 
that the combined result is highly 
striking and dramatic. As a composi- 
tion, the piece is every where scientific ; 
and, as a scena, is strongly impressive. 
If we have any objection to offer to it 
in its first character,"it is, that it too 
often resorts to octaves; if, in its 
second, that it does not dlways avoid 
an almost unintelligible commixture of 
the opposing expressions of the per- 
sons of the drama. But these defects 
are too rare to justify our dwelling 
uponthem. Besides, they are covered 
by-the number and variety of the feli- 
citous properties which present them- 
selves to the observant auditor. The 
change of movement, at the line, 
‘“Cortei dal suo lato,” and that again at 
the words, ‘“ Fiera guirra mi sento nal 
seno,” evince a clear and active judg- 
ment, while the style in which the mu- 
tation is effected displays as much 
beauty as warmth of imagination. 
The passage with which the latter line 
bursts upon us in unisons and eighths, 
is remarkably. bold and energetic; 
though, we wish they, had not been 
pursued beyond the words a gara ; be- 
cause, as more powerful any particular 
resource, the more sparingly should it 
be employed, lest it should depreciate 
its own effect. In some instances, the 

pouring in the voices of the chorus 
upon those of the principal characters 
is peculiarly effective ; as, for example, 
at the words “ Altie affamie,” in the 
nineteenth page ; after the introduction 
of which, the united parts are worked 
up with great force, and lead the ear to 
a most animated and triumphant con- 
clusion. Looking at the whole of this 
composition, and not even losing sight 
of its most conspicuous faults, we find 
ourselves called upon to allow ita very 
distinguished portion of our praise, 
and to say that Mr. Rossini has exerted 
his powers in its production, and that 
it proves he only need exert them to 
be really great. 
“ And they're a’ Noddin.” The admired 

Ballad introduced in the Opera of 
Montrose. Arranged with Variations 
for the Piano-Forte ; by Domenico 
Corri. 1s. 6d. 
Of this publication, the theme of 

which is compounded of portions of 
two distinct melodies, embellished 
with cadences and graces, we can 
speak in terms far from dishonourable 
to the abilities of Mr. Corri, as a piano- 
forte composer in the light and fami- 
liar style. The passages, for the most 
part, are conceived with ease and 
freedom, without deviating into diffi- 
culties of execution, or presenting to 
that class of practitioners for whose 
use ‘it is obviously intended, with any 
awkward or ineligible positions of the 
hand. As no air has enjoyed agreater 
temporary popularity than “ They’re a 
Noddin,” so no one has more fre- 
quently been turned to the account to 
whichit is here devoted ; but very few 
are the instances in which it has been 
more successfully handled than in the 
present composition. Not denying 
that these variations are by no means 
yt without 
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without faults, we still claim for them 
the praise of taste and ingenuity, and 
feel justified in recommending them to 
the notice of those piano-forte perform- 
ers who prefer the smoothest and plea- 
santest road to a facile and graceful 
execution. 
Fantasia for the Piano-Forte, in which 

is introdnced the favourite Scotch Air, 
“We're a’Noddin; by Frederick 
Kalkbrenner. 4s. 
In the production of this fantasia, 

Mr. Kalkbrenner has evidently ex- 
erted his long-acknowledged talents, 
and has by no means been sparing of 
his science. While many of the pas- 
sages are new in their formation, the 
ingenious use made of extraneous 
sharps and flats, so abundantly re- 
sorted to in this our chromatic age, 
marks the theoretical resources of the 
composer. In some few instances, we 
meet with transitions not a little bor- 
dering on the extravagant; but, re- 
garding the publication generally, we 
think it beautiful in imagination, and 
rich in art. The introductory moye- 
ment, if not congenial with the simple 
character of the air on which the com- 
position is founded, is at least in con- 
cordance with the florid and artifieial 
manner in which the subject is treated, 
and the whole wears that air of self- 
consistency which ever constitutes a 
Jaudable featule in musical compo- 
sition. As an exercise for the instru- 
ment for which it is intended, this 
production has strong claims to our 
recommendation. By the higher class 
of practitioners, it will be found both 
improving and gratifying, and certainly 
will not be listened to with indifference 
by any cultivated ear. 
Spring Flowers, a Set of Tyrolese Airs. 

Arranged for the Piano-Forte ; by 
Samuel Poole. 3s. 
The titles under which Mr. Poole 

presents these airs to the public, are, 
the Violet, the Primrose, the Lilly of the 
Valley, the Jonquil, the Narcissa, and 
the Anemone. As a mere conceit or 
caprice of the imagination, we can 
smile at the application of these florid 
appellations to movements, between 
which and themselves there neither 
is nor can be the least intelligible 
affinity : but, if we could for a moment 
suppose that any thing like propriety or 
appropriateness was intended by the 
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nominal distinctions, we should pity 
the imbecility of the composer. With 
respect to the movements themselves, 
considering that they are all in the 
Same measure, and the restraint inevi- 
tably thrown on the fancy by that cir- 
cumstance, we think their variety ex- 
ceeds what could reasonably be ex- 
pected. They are no less pleasing 
than simple ; and, amid the numberless 
publications of the kind, will probably 
rise into more than common notice. 

Mr. W. F. Collard, of the house of 
Clementi and Co. has recently in- 
vented a mode of imparting to piano- 
fortes an augmented vibratory power, 
by which they produce an increased 
richness and brilliancy of tone. Con- 
sidering how many important improve- 
ments had already been made in keyed 
instruments, and the great advance 
they had made towards perfection, we 
indulged but little hope of their attain- 
ing any new excellence; but Mr. C., 
by his very ingeniously-constructed 
sound-board, bridge of reverberation, 
and more effectual method of disposing 
of the strings of the instrument, has 
obtained not only a more mellifluous, 
but a longer sustained, intonation. 
This novelty alone would be valuable, 
but the additional advantage derived 
from the action of those portions of the 
string situated between the old bridge 
and the new one, is more especially 
worthy of notice. Availing himself of 
the sympathy between strings unisoni- 
cally tuned, and brought sufficiently 
near each other, without coming in 
contact, the inventor has arrived at 
the means of producing what he very 
properly callsan harmonic swell. The 
effect of this perfectly new application 
of a well known law in acoustics is 
strikingly beautiful, and demonstrates 
an intellect singularly acute, and highly 
inventive. By this happy idea, all the 
augmentation of sound produced by 
former efforts is obtained ; while the 
confusion occasioned by the elevation 
of the dampers is entirely avoided. In 
addition to its intrinsic value, this in- 
vention has the recommendation of 
being applicable to piano-fortes of all 
descriptions, and at a very small ex- 
pence, considering the magnitude of 
the advantage. 
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NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER: 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

— 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of seeing an early notice of their Works, are 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

— 

| MONGST thevarious pleasuresafforded 
byacountry residence, thereis certainly 

not one that possesses the permanency and 
increasing interest afforded by the superin- 
tendence and management of gardens and 
pleasure-grounds, The taste for this spe- 
cies of occupation has, of late years, been 
spreading itself rapidly over the country, as 
the Horticultural-and other societies suffi- 
ciently evince. Those, who once passed 
the time they were doomed by fashion to 
spend in the country, in a continued round 
of dullness and ennui, will find, in the culti- 
vation of this taste, a never-failing source of 
pleasure and interest. But a great diffi- 
culty is experienced by all,.on beginning 
to lay out their gardens, or ornament and 
improve their pleasnre-grounds, from the 
want of proper directions for their opera- 
tions. None of our present works on horti- 
culture at all accomplish in themselves this 
purpose, treating exclusively either on pic- 
turesque or on practical gardening. ‘The 
first work, including all that can be desired 
to be known on this subject, has lately been 
presented to us, and is as able in its execu- 
tion as it is comprehensive in its system. 
It is entitled, An Encyclopedia of Garden- 
ing, comprising the theory and practice of 
Horticulture, Arboriculture, and Landscape 
Gardening, by J. C. LOuDON, F.L.s. Hs. 
&c. This treatise opens with a learned 
research into the state of gardening in an- 
cient times, and brings down the history of 
the art, in various countries, particularly in 
Britain, to the present time. It then treats 
upon the science in all its branches, in- 
cluding the most modern improvements, 
and furnishes many valuable suggestions for 
its future progress in the British Isles. 
The text is interspersed with nearly six 
hundred wood-engrayings by Branston. 

The immense importance of steam as a 
prime-mover in mechanics will insure a fa- 
vourable reception to any work uponso in- 
teresting a subject. It is indeed astonish- 
ing, that the description of a discovery, 
which has exerted so prodigious an influ- 
ence on the agriculture, commerce, and 
the happiness of mankind, should have been 
left altogether to Encyclopedias and works 
of a general nature. ‘Till the appearance 
of Mr. Partington’s Treatise, we do not 
know a single work which can satisfy the 
curiosity of the ingenious reader. In 
every other work (we donot even except Dr, 
Brewster’s excellent edition,—Robison,) 
some point or other is either wholly 
omitted, or carelessly and erroneously 
stated. The Historical and Descriptive Ac- 
count of the Steam Engine, by CHAS, FRED. 

PARTINGTON, is, however, well calculated 
to supply this deficiency. The subject is 
interesting, the practical knowledge exten- 
sive, the language elegant, and the arrange- 
ment philosophical. ‘The illustrations, trom 
parliamentary and other documents, exhi- 
bit the most indefatigable research, and 
shew that Mr. Partington has spared 
neither labour nor expence to render his 
work deserving of the public patronage. 
The historical account of its discovery 
and improvements is very entertaining, 
and the description of the engine as litile 
technical and as intelligible as possible. 
But it is the chapter on steam-navigation 
with which we have been most pleased. 
It is, indeed, the most satisfactory account 
we have ever seen; and, had our Supple- 
ment not been already made up, we shonld 
certainly have done ourselves the pleasure 
of extracting it. As this, however, may 
not be, we have only to add, that the gra- 
phic illustrations by Clement and Gladwin 
are executed in the first style of art, and 
that such persons as are desirous of further 
information on the subject, cannot do 
better than consult this work. 

The name of Mr. Bowles as a poet, has 
been almost forgotten in the crowd of 
celebrated men who have followed him; 
and, indeed, he seemed to have forsaken 
the lyre of the poet for the pen of the 
critic. Moderate, however, as the reputa- 
tion is, which his muse enjoys, we think he 
may more securely rest his claims to atten- 
tion on his poetical than his critical la- 
bours. His controversy with Lord Byron, 
as he tells usin his preface, drew his atten- 
tion to a poem written some time ago, and 
The Grave of the last Saxon, and the Legend 
of the Curfew, has consequently seen the 
light. It cannot be denied that there is an 
occasional elegance about Mr. Bowles’s 
poetry, which in some degree compensates 
for the want of higher qualities ; but, at 
the same time, we inust say that we think 
his sonnets partook more of this characte- 
ristic than the poem before us, which is, on 
the whole, exceedingly heavy for so.short 
a performance. Perhaps some of the 
descriptions of natural scenery are the 
most pleasing parts of it. 

So entirely do we wish to divest our 
pages of all theological controversy, that 
we should have undoubtedly passed over, 
in silence, A Respectful Letier to the Earl of 
Liverpool, occusioned by the speech imputed to 
his Lordship at the Isle of Thanet Bible 
Society Meeting, October 27, 1821; by the 
Rev. H. H. Norris, m.a. &c. had nota 
passage in the very first page caught our 

attention. 
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attention. Most of our readers must 
know, that there exists a schism between 
the Bible Society, formed for the purpose 
of translating and disseminating the Bible, 
free from comment, in all languages, and 
the Bartlett-buildings Society, professing 
the like purpose, only accompanying the 
bible with a prayer-book in the same lan- 
guage. The former body, or some of their 
advocates, induced no doubt by the libe- 
rality of sentiment which distinguishes this 
speech, printed an extract from it in the 
shape of a hand-bill, and distributed it 
amongst their friends. About a year ago 
they established an Auxiliary Society at 
Warwick; and, on that circumstance, is 
introduced the passage above alluded to, 
which is to the purport following, ‘‘This 
speech was printed by the Dissenters at 
Warwick, and left in the shape of a hand- 
bill at every house in the town, preparatory 
to an attempt to bring that county under 
the Bible Society’s Auxiliary System, in 
defiance of the well-known disapproval of 
the great body of its inhabitants, both 
clergy and laity, and of the public protest 
of the vicar of Warwick.” Now, by mere 
accident, for we belong to neither society, 
we were present at this meeting ; and 
from our own immediate knowledge and 
observation, can contradict almost every 
fact stated in the above sentence. In the 
first place, we doubt the assertion that the 
Dissenters printed the hand-bill alluded to ; 
and, we feel ourselves bound to say, that 
the attempt, as the author is pleased to 
call it, though it most fully succeeded, to 
establish that society, was not in defiance 
of the disapproval of a great, or indeed any, 
body of the inhabitants of the town. The 
only opposition made was by the vicar of 
one parish, and a more feeble or ill-ad- 
vised speech we certainly never heard on 
any public occasion. ‘Ihe minister of the 
other parish, supported by all those of the 
dissenting interest, and one member for 
the county, brought the matter forward, 
nor was there more than that one dissen- 
tient hand and voice againstit. Surprised 
by the falsity of this first statement, we 
read the work, in hopes of finding some, at 
least, plausible argument in support of the 
Opinions it maintains, but not one could we 
meet with, Surely, if the doctrines of the 
church are the doctrines of the Bible, they 
will not require a prayer-book to accom- 
pany it in order to propagate them, Anar- 
ticle in our last number informed our read- 
ers of the enormous wealth, and conse- 
quently influence, possessed by the clergy ; 
and their principal intention, in the insti- 
tution of the Bartlett-buildings Society ; 
seems to be to extend that power, and to 
separate themselves as much as_ possible 
from their conscientious dissenting bre- 
thren, instead of softening down the distinc- 
tion existing between them, which we 
should, at least, have thought the part of 
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ministers of a gospel of peace. We must 
also condemn the attempted virulent sar- 
castic strain in which these pages are writ- 
ten, as by no means the language in which 
amember, who proudly designates himseif 
a minister of an humble religion of charity 
and peace, should address another, and, 
for aught we know, or he can know, a wor- 
thier member of the same church, and one 
who reposes his faith in the same divine 
writings. 
We notice, with much pleasure, the re- 

publication of the excellent pamphlet of 
the celebrated Lord Somers, entitled, The 
Security of Englishmen’s Lives, or the Trust, 
Power, and Duiy, of the Grand Juries of 
England explained ; with prefatory obser- 
vations by the editor, illustrative of the 
character of modern grand juries, which 
contain some important information, and 
many pointed and well-timed animadver- 
sions. We consider it highly expedient, 
at this period, when a kind of corporate 
attorney-generalship has been assumed by 
the notorious. Bridge-street Association, 
that grand juries should be fully alive to 
the very important nature of their func- 
tions, and be put upon their guard against 
the insidious attempts of personal interest 
or party rancour. From any bias arising 
from political feeling, a body of men like 
the grand jury, assembled for the purposes 
of even-handed justice, cannot be kept too 
free; and we think that, in this view, the 
jealousy which the editor avows of the dis- 
proportionate number of justices of the 
peace on the grand-jury lists, is well 
founded. ‘This objection, and others, may 
be easily obviated if the sheriff will fairly 
perform his duty. Instead of a partial se- 
lection, a full list ought to be returned of 
all persons liable to serve as grand jurors, 
and a regular rotation observed in summon- 
ing them. We should then look in vain for 
grand jurors setting themselves forth as po- 
litical partizans, and uttering intemperate 
denunciations against offences, which are 
about to come under their own judiciak 
cognizance. The whole pamphlet is full of 
instructive matter, and we recommend it 
to the serious perusal and consideration of 
our readers, 
We do not know whether the administra- 

tion of “truth severe, by fairy fiction 
drest,” is not carried beyond the proper 
point, when the pages of a novel are made 
the vehicle of the most serious and abstruse 
doctrines of the church. No Enthusiasm, 
ora Tale of the present Times, is a work of 
this description, in which no inconsiderable 
talent and power of observation are de- 
voted to the inculcation of the religious 
principles of the evangelical party in our 
church establishment. To every fair way 
of propagating these tenets, and to the 
present plan amongst the rest, we are not 
disposed to object; and, perhaps, to those 
persons whose scruples forbid them to 

touch 
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touch an unsanctified work of fancy, it fur- 
nishes a convenient mode of reconciling 
amusement and conscience. But then we 
must insist that other religious sects be 
treated with tolerable candour ; which, we 
are sorry to say, is by no means the case in 
the volumes before us. ‘The Catholics are 
described as implacable enemies to the 
establishment of the country ; their tenets 
are said to neutralize the best principles of 
Christianity, and their civil emancipation 
is reprobated in the strongest terms. ‘The 
subtleties of Unitarianism, a faith which ‘s 
rather distinguished by its rejection of sub- 
tleties, are spoken of witha‘kind of horror, 
and no opportunity is omitted of deprecia- 
ting every sect but that which, having had 
the good fortune to number the learned 
author (for we take it for granted he is a 
lawyer,) amongst its proselytes, has thus 
become, at once, the standard of spiritual 
truth. Nor are his political opinions at all 
more moderate. The visionary scliemes of 
reform are rejected with contempt, as 
being either the masks of the designing or 
the dreams of the imbecile. In one of his 
views alone do we cordially coincide with 
the author, and this is in the diffusion of 
universal education, for which, strange to 
say, he is a strenuous advocate. Thus it 
is that the advancing spirit of the age urges 
on even the bigotted and the prejudiced to 
the adoption of beneficial measures, by 
which the web woven with so much care 
will be finally unravelled, Universal edu- 
cation is the only engine we ask, to effect 
the most generous and wholesome schemes 
of civil and ecclesiastical reformation. In 
other respects, we have derived considera- 
ble amusement from the perusal of the 
work, which is written in a pleasing and 
correct style, and is not without interest 
in its fable. 
We would willingly hope that the time 

is not far distant, when the government, 
taking advantage of the present interval of 
peace, will turn its serious attention to the 
subject of impressment, on which the opi- 
nion of professional men, we are happy to 
observe, begins to be very unequivocally 
expressed. As lovers of the constitution, 
and as philanthropists, we have nothing to 
say against the prevailing system. ‘To ar- 
guments advanced against it by us in those 
characters, and as landsmen into the bar- 
gain, it would be very cogently replied, 
that we are mere innovating theorists, who 
have never made a voyage, and wish to 
pave the way for reform. We very wil- 
lingly, therefore, turn over the controversy 
to post-captains and lieutenants, who have 
been more conversant with hard blows than 
with subtle speculation ; whose reforms 
will not be suspected of extending beyond 
the body politic of a man-of-war; but 
whose good sense and good feeling 
strongly point out to them the absurdity, 
the wickedness, and the disadvantages of 
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our abominable system of impressment. A 
valuable pamphlet, by CapTain LAYMAN, 
of the navy, entitled, The Pioneer, or Stric- 
tures on Maritime Strength and Economy, 
embraces some just remarks and useful 
suggestions on this topic ; to which we may 
add two other recent publications of con- 
siderable merit, under the titles of Cursory 
Suggestions on Naval Subjects, with a Plan 
for raising Seamen by Ballot, and Reasons 
for abolishing Impressment ; by Lizut. R. 
S.Haty, R.N. The object of the scheme, 
developed at some length, in the Cursory 
Suggestions, is to limit the period of service 
in the navy, and to establish an universal 
ballot, enforced by embargo, on the break- 
ing out of a war; which the author is of 
opinion would supply a_ considerably 
greater number of able seamen than can 
possibly be raised by the impress. The 
Reasons are given in a very plain, honest, 
and earnest manner, and are, to our appre- 

hension, unanswerable. We fervently 
unite with the writer in his warm expostu- 
lations: ‘In the name of God, of common 
sense, of humanity, of mercy, let this vile 
practice be abandoned; let at least some 
attempt be made to do without it.” It is 
to be hoped that these prayers will not be 
given to the winds; that these solid argu- 
ments will not be disregarded ; that corrup- 
tion and abuse are not altogether unassaila- 
ble and impregnable; and that, in this 
quarter at least, they will shortly yield to 
the united arguments and authority of so 
many gallant members of the profession. 

An interesting volume of American 
Biography has lately appeared, entitled, 
Memoirs of Charles Brockden Brown, the 
American Novelist, Author of Wieland, 
Ormond, Arthur Mervyn, &c. with Selections 
Jrom his Original Letters and Miscellaneous 
Writings, by Wm. DunLap. Mr. Brown's 
works have been long known to the Eng- 
lish public, one of them, Arthur Mervyn, 
having been reprinted in this country 
neatly twenty years.ago ; and they appear 
to have obtained fully as much celebrity as 
they merit. The life of the novelist has 
afforded but little matter for the pen of his 
biographers, and exhibits nothing more 
than a sketch of those literary occupations 
to which Mr. Brown’s life was devoted. 
He was originally destined to the profes- 
sion of the law, but a morbid temper of 
mind, from which he was never free, in- 
duced him to relinquish his legal views ; 
and he seems to have had recourse to 
literary pursuits rather as a means of 
filling up his time, than from any desire of 
distinction or ‘love of gain. In his episto- 
lary style he is not successful ; he betrays 
too much sententiousness and formality, 
and affects something of the stateliness of 
Jobnson’s style. The miscellanies at the 
end of the volume are not of much im, 
portance. ‘loan American these Memoirs 
may be valuable; but, om this side of the 
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Atlantic, they will not, probably, excite 
much attention. 

The question as to the injurious or bene- 
ficial effects of machinery has been of late 
contested with some warmth, in conse- 
quence of the depressed state of agricul- 
ture, and the attempts which have been 
made in some parts of the country to de- 
ter the farmer from the use of the thresh- 
ing machines. In Norfolk and Suffolk 
maby of these machines have been riotous- 
ly destroyed, and we observe that many 
gentlemen have recommended to their 
tenants to desist from using them. This 
measure originates, no doubt, in a very 
benevolent motive; but we confess it 
seems to us absurd to compel the farmer, 
in the midst of his distress, to thresh his 
corn iu a more tedious and expensive way 
than before. This is not the way to re- 
lieve him, nor, in the end, to serve the 
labourer, who cannot thrive on the ruin of 
the farmer. Itis not the threshing ma- 
chine which has thrown agricultural la- 
bourers out of employ, but a financial 
machine of a very different structure. Let 
the farmer get, what he cannot get under 
the present system, a permanent remune- 
rating price for his crops, and we should 
soon see the labouring classes in full em- 
ploy, in spite of machines for threshing, or 
for any other purpose. We have been led 
into these remarks by a little tract, enti- 
tled, An Address to Manufacturers, Far 
mers, &c. proving the use of machinery to be 
destructive to the morals and happiness of the 
nation,—a position in which we cannot at 
all concur with the author, whose work, 
however well meant, is calculated to 
spread very mistaken and mischievous no- 
tions. Of the general good effect of ma- 
chinery, in supplying an article of neces- 
sity or comfort in greater abundance, and 
at a diminished price, there cannot bea 
doubt. Nor do we consider its particular 
effect on the labourer to be more ques- 
tionable. Every diminution in price acts 
as a bounty on consumption; and the in- 
crease of consumption will create a de- 
mand for additional labonr. No one will 
pretend to say that, without the aid of in- 
genious machinery, our cotton and woollen 
manufactories would have employed more 
than a small proportion of their present 
hands. The low prices and_ extensive 
markets created by machinery have been 
found, by experience, to call more labour 
into action than can be required by the 
limited demand for the slower and more 
expensive operations of the hand. ‘Yo 
conclude with an example: the invention 
of the press threw a number of scribes out 
of employ, but we think it must be allow- 
ed that this machine has found occupation 
for au incalculably greater number of la- 
bourers than would ever have earned a 
livelihood by the pen. 
The relatives of the late Rev, CALEB 
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Evans have acted with sound discretion 
in publishing his Sermons, which are cha- 
racterised by much good sense and very 
excellent principles, both moral and reli- 
gious, When regarded as the productions 
of a young man, who was cut off, at the 
early age of twenty-one, from the society 
of which he promised to become a distin- 
guished ornament, they may be reyarded 
as singular indications of mature excel- 
lence. A short but interesting memoir is 
prefixed to the sermons, from the pen of 
the editor, Dr. T. Southwood Smith, who 
has recorded the talents and virtues of his 
deceased young friend in terms of warm, 
and apparently well-founded, affection and 
esteem. An amusing journal of a tour, 
under the title of “ A Week’s Ramble into 
the Western Highlands,” is subjoined, 
which is interesting, as another relic of the 
young author; and the volume concludes 
with an excellent Sermon on Resignation, 
by the Rev. John Evans, the father of the 
deceased, being the first preached after 
the death of his son, and written for that 
occasion. 

The sudden and afflicting catastrophe, 
which terminated the career of one of the 
most original and imaginative of our poets, 
has excited general sympathy and regret; 
and the admirers of his brilliant and eccen- 
tric genius will not be slow to lament his 
fate, and commemorate his high endow- 
ments, We notice a short, but elegant 
and feeling tribute to his memory, in an 
Elegy onthe Death of Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
by ARTHUR BROOKE, whose compositions 
we have heretofore had opportunities of 
mentioning with deserved approbation. 
There is much pathos and poetical spirit 
in Mr. Brooke’s stanzas; and it is an 
affecting consideration, that the generous 
poet, who so lately gave “‘ the meed of his 
melodious tear” to the grave of the young 
and unfortunate Keats, to whom he was 
personally unknown, should so soon claim 
the same melancholy offices, and receive 
them, as in this instance, from stranger 
hands, It is not fit that he should “float 
upon his watery bier unwept,” who has 
“built the lofty rhyme” so often and so 
well, and from whoni, in the maturity of 
his extraordinary powers, so much more 
might have been expected. Nor will the 
effusion under our notice, though extreme- 
ly pleasing and creditable to the senti- 
ments and talents of its author, supersede 
the exertion of the high and acknowledged 
genius of some of Mr, Shelley’s personal 
friends, on whom the task of raising an 
honourable and lasting monument to his 
fame seems naturally to devolve. 

—__ 
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Vol. V. Part I. of the Transactions of 
the Agricultural Society of London. 4to. 
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ANTIQUITIES. 

A Description of the Antiquities and 
other Curiosities of Rome ; by the Rev. E. 
Burton, M.A, 8vo. 15s. 

ASTRONOMY. 
The Elements of Astronomy ; by John 

Brinkley, D.D. 8vo. 12s. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

Part II. of a Catalogue of Books ; com- 
prising a Miscellaneous Assortment in all 
Classes of Literature. 1s. 

BIOGRAPHY. 
The Life of William Penn, abridged and 

adapted to the use of young persons ; by 
Mary Hughes. feap. 8vo. 4s. 6d. 

The Political and Private Life of the 
Marquis of Londonderry; by T. P. Fitz- 
gerald, esq. 8vo. 12s. 

BOTANY. 
The Florist’s Manual, or Hints for the 

Construction of a gay Fiower-garden, with 
directions for preventing the depredations 
of insects. 2d edit. small 8vo. 5s, 6d. 

CLASSICS, 
Essays on the Institutions, Government, 

and Manners of the States of Ancient 
Greece; by Henry David Hill, p.p. 
12mo. 7s. 
Museum Criticum, or Cambridge Clas- 

sical Researches. No. VII. 8vo. 5s. 
DRAMA. 

Athaliah, a Tragedy, founded upon 
2 Kings xi. and 2 Chronicles xxiii. ; trans- 
lated from the French. 12mo. 

EDUCATION. 
The fourth edition of Friendly Hints, 

principally addressed to the Youth of 
both Sexes, uniting subjects the most 
pleasing and instructive, relative to the 
duties of this life and the joys of immorta- 
lity : interspersed with striking anecdotes ; 
by J. Doncaster. 4s. 
A Key to the complete Course of Arith- 

metic; by W. H. White. 12mo. 5s. 
The Conversational Preceptor,in French 

and English, consisting of useful Phrases, 
arranged under distinct heads; by J. L. 
Mabire: with dialogues, by B. M. Le- 
Blanc. 6s. 6d. 

Examinatory Questions in Arithmetic, 
Geography, Latin Grammar, English 
Grammar, and the History of England; 
by the Rev. H. C. Donnoghue, »s. 
A Key to the above, for the use of Pa- 

rents and Teachers. 2s. 6d. 
Seventeenth Report of the British and 

Foreign School Society to the General 
Meeting, May 16, 1822. 8vo. 4s. 

FINE ARTS. 
Bibliotheca Heraldica Magne Britan- 

nice, an Analytical Catalogue of Books 
relating to Heraldry, Genealogy, &c.; by 
Thomas Moule. 8vo0. 36s.—4to. 3l. 3s. 

Six Views of Chudleigh, in Devonshire, 
beautifully engraved by G. Hollis, after 
drawings by H. de Cort, in the possession 
of Sir R. Colt Hoare, bart. Imp. 4to, 15s. 
—folio, 21s. 

[Oct. 1, 
The Visitation of Middlesex, begun in 

1663, by William Ryley, esq. Lancaster, 
and Henry Dethick, Rouge-Croix, Mar- 
shals and Deputies to Sir E. Bysshe, Cla- 
rencieux King of Arms, folio, 11. 11s. 6d. 

Delineations of the Costumes of the 
4to. 2]. 12s. 6d. 
GEOGRAPHY. 

A new Geographical, Historical, and 
Religious Chart ; shewing at one view the 
principal places in the known world; the 
religion, government, civilization, and po- 
pulation; with the Missionary Stations in 
each country ; by the Rev. T. Clark. 

Atlas of Scotland, No. VI. containing 
Lanarkshire, on two sheets. 10s, 6d. é 

Maritime Geography and Statistics, or a 
Description of the Ocean and its Coasts, 
Maritime Commerce, Navigation, &c.; 
by J. K. Tuckey. 8vo. 2I. 16s. 6d. 

GEOLOGY. 
Part I. of the Outlines of the Geology 

of England and Wales, with an introduc- 
tory compendium of the general principles 
of that science, illustrated by a coloured 
map and sections, &c. ; by the Rev. W. D. 
Conybeare, F.R.s. M.G.s. &c. and William 
Phillips, F.L.s. M,G.s. &c. Small 8vo. 163. 
or demy 8vyo, il. 

HISTORY. 
An Historical Account, Part I. of his 

Majesty’s Visit to Scotland: consisting of 
a variety of curious information relative to 
former royal visits; an account of the pre- 
parations in Edinburgh, Leith, Dalkeith, 
and other places, for his Majesty’s recep- 
tion; the Poems composed, and Medals 
struck, &c. : enriched by several historical 
notes. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

HORTICULTURE. 
A concise and practical Treatise on the 

growth and culture of the Carnation, &c.; 
by Thomas Hogg. 12mo. 8s. 

LAW. 
A Treatise on the Law of Landlord and 

Tenant: compiled in part from the Notes 
of the late Sir Wm, D. Evans; by C. H. 
Chambers, esq. 

Practical Exposition of the Law relative 
to the Office and Duties of a Justice of 
the Peace ; by Wm. Dickenson, esq. 

MATHEMATICS, 
Tables of Logarithms of all Numbers, 

from 1 to 101000, and of the Sines and 
Tangents to every Second of the Qua- 
drant ; by Michael Taylor: with a Preface 
and Precepts for the explanation and use 
of the same, by Nevil Maskelyne, F.R.s. 
Astronomer Royal. 4to. 3l. 

Tables to be used with the Nautical 
Almanack, for finding the Latitude and 
Longitude at Sea; by the Rev. W. Lax, 
M.A. F.R.S. 8vo. 10s. 

MEDICINE. 
Analytic Physiology ; by S. Hood, M.D. 

8vo. 10s. 6d. 
A Treatise on the Utility of Sangui-Suc- 

tion, or Leech Bleeding: including the 
Opinions 
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opinions of eminent practitioners, with 
instructions for the process of leeching, 
and an Appendix; by Rees Frice, M.v. 
1gmo. 3s. 6d. 

La Beaume on the Air-Pump, Vapour- 
Bath, and Galvanism, in the Cure of 
Disorders of the Stomach, Liver, Bowels, 
&c. 6s. 

A complete Catalogue of Books and 
Pamphlets on Anatomy, Botany, Chemis- 
try, Materia Medica, Medicine, Mid- 
wifery, Mineralogy, Physiology, Surgery, 
Veterinary Surgery, &c.; by John Cox, 
Berner’s-street, Oxford-street. 

La Beaume on the Medical Efficacy of 
Electricity in Nervous and Chronic Disor- 
ders. 10s, 

_ The Dublin Hospital Reports and Com- 
munications in Medicine and Surgery. 
Vol. III. 8vo. 13s. 
A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the 

Heart; by H. Reeder, m.p. physician to 
the South London Dispensary, &c. 

MISCELLANIES. 
Description of a Tread Mill for the Em- 

ployment of Prisoners. 8vo. 3s. 
The Practical Confectioner: embracing 

the whole system of pastry and confec- 
tionery, consisting of 260 receipts ; by Jas. 
Cox. 12mo. 8s. 

’ Part XXXIV. of the Perey Anccdotes ; 
containing Anecdotes of Music. 18mo. 
gs. 6d. 

The Brighton Annual Directory and 
Fashionable Guide; by T, H. Boore. 12mo. 

A few Plain Answers to the Question, 
“ Why do you receive the Testimony of 
the Hon. E. Swedenborg?” 4th edit. 6d. 
A cheap edition, 4d. 

Substance of the Speech delivered by 
the Rev. 'T. Gisboine, m.A. on laying the 
Foundation stone of the new Church at 
Burton-npon-Trent, Sept. 11, 1822: with 
a particular account of the ceremony upon 
that occasion. 6d. 

NOVELS, TALES, AND ROMANCES. 
The Uncles, or Selfishness and Libera- 

lity; by Zara Wentworth. 3 vols. 12mo. 
16s. 6d. 

Confessions of an English Opium Eater. 
12mo. 5s. 

POETRY. 
The Royal Progress: a Canto, with 

notes. 5s. 6d. 
The Expedition of Orsua, andthe 

Crimes of Aguirre; by Robert Southey, 
esq. LL.D. Poet Laureate, Member of the 
Royal Spanish Academy, &c. 12mo. 5s. 

A Lyric Poem on the Death of Napo- 
Jeon; from the French of P. Lebrun. 
8vo. 16s. 
The Spirit of the Lakes, or Mucruss 

Abbey: in three Cantos, with explanatory 
notes; by Miss Selby. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Another Cain; a Mystery: dedicated 
(witout permission) to Lord Byron. 2s. 

Verses on the Death of Percy Bysshe 
Shelley ; by Bernard Barton. 2s, 
Monruty Mac. No, 375, 
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POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
Considerations on the Accumulation of 

Capital, and its Effects on Profits, and on 
Exchangeable Value. Qs. 6d. 

Letters to a Member of Parliament on 
the Character and Writings of BaronSwe 
denborg ; by the Rev. J. Clowes, 4s. 

A Compendium of Finance: containing 
an Account of the origin and present state 
of the Public Debts, Revenue, &c.; by Be 
Cohen. 8vo. il. 7s. 

Thoughts on the Greek Revolution ; by 
C. B. Sheridan, 8vo. 3s. 
A Manifesto to the Spanish Nation, and 

especially to the Cortes for the years 1822 
and 1823, respecting the causes which have 
paralyzed the progress of the Spanish Re- 
volution, and the operations of the Cortes 
for 1820 and 1821, and pointing out their 
future consequences; by the Citizen Jose 
Morena Guerra, deputy for the province 
of Cordova: translated from the Spanish. 
es. 6d. 

A Letter on the Present State and Fu- 
ture Prospects of Agriculture : addressed 
to the Agriculturists of the County of 
Salop; by W. W. Whitmore, esq. m.P. 
2s. 6d. 

Economical Enquiries relative to the 
Laws regulating Rent, Profit, Wages, and 
the Value of Money; by T. Hopkins. 

THEOLOGY. 
The Doctrine of the Scriptures concern- 

ing the Divine Trinity, Regeneration, and 
Good Works, contrasted with prevailing 
misconceptions: with preliminary remarks 
on the meaning of the New Jerusalem; be- 
ing a Missionary Lecture delivered at. Do- 
ver, by the Rev. S. Noble. 1s. 

Asaph, or the Herrnhutters: being a 
Rhythmical! Sketch of the Principal Events 
and most remarkable Institutions in the 
Modern History of the Church of the 
Unitas Fratrum, commonly called Mora- 
vians; by one of its Members. 12mo, 
33. 6d. 

An Historical Epitome of the Old and 
New Testaments, and part of the Apocry- 
pha, in which the events are arranged 
according to Chronological Order; by a 
Member of the Church of England. 12mo. 
6s. 6d, 

The Laws relating to the Clergy; by 
the Rev. D. Williams. 2d edit. 8vo. 16s. 

Remarks by a Catholic, on some Pas- 
sages of a Work, entitled ‘*the Catholic 
Doctrine of a Trinity proved.” 8vo, 1s.— 
12mo. 6d. 
A Letter to the Venerable and Rev. 

Francis Wrangham, M.A. F.R.s. Archdea- 
con of Cleveland, on the Subject of his 
Charge delivered to the Clergy at Thirsk, 
on the 18th of July, 1821; by Capt. Thos. 
Thrush, R.N. 3s. Gd. 

Popular Lectures on the Bible and Li- 
turey ; by E. H. Locker, esq. 7s. 6d. 

An Essay on the Moral Benefits of 
Death to Mankind; by D, Eaton. 1s. 
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A Sermon preached in the Parish Chureh 
of East Honley, for the benefit of the dis- 
tressed districts in Ireland; by the Rev. I. 
Warnford, M.A. 8vo. 4s. 6d. 

A Sermon preached in the Cathedral 
Church of St. Paul’s, on Monday, July 1, 
182%, at the Visitation of the Bishop of 
London ; by C. Goddard, pp. 1s. 6d, 

TOPOGRAPHY. 
An Historical Account and Delineation 

of Aberdeen; by R. Wilson, A.M. 12mo. 
7s. 6d.—fine paper, 10s. 6d. 

Notes on Orkney and Zetland ; illustra- 
tive of the history, antiquities, scenery, 
and custonis of these islands; by A. Peter- 
kin, esq. Vol. I. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

The History and Antiquities of Hen- 
grave, in Suffolk; by J. Gage, esq. 4to. 
3. 13s. 6d. 
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Views on the Thames; containing 76 
highly-finished line engravings, with a vo- 
lume of descriptions. Ato. 81.--imp. 4fo- 
12I.—India paper proofs, 151. 

A Pilgrimage to the Land of Burns. 
Small 8vo. 8s. 

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS. 
Part I. commencing Vol. VIII. of the 

Journal of Modern Voyages and Travels ; 
containing Muller’s Travels in Greece and 
the Ionian Isles, and M. Saulnier’s Ac- 
count of the Zodiack of Denderah,, 8vo. 
3s. 6d.—sewed, 4s. 

A Journal of a Voyage to Greenland in 
1821; by G. Manby, esq. 4to. 11.11s. 6d, 

Narrative of an Expedition from Tri- 
poli, in Barbary, to the Western Frontier 
of Egypt, in 1817, by the Bay of Tripoli; 
by A. Aufrere, esq. 8vo, 10s. 6d. 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL, 
Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 

—— 

E learn with much satisfaction, 
that M. Davin, the prince of 

modern painters, is preparing to exhibit 
one of his chef d’ceuvres in London. It 
is a large picture, which contains se- 
veral hundred portraits of the most 
meritorious men of the Revolution, 
and of the court of Napoleon. As the 
first picture of this great master which 
has been seen in England, it will re- 
commend itself to the general atten- 
tion of amateurs of the arts, while in 
other respects it will be interesting to 
public feeling. M. David was one 
of those patriots who, as a member of 
the Convention, complied with the 
voice of all France, and with the cir- 
cumstances of the times, in voting for 
the death of Louis the Sixteenth ; and 
who for tlfis act of public duty, con- 
scientiously performed, has been exiled 
from France, in defiance of the gene- 
ral amnesty, voluntarily published in 
1813 by Louis the 18th at Hartwell. 
He and his family reside at Brussels, 
where he pursues his studies with una- 
bated ardour; but his best works re- 
main at Paris, where many of them 
are excluded from publie view by the 
bad and illiberal spirit which is now 
dominant among the factions in au- 
thority in France. 

Mr. Roscor, of Liverpool, has in 
the press, the Poetical and Miscella- 
neous Works of Alexander Pope, in- 
cluding the notes of Warburton, War- 
ton, and various commentators, with a 
new life of the author, and annotations. 

Rey. Mr. Orman, of Mildenhall, 
Suffolk, is preparing for publication, 
a Selection of the Odes or Ghazels of 
th@Persian Poet Hafiz, with poetical 

and prose translations. It will be 
accompanied with copious notes, and 
a vocabulary to each ghazel; a biogra- 
phical account of Hafiz will be.pre- 
fixed, together with a short account 
of the nature of Persian versification, 
and an epitome of Persian grammar. 

Dr. Rupee will shortly publish, in 
two volumes octavo, Lectures on Ge- 
nesis, or plain Historical Sermons on 
the Leading Characters and most im- 
portant Events recorded in the Book 
of Genesis. 
A tragedy, entitled Werner, or the 

Inheritance, by Lord Byron, is an- 
nounced. 

Speedily will be published, in two 
volumes, octavo, Columbia, a geogra- 
phical, statistical, agrieultural, com- 
mercial, historical, and political ac- 
count of that interesting country ; 
intended as a manual for the merchant 
and the settler. The work will be 
embellished with a map, and with 
portraits of the President Bolivar and 
Don F. A. Zea. 

A new edition of Bythnerit Lyra 
Prophetica is printing at the Glasgow 
University press, and will be publish- 
ed early in November, in one vol. 8vo. 
The Seventh Part of the Encyclo- 

pedia Metropolitana will appear in 
October. 

MUuLter’s recent Travels in Greece 
constitute the next ensuing number 
of the “‘ Journal of Modern Travels.” 

Mr. Roscoe has in the press, Ob- 
servations on Prison Discipline and 
Solitary Confinement, including an en- 
quiry into the causes of the inefllcient 
state of the American penitentiaries, 
with a copious appendix of original 

documents 
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documents, illustrative of this very 

important subject. ; 

C. MILLs, esq. is preparing a His- 

tory of Rome, from the earliest period 

to the termination of the empire, 

which will form ten octavo volumes. 

JoserH SWAN, esq. is printing, in 

an octavo volume, an Enquiry into 

the Action of Mercury on the Living 

Body. 
Dr. Joun Baron will soon publish, 

Illustrations of the Enquiry respecting 

Tuberculous Diseases, with coloured 

engravings. 

Mr. W. WALLACE, lecturer on ana- 

tomy and surgery, is printing a Sys- 

tem of General Anatomy, in an octavo 

volume. 
The following Courses of Lectures 

will be delivered in the ensuing sea- 

son at the Surrey Institution :— 

1. On the History and Utility of Lite- 

rary Institutions, by JaMEs JENNINGS, 

esq. on Friday, Nov. 1, at seven o'clock 

in the evening precisely. 

9. On Chemistry; by GoLDsSwORTHY 

GuRNEY, esq. 
3. On Music; by W. Crotcu, Mus.D. 

Professor of Music in the University of 

Oxford. And, 
4, On Pneumatics and Electricity; by 

Cuaries Woopwarpb, esq. early in 

1823. 

Mr. Bowrinc intends shortly to 

publish a second volume of his inter- 

resting Specimens of the Russian 

Poets. 
Mr. J. G. Locxuarr has in the 

press, in a small quarto volume, Sixty 

Ancient Ballads, translated from the 

Spanish, with notes and illustrations. 

A Catalogue of Miscellaneous Books, 

on sale by Mr. Rusuer, of Reading, 

including recent purchases, is in the 

press, and is expected to be ready in 

a few days. 
Shortly will be published, a very 

considerable portion of the celebrated 

treatise of Cicéro de Republica, disco- 

yered by M. Angelo Mai, the Keeper 

of the Vatican Library, in a codex re- 

scriptus. The fragments are not only 
such as to increase our regret at the 
loss of the entire work, but are of s:uf- 

ficient length to give a correct idea of 

the whole. 
The Life and Remains of the late 

Dr. Clarke, of Cambridge, is in the 

ress. 
Mr. Britton is preparing a hand- 

some volume, descriptive and iHus- 

trative of Fonthilh Abbey. Tle has 

been at that mausion collecting mate- 
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rials for its history, and making de- 
scriptive notes. Mr. Cattermole, the 

artist employed by him, has made ela- 
borately-finished drawings on the spot. 
Some of these are peculiarly rich, 
effective, and splendid. The interior 

views are so brilliant in colouring, with 
purple, scarlet, crimson, gold, ebony, 
painted glass, &c. that nothing but 
high finishing and colouring on the 
spot can do justice to the subjects. 

Fifty Lithographic Prints, illustra- 
tive of a tour in France, Switzerland, 

and Italy, during the years 1819, 20, 

and 21, from original drawings taken 

in Italy, the Alps, and the Pyrenees, 

by MariANNE CoLstow, in octavo, 

are preparing for publication. 
The Rey. Dr. Evans has on the eve 

of publication, a new edition, with one 

hundred sketches of biography, of his 

Golden Centenary, or Sequel to the 
Sketch of the Denominations of the 
Christian World. 

Towards the close of last year an 

expedition was fitted out from Dept- 

ford, consisting of the Leven and Ba- 

raceuta, from which accounts have 

been lately received, announcing that 

on the 28th of May they were about 

to proceed on the further objects of 

their voyage. The Persian Gulf and 
the Red Sea were to be particularly 
explored and surveyed. 

Cumberland-gate, the great north- 
ern entrance to Hyde-park, is about 
to undergo a very great improvement 
from the classical taste of Mr. Hore. 
This gentleman, with a public spirit 
which cannot be too highly commend- 
ed, has made an offer to remove the 
old gate, and erect a new one, with a 
double entrance, at his own expense. 
This offer has been accepted; the 
workmen have already began their 
operations ; and, from the auspices un- 
der which the work is to be performed, 
we have no doubt it will do credit to 

the taste and opulence of the founder, 
and remain a lasting ornament to the 
metropolis. 

An Historical Sketch of the United 

States of America is in the press, ac- 

companied by personal observations 

made during a residence of several 
years in that country, by Isaac 
Homes. 4 

The tenth quarterly number of the 
Investigator will be published on the 
1st of October. 

- A vessel, sixty feet in length, has 
been discovered at Matham, near 
Yolvenden, Kent. Lt was found bu- 

ried 
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ried partly under the bed of the river 
Rother, where it is supposed to have 
lain 500 years. The following descrip- 
tion of it has appeared in the local 
newspapers :— 

“ It is conjectured, witha great degree of 
probability, to have been a Dutch or Da- 
nish vessel Jost in the great storm of 1286, 
which diverted the original course of the 
Rother to its present chamel. On a ca- 
sual inspection the appearance of the ves- 
sel favours but little sach hypotheses as 
ascribe to it a title to such remote anti- 
quity ; it differs apparently but little from 
a west-country barge of the present day ; 
though several minutiz observable on a 
closer view, together with the date 
ascribed to the several articles found on 
board, give it nevertheless some claim to 
attention as a relic of former years. A 
flat-bottomed boat, much decayed, though 
apparently of more modern construction 
than the vessel itself, has been discovered 
astern, and has occasioned conjecture to 
recede still further from the idea of ascri- 
bing to it even that degree of antiquity 
which it had previously held claim to, but 
is supposed, generally, to be altogether un- 
connected with her; her planks are put 
together after the present mode, she is 
eaulked with hair, and as high as the ves- 
sel’s stern. A plate of pewter or silver 
has been detached from her larboard quar- 
ter, where it was affixed by nails, it has 
the letters J) 3{ at the top; in other parts 
of the vessel the following articles were 
found:—A_ time-keeper, greatly resem- 
bling a milk-skimmer, and but little de- 
cayed ; the holes for the insertion of pegs 
to note down the time, as recorded by the 
escape of the sand in the hour-glass; two 
dead eyes, thinner than the present make ; 
three can-hooks, apparently modern ; the 
breast bone of a bird, as thick as a two- 
penny piece; the horus of some animal, 
and several pieces of rope and iron. ‘The 
vessel is caulked with moss, her stern is 
straight, and her rudder pressed close 
against her stern, on the starboard side.” 

The Cento, a volume of prose selec- 
tions, from the most approved works 
of living authors, will appear in the 
course of the ensuing month, 

The Rev. T. H. Horne, m.a. has in 
the press, a third edition of his Intro- 
duction to the Critical Study and 
Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, in 
four volumes octavo, corrected, and 
illustrated with numerous maps and 
fac-similes of biblical manuscripts. It 
is expected to be ready in the course 
of November next. At the same time 
will be published, with one new plate, 
a small supplement to the second edi- 
tion, (of which a limited number only 
will be printed,) so arranged as to be 
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inserted in the respective volumes, 
without injury to the binding. 
A Chart of all the Public and En- 

dowed Free Grammar Schools in tie 
Kingdom, is in the press. 

Mr. Joun Hunt will shortly publish 
the Vision of Judgment, by Quevedo 
Redivivus, said to be from the pen of 
Lord Byron. 

The Rev, R. T. ENGLAnp, editor of 
the “ Letters of the Abbé Edgeworth,” 
is preparing for publication, the Life 
of the celebrated Father O’ Leary. 

GoETHE’s Poetical Works, in one 
volume 18mo. with ten wood en- 
gravings, will be published in the 
course of October. 

Mr. W. 8S. Hararis has lately exem- 
plified, by experiment on the Louisa 
and Caledonia men-of-war at Ply- 
mouth, the utility of his invention for 
restoring the electrical equilibrium, by 
the means of a copper conductor fixed 
in the masts, through the bottom of 
ships. Mr. H. proposes to place in 
the back of the masts a slip of copper, 
which is to be continued to the inte- 
rior or hole of the cap of each mast; 
consequently, coming into contact 
with the mast above, the continuity 
will be preserved, without preventing 
the upper masts being lowered. The 
conductors of the lower masts are to 
be continued to the keel, and made 
to communicate with one or more 
copper bolts in contact with the exte-~ 
rior copper or the water, ‘This arrange- 
ment preserves a permanent conduc- 
tor, so long as any part of the mast is 
continued. We have often recom- 
mended the same principle for the 
preservation of houses and buildings. 
Lead or copper should be used instead 
of the ridge tile, and a slip of the same 
material should be continued to the 
ground. This would constitute the 
most perfect species of conductor. 
The pointed rods, often erected at 
great expense, are silly toys, or spe- 
cies of philosophical clap-traps ad- 
dressed to the gazing vulgar. 

Mr. THoMas Date, B.a. of Corpus 
Christi College, Cambridge, author of 
the ‘“ Widow of the City of Nain,” is 
preparing for publication a new trans- 
lation of the Tragedies of Sophocles ; 
the object of which has been, to ren- 
der the various metres of the Greek 
tragedian, by measures, as nearly cor- 
responding with the original as the ge- 
nius of the English language will 
permit. The work will be comprised 
in two yolumes octayo, and is expect~ 

eq 
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ed to be ready for publication early in 
the ensuing spring. 
A work entitled Royal Naval Bio- 

graphy, to consist of genealogical, 
biographical, and historical memoirs 
of all the flag-oflicers, captains, and 
commanders of his Majesty’s fleet, now 
living, is nearly ready for the press, to 
be published by subscription. The 
first part of this work, containing Me- 
moirs of the Flag-Officers, Superan- 
nuated Rear-Admirals, and Retired 
Captains, will be printed as soon as a 
suflicient number of subscriptions have 
been obtained.—Memoirs of the Post- 
Captains and Commanders will spee- 
dily follow. 

The Port-folio, a collection of en- 
gravings from antiquarian, architec- 
tural, and topographical subjects, cu- 
rious works of art, &c. with descrip- 
tions, is now ready for publication, 
This undertaking is intended to form 
a cabinet of engravings of the miscel- 
Janeous works of art and antiquity 
scattered throughout Giecat Britain, 
interspersed with views of seats dis- 
tinguished by architectural beauty, or 
rendered subjects of public curiosity 
by antiquity of character or historical 
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circumstance ; together with other 
objects of marked topographical in- 
terest neglected in preceding pub- 
lications. 

In a few days, from the pen of a 
parent, Gleanings and Recollections 
to assist the Memory of Youth, dedi- 
cated from a Father to his Son. 
A very interesting experiment has 

been made of steam-vessels on canals, 
in the Union Canal at Edinburgh, 
with a large boat, twenty-eight feet 
long, constructed with an internal 
movement. The boat had twenty-six 
persons on board; and, although draw- 
ing fifteen inches of water, she was 
propelled by only four men at the rate 
of between four and five miles an 
hour, while the agitation of the water 
was confined entirely to the centre of 
the canal. 

According to the late statistical 
returns, the inhabited houses of Eng- 
land, Scotland, and Wales, are about 
2,430,000; and the uninhabited above 
30,000. The total of the houses of 
Dublin is said to be 24,000; of these 
only about 16,000 pay local taxes, and 
full 4,000 are to be let every day in 
the year. 

The following is an analysis of the increase and decrease of crime (that is, 
of poverty and distress,) in the different counties :— 
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A work on the subject of our exten- 

sive possessions in India, in one vo- 
lume octavo, will be published in 
October, entitled, an Inquiry into the 
Expediency of applying the Princi- 
ples of Colonial Policy to the Govern- 
ment of India, and of effecting an 
essential change in its landed tenures, 
and in the character of its inhabitants. 

The following curious particulars are 
elicited by the late population reports :— 

Men 100 yeurs, and upwards. 
In England --. amen T: 

Wales cwsareescscsssseee § 

Scotland eeessecece se eeee 40 

Total «ocecees 100 
Women 100 years, and upwards, 

In England eeeseeceeeeere 111 
Wales cecvevesscceceess 18 
Scotland --.+-- eeceseee § 62 

Total's «++e+++ 191 

RUSSIA. 
Lithography is making rapid pro- 

gress in this country, where it bids fair 
to become popular. A series of por- 
traits of celebrated living characters 
has been commenced by a young ar- 
tist at St. Petersburg. 

It appears from a statistical map of 
Russia, lately published, that the popu- 
Jation of this vast empire, of which the 
superfices is 298,950 square miles, is 
increased to 40,067,000, and that the 
amount of the poll-tax and the taxes 
on beverage is 169,350,000 roubles. 

GERMANY. 
The imperial government have late- 

Ty offered one thousand ducats in gold 
to the author of the best work on the 
construction of windmills, whether he 
be a native or foreigner. 

The lovers of philolog y and classical 
literature will rejoice to hear that the 
publication of TiscusBein’s Jlustra- 
tions of Homer has lately been re- 
sumed, after a lapse of twenty years. 
The seventh number of this magnifi- 
cent work, forming the first of a new 
series, has just been published, and 
the archeological erudition and supe- 
ior taste it displays renders it an ho- 
nourable testimony of that zeal for 
classical literature by which Germany 
has long been pre-eminently distin- 
guished. 

ITALY. 
The Res Literarie is now completed 

with the third volume. This work is 
a bibliographical and critical miscel- 
lany; its main object is Italian litera- 
ture, and the Latin writers of Ltaly 
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in the middle ages. The three volumes 
contain 250 articles. The edition is 
limited to seventy-five copies, a few 
of which have been sent to England. 
The first volume was printed at Na- 
ples in 1820; and the second at Rome, 
in the following year. 

The Academy of Lucca:has lately 
published the first volume of its Trans- 
actions, prefixed to which is an histo- 
rica] account of the rise of this Society. 
It originated in 1584, when it was held 
in the house of Gian Lorenzo Malpig- 
lio, the person named by Tasso in two 
of his admirable dialogues. During 
two centuries the institution maintain- 
ed itself without any attention on the 
part of the government, until 1805, 
when it was put on an improved foot- 
ing, and received its present appel- 
lation. 

FRANCE. 
A work is said to be forthcoming at 

Paris, entitled ‘* Memorial of St. He- 
lena, or Journal of every Act of Bona- 
parte’s Life during his first Eighteen 
Months’ Sojourn in the Island.”,—-We 
may conclude, however, from its ap- 
pearance at Paris, that it will be suffi- 
ciently tame and obsequious, or no 
printer would dare to engage in it. 
O’Meara’s honest “ Voice from St. 
Helena” is proscribed at the French 
Custom-houses, and, though in the 
English language, is seized wherever 
it is found. Every book containing a 
scintillation of public spirit, or enli- 
vened by the spirit of free enquiry, is 
treated in like manner; and the ge- 
nius of that country, which at one 
time could boast of its Voltaire, Rous- 
seau, and D’Alembert, will soon be on 
a level with that of Austria and Prus- 
sia, where no work worthy of being 
read in a free country has appeared 
for the last thirty years. Reprints of 
English poets, and standard English 
authors, seem at present to be the chief 
objects of speculation among the Pari- 
sian booksellers. 

Mr. J. B. Say, justly celebrated for 
his writings on political economy, has 
announced his intention to establish, 
about the beginning of November, at 
his house, No. 92, Rue du Faubourg 
St. Martin, at Paris, a Series of Con- 
versations on Political Economy, for 
the benefit of those gentlemen who may 
wish to acquire a more extended 
knowledge of that science, and who 
procure a recommendation from some 
person of known respectability, which 

must 
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must be forwarded to the house of the 
Professor, together with the subscrip- 
tion for the course, which is twelve 
pounds. 

From the collections in the Paris 
Museums, M. Humsoxtpr estimates 
the known species of plants at 56,000, 
and those of animals at51,700; among 
which 44,000 insects, 4,000 birds, 700 
reptiles, and 500 mammalia. In Eu- 
rope live about 400 species of birds, 
80 mammalia, and 30 reptiles; and in 
the opposite southern zone, on the 
Cape, we find likewise almost five 
times more birds than mammalia. 
Towards the equator, the proportion 
of birds, and particularly of reptiles, 
increases considerably. According to 
Cuvier’s enumeration of fossil ani- 
mals, it appears that in ancient pe- 
riods the globe was inhabited much 
more by mammalia than birds. 

NETHERLANDS. 
. Some activity prevails in the presses 
of the Netherlands, owing to the less 
liberal system of France, A fine edi- 
tion of Choiseul Gouffier’s Greece is 
printing in ten volumes octavo, and 
some original works of Travels, His- 
tory, and Biography, have lately 
appeared at Brussels. A translation 
is even announced of O’Meara’s 
“Voice from St. Helena;” and, though 
the press does not enjoy the protec- 
tion of Trial by Jury, yet the govern- 
ment is confident in its own strength, 
and does not appear to tremble at the 
warnings or the voice of truth. 

AFRICA. 
The Prussian naturalists, Drs. Eu- 

RENBERG and Hemprick, on their 
travelsin Northern Africa, arrived on 
the 15th of February at Dongola, the 
capital of Nubia. They had previ- 
ously forwarded ien chests and four 
casks, with subjects of natural history, 
to the Royal Museum at Berlin. 

AMERICA. 
‘The union of the American lakes 
with the Atlantic Ocean, by a canal 
from Hudson’s river, goes rapidly on 
to completion. In a few months the 
Grand Western Canal, 315 miles in 
length, will cause the inland seas and 
the ocean to mingle their great waters. 
Ten thousand men have been for some 
time employed in this vast enterprise, 
which is the offspring of the bold po- 
licy of the chief magistrate of New 
York. 
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WEST INDIES. 

The following letter from Boyer, 
president of Hayti, to M. Jullien, 
conductor of the Revue Encyclo- 
pedique, proves that that eminent man 
is duly attentive to the interests of lite- 
rature, and argues well for the happi- 
ness and improvement of Hayti. 

Liberty Equality. 
REPUBLIC OF HAYTI. 

J. Pierre Boyer, President of Hayli, to Mre 
Jullien Founder, Director of the Revue 
Encyclopédique. 
Sir,—I have, in the interval of a few 

days, received the letters which you sent 
me, dated the 15th of October and the 4th 
of November last, the first by Mr. Frederic, 
and the other by Mr. St. Georges, for 
whom you ask my interest. I do not think 
that this young man, in conforming to the 
laws and customs of the country, will meet 
any obstacle to the success of the affairs 
entrusted to him: the protection which go- 
vernment is glad to give to commerce, 
must leave no fear to foreign speculators 
who come here, on the result of the opera- 
tions they seek to make. Should, how- 
ever, your protégé happen to experience 
any difficulty in the pursuit of his commer- 
cial affairs, and should it depend on me to 
facilitate their success, you may be as- 
sured I will give him my protection. 

I have read with much satisfaction the 
first of the above-mentioned letters, and 
am sensible to the obliging expressions it 
contains. in giving my opinion on your 
Revue Encyclopédique, I paid but a feeble 
homage to the merit of that important 
publication. Iam sorry, but not surprised, 
at the obstacles it meets with from suspi- 
cious men, inimical to all philanthropy; it 
is natural that all which throws a dazzling 
lustre hurts eyes which fear the light; but 
what is not less certain is, that the more 
efforts these blind men make to hinder 
the progress of the Revue, the more they 
will enhance its worth. A production 
which holds so distinguished a place in the 
literary world, and has obtained so many 
honourable testimonials, (eulogies,) must 
eertainly triumph, a little sooner or a little 
later, over all the attempts directed 
against it. 

From the time this letter reaches you, 
you will oblige me by reckoning me 
among the number of your subscribers for 
ten copies of the Revue Encyclopedique. 

Receive, sir, a new assurance of my 
distinguished consideration. J. BOYER, 

Port-au-Prince, 15th August, 1821. 
18th Year of Independence. 

It affords us pleasure to learn that 
the press is unshackled in Hayti, and 
that a system of civil liberty governs 
that noble island. 

MEDICAL 
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MEDICAL REPORT. 
Report of Dist ses and Casuartres occurring inthe publie and private Practice 
of the Physician who has the care of the Western District of the City Dispensary. 

— 

TH AT convalescence from croupreqiires 
the most solicitous attention, both from 

parent and physician, in order to obviate 
the immediate recurrence of this cruel dis- 
order, has been painfully proved in the 
practice of the Reporter during the few 
preceding days. Of the last two cases that 
he has seen of croup, fairly and fully 
marked, the one was a beautiful child, that 
was in the morning under the immediate 
grasp of death, and in the evening appa- 
rently as well as it had ever been since 
birth. 
Grandmamma (the good ladies that go 

under this name are too often the deter- 
mined enemies, both to the physical and 
moral well-being of young people,) grand- 
mamma had ordered the child in question 
something ‘¢ comforting and supporting” in 
the shape of solid meat, of no inconsidera- 
ble quantity, just before bed-time : in the 
night the fearful noise and frightfal strug- 
gle were again heard and witnessed ; and 
death, on this second attempt, succeeded in 
the seizure of its victim at about the same 
period in the evening of the ensuing day 
that the ‘‘doctors” had been laughed at 
for their caution, and practically derided 
and opposed on the preceding. 

Tn the second case, the recuirence of the 
croupal inflammation was plainly caused by 
an injudicious exposure to cold air, Here 
powerful measures are again promising 
success, but the fate of the patient will 
probably be determined long before the 
present paper is put to press.* 

A remarkable instance of aphonia has 
recently presented itself to the writer, 
which has been most successfully treated 
by galvanism, in combination with the 
nitras argenti. The subject was a young 
and amiable female, who had been deprived 
of her voice for nearly four months, and 
had taken steel, with other medicinals, 
without effect. In the course of three 
days from the commencement of the galva- 
nism, and the drug just named, the voice 
began to return; and it has, at Jength, re- 
gained all its wonted clearness and energy. 

* There is now reason to hope that this 
Jast case will proclaim the triumph of me- 
dicine. 

Tt is not, perhaps, very easy to apportion 
the due share of respective credit to the 
two remedial agents thus simultaneously 
tried in this interesting case ; but the writer 
conceives, that the galvanic influence might, 
in many cases, be brought to bear with more 
decided and permanent efficacy, by com- 
bining its exhibition with @ substance, 
which we know is not only powerful, but 
often permanent in its effects. It is a re- 
markable fact, that the perception of a 
metallic impregnation of the frame from a 
particular taste is the same from gal- 
vanism as from the nitrate of silver. It 
ought to be mentioned, that Mr. La 
Beaume was the galvanic operator in the 
instance now referred to. 

Renal affections the Reporter often 
finds to have been treated, and he is con- 
scious of not having unfrequently treated 
them himself, as mere derangements of the 
stomach. This oversight and mistake 
may, in many instances, be partly as- 
cribable to that indolent disposition, to 
generalize which the ‘ digestive-organs” 
views of medicine are apt to engender. 
M. Majendie, a celebrated physiologist of 
France, expresses astonishment that so 
philosophical a nation as the English 
should rest in the empirical and delusive 
contentment arising out of this source. 
He, indeed, at least in the present writer’s 
opinion, denies the stomach even its due 
operation in the manufacturing of maladies, 
which develope themselves more especially 
through the medinm of the kidneys, giving 
to the latter organs their more than de- 
served share in the morbifie processes ; 
but, certain it is, that stomach ailments, 
even of a formidable cast and character, are 
often merely sympathetic sequels of renal 
derangement; and that, too, in cases 
where calculus is neither present nor in 
prospect, a circum8tance to which the 
Reporter has thought it proper to call the 
reader’s attention, in consequence of hav- 
ing lately had occasion to witness a more 
than ordinary proportion of lumbar and 
stomach complaints thus connected with, 
and closely simulating, each other. 

D. Uwins, M.D. 
Bedford Row, Sept. 20, 1822, 

REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
—— 

Me. BABBAGE has made a very. extra- 
ordinary discovery on the application 

of machinery to the purpose of calculating 
and printing mathematical tables. He 
states that the intolerable labour and fa- 
tiguing monotony of a continued repetition 
of similar arithmetical catculations, first 

excited the desire, and afterwards suggest-_ 
ed the idea, of a machine, which, by the 
aid of gravity (weight), or any other mov- 
ing power, should become a substitute for 
one of the lowest operations of human in- 
tellect. The first engine of which draw- 
ings were made was one which is a 
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of computing any table by the aid of dif- 
ferences, whetlier they are positive or ne- 
gative, or of both kinds. With respect to 
the number of the order of the differences, 
the nature of the machinery did not in my 
own opinion, nor in that of a. skilful me- 
chanic whom I consulted, appear to be re- 
stricted to any very limited number; and 
I should venture to construct one with ten 
or a dozen orders with perfect.confidence. 
One remarkable property of this machine 
is, that the greater the number of differ- 
ences, the more the engine. will outstrip 
the most rapid ealculator.—By the appli- 
cation of certain parts of no. great degree 
of complexity, this may be converted into 
a machine for extracting the roots of equa- 
tions, and consequentiy the roots of num- 
bers ; and the extent of the approximation 
depends on the magnitude of the machine. 
—-Of a machine for multiplying any 
number of figures by avy number, I 
have several sketches; but it is not yet 
brought to that degree of perfection 
which I should wish to give it before it is 
to be executed. I have also certain prin- 
ciples by which, if it should be.desirable, a 
table of prime numbers might. be made, 
extending from 0 to 10 millions. Another 
machine, whose plans are much more ad- 
vanced than several of those just named, 
is one for constructing tables.which have 
no order of differences constant.—A vast 
variety of equations of finite differences 
may by its means be solved, and a variety 
of tables, which could be produced in suc- 
eessive parts by the first machine I have 
mentioned, could be calculated by the lat- 
ter one with a still less exertion of hnman 
thought. Another and very remarkable 
oint in the structure of this machine is, 

that it will calculate tables governed by 
laws which have not been hitherto shown 
to be explicitly determinable, or that it 
will solve equations for which analytical 
methods of solution have not yet been con- 
trived, Supposing these engines executed, 
there would yet be wanting other means 
to ensure the accuracy of the printed ta- 
bles to be produced by them. ‘the errors 
of the persons employed to copy the 
figures presented by the engines would 
first interfere with their correctness. ‘To 
remedy this evil, I have contrived means 
by which the machines themselves shall 
take from several boxes containing type, 
the numbers which they calculate, and 
place them side by side ; thus becoming at 
the same time a substitute for the compo- 
sitor and the computer: by which means 
all error in copying, as well as in printing, 
is removed.—There are, however, two 
sources of error which have not yet been 
guarded against. The ten boxes with- 
which the engine is provided contain each 
about three thousand types; any box hay- 
Moxruicy Mac. No $73. 
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ing of course only those of one number in 
it. It may happen that the person em- 
ployed in filling these boxes shall acciden- 
tally place a wrong type in some of them ; 
as, for instance, the number 2 in the boxes 
which ought only to contain 7s. When 
these boxes are delivered to the superin- 
tendant of the engine, I have provided a 
simple and effectual means by which he 
shall in less than half an hour ascertain 
whether, amongst these 30,000 types, there 
be any individual misplaced or even in-* 
verted. The other cause of error to 
which I have alluded arises from the type 
falling out when the page has been set up : 
this I have rendered impossible, by means 
of asimilar kind.—To bring to perfection 
the various machinery which I have con- 
trived would require an expense, both of 
time and money, which can be known 
only to those who have themselves attempt- 
ed to execute mechanical inventions, Of 
the greater part of that which has been. 
mentioned, I have at present contented 
myself with sketches on paper, accompa- 
nied by short memorandums, by which I 
might at any time more fully develop the 
contrivances; and, where any new princi- 
ples are introduced, I have had models 
executed, in order to examine their ac- 
tions. For the purpose of demonstrating 
the practicability of these views, I have 
chosen the engine for differences, and have 
constructed one of them, which will pro- 
duce any tables whose second differences 
are constant. Its size is the same as that 
which I should propose for any more ex- 
tensive one of the same kind: the chief 
difference would be, that in one intendid 
for use there would be a greater repeti- 
tion of the same parts, in order to adapt it, 
to the calculation of a larger number of 
figures. Of the action of this engine, you 
have yourself had opportunities of judging, 
and I will only at present mention a few 
trials which have since been made by some 
scientific gentlemen, to whom it has been 
shown, in order to determine the rapidity 
with which it cateulates, The computed 
table is preseuted to the eye at two oppo- 
site sides of the machine ; and, a friend 
having undertaken to write down the num- 
bers as ‘they appeared, it proceeded to 
make a table from the formula »*+.24 41. 
In the earlier numbers my friend, in -wri- 
ting quickly, rather more than kept pace 

_With the engine; bat, as soon as four 
figures were required, the machine was at, 
least equal in speed to the writer. In ane- 
ther trial it was found that thirty numbers 
of the same table were calculated in two 
Minufes and thirty seconds; as these con- 
tained eighty two figures, the engine pro-. 
duced thirty-three every minute. In 
another trial it produced figures at the 
rate of forty-four im a minute. As the 

Mm machine 
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machine may be made to move uniformly 
by a weight, this rate might be maintained 
for any length of time, and I believe few 
writers would be found to copy with equal 
speed for many hours together. Imper- 
fect as a first machine generally is, and 
suffering as this particular one does from 
great defect in the workmanship, I have 
every reason to be satisfied with the accu- 
racy of its computations ; and, by the few 
skilful mechanics to whom I have in con- 
fidence shcwn it, I am assured that its 
principles are such, that it may be carried 
to any extent. In fact, the parts of which 
it consists are few, but frequently repeat- 
ed, resembling in this respect the arith- 
metic to which it is applied, which, by the 
aid of a few digits often repeated, produces 
all the wide variety of number. The 
wheels of which it consists are numerous, 
but few move at the same time; and I 
have employed a principle by which any 
small error that may arise from accident 
or bad workmanship is corrected as soon 
as it is produced, in such a manner as 
effectually to prevent any accumulation of 
small errors from producing a wrong 
figure in the calculation.—Of those contri- 
vances by which the composition is to be 
effected, Ihave made many experiments 
and several models; the results of these 
leave me no reason to doubt of success, 
which is still further confirmed by a work- 
ing mode} that is just finished, 

Agricultural Report. [Oct. 1, 
STATE OF THE THERMOMETER AND BA- 
ROMETER IN AUGUST AND SEPT. 1822. 

Thermometer. |Barometer. 

Night. , Day. | Morning. 
Aug. 24 eee 49 66 29°70 

25 sees 47 63 66 

26 sees 42 64 66 

QT woes 41 68 66 
2B eeee 47 62 68 

QQ eeee 52 62 50 

BO cece 48 62 74 

B1 cess 41 70 87 
Sept. 1 +++. | 47 70 30° 

Q sees 40 63 29°90 
3 + 56 68 83 
A vee 45 70 90 
5 sees 56 67 80 
6". 58 70 78 
T eee 40 67 90 
B eeee 53 64 78 
9 sess 47 60 85 

10 sees 37 68 98 
11 sore 52 60 30. 
12 eoee 54 68 29°74 
13 o-0e 43 65 30° 
14 wee 45 64 & 
15 sees 54 63 29°90 
16 ses. 51 75 97 
17 ++. 54 73 97 
18 cere 53 74 30° 
19 «... 53 72 29:99 
20 «- 54 70 90 
21 -+.- 52 70 80 
22 seco 55 67 80 

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 
— 

ARVEST was finished in the southern 
and forward districts during the 

course of the last month; in the northern 
and less favoured, during the present. A 
tolerably accurate general estimate may 
now be formed. On all the best lands, 
wherever situated, the wheat crop is con- 
siderably above an average, the quality un- 
commonly weighty and fine; and the 
straw, although not so bulky as in some 
years, substantial and extremely valuable. 
The oat-straw, as fodder, will almost equal 
the hay of some years. The spring crops, 
it is now confirmed, are generally detec- 
tive, but the quality is generally good; 
upon moist and productive light lands, 
however, some of these crops have reached 
an average ; and, with respect to barley, it 
is remarked in the barley counties, that the 
old stock on hand equals in quantity the 
new growth. Hays and grasses rather of 
fine condition than very great plenty, with 
exceptions of heavy crops and constant 
plenty of green food, particularly aftermath 
on various parts. On potatoes and turnips 
nothing new, the former a universally pro- 
ductive growth, the quantity greatly en- 
hanced by superior quality, the latter de- 

fective in both; as to Swedes, scarcely 
any quotable crop. The eagerness of the 
farmers, and the two growths, occasioned 
part of the wheat almost every where to 
be carted and stacked prematurely ; whenee 
heating, and a necessity of preventive mea- 
sures. A great hop and fruit year, even to 
pears, in some parts. The greatest grape 
season of the last forty. The eider manu- 
factory has commenced. The live stoek 
and flesh markets, as well as that of corn, 
have of late made some stand and some ad- 
vance in price; but autumn, the season of 
plenty and of overflow, isathand. The 
tallows are backward for want of rain, and 
very little wheat has yet been put into the 
earth, The state of the farming interest is 
truly deplorable, in which the poor la- 
bourer must necessarily share. It is 
greatly to the honour of Sir Henry Bun- 
bury, that he has taken the lead in recom- 
mending, by a circular to bis Suffolk 
tenantry, the discontinuance for the present 
of the use of the threshing machine. 

Smithfield :—Beef, ¢s. 4d. to 3s. 8d.— 
Mutton, 2s. 6d. to 3s, 6d.—Veal, 2s. 6d. 
to 3s. 8d.—Pork, 2s. 6d. dairy do. 3s. 6d. 
to 4s,—Lamb, 2s. 6d, to 3s,—English 

bacon, 
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bacon, 3s. 8d. to 4s, 4d.—Irish, quality of —The quartern loaf in London, 9d.— 

late inferior, 3s. to 3s, 6d.—Raw fat, Hay, 4s. to 4l, 4s.—Clover, do. 45s. to 

2s. 24d, if 92s.—Straw, 24s. to 40s. 

Corn Exchange:—Wheat, 23s. to 54s. Coals in the pool, 36s. 6d. to 43s. 9d. 

—Barley, 16s, to 34s.—Oats, 14s, to 30s. Middlesex ; Sept, 23. 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 
—>— 

Number of Gallons of Malt Spirit received into Stock by cach of the Principal Rectifying 

Houses in England inthe Years 1818, 1819, 1820, and 1821. 

2 Se 
a 

Oct. 10, Oct. 10, Oct. 10, Oct. 10, Average. 
1818. 1819. , 1820, 1821. 

Hodges and Co, London.-+++-++ | 490,384 548,800 | 536,587 | 531,956 | 526,932 

P. Booth and Co. do. -sseee-+.. | 485,974 384,850 | 286,569 | 277,054 | 358,612 

Gordon, Knight, and Co. do,--++ | 282,325 267,388 | 233,884 | 288,103 | 267,925 

Sir Robert Burnett and Co. do. 204,950 | 262,351 | 239,940 | 234,548 | 235,197 

Smith and Goldie, do.«------+++ | 283,258 | 221,260 | 200,947 | 209,555 | 228,755 
Sedger and Co. do.++«sseeee+e+ | 216,105 218,295 | 200,866 | 276,267 | 227,883. 

M. Langdale and Co, do, -+++++ | 255,562 | 206,947 | 149,313 144,101 | 188,981 

John Nicholson, do. -+++e+++++ | 159,460 | 151,180 | 161,706 163,545 | 158,974 

Robt. Preston and Co. Liverpool | 169,700 | 135,649 | 165,201 | 162,418 | 157,742 

Thomas Castle and Co. Bristol »+ | 106,263 | 125,057 | 155,918 | 179,469 | 141,677 

Child, Vickers and Co. London-- | 132,448 | 152,210 | 116,989 | 113,875 | 123,880 

John Bockett and Co. do. -+++++ | 115,854 | 105,293 | 115,236 116,278 | 112,665 

H. Pidgeon and Co, do.s+eeess+ | 135,386 | 96,958 | 109,116 | 97,034 | 109,623 

G. Richards and Co. do.---++-+++ | 106,492 | 109,666 88,685 | 109,917 | 103,690 

James Bishop and Co. do,-+++-- 104,597 97,480 82,285 | 105,619 97,345 

James Deady, do. --++-++---++ | 103,110 88,869 | 90,454 | 45,319 | 41,956 

M. Currie and Co. do. ----+--- | 91,647 | 79,566 | 74,167 | 56,292 | 75,593 
Thos. Siddon and Co. Liverpool 66,978 | 87,203 | 64,810 | 71,805 | 72,574 
Jobn Reid, London «ecceesscces 77,463 74,519 69,936 67,1 32 72,262 

T. Browning and Co. do. ++-:-- 89,818 61,588 58,832 74,144 71,045 
Thomas Davies, do, ---+- eooee | 81,335 | 62,728 | 68,592 | 68,676 | 70,333 
H. and W. Pounsett, dO. eevses 79,320 71,865 62,666 65,788 69,910 

T. Gaitskell and Co. do. +-++++ | 68,679 | 56,309 | 53,780 | 68,057 | 61,706 
Thomas Wyatt and Co. do. ---- | 69,209 | 59,877 | 55,937 | 55,666 | 59,922 
Holmes and Co. do. -+eeee2+++ | 66,938 | 49,712 | 57,020 | 52,506 | 56,548 

F. Williams, Worcester --+--- oe 64,449 | 55,581 50,935 | 46,158 54,273 
N. Manghan, London---+++---- 59,023 | 49,850 51,505 51,315 52,924 

PRICES or MERCHANDIZE. Aug. 26. Sept. 20. 
Cocoa, W.I, common -- £2 8 0 to 212 9| 2 8 O to 210 O perewt, 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 415 0 — 5 2 9} 415 0 — 418 0 do, 
———__, fine >» 512 0 — 516 0 | 614 0 — 7 8 O do. 

» Mocha .-++++e210 0 O — 10 10 0 810 0 —1010 0. do. 

Cotton, W.I.common-- 0 0 72— 0 0 87] 0 O 7%— O O 8 per lb, 
, Demerara:-+-+» 0 0 8% — 0 0107] 0 0 8%] — O O 10% do, 

Currants ----- sasascccouS tt Ore— -5 18).0 jo 200-0 5) 15 OF percwt 
Figs, Turkey ---------- 216 0 — 3 0 0/210 0 — 214 0. do. 
Flax, Riga -.-«-.-+++++552 0 0 —53 0 0 {52 9 0 — 53 0 O per ton, 
Hemp, Riga, Rhine ----42 0 0 —43 0 0 |43 0 0 — 44 0 0 do, 
Hops, new, Pockets.-.- 3 0 0 — 410 0 | 310 0 — 4 15 0 perewt, 

,Sussex,do. 216 0 — 3 5 0 | 216 0 — 310 0 do. 
Iron, British, Bars ---- 9 0 0 —10 0 0 | 9 O O — 10 O O per ton, 

: » Pigs ----+. 6 0 0 — 7 0 O ou wo — vt O Uren 

Oil, Lucca «-+-«c0006..39 0 0 — 0 0 0 139 0 0 — O 0 O per jar. 
—, Galipoli-e-+-.-.+-.-55 0 0 —56 0.0 155 9 0 — 56 0 O per ton. 
Rags tteeeesereseseese 2 0 0 — 2 DO 6 2 0 0 — 2 0 6 perewt, 

Raisins, bloomor jar,ynew 5 5 0 — 0 0 0) 5 5 0 — 310 0 do, 
Rice, Patna kind --.... 014 0:— 016 0 | 013 0 — 0:15 0 © do, 
rates East India-..+s-+. 011 0 — 0135 O 010 0 — 012 O do 
Silk, China, raw---ssese 017 1 — 1°16} 017 1 — 1 1 6 per Ib, 
——.,, Bengal, skein «++» 015 1 — 018 7 | 015 1 — 018 7. do. 
Spices, Cinnamon «+++... 0 7 0 — 0 7 6 0 7 O —.'0 “F'' 6 Sedo: 

»Cloves sereeeee 0 5S 6 — 0 311 0,3 $3, —..0 3.th ido, 
——,, Nutmegs «sees» 0 3 & — 0 310 | 9 3S B— 90 310 do. 

Spices, 
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Spices, Pepper, black -- 0 0 64 — 0 O 63, 0 0 6 — O O 6% perlb. 
——__—_—_——,, whites» 0 1 38— 01 4{}]0 41 31 — 01 4 do, 
Spirits, Brandy, Cogniae 0 210 — 0 3 4] 0 3 0 — O 38 6 per gal, 

, Geneva Hollands’ 0° 1° 8.— O 1,.9.} 0.1.8. — 0 1,.9) @o, 
——,, Rum, Jamaica.» 0 210 — © 2 6.}|0 2% 8 — 05 0 do. 
Sugar, brown--+-+----- 210 0 — 212 0] 231 0 — 213 O percwt. 

, Jamaica, fine ---- 3 3 0 — 3 8 O | 310 0 — 312 0 do. 
—, East India, brown 014 0 — 1001] 014 0—1 00 = do. 

,lump,fine--e.se.. 4 ¥ 0 — 410 O}] 4 20 — 410 0 do. 
Tallow, town-melted---- 118 6 — 0 0 0} 20 6— 00 0 do. 
——,, Russia, yellow: 116 6 — 117 0 | 118 6 — 0 0 0 do. 
Tea, Bohea-------++--- 0 25 — 0 2 6 | O 2 5$— O 2B S5ézperlb. 
——, Hyson, best---+-- 0 5 5 — 0 60)]0 5 5 — 0 60 do. 
Wine, Madeira, old ---- 28 0 0 —70 0 0/28 0 0 — 70 O O perpipe 
——, Port, old -++0-++5 24 °0 0 —48..0 0/44 0 0 —48 0 O “do. 

» Sherry --s+++---6 25 0 0 —56 0 0 |20 0 0 — 50 O O per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.-—Guernsey or Jersey, 12s. a 15s.—Cork or Dublin, 12s. a 15s, 
—Belfast, 12s. a@ 15s—Hambro’, 10s. a 15s.—Madeira, 20s. a 50s.—Jamaica, 25s.— 
Greenland, out and home, 5 gs. to 8 gs. 
Course of Exchange, Sept. 20.—Amsterdam, 12 7.—Hamburgh, 38,—Paris, 25 60. 

—Leghorn, 474.—Lisbon, 524.—Dublin, 93 per cent. 
Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe and 

Edmonds’.—Birmingham, 5801.—Coventry, 10701.—Derby, 140/—Ellesmere, 63/.— 
Grand Surrey, 54/.—Grand Union, 18/.—Grand Junction, 245!.—Grand Western, Sl. 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 3651.—Leicester, 300/.—Loughbro’, 35001.—Oxford, 730/.— 
Trent and Mersey, 1910/.— Worcester, 26/.10s——East India Docks, 158/.—London, 
111l—-West India, 1832/.—Southwark BrinGe, 23/.—Strand, 5l.—Royal Exchange 
ASSURANCE, 265l.—Albion, 50l—Globe, 1351.—Gas Licur Company, 711.—City 
Ditto, 1151. 

The 3 per cent. Reduced, on the 20th was —; 5 per cent. Consols, 80; 3% per 
cent. —; 4 per cent. — ; 4 per cent. (1822) 1003, 

Gold in bars, 3!.17s.6d. per 0z.—New doubloons, Sl. 13s, Gd.—Silver in bars, 4s. 113d. 

ALPHABETICAL List oF BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of Aug. 
f and the 20th of Sept. 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 

—— 

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 72.] 
Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. 

ALLEN, S. and T. C. Noble, Bristol, hosiers. 
(Pallin 

Barratt, T. Darenth Mills, Kent, puper-maker. 
(Collins, Dartford 

Bateman, A. Bristol, vietualler. (Poole and Co. L. 
Bevill, C. P. Ipswich, jeweller. (Williams and Co. 
Brain, Rev. T. Much Wenlock, earthenware-manu- 

facturer. (Dax and Co. L. 
Browing, T. seu. Kast Maliing, Keut, farmer. (Clut- 

ton and Co, L. 
Candler, J. Jewry-street, Aldgate, flour-factor. 

‘Druce and Son 
Oarter, H. Ratclitie-bighway, linen-draper. (Jones 
Cripps, J. Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire, draper. (Joues 
Dalton, J. Tottenham court-road, inerchaut. (Jen- 

nings aud Co, 
Day, J. and _R. Camberwell-green, stone-mason. 

(Siuter, L 
Davis, I’. Minories, stationer. (Thompson 
Dent, J. Stene, Staffordshire, cheesemonger. (Ben- 

bow and Co. L. 
Dipper, F. Worcester, silk-mercer. (Becke, L. 
Ldwards, ‘T. Liverpool, merchant. (Wheeler, L, 
Fdwards, ‘PT. Tarvin, Cheshire, corn-dealer. (Phil- 

pot and Co. 1. 
Elmore, R. Edgoaston-street, Birmingham, flour- 

deaer. (Turner and Co. L. 
Bel J. Rosamond-street, Cierkenwell, victualler. 

» (Cockayne and Co. 
Felton, R. Hivh-street, Southwark, hop-merchant. 

(Townshend 
Firmin, J. Bulmer, Essex, farmer. (Wigglesworth 
Flack, E. D. Manchester. (Mackinson, 1. 
Fletcher, P..C. and T. Queenhithe, cow!-merchants, 

(Stevens and Co. 
Golding, T. and S. Ditton, Kent, paper-manufac- 

turers, (Craneh, L. 
Grezg, T. R. and W. Phene, jun. Wa ling-street, 

coufectioners. (Osbaldeston and Co. L. 

Griffin, Mai ik Swinford, Worcestershire, victualler. 
(Sinith, L. i 

Gribell, N. and M. Hellyer, East Stonehouse, De- 
vonshire, builders. (Mackinson, L. 

Hawhins, J. and J. Nottingham, timber-merchants, 
(Knowles, L. 

Harris, J. Birmingham, nail-factor. (Long and Co, 
Harris, T. jun. Roasiand; Moumouthshire, cord- 

wainer. (King, L. 
Hayton, W. and M. Douglas, Sunderland, coal-fit- 

ters. (Thompson, Bishopwearmouth 
Hedge, J. Star-court, Little Compton-street, builder. 

(Maugham 
Heseltine, R. Thirsk, innkeeper. 
Hewson, J. and W. Robinson, 

(Clenneil, L. 
Hill, ‘’. Thornbury, Gloucestershire, linen-draper. 

(Poole and Co, L. 
Hiegin, R. Liverpool, mariner. (lowe and Co. L. 
Humphries, (: Bishopsgate-street, linen-draper. 

(Jones : 
Jackson, G. Manchester, dry-salter. (Whitlow 
Jones, KR. Newport, Monmouthshire, wine and spirit 

merchant. (Bourdillon and Co. 
King, W. Cavendish, Suffolk, grocer. (Faweett, L. 
Leah, S. H. Old-street, watch-maker. (Browning 
Leah, S. H. jun. Old-street, spirit-merchant. (Hill 
Low, H. A. Sunderiand, merchant. (Blakiston, L. 
Lucas, W. Buruham, Sussex, farmer, (Freeman 

and Co. L. 
Mortimer, J. sen. Cleckheaton, Yorkshire, mer- 

chant. po Me L. 
Mitchell, T. Bow, linen-draper. (Jones 
Norris, ‘I’. Bishopstone, Wills, shoe-maker. (Hillier 

and Co. L. , 
Orlando, J. Newport, Monmouthshire, coal-mer- 

chant. (Meredith, L. 
Papps, G. North-street, Lambeth, horse-dealer. 

(Richardson ' ; 
Parker, C. Colchester, merchant. (Stevens and Co. 
Pasley, J. Bristol, master-mariner. (Gregory 
Peyton, J. Christchurch, Hampshire, merchant, 

(Castleman, Wimborne, Dorset 

Highmoor 
Jarlisle, dealers. 

Percival, 
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Percival, R. Eye, 

ack, L. 
Poole, T. Heston, Middlesex, dealer. (Cathcart, L. 

Porter, J.Swinford, Leicestershire, butcher. (Harris 
and Co. Rugby 

Richards, T. W. South-bank Cottage, Regent’s-park, 
dealer. (Knight and Co. L. 

Rose, T. Regent-street, Pall Mall, wine and brandy 
merchant. (Robinson j 

Sharpe, T. Cheapside, pastry-cook. (Harding 
Shillitoe, T. York, ironmonger. (Wiglesworth, L. 

Herefordshire, wheelwright. 

Political Affairs in September. 269 
(Roe, L. Taylor, A. M. Gonthampions victualler. 

» Herefordshire, innholder, Tomkins, H. Bromyar¢ 
(Beverley, L. 

Tomlinson, W. Chester, wine-merchant. (Mayhew 
Townsend, W. 8. Little Chelsea, brewer. (James, L. 
Turney, J. Sedgebrock, Lincolnshire, and W. Bates, 

Halifax, merchants. (Stocker and Co. L. 
Thurtell, J. Bradwell, Suffolk, merchant, (Swain 
Tweddell, W. Stanwix, Cumberland, carrier. 

(Clennell, L. 
Wall, J. Birmingham, dealer. (Smith, L. 

Smith, J. F. Regent-street, linen-draper. 
Smith, W. H. Faversham, linen-draper. (Jones, L. 
Stride, T. Quarley, Hampshire. (Burt, Broughton 

Ashford, J. and E, L. Ireland, 
Bil UE 

Atkinson, M, Great Russell-street 
Aunger. J. Exeter 
Aytou, W. Macclesfield 
Banister, W. Litchfield 
Booker, M. Emsworth 
Bradley, W. Louth 
Brown, A. J. Portsmouth 
Byass, H. Rayleigh, Essex, 
Carlile, J. and Co. Bolton-in-the- 

Moors 
Corfield, W. Norwich 
Cox, T. Crediton 
Corgan, M., T. B. Paget, and E. 

athews, vine Yoon 
Dean, J. Bingley, Yorkshire 
Dickens, T. Liverpool 
Durtnal, J. Dover 
Earle, W. Church-street, Rother- 

. hithe - 
Early, W. Worceste 
Fifoot, W. Bristol 
Flower, G. York 
Ford, J. Gloucester 
Fromow, W. Great Yarmouth 
Frost, G, Sheffield 

(Jones 

DIVIDENDS. 
Harris, G. Birmingham 
Harrison, J. Portsmouth 
Herrington, J. Fareham, Hamps. 
Howell, H. Knaresborough 
Hudson, H. Cannon Coftec-house, 

Charing Cross 
Hudson, J. Ulverston 
Hyde, D. Waltham Abbey 
Jackson, W. G. and W. Hardley, 

Great Surrey-street 
Johnson, W. Birmingham 
Keene, J. W. Birmingham 
Kent, W. High Holborn 
Lavers, J. Kingsbridge, Devon- 

shire 
Lawrence, W. H. Bath 
Lioyd, G. Thetford 
Maidand, D. New Bridge-street 
Marshall, P. Scarborough 
Mattinsen, J. Huddersfield 
Mitchell, S. Dorking 
Monnington, W. Chepstow 
Morgan, J. Liverpool 
Neilson, W. Liverpool 
Nice, J. Coppice-row, Clerkenwell 
Nicoll, E. Hemel Hempstead 
Peters, J. and F. Weston, Bristol 

Wilkinson, R. London, merchant. (James 
Westerdale, J. Hull, grocer and seedsman. (Taylor 
Yates, W. Bristol, baker. (Edmuuds, L. 

Pattison, C, St. Neot’s, Hunting. 
doushire 

Peake, S. jun. and J. Rothwell, 
Halliwell, Lancashire 

Penrith, W. Bath 
Penfold, E. Maidstone 
Reay, J. Mark-lane 
Ridout, J. P. Bridport 
Riley, J. Leicester 
Saunderson, J. Sutton, aud T. 

Masters, Potton 
Savage, G. Huddersfield 
Sharpley, J. York 
Schoies, R. Huddersfield 
Sykes, J. and J. Hollis, Man- 

chester 
Tennant, W. Liverpool 
Trafford, T. Kirtlington, Oxford- 

shire 
Tuker, W. and Co. Sheffield 
Wallace, W. Workington 
Webb, T. New Sarnm 
Windcott, T. and W. Tavistock, 

Devonshire 
Witney, W. Ludlow 
Wood, J. Birmingham. 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN SEPTEMBER. 
——— 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
4 hee past month has been as re- 

markable in the British islands 
for its political inactivity, as it has 
been memorable all over Europe for 
the heat and splendor of the weather, 
and for the abundance and success of 
the haryest. The King went to Scot- 
land, and returned: what he did there 
was even beneath common-place, and 
served only to render conspicuous the 
base spirit of certain time-serving 
sycophants. A puny question arose 
in England in regard to the person 
who was to fill the office of Lord Cas- 
tlereagh, and, such is the present pau- 
city of public character, that it has 
devolved on Mr. George Canning, al- 
though that gentleman had prepared 
to embark for India, to occupy the 
station of the illustrious Marquis of 
Hastings. We have no good opinion 
of the public principles of Mr. Can- 
ning, yet neither his talents nor his in- 
dustry will enable him to do half the 
mischief of his predecessor. The same 
yaucity of talents has led to the dis- 
patch of Wellington to the Congress 

of the great and small legitimates at 
Verona, where much is expected to be 
plotted against the rights, liberties, 
and peace, of certain nations. 

The Appendix to the House of Com- 
mons Report, on the Poor Rate Re- 
turns, states the following as the sums 
of money “expended for the relief of 
the poor,” since 1750, in England 
and Wales. It appears, that owing to 
the defective state of the Poor Laws, 
nearly one million and a half out of the 
sum levied is spent in litigation, &c. in- 
stead of benefiting the poor: 
The Account of Moneys levied in England 

and Wales for 1821. 
Total sums levied------++ £8,411,893 4 
Payments thereout for other 

purposes than the relief 
of the poor +-+++++seee* 1,375,868 1 

Sums expended for the relief 
of the poor +++++++++++* 6,958,445 2 

Total sums expended-sree 8,334,313 S 

Statement of Money expended on the Poor 
only in England und Wales. 

Average of three years ending 
Taster 1750-+++seeewerrrese 

Year ending Easter 1776+++++ 
689,971 
921,782 
Average 
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Average of three years ending 
Easter 1785 -+-e++eee seers 1,912,941 

Year ending Easter 1813 ----- + 4,077,891 
Average of three years ending 

March 25, 1815 +e+eee+erees 6,129,844 
Ditto, ditto, 1818 -.--++++++++ 6,844,290 
Ditto, ditto, 1821 «--+++----- + 7,273,535 
Property assessed under sche- 

dule (A) in 1815--+--+-- +++ 51,898,493 

No. 
Population in 1811 --++++++++10,502,500 
Ditto, 1821++ +++ -eeeeseevee 6612,918,500 

The number of Select Vestries, accord- 

Political Affairs in September. [Oct. 1, 
in England, is 1,919; assistant overseers 
1,858; in Wales 226 and 1441. 
Select Vestries 2,145. Assistant over- 
seers 1,979.—The Report also exhibits a 
* continued reduction in the levies, from 
the year 1817-18; so that in the last year 
the amount was less by about 300,0001. 
than the year 1819-20, and less by 900,0001. 
than in 1817-18.” 

We consider it interesting to the 
public to subjoin some extracts from 
the reports of the Finance Committee, 
relative to the revenues and expendi- 
ture of the country. 

Total - 

ing to other documents in the Appendix, 

GROSS 
REVENUE Iw 1822. ape vhs gr fo ay 

: =F within into 

United Kingdom. THE YEAR. | EXCHEQUER. 

ORDINARY REVENUES. L&£ s. Se 
Customs, including the Annual Duties «-+++++++++- 
Excise, including the Annual Duties-+++-++++--++++ 
Stamps ee ee es sere eeerraeeeesenssese 

Land and Assessed Taxes, including the Assessed 
Taxes of Ircland «ccescccsccce cee eseenssseese 

Post Office 
One Shilling and Sixpence Duty, and Duty on Pen- 

Sions and Salaries -eceseesscreeereecssscscccsces 
Hackney Coaches +*++---- acodais cane ceqeaese ne 
Hawkers and Pedlars «+++++-++++ cise sie 6 ole.sie seneihis 
Poundage Fees (Ireland) ++++-+-+++++> 
Pells Fees (D0.)eeeeeececececcereerceseeee 
Casualties (DO. )seetvesereescccecccece wel 
Treasury Fees and Hospital Fees (Do.) --+++++-++ 
Small Branches of the King’s Hereditary Revenue 

ee eereeeee 

Total of Ordinary Revenues «+++-+- 

OTHER RESOURCES. 
Property Tax (Arrears) ++++eesesseeeeereers 
Lottery, surplus Receipts after payment of Lottery 

Prizes ees -ccereecceneeceerceves 

Unclaimed Dividends, Annuities, Lottery Prizes, &c. 
per Act 56 Geo. IIL. c. 97 «+--+ eee escces sees 

From the Commissioners for the Issue of Exchequer 
Bills, per Acts 57 Geo. III. c. 54, and 124, for 
carrying on Public Works, and for the Employ- 
ment of the Poor in Great Britain-+++++++e+++es 

On account of Advances made by the Treasury, un- 
der the Authority of various Acts of Parliament, 
for improving Post Roads, for building Gaols, for 
the Police, for Public Works and Employment of 
the Poor, and for the support of Commercial Cre- 
dit in Ireland++-+e+e+-- 

setee 

Surplus Fees of Regulated Public Offices ----+--- 
Interest on Contracts for the Redemption of Land 

Vax oer ecereecssecee eeeecaserece Jie s Cesc ae ow 

Other Monies paid to the Public eescesseseeeeeee® 

Total (exclusive of Loans) ---+---- enceee 
Loans paid into the Exchequer ----+-++e++ee+-+++- 

Total Public Income of the United King- 
dom (including the Loans) +++++++---.- 

14,789,705 5 
31,812,985 13 
7,078,970 12 

8,042,504 5 
2,044,802 16 

79,372 4 
26,248 2 
31,655 3 
4,269 13 
853 18 

3,815 15 
985 4 

122,717 13 

64,038,686 9 

37,137 6 

219,159 16 

83,910 13 

75,500 0 

125,012 1 
63,000 4 

44 
142,028 1 ao He OO 

64,784,460 9 
13,828,783 15 

78,615,244 4 

26, 
10,582,762 18 
28,183,051 11 
6,513,599 8 

7,780,455 14 
1,383,538 9 

77,441 16 
22,120 0 
25,450 0 
4,269 13 

853 18 
3,815 15 

985 4 
15,335 4 

54,593,679 10 

34,234 15 

219,139 16 

83,910 13 

75,500 0 

122,653 13 
63,000 14 

44 0 
142,026 16 

55,334,192 0 
13,828,783 15 

69,162,975 15 

HEADS 
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HEADS OF EXPENDITURE in 1822. 

I.—For Interest, &c. on the Permanent Debt of the United King- 
dom, Unredeemed ; incl ding Annuities for Lives and Terms | 
of Years ---++e++++% covcdwabeS bess svddddiavesaseceésce 

For Charges of Management thercon ++++++esesseeeee 
For Interest, &c. on Imperial Loans; including Annuities for 

Lives and Terms of Years «-+-ccecsevccsccesssssseersies 

For Charges of Management thereon++++++-+--+++++eeee 
For Interest on Portuguese Loan ++++++-++-++++> eecerceres ee 

For Charges of Management thereon: --+.-..-.+- AC, 
There was also applied towards the Reduction 

of the National Debt ----.-- tr teeeee eer eeee £1,062,445 5 
The usual Grant «ccoesssssecereecesenweecece 200,000 0 

Annuities for Terms of Years, and Lives expired 167,978 7 
Ditto on Lives unclaimed for Three 

Years, before 5th Jan. 1821 ++ -+-» £30,835 2 
Ditto on Lives unclaimed for Three 

Years and upwards, at 5th Jan.1821 3,567 12 
———— 34,402 14 

Per Centage on Loans raised from 1813 to 1821, 
both inclusive, per Act. 53, Geo. III. c, 35---+ 3,992,778 13 

Annual Appropriation for the Redemption of 
£12,000,000, part of £14,200,000, Loan 1807 626,255 10 

Interest on Capitals transferred for Life Annui- 
GIES Wnie'sls|si< », stele almawia’es 4 a o See weceresececes 1€2,586 10 

Long Annuities transferred for ditto «++++++++e 8,668 10 
Interest on Debt of United Kingdom, redeemed — 3,536,830 10 

Do. on Imperial Debt--+-+--+++++ Doveeee 75,191 19 
Do. on Debt of Portugal-------+--- Do. +++ 20,846 11 

Interest at 1 per Cent. on part of Capitals created 
since Sth Jan, 1793-+++eeeeeeseeseeesseeees 6,968,883 17 

Ditto on Outstanding Exchequer Bills --+-+++++ 336,250 0 
Returned from Account of Life Annuities, the 

Nominees having died prior to their being set 
apart for Payment «+---+eeecessseeeseeeses 7,038 5 

17,219,956 15 
There has also been applied towards the Re- 

demption of the Debt created in respect of 
£2,500,060 borrowed for the East India Com- 
pany in 1812, the Amount paid by the Com- 
pany into the Bank, in pursuance of the Act 52 
Geo. III. cap. 135 eee eeeseseeeeeet oresscee 163,759 2 

Whereof was applied to the Reduction of the National Debt -- 

Total on Account of Interest -------- sii otaterblake « erevareters bie 
Ditto Charges of Management --+-++..-.-- 
Ditto Reduction of the National Debt ..+. +. 

Ii.—The Interest on Exchequer Bills, and Ivish Treasury Bills «++ 
11].—The Civil Lists of England «-+-e+ee+-ssveeeeerer- eee aiaiata 

Treland eesscccetcccscccscrccncs eccccers 

IV.—The other Charges on the Consolidated Fund, viz. 
Courts of Justice in England ---+-- melded ndiee in aeiat slces epee 
Mint SOR RROOOE MSE HEHEHE HEHE SHEE OEE EREHHLseee 

Allowances to the Royal Family, Pensions, &c, «++++++++++s 
Salaries and Allowances ----.+.++++-- Rieti viel tain'} «pve a:wiaeinbale 
BVOUUIGIAS 5 did.dis'e giviedie a's! aos, 0 8° sca dite c oT Ul dle-birb 0.84.0 0's enbltdtne 
PAIACEHATICONIR ae'eGs.cins o0hic.dabiem pia civindve laps ccccececcens 

Permanent Charges in Ireland «+eseeers- sees oi aie eed batkle > 

V.—The Ciyil Government of Scotlandesseses-sescereeeerrereses 

29,313,255 12 
275,476 7 

149,887 0 
1,739 17 
6,019 2 

98 0 

17,383,695 18 

46,852,857 13 
17,383,695 18 

29,469,161 15 
977,314 5 

17,383,695 18 

47,130,171 18 
2,219,602 5 
850,000 0 
214,877 6 

69,444 18 
14,738 5 

439,229 14 
60,168 7 
14,278 0 

203,864 14 
402,359 7 

133,077 15 

VI.—The 
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HEADS OF EXPENDITURE in 1822. SUMS. 

Vi.—The other Payments in Aaticipation of the Exchequer z s. 
Receipts, viz. ; 2 

Bounties for Fisheries, Manufactures, § Customs+++++e+eeees 320,045 4 
Corn, KCyeeeeseseseeseveereree ; Excise «+sscccccces 72,951 10 

Pensions on the Hereditary § Excise--+++-+++++see+eseeeeees 14,000 0 
Revenne----+++++++-+- 0 Post Officesessees-seeeeeees 13,700 0 

Militia and Deserters’ Warrants, &c.—Excise and Taxes +++ 56,176 19 
VII.—The Navy, viz. 

Wages:-- SSO ele ess wee ce vescnsceceeet sieves uve ole 2,304,000 0 

General Services --+-++-+--- Bey acs oe ce ceetcccece 2,789,220 3 

The Victualling Department ---++ereereesss+ seeeerncees 850,659 12 
VITI.—The Ordnance o-e+eceecesseeresseesersesssttececessees | 1,337,993 & 

1X.—The Army, viz. 
Ordinary Services:+++eceeseceseeeeececeeescecasssensccs 7,854,114 14 
Extraordinary Services -+++++rs+++++- seen e ee eee e eens 1,079,090. 17 

X.—Issues from Appropriated Funds, for Local Purposcs, in Ireland 48,038 11 
XI.—Miscellaneous Services : 

At Home cece cecccccceterercssessvevesscncs daze wh s\0's ar 3,567,482 2 

Abroad .---cosccccceesssees aipieib (ei dlaiain(S mielclarslwieur aiaieioie se 4 302,560 10 

Total Expenditure «-+-++-- 
Deduct, Sinking Fund on Loan to the East India Company 

FRANCE. 

The Anvouleme faction still conti- 
nues to misgovern France with a fury 
of despotism, which can scarcely fail 
to lead to a violent general re-action. 
It seems that the recorded experience 
of ages, and the inevitable fate of all 
tyrannies, have not a greater practical 
influence on the unbridled passions of 
modern statesmen, than they have on 

vulgar culprits, who are daily led to 
execution from a similar disregard of 
all salutary warning. 

The restraints on the press, and the 
harsh and illiberal policy of the ruling 
administration, having, as might be 
expected, forced many over-zealous 
patriots into premature conspiracies, 
France has seen tribunals in simulta- 
neous action scattered over its terri- 
tory, to try these ill-fated individuals. 
Several have been fonnd guilty, and, 
as clemency is not. the order of the 
day, their unrelenting execution has 
followed, or will follow, of course. 

Others, who were at the same time 
convicted of being accessories, have 
been sentenced to terms of imprison- 
ment which little accord with the 
spirit of an enlightenedage. In short, 
the unmitigated fate of these victims 
of their own indiscreet zeal, has ex- 
cited the sympathies of generous 
minds throughout France and all Eu- 
rope, and has greatly injured the 
cause of legitimacy, which their sacri- 
fice has been intended to support. 

72,561,756 4 
163,739 2 

Total -e+eeee+ | 72,198,017 1 

But the most unreasonable exertion 
of a malevolent spirit is that which 
has been directed against the four pa- 
triotic journals of Paris, for daring to 
participate publicly in the unavoidable 
sympathies of millions, ‘The responsi- 
ble proprietors have, by a summary 
precess, been adjudged to various im- 
prisonments, subjected to heavy fines, 
and arbitrarily prohibited for a term 
to publish any reports of proceedings 
in courts of law! Even this did not 
suffice to satisfy the ruling faction ; for, 
having wiihin a few days published a 
letter of that distinguished patriot and 
philosopher, M. Benjamin Constant, 
their papers were seized, and’ the 
writer himself, for repelling a judicial 
calumny, has been prosecuted. 

The ill blood which these measures, 
and a thousand other vexations, has 
engendered in France, will not be 
appeased till satisfaction has been 
obtained for the past, and better 
security than royal promises granted 
for correct conduct in future. 

France, in a word, is become a 
ereat prison, in which not, only fo- 
reigners are subjected to the irksome 
regime of passports to move, and. 
permits to reside; but Frenchmen of 
all ranks are subjected to the constant 
surveillance of the police, and to such 
an inquisition as necessarily existed 
during “the contest of parties in the 
mateh of the late revolution, when 
foreign influence supported treasens~ 
against every free institution. 

SPAIN. 
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SPAIN. 

The hopes of the enemies of liberty 
being bafiled by the determination and 
wisdom of the patriots of Madrid, and 
by the energy of the patriotic com- 
manders in the provinces adjoining 
France, where a holy crusade had 
been engendered, the expectations of 
this malevolent party are now di- 
rected to the congress at Verona, one 
of whose measures is anticipated to 
consist of a confederate army, which 
is to march through France and enter 
Spain! Should-so mad an enterprize 
be undertaken, we foresee the bursting 
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of a volcano which will scatter its 
flames and its light all over Europe. 

GREECE. 
We lament that we have this month 

no certain news to record of the fur- 
ther success of the Greeks. Late re- 
ports have indeed been most unfavour- 
able to their cause. Corinth has been 
retaken by the Turks, and the Greeks 
driven within the Morea; but the latest 
accounts ascribe new victories to the 
Greeks, and the abandonment of Co- 
rinth, of which, in our next, we hope 
to be able to detail the particulars. 

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, anp DEATHS, IN anp neEAR LONDON, 
With Biographical Memoirs of distinguished Characters recently deceased. 

a 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH. 
UGUST 22.—The inhabitants of the 

£4 liberty of St. Andrew’s parish, Hol- 
born, met in the church for the purpose 
of resisting the claim to tithes, set up by 
the rector. Several able speeches were 
delivered, a committee formed, and sub- 
scriptions. entered into. The present 
rector derives from his office 2,000]. a 
year, and holds another living in the 
church; yet he is now bringing actions to 
enforce payment of 2s. and 9d. in the 
pound, upon that division of the parish 
which is within the liberties of the city 
of London, under an Act of Henry the 
Eighth. 
—24.—The premises of Mr. Stokes, 

calico-printer,in Grosvenor-market, Berke- 
ley-square, entirely consumed by fire. 
— 26.—The premises of Mr. Norden, 

slop-seller, and the adjoining house, in 
Upper East Smithfield, burnt down. 

Sept. 1.—The king arrived in town 
from Scotland. 

— 2.—A fire broke out in the house of 
a venetian blind-maker, in Old Round 
Court, Strand, which consumed that and 
the two adjoining houses. 
— 3—The extensive premises of 

Messrs, Luntley and Milner, wholesale 
druggists, in Bread-street-hill, partly de- 
stroyed by fire. 
— 12.—One of Carlile’s shopmen ar- 

rested at his shop in Water-lane, for sell- 
ing Palmer’s Principles of Nature. 
_ —16.—A Woolwich coach overturned 
in coming down the hill from the Green 
Man, at Blackheath; when only one, out 
of sixteen passengers, escaped without 
the loss of a limb, or a fracture. 
Same day.—A destructive fire broke 

ont in the floor-cloth manufactory of 
Messrs. Rolls and Goulston, in the Ber- 
mondsey road. The premises were en- 
tirely consumed, and, the flames spreading 
to an adjoining timber.yard, upwards of 
twenty houses were damaged. 
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— 17.—The steam-engine of a glue- 
manufactory at Camberwell, on the banks 
of the Surrey canal, burst with a terrific 
explosion. The shock broke the windows 
in several of the adjoining houses; the 
whole north wing of the manufactory was 
blown down; five of the workmen re- 
ceived serious fractures, two were killed, 
and the top of the boiler was hurled one 
hundred and twenty feet into the air ! 
—19.—The half-yearly court of pro- 

prictors of the Bank of England was held 
this day, when the dividend of 5 per cent. 
for the half-year was voted. In answer 
to a question from the proprietor, the 
governor said, ‘‘ that as yet no plan had 
been devised likely to prevent for- 
gery!” 

The London-bridge water-works are 
pulling down on the Middlesex side, and 
the other works on the Southwark side 
are likewise to be removed. The Com- 
pany have disposed of their interest to the 
New River Company, which is actively 
employed in laying down pipes to serve 
the former Company’s connections. The 
whole of the houses on the Southwark 
side of the bridge, on the right-hand side 
of High-street, down to the ‘Town-hall, 
are to be entirely cleared away, if the new 
bridge should proceed. As it will be 
nearer to Southwark Bridge by a consi- 
derable distance, it will face part of Fish- 
mongers’ Hall, according to the present 
arrangement, in which case that must 
come down, with the whole of the build- 
ings contiguous to Fish-street-hill, so as 
nearly to forma straight line with Grace- 
church-street. 

MARRIED. 
W. Hanbury, esq. of Kelmarsh, Nor- 

thampton, to Elizabeth, daughter of the 
late Right Hon. Lord Spencer Stanley 
Chichester. 

Capt. John Russell, to Miss Coussmaker, 
niece to Lord and Lady de Clifford, 

Chas, Berney, esq. of Washington-hall, 
Nn Norfolk, 
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Norfolk, to Miss G. Musgrave, of Devon- 
shire-street, Portland-place. 

W. H. Saltwell, esq. of Carlton Cham- 
bers, to Fanny Bree, eldest daughter of the 
late Wm, Caley, esq. of Queen-square. 

Lieut. John Gilmore, k.N. to Elizabeth, 
daughter of the late T. Martin, esq. 

C. H. Rhodes, esq. of Walsingham- 
place, to Mary, only daughter of the late 
J. Rownson, esq. of Peckham. 
«W. Bosanquet, esq. of Upper Harley- 

street, to Eliza, eldest daughter of Patrick 
Cumming, esq. 

Mr. $. Deacon, of Skinner-street, to 
Virginia Grace Scripps, of South Molton- 
street, 

C. J. Pike, esq. of Hunter-street, Bruns- 
wick-square, to Eliza Harriet, daughter of 
J. Snow, esq- 

W. Keating, esq. of Gray’s-inn, to Miss 
Warton, of Laytonstone. 

Sir E. West, recorder of Bombay, to 
Lucretia Georgiana, youngest daughter of 
the late Sir M. B. Folkes, bart. 

Mr. D. Gibson, of Grosvenor-place, 
Camberwell, to Miss Lescher, of White- 
chapel. 

Lord Viscount Chetwynd, to Mary, only 
surviving daughter of the late R. Moss, 
esq. 
¥ N. Tallfourd, of the Middle Temple, 

esq. to Rachel, eldest daughter of J. T. 
Rutt, esq. of Clapton. 

W. J. Newton, esq. of Argyll-street, to 
Miss Faulder, of Gower-street. 

T. Sanderson, esq. of Chancery-lane, to 
Miss M. A. Miller, of Kingston. 

Mr. T. Harvey, jun. of the Borough, to 
Anne, second daughter of Mr. Taylor, of 
the Sessions House, Newington. 

G. Gregory, esq. of Gower-street, to 
Miss Toller, of Hampstead-heath. 

E. Belfour, esq. of Lincoln’s-inn fields, 
to Miss Christmas, of Upper Thcrnaugh- 
street. 

Mr. F. Weedon, to Miss C. M. Powell, 
of South Audley street. 

S. Medley, esq. to Miss Irish, both of 
Kennington. 

D. Mahon, esq. capt. 29th regt. to Hen- 
rietta Bathurst, eldest daughter of the 
Bishop of Norwich. 

Mr. W. Fell, of Cloak-lane, to Miss 
Young, of Great Surrey-street. 

J. Leeds, esq. eldest son of Sir George 
Leeds, bart. to Marian, only daughter of 
the late W. T. Stratton, esq. 

Jos. Patience, esq. of Tottenham-green, 
to Miss Hayne, of Middleton Terrace. 

Mr. J. H. Walduck, of Oxford-street, 
to Hannah, second daughter of the late J. 
Thomas, of Stoke Newington. 

Mr. T. Dorey, of Broad-street buildings, 
to Eliza, youngest daughter of T. Triquet, 
esq. of the Grove, 

Mr. ©. L. Shout, of Holborn, to Miss 
Gibson, of Belmont-place, Wandsworth- 
road, 

Marriages and Deaths in and near London. [Oct. 1, 
Wm. Matthias, esq. of Bernard-street, 

Russell-square, to Miss Nicolay, of Black- 
heath. 

J.L. Adolphus, esq. barrister-at-law, to 
Clara, eldest daughter of the late R, Ri- 
chardson, esq. of Streatham, , 

Mr. W. Grey, of Northumberland- 
street, Mary-le-bone, to Miss Johnson, of 
Bedfordbury. 

A. Haldane, of the Inner Temple, esq. 
to Miss Hardcastle, of Hatcham-house. 

Charles, eldest son of Rear-Admiral Sir 
Charles Rowley, to Frances, only daugh- 
ter of John Evelyn, esq. of Wotton, 
Surrey. 

The Rev, R. B. Greenlaw, of Isleworth, 
to Harriet, eldest daughter of Sir Robert 
Baker. 

J. N. Shelley, esq. of Epsom, to Miss J. 
D. Bell, only daughter of James Bell, esq. 
of Hooley Park, Reigate. 

Capt. J. Allen, R.N. to Mary, youngest 
daughter of D. Shirley, esq. 

Mr. S. Cook, of Alie-street, Goodman’s 
Fields, to Miss Packer. 

DIED. 
In Park-lane, after a short illness, Cle- 

mentina, wife of James Drummond, Lord 
Perth, and mother of the Right Hon, Lady 
Gwyder. 

In Fetter-lane, Mr. V. 
engraver. 

At Stoke Newington, 24, Mary, youn- 
gest daughter of the late Rev. George 
Hodgkins. ‘ 

In Charles-street, Berkeley-square, Mrs. 
Heathcote, formerly of the county of 
Rutland. 

In Pall Mall, 80, Mr. John Grindle, sin- 
cerely regretted by his family and friends. 

In Berner’s-street, J, Elmslie, esq. 
In Gloucester-street, Queen-square, 79, 

I. Pilcher, esq. 
In Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury- 

square, Jumes, eldest son of the late Jas. 
Edwards, esq. 

Mr. T. Floyd, hay and corn salesman, of 
Yerk-street, Pentonville. The deceased 
had been assisting in re-loading his waggon 
in New Bond-street, and, having des¢end- 
ed, he reeled to the ground, when the 
waggoner ran to his assistance, and on 
raising him in his arms, he groaned, and 
expired in ten minutes. 

At Kennington, in a decline, Thomas 
Horatio, eldest son of T. Parrett, esq. 

At Greenwich, 61, Dr. Robert Wright, 
physician of the Royal Hospital, sincerely 
regretted by a numerous and highly re- 
spectable circle of friends and relatives. 

At Lyne, near Dorking, Arihur Ridley, 
youngest son of J. Broadwood, esq. 

At Bromley, 52, G. Bailey, esq. 
In Southampton-row, 83, Mrs. Sayers. 
In Park-lane, Grosvenor-square, Lady 

Perth. 
At the Vicarage, Wandsworth, the Rev. 

Robert Butcher, Lu.s. forty four years 
vicar 

Woodthorpe, 
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vicar of that parish, and chairman to the 
Bench of Magistrates for the West Half 
Handred of Brixton. 
At Northampton-place, 

65, Mr. G. Silk. 
At Shooter’s-hill, 79, General Sir Thos. 

Blomefield, bart. 
At Camden-row, Peckham, 23, Kezia, 

wife of Mr. N. Bennett, jun. 
At Woodford, B, J. Friedmann, esq. 
In Piccadilly, Colenel W. Bowen, of 

Llyngwaire, in Pembrokeshire. The de- 
ceased intended to have left town by the 
coach for Bristol, but, finding it had left 
the office in Piccadilly, he ran to overtake 
it, and, when opposite the Albany, he fell 
down in a fit of apoplexy, and expired. 

At Stoke Newington, 37, Barbura Ceci- 
lia, wife of R. Smith, jun. esq. 

_ In Hereford-street, 65, Scr Hildebrand 
Oakes (of whom further particulars will be 
_piven in our next ). 

In Mark-lane,78, Amos Hayton, esq. 
In Upper Thames-street, 68, Elizubeth, 

wife of Mr. John Perkins, stationer, after 
a lingering illness. 

In Grove-end road, Regent’s Park, the 
son of John Silvester, esq. 
At Peckham, Mrs. Surah Collett. 
68, Thomas Singleton, esq. late of East 

End, Finchley. 
At Egham, after a long illness, Mr. Chas. 

Miles, one of the proprietors of Garraway’s 
Coffee-house. 

In Norton-street, Mary-le-bone, 
Mrs. Rhodes. 
At Hooley-park, Reigate, Charles John 

Louis de Thiballier, esq. R.N. after a few 
days’ illness, caused by plunging, whilst 
overheated, into a cold-bath. ‘The prema- 
ture loss of this gentleman will long be la 
mented by a numerous and highly respec- 
table circle, to whom an unusual suavity 
of manners and convivial flow of soul had 
warmly endeared him. 

In Oxendon-street, 80, Mr. John Beale, 
thirty-five years one of the King’s Yeomen 
of the Guard. 

At Kennington-common, 80, Mrs, King- 
ston. 

In Upper Joln-street, Golden-square, 
37, Elizabeth Louisa, wife of Mr. Gortz. 

At Putney-heath, Frederick, fourth son 
of Charles Noverre, esq. of Great Marlbo- 
rough-street, 

In Belgrave-place, Mr. Green, of the 
firm of Antrobus and Green, of the Strand. 

At Eltham, deeply regretted by her fa- 
mily and friends, Miss A. Ravenhill. 

In the Park Crescent, J. Welsford, esq. 
of Crediton, Devon. 

At Walthamstow, 78, Mrs. Money, relict 
of the late W. M. esq. of that place. 

In Upper Castle-street, Leicester-square, 
72, Mr. G, Steinbach, 

38, Lieut. Peter Truppo, R.N. 
At Chigwellrow, Mrs, Wilbraham, of 

Upper Seymour-sveet, 

Clerkenwell, 

87, 
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At Stockwell, Cutherine, wife of Mr. 8. 
Bowring, of Tower-street. 

At Sutton-place, Hackney, Miss Re- 
bello. i 

In Green-street, Grosvenor-square, 93, 
Mrs. Mary Milles, sincerely regretted by 
all who’ knew her, and who can only ap- 
preciate her worth. She affectionately 
proved herself the friend of the orphan and 
distressed throughout life, and to her last 
moments displayed the most exemplary 
conduct as a pious and good Christian. 

At Clapton, 67, Mrs. Leuthley. 
At Lower Cheam, 53, T. Browne, esq. 
At Kensington, 78, Mrs. A. Taylor, re- 

lict of Jas. T. esq. of Clarges-street. 
56, Hugh Whishaw, esy. of Lincoln’s-inn. 
At Henel Hempstead, 97, the Rev. S. 

Grover, M.A. 1 
62, Mr. Horn, many years in the omce 

of the signer of the writs in the Court of 
King’s Bench. 

In New Bond-street, Mr, John Butt. 
In the Clapham-road, Sarah, wiie of 'T. 

G. Lloyd, esq. 
In Jermyn-street, 84, 

Flytche, esq. : 
At Chelsea, Aluric William, infant son 

of Alaric A. Watts, esq 
In Osborn-place, Whitechapel, Mrs. 

Anna Phelp, relict of Thos. P. esq. R-N, 
In Paternoster-row, Mary, wife of Mr. 

L. Smith. 
At Shacklewell, 73, Mrs. Carruthers. 
At Kingston, the wife of J. Bally, esq. 
At Camberwell-green, 78, Mr. Ambrose 

Skinner. 
In Dorset-square, 19, Henry, eldest son 

of Mr, Tatham. 
In St. Mary Axe, Mr. George Rose, 

surgeon. 
At Penton-place, Pentonville, 50, Mr. 

Joseph Starling. 
In Grove-place, Hackney, Mr. George 

Brounger. 
At Isleworth, 83, Mrs. Robson, late of 

York, 
In York-buildings, Islington, 51, Mrs. 

Elizabeth Powell. 
At Brockwell-hall, Dulwich, Miss Su- 

sannu Hobson. 
At Camberwell, 70, IV. Dowding, esq- 
At Peckham, after a lingering illness of 

nearly twenty years, Mrs. Bee, of Bank- 
side, Southwark. 

78, Capt. W. Fenn Moppatt, of Free- 
school-street, Horsleydown, many years 
commander in the service of the Hon. 
Board. of Ordnance. — His affability and 
strict honour endeared him to all who 
knew him, and, among others, to a society 
of which he was a member, and who snb- 
scribed for his portrait. His death was 
accelerated by his great anxiety for his 
expected superannuation, which he did 
not receive. His meritorious services in 
the relief of Gibraltar, during the siege, 
was handsomely acknowledged by Gene- 

ral 
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ral Elliott, in a certificate now in his fa- 
mily’s possession, which proves the high 
estimation in which his services were held. 
He has left a numerous family, who deeply 
lament the loss of so excellent a husband 
and father. 

At Slough, 87, Sir William Herschel, 
L.L.D. F.R.s. knight of the Guelphic order 
of Hanover; but far more distinguished for 
his discoveries, and his profound views 
and writings in astronomy, and in other 
branches of natural philosophy. He was 
born in Hanover in 1738, and was the se- 
cond of four sons, all of whom were 
brought up to their father’s profession, as 
musicians, Finding, however, in his son 
William an inquisitive mind beyond what 
appeared in the other sons, he gave him 
theadvantage of a Frenchmaster. Luckily, 
the tutor’s favourite study was metaphy- 
sics; and, from this worthy man, Herschel 
acquired an introductory knowledge of 
logic, ethics, &c. In1759, he left his na- 
tive country and repaired to London, 
whither his father and himself accompa- 
nied some Hanoverian troops, as part of 
their military band. With these the father 
returned, leaving yonng Herschel to try 
his fortunes in England, who first engaged 
himself asa hautboy player in the band of 
the'county of Durham militia. He after- 
wards obtained the situation of organist at 
Halifax, in Yorkshire, principally through 
the recommendation of the late Joah 
Bates, esq. son of the then parish-clerk of 
Halifax. There he tanght music, and em- 
ployed his leisure hours in learning the 
English, Italian, and Latin languages, and 
in obtaining an insight into the elements 
of mathematics and natural philosophy. 
The theory of harmony engaged his atten- 
tion, and he made himself master of Dr. 
Smith’s Harmonies. ‘We then resolved on 
the regular study of mathematics, and 
proceeded through Newton’s Principia. 
Other sciences now became easy to him. 
He then went to Italy, where he staid so 
long that his money was exhausted, aud he 
found himself without funds sufficient to 
carry him to England. He surmounted 
this difficulty by a benefit concert at 
Genoa, which he was able to do by the 
friendship of Langlé, a Frenchman. In 
1766, Sir William removed with his bro- 
ther to Bath, where they were engaged for 
the pump-room band by the late Mr, 
Lindley. Sir William was, like his nephew 
Griesbach, esteemed an excellent per- 
former on the oboe, as his brother was on 
the violoncello, His musical pursuits 
fonnd him great employment; yet he saved 
time for the study of the mathematics, 
and now paiticularly directed his pursuits 
to optics and astronomy. The pleasure 
which he experienced from viewing tie 
stars through a Gregorian telescope of 
two feet, made him desirous of possessing 
a collection of astronomical instruments, 

Sir William Herschel. [Oct. 1, 

but the cost was aninsurmountable obsta- 
cle. He therefore determined to endea- 
vour to make a telescope himself, and he 
accordingly commenced the undertaking. 
After much labour and many failures he 
succeeded ; and, in 1774, had the inexpres- 
sible pleasure of viewing the stars through 
a Newtonian reflector of five feet, of his 
own construction. Encouraged by_ this 
success, and by the pleasure of the pursuit, 
he afterwards proceeded to construct one 
of seven, and then of ten feet. He now 
devoted his nights to observations, and 
had the good fortune to remark that a 
star, which had been recorded by Bode as 
a fixed star, had changed its position, and 
was progressively doing so. Prolonged 
attention to it enabled him to determine 
that it was an hitherto unobserved planet; 
and, having determined its rate of motion, 
its orbit, &c. he announced his interesting 
discovery to the world, which, in compli- 
ment to the King of England, he named 
the Georgium Sidus; but which astrono- 
mers call, iv honour of the discoyerer, 
Herschel. It has also been denominated, 
Uranus. This discovery was made in 
1781, and was announced to the Royal 
Society, who decreed him their an- 
nual gold medal, and unanimously elected 
him a fellow. In the next year the King 
of England, gratified by the compliment 
paid him by his Hanoverian subject, took 
him under his protection. Herschel, 
therefore, quitted Bath with his instru- 
ments, and took up his residence at 
Slough, near Windsor, in a house provided 
for him by the king, who appointed him his 
professor of astronomy, with a pension. 
He now found himself in a situation to 
bring his great design to bear, which was, 
to construct a telescope of forty feet. In 
this he at last succeeded; it was .com- 
pleted in 1789, and he then rendered an 
account of it to the Royal Society, who 
soon published itin their ‘‘ Transactions.” 
A description and drawing of it are like- 
wise to be found in the ‘*‘ Monthly Maga- 
zine.” It has been generally supposed 
that Dr.H. discovered the planet Herschel 
by means of his great telescope, but it was 
made with his seven-foot telescope. In 
1783 he announced a supposed discovery of 
avoleano in the moon; and in 1787, by 
continuing his observations, he detected 
two more in supposed eruption, In pur- 
sning his observations on the planet 
Herschel, he found that it had two satel- 
lites. Herschel was now, by the Univer- 
sity of Oxford, named a doctor of laws. 
He has since supplied the ‘‘ Philosophical 
Transactions” with many elaborate and 
profound communications on the construc- 
tion of the universe, on the systems of the 
fixed stars, on the nebulous stars, on light, 
and other philosophical subjects, the sub- 
stance of which is to be found in. all our 
elementary works of science, The enor- 

mous 
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mous telescope, which for many years at- 
tracted the attention of travellers in the 
garden at Slough, and which procured for 
its constructor more celebrity among the 
vulgar than all his scientific discoveries, 
proved, however, but a mere sign-post of 
his art; for it was found that the great re- 
flector was too heavy to retain a true 
figure, and few or no ob-ervations could in 
consequence be made with it, and those 
but for a short period. He, however, 
constructed other telescopes on a similar 
plan of fifteen and twenty foot length for 
various sovereigns and observatories, with 
considerable pecuniary advantage to him- 
self; and he carried the principle of sizein 
telescopes to the utmost extent which their 
materials admit. In all his labours, Dr. 
Herschel has been assisted by his sister. 
He was a man of a very social character, 
much politeness, and of a strong constitu- 
tion. Jointly with his sister, he has pub- 
lished, in a distinct form, ‘ Catalogue of 
Stars, taken from Flamsted’s Observations, 
and not inserted in the British Catalogue, 
by William Herschel ; to which is added a 
collection of Errata, that should be no- 
ticed in the same volume, by Caroline 
Herschel,” 1798. Sir William Herschel 
was a fortunate man in length of days, 
which enabled him to mature his reputation 
and his discoveries ; in royal patronage, 
which succoured his projects, and rescued 
him from the distress which too often at- 
tends the exertions of original genius ; in 
great amenity of temper, in modesty, 
which is always the result of solid attain- 
ments, andin that habitual industry which 
is characteristic of his nation : he was fortu- 
nate also in the co-operation of a sister, 
and in the harmony of his family in for- 
warding his pursuits ; for he has left a son, 
now a distinguished member of the Uni- 
versity of Cambridge, and justly regarded 
as one of the first mathematicians of his 
age, to whom we are indebted for several 
valuable productions; and, in concert 
with Mr. Peacock, for an improved trans- 
lation of Lacroix’s Elements of the Differ- 
ential Calculus, 

At Englefield Green, Berks, 69, the 
Right Hon. Thomas James Warren Bulkeley, 
seventh Viscount Bulkeley of Cashell, in 
the county of Tipperary ; Lord Bulkeley, 
Baron of. Beaumaris, in the peerage of 
Great Britain (so created in 1784); lord 
liewtenant of the county of Caernarvo>, 
chamberlain and chancellor of North 
Wales, and hereditary high constable of 
Beaumaris-castle; p.c.1. He was born 
in 1752, and immediately became 7th vis- 
count Bulkeley. He married Elizabeth- 
Harriet, only daughter and sole heir of Sir 
Geo. Warren, &.8.; in support of whose 
descent from the Earls of Warren and 
Surrey, Watson’s History was composed. 
The viscount assumed, by royal sign ma- 
nual, the name and arms of Warren, in ad- 
dition to those of Bulkeley. Leaving no 
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issue, the English and Irish titles are both 
extinct. His lordship’s death was quite 
unexpected. Previous ;to his sudden 
attack, he had complained in the morning 
of a sore throat, but nothing serious was 
apprehended, as he had intended coming 
to town on that day. 

Lately, at Oxford, Sir Christopher Pegge, 
M.D. an eminent physician, grandson 
of Dr, Pegge, the antiquarian, and son of 
Samuel] Pegge, esq. the author of ** Cura- 
lia,” and “ Anecdotes of the English Lan- 
guage.” He entered a commoner at 
Christ-church, Oxford, in 1782, where he 
took the degree of A.B. was elected fellow 
of Oriel in 1788, took the degrees of M.A. 
and m.B. in the following year; returned 
to Christ-church in 1790, and was ap- 
pointed Dr. Lee’s lecturer of anatomy, in 
which capacity he delivered two courses 
of lectures every year. In1790 he was 
also elected one of the physicians of the 
Radcliffe Infirmary, a situation which he 
retained more than twenty years. He 
commenced the practice of medicine at 
Oxford, in 1789, took his doctor’s degree 
in 1792, and, for seventeen years, enjoyed 
there a large share of professional reputa- 
tion. In 1816, however, repeated attacks 
of an asthmatic affection obliged him to 
remove to London. He succeeded Dr. 
Vivian, as regius professor of medicine, in 
1801. Sir C, Pegge was not only a skilful 
physician, but also a man of a classical 
taste. ’ 
Lately, in Hertford-street, May-fair, 78, 

Elizabeth Dowager Countess Grey. Her 
ladyship was the only daughter of George 
Grey, esq. of Southwick, in the county of 
Durham, descended from George Grey, of 
Southwick, esq. who, in 1647, married 
Frances, danghter of Thomas Robinson, 
esq. of Rokeby, sister to Sir Leonard 
Robinson, ancestor to the present Lord 
Rokeby. From this match also descended 
Dr. Zachary Grey, the editor of Hudi- 
bras, who died 1766. They were of a 
different family from the Greys of Howick 
(her husband's family); and bore the bars 
for theirarms (like the Earl of Stamford), 
and not thelion, The late countess hada 
brother, lieutenant-colonel of the 59th 
foot, who died at Gibraltar, and left only 
two daughters. Herladyship was married 
in 1762 to the late distinguished General 
Sir Charles Grey, K.B. who was created 
Baron Grey de Howick in 1801, and Earl 
Grey in 1806. Her ladyship was mother 
of the present Earl Grey, of six other sons, 
and two daughters. Few persons have 
left the world so deeply and so generally 
lamented. y 

Lately, the Rev. William Berille, of 
King-street, Portman-square, M.A. rector 
of Exford, Somerset, domestic chaplain to 
his grace the Duke of Manchester, and for- 
merly fellow of St. Peter’s College, Cam- 
bridge. Few persons will be more la- 
mented than this truly amiable and excel- 
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Ient man. Descended from an ancient 
family, of which he was the sole represent- 
ative, Mr. Berille was born in the city of 
Lincoln, where he received the first rudi- 
ments of aclassical education; and was, at 
an early age, admitted a pensioner of 
Peter-house in the University of Cam- 
bridge. Here, by talents and assiduity, he 
commanded the esteem of his seniors; 
‘and when, at the usual time, he took his 
first degree, his name stood high in the list 
of wranglers. Shortly after obtaining these 
academical honours he was elected a 
fellow of his college, and, receiving holy or- 
ders, settled in London, where for many 
years he excited the attention of the pub- 
lic, as a popular preacher, first at the cha- 
-pel of Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn- 
fields, and afterwards at that of Spring 
Gardens. He was also the author of seve- 
ral successful publications, though, in con- 
sequence of a want of confidence in his 
own abilities, he would never allow his 
name to be affixed to any of his works. 
Besides other productions of equal merit, 
the public is indebted to his pen for a very 
able defence of Hammond, whom Dr. 
Johnson had unmercifully criticised in his 
Lives of the British Poets, and for an ele- 
gant translation of Numa Pompilius from 
the original French of M. de Florian. His 
sermons, which had always practical utility 
for their object, were free from sectarian 
violence, and breathed the genuine spirit 
of Christian charity. His delivery was 
dignified, and his language always correct 
and classical, often displaying the higher 
powers of impassioned eloquence. It is 
ibutjustice to add, that, in a review of the 
comparative merits of the then contempo- 
rary preachers of the metropolis published 
not long before his death by the late Mr. 
Jerningham, no trifling praise was allowed 
to the lamented subject of this article, 
who at that time was tle proprietor 
and morning preacher of Spring-gardens 
Chapel. Having been presented by his 
college to a living in Somersetshire, Mr. 
Berille resigned his fellowship, and mar- 
ried the widow of the late William Roch- 
fort, esq. From his first arrival in Lon- 
dou, and more particularly after his mion 
with this lady, he moved in the most 
polished cireles of the capital, where his 
hospitality and urbanity will be long re- 
membered. As a companion, a scholar, 
and a preacher, he cannot fail to be gene- 
rally regretted, while, to the few who en- 
joyed his intimacy, the loss is irreparable. 
‘That with such pretensions to clerical pre- 
ferment heShould nothave attained the first 
honours of his profession, which no one de- 
served better thian himself, can only be at- 
tributed to a noble independence of con- 
duct, which made him. disdain to solicit 
favours, and to an’ excess of modesty and 
diffidence inherent in his character, which 
kept from the world at large a full know- 
ledge of those qualities of mind and heart 

Mr. William Butler. _ [Oct. 1, 
which endeared him to his family, and to a 
small circle of attached friends. He died 
at Colcot-house, Berkshire, where he ocea- 
sionally retired from the metropolis, 

[The late Mr. William Butler, whose 
death we noticed in our last, was a native 
of St. John’s, near Worcester, where he 
was born October 12, 1748. His father 
enjoyed a very moderate competency, 
arising from the cultivation of a small 
farm. Mr. Batler received his education 
at the academy of Mr. Fell, in Worcester, 
which belonged to the society usually de- 
nominated Quakers; and his youthful con- 
nexion with that respectable class of 
practical Christians, excited in his mind 
prepossessions very fayourable to their 
character, which were ever afterwards 
retained. From Mr. Fell’s school he re- 
moved to another kept by Mr. Aird, for 
the purpose of acquiring a knowledge of 
land-surveying, a profession he inteaded 
to foliow. Being disappointed, however, 
in this expectation, he quitted Worcester 
in 1765; and from that period, (being 
then only in his 17th year,) he wholly 
maintained himself by his ewn exertions. 
A situation was soon obtained by him. as 
assistaut in a respectable academy at 
Clapton, near Hackney, which, however, 
he left, after a continuance of some years, 
aud embarked as a teacher of writing and 
-geography in London and its vicinity.* 
Mr. Butler might claim a fair and even a 
superior distinction as an able penman; he 
diligently copied and imbibed the various 
excellencies of masters eminent. in cali- 
graphy; particularly those of Bland, his 
great favourite; upon the model of whose 
penmanship his own free, tasteful, and 
elegant runniug-hand was formed; but the 
great reputation and success which he at- 
tained sprang from a different source ; 
they flowed from the improvements intro- 
daced by him into the mode of instruetion 
in writing and geography. The former 
branch of edneation acquired under his 
care a usefulness and an elevation which 
it had not before possessed. He perceived 
that a writing-master has it in his power 
to introduce a copious store of miscella- 
neous information into the schools that he 
attends by means of a judicious choice of 
copies, particularly geographical ones, (sa- 
ered and profane,) and such as contain 
historical facts, dates in chronology, and 
biographical notices of characters illus- 

* In the year 1775, Mr. Butler married 
Miss Olding, daughter of the Rev. John 
Olding, a dissenting minister, at Dept- 
ford, Mrs, Butler for many years kept a 
respectable school in London;, the exer- 
cise of her useful talents in this situation ; 
cher kindness of heart, and her domestic 
virtues, proved a valuable acquisition, as 
the means of bringing up a numerous 
family, ‘ 
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trious for “‘ deeds of excellence and high 
renown.” The plan was original; it had, 
therefore, upon it, the impress of genius: 
there was no laurel picked up which had 
fallen from tie brow of any predecessor.— 
Libera per vacuum posui vestigiu princeps.— 
They who have slumbered over the copies 
in general use, consisting of a few unin- 
viting, worn-out moral distichs and apoph- 
thegms which are quickly dissipated from 
the transcriber’s head and heart, would be 
surprised at the combinations of knowledge 
involved in those adopted by Mr. Butler; 
and whien it is added, that the scholar was 
directed to consult an Atlas for the Geo- 
graphy, and a biographical work for the 
notices of eminent characters which they 
contained, and that the facts recorded in 
them were further elucidated by question 
and explanation, it will he perceived how 
a lesson in writing was rendered the me- 
dium of valuable information. A yet more 
extensive and permanent benefit was con- 
ferred on the rising generation by the 
many useful and ingenious works which 
Mr. Butier published. In aid of the plan 

-of combining general knowledge with his 
own immediate pursuits, he composed the 
“ Arithmetical Questions;” ‘‘ Exercisesin 
the Globes ;’ “Chronological Exercises ;” 
and “‘ Geographical Exercises in the New 
Testament.” With other works, all of 
which have received high commendation 
both for the novelty of their plan, and for 
the extensive. reading and industrious re- 
search which they display. It is not here 
intended: to enumerate, much less to ana- 
lyse all the works which the indefatigable 
industry and literary zeal of Mr. Butler 
induced him to publish. As a practical 
teacher, Mr, Butler had few superiors, 
With what energy he endeavoured to 
communicate his own zeal to the scholar, 
to fix the wandering thought, and prevent 
instruction from being poured into ‘“ the 
heedless ear,” will be long remembered by 
those who received or witnessed his in- 
structions ; he was “all eye, all ear;” nor 
will they forget the many incidental re- 
marks, not only intellectual, but moral, 
which were made by him during the hours 
of tuition ; and which, by connecting pre- 
sent experience with past years, may have 
become the inspiring role of conduct. A 
lesson given by the revered subject of 
this memoir was a Jesson both of wisdom 
and of virtue. That an instractor who 
was thus active and energetic, thus gifted 
and accomplished, should have his labours 
crowned with success may naturally be ex- 
pected ; and, it may with truth be said, 
that Mr. Butler was the most popular in- 
structor in his line of. the present times, 
Through the whole of his life Mr. Butler 
was actuated by those sentimeuts which 

W 4 strong line of demarcation between 
the useless and the valuable member of 
society, He began his career with a de- 
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termination to be eminent and to do good, 
“To add something to the system: of life, 
and to leave the world better and wiser 
for his existence,” was, as he expressed 
himself, his great principle of conduct. 
The means by which he determined to ac- 
complish the purposes of his laudable am- 
bition were, a rigid economy and improve- 
ment of time, and a steadiness of pursuit 
energetically directed to one object. To 
say that he was diligent when compared 
with those who “ neither spin nor toil,” or 
that his time was not wasted in folly or 
vice, is but negative praise. He was the 
most industrious of the industrious, Re- 
garding employment as the best security 
of virtue and happiness, every moment was 
occupied. The utmost punctuality was 
observed in every engagement, every 
thing was systematized and planned. In 
whatever was read or done, his thoughts 
were perpetually employed in searching 
out every principle that could enable him 
to reach excellence in his line. Highly as 
this excellent man was esteemed for his 
wnremitted public services, and intellec- 
tual attainments, the sentiment of love 
and respect was further strengthened by 
the qualities which embellished his moral 
character. A strict probity, an inviolable 
regard to truth, and an honourable inde- 
pendence of mind, were always apparent. 
His diffusive benevolence was as much an 
impulse of nature as a sense of duty. In- 
feriors were treated with kindness and 
affability ; and great anxiety was shewn 
not to say or do any thing which could 
render their situation as inferiors painful 
to the feelings. Whatever was mean and 
dishonourable excited warm indignation; 
that keen and vivid sense of impropriety 
of conduct extended itself not only to 
those more glaring acts of wrong whieh 
disgrace individuals, but also to those 
minute deficiencies in behaviour, and to 
that absence of attention to the feelings of 
others, both in word and deed, which too 
frequently blemish the intercourse of so- 
ciety. The moral excellencies now spoken 
of were the result of a benevolent ‘heart, 
and a well-disciplined mind; but they 
rested on that basis which was deemed by 
their possessor the surest foundation. of 
Virtue—a principle of religion. The Chriss 
tian dispensation was regarded as a beau- 
tifal and salutary code of laws and scheme 
of moral government, admirably adapted 
to the wants and character of man in-his 
passage through this world; but it was 
hailed with peculiar joy as bringing life 
and immortality to light by the resurrec- 
tion of Christ, and which he regarded as 
affording the sole ground for hope to man- 
kind of a future existence. ‘Mr. Butler, 
in October 1821, reached his 74th year, 
His labours had continued more than half 
a century; and, during that long period, 
he had enjoyed, with a brief exception, 

an 
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an unclouded day of health. His consti- 
tution, which was among the choitest gifts 
of nature, had been improved by exercise, 
temperate habits, and that ‘soul’s re- 
freshing green,” a cheerful and good tem- 
per. Onthe 13th of May, after having, in 
the morning, attended a school in which he 
had taught forty-nine years, Mr. Butler 
was attacked bya painful disorder incident 
to age, which baffled skilful medical treat- 
ment, and finally terminated his life on the 
Ast of August following. If his days of 
activity had been eminently bright and 
useful, the last hours of life gave a new 
Instre and efficacy to his character. The 

Northumberland and Durham—Cumberland, &c. [ Oxts:5, 
severity of his complaint was borne with 
fortitude and exempiary patience; the 
moments in which he was free from acute 
suffering, were anxiously employed in an 
affectionate eoncern for the interests of 
others, and more especially in those serious 
coutemplations and religious exercises 
which became his situation. Mr. Butler 
died at his residence at Hackne 
parish he was one of the oldest’ 
and. was interred by his\own desire 
burying-ground at that place,’ 
the meeting-house of the 
Burder.] 

PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
WITH ALL THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS, 

Furnishing the Domestic and Family History of Englund for the last twenty-seven Years. 
— ' 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 
HE Duke of Sussex lately laid the 
foundation stone of the library of the 

Literary and Philosophical Society at 
Newcastle, and was presented with the 
freedom of the town. He paid a visit 
to Sunderland and Mr. Lambton, and 
throughout his tour was deservedly well 
received by the populace. 

The magistrates of the county of Durham 
have recently entered into a resolution 
not to grant licences to any house in which 
a public brewer has an interest, as owner, 
either wholly or in part. 
A whale, of the spermaceti kind, came 

on shore lately about eighteen miles north 
of Tynemouth. It measured 60 feet in 
length, and 37 feet 4 inches in circum- 
ference: breadth of the tail, 14 feet 6 
inches; across the head, 10 feet 9 inches; 
from the eyes to the nose, 21 feet; and its 
height, as it lay on the shore, 12 feet. 

Married.| Mr. T. Hornsby, to Miss D. 
White; Matthew Plummer, esq. to Mrs. 
Spencer, of Ridley-place ; Mr. W.Stobbs, 
of Lower Friar-street, to Miss E. Carr; 
Mr. J. Barker, to Miss M, A. Smith: all 
of Newcastle —Mr. J. Barker, of New- 
eastle, to Miss A. Smith, of Aisgarth.— 
Mr. W. Hunter, of Newcastle, to Miss J. 
Robinson, of Stockton-upon-Tees. — The 
Rev. Dr. Francis Haggitt, prebendary of 
Durham, to Miss Lucy Parry. — Mr. 
Campbell, of Newcastle, to Mrs. Smith, 
of London.—Mr. W. Lumsden, of New- 
castle, to Miss A. Henry, of Gateshead. 
—At Durham, Lieut. R. M. Skene, R.N. 
to Miss J. Walmsley, late of Shields.—At 
Gateshead, Mr. J. Walker, to Miss M. 
Sharp, of Stockton.—Mr. M. Spencer, 
to Miss J. Hall, both of North Shields. 
—At St. Andrew Auckland, Mr. W. 
Golightly, to Miss A. Foster, of Bishop- 
Auckland.—Mr. R, C. Farrow, of Stokes- 
ley, to Miss S. Wood, of Hasty Bank.— 

At Blanchland, Mr. H. Hogg, to Miss A. 
Ireland. — Mr. J. Wright, to Miss J. 
Ireland. 

Died.] At Newcastle, in the Westgate, 
80, Mr. J. Wingate.—48, Mr. W. Kerr. 
—Miss C. Barras; Miss E. Barras, both 
justly esteemed and regretted.—68, Rebt. 
Blakiston, esq. late of Sunderland.—Mrs. 
E. Lardler, greatly respected. — At the 
Barrack-square, 38, Mr. J. Dunn. 

At North Shieldé, in Dockwray-square, 
36, Mr. J. L. Longbottom, of Long Benton, 
much esteemed and regretted.—24, Mr. 
W. Brown.—At an advanced age, Mrs. 
Humble, much and deservedly respected. 

At South Shields, Mr, J. Shotton.—Mr. 
W. Young. — Mr. J. Douglas —Mr, T. 
Oyston, deservedly lamented.—33, Mrs. 
J. Forster. 

At Bishopwearmouth, 74, Mr. J. Young, 
—Mrs, Camage, late of Hartlepool.—45, 
Hutton Rowe, esq. late captain in the 
Fusileers.. : 

At Morpeth, 78, Mr. R. Bowman,— 
93, Mr. R.Whitham, deservedly lamented. 

At Darlington, 68, Mrs. A. Fieldhouse. 
—58, Mrs. J. Lightly.—42, Mr. W, 
Martin. 
At White-house, near North-Shields, 

88, Mrs. Ramsay, late of Newcastle.—At 
Newtown, Mr. T. Ord.—At East Sleek- 
burn, 82, Mrs. Gledston—At Winlaton 
Mill, 80, Mr. J. Aynsley.-—At Little 
Ayton, 102, Mrs. E. Rowntree. 
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND. 
The .typhous feyer has. been prevalent 

within the month at Carlisle; it was re- 
ported to have spread with rapidity, and 
several deaths have taken place. 

Married.] Mr. R. Hartley, to Miss A. 
Stagg; Mr. J. Hodgson, to Miss E. Little ; 
Mr. J. Cook, to Miss F. Holms; Mr. J. 
Hartley, to Miss E, Graham: all of 
Carlisle. — Mr. T. Glaister, to Miss M. 
Thornton, both of Maryport. — Mr. 
2 Satterthwaite, 
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Satterthwaite, to Miss Walker; Mr. J. 
‘Clemensou, ‘to Miss E. Chesholme : all of 
‘Kendal.—Mr. G. Rayson, of Aglionby, to 
‘Miss Brown, of Skitbrightby.—At Kirkby 
‘Stephen, Mr. Gill, to Miss A. Robinson, 
of Skellside. 

Died.] At Carlisle, 81, Mrs. Kiernan. 
—83, Mr. T. Allison.—In Scotch-street, 
75, Mrs. Baird.—68, Mrs. H. Lewthwaite, 
deservedly esteemed and regretted.—In 
Shaddongate, 33, Mr, W.. Pattinson.—In 
Visher-street, Mr. J. Woodha!l.-—In Botch- 
ergate, 52, Mrs. M. Palmer. 

At Kendall, 24, Mr. J. Fell.—40, Mrs. 
G. Dunn.—68, Mrs. J. Dickson.— 27, 
Mrs. M. Bell.—62, Mrs, M. Langhorn. 

At Brampton, 67, Mr. W. Croser. 
At Wigton, 82, Mr. J. Williamson. 
At Abbey Holme, 74, Mr. J. Barwise. 

At Chalkfoot, 27, Mrs. J. Marrs, de- 
servedly lamented. ’ 

YORKSHIRE. 
Tn consequence of a letter addressed by 

Mr. Walter Fawkes to the county, inviting 
a consideration of the best method to 
procure Parliamentary reform, a numerous 
meeting took place at York, Mr. Fawkes 
in the chair. Several animated ‘speeches 
were delivered, and some excellent reso- 
Tutions, proposed by Mr. Dealtry and se- 
conded by Sir W. Ingleby, bart. were 
unanimously agreed to. 

The largest silver waiter ever manu- 
factnred in the kmgdom, (upwards of 
twelve feet in circumference,) is now mak- 
ing in Sheffield, and forms part of a service 
of plate preparing for the sultan at Con- 
stantinople. 

Married.| Mr. H. Lee, of York, to Miss 
J. R. Horsfall, of Leeds.—Mr. R. Bywater, 
to Miss A. Wood; Mr. G. Cooper, to Miss 
R. Townsley; Mr. J. Greenwood, to Miss 
J. Broadley; Mr, J. Whitaker, to Miss A. 
Summersall; Mr. 8. Judson, to Miss J. 
Wagzgitt: all of Leeds.—Mr. E. Halliley, 
of Leeds, to Miss S. Hirst, of Gomersall. 
—Mr. G. Robinson, of Leeds, to Miss 
S. Fomlay, of Buslingthorp.— Mr. B. 
Brotherick, of Leeds, to Miss M. Braime, 
of Methley.—Mr. J. Richardson, of Leeds, 
to Miss E, Braime, of Methley.—Mr. J. A. 
Whiteley, to Miss Frost; both of Halifax, 
—Mr. J. Northrop, to Miss Lawton; Mr. 
S. Binns, to Miss J. Richardson: all of 
Wakefield.—Mr. J. Walker, of Wakefield, 
to Miss S. Casson, of Minsthorpe.—Chas. 
Duckitt, esq. to Miss M. Hartley, both of 
Settle.—Mr. J. Carr, to Miss E. Deighton, 
both of Hunslet.—William Baines, esq. of 
Smeaton, to Mrs. Ash, of Pontefract.— 
John Croft Brooke, esq. of Ansthorpe 
Lodge, to Miss M. Hill, of Jamaica.—Mr. 
R. Tidswell, of Hunslet, to Miss MM, 
Bedford, of Hunslet-lane. 

Died.| At Leeds, 5%, Mr. W. Naylor. 
—50, Mr. 8. Field, of the firm of Field, 
Royston, and Field.—In Park-place, at an 
advanced age, Jolin Knubley, esq. much 
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and deservedly respected.—In St. Peter’s- 
square, Mis, M. Atkinson,.—Mr, G. 
Mosle 

At*Wakefield, 42, Mr. Elwell.—81, W. 
Brooke, esq. deputy-lieutenant of tlie 
West Riding, greatly respected. 

At Aberford, 75, Mr. E. Sanderson, 
deservedly esteemed and regretted.—At 
Headingley-hall, 75, Mr. R. Thompson.— 
At Holbeck, Mr. G. Gamble.—At Oven- 
den, 42, Mr. J. Helliwell.—At St. Ann's, 
Sowthowram, Joseph Thompson, esq.—At 
Cleckheaton, 49, Mr. W. Mortimer, of the 
firm of Wood and Mortimer.—At Pateley 
Bridge, 49, Mrs. E. Wood. 

LANCASHIRE, 
The bankers of Manchester lately gave 

notice that the rate of interest charged on 
discounts, and charged and allowed on 
current accounts, will be 4 instead of 5 
per cent. per annum. 

It is in contemplation to establish a 
Welsh Institution at Liverpool, entitled 
“ Y Gordefigion,” under the patronage of 
a nobleman; its objects are, to revive 
“ Arferion rhinweddel” of the Brython, to 
protect the “‘ Awen” against the existing 
prevalent abuses, and to cultivate Welsh 
literature in all its branches. 

On the 2d ult. the festival of Preston 
Guild, which is held every twenty years, 
took place and continued until the 14th. 
‘There was a numerous assemblage of per- 
sons of all ranks; and art and fancy united 
to give it all the eclut possible. 

Married.] Mr. J. Howarth, to Miss J. 
Dutton; Mr. W. Martin, to Miss H. 
Whitmore; Mr. P. Worrall, to Miss E. 
Kearsley; Mr. R. Lowton, to Miss E. 
Brook; Mr. L. G. Dodd, to Miss H. 
Cowlishaw; Mr. J. Little, te Miss H. 
Allen; Mr. W. Carver, to Miss E. Airey: 
all ot Manchester. — Mr, J. Ellam, of 
Manchester, to Miss 8. Bagnall, of Ash- 
burn.—Mr., D. St. Ledger, of Manchester, 
to Miss S. Vandrey, of Stayley Bridge.— 
Mr, Hamson, of Manchester, to Miss 
Taylor, of Plymouth Grove.— Mr. T. 
Speed, to Miss Beswick; Mr, R. Atkinson, 
to Mrs. 8, Aked; Mr. W. Jones, to Mrs. 
E. Belshaw, of Williamson-street; Mr. P. 
Roberts, of Ranclagh-strect, to Miss FE. 
Jones, of Williamson-square; Mr. H. 
Barnett, of Grenville-street, to Mrs. 
Goldsmith: all of Liverpool._—Mr. J. 
Dewsbury, to Miss A. Cherton, both of 
Withington.— Mr. ‘Il. Kay, of Warrington, 
to Miss Fair, of Bold. 

Dicd.} At Manchester, Mr. J. Kersley. 
—Mrs. L. Hughes, deservedly esteemed 
and regretted. — 102, Mrs. Margaret 
Davics.—75, Mr. J. Hope.—25, Miss E, 
Holt, regretted.—70, Mr. 'T. Hemingway, 
deservedly lamented, 

At Liverpool, 34, Mr. J. Sherwood.— 
In Lime-street, 78, Mr. R. Grimshaw.— 
Mrs. Hope.—36, Miss M. Hodson.— 
Miss C, Richardson,—In Grenville-street, 

Oo 26, Mr. 
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26, Mr. R. G. James.—In Chisenhall- 
street, 29, Mr, E. Adamson,—82, Mr. G. 
Barker. 

At Whitby Grove, 37, Mr. W. Barlow, 
much respected. —At Leigh, 23, Miss 
J. ‘Fisher. — At Kirkdale, 77, ‘Thomas 
Fleetwood, esq.—At Crosby, 79, Mr. W. 
Bonney. 

CHESHIRE. 
At the late Chester assizes twelve pri- 

soners received sentence of death, but 
were reprieved, with the exception of 
Samuel Rowe, found guilty of highway 
.robbery, who was ordered for execution. 

The bankers of Ciester have lately re- 
duced their allowance of interest. 

A superior clay, well adapted for the 
manufacture of the best sort ef China, has 
been recently discovered on the estate of 
Mr. Ackerley, barrister, at Little Saug- 
hall, near Chester. This lay is now un- 
dergo'ng a fair trial, at S6me of the first 
potteries in the kingdom; and it is ex- 
‘pected that a Pottery will soon be estab- 
lished on the premises, by a Company 
connected with the Staffordshire Potteries. 

Murried.| Mr. J. Smith, of Chester, to 
Miss H. Parsons, of Grange-House, near 
Northwich.—Mr. T. Tilston, of Skinner- 
street, to Miss E, Davies, of Hawarden, 
—Mr. J. Wright, to Miss Deane, both of 
Macclesfield.—Mr. E. Jones, of Back- 
ford, to Miss Roberts, of Kinnerton. 

Died.| At Chester, Mr. Baker, proctor. 
At Sandbach, 57, Mr. G. Peover, 

regretted. 
At Weaverham, 60, Mr. S. Barrow.— 

At the Witch Mill, Mr. Arden. 
DERBYSHIRE. 

Married.| Mr. Hobson, to Miss 
Blundstone; Mr. J. Baker, to Miss 
Bestwick : all of Derby.—John Bingham, 
esq. of Derby, to Miss L. Rogers, of 
Wassel-grove.—Mr. ‘IT. Brown, of Derby, 
to Miss J. Allen, of Nottingham,— At 
Melbourne, Mr. J. Salisbury, to Miss H. 
Coxon.—Mr. P, Limb, to Miss Turner: 
ali of Tupton. 

Died.) At Derby, Mr. L. Swift.—48, 
Mr. G. Butterworth.—44, Mr. S. Keys, 
—29, Mr. G. Bostock, regretted.—Mrs. 
Falkner, late of Nottingham. 

At Chesterfield, Mr. Riggott. 
At Buston, 62, Mrs. A. Royds, of 

Cheetham-hill. 
At Mellor, Mrs. A. Rylance.—At Tides- 

well, Mr. S. Slack.—At Duffield, 74, Mrs. 
Winrow, deservedly regretted.—At Hol- 
brook, Mrs. Carr, wife of the Rev, John C, 

: NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, 
The Times New Nottingham coach was 

lately overturned on its way from London, 
near Barnet. There were a great number 
of inside and ontside passengers, amongst 
whom were several gentlemen of Notting- 
ham; many of them were consider- 
ably hurt. 

Mariicd.] Mi, J. Marsh, to Miss H. 
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Widdowson ; Mr. W. Lownds, to Miss E. 
Hopkins; Mr. 'F. Lightollis, to Miss A. 
Stones; Mr. F. Seal, to Miss J. Hallam; 
Mr. H. Huskinison, to Miss E. Clay; Mr. 
J. Rudd, to Miss M. Hides: all of Notting- 
ham.—Mr. Crofts, of Nottingham, to Miss 
Thomas, of Yeovil.—Mr. J. Wilson, to 
Miss M. Wright; Mr. G. Clifton, to Miss 
E. Owen; Mr. J. Brown, to Miss F. 
Brummet: all of Newark.—Mr. C. Dodd, 
of Newark, toa Miss M. Hancock, of 
Hawton.— Mr. T. Cliffe, to Miss A. 
Porter, of Radford.—Mr. Denham, of 
Heath, to Miss E, Clarke, of Barnby 
Moor.—Mr. T. Marriott, to Miss A, 
Blackney, both of Calverton. 

Died.| At Nottingham, in Park-street, 
33, Mrs. S. Rogers, deservedly regretted. 
—In Warser-gate, 24, Miss Calow.—In 
Mansfield-road, 48, Mrs. A. Cooper.—ln 
Carlton-street, 24, Miss M. A. Stenson, 
justly lamented.—In Pilcher-gate, 48, Mr. 
T. Catton.—In Pannier-row, Mount East- 
street, 56, Mr. W. Hudson, regretted. 
AtNewark, 80, Mrys.A.Cotton.—22, Mr. 

James Sutton.—Miss C, Caistor.—At an 
advanced age, Mr. Leadneham,—65, Mr. 
J. Slater. 

At Mansfield, 38, Mrs. Broadhead. 
At Southwall, 69, Miss E. Plowman, 

much respected.—At Kingston Field, Mrs. 
Bowley.—At East Retford, Mr. P. Wilson, 

LINCOLNSHIRE. 
Married.| Mr. R. Jaques, of Ixworth, 

to Miss J. Smith, of Lincoln. — John 
Hardwick Hollway, of Boston, to Miss 
Barbary Kilgour, of Highbury-grove, Mid- 
dlesex.—Mr,. E. Beestall, of Eaton, to 
Miss M. A. Healey, of Grantham.—The 
lev, Edward Ince, vicar of Wigtoft, to 
Mary Sophia, daughter of the late Captain 
Bourchier, lieut.-governor of Greenwich 
Hospital, 

Died.| At Stamford, 87, Hannah, 
daughter of the late Sir A. Heselrige, bart. 
of Nosely-hall. 

At Dunsby-hall, 54, Elizabeth, wife of 
John Lawrance, esq. 
LEICLSTERSHIRE AND RUTLANDSHIRE. 
Two,or three public spirited individuals 

of Leicester are about to erect a large 
Slubbing Mill, or machine for carding 
wool, which will enable the worsted spin- 
ner to use his own noils, in the making of 
lamb’s wool, instead of sending them into 
Yorkshire for that purpose, and thereby 
secure that valuable part of manufacture 
entirely to Leicester. 

Married.| Mr. W. Murfin, to Miss E. 
Gee; Mr. Catlin, to Miss C. Green: all of 
Leicester.—Mr. J. Clay, of Leicester, to 
Miss S. Dadd, of Bethnal Green.—Mr.. J. 
Bowman, of Leicester, to Miss Mortin, of 
Croft.—Mr. W. Wall, of Leicester, to 
Miss Stevens, of Shepston-in-Stour.—Mr. 
S. Stephenson, to Miss E. Billings, both of 
Hinckley.-Mr. J, Goode, of Hinckley, to 
Miss E, Hames, of Atherstone —Mr. J, 

Snelson, 
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Snelson, to Miss M. Halford; Mr. J. Ison, 
to Miss E. Halford: all of Ashby-de-la- 
Zouch.—Robert Haymes, esq. of Great 
Glenn, to Miss Deel, of Welham Lodge. 
—Mr. B. P. Pratt, to Miss A. Carroll, 
both of Hoton. 

Died.] At Leicester, 74, Mr. J. Pearson. 
—In Southgate-street, 65, Mrs. E. Adams. 
—87, Mr. Chester.—87, Mrs. C. Slater.— 
In High-street, 50, Mrs. Swift, of Upping- 
ham, much esteemed and regretted. 

At Loughboroygh, 55, Miss A. Raven, 
—In Ashby-street, 75, Mrs. Willson —My. 
W. Underdown. 

At Melton Mowbray, Mr. Neale.—Mr. 
Adcock. 

At Belgrave, 84, Peter Oliver, esq. de- 
servedly regretted. — 84, Mis. Brown, 
widow of the Rev. J. B. rector of Cold 
Overton.—At Syston, Mr W. Palmer, late 
of Loughborough. — At Glenfield, 30, 
Betty Foster, one of the Society of 
Friends, 

STAFFORDSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. Brutton, of Stafford, to 

Miss Strong, of Dalby-terrace, near Isling- 
ton, London.—Mr. Proffitt, to Miss S. A. 
Ward, both of Litchfield.—Mr. J. Marson, 
to Miss A. Milner, both of Cheadle.—Mr. 
Ashbroke, of Cheadle, to Miss Yates, of 
Dog-lane.—Mr. W. Rushton, of Cheadle, 
to Miss A. Oakden, of Kingsley.—Mr. J. 
Baker, to Miss E. Jones, both of Bilston. 

Died.] At Uttoxeter, Mr. Garle. 
At Burton Extra, 67, John Sherratt, 

esq. generally respected. 
WARWICKSHIRE. 

The late visit of the King to Scotland 
gave a temporary spur to the manufac- 
turers of Birmingham: one house struck 
no less than 00,000 medals for the 
occasion. 

Marricd.| Mr. G. T. Ryley, to Miss C. 
Proud; Mr. J. Freeth, to Miss M. Brown; 
Mr. 5. Powell, to Miss C. Bill ; Mr. T. 
Swift, of Doe-street, to Miss A. Reading, 
of Prospect-row; Mr. R. Law, jun. to 
Miss E. Humphreys: all of Birmingham. 
—Mr. H..Leresche, of Birmingham, to 
Miss Dickens, of Lower Areley.—Mr. T. 
Groom, to Miss M. Callender, both of 
Edgbaston.—Mr. J. Warren, jun. of West- 
wood-heath, to Miss N. Waldron, of 
Ashbed-row. 

Died.| At Birmingham, in Exeter-row, 
67, Mr. E. Scambler, generally esteemed 
and regretted.—In the Crescent, 84, Mr. 
Edwards.—In Great Hampton-street, 65, 
Mrs. M. Freeman, much respected.—In 
‘Tower-street, 53, Mrs. E, Emes, justly 
lamented.—In Bromsgrove-strect, 80, Mrs. 
P. Gyeen, late of Kidderminster. 

At Coventry, 74, Mr. Joseph Freeth, a 
member of the Society of Friends.—Mr. 
H. Horsfall. 

At Bordesley, 63, Mrs. S. Litehfield,— 
At Handsworth, Miss M, Mountford. 
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SHROPSHIRE. 
In this county the nettle is dressed and 

manufactured, uke flax, into cloth. 
Married.] R. W. Winfield, esq. to Miss 

Fawkner, both of Shrewsbury.—Mr. RK. 
Onslow, of Wem, to Miss A, Colley, of 
Liverpool.— Mr. Lowe, to Miss Tate, 
both of Oswestry.—Mr. J. Rowland, of 
Frankton, to Miss Polete, of Whittington. 
—At Howgate, Mr. 'T. Pryce, to Miss M.’ 
Downes.—James Boydell, esq. of Killien- 
dre, to Miss F. Watson, of Belvidere, 

Died.| At Shrewsbury, 3!, Mr. J. 
Whitford, regretted. ‘ 

At Ludlow, Mrs, Ann Liscomb, wife of 
John L. esq. 
At Whitchurch, Mr. J. Howells. © 
At Foxholes, Mrs. Roberts. —At Hin- 

stock, Mrs. J. Perrin.—At Acton Burnell, 
Mr. Mittington.—At Eardiston, 59, Mr. 
J. Danily.—At Halston, Mrs. Brazenor.— 
At Willstone, Mr. T. Whitefoot.— At 
Greet Ness, 79, Edward Bather, esq: de- 
servedly lamented. 

WORCESTERSHIRE. 

Married.] Mr. ‘T. Burrow, to Miss 
Hurst, both of Worcester.—Mr. Maxwell, 
of Worcester, to Miss C. A. Mayne, of 
Birmingham.—Mr. D. Shaw, of Dudley, 
to Miss S. Broad, of Hampton Lovatt.—~ 
Morris Howell, esq. of Bromyard, to Miss 
L. Parker, of Worcester.—Mr. R. Butt, 
of Knightwick, to Miss J. Preston, of 
Downhetherley.x—Jolin Someyset Russell, 
esq. of Powick Court, to Miss Mary 
Slaney, of Shiffnall. 

Died.] At Stourbridge, 47, Mr. D. 
Murcott, deservedly regretted. 

At Harford-hill, Ombersley, John 
Williams, esq. — At Blake Buooke, 
Harriet, wife of John Jefireys, esq. 

HEREFORDSHIRE. 

The triennial meeting of the three choirs 
of Hereford, Gloucester, and Worcester, 
for the benefit of the widows and orphans 
of clergymen, lately took place at Here- 
ford. The following were the collections 
on each day: 

Friday morning .. £170 9 6 
Wednesday .. 262 "0" "6 
Thursday oe 223 14 6 

’ Received afterwards +» 315 6 

Total -- 660 0 0 
Married.| Mr. J. Price, to Miss S. 

Jones, both of Hereford.—Thos. Jetiries, 
esq. of Lyonshall, to Miss J. Meredith, of 
Kington. 

Died.J At Leominster, Mr. H. Brace. 
—Mr. Perks, of Etram-street-mills,—55, 
Mrs. A. Eaton. 

At Kilrug-farm, Langarren, 74, Mr. T. 
Green, greatly regretted. — At Bishep- 
stone, 87, Mr, Handcocks, — At Fown- 
hope, 31, Mrv W, Slade, generally fa- 
mented, F 

GLOUCESTER 
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GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 
There is:now a prospect of the long- 

projected scheme of forming a communi- 
cation between the British and Bristol 
Channels, by means of a canal, from Beer 
Harbour to Bridgewater, being at length 
carried into effect. An actual survey is 
now in progress with a view to an appli- 
cation to Parliament in the ensuing 
session, 

Married.} Mr. T. Birt, to Miss Thurston, 
both of Gloucester.—Mr. G. Stockwell, 
of Gloucester, to Miss Addis, of Stroud. 
—Mr. J. Needham, of Westgate-street, 
Gloucester, to Miss M. Cook, of Long- 
ford.—Mr. M. Williams, to Miss Perrin ; 
D. W. Acraman, to Miss Stewart; Mr. 
G, Evans, to Mrs. R. James: all of Bristol. 
—Jolin Masters, jun. esq. of Bristol, to 
Miss Bryart, of Ilminster.—Mr, Buckle, 
to Miss $, Ballinger, both of Cheltenhams 
—Mr. 'T. Vaisey, to Miss M. Slatter, both 
of Cirencester.—Mr. Archer, to Miss C. 
Fryzer, both of Tewkesbury. — Mr, S. 
Jew, of Tewkesbury, to Miss Hudson, of 
Upton-upon-Severn.— Mr, J. R. Griffiths, 
of Chipping Campden, to Miss S. Eden, of 
Norton Grounds, — Mr. N. Bailey, of 
Wotton Underedge, to Mrs, Seldon, of 
Bath.—Mr. J. P. Barnard, of Frampton- 
on-Severn, to Miss H. Phipps, of Caincross. 

Died.| At Gloucester, in the Eastgate- 
street, 38, Mr. B. Hickman.—In the 
London-road, 2, Mr. H. P. Sadler.—On 
College-green, 70, Mrs. Pratt. —At Long- 
ford academy, 21, Mrs. A. Barber, highly 
esteemed and regretted. : 

At Bristol, in St. Philip’s, Mrs, S. 
Thorne.—61, Mrs. A. Cayhill.—In Col- 
lege-street, Mr. J. Langdon.—In Park- 
street, 83, Mrs. Shapland.—At Chelten- 
ham, Lieut.-General John Haynes, of the 
East-India .Company’s service. — Mrs. 
Stone, wife of Robt. S, esq. of Needwood- 
house. 

At Tewkesbury, Mr. G. Sperry.—Mr. 
Rd. J, Carless, 

At the Rock-House, Petty France, Mrs. 
FE. Goulter.—At Edgewoith, Miss M. 
Hitchings, much respected. —— At Sand- 
ford, 47, Thomas Palmer, esq. justly 
regretted. — At Shellesley rectory, 27, 
the Rey. J. Robinson, greatly respected. 

OXFORDSHIRE. ; 
Married.) Mr. J, Jeffcoat, to Miss M. 

Knibbs; Mr. Jon, Harris, to Miss M. 
Lynham; Mr. W. Marson, tou Miss E, 
Coppin; Mr. Seckham, to Miss L, 
Wickens: all of Oxford—Mr. W. C. 
Parslow, to Miss E. Slatter, of Holywell, 
Gxford.—Mr. €. Hodgkins, of Oxford, to 
Miss E. Millin, of Litule ‘Tew.—Mr. W. 
Hall, of Oxford, to Mrs, E, Green, of 
Kidlington.—James Dawkins, esq. M.P. 
of Upper Norton, to Maria, daughter of 
General Gordon Forbes. 

Died.| At Oxford, 36, the Rev. A, Jas. 
Trash, perpetual curate of Kersey and 
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Lindsay.—68, Mrs, Filboore.-—In Mag- 
dalen parish, 58, Mrs. Wise.—In Blue 
Bear-lane, Mrs. Harris. —78, Samuel 
Gauntlett, D.p. Warden of New Coll. &c. 

At Woodstock, Mrs. Mavor, wife of the 
Rev. Dr. M., highly esteemed and de- 
servedly lamented. 

At Banbury, Mrs. C. Judd.— Mr. 
Stacey. 

At Grove park, 57, Eliz, Lady Dormer. 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE AND BERKSHIRE. 
A meeting of the members of the Sub- 

scription Billiard and Reading-rooms, at 
Reading, lately took place, to consider cer- 
tain paragraphs, inserted in a late number 
of that profligate paper, “the John Bull,” 
which were deemed libellous on Mr. C. 
Fyshe Palmer, M.P. It was unanimously 
agreed, that the paragraplis in question, in 
the John Bull newspaper, are totally un- 
founded in fact, and are a disgusting ex- 
ample of most gross, wilful, and malicious 
falsehood. 

Lord Carrington lately issned a notice to 
his tenantry at Wycomb, stating, that their 
rents should be adjusted to be adequate to 
the present price of provisions. 
. Married.) W. Stowe, esq. to Miss M. 
Rogers, both of Buckingham. — Mr. 
Turpin, to Miss A. Fell; Mr. Seymour, 
to Miss R, Fell: all of Aylesbury.—James 
Deane, esq. of Great Marlow, to Miss H, 
Dirs, of Woodford.—Mr. C. W. Fowler, 
of Amersham, to Miss M. Jenkins, of 
Aylesbury,—Mr. G. Bryning, of Windsor, 
to Miss F. Cork, of Eton. 

Died.] At Reading, Mr. T. Ward, jun. 
one of the aldermen of the borongh. — 

At Windsor, 81, Mr. John Mc. Lean, 
a poor knight, deservedly respected and 
regretted. 

At Lathbnury, M. D. Mansel, esq. by 
suicide; and Mrs. Mansel, from grief.— 
At West Hendred, Mrs. E, Bedwell.— 
The Rev, Henry Heathcote, rector of 
Bix. ” 
HERTFORDSHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIBE. 
Mr, Gilbertson, of Hertford, has lately 

constructed his boiler for melting fat, 
kitchen-stuff, &c. so as to remove by a 
simple contrivance what has been for many 
years obnoxious to his neighbours. The 
plan is to exclude the air at the mouth of 
the ash-pit by a close doot, according to 
circumstances. The air for the support of 
the fire is made to pass over the copper, by 
a tube or chimney under the grate, which 
in its passage carries the offensive effluvia 
with it, and is completely destroyed by the 
fire. oe 

Married.| The Rev. H. Wiles, M.A. 
vicar of Hitchin, to Miss S. Grounds, of 
Wisbeach. — Robert Sworder, esq, of 
Westmill Bury, to Miss L. King, of 
Fulbourn. 

Dicd.] At Hemel .Hempstead, 97, the 
Rev. S. Grover, M.A.~-At Stanstead, Miss 
M. A. Feilde, ‘a 

Married, } 
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NORTIAMPTONSUIRE, ; 

Married.] Mr. C. Dowse, of Peterbo- 
rough, to Miss A. Odam, of Walton,— 
William Hanbury, esq. of Kelmarsh, to 
Elizabeth, daughter of Lord Spencer 
Stanley Chichester.—At Courteen-hall, 
Thomas R. Thellusson, to Maria, daughter 
of Sir F. Mainaghton, of Calcutta, 

Died.} The Rev. Jas. Wykes, M.A. 
58, rector of Haselbeech. 

; CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTS. 
The vicar of Waterbeach, Cambridge- 

shire, las lately set an excellent example. 
He has accommodated the parish with 
twenty acres of good land, at an easy 
rent, to be divided into different parcels, 
not exceeding an acre each, for the sole 
benefit of the industrions poor. A road is 
to run throngh the ground, dividing the 
Jand into two equal parts, one of which is 
always to be cultivated with vegetables, 
such as potatoes, cabbages, &c. ; the other 
in wheat, alternately. 

Married.] Mr. J. Swan, jon. to Miss A. 
Cook, of Jesus-lane.—Mr. Jas. Okey, to 
Miss E. Starmer, of Cambridge.—Mr. R. 
Witherby, of St. John’s College, Cam- 
bridge, to Miss E. Hale, of Petworth. 
' Died.) At Cambridge, 57, Mr. G. 
Nicholls, greatly respected.—In Regent- 
Street, 24, Mr. W. Mandell, scholar of St. 
John’s College.—54, Mrs. Metcalfe.—70, 
Mr. Powers, Kent Staples, many years 
partner in the respectable firm of Hovell, 
Staples, and Eaden, 

At Wisbech, 42, Mrs. Henson. 
At Leverington, Mrs. E, Swaine, deser- 

vedly regretted.—At Harlton, Mr. J. 
Willson.—At Morden-hall, 35, Mr. W. 
Strickland, 

NORFOLK. 
Married.| Mr. J. J. Faller, to Miss 

EBunn.—Mr, ©. Hannett, to Miss C. Scott. 
—Mr. J. Stanford, to Miss J. K. Smith.— 
Mr, Jas, Cross, to Miss S. Betts.—Mr. R. 
Stannard, to Miss A. Hudson: all of 
Norwicl).—Mr. ‘I. Martineau, jun, of Nor- 
wich, to Miss H. Bourn, of Cross-lane, near 
Mancliester.—Mr. R. Sheppard, of Nor- 
wich, to. Miss Martin, of Castleacre.—Mr. 
HH, Brunton, of Norwich, to Miss S. 
Franklin, of Lymn.—Mr, J. W. Fitt, to 
Miss ME. A. Cooper, both of Yarmouth. 

Died.] At Norwich, in St Peter’s, Miss 
M. ‘Tasker.—74, Mrs. Day, wite of John 
D. esy.—In King-street, Mrs. Walker. 

At Yarmouth, 73, Mrs. E, Witkinson.— 
79, Mrs. H. Howard.—38, Mis. E. Bick- 
nell.—40, Mrs. M, Commav.—53, Mr. W. 
Wright.—38, Mr. R, Sadler.—6, Mrs. M. 
Morse, 

At Lynn, 75, Mrs. Curle.—70, Mrs. 
Palmer. 

At Shottesham, Miss J. Muskett.—At 
North Walsham, Mrs. E, Franklin,—At 
Acle, 65, Mrs. A. Neave,—At Heigham, 
75, Mrs. Bone.—At Aylsham, 92, Mrs. A, 
Webster.—At Cromer, ‘I, Mickleburgh, 

esq.—At Dereliam, 70, Richard Goddard, 
esq. greatly respected, 

SUFKOLK. 
A public dinner was lately held at Ips- 

wich, to celebrate the memory of the late 
Mr. Fox, and to prosecute the cause of re- 
form. Sir H. Bunbury in the. chair. 
There were present. Lord Huntingfield, 
James Macdonald, esq. m.v. ‘I, Bz 
Lennard, esq. M.P. Sir R. Harland, Lord 
Henry Fitzroy, Sir W. Middleton, &c, and 
upwards of 200 other gentlemen. 

Married.) Mr, Tricker, to Miss Adams. 
—Mr, T. Spink, to Mrs. Spink.—Mr. ‘T. 
Rous, to Miss Whitton ; all of Bury.—Mr. 
R. Wright, of Bury, to Miss C. Clutton, of 
Laxfield.—Mr. J. Nunn, of Bury, to Miss 
E. Mansfield, of Colchester.—Mr. ‘f. 
Stearne, to Miss S. Dallinger.—Mr. W. 
Cudding, to Miss C. Prentice.—Mr. E. 
Shalders, to Miss C. Miller ; all of Ipswich. 
—Mr. B. Pratt, of Sudbury, to Miss P. 
Sparrow, of Ballingdon, 

Died,| At Bury, Mr. J. Brooks, greatly 
respected.—Mrs. Challis —Mrs,.Stean.— 
Mrs. Little. 

At Ipswich, 32, Mrs, E. Strutt.—Miss 
E. Thurston.—58, Mr. J. Welham.—Mr. 
R. Fuller, late of Freston.—Mrs. Simpson. 

At Beccles, Miss E. Copeman. 
At Barton, Miss M. M. Phillips, of Pall 

Mall, London,—At Exning, 70, Mr. G. 
Brookes, deservedly regretted. WJ 

ESSEX. 
Murvied.| Mr. Wing, of Colne, to Miss 

Rouse, of Colchester.— Mr, J. Audley, to 
Mrs. Bowers,—Mr. Keys, to Miss Wilkes : 
all of Chelmsford.—Mr. R. Church, of 
Chelmsford, to Miss E. Hanson, of Poplar. 
—Mr. ‘I. Walford, of Braintree, to Miss 
5. Harrald, of Abbeygate-strect, Bury St. 
Edmund’s,—J. E. Beale, esq. of Plaistow, 
to Miss E. Loxley, of Stratford Green. 
Mr. J, Hailes, of Goldhanger, to Miss S. 
Seabrook, of Boreham.—Mr. Barratt, of 
Totham, to Miss Kemp, of ‘Yolleshuat 
D'Arcy. 

Died.) At Colchester, 66, Mrs. Gurdon; 
widow of the Rev, Philip G. of Assington- 
hall. 

At Chelmsford, 69, Anne, widow of the 
Rev. W. Cooper. 

At Harwich, 33, Mr, E. Bush,—Miss C, 
Thorndike, of Ipswich. 

At Hadleigh, 76, Mr. E,. Baynes.—At 
Roman Hill, Donyland, Mr. J. Mustard. 

KENT. 

An institution has lately been formed at 
Margate for the cure of cancerous and 
scrofulous diseases under the treatment 
of Mr. Whitlaw, 

Married.) Mr, J. W. Davey, to Miss §, 
Hayward.—Myr, ‘Thomas, to Mrs. Mound, 
—Mr. J. Snelling, to Mrs, Merryweather, 
—Mr. T. Fowler, to Miss E. [iazell.—Mr. 
J. Robertson, to Mrs. Pillow: all of 
Canterbuy.—Mr.  Voster, to Miss ©, 

Collis. 
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Collis.—Mr. R. Atkins, to Miss E. Spice : 
all of Dover.—Mr, W. Ashenden, jun. to 
Miss Mackie, both of Chatham,—Mr. W. 
Corbett, of Lynsted, to Miss 8. Baker, of 
Faversham.—Mr. E. Wood, to Miss M. 
Rowden, both of Whitstable—Mr. Wil- 
hams, to’ Miss Jones, both of Willesbo- 
rough.—At Ash, Mr. H. Knight, to Miss 
H. Kelsey.—Prancis Bradley, esq. of Gore- 
court, to Mary Jane, daughter of Lord 
Harris. » 

Died.] At Canterbury, in Pound lane, 
Mrs. Ciark.—in Northgate, 74, Mr. T. 
Green.—In St. Dunstan’s, John Garstin, 
esq.—In St. Alphage-lane, at an advanced 
age, Mrs. Parker. 

At Dover, 52, Mrs, Blake. 
At Chatham, 60, Mrs. Gayting. —32, 

Mr. Brown.—78, Mrs. Douglas, widow of 
Capt. D. of Newecastle.—o3, Mrs. E, 
Edge. 

At Ramsgate, 76, Alexander Brymer, 
esq. of Pulteney-strect, Bath. 

At Sittingbourne, Mrs. M. Richardson. 
At Ashford, 70, Mr. R. Woodcock,—At 

Smardev, 84, Mr. Jull.—At Lydd, - 68, 
Mrs. E. Taylor.—At Marden, 31, Mr. J. 
Cole.—At Eltham, Miss A. Raventuill. 

SUSSEX. 
Brightoa and Worthing are full of the 

best company, aud the libraries are well 
attended, 

Married.} Mr, R. Marren, to Miss E, 
Terry, bou of Lewes.—At Funtington, 
Mr. Reeves, to Miss Spencer, of Ems- 
worth, 

Died.| At Chichester, in North-street, 
60, Mrs. H. Cribb. 

At Brighton, Mrs, Cheeseman, regret- 
ted.—Jn Lattle East-street, Mr. Alderton. 
—Iin Middle-street, Mr. J. Jackson. 

At Arundel, 96, Mrs. Broad. 
At Little Hampton, 55, Mr. E. Streeter, 

regretted,—At Horsham, 22, Mr. James 
Cooper. 

NLAMPSHIRE. 
A numerous and respectable meeting of 

the inhabitants of Portsmouth, Portsea, 
and Gosport, lately took place, upon the 
distressing prospects to those towns, ari- 
sing from the discharge of workmen from 
the dock-yard ; Sir S. Spicer in the chai. 
A memorial to Mr. Peel, Secretary of 
State, was agreed to. The following is an 
extract:—'Lhat the present system of 
reducing the number of men employed in 
the Naval Arsenals deplorably attects the 
local interests of the several sea-port towns 
of the kingdom, and it is with the utmost 
deference and respect that your memo- 
rialists represent to you, that the dimiuu- 
tion of labour and of trade, in consequence 
of those reduetions, necessarily raises the 
poor rates, already extremely oppressive, 
and may increase them toan alarming ex- 
tent, so that few tradesmen, hitherto re- 
puted to be what is termed respectable, 
way be able to contribute to their support, 

4 
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or to pay so extensively to the general re- 
venue of the country, as they have hereto-. 
fore done, without bringing themselves to 
a similar state of indigence and misery.” 

Married.) Mr. H. Birch, to Miss L. 
Master; Mr. J. Drew, to Miss C. Sher- 
gold: all of Winchester.—Mr. Harrington, 
of Cherriton, to Miss Stebbington, of 
Colebrook-street, Winchester.—Mr. E. 
Landy, of Winchester, to Miss Monday, 
of ‘Titchfield.—Lieut. J. Collis, Run. to 
Miss M. Baker, of Shirley-lodge. — 

Dicd.] At Southampton, 78, Mrs, Fisher. 
—71, Mrs. Pollen. / 

At Winchester, 58, Miss M. Cooper, of 
Barnwell,—Mr. Knight. 

At Portsmouth, 79, Mrs. Deane. 
At Portsea, 71, Mr. M. Jones. 
_At Gosport, 82, Mrs. Veesey.—Mr. Na- 

pier, R.N. 
At Wolverton-park, Anna, daughter of 

Sir Peter Pole, bart—At Bramshot, Wal- 
ter Butler, esq. of Havant. 

WILTSHIRE. : 
A sanguinary affray, in which the most 

Savage dispositions were betrayed by the 
aggressors, lately took place at Chippen- 
ham. A few young men of that town, 
visiting the revel held at Kingston Langley, 
a dispute arose between them, and some of 
the inhabitants of the place ; these deter- 
mined on revenge, and meetings were 
held to systematize their designs. Between 
thirty and forty men proceeded to Chip- 
penham ; and, aided by the darkness of the 
night, commenced the most brutal attacks 
on all they met—men, women, and children, 
Inthe issue, two men were killed, and fifty- | 
one men, women, and children, wounded. 
“ Such an event,” says an intelligent pro- 
vincial paper, ‘*we should not have 
looked for out of ‘Turkey.” Some of the 
inhuman wreiclies, we are glad to state, are 
in custody, 

Married.| Mr. Smart, of Devizes, to 
Mrs. Edwards, of Chippenham,—Mr. W. 
Pearce, of Warminster, to Miss H. Mees, 
of Kilmington.—Mr. S. Mundy, to Miss 
A. Linch, both of Bradford. 

Died.] At ‘Trowbridge, 26, Mrs. M, 
Deacon. 

At Bradford, 74, Mrs. A. Baker. 
At Warminster, Miss House. 
At Colerne, the Rev. Mr. Price. 
At Westbury Leigh, 78, the Rev. W. 

Cleft, deservedly regretted, 
SOMERSETSHIRE, 

Instances are in constant repetition in 
the provincial papers of the distresses of 
the agricultural interest. ‘The following is 
one among many in this county :—The te- 
nant of twenty acres of land, in the parish 
of Week Saint Lawrence, which had for 
some years past been let for 50/. per an- 
num, having at Lady-day last asked for a 
reduction of rent, and, the landlord refusing 
to accede, offered 101. to him to take pos- 
session of the premises, which was Aooe 

ed, 
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ed. Thesame land has very recently been 
offered to be let at S01. per annum, but a 
tenant has not yet been found. 

Married.| Mr. Edwards, to Miss $. Ab- 
bot, of St. James’s-parade ; Mr. T. Alder- 
man, to Miss A. Gane: all of Bath.—Mr. 
J. Rossiter, of Bath, to Miss A. Cottle, of 
Shepton Mallet.—Mr. Smith, of Bath, to 
Miss E. Noble, of Weston.—At Walcot, 
Mr. George Lane, to Miss C. M. Wilks, of 
Entry-hill. 

Died.| At Bath, 31, Miss Mellicent 
Shaw.—In Marlborough-buildings, Lieut.- 
gen. Gore.—In New Bond-street,59, Mrs. 
S. Smith, of Chipping Norton.—Jobn 
Waldon, m.p. 

At Bridgewater, 84, Mr. W. Dean. 
At Heath-house, 54, Mr. G. Rabbits.— 

At West Kington, at an advanced age, 
Mrs. Knowell.—At Oakhampton-house, 
Mary, wife of J. Elford, esq. 

DORSETSHIRE. 
Marvied.| P. N. Bastard, esq. of Stour- 

paine, to Miss Sarah Baynton, of Clifton. 
—Mr. Matthews, of Gillingham, to Miss 
C. Long, of Mire. 

DEVONSHIRE. 
A chalybeate spring of water, of excel- 

lent medicinal qualities, discovered about 
three years ago at the village of Ayshford, 
near Tiverton, has since been resorted to 
with eminently beneficial success in vari- 
ous eases of inveterate scrofula. 

Married.) Mr. J. Potter, to Miss Pratt, 
both of Exeter.—Mr, T. Smith, of Exeter, 
to Mary Ann, daughter of the late R. 
Chamberlain, esq.—Mr. J. Chapman, R.N. 
to Mrs. Hine ; Lieut. M‘Dougall, R.N. to 
Mrs, Williams; Lieut. Ley, r.n. to Miss 
$. Smith: all of Plymouth.—Mr. J. Blake, 
of Honiton, to Miss C. Dyer, of Isle 
Abbotts. 

Died.| At Plymouth, in Tamar-street, 
29, Mrs.. J. Parkins.—In St, Andrew’s, 
Mrs. Hart. 

At Dock, Mrs. Stephens.—26, Mr. J. 
Dyer, deservedly regretted. 

At Barnstaple, Capt. Hill, of the 85th 
regt. foot. 

At Sidmouth, 58, the Rev. J. Le Mar- 
chant, M.A.—Mis. Pigeon, widow of Pe- 
ter P. esq. 

At Dartmouth, 78, W. Newman, esq. 
At Lower Brenton Farm, Exminster, 

51, Mr, John Brown,—At Stockwick, 79, 
Robert Hole, esq. 

CORNWALL. 
Marvied.j Mr. Trewhella, of St. Erth, to 

Miss Harry, of St. Lves.—'l’. B. Rose, esq. 
of Padstow, to Miss Frost.—Mr. T. Wal- 
ter, to Miss A. Elford, both of East Looe, 
—At Camberme, Mr. A, Gurney, to Miss 
Fanny Vivian. 

Died.) At Falmouth, Mrs. Lake.—72, 
the Abbe de la Grizille. 

At Penzance, Mrs, Mary Borlase.—58, 
Mr. J. Perryman, 

At Cameltord, 61, Mr, J, Harvey, 

Dorsetshire— Devonshire—Cornwali—Wales, &c. 287 ~ 

WALES. 

The foundation-stone of a college iz 
Cardiganshire, to be called St. David's 
College, was laid on the 1¥th of August 
by the Bishop of the diocese, at Lampeter, 
a market-town ina central situation. . Phe 
King has given 10002. towards the under- 
taking, and the Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge have also subscribed from their 
funds. 

A-petition has been agreed to by the 
land-owners and occupiers of the county 
of Pembroke, praying Parliament for a 
commutation of tithes, by authorising 
Jand-owners to redeem them at twenty-~ 
five years’ purchase, on the same principle 
as the land-tax. 

Married.| Mr. T. Cleaves, to Miss Mea- 
ger, both. of Swansea,—Mr. W. Lewis, of 
Swansea, to Miss Salter, of Bridgwater.— 
Mr. W. Watson, of Brecon, to Miss M. 
Baker, of Hereford.— Edward Jones, esq. 
of Llandovery, to Miss A, Maybery, of 
Brecon.—Capt. H. Davidson, of the E. I. 
Co.’s service, to Jane, daughter of the tate 
Wm. Morris, esq. of Carmarthen. 

Died.| At Swansea, 40, Mr. C. E. Ve- 
niss.— Miss C. Harman, late of Bristol._— 
In Nelson-place, 74, John Hughes, esq. 
late of Bon-y-mean house, regretted. 

At Neath, Mrs, M. Young, highly 
esteemed and regretted. 

At Carmarthen, 22, Mr. D. Hughes. , 
At Tenby, 63, Anu, widow of Robert 

Harvey Mallery, esq. 
At Mold, Lady A. M. Wright, sister to 

the Earl of Coventry.—At Pont-y-Poo!, 
66, Walkin George, esq. 

SCOTLAND. 
On the 10th of August, about 11 p.m. 

the Herenles steam-boat, belonging to 
Glasgow, on her way from Greenock to 
Campbeltown, when off Greenock, came 
in contact with, and run down, a boat or 
wherry, filled with poor people from the 
Highlands, on their way to the southern 
districts, to labour during the harvest. 
Out of forty-five persons on-board the 
boat, only five escaped a watery grave. 
The steam-boat had out lights, and also a 
proper watch, who repeatedly hailed the 
wherry ; but, owing to some inadvertence, 
or probably from not understanding Eng- 
lish, the unfortunate boat continued her 
course till escape was impossible. 
Mw ried.] P. Levy, esq. of Edinburgh, 

to Miss A. Michael, of Swansea.—Jolin 
Macpherson M‘Leod, esq. of St. Kilda, to 
Miss C. Gregg.—Sir John Douglas, bart. 
of Springwood-park, Roxburghshire, to 
Miss H. C, Scott, of Belford, 

Died.) At Edinburgh, Mr. James Den- 
holm, treasurer to Heriot's THospital.—J. 
B. esq. solicitor for the Exchequer in Scot- 
land.— At his house in Albany-street, the 
Hon. Wm. Erskine, Lord Kinneder. 

At Dundee, Wm. Small, esq. 
At 
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At Musselburgh, Martin Kilquir, m.p. 
—At New Cawnmuir, Mrs. I. Robertson, 
wife of John Lawson, esq. of Cairnshuir, 

IRELAND, 
The benevolent Committee of London 

have ceased their anxious labours for the 
melioration of the condition’ of the Irish 
poor of the South; their and other English 
remittances, with native exertions, and 
the bounties of Nature, have done away 
the necessity of their further efforts. A 
numerous body of Irish nobility and gen- 
try have recently agreed to resolutions for 
the commutation of tithes, 
Muried.] M. B. Rutherford, esq. to 

Miss Jane Clarke, of Rutland-square ; J. 
$. Sullivan, esq. of the E. I. Co.’s service, 
to Miss €. Stett, of Stafford-street : all of 
Dablin.—Wm. O’Reily, esq. of Richmond- 
hill, Dablin, to Miss Jane Stringer, of Aun- 
gier-street, Dublin, 

Died.]} At Dublin, in Harcourt-street, 
28, E. Hatchinson, esq.—In Prussia-street, 
James Ogilby, esq. 

_ At Belfast, W. J.. Whitlaw, esq. 
Jn Galway, Capt. T. Staunton, of the 

9th Vet. Battalion. ; 
| INCIDENTS ABROAD. 

A fire broke out on the 11th of Septem: 
ber in the reof of the high church of the 
Cathedral of St. Bavon, Ghent; it conti- 
nued to spread for two hours and a half. 
Nhe most precious articles have been 
saved. | 
“A violent storm of thunder and light- 
ning took place at Rouen on the 15th of 

| Ireland—ITncidents Abroad. 

September. The lightning struck the 
magnificent cathedral, which continued 
burning till the evening, when the fire was 
apparently extinguished, but shortly after 
broke out again with redoubled fury. The 
flames had extended themselves over the 
greater part of this once splendid edifice, 
and the great dome fell in with a tremen- 
dous crash. Several houses in the vicinity 
have also been destroyed. The melted 
lead, which ran in torrents from the roof, 
rendered a near approach to the building 
very hazardous. +) ne 

On the 18th of September 4 fire broke 
out in the new Lutheran Charch at Am- 
sterdam, on the north-east side of the 
Singel. The fire commenced in the loft 
where the plumbers-had been at work, and 
spread so rapidly, that the church was all 
in flames in half an hour, and soon commu- 
nicated to the neighbouring houses . and 
warehouses, some of which being full of 
spirits of wine, and other inflammable sub- 
stances, added to the fury of the confla- 
gration. ‘The whole inside of the churcli 
is destroyed, the walls only remaining. 
‘Lhe books and papers were saved, as well 
as some valuable articles from the consis. 
torial chamber. Six dwelling houses and 
nine warehouses are entirely or nearly de- 
stroyed. The copper which covered the 
cupola flew in large sheets through the air. 
The heat was so great, that all efforts to 
save the nearest houses were necessarily. 
renounced. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The intense interest created by certain Articles in our late Numbers having occa- 
sioned an extra demand,—from which in a few days they will be out of print,—it is 
proposed to reprint, as separate pamphlets, at 1s. Gd. each, the Papers and 
Bugravings relative to Water-boring and to Steam and Loco-motive Carriages. 
Our next Number will contain'an Engraving of the mechanism at large of Mr. 
Grirritn’s Steam Carriage, and we hope, at the same time, to be able to give the 
results of the experiments which he intends to make in the Artillery Ground, 
London. Some Correspondents, who have put us to the expense of Postage, to 
enquire about the engraved specimen of Mr. O’ConnxER’s Chronicles, are informed 
that it was given with the last Supplementary Number,—the non-receipt of which 
has avisen from the inadvertency of their Booksellers. The same Number contained 
ihe most piquant passages of O’ Mr ara’s “ Voice from St. Helena,” and we mention 
this circumstance for the information of Foreigners, who are unable to procure the 
work itself. The Engraving given in the present Number will, to Mechanics and 
Engineers, be not less interesting than others contained in our late Numbers have been 
to the Public at large. 

We have received some Communications relative to a Grape-forcing Scheme, to anew 
Tanning Project, and to the speci-nen of a supposed Mermaid just brought to London, 
of which latter anotice has appeared in a ys saa Number ; but they have reached 
us too late to enable us to satisfy ourselves in regard to their claims to the attention 
of our Readers. Some Papers on the New Marriage Act, on Capital Punishment, 
and other Communications, received since the 5th of the Month, will appear m our 
next Number. 

The publication of eight other Houses and Relics of Eminent Men enable us to 
complete another Number on fine paper,—which, together with the former, may be 
had at three shillings each. i 
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RALEIGH’S HOUSE AT ISLINGTON. 

Waen Enfield was a royal chace, and the courts of the Tudors and the Stuarts were 

oecasionally kept on the north of London, the outlets in that direction were filled with the 

residences of courtiers, Hence, Sir Walter Raleigh had a house at Islington, by the 

road on which his royal mistress would pass to Enfield. It has for many years heen 

converted into an inn, under the sign of the Pied Bull; and, though the front has been 

modernized, yet the side remains to this day as represented in the plate, and as it was 

doubtless occupied by the discoverer of Virginia and the introducer of potatoes and 

tobacco. Sir Walter, though somewhat empirical, was nevertheless a character whose 

deeds in arts, arms, and literature, shed great lustre on the age in which he lived, and whose 

tragical end will for ever eclipse the fame of Sir Edward Coke, and disgrace the memory 

of James the First. 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
The COMMERCIAL SITUATION of EGYPT ' 

in 1821; by DR. SCHOLZ, professor of 
Divinity in the University of Bonn. 
GYPT is under the government 
of Mehmed Ali Pacha, who has 

acquired well-founded reputation by 
his successful expedition against the 
Wahabites, by another to Nubia, by 
the erection of some manufactories, 
the building of numerous houses, by 
the canal from Skandrije to Fum-el- 
machmudije into the Nile, and espe- 
cially by his commercial connexions 
in all the principal trading towns in 
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Europe, by his riches, his great mili- 
tary and naval force, and his liberal 
treatinent of the Franks. He has fail- 
ed, it is true, in many of his attempts 
to civilise Egypt, and to extend his 
manufactories, because the inhabitants 
are not fit for such employment, and 
the Franks ask such high pay, that his 
goods are twice as dear as those 
brought from Europe; but the endea- 
vour itself eserves commendation. 
The chief obstacle to the prosperity of 
the province under his government, is 
the despotism which manifests itself in 
all his undertakings. He is the abso- 
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lute master of the soil, and of all that 
it produces; ‘no one has any real pro- 

_perty, no one is rich, except some of 
his officers, so long as he thinks fit to 

. allow them to be so. He monopolizes 
the trade with the productions of 
Egypt, and even the East India goods 
that come by way of Egypt; allows no 
competitors, except the few commer- 
cial houses appointed by himself; and 
‘no one has hitherto been able to check 
this disposition, so contrary to the 
usages and feelings of modern nations. 
‘He fixes the prices, treats all the mer- 
chants and captains of ships according 
to his own pleasure, sells only to his 
favourites ; and many vessels have 
left Alexandria without cargoes, and 
many merchants have been living 
there without business for years. 

If there were not so many conflict-. 
ing interests, the consuls would long 
Since have called on their respective 
ministers at Constantinople, who might 
then have urged the Divan to enforce 
the existing commercial conventions. 
But insulated complaints make no 
impression; and the Divan seems, in 
fact, not to be strong enough to pro- 
test with effect against the proceed- 
ings of the powerful Pacha. Hence 
the unfortunate merchants of 1817 and 
1818, who previously to 1815 and 
1816 were at the summit of prosperity, 
will long remain in distress, with dif_i- 
culty prolonging their existence from 
day to day; and will never be able to 
pay to the Pacha the millions which 
they owe. 

I was assured that twenty-seven 
have failed within a very short time, 
seven are on the eve of bankruptcy, 
and five will be obliged to give up the 
business in a few years. In the year 
1820, the Pacha ordered those who 
could not pay the third part of their 
debts to him to leave Egypt. 

His mighty word reaches from the 
Mediterranean to Dongola; from 
Arisch, the Deserts of Arabia, and the 
Red Sea, to Agaba, Siwah, the Natron 
country, the Great and the Little 
Oasis; and even the Princes of Sennar 
and Darfour are now threatened by 
his powerful arm. 

The Bedouins of Mareotis, the Na- 
tron country, and Egypt, are born his 
soldiers. Mercenaries from all parts 
of the Turkish empire crowd io the 
corps of the Mamelukes; and what his 
soldiers want in skill is compensated 
by their courage, by the valour of their 
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happy result. 
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leaders, and by the enemy’s want of 
cannon and ammunition. Nearly three 
millions of people are either his sub- 
jects or tributaries, and all the Maho- 
metans are responsible for the security 
of the caravans going on pilgrimage to 
Mecca. 
The form of government is well 

known, as well as the great influence 
of some Franks, who are men of ability, 
in- the improvements that are under- 
taken; and it is hoped that the state 
of Egypt will really be ameliorated. 
Yet the most intelligent persons doubt 
it, if the tyranny of the Pacha, with 
respect to agriculture and commerce, 
and the life of his subjects, continues. 
Egypt is besides deficient in popula- 
tion, and this alone can prevent a part 
of what was once the most fruitful 
country in the world,—the Delta,— 
from being changed into a desert. The 
mouth of the Nile at Rosetta is so 
choaked up with sands, that small ves- 
sels frequently run aground. They 
cannot pass without a fayourable and 
strong wind, for which they often have 
to wait for weeks together. Without 
the overflowing of the Nile, what 
would become of the Paradise of 
Egypt, what of Rosetta, with its hand- 
some pleasure-houses, its fine gardens, 
its palm-groves, and luxuriant corn- 
fields? It is to be feared that the 
masses of sand, continually advancing 
from west to east, which, in the desert 
between Raschid and Damiat, cover 
and swallow up lofty columns, houses, 
and even palm-trees, will soon change 
into a sandy desert this fine country, 
which is fertilized by the western arm 
of the Nile, and the canals supplied 
from it; and will leave only one re- 
maining of the seven branches of the 
Nile which formerly watered the beau- 
tiful Delta. Woe to the governors 
who have been labouring, for above a 
thousand years, to produce this un- 

This evil cannot be 
remedied but by judiciously conduct- 
ing the water on the principles of hy- 
draulics; but a great number of hands 
would be required for this purpose. ~ 
“Mehmet Ali, it is true, recéives 

fugitives kindly from all parts of the 
world, and gives them lands to eulti- 
vate: he was a great gainer, in parti- 
cular, by the last persecutions of the 
Catholic Greeks in Damascus, and of | 
the Catholic Armenians in Aleppo 
and Constantinople. But whatis thus 
gained is destroyed again by the 
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plague, the dysentery, and the diseases 
of children. The most destructive of 
all evils is the plague, which in 1820 
and 1821 committed great ravages in 
Alexandria and Cairo, and even on- 
board the European ships. It is the 
more dreadful, as both its causes and 
the remedies against it are unknown. 
That it is propagated by contact is 
certain. 

I could enumerate many instances of 
the unhappy consequences of the no- 
tion of predestination. An Arab at 
Masr attempted to save a fowl that 
had fallen into the Nile ; he swam too 
far from the bank, and the current 
carried him away. If a rope or an 
oar had been thrown to him, he might 
easily have been saved ;.but it was not 
done, ‘The numerous Mohamedans 
on the bank, and in the vessels, assured 
me that he had been predestined from 
his birth to dic in this manner. At 
Alexandria the plague is believed to 
be brought by the pilgrims from Bar- 
bary, and there to spread to Raschid 
and Masr. It commonly comes to 
Alexandria in December, and conti- 
nues, but generally with interruption, 
till July. At Masr it usually does not 
begin till March. This periodical 
appearance seems to indicate the in- 
fluence of the Chamise, which blows 
at this time, 

—<=_ 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
ACCOUNT of the ISLAND of ST. PAUL, in 

the SOUTHERN INDIAN OCEAN: in a 
LETTER from an OFFICER of the 
ROYAL NAVY. 
OU will scarcely be more asto- 
nished at finding us in this re- 

mote and unfrequented part of the 
world than we are ourselves. Little 
more than three weeks ago we were 
“tripping it on the light fantastic toe” 
in the gay regions of Port Louis (Mau- 
ritius), at a grand ball given by some 
of the public officers; when,—hey— 
presto—be gone !—like the changes in 
a harlequinade, we find ourselves, 
scarcely recollecting how, nearly three 
thousand miles off, in the very birth- 
place of storms and foul weather. 
Sailors indeed are, according to the 
song, ‘‘bound for all weathers ;” but 
that which we have experienced here 
exceeds all I remember in any other 
region where they had the least pre- 
tension to summer. During the last 
fortnight we have not had a single 
tolerable day. Gale succeeds gale, 
as regularly as noon does the morning ; 
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so that we are half inclined to deem 
it what seamen call the fag end of the 
world. Yet this is the summer of St. 
Paul! The rain, also, is frequent and 
heavy, and the cold not inconsiderable, 
—at least we feel it pretty sharply after 
the tropical suns of India. 

The repulsive aspect of the island, 
which became visible for the first time 
towards the evening, gave us indeed 
little to expect. It rises abruptly 
from the sea, a conspicuous cone- 
shaped mountain, apparently solid 
when viewed from the western. side ; 
but, on coming round to the eastern, 
presenting an immense cavity, scoop- 
ed out of the highest part of the island, 
and the sides toward the sea broken 
down to the water’s edge, thus afford- 
ing a complete view of the interior. 
I know not that I can give you a bet- 
ter idea of it than by supposing, upon 
an enormous. scale, the shape of a 
common basin, with about a fourth 
part of the circumference of the side 
broken down to the base. It is evi- 
dently the crater of an extinct voleano; 
but whether shot up from the bed of 
the ocean, or the neighbouring level 
land by which it may have been encir- 
cled being submerged, or how long it 
has ceased to act, must remain uncer- 
tain. It is so different from any thing 
like the coral islands of the Pacific or 
Indian oceans, and so high withal, 
that nothing of this kind can be sup- 
posed ; while its distance from any of 
the continentsleavesno probability of its 
having ever belonged to either. The 
shores are steep and rocky; a furious 
surf continually washes the base; and 
off the crater, at the distance of a 
mile and a half, there is anchorage in — 
fine weather, when the wind blows from 
the westward. 

In this spot we dropped anchor for 
a few hours, when the elements seem- 
ed more settled than they had been for 
some time, taking for a guide a huge 
sugar-loaf rock, situated to the left of 
the entranee, This opening, I should 
have said, is formed by the vent of the 
erater extending down to the level of 
the sea, which thence finds admission, 
over a ledge of rocks, to an extensive 
basin within. To reconnoitre this cu- 
rious place, a lieutenant was dispatch- 
ed in one of the cutters. The boat 
got over the bar without difficulty, 
which a century ago, it appears, was 
a work of trouble ; the continual action 
of the sea having deepened the access, 
by wearing down the rocks. The 
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breadth of the entrance is about forty 
yards. When over tho bar, and with- 
mn the basin, the water became as 
smooth as a pond, forming a strong 
contrast to the continual turbulence 
of the sea without. This basin oc- 
cupies a considerable portion of 
the bottom of the crater; and, 
since its first discovery, has much in- 
creased in size, being now more than 
a mile in circumference. Its depthin 
the deepest place is thirty fathoms, 
varying to seven or cight close to the 
shore. The latter, around it, is in ge- 
neral level to some little distance, 
where the ascent to the summit be- 
comes more perpendicular: near the 
water the grass is short; farther off it 
is long, coarse, and in such dense 
tufts, as to render it difficult to pene- 
trate through them. Here were found 
an amazing number of seals, enjoying 
themselves, seemingly secure from in- 
terruption ; but, when alarmed by the 
Janding of our men, set up a low 
Aoarse noise, like the murmuring of 
dogs, and made directly for the wa- 
ter. 
sticks; one of the seamen having 
seized a young one alive, the dam con- 
trived to throw him down, and thus 
liberated the captive, both getting off 
in safety. 

Some appearances of wreck having 
been observed from the ship by our 
glasses, it seemed probable that a ves- 
sel had experienced misfortune in 
this inhospitable spot, and the boat 
had been dispatched to ascertain the 
fact. Such, imdeed, was the case. 
The wreck of a large vessel was scat- 
tered about: the basin. Some rude 
huts were constructed out of the frag- 
ments, and roofed with tarpaulins and 
sails. Under these, and carefully pro- 
‘tected from the weather, were a con- 
siderable number of casks of oil, and 
several thousand seal-skins. Nothing 
alive, however, could be found ; but, 
while debating the point what had be- 
come of the crew, one of our men, in 
scouring the huts, discovered a bottle 
in which was a letter, furnishing the - 
requisite information. This produc- 
tion, as remarkable for its orthography 
as perspicuity, being worthy of a 
place in the cabinets of the curious, 
Lcopy it verbatim et literatim:— 

Ship Venus From and belonging to Lon- 
don 3d of June 1811 Uriael Bunker Mas- 

*ter stopid here, 84 days from London 
te to timore. Here found 8 men on 
the island Left by their ship being cast 
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ashore the ship fox from Port Jaekson on 
askining voyage, william Cox Master of 
the said vessel Left here 4 months ago 
with eight of his men the ship that caryied 
him would Not cary any more he left a 
letter with his men to beg no person nor 
persons will by any means Cary off any 
of his Goods or Artekles that he Leaves 
here as he will come here And yet them as 
soon as he can get a Vessel he will Come 
And take away his skins and Every Arte- 
kle Belonging to his vessel the ship was 
owned By Mr. Camel and Co. port Jack- 
son New Southwales or New Holand 

The Venus is a Whaler 
Captain Bunker begs that the person 

opens this will Lave another to the same 
purpos. 

To the Duteh navigator Flaming we 
owe the discovery of this spot, in 1697, 
when he found the basin, now so spa- 
cious, scarcely a pistol-shot long, and 
the rocks forming the bar so much 
higher than at present, that the boat 
could with much difficulty be dragged 
overthem. Should the same changes 
go on equally rapid in decomposing 
the rock, the basin may in thirty years 
more be accessible to the smaller seal- 
ing vessels. The island lies in Iati- 
tude 38° 42’ S. longitude 77° 53’ E. 
It is about four miles long and three 
broad, the surface presenting nothing 
but a brown coarse grass, intermixed 
with abundance of ‘stones, and near 
the basin some reeds, but neither tree 
nor shrub. To gain the surface, there 
being no other landing-place, it is ne- 
cessary to enter the basin, and. ascend 
by a very difficult and fatiguing path 
the side of the crater. ‘The height of 
the latter, reckoning the depth of wa- 
ter, is estimated at more than 90 feet; 
the circumference at the bottom a mile 
and a half; at the summit or mouth 
about two miles. Nothing of a similar 
‘nature, approaching to these dimen- 
sions, is known in Europe; nor, if I 
remember right, in any part of the 
world, except possibly among. the 
Andes. The summit of the crater is 
the highest part. of the island, which 
shelves towards:the north. 

Around the basin are several hot- 
springs, (another proof, if any, were 
wanting, of the volcanic nature of the 
island,) said to be within, twenty, or 
twenty-five degrees. of the» \boiling 
point. And, asthe basin abounds with 
fine fish, easily caught, it has been 
represented that they might be thrown 
from the cold water to the hot, for boil- 
ing, without being disengaged from 
the hook, though this is an exaggera- 
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tion. Fish are equally plentiful in the 
sea without the basin; so numerous 
and voracious, indeed, as to be caught 
with little trouble ; three boats, nearly 
filled, were procured in a short time, 
principally of a species resembling the 
bream and perch, averaging three or 
four pounds weight each, and of excel- 
lent cating. Merchant vessels that 
touch here, wishing to add_to. their 
sea store, should. cure them imme- 
diately ; exposure to rain previous to 
Salting is found by experience to ren- 
der them of little value. 

Whales frequent the vicinity of this 
island at certain periods. But its 
chief visitors are seals, who twenty 
years ago were to be seen on the 
rocks, and basking in the grass, in 
many thousands. Instances have oc- 
curred of three thousand having been 
killed in a few days: the principal 
instrument for this purpose is a good 
cudgel, which by a smart blow over 
the snout accomplishes the object. At 
present their numbers are much di- 
minished, by the great demand for the 
skin in commerce, and having become 
of late years a fashionable article of 
dress. Numbers likewise are carried 
to America. 

The stratum of earth is thin, and lit- 
tle, therefore, can be accomplished 
here by cultivation; but at the bottom 
of the crater, around the basin, I have 
little doubt that gardens might be 
formed, were any of the temporary 
sojourners industrious enough to make 
the attempt, and inclose them from the 
depredations of the seals. A few wild 
hogs and goats are said to exist, but 
we saw nothing of the kind. Sea 
birds are particularly numerous, i.e. 
the peterel, penguin, common gull, 
and albatross species. ‘lhe latter is a 
large and powerful bird, sometimes 
twice the size of a turkey, and the 
wings, when extended, measuring thir- 
teen feet from tip to tip, though eleven 
or twelve feet is more common. Of 
these we caught many, by a hook and 
line kept floating astern; and they are 
remarkable for having an additional 
joint in the wing, a peculiarity that is 
not discernible till after repeated exa- 
mination. A dense coat of feathers 
renders it impenetrable to small shot, 
and under the skin is a layer of fat 
half an inch thick; a bag of the same 
adipose substance near the tail, said 
to be for the purpose of Jubricating the 
feathers, is. as large as a tolerable- 
sized apple. The skin is in great re- 
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quest among American seamen, who 
dry and preserve it very carefully, 
selling it for a considerable sum in 
their own country, the down being re- 
markably fine and white. Vhe carcase 
to us proved more serviceable, the sea- 
men having feasted on it frequently, 
and on Christmas Day was jocularly 
hamed by them a St. Paul’s goose. 

Smoke has been seen to issue from 
fissures in the earth, and sometimes, 
during the night, luminous spots re- 
sembling fire, though we saw nothing 
of the kind. Many of the stones are 
of adark blue colour, some resembling 
pumice, aud others bearing evident 
traces of fusion. Hresh water is small 
in quantity, and diflicult to be pro- 
cured. 
Amsterdam island, about fifty miles 

distant, is ten or twelve miles in cir- 
cumference, but so difficult. of access, 
that a landing has only been effected 
there once or twice these fiftj-years. 
There is, however, more wood and 
water than at St. Paul’s.. Its latitude 
is about.37° 50’ S., longitude the same 
as the other. Both islands are com- 
monly made by vessels going direct to 
China, or through Bass’s Straits, 

—<— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

shame knowledge of. the French 
language is generally esteem- 

ed, and is of considerable importance. 
Conceiving that it might be obtain- 
ed more thoroughly, and with less 
trouble to the learner, than by the 
usual mode, my wife and I have pur- 
sued a plan, which, as far as I am 
aware, has not before been employed. 
We have not unfrequently been 
spoken {o respecting the mode of 
procedure adopted, and have found 
ourselves incapable of explaining, pre- 
cisely, our views ina short time, and in 
few words, We therefore determined 
to draw up the present statement, and 
to request you would give it a place in 
your Magazine. 

The principle, on which our plan 
was founded, is, that an infant is ca- 
pable of learning, from the time when 
it begins to speak, two languages at the 
sametime. This practice is observed 
in Wales, in Scotland, and Ireland ; on 
the frontiers of France ; in Switzerland, 
and in other parts where the English or 
the French are frequently understood 
by young children, together with ano- 
ther language, according to the respec- 
tive situation of the countries. Indeed, 
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this observation*may be so constantly 
made on every border, that scarcely 
any principle can be more firmly ésta- 
blished by constant and widely-ex- 
tended experience. 

To apply this principle to practice, 
we determined that our children 
should learn the English and French 
languages at the same time, from their 
infancy. In England, there is no ne- 
‘cessity to teach them English: it is 
scarcely possible to hinder them from 
learning the language. But French 
must be taught, and pains taken that it 
may be aequired. ‘To carry this part 
of our plan into execution, we deter- 
mined to have a French nursery-maid, 
and to speak to our children from the 
first, as far as possible, in that lan- 
guage only. Our family consists at 
present of four children ; a girl seven 
years old ; a girl of five ; a boy of three; 
and ¢ girl of one. When our eldest 
child Was three years of age, a young 
woman was brought from Paris by a 
nearrelative. But she was so little in- 
clined to fulfil the duties of her situa- 
tion, that she gave much trouble, and 
we were compelled to part with her in 
four months. Mr. Oakshott, an Eng- 
lishman, who keeps the Silver-Lion at 
Calais, then sent us a servant. She 
was entirely ignorant of the duty of an 
English nursery-maid, but as well dis- 
posed as she was ignorant. She con- 
sequently soon learnt her business, and 
proved a valuable acquisition. A year 
after the commencement of this plan, 
our family increasing, a French female, 
about sixteen years of age, who had 
come to London, was added to our 
establishment. A year ago, the health 
of the person’ who had come from 
Calais not bearing the Londonair, she 
returned to her native place. We took 
in her room a friend of hers already in 
England. At this time the last two 
servants continue with us, and the ex- 
periment has been carried on during 
four years. 

Soon after each of the two elder 
children was four years of age, she was 
taught to read. The letters were pro- 
nounced in the French mode; and, 
when the child had advanced far 
enough to read words, books of the 
same language alone were employed. 
It was our endeavour to keep English 
reading entirely away. And this en- 
deavour was tolerably successful ; for, 
after our eldest girl could read an easy 
French child’s book moderately well, 
she was totally incapable of making 
out the easiest sentence in her native 
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tongue. After a time, however, she 
did learn of herself to read it. Since 
then my wife has taught her regularly 
to read English, but in a small degree 
compared with French. 

At present our first child reads both 
French and English as well as children 
of her age usually read either; and 
spells the former very well, the latter 
by no means so well. She speaks and 
understands the French rather better 
than the English. She searcély talks 
the latter so quickly as children 
usually do; and occasionally, but very 
rarely, makes trifling blunders, which 
shew that it is not so familiar to her as 
the French. The disproportion be- 
tween these tongues is greater in the 
second, and still greater in the third 
child; who, although he generally 
understands what is said to him in 
English, is but little capable of reply- 
ing in that language. ‘The pronuncia- 
tion of English is not in the smallest 
degree affected in any of the family ; 
and few Gallicisms are introduced, in 
consequence of their learning both at 
the same time. The two are hardly 
ever mixed in the same sentence, even 
by the youngest of the children, -They 
very soon find that they are to speak 
French to particular persons, and to 
all others English. But, ifaddressed, 
they almost constantly answer in the 
language spoken to them. 

The expense attending our plan has 
been small. We have had to pay for 
the passage of two of the young women, 
and we give each of them a trifle yearly 
more than we should do English ser- 
vanis of the same description... We 
had also to purchase French books for 
children, which, including the duty, 
are dearer than English books, of a 
similar kind. 

The trouble of procuring servants at 
first was not inconsiderable. But, now 
that the plan is commenced, and is 
known at Calais, there would be no 
difficulty in obtaining persons from that 
place. Each individual requires to be 
entirely instructed, as she knows 
nothing of the duty of an English nur- 
sery-maid. But, excepting the. first, 
those females who have lived in’ our 
family were very tractable and desirous 
of instruction. A little, and really very 
little, inconvenience arises from their 
religion, which is generally that of 
Rome. They are forbidden to speak 
on religious topics to the children: 
‘and with this injunction they have 
complied. 
From the experience which we have 

obtained 
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‘obtained on this subject, we do not 
hope that our children will talk French 
so well as they would do if they were 
educatedin France. But, we believe, 
that they will understand and speak 
the language better than they could 
do by any other mode of instruction 
‘practised in England. , They daily ac- 
quire those minute turns of expression 
which are rarely obtained by a fo- 
reigner. The expense, we conceive, 
will be less than by the usual mode. of 
teaching the language. Now, that the 
first difficulties attendant on anew and 
untried plan are overcome, scarcely any 
inconvenience is felt in consequence of 
this mode of procedure ; especially as 
my wife -had previously determined 
herself, in a great measure, to educate 
her own children. 

As the credit due to a statement of 
this kind depends on the character of 
the narrator, I will give you my 
address for your private information, 
but beg leave here to subscribe my- 
self, your’s, &c. 

J.B. 
——_ 

Tothe Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

N a late voyage from Calais to Lon- 
don, in one of the steam-ships, we 

experienced so rough a sea, that every 
passenger on-board, male and female, 
old and young, was in less than helf an 
hour affected by violent and unremitting 
sea-sickness: The scene itself was 
sufficient to affect me by a species of 
sympathy; but the general cause began 
to operate in swimming of the head, 
loss of strength and colour, accompa- 
nied by that overpowering nausea, the 
recollection of which will fill every one 
who has been at sea with associations 
of agony. 

Unwilling for some hours to suffer 
these tortures, I began to speculate on 
the cause, and, having no hesitation in 
referring it primarily to the motion of 
the vessel, I considered its proximate 
effect on the animal system, It was 
evident that, as the whole body was the 
patient of the rockings of the vessel, the 
stomach, and other moveable viscera, 
would librate within the cavity of the 
chest and abdomen without the usual 
energy of the will, and that corres- 
ponding muscular foree with which the 
actions and re-actions of all the parts 
‘are generally inharmony. ‘This unna- 
tural movement, and the resulting 
friction and irritation of the stomach 
and viscera, I consequently deter- 
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mined to be the immediate causes of 
sea-sickness. 

It appeared to me, therefore, that 
this phenomenon, like all other pheno- 
mena of matter, had its cause in certain 
special MOTIONS, and that the cure 
could only be found in counteracting 
motions... Without a delicate mecha- 
nical contrivance, (though a mere 
swinging hammock might have been 
useful,) the body could not be kept in 
a steady upright position; itstruck me, 
therefore, that a brisk muscular motion 
of the body, equal at least to that of 
the vessel, would either counteract or 
confer such novel direction of motion 
on the stomach and viscera, as would 
neutralize, if not destroy, the effect of 
the motion of the vessel. I amused to 
ride on horseback; and, for the sake of 
the exercise, prefer a trotting horse ; it 
appeared to me, therefore, that, if I 
imitated the action of the body in a 
brisk trot, I might have no other sen- 
sation than what that action usually 
produces. 

I seated myself in a chair upon the 
deck, and commenced a sharp libration 
of the body, such as it receives in trot- 
ting ; and, in a few minutes, the pre- 
vious nausea abated. Ina quarter of 
an hour I recovered my spirits; in half 
an hour felt a desire to eat; which I in- 
duiged, to the surprize and disgust of 
those who were vomiting around me ; 
in fine, I kept up the action more or 
less during the three hours in which we 
were in rough water, in which time I 
emptied my pockets of eatables; and, 
afterwards, I was as well as though I 
had merely taken my customary morn- 
ing’s ride. 

As innumerable speculations have 
been published on this subject, and as 
it concerns the convenience and com- 
fort of thousands who undertake sea- 
voyages, I consider it my duty to sub- 
mit these facts to the public. 

Oct. 1, 1822. ComMMON SENSE. 
a 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AM. quite. surprised and indig- 
nant that you haye rejected my 

sonnet... Know, Mr, Editor, that itis 
a fearful thing for any one to encoun- 
ter the scorn of an offended child of 
genius, and I am determined to make 
you feel it. You gentlemen who su- 
perintend the publication of periodical 
works are indeed mighty arrogant: 
you form a conspiracy to crush the 
fairest flowers and fruits of talent, and 

wantonly 
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wantonly reject what (if you had dis- 
cernment to perceive it) would give 
your miscellanies a decided and deter- 
mined character. You would insinu- 
ate that my productions have no poetic 
taste or feeling: but, sir, 1 am a poet, 
and I will maintain it before the world. 
Some of the wittiest and severest re- 
marks of editors have been made upon 
rejected communications: this is a 
plain proof to me of their great merit ; 
and I will maintain, as 1 am sure Fal- 
staff would maintain, if he were now 
alive, that he who excites wit in other 
men is a wit himself. 

{ am convinced, however, of the 
reason of your secret malevolence: 
you are all, or intend to be, authors 
yourselves ; and, when you receive any 
thing which is peculiarly valuable, 
you craflily reserve it for your own 
use; and, when opportunity offers, 
with a few alterations, you will publish 
it as your own, and obtain that re- 
nown which ought to have been en- 
joyed by the real authors. But I am 
determined, Mr. Editor, I will disap- 
point you, and many others who have 
acted unjustly to me. Yes, sir, I have 
been most cruelly treated: I have la- 
boured, indeed, hard; and must say, 
that the compositions which you, and 
many other gentlemen of your pro- 
fession, have refused to admit in their 
respective Magazines, possess consi- 
derable merit. I, and others in a 
similar situation with myself, have 
formed a society. We have very 
pleasant meetings, and have been for 
a long time scrutinizing the innumer- 
able new poems daily issuing forth, in 
order to hold up the plagiarist to the 
contempt of the world. We have 
frequent accessions to our numbers ; 
and, although we have not yet had an 
opportunity of vindicating ourselves, 
the time will soon arrive when we 
shall enjoy the fruits of our labour and 
perseverance. 
But, to come to the point, I contend 

that my ‘ Verses on Moonlight” ought 
to have been printed the very first 
amongst your poetical selections. 
What can be more true to nature and 
taste than the following commence- 
ment :— 
Oh Moon! who shinest on this lower world 

With beams combin’d of white and yel- 
low hue, 

To catch whose rays the curtains are un- 
furl’a 

Of love-sick maids, who tell their griefs 
to you. 

What a most philosophical descrip- 
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tion of moonshine! Darwin, my fa- 
vourite poet, describes the formation 
of the sun’s rays; but it was reserved 
for me to dissect the colours of the 
moon’s rays, and to clothe my descrip- 
tion in classic and elegant language. 
Then how sweetly pathetic, how con- 
sentaneously with every feeling of 
tenderness, have [ introduced the 
effect of the moon’s rays upon fair 
maidens, who, languishing with the 
tender passion, at length give expres- 
sion to their woes. [ find that, in 
calling your attention to the beauties 
of my poetry, my style, which conveys 
the effusions of modest and genuine 
talent, assumes a more mellifluous and 
flowing tone: I confess, however, the 
powers of language are inadequate to 
describe my ardent and lofty aspira- 
tions. To pass over several other 
beauties, about the 95th verse I 
exclaim— 
Oh that I were upon some mountain top, 

Which rears its lofty head some two 
miles high ; 

Where, free from busy cares of life and shop, 
I there might be alone, and only I; 
Where, lifting up my wonder-gazing eye, 

I there might gaze with venturous intent, 
Tosee the lights that gem the eveningsky, 

And deeply wrapt in my own wonderment, 
To my strange. wild and wayward vision- 

ings give vent. 

When compared with these sweet 
lines, how poor and feeble is the ex- 
clamation of Lord Byron, in his 4th 
canto :— 
Oh that. the desert were my dwelling- 

place, &c. 

I have now nearly finished. I feel 
within me the glow of immortality. 
The burning and inexpressible concep- 
tions which fire my bosom, convince 
me Nature intended me to be the ho- 
nour and admiration of the age: I am 
determined to see something I have 
composed in print. 1 have proceeded 
as far as the 95th stanza of a poem on 
“ Red Hair;’ when it is finished 
you shall have it.—If you do not treat 
me with more courtesy, I do solemnly 
vow I will throw down my pen in dis- 
dain: I will nurse my talents in secret. 
No imperishable records shall survive 
me; my genius shall die with me, and 
future ages shall, with deploring curio- 
sity, enquire who it was inthe year1821, 
justly offended with the stupidity of the 
age, madeamostawful resolution not to 
benefit them with his lueubrations. 
Think of these things, and behave ac- 
cordingly, 

Your's, &c. 

———— 
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For the Monthly Magazine. 

SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS and FACTS, in 
CORROBORATION of the NEW PRINCI- 
PLES of NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, which 
at different times have been promul- 
gated in the MONTHLY MAGAZINE. > 

1, OWL a ball in a right line full 
against another. ball, and the 

moving ball, on striking the other, will 
stand still; while that which was at 
rest will moye forward in the same 
direction: proving that the force, mo- 
mentum, power, and motion, received 
from the head by the first ball has been 
transferred to the other ball, such 
transfer being the cause of one stand- 
ing still, and of the other moving. 

2. Bowl a hard ball against another 
ball of half-baked clay and sand, and 
the collision will separate the clay ball 
into fragments ; whilst each fragment 
will acquire motion according to its 
form and bulk: proving that the mo- 
tion of the hard ball has been transfer- 
red to the parts of the other, and that 
breaking in pieces is the transfer and 
reception of motion, the communicated 
force being greater than the mecha- 
nical adhesion of the mass. 

_ 8. Lay a tile on a stone or smith’s 
anvil, and. strike it with a hammer, 
and it will diverge on all sides, the 
motion of the hammer being transfer- 
red to the several parts which exhibit 
its motion, the impulse of the hammer 
being .at the same time greater than 
the adhesion of the atoms of the tile. 

4. Lay a piece of iron or a nail on 
an anvil, and strike it with a hammer, 
and .no. dispersion will take place, 
though the motion of the hammer is 
transferred just as it was to the tile: 
yet the momentum of the hammer is 
not lost; on the contrary, it is commu- 
nicated to the nail, and acquired by 
certain insensible atoms of the nail, 
which in consequence radiate with 
velocities inversely, as the quantities 
of matter in the atoms moved, and in 
the hammer; or as the billions, or 
millions of millions of atoms in the 
hammer to those moved in the nail. 
This radiation of atoms affects the 
animal nerves with the sensation call- 
ed HEAT; and in their dispersion they 
involve the atoms of volatile bodies 
on or near the iron ornail, and expand 
and raise the thermometer. The ex- 
cited atoms of the nail radiate there- 
fore with velocities of millions of miles 
per minute ; but, radiating into spaces 
already filled with atoms, they are de- 
flected again and again, till they are 
Montuty Mae. No. 374. 
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turned into circles of individual rota- 
tion, and then they will continue re- 
volving till their motions are actually 
imparted to other atoms, or are divided 
with them. 

5, Strike the same nail five or six 
blows in quick succession, and the 
radiating atoms will be so increased 
in number and. accelerated in velo- 
city, as to disperse the moisture of 
the cuticle of a finger brought in con- 
tact, or, in vulgar language, burn it. 
The same radiating atoms will also 
disperse the atoms of a drop of water 
laid on the nail, into gas, and will con- 
vert other bodies and fluids into other 
gases. They will also communicate 
so intense a motion to the hydroge- 
nous atoms of any unctuous bodies 
brought in contact, as to disperse 
them on every side, and produce the 
phenomena of flame and light; and 
also decompose the nearest sphere of 
air, during which dispersion and de- 
composition, the oxygen of the air is 
left in combination with the carbon of 
the unctuous substance, forming an 
oxide; and a. continued fixation of 
oxygen thus excited will maintain the 
flame or evolution of hydrogen and 
nitrogen, as long as the unctuous sub- 
stance affords a supply or excess of 
hydrogen, flame and light arising from 
an intense motion imparted to certain 
gasses, which in consequence radiate. 

6. Bowl a ball on a smooth surface, 
and it will move a certain distance ; 
bow] it on a rough surface, and it will 
move over only part of that distance ; 
bowl it over a rougher surface, and 
the distance will be more diminished: 
the cause of the diminution is called 
friction, and has been ascribed toa 
quality or vibration of surfaces; but it 
is truly caused by the parting with 
motion, for the increased roughness 
consists merely in increased obstruec- 
tions, the atoms of which receive the 
motion, and are diffused around by 
the transfer, creating heat, &c, 

7. Increase the mass of the ball; 
%. e, increase its central momentum, 
weight, or gravity, as in a waggon- 
wheel, and the tendency of the wheel 
to descend, while it is impelled hori- 
zontally, will so increase the quantity 
of motion as by the transfer to render 
the receiving atoms hot, disperse 
them, and create decomposition and 
combustion. Every case of projec- 
tion includes two impulses; one, that 
of central momentum, by which, if the 
body were unsupported, it would fall 
through sixteen feet in a second, and 
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the other that of the motion of the 
power which projected it; and it does 
not signify wheiher the projection be 
made. on the ground or in the air; 
though, when on the ground, the 
atoms of the matter lying between the 
action of the forces are sensibly ex- 
cited as above. 

8. Put a cat, dog, or any animal, 
under a glass-recciver of anair-pump, 
or ahy other close vessel, and at the 
same time put a lighted candle under 
another close vessel, and the animal will 
faint, and begin to writhe in agonies, 
and die, if not humanely relieved, 
while the candle will go out ; proving 
that animal life and combustion de- 
pend on the very same principle. An 
animal which uses great exertion, and 
a large light, will respectively expire 
sooner than an animal which lies still, 
or than a small candle. 

9. Examine, by any proper tests, 
the chemical qualities of the remain- 
ing air under each receiver, and it 
will be found that in both cases it bas 
been similarly aflected, viz. it has lost 
its elasticity or activity, or, in other 
words, a coxusiderable part of the ga- 
seous momenta of its atoms has re- 
spectively been transferred to the 
animal and to the candle; consequent- 
ly, the life of one, and the light of the 
other, depended on the appropriation 
of the gascous momenta of such atoms, 
and such transferred momenta are the 
proximate causes of animal life and 
light, or combustion. 

10. Stop the air-hole of a stove, and 
the fire will go out; re-open it, and 
the combustion will proceed. Stop 
the open space or chimncy at the bot- 
tom of an Argand’s lamp, and the 
lamp. will nearly expire; re-open it, 
and it will revive. Stop the aiz-hole 
of the fire which generates the steam 
of a steam-engine, and ihe engine, 
however powertul, will stop; re-open 
the hole, and the power will return. 
Vary this experiment with different 
bulks of air and engines, and it will 
be found that the motion continues 
for a time, whieh is as the quantity of 
air, and inversely as the size of the 
fire. All so many proofs that heat, 
light, fire, and their powers, depend 
solely on air, while the changed pro- 
perties of the escaping air, its loss of 
similar power, the intervening oxyda- 
tions, and the appropriated power in 
the steam-engine, prove that the 
phenomena result from the transfer of 
the motions, or the fixation of the air. 
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11. Close the mouth and nostrils of 
any animal, and he will lose his ener- 
gy, power, and life; just as in the 
case of the lamp, steam-engine, &c.: 
re-open them, and his animal pheno- 
mena will return. All the results 
prove, that the energy, power, and 
life of animals arise from the air, and 
that the momenta of its atoms are fix- 
ed in the lungs and transferred to the 
animal, creating animal momenta and 
energy, perspiration, &e. Ina word, 
they prove that we live within and amidst 
a world in motion, as well as upon a 
world in motion ; and that animalization 
consists in a-mere arrangement of parts 
for appropriating atomic motion. 

12. Filla glass tube with a tincture 
of litmus or red cabbage, and bring 
the knob of a wire from a jar positive- 
ly charged, within half an inch of the 
knob of a'wire from the opposite side- 
of the jar, so that it may be discharged 
by successive sparks between the 
wires; repeat it a few times, and the 
whole of the liquid will be converted 
into red, just as it would have been if 
an acid had been poured into it. 

13. Reverse the operation in a con- 
trary manner with a vegetable red, 
viz. to charge the jar negatively, &c. 
and the red will be converted. into 
blue, just as though an alkali had been 
poured into it; proving, in each case 
respectively, that positive and nega- 
tive electricity consist merely of the 
acidulous and the alkaline or anti-aci- 
dulous principles in a state of separa- 
tion, and that there is no electric fluid 
sui generis. 

14. Make the prime conductor of an 
electrical machine of solid gold or tin, 
take sparks, and measure their length ; 
then make another conductor of paste- 
board, or glass, or baked wood, co- 
vered with gold-leaf or tin-foil, and it 
will be found that the sparks will be 
of equal length and force; proving 
that no fluid permeates the conductor, 
and that the conductor is only a con- 
ducting surface to the adjoining plate 
of air in which the electrical disturb- 
ance really exists. 

15. Lay alight piece of peper on a 
table, strike the table with your hand, 
and the piece of paper will be moved 
by the transfer of the motion of the 
hand through ihe intervening air, as 
though it had been touched or sharply 
pushed: proving that air is a ‘lever, 
through which force may be prepa- 

~ gated from one body to another. 
16. Suspend a piece of down by a 

single . 
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single thread of silk from the ceiling 
of a room, and every motion within the 
room will move it as though it were 
touched or pushed; proving that at- 
mospheric air or gas is’ as perfect a 
conductor of motion or force as a bar 
of iron or a rod of wood. 

- 17. Lay or suspend several pieces 
at different distances, and in any man- 
ner act on the intervening air, when it 
will be seen that the pieces will be 
affected inversely as their distances ; 
or, in truth, that the motions will be 
diffused or radiated, and consequently 
must at different distances be inversely 
as the squares of the distances, and as 
the quantities of matter concerned; 
which is the very law by which the 
sun, planets, and satellites, are known 
to act aud>re-act on each other, and 
there consequently is no occasion in 
nature for the composition of such 
imaginary forces as universal gravita- 
tion and projectile force acting within 
a vacuum. 

18. Throw a stone into a pond, and 
‘its action will also radiate or diverge 
in circles, the force of each of which is 
diffused or radiated, or is necessarily 
in each circle inversely as the squares 
of the distances: proving that all force 
or motion propagated in gases and 
fluids is inversely as the squares of the 
distances, and in equal velocities as the 
quantities of matter; and taking the 
gas or water lying between two bo- 
dies (i.¢. an agent and patient), as 
the medium of motion, it may be re- 
garded as a gaseous or fiuid lever, 
which acts inversely as the square of 
the distance, and like a fixed or conti- 
nuous lever of solid matter; but in- 
versely as the squares, and not, as in 
the latter case, in the inverse ratio of 
the simple distances. 

19. Let a person who is running or 
riding on horseback, or in or ona 
moving coach, throw a ballin a perpen- 
dicular direction into the air, and you 
will see him catch it again as though 
he had been fixed; but, on looking 
sideways at the ascent and descent of 
the ball, you will see it perform a 
curve, for its motions partook of the 
actual motions of the projector, and 
also of the direction of the impulse of 
his hand, and the two motions acting 
on the freed ball, occasion the ball to 
move in a diagonal curve.—Just so it 
is with any rising or falling projectile, 
in regard to the earth itself; they do 
not rise or fall perpendicularly, how- 
ever much they appear to do so ; but, 
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owing to the simultaneous motions of 
the earth, their apparently perpendi- 
cular rise and fall is always a curve; 
while, owing to the swiftness of the 
earth’s motions, compared with that of 
a rising or falling body, in a second of 
time, the curve is almost a straight 
line, 7. e, it rises at the apex but one 
foot on a base of 6060 feet. All the 
reasonings founded on the supposed 
rectilinear rise and fail of bodies are 
therefore erroneous; the rise on the 
earth being governed by the joint mo- 
tions of the earth and the impulse of 
the projector, and the fall-back being 
entirely governed by the two motions 
of the earth. If a spectator could 
stand at a distance from the earth, and 
see the rise and fall, he would observe 
the curve just as in the case of the 
person riding, or on horseback. 

20. Place a parcel of gravel and 
sand in a vessel like a sieve, make the 
vessel revolve rapidiy, and it will be 
seen that the larger and densest stones 
will revolve next the sides, or in the 
largest circles: because they invaria- 
bly contain or acquire the greatest 
part of the common force which reyolves 
the sieve. : 

21. Project a handful of gravel ina 
right line with force, and the large 
and dense stones will go the far- 
thest, whilst the small ones and the 
dust will be left behind, because the 
large and dense ones partook of. the 
largest share of the common force 
with which the mass was projected. 

22. Cause the sieve, in the last éx- 
periment but one, to move also in a 
right line, with much greater velocity 
than it revolves, and the order of the 
gravel will be reversed: for the densest 
stones will still seek the line of great- 
est motion, while the revolving motion 
will affect only the rarer and smaller 
parts of the mass. These.are the cir- 
cumstances of the earth; it moves in 
its orbit, or comparatively straight 
line, sixty-two times faster.than it re- 
volves ; hence all the dense bodies, as 
metals and stones, seek the centre, 
and the light ones, as water and air, 
the circumference. Central momen- 
tum or gravitation is therefore a local 
phenomenon generated in each planet 
in the same way as in each sieve or 
vessel ; and is not more universal in the 
planets than it would be in the several 
sieves, in each of which the pheno- 
mena results from the particular sepa- 
rated movements. 

23. View a meteor and its train in 
rapid 
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rapid motion, suppose it to be made to 
revolve with a smaller velocity, and 
the dense nucleus would remain in 
the centre, while the train would be 
revolved, and form a globe like the 
earth. 

24. Poise a lever of wood or iron on 
a pivot, with a fixed large ball at one 
end, and on the other end place a ball, 
with a hole through it, by which it will 
readily slide; turn the whole, and it 
will be found that the sliding ball will 
soon adjust itself in equilibrio; then 
put another small sliding ball near it, 
and the two balls, when the whole is 
again revolved, will adjust themselves 
nearer the centre; thus it will be evi- 
dent, that, if the first ball could have 
been gradually increased while in mo- 
tion, it would have described an 
ellipse round the other. Such is the 
cause of the elliptical motions of the 
planets; the earth, for example, ac- 
quires greater momentum in one part 
of its orbit than in another, owing to 
more water being opposed to the mo- 
tion of the sun in one hemisphere than 
in the other; the action of moving wa- 
ters increasing the momentum of the 
mass; it then descends towards the 
centre, as, When the sun opposes the 
southern hemisphere, the earth is in 
its perihelion; but, when the san op- 
poses the northern hemisphere of more 
land, the re-action of the mass becomes 
less, and it ascends from the centre 
or sun, and is in its aphelion. 

25. Suspend a silver-paper globe, 
six inches in diameter, by -a thread of 
silk, from the ceiling of a room, and 
suspend another, only one inch in dia- 
meter, a yard distant; then act on 
both globes with any broad surface, by 
transferring the motion of the broad 
surface through the air to the two 
globes, and, while both are affected, it 
will be perceived that the smaller 
globe will also be affegged by the mo- 
tions of the larger one. The large 
globe may be considered as the earth, 
the small one as the moon, the broad 
surface as the sun, and the intervening 
air as the medium of space, through 
which the motions of the sun are ra- 
diated to the earth and moon. 

26. Take a broad tub of water, and 
by the mechanism of Busby’s Hydrau- 
lic Orrery, make a globe in the centre, 
urge the water with a gentle circular 
movement, then place four smaller 
bodies at different distances from the 
central globe, and it will be found 
that the four small bodies will perform 
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revolutions, the square cf whose times. 
are as the cubes of their distances; for 
the force of the central ball being dif- 
fused in the fluid, and therefore in- 
versely as the squares of the distances, 
the resulting proportions will be ane- 
cessary consequence. This experi- 
ment beautifully exemplifies the phe- 
nomena of Jupiter and his satellites, 
and the intervening water represents 
the medium of space. Of course the 
same principle of action applies to the 
sun and planets. 

27. Take a glass tube, with a bulb 
at one end, half fill the bulb with a 
coloured liquid, balance the tube on a 
pivot, then revolve the whole, and it 
will be seen that the liquid will rise 
out of the bulb towards the centre of 
motion, or the pivot. This analogi- 
cally illustrates the cause of the tides ; 
the earth revolves round a pivot or 
fulcrum of the earth and moon, and 
the waters on the earth rise towards 
the pivot or fulcrum of both, 

28. Put two bungs on water, a foot 
distant, and they will go together, or 
appear to attract each other ; but load 
them with lead, or use pieces of elm 
or oak, so that no part of the bulks 
float above the water, and no approach 
or attraction will be visible: proving 
that their approach is owing to the 
action of the unequal columns of the 
air on their outer and inner sides, and 
that no attraction existed. This ex- 
plains all the phenomena of capillary 
tubes, ascent of fluids on sides of glass, 
and between glasses, suction, sup- 
posed attraction of plummets by moun- 
tains (as at Schehallien), of poised 
leaden balls (as in Cavendish’s expe- 
riment), of ships on boats, &c. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

A the time your 360th number ap- 
peared, I was too much occupied 

fo be able to offer those remarks on 
the geological theory advanced by 
Mr. Cumberland, in p. 301 of your 
52d volume, which I then intended, 
and still think it proper to request 
your permissionto make. Throughout 
his paper, Mr. Cumberland contends 
for the sudden production, by means 
of the present laws of crystallization, of 
probably two miles’ thickness of the 
strata, of the south-eastern parts of 
our island; and, in so doing, appears 
to me most unfairly to overlook the 
evident proofs of slow and successive 

creation, 
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creation, which are afforded by the or- 
ganized remains (altogether, I believe, 
of extinct species), which in such 
myriads interlay these strata; because, 
whoever with unprejudiced eyes will 
extensively examine these remains in 
their native repositories, and examine 
also the substance and condition of 
the strata enveloping them, must see 
abundant proofs that the beings lived 
and died where their remains now lie: 
and that the strata imbedding them, 
instead of seeming to be the debris or 
ruins, or much less the crystallized re- 
vival, of any previously existing or 
dissolyed rocks, the facts apparent 
most evidently, as I contend, shew 
these strata to have been created suc- 
cessively, and intermediately, with the 
several races of beings which they 
have successively entombed; each at 
the termination of a period, of no short 
duration, in which each one, or some- 
times several together of such races of 
beings, had lived, had taken food, and 
fulfilled all the intentions of “ nature’s 
God” in creating them. 
These intentions of the Deity it 

would be presumptuous in me to un- 
derstand fully; but perhaps one, and 
not the least important of these inten- 
tions may have been, by these organic 
remains to enable us to confute those 
who would, on the one hand, contend 
for the formation of the earth out of 
self-existent matter, arranging itself 
according to necessarily-existing laws, 
as of crystallization, for instance ; and, 
on the other hand, those who would, 
chiefly on their own sophistications of 
the text of Moses, contend for his days 
of work or his deluge, having been 
the era or the means of forming the 
vastseries of strata, which, in accord- 
ance with these notions, they call se- 
condary formations. 

I cannot imagine that Mr. Cumber- 
Tand would push his crystallization 
theory so far, as to contend that the 
present, or any other imaginable law 
of crystallization, could have supplied 
the place of creative power and de- 
Sign, infinitely beneficent, in the first 
giving organization and life to these 
early races of beings ; and, if he be not 
disposed to go this length, why not 
admit, with me, the strata themselves 
to have originated in the same special 
and unexplainable way: secing that 
those undeyiating laws of nature which 
have been appointed by the Deity, and 
been in action ever since his glorious 
work of creation ended, with the 
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placing of mankind upon the earth, 
whether he may chuse to denominate 
such laws, ‘expansion, compression, 
crystallization, conglomeration, attrac- 
tion, cohesion, or gravitation,” or 
whether they be called deposition, ag- 
gregation, or what not, such never in 
reality could, either singly or jointly, 
better account for the formation of the 
strata, than they could account for the 
formation and life of the organic beings 
contemporary with them. If any one, 
admitting the divine origin of the uni- 
verse, should, in support of the views 
in which he may have been educated, 
object that the matter of the strata was 
not thus contemporaneously and suc- 
cessively created with the early orga- 
nic beings, “in the beginning” as 
Moses has it, I would respectfully ask 
of such objectors to censider and say 
when? how? in what state? or for 
what purpose? the matter of the uni- 
verse was created? other than, at the 
times I have indicated, and for the 
purposes which the same is now seen 
to answer in the earth. And further 
to consider, seriously, whether all spe- 
culations beyond or antecedent to;this, 
be not idle, and perhaps mischievous? 

The recent work of Mr. Mantell, 
which you have justly commended in 
p- 446 of your last volume, and the 
more recent work of Mr. Parkington, 
contain an admirable body of local 
facts regarding the organic remains, 
and their imbedding strata, and such 
rational deductions: from those facts, 
as I am happy in the opportunity of 
here recommending to’ the notice of 
your readers, in contrast with the rant, 
for it deserves no better epithet, in 
which Mr. C. hasindulged, towards the 
end of his letter, regarding ‘‘ impiety 
to nature’s God,” if not only ‘the 
whole of the revelation by Moses,” 
but the mistranslations and absurd ad- 
ditions, also, of the inventors of sacred 
theories, mosaical or bible geologies, 
&c. are not received ‘with implicit 
credit.” 

Before I conclude, I beg to express 
my dissent from the doctrine adopted 
by Mr. Cumberland, as to arcoliths or 
stones falling from the atmosphere ; 
referring this origin to the imaginary 
existence of ‘felspar, mica, and quartz,” 
in the atmosphere; and assuming, 
that these “rush towards each other 
with vehement affection,” prior to the 
fall of an arcolith; instead of believ- 
ing our own eyes, in seeing the stony 
masses which fall, expiosively thrown 
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off as sparks, from vastly larger satel- 
litic bodies, which still continue their 
course: to which bodies, observation 
and sound reasoning- can assign no 
other or more recent origin, or prin- 
ciple of motion, than belong to the 
several other satellites and planetary 
bodies of the solar system. 

The inaugural lecture of professor 
Buckland, which drew forth Mr. Cum- 
berland’s remarks, has appeared to me 
liable to severe objections, different 
from those noticed by Mr. C., some of 
which I have stated in Dr. 'Villoch’s 
Phil. Mag. vol. 56, p. 10. ; 

Joun Farey. 
Howland-street, Jime 8, 1822. 

. —>_—- 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
LETTERS ON WALES, 

From Griffith Tudor, at Festiniog, to his 
friend Franit Wilmot at Oxford. 

LETTER II. 
_ Welsh Poetry—Its general Peculiarities— 

Poetical Triads. 

Y peaR Frank,—As I know 
your partiality for the Muse, 

in whatever form she may appear, and 
from whatever clime she may come,— 
whether from the Tiber or the Thames, 
—I shall. offer no apology for com- 
mhencing my proposed plan with some 
account of this fascinating personage, 
as she has chosen to exhibit herself 
amongst our Cambrian hills. And 
here I must forewarn you not to adopt 
your notions of our mountain goddess 
from those you have imbibed of her 
sisters in other countries, ancient or 
‘modern; for there is none of them with 
whom she can be exactly assimilated. 
Less majestic than the Greek or Ro- 
man, less luxuriant than the Oriental, 
and more exact than the English 
muse, her charms are peculiarly her 
own, but not on that acvount less wor- 
thy of admiration. 

Non, si priores Mzonius tenet 
Sedes Homerus, Pindaricz latent, 
Cexque, &c. 

Here then, you sce, in order to soothe 
your prejudices, f have again the mo- 
desty to admit* the inferiority of the 
muse of Cambria to the same lady, 
when anciently attired in all the sim- 
ple grandeur of the Meonian garb. 
But is it any disparagement to the 
poetical fame of my country, that it 
has produced nothing to vie with the 
strains of that mighty bard,—of whom, 

* See the former Letter. 

Tudor’s Letters on Wales. [Nov. 1, 
in the words of the author just quoted, 
we may so justly say— 

Nil majus generatur ipso, 
Nec viget quicquam simile aut secundum. 

To enable you to form a proper idea 
of the poetry of Wales, it is necessary 
I should first inform you, that the 
Cymry} (for such is the name by 
which the Welsh have ever distin- 
guished themselves,) were formerly in 
possession of a singular institution, 
known by the name of Bardism, which 
appears to have grown out of the still 
more ancient system of Druidism. 
The bards, indeed, formed originally 
one of the orders of the Druidical in- 
stitution; and when, in process of 
time, that political fabric had been 
deprived of its primitive importance, 
they seem to have established a dis- 
tinct society among such of the an- 
cient inhabitants of this island as had 
sought an asylum in Wales. Some 
memorials of the regulations to which 
this new establishment was subject, as 
well as of its singular tenets, still sur- 
vive; but they are for the most part so 
intermixed with the metaphysical in- 
terpolations of later times, that it has 
become scarcely possible to distinguish 
the genuine from the spurious. Of 
one. thing, however, I am enabled to 
speak with certainty; and this is,— 
that poctry formed an especial object 
of the care and cultivation of the bards, 
whose name has accordingly become 
synonimous with the sons of song. 
Hence the art was made subservient 
to a strict discipline, and a peculiar 
system of rules; and it cannot be 
deemed surprising, if the effusions of 
the ancient Welsh poets were also im- 
pregnated with the mystical doctrines 
of bardism. This was in fact the case, 
as may be proved by some of our ear- 
lier poems still extant, the subjects of 
which, however intelligible the lan- 
guage, are lost in a hopeless obscu- 
rity. But it was not to the themes of 
the Musc that the influence of bardism 
was confined; for the bards, consider- 
ing poetry to form an essential part of 
their institution, are known to have 
exerted all the powers of their genius 
in its artificial embellishments, so as 
to render it the more appropriate me- 
dium of the doctrinal or historical lore 
which they thus treasured. To this it 
must be ina great measure ascribed, 
that Welsh poetry possesses a richer 
store of metres than was perhaps ever 

+ Pronounced Kumry. < 
known 
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known to that of any other country, 
ancient or modern, and which have 
been progressively augmented, by the 
refinement of successive ages, to the 
number of twenty-four. These are all 
dependent on a certain principle of 
alliteral harmony, called eynghanedd, 
which, being peculiar to Welsh pro- 
sody, invests the strains over which it 
presides with certain strange and sin- 
gular features, which I must take a 
more fayourable opportunity of ex- 
plaining. “hh 

Another and a material cause of the 
distinction thus claimed by the Muse 
of Cambria is to be found in the parti- 
cular characteristics of the Welsh 
language itself. Its oriental descent, 
the copious significance of its simple 
terms, with the facilities resulting 
from the combination of these, added 
to the grammatical structure of the 
language, have united to enhance this 
distinction by the various and novel 
sources of rhythmical harmony, which 
they have created, as well bya bre- 
vity and terseness of expression, of 
which no other poetry of the present 
day affords any examples. From this 
concurrence of circumstances it hap- 
pens, that the poetry of Wales, and 
more especially of ancient times, con- 
veys to the ear of a person unacquaint- 
ed with its characteristics something 
unintelligible and obscure. And all 
attempts to explain it through the me- 
dium of a literal translation must ne- 
cessarily prove unsatisfactory, as want- 
ing those aids which give to the 
original the greatest portion of its 
beauty and energy. Nor isit possible, 
even in a poetical version, to preserve 
all the sententious conciseness, with 
the sudden transitions and occasional 
boldness of figurative expression, pe- 
culiar to the Muse of the Cymry. 

You perceive then, my dear Frank, 
that those who would build their no- 
tions of Welsh poetry upon the gene- 
ral poetry of Europe, whether of the 
present or past times, would be likely 
to arrive at a very failacious conclu- 
sion. It has, I may almost affirm, 
nothing in common with the strains of 
other countries, save that inspiration 
which must always to a certain degree 
characterise the effusions of the Muse. 
Yet even in this particular the poets 
of Wales appear to possess features 
peculiarly their own. In vain should 
we attempt to recognize in them the 
uniform sublimity which distinguishes 
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the strains of Homer, the unvarying 
majesty and propriety of the Virgilian 
sentiments, or the regular and well- 
sustained flight of Pope’s philosophic 
genius. The genuine characteristics 
of Welsh poetry are of anature essen- 
tially different; not that I mean to 
insinuate, that it is not often pregnant 
with glowing thought, with dignified 
sentiment, with tender feeling, and 
with fine moral sense ; but it rarely, if 
ever, happens, that the Welsh poet 
holds ‘‘the even tenor of his way,” 
in one uninterrupted strain of feeling, 
whether of sublimity or of pathos. It 
is the irregular flash, the corascation, 
of genius, rather than its full and 
steady blaze, that imparts a splendor 
to the awen* of Wales; and hence it is 
that my native country is far more 
likely to supply rivals to Pindar or 
Gray, than to Milton or Lucretius. 
And the lyric excellence of some of 
our bards, especially the more ancient, 
forms a practical illustration of this 
hypothesis. In short the poetry of 
Wales, whatever occasional fire it may 
exhibit, is less the poetry of thought 
than of expression, a peculiarity 
which may-be ascribed to the formal 
strictness of the prosody already al- 
luded to, and to the musical proper- 
ties of the language, which have from 
time immemorial created a sort of na- 
tural aliiance between the songs of the 
bard and the strains of the minstrel. 
Hence arose the national practice of 
singing with the harp, customary 
among the Welsh from the earliest 
times, and which appears to have oc- 
casioned a certain metrical harmony 
to be frequently studied at the ex- 
pense of those loftier aspirations, 
which confer dignity and immortality 
on the effusions of the Muse. 

But, whatever may be the metrical 
singularities of the Cambrian Muse, 
she may lay claim to a more honour- 
able distinction in the scrupulous 
regard which her votaries anciently 
paid to the love of truth. “The truth 
against the world” was. a favourite 
axiom of the bardic institution, on 
which account it. became a predomi- 
nant principle of the poctical produc- 
tions, over which, JI have already 
mentioned, it exercised so great an in- 
fluence, From this cause it has arisen, 
that in matters of history the early 

* Poetical genius; literally, a flow or 
effusion of mind. 

Welsh 
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Welsh bards have ever been consulted 
as the favourite chroniclers of their 
age; whilst, by a singular contrast, the 
oldest prose compositions in the lan- 
guage are for the most part the mere 
vehicles of romance and of fiction. 
This inversion of the general order of 
writing, you will.agree with me, is' 
perhaps peculiar to Wales. 

It is now time, you will think, my 
dear fellow, that I should bring this 
dissertion on our mountain minstrelsy 
toaclose. Yet, believe me, I have 
much more to say before I can hope 
to make you as well acquainted as I 
wish to do even with its general cha- 
racter. However, this may be more 
advantageously reserved for another 
opportunity. At present I shall de- 
tain you no longer than to request 
your attention to a few of the Poetical 
Triads, which form part of a larger 
number, that are supposed to have had 
some influence formerly on the effusi- 
ons of the bards, This mode of writing 
in triads, of which I shall have much 
to say hereafter, was peculiar to the 
Welsh, at least to any great extent; 
and I think you will so far surrender 
your prejudices as to admit, that the 
following specimen of the practice 
embraces much originality of thought 
with a proportionate share of sound 
sense and judicious instruction. At 
any event, I challenge you to pro- 
duce, from the whole circle of ancient 
or modern literature, a happier defini- 
tion of poetical genius than what is 
comprised in the first of the triads, 
which I shall now transcribe. 

Poetical Triads. 
The three primary requisites of poetical 

genius: an eye that can see nature, a heart 
that can feel nature, and aresolution that 
dares follow nature. 

The three properties of a just imagina- 
tion : what may be, what ought to be, and 
what is seemily to be. 

The three indispensabilities of poetical 
language: purity, copiousness, and ease. 

Three things that poetry should tho- 
roughly be: thoroughly learned, thorough- 
ly animated, and thoroughly natural. 

Three things that ought to be well un- 
derstood in poetry: the great, the little, 
and their correspondencies. 

Three things to be avoided in poetry: 
the mean, the obscure, and the extra- 
vagant, 

Three things to be chiefly considered in 
poetical illustration: what is obviously 
seen, what may be instantly admired, and 
what is eminently characteristic, 
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The three dignities of poetry: the trne 

and wonderful united, the union of the 
beautiful and the wise, and the union of 
art and nature, r 
The three purities of poetry ; pure truth, 

pure language, and pure conception. 
The three advantages of poetry: the 

praise of goodness, the record of what is 
remarkable, and the imvigoration of the 
affections. | 

The three final intentions of poetry : in- 
crease of goodness, increase of understand- 
ing, and increase of delight. 

Leaving you to digest at your lei- 
sure this ancient relic of bardic wis- 
dom, I again bid you farewell, hoping 
to have your candid sentiments on the 
purport of this epistle, as soon as you 
have an hour to bestow on so humble 
atheme. WhatI shall make the sub- 
ject of my next lucubration I am 
hardly prepared to say, even if I wish- 
ed to let you into the secret; but you 
know, my dear Wilmot, the condition 
of this correspondence, that the ar- 
rangement is to be wholly at my dis- 
posal. 1 will only once for all tell 
you, that variety is my motto. So, in 
the words of the poet, 
To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures 

new. 

Your ever faithful 
GrirritH Tupor. 

Festiniog ; July 5, 1822. 
—<= 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
REMARKS on @ PASSAGE tn COXE’S ME- 

MOIRS of SIR ROBERT WALPOLE, 
HERE is no writer of the present 
day to whom history is more in- 

debted than to the Rev. Archdeacon 
Coxe, and he is particularly to be 
applauded for the fairness with. which 
he has published the original papers 
entrusted to his selection, and which 
throw so great a light upon the times 
of which they treat. But the conclu- 
sions adduced from the materials thus 
liberally supplied may frequently ad- 
mit of question. In his ‘‘ Memoirs of 
Sir Robert Walpole, vol. iv. p. 113, 
occurs the following passage:—‘‘ On 
reviewing the conduct of England, 
from the renewal of the disputes con- 
cerning the Spanish depredations in 
1737 to the declaration of war, we 
shall not hesitate to confess, that. it 
was inconsistent, unjust, haughty, and 
violent. The British nation listened 
only to one side of the question, gave 
implicit credit to the exaggerated ac- 
counts of the cruelties committed by 
the Spaniards without due evidence ; 

an 
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and without noticing the violations of 
express treaties by the British tra- 
ders,” &e. 

But this confession is really an ac- 
cusation ; which, so far from beimg 
supported by due evidence, is hazard- 
ed in opposition to testimony, admit- 
ied as decisive by the minister him- 
self, and denied by none at the time it 
Was given: so that the long endurance 
of the British nation is much more to 
be wondered at than its ultimate and 
eager desire of revenge. 

‘Che inextinguisbable animosity of 
the court of Madrid, displaying itself 
in various forms during a period of 
more than twenty years, unquestion- 
ably originated in the arbitrary and 
upproyoked interposition of Great 
Britain by force of arms,in the quar- 
re] between Spainand Austria relative 
to Sicily, and the consequent destruc- 
tion (August 1718,) of the Spanish 
flect off Messina. ‘This was a conten- 
tion in which England lad no imagi- 
nable motive to interfere, but which, 
on the contrary, was obviously and 
permanently injurious to her best in- 
terests; being calculated wholly and 
solely to promote the pernicious pro- 
jects of Hanoverian aggrandisement. 
The hatred and resentment of Spain 
were afierwards fostered by the insi- 
dious artifices practised upon het, re- 
jative to the restitution of Gibraltar, 
and other causes well known to those 
conversant with the events of those 
times, as originating in electoral am- 
bition. 

In the speech of King George T. de- 
livered Noy. 11, 1718, we hear for the 

first time of vessels fitted out in the 
West Indies against the British com- 
merce, which, under the name of 
Guarda Costas, were in fact priva- 
teers, licensed for the purpose of 
plunder; and whose daring outrages 
on the high seas, notwithstanding the 
nominal restoration of peace and 
amity in 1721, received the strongest 
countenance from the Spanish govern- 
ment. These violences continued 
without intermission for a long series 
of years, in open contempt of treaties, 
particularly of the Convention of Se- 
ville in 1729; and they were followed 
by innumerable complaints, commis- 
sions, memorials, and remonstrances. 
In the memorable debate which took 
place March 3, 1738, on the petitions 
presented by the West India mer- 
chants and others, the minister, Sir 
Montuty Maa. No. 374. 
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Robert Walpole, acknowledged “ that 
the British merchants and seamen had 
been often treated most unjustly and 
inhumanly by the Spanish Guarda 
Costas, and that both the honour and 
interest of the nation were concerned 
in obtaining reparation for such inju- 
ries, and a proper security for the 
future.” 

On the 30th of the same month, Sir ~ 
Robert Walpole said, on the subject of 
the resclutions moved by Mr. Pulte- 
ney, ‘‘ I shall most readily agree to any 
motion that can he proposed for show- 
ing it to be our opinion, that our mer- 
chants have fully proved their losses ; 
and that the depredations which have 
been committed are contrary to the 
treaties subsisting between the two 
crowns, and without the least pretence 
or colour of justice ;” and in his con= 
sequent amendment to the resolutions, 
itis asserted, “that before and since 
the treaty of Seville many unjust 
seizures and captures have been made, 
and great depredations committed by 
the Spaniards, which have been’ at- 
tended with many instances of un- 
heard-of cruelty and barbarity; that 
the frequent applications made to the 
court of Spain have proved vain and 
ineffectual; and the several orders or 
cedulas granted by the King of Spain 
have been disobeyed, or totally 
evaded.” 

During the month of March nume- 
rous petitions had been presented to 
the House of Commons relative to the 
inhumanities, as well as depredations, 
committed by the Spaniards. Several 
captains and others, whose characters 
were unimpeached, being examined 
at the bar of the House, gave the 
clearest and most impressive evidence 
of these horrid outrages. Amang 
these witnesses was the famous Ro- 
bert Jenkins, the captain of a West 
India trader, who was called to the 
bar on the 16th and 2ist of March 
(1733). The report of the committee 
to whom the petitions had been refer- 
red, was brought-up March 30th, by 
Alderman Pery, one of the members 
for London. It was calculated to ex- 
cite indignation as well as compassion. 
Mr. Murray (afterwards the celebrated 
Earl of Mansfield,) was heard as 
counsel for the petitioners, and sup- 
ported with irresistible eloquence the 
justice of their complaint, Tha re- 
markable case of Jenkins, in parti- 
eular, so highly inflamed the publie 

Rr mind, 
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mind, that Mr. Pulteney declared, 
“his very name would suflice to raise 
volunteers.” 

Alse, in the grand debate which 
took place March 8, 1739, on the Con- 
vention of the Prado, Sir ‘Thomas 
Sanderson denounced the same atro- 
cious act in the following language :— 
“Even the Spanish pirate who cut off 
Capt. Jenkins’s ear,—making use, at 
the same time, of the most insulting 
expression towards the person of our 
king, an expression which no British 
subject can decently repeat,—even 
this fellow is suffered to enjoy the 
fruits of his rapine, and remain a 
living testimony of the tameness of 
Britais, and the triumphant pride of 
Spain.” 

More than half a century subsequent 
to these transactions, Mr. Edmund 
Burke, in that bold and assuming tone 
which characterised all the effusions 
of his licentious style of eloquence, 
without the least attempt to disprove 
the evidence, thought proper to speak 
of “the fable of Jenkins’s ears.” Regi- 
cide peace! This apparently encou- 
raged Mr. Archdeacon Coxe to make 
a farther advance. ‘I am inclined 
(says this writer, Memoirs iv. p. 43,) 
to give credit to the suggestion of Tin- 
dal, that Jenkins lost his ear, or part 
of his ear, on another occasion, and 
pretended it had been cut off by the 
crew of a Spanish Guarda Costa.” Of 
Mr. Coxe’s inclination there can be 
no question; but this makes no part of 
the evidence. The words: of Tindal 
are as follow:—‘‘The case which 
made the greatest noise was that of 
one Jenkins, master of an English 
ship, who had, it seems, lost his ear, 
or part of his ear; and he pretended 
it had been cut off by the crew ofa 
Spanish Guarda Costa, with circum- 
stances of the utmost insolence against 
the person of his Majesty and his sub- 
jects.” If the term pretended in this 
passage means falsely aflirmed, the 
ground of the accusation ought to 
have been fally and fairly stated; 
otherwise it must pass fur a mere ca- 
Jumny. There exists not the least 
colour for the gratuitous insertion, 
“that Jenkins lost his ear on another 
oceasion;” and Tindal admits, “that 
the evidence of Jenkins had an incre- 
dible effect both upon Parliament and 
the public.” 

“The effect of this ridiculous story 
(says Mr. Coxe; again improving upon 

* bis author,) on the nation at large was 
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proportionate to the sentiments of horror 
and vengeance it excited in the House 
of Commons.” But how could such 
sentiments be excited in that House 
by a ridiculous fiction? Assuredly 
there were in that Assembly persons 
not less inclined than Mr. Coxe, and, 
having heard the evidence, far more 
able to detect the imposture, had im- 
posture been attempted. Upon this 
topic the authority of 'Tindal can bear 
no comparison with that of Smollet, 
who was himself professionally em- 
ployed in the West Indies at the pe- 
riod in question; and this historian 
informs us, ‘‘ that Jenkins was master 
of a Scottish merchant ship; that he 
was treated in a most barbarous man- 
ner by the captain of a Spanish Guarda 
Costa, who, after a vain search for 
contraband commodities, tore off one 
of his ears, bidding him carry it to his 
king, with other opprobrious expres- 
sions, filling the House of Commons 
with indignation.” He farther re- 
lates, ‘“‘ that Jenkins was afterwards 
engaged in the service of the East In- 
dia Company; and, in an engagement 
with the pirate Angria, he distinguish- 
ed himself by his extraordinary cou- 
rage aud conduct, by which he saved 
his own ship, with three others that 
were under his convoy.” Surely the 
name of such a man merits to be res- 
cued from the implied charge of per- 
jury and imposture. History, though 
privileged to speak the boldest truths, 
ought religiously to guard against the 
slightest deviation from her charter. 

As to the main question at issue be- 
tween Great Britain and Spain at the 
period alluded to, it is now sufliciently 
obvious, that to insist upon a direct 
renunciation of the “right of search,” 
as it was styled by the latter of the 
contending powers, was the extrava- 
gance of oppesition, as Mr. Pitt him- 
self subsequently and generously ac- 
knowledged in Parliament. On the 
other hand, for England to admit that 
this problematic right extended to the 
privateers, or Guarda Costas, fitted out 
from the Spanish-American ports for 
promiscuous plunder, and existing 
only by depredations, for which no 
redress could cver be obtained, was a 
concession equally compatible with 
national honour, and the principles of 
public justice. Nor would France, at 
any period of Cardinal Fleury’s equi- 
table administration, have armed in 
support of so unwarrantable and exor- 
bitant a pretension. ‘The war was in- 

deed 
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deed at the last, when Spain scemed 
most disposed to conciliation and 
concession, caused by the yiolence of 
the British government, which, no 
longer guided by the counsels of Wal- 
pole, had by a sudden transition pass- 
ed from one extreme to another ; 
refusing the repeated offers of the me- 
diation of France, and accompanying. 
her imperious demands by the me- 
nacing appearance of a flect off Cadiz, 
during the continuance of which, as 
the King of Spain himself told the 
ambassador Keene, “no grace or faci- 
lities were to be expected.” Thesame 
error in negociation characterised the 
imbecile administration, which pre- 
sided over the counsels of Great Bri- 
tain in the memorable years 1802 
and 3. Pusillanimity was atoned for 
by passion and precipitancy; and the 
superior sagacity and address of the 
then ambassador at Paris, Lord 
Whitworth, was rendered of no ayail 
by the peremptory nature of his in- 
structions; and, when a fair prospect 
of accommodation seemed to open, 
the ambassador in vain ventured to 
remark, ‘‘that, were the necessity of 
expedition less urgent, he might per- 
haps hope to bring the discussion to 
even a more favourable issue.” But 
how frequently does the observation 
of the famous- Swedish Chancellor 
Oxenstiern force itself upon us,— 
“that it is wonderful to see by how 
small a portion of wisdom the world 
is governed!” M. M. 

ie 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

WAS much pleased, in your Num- 
ber for September, to mect the 

notice of the Miller’s Tomb, by your 
correspondent J. J. as it called to my 
remembrance avery pleasant tour I 
made round the coast in the year he 
names (1815), or the year preceding ; 
I do not exactly know which, as the 
memorandums I made of my journey 
are deficient in that particular. 

In the course of my round I visited 
Worthing; and, accompanied by a 
friend, strolled one afternoon to the 
Miller’s Tomb, where, making a desk 
of my triend’s back, I copied off, L be- 
lieve, all the inscriptions, &c. on and 
about it. 

On the doors of the arbour I found 
the three following inscriptions, which 
J.J. does not notice ; probably he did. 
not espy them, or his time might not 
admit of his copying them, for, at a 
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place so little calculated for writing, 
this is no trifling task. Limbrick, the 
owner of which, in the year 1788, sent 
the last of the three, is a seat just be- 
low the hill. 

My Friend, 
Let us secure an int’rest in the other 

world, 
Let this be as it list, be toss’d, and hurl'd; 
He’s great and rich enough who well to 

die 
And can with joy expect eternity. 
Friend! this is. the best counsel I can tell: 
Think on’t, and practise it,—and so 

. farewell! 

When Time and Death their work fulfil, 
Then adieu to Greendown Hill; 
When my remains lie here at rest, . 
I hope my soul will live among the just. 

Sent by the Owner of Limbrick, 1788. 
Busied no more with worldly hopes and 

fears, 
But safely landed in the vale of years, 
Fain would my mind calm and contented 

dwell, 
With health and letter’d ease in Limbrick 

cell; 
Whence, though contracted, still the view 

commands 
Fair rising woods beyond the falling lands, 
And slightly glances at the velvet green, 
Which justly boasts the sweet enchanting 

scene, 
More famous for the living miller’s tomb, 
Who thinks upon the better scenes to come. 
Long may his portion of good works en- 

crease, 
Ere he exchange it for eternal peace ; 
Whilst Time and Death consent, in turn, 

to lend ; 
The rich a pleasure, and the poor a friend 

My memorandums, made at the 
time I was at Worthing, do not state 
that the miller himself left any thing 
to keep the tomb in repair, though I 
think it is yery likely he should have 
done so; but run thus, “‘A gentleman 
in the parish left ten pounds a-year for 
the keeping-up of the tomb; but the 
person who now receives it neglects 
to perform his office as he ought, 
though it is still in excellent order; 
and, to the best of my recollection, I 
picked up this intelligence at the cot- 
tage mentioned by J. J. but I cannot 
youch for its correctness. J.J. men- 
tions the miller’s coffin on castors, but 
does not mention a last request of the 
old man, which was that he might be 
wheeled in it round the field in which 
the tomb is situated, previous to his 
interment; which was punctually coms 
plied with. J. M. Lacey. 

Lo 
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Zo the Editor of the Monthly Magazine, 

SIR, 
N your number for August you 
have given us an account of an 

overflowing well at ‘Tottenham ; and 
in your Notices to Correspondents tor 
the month of September, you have 
mentioned the ‘‘intense interest” 
which the subject has excited, If you 
will refer to the Transactions of the 
Royal Society, it appears that in the 
year 1794 Mr. BENJAMIN VULLIAMY 
sunk a weil ai Norland-house, belong- 
ing to a relative of his, four feet in 
diameter, and 236 feet deep, taking 
the usual precautions of keeping out 
the land-springs, as fast as they appear- 
ed. When they had proceeded to 
this depth, they had reason to suppose 
that a current of water was running 
not yery far beneath them; they then 
employed a borer of five inches and a 
half in diameter, and, after proceed- 
ing with it twenty-four fect further, 
and driving a copper pipe of the same 
diameter into the bore hole, a mixture 
of water and sand rushed through the 
pipe, which in an hour and twenty mi- 
nutes filled the well, and overfiowed 
its mouth. But their diiliculiies were 
not at an end: for the sand subsidiag 
iv the well, overcame in a very great 
degree the power of the water, and it 
occasioned many days’ labour, and a 
consequent heavy expense, to remove 
the sand as fast as it rose. However, 
at length they were amply repaid for 
their trouble, for the well continued 
regularly to discharge forty-six gallons 
of water per minute, 

This is a very slight sketch of the 
manner in which Myr. Vulliamy pro- 
ceeded in prosecuting his object; 
those of your readers who feel the 
degree of interest which you mention, 
will no doubt obtain a sight of the 
paper itself, which is very explicit, 
and occupies eight pages. A plate is 
annexed, which completely removes 
any difficulty that may occur. 
Sherborne, Dorset ; J. GOUGER. 

Sepl. 24, 1822. 
——— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 

GREECE in its RELATIONS with EUROPE ; 
by MONS. DE PRADT, ancien Arche- 
végue de Malines. 

! CRADLE of the sciences and 
the arts. O!.thou Mnemosyne, 

who, in giving birth to the Muses, 
spread that dawn of day over the uni- 
yerse Which illuminated and inspired 
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thy illustrious sons,—how hast thou 
since been trodden under the foot of 
man! Thy gods had abandoned thee: 
thy models of ancient glory and vir- 
tue had become a dead letter to the 
barbarous tribes, when they sacrilegi- 
ously place a stone upon thy tomb, to 
close it for ever. 

But darkness is no longer visible; 
the spark of liberty rekindles round 
the shades of thy fathers ; ard is there 
any where to be found a soul in this 
earthly tabernacle, who, having shed 
tears over thy misfortunes, would not 
cheerfully contribute its ingenuous 
promises of support? 

Althoughrthe principles of a narrow 
policy;—parching as the south winds, 
—had dried up in our hearts'a ge- 
nuine spirit of loyalty, partaking of the 
tender feelings which grow out of the 
sacred fire of humanity; let me aspire 
with a trembling hand, in the decline 
of life, to promulgate to the universe 
an important truth, that all pity is not 
extinguished among us. Let me also 
endeavour feebly, though faithfully, 
to exhibit an outline of thy ancient 
glory and portentous fall, accompanied 
by a distant view of the new destinies 
which the hand of time has prepared 
for thee. 

There have been revolving ages since, 
gifted by Heaven, thy towering genius 
ruled among the sons of men. The 
heathen mythology was thy workman- 
ship, destined to embellish a code of 
laws, emanating from thy councils, to 
which the whole world submitted in 
its turn. Its inhabitants knew only 
thee, and held no intercourse but with 
thee. It was thee who peopled the 
confines of Asia, Sicily entire, and part 
of Italy. 

The courage of thy children spared 
Carthage from the ,arms of Regulus, 
and paved the way for the great work 
reserved for the Scipio’s to accom- 
plish ; a handful of thy veterans cross- 
ed the states of the successor of 
Xerxes, and the great king humi- 
liated himself before thy people. Soon 
we arrived at an important era, when 
the enjoyment of peace preserved for 
a time the splendor of those crowns, 
which Apollo and Mars had united’on 
thy brow. 

What besides was the spectacle of 
these times? Immortal names among 
thy citizens attracted the admiration 
of gods and men. Neighbouring na- 
tions, wherever thy boundaries were 
within reach, associated in thy games ; 

harkened 

ee 
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harkened with attention to the oracies 
of Athens, to the precepts of Socrates 
and Plato. Sometimes they were af- 
fected by the scenes of Sophocles and 
Euripides; at others were they press- 
ing round the tribune where Demos- 
thenes thundered. Then Corinth was 
the centre of the universe, while thou 
wast seated in the zenith of thy 
power. 

But vide mi fili quam leve discrimi- 
nem palibulum inter et statuum. Alas! 
when thou wast slumbering in the 
peaceful security of all thy acquired 
glory, the deceitful King of Macedon, 
availing himself of an unwary hour, 
bewildered thee in the windings of his 
politics. Sword and sceptre in hand, 
he dared break down thy ramparts, 
under the specious pretence of subdu- 
ing the Persian empire; as Russia 
might cross France to make the con- 
quest of Spain, while the arts are 
spared to the professors: so were thy 
children flattered by the respect 
shown for the tomb of Pindar, and 
thereby consoled for thy lost liberty. 
Then set the sun of thy glory,—as it 
would be with France; the splendor of 
thy power could not establish itself, 
after the mortal wounds which the 
hand of Alexander of that day soon 
found pretexts to inflict upon thee in 
the ungarded hour of repose. 
Can it be believed that Italy, be- 

come so powerful a state, authorised 
Rome to rank thee in the number of 
its provinces; the catalogue of which 
presented nearly all the cities in the 
known world. And as she had sub- 
mitted herself to pro-consuls, by 
whose tyranny she was enchained, so 
were the Greeks, in their turn, the 
slaves of her will; and it was her seve- 
rity and. extortion that accustomed 
them, in the end, to humiiiating con- 
eessions of every kind; and, above all, 
to those fulsome adulations they were 
soon forced to lavish at the feet of 
the successors of Constantine, and 
which afterwards even the ferocious 
children of Mahomet bad prepared 
for them. 

. Thus under the Crescent, as under 
the Cross, thy immediate destiny was 
irrevocably fixed. To weep,—to bleed, 
—and to tremble for the consequences 
of thy disgrace. The immortal spirit 
of Greece being broken, her porticoes 
were deserted and her cloisters open- 
ed,—those narrow avenues where in 
every niche superstition and igno- 
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rance are enthroned. The public 
mind, deprived of those strong emo- 
tions which the love of liberty in- 
spires, faiis in those nobie objects of 
pursuit which keeps aiive watchful- 
ness, and presages the true interest of 
the public weal. A thousand vain 
disputes lost thee thy pre-eminence, 
and widened the passage to the op- 
pressors of mankind. 

Oh! religion, we invoke thy sacred 
character to an open avowal of thy 
priuciples ; thou who hast reddened 
the earth and the seas wiih the blood 
of humanity: still more tears have 
been shed on thy account. How many 
hearts hast thou broken? How many 
foilowers hast thou blinded, and tarn- 
ed out of the road of their duty? 

While all the nerves of public spirit 
have been enfeebled by a long inter- 
val, without glory or grandeur for its 
object, it fails io every good purpose ; 
becomes a victim to the sabre, anda 
fearful and ignominious bigotry cedes 
very soon to an audacious and fero- 
cious fanaticism. 

Unhappily, it is through all these 
afllicting stages that Greece has been 
gradually sinking, for so many ages, 
at the feet of monuments, which, un- 
der a better state of feeling, wou! 
have reminded her of her lost happi- 
ness; and, trodden under the stupid 
feet of their ignorant oppressors,—it 
has borne five hundred years the domi- 
nion of Turkey over it; a situation 
very much resembling what Spain 
was as to its power in America, and 
what England’s is in India: however, 
with this difference as to the former, 
—Spain, to its eternal disgrace, obliged 
the vanquished to renounce the reli- 
gion of their fathers; while Turkey 
left Greece to foliow its own, as Eng- 
land has done in India., Thus we 
have attempted briefly to describe all 
that has happened to Greece. 

in the nature of things, the humi- 
liating condition to which she had 
fallen could not continue; and as to 
the germs of improvement, the present 
propitious period may have brought 
them to light. Confined they were in 
a multitude of molecules, which the 
often slow, but infallible hand of time 
could not fail to develope ; and it is of 
the highest importance to acknow- 
ledge, that it may serve essentially to 
direct us in approaching the new scene 
which opens itself on the side of the 
East; the influence of which on the 

destinies 
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destinios of the world cannot fail to be 
manifest: .a subject so complicated 
and interesting, that it becomes us to 
discuss it methodically. 

—i 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
THE GERMAN STUDENT. 

NO. XXV. 
WIELAND- 

- A T Biberach, in Swabia, Christe- 
pher Martin Wieland was born 

on the 5th of September, 1733, in a 
parsonage-house, called Holzheim, 
which his father inhabited, near the 
little river Riess. Biberach is a free 
municipal city, in which Catholics and 
Lutherans have equal civic rights, and 
use the same church _ alternately. 
Wicland’s father was the Lutheran 
minister, and had studied at Halle. 
He undertook the entire education of 
his son, and, with the usual solicitude 
of parental affection, bestowed too 
much toil on the pupil; began his les- 
sons when the child was hardly three 
years old, and forced, by this hot- 
house confinement,a premature growth 
of knowledge. 

The boy was admired as a prodigy ; 
in his seyenth year he was reading 
Nepos; but had incurred the oppres- 
sed feeling of these who are not allow- 
ed to expand, had contracted a shy 
Jonesomeness of disposition, and ap- 
parently wanted the activity, the rea- 
diness, the emulation, of boys accus- 
tomed to bustle through a crowd. In 
his thirteenth year Virgil and Homer 
were his pocket companions, and he 
was already familiar with Cicero. He 
had not only begun to make German 
verses, especially hymns, but had 
planned an epic poem on the “ De- 
struction of Jerusalem;” the mystically 
pious turn of his father was giving to 
all his ideas a religious direction. 

At the age of fourteen he was first 
exposed to the conflicts of public and 
social education; being then sent to 
the high school at Klosterbergen, near 
Magdeburg, which at that time was 
superintended by the Abbot Stein- 
metz, whose reputation as a teacher 
was great, and whose evangelical tone 
accorded with the sentiments of Wic- 
land’s father. In consequence of the 
popularity. of this institution, the 
school-house had been lately enlarged, 
the discipline had become unremitting, 
and devotional exercises formed a la- 
borious part of the employment of the 
numerous pupils; they were always 
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praying to be quit of prayers. The 
young Wieland, however, made here 
a rapid pregress in Greek, and grew 
remarkably fond of Xenophon, whose 
Cyropadia was the study of his class ; 
but he took less part than others in the 
sports of his schoolfellows, their play- 
ground being to him rather a show 
than an arena. During his leisure- 
hours he applied to English literature, 
and read attentively Shaftesbury’s 
“‘ Characteristics.” All-curious, he at 
this time peeped also into some liber- 
tine books, but felt compunetion after 
the indulgence ; indecd his conscienti- 
ousness was extremely sensible, what- 
ever were his topics of self-reproach: 
—‘How often (says he,) I almost 
bathed in tears of contrition, and 
wrung my hands sore; I would fain, 
but could not fashion myself into a 
Saint.” 

Adelung, afterwards the celebrated 
glossologist, was one of the scholars 
with whom Wieland formed at Klos- 
terbergen a permanent friendship ; 
they separated at seventeen, but they 
long corresponded. Wieland was next 
removed to the house of a relation at 
Erfurt, named Baumer, who advised 
him, as his lungs were weak, to give 
up the intention of taking orders, and 
to study the law. The year following 
he returned home, and obtained the 
reluctant permission of his father to 
prepare for college on this new plan. 
Sophia von Gutterman, the daughter 
of a physician at Augsburg, a young 
lady of beauty and intellect, was now 
staying at Biberach, and visited at the 
house of Wieland’s father, to whose 
wile she was distantly related. 'Three 
or four years older than her cousin, 
who was still treated as a schoolboy, 
she saw neither danger nor impro- 
priety in walking out frequently with 
a lad, whose talents and accomplish- 
ments she could discern and appre- 
ciate; but Wieland fell enthusiasti- 
cally in love with her. One Sunday, 
when his father had been preaching 
from the text, “God is love,” be ac- 
companied Sophia after seryiée inta 
the fields; said that he thought a 
warmer discourse might have been in- 
spired by the topic; and began to 
declaim in a rhapsodical phraseology, 
recollected or nrodified from Plato’s 
Dialogues: — “You may imagine, 
(says Wieland’s own narrative,) whe- 
ther Espoke coldly when I gazed in 
her eyes, and whether the gentle So- 
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phia heard unpersuaded, when she 
looked benignly at me. In shert, nei- 
ther of us doubted the rectitude of my 
system ; but Sophia expressed a wish, 
probably because she thought my de- 
livery too lyrical, that I would. put 
down my ideas in writing.. As soon 
as [left her, I was at my desk, and 
endeavoured to versify my theory.” 
The fruits of this enthusiastic stroll 
were the lines entitled, “the Nature 
of Things,” which form a conspicuous 
part of Wieland’s first publication. 

Sophia was now returning to her 
friends; term drew nigh; and the Pla- 
tonic lovers separated.» Wieland pro- 
ceeded in 1751 to the college at Tu- 
bingen, a cheap, not a celebrated 
university ; and the professors attract- 
ing but feebly his attention, he shut 
himself up in his room, and wrote 
verses. While a student there, in 
1752, he printed his earliest volume of 
poems, which are chiefly didactic, and 
contain, beside ‘“ the Nature of 
Things,” an “ Anti-Ovid,” the “ Moral 
Epistles,” and some ‘“ Sacred Storics.” 

At Tubingen, Wieland also began 
an epic poem in Ossianic prose, enti- 
tled ‘“‘ Arminius, or Germany freed,” 
which has been translated into Eng- 
lish. He sent the manuscript first 
five cantos of this poem, anonymously, 
to Bodmer, the editor of an eminent 
Swiss review, soliciting the critical 
opinion of this literary patriarch, who 
thought well of the specimen, and 
printed acomplimentary acknowledg- 
ment to his unknown correspondent. 
Wieland now named himself; and 
Bodmer invited the young yvenius to 
pass the vacation at his house near 
Zurich, He complied with the propo- 
sal in October 1752. The dwelling of 
Bodmer was adapted for a temple of 
the Muses; situate at the foot of a hill 
between the town and the country, it 
was retired without being lonely; a 
vineyard, bounded at top by fig-trees, 
rose at the back of the garden; the 
Uto glittered in front, and a magnifi- 
cent landscape of city, lake, and 
mountain, embosomed the modest re- 
sidence. 

‘To Wieland was assigned an apart- 
ment which Klopstock, already known 
to fame, had occupied the summer 
before. Within view or walk were to 
be seen traces or ruins of the dwel- 
lings of Owe, Warte, Husen, and other 
poets of the Swabian period, who had 
founded the romantic literature of 
Germany ; and whose manuscript re- 
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mains, collected and preserved by the 
care of Rudiger Maness of Zurich, 
were now about to be edited by Bod- 
mer. And here, in this congenial 
spot, his mind took that bent for chi- 
valrots romance, which has deter- 
mined the character of the greater 
part of his poetry. : 

Visits to and from the literary men 
of the neighbourhood varied the do- 
mestic circle, of which Gesner, the 
author of the Idyls, often formed a 
part; but Breitinger, a canon of Zu- 
rich, was the one of Bodmer’s friends 
who showed the most attention to 
Wieland, and has accordingly been 
named by him in a dedication. 

Bodmer, who had lost 2 wife and 
children, was glad of an habitual com- 
panion; and he could employ the Ia- 
bour of. Wieland profitably in critical 
animadversion, and in contributions to 
periodic publications. Insensibly this 
stay was prolonged, and arranged on 
a footing of mutual advantage. Wie- 
land, quite in his element, and de- 
lighted with his. new independence, 
dropped .the project of returning to 
college, devoted himself wholly to the 
cares of authorship, and managed an 
extensive literary correspondence,— 
which included the conspicuous names 
of Haller, Gleim, Hagedorn, Gellert, 
Klopstock, and Sulzer. 

An agreeable specimen of his ro- 
mantic poetry will be the introduc- 
tion to. a fabliau, entitled “Giron le 
Courteois.” 
Arthur, before his hall at Cramulot, 
Begirt with thirty knights, was holding court, 
Under a dase of velvet, fring’d with gold. 
Between him, and her Lancelot, the queen 
Guenara sat. Twelve maidens, couth to give 
The sweetest meed of love to whoso earns it, 
Stood bashfully the royal dame beside ; . 
And round about, on the tall brauchy oaks, 
Hung glittering in the sun-shine shields and spears, 
While thirty lads held in the shade hard by 
As many horses, well caparisou’d. 
When lo! from forth the forest a black knight 
Alone came riding. He drew near, alighted 
On his right knee, made to the queen obeisance, 
Then rose, and stood before King Arthur, taller 
By head and shoulders than the other knights. 
He bowed, and said, vig, wilt thou grant a boon, 
Such as one knight may of another ask.” 
The king with wonder look’d upon the stranger, 

And all with wonder view’d his stately form, 
And heard his speech, and silently awaited 
What boon he was to sue for. Arthur spake: 
“Sir knight, make known thy wish; 1 grant thy 

prayer.” 
The stranger bowed a second time, and said, 

“To you, puissant sir, and to these knights 
Beside you, let it not unwelcome prove, 
In honour of all lovely wives and maids, 
As well as to make known, whether the prize 
Of knighthood appertains to the new knights, 
Or to the old, with me, one after the other, 
Here in the open green to try a joust.” 

King Arthur, and bis band of thirty knights, 
Fellows of the Round Table all of them, 
Were not the men to let a boon like this 
Ge asked a second time. Instead of answer, 
Toward the trees whereon their lances leaned, 

And 
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And where, beside their steeds, the pages stood, 
They severally ran with cheerful speed. 
Now Arthur and his thirty famous peers, 

With bucklers on their arms, the horses mounted, 
And rode with leyel’d shafts on to the plain, 
Where the strange kuight had taken stand already. 
Foremost King Arthur rode. Both couch’d their 

speais, 
And, covered with their shields, their vizors louted, 
Spurring their horses, at each other ran 
So forcibly, the ground beneath them shook; 
When, is they were about to meet in onset, 
The stranver held his spear aloof, received 
Ov his firm shield the stiff thrust of the king, 
So that the spear shivered in many splinters, 
And Arthur searcely could with effort keep 
Firm in his stirrups. But unshaken sat 
The sable knight, and, soon as his warm steed 
Had spent his spring, he turn’d, rode to the king, 
And courteously addressed him: *‘ God forbid 
That I shocld use against you, noble sire, 
My arm or weapon; order me, as one \ 
Bound to your service both by choice and duty,” 

The lofty Arihur looked on him amazed, 
And to the tent return’d. Then Galaric, 
His nephew, second son to Lot of Orcan, 
Steps rashly forth, for combat eager. Sure 
Of victory, he swings the quivering spear, 
And couches it, against his broad breast clanks 
The goldtn-eagled shield. Now, with fierce thrust, 
He rushes on, but by a gentle bend 
Avoided, harmless slid his weapon’s point 
sae’ 45 Black Knight’s left arm, whose surer 

shaft 
Just then smote him a stunning blow, so home 
His senses quel!, his tottering knees unknit, 
He drops, and covers with his length the ground, 
To avenge his brother’s fall, Sir Galban came, 

The elder son of Lot, his name is heard 
When of invincibles discourse is hela ; 
But this time to his lady he forgot 
To recomend himself, or fortune mock’d him ; 
For the black knight served him like Galaric. 

An equal fate fell on the other nephews 
Of Arthur, Egerwin and Galheret, 
And on Bliomberis, and Lionel, 
‘The noble sons of King Boort of Gannes, 
Eke on the never weary, ever merry, 
Sir Dinadel of Strangor. All of these 
Had often stretched a brave man on the earth; 
Now came their turn to be for once o’erthrown. 
-“ Beigh !’ says Sir Gries, King Arthur’s seneschal, 
In words the courtier, but in deeds the knight, 
“ Ne’er be it said or sung, in foreign lands, 
That Arthur’s messmates, like as many nine-pins, 
By the first strolling champion were knock’d down; 
Black as he is, the stranger is no devil.” 
Half jesting, half in earnest, with these words 
He spurr’d his courser. He had carefully, 
Out of a heap of spears beside the tent, 
Chosen the heaviest; but him nought avail’d 
His foresight, his rash courage, or the glibness 
Ofhis keeu tougue. The black knight lifted him 
High in the air, and let him fall amain. 
His squire soon helped on his legs again; 
Back to the tent with dhultering limped Sir Gries. 
The others followed in their turns, bold knights, 

Unwont to turn their backs on any adventure, 
Howe’er unpromising, or yield to man : 
To break alance was but a sport to them, 
‘They would have stripped a forest of its wood; 
Yet of them all not one, not one withstood 
The forceful onset of the unknown knight ; 
Each in his turn was from the saddle burl’d. 
Thus to behold the whole Round Table foil’d, 

Grieved to the heat Sir Lancelot of the Lake, 
The only one of all the thirty who 
Remain’d unconquer’d. This Sir Lancelot 
Was the f.ir queenu’s own knight ; for love to her 
He hid done many deeds, and in repayment 
Many asweet kiss, and many a glowing clasp, 
Had been vouchsufed in secret. No one messmate 
Of the Round Table was than him more fraught 
With manliness and beauty. In the presence 
Of his fair mistress, vothing seems so easy 
As to unhorse the stoutest javelin-splitter 
On the wide earth. And yet he look’d astonished 
At the black knight; for what had newly chance’d, 
Ne’er chane’d before, since the Round Table stood. 

“Vf the black art it be which shields this 
heathen,” 

Says Lancelot softly to the queen, ‘Fair lady, 
1 mk thee don’t forsake thy faithful knight; 
‘Tho’ hell for the black champion strive united, 
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If but your eye sinile on me, on my side 
Is heaven.” Whien he thus had said, the queen 
AJlowed him in her lovely’eyes to read 4 
(For secuiliness before so many hearers 
Closed up her lips) an answer, which upswell’d 
The big heart in his bosom. With loose rein, 
His shield aloof, his lance press’d to his side, 
He ran, and both the knights so forcibly 
Jostled against each other, horse and man, 
That the snapt shafts were shivered in their fists, 
And shield and helmet met together clanging. 
But nought avail’d to Lancelot his lady’s 
Kiud glangtt him the black knighv’s force out+ 

weighs, 
He totters, drops the rein, grows giddy, sinks, 
And lies where lay before him all his messmates. 
Calmly the stranger from his horse aliglits, 

Coaxes with friendly hand his reeking back, 
And his warm chest, takes off the foamy bit, 
Ungirds the saddle, and dismisses him, 
With akind pat, to graze about the green; 
Then turns, as came he from an airing merely, 
Cheerful and unreserv’d, with his accustomed 
Grave elderly slow step, back to the tent. 
With eyes askance the knights avoid his gaze, 

And Jook at one another, as if asking ' 
Can you bear this? but Arthur from the tent 
Advane’d with dignity, held out his hand, 
And thus address’d the stranger: ‘* Noble knight, 
We have, I think, bought of you dear enoagh 
The right to see the face of one, who thus 
Can heave my thirty comrades from the saddle.” 
No sooner had the king youchsafed these words, 

Than the pe dnee knight unbasp’d his helm, and 
rais’d it ; 

When Jo! the curls were white as snow that hung 
About his skull; in all the majesty 
Of unenfeebled age the hero stood, 
A stately handsome man, though manifold 
The wrinkles were that farrow’d his high forehead, 
And though his shoulders, still unstooping, bore 
‘Lhe burden of a hundred yeurs of toil. | 
On sceing him, King Arthar and his knichts 

Again grew warm abcut the heart, they througed 
Wondering around the stranger, clasp’d his hand, 
While on his countenance their looks repos’ 
Kindly, like sons who meet unhop’d a father. 
«My name is Branor, (s#id the ancient knight,)} 

Branor the Brown. ‘Thy father, royal Arthw, 
The far-renowned Pendragon Uther, still 
Trotted his horse of stick about the court, 
When Branor sallied forth o’er hill and dale, 
In quest of ventures. These old mossy oaks 
1 recoilect no taller than a spear. 
Thy father was to me an honour’d masfer, 
Anda kind friend. We often rode together, 
And broke, in jest and earnest, many a lance. 
May blessings Jight upon his noble son! 
Tt does my old eyes good to see yonng men 
Not yet quite fallen off from their forefathers.” 
wae pee they spake, the sun was setting. 

Arthur, 
His queen, the Jadies, and the thirty knights, 
With Branor in the midst, now turn’d their steps 
Toward the castle-gute at Cramalot, 
Where a repist stood waiting in the hall. 

A purfied canopy o’erhung the seat 
Of Arthur aad his queen; an ivory stool 
Was placed between them for the werthy Branor. 
When these were seated, others took their places, 
Tn order due, beside the sp»cious board. : 
Now twenty youths in pewter dishes brought 
The steaming food, and teeny others walied 
At the rich side-board, where from silver ewer’ 
pnt mead, Wine, and trumpets shoek the 

yal, 

As often as the two-eared cup went round. 
When appetite was sated, lofty talk 

Of deeds, of champions, and of court-emprize, 
Prolong’ their stay till midnight, and ali eyes 
Fasten’d upon the stranger ; whenooleee 
He oped his lips to parley, one might then 
Have heard a spider on the cornise spin. 
Kine Arthur took the old mau’s hand, and said: 

“Until to-day my eyes have ue’er beheld, 
Sir Branor, one so stout and merciful; 
God belp me, but I should have liked to knew 
The fathers who begot such sons as these.” 
Him the old knight replied to in this wise : 

‘*Sire king, lve lived a hundred years and more, ~ 
Many a good man upon his nurse’s Jap 
I’ve seen, and many a better help’d to bury. 
As yet there is no lack of doughty knights, 
Or lovely ladies worthy of their service; Bue 
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But men, like those of yore, 1. sce not now, —. 
So full of manhood, firmness, frankness, sense, 
To honour, right, and truth, so tied, and steadfast, 
With hand and heart, and countenance, So open, 
So without guile, as were King Meliad, 
Hector the Brown, and Danayn the Red, 
And my friend Geron, still susnamed 

teous, 
Such men, by God! TI ne’er shall see again.” 
Here the old man’s voice faultered, and he bowed 

His head, and paused. And all were silent too 
For a long time: none dared to interrupt 
The holy stillness, till at length Guenara 
Winked to Sir Lancelot, who understood her, 
And thus to Branor said : ‘* We, antient sir, 
Are all too young to have known the knights you 

mention 3 
Only in you, who knew them, they still live. 
’Tiwould be some solace to us, from the one 
Spared to our times, to hear of them and their’s.”? 
King Aythur and the gueen, and all the knights, 
Chimed ia with Lancelots prayer: not aloud, 
Yet not unheeded, the young ladies plead, 
And by the stooping eye, and colouring cheek, 
LBewray a bashiul peiaeity 
Then Branor, nodding {:tendly, look’d at them, 

And said, ** Your very prayer is courtesy; 
Old age prates willingly, as well you know, 
And loves to talk about the good old times 
That are no more; in which, asia a dieam 
Of bliss, it still can lingering stray delighted. 
Pil te) you of the nobiest man I knew, 
Of Geron,—'tis fall seventy years and more 
Since a strange accident broucht us toxether. 

I was on horseback, strolling through the forest 
In quest of same adventure, When a storm 
Assail’d me suddenly: [ sought for shelter 
Under a cavern, where soon perceiv’d 
A narrow path, whichled into the mountain. 

(To bé continued.) 
—a—— 

To the: Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
HERE is a curious fact in zoo- 

4- logy, which is not noticed by,any 
writer upon the subject that I have 
met with, but of which I was once an 
eye-wituess ; namely, that bats some- 
times carry their young ones upon 
their back... When L was a few years 
sincerambling with some others among 
the trees in Ackworth-park, near Pon- 
tefraect, in Yorkshire, in the middle of 
the day; I perceived a bat flying near 
me, which was followed iu a little 
time by another, and, in a few minutes 

_ after, by a:third. So unusual a cir- 
cumstance engaged my attention, par- 
ticularly as they all flew in the sainé 
Straight dixvection, without returning. 
Tt also excited my curiosity to disco- 
ver from whence they came. I ac- 

the Cour- 

cordingly walked in the contrary _ 
direction, and soon came to a tree in 
which was a hole, made by a wood- 
pecker, about ten or twelve feet from 
the ground, from which I saw several 
bats take their flight. My companions 

. climbed into the tree, and stationed 
themscives on each side of the hole, 
and soon informed: me that the bats 
carried their young upon their backs ; 
and endeavoured to knock them down 
with their hats, as they issued from 
the hole. ‘They struck to the ground 
» Monrnty Mac. No. 374. , 
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two young ones, which I picked up, 
and an old-one. I then climbed into 
the tree; my companions made room 
for me; and ina short time a bat ap- 
peared at the edge of the hole, when 
I very plainly saw a young one upon 
its back: it remained there a few se- 
conds, and then took its flight: We 
then descended, and weut in their di- 
rection; and at the distance ofaboutan 
hundred yards we came to another 
tree, in which also was a woodpecker’s 
hole, into which we saw several enter. 
The hole from which they issued stank 
most offensively, which was probably 
occasioned by the death of some ofthe 
family, and was the cause of the emi- 
gration of the rest. 

Sept. 10,1822. R..G. Ropinson. 
Chesterton, near Cambridge. 

—a—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
READ with interest a letter from 
Mr. Graham in your last nuraber; 

calling the attention of your readeys to 
the lime-water procured from the gas- 
works, as an effectual remedy for that 
iroublesome and disagreeable disease 
—the ring-worm. I have for a consi; 
derable period used what is called in 
the London Pharmacopotia the Un- 
guentum Hydrergyrt Nitratis, mixed 
with an equal portion ef lard, or wax 
ceraie, as an external - application ; 
giving, at the same time, gentile pur- 
gatives twice in the day. I can truly 
say, that I have never known the aboye 
remedies to. fail. 
My object in this letter is not to de- 

preciate the value of Mr. Graham’s 
remedy, but merely to point out a 
more attainable and less disagreeable 
method than the one noticed by that 
gentleman. I fully concur with him in 
recommending perfect cleanliness, and 
washing the head with soap’and wa~- 
ter. Mepicus. 

Sept. 13, 1822. 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
sIB, 
HAVE already given the public 
some insight into the deteriorating 

practices of paper-makers, as produac- 
tive of the gencral bad qualities both 
of prmting and writing papers. I 
therein traced its origin to the inqui- 
sitorial heavy pressure of the excise, 
operating upon an article which can- 
not fairly bear so grievous an impost. 
‘To remunerate themselves in the only 

Ss way 
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way they can, the manufacturers have 
resorted to’ contrivances to avert the 
pressure of this coercive branch of 
money-levying; and the result is. the 
same as in all cases of financial. op- 
pression,—trickery attempting to coun- 
teract the invasions of legislative re- 
quisitioas, leaving the public as gulls 
of such a desperate game, viz. by 
forcing articles of bad quality upon 
them, instead of (as heretofore) good 
ones, 

As Lhave laid part of this gross 
system bare, I will finish it by saying, 
that the same species of legalized 
adulteration in paper-making. exists 
in the (second class) inferior papers 
as those manufactured by the ‘+ white 
class. makers.” Retail shopkeepers 
are continually complaining of tho 
rottenness and imperfection of the 
species called whity-brown; and no 
wonder: the article is often so stufled 
with chalk, and other vile trash, that 
on applying it to the fire it actually 
moulders, and refuses to burn. The 
large brown packing-paper, used in 
warchouses, &c,. which used to be for- 
merly of a strong firm texture, when it 
was the unalloyed. produce of old 
tarred rope, is now fabricated in such 
a way as to contain nearly as much 
clay or marie as it does of the refuse 
of hemp; and the ‘consequence is, a 
weak paltry article, which will hardly 
bear handling, or the characters of the 
ink, instead of a good sound, tar-smel- 
ling, paper,—being foisted upon all 
classes of tradesmen, who have occa- 
sion to use it. 

Wellmight Burns apply the abusive 
epithet he did:to the f:xcise: tospeak 
with concise condemnation of it, I 
must say it is the stamp of an oppres- 
sive poverty-sinking government, and 
the greatest drawback which ever 
existed on the free exercise of honest 
labour and manual industry. 

Cullum street. Ewort Smit. 
——— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

FRNHE new Marriage Act has been 
regularly debated and passed in 

Parliament, to the no small gratifica- 
tion of some high personages, and is 
regularly disregarded, and in progress 
to be forgotten, by most of the married 
part of the community, like many 
other wise laws, with which they think 
they have at present nothing to do. A 
caustic old gentleman of my acquain- 
tance; to whom a copy of the new Act 

4 
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was given the other day, threw it by 
with great composure, without trou- 
bling himself to open it ; only obsery- 
ing, that by the time Providence in its 
kindness might send him a change in 
his old day, and he undertook again 
to go before the altar with a new com- 
panion, (it being then the fourth time,) 
there would without doubt be a still 
newer Marriage Act, or an amendment 
and new modelling of the present, 
which he then might consult; for, said 
he, the newly made Jaw will shortly 
be declared null and void, to. make 
room for a wiser; when the purposes 
of the present are seryed, as applying 
to some dignified personages, to wlom 
all things in heaven and earth are of 
course subservient. 

But, sir, there is a great portion of 
the community who are still uxmar- 
ried, although the 1st of September is 
gone past;°a great many who are 
thinking of marriage; a great many 
who have long been plotting and plan- 
ning for it ; and not a few, particularly 
of the female sex, who are only hoping 
for it: among all of whom the Mar- 
riage Act has produced what is com- 
monly called a sensation. 

But, delays being datgerous,. no 
small number have been frightened by 
the portentous 1st of September. te 
plunge into the holy state of wedlock, 
to whom the said Marriage Act has 
also, without doubt, been the means 
of producing a considerable amount of 
sensation. There is a_great sensation 
felt at the Stock Exchange when a 
great man cuts his throat, or an eastern 
pacha happens to lose his head; there 
is a sensation in the city when a “good 
man” becomes bankrupt, or a fat 
citizen turns Highlander; there is a 
sensation among the Scotch clergy 
when they have an “eflulgent” address 
to write to the “bulwark of their 
church ;” and there is a. sensation 
among the bishops when one. of their 
members is found out to be—not so 
good as he ought to be. 

But there area great many who have 
other things to think of besides ‘the 
kirk of Scotland,” and the city baronet 
without breeches; ; who are neither 
careful about Ali Pacha nor the Vice 
Society; who nevertheless have their 
feelings, and to whom the Marriage 
Act is of no little importance. Ihave 
had some e6pportunity of observing 
how this terrible Act has affected 
many, particularly among the lower 
orders, about whom the Act-makers 

never 
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neyer concerned themselves. Many 
a thoughtless young woman has been 
forced to think by it, and many a 
foolish young man it has almost made 
prudent. 

There are so many certified and 
signed matters, and oaths, and ex- 
tracts required, that many women 
who thought themselves secure of 
husbands are entirely disconcerted, 
most awkwardly situated, and sorely 
disappointed. | T assure you, sir, it has 
made many think who otherwise would 
have married, asis customary, without 
thinking at all; and has given oppor- 
tunity for the advice-givers and 
teachers of wisdom,—which nobody 
about to get married has leisure. to be 
troubled with,—to shake their heads, 
and deliver their lectures. 

But those most to be pitied are such 
ladies whose charms have remained 
too long untasted, and whose beauty, 
—little as there may be of it,—is be- 
ginning to be on the wane; who now, 
for lack of some unlucky consent or 
certificate, on the part of those whom 
they may, with much art and pains- 
taking, have brought fairly to commit 
themselves; may now find all their la- 
bour lost, and ail iheir tender hopes 
disappointed. What anticipations may 
now be frustrated! What pleasing 
dreams may, since the Ist of Scptem- 
ber, 1iever be destined to be answered 
by any substantial reality. I am my- 
self acquainted with a lady, in the 
doubiful time of life, between a young 
woman and an old maid, who had 
waited, and watched, and wished, and 
longed, and survived two or three dis- 
appointments, until Patience was just 
ready to be sent about his business ; 
when, lo! a lover appeared,—and a 
desirable lover, too; whom proper at- 
tentions on her part soon brought to 
name the time,—the month of Octo- 
ber; it could not be sooner, but it 
should not be later. 

Drive away thou drone, Time, 
And bring about our bridal day. 

But, in the mean time, oyt comes the 
Marriage Act, with its certificates, its 
affidavits, and, its church-door labels ; 
and the cruel. man begius to edge, off, 
and dhe constant fair must only sigh 
and wring ** her Jily hand.” Wer very 
look is completely, changed.. She 
scows, instead of thinking of the ca- 
resses of .a husband, and the dear 
name of Mrs. B. to be pondering on 
the ruefu) prospect of withered charms; 
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and, in the place of husband and chil- 
dren, the companionship and intimacy 
of a monkey, a parrot, and a cat.’ 

. Seriously, however, whatever opi- 
nions may be entertained upon the 
wisdom of the new? Actas a whole, it 
unquestionably corrects’ an error im 
legislation of serious importance, 
which declares marriages by minors, 
&e. null-and void; a law pregnant 
with much mischief and. confusion. 
And the general principle is certainly 
wise and rational, in every point of 
view; which puts whatever circum- 
stances collective experience induces 
the legislature to declare illegal, with 
regard to marriage, in the form of 
obstructions to its taking place; in- 
stead of ordaining them to dissolve it 
after, and after perhaps years of time, 
alterations of circumstances, transfer 
of property, the birth of children, and 
a thousand important occurrences. 
Whatever tends to make a marriage 
objectionable in the eye. of the law, 
ought undoubtedly tostand in the way 
of its taking place at first; but, after 
a marriage has been solemnized, it 
should remain sacred and unobjection- 
able; and, except in cases of proved 
infidelity, indissoluble. 

The new law will also have a good 
effect in preventing many premature 
and improvident marriages ; and, upon 
the theory of population, will operate 
as a preventative check, perhaps of 
some importance to the prosperity of 
our country, and the thinning of our 
workhouses. Whether the obstrue- 
tions to it by the operation of the new 
Act are not too numerous, and put in 
forms vexatious and embarrassing to 
many, is another question. 
“They order this matter better in 

France,” says Mr. Sterne, setting out 
on his Sentimental Journey. We 
may say, perhaps, with some truth, 
“they order this matter better in Seot- 
Jand ;” in one respect at least, for there 
marriages are indissoluble ; while the 
necessary forms previous to. the cere- 
mony are simple, and free from oaths 
and technical intricacies. ‘There the 
original law is, that marriage is not an 
ecclesiastical, but a civil institution ; 
and the original officiating person is 
nota clergyman, but a magistrate or 
justice of the peace. ._Hence a mar- 
riage by the latter is perfectly indis- 
soluble in law; but the parties are re- 
fused what is called church privileges, 
without payment cf a certain sum at 
mariage to the church funds, most 

of 
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of which, however, goes to the paro- 
chial’ poor. On this aceount, most 
persons who marry by a magistrate are 
married afterwards also by their minis- 
ter, as it\is a work of supererogation, 
which is satisfactory to the kirk, and 
costs no additional expense. A license 
for marriage is unknown in the Scotch 
law. | Clerical marriages require that 
the parties shail be proclaimed three 
times inthe kirk, which may be done 
in one day, if the parties choose to pay 
for it; but in all cases of marriage, 
cither’ by a clergyman or magistrate, 
no oath is taken, noris there any for- 
mality necessary; but a third person 
attends,—the letter of the law requires 
two,—to say that, to the best of their 
belief, neither of the parties are at the 
time inarricd to any other person now 
alive. 

But the facility afforded to young 
persons for becoming ‘‘one flesh’ is 
not greater in Scotland than in Ire- 
land, where they are buckled by the 
priest often before they are full 
grown, and breed in the face of po- 
verty and misery. Whether the new 
law, preventing the marriages of mi- 
nors, will operate as a preventative 
check on them, otherwise than if they 
are very cager, may perhaps be doubt- 
ful. Ti however has not failed to make 
a greater impression on some classes 
of “the people than any piece of news 
they have for a long time heard, as any 
one who chooses may convince them- 
Selves. It is quite amusing to hear 
ihe sentiments of different persons on 
a question which is purely one of indi- 
vidual happiness, and is neither con- 
heeied much with religion nor polities. 

‘ PY 

—P 

To the Editor of the Mionthly Magazine. 
sm, 

E NOWING that your pages are 
always filled with some practi- 

cal hints for, the extension of know- 
ledge, and exposing tyranny and cor- 
ruption to the view of your intelligent 
readers, | have ventured to lay betore 
you a subject, which I irust you and 
your able correspondents will tho- 
roughly investigate; namely, that of 
Select Vestry Bills, which, if they 
are not opposed, are likely to lead to 
the mostinjurious consequences. 

In the House of Commons, on the 
10th of July last, Mr. Nolan gave,no- 
tice that he intended to bring in a 
Bill to amend the Poor Laws, and to 

introduce the general practice of Se- 
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lect Vestry Bills; I quote his own 
words:—* But the greatest and most 
beneficial alteration was that of the 
Right Hon. Gentleman (Mr. Sturges 
Bourne), whose Bill introduced Select 
Vestries, and the appointment of assis- 
tant overseers, whose business it was 
to look after the condition of the poor 
in their districts, and to: ascertain 
what were their real wants. The first 
object of his (Mr.-Nolan’s) Bill, would 
be to improve the condition of. the 
assistant overseers, and render them 
more cflective in their respective dis- 
tricts, by a different arrangement of 
the duties which they had to discharge, 
and a proportionate increase of their 
Salary. He also wished that, instead 
of being appointed, as at present, by 
the Vestry at large, they should be 
nominated by the Sclect’ Vestry, who 
were also to have the arrangement of 
the suiz ns of money at the | assistant 
oversecr’s disposal.” 

This, sir, strikes at freedom boldly. 
It has been said. that “ taxation with- 
out representation is tyranny ;’—what 
else can this be,—for the assistant 
overseers and Select Vestry, by whom 
they are appointed, to levy rates on 
parishioners, and deny tliem the con- 
trol over the money so raised? Asithe 
Select Vestry are to have the arrango- 
ment of the sums of money,what sort 
.of an arrangement it may be, we can- 
not tell; but we cannot form avery 
favourable opinion of the proceedings 
of those who would stifle honest, in- 
quiry, crush all true principles into the 
earth, and substitute the wild theories 
of blundering economists. JULIUS. 

= —<—P— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
AN IRISHMAN’S NOTES dwring a. VISIT 

to PARIS. 
NO. I. 

& ERE we are: three cheers for 
old ireland, and away,” was 

my cry, as [ran up:staivs at six on 
the morn fixed for our sail; and the 
exclamation brought me to my gran’s 
dressing-room. ‘The first glimpse: of 
it reduced my floating spirits: there 
began the trouble of the busine ess, as I 
endeavoured to make my way, harm- 
less and unharmed, through boxes 
on boxes, trunks upon trunks, pack- 
ages beside packages, writing-désks 
and dressing-desks, and many more 
boxes, and trunks, and desks, than I 
had before seen together. ‘* But we’re 
going to France,” thought I. ‘Then 
‘iuside all was cold and comfortless: 

the 
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the very reverse of that snug nicety, 
‘the ‘apartment: for a lady’s leisure 
usually presents. A peep through the 
epen doors showed the bedsteads in 
the adjoining chambers without beds ; 
hence a glass was removed, and wrap- 
ped in an old cloth, that moth: might 
not eat nor dust destroy its golden 
borders. ‘Three chairs stood in the 
room, and of these two were wiihout 
backs. Embers of a fire gleamed 
through the two lower bars of an un- 
polished grate ; and over them a kettle, 
in ail the respectability of sooty ser- 
vice, hummed lazily. _ 

“There,” cries my gran, in answer 
to my ‘good day, ma’am,’ “ the wind 
is against ‘us, directly in our teeth: I 
knew ’twould be so,—we shall never 
get off.’—‘ T theught it a fine windless 
morn as I walked here, ma’am.’—“ Oh! 
that can’t be, Edward: the storm blew 
against the window there all night; I 
didn’t sleep a wink.”—‘ What a pity: 
night’s not morning,’ said I, for the 
sake of reason; ‘however, our births 
are paid for.’ My eyes here caught a 
smoking bowl of tea, and I seated my- 
self before it.. The table was an oaken 
one, which had been expedited from 
the kitchen to hold this parting meal, 
and had been washed, as the maid 
whispered in assurance to the inquisi- 
live look I gave it, clean for the pur- 
pose at twelve the pr evious night. My 
cup had lost its handle; but my gentle 
Louisa was by my side, pressed my 
hand, and smiled; and I soon forgot 
that the cream-ewer leaked : the spout 
of the earthen tea-pot stood abridged, 
and our lumps of sugar were uncere- 
moniously scattered, for the service of 
each desirous finger, over the surface 
of the table. 

Going to France, almost every arti- 
cle in the house, I believe, had been 
packed up by noon on the preceeding 
day: some chosen things, however,— 
of which we then enjoyed a few,—were 
left out for the service of the women 
who were io be in charge of the house. 
Gran had dined out witha friend, for 
couvenienee, the day before, and hear- 
tily enough L wished she had broken 
her fast out that day too: one only. cup 
of tea could I drink out of the kifchen- 
maid’s equipage. 

The door now opened, and the old 
cook entered, bedizened in her best 
cottons, for transportation to Paris; 
there, at the savoury age of sixty, to 
suit the palate of a mistress at seventy- 
two with heel-steaks and mutton. 
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chops. I fancied it time to dispel the 
gloom oyer us, ‘"I'was. very odd,” 
i began, ‘but the first sound L hear ‘d 
this morning was the chirrup of acock- 
sparrow.” ’The words were spoken at 
random; but the good heart of my 
worthy friend. of . the steakery gone- 
rally attempted to make something of 
all I did or uttered: ‘And is at it,’ 
she cries, ‘the surest sign of a fine day 
in all Ivcland: if ’twas a hen-sparrow, 
indeed, that would be nothing. Oh! 
LTwou’d’nt doubt you but to bring good 
news to Miss Louisa: God bless the 
pair of you.’ Pretty well, thought 1, 
but we're not paired yet. Here gran 
was about to ejaculate, but ahorm was 
heard, and I blessed the blast: already 
the coach rattled at the door, and for 
awhile all was bustle going to France. 

Oh! come to me when day-light sets 
O’er the moonlight sea ; 

For then’s the hour for those who Jove, 
Sweet, like you and me. 

More's Melodies. 
Oh, Mr. Moore, false and faithless, 

fie! how many and how delighiful were 
the anticipations your poesics had ex- 
cited\in the mind of Louisa, and how 
deep was the disappointment, not 
mental only, but bodily also, that fol- 
lowed the impression. For the first 
time she vweas about to he borue upon 
the sea-blue waves; an azure sky, a 
soft undulation, and a sunny surface, 
—the very domain of Joye, in imagis+ 
nation, spread hefore us. ‘ ’Tis like 
marriage, (P said,) is the sea: one lit- 
tle wave, gilt by the sun,joins another, 
and both unite to form a third, brighter 
and more crested.” Well, we reach 
the harbour, and behold dark and 
dirty mounds of water, grumbling at 
their confinement against the pier of 
Dunleary: the sky was clouded,—not 
a single gleam peeped from the sun, 
—and the women’s cloaks floated back 
from a cold breeze that made my tecth 
chatter. However we got into the 
packet, and Louisa and I clung to one 
another, or tiied to hang from the rails, 
now as we bolted on one side, now 
jolted 1o the other, and now fell for- 
wards. I cursed poetry from the bot- 
tom of my soul, while Louisa rejected 
the goddess for a fibbing jade. “Tf 
there be an oficnce,” she faintly ob- 
served, ‘itis to deceive the casy mind 
of youth, and mislead the confiding 
expectations of carly love.” Then 
would the dear suffering girl hope, 
perhaps when we got farther out,— 
besides, we went by sicam,—there 

might 
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might be a difference. Alas! there 
was, indeed. : 
My precognoscent gran now called 

Louisa to the cabin, to prove other 
scenes without my care. 1 soon tot- 
tered after, hid, the odious view from 
my eyes ina musty birth, and sought 
in sleep to forget disgust, 

Decidedly, then, lovers should not 
take a voyage by sea: it is, indeed, a 
space ample eneugh for sympathy, but 
each one has too much to suffer on it, 
for selfishness to allow pity. Matri- 
mony may be, as it is termed, a damper 
of extacy, but the ocean is a perfeet 
obliterator of grace, of charm, of de- 
cency. Wretchedly sick myself, I 
must have looked somewhat as I felt; 
but Louisa, she whom I never had 
contemplated but as an angel; what 
an object was she when I went tohand 
her from the lady’s cabin! She reeled 
into my arms, with a pale check, 
sunker eyes, the tremor of sickness 
through every limb; while my gran,— 
oh! my poor gran! 

Thus, upon the night I arrived, did 
my Irish friend O”’Pallan, whom I had 
not seen sinee we left college toge- 
ther, describe to me, over a bottle of 
Burgundy at Calais, his debarkation 
from Dublin, He has all the warmth 
and impetuosity of his country ; some 
talent, not the better for the master’s 
inconsideration, and far too much ec- 
ecntricity for it. I liked him a boy, 
and value him a man. We toasted 
the days gone by, and drank to as 
happy a futurity. And now, he add- 
ed, before we go to bed, take from me 
one word of advice. Put patience in 
your pocket; you'll want her company 
at every turn. Expect nothipg; un- 
less, like me, it be to be disappointed ! 
You're in a fortress, and you'll see in 
the morning what a narrow dirty place 
itis. You sit upon velvet, lie under 
silk, and, up stairs and down stairs, 
have your feet frozen on a tiled floor, 
Gran’s got the rheumatism already, 
and Louisa’s getting it for the firsttime. 
They serve us for dinner half a dozen 
small dishes of sfewed and fricaseed 
morscls,—not so bad to taste, but the 
look—T can’t bear it; the sightof plenty 
is itself a meal, and, when I sit down 
here to eat, I always fear I shall not” 
have enough. And there is the noise 
of that waiter,—words, and manner,— 
is it endurable?—talk of politeness 
here! _I’ve to call the raseal a dozen 
times before he'll come to listen to my 
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orders ; and then the fellow does half 
a dozen other things under. my nose 
before he proceeds to what I want. 
But, worse than all, is anew and pecu- 
liar sort of peevishness & feel, as L only 
half understand what the strange peo- 
ple about me utter ; but good night,— 
you'll soon complain, and regret with 
me, that French, as we studied it at 
school ina book is one language, and 
French here in conversation another. 

a 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
LYCEUM OF ANCIENT LIFERAPURE, 

NO. XXXVI. 
MARTIAL. 

N commencing our notice of this 
most extensive, and, in some re- 

spects, most celebrated writer of*cpi- 
grams ainong the ancients, it appears 
proper to make some remarks upon 
that species of composition by which 
he has distinguished himself. It is not 
our intention to enter at length into 
every thing relating to the epigram ; 
its celebrity, construction, and variety ; 
such a discussion is too tedious for our 
plan, although to be wholly silext as 
to its origin and nature, when speak- 
ing of the works of Martial, would be 
an unjustifiable omission. We shall 
therefore briefly notice the first intro- 
duction of the epigram; shewing, at 
the same time, in what it consists, and 
the principal requisites for its success+ 
ful composition. 

The literal meaning of the word 
epigram is simply au inscription or 
title. Accordingly, in its primitive 
and true signification, the term was 
applied to any inscription oh a monu- 
ment, statue, trophy, or image, though 
sometimes consisting ef a single word 
only. It was afterwards employed in 
a more extended meaning ; and those 
inscriptions, to which we have alluded, 
often became themselves the titles or 
subjects of short peems, which conti- 
nued to receive the name of epigrams, 
till, by degrees, this kind of composi- 
tion began to be applied indifferently 
to a variciy of subjects, and tle term 
epigram acquired ihe meaning which 
has Jong been attached to it, namely, 
a short poem, sometimes of a simple 
nature, containing merely the mention 
of athing, a person, or cireumstance ; 
and sometimes complex, where ‘a con- 
clusion is deduced fren:some' previous 
statement, . 

The first of these, though hardly 
considered as an epigram im our time, 

was’ 
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was much in use among the ancients); 
and Martial, though he evidently de- 
lighted more in the opposite style, has 
yet a great number of this description. 
The epigrams in the Greek Anthology 
are chiefly simple ones; .and it is in- 
deed in this class that we generally 
mect with the greatest poetical beauty 
and; elegance of composition. Per- 
haps no example will convey.a more 
eorrect idea of the nature of the sim- 
ple epigram than the following, written 
by Gellius:*— 

Adolescens tametsi properas, hoc te saxum 
rogat, 

Ut se aspicias: deinde quod scriptum 
est legas, 

Hie sunt poete Pacuvii Marci sita 
Ossa; hoc volebam nescius ne esses: 

-, Vale. 

The line in the Atneid, “‘ Aineas hee 
de Danais victoribus arma ;” and the 
distich said to have been written by 
Virgil upon himself, ‘Mantua me ge- 
nuit,” &c. may be considered as exam- 
ples of the same kind. 

The complex epigram admits of 
the introduction of an endless variety 
of ideas, and deductions from premises 
of every kind. The works of Martial 
furnish specimens of every imaginable 
description of this composition. It 
may not be uninteresting to give some 
examples of the very different manner 
in which his various conclusions are 
deduced. Sometimes a greater con- 
elusion is obtained from smaller pre- 
mises, as in his eulogium on the am- 
phitheatre of Titus, in which he places 
that edifice above all the wonders of 
the world :— : 

Barbara pyramidum sileat miracula Mem- 
 phis ; 

Assiduis jactet nec Babylona labor ; 
Nee Triviz templo molles laudentur ho- 

mores, 
Dissimuletque Deum cornibus ara fre- 

quens ; 
Aére nec vacuo pendentia mausolea 

Laudibus immodicis Cares inastra ferant; 
Omnis Cxsareo cedat labor amphitheatro; 
Unum pro cunctis fama loquatur opus.t 

In other instances he adopts a con- 
trary method, as in lib. 9, ep. 4, where 
he demonstrates Jupiter to be poorer 
than Cesar; and that the merits of 
the latter are too great for Jove to be 
able sulliciently to compensate them, 
Again, he occasionally makes his de- 
ductions trom comparing things really 

* Lib. 1, c, 24, + Lib. 1, ep.1. 
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or apparently equal, as in that well- 
known epigram— - 
Cum sitis similes, paresqve vitd 
Uxor pessima, pessimns maritus, 
Miror, non bene convenire vobis.* 

And in the ingenious conclusion of his 
epigram to Flaccus, in which) after 
attributing the want of poetical excel- 
lence to the deficiency of proper pa- 
tronage, he adds— 
Ergo ero Virgilins, si munera Mzcenates 
Des mihi? Virgilius non ero: Marsus ero.f 

Sometimes he makes the point of his 
epigrams turn upon the bringing toge- 
ther ideas of a dificrent, and even of a 
contrary nature. Of the first we have 
an example in the 47th of his cighth 
book :— 
Pars maxillarym tousa est tibi, pars. tibi 

pusa est, 

Pars vitlsa est: unum quis putet esse caput? 

Of the effect which he produces from 
contrarieties, we have a fine example 
in his admirable distich to a person of - 
capricious character :— 

Difficilis, facilis, jucundus, acerbus es 
‘idem ; 

Nee tecum possum vivere, nec sine te. 

He not unfrequently terminates an 
epigram with a happy ambiguity, as 
in that to Scazon, where, after deé- 
scribing the object of his satire ina 
manner too plain to admit of any mis- 
application, he conclades by saying— 
Queeris quis hic set ? excidit mihi nomen. 

Examples might be given from Mar- 
tial of many other varieties equally 
ingenious, but those we have selected 
are suflicient for our present purpose. 
His writings, besides numerous simple 
epigrams, embrace every variety. of 
the complex kind; and, in the compo- 
sition of the latter, (the only descrip- 
tion which modern taste appears to 
recognise,) he has served more or less 
as a model to all succeeding writers. 

The life of this author was not 
marked by any very remarkable or 
eventful circumstances. He was born 
at Bilbilis, in Celtiberia; the name of 
his father was Fronto, that of his mo- 
ther Flaccilla. His ancestry, indeed, 
was altogether obscure, though the 
celebrity of his genius afterwards 

Concerning the 
name of the poet himself, no controversy 
exists, all the existing manuscripts 
agrecing in calling him Marcus Vale- 

* Lib. 8, ep. 55. + Lib. 8, ep, 56. 
¢ Lib, 1, ep, 97. 
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rius Martialis; but whetber he assumed 
those names himsel!, or derived them 
from his parents, is a matter of uncer- 
tainty. The circumstance, however, 
of Marcus and Valerius being both 
Roman names would appear to fayour 
the supposition of his having first taken 
them at Reme. That he was a Roman 
citizen there. can be no doubt, since 
ihe citizenship was granted to others 
at his request,—a,_ circumstance of 
which he boasts not a little in his 
epigram. to Nevolus.* It is most 
likely, too, that he was a citizen by 
birth ; since, had he obtained that pri- 
vileze in any other manner, we should 
probably haye found some tribute to 
his patron in his writings. But the 
right of cilizenship was then casily 
procured; Glaudius having rendered 

it of so little value, that it was val- 

garly said to be purchaseable even 
with broken glass. The native place 
of our ‘author appears moreover to 
have been an Augustan colony; he 
himself calls it Augusta Bilbilis, in one 
of his epigrams.t ‘ 

He came to Rome in his twenty-first 
year; he passed more than thirty-five 
years in that city, as appears front his 
ewn account ;{ and quitted it when he 
was about fifiy-six years of age. He 
therefore lived at Rome under Galba, 
Otho, Viiellius, Vespasian, Titus, Do- 
mitian, Nerva, and Trajan. In the 
first or secgnd year of Trajan’s reigns 
finding himsclf{ neglected by that em- 
peror, he returned into his own coun- 
try, where he ended bis days, about 
four, or at most five years after quitting 
tome; being about sixty years old at 

the time. of his death. 
He‘ enjoyed in a high degree the 

regard of Domitian and Titus, both of 
whem loaded him with honours and 
presents. He received the jus trium 
libcrorum, a privilege which the empe- 
ror alone could confer, and which was 
considered as the strongest proof of 
his favour. The poet boasts repeat- 
edly in lis writings of this mark of 
disiinetion.||. He was likewise created 
a tiibuue,§ and raised to the equestrian 
dignity ;J.to both. of which promotions 

* Lib. ap cp. o4, 

+ Lib. 10, ep. 103. 
4 Lib. 12, ep. 51; lib. 10, ep. 104. 
| Lib. 3, ep. 94; lib. 2, ep.925 "lib, 9, 

ep. 99. ii 
§ Lib. 5, ep. 94. 
q Lib. 5, ep, 94; lib. 5, ep. 13. 
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he has alluded. A house was also 
assigned to him in the city, and a 
country-house’ in the suburbs, as he 
himself informs us.* 

During his absence from his own 
country, he appears to haye visited 
most of the principal cities in Italy, as 
well as the capital of the empire. Be- 
sides the patronage of ihe emperors, 
he seems to have enjoyed the triend- 
ship of the most illustrious of his eo- 
temporaries. He numbered in his list 
of friends — Licinianus, Pliny the 
Younger, Cornelius Priscus, Regulus 
the Orator, Quinctilian, Juvenal, Va- 
lerius Flaccus, and many others, 
whom-he has immortalized ‘ja’ ‘h’s 
writings. poh 

His general health was good; but, 
during his stay at Rome, he was once 
attacked with ‘a very dangerous H- 
ness.+ He was of the middie stature ; 
his body rough and athletic, and his 
voice and countenance manly. After 
the death of Domitian, his friend Par- 
thenius, who possessed great power at 
court, having been slain in a tumult 
of the soldiers, Martial, finding that 
he had little influence with Nerva, and 
none With Trajan, returned to his na~ 
tive country, where he died ; having, 
during the last three years of his life, 
completed the twelfth book of his epi- 
erams. Unfortunately; he did’ not 
find that calm and undisturbed retreat 
which he had hoped .to enjoy in the 
bosom of his country; his declining 
days were embittered by the envy and 
ill-will of many of his countrymen, 
who, meanly jealous of his prosperity 
and reputation, exerted themselves to 
wound his feelings, and’ disturb his 
repose; and there is reason to believe 
that. the grief and uneasiness which 
their conduct occasioned him, was the 
immediate cause of the disorder that 
terminated his existence. 4 

[On account of the length to which 
this article has extended,. we shall defer 
our strictures onthe writings and cha- 
racter of Martial to a future Number. | 

. 4 : 

To the Editor of ihe Monthly Magazine, 
SIR, 
HE method of. obtaining -fresh 
water upon the sea-coast, de- 

scribed page 122, has heen. known, wn), 

* Lib. 9, ep. 99; lib. 10, ep. 58 plib. 8; 
ep. di. : : 

F Lib. 8, ep. 25. 
according 
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according to the celebrated Lord Ba- 
con, nearly two thousand years; but, 
as it does not appear that it has been 
generally known, your correspondent 
Capt. Layman has conferred a benefit 
upon society by reverting to the sub- 
ject. Itis probable that Bacon’s ac- 
count of the process, as given in his 
Sylva Sylvarum, may not be uninterest- 
ing to some of your readers. 

“Dig a pit upon the sea-shore, 
somewhat above the high-water mark, 
and sink it as deep as the low-water 
mark; and, as the tide cometh in, it 
will fill with water fresh and potable. 
This is commonly practised on the 
coast of Barbary, where other fresh 
water is wanting. And Cesar knew 
this well, when he was besieged in 
Alexandria; for, by digging of pits in 
the sea-shore, he did frustrate the la- 
borious works of the enemy, who had 
turned the sea-water upon the wells 
of Alexandria; and so saved his army, 
being then in desperation. But Cesar 
mistook the cause; for he thought that 
all sea-sands had natural springs of 
fresh water. Gutitis plain thatit is sea- 
water, because the pit filleth accord- 
ing to the measure of the tide; and the 
Sea-water, passing or straining through 
the sands, leaveth the saltness.”— 
Sylva Sylvarum, Century 1. 

But there is another process of puri- 
fying waiter by percolation, which may 
be as useful, under certain circum- 
stances, as the foregoing. 'To obtain 
pure water from a muddy pond, or 
river, or cistern, take a tub, bore the 
bottom full of holes, and, after half 
filling it with sand, or sand and gravel, 
place it in a shallow part of the pond 
or river, so thatits edge remain above 
the surface ; and the water will rise 
through the sand and gravel perfectly 
clear and pure. 

This simple process, I conceive, 
might be rendered highly useful, both 
in families and on ship-board, by 
merely substituting an outer tub for 
the pond or cistern, and letting the 
foul water fall between the outer and 
inner tubs. Thus a constant supply 
of pure water may be obtained, where- 
ever foul water and two old tubs are 
to be had. J. Fitca. 
Stepney ; Sept. 10. 

—>— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

q HAVE observed that in the lite- 
tary world popularity is generally 

taken as the criterion of superior me- 
Montury Mac. No. 374. 
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Tit, and fame as the natural conse- 
quence resulting from the develop- 
ment and exertion of extraordinary 
talent; in slort, the individual who 
has acquired distinction is admitted 
gratuitously to. have deserved it: 
while obscurity, on the other hand, is 
uniformly looked on as the invariable 
reward of ambitious duliness; and 
neglect as the necessary but unenvia- 
ble appendage of ignorance, or at least 
of mediocrity. Can we tell 

How many a soul sublime 
Hath felt the influence of malignant star ? 

And the rest of this sweet stanza is 
highly applicable :— 
Or wag’d with fortune an eternal war ; 
Check’d by the scoff of scorn, or envy’s 

frown, 
Or poverty’s unconquerable bar. 
Who, for instance, among the great 

bulk of the present generation of 
readers knew anything of the exis- 
tence of many of the ‘“ American 
Poets,” until the Monthly Magazine, 
some time ago, brought the subject 
into notice. What has been done so 
ably and so judiciously for the Ameri- 
cans, I am now anxious to see done 
for my neglected countrymen: the re- 
wards of genius are few, and frail and 
uncertain. They whom a want of 
celebrity is likely to deprive of pecu- 
niary compensation, have nothing to 
excite them to higher undertakings 
but the inherent Jove of song, and the 
applause of the judicious few to whom 
chance may render their merits 
known; the latter excitement may be 
administered without seeming a sacri- 
fice on the part of him who confers it ; 
and, when given with a feeling of tem- 
perate indulgence, will produce the 
best effect. Acting under this impres- 
sion, I shall venture to trespass on 
your pages by a few observations on 
the writings of some of our authors 
residing here, and probably not gene- 
rally knowa in England. 

I should begin with Anster, the 
author of a volume of poems published 
in Edinburgh: I have been told, how- 
ever, that he has gone but recently to 
the Continent ; and, as Blackwood and 
the New Monthly have noticed his 
productions, he van hardly be classed 
among the neglected. 

Mr. John Banim, one of the authors 
of “Damon and Pythias,” is a young 
writer of great promise. To his tra- 
gedy ample justice has been done: but 
why has his “ Celts Paradise” been 
passed over in silence by all the re- 

Wt ~ views ? 
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views? In fact that poem dropped 
almost still-born from the press, for 
want of exertion on the part of the 
publisher or the author: yet he who 
reads it will confess freely, that the 
author is really a poet. The entire of 
Ossian’s flight from this world to the 
next— 
Until they came to the last cold shore 
Which our aged sun is shining 0’er,— 

Is happily imagined, and described 
with great spirit and brilliancy. In 
my next letter I shall give some ex- 
tracts from Mr. B.’s poem; for the 
resent I have only to observe, that 
he work displays throughout a deli- 
eacy of sentiment and a wildness of 
imagination that stamps it as the pro- 
duction of a man of genius. 

Mr. Thomas Furlong, the author of 
“the Misanthrope,” is another young 
writer whose name, it is possible, is 
but: little known “beyond the Chan- 
nel.” Hisvolume of poems, I believe, 
has had no great sale here, although 
praised by the most of our newspapers 
and magazines; in short, nothing is 
read here but what comes from Lon- 
don, and he was simple enough to 
publish at home. TI have turned over 
his book in search of some short piece, 
that may give an idea of his style and 
manner; but I could find nothing de- 
tached except the following, entitled 
“A Character :”— 
The years wore fast aivay, and still she rose 
In stature and in beauty; the soft winds 
Of twenty changing springs had cross’d her cheek, 
And made its hue more lovely. In her shape 
Was all the lightness of the fairest ozier, 
And all its ease, and all its flexibility, 
Her eye when resting had # east of gentleness; 
But, when in mirth it mov’d, in its gay glance 
Centred a liveliness, thro? which the spirit 
Beam’d in bewildering brightness. 

In my nextT shall give some further 
extracts, with remarks on the writings 
of Mr. J. B. Clarke, author of the tra- 
gedy of *‘ Ramiro.” G. W. H. 

Trimty College, Dublin. 
ee 

For the Monthly Magazine. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONTEM- 
PORARY CRITICISM. 

NO. XXVI. 
Elinburgh Review, No. 73. June 1822. 

N the prosecution of the task which 
we have prescribed to ourselves, 

of sketching, for the information and 
amusement of our readers, an outline 
of the principal critical publications of 
the day, it must not unfrequently hap- 
pen to us to tread upon beaten ground; 
and, after pursuing the doublings of an 
unfortunate author through maga- 
zines and literary gazettes without 
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number, to witness the final consumma- 
tion of his fate, whether received into 
the sheltering arms of the Edinburgh, 
or doomed to the fangs of ‘the rout 
who make the hideous roar” in the 
Quarterly. To these two great cham- 
pions we must necessarily confine our 
principal attention, and suffer the infe- 
rior war of monthly, weekly, and 
almost daily criticism, to rage-un- 
marked; but the result of this state of 
things is, that a publication in these 
days, submitted 1o so many and such 
different judges, and so frequently 
analyzed with various degrees of talent 
and judgment, is sure to be placed in 
every possible light, and to have a 
speedy and just estimate formed of its 
merits and imperfections. Given so 
many grave pages of Edinburgh praise, 
so many, from the Quarterly, of caustic 
ridicule; as many, from the Monthly 
Review, of very sober prose; and ten 
times the quantity of common-place 
and quotation from twenty other perio- 
dicals, to find the value of \a certain 
work; and, though we grant the pro- 
cess may be dull, the result would 
not be erroneous. 

As the first article in the present 
number of the Edinburgh Review, we 
are again introduced to the Memoirs of 
Horace Walpole, on which we had 
occasion to remark in our No, xxiv. 
p. 131. They are here considered in 
conjunction with Lord Waldegrave’s 
Memoirs; and from these, as well as 
other sources, printed and manuscript, 
the reviewer has compiled a succinct 
account of the spirit and fluctuations 
of parties since the accession of the 
house of Hanover. These details re- 
late, for the most part, to petty and 
contemptible struggles for place and 
power, in which the people, with the 
exception of their enthusiastic and 
triumphant support of Lord Chatham, 
had little concern. Such works as the 
Memoirs in question, in addition to the 
amusement afforded by their personal 
and historical anecdotes, have afurther 
precious use. We may here read. and 
be convinced in what manner, and 
with what motives, public affairs are 
administered by an oligarchy, who are 
identified neither in feelmg’ nor in 
interest with the body of the people ; 
and we see, at once, how necessary it 
becomes for the welfare of a nation to 
take, through the medium of honest 
and genuine representatives, the ma- 
nagement of its business intaits own 
hands. These volumes may truly be 
called, practical lessons of reform; 
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and it is in this sense, and not a 
amusing depositories of court scandal 
and frivolous intrigue, that they may 
be read with much advantage. 

The writer of the next paper seems 
to possess every requisite for render- 
ing the dry and uninviting parts of 
science palatable to the public taste. 
His hard and indigestible materials 
are served up withsuch savoury sauces, 
that we dispose of them with infinite 
promptitude. The work of M. de 
Blainville, Sur les Ichthyolites, ow les 
poissons fossiles, does not seem to pro- 
mise room for such a comical commen- 
tary as the reviewer has contrived to 
fasten upon it; but, amidst all his face- 
tiousness, there is a great deal of good 
sense apparent, and it is in a few in- 
stances only that bis well-supported 
gaiety degenerates into flippancy. His 
jocose reasoning is principallyintended 
to prove, that it cannot be determined 
from the fossil remains of fishes, whe- 
ther they were marine or fresh-water 
inhabitants ; and the results he seeks 
to establish, are, that whenever such 
remains are discovered in elevated 
sites, they are either deposits left by 
Jakes which formerly existed there, or 
are connected with appearances which 
plainly indicate their extrusion from 
the sea by voleanic agency. After ex- 
hausting on M. de Blainville his co- 
pious stores of witticisms, the reviewer 
does justice to the merits of his pre- 
sent work, and to his capacities for 
future undertakings, which, we sup- 
pose, is not intended as a further jest 
on this unfortunate foreigner, but to 
bear a literaland serious construction. 

We next arrive at the best and most 
important article of this number, con- 
sisting of a very sensible, comprehen- 
sive, and well-digested tract on the 
affairs of Ireland; which, at this mo- 
ment, involving almost every consider- 
ation which can call for the sympathy of 
the humane, the sagacity of political 
economists, and the wisdom and vigour 
of enlightened statesmen. There isno 
jJonger a moment to lose. | The frame 
of civilized society, in that wretched 
land, is sapped to its foundations, and 
threatens immediate and irretrievable 
ruin. Violence ‘and force have laid 
their coercive hands upon it in vain, 
and nothing but a speedy and total 
change of measures can prevent a 
dreadful re-action. But, seeing this, 
we despair, under the present system, 
of finding a minister with honosty and 
energy suflicient to apply the needful 
remedy ; to restore their political rights 
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sto the great majority of the nation ; to 
remodel and retrench the unwieldy and 
oppressive system of church govern- 
ment and chureh exactions ; to divest 
the local administration, bothexecutive 
and magisterial, of its narrow party 
character; to carry rational education 
into the bosom of the population; to 
strike at the roots of those penurious 
and wicked excise-laws, which, whilst 
they defeat their own purpose, contri- 
bute most largely to starve the victims 
whom English charity is called upon to 
feed; these are the great heads on 
which the reviewer dwells with feeling 
and eloquence honourable to himself, 
and with force of argument and eyi- 
dence of fact which admit of no refuta- 
tion. On one point alone we feel in- 
clined to differ from his conclusions; 
and this is, when he aseribes part of 
the difficulties of Ireland to her in- 
crease of population, which, says he, 
has brought an excessive supply of 
Jabour into the market. But the ad- 
ditional individuals who bring the 
labour, bring with them also a con- 
sumption which demands that labour. 
The increase of population is a blessing 
in any country. [ft is the fatal state of 
things, of which a summary is given 
above, which, in Ireland, converts it 
into acurse. What, we ask, with fear 
and trembling, is the conduct that will 
be pursued? Is the system of terror 
to be pushed still further, and are our 
peace-makers to be still the bayonet 
and the cord? Or will common-sense, 
just policy, or, what is far more likely, 
paramount necessity, prevail, and the 
work of reconciliation and reform be 
heartily and effectually begun? This, 
we do not hesitate to say, from the 
present parliament and the present 
ministers we do not expeet; ‘they will 
not hear the voice of the charmer, 
charm he never so wisely ;” but they 
must hear the thunder and see the 
tempest, and witness the devastation 
and ruin which has even now begun, 
and to the consummation of which we 
look forward with melancholy and 
awful forebodings. 

The fourth article, after a rapid 
sketch of the state of the political 
press, since the well-remembered 
attorney-generalship of Sir Vicary 
Gibbs, makes a general and well- 
directed charge on the already discom- 
fited ranks of the Bridge-street Asso- 
ciation, or rather upon the scanty and 
dejected remains of that once nume- 
rous and imposing body, who are not 
yet thoroughly ashamed of their scp 
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and of the general under whose con- 
duct they fight for it. So happy, in- 
deed, did this association prove in the 
selection of their leader, that, from be- 
ginning to end, not a step has been 
taken which has not exposed him and 
his. supporters often to defeat, and 
always to ridicule and contempt. The 
conduet pursued at the last Lancaster 
assizes towards one of their unhappy 
victims, excited feelings of a deeper 
nature in the breast of the judge, the 
audience, and even of their own 
counsel. When the trial of the 
wretched man was called on, and it 
appeared that he had been enabled to 
collect a large number of witnesses in 
his defence, the contemptible prosecu- 
tor produced his writ of certiorari, by 
which the indictment was removed at 
once into the King’s Bench, and the 
defendant was subjected to six months’ 
further suspense and confinement, and 
to double expence and trouble in the 
production ofhis evidence. This mea- 
sure fell heavily on the head of the de- 
fendant, but heavicr still, we under- 
take to say, on those of his merciless 
prosecutors. We watch anxiously to 
catch the last breath of this execrable 
conspiracy ; ; maimed and trampled 
upon asitis,it yet moves and wounds. 
We rejoice at the well-timed and for- 
cible demonstration of its mischievous 
nature which this article contains; and, 
by which, it gives us pleasure to be- 
lieve, its dissolution must be acce- 
lerated. With the liberal and just 
views of the writer on the prosecution 
of political libels, we fully coincide. A 
great-and successful experiment has 
been made, on this head, by the go- 
vernment of the United States, which 
has uniformly abstained from prose- 
cuting libels of this description ; and, 
in giving the utmost latitude to obser- 
vations on public men and measures, 
has only strengthened its hold upon the 
esteem and respect of the nation, and 
proved, that an administration which 
exists but for the benefit of the people, 
has no reason to fear any injury from 
the expression of the popular opinion. 

An amusing notice of The Elements 
of the Natur al History of Insects, by 
Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence, conveys a 
great deal of information, mixed with 
much curious speculation respecting 
the habits and peculiarities of this 
branch of the animal creation. -Per- 
haps, their wonderful vitality is the 
most striking’ phenomenon which they 
present. 'Fhey live when deprived of 
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their heads or intestines; some will 
exist in alcohol; others will bear to be 
frozen as hard as stone, and-yet revive. 
One species is found to inhabit boiling 
Springs. These marvels, cited by the 
reviewer, may induce us not to reject 
too. hastily the account recently given 
by Mr. Beddome, a chemist in Tooley- 
street, of the rev ivification of anumber 
of bees, which had been mixed with 
honey for more than a year, and after- 
wards boiled for a considerable time in 
water. Such amiraculous suspension 
of the faculties of life entirely baffles 
our philosophy, and leaves us only 
room to admire that hidden economy 
of nature in her most minute produc- 
tions, which we must despair ever to 
understand. 

The politics of Switzerland are consi- 
dered at some length in the sixth 
article, which discusses several conti- 
nental publications, occasioned by a 
declaration of General Sebastiani, that, 
in case of a war with Germany, France 
must, of necessity, take military posses- 
sion of Switzerland. As that country 
has been proved too-weak to debate 
this point by force of arms, her politi- 
cians have wisely taken the field be= 
forehand, to prove that this is exactly 
the thing which France should avoid 
doing. A large proportion of the 
Review is occupied by an examination 
of the military part of the question, and 
a detail of operations, which do not 
excite much interest; but, in repre- 
hending the wavering and selfish line 
of policy which the cantons have hi- 
therto pursued, and inexhorting them to 
the adoption of a more determined and 
liberal system, the reviewer has taken 
a sagacious and extensive view of his 
subject, and clearly pointed out to 
these republics the only sure path to 
honour and to safety. Existing only 
by the guarantee of the holy alliance ; 
liable to become, at any moment, the 
joint prey of ail by compact, or of one 
by violence, Switzerland has every- 
thing to dread from the gigantic des- 
potisms that surround her.. Her best 
safeguard against these is suggested to 
lie in the renovation and independence 
of Italy, and in the establishment of a 
comprehensive and eflicient federative 
government, which might control the 
oligarchies of the cantons. Pushing 
this subject still further, “we could 
dream,” saysthe writer, ‘‘ that Greece 
might still be free; and, being so, that 
a belt of mountain republics, worthy of 
their ancient glory, might extend from 
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Basle to Byzantium, from the Rhine to 
the Hellespont, supported by England, 
the power most interested in their wel- 
fare, and most able to assist them in 
the maintenance of their freedom.” 
This is a splendid dream, at which, 
however, we might be inclined to smile 
or to sigh, if we did not knew that a 
spirit-of freedom is working in every 
vein of Europe, whose effects are be- 
yond the power of caleulation, and 
whose energies will enable her to 
burst asunder the bonds with which in- 
fatuated and alarmed despots are 
attempting to bind her, ‘‘ asa thread of 
tow is broken, whenittoucheth the fire.” 

The very extended circulation which 
Mr. O‘Meara’s Voice from St. Helena 
has obtained, the highly respecta- 
ble ‘character of its author, and the 
admitied authenticity of its contents, 
have raised it above the want of 
extrinsic recommendation, even from 
the great authority which attends the 
decisions of this Review. Ten thou- 
sand copies have already issued from 
the press without satiating the public 
appetite. That a work,in which Mr, 
O'Meara has performed the same good 
offices for Napoleon which James Bos- 
well so amusingly rendered to Dr. 
Johnson, should have infinite power of 
fascination, cannot be wondered at. 
It is in this way alone that we arrive 
atan acquaintance with the character 
and feelings of Napoleon, which even 
his own compositions must have failed 
to convey. The clear result of this 
work is to impress the world with a 
much more favourable, and, we sin- 
cerely believe, a much more correct 
opinion of the fallen emperor, than in 
England, at least, was before enter- 
tained. Over the unworthy and dis- 
graceful course of petty persecutions 
by which his existence was finally em- 
bittered and shortened, we wish that 
a veil, for the honour of our country, 
might be for ever drawn; or that the 
mean, malignant, and cowardly con- 
duct ascribed to our agents in St. 
Helena may be repelled as untrue, or 
disavowed as unauthorized. A fallen 
enemy is a5 much an object of magna- 
nimous forbearance as a defenceless 
woman. ‘History will record in what 
proportion that noble quality was 
evinced in both these illustrious im- 
stances, ‘The conclusions of the re- 
viewer are in every respect favourable 
to Mr. O’Meara’s performance ; and, 
where he finds oecasion to question the 
exaciness of a statement, there is no 
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impeachment cither of the veracity of 
Napoleon, or of the aecuracy and 
fidelity of his historian. 
We next find our Scottish Rhada- 

marthus sitting in judgment on the 
ghosts of half a dozen of the departed 
progeny of Sir Walter Scott, even to 
the fourth and fifth generation, the 
major part of which have received 
sentence long ago, and might have 
been left to their long repose. Here, 
however, stand again at the bar, the 
Monastery, the Abbot, Kenilworth, the 
Pirate, and Nigel, to receive the 
penaity of their long-neglected ble- 
miishes and errors, and to have those 
wounds, inflicted by less formidable 
critics, and which time had almost 
healed, torn open by stronger hands. 
The first four upon the list are ap- 
prized of their fate in a very summary 
and business-like way; and, if an ap- 
peal lay from the decisions, we do not 
think there would be any ground for 
reversing them. On Nigel, although 
the last, not least, a more elaborate 
attention has been bestowed ; the evi- 
dence on both sides is summed up with 
great fairness; and it is pronounced, 
we think, with justice, to be inferior 
only to the very best of its numerous 
predecessors. 

A portion of the first number of the 
Transactions of the Cambridge Phitoso- 
phical Society undergoes investigation 
in the ninth article ; and, as well as the 
general objcets of the association, and 
the talents already displayed by many 
of its members, is spoken of ib very 
hich terms. We next arrive at 
Howison’s Sketches of Upper Canada; 
on which, as presenting another publi- 
cation whose merits have been already 
very extensiveiy canvassed ana justly 
appreciated, we shall coniine ourselves 
to saying, thatits most valuable charac- 
ter is the copious and correct informa- 
tion which it imparts on topics con- 
nected with emigration, and thai the 
reviewer has treated it accordingly. 
With the great influx of emigrants 
into that colony, and its advancing 
prosperity and strength before his 
eyes, he cannot but anticipate itsinde- 
pendence at no very distant period. 
On this point, however, he toucues 
very tenderly, appearing to consider 
this event, however favourable it might 
be to the interests of the colony, as in- 
jurious to the mother country, We 
are of opinion, on the contrary, andthe 
precedent of the United States is de- 
cisive of the question, that such a con- 
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summation is alike beneficial to both 
parties; and that a mother state, well 
understanding her true welfare, will 
never attempt to impose the yoke of a 
master, when the fostering hand of the 
parent is no longer needed, but admit 
her full-grown offspring to the privi- 
leges of equal friendship, and draw 
those benefits from their gratitude and 
affection which can never be extracted 
from jealous interference on the one 
part, and foreed obedience on the 
other. Instead of shrinking from the 
contemplation of this result, we consi- 
der it as one to which the country 
should look boldly forward, not with 
apprehension, -but confidence and 
satisfaction. 

This number winds up with a short, 
but severe and contemptuous, notice 
of the Abbé de Pradt’s recent work, 
entitled, Hurope and America in 1821. 
Tt deals forth its unmixed censuresina 
very sweeping and peremptory style, 
and makes by no means a fair exposi- 
tion of the abbé’s merits. That there 
isa cood deal of speculation and a dis- 
position in the abbé “to go on re- 
fining,” is true enough; but the re- 
viewer would only have told the truth 
if he had added, that his pages abound 
with ingenious disquisitions and with 
eloquent displays of enlarged and 
liberal views.. Nor is it.handsome in 
the reviewer, at atime when de Pradt, 
notwithstanding he conceived he had 
reason to complain of Napoleon, was 
employed in defending his memory, to 
east in his teeth the sarcastic joculari- 
ties of which the emperor is known to 
have been by no means sparing, even 
towards persons whom he really es- 
teemed. 

Such are the contents of the present 
number, which, it will be seen, is of a 
yery miseellancous character, and 
which may be considered as of fair 
average merit. ‘The most valuable 
contribution, by far, is the tract on Irish 
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affairs ; and, as an efficient and candid 
review, the last article is the most de- 
fective and unsatisfactory. 

a 
SUNDRY QUERIES. 

Sir,—The French burn linseed and 
other vegetable oils in their vivid lamps; 
but the same oils purchased in London ex- 
tinguish, instead of supporting, flame. Why 
is this? Can any-of your readers apprize 
the enquirer whether and where yegetable 
oils can be purchased in London in a state 
adapted to the Argand lamp ? Z. 

Oct. 3, ' ha 

Sir,—In the notice of the celebrated 
Orator Henley, in the English Eneyclope- 
dia, there is mention that, during his resi- 
dence at Melton Mowbray, in Leicester- 
shire, he “ began his Universal Grammar, 
and finished ten languages, with disserta- 
tions prefixed, as the most ready introduc- 
tion to any tongue whatever.” Can any 
of your correspondents inform me whether 
this work has been published; and, also, 
what ‘is the intrinsic merit thereof, if pub- 
lished? The motive for this enquiry origi- 
nates in want of sources of information on 
one hand, and in the remarkable eccentri- 
city of the person himself on the other ; as 
it would be great disappointment for a 
book to be purchased, supposing that it is 
published, and afterwards prove a repesi- 
tory of such facts as that of teaching the 
sons of Crispin to make shoes very speedily 
by cutting off the tops of ready-made 
boots. SCHOLASTICUS, 

Sir,—In the year 1817, Georges Petrow- 
ick, or Czerny Georges, (black George, 
who was a prototype of Timour the Tartar, 
was executed at Belgrade, being the leader 
of a band of conspirators who endeavoured 
to wrest Servia, (his native country,) frem 
the yoke of the ‘Turks. y 

If any of your numerous correspondents, 
or yourself, can give tie any account (or 
refer me to.any book oy paper where I 
might meet with it,) of his actions and ad- 
ventures, and the names of his family, mili- 
tary or political connections, they would 
extremely oblige me. ECW a 

Bath, Sept. 22,1822. 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMINENT PERSONS. - 
— 

THE NEAPOLITAN PATRIOTS, 

Including Original Details of the late 
Revolutions at Naples. 

Wie PrsA was born of a re- 
spectable, though not affluent, 

family in Terra di Lavoro. His uncle, 
Marquess Vanni, was much renowned, 
in «n unfavourable sense, for being the 
basest and most cruel instrument of 
Acion, who was at that time prime- 
minister at Naples. Vanni, after hay- 

ing blindly served the fury of the court 
against the rising republican. party, 
shothimscelf onthe approach of General 
Championnet with a I'rench army to 
the frontiers of the kingdom, Decem- 
ber 1798. Vanni had carnestly so- 
licited Queen Caroline to be allowed 
to accompany her into Sicily, in order 
to eseape from public vengeance, but 
had been refused. Young Pisa was 
bred in one of the best colleges in the 
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capital. Being endowed by nature 
with great penetration of mind, and a 
bold character, he early became ambi- 
tious of fame, and zealously embraced 
the principles of political liberty, which 
may be said to haye been for many 
years the creed of the youth all over 

One day at dinner, 
and in presence of his uncle, young 
Pisa having happened to mention with 
seditious admiration, the deeds of 
Brutus, Cassius, and such like classic 
rebels, Vanni caused him to be appre- 
hended the following night by an officer 
of the state-inquisition, shut up in a 
coach, and removed to Rome, where 
he was to remain confined. But soon 
after young Pisa returned to his native 
country with the French army. Sub- 
sequently he enrolled himself in a na- 
tional regiment, ané served the repub- 
lic of the seven months ; and, under the 
command of the gallant chiefs Matera 
and Schipani, he often encountered, 
with more bravery than success, the 
numerous counter-revolutionary bands 
led by General Cardinal Ruffo. Being 
made prisoncr at Portici en the bloody 
fall of that republic, on the 13th of June, 
1799, a personage, then of some in- 
terest with the royalist party, interfered 
in favour of the nephew of Vanni, and 
saved him from the scaffold—the com- 
mon fate incurred or braved by all 
Neapolitans who chivalrously over- 
value the character of their own coun- 
try. After some months of imprison- 
ment young Pisa was banished to 
France. ‘There he served in the 
French armies as a simple volunteer ; 
till, by his gallantry alone, he made 
himself way to a lieutenancy in the 
dragoons of the Italic kingdom. We 
will scarcely mention his military 
achievements, which, though honoura- 
ble, must give place to his civic actions. 
Pisa served in all the campaigns made 
by the Italian dragoons. When the 
French occupied for a second time the 
kingdom of Naples under Joseph 
Bonaparte, February 1806, and orga- 
nized anew Neapolitan army, Pisa was 
called back from Upper Italy, and pre- 
ferred to the rank of captain of horse. 
In this capacity he went over to Spain 
with the Neapolitan troops, which 
served as auxiliaries to the French ar- 
mies in Arragon, Catalonia, and Valen- 
tia. Having there much distinguished 
himself by many hazardous deeds, 
and received several wounds, he was 
rewarded with the order of the Two 
Sicilies, Aflerwards he joined the 4 : 
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grande armée in — with his regi- 
ment the 2d horse-chasseurs, and 
fought. at the battle of Iutzen, was 
wounded again at thatef Dresden, and 
graced with the order of degion d’hon- 
neur. Afterwards» his regiment. be- 
haved so brilliantly at the battle of 
Leipzig, as torecommend itself to the 
notice and eulogy of Bonaparte him- 
self. Pisa obtained then the post of 
major of horse. In the short campaign 
of the Austro-Neapolitans against the 
Viceroy Eugenius in 1814, Pisa well 
supported his military reputation, 
though now for the first time he felt 
reluctant to take the field against ene- 
mies by whose side he had heretofore 
fought in friendship, and with whom 
he had been trained to arms. Even 
better did he support it a few months 
afterwards in the rash attempt of King 
Murat in favour of Italian inde- 
pendence. 

At last the French empire and King 
Murat yielded to fortune, which they 
had so often abused. Now had va- 
nished the phantom of military glory 
that had so long seduced the armies 
both in France and-Italy from the pub- 
lic cause; and, all that remained for 
sO many aspiring characters, was, 
either to seek real fame through politi- 
cal liberty, or to serve as instruments 
to an obscure despotism. These, and 
Iess noble considerations, produced 
strong discontent in the Neapolitan 
troops soon atfier the restoration, 
and with them Carbonari priuciples 
began to creep in. Thus the enemy 
seized the very palladium of despot- 
ism! The greater part of the army 
haying been formed by the French, 
they knew how much they were mis- 
trusted by the prince, and that they 
were suflered to exist only through 
policy. Veteran officers found them- 
selves neglected, while inexperienced 
young neblemen, or impotent old mili- 
tary returned from Sicily, were placed 
over their heads; this was an invidious 
partiality, for which half of the army 
loudly complained against the other. 
At the restoration, indeed, it was 
decreed, that the new army should 
consist of sixty thousand men, and be 
organized on equal principles. But 
Italian forces were, and ever will be, 
suspected by the Austrians, who derive 
their main strength in Italy from her 
weakness alone. This military appa- 
ratus, therefore, displeased her. new 
masters. The penury of the finance, 
added to the foreign jealousy, and the 
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‘malyersation of the :inister-of-war 
(himself an Austrian), accompanied 
the rest: so that every thing was 
altered, weakened, and disorganized in 
the war department. Yet even these 
causes did not prove sufficiently strong 
to excite the army to arevolution; who, 
as it happens, would not have engaged 
in the enterprise had they not been 
disposed to it by leaders of interest and 
authority. Now the officers who led 
the revolution had no personal grounds 
of discontent. Continued as they were 
inthe highest military commissions, and 
rather carcssed than neglected by the 
new government, their only grievances 
were of a public nature. Several 
among them had even attempted to 
force a free constitation upon King 
Murat about the end of his reign, and 
only by the Iukewarmness of some 
privy to the plot had failed of success. 
But now, more than ever, they were 
reminded of patriotism by the gene- 
ral example of Kurope. The news of 
the Spanish revolution warned them 
how a mutinous disposition of a stand- 
ing army may be turned by patriotic 
chiefs to the advantage of liberty. 
This news was more than sufficient to 
inflame with emulation the minds of 
General Pepe, as well as of Colonels 
Pisa and Deconcilj. Pisa was then 
with his regiment of horse in garrison 
at Foggia, General Pepe, who resided 
at Avellino, the head-quarters of his 
military division, communicated to him 
his design, and found fa him a zealous 
supporter. According to the first plan, 
the movement ought to have begun at 
Avellino on the 29th of June, when 
different regiments of cavalry were to 
be “led by their officers from different 
places to the head-quarters of the 
general.” But that irresolution so 
natural to mankind, whenever fortune 
ani life are to be hazarded, prevented 
a colonel, upon whose gallantry much 
reliance was placed, from marching his 
regiment to Avellino when he was 
called upon. So that the enterprize 
Failed for the moment. Gencral Pepe 
hen theught he could~ not longer 
delay complying with the orders of the 
government, which had repeatedly 
called himto Naples. Indeed, hadhe 
still declined, he ought to, have openly 
Gisobeyed, and declared himself; 
which he thought he could not yet do, 
after ihe first attempt had failed, with- 
out rashly hurrying on the revolution, 
and perhaps destroying before-hand its 
success, Accordingly he went to the 
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capital. But all these cautions were 
defeated by a young  Jieutenant, 
Morelli ;* who, on the night of the first 
of July, 1820, unexpectedly departed 
from his quarters at Nola with only a 
hundred and twenty horse of the 
Bourbon regiment, and marched to 
Avellino. At the first intelligence of 
his march, the town of Foggia was 
raised by Pisa, and that of Aveilino by 
Deconcilj. ‘On the 3d of Jaly, Pisa, 
supporting with a part of his regiment, 
and some militia, the patriotic pa’ ty in 
Foggia, caused a provisional junta of 
government to be chosen by the prin- 
cipal citizens, and the constitetion of 
the Cortes to be proclaimed as the fun- 
damental law of the state. This first 
constifutional shout was afterwards 
echoed throughout the kingdom. But 
the military governor of the province, 
who never had expressedly consented 
to the revolution, perceiving that till 

* This high-mmded noble young man 
is now no more! 
that revolution which gave freedom to his 
country put for too short a period! Few 
public characters were ever more attached 
to their country or more disinterested than 
Morelli was, He began the revolution as 
a sous-licutenant with only eighteen ducats 
a-month of pay (a little less than’ three 
pounds); he gallantly served in Sicily 
against the revolted Palermitans asa sous- 
lieutenant; and, when Naples was snb- 
dued, far more by fraud than open force, 
he was still asous-licutenant. Being little 
aware of tle necessary fury of a restored 
tyranny, and trusting in the uprightness of 
his actions, as well as in the solemn sanc- 
tion given by the king to the productofthe 
revolution during seven months together, 
he thought it unnecessary to fly from his 
country, Yet, after near twenty months 
of imprisonment, he was most shamefully 
put to death on the 11th of September 
last, with his young friend Silvati, another 
lientenant who accompanied Lim to Monte- 
forte. To twenty-eight ctlicr persons, 
who, like them, had attempted to free 
their country from despotism, the punish- 
ment of death bas been commuted into that 
of hard labour for thirty years; thirteen 
others have been sentenced to twenty-five 
years’ imprisonment. Could we believe, 
were the fact not too certain, that these 
uvhappy victims were {be same men who 
had established in their country a. free 
constitution, which was twice solemaly 
sworn to by the king, and existed fer no 
less than nine months? The Neapolitans, 
however, have endured to see Morelli 
die on the scafiold! Eternal shame for 
them! Let the generous friends of hberty 
shed a tear for his unmerited fate, 

* then 

He dared alone to begin | 
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then only Deconcilj led the movement 
at Avellno,-and even in a covert 
manner, whilst General Pepe was ob- 
structed in the. capital, hesitated more 
than.eyer to take any- part in those 
dangerous attempts at Foggia. Nay, 
marching. the rest. of the regiment 
ef horse out of the town, he teok a 
military position in the fields. These 
hostile demonstrations occasioned no 
small suspicion and alarm among the 
patriots.at Foggia, But Pisa, an un- 
daunted. character both in civil and 
military dangers, knowing that the 
perplexity of, the governor proceeded 
only froma doubt of success, hastened 
alone to Avellino: to cut short all the 
delays.of Deconcilj,, Halfway he met 
three oflicers of the staff, who, coming 
from Naples, had been discovered and 
arrested by the. country-people. that 
occupied in arms the roads from the 
capital into Apulia. -There were 
bearers of dispatches from the govern- 
ment to.the military governors of the 
three. provinces, Foggia, Bari, and 
Basilicata,. whereby, a. dictatorial 
power being conferred upon them, they 
were ordered to repel by the sword all 
popular movements, The militia, in- 
ecnsed at the discovery, were ready to 
fall upon those messengers of tyranny ; 
but Pisa saved them from the popular 
fury, and sent them back to Avellino 
under escort. The constitution had 
been alréady proclaimed at: this last 
place... Pisa had scarcely arrived 
there, when, from the opposite side, a 
herald from the camp.of General Car- 
rascosa presented himself, bearing a 
proclamation of the king, by which a 
constitution to be settled in cight days 
Was promised to the nation. ‘That 
yague, and, in some respect, ridiculous 
promise, hore too much the appearance 
of an expedient of state to be credited; 
80 DO answer was returned, except the 
focigmation itself torn into pieces. 

n aiter intelligence was brought, 
that General Pepe led to the constitu- 
tional, camp. two regiments. of horse 
aud.a_ battalion of, infantry,. with 
several superior officers. Pisa then 
hastened back to Foggia, and, prevailed 
at. last npon ithe governor to join the 
constitutionalists at Monteforte. But, 
on their arrival with the regiment of 
horse, they found ‘that the general, 
having been officially apprized that the 
constitution wished for was granted by 
the king, had raised the camp and 
marched to the capital. 

After the reyolution was accom- 
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plished, Pisa did not cease labouring 
for his country, and giving her proofs 
of his civic virtue. ‘ihe great military 
shame incurred by ihe Neapolitans in 
making no defence for the best of causes, 
may be, safely ascribed to the dissen- 
sion of their military leaders. “ Private 
enyy, as much as public perfidy, has 
blasted the cause of that. unhappy 
people. , There was a minister at 
Naples, who eagerly coutended in the 
cabinet, that ali the troops, who had 
retired to the camp of Monteforte for 
the public cause, ought to be peculiarly 
rewarded with promotions, extra-pay, 
and decorations. Whilst tiis measure 
was urged upon both the regent and 
General Pepe himself, as highly expe- 
dient to the state, a spirit of discontent 
was insidiously promoted among that 
part of the army which was not entitled 
to any reward. These practices were 
carried on to create enemies in ihe 
army against Pepe; who, being then 
captain-general, was prevailed upon to 
appear in public as the instigator of 
such partial rewards, and was repre- 
sented to the disaffected officers as 
willing to trample upon the rights of 
service to gratify his private ambition. 
In effect, about six hundred officers, 
who felt themselves injured by the 
measure, metin arms one morning ina 
field near the capital, and, violently 
protesting against such partiality, had 
nearly raised a military sedition. Dut 
Pisa, who had been preferred, had 
already sect the example of civic disin- 
terestedness, by renouncing his own 
promotion and persuading his com- 
rades to imitate him, which they all 
did. The army, however, from that 
moment, conceived a strong aversion 
against Pepe, though he was the only 
trusi-worthy general among the patri- 
ots; and it was not now difficult for the 
agents of the court whoily to divert the 
nilitary from the public cause. 

Naples could not have been free and 
the rest of Italy remain under des- 
potism. ‘The liberty of Naples was 
either to bring about, within a short 
time, the independence of the whole 
peninsula, or perish itself for want of 
thatindependence, ‘The leaders of the 
revolution seemed not to be so well 
aware of this truth as the Austrian 
cabinet itself. Yet it being resolved 
by the provisional junta to send into 
Upper Italy an explorator, both of the 
disposition of the inhabitants, and of 
the number of Austrian forces then in 
Lombards, Pisa boldly offered himself 

Ou for 
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for this dangerous errand. He set 
out in the middle of August, and tra- 
versed all Italy as a courier dispatched 
to Turin. At Ferrara he learned, that 
the Austrians already amounted to fifty 
thousand men in Lombardy, whilst 
some more troops were stationed on the 
Alps, So that a chance of revolution- 
izing all Italy by surprise seemed 
already to be over. Coming back to 
Florence, lve was informed that two 
Tuscan regiments at Leghorn, having 
shown symptoms of a revolutionary 
spirit, had been separated and sent to 
distant places. Butat Modena he was 
in the greatest danger of detection. 
Being stopped there, they were going 
to unseal his dispatches, when he 
boldly asking the Austrian commissary 
whether the emperor was at war with 
the King of Naples, and, loudly pro- 
testing against the violence offered to 
his character, recovered his papers, and 
was allowed to proceed. The national 
formality of the Germans, no less than 
his own presence of mind, extricated 
Pisa from that dangerous predicament. 
Throughout Lombardy he found the 
public mind better disposed to an 
Italian revolution than that of any 
other country of Italy, as the people 
had adouble yoke toshake off; but they 
were totally disarmed. Besides the 
patriotic associations (a double edged 
tool, indeed, for working out of liberty, 
but sufliciently justified by necessity,) 
were little spread among them. They 
were equally weak in Romagna and 
‘Tuscany; where, moreover, a strong 
aversion prevailed towards the Nea- 
politan name, occasioned in some re- 
spect by the undisciplined excesses of 
the troops of Murat on a former oeca- 
sion, and the bad suecess of his last 
enterprise upon Htaly. These petty 
raneours among the Htalians, which 
afford to their very oppressors a good 
ground for laughing at them, area main 
cause of their miseries. At Turin, 
Pisa was told that the Piedmontese 
army, though it intensely abhorred the 
Austrians out of a military jealousy, 
was little disposed to promote a reyo- 
lution in the state. This error, whether 
arising from the bad information of 
Pisa, or from a misconceived idea of 
the Piedmontese patriots themselves, 
proved fatal to Ttaly ; for, had the re- 
volution broken out in Piedmont only 
a féw weeks sooner, orhad the Neapo- 
litan leaders but becn aware of the im- 
minency of that event, when an Aus- 
trian army advanced towards their 
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frontiers, affairs could have taken quite 
a different turn. Be that as it, may, 
from all such particulars reported at 
home by Pisa, they seem to have con- 
cluded, that, by pouring the few Nea- 
politan troops into. Upper Ltaly, even 
at the first stage of the revolution, 
Naples would oniy have incurred the 
blame of an unproyoked aggression, 
and hastened her own ruin. 
When the executive government 

attempted to put down the constitution 
at one blow, on the 7th of December, 
Pisa did not desert his country. 
Though hardly recovered from a dan- 
gerous illness, he hastened on that 
night to his regiment; and, haranguing 
his comrades, exhorted them to remain 
firm in the cause of the nation, by whom 
they were paid, and be ready to sup- 
port the parliament were it found ne- 
cessary. |Then, galloping throughout 
the capital, he endeavoured to prevent 
any tumults from arising among the 
patriots. He so far succeeded in this, 
that many thousands of them kept in 
arms within their places of rendezvous 
a night and day together, almost 
completely-out of public observation. 
‘Yo maintain public order was then 
considered at Naples as a principal 
means of disproving all the imputa- 
tions of anarchy poured down upon 
the revolution by the pamphleteers of 
the holy alliance; as if such imputa- 
tions were sincerely made, and success- 
fully to give them the lie were tanta- 
mount to ihe preservation of the newly 
acquired liberties! Let the event 
speak for itself. At break of day, Pisa 
went into the lobby of the parliament, 
where some deputies began already to 
mect; and, to encourage them tore- 
ject the message of the government, he 
said to them—‘‘ You never saw me 
here before, for this is not a place 
where a soldier ought often to show 
himself. But now the public danger 
draws me here. What do you fear? 
The army feels with you. Do youde- 
liberate freely, then, and remember, 
that liberty cannot be compromised 
without being annihilated.” 
War being declared against Naples, 

Pisa was attached io the staff of the 
second corps commanded by General 
Pepe in the Abruzzi. He was posted 
at Arquata with two battalions of 
militia, which were to throw them- 
selves as a flyine column into Sérra- 
valle, to harass the enemy on his flank, 
and to raise the country. But that 
collectitious militia, being for the most 

part 
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part composed of substitutes, badly 
armed, worse trained, and unaccus- 
tomed to military hardships, easily 
yielded to the suggestions of emissaries, 
who spread among them the menacing 
proclamations of the king. Both the 
battalions unexpectedly disbanded the 
day previous to the affair of Nicti. 
Pisa, having spent the whole day in 
useless efforts to rally them, rejoined 
Pepe’s main body at the moment 
when, after a. brisk engagement of 
seven hours with all the enemy’s 
forces, it was caught by a panic in 
retreat, and disperseditself. Pisathen 
retired to Capua, where he was most 
perfidiously stopped by superior or- 
ders, together with many more oflicers 
who were to rejoin Pepe at Salerno. 
In this place it had been apparently 
resolved by the executive government, 
that the second corps should be re- 
organized in a second line. Butsoon 
after, the first ‘corps having been 
disbanded with the assistance of the 
royal guards, Pisa was left at liberty 
to come to Naples. There he found 
every thing in confusion and dismay. 
Whilst many a murderer was here and 
there loosed upon the most deter- 
mined among the patriots, to prevent 
them from any attempt towards a re- 
establishment of popular courage and 
public affairs; Pisa, scarcely escaping 
such snares, remained in the capital 
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until it was occupied by the Austrians 
onthe 24th of March, 1821. Then 
disguised like a Spanish soldicr, he 
sheltered on-board a Spanish squadron 
just moored in the bay of Naples. 
Often from the deck of his ship did he 
look with tears upon those delightful 
shores, which were about to be deso- 
lated by the fury of re-established 
tyranny! Often blinded with despair, 
he atfempted to come ashore, there to 
make anend of-hislife! Having landed 
again, be was soon warned that the 
police had been to his house a little 
before to arest him. All was fatally, 
shamefully, lost at Naples, chiefly by 
the fault of an executive government, 
which never intended to defend the 
state from an enemy itself had invited. 
Pisa was obliged to re-embark, to 
escape from the satellites of the police 
who hunted him in every direction; 
and, the squadron sailing some days 
after, he abandoned his country and 
went to Spain. Thence he came over 
to Englaud with General Pepe. Lately, 
having returned to Madrid, on the 7th 
of July last he made a party, with a few 
of his countrymen; and they gallantly 
fought against the mutinous guards 
and took several prisoners. 'The field 
has no braver soldier than Pisa, and 
the cause of liberty no more zealous 
Supporter. : 
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The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an uctive and 
well-spint life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 
book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we have purchased, und propose to 
present a selection from them to our readers, As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 
other biographical works, the Author may probably have incorporated many of these scraps; 
but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cabinet pictures of men and 
manners, worthy of a place in a liferary miscellany. 

: ts 
LORD PELHAM. 

ORD Pelham, while a commoner, 
represented the county of Sussex, 

asthe Hon. Thomas Pelham. In 1785 
we find him taking an active part re- 
lative to the Irish propositions ; but he 
did not vote, in 1783, on Mr. Tox’s 
India Bill, being included among: the 
absentees. In 1788 he sided with the 
opposition, on the grand question rela- 
tive tothe Regency. On the impeach- 
ment of Mr. Hastings, this gentleman 
Was nominated one of the managers, 
Dec. 5, 1787; and on Wednesday, 
April 16, 1788, he opened the second 
charge. In 1791 he spoke on the 4 

Corn-bill, and signified a wish that the 
price in the table might be raised to 
fifty-two shillings. In 1803 his lord- 
ship moved the Bank Restriction Bill, 
the consideration of his Majesty’s 
message relative to the. establishment 
of the Prinee of Wales, the Bank Re- 
striction. Bill, &c. as Secretary of 
State, 

LAMPS PERPETUAL. 
Lamps, fed by means of inflamma- 

ble air, were invented by M, l’ursten- 
bergen, a citizen of Basle, in Switzer- 
land. ‘They were greatly improved 
upon, and, among others, by Dr. In- 
genhousz. But the detonating and 

explosive 
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explosive powers of inflammable air, 
when mingled with a certain portion 
of common air, made them dangerous, 
and not fitto be entrusted to children 
or domestics ; in scientific hands, they 
were innocent, They would be very 
useful. to burn during the night; for, 
besides the sparing of expense, the eir 
of the chamber would not be impreg- 
nated, with the phlogisten, and it 
would -be without. that brightness 
which proves an inconvenience to some 
persons. 

-THE, ST. LAWRENCE, 
There are not less than 2500 islands 

in the navigable waters between St. 
‘Regis, on the St. Lawrence, and Lake 
Superior: some of them contain from 
10 to 100,000 acres. 

SINGULAR INCIDENT. 
The following remark offered itself 

to me when on a visit in Kent: I was 
contemplating part of its scenery. 
Some of the hills,—although far infe- 
rior in point ef height to Snowdon and 
Plinlimmon, in Wales, or to the Che- 
viot range in Scotland,—possess the 
appearance of an Alpine region. Nor 
do they seem to have lost the charac- 
ter and-oxpression of such, if we may 
judge from one particular, that I have 
seen more birds of prey there than in 
any other part of England, Cornwall 
excepted. If I wanted materials for 
the amplification of this subject, one 
might be found in an incident that 
oceurred at Wychling, at a little sum- 
mer residence appertaining to Samuel 
Lewin, esq. A goldfinch was placed 
on the outside of a-window, in a ma- 
hogany cage, with brass wires, There 
was nothing new or striking in this ; 
but while the little songster was Lop- 
ping about, or singing, in its familiar, 
agreeable, and simple way, a frightful 
form of a different kind, that was flit- 
ting about in the air, descended with 

“preat velocity, pierced the skull of its 
little victim through the wires, and 
laid it breathless at the bottom of the 
cage. Tnever knew before such an 
instance of the daring of that inferior 
bird, the kite. 

NOTES TAKEN AYSEVE OR SEVRES, 

A single plate is valued at twenty 
guincas. The white clay (kaolin) is 
brought from both Limoges and Pe- 
tunse, two filspars; and being ground 
by means of water-mills, and pounded 
and sifted, to get rid of impurities, is 
submitted to the labours of the model- 
ler, Painters haye attained such ex- 
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cellence in their art, as renders then 
worthy of being academicians. The 
best artists are employed here. One 
is selected for his excellence in figures ; 
another excels in battles ; and the third 
in landscapes. The gilding is per- 
formed with wonderful art; and, in 
the distribution of this metal, the 
French must be allowed to execl: 
The famous Sevyres‘blue is: produced 
by means of cobalt; and all the other 
colours are vivid and rich in the ex- 
treme. 

LAST QUEEN OF FRANCE. 
Madame, the wife of * Monsieur, 

(Louis XVIIL.) was called by €a- 
mille, a French wit, and others, in 
terms very properly considered as ra- 
ther familiar, ifnot coarse: —“La grosse 
Semme du gros frere du-Roi Louis.” 

‘ LAW SAYINGS. 
‘Optima est lex que minimum re- 

linquit judici; optimus judex qui 
minimum sibi.”—That law should: be 
recorded and preserved as the best 
which leaves the least to the judge; 
and that judgcis the best, the greatest 
master of his business, who Jeayes the 
least to himself. 

Intolerance only sours the breast,— 
for it addresses itself to hostile feel- 
ings and sympathies. It procures ene- 
mies to religion, without gaining it 
one friend; for, to use the conspiring 
testimony of another, ‘‘it is as impos- 
sible to subdue the mind by laws as it 
is to destroy a fortress by syllogisms.” 
Truth will support itself, and what is 
false cannot be bolstered up by autho- 
rity. I find, though I pretend not to 
account for it, that the French clergy 
expressed the same, or air equivalent 
meaning, when the Bishop of Rennes, 
in their name, said to Louis XIII. 
“We do not presume to root out the 

‘errors of the Protestants by force and 
violence.” —Memoires du Clergé, &c. 

THOMAS HOLLIS. 
Mr. Hollis says (vol. i. p.102,) that 

Mr; (afterwards Sir William) Temple, 
who appears to so great advantage 
in his compositions as.an author, be- 
ing both a man of business and of 
letters, acted originally in the capacity 
of a page to Oliver Cromwell. Mr. H. 
elsewhere justly remarks, that the re- 
maining stream of an ancient and 
wholesome revolution-principle, be- 
gan to be diverted into quite a different 
channel, in a very few months after 
the death of the second George. This 
assertion 1s founded in truth ; for from 
that epoch a deluge of Tory sentiments 
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has given an heicrogeneous appear- 
anee, a romantic cast, to the whole 
sroundwork of our Constitution, as 
previously exhibited. Hine ille lach- 
Tyme. 

: SUGAR. 
<*Saccharum Arabia fert, sed lauda- 

tius India; est antem mel in harundi- 
nibus collectum gummium modo can- 
didum, dentibus fragile, amplissimum 
nucis avellane magnitudine, ad medi- 
cine tantum usum.’—Plin. Nat. Hist. 
xii. 8. During the Crusades, it ap- 
pears to have becn first used as food, 
during a scarcity, by Baldwin, second 
King of Jerusalem, on his march be- 
iween that city and Laodicca:—‘ At 
vero famem nonnihil levabant, arun- 
dines Meliias continué dentibus te- 
nentes quas Cunnamellas composito ex 
eann& et meile nomive, vocant: sic 
hi, omnind a Tripolitanis et Czesarien- 
sibus immenso wre necessaria nacti 
Jerosolymam venire.”—Malmesb. 81. 

MRS. ARMSTEAD, afterwards MRS. Ox, 
Was originally an orange-girl, and 
lived in or near Bishopsgate-street ; 
slie was seen and taken into keeping 
by Lord Bolingbroke, with whom she 
lived at Brooklands, and has been on 
ihe stage. My informant was a fe- 
male, who had been much in her com- 
pany, and was well acquainted with 
her history. From her I learned that 
Wirs. A. was very humble and becoming 
in her behaviour, in her family, and 
private secictics, as well as in the 
world at large: has been seen to go to 
Chertsey in a post-chaise, and take in 
a sack of flour with her. According 
to my information, she had a culti- 
vated mind; and it was added, “that 
she had got moncy by strange ways, 
but always laid it out with discretion.” 
Mrs. A. was very charitable to the 
poor; to any that. had lost a pig or a 
cow always gave a guinea; gives 
away coals during the winter. She 
lived at one time with Lord John 
Cavendish. 

FAMILY OF MANNERS. 
Old Manners, brother to the late 

Duke of Rutland’s father, amassed a 
large fortume by well and truly per- 
forming the character of a gamester. 
To him the old Duke of Devonshire 
lost the great estate of Leicester Ab- 
bey. He is represented as an usurer 
in the * Rake’s Progress,” 

DEAN SWIFT 
Happening to dine for the first time in 
company with Lady Burlington, and 
bis gown being rather rusty, she sup- 
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posed him to be some olergyman of 
inferior note, and mortifted him greatly 
by taking no notice of him whatsoever. 
After dinner the Dean said, “ Lady 
Burlington, I hear you can sing; 
come, sing me a song.” ‘Tne lady, 
being out of her turn, of course pe- 
remptorily refused; but, after telling 
her ihat he supposed he was taken 
“for some poor paltry English hedge- 
parson,” he actuaily drove her from 
the table in tears. Gn seeing her lady- 
ship next time, he said, ‘‘ Pray, ma- 
dam, are you as proud and ill-natured 
as when I saw you last?” To which 
she replied, with the greatest good- 
humour, ‘‘No, Mr. Dean; T will sing 
for you now, if you please :” and from 
that moment he treated her with the 
utmost respect. 

SIR G. SONDES. 
Sir George Sondes, bart, had two 

sons, arrived almost at the age of 
manhood. Tach had a suit of new 
_clothes, made of the same cloth, and 
trimmed alike in every thing, except 
that, for distinction sake, and by way 
of pre-eminence, the elder had gold 
buttons, and the younger silver; for 
which tbe latter bore his brother such 
a.grudge, that he barbarously murdex 
ed him in bed, by using first a cleaver, 
with which he split his skull, and then 
a stiletto, with which he stabbed him 
seven or cight times to the heart. 
After this blcody tragedy, he repaired 
to his father’s bed-side, and narrated 
all the circumstances. He was imme- 
diately apprehended, committed to 
Maidstone gaol, and executed soon 
after. The unhappy father published 
a narrative of the melancholy trans- 
action. ne 

HOLLAND 
Was originaily an island, known by 
the name of Batavia. The rivers are 
nuch the same now as in the time of 
Tacitus :—‘‘ Rhenus apud principium® © 
agri Batavi, velut in duos amnes divi- 
ditur, ad Gallicam ripam latior et 
placidior ; verso cognomento, Vahalem 
accolze dicunt, Mox id quaeque voca- 
bulum ornetat Mosa flumine ejusque 
immensi ore eunmgem in occanum 
effunditur.”.—How changed by com- 

¢ — KALMUCKS. 
Stewart, the walking traveller, told 

me that the Kalmucks extract from 
the milk of their mares two sorts of 
liquors; the former beidrs the name of 
houmtss, and the other is a kind of 
milk brandy. This Jatter they distil 

from 
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from the milk, after the eream is taken 
of. ‘Ihe alembic uscd in the process 
they heat with the dung of cattle, and 
especially of the dromedary ; it gives 
a bright and clear fire, like turf. 

These liquors are very different, 
though prepared with the same matec- 
rials. The koumiss is a sour milk, 
that has undergone a degree of vinous 
fermentation; it is precisely the same 
as the pinna,a favourite beverage with 
the Laplanders. The milk brandy is 
an ardent spirit, obtained from the 
koumiss by distillation. 

Sometimes the Kalmucks use cow’s 
milk for preparing the koumiss; but 
mare’s milk is preferred, as yielding 
three times the quantity of brandy. In 
making dhe koumiss, a portion of hot 
water is mixed with six times as much 
mare’s milk, equally hot. For leaven, 
they throw into it a small quantity of 
old koumiss, and the whole is shaken 
together till the fermentation takes 
place. To render the same complete, 
artificial heat and shaking are indis- 
pensable, 

To the brandy extracted by distilla- 
tion, the Kalmucks give the name of 
rack or racky. 'The word doubtless 
comes from arrack, a term used in 
India for fermented liquors. The rack 
of tho Kalmucks, however, as a 
brandy, is both weak and ill tasted. 
These liquors (says Mr. S.) are pre- 
pared by the women, and, from the 
simplicity of their apparatus, we may 
infer the antiquity of the invention. 

The alembic is. made of earth or 
coarse clay; arced serves for the neck 
of the retort, and the receiver is coat- 
ed over with wet clay, that the vapour 
may cool the sooner. 

- Original Poetry. [Nov. 1; 

MRS. WOLSTONECRAFT AND MISS BLOOD. 

These two ladies were not of fecl- 
ings to sit in green and yellow melan- 
choly, ‘a worm i th’ bud, feeding on 
their damask cheeks;’ nor yet quite 
ready to exclaim, with one of Dryden’s 
heroines, 

again I stand 
The jolliest spinster in the land. 

But conceiving that they had a right 
to procure husbands if they could, it 
so happened that they were both in 
love, at the same time, with Mr. Cur- 
tis, the botanist. They kept a school 
at Walham-creen, while he lived 
about amile nearer Londcn,atQueen’s 
Elm. Prompted by the affections of 
nature, the current of which it is hard 
to check, they were accustomed to visit 
him rather oftener than he could wish; 
the character and style of his avoca- 
tions, as he was celebrated in his line, 
requiring all his time. This induced 
him to be frequently denied to them, 
though it was touching, tenderly, a 
sore part, for he liked their company 
very much, if his time would have 
permitted. But it seems they could 
not mould bis feelings to their pur- 
pose. One day they happened to get 
access to him by means of a stratagem, 
indicative of attachment; but their 
male friend, on this occasion, might 
know too much,—as, after half an 
hour’s intercourse, he observed, on 
their retiring, fo a young artist then 
present, “These are two clever young 
women, and I acknowledge myself very 
‘much gratified with their company ; 
but it is a pity they do not mend the 
holes in their stockings 1” 

ORIGINAL POETRY. 
—I_ 

A DOMESTIC SKETCH: 
BY J. R. PRIOR. t 

VENING the time. The labours of the field 
And busy diy are closed, The father smiles, 

And with his son returns to greet his wife 
And fine young nestlings to their heart. The cot 
Is cover’d o’er with briars, and roses fall 
In blossom, and rich cluster’d grapes suspend 
About the lattice-wiadow ; at the door 
The gladsome offspring play, and court the hour 
That comes, before their lids are press’d by health 
Into delicious sleep. Kisses exchange; 
"The supper-cloth 1s spread upon the bench, 
And viands are prepared. ‘Content surveys 
The wholesome meal, and appetite is fresh 
And sweeter for industrious care. The sky 
Draws round the hemisphere a raven cloud; 
The wind blows loudly through the welkin; eve 
Retires: it lightens. “Flark! it thunders: rain 
Is forming drops from the reeumbent sluice, 
And drawing down their lengthening liquid wires, — 
Through which the sonorous breeze conveys his 

voice 

With many a plaintlve chord, strack in the harp 
OF Nature’s sweet contriving,—warns the tribe 
To bosom in their nest from danger. Hark! 
Again the flash describes the arehd declive 
Of rock and mountain. Thunder still attacks 
Theear. The father rises from his seat 
Glancing his love upon the love th 
His heart and speech a fonder feeling :—rise 
His offspring too, and fondly round his strength 
And tree-Jike form the younger branches curl; 
Fear waves their palpitations,—for their hope 
Is tutor’d from their thought of his secure 
And happy state. The matron, like a hen, 
Invites he erhit of dear and anxious growth 
Into their safer dwelling. Louder drums 
The spreading thunder; swiftlier flics the keen 
And scorching fire: the torrent falls; the earth 
Casts up a hissing smoke. A moment breathes, 
Heaven’s combat is renew’d with fiercer ire : 
Silence pervades the cottage; in a chair 
The father sits and reads, to cliarm the seene 
So vrand and awful; but a sudden flash 
Klectried, selects him for the grave. 
How soon the futherless aid widow mourn 

When 
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When death intrudes on earthly bliss! O come 
Thou nurse of pity, Love! and draw thy veil 
Around the peace-invading sight! O come, 
Thon soft-eyed sister of Despair, aud teach 
How soon 4 rose-tree in its buds is broken! 

Islington, 
— 

- EPIGRAMMA. 

Riccno, Inglese, vostra vita 
E appunto un festino 
Dolce cosa, ma vicino 
A quel pranzare e il dormir. 

—— 

INCUBUS BOTANICUS; 
OR, THE NIGHT-MARE OF LINNJBUS. 

Translated from the Swedish, 
By Ph. C. DESSAOULS. 

I dreamt that I died, but that after my death 
I still was percipient clay! 

The Earth was my body, the Air was my breath, 
And my blood flow’d in rivers away. 

Then Flora, whe trampled me under her feet, 
In gay colours danc’d over the ground ; 

And what’s more, my olfactory senses to greet, 
Shed the balm ef sweet odours around! 

And she call’d the gay Nymplis that attend in her 
train, 

In'colours so variously drest, 
And, doffing the white shroud wherein I was Jain, 

They dane’d a quadrille on my breast! 
And they took it in turn to figure away, 

As their shewing-off season came round; 
_ While lady Arundo soft music did play, 

And Diana beat time on the ground! 

_ But Diana was taller than all the rest, 
And her weight 1 with agony bore; 

When she stamp’d, the blood flow’d up in my chest, 
As the tide rises up on the shore ; 

But my heart was of rock in a mountain dell, 
Whence torrents of liquid did flow ; 

And the sarees as they dane’d, and sipp’d at the 
well, 

More blooming and fresher did grow. 

Galanthis the fair, in a robe of white, 
More modest than colourless snow, 

Was the first who footed, left hand and right, 
On the frolie fantastical toe: - 

Daffodilla, the next, was a gaudy Miss, 
With a yellow vest and a green gown; 

She stoop’ and she gave me a jealousy kiss, 
And nodded her head with a frown! 

Por she view’d her fair rival step up by her side, 
_ Seyla, gracefully vested in blue, 
Vibpuptoucissos would surely have pick’d for his 

ride, 
When bath’d in the morning dew; 

But she gave place, in the waving round, 
To a Nymph of great power to lure, 

Ampreitis, whom all the fresh vallies resound 
With her fringes of crimson pure ! 
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Then Tulipa, gaudy coguette, kept rule, 
‘Who sets such a price on her features, 

And dresses for ew’ry holiday fool, 
Who capriciously pays for such creatures. 

Chaste Viola next, so sweetly perfum’d, 
Stole lightly my bosom along; 

And was follow’d by Rosa, who blushing assum’d 
Pre-eminence over the throng! 

Now, ail on a sudden, in a painted searf, 
Came Iris, so gaudy and smart, 

Introducing a fierce-looking, fiery maid, 
Who piere’d my heart with a dart,— © 

Twas the goddess Eleetra,* with auburn hair, 
To whom attic dwellings are giv’n; 

Who, follow’d by thund’ring Bailiffs there, 
Leap’d out of the window of Heav’n! 

The concussion was sharp, and great was the smart, 
And then to my great surprise, 

I first dreamt I was dreaming, and then with a stat 
I awoke, and I rubb’d my eyes. 

1 had dog’d, dear Selina, with thee on my breast, 
Tu one of the Paphian bowers, 

And thy fragrant breath, as we both caress’d, 
Had Set me a dreaming on flowers! 

a 

EPITHALAMIUM; 
POR DOCTER T. FORSTER. 

Tn Imitation of Catullus’s “Epithalamium of 
Peteus and Thetis,” 

SALVE, grado Himeno, 
Ya Hespexo en el ciclo 
Enciende, fiel consuelo, 

La vela del Amor, 
Llega, alla, Selina 
A su caro marido, 
Roxeante en el vestido 
De carin oso ardor. 

Como eu las florestas, 
Temprana y dichosa 
Es Ja sagrada rosa 

Pimtada por Amor. 

© Musas de Helicone, 
Euterpe y Clio amada, 
Con yuestra voz sagrada 

Centais cn su honor. 
Las Dias de verano, - 

Maia, y pintada Flora, 
Pingan la terra ahora 

Con vario color. 

Feliz feliz marido, 
A te echa sus brazos, 
En amorosos lazos, 

Objeto del amor, 

«x The Electricity or Lightning, 

NOVELTIES OF FOREIGN LITERATURE. 
— 

T is gratifying to observe the lite- 
rary spirit of aly still asserting its 

claims to distinetion,. in spite of the 
withering influence of a foreign despot- 
ism, more illiberal and arbitrary than 
any known among the ancients, ex- 
tending its unhallowed authority over 
ihe press, and into the recesses of 
learning and the arts. From such 
works, however, as have been suffered 
to appear, very conyincing proofs may 
be collected of that unsubdued charac- 
ter of literary and philosophical re- 
search, and the existence of that stifled 

love of liberty, which, “working to- 
gether for good,” will, we doubt not, 
ere long accomplish the emancipation 
of the finest country in the world. In 
addition to many original productions 
of very superior merit, which haye fre- 
quently come under our notice, we 
have the pleasure to meet with an ex- 
cellent translation of the works of our 
immortal bard, rendered in a tone of 
freedom and of power, caleulated to 
give the Italians a noble opinion of the 
surpassing geniusand worth of Shake- 
speare. It is from the hand of Signor 

Michele 

’ 
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brought very high qualifications to the 
accomplishment, of the great and kabo- 
rious task in which he has been long 

-and strenueusly engaged. Sensible 
that he was encouatering an author who 
was without a model, or an equal in: 
any times, he appears to have felt the 
importanee and grandeur of the la- 
bours and of the difficulties which he. 
had to surmount. To meet these, hie 
endeavoured to enter into the peculiar 
nature and character of the atithor’s 
Writings; and, like the Schleels, to 
appreciate the ‘leading features ‘and the 
spirit of the age in which he lived. 
Despising, on “such a subject, the 
shackles imposed at the dictation of the 
French, and the old Aristotelian 
schools, the translator, following the- 
example of his great master, has dared 
to give free and full scope to the im- 
pulses of feeling and imagination, 
attaining something of the noble enthu- 
siasm and magnificence of imagery, of 
language and versification, so charac- 
teristic “of the original, instead of ser- 
vilely following and renderi ing the text 
in the submissive strain of a tame inter- 
pretcr. Did our limits here permit, it 
would be easy ‘to~ give specimens that 
would perfectly justify the full measure 
of our praise; but these, with minute 
eritical observations on their desérts, 
for which we entertain a hearty abhor- 
rence, would serve to convey a very 
inadequate idea of the character and 
power of the entire version. ‘Though 
the undertaking be as yet incomplete, 
snficient earnest has been given, im 
the present volumes, that Signor 
Leoni will not disappoint the expecta- 
tions already raised among the living 
pocts and scholars of italy. 

We are bappy to observe, that a 
new edition of the Life and Actions of 
Guidobaldo da Montefeltro, Duke of 
Urbino, has been newly undertaken 
at Milan, founded on a former publica- 
tion in twelve volumes, from the pen 
of Bernardino Baldi da Urbino.. We 
are already indebted for two volumes 
of the hfe of this celebrated statesman 
and commander, which had been al- 
lowed since its first appearance, more 
than two centuries ago, to fall into 
comparative neglect, to the assiduous 
labours of Signor Perticari, though we 
are at the same time sorry to perceive 
that, together with the original work, 
they do not meet with that degree of 
approbation we might have expected 

i from the Italian reviewers. According 
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to their fiat, from which we dare not. 
presume to appeal, it would appear 
that ng,historian adequate to the task 
has yet been found; no one-at all ca- 
pabie of doing complete justice to the 
distinguished» merits of their great 
countryman : “As few - princes had 
ever the good fortune to acquire the 
reputation of a Monitetcliro, who 
united successful vatour to true great- 
ness of mind, and thus accomplished 
many noble and surprizing under- 
takings.” ‘The editor of this work, 
however, openly maintains the value 
of those labours which have broughi to 
light the very rare and neglected. life- 
of a. distinguished character, whose 
genius and actions had such a marked 
influence on the age in which he lived. 
And, certainly, ‘though very imper- 
feetly executed, and abounding in all 
the blemishes of a weak and preju- 
diced writer, the voluminous produc- 
tion of Baldi, thus re-edited, must,. 
nevertheless, possess powerful attrac-_ 
tioas to southern readers, fromthe 
very interesting nature and importanee 
of the events which if commemorates. 
To judge, indeed, from its intrinsic 
qualities, and the merit of the execu- 
tion, both on the part of the editor ang 
the biographer, we are inclined to. 
coincide in opinion with the Italian 
critic, that the life and actions of so 
distinguished a character have never 
yet been adequately treated, and that’ 
it still remains a desideratum to the 
Italians, which we trust the abundance 
of motern genius will exe long find 
occasion to supply. 

Another very interesting publics tte 
has lately appeared at Milan, from the 
pen of the able and tearned Melchiore 
Gioja, an author whose writings have 
acquired a high reputation, having 
been wholly ‘devoted to the lucidation 
of subjects connected with the public 
interests, and ‘the , information and 
prosperity of his fellow-couutrymen. 
As a proof of ile progress and triumph 
of modern science, as well as of Sitera- 
ture in Italy, over the despotic princi- 
ples every whicre attempted to be esta- 
blished, it will be enough to mention 
even the titles of those works; which, 
within a few years, Siznor G. has him- 
self presented to the publié: these are, 
“1. A New View of the Sciences 
termed Econoiieal.” “2. A Treatise 
on Rewards and Recompences.” <3. 
The Elements of Philosophy.” “4. TE 
Nuovo Galateo.” ‘°5. A’ Treatise on 
National Manufactures.” “6. On the 

i ‘Means 
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Means of Cnr the Sufferings of 
the People during Timcs of Scarcity :” 
and, lastly, the very able and learned 
work before us, consisting of a ‘‘ Dis- 
quisition on the Nature of Injuries, of 
Losses, of Reparation, and the relative 
bases of Estimation before Civil Tribu- 
nals.” It would be difficult to point 
out subjects of a more deep and per- 
vading interest, or more ably and argu- 
mentatively treated, than those to 
which Signor Gioja has uniformly de- 
voted his talents, comprehending no 
Jess than sixteen volumes within a 
period of seven years, cight in 4to. and 
eight in 8vo. the whole relating to the 
useful arts and sciences, and of very 
general application to the wants and 
interests of his country. The genius 
and character of his writings seem to 
have been formed in the great school 
of Galileo, displaying throughout the 
Same characteristics of style and 
method, pursuing his researches solely 
by the light of rational observation and 
experience. His opinions are always 
consistent with each other, distrusiful 
of all analogy and vague comparisons ; 
and his arguments are never advanced 
in theshape of hypotheticalsuppositions. 
Deducing information from facts, he 
proceeds in a regular series of analyti- 
cal reasoning on the theory and prac- 
tice of laws, in such a manner as to 
convince his readers ‘of the truths 
which he advances, with almost the 
weight of demonstration. “Toremove 
eyery doubt and misconstruction, as 
far as in my power, from the reader’s 
mind,” observes Signor G. “TI have at- 
tempted to bring forward such facts, in 
the discussion of disputed points, and 
questions of equity, observing the 
method adopted in the physical sci- 
énces, as shall require no concession 
of faith, no admission for argument’s 
sake on his part.” — 

To satisfy ourselves that the last 
work of Signor G. now before the pub- 
lic, possesses the same high qualifica- 
tions of profound thought, and the 
same extent and depth of research, as 
most of his former productions, we 
ought to consider, did our limits per- 
mit, the state of those branches of 
legal science before be entered on the 
discussion, and at the period when he 
concluded his valuable labours. To 
say that he has reduced the very im- 
perfect mass of ancient and modern 
ciyil law into the clearest order, and 
established scales of crime and punish- 
ments more applicable than theoreti- 
Montury Mac. No. 374. 
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cal, digesting what is most just and 
liberal out of different conflicting codes, 
would be only giving an idea of one 
portion of his researches. Of these 
the jurisconsult, the advocate, and the 
judge, may equally avail themselves, 
and found their calculations upon fixed 
and secure bases, by estimating sci- 
ence, legal counsels and judgments, 
by the force of reason. 

The Baron Gabriel Judica has re- 
cently given to the world the result of 
his very learned researches in the 
island of Sicily, in a work entitled 
“The Antiquities of Acre explored, 
&e.” illustrated with thirty-four grand 
plates in folio, exhibiting views of the 
most striking monuments and ruins, 
still indicative of the site of the old 
Syracusean city. According to the 
testimony of Thucydides, further con- 
firmed by the very ingenious calcula- 
tions made by Larcher, Acre was 
built by the people of Syracuse as early 
as 688 years B.C., and sixty-six years 
before the existence of ancient Rome. 
We have the several accounts, also, of 
Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch in his Life 
of Dion, as well as Livy and the elder 
Pliny. These authorities are strength- 
ened by the discovery of some ancient 
medals of Acre, already mentioned by 
Hagen, Torremuzza, and by Pellerin, 
to which Baron J.’s successful re- 
searches have now added a corres- 
ponding one, ai engraving of which is 
given. On one side, there is repre- 
sented a head of Ceres crowned with 
the wreath; and, on the reverse, the 
same divinity is seen standing crect 
with the attached inscription of 
AKPAIOQON, where the K and the P are 
connected in the form of a monogram. 
Baron J. in his first excavations, had 
t#e good fortune to open upon several 
vaulted tombs cut in solid rock, con- 
taining, among other reliques, many of 
those ancient vases so frequenily imi- 
tated under\the name of Etrmscan, 
together with an engraved plate. of 
brass, and a leaden casket, in which 
weredeposited human bones. In ano- 
ther cave were discovered itwo medals, 
in good preservation, of the Emperors. 
Vespasian and Trajan, with a Greek 
inscription, given as follows in Latin; 

“ Eumuche Zopiri filt salve.” 
Not far from Colle-orbo, where these 

were found, appears a magnificentrock, 
adorned with very ancicnt figures, in 
hasso-relievo, carved in the solid stone, 
representing men, women, and chil- 
dren, and eyen horses, as large-as life, 

X X with 
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with others of still greater proportion, 
The work contains many thet curious 
particulars, with a relation of re- 
searches and discoveries which exhibit 
the author’s abilities and perseverance 
ina very favourable point of view. 
His indefatigable exertions, in other 
places seem to have been crowned with 
equal suecess, the results of whieh, 
howeyer, we are, sorry we have not 
Space to give. His observations dis- 
play as much learning as ability, while 
his proposed interpretations of inserip- 
tions, Monuments, and other. reliques 
of past ages, are advanced with singu- 
lar modesty and felicity. The accom- 
panying plates, by which these disco- 
veries are ilustrated, will enable 

, New Patents and Mechanical: Inventions. [Nov.. 1; 
archeologists to form their own opi 
nions respecting the probable truth of 
the author’s conjectures. In.our own 
view; the Greek inscriptions are cer- 
lainly susceptible of further illustra- 
tions, being indebted. for those which 
he has hazarded rather to his friends 
than to his own acquaintance with the 
language. The three. last. chapters 
censist, for the most part, of appen- 
dices. The first contains an explana- 
tion of the figured Greco-Sicilian 
vases; and these, from their high pre- 
servation and exquisite colouring, are 
the chief ornament of the collection: 
the second contains the gems; the 
third, a dissertation on the medals dis- 
covered in the ruins of Acre, 

NEW PATENTS AND MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
—a—— 

TAYLOR AND MARTINEAU’S LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS. 

U til 

—an 

Ma L 

N consequence of the great encou- 
ragement given to ‘jithographic 

printing, yarious attempts have been 
made to improve lithographic presses. 
We have, from time to time, laid betore 
our readers the progress of this art, 
and we now have to call their attention 
to. the inmost recent improvement, a 
sketch of which we haye procured and 
mseried above. ‘This machine has 

been manufactured ‘by Messrs. Ta} lor 
and Martineau, engineers. Itappears 
to combine every necessary qualifica- 
tion of a perfect lithographic press. 
The workmanship is extremely good ; 
but, in consequence of its simplicity, 
the price has been reduced nearly one 
half. The pressure upon thesurface of 
the stone is produced by depressing 
the lever in the centre, and the motion” 

; is 
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is given to the carriage by the winch 
handle. There is a regulating screw 

_-in the centre, by which the pressure is 
adjusted with the greatest accuracy ; 
and the tendency whieh all wood has 
to alter its bulk with the atmosphere, 
has been remedied by a-very'simple 
contrivance in the carriage upon which 
the stone is placed. ; 

It may be inspected at the office of 
Mr. Charles M. Willich, No.8, Pickett- 
Street, Strand, where it is worked. 

It has excited some surprise, that 
lithography, though so much used in 
London, should «still be almost un- 
known in the ecounty-towns. of Eng- 
land. It is an art, applied with so 
much facility to so many different ob- 
jects, that we anticipate, at no distant 
period, its general introduction, 

—= 

To Mr. Avucustus APPLEGARTH, of 
Duhe-street, Christ Church, Surrey, 
for certain. Improvements in Printing 
Machines.—May 1822. 
The first improvement consists in 

supplying the printing-ink to the types, 
stereotype plates, or blocks, by two 
Sets of inking rollers, acting partly:on 
one side of the pressing cylinder, and 
partly on the other ; by which: means, 
as the form passes to and fro, it re- 
eeives its supply of ink without being 
carried out to a considerable distance, 
as is the case in other printing ma- 
ehines, where the form is inked en- 
tirely on one side of the pressing 
eylinder, and where it must be made 
to travel with considerable speed in 

_ order to pass entirely under the ink- 
ing rollers. By this improvement, the 
form traverses a shorter distance than 
usual, and, hence, the number of im- 
pressions, produced in any given time, 
may be increased in the same ratio as 
the traversing distance of the formis di- 
ininished, by which a saving of time will 
be effected in the operation of printing, 
The second improvement consists 

in the adapting and combining two 
paper-feeders with a printing cylinder, 
which revolves and prints in one direc- 
tion only. By this second invention, 
the printing cylinder can be supplicd 
with mofe sheets of paper, in any 
given time, than when one feeder only 
is used; and thus advantage may be 
taken of the increased rate of printing, 
which is obtained by means of the first 
improvement. Mr, A. claims as his 
imvention the inking the form of types, 
plates, or blocks, partly on one side 
and partly on the other side of the 
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pressing or printing cylinder; and the 
combination of two paper-teeders with 
a printing cylinder which prints in one 
direction only. 

— 

ToMr.JAs. HOLuincrake, of Manches- 
ter, for making and working a Manu- 
facture for applying a-Method of 
casting and forming metallic Sub- 
stances into various Forms and Shapes, 
with improved Closeness and Soundness 
in Fexture, 
This invention consists in making 

and working a manufacture for apply- 
ing a method of casting and forming 
metallic. substances into various forms 
and shapes, with improved closeness 
and soundness in texture,-and which 
Mr. H. produces by making moulds of 
iron, or other . suitable materials, 
adapted to the form and dimensions of 
the article required to be made, and 
into which iron or other mould he in- 
troduces iron or other suitable pistons 

_or moving-plugs, properly fitted in the 
moulds, and each piston of such an 
area as shali-at least be equal to each 
of the same ends of any required cast- 
ing or-body to be made; and which 
pistons or moving-plugs must be 
brought, either simultaneously or se- 
parately, to press upon the lower and 
upper surfaces of any quantity of fluid 
metallic substance, that is intended to 
be formed into one body; before which 
he places a suflicient quantity of metal 
in any proper furnace, pot, or crucible, 
to be melted; and, when it issoreduced 
into a proper fluid state, he then pours 
or introduces into a suitable mould. 
placed in a vertical position, a sufi 
cient quantity of such fluid metal; and 
when it is so introduced into the 
mould, and then by means of a rapid 
continued, and adequate, mechanical 
pressure, acting on the lower and up- 
per pistons or moving plugs, he causes 
the fluid metal to be compressed into a 
much less compass or space than it 
would have naturally assumed by its 
own gravitation, under any state of 
ordinary contraction; and thus he pro- 
duces a peculiar soundness of exter- 
nal surface, and an uniform closeness 
of texture, commensurate to ‘the force 
or power applied and conveyed to such 
pistons or moving-plugs, and which 
pressure may be continued until the 
fluid metal is sufficiently fixed, and 
fully set into its required form, or to 
any stage of desired contraction 
Various methods, machines, and cou- 
trivances, familiar to any competent 

workman, 
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workiman, may be used for this ren 
of compressing metal from a_ fluid 
state into any practicable degree of 
consistency, closeness, or solidity, in 
suitable moulds with their pistons and 
moving-plugs, with more or less effect 
as the nature and extent of the opera- 
tion requires. The application of any 
of the well-known mechanical powers, 
the screw, the wedge, the levér, the 
rack and pinion, the hydro-mechanical 
press, or simple weights, may be 
brought to act either separately or 
uniledly on the pistons or moving- - 

‘plugs, in the iron or other suitable 
moulds; and one or more of which 
powers must, however, be either jointly 
or separately applied to the pistons or 
plugs of every mould, before my im- 
proved method and process of casting 
‘can be effectually used and employed. 
Founders and others who are engaged 
in the making and working metallic 
substances, which are to be cast into 
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forms or bodies by the ordinary means 
of casting metallic substances, know 
the great difficulty and uncertainty 
constantly experienced in procuring 
sound bodies on their external sur- 
faces, much less through the whole 
material or mass of which any cast 
body may be composed. His im- 
provement in the method of casting 
metallic substances not unly obviates 
and removes these great general im- 
perfections in metal casting, but in- 
sures soundness of surface and close- 
ness of texture; and it will be found to 
be of great value and advantage m 
the making of cannon and ordnance, 
of plates and ingots, for rolling: or 
otherwise, of cylinders, cones, bars, 
and various other articles; and of such 
shapes and dimensions, and of such 
metallic substances, as can advantage- 
ously be constructed and made; by the 
application and use of this improved 
method of casting metals, 

PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 
<I 

Report of the SELECT COMMITTEE of 
the HOUSE of COMMONS, appointed to 
inquire into the State of the Roads 
from London to Holyhead, Sc. and into 
the Regulations for conveying his 
Majesty’s Mail between London and 
Dubhn, &ce. §e. 

1, FORM OF STEAM-VESSELS. 

ORS Rocerssays, “In building 
a steam-boat, she ought to have a 

fine entrance, and her bow to flear off, 
not to shove any water before her; she 
should have a good line of bearing, and 
her transom pretty square, and not too 
high; the transom being square and 
low, and fine under, soas to give her a 
right line of bearing, will stop her 
pitching and rolling, and make her easy 
on the sea, and add to her speed.” 
Captain Townley, who has been com- 
manding steam-boats, since 1819, be- 
tween Dublinand Liverpool,says, “‘As 
to form, a steam-vessel should have an 
extreme fine entrance below, rise well 
forward, and flam off, so as to let her 
fall easy into the’sea, and throw it off 
when steaming head. to wind; she 
should have but little rise of floor, so 
as to be pretty flat under the engines, 
and run off as clean as possible abaft; 
J approye of giving them a good deal 
cf rake forward.” Captain J. Hamil- 
ton, of the Arrow Post-office Dover 
packet, recommends for wet harbours 

“‘a vessel with a rising floor about 
three inches hollow, to prevent her 
rolling; fair -and easy curved water- 
lines; the stem to rake well, which 
makes her easy going head.to sea; the 
stern-post to stand square to the keel, 
and to draw from seven feet nine 
inches to eight feet water.” Mr. John 
Scott, ship-builder at Greenock, says, 
“T have continued to make the fore 
body of my vessels very fine, with a 
good entry, which I have always found 
made the vessel sail faster, and easier 
impelled.” Messrs. Maudslay and 
Field say, “‘The form of a steam-ves-+ 
sel under water should be that of the 
fastest schooner, bold at the bows, the 
whole vessel rising but little out of the, 
water; the sponcings, or projecting 
work on the sides, added to the proper 
body of the vessel, and rising from the 
water-line at an angle no where ex- 
ceeding forty degrees from the perpen- 
dicular of the side; the bulwarks, 
wheel-cases, and all the exterior of the 
vessel, smooth and free from projec- 
tions that would hold the wind.” 
Messrs. J. and C. Wood, say, “The 
vessel should be formed with a fine en- 
trance and run; sharp raking bow, 
both below and above ; abroad transom 
not too high placed; a good rise in 
the floor, limited by the draugbt of 
water, and the occasion of taking the 

ground.” 
: 2. Strength, 
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2. Strength of the Vessel. 

The regularity, speed, and safety, 
with which the Holyhead steam-hoats 
crossed the Tvish channel, throughout 
the whole of last winter, are the best 
evidence of the vast importance of 
great strength in the construction of 
this description of vessels. Captain 
Rogers says, that he would rather be 
in a steam-boat, in the heaviest gale 
that could blow, than in a sailing- 
packet, if constructed like the Holy- 
bead steam-boats; and it is evident, 
from his whole testimony, that the great : 
confidence he places in them is on ac- 
count of their prodigious strength. He 
says, “Their strength is owing to 
their being filled up solid to the floor- 
head; to the timbers being put to- 
gether and diagonally fastened on Sir 
Robert Seppings’s plan; to their being 
caulked inside and out, having no tree- 
nails, but bolted, and copper fastened ; 
the bolts being driven on a ring 
clinched at both ends.” 

Mr. J. Cook, of Glasgow, recom- 
mends that a steam-vessel of one hun- 
dred and eighty tons should be built 
with a seantling for a sailing-vessel of 
twice thattonnage. Mr. Roger Fisher 
says, ‘‘ There has been, in my opinion, 
a great improvement made in the 
strength of steam-vessels built here 
(Liverpool) lately; that is, by carrying 
the frame-timbers up so as to form the 
projection of the sides, and then regu- 
larly planked up solid as any other 
part of the vessel, by which means they 
are much safer.” Mr. Bruncl, when 
asked whetker he would recommend a 
stcam-boat to be built much stronger 
than usual for sailing vessels, gave the 
committee to understand, that great 
weight would be injurious, by lessening 
the buoyancy of the vessel; but Captain 
Rogers's evidence corroborates ' the 
opinions of the other witnesses, and 
seems to shew that this inconvenience 
does not foilow. 

3, Machinery. ° 
The steam-engine, employed on- 

board ships, is as yet a much less per- 
fect machine than when it is used on 
land; the height of the cylinder is 
nearly one half less; the power is 
thereby cramped by short strokes, 
which are inealeulably bad. In this 
way there is a great loss of power, as 
the vis inertia is to be overcome on 
every stroke; more frequent alterna- 
tions are necessary of the beam, the 
piston, and the valves, which oceasion 
yoore wear and more friction than 
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where the cylinders are made longer. 
There is also a considerable loss of 
power in converting the alternate mo- 
tion of the piston into the rotary mo- 
tion of the paddles. 

The great size of the boilers, as now 
made, is very disadvantageous, They 
occupy a very inconvenient portion of 
the space within a vessel. 

Vhe method of fixing the paddles is 
avery defective part of the machinery: 
the oblique action of them in entering 
and departing from the water, pro- 

duces that tremulous jarring which 
serves to loosen the seams and the 
bolting of the knees and beams of the 
vessel; it also occasions a very great 
loss of the steaming power. 

In respect to the degree of strength 
proper to be given to the machinery, 
almost all the engineers, who haye 
been examined, concur in the opinion 
that it ought to be very considerable. 
Messrs. Wood say, “all the connecting 
machinery should be twice the strength 
for ordinary work on-shore. Mr. 
Donkin says, that every part of the 
engine should be made at least of three 
times the strength, which, by estima- 
tion, would be required for any force 
to which it might be exposed. “ Ac- 
cidents,”’ he observes, “are most 
likely to happen at a time when the 
suspension of the power of the engine 
would be most fatal.” 

Wrought-iron is strongly recom- 
mended to be used in place of cast- 
iron; and, though some of the witnesses 
have expressed doubts of the practica- 
bility ofmaking largeshafts of wrought- 
iron, Mr. Donkin does not hesitate to 
say, that “they can always be got 
quite perfect, if a sufficient price is 
given for them.” 

As so much of the safety of the ves- 
sel depends upon the workmanship of 
the materials, they should be proved 
before they are used, by a’ proper 
proving engine for trying their strength, 
as well by a force acting in a twisting 
direction, as by a Strain in the direc- 
tion of their length. 
‘It may be collected from the evi- 

dence, that the ereater part of the 
breakages which have occurred. of 
different parts of the machinery in 
steam-boats, has been owing to. the 
negligence of the engine-keepers, 
Starting the engine without clearing 
off the water which is formed on the 
top of the piston, from condensed 
steam, is one cause of fractures ; other 
accidents have arisen-from suffering 

the 
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the bearings upon which the shafts 
work, and the links connecting the 
piston with the beam, to get loose; and 
In some cases from making them so 
tight, that the bearings heat; and also 
from not attending carefully to the 
steam-valye when ihe vessel is ex- 
posed to a heayy sea, Mr. Watt says, 
“‘with the experience now obtained, 
we make no doubt ‘but that we shall 
be able to construct machinery less 
liable to accident ; but much must 
always depend npon the yigilanee and 
experience of the men who work the 
engines.” Mr. James Brown, being 
asked what were the causes of acci- 
dents to the machinery, replied, ‘they 
depended more on the engine-keepers 
than any thing else.” _. 

Mr. Donkin says, ‘‘ I have reason to 
believe that some of the steam-boat 
companies have suffered severely from 
a want of regular professional inspec- 
tion;” and being asked, ‘‘ Do you con- 
ecive that the injury to engines from 
neglect is greater than the injury 
arising from. the actual working of 
them?’ replied, “Yes, I do;” and 
being furthér asked, “ Has that beena 
constant defect in the management of 
steam-boats up to this period?” re- 
plied, ‘“‘ Yes, I conceive so.” 

All the evidence is so decidedly in 
favour of making boilers of copper, 
that it is necessary only generally to 
refer to it.. Messrs. Fenton and Mur- 
ray, of Leeds, say, ‘‘ The boiler ought 
to be what we call a combined boiler, 
viz, three distinct boilers put together 
to form one boiler, with the fire passing 
three times through each, and so con- 
structed as to be taken up and down a 
hatchway without pulling up or de- 
stroying the decks.” 

All the witnesses agree in opinion 
as to the necessity of keeping the ma- 
chinery as low as possible in the ves- 
sel: Mr. Watt says, ‘‘this will dimi- 
nish the top weight, make the vessel more 
steady at sea, improve the action of the 
machinery, and add to the safety of the 
vessel.” Messrs. Maudslay and Field 
say, “The best arrangement of the 
machinery, and in which engineers are 
most agreed, is to place the boiler or 
boilers afew feet abait the centre of buoy- 
ancy of the vessel ; the two engines on 
each side a few feet forward of this 
point ; and the coals on the centre of 
buoyancy : this arrangement brings the 
fuel, whichis constantly variable, on a 
point that will not affect the trim of the 
vessel; it also brings the wheel-shaft, 
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which is at the foremost end of the en- 
gine, to its best position, as regards the 
length of the vessel, viz. at about one- 
third from the head: the weight of the 
boiler, engine, and coal, is thus spread 
pretty equally over the space allotted 
for them, and’ partial and intense 
weight on any one part is thus 
avoided,” 

Messrs. Mandslay and Field state, 
that the fire-places and boilers are fre- 
quently burned and injured from the 
incrustations made by deposited salts 
in the boilers, through neglect to 
change the water and clean the boil- 
ers; and Mr, Denkin says: he has 
known great inconvenience from the 
same cause. In one instance, going to 
Margate, one out of three boilers in the 
vessel produced very little steam, in 
consequence of the incrustations on the 
bottom, a circumstance that was disco- 
vered by its requiring very little water 
to be introduced into it. Mr. Donkin 
further says, that he knows only of two 
methods by which the deposition of 
salt can be prevented. “In. the 
Regent steam-boat they employed a 
method very successfully, that of pump- 
ing hot water through the boiler, and 
allowing a certain quantity constantly 
to be discharged from it into the sea; 
by these means the water was.always 
kept in a sulliciently diluted state,-so 
as to prevent its becoming saturated 
with salt, and consequently none could 
be deposited. No other inconvenient 
effect was produced than a greater 
consumption of fuel. ‘The other mode 
is the common and ordinary one of 
taking out the whole of the water when 
the vessel arrives at the place of desti- 
nation, and, if there is any deposit of 
salt, taking that out also.” - 

Mr. T. Bramah says, ‘ you cannot 
have too much power; indeed it is 
always of advantage to have as much 
power as can be obtained.” Messrs. 
Maudslay and Ficld say, ‘‘withregard 
to the quantity of power proper to put 
into a sca-vessel, the only limit should 
be the weight of the engine and fuek 
the vessel will carry and contain; no 
vessel ever had too much power, even 
in still water, much less when contend- 
ing against a heavy head-wind.”.““ Two 
engines,” they go on to say, ‘Sof half 
the power each, are more: manageable, ’ 
and possess many advantages over ono 
of the whole power; they produce a 
perfectly uniform rotation .in © the 
wheels, and are not subject, like single 
engines, to be stopped on the centre in, 

heavy 
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heavy scas; and in cascof injury to one 
engine, the other is available.” 

It appears from Mr. Brown’s evi- 
dence, that two fifty-norse engines will 
weigh from twenty to twenty-five tons 
more than two forty-herse engines; the 
weight of the latter, with coal and wa- 
ter complete, being one hundred tons, 
The additional expense would be about 
1,000]. the expense of two forty-horse 
engines being about 6,000!.  Accord- 
ing, therefore, to the opinions already 
stated, when a vessel will contain two 
fifty-horse engines, it will be decidedly 
better to have them of this power than 
two of forty-horse power. 

It appears frem the evidence, that 
attempts are now making, by very in- 
genious individuals, to remove some of 
those defects which have been described 
to belong to the engines now in use. 

~ -Mr. Brunel is engaged on a plan for 
making the engine more compact and 
more simple, and at the same time 
stronger; and to enable it, by certain 
mechanical combinations, to adapt and 
accommodate itself to all the exigen- 
cies, and to all the perturbations inci- 
dent to its peculiar services. 

Mr. Galloway and Mr. Perkins feel 
confident, that high-pressure boilers 
may be so contrived as to be used with 
the greatestadvantage. Mr. Perkins, 
in his answers to the circular queries, 
gives such strong evidence in favour 
of them, from the actual use of them in 
150 American steam-boats, as to go far 
towards removing the prevailing ob- 
jections to them. 

Mr. Donkin is of opinion, that a 
rotary furnace, on Mr. Brunton’s prin- 
ciple, may be applied to steam-vessels. 

Mr. Oldham, of the Bank of Eng- 
land, has invented a plan of revolving 
paddles, to avoid the defects of the 
fixed paddies, as now used. He states, 
that the violent action of the paddles 
of common wheels, in striking the wa- 
ter in a rough sea, is entirely removed 
by the use of the revolving paddles, as 
they enter and rise out of the water 
with a peculiarly soft and easy motion. 
The precise merits of this invention 
will soon be ascertained, as these new 
paddles arenow fitted to the Waterloo 
packet, which plies regalarly between 
Dublin and Liverpool, and tothe Aaron 
Manby, iron steam-boat, lately sent 
from England to Havre-le-Grace, to 
be used on the Scine. 

’ Mr. John Gladstone, 
Douglas, has invented another plan of 
paddies, He employs a pair of 
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wheels at each side of the vessel, hav- 
ing two endless chains acting on them, 
with paddles fixed on these chains ; 
and, so far as the plan has been tried, 
ona very small scale, it has been suc- 
cessful. Several attempts have been 
made to get rid of the use of external 
wheels, but hitherto without success. 

Mr. Field has invented a flexible 
metallic ‘piston, which has proved of. 
great utility. 

The merit of first applying steam-en- 

gines to sea-navigation is certainly due 
to the skill and enterprise of the engi- 
neers and shipbuilders of the Clyde ; 
for it was, unquestionably, the success 
of their steam-boats on the Holyhead 
station which led the Post-office to es- 
tablish their boats for keeping up the 
communication between the two coun- 
tries. At the same time it is but jus- 
tice to say, that the public are greatly 
indebted to the Post-office for having 
exercised «ich a sound judgment, in” 
directing their vessels to be built of 
that great strength, which has been so 
often mentioned in this Report; and 
which, at the same time thatithas been | 
the cause of their complete success, 
has also established anew principle of » 
certainty and security in the system of 
steam-nayigation. 

4, Sails. 
Captain Rogers says, “they assist a 

vessel very much; that they can be 
used at all times, except within four 
points of the wind, aiid that they serve 
to keep the vessel steady.” He recoin- , 
mends a large lug-sail forward, a jib, 
and fore aud aft main-sail; to have a 
square top-sail on-board, and a gaft top- 
sail aft; with means of sctting a top- 
mast, but not to use it unless the en- 
gine was out of order. Several plans 
have been tried for getting the wheels 
out of geer, and for moving the paddle- 
boards from the extremity of the , 
wheels towards the centre, and some of 
them successfully. By these means a 
vessel, in case the engine cannot be 
used, may be sufficiently well managed 
with the sails, as to carry her safely into 
port. The evidence of all the other 
witnesses goes to show, that any at-. 
tempt to carry canvass beyond a cer- 
tain moderate quantity will be at- 
tended with a greatimpediment to the 
steaming power, 

—— 

SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
Method of Ventilating Coal Mines, by 

Mr. James RYAN, 
The presen mode of yentilation 
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consists in carrying eurrents of at- 
muspheric air thtough every possible 
eutting, and of directing the profuse 
issue of gas into the line of draft, by 
what are called stoppings; that is, by 
turning the gaseous course by doors, 
or brick-work, so as to facilitate its 
passage by the most easy, and least 
darigerous, channel, towards its aper- 
ture of issuic, the upeast shaft. ‘The 
course of an atmospheric current 
through the windings of a working, 
about 600 yards square, is estimated 
at twenty-seven miles. 

The Sunderland Society for prevent- 
ing accidents in coal-mines, in their 
first Report, say, “*The only method 
we are at present acquainted with, for 
preventing accidents by fire, is a me- 
chanical application of the atmospheric 
air to the removing, or sweeping away, 
the inflammable gas, as it issues from 
the seyeral fissures which the workings 
intersect in their progress.” — 

. One method is, that of forcing air 
down the shaft, and along the courses; 
but this is deficient in power for the re- 
moval of so large a volume as they 
contain. 

A second is, by falls of water, carry- 
ing with them a current ofair. This is 
nut only subject to the objectionagaiust 
the former, but also to that of the ex- 
pense and labour in again raising the 
Water out of the mine. 
A third is, the use of the air-pump ; 

which is not only unequal to the de- 
sired effect, but also, while acting, ren- 
ders the upcastshaftuseless to the miner. 

A fourth is, that of a furnace, near 
the bottom of the upcast shaft; in order 
to rarefy the current passing up to it, 
and draw, along with it, the air of the 
courses, This method is highly dan- 
gerons; for, if an extraordinary issue 
of gas should rush from a line of work- 
ing, and come in contact with the fire, 
destruction would be certain. 

A. fifth is, the diluting method; 
whereby so much air is carried, or 
forced, through the workings, as shall 
dilute the generated gases below the 
point of combustion. ‘This means will 
succeed, where the coal-seam is thin, 
and the gases not abundant: and his 
been eflectually adopted in some of the 
Staffordshire collieries. ? 

The last method to be mentioned is, 
that of the firing line, as it is termed. 
This is done by men accustomed to the 
process, who, having prepared a light 
under the gaseous accumulation, or as 
near to it as possible, retire into a 
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stable, well scoured; and, by pulling a 
properly-directed wire, bring the light 
into contact with the gas, when an 
immediate combustion and explosion 
take place. Insome mines, where the 
accumulations are profuse, it is neces- 
sary to fire them three times daily ; and, 
as the miners are all obliged to retire 
during each firing, there is a great loss 
of time. Besides, there must be im- 
mensc pillars of coal left uncut, or the 
firing process would tear them down, 
and involve the whole works in de- 
struction. Sometimes, too, the ignited 
gases set fire to the coal-seam itself, 
and it becomes necessary to stop up 
the shafts, until the extinction be ae- 
complished. : 

Mr. Ryan considers thatthe carrying 
a traverse all round the working is 
essential to security, so that the head- 
ways may all terminate in this sur- 
rounding channel, and therein pour the 
collections of the respective cuttings 
and head-ways; these are, in course ef 
current, from the inferior to the supe- 
rior level of the mine, and terminating 
in an enclosure, trom which is carried 
a gas-way, running npwards, like a 
chimney, into the upcast shaft, a few 
yards above its bottom, so as to secure 
the gaseous current froin contact with 
the lights necessary in use near to the 
floor of the shaft. 
When tlie horizontal line of the seam 

is broken by perpendicular fissures, 
filled with foreign matier, and the an- 
gular inclinations of the bed are re- 
versed; he would carry a boring from 
the upper part of the lower leg of the ’ 
angle to a point of the superior leg, on 
a higher leyel than that from whence 
the boring commenced; and render 
the whole as effectually drained of gas, 
as if the stratum were one unbroken 
and oblong plane of working. By 
carrying collateral cuttings from gase- 
ous accumulutions, whether produced 
by basins in the roof, or fallings-in of 
earth, into the serrounding head-way, 
or gas-channel, he provides against 
local evils. And, in some instances, 
where the gas issued from vents, not 
easily connected with the head-way, 
he closed the cavity in, Icaving only a 
small aperture for its egress, to which 
he set fire as a jet, and thereby con- 
verted intoa useful light, for the miners 
without to work by, what, if lighted 
when freely expansible, would have 
exploded, to their destruction. Per- 
haps this is as beautiful an instance of 
skilful application in science as “+ 
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be produced: the very instrument of 
terror being converted into an aux- 
iliary of operation. 

Itis not the lighter gases only, that 
are objects of alarm-to the miner ; for 
the choke-damp, as it is called, is also 
as certainly destructive. ‘This consists 
principally of carbonic acid gas, or 
fixed air, which being of greater spe- 
cific gravity than atmospheric air, ne- 
cessarily lies in a stratum on the floor 
of the mine ; and, if accumulated to 
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such a depth as to equal the greatest 
possible height of the miner's head, 
must be inhaled by him; when almost 
instant death would ensue. In order, 
then, to draw off this ponderous gas, 
Mr. Ryan bores apertures level with 
the floor of the workings, and carried 
into the surrounding head-way, so that 

both that on the floor level, and the 
carburetted hydrogen in contact with 
the line of roof, are carried off hy the 
same general outlet. 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL; 

Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 
i 

Dp; Simeon SHaw, master of the 
Grammar School at Hanley, in 

Staffordshire, will publish about Christ- 
‘mas a work in three volumes, rich in 
engravings; under the title of Nature 
Displayed. The once-popular work 
of La Pluche, of which at least twenty 
editions, under this title, were printed 
in England between the years 1730 
-and 1760, being out of date, and su- 
perseded by new discoveries, a reno- 
vated work, having the same title and 
objects, has long been a desideratum. 
The former work was in four volumes, 
but it contained many superfluities ; 
and an English supplement was added, 
in three volumes, altogether foreign to 
the title; and these brought the work 
into discredit. No work, however, ef- 
fected more for the diffusion of know- 
ledge; and we trust Dr. Shaw’s work 
will prove as successful and useful. 
We have already noticed in the 

Monthly Magazine the importation of 
a creature generally regarded as fabu- 
lous, from the Cape of Good Hope, 
where it is said to have been brought 
fromthe coast of Japan. It possesses, 
therefore, one of the characteristics 
which frequently distinguish impos- 
ture, in regard to the remoteness of its 
origin. The animal has, however, 
been exhibited in London; and, as 
might be expected, has excited con- 
siderable curiosity, particularly among 
naturalists. As it has not been dis- 
sected, nor indeed handled, by any 
scientific authorities, (being exhibited 
under a glass case,) many persons are 
still sceptical with respect to its being 
an entire animal. Some boldly assert 
that it consists of the body of a mon- 
key, ingenuously united to the tail of 
a fish; at the same time no evidence of 
such union is visible, and it may be 
what is professed by its owner. Seep- 
Montuty Mae, No. 374. 

ticism will doubtless lead to a per- 

mission to examine it by accredited 

persons, and in that case we shall 
have pleasure in laying their report 
before our readers. About half a 
century since, a similar discovery is 
reported to baye been made by some 
fishermen at Plymouth; and a mer- 
maid is recorded to have been exhi- 
bited at that port, but no authenticated 
account. of it exisis. About fifteen 
years since, Sir John Sinclair also 
published some documents on the same 
subject in this Magazine; and, a few 
years since, the newspapers were filled 
with affidavits relative to a mermaid 
seen on the north-west coast of Tre- 
Jand; but, on our writing to the place 

Yy mentioned 
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mentioned for further particulars, it 
appeared that neither the attesting ma- 
gistrate nor the pretended witnesses 
were in existence. |For the preseat, 
we have respeeted the curiosity of our 
readers, by submitting to them two 
sketches. of the:subject now exhibit- 
ing in St. James’s-street.* 

Notwithstanding its obvious advan- 
tages, the great Bncyclopedie Methodique 
has never been imitated in England. 
We have Cyclopedia upon Cyclopedia, 
but they all suffer the disadvantage of 
being in one alphabet, by which they 
are troublesome to consult, and new 
discoveries in any one branch of sci- 
ence renders the whole obsolete. Be- 
Sides, ‘as few men aim at universal 
science, students in particular sciences 
can derive no benefit from these works 
without making an extensive and ex- 
pensive purchase. It has, therefore, 
been determined to bring out in Lon- 
don a MetrHonicaL CyYCLoPEDIA, or 
series of separate Dictionaries, forming, 

‘ together, a complete circle of the 
“'seliences. But, as dictionaries are 
auxiliaries of other books, and do not 
supersede them, the work is not pro- 
posed to be of great cost or unwieldy 
bulk. It will be completed, in twelve 
portable volumes, izeluding the several 

“great departments of knowledge in 
each, so that the purchaser may pos- 
sess himself of either, or the whole; 
and, by cconomy in printing, every 
purpose for which any dictionary is 
usually consulted will be effected. 
Mr. James MircuHer., A.M. of the 
University of Aberdeen, has under- 
taken the supervision of the whole; and 
the first volume, containing Hisrory, 
will appear on the first of January. A 
volume will follow on the first of every 
month, till the series of twelve volumes 
are completed. The engravings will 
be numerous, and of the first order in 
execution. 

Loro Joun RusseLt is about to 
enrol himself among our tragic poets, 
by publishing Don Carlos, a tragedy. 

Three more Cantos of Don Juan, by 
‘Lorp Byron, are in his publisher’s 
hands. 'The Noble Lord has also in 
London, a poem called the Deluge; 
nnd another picce, called Heaven and 
Earth, is to appear in the same 
volume. 

* A further description has been handed 
to us in manuscript, as the opinioa of Dr, 
“Rees Price, to which we will give place 
m our next, 

, silis\at tanidwasuiihtt | ; 
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On the Ist of December will be 
published, the Loves of the Angels, a 
poem, by.THomas. Moore... 

Mr, ALLAN Cunninenam, author of 
“Sir Marmaduke Maxwell,” &c.. is 
preparing for the press, the Adven- 
tures of Mark Macrabin, the: Camero- 
nian, a. work. intended to exhibit a 
faithful picture of the opinions, beliefs, 
superstitions, poetical enthusiasm, and 
devotional and national character, of 
the people of the Scottish Lowlands. 

Mr. J. P. NeALe is about to com- 
mence the publication of a work illus- 
trative of the ecclesiastical architec- 
lure of this country, exhibiting every 
varicty of style... The publication will 
be similar in form to his ‘‘ Views of 
Seats,” and each number will contain 
five engravings, executed in ‘the line- 
manner by the best artists. . It will be 
entitled, Original Views of the most 
interesting Collegiate and Parochial 
Churches in England, with. historical 
notices and architectural deseriptions, 

Some curious Memoirs of the French 
Court will shortly appear, from. the 
pen of the late Madame de Campan, 
first Lady of the Bedchamber to the 
late Quecn Marie Antoinette. 

Mr. T. Dave is preparing a transla 
tion of the Tragedies.of Sophocles, in 
which the various metres of the origmal 
will be attempted as near as.the Eng- 
lish language will admit. 

The work of general Cotemporary 
Biography, which bas been. several 
years in preparation, will appear in a 
few days, under the title of Public Cha- 
racters of all Nations. Lt will contain 
nearly 5000 articles, and 150 engraved 
portraits, forming three volumes like 
Debrett’s Peerage and Baronetage, 

Bibliotheca Gloucestrensis, is. pre- 
paring for publication by subscription, 
being a reprint of scarce and: curious 
tracts relative to the county and city 
of Gloucester, illustrative of and pub- 
lished during the Civil War, with bio- 
graphical. and historical remarks.— 
The first part will contain Corbet's 
“ Historical Relation of the Military 
Government of Gloucester, from the 
beginning of the Civill Warre be- 
tweene King and Parliament, to. the 
Removyall of Colonel Massie from that 
Government to the Command of the 
Westerne Forces.” London, 1645,.— 
Embellished with a fine portrait. of 
Colonel Massie, and a plan of the city 
as it then stood, with the lines of the 
ancient fortifications. 

Messrs. Boyp and Mitcuett, of 
Kennington- 
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Kennington-lane, have invented an An- 
tiseptic Mineral Black Paint, which on 
our own view we can recommend to 
public notice and patronage. Itis an 
effectual preservative of wood, iron, 
canyas, aud cordage; and is particu- 
larly adapted to ships’ bottoms, bows, 
and bends; barges, boats, weather 
boarding, gates and posts, fences, hop 
poles, and all kinds of timber; and 
for iron work, brick walls, and every 
other surface in exposed or damp: si- 
tuations,— its properties remaining 
uninjured from the effects of salt or 
fresh water. One of its important 
qualities is the preservation of timber 
against dry-rot; and it is also applica- 
ble in the preparation of cordage to 
form the trellis-work of inclosures for 
poultry, pheasaniries, &c. which will 
be then found as durable as iron wire, 
at one-fifth part of the expense. 

Sir Richard Phillips, during a late 
visit to Paris, found one of the most 
splendid works of Canova under a 
double proscription. It happened to 
be a colossal bust of Napoleon, who, 
though dead, still scares the coward- 
souls of certain imbeciles ; and, more- 
over, it belonged to a very renowned 
friend of liberty. He therefore deter- 
mined to remove it from its hiding- 
place to London, for the benefit of the 
owner, and it may be viewed by the 
eurious at his house in Bridge-street. 
‘The price fixed upon it is 250 guineas. 
Sketches of Field Sports, as follow- 

ed by the natives of India, are pre- 
paring for publication, with observa- 
tions on the animals. - Also an account 
of many of the customs of the inhabi- 
‘tants and natural productions, with 
anecdotes; a description of snake- 
catchers, and their method of curing 
themselves when bitten ; with remarks 
on hydrophobia and rabid animals; by 
‘Dr. Jounson, surgeon to the Hon. East 
India Company, and many years resi- 
dent at Chittra, in Rangpore. 

Some Remarks on Southey’s Life 
of Wesley will appear in the course of 
next month, 

During the two past months the 
amatears.of the arts, architecture, and 
pictaresque gardening, have been 
drawn in theusands to view Fonthill 
Abbey, the furniture and appurte- 
nances of which had been announced 
for public sale.| Upon this place Mr. 
Beckford had lavished the produce of 
his great Jamaica estates; and, being 
a nian. of taste, it had become one of 

_fthe wonders of Britain ; but, owing to 

+2 
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his retired character, had been little 
viewed. We must refer our readers 
to Mr. Britton’s announced work, and 
to other publications in whieh this en- 
chanted palace are described. Butin 
the expected sale the public were dis- 
appointed, as the whole estate was 
bought by private contract, as it stood, 
in one lot, by Mr. Farquuar, a gentle- 
man who has accumulated a large 
fortune in the East Indies, for 380,000/. 
We have pleasure in recording, that 

a public tribute of respect has been 
bestowed on CHARLES Hutton, LL.D. 
F.R.S. &e. by the presentation of his 
bust in marble. In the latter part of 
the year 182], a meeting was held by 
several scientific friends of Dr. Hut- 
ton, with the intention of obtaining a 
correct likeness of that celebrated ma- 
thematician. They accordingly ap- 
pointed a- committee, who agreed’ to 
employ a sculptor of the first eminence 
to execute a bust in marble, from 
which casts or copies could be taken 
in any number that might be required. 
“'Phis bust was intended (say the 
commiitee,) as a mark of respect and 
veneration for the character of Dr. 
Hutton, and as a tribute of gratitude 
for his important labours in the ad- 
vancement and diffusion of mathema- 
tical learning, during the long period 
of sixty years,~—a period which will 
be memorable in the history of science, 
on account of his meritorious services 
both as an author and teacher.—As 
an author, it is well known that his 
numerous publications have been uni- 
formly held in the highest estimation, 
and that even his earliest productions 
continue to be standard works of in- 
creasing popularity in every country 
where the English language is known. 
His persevering exertions, also, as the 
conductor of scientific journals during 
the above period, have had the most 
powerful effect, in exciting emulation, 
increasing the number of eminent ma- 
thematicians, and thus greatly en- 
larging the boundaries of useful science, 
—As a teacher, his labours have like- 
wise been singularly successful, espe- 
cially as Professor of Mathemiaties for 
nearly forty years in the Royal Mili- 
tary Academy at Woolwich ; an insti- 
tution which, by bis judicious plans 
and unremitting care, he raised to the 
highest degree of eminence and!na- 
tional utility. To his instructions, in- 
deed, and his improvements in military 
science, his country is deeply indebted 
for the célobrity and, success of' the 

British 
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British Artillery and Engineers for 
the last half century.”—On the 21st 
of September, 1822, the committee 
for conducting the subscription waited 
on Dr. Hutton, at his house in Bed- 
ford-row, in order to present him with 
the bust, according to the originalinten- 
tion. The committee then proceeded 
to examine the difference between the 
receipts of the subscriptions and the 
disbursements, when they found a 
considerable surplus, which they 
agreed to dispose of in a medal in 
honour of Dr. Hutton. 

The literary world will be favoured, 
in the ensuing winter, with a volume 
of Letters from the pen of Mr. 
BeEckKrorpD, author of ‘‘ Vathek.” 

At the usual time will be published, 
Time’s Telescope for 1823, containing 
an explanation of Saints’-days and 
Holydays, sketches of comparative 
chronology, and contemporary bio- 
graphy, astronomical occurrences in 
every month, with a deseription of in- 
dispensable astronomical instruments, 
illustrated by wood-cuts; and the Na- 
turalist’s Diary, explaining the various 
appearances of the animal and vege- 
table kingdoms: to which will be pre- 
faced, an Introduction to British En- 
tomology, with a plate of insects 
coloured after nature. 

In November will be published, with 
eighteen new plates, a new edition of 
Innes on the Muscles, revised, cor- 
rected, and enlarged, with notes, prac- 
tical and explanatory, by Roserr 
Hunter, lecturer on Surgery, Ana- 
tomy, kc. Glasgow. 

Palecromaica, or Historical and 
Philological Disquisitions, are prepa- 
ring for publication. 

A new edition, with several valua- 
ble appendages, of the Saxon Chro- 
nicles, by the Rev. J. INGRAM, is 
printing. 

Truth against Falschood, or Facts 
opposed to Viction, is preparing for 
publication, in a series of letters ad- 
dressed to Douglas, the author of ‘No 
Fiction,” by LEFEVRE. 
Somewhat more than twenty-one 

years ago, the Editor of this Miscel- 
Jany had the good fortune to give tlie 
first permanent record to announce- 
ments of the, geological labours of Mr. 
Smith, of Bath, in making “a Geo- 
logical Map of England;” depicting 
thereon, as he traversed in all direc- 

_ tions its extended surface, the courses 
and the breadths of each of the prin- 
cipal strata of our island; ascertain- ro 3 
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ing, at the same time, the qualities of 
each stratum, and the species of fossil 
shells peculiar to each. Palpable 
neglect of Mr. Smith’s meritorious and 
useful labours by the opulent Jand- 
owners, and by cthers who should have 
stood forward as his efficient patrons, 
had exhausted his means, and dis- 
abled him from engraving and publish- 
ing his map, &c. long after they were 
ready for these operations. Unjustly 
thus kept in the back-ground in his 
native country, we have been happy 
tolearn that the fame of Mr. Smith 
has, nevertheless, spread across the 
Atlantic; and the patriotic govern- 
ment of Columbia, on turning its atten- 
tion to the mineral riches of theirenvia- 
ble country, had sent over proposals for 
engaging Mr. Smith (and, we believe, 
also his brother and nephew, who have 
of late years successfully practised in 
his profession,) to go out, adequately 
appointed, and commence for the go- 
vernment there such a survey as Mr. 
S. began for himself of England. But, 
alas! the poignancy of Mr. S.’s feel- 
ings, at his unmerited losses and neg- 
lect, have for two years or more past 
occasioned him to exclude himself 
almost entirely from his relations and 
most intimate friends; and, with his 
nephew, to seck precarious employ in 
distant northern counties: so that the 
private efforts of several weeks have 
failed in’ conveying intelligence to 
him of proposals so honourable to his 
falents and labours as those just men- 
tioned. Amongst others, the Editor 
was written to, in hopes he might 
asceriain Mr. Smith’s retreat; but, 
this not being the case, he hopes the 
object may, through some of his 
readers, be quickly effected. 

The same enlightened spirit, we are 
happy to find, actuates the new Re- 
public of La Plata. Its government 
has sent to England for men of science; 
and Mr. Bevan, well known in Lon- 
don as a civil engineer, has, in conse- 
quence of an engagement, proceeded 
with his family in a late ship for 
Buenos Ayres, where he is to superin- 
tend the embankments and improve- 
ments of the La Plata, and introduce 
the best European science for the 
public good. Those countries seem 
therefore likely, in a few years, to 
exhibit numerous triumphs of philo- 
sophy; while among the old govern- 
ments of Europe the chief patronage 
unhappily is directed to the science of 
mutual destruction, and to the sar 
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of defending antiquated and anti- “diseases hitherto considered incurable, 
social privileges, at variance with the 
intelligence of the age. 

In the press, and shortly will be 
published, Outlines of Character, in 
one volume, octavo. 

To distinguish oxalic acid (which is 
a poison,) from Epsom salt, it is re- 
commended to taste one drop of it, or 
else a particle of the suspected crys- 
tals; and, if it be oxalicacid, it will be 
found extremely sour, like most other 
acids, whilst the taste of Epsom salt is 
rather bitter. 
A reprint, in octavo, is preparing of 

Sir Rosert Naunton’s Fragmenta 
Regalia, or Observations on the Court 
of Queen Elizabeth, her Times and 
Favourites. It will be accompanied 
by a Life of Naunton, and a series of 
notes and historical illustrations ; and 
will be embellished with numerous 
portraits, finely engraved, from origi- 
nal pictures. 
A Complete Illustration of the In- 

dex Testaceologicus, or Catalogue of 
Shells, British and Foreign, by W. 
Woop, F.R.S. and L.S. is announced 
by subscription. The object of this 
work is to incorporate figures of 
all the known shells, collected from 
every authentic source, and reduced 
to a small size, but with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy to enable the Con- 
chologist to fix at once upon any par- 
ticular species he may wish to define. - 

Accounts are on the eve of publica- 
tion of Roman Antiquities discovered 
in Fife, on the site of the battle fought 
betwixt Galgacus and Agricola, &e. 

An Institution, to be called the In- 
stitution for the Cure of various Dis- 
eases by Bandages and Compression, 
is in course of establishment in Lon- 
don, under a body of respectable pa- 
tronage, which ensures its success and 
permanence. Ata public meeting the 
following, among other resolutions, 
was passed :—“ That it appears from 
the Report of the Medical Committee, 
that the principle and _ practice of 
compression is particularly applicable, 
and will afford relief, in cases of tumors 
either of a common or malignant cha- 
racter, some forms of diseases of the 
skin, and others connected with the 
bones and joints, as well as long pro- 
tracted and obstinate sores of the ex- 
tremities, to which many of the lower 
and labouring class of people are pecu- 
Vjarly liable; and that, when applied 

. scientifically and attentively, it will 
also mitigate the painful sufferings of 

even changing, in cases of cancer of 
the female breast, a state of the most 
complicated distress and suffcring, to 
one of comparative case and comfort.” 
An Essay on the Proof of the Inspi- 

ration of the Scriptures, deduced from 
the completion of its prophecies, by 
the Rev. T. WILKINSON, B,D. rector of 
Bulvan, Essex. 

Blossoms, by RoBert MILLHOUSE, 
with prefatory remarks on his genius 
and situation, by the Rev. Luke 
BookeER, LL.D. will speedily be pub- 
lished. 
A work is in forwardness, in several 

languages, bearing the following title, 
“‘ L/Histoire General des Superstitions 
et des Cultes, avee des Notes sur le 
Caractére des Prétres de toutes les 
Religions; par une Societé de Phi- 
losophes.” 

Popular Stories, translated from the 
“ Kinder und Haus-Marchen,” collect- 
ed by Messrs. Grimm, from oral tra- 
dition, in different parts of Germany, 
are printing in 12mo, with numerous 
original designs from the pencil of Mr. 
George Cruikshanks. 

Speedily will be published, a His- 
tory and Description of Fonthill Ab- 
bey, illustrated by a series of engra- 
vings, comprehending views, plans; 
sections and details, by Joun Rutter, 
of Shaftesbury. 

A novel, entitled Isabella, will be 
published early in November, by the 
author of ‘‘ Rhoda.” 

An advertiser in Dublin announces 
the discovery of a permanent compo- 
sition for fruit-walls, by which he 
asserts he can so ripen grapes, as to 
make any quantity of fine wines in 
the United Kingdom. He proposes 
also to extend its application to other 
fruits, and to early vegetables. We 
lately saw a better plan in the garden 
of Mr. Frenp, of Canterbury. He 
trains his vines near the ground, and 
in some cases under low cucumber- 
frames; and, in consequence, obtains 
abundance of fine grapes. The suc- 
cess of the vintage in the northern 
provinces of France seems entirely to 
result from the plants being very low, 
and the fruit recciving the reflections 
of the ground. 
A new Surrey Institution (to suc- 

ceed the present Surrey Institution,) 
is about to be established for the dif- 
fusion of science, literature, and the 
arts. The object comprises,—1. An 
extensive library of. circulation for 

general 
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general readers. 2. A select. library 
of reference. 3. A news room, *4. 
A reading room. 5. Lectures on the 
different branches. of philosophy, 
science, and the arts. And, 6. A ‘che- 
mical Jaberatory and philosophical 
apparatus.—It will be necessary that 
seven hundred shares of twenty-five 
guineas each should be subscribed for, 
and that eyery share should. be made 
responsible for the payment of two 
guineas per annum; the share to give 
a personal admission to every part of 
the Institution, and a participation in 
all its advantages. A deposit of two 
guineas is to be paid on every share 
‘subscribed for; a further sam of ten 
guineas on the Ist of December, 1822; 
and the remaining instalment of thir- 
teen guineas on the 25th of March, 
1823; the first annual payment of two 
guineas to be made on the Ist of No- 
vember, 1823. 

The Chevalier Dupin, a member of 
the Royal Institute of France, and the 
author of ‘ Voyages dans la Grande 
Bretagne,” is now publishing the se- 
cond part of his mathematical re- 
searches, under the title of Applications 
de. Géométrie et de Méchanique. ‘This 
book, which forms a quarto volume, 
with sixteen plates, contains the au- 
thor’s theories upon the stability of 
floating bodies ; upon the research of 
the best directions for roads upon a 
soil of any form whatsoever, in yarious 
conditions ; upon the Déblais et Rem- 
blais, viz. the transportation of mate- 
rials, making at first a heap of a given 
figure, into another heap, also of a 
given. figure; upon the laws according 
to which rays of light, emanated from 
a single poimt, are subjected in their 
various reflections upon glasses of any 
form; finally, upen the mathematical 
examination of the new structure of 
English men-of-war. The Memoirs 
in which these matters are treated 
have been presented to, and approved 
by, the Royal Institute of France, and 
the Royal Society of London. 
On the Ist of November will be 

published, embellished with a beauti- 
ful engraving of Bonaparte passing 
the Alps, from the celebrated picture 
by Dawid, .No. I. of the Napoleon 
Anecdotes, illustrating the mental 
energies of the late Emperor of 
France, and the characters and ac- 
tions of his eotemporaries. 

Early in November will be publish- 
ed, anew Map of the Har, taken from 
anatomical preparations in the, posses- 
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sion of Mr. J. H. Curtis, and designed 
chiefly for the use of his pupils. 

Mr, Suaw has in the press a work 
on Diseases of the Spine. The first 
part will treat of the distortions to 
which young persons are subject in 
consequence of habitual bad postures, 
and the neglect of proper exercise. 
The second part will embrace scrofu- 
lous diseases of the spine. The whole 
will be illustrated by engravings. 

Capt. FRaNkLIN, and the persons 
composing the north-west land: expe- 
dition, have returned to England. The 
toils and the snfferings of the expedi- 
tion have been of the most trying de- 
seription. It was fitted out im the 
summer of 1819, and in 1820 was ena- 
bled, by the liberal aid and reinforce- — 
ment of the N. W. Company, to 
advance to the shores of the Great 
Bear Lake, where it encamped and 
wintered, in the ensuing spring, it 
approached the Copper Mine River, 
which it descended until it fell imto 
the ocean. The expedition proceeded 
in two canoes to explore the coast, 
eastward from the mouth of the Cop- 
per Mine River towards Hudson’s 
Bay; but, in consequence of. the ap- 
proach of winter so early as the latter 
end of August, heavy falls of snow, 
dense as mist, and an extremely ill- 
provided wardrobe, the expedition 
was prevented from accomplishing its 
design, furtherthan exploring about500 
miles of the coast which lies to the 
north-east of the Copper Mine River, 
and ascertaining, that, so far as the eye 
could penctrate, the sea which lay 
before them was quite open, and per- 
fectlyfree from ice. In forcing their way 
through the untravelled wilds between 
the Copper Mine River and the Great 
Bear Lake, they fell completely short 
of provisions, and were for many days 
under the necessity of subsisting upon 
sea-weeds, and a powder produced 
from pounding the withered bones of 
the food which they had already con- 
sumed. In this struggle, Mr. Hood, 
nine Canadians, and an Esquimaux, 
fell untimely and regretted vietims; 
and_ had not the survivors, who for se- 
veral days were driven to the necessity 
of prolonging a miserable existence 
by feeding upon the tattered remnants 
of their shoes, exerted themselves hy 
a super-human effort to reach the 
Great Bear Lake, it is probable that 
they would have all suffered the most _ 
appallingmariyrdom. Here they found 
the heads and the bleached nove pf 
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the ‘animals that had served them for 
last winter’s provisions, which allorded 
them the melancholy ingredients for 
preserving life till their arrival at a 
post belonging to the Hudson’s Bay 
Company. 
There exist.at/present in the British 

isles, 103 carials, the course of which 
amounts to 2682 miles. One, 61 miles 
long, belongs to Ireland; five, which 
form together 150 miles in length, are 
in Scotland; the others, to the number 
of 97, intersect England as with a net- 
work. France, on the contrary, pos- 
sesses' only six’ canals, the united 
lengths of which are only 280 miles. 

Capt. Sabine is at Ascension, re- 
peating the experiments on the pen- 
dulum,&e. which he lately made in 
the Arctic Circle, with a view to deter- 
mine the figure of the earth. 
Much friendly intercourse has lately 

taken place between the government 
of Sierra Leone and the Fullah na- 
tion; and no less than 2810 slaves have 
lately been set at liberty by captures 
niade by the British cruisers. 

Shortly will be published, in two 
volumes ‘octavo, Fiity Lithographic 
Prints, illustrative of a Tour in France, 
Switzerland, and Italy, during the 
years 1819, 20, and 21, from original 
drawings taken in Italy, the Alps, and 
the Pyrences, by MARIANNE CoLsron. 
A Series of Portraits of the Kings 

and Queens of Great Britain, to be 
engraved in the chalk manner by Mr. 
R. Cooper, from the most authentic 
originals, are preparing to be publish- 
ed in numbers, each containing four 
portraits. Part I. will shortly appear. 
A considerable portion of the Trea- 

lise of Cicerode Republica, discovered 
hy AnGeLo MAt, keeper of the Vatican 
Library, in a Codex Rescriptus, will 
soon appear in octavo. 

The Ninth Book of Napoleon’s Own 
Memoirs appeared in London about 
two years since; and it is now an- 
nounced that the other books are to be 
published forthwith under the super- 
intendance of the Counts Las Casas 
and De Montholon. -'Vhe inypractica- 
ble security which’ the tender con- 
seience of M. Lafitte demanded be- 
fore he would pay his own drafts on 
America, having deprived these faith- 
fal followers of Napoleon of their lega- 
cies, they have heen constrained to 
sell these manuscripts to the best bid- 
der among the literary speculators of 
‘London. 
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Count Las Casas has’ also ‘an- 
nounced his intention of publishing a 
work in eight volumes, under the titlé 
of Mémorial de St. Hélene, in which 
every thing ‘is to be recorded that 
was said or done by Napoleon at St. 
Helena, during the space of eighteen 
months. In the Preface the Count 
states, that “ particular circumstances 
placed’ him ‘for a long time with the 
most extraordinary man that the-his- 
tory of ages can show. Admiration 
led the Count to follow him, without 
knowing him; but, as soon as he knew 
him, love bound him to him for ever. 
The world is full of his glory, of his 
deeds, of his monuments; but nobody 
is acquainted with the real traits of 
his character, his private qualities, the 
natural inclinations of ‘his soul: to fill 
up this vacuum is the task he under- 
takes. He collected and noted down, 
day by day, all that he saw of Napo- 
leon, all that he heard from him during 
eighteen months. In these most con- 
fidential conversations, which took 
place, as it were, in another world, he 
could not fail to paint himself, as in a 
mirror, in all situations, and under all 
forms.” ; 

A new edition is preparing of the 
London Catalogue of Books, with 
their sizes, -prices,’ and publishers, 
containing the books published in 
London, and those altered im size or 
price, since the year 1800 to October 
1822. 

Mrs. Davis, author of “Helps to 
Devotion,” and of “ Fables and Moral 
Tales in Verse,” has in the press ano- 
ther work, entitled Christian Duties, 
or a Code. of Piety and Morality, ex- 
tracted from the New Testament. 

Our literary notices are numerous 
this month, and the ensuing winter 
promises, in consequence, to be a busy 
one among the booksellers. 

FRANCE. 
The following very interesting de- 

tails of the périodical press and pub- 
lic libraries of France afford a view 
of the state of literature in that 
country :— 

The Jegislation on the press is founded 
on the decree of the National Convention 
of July 19,1793; on the decreesof Napo- 
leon of ist, Germinal, 13; 5th Feb.,and_ 
idth Dec. 1610; 2d.Feb.s and 21st Oct. 
1614; 27th March and sth Oct, 1819; 
17th May and 9th June, 1819;, 21st 
March, 1820; and what has been pre- 
scribed by the latest enactments, which 
are of the most arbitrary aud degrading 

character, 
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character, tending to destroy discussion, 
and the benefits which might result from 
a free press. 

Public Libraries in Paris. 
4. The’ Royal Library has above 

700,000 printed volumes, and 70,000 
manuscripts, ; 

2. The Library of Monsieur, 150,000 
printed volumes, and 5,000 manuscripts. 

3. Library of St. Genevieve, 110,000 
printed volumes, and 2,000 manuscripts. 

4. The Magazine Library, 92,000 print- 
ed volumes, and 3,000 manuscripts. 

5. Library of the City of Paris, 20,000 
volumes. 

All these are daily open to the public. 
Besides these there are, in Paris and the 

Departments, the following Libraries to 
which access may be obtained; the prin- 
cipal of which are—the private Libraries 
of the King in the Tuilleries, Fontaine- 
bleau, St. Cloud, Trianon, and Rambouil- 
let; the Library of the Legislative Body; 
of the Council of State (30,000 vols.); of 
the Institute; of the Invalids (20,000 
vols.); of the Court of Eassation, formerly 
the Library of the Advocates and Poly- 
technic School. 

Under the Minister of the Royal House- 
hold are 10 Libraries,—of the Interior, 
22—of War, 12—of Justice, 5—of Fo- 
reign Affairs, 1—of the Marine, 6—of 
Finance, 2. 
The Chambers of the Peers and the De- 

puties have each a Library; that of the 
latter contains 30,000 vols. 

Among the printing-offices, the Impri- 
merie Royale claims the first place, on ae- 
count of its extent and admirable arrange- 
ment. It prints the Memoirs of the 
Institute, and all other works which the 
King causes to be published, as a recom- 
pence or encouragement, gratis. 

There are at Paris—79 printing-offices, 
18 lithographic presses, 38 letter-founders, 
616 booksellers, 84 dealers in second-hand 
books, 201 bookbinders, 16 book-stitchers, 
2° boak-repairers, 390 ‘copper-plate en- 
gtavers, 11 wood-cutters, 17 map-engra- 
vers, 17 form-cutters, 17 die-engravers, 
9 music engravers, 127 copper-plate pres- 
ses, 140 print-sellers, 11 map-sellers, 50 
musie-sellers, 43 wholesale stationers, 9 
pastehoard manufacturers, 6 stained-paper 
manufacturers, 4 parchment manufactu- 
rers, 6 manufacturers of printers’ ink, 4 
pressmakers, 2 joiners for presses, 3 
dealers in printing materials. 

Daily and other Periodical Pudlications. 
Political Journals, (11.)—Moniteur, Ga- 

‘gette de France, Journal de Paris, Consti- 
tutionnel, Journal des Débats, Courier 
Francais, Quotidienne, Journal de Com- 
merce, Drapeau Blanc, L’Etoile du Soir, 
Régulateur. 

Advertisers, 4. 
Half periodical Works, (140.).—L’ Ami de 
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la Religion, le Défenseur, Lettres Cham- 
poe Lettres Normandes, I’Intrépide, 
’Observateur, VOrganisateur, le Para- 
chute Monarchique, le Pilote Européen, 
O Contemporaneo. 

Religious Journals, (3.)—Chronique Re- 
lig. ; Archives de Christianisme au 19 Sie- 
cle; Annales Protestantes. 

Scientific Journals, (9.)—Annaes das 
Sciencias, das Artes, e das Letras; An- 
nales de Chimie et de Physique; Annales 
des Mines; Annales Encyclopédiques ; 
Annales Frangaises des Sciences et des 
Arts; Bibliotheque Physico-Economique ; 
Bulletin des Sciences; Journal de Phy- ~ 
sique, de Chimie, d'Histoire Naturelle, et 
des Aris; Journal des Savans..° A 

Literary Journals, (15.)—Bibliographie 
de la France; Annales de la Littérature 
et des Arts; Archives de la Littérature et 
des Arts ; Conservateur Litt¢raire ; Con- 
rier des Spectacles, de la Littérature, et 
des Modes; Galignani’s Repertory of Eng- 
lish Literature; Hermes Classique ; Jour- 
nal Général de la Littérature de la 
France; Ditto de la Littérature Etran- 
gere; Journal des Théatres, de la Littéra- 
ture, et des Arts; le Lycée Francois; le 
Mercure Royal; la Minerve Littéraire ; 
Revue Encyclopédique; ‘Tablettes Uni- 
verselles, 

Journals relative to Law and Jurispru- 
dence, 22. 

Medical Journals, 14. 
Journals for Arts and Professions, (12.)— 

among which are, Annales du Musée et de 
VEcole des Beaux Arts; Mémoires du 
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, 

Military Journals, (2.)—Journal Mili- 
taire Official; Archives Franeaises. 

Journals for Education, (3.)—Journal 
d’Education; mm Quart d’Henre de Lec- 
ture ; Journal des Villes et des Campagnes. 

Geographical Journals, (2.)— Annales 
(Nouvelles) des Voyages, de la Géogra- 
phie, et de lHistoive; Journal des Voy- 
ages, Découvertes, et Navigations Mo- 
dernes. 

Jownals of Fashions, (2.)\—Journal des 
Dames et des Modes; l’Observateur des 
Modes. 

In the Departments, there are Public 
Libraries 25, with above 1,700,000 vols. ; 
of which ‘Troyes has 50,000 ; Aix, 72,670; 
Marseilles, 51,500; Dijon, 36,000; Besan- 
gon, 53,000 ; Toulouse, 30,000, and 20,000; 
Bordeaux, 105,000 ; ‘Tours, 30,000; Greno- 
ble, 42,000; Arras, 34,000; Strasburg, 
51,000; Colmar, 50,000 ; Lyon, 106,000 ; 
Le Mans, 41,000; Versailles, 40,000 ; 
Amiens, 40,000.—613 printing-offices ; 26° 
lithographic printing-offices; 5 letter- 
foundries; 1025 booksellers; 192 paper 
manufactories. ; 

ITALY. 
The Travels of the late Count Ca- 

MELLO Boreta, in the north of Africa, 
' particularly 
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particularly ‘Tunis, have been sent to 
the press by his widow. 

AMERICA. 
A journal, devoted to British news 

and British politics, has been started at 
New York. Itis called “ the Albion.” 

EAST INDIES. 
The following description of the 

cholera morbus, from a foreign journal, 
eendenses what has been written on 
the subject in different papers, the 
author occasionally adding an obser- 
vation or two of his own:—The cholera 
morbus continues its dreadful rayages 
in India. This terrible malady ap- 
peared in the Delta of the Ganges, in 
the month of August 1817; its first 
irruption took place at a town called 
Jessire, about thirty-three leagues 

- north-east of Calcutta. The countries 
ef Hindostan, between the extreme 
points visited by this pestilence, at the 
end of thirty-six months after its ap- 
pearance, would be found to contain 
an area of'a thousand square leagues. 
Since that period the theatre of its 
disasters has been enlarged: the num- 
ber of inhabitants in Madras has been 
diminished ; the villages in the district 
of Sanpore have lost nearly the whole 
of their population. Not limited or 
confined to the continent, this danger- 
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ous disease has appeared in the-island 
of Java, producing similar effects; 
and, by maritime communications, 
has penetrated into the southern pro- 
vinces of China, and the Archipelago 
of the Philippines. In spreading to 
the west, it traversed the peninsula of 
India; and, by the month of August, 
1818, had reached Bombay. In the 
month of September, 1821, this 
contagion had invaded the province 
of Guzerat; and, spreading along 
both banks of the Indus, advanced as 
far as the Persian Gulph, frequently 
with fatal effects in its coasts and har- 
bours.. At Mascat, the Kent, an 
English ship, reported the destruction 
of the crews of almost all the Arab 
vessels. The disease at times was so 
active, as to carry off a person in ten 
minutes. In India the natives have 
been attacked by it rather than the 
Europeans ; but it has visited some of 
the English, and there is reason to 
think that they carried the infection 
to Port Louis, in the Isle of Mauri- 
tius. As that colony had suffered by 
some contagion of a very dangerous 
character in 1819, rigorous precau- 
tions were adopted to prevent any 
communication with the infected 
vessel, 

NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA. 
<= 

Jenny’s Baubee, a favourite Scotch 
Melody, with Variations for the Piano 
Forte. Composed by J. Reinagle. 38s. 

R. ReNaG ie, who is a professor 
of the violoncello at Oxford, and 

with whose talents, both asa composer 
and a performer, the musical world 
has long been well acquainted, has 
converted this justly-favourite little air 
into a very pleasing practical lesson. 
This composition has the advantage of 
two accompaniments ; one for a flute, 
and the other for a violoncello; the 
latter of which is printed on a separate 
sheet. Looking at the publication asa 
score, we find the parts scientifically 
and ingeniously adjusted, while, re- 
garding it as a piano-lorte practice for 
those who have not-yet made any con- 
siderable progress in the province of 
execution, we deem it a beneficial pro- 
duction. With this praise, however, 
(well as if may be deserved as far as it 
goes,) we must in justice blend the ob- 
servation, that we do not think every 
possible ‘advantage has been taken 
which the subject offered; and that, in 
Montuty Mac. No, 374. 

some few instances, the combination 
might have been less common-place, 
and the effecthave been rendered more 
new and striking. > 
Three Airs from Hayden's Creation, 

arranged for the Piano-Forte, with a 
Flute Accompaniment ; by Joseph de 
Pinna. 4s. ; 
The airs here selected by Mr. de 

Pinna are these of “The marv/lous 
works,” ‘‘ With verdure clad,’ and 
“In native worth. In treating these 
as subjects for piano-forte pieces, he 
has exercised considerable freedom of 
faney, and proved their capability of 
serving a purpose similar to that to 
which they are here converted. Inthe 
conduct of his undertaking, the ar- 

ranger has had an eye to the limited 
powers of juvenile pianists; and, by 
that means, extended the utility of a 
publication which possesses too much 
merit not to be generally attractive. 
The three pieces occupy eleven folie 
pages, and presenta body of well-ima- 
gined and ably-regulated matter, qua- 
lified to augment the bulk of our 

Lu general 
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general mass of good pisno-forte mu- 
sic; and, by consequence, may be 
considered as forming a valuable ac- 
quisition to the musical libraries of 
youne students. 
Parody onthe Overture to Lodoisha, for 

the Piano-Forte, with an Accompani- 
ment for the Flute. Composed by T. 
Haigh. 2s. 6d. 
Kreitzar’s overture to Lodoiska has 

so long been a prominent favourite 
with the public, that, singular as is'the 
instance of a musical parody, we are 
by no means suprised at Mr. Haigh’s 
imposing upon himself the present 
undertaking. The idea was not an 
unpromising one; and it has, we think, 
been too ably realized to fail of proving 
a successful speculation. The great 
difficulty Mr, Haigh had to encounter, 
was that of constantly and closely ap- 
proximating to his original, without 
actually coming in contact with its 
substance. Now, though strictly 
Speaking, he has not, in the conduct of 
his piece, sacredly abided by that in- 
dispensable rule; yet, has he sp gene- 
rally respected its obligation, as to 
subject himself to very little eensure 
on that score. Curiosity excited as 
much as eurs was, by the novelty of 
this- publication, naturally induced a 
Vigilant inspection of its component 
parts ; and, we must say, that we were 
somewhat surprised, and much pleased, 
ut meeting with so few bars in which 
plagiarism was substituted for parody 
or imitation. The ear, as the eom- 
poser intended, is continually re- 
minded of the production which con- 
stituted his model, but seldom recog- 
nizes the actual adoption of a previ- 
ously known passage. This we consi- 
der as argumentative of considerable 
talent of a certain description, and as 
carrying with it a claim to our enco- 
Miastic acknowledement. 
New Variations on the Celebrated Air of 

“ Inmy Cottage ncar a Wood.” Com- 
posed ina Familiar Manner by J. FP. 
Rimbault, for the Piwno-Forte. 1s. 
This little piano-forte exercise cor- 

responds, bothin length and style, with 
its title-page announcement. In its 
production, the author bas uniformly 
consulted the powers of the juvenile 
student, and so arranged the passages, 
as to qualify them to promote a com- 
mand of finger. So convinced are we 
of the utility of these initiatory compo- 
sitions, where they are judiciously 
planned and ably produced, ‘that we 
should be pleased at their more fre- 
quent appearance ; and shall be glad, 
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should our approbation of the present 
plece encourage Mr. Rimbault, to 
oblige the public with further speci- 
mens of his talent for the production of 
such serviceable trifles. 
Elementary Elucidations of the Major 

and Minor Keys, exemplifying the 
Diatonic Scales; by Hichard Ste- 
phenson 2s. 6d. 
The object of this little publication, 

is to present the public with a progres- 
sive creation and reduction’ of the 
sharps and flats, and the relative affini- 
ties of the major and minor keys. 
This is effected in a short and easy 
way; and the mode of conveying the 
promised intelligence transcends its 
own pretensions, since it includes the 
explanation of the gamuts, and com- 
pares and elucidates the uses and 
powers of the several cliffs. The idea 
of giving “ God save the king,” in all 
the different keys, by way of illus- 
trating the theory of transposition 
was as favourable to the author’s inten- 
tion as any that could have been 
adopted. In no science does visible 
example go further than in music, nor 
can it be more effectively resorted to 
in the province which the present pub- 
lication exclusively concerns. 

THE DRAMA. 2 
Covent-GAarRDEN.—Oet. 2, after a 

recess considerably longer than, for 
several years, had been allowed to 
elapse between the closing and re- 
commencement of the winter theatres, 
this splendid temple of Melpomenc 
and Thalia again opened its doors to 
the public. 'Tho spectators, on their 
entrance, were not a little gratified 
with the repairs and improvements 
which challenged their notice, Among 
the yarious changes for the better, no 
one of them, perhaps, more deservedly 
attracted the attention of the visitors of 
the, boxes, than the remoyal of what 
was not inappropriately called - the 
basket ; we allude to the former sepa- 
rated back seats, which, in more senses 
than one, were generally occupied by 
individuals peculiarly annoying to the 
more respectable company in front. 
The play selected for the opening of 
the season’s. career was Shakespeare’s 
Twelfth Night, which was faithfully 
and forcibly represented by Bartley in 
So: Toby Belch, (his first appearance 
at this theatre,) Miss Love in Olivia, 
(the. substitute for, Miss Stephens,) 
Miss ‘Tree in. Viola, Fawcet in the 
Clown, Blanchard in Sir Andrew Ague- 
check, Mrs, Gibbs in Maria, and 
Duruset, Taylor, Abbott, and Chap- 

man 
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man, in their. respective characters. 
The performances, speaking generally, 
have continued with eclat; and. Mor- 
ton’s comedy of Speed the. Plough, 
Otway’s tragedy of Venice Preserved, 
Shakspeare’s Two Gentlemen of Verona, 
his Hamlez, the elder Colman’s Jealous 
Wife, Guy Muannering, Sheridan’s 
Rivals, and other favourite and popular 
pieces, have displayed to advantage 
the various talents of Mr. Evans, (new 
to these boards,) Mr. Farren, Mr. 
Egerton, Miss Blandford, Miss Foote, 
Miss Green, Miss Hallande, Mr. C. 
Kemble, Miss Lacy (frem the Dublin 

* theatre,) Miss Chester, (a new candi- 
date for public faveur,) Mr. Pearman, 
and other performers. ‘Phe house, for 
the most part, has been respectably at- 
tended; and, though the managers 
have suffered the establishment to lose 
the support of some of its chief pillars, 
their activity and judgment, in other 
respects, have succeeded in supplying 
other powerful attractions. Among 
these, the principal has been, a new 
grand, serious melo-drama, entitled, 
Ali Pacha. 
Drury-Lane.—This theatre, which 

was re-opened on Wednesday, Oct. 
the 17th, now exhibits to the admiring 
eye fresh proofs of the taste and spirit 
of its lessee and principal manager. 
The sum expended upon its internal 
alterations and decorations, since the 
close of the last season, and the bril- 
liancy of effect and extent of personal 
accommodations which those altera- 
tions and decorations afford, are de- 
cisive evidences of Mr. Elliston’s 
anxiety to render the public every 
possible gratification. As the shape 
and size of the house had been found 
unfavourable to the purpose of dis- 
tinetly hearing, it has been contracted 
and re-formed with great judgment and 
science by Mr. SamMugeL BEaAzvey. 
The decorations, by Mr. Scrase, are 
highly chaste, classical, and elegant ; 
while magnificence and simplicity are 
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so happily blended as to render it the 
first theatre in Europe. The cciling is 
brought over the proscenium, in such 
manner as to form a sounding-board, 
unbroken by any, intervention; . by 
which happy arrangement the effects 
both to the ear and to the eye are per- 
fect.- The accommodations to. the 
audience are also iniproved. in every 
part of the theatre, and in the pit par- 
ticularly, the scats of which are co- 
vered with crimson cloth, and provided 
with the luxury of backs. ‘The illu- 
minations are splendid, the corridors 
spacious, and the saloon, decorated 
by mirrers in every direction, asto- 
nishes and delights with a delusion 
almost magical. These important im- 
provements have been effected at.a 
cost of nearly 20,000/., and the whole 
was completed within the astonishingly 
short time of sixty days. Perhaps in 
no other city than London, and in-no 
other age, could a work, at once so 
stupendous, elegant, and perfect, have 
been eflected within so short a period. 
The achievement will be memorable, 
and has resulted solely from the un- 
sparing expenditure of Mr, Eiliston, 
andthe unwearied assiduitics of Messrs. 
Beazley, Scrase, and the other profes- 
sional persons. 

The engagement of Young, Liston, 
Dowton, and Miss Stephens; to- 
gether with the re-engagement of 
those favourites, Braham and Madame 
Vestris, Munden and Mrs. West, 
Davison, Cooper, aud Harley; the 
acquisition of Mrs. Hughes, (from the 
Exeter theatre ;) these, with the ma- 
nagerial activity of Mr. Elliston him- 
self, hold: forth the promise of unex- 
ampled brilliancy and success. 

In fine, the Vheatre Royal Drury 
Lane now accords with the Attic taste 
and character of this refined and po- 
lished age ; and the pre-eminence which 
London has attained in the rank of ci- 
ties, receives, in the completion of this 
edifice, an accession of perfect beauty. 

NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN OCTOBER: 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

— 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of secing an early notice of their Works, are 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

— a 

AMONG the numerous books of travels 
given to the world under a fictitious 

character, deserving of our notice, we may 
venture to include Mr, M11vs’s last publi- 
cation, eutitled, Travels of Theodore Ducas, 

in various countries, at the period of the 
revival of learning. The author here ap- 
pears as the editor of a work supposed to 
proceed from the pen of a Greek tourist, 
who lived some three centuries past; and 

whose 
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whose opinions on the revival and pro- 
gress of literature and the arts, with an 
account of the most distinguished geniuses 
of the time, are taken from a variety of 
interesting sources and anthorities in. mo- 
dern writers and those of the middle ages. 
The information and anecdote thus gleaned 
throughout an imaginary route, are very 
pleasingly arranged, together with a series 
of critical disquisitions, on subjects con- 
nected with poetry and the fine arts, du- 
ring, the most splendid period of Italy’s 
literary fame. We cannot, however, lose 
ourselyes with the pretended tourist 
amidst the scenes of classic glory and 
romance; the author fails to impress upon 
us the idea of a Greek traveller, while the 
reality of a modern editor accompanies us 
through the whole of his progress, Allow- 
ing for this deficiency of illusion in the 
character of the hero, we think Mr. M. 
has executed his task in an able, as well as 
an amusing and instructive manner. Mr. 
M. it will be recollected, has already ap- 
peared before the public as an historian 

, of the Crusades, and of Mohammedism; 
and is at present, we are told, engaged in 
‘a history of Rome. 

The melancholy tidings of the death of 
the illustrious conqueror of the confede- 
yated kings of Europe, a captive at St. 
Helena, were received in Paris with the 
grief and indignation which might natu- 
yally be expected. ‘The irrepressible bit- 
terness of feelings expressed at such an 
eyent, and at the restoration of the old 
dynasly, has in some instances, it appears, 

_broken ferth im the more indignant, and 
at the same time the more prudent strains 
of poetical fury. The adage of the old 
poet, ‘ Facit indignatio versus,’ is here 
indeed verified to, the lefter, in a Lyric 
Poem on the Death of Napoleon, translated 
from the French of P, Lesrun; perhaps 
the most spirited, if not the most poetical 
effusion. that has graced the obsequies of 
the people’s broken-hearted and lamented 
chief. We shall select.a few of the pas- 
sages we think, most-likely to prove in- 

. teresting to our readers: 
«© Yes, thore behold him on his funeral bed! 

Sceptre nor banner now is near him seen, 
Nor warlike pomp nor warriois whom he led; 

Alone he fronts death’s pale and awful mien. 
Abont to guit those camps he lov’d so well, 

His golden spurs for the last time he wears; 
The mantle he there bore enwraps him still, 
This his last journey, his last conflict shares. 

Lo, that sunk eye, pale cheek, and fallen brow, 
Have not a death of quiet siclness found! 

How is this famous combatant laid low, 
Without a battle and without a wound! 

Say then, does France a girb of mourning wear ? 
Does she within St. Denis? walls prepare, 
While her full bosom heaves the bitter sigh, 
The spot where the imperial corpse must lie? 
Where are the soldiers? tears,—the people’s cries, 
The priests, the torches, and the-funeral songs; 
The trumpets that have told his victories, 
The state which to a Sovereign’s death belongs! 
Your tears flow fast, companions,—let them flow; 

Well may his obsequies your sorrow move : 
His friendship for them all, his soldiers know, 
And valour never failed to gain his love! 
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Still at your head thro’ twenty years of war 

Yourselyes, your names, your services, he knew; 
Your tolls, your dangers, and your every scar, 
Wics all that to those toils—those scars—were 

ue. 
epee young, yon fought your first cam ees 

ovether many & snow-capped mountain climb’d; 
Together crossed seas, rivers, and domains,— 

emembrances so dear, held long the mind.” 

A curious and interesting collection of 
letters from the pen of a soi-disant Don 
Leucadio Doblado, but really the pro- 
duction of a Mr. WT, supposed to be 
written from Spain, has been recently 
twice published; within a short period of 
time. They have appeared and. re- 
appeared, much upon the same plan 
adopted with regard 1o those fugitive 
‘periodical essays of the day, first adorning 
the columns of a Magazine, and after- 
wards, by a very easy and profitable me- 
tamorphosis, assuming the dimensions of 
a duodecimo or octavo, modestly affording 
the public an opportunity of a second 
perusal, Thongh abounding with a good 
deal of trite and general information re- 
lating to the late ecclesiastical and political 
situation of Spain, yet these letters are not 
destitute of a certain spirit and ovigimality 
of character, in their sketches of society 
and manners, the portraits of monks and 
confessors, and terrific instances of papal 
and inguisitorial corruption and_ tyranny. 
Diving into the recesses of its dungeons 
and convenfs, the author traces the state- 
monster through all its hypocritical wind- 
ings of cruelty and power ; and, tearing the 
mask from the dreaded face of the confes- 
sional, represents it in its own odious 
colours of spiritual tyranny and most wan- 
ton abuse. ‘The effects of confession,” 
says the author, ‘fon young minds, are 
generally unfavourable to their future 
peace and virtue. It was to that practice 
I owed the first taste of remorse, while 
yet my soul was ina state of infant purity. 
My fancy had been strongly impressed 
with the awful conditions of the peniten- 
tial law, and the word sacrilege had made 
me shudder,” &c. 

One of the most interesting translations 
of foreign travels we have lately read, is 
contained in a Narrative of an Expedition 
from Tripoli, in Barbary, to the Western 
Frontier, by Paoto Dena Cerna, M.D. 
recently given to the English public by 
Antony Aufrere, esq. The author seems 
to have enjoyed peculiar advantages for 
prosecuting his researches into the least- 
explored parts of a country so seldom 
successfally visited, on account of the 
numerous difficulties and dangers which 
travellers have to surmount. ‘Through the 
interest of the Sardinian consul, Dr. Della 
Cella, with a surprising degree of courage, 
attached himself to an expedition then on 
foot, commanded by the Pacha of Tripoli’s 
second son, Ahmet Bey, destined to pass 
along that part of the coast whieh stretches 
from ‘Tripoli beyond the borders of the 
great Syrtis, and across the country of 
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Cyrene to the western frontier of Egypt. 
The fierce and rebellious disposition of 
the Pacha’s eldest son is stated as the 
cause of the preparations on foot; he had 
taken advantage of the sedition of part of 
the army, to rouse it into open rebellion: 
**Among all the monsters,’’ he gbserves, 
* generated by Africa, which by the an- 
cients was denominated the country of 
monsters, the first place is due to 
Mohamet Karamalli, eldest son of the 
present Pacha of Tripoli.” It appears, 
that having exterminated a whole tribe of 
Bedonins for*refusing to. pay tribute, he 
-became so clated with pride, as to draw 
his poignard against his own father, who, 
contented with banishing him to the eas- 
tern frontier, soon heard that his unnatural 
son was marching back at the head of the 
Zoasi Bedouins, intending to dethrone 
him. This was the army which Ahmet 
Bey and the doctor were preparing to 
-encounter. As the Bey, howcver, was 
too wise an Islamite to confide altogether 
in predestination, equally afraid of the 
secret machinations and open hostility of 
his ferocious brother, he informed the 
Doctor of his wish to retain him always 
near his person, in quality of court phy- 
siciap, to which our traveller, in order the 
better to prosecute his scientific re- 
searches in the most fearless manner, 
cheerfully consented. He was immedi- 
ately called in to the Bey’s brother-in-law, 
ill ef a violent inflammation, for which 
the Doctor prescribed bleeding. Before 
complying, the patient wished to exact 
the Doctor’s word of honour that it should 
eure him: to this our author prudently 
demurred, assuring tlie prince, at the same 
time, he must certainly #ie without the 
aid of the lancet. He submits, recovers, 
and assists at the obsequies of his own 
royal blood. For this rapid cure, one of 
the Marabout leechmen, jealous of his art, 
approaches the Doctor, threatening to eat 
him up alive, as he boasted to have treated 
a poor Jew not long before. The pre- 
parations for the march are on a scale of 
vast magnificence and feudal greatness ; 
then the grand encampments, their wind- 
ing course through romantic and solitary 
regions, the description-of pitching their 
tents amidst the desert scenes of Labiar, 
surrounded by the most picturesque rocks, 
and hill-sides crowned with juniper woods, 
so fancifully described of old by Pliny ; 
these, with the tribes of Bedouins fol- 
lowing the army, the mingled rout of 
shepherds, soldiers, women, and children, 
driving innumerable herds of sheep and 
camels before them, more than once re- 
minded the traveller of those patriarelal 
movements, in which a whole nation as- 
sisted. He proceeds through the memo- 
rable sites of Phoenicia and Carthage, 
every where strewed with dilapidated re- 
Moains of Afric, Greek, and Roman, glory. 
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But the author’s views are of an historical 
and geographical, as well as a classical and 
antiquarian description.” ‘These he has 
carried further than most of the tra- 
vellers who have preceded him. His 
observations are at once learned and 
ingenious. His botanical and general sci- 
entific discoveries are also considerable. 
There is less information, however, rTe- 
lating to the moral condition and pecu- 
liarities of the inhabitants, than we might 
have expected from the favourable cir- 
cumstances in which the Doctor was 
placed. The results of his expedition with 
Ahmet Gey appear to have been success- 
fal, also, in a military point of view; the 
insurgent Bedouins, forsaking Mohamet, 
join the standard of Ahmet Bey; marching 
together, in bloodless triumph, back into 
Tripoli. At the intercession of Ahmet, 
the Pacha pretends to pardon the insur- 
gents, receives the Bedouin chiefs as hos- 
tages, bestows on them the honour of the 
red manile, and treats them to a pubtic 
festival, in which the whole rebel army is 
permitted to join. In the ‘midst of per- 
fect security and rejoicings, at a signal 
given, the Pacha’s military guards Yash 
upon the assembled people, scattering 
their tents, flocks, and herds, and put the 
whole of them to the sword; while their 
unfortunate chiefs were massacred at’ the 
same moment, during a banquet where 
the Pacha himself presided. “ During 
these terrifying transactions,” says the 
author, “1 hastened to the fort as the 
only place of security, and J still shudder 
at the appalling spectacle which it of- 
fered to my sight; for the unfortimate 
victims of African treachery lay stretched 
upon the ground, struggling and expiring 
in the blood which was flowing from their 
wounds: while the Bey, on horseback, 
armed with a musket, in the midst of his 
Mamelukes and of the dead, was swearing 
and raving like a madman, because the 
troops were not yet on their march 
against the Bedonins,” 

The wild and interesting traditions 
which formerly abounded in Scotland, and 
in some portion of the north of England, 
and which we believe are still occasionally 
to be met with amongst the peasantry 
there, have never hitherto been presented 
to the public, except when they have 
furnished the subject of some romantic” 
poem or some border ballad, The 
highly gifted author of Sir Marmaduke 
Maxwell, is the first who has attempted 
to collect these curious relies of a popular 
literature, which he has given to’ tlie 
world, under the title of Traditional Tules 
of the, English and Scottish Peasantry,; by 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, in 2 vols. 12mo. 
Although we have considerable doubts 
as to the allowances with which Mr. 
CuNNINGHAM’s assertion, that he is more 
the cvllector and embellisher than ‘the 
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creator-of these tales, isto be taken; yet 
we cannot but believe that the original 
hints for these beautiful and romantic 
stories, liave, been, gathered in the scenes 
and amongst the people they describe. 
Any one who is, acquainted with those 
natural and simple songs, which do so 
much eredit to Mr. C.’s genius, must ac- 
kuowledge him to be eminently qualified 
“to, collect and embellish” the interesting 
traditions of his native vallics. Many of 
the present tales ave highly picturesque in 
their colouring, and romantic in their in- 
cidents; and, on the whole, the collection 
exhibits a curions and pleasing picture of 
scenes and manners which have been sel- 
dom described, It may be remarked, 
that all the tales in these volumes, except 
the first, have appeared in periodical pub- 
lications at various times. 

An Ecclesiastical Memoir of the four first 
Decades of the Reign of George the Third, by 
the Rey. J. W. MippELTON, A.M. contatns 
an account of the state of religion in the 
ebureh of England, during that period, 
with characteristic sketclies of distinguished 
divines, anthors, and benefactors. Mr, 
Middelton appears to belong to the evan- 
gelical church party, and he has allowed 
his. peculiar opimions as an eecclesiastic to 
interfere too frequently and too decidedly 
with lis daties a3 an jistorian. His work 
ean. only be read as the interpretation 
given to facts and characters by a particu- 
lar sect, and is thus divested of a great 
part of its value.. Those who have the 
misfortune to differ from the reverend an- 
thor, ave disposed of with-very little cere- 
meny; and we observe, with particular 
disgust, the very illiberal style in which he 
remarks upon the life and writings of the 
late Gilbert Wakefield, with a degree of 
bitterness and virulence highly unbecoming 
the meekness of his vocation, and calcu- 
lated only to defeat their own purpose. 
That he was ‘ panegyrized by Dr. Aikin 
for benevolence, and eulogized by Dr. 
Parr for erudition,” is recorded in scorn, 
bat will be read with different sensations, 
Mr. Belsham too is accused, with the 
Unitarians, of ‘‘ attacking those glorious 
truths of revelation,” which he is amongst 
the first to defend. Enough has been said 
to shew the confined and bigoted spirit in 
which Mr. Middleton has performed his 
task ; the execution of which is, in other 
respects, by no means unexceptionable. 
Many of the inferior order of the clergy, 
whom he brings into notice, though devout 
and worthy men, have no elaim toa place 
in history... In point of style, the reverend 
author lies open to serious animadversions, 
Always stiif and laboured, and often 
pompous and inflated, even to a ludicrous 
degree, we could collect from his pages a 
string of metaphors of the most singular and 
incongruous native. These follies are 
here quite out of place; and, whether he 
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“rises out of sight in the rarofied ather of 
Calvinism, or dips his wing in the puddles 
of Pelagianism,” we would remind the 
author, that the language, as well as the 
manners and life, of a Christian minister, 
should be humble, modest, simple, and 
tolerant. 
«The paw of the savage bear,’ by 

which flattering image the author of Rome, 
a Poem, has typified the hand of the 
critic, has, we believe, been laid with great 
moderation on the head of the bard; and, 
after a perusal of that work, and of his 
subsequent effort, The Vale of Chamount, 
we willingly bear our testimony to the re- 
spectable talents displayed in both those 
productions, To the latter poem, we have 
no hesitation in giving the preference, beth 
in the choice of a less hacknied and more 
picturesque subject, and in its more equa 
and forcible execution. ‘The versification 
of these poems is elegant and correct ; 
and, if the author does not rise into the 
higher regions of imagination, his flight is 
sustained, at a moderate elevation, with no 
inconsiderable spirit. There is a want of 
taste occasionally perceptible, particularly 
where he deviates into facetiousness ; but 
his faults are chiefly those of youth and in- 
experience, and, if we may say so without 
offence, of his country. We like his 
verses better than his prose, and even his 
errors better than the apologies with 
which he has prefaced them. Should he 
come before the public again, we hope he 
will take our advice; and, depending on 
his intrinsic merits, say as little as he can 
about himself, and nothing about the critics. 

The high character which Captain 
Manby enjoys for scientific knowledge and 
ingenuity, as well as for the benevolent 
application of his talents, warrants us in 
calling the attention of our readers to his 
Jownal of a Voyuge to Greenland, in the 
ycar 1821, wilh Gruphic Illustrations, whicls 
exhibits, in a striking and agreeable 
manner, all the incidents, scenery, and 
phenomena, attendant upon an ordinary 
whaling voyage. Further than this, we 
are sorry to say, we cannot go, withall the 
disposition we have to give the worthy au- 
thor credit for his laudable intentions te 
visit Spitzbergen and collect specimens of 
its various productions, to re-discaver lost 
Greenland, ascertain the fate of its colony 
and settle its geography, and to determine 
the superiority of his new-inverted instru- 
ments for the capture of the whale. All 
these things, we lament with Captain 
Manby, that he was disappointed im’ per- 
forming ; but especially the last, which 
was the sole object of his long and painful 
voyage. Of his gun-harpoon and shell for 
destroying the whale, he did not find a 
single opportunity of proving the efficacy, 
partly from scarcity of fish, partly from 
the prejudiced opposition of the crew ; 
and, in some measure, we apprehend, from 
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an ilL-timed indulgence of his irritated 
feelings, which determined him, at one pe- 
riod, to take no further part in the exer- 
tion. Of the liberal and patriotic views of 
Captain Manby there can be no deubt, nor 
is it pessible to produce more convincing 
and honourable testimony than he has 
done, to the utility and practical benefits 
of his several inventions ; and, we therefore 
lament the failure ef his voyage in this 
particular, rather as a personal disappoint- 
ment te the captain than as leaving any 
thing wanting to demonstrate the value of 
his discoveries. We cannot say that much 
is to be found in this Journal in addition 
to the accumulated and precise informa- 
tion which Captain Scoresby’s volumes 
afford on every subject connected with this 
tishery, of which Capt. Manby has made 
considerable and acknowledged use.’ In 
Japtain Scoresby’s vessel, indeed, he made 

the voyage in question; and, like every 
one else, he speaks in the highest terms of 
the abilities and estimable qualities of that 
gentleman. ‘The pith of the author’s mat- 
ter will be found condensed in a short ap- 
pendix, to which it may be sufficient for 
the man of business to refer. But those 
who seek amusement for a leisure hour, will 
not fail to find it, blended with information, 
in the more diffuse narrative of the Journal, 
and the spirited plates which attend it. 

There is sufficient merit in the tragedy 
of Grimaldi, by WinL1Am Baixey, to give 
it a title to the notice of the critic; but tue 
manner in which the author has introdaced 
it to the public, calls more especiaily tor 
observation. This play is founded on the 
same story as Mr. Miiman’s Fazio; and, 
upon this co-incidence, coupled with the 
fact of its having been composed two years 
previous to that gentleman’s drama, and 
on a few other circumstances perfectly in- 
conclusive, the author raises an hypotiesis 
that Mr. Milman unfairly adopted his sub- 
ject, and superseded him in the public at- 
tention, ‘Lhis charge he calls upou Mr. 
Milman to deny under his hand and seal,-a 
proceeding which we should hardly think 
necessary, whicn Mr. Bailey himself ac- 
knowledges that Pazio “bears yo simili- 
tude whatever with Grimaldi,” of which 
there can be no doubt atall. Myr. Milman 
¢annot deny, under his hand and seal, that 

has written a play on the same subject 
Grimaldi; but, even admitting that he 

had seen the latter play in manuscript, 
which there is not the slightest reasen to 
believe, he has treated it in a manner so 
different from that of Mr. Bailey, as to 
leave that, gentleman without any other 
ground of complaint than the adoption of 
his subject ; which, we believe, Mr. Milman 
was as-likely to find in the Italian Nove- 
lists, as Mr. -Bailey in Dodsley’s Annual 
Register, or an old volume of a circulating 
library on the coast of Kent. We think 
this is a very ill-advised insinuation of Mr, 
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Bailey’s; and that a mere comparison of 
the two plays would suffice to shew that 
the authors are not likely to berrow from 
each other. Mr. Bailey expresses his be- 
lief that ‘ There is not ou earth a candid, 
impartial, and even handed, critic.” Of'a 
manuscript work submitted by a friend, 
probably not; nor of the tragedy in ques- 
tion, if Mr. Bailey estimates the candour 
of the critic by the profusion of his praises, 
With something to praise, there is much to 
blame in Grimaldi. .'The introduction of 
Error, as an aerial being attendant on 
Fazio, is ill-judged; and the parting mo- 
ments of the unhappy alchemist, which 
should be the most emphatic scene of the 
play, are occupied by an explanatory dia- 
logue between him and this fanciful per- 
sonage, Neither does Mr, Bailey possess 
the art of dignifying the passions he de- 
picts. His delineations are strong and na- 
tural enough, but coarse and repulsive, and 
his language occasionally very low. No 
one would recognize Mr. Milman’s Fazio, 
as “walking about in a great stew;” and 
exclaiming, “ A most gentecl rebuff, burst 
me!” At the hazard ef being included in 
Mr. Baiiey’s denunciation against the cri- 
tics, we must not conceal, that these faults, 
and more, are to be found in his work; 
whilst, on the other hand, we willingly tes - 
tify that there is occasionally some good 
and forcible writing, and that the author 
seems to possess talents deserving of culti- 
vation, but certainly requiring the disci- 
pline of a severe as well as liberal critic. 

Amongst varions prodactions which 
have recently reached this country from 
the literary market of America, we have 
noticed a volume of Poems, by Wirnrant 
B. Tarpav, published at Philadelphia, 
This is not Mr. Vappau’s first appearance 
before the public. In 1819 he gave to 
the world a small collection of poems, 
many of which are embodied im the pre- 
sent volume, and which, we believe, are 
not entirely unknown on this side of the 
Atlantic. We cannot say that the plea- 
sing verses before us surpass the many 
specimens of the American muse which 
have found their way into this country; 
and yet we must confess that there are 
amongst them a few poems which would 
do'credit to our native soil, rich as it at 
present is in poetical talent. We may 
particularly mention the ‘ Lines on the 
floly Alliance,” and “the Chilese War- 
tior’s Song,’ which are very spirited 
effusions. It is right that the muse of 
America should thus be employed in ce- 
lebrating the praises of that liberty which 
ler sous so well know how to appreciate, 
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OW fever is the endemic of the pre- 
sent month; and in most cases the 

mental faculties become disturbed and 
deranged, in a degree more than equiva- 
lent to the apparent malignity of the 
affection, as characterized by other traits, 
A sort of aphthous eruption about the 
mouth, fauces, and throat, is likewise an 
exceedingly common accompaniment of 
the fevers that are now met with; and it 
is, moreover, a remarkable fact, that, even 
in those maladies which are not decidedly 
fever, the two manifestations of disorder, 
just mentioned, are not infrequent. Some 
cases of ordinary disease have occurred to 
the writer, in which a fatal termination 
has been menaced by the breaking out'of 
aphthe; and other instances have pre- 
sented themselves of deranged mind, with- 
out even the slightest acceleration of 
pulse. A whole family is now under treat- 
ment with relapsed fever. ‘This recur- 
rence of a complaint, seemingly cured, is, 
in the present day, too common; and the 
writer has been induced to ascribe it in 
some instances to the fashionable practice 
of limiting the whole of remedial treat- 
Monruxy Maa, No, 374. 

ment to that of pulling down, leaving the 
condition of convalescence unassisted by 
bark or tonie medicinals. After recovery 
from this malady, the eoats of the vessels are 
left in a weakened state, are thence very 
obnoxious to over-distention from ordinary 
excitants, and therefore demand some- 
thing of a corroborating kind, in order to 
preserve the balance between ingested 
matter and assimilating powers. 

Another case of small-pox subse- 
quently, not to vaccination, but to va- 
riolous inoculation, has presented itself, 
The subjeet was an Italian, who had been 
inoculated in his own country. We meet 
thus. with additional evidence, that even 
the variolous impregnation is not itself an 
infallible preventive of small-pox; and 
these occurrences, if properly appre-. 
ciated, furnish fresh arguments in favour 
of the vaccine practice. 

The particular instance of disorder 
under notice would, some years since, 
have been designated Chicken-pox ; but, 
although the previous inoculation had di- 
luted the distemper to varicellian mild- 
ness, the matter from the pustules would 

3A have 
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have produced (such is the writer’s opi- 
nion) the genuine and dangerous small- 
OX in an individual who should not have 
een previously subjected to either in- 

oculation or vaccination. The vaccine, 
indeed, is not a new disease; it is merely 
a mild modification of, and therefore a 
most happy substitute for, small-pox ; and 

Report of Chemistry and Experimental Philosophy. [Nov. 1, 
those speéculatists have, it is presumed, 
truth on their side, who argne for the 
identity, in kind, of all “ vavioloid dis- 
eases ;’ chicken-pox and, vaccinia being 
included in the number. 

= DPD. Uwins, Mop. 
Bedford Row, Oct. 20, 1822. 

REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
a 

SiR Houmpnrey Davy, often original, 
and always ingenious, has discharged a 

lance in ambuscade against the new Theory 
of Electricity, which theory asserts that 
electricity is always an effect, and that no 
fluid sui gencris, or power per se, is its 
eatse. The President has made some ex- 
Sepang within an aérial vacuum formed 
y glass, forgetting, however, that glass is 

always simultaneously affected on both 
sides, and is itself a much better electric 
even than air. His experiments, of course, 
are good for nothing as to his purpose, un- 
less they could be made with a body not 
Susceptible of action on the side next the 
air, as well as on the side next the vacuum, 
and not an electric. He talks, too, as 
usual, about attractions, &c. as though the 
very notion of attraction, or of the push- 
ing of bodies from their opposite sides, 
(where neither are,) had not been proved 
to be essentially absurd, and asa doctrine 
was not palpably disgraceful to the hu- 
man intellect. We wish him to keep the 
field: he must not, however, try air or its 
vacuum by the test of glass, for they both 
stand in similar relations to electric phe- 
nomena; and Sir Humphrey admits that 
the coated glass surrounding his vacuum 
became charged! In truth it was the 
glass, and not the vacuum, which was act- 
ed upon, and hence all his deductions are 
totally erroneous. He then throws some 
dust in the eyes of his-readers, by quoting 
Hooke, Boyle, and Euler, who could 
know nothing of electricity, ignorant as 
they were of the subsequent gaseous dis- 
coveries of Priestley. Even as it is more 
troublesome to be a rogue than an honest 
man, So the advocates of the superstitious 
phifosophy will find it infinitely more trou- 
blesome to give plausibility to the nonsense 
which they espouse, than to study the 
Theory of Matter and Motion, and yield 
to its irresistible evidence. The course of 
honouris plain; but “as it was in the begin- 
ning, so it will be,” &c. Truthand common 
sense must prevail, but not till they have 
fought the usual number of campaigns 
against prejudices in authority. 

A young Chemist has lately imvent- 
ed a new mode of tanning leather, by 
which raw hides are made perfect leather 
in less than six weeks, instead of lying 
twelve months in the tan-pit, as hereto- 
fore. ‘The expense, too, is less than one- 
half by the new process, The gentleman 

who has bought the discoverer’s invention 
is a noted opposition member and con- 
tractor; and, from the terms-of his stipu- 
lation with the fortunate chemist, we may 
form some judgment of the probable mag- 
nitude of the results. He has paid him 
10,0001. down; he has giving him obliga- 
tory deeds, securing him 5,000/. on the ist 
of January ; 5,000/. per annum for the four 
years next succeeding, and afterwards 
41,0001. a-year for life! Itis expected that 
the price ofa pair of boots will not exceed 
eight shillings; and that a corresponding 
fall will be produced in all articles of lea- 
ther manufacture, 
The waters of the Polar Seas abound 

with a variety of tints, from a deep blue 
to an olive-green. This does not depend 
on the state of the atmosphere, but merely 
on the quantity of the waters; they ap- 
pear to be subdivided into spaces or par- 
titions of different shades, wherein the 
fishermen more frequently find whales 
than in any other part of the sea. It has 
long been conceived that the greenish wa- 
ters derive their colour from the bottom 
of the sea; but Mr. W. ScoresBy, cap- 
tain of a whaler, and member of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh, has discovered in 
these waters, by aid of the microscope, a 
vast number of spherical globules, semi- 
transparent, accompanied with small fine 
filaments, loose, not unlike little portions 
of very fine hair. These globules carry 
on their surface twelve nebulosities, con- 
sisting of brownish points, in alternate 
pairs of four or six. Mr. Scoresby. consi- 
ders these globules as animals of the Me- 
dusa kind. The filamentous or thready 
substance is composed of parts which, in 
their greatest dimensions, are about the 
1710th part of an inch, Whén examined 
with the strongest lens, each filament ap- 
pears to be a series of moniliform articu- 
lations, the number of which in the largest 
filament is about 300; the diameter is 
about 17300th part of an imch.- These 
substances were found many times to vary 
their aspect; and Mr. S. is unable to deter- 
mine whether they are living animals, e€a- 
pable of self-motion; but he entertains no 
doubt of the different tints of the Polar 
Seas being produced by them. By his 
calculation, a cubic foot of this water may 
contain 110,592 globules of the Medusa 
kind, and a cubic mile about 23,688,000 
hundreds of millious. He ‘conceives that 

these 
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these animaleulz are the constant food of 
the scuttle-fish, and other species of the 
Mollusca kind, which are abundant in the 
Polar Seas, and which in their turn be- 
come the prey of different species of 
whales. 
A plan was sometime ago proposed of 

introducing the air-pump into the French 
West-India colonies, in the works. for tlie 
making of sugar; but the execution has 
been delayed, from obstacies of different 
kinds. This improvement, however, is 
now realised in the refining works of 
Messrs. Howarp and Honeson, in this 
country; and by its action the molasses 
may be boiled to a very low temperature 
(below 100° of Fahrenheit). In boiling, 
inclosed vessels are made use of, which 
interrupt the pressure of the atmosphere. 
This process is also applied to the drying 
of paper in the vacuum, and to the art of 
dying, when a finer colour is obtained by 
expelling the air, 

A Report on the comparative nutritive 
properties of food was lately presented to 
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bread beans, or French beans (in grain), 
is equal to three ounds of potatoes, 
GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA.—A epect- 

men of a toad, which was taken alive from 
the centre of a mass of solid stone, has 
been sent to the College-Museum of Edin- 
burgh by Lord Duncan.—Sprx and Mar- 
TINS, the Batavian naturalists, during their 
residence in Brazil, found bones of the 
Megatherium in limestone cayes.—Several 
of the large bones of the mammoth haye 
been lately discovered in the province of 
Groningen, and . deposited in the public 
museum.—Another. fissure. or cave, con- 
taining bones of quadrupeds, has been dis- 
covered in the limestone of Yorkshire — 
A eave, near Sundwich in. Westphalia, 
1500 yards in extent, has been found to 
contain bones and.skeletons.of an unknown 
species of bear. 

—__— ‘ 

STATE OF THE THERMOMETER. AND 
BAROMETER IN LONDON, 

‘Thermometer. Barometer. 

the French Minister of the Interior, by Night. Day. |) Morning: 
Messrs. Percy and VAuQuELIN. The Sept, 23 ---+ | 59 65 29°60 
result was as follows:—In bread every Qh sooo | 58 64 34 
hundred. pounds weight are found to con- Qi seee | 55 63 56 | 
tain eighty pounds of nutritious matter; 26 +e+6 | 51 60 62 
butcher’s meat (averaging the various QT eces 40 60. 86 
sorts,) contains only thirty-five pounds in 28 +++. | 55 66 30+3. 
one hundred; French beans (in the grain), 29 veee | 55 65 29°82 
ninety-two in one hundred; broad beans, SO sere 52 67 76 
eighty-nine; peas, ninety-three ; lentiles, Oct. 1 «+++ 51 65 85 
(a kind of half pea, but little known in Ces 61 77 70 
England,) ninety-four pounds in one hun- Bees} 64 73 69. 
dred; greens and turnips (which are the Aiceee | 59 75 70 
most aqueous of all vegetables used for 5 see | 62 72 69 
domestic purposes,) furnish only eight 6-5 | 60 70 62 
pounds of solid nutritious substance in one T e+» | 60 67 40 
hundred; carrots, fourteen pounds; and, B vere 64 70 52 
what is yery remarkable, as being in oppo- 9 reee | 58 69 70 
sition to the hitherto acknowledged theory, 10 «ee. | 54 69 74 
one hundred pounds of potatoes only yield | 11 esse | 49 69 30. 
twenty-five pounds of substance valuable 1Q eeee 57 66 29°80 
as nutrition. One pound of good bread 13 -+0- 69 68 50. 
is equal to two pounds and a-half or three 14 +266 | 55 64 90 
pounds of the best potatoes; and seventy- 15 sees | 48 65 60 
five pounds of bread, and thirty pounds of 16. 200 61 | 67 35 
meat, are equal to three hundred pounds 17 «++. | 62 67 33 
of potatoes; or, to go more into detail, 18 sees | 56 67 55 
three quarters of a pound of bread and 19 ++++ | 58 68 50 
five ounces of meat are equal to three 20 s+++ | 64 70 45 
pounds of potatoes ; one pound of potatoes 21 61 69 53 
is equal to four pounds of cabbage and 22 vee 50 70 50 
three of turnips; but one pound of rice, 23 seve | 48 70 50 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 
; a 

PRICES or MERCHANDIZE. Sept. 20. Oct. 25. 
Cocoa, W.I. common +» £2 8 0 to '210 0 2 8 0 to 210 O perewt. 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 413 0 — 418 0} 416 0 — 5 3 0 do. 

,fne >» 614 0 — 7 8 O 612 0 —.7 2 0 do. 
, Mocha «-+++**» 810 0 —1010 0}; 810 0 —1010 0. do. 

‘Cotton, W.I.common:. 0° 0 7 — 0 0 83] 00 7 — 0 0 8 perlb. 
» Demerayar++++s 0 O 8 — 0 010f] O O BE— O O 10% do. 

Curyants..-+-ssesecess § 2 0 e- 515 O 5 2 0 — 510 O perewt. 
2 Figs, 
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Figs, Turkey «+--++++-- 910 0 — 214 0); 210 0 — 214 0 do. 
Flax, Riga --++--++-++++52 0 0 —53 0 0 310 0 — 54 0 O per ton, 
Hemp, Riga, Rhine --.- 45 0 0 —44 0 0 142 0 0 —43 0 0. do, 
Hops, new, Pockets---- 310 0 — 415 0 3.0 0 — 415 O perewt. 

, Sussex, do, 216 0 — 310 0.| 210 0 — 2.18 0 do. 
Tron, British, Bars ---- 9 0 0 —10 0 0 | 815 0 = 10 0 0 per ton, 
—_——,, Pigs +...» 6 090 —700]600— 7 0 0. do. 
Oil, Lucca .-++eseeeee.2 39 0 O — 0 0 0 139 0 0 — O O O per jar. 
—, Galipoli-+.....+-+--55 0 0 —56 0 0 |58 -0 0 — 59 0 0 per fon. 
Rags ssveveccseesesee 2 0 0 — 2 V0 6 2.0.6 sm. Ba AO per cyt, 
Raisins, bloom or jar,news3 5 0 — 310 0 {4 0.0 — 4 4 0° do. 
Rice, Patna kind --...- 013 0 — 015 0 | 013 0 - 015 0 do. 

, East India----.++. 010 0 — 012 0 0 9 0 — 012 0 . do. 
Silk, China, TaW-essesee O'17 1 — 11 6 017,14 — ..1.,1,-6 per lb. 

a Bengal, skein «see 015 1 — 018 7 015 1— 018 7 do. 

Spices;Cinnamon ----.- 0-7 0 — 07 6/07 2— 0 7.6 do, 
,Cloyes +-seer. OS 3 — O Bil 033 — 0 3:9 — do. 
, Nutmegs ««+e-. 0 3 8 — 0 310 03 8 -— 03 9 do, 

Spices, Pepper, black -- 0 0 62 — 0 0 63/ 0 0 6 — O O 63 perlb. 
——__—, white... .0 4° SET—+0 4-4] 0. 1,8 RS crrg bogie, 

Spirits, Brandy, Cogniaec 0 3 0 — 0 3 6|0 3:0 — O 8 4 per gal. 
,Geneya Hollands 0 1 8 — 019/01 8 — 01.9 do, 
,Rum, Jamaica-e O 2 8 — 0 30})}02 8 — 03 0 do . 

Sugar, brown+--+++-----2 11 0 — 213 0] 213 0 — 214 O perewt. 
, Jamaica, fine --«» 310 0 — $12 0] 311 0 — 314.0 do. 

——, East India, brown 914 0 — 10 0/)]015 0 — 100 = do.} 
——, lump, fine-««.+6.5 4 2 0— 410 0} 4 5 0 — 410 0. do. 
Tallow, town-melted---- 2 0 6 — 000;]2 9 0— 00 0 = do. 

, Russia, yellow-- 118 6 — 00 0]2 7 0— 2 7 6 do, 
Tea, Bohea:--+-.--++-- 0 2 54— 0 2 53) 0 2 5E'— O 2 S5iperlb. 
——, Hyson, best-+-+-- 0 5 5 — 0 6 0)]0 5 5 — 060. do. 
Wine, Madeira, old ---- 28 0 0 —70 0 0 |28 0 0 — 70 O 0 perpipe 
—., Port, old »-+----- 94 0 0 — 48 0 0 |42 0 0 — 48 0 0 do. 
——, Sherry --++++---»-20 0 0 —50 0 0120 0 0 — 50 O O per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.—Guernsey or Jersey, 20s. a 25s.—Cork or Dublin, 20s. a 25s. 
—Belfast, 20s, a 25s.—Hambro’, 15s. a 20s.—Madeira, 20s. a 30s.—Jamaica, 40s. a 
50s.—Greenland, out and home, 5 gs. to 8 gs. i 

Course of Exchange, Oct, 25.—Amsterdam, 12 2.—Hamburgh, 37 9.—Paris, 25 50. 
—Leghorn, 4734.—Lisbon, 524.—Dublin, 93 per cent. ; 

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe and 
Edmonds’.—Birmingham, 580l,—Coventry, 10701.—Derby, 140/.—Ellesmere, 63/.— 
Grand Surrey, 54/.—Grand Union, 18/,—Grand Junction, 245/.—Grand’ Western; 3/. 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 3651.—Leicester, 300/.—Loughbro’, 35001.—Oxford, 730/.— 
Trent and Mersey, 1910/.— Worcester, 26/.10s.—East India Docks, —London, 
1181.—-West India, 188/—Southwark BrinGée, 23l.—Strand, 5/.—Royal Exchange 
AssuRANCE, 2651.—Albion, 53/.—Globe, 1351.—GaAs Licgut Company, 71/.—City 
Ditto, 1170. ; ; pay 

The 3 per cent. Reduced, on the 26th was 822; 3 per cent. Consols, 827; 32 per 
cent. 933; 4 per cent. 993; 4 per cent. (1822) 103}, 

Gold in bars, 3/.17s. 6d. per oz.— New doubloons, 3/. 15s. 0d.—Silver in bars, 4s. 113d. 

ALPHABETICAL List or BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of Sept. 
and the 20th of Oct. 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 

— 

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 56.] 
__ Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. 

ALLWOOD, C. Walcot, Somersetslire; coufec- 
tioner. (Stephen, L. : 

Baker, S. Liston, Essex, miller’. _(Wiglesworth, L. 
Blackband, G. Gnosall, Staffordshire, grocer. 

(Hicks, L. 4 
Bolton, E. Birmingham, vietualler. (Long and Co. 
Bradford, G. and A. Paradise, Bristol; brokers. 

(Williams and Co. L. | b 
Braithwaite, W. Leeds, manufacturer. (Makinson 
Burrow, T. Kendal, meal-merehant. (Wilson - 
Butcher, W. Sutton, in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, 

mercer. (Hall and Co. L. 
Buckley, J. Saddleworth, Yorkshire, woollen-cloth 

manufacturer. (Brandrett, Li. 
Cayme, J. jun, and F. &. Watts, Yeovill, Somerset- 

shire, spirit-inerchants, (Chilton 

Chapman, G. Old Bond-street, fruiterer. (Swain 
and Co. ‘ 

Chambers, C. Steel-yard, Upper Thames street, 
_ ironmonger. (Cole 
Clark, W. Maiden-lane, Covent-garden, soda-water 

manufacturer. (Jones and Co. 
Clark, G. D. Strand, merchant. (Dodd 
Cuff, J. Regent-street, St. James’s, jeweller. 

Nae ee q 
Day, J. Fenchurch-buildings, merchant. (lane 
Denham, C. R. Fetter-lane, ironmonger. (Tubb 
Durham, J. Lower Shadwell-str, butcher. (Keeling 
Everth, J. Pinner’s-hall, merckant and gun-manu- 

facturer. (Martindale 4 
Fenner, T. jun. and J. Why, Holborn, lacemen. 

(Smith, : 
Franceys, S. and F, P. Liverpooj, marble-masons. 

(Adlington and Co. L, 
Frost, 
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Frost, J. Derby, saddler and harness maker. 

arber, L. 
J. sen. Bridlington Quay, corn-merchant. 

(Grace, L. : 
Gray, J. eingston, Surrey, linen-draper. (Reardon 

and Co. L. 
Hanscomb, J. H. Newport Pagnell, lace-manufac- 

turer. (Jupp and Co. L. 
Hart, $. G. Harwich, merchant. (Saunders and Co. 
Herbert, T. jun. Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, 

, auctioneers. (Hewitt 
Higginbetham, N. Macclesfield, malt and hop mer- 

chant. (Ellis, L. 
Howarth, J.C. Bath, dealer. (Adlington and Co. 
Hutton, W. jun. Chowbent, Lancashire, money- 

Scrivener. (Adlington and Co. L. 
Jacks, T. Bishopsgate Without, flour-factor. (Lee 
spel J. High-street, Wapping, grocer. (Smith 

andCo. ; 
Lane, W. Alderton, Gloucestershire, cattle-dealer. 

(Bousfield, L. 
Martin, J.Oakham, Surrey, wheelwright. (Walter 
May, W. Wellington-place, Goswell-street, baker. 
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Middleton, W. Liverpool, tea-idlealer, (Chester, L. 
Musson, V. Gelding-street, Bermondsey, baker. 

(Wilkinson, 8b. 
Oldfield, R. S. Hull, merchant, (Shaw, L. 
Palfrey, W. Hinchwick, Gloucestershire, farmer. 

(Pritchard, L. 
Pearson, T. Walford, Staffordshire, maltster. (Hub- 

bard and Co. Cheadle 
Prideaux, P, CC. Plymouth, 

(Wright, L. 
"Salmon, . Regent-street, stationer. 
Sharp, M. Liverpool, master-mariner. (Chester 
Spencer, W. Swansea, paper-maker. (Price, L. 

e, E. Sifton, Suffolk, farmer. (Woodhouse, L. 
ake, R. B. Gainsborough, timber-merchant. 

(Allen and Co. L. 
Watson, G. B. Rock Lodge, Durham, corn-mer- 

chant, (Meggison and Co. L. 
Webber, J. Bath, currier. (Mackinson, L, 
White, W. B. Strand, draper. (Yates 
Wheeler, J. jun. Abingdon, grocer. (Graham 
Wood, J. Bishopsgate-street without, grocer, (Col- 

lins and Co. 

timber-merchant. 

(Fielder 

Dacre { 
Mills, O. Warwick, wine-merchant. 
Middleton, J. T. Stone, Staffordshire, coach-pro- 

prietor and farmer. (Barber 

Anderson, A. Philpot-lane 
Baker, T. Wolverhampton 
Barton, J. Blackburn 
Berry,M. Newsome Cross, Yorksh. 
Bishop, J. Broad-st. Bloomsbu 
Blackburn, W. Bedford, Lancash. 
Booth, T. Newark, and A, Booth, 

Nottingham 
Boyes, J. jun. Wansford, Yorksh. 
Boys, G. F, and J. Hull 
Brennard, T. Bread-street 
Browne, W. J. a tvespoel 
Browne, J. and J. Gregson, 

Charles-st. Grosvenor-square 
Bryan, W. L. andR. G. Gunnell, 

Poultry 
Blowen, J. H. “Mint-square, 

Tower-hill 
Bliss, N. Water-lane, Fleet-street 
Burgess, D. and M, Lord, Roch- 

dale 
Burall, J. Swansea 
Byass, H. Rayleigh 
Chapman, W. Gravesend 
Chubb, C. Portsea 
Slay, R. Stamford 
Coates, C. Stanton Drew, Somer- 

__ . setshire 
Collier, T. Newport, Shropshire 
Cropper, T. Warrington, Lancash. 
Creswell, R. Burgh-in-the-Marsh, 

Lincolushire 
Davidson, W. and A. Garnitt, 

Liverpool 
Day, R. Crooked-lane 
Dickins, E. Eynsford, Kent 
Dobell, J.Staplehoest, Kent 
Drake, J. Lewisham 
Dartnall, J. Dover 
Edwards, J. Vine-st. Spitalfields 
Elgic, W. Ruswarp, Yorkshire 
Eyre, W.Cockspur-street, Charing 

Cross 
Findley, J..L. Sparrow Corner, 

Minories 
Flinnt, G. London Wall 
French, R. Winpole, Cambridges. 
Garton, S.Wood-strect, Cheapside 

Weaver, G. Bristol, ironmonger. (Pool, L. 
(Charsley, L. 

Blackburn 

DIVIDENDS. 
Good, P. P. Clapton 
Gough, J. Bath 
Grant, W. Oxford-street 
Griffiths, T, High-row, Knights- 

bridge 
Haggart, J. Limehouse-hole 
Harris, T. St. Nicholas, Wor- 

cester 
Handley, J. Coton, Staffordshire 
Harrison, J. Sandwich 
Hayton, J. W. Greenfield, Flint- 

shire, and M. P. Leasinby, 
London» 

Higgs, W. Strand 
Hudson, W. Bayswater 
Jopson, W. and C, Wignal, Li- 

verpool 
Jones, E. Tattenhall, Cheshire 
Judd, J. Derby 
Kermode, W. Liverpool 
Kilshaw, E. Lancaster 
Knibb, B. Billingborough, Lin- 

colnshire 
‘Knight, T. Chipping Sodbury 
Landon, T. Hartford, Cheshire 
Leach, S. and J. Hinchcliff, Ca- 

teaton-street 
Mabson, W.« Kelsall, Suffolk 
Mawhood, R. jun. Wakefield 
Massey, J. Heaton Norris, Lan- 

cashire 
M'‘Nair, A. Abchurch-lane 
Mavor, T. Liverpool 
Melhuish, J. Crediton, Devoush. 
Miles, S. Ludgate-street 
Milne, A, G. Mitre-court, Fen- 

charch-street 
Mills, J.Water-lane, Tower-street 
Millward, J. Redditch, Worces- 

tershire 
Miller, J. C. and A. Bishopsgate- 

street 
Mitchell, E. and S. Norwich 
Matthews, f. High Holborn 
Parker, J. Chappel-street, Mary- 

le-bone 
Peters, J. and F. Weston, Bristol 
Pigot, W. Ratcliffe-highway 

Yates, W. Lancaster, dealer. — 
Yates, G. Eccleshill, Lancashire, dealer. 

(Edleston, Blackburn 
(Edleston, 

Plant, B. Birmingham 
Pritchard, J.D.Tipton, Staffordsh. 
Pritchard, W. and E, Bevan, 

Bristol 
Rainey, R. Spilsb 
Reddall, W. and T, Liverpool 
Rossiter, J. Shepton Mallet 
Richardson, G. Horncastle 
Robinson, M, A, Red Lion-street, 

Holborn 
Robinson, J. Manchester 
Saintey, T. Cuttenham, Cam- 

bridgeshire 
Salisbury, T. Preston 
Sanderson, R. Doncaster 
Seward, A. Salisbur 
Skidmore, W. Sheffield 
Slade, T. sen, Bartholomew-close 
Stabb, T. Torquay, Devonshire 
Stromborn, J. Austin Friars 
Symons, P.’ Plymouth 
Tabrum, R. and J+ Barron, 

Walbrook - ? 
Taylor, W. Great Yarmout 
Thomas, D, Carmarthen 
Trigg, H. and J. Ratcliff, Hertford 
Tugwood, J. Lancaster 
Vipond, G. Ludgate-hill 
Vincent, J. Regent-street 
Warwick, R. Warwick-hall, Cum- 

berland 
Walters, J. Studham, Hertfordsh. 
Watson, H. Bolton-le-Moors 
Webb, G. Cornhill 
Wainewright, W. S. Fraser, R. 

Vose, and J. Low, Liverpool 
White, J. Larporley, Cheshire 
White, S. W. Edingley, Notting- 

hamshire 
Wilson, R, Clement’s-lane 
Wilkinson, W. Norton, Derbysh. 
Williams, S. Bristol 
Westron, M. Wellington, Somer- 

setshire 
Wood, 

upon-Hull 
Whitesmith, W. Old Fish-street 
Young, G. Salisbury. 

M. Mytton, Kingston- 
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rz latest crop, the potatoe, has been 
universally harvested and stored, fully 

— 

From the continuance of the drought 
throughout September, the wheat seed-sea- 

justifying the predictions as to quautity 
and quality. The quantity of this ad- 
mirable American root at present culti- 
vated in Britain and Ireland, compared 
with the growth of half a century since, 
may be stated as more than fifteen to one. 

son was somewhat late, but the warm and 
genial rains of the present month enabled 
the farmer to complete it in the best man- 
ner; the young wheats are every where 
above ground, and, upon warm and fruitful 
soils, make a beautiful and luxuriant ap- 

pearance, 
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pearance. With reference to the present 
agricultural distress, a very small extent of 
jand, indeed, has been thrown out of cul- 
ture; the reason sufficiently obvious, In 
Treland even, the land left uncultivated is 
comparatively. small... Both islands super- 
abound with all the necessaries of life, and 
the one thing needful is a good export’ 
trade ; a blessing, whether at present or in 
future, unattamable under an insane and 
flagitious slave-burden of taxation. But 
may the people, who are enamoured of 
tax-paying, enjoy their idol! The warm 
showers have greatly improved the tur- 
nips; and, upon fine light lands, some win- 
ter roots have been sown, with other green 
crops for spring cattle food. Much is not 
reported of the carrot crop, but we be- 
lieve it to be good, affording an opportu- 
nity to those who judiciously allow that 
“most wholesome diet to their horses, as a 
substitute for part of their corn. The 
rices of corn have been somewhat steady 

of late ; indeed, fine samples have generally 
hitherto fetched a considerable price; and, 
until lately, the same’ might have been said 
of the superior articles in the flesh mar- 
kets. There is an universal overflow in 
the country markets and fairs; the popula- 
tion is fully supplied, and the means in 
operation for the re-production of such 
effect ; thence, the notion that a mere 

Political Affairs in October. [Nov. 1, 
change of eurrency can possibly prove 
remedial in the ease, is the most extrava- 
gant and fanciful that was ever set afloat, 
There is a prospect that a commutation 
will take place in the tithe system of 
Ireland ; and, if the just and the needfal in 
that ancient grievance be not shortly 
effected in this country, our national cha- 
racter will suffer, in an equal degree, with 
our national interest and prosperity. The 
late numbers of sales, under execution, of 
farming stock, exceed all possible ideas or 
speculation. The \hard-heartedness of 
some landlords has been chronicled ; but, 
we believe, generally, the proprietors have 
done all in their power to support their 
distressed tenantry; and, if the report of 
the Bath paper be correct, the noble 
head of the house of Berkeley has gained 
immortal honour. 

Smithfield :—Beef, 2s. to 3s.—Mutton, 
20d. to 3s.—Veal, 2s. to 4s.—Pork, 1s. 8d. 
to 3s. 4d.—Lamb, 2s. 6d. to 2s. 8d.— 
Bacon, ——. —Raw fat, 2s. 63d. 

Corn Exchange:—Wheat, 23s. to 52s. 
—Barley, 18s, to $4s,—Oats, 17s. to 30s. 
—London price of best bread, 4b. for 74d. 
—Hay, 55s. to 88s.—Clover, do. 70s. to 
88s.—Straw, 27s. to 40s. 

Coals in the pool, 38s. 6d. to 463. 6d. 
Middlesex ; Oct, 23. 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN OCTOBER. 
——p 

EUROPE. 
HE nations of Europe, under the 
malign influence of the aspiring 

Muscovite, have been assembled by 
their representatives during the month 
at Verona. What good to mankind 
can result from such a confederacy? 
We tremble as our pen passes over 
the paper ; for Despots do not confede- 

rate to promote liberty, and, if the 

Jews of London are permitted to lend 
money for any purpose whatever, then 
the fortunes of Europe are at the dis- 
osal of Jews, and of Cossacks, and 

other barbarians, whom money can 
bring in countless hordes into the field. 
Never could the condition of the 

world be more unfortunate or igno- 

minious than to be thus placed under 

the avarice of Jews, and the swords 

of Tartars! But we are told that 

the British ministry will no longer con- 
cur in sustaining the frightful ascen- 
dancy of Russia; and, if it be not 

now too late, we hope it may prove 

so! Much as we abhor their past po- 

licy at home and abroad, we should 
become half-ministerial, if the British 
cabinet withhold their participation 
in the further introduction of the 

barbarians of the North into the 
affairs of the civilized world; and 
we should become wholly so, if the 
same ministers were to lend their 
avowed co-operation to the universal 
Greek, Spanish, and Portuguese, na- 
tions, in their struggles to acquire so- 
cial emancipation. 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
The chief occupation of the mer- 

chants and speculatorsof Londonseems 
now to be directed to the negociation 
of Loans for foreign governments. 
Every country in the world has recent- 
ly effected loans in London, and hence 
that diversion and appropriation of 
capital, the want of which is so much 
felt in the local markets of Britain. 
When, a few months ago, we fully ex- 
plained that inadequate prices were 
owing to the periodical collection and 
transmission of every spare pound to 
London for taxes, received and accu- 
mulated by capitalists, many persons 
pretended that the amounts were ne- 
vertheless returned in transactions of 
commerce. We denied the fact; we 
shewed that at best the amounts were 
but fractionally returned; and that 
the accumulation of these fractions 

by 
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by speculators and moncy-jobbers, must continue to suffer a deprivation 

must soon deprive the provinces of all of currency ; and, if wheat averages 

circulation, and tend more and more but 35s. this year, it will average but 

to lower prices. But now it appears 30s. or 20s. next year, if grown at all. 

that, in addition to ali former causes Never did ignorance and cupidity 

of difficulty, are superadded the drains conspire im the same manner to ruin 

to foreign nations in the shape of an industrious and flourishing people ! 

loans, resulting from the glut of money We refer for details of these reason- 

inLondon. The provinces, therefore, ings to our Number published Aug. 1. 

An Account of the Value of all Imports into, and of ail Exports from, the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Ireland, during: each of the Three Years ending Jan. 5, 1822, 

calculated at the Official Rates of Valuation, and stated exclusive of the Trade between 

Great Britain and Ireland reciprocally. 

VALUE of EXPORTS. VALUE 

VALUE ¢ of the Produce 

<r f Produce and Forei TOTAL | “tures ofthe 
5 0 roduce an oreign tures of the 

ee Manufactures ee United ys Se 

ending Jan. 5, | 'MPORTS. of the Colonial EXPORTS. | exported there- 
pWnited Kingdom.) Mercliandize. from, 

1820 -+-+ |£30,748,146 |£33,481,836 | £9,905,184 | £43,387,021 |£35,204,564 
4821 +--. | $2,438,650 | $8,395,555 | 10,555,912 | 48,951,467 | 36,424,652 
1822 +--+ | $0,744,028 | 40,831,744 | 10,698,479 | 51,530,224 | 36,659,631 

Imports and Exports of Great Britain, exclusive of Ireland. 
eee cane T

ae 

VALUE of EXPORTS. VALUE 

VALUE of the Produce 
é and Manu- 

YEARS of Produce and Foreign TOTAL factures of the 
Manufactures an - United Kingdom. 

ending Jan. 5, IMPORTS. _ of the Colonial EXPORTS. | exported from 
2 United Kingdom.} Merchandize. Great Britain. 

1820 ---- 1£29,654,398 |£32,993,574 | £9,879,236 |£4%,802,810 | 634,248,495 
1921. ---» |- 31,484,108 | 37,818,035 | 10,525,025 | 48,343,061 | 35,568,669 
1822 ---+ | 29,675,320 | 40,194,892 | 10,670,880 |, 50,865,773 | 35,826,082 

An Account of the Unfunded Debt and Demands Outstunding, on the 5th Jan. 1822: 

rT
 TTT TT ne eee 

| Amount | 
4 Outstanding. 

EXCHEQUER: = cod 

Exchequer Bills s—Provided fors«+ssessessecseeee messes 2,566,550 

Unprovided for +++++.e+++seeeee ee ++29,000,000 
ame ane Fa £ 

TREASURY: 51,566,550 
Misccllancous Services ++esere scree we eee sess ceenecveves 901,854 

Warrants for Army Services <«-+serssreseertereseveeese 167,672 

‘Treasury Bills of Exchange, drawn from Abroad+++-++++++ 218,551 

Irish Treasury Bills (Exchequer Bills) :— 
Provided for +++-++-eeseeersceersrresececs athe” Toe - ool 

Unprovided fOFeccecnccerecssererseecesesesever $5105,181 
nnd SB AOS DAG 

ARMY 82 eel ides dees. OVE etre setetbeast sarc ny: h sms 912,296 
NAVY. steer sec beee eden ee rdergnseseas eve tee ereeeseeresee wrbeey 1,105,650 

See crinn mM: kniih keslumdo., eosdGL LOG A; be oS ee 267,208 

36,244,726 
rr RL NS 

ORDINARY 
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JTree rr ee nT anEEET ISON 

ORDINARY REVENUES of GREAT BRITAIN GROSS PAYMENTS. 
RECEIPT into the 

in the Year ending Jan. 5, 1822. within EXCHEQUER. 
THE YEAR. 

Bu 
i 8 , L 

Castoms, including the Annual Duties +-++-+++* 12,605,586 9,145,109 

Excise, including the Annual Duties --+--- eesees 29,815,535 26,546,415 
Stamps--++reercerees-: ne taameonsines  evwesisice 6,626,811 6,112,772 

Land and Assessed Taxes:+-+--:+esereeeerrersrs 7,680,369 7,472,232 
Post Office -++-++---«s ABA ratio SMe ad anidcs 1,869,184 1,318,000 

One Shilling and Sixpence Duty, and Duty on 
Pensions and Salaries ---+++--- see eeeeeeene 79,372 77,441 

Hackney Coaches ------++--++-+> ce vecese es seuuss 26,248 22,120 

Hawkers and Pedlars -+-++s++++ceeeseeererers 31,655 25,450 
Small Branches of the Hereditary Revenue : 

Alienation Fines «+--+. deduce wiledicocscn sews 11,255 8,713 

Post Fines: +--+ee cere ceeesscrsenveveetreene 685 1,500 

Seizures, Compositions, Proffers, &C. +++++++- 4,154 4,154 

Crown Lands 

Total of Ordinary Revenues +++ -- 

ee ee ed 106,621 966 - 

58,857,477 50,734,877 

The following is the official return of the Revenue for the quarters 

ending October 10:— 

1821, 

Customs --eccseas-eere 
Wxcike»coutessseo™ es 
Stamps wea ra he A 

Post-Office 
* Assessed Taxes «+++ eas 
Land Taxes 
Miscellaneous -+++e+++— 

8,149,226 
1,625,220 
342,000 
793,532 
207,481 
61,222 

14,022,912 

Decrease on the Quarter «++++-++ 

FRANCE. 
The unhappy persons who engaged 

in the late premature conspiracies in 
France have all been put to death,— 
save two, who, in the tenderness of mi- 
nisterial favour, are (if such power last 
so long) to suffer fifteen and twenty 
ponte. imprisonment! Death would 
have been more charitable! These 
parties could not wait, like their co- 
patriots, for ‘“‘ Za Cloche de Notre 
Dame,” which is now the popular toast 
in France. 

During the month, Mr. Bowrine, 
an English merchant, whose liberal 
principles are well known, was arrest- 
ed at Calais, his letters and papers 

- taken from him, and his person ¢losely 
imprisoned. Most other Englishmen 
in France might be arrested for as va- 
lid reasons! Sir Robert WI son, 
too, who was on an excursion of plea- 
sure in Paris, has been ordered away 
at a few hours’ notice. In short, be- 
tween the insults to which unknown 
English are exposed from the French 
people, as supposed participators in 

£2,844,931 

1822. DECREASE, 

£2,941 887 
7,329,997 
1,674,503 
360,000 
653,228 cas 
163,211 
94,488 

“INCREASE. 

697,656 |) — 
— 819,229 

49,283 tak 
18,000 a 

140,304 
— 44,270 

33,266 ps 

1,003,803 13,217,314 198,205 
198,205 Deduct Encrease------ 

805,598 

the forced restoration ; and the vexa- 
tious surveillance to which all are 
subjected by the police, the residence 
of the English is become neither safe 
nor pleasant. They are therefore 
either leaving or avoiding France,— 
the Netherlands being thirty per cent. 
cheaper, and the government far more 
liberal, while every purpose of agree- 
able residence is effected at Brussels, 
Ghent, Bruges, and other splendid 
towns, without the personal inconve- 
nience and danger which arise from the 
effervescence of parties in France. It 
is alien to every feeling of an English- 
man to be obliged to walk about with 
a permit in his pocket, to be required 
to give notice of every change of resi- 
dence to the police, to have his route 
directed when he travels, and the port 
and time fixed at which he is allowed 
to embark! 

It is no satisfaction to such persons 
to know, that the French are as closely 
watched as they are,—that a country- 
manmust havea permit to go and return 
from market; that a gentleman in 

Paris, 
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Paris mast haye a permit to go and 
dine with a friend in the country ; that 
a gentleman’s house may be entered 
with impunity, his papers examined, 
and his recesses broke open, in his 
absence as well asin his presence. We 
would rather pity such slaves at a dis- 
tance, than enjoy the luxuries of their 
fine country, and the pleasures of 
their beautiful Paris, on such terms of 
denization. 

In the mean time, to smother or si- 
lence complaint, the press is in the 
same state at Paris as Constantinople. 
Every printer acts under special li- 
eence,—the number is limited for Pa- 
ris,—and only one is allowed in pro- 
Vincial towns, and he is always some 
bigoted royalist, relative to whom the 
slightest suspicion would close his of- 
fice. The police, too,is everywhere,and 
gens-d’armes cross your path, go in 
whatever direction you may. Even the 
French guards, who consist of men 
rawn from La Vendce, and other 

barbarous and priest-ridden provinces, 
are not trusted; but you see every 
where two sentry-boxes ; one occupicd 
by a Frenchman in blue, and the othor 
by a Swiss in red. How much muye 
easy it would be to govern France iu 
fhe spirit of liberty, and to be the 
leader instead of the opponent of the 
liberal and enlightened portion of the 
French nation. A patriot govern- 
ment requires neither restrictions on 
the press, nor any. guards whatever ! 

SPAIN. 
The conspiracy of the legitimates 

against the liberties and independance 
of Spain, continues jn the spirit of in- 
veterate malignity, accompanied by 
the meanness of secresy and dis- 
avowal. ‘The French sanitory corps 
is now conyerted into an army of ob- 
servation, while the matcrials of war 
continue to arrive on the frontiers. 
The defeated corps of the deluded 
fanatics, called the Army of the Faith, 
fall back; too, on France, and seem 
to be reeognised as allies. Unhap- 
pily, that most. brutal ignorance and 
superstition, which legitimacy has in 
SO many ages engendered in Spain, 
supplies recruits; and the better cause 
of religion seems likely, to be made the 
instrument of knaves, and Jeads to the 
immolation of new armies of martyrs. 
Fortunately, Spain at this crisis is in 
the hands of honest ministers; and. if, 
like the immortal Committee of Public 
Safety in France, they do their duty, 
Monrnty Mac, No. 374. 
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the fanatics and invaders .will every 
where “bite the dust.” The King 
puts his pretended adherents to the 
route by most loyally swearing to up- 
hold the Constitution, and by appa- 
rently volunteering the proscription of 
those who are fighting and intriguing 
to restore his absolute powers. ‘The 
constitutional Generals appearatlength — 
to be in earnest, and by late accounts 
seem to have annihilated the corps of 
D’Erolles, and those of some other 
desperadoes, who took the field with- 
out waiting for-those illuminated and 
right worthy supporters of “social 
order” —the Cossacks. 
We rejoice that the Spanish minis- 

ters are so Well satisfied of the amica- 
ble dispositions of the present British 
ministry, as to have caused our new 
ambassador to be received with pub- 
lic distinctions. We shall be. truly 
proud of our country and its councils 
when its transcendant power is allied 
to liberal instead of despotic govern- 
ments, 

PORTUGAL. 
The King of this country yields with 

a good grace, and, if he is wise, with 
sinceszty, to the arrangements which 
secure the liberties, and thereby the 
prosperity, of the Portuguese. The 
government disturbs itself, however, 
aboutits colonies, forgetting that colo- 
nial patronage is the means by which 
courts cortupt and enslave all people 
who are“Mupes.of the false policy 
that maiutii»3S a system of colonial 
governments, 

_ BRAZIL. 
The Prince of Braz, like our Rich- 

ard the Second,places himself at the 
head of a power hé cannot resist. In- 
stead of opposing himself to the pro- 
gress of intelligence, he has placed 
himself at the head of the intelligent 
party, and proclaimed a free govern- 
ment, and the independence of Brazil, 
in two of the ablest state-papers which 
for many years have appeared under 
the name of any scion of legitimacy. 
He seems determined to enjoy the 
true glory of being a patriot king ; and, 
if he is in earnest, we hope he will 
succeed... Portugal will enjoy more 
benefits from a favoured intercourse 
with her brethren in Brazil, than it 
ever can enjoy from Brazil as a mis- 
governed and enslaved colony. 

GREECE. 
The irruption of the Turks into the 

Morca seems to haye heen fatal to 
3B ~ them. 
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-them. All accounts agree that they 
have been repulsed with loss; and be- 
tween the Greeks“ on onc hand, and 
the Persians and Wahabecs on the 
other, this hateful tyranny over the 
finest portions of the globe is hastening 
to its fall. 

HAYTI. 
It must be gratifying to the advo- 

cates of humanity and. philanthropy in 
Europe and in America to learn, that 
the government of Hayti is paying so 
much attention to education, arts and 
sciences, commerce, &c. and the esta- 
blishment of civil and religious liberty, 
founded upon the pure basis of a re- 
presentative system, as must, in the 
course of a few years, place Hayti on 
an equality with the most civilized na- 
tions in Europe. The following letter 
is a fine specimen of what may be ex- 
pected from a free and independant 
people :— 

Republic of Hayti. Liberty—Equality. 
Port au Prince, June 5th, 1822, 19th year of Inde- 

pendence. 

Copy of a Letter from B. Inginac, General 
of Brigade, Secretary-General to his Ex- 
cellency the President of Hayti, to Mr. 
Joseph Webb, London. 
Sir,—I am commanded by the Presi- 

dent of Hayti to reply to the letter that 
you wrote to him, dated 28th October last 
year, and which, with an accompanying 
Monthly Magazine, arrived here a week 
ago. 

His Excellency has read with a lively 
interest your reflections on the abolition of 
the Slave Trade, on the advantages of edu- 
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cation, on the care which ought to be 
taken to preserve religion inits purity, and 
finally, on the administrative and political 
means proper to preserve newly-formed 
states, and even to promote their increase ; 
he has particularly remarked the correct- 
ness of the priuciples of liberty which you 
profess, 

The Republic of Hayti, founded on the 
immovable basis of a just and liberal go- 
vernment, has triumphed over all the ob- 
stacles which seemed to oppose its. esta- 
blishment. Its powerful arm has strangled 
the serpent of discord and the hydra of ty- 
ranny, which preyed on its vitals. The 
mildness of its laws has recalled to the 
bosom of their country those of its sons 
whom error had banished; and forcign 
commerce, assured of the good faith of the 
Haytians, fills our ports, and, in exchange 
for the merchandize it brings, carries away 
the rich productions of a soil fertilized by 
the labours of free men. Quiet in the in- 
terior, strong enough not to fear attack 
from abroad, independant of all domina- 
tion from beyond sea, and governing itse]f 
by its own institutions, it justifies those 
philanthropists who have bravely defended 
its cause, and interested themselves in its 
prosperity. SB) 

This state of things will prove to you, 
sir, that your views are pertectly in har- 
mony with those which have constantly di- 
rected our government. You have also 
embraced, in your solicitude, the unhappy 
children of Africa; and, from this cireum- 
stance, you have a just claim on those 
sentiments of gratitude J am commanded 
to express to you. 

I have the honour to be, &e. 
B. Ineinac, 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED in the THIRD YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or tn the 

THIRD SESSION of ihe SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the UNITED KINGDOM, 
ee 

AP. LXXVII. For amending the 
J Laws for regulating the Manner 

of Licensing Alehouses in that Part of 
the United Kingdom called England, and 
Sor the move effectually preventing Dis- 
orders therein. July 26. 

Sec. 1 requires persons to whom any li- 
cence shall be granted to enter into recvg- 
nizances.—In case persons applying for 
licences shall be prevented by sickness, 
&c. from attending the justices, then jus- 
tices may grant the same on taking secu- 
rity.—Certificate of good conduct, &c, to 
be produced by persons applying for li- 
cences,—Persons forging or receiving mo- 
ney for certificates to be guilty of a mis- 
demeanor.—Recognizancesto ba presented 
to justices at special meetings to be held 
for that pu:pose.—Namesof sureties to be 
entered in a book.—Registers of sureties 

open to publicinspection.—Fees to be paid 
for licences, and penalty on taking more 
than regular fees, 51.—Executors, &c. of 
licensed person may be continued in pos- 
session of such licence, upon entering into 
the like recognizances.—Allowance to be 
made for the time unexpired of licences on 
their renewal.—Offending against condi- 
tion of recognizances subject to penalties : 
for first offence, not exceeding 5/.; for se- 
cond offence, not exceeding 101. ; for third 
offence, not exceeding 100/.—Recogni- 
zances not forfeited unless declared so by 
Quarter Sessions.—Persons convicted to 
be committed for non-payment of penal- 
ties —Securities may be given and taken 
for the payment of penalties.—Convictions 
to be registered, and stated as to being the 
first, second, or third offence.—Licences 
nct to be granted to any person whose 
house shall not haye been py¢yiously li- 

censed 
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censed at a. preceding general annual 
meeting of the justices; unless notices of 
application be given to the clerk of the 
peace, and affixed in the manner herein 
directed.—Justices not to act as such 
where personally interested, and a penalty 
of 1002, on justices so offending.—Consta- 
bles, &e. disqualified from holding licensed 
heuses.—No licensed person liable to serve 
as constable, and the penalty for serving 
as constable or deputy constable, 101.— 
Alehouse keeper to use standard measures; 
penalty not exceeding 40s.—Brewer touse 
casks of full size ; the penalty not exceed- 
ing 51. for each cask deficient in size.— 
Act not to extend to the city of London. 
Universities not affected.—Duration of 
Act limited to three years, 

Cap. CV1I.—To repeal the Acts now 
in force relating to Bread to be sold in 
the City of London and the Liberties 
thereof, and within the Weekly Bills of 
Mortality, and ten miles of the Royal 
Fixchange ; and to provide other Regula- 

“tions for the Making and. Sale of Bread, 
and preventing the Adulteration of 
Meal, Flour, and Bread, within the Li- 
mits aforesaid.—July 22. 

Bakers to make bread of any weight or 
size.—Bread to be sold by weight, and in 
no other manner, under penalty not ex- 
ceeding 40s.—Not to extend to French or 
fancy bread, or rolls. —Penalty not exceed- 
ing 5/.-nor less than 40s. on bakers using 
any other weight than avoirdupoise weight, 
—Thie peck loaf and its subdivisions not 
to be made or sold during the next two 
years, under penalty not exceeding 40l. 
nor less than 40s.—Penalty not exceeding 
10s. for selling bread not previously weigh- 
ed.—Bakers to provide in their shops 
beams, scales, and weiglits, &c. and to 
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weigh bread, &c under a penalty not ex- 
ceeding 5/.—Bakers and sellers of bread, 
and other persons delivering by cart, &c. 
to be provided with beams, scales; and 
weights, &c, for weighing bread, under a 
penalty not exceeding 5i.—Bread not to 
be adulterated under a penalty not excced- 
ing 101. nor less than 5!. and names of of- 
fenders to be published.—Corn, meal, or 
flour not to be adulterated, nor shall any 
flour of one sort of corn be sold as the 
flour of any other sort, on penalty nat ex- 
ceeding 20/. nor less than 51.— Bread made 
of mixed meal or flour to be marked with 
a Roman M.; penalty for neglect not ex- 
ceeding 10s.—Magistrates or peace affi- 
cers, by their warrants, may search a ba- 
ker’s premises, and if any adulterated flour, 
bread, &c. be found, the same may be 
seized and disposed of.—Penalty on per- 
sons in whose house, shop, or other pre- 
mises, ingredients for the adulteration of 
meal or bread shall be found: fiyst offenee, 
not exceeding 101. nor less than 40s.; se- 
cond offence, 5/.; and 101. for every subse- 
quent offence; and names of offenders to 
be published:— Penalty not exceeding 108, 
for obstructing any search authorized by 
this Act.—Offences occasioned by the wil- 
ful default of journeymen and servants te 
be punished.— Bakers shall not bake bread 
or rolls on the Lord’s Day ; nor seil bread, 
nor bake bread, pies, &c. except between 
certain bours: the penalty for the first 
offence 10s, for the second offence 20s. 
and for every subsequent offence 40s.— 
Bakings may be delivered till half past 
one on Sundays.—No miller, mealman, or 
baker, to act as a justice of peace in the 
execution of this Act, on penalty of 200/. 
—tThe penalty not exceeding 101. on per- 
sons opposing the execution of this Aet.— 
Saving rights ¢o the cities of London and 
Westminster, &c. 

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, snp DEATHS, 1N snp near LONDON, 
With Biographical Memoirs of distinguished Characters recently deceased. 

——a 

CMRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH. 
CT. 19.—Five workmen covered by an 
immense mound of earth falling on them 

at Highgate Archway, Four were severe- 
ly bruised, and the other crushed to death. 
— 21.—In the Court of King’s Bench 

this hy, by a special jury, Mr. Dolby was 
iried for publishing an alleged libel im the 
“ Political Dictionary.” The prosecution 
was at the instigation of the mock Consti- 
tutional Association. Mr. Scarlett. ad- 
dressed the jury in an energetic speech in 
behalf of the defendant, who was how- 
ever found guilty. 
——. —In the same Court, J. Clarke was 

found guilty of publishing Mr. Shelley’s 
' poem of “ Queen Mab,” on the prosecu- 

tion of a society of intolerant Phavisces, of 

whom, for the honour of the country and 
the age, juries ought to beware. We know 
nothing of Queen Mab exeept her amusing 
tales, but we object in totote the prmeiple_ 
of religion being supported by the foree 
and terror of law, and of law itself heing 
called. into action by a society of narrew- 
minded bigots. We know Mr, Clarke in 
his character of husband and father, and 
ean certify that in moral worth, andall the 
genuine virtues of Christianity, few, if any, 
of his persecators can surpass lim, 
— 22.—A rencontre took place. this 

morning between Sir Hudson Low and the 
Baron Las Casas, eldest son of the Count 
of that name, and one of the attendants 
on Napoleon, opposite the house of the 
former at Lisson Green, Hh 

ct. 
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Oct. 23.—In the Court of King’s Bench 

this day 5, Waddington was convicted for 
publishing “ Palmer’s Principles of Na- 
ture.” ‘The defendant addressed the jury 
in a speech of intemperate warmth, which 
led to the frequent interruptions of the 
Lord Chief Justice. We never saw these 
Principles, but, with any reference to that 
religion which does not require the aid of 
any sword or human power, we deprecate 
such prosecutions, particularly when set 
on foot by societies directed by interested 
officers and fiery zealots. 

In the Regency-gardens, Battersea, an 
apple-tree has been this month in bloom, 
for the third show this season. The first 
apples were gathered in July; there are 
now twenty apples on it, and fresh bloom 
again shows very fine. 

A committee of the corporation of Lon- 
don are already employed in receiving 
plans and estimates for a new London 
Bridge. Upwards of thirty estimates are 
already delivered, which vary from 
200, 0001. to 600,0001. 

: MARRIED, 
Mr.T, G, Littlewood, of Walworth Com- 

mon, to Miss E. May, of Enfield. 
A. Dickinson, esq. of the House of 

Commons, to Miss E., Allen, of Lewisham. 
F. Frederick Marson, esq. of Newing- 

ton, to Miss Mary Anne Buckle, of 
Mark-lane, 

G. Burrington, esq. of East Dulwich, to 
Miss E. ‘I. Parker, of Exeter. 

J. Dawkins, esq. M.P. to Maria, daugh- 
ter of General Forbes. 

N. Robinson, esq. of the Mint, to Miss 
E. Sheardown, of Doncaster. 

Viscount Mandeville, to Miss Sparrow, 
daughter of Lady Olivia Sparrow. 

H. Holland, esq. m.p. of Lower Brook- 
street, to Miss M. E. Caldwell, of Linley 
Wood, Staffordshire. 

The Rev. J. Alington, to Eliza Frances, 
daughter of Sir Thomas Plumer, Master of 
the Rolls. 

Capt. T. Row, of Mevagissy, to Harriot, 
daughter of T. M‘Adam, esq. of St. George- 
in-the-East. 

» Henry Bicknell, esq. of Great Surrey- 
street, to Miss E. L. Tabor, of Lothbury. 

Watkin Homfray, esq. of King’s-luill, 
Monmouthshire, to Eliza Lee, daughter of 
the late Thomas Lane Thompson, esq. of 
Nottingham-place. 

B. Carr, esq. of Clapham, to Miss C, 
Patient, of Corton, Wilts. 

Mr. T. Bowley, of Kennington-green, 
to Eliza Martin, daughter of G. M. Leake, 
esq. of Herald’s College, 

F. Hicks, esq. of Bartlett’s-buildings, to 
Mrs. Owen, widow of G. Owen, esq. 

Mr. E. ,Barnard, jun. of Paternoster- 
row, to Miss C. Chater, of Cornhill. 

M. Crawford, esq. of the Middle Tem- 
ple, to Louisa Matilda, daughter of Colonel 
Montague, of Lackham-house, Wilts, 

in and near London. [Nov. I» 
W. Davison, esq. solicitor, of Bread- 

street, Cheapside, to Miss Martha Arp- 
thorp, of East-street, Red Lion-square. 

Mr. Henry Adlard, of Windsor-terrace, 
City-road, to Miss Mary Wright, of Gilt- 
spur-street.. 

At St. James’s Church, Capt. H. Forbes, 
R.N. to Jane, daughter of Sir Everard 
Home, bart. 

At Christ Church, Surrey, J. Kain, esq. 
to Isabella, widow of J. I’riend, esq. and 
late of Clapham. 

Mr. C. B. Vaux, of Pudding-lane, to 
Miss Brickwood, of Sutton. 

Mr. J. Russell, of Lant-street, South- 
wark, fo Miss Hoby, of St. James’s-street. 

Mr, J. Spyer, of Leman-street, to Ma- 
rianne Nunes Rebeiro, niece of Emanuel 
Levy, of Great Prescott-street, Good- 
man’s-fields, 

A. Murray, esq. of Great Russell-street, 
Bloomsbury, to Misé Ann Smith, late of 
Aberdeen, 

P. Wallace, esq. commander of the 
Orient East Indiaman, to Jane, daughter 
of Sir John Sinclair, bart. of Dunkeith, 

W. Clay, jun. esq. of Russell-square, to 
Miss H. Dickason, of Montague-street, 
Russell-square. 

T. H. Robinson, esq. of Bury St. Ed- 
mund’s, to Miss S, Hutchinson, of Lower 
Clapton, 

J. Prince, esq. of Pentonville, to Miss 
C. Smith, of Lower Whitecross-street. 

Mr. J. J, Dando, of Bucklersbury, ta 
Miss Lydia Cunningham, of Bedford New 
Road. 

DIED, ’ 
At Sydenham, Mrs. Sophia Badcock, wife 

of the late W. B. esq. 
At Bromley, at an advanced age, Mrs, 

Elizabeth Petvin, formerly of Chelmsford. 
In Charlotte-street, Bed ford-square, 75, 

Dorothy, Baroness de Kutzlebeu, widow of 
Baron de Kutzlebeu, formerly minister of - 
the Landgrave of Hesse. 

In Norton-street, Portland-place, 65, 
after a severe illness, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Aubrey, widow of the late Col. Thomas 
Aubrey, formerly m.p. for Wallingford. 

At Hammersmith, the Countess of Dur-~ 
donnald. 

In Wilson-street, Finsbury-square, 54, 
Mr. Thomas Jones. 

At Peckham, 24, Mr. E. Elliott. 
At the City of London Tavern, 75, Mr. 

B. Gray. The deceased was attending the 
meeting, of the Pension Society, to secure 
his admission as a pensioner into that insti 
tution, when he was suddenly taken ill, 
and expired before medical assistance 
arrived. 4 

At Kilburn, 33, the Rew. T. Shore 
Woodman. 

At Kensington, Mary, daughter of the 
Rev. J. H. Howlett. 

At Tottenham, Elizabeth Webster. 
At East Shein, 64, 7. Gulpin,.esqe 

A 
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At Tottenlaim Green, Frances Ann, only 

daughter of the Rev. P. Beau. § 

85, Moses Greethan, sen. esq. father of 

M. G. esq. deputy judge-advocate of the 

Fleet. 
At Kennington, 80, Mr. J. Barton, late 

of Laurence-lane, Cheapside. 
At Edmonton, Mr. John Prior Ward, of 

Godliman-street, Doctors’ Commons. 

At College Hill, the son of Edward 

Archer Wilde, esq. 
In Upper Vale Place, Hammersmith, 

78, Christopher Brown, esq. formerly of 

Long Acre. 
In Piccadilly, of a pulmonary consump- 

tion, Miss Elizabeth Alexander, 

At Ludgate-hill, 88, Mr. John Axford, 

In Ely-place, Holborn, Donald Mackel- 

lar, ¢sq- 
At Camberwell, Aaron Trim, esq. 
88, Mrs. M. Cotes, late of Peckham. 
In the City-road, 26, Edwin, youngest 

son of the late Mr. John Holloway. 
Of a spasmodic attack in the stomach, 

Mrs. Tippeth, of Spital-square. 

At Hackney, Caroline, daughter of Mr. 

Thomas Hovell. 
At Tottenham, Thomas Fothergill, of 

Austinfriars. 
In Acton-place, Kingsland-road, Mary, 

wife of John Gaut, esq. 
At Lambeth, 72, deeply lamented by 

‘her family and friends, Mrs, Caroline 

Manners, wife of W. M. esq. 
At Isleworth, 90, Matthew Stainton, esq. 

At Baltham-hill, Streatham, 75, David 

Laing, csq. 
At Kennington-place, Vauxhall, Philip 

Henry Savage, esq. 
In the High-strect, Stoke-Newington, 

Maria, wife of Mr. W. Balle. 

At Brixton-hill, after'a lingering illness, 

Jemima, wife of Mr. John Muggeridge. 

In Garratt-lane, Wandsworth, Charles 

Augustus Edwards, esq. 
At Wandsworth, 83, Mrs. Catherine 

Sykes. 
"At Stepney, 69, James 
‘Hustler, esq. 

In the Poultry, 63, Mr. Thomas Thodey, 

one of the Bridgemasters of the City of 

Devereux 

‘London. 
In Sloane-street, 71, Signor Carlo 

Rovedino. This gentlenanwas well known 

for his musical talents in this country, and 
‘on the Continent, as a bass singer. 

At Chiswick, Edward Williams, esq. 
At Kensington, 85, Mrs. Surah Leifchild. 
At Southgate, 69, Mrs. Ellen Foxcroft, 

eldest daughter of the late Edward Fox- 
croft, esq. of Halsteads, in the West 
Riding of Yorkshire. 

At the Admiralty, Lieutenant George 
‘Pace, R.N. Aboutone o’clock at noon the 
deceased fell from his chair in the ‘Tele- 
graph, of which he has long had the com- 
mand, in a fit of apoplexy, and expired at 
eleven o'clock in the evening. 
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28, deeply and deservedly lamented, 

June, wife of T. G. Street, esq. one of the 

proprietors of the Courier newspaper. 

In Clement’s-lane, 64, Mr. T. Boycott. 

74, Mrs. Welch, only sister of Sir R. 

Welch. — 
At East Sheen, 64, W. Gilpin, esq. 

At Knightsbridge, Charlotte, wife of 

Capt. Evans, and only daughter of the late 

Governor Seton. 
In Bedford-place, Mary Isabella, young- 

est danghter of Mr. Serjeant Heywood. 
In Skinner-street, Mr. John Goodwin, 

jeweller, by receiving at a druggist’s 
shop oxalic acid in place of Epsom salts. 

This is another victim added to the num- 

bers who have lately lost their ‘lives by si- 

mmilar negligence. 
Suddenly, 60, Daniel Clowes, esq. 
At Palmer-street, King-street, Soho, 

Jane, infant daughter of Mr. J. B. 

Palmer. 
_. In Whitehall-place, after a lingering 

and painful illness, which he bore with 

Christian fortitude, Henry Nugent Bell, 

esq. sincerely regretted by his high and 

numerous acquaintance, and an irretriev- 

able loss to those by whom he was profes- 
sionally employed. ‘This gentleman reco- 

vered for Hans Francis Hastings:the earl- 

dom of Huntingdon, by which nobleman 

he will be long and gratefully remembered. 

He was also the author of the Huntingdon 

Peerage, He fell a sacrifice at the early 

age of twenty-nine, to his over-exertionsin 

behalf of his clients, leaving his family to 

regret the loss of a kind and indulgent 

father, and his acquaintance of a sincere 

friend. 
At Tottenham High Cross, Miss R. 

Greaves. : 
At Hatch-end, near Pinner, 66, Jr. 

John Weall. 
At Hanger-hill, Bridget, wife of the Rev. 

R. W. Hood, of Royston. 
At Ealing, Miss M. A. Douglas. 
At Clapham Rise, 72, Mary, wife of 

Herman Schroder, esq. 
In Exmouth-street, Clerkenwell, €0, 

Richard Earlom, esq. : 
At Margate, Samuel Brookes, esq. many 

years an extensive glass-manufacttrer in 

the Strand, and knownin the political world 

as the chairman and secretary of the West- 

minster Committee for the Purity of 

Election. He was a man of plain man- 

ners, but his influence arose from his 

firmness of purpose, and fron the univer- 

sal good opinion which was entertained of 

his probity. As chairman of committees, 

and as treasurer of subscriptions, he has 

taken an active part in all the late elec- 

tions for Westminster, particularly of Sir 

Francis Burdett’s, and that baronet’s poli- 

tical connexions. His success forms 

part of the history of the times. His 
funeral was public, and was attended by 

several persons of political distinction, and 
, by 
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by. many hondreds of bis co-patriots in 
Westminster. 

Deeply Jamented by his family and 
friends, 38, Mr. Wm. JWilliamsen, of 
George Court, Piccadilly. 

In Marlborough-place, Walworth, 6f, 
Benjamin Vates, esq. 

In Mecklenburgh-square, Henrielfa, wife 
of. ‘Thomas Farrar, esq. z 

At Stamford-hill, James Griffiths, esq. 
thirty-eight years a very active member of 
the Common Council of London, and _ al- 
ways a friend to the Jiberties of the people. 

In Tyndall-place, Islington, Francis 
Rivington, esq. an eminent and much re- 
spected bookseller of St. Pani’s Church- 
yard, in an establishment which has been 
carried on by the same family upwards of 
acentury. . 

In Ludgate-street, 75, Mr. Stirtevant, 
hosier, of an apoplexy. 

At Walthamstow, 69, George Bullantyne, 
esq. an elder brother of the Trinity-house. 

At Stockwell, 74, Daniel Hamlin, csq. 
_ At Mile End-road, after a lingering 
Mness, 63, William Wade, esq. 

At Margate, the Rev. John Owen, M.A 
late fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cam- 
bridge, and seventeen years curate of Fulv 
ham. He was a great favourite with the 
late Bishop Porteus, who bestowed on him 
the living of Cogglesham, in Essex ; and, on 
the death of Bishop Porteus, he found 
himself obliged to quit his cnracy at Ful- 
ham, bat many of the inhabitants testified 
their attachment to Mr. O, by making him 
a handsome present. Mr. O. was one of 
the founders of the Bible Society, and 
acted as prineipal secrctary, and he cer- 
tainly pleaded the cause of that society 
with great ability. His publications are 
very numerous; among them are, ‘‘ Ke- 
traspective Reflections on the State of 
Religion and Politics in France and Great 
Britain,” 1794; ‘¢ Travels in different 
Parts of Enrope in 1791 and 1792,” 2 vols. 
8vo. 1796; ‘Fhe Christian Monitor,” 
8vo. 1798; “ The Fashionable World dis- 
played,’ 12mo, 18043; ‘ Vindication of 
the Bible Society,” 18C9, with vayious 
sermons. 

Near Lisson-green, 71, William Dick- 
enson, esq. author of the “ History of South- 
well,” of a work ‘ On the Office of Justice 
of the Peace,” of the ‘¢‘ Magistrates’ Ses- 
sions Guide,” and editor of the last edition 
of “Mortimer’s Dictionary.” He was 
formerly a banker at Newark, but ruined 
by misplaced confidence in partners ; and, 
at that time, had long acted as chairman of 
the Quarter Sessions for Lincolnshire and 
Nottinghamshire. He was a few years 
since appointed: to the office in Worship- 
street, but, the gout unfitting him for 1s 
severe duties, he resigned, He continued 
in the commission of the peace for Middle- 
sex; and, though he ered, and has since 
acknowledged that be erred, in the hornd 
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case of Wilmot and Want, to which he 
presided, yet it was the error:of the head, 
and not ef the heart; and, if he has since 
been Jess operative than he ought to havé 
been in correcting an erroncous decision, 
the oppression of ill-health must, perhaps, 
be his apology. If this paragraph meet 
the eye of the sceretary-of-state, we hope 
he will eonsider it his duty to enquire into 
the circumstances, for, in this extraordinary 
case, great individual wropgs yet remain 
to be redressed. 

In Westminster, 79, Sir Matthew Bloxam, 
Inspector of the Stationery Office, for- 
merly Sheriff and Alderman of London, 
and in several parliaments m.P. fox Maid- 
stone. He was bred a stationer, in which 
business_he made a handsome forttne, and 
retired into Derbyshire; but, being im- 
duced to join some other parties in a Lon- 
don bank, he was defrauded and ruined. 
At length, about three years since, after 
various struggles against lost credit, he re- 
signed his alderman’s gown witha pension 
of 500], per annum, and obtained the 
office above-named, worth about 500]. 
more. 

In Arundel-street, 59, Scipio, Count du 
Roure, Marquis de Grisac, a man who 
played a considerable part in the most ime 
portant scenes of the French revolntion, 
He was the son of the former Marquis de 
Grisac, of Provence, by the Countess of 
Catherlow, of Ireland; he therefere ac- 
quired the French aud English lIan- 
guages from his infancy, and spoke and 
wrote both with equal facility. He was 
educated at Oxford, where he obtaincd 
the degree of B.A. He afterwards had a 
commission in the Oxford blues, and 
eloped with the beautifal Mrs. Sandon, 
whose husband, during the pursuit, was 
fired at, as was supposed, by the eonnt, 
but which he always declared was the act 
of the wife. A flaw in the indietment 
saved hint from convietion at the Old 
Bailey, but his consequent involvements 
obliged him to go to France, then in the 
hey-day cf its revolution. Espousing the 
popular eanse, he soon acquired the eonfi- 
dence of its leaders. In conjunction with 
Danton, whom he always called the god- 
like, he established the Club of the Corde- 
liers, in opposition to that of the Jacobins, 
of which Robespierre was the leader. In 
1792, being mayor of the Arrondissement 
in which the prison of the ‘Temple was 
situated, he was selected as the superin- 
tendant of the king and queen, a duty 
which he performed with satisfaetion to bis 
party, while he did every thing in his 
power to diminish the sufferings of the 
captives, and abtained their thanks and 
gratitude. His oppertunities enabled him 
to appreciate their trne characters, aad he 
deseribed the king as a man of streng 
mind aud extensive erudition, but ef the 
most filthy habits, particularly at his 

meals; 
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meals ; and the queen as one of the mildest 
and mast amiable of women, who, so far, 
as is generally supposed, from governing 
her husband, stood in the greatest fear of 
him, On one occasion, when she rallied 
him for playing a wrong card at piquet, he 
broke the table, and would have assailed 
her person had not the count placed himself 
between them. After the murder of his 
friend Danton, his life became insecure, 
and he was obliged to secrete himself 1ill 
after the fall of Robespierre. Under 
Napoleon he never would, as a republican, 
accept of any office, but subsisted by 
writing for the booksellers, and teaching 
English. His necessities during many 
years were therefore excessive. On the 
second restoration of the Bourbons he 
came to England and obtained possession 
of some of his mothex’s property, and laid 
claim to 17,0001. per annum, held by his 
half brother R. Knight, esq. near Stratford. 
He was the author of many speeches read 
in the Convention, of innumerable articies 
in the popular journals, of a¥trauslation, 
with greatadditions, of Mr.Cobbett’s Muiire 
@ Anglvis, and of Galignani’s Guide to Paris. 
Having had severe attacks of scrofula, his 
face was much disfigured, and hence the 
most accomplished mind, and most bene- 
volent heart, was undervalued by persons 
to whom he was little known, owing to the 
unsightliness of his countenance. 

Lieut.-Gen. Sir Hildebrand Oakes, bart. 
This veteran officer entered the army as 
ensign in 1767 ; served actively in America 
during the whole of the war, and returned 
to England in 1784. In 1791 he obtained 
@ majority in the 66th foot; in 1792 he 
sailed to the West Indies, where he re- 
mained two years; in 1794 he bore a part 
in the campaign of Corsica, was made a 
lientenant-colonel in 1795, and the follow- 
Ing year went to Portugal. He was raised 
to the rank of colonel in 1798, and in the 
same year was at the capture of Minorca. 
He was present at all the actions in Egypt, 
and was wounded in that of the 21st of 
March : his name was included in the vote 
of thanks from parliament. In the course 
of the war which followed tie rupture of 
the treaty of Amiens, he was employed in 
the Mediterranean; in 1808 he received 
the command of the garrison of Malta, and 
in 1810 he was appointed to be civil and 
military commissioner at Malta, an office 
which he resigned in 1813, in consequence 
of ill health. In September of that year he 
was created a baronet, and in 1814 ap- 
pointed lieutenant-general of the ordnance, 
He was also a member of the consolidated 
board of general officers, and one of the 
commissioners of the royal military col- 
lege, and royal military csylum. He had 
been present at three sieges, seven battles, 
thirteen inferior actions, and seventeen im- 
portant services; so that his honours and 
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rewards may be said tohaye been honestly 
and arduously earned. 

Mr. James Dickson, of Covent Garden, 
fellow of the Linnzan Society, and vice- 
president of the Horticultural Society of 
London, (whose death we noticed ina for- 
met number,) was born of humhle parents, 
and came early in life from Scotland, his 
native country, to London. For some time 
he worked as a gardener in the grounds of 
anurseryman at Hammersmith, where he 
was occasionally seen by Sir Joseph Banks, 
who took notice \of him as an intelligent 
young man. ‘Quitting this situation, he 
lived for some years as gardener in several 
considerable families; after which he esta- 
blished himself in London as a seedsman ; 
and afterwards followed that business with 
unremitting diligence and success. Hav- 
ing an ardent passion for botany, which he 
had always cultivated according to the 
best of his means and opportunities, he lost 
no time in presenting himself to Sir Joseph 
Banks, who received him with great kind- 
ness, encouraged him in his pursuits, and 
vave him access to his valuable library. 
Such leisure hours as Mr. Dickson could 
command from his business, he devoted to 
an assiduons attendance in this library, and 
to the perusal of scientific books obtained 
from thence. In process of time he 
acquired great knowledge, and became 
eminent among the English botanists, and 
was now known in Europe among the pro- 
ficients in that science as one of its most 
successful cultivators, and the author of 
some distinguished works. Atan advanced 
period of life he was still active in business, 
and continued to pursue his botanical stu+ 
dies with unabated ardour and assiduity. 
Mr. Dickson was a fellow of the Linnzanr 
Society, of which he was one of the original 
founders, and also fellow and vice-presi- 
dent of the Horticultural Society.. Several 
communications from him appear in difs 
ferent volumes of the Linnzan Transac- 
tions ; but he is principally known among 
botanists by a work entitled, “ Fascien! 
Quatuor Plantarum © Cryptogamicarnm 
Britannia,” Lond, 1785-93 ; in which he 
described upwards of four hundred plants 
not before noticed. He had the merit of 
having directed the attention of the bota+ 
nists of this country to one of the most ab- 
struse and difficult parts of that science, to 
the advancement of which he himself very 
greatly contributed. Such an instance of 
successfal industry, united with a taste for 
intellectual pursuits, deserves to be fe- 
corded; not only on account of its relation 
to the subject of this narrative, but be- 
cause it iMustrates in a very striking and 
pleasing manner the advantages of educa-_ 
tion in the lower classes of life. 

[Lately, at Bristol, Mr. Jukn Fry. He 
was born at Bristol in April, 1792. In 
consequence of the unexpected Soeecst 

is 
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his father, who, in 1796, was suddenly 
carried off 2 an attack of fever whilst ab- 
sent from this country on commercial 
business in the island of Jamaica, his mo- 
ther was left in great measure unprovided 
for; by industry and perseverance, how- 
ever, she was enabled not only to overcome 
all temporary difficulties, but eventually. 
to support herself and bring up her ehil- 
dren with credit and respectability. - John, 
the elder son, the subject of the present 
memoir, having always eviuced an attach- 
ment to books, was placed, at an early 
age, with Mr. Emery, an eminent book- 
seller then resident in Bristol, He now 
ardently devoted himself to literary pur- 
suits, in particular to the study of our old 
writers ; and his rapid progress in biblio- 
graphy, added to his extensive acquain- 
tance with general literature, soon occa- 
sioned: him to be honoured with the cor- 
respondence and patronage-of some of the 
most eminent bibliographers and biblio- 
philiasts of the age ; among whom may be 
noticed, Sir Egerton Brydges, Archdeacon 
Wrangham, Dr. M‘Crie, Mr. Gilchrist, and 
Francis Freeling, esg. which last-named 
gentleman from time to time liberally gra- 
tified him with the loan of many rare and 
curious early printed volumes from his ex- 
tensive and valuable library. In January 
1810 he published, with notes and illustra- 
tions, “A. Selection from the Poetical 
Works of Thomas Carew,” which was fol- 
lowed in the same year by another small 
volume of ‘Ancient Poems.” At this 
period Mr. Elliston, the present lessee of 
Drury-lane Theatre, who had long known 

and admired the rising talents of Mr, Fry, 
projected a bookselling establishment in 
Bristol, and carried his plan into effect in 
the following year, where the new concern 
opened in St. John-street, under Mr. F.’s 
sole superintendence, he being at that 
time little more than nineteen years of age. 
During the continuance of the establish- 
ment, which was relinquished in 1817, 
chiefly owing to the declining state of Mr. 
Fry’s health, he published various Selec- 
tions of Ancient English Poetry, inde- 
pendently of many ably written articles 
contributed to the different periodical 
works of the day. His principal literary 
performance is entitled, ** Bibliographical 
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Memoranda in Tilustration of Barly Eng 
lish Literature,” 4to. which appeared in 
parts from 1814 to 1816 ; and he had made 
considerable progress in the arrangement 
of materials for a more extensive Work on 
a similar plan, ander the title of “ Biblio- 
philia,” when his editorial labours were 
put a stop to by the rapid advances of the 
disease which eventually terminated his 
life, after having vainly struggled against 
its attacks for a period of more than five 
years. ‘The defects of his early education, 
Mr, F. by diligence and attentions had 
been enabled effectually tosupply. In the 
course of his last illness, by dint of applica~ 
tion alone, without the aid of a master, he 
had obtained a competent knowledge of 
the Latin and French languages, with the 
rudiments only of which he had been ‘pre- 
viously acquainted ; and, also, had made 
some progress in the study of Italian ané 
Spanish, Though confined to his bed 
through extreme debility, almost without 
intermission for two years prior to bis 
decease, he appeared by no means sensible 
of his approaching dissolution ; but, on the 
contrary, was in the habit of expressing his 
confident hopes of being ultimately re- 
stored to a state of vonvaleseence. His 
disease, however, baffled the skill of his 
medical attendant, as well as the unremit~ 
ling attentions of his mother ; and his vitak 
powers continued gradually to decline, 
until the 28th of June last, when he ex- 
pired withont apparent pain, to the inex-' 
pressible grief of his afflicted parent, and 
the sineere regret of his friends and ac— 
quaintance. Having been thus prema- 
turely eut off in the flower of his age, the 
real merits of Mr. F, as a writer, ean be 
truly appreciated by those few alone who 
had the opportunity of duly estimating the 
unusual extent of his mental resources ; 
such being actually to be judged of, rather 
than by what he was physically capable of 
performing under more favourable cireum- 
stances, than by that which he had really 
acconiplished at so early a period of life, 
and under numerous disadvantages, OF 
his social qualities it may briefly, yet 
justly, be observed, that he lived and died 
a steady friend, an affectionate son, aud 
an honest man. 

PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
WITH ALL THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS, Hh tas 

Furnishing the Domestic and Family History of England for the last twenty-seven ¥cars. 
<< 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM, 
A SMARY shock of an earthquake was 

distinctly felt’ at Dunston, near 
Newcastle, between one and two in the 
morning of September the 16th, accom- 
panied by a loud noise like distant 
thunder. Several of the inhabitants. of 
the village were awakened from - their 

’ 

slumbers, and much alarmed by the eir- 
cumstance of the chairs, tables, and other’ 
furniture in their houses being moved ; 
and in one house the head of the clock- 
case Was thrown down by the violence 
of the concussion. 

An exhibition of the Vine Arts took 
place on the 23d of September, at New- 

castle, 
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castle; many excellent specimens were 
shewn, and the infant Academy of the 
North bids fair to support the character 
for talent and genius, for which that part 
of the kingdom is already known. 

Within the month, Newcastle and its 
neighbourhood have been thrown into a 
state of considerable agitation, from a 
body of nine hundred unemployed keel- 
men parading the streets and roads; a 
dispute had arisen between them and 
their employers, which ended in their 
refasal. to work. -Several regiments of 
military were on duty, and the several 
towns appeared as if regularly besieged. 

Marrvied.|] Mr. W. Laing, to Miss M. 
Doeg; D. S. Greenwell, to Miss Snowdon, 
of Forth-place; all of Newcastle.—Lieu- 
ienant-colone! Browne, of the 23d regi- 
ment, to Louisa Anne, daughter of the 
Rey. Dr. Gray, prebendary of Durham.— 
Mr. W. Bragg, to Miss A. Chilton; Mr. 
R. White, to Miss Fogg; Mr. J. Simpson, 
to Miss M. Stobbart: all of Darlington. 
—Mr, J. Brown, to Miss E. Milburn, both 
of Morpeth.—Mr, W. Dixon, to Miss E. 
Proctor; Mr. H. Proctor, to Miss F. 
Hall: al! of Barnard-castle.—Mr. Baillie, 
to Miss Thompson, both of Cullercoats. 
—Mr. E.. Thew, jun. of Alnwick, to Miss 
E. Crow, of Brinkley.—Mr. T. Button, to 
Miss A. Cockton; Mr. W. Wright, to 
Miss B. Pearson; all of Bishop Auek- 
Jand. : 

Died.| At Newcastle, 19, Miss J. 
Turnball, deservedly lamented.—Mrs. N. 
Watson.—In_ Dean-street, 83, Mr. W. 
Wood.—In Rosemary-lane, 21, Mr. W. 
Peel, regretted.—92, Mr. W. Nichol.— 
22, Mr. J. Honsby, much respected.—In 
Northumberiand-street, Miss 5. Fenwick. 
—62, Mr. J. Scott. 

At Gateshead, 34, Mrs. M. M‘Donald, 
greatly vegretted—58, Mr, F. Humble, 
of Washington Blue-house,—33, Mrs, E. 
Coulson. Ys isang 

At North Shields, 50, Mr. J. Davidson, 
an able mathematician.—Mrs. Royall.— 
In Dockwray-square, 34, Mrs. A. Banks. 
—54, Mr, R. Williamson.—57, Mr. F. 
Emerson.—80, Mrs. A. Hunter. 

At South Shields, 49, Mr. J. H. Henzell, 
much respected.—25, Mrs. J. A. Emily, 
—25, Mr. R. Murray. 

At Sunderland, 29, Mr. M. 6, Nowell. 
— Mr. Weatherell.—Mrs. Ridley, — 33, 
Mr. W. Service.—74, Mr. J. Harrison. 

At Hexham, 36, Mrs. Scott, deservedly 
lamented. 

At Blaydon, 67, Mr. W. Snowball.—At 
Bowe’s House, Lambton, 79, Mrs. A. 
Robinson. — At Barmston, 70, Mrs. A, 
Younger.—At Whitley, Mr. T. Shipley. 
—At the Blue House, near Sunderland, 
50, Jolin Easom Scaif, esq. of London, 
At the Hermitage, 63, John Hunter, esq. 
suddenly. 
Montuty Maa, No, 374. 
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OUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND, 
Married.| Mr. M. Gill, to Miss M. 

Kirkup ; Mr. J. Dand, to Miss J. M‘Uney; 
Mr. H. Shield, to Miss M. A. Little; Mr. 
J. Varty, to Miss M. Bell; Mr. J: 
Thompson, to Miss M. Harrington; Mr. 
G. Rook, to Miss J. Maxwell: all of 
Carlisle—Mr. J. Spedding, to Miss E, 
Barton, both of Punrith—Mr. Thomas 
Richardson, to Miss M. Alkinson; Mr. 
J. Wilson, to Miss M. Hunter; Mr. E; 
Fawcett, to Miss M, Hutchinson; Mr. J. 
Robinson, to Miss A. Parker; Mr. J. Sill, 
to Miss M, Mason; Mr. R. Spedding, to 
Miss Winder: all of Kendal.—-Mr. W.: 
Smallwood, of Aikton, to Mrs. Wilkinson, 
of Annan,— Mr. P. Carrick, of Long 
Strumbul, to Miss M. Parker, of 
Greystoke. 

Diced.] At Carlisle, in Abbey-street, 28, 
Mr. P. M‘Cartney.—In English-street, 70, 
Mrs. J. Ladley.—In Caldewgate, 36, Mrs, 
J. Reed.—61, Mrs. Juliana Nicholson.— 
At an advanced age, Mr. W. Brown. 

At Whitehaven, Mr. John Hicks, 
At Penrith, 69, Mrs. M. Scowerfield; 

—o4, Mr. J. Grisenthwaite.=36, Mr. W. 
Dobson. e 

At Kendall, 72; Mrs. M, Benson.—46, 
Mrs. A. Foxcroft.—At au advanced age, 
Miss Dodgson.—79, Mr. J. Jackson.— Mr. 
Proctor, at an advanced age. 

At Grimeshill, Miss M. Moore.—At 
Blackwell, gO, Mr. J. Simpson. — Af 
Rockliff, 65, Mrs, J. Black.—At Ellen- 
borough, 79, Mr. A. M‘Cain.—At Lang- 
holm, Mr. G. Graham, deservedly re- 
gretted.—At Walby, 22, Mr. G. Baty, 
respected. 

YORKSHIRE, 
A public meeting of the friends to 

civil and religious Jiberty was held in 
Leeds, on the 8th ult. to take into con- 
sideration the propriety of entering into a 
subscription for Mr. Lewis, of Coventry, 
now confined in Okeham gaol, for advo- 
cating reform; and Mr. Peter Watson, 
also in prison, for refusing to pay Easter 
Offerings; Mr. James Mann in the chair: 
when subscriptions were entered into for 
their relief. 

A meeting of the frierids to radical 
reform was held at Dewsbury on the 6th 
ult. to promote the northern union of the 
reformers, and a subscription for the suf- 
ferers in the cause of liberty; when it 
was resolved that a circnlar should’ be 
addressed ta the people, calling upon them 
to support the incarcerated reformers, 
and to promote a subscription for the 
purpose of returning some intrepid ad- 
vocate of the people to the House of 
Commons. 

No less than sixty tenants of Sir Mark 
Sykes, in the vicinity of Sledinere, lately 
gave notice of their incayability ef ean- 
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tinuing tlcir farms frdm,.the present de- 
pressed prices, 

Marvied.] My, J. C. Bingham, to Miss 
A. Jefferson, both of Hull.—J. B. Tuke, 
esq. late of Beverley, to Mrs. Brown, of 
Albion-street, Hull.—Mr. J. Gee, of Full, 
to Miss. E. Corbet, of London.—Mr. 'T. 
Williams, to Miss D. Eastburn; Mr. J. 
Rothery, to Mrs. E. Wilby; Mr. G. 
Dalton, to Mrs. Prince; Mr. W. Bruee, 
to Miss C. Baines; Mr. J. H. Feather, to 
Mrs. S. Burnard: all of Leeds.—Mr. 
G. Webster, of Halifax, to Miss KE, 
Thistlewaite, of Leeds. —The Rev. YF. 
Jackson, of Huddersfield, to Miss S. 
Halliley, of Dewsbury.— Mr. William 
Cockshott, to Miss A. Baker, both of 
Bradford.—Mr. Jon. Haigh, of Quarmby, 
to Miss Shaw, of Low Westwood.—Mr. 
G. Scott, of Heckmondwicke, to Miss M. 
Stocks, of Wool-row.—Mr. J. Armitage, 
of Armley, to Mis. J, Riley, of Leeds.— 
Christopher Netherwood, jun. esq. of 
Steeton-hall, to Miss Mary Blesard.—Mr. 
A, Midgley, to Miss H. Greenwood, both 
of Wadsworth. 

Died.] At York, 37, Mr. M, Harper. 
—85, Mrs. M. Hepworth. 

At Leeds, in Yrafalgar-street, Miss FE. 
Smith.—45, Mrs, Haigh.—In Laverhead- 
row, 73, Mrs. A. Freeman.—In Park- 
square, Mrs. B.Walker.—53, Mr, J. Sayer. 

At Halifax, 61, Mrs. Smith.—86, Mrs. 
Ingham.—74, Mr. W. Whitworth.— 25, 
Miss M. Satcliffe, 

At Wakefield, 21, Mr. C, Wormald. 
—638, Mrs, Drake. 

At Pontefract, 36, Miss M. Mountain. 
At Bradford, 62, Thomas Ackroyd, 

esq. late of London, highly and deser- 
vedly respected.—Mr. J, Conson, greatly 
lamented. 

At Stanley-hall, 70, B. Heywood, esq. 
deservedly regretted. At Holdgate Cot- 
tage, 27, Miss Sharp.—At Guisbrough, 
Mrs. Ingilby, widow of the Rey. Henry I, 
—At Cottingham, 36, Mary, wife of the 
Rev. S. Curwen, highly esteemed and re- 
gretted.—At Yeadon, Mrs. R. Hustler, 
one of the Society of Friends. — At 
Skipton, Mr. S. Heyworth; Mr. G, 
Chamberlain, — At Otley, 85, Mr. T. 
Dickinson, 

LANCASHIRE. 
At the last Lancaster assizes, in the 

ease of Watkinson v, Cockett and Salkeld, 
it was adjudged, that in ease of a con- 
signee proving insolvent, goods forwarded 
to him by Consignor may be stopped in 
transitu, and that upon stich order, car- 
riers are bound to return them to their 
original owner or owners. — 

An oil gas company, with a capital 
of 30,000). has Tately been formed in 
Liverpool. : 

A railway from Liverpoo! to Manchester 
is about to be established. 

Lancashire — Cheshire. [Nov. I, 
It is intended at Liverpool to establish 

a regular intercourse with Jamaica; and 
for this purpose four vessels are to sail 
from that port every six weeks. 

Married.) Mr. J. Howson, to Miss M. 
Choriton; Mr, J. Kenyon, to Miss J. Geer; 
Mr. W. Wilson, to Miss A. Robinson: all 
of Manchester. —W. H. Rawstone, esq. of 
Manchester, to Miss E.“Sohnstone, of 
Burr-street, Tower-hill, London.—Mr. J. 
Hulme, of Manchester, to Miss Bell, of 
Chorlton-row.—Mr, Clubb, of Manches- 
ter, to Miss Rodenham, of London.—Mr. 
R. Donovan, to Miss Brown, of Russell- 
street; Mr. J. Parke, of Ranclagh-street, 
to Miss M. May; Mr. E. P. Parry, to Miss 
C. Long; Mr. W. N. Clay, to Miss 
Gardiner; Mr. J. S. Ellwood, to Miss 
M. A. Blease; Mr. J. Farrer, to Miss S. 
Tolson, of Low-hill: all of Liverpool.— 
Mr. E. Rothwell, to Miss Brooke, both 
of Bolton.— Mr. J. Nield, to Miss C, 
Bentley; the Rev. M. Fallowfield, to Miss 
Gordon; Mr. W. Brewster, to Miss M. 
Ryley : all of Oldham.—Mr. ‘T. Tinker, 
of Broughton, to Miss H. Wood, of Sal- 
ford,—-Thomas Vawdry, esq. of Newton, 
to Miss M, A, Hodges, of West Bromfield. 
—Mr. J. Cross, of Denton’s Green, to 
Miss C. Snape, of Billinge. 

Bied.] At Salford, in Oldfield-road, 79, 
Mrs, M. Brotherton. 

At Liverpool, in Clayton-square, 27, 
Richard Allen, esq. barrister-at-law.—In 
Great Cross-hall-street, 102, Mrs. Alice 
Pillmore.—At Lowhill, 63, Mrs.Timperley. 
—At Edge-hill, Mrs. Williamson. — In 
Christian-street, Mrs. Penington.—In Ca- 
ble-street, 82, Mr. J. M‘Gowan.— 60, 
Daniel Clowes, esq. saddenly.—In Church- 
street, 74, Mrs. J. Bayley, of Hale-—In 
Gildert’s garden, 74, Mr. T. Hornby. 

At Preston, 45, Mr. T. Cooper. 
At Oak Bank, Chorlton, 42, Mrs. 

Morton.—At Ordsall, Mrs. Goodfellow. 
.—At Hulme, 75, John Pooley, esq.—At 
St. Helen’s, Mr. N. Mercer, suddenly.— 
At Stayley Bridge, 46, Mr. S. Bevan, 
deservedly regretted, : 

CHESHIRE. 
The Whig Ciub of Cheshire’ and the 

neighbouring counties, lately held its se- 
cond annual meeting at Chester About 
ninety members attended ; Earl Grosvenor 
in the chair, The speeches were of much, 
interest, and the great question of reform 
was the leading feature of discussion, 

Married.) The ‘Rev. Fred. “Parry, to - 
Miss Ward, of Chester.— William Green, 
esq. of Macclesfield, to Miss Anne Bigson, 
of Heaton Norris.—Mr. E. Jones, of Back- 
ford, to Miss Roberts, of Kinnerton.— 
Joshua Brackshaw, esq, of Bredbury, to 
Miss S. Prescot, of Stockport. 

Died.] At Chiester, 57, Mr. E. Rowlance, 
deservedly regreticd.—In Pepperx-street, 
21, Miss J. P. Simon, late of Holywell, — 

In 
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fn Northgate-sireet, James, Kelsall, esq. 
—In Watergate stieet-row, Mrs. M, 
Panton, 

At Rowton, Mis. Hignett, wife of 
W. Hivesq.—At Stapeley,, Mr. Williams. 
At Barthomley, 50, Mr. R. Ryder, 
suddenly,—At Carrington, 78, Mr. J. 
Unsworth, lamented, : 

' DERBYSHIRE. - 
The triennial music meeting was lately 

held. at Derby, which was respectably 
and numerously attended; the receipts 
did honour to the philanthropy and feel- 
ing of the visitants. 

. Marvied.| Mr. W. Anty, of Derby, to 
Miss M. Cook, of Postern-place, Notting- 
ham.—Mr, G. Frost, of Belper, to Miss A. 
‘Turner, of Duffield. 

Died.] At Derby, 24, Miss M. Harrison, 
deservedly regretted.—47, Mrs, Brain.— 
62, Mr, J. Williamson.—68, Mr. F. 
Yeamans, much respected. ‘ 

- At Chesterfield, Mrs. Gregory, much 
respected, 

. At Breason, 37, Mr. W. Birkamshaw, 
highly esteemed and regretted.—At Brad- 
Jey-park, 81, Mr. J.Weston.—At Lkeston, 
James Polter, formerly major-comman- 
dant of the volunteers of that place.—At 
Eyam, Mr. W. Bradshaw. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. 
The freedom of Nottingham was lately 

presented to Mr. Hume, for his late pa- 
triotic exertions in the House of Commons. 
. Married.) Mir. T. Attenborough, to Miss 
M. A. Leavers, of Postern-street; Mr. T. 
Clark, to Miss J. Warren; Mr. Thomas 
Scholefield, to, Miss.S. Howitt; Mr. J. 
Whitby, to Miss H. Dennis; Mr. W. 
Marriott, to Miss Wigley ; all of Notting- 
ham.—Mr, T. Bailey, of Nottingham, to 
Miss Carver, of Broughton Astley.—Mr. 
W. Chaddock, to Miss M: Overing, both 
of Newark.—Mr. J. Jemison, to Miss C. 
Clarke, both of Mansfield.—Mr. S$. Bower, 
to.Miss Litchfield, both of Skegby.—Mr. 
W. Barker, to Miss F. Prescott, both of 
Pendleton,—Mr. R. Skipwith, of Wilford, 
to Miss Oldham, of Budby. 

Died.| At Nottingham, in Barker-gate, 
65, Mrs. H. Daycock.—In Poynton-street, 
68, Mr. M. Allatt. 
ket-place, 24, Miss C. Sills—-In Drake- 
street, 56, Mrs. A. Swann.—21, Mr. J. 
Bibings, highly esteemed and regretted.— 
tn Long-row, 82, Mrs. Duckle.—In Ches- 
terfield-street, 66, Mrs. M. Ellis. 

At Newark, 64, Mrs. M. Birkett.--56, 
Mus. A. Tresdale.—73, Mis. M. Bowman. 
—52, Mis. H.Wass.— 41, Mr. J, Skidmore, 
suddenly.—66, Mrs. S. Walsh, 

At Mansfield, 55, My. G. Barratt. 
At Clumber-hall, 33, the Duchess of 

Newcastle.—At Beeston, 54, Mrs. Bellany, 
--At Willoughby, 64, Mr. S. Wells, de- 
servedly regretted.—At North Wingfield, 
the Rev, H, Hankey, m.a, rector,—At 
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East. Retford, 25, Miss H. Sution.—At 
Hockley, Mrs. Jerram, of London. 

LINCOLNSHIRE, 
Murried.] The Rev. J. M. Holt, to Miss 

Mary Bond, both of Louth.— Mr. T. 
Stuart, to Miss Eliza 'Tankersley, both of 
Gainsborongh.—Mr. G. Barker, to Miss 
Rhoades, both of Spilsby.—Mr. W. Fish, 
to Miss Sophia Rusling, both of West 
Stockwith. 

Died.|J At Lincoln, 23, Mr. G. Heathcote. 
—At avery advanced age, Mrs. Banyan. 

At Lonth, 58, Mr. Robert Paddison.— 
70, Mrs. Finch. 

At Boston, 28, Mrs, Beverly.—65, Mrs. 
Arnall.—3i, Mr. Wm. Trott. f 

At Gainsboreugh, 40, Mr. J. Curtis. 
LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND, 

Married.] Mr. 8. Bray, of Leicester, to 
Mrs. Brewin, of Hinckley-road.—Mr. J. 
Sulley, to Miss M. Hughes, both of Mar- 
ket Harborough.—Mr. G. Cook, of Lough- 
borough, to Miss A, Mason, of Sheeps- 
head.—Mr. Marriott, of Long Clawson, to 
Miss Crabtree, of Colston Bassett.—Mr, 
S. W. Fellows, of Castle Donnington, to 
Miss ‘Tregleton, of Ludstow-house.—Mr. 
E. Beastall, of Eaton, to Miss. M. A. 
Healey, of Grantham. . . 

Died.]| At Leicester, in Church-gate, 
Mrs. Webster.—67, Mrs. E, Valentine. 
—Mr. R. Flower.—On_ Juiy-wall, Mr, 
Neal, 

At Ashby-de-Ja-Zouch, 18, Miss J, 
Simmond.—2?, Miss S. Vinrace. 

At Loughborough, 36, Mr. H. Hind.— 
In Chureh-street, 84, Mr. F. Shaw.—47, 
Mrs, E. Jarratt.—69, Mrs. Fowler, 

At Market Harborough, Mrs. A. Line. 
At Kegworth, 68, Mr. J. Oldershaw,— 

At Oadby, 79, Mr. R. Titfe.—At Sheeps- 
head, 24, Mr. J. Willmot, much lamented, 
—At Barrow Soar, 59, Mr. W. Waldram, 
greatly regretted.—At Sutton Cheney, 
80, Mr. f. Cooper, much respected, 

‘STAFFORDSHIRE. 
Marricd.] Mr. R. H. Price, to Miss 

Evans, both of Wolverhampton.—Mr, J. 
Astley Hall, of Newcastle, to Miss A. 
Lee, of Walworth.—Dr. W. Salter,’ of 
West Bromwich, to Miss J. Howell, of 
Stretton.—Mr. H, Critchley, of Eaton- 
house, to Miss N. Darby, cf Moseley- 
Wake Green. 

Died.) At West Bromwich, 76, Walter 
Brinton, esq. 

At Leek, 50, the Rev. R. Bentley, 
generally esteemed and regretted. 

At Longton-hall, Sir John Edensor 
Heathcote, kunt. suddenly, deservedly re- 
gretted.—At Bilston, 62, Mr, S. Silvester. 
—At Hill Redware, 90, Mr. W. Webb, 

WARWICKSHIRE, 

Blessys.. Tyrrell and Badams, of Bir- 
mingham, have lately manufactured a new 
species of the composition called common 
verdigris, which is tound to be superior to 

3 the 
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the French specimens of the same com- 
“pound, hitherto deemed unrivalled. 

Married.) Mr. H, Dawes, of Edmand- 
street, to Miss H. Watthew, of the Horse- 
fair; Mr. Daniels, of Bloomsbury-place, 
to Miss Taylor, of Branston-street; Mr. 
H. Beley, to Miss E. Wright; all of Bir- 
mingham.—Mr. 8. W. Lucas, of Birming- 
ham, to Miss A. Hunt, of Hockley.— 
Mr. W. Binks, of Birmingham, to Miss 
A. Wilday, of Great Bridge Tipton,— 
Mr. J. Farndon, of Birmingham, to Miss 
Fowler, of London, both of the Society of 
Friends.—Mr. J. Cadby, of Birmingham, 
to Miss Johns, of Liverpool.-Mr. R. C. 
Court, of Edgbaston, to Miss M. W. 
Stronge.—B. Brettell, esq. to Miss M. 
Edge, both of Brettel-lane. 
‘ Died.] At Birmingham, in the Crescent, 
54, Philemon Price, esq.—59, Mr. J, 
Dolphin, deservedly regretted.— On Aston- 
road, 54, Mr. J. Ward.—In Litchtield- 
street, 77, Mr. F. Morris.—31, Mr. W. 
Broad.—52, Mr. T. Hampton.—In John- 
street, 48; Mr. J. Roberts. 

At Smethwick, 59, Thomas Shutt, esq. 
greatly respected.—At Erdington, Mrs. 
A. Lamb, suddenly.—At Bordesley, 66, 
Mr, J. Jukes. 

SHROPSHIRE. 
Marvied.] Mr. R. Cox, to Miss Cook, 

both of Ludljow.—Mr. J. Phillips, to Mrs. 
E. Davies, both of Bishop’s Castle.— 
Lieut. C. H. Jay, r.N. to Miss C. Norris, 
of Bridgnorth.—The Rev. J. Bartlett, 
M.A. to Miss Reynolds, of Bank-house, 
—James Boydell, esq. of Kilkendre, to 
Miss Watson, of Belvidere, near Whit- 
church, 

Died.] At Shrewsbury, in Mardol, Mrs. 
Gower.—72, Mrs. Jane Clarke.—In Ab- 
bey-Foreyate, Mr. W. Jones, greatly re- 
gretted.— Mr. W. Pryce, 
At Bridgnorth, 72, William Hazlewood, 

esq. suddenly. 
At Whitchurch, Mr. J. Corser.—82, 

Mrs. Corrie, widow of William C. esq. 
highly and generally esteemed.—Mr, H. 
Bateman. 

At Astley, Mr. Brookes.—At Sailbeach, 
Mr. Joseph Cumpston.—At Spadeley, 55, 
Mr. W. Lewis.—At Roddington, 33, Mr. 
R. Bratton —At Whixall, 77, Mrs. Jebb, 
deservedly regretted.—At Ellesmere, John 
Rowlands, esq. 

~ WORCESTERSHIRE. 
TheWorcestershire Agricultural Society 

lately held its annual meeting: seyeral 
excellent specimens of stock were exhi- 
bited for the prizes. 

Marricd.] Mr. Jones, of Worcester, to 
Mrs. E. Raffles, of Kidderminster.—The 
Rev. J. Lynes, of Elmley Lovett, to Miss 
C. S. Wynne, of Gethmelio, Denbighshire. 
—The Rev. W. Parker, of Hampton 
Lovett, to Miss J. Paget, of Lough- 
borough, 

Died.) At Worcester, 40, Mr. T. Hayes. 
—75, Mr. Alderman Herbert Rogers. 

At Stourport, 84, Mr. James Taylor. 
HEREFORDSHIRE. 

Marvicd.} Mr. C. Frere, to’ Miss: S. 
Cope, of Ross. —Thomas Jefferies,. esq.-of 
Lyonshall, to Miss J, Meredith, of King- 
ton.—Mr. T. Lucy, of Ledbury, to Miss 
M. Lucy, of Bristol. 

Died.] At Hereford, 52, J. Jarvis, esq. 
The Rev. R. Hodges, 85, vector of 

Konill. 
GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 
A Chamber of Commerce, to watch over 

the mercantile and. manufacturing in- 
terests, is about to be established at 
Bristol, 
A new bridge is about to be erected 

over the Severn, near ‘Tewkesbury, 
to open a direct. communication with 
Hereford. 
Married] Thomas Broadstoeck, esq. of 

Hanley, to Mrs, Gadsden, of Berkeley- 
street, Gloucester.—Mr. W. Taylor, to 
Miss S. Weeks; Olcher Fedden, esq. to 
Mrs. Bamford; Mr. ‘TY, Cannington, to 
Miss C. Shore; Mr. Hatch, to, Miss 
Hayward: all of Bristol—Mr, T. Hooper, 
jun. of Bristol, to Miss S. L. Martin, of 
Brislington,—Mr. T. Cadle, of Newent, to 
Miss H. Dobbs,. ef Newnham.— Mr. 
Buckle, to-Miss §, Buckle, both of Chel- 
tenham.— Mr. H. Jones, of Abbott’s 
Wood, to Miss M. Bubb, of Bentham.— 
Mr. T, Vaisey, to Miss M. Slatter, of 
Cirencester, 

Died.| At Gloucester, in Westgate- 
street, 73, Mr. B. Legge, greatly respected 
and regretted.—-At Wellington parade, 52, 
Mrs. Henryson, widow of Capt. H. R.N, 
of Strangner, Wigtonshire.—Miss. Creed, 
regretted. 

At Bristol, Mrs. J. Howell.—In Park.-. 
street, Isabella, wife of Henry Poole, esq. 
—In West-street, Mr. W. Whitford.—On 
St. Michael's bill, 88, Mrs. Bence, deser- 
vedly regretted.—Mirs. H. Buteher, 

At Cheltenham, 70, Mrs. 8. Barbauld, 
greatly regretted.— In. Oxford-parade, 
Miss Luey Penelope Phillips, of Long- 
worth —Mr. T. Turner. 

At Standish, 72, Mr. H. Butt, desev- 
vedly regretted.—At Marshfield, Miss L. 
Isaac.—At Painswick, 66, Mr.W. Dowell, 
respected.—At Burford, Mr, T. Huntley, 
one of the Society of Friends.—At Dard. © 
ham down, 47, Mr. W. Sweet. —At 
Frampton Severn, 78, Mr. J. King. 

OXFORDSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. J. Preston, to Miss M. 

Allen; Mr. Benham, to Mrs. Hicks: all 
of Oxford.—Mr. J. J. Freeborn, of Ben- 
sington, to Miss C, Liddell, of New Inn - 
Jane, Oxford.—Mr. G. M, Sheard, of St. 
Aldate’s, Oxford, to Miss F. Naughan, of 
Osney mill,—Mr. T. Clark, of Tayuton, 
to Miss S, Bryan, late of Bampton. 

Died.] 
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Died.| At Oxford, in St. Aldate’s, 29, 

Mr. G. Davis.—Mrs. Burke, suddenly.— 
Mrs. M. Bobart.—iIn Holywell, 36, Mr. 
R. East.—58, Mr. R. Cook.—85, Mr. M. 
Ward, 

At Henley-on-Thames, Mary, wife of 
Thomas Cooper, esq.—Mrs. M. Leigh, 

At Northmore, 22, Mr. James Wake.— 
At Mongewell, Miss E. V. Durell.—At 
Great Tew, Miss C. Nash.—At Kedling- 
ton, 27, Miss M. Rouse, deservedly re- 
gretted.—At Holton, 22, Mr. J. Frewin, 
justly lamented. - 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE AND BERKSHIRE. 
At the late Reading fair a greater quan- 

tity of cheese was pitched than for many 
years past: a few prime dairies realized 
50s.—but the general price of thick 
cheese was 46s. The shew of cattle was 
very ordinary, and the fewsold brought 
low prices. 
The new navigable cut at Old Win dsor 

was opened on the 26th of September. 
The advantages of this improvement to 
navigation will be considerable. 
~ Married.} Jolin Bartlett, esq. of Buck- 
ingham, to Miss Reynolds, of Bank-house, 
Salop.—Mr. H. Langton, of Maidenhead, 
to Miss M. Stephenson, of William-sireet, 
Blackfiiars.—Mr. J. Monk, of Grove, to 
Miss Greenaway, of Steventon.—Mr. Jas. 
Booker, to Miss M. Belcher, both of 
Denchworth. 

Died.] At Buckingham, 42, Mr. W. 
Newton, of London.—G. Newman, esq. a 
justice of the peace, and deputy-lieutenant 
of the county of Buckingham. 

At Reading, Mrs. Catharine Biggs, wife 
of John B. esq.—In Oxford-road, Miss 
Woodroffe. 

At Aylesbury, James Grace, esq. ge- 
nerally esteemed and regretted. 
HERTFORDSHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIRE. 
Woodley-house, the seat of R. W. 

Bullock, esq. was lately destroyed by fire; 
no part of its contents was saved. 

Married:] The Rev. T. F. Green, rector 
of Gravely, to Miss Mary Lee, of Dickle- 
burgh.— Mr. G. Mackaness, of Stevenage, 
to Miss E. Watts. 

Died.] At Hertford, Mrs. Squire, wife 
of Mr, Alderman S.—Mr. J. Mackenzie. 

At Royston, 75, Mrs. Haines, of 
Woburn. 

At Sawtry, 61, the Rev. Jas. Saunders, 
—At Watford, Mr. Whittingstall.— At 
Aldenham Abbey, Miss Charlotte Jemima, 
daughter of Sir C, Pole. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. 
The prices of cheese at the late Nor- 

thampton fair, for prime dairies, were, 
from 42s. to 50s. ‘The quantity pitched 
was much less than usual. 

Marvied.} J. 1. Hall, esq. to Miss Capp, 
both of Northampton,—The Rev. James 
Heury Monk, v.v, dean of Peterborough, 
to Miss Jane Hughes, of Nuneaton.— 
George Eland, esq. of Thrapston, to Miss 
. 3 

Matilda Fowler, of Bellevue-Cottage, 
Gate Fulford, Yorkshire. 
Dicd.| At Northampton, the Rev. Robt. 

Thornton, A.M. vicar of Cold Ashley, and 
of Weedon Beck.—56, Mr. 'T. Hilliard, 

At Middleton-Cheney, 75, Mr. Lf. 
Penn, deservedly respected.— At Trchester 
Lodge, 22, Mr. T. Battams, justly re-« 
gretted. — At Dodford, 76, Mrs. M. 
Dunckley. 
CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRN. 
Married.| Mr. W. Nunn, to Mrs. Witt. 

—Thomas Henderson, esq. of Long Burgh, 
to Miss WiJson, of Trinity-st. Cambridge, 
. Died.] At Cambridge, in Regent-street, 
47, Mrs. A. Lowe. 

At Newmarket, 45, Mr. W. H. Parr. 
At Harston, 71, Joseph Pomfret Vander 

Muelen, esq. regretted.—At Over, Mr, J. 
Giffard. 

NORFOLK, 
The depression of the agriculturists of 

this county increases : the stock of no less 
than one hundred and fifteen farms was 
lately advertised for sale. This distress 
must continue to increase as long as thie 
circulating medium of the country con- 
tinues to be drawn to London twice 
a year, in the collection of the taxes, and 
is there employed in foreign wars and 
funding speculations. 

Married.] The Rev. George Taylor, to 
Miss E. Burt; Mr. R. Paraman, jun. to 
Miss Rollins; Mr. Johnson, to Miss 
Paraman; Mr. R. Mann, to Mrs. Sizeland ; 
Mr. Jon. Stockens, to Miss E. Hilling: all 
of Norwich—Mr. T. W. Child, of Yar- 
mouth, to Miss M. Letch, of Manningtree. 
—Mr. R. Platten, of Fakenham, to Miss 
A.White, of Whissonsett.—Edmund Kenr, 
jun. esq. to Miss E. Savory, of Syder- 
stone. 

Died.| At Norwich, in Lady’s-lanc, 
Mrs. Allen.—Mrs. J. Brunton.—In St. 
Peter’s Permountergate, 80, Mr, J. 
Athow.—25, Mr, J. Bell. 

At Yarmouth, 76, Mrs. 8S. Guyton.— 
358, Mr. T. Lingwood.—79, Mr. P. 
Manclerk.—In Southtown, 70, Mrs. 
Gilham.—30, Mrs, D. Gamble. 

At Lynn, Mrs. Platten. 
At Swaffham, 29, Mr. M. G. Coward. 
At Attleburgh, Miss Hawkesley, much 

respected.—At North Walsham, Mrs. P, 
Bunton.—At Holt, Mr. Love.—47, Mr. J. 
Wright. — At Hardwick, 22, Miss M. 
Booty.—AtWood Norton, Mr. R. Cooper, 
deservedly regretted, — At Brookdish, 
Miss E. Walne. 

SUFFOLK. 
As a sign of the times, no less than six 

national schools in this county, six in Dor- 
setshire, and one in Westmoreland, have 
ceased to exist, for want of subseriptions. 

Married.) Mr. Cole, to Miss Fuller, of 
Ipswich.—J. Orford, esq. of Brook’s-hall, 
Ipswich, to Miss H, Giles, of Holbrook. 
—The Rev. G, 8. Crisp, of Lowestoft, to 

Miss 
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Miss A.Wells, of Dennington.—Mr. Smith, 
of Sternfield, to Miss C. Symonds, of Sax- 
mundham,—Mr. Mears, jun. of Sudbury, 
to Miss S, Cooke, of Harwich. 
Died.] At Bury, Mrs. Bullen, much 

respected. — 92, Jolin Godbold, esq. a 
_ justice of the peace, and deputy lieutenant 
of this county.—93, Mrs. A. F, Jackson. 

At Ipswich, 76, My. E. Channing.—In 
Orwell-place, 68, Robert Mayhew, esq. 
much respected.—64, Mr. J. Roberts. 
At Lowestoft, 33, Mrs, Fisher, 
At Bungay, at an advanced age, Mrs. 

Ives, widow of the Rev. J. Ives, deser- 
vedly lamented,—42, Mrs. Mitchell. 

At Little Bealings, 85, Mr. T. Driver.— 
At Siclesmere, Mr. W. Hogg.—AtWalton, 
66, Mrs. 8. Fowler.—At Mildenhall, Mr. 
Slack. —At Chelmondiston, 72, Mrs, 
Mason.—77, Mr. Mason. 

ESSEX. - 
An experiment has been tried for the 

bettering the condition of labourers in 
agriculture, and for reducing the poor- 
rates in the parish of Heybridge, by the 
apportionment of parcels ef land, from one 
to five roods3; which has, after three years’ 
trial, produced the happiest effects. 

At the late Maldon Fair there was the 
Jargest shew of bullocks and sheep ever 
known, fult one thousand of the former 
above that of last year. Never was the 
want of the cireulating medium more ob- 
vious; near two-thirds of the bullocks, and 
above half the sheep, were driven away 
unsold. 

Marricd.] Samuel G. Cooke, esq. of St, 
John’s Abbey, Colchester, to Miss Eleanor 
Maria Linton, of Fotheringhay.—At Saf- 
fron Walden, Francis Barry, of Great 
Chesterford, to Mary Mason, both of the 
Socicty of Friends.—Mr, R. N, Rabett, 
to Miss J. Cole, both of Great Holland. 
—Mr,. J. Barker, of Dedham, to Miss 
Norman, of Manningtree. — Mr. J. E, 
King, of Pibmarsh, to Miss $. Plume, of 
Stansfield, 

Died.|] At Colchester, 68, B. Craven, 
esq. late captain of the Royal Invalids,— 
On North Hill, Mrs. Smithh—Mr. J, 
Archer, deservedly lamented. 

At Harwich, Mrs. Brothers. 
At Saffron Walden, 70, Mrs. E. Wolfe. 
At Romford, 73, Mr. W. Bourne, sen. 

regretted, : 
At the Brook, near Romford, 62, the 

Rev. Matthew Wilson, vicar of Greys. 
KENT. 

Margate, Ramsgate, end all the water- 
ing places on the coast of Kent, are full of 
vespectable company. A’ savings’ bank 
has recently been formed at Maidstone. 

Married.) Mr. J. Arnold, to Miss R. 
Brett, both of Canterbury.— Mr. J. 
Morphew, of Déver, to Miss $, Cullen, of 
Canterbury.—Mr. Robins, of Buckland, to 
Miss Sandford, of Dover.—IMr. W. King, 
of Dover, to Miss M, A. Smith, of Canter- 

Essex—Kent—Sussex«— Hampshire. [Nov. 1, 
bury.—Henry Bentinck Curry Hellier, 
esq. of Boleyhill, Rochester, to Ann, 
daughter of Major Lacy.—Mr. James 
Fassell, to Miss L., Banyard; Mr, W. 
Wright, to Miss Clifford: all of Maidstone. 

Died.| At Canterbury, in Stour-street, 
66, William Carter, esq. u.p.—In Bridge- 
street, Mrs. Watson. — 62; Mrs, ; 
Lawrence. 

At Dover, 94, Mr. R. Daines. 
At Folkestone, 36, Mr. 'T. Purmett.— 

62, Mrs. Finch.—74, Mrs. Squire.—30, 
Lieut. R. Rouse, r.N. 
At Faversham, Mr. J. Pratt. 
At Ramsgate, the Rey. John Owen, 

rector of Paglesham, Essex, preacher at 
Park-street chapel, London; and the 
esteemed secretary of the British and 
Foreign . Bible Society.— At Sitting- 
bourne, Mr, J. Bunyer.—At Whickham, 
94, Mrs. Sennock. 

SUSSEX. 
Distress has reached a great extent in 

this county; many farms are untenanted, 
and others*thave been advertised to be let 
rent free. The district of Battle is repre- 
sented as comparatively deserted, 

Married.|] Mr. T. W. Elam, of Fresh- 
ford, to Miss Ann Vallance, of Brighton. 
—Mr. Corney, of Arundel, to Miss 
Newland, of 'Torrington.—Mr. J. Jutten, 
of Littlehampton, to Miss A, Perkins, of 
Worthing. 

Died.] At Chichester, in South-street, 
74, Mr. W, Wickham,—In East-street, 
Mr. J. Smith.—65, Miss Jane Fitzherbert. 

At Brighton, Mr. White, of Eastbourne, 
—In St. James’s-street, Mr. Jones.—Mr. 
Smithers. —In Russell-street, Mrs. F. 
Pocock. 

At Ford Dock, 26, Mr. J. Hodson. 
At Lyminster, 19, Miss Stubbs. —At 
Runcton, 38, Mr. W. Brewer. 

HAMPSHIRE. 
Certain magistrates of this county have 

recently put forth resolutions at which the 
best feelings of the heart recoil. By them 
it is ordered that pauper-applicants, mar- 
ried men, with a wife and one child, shall 
receive no more than 4s. and 6s. per 
week, in any part of the year; and, if re- 
fused, shall forfeit all future claim for 
relief. We trust this enactment will re- 
main singular, ; 

Within the month, that branch of the 
Portsmouth and Arunde! navigation, which 
crosses the island of Portsea, and termi- 
nates in a basin at the Halfway Houses, 
was opened for the reception of trading 
vessels and barges. The communication is 
now! open from Portsmouth to the city of 
Chichester, and but 550 yards, consisting 
of excavation and embankments, remain 
to be completed in the main line of the 
canal in Sussex, to effect the long-desired 
object—that of barges passing by inland 
navigation from London to Portsmouth, 

Married.) John William Mellais, “x7 to 
Mrs. 
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Mrs. Mary Hodgkinson, both of South- 
ampton.—Andrew Layton, esq. to Miss 
Elizabeth Lomer, of Southampton,—Mr. 
Pilkering, of Winchester, to Miss J. 
Gibest, of Kingston Crescent. — James 
Player Lind, M.v. to Miss Mary-Ann 
Receks, both of Portsmouth. 

Dicd.] At Southampton, 56; Thomas 
Conway, esq. 

At Portsmouth, Mrs, Susannah Gill.— 
78, Joseph Marder, esq.—85, Moses 
Greetham, esq. 

At Portsea, Mr. J. Woods. 
At Newport, 30, Mrs. Walker.—35, 

Mrs. Wells; sisters. 
At Altom, Mr. W. Cheater, much re- 

spected.—At Farcham, Mrs. Burrell.— 
At Romsey, Mr. Mugg. 

WILTSHIRE. 
Application was recently made by 

about seventy healthy young men at 
the justice meeting at Salisbury, to 
claim the protection of the magistrates 
against a resolution (no doubt an effect of a 
recent order of a few severemagistrates of 
Hampshire,) of the farmers for reducing 
the wages of their labourers; by which 
single young men are to have half a crown 
only per week, and married men with fami- 
lies, four shillings. ‘They were referred to 
the justices of Marlborough district. 

Married.| Mr. Geo. Norris, to Miss J. 
Meed, of Market Layington.—Mr. G. A. 
Tanner, to Miss A. Gane, of Hullavington. 

Died.) At Devizes, Mr. J. Ellen.—Miss 
Lewis, late of Wedhampton, suddenly, de- 
servedly regretted.—Mr. Romaine, sud- 
denly. 

SOMERSETSHIRE. 
A recent Bath Journal stated, an emi- 

nent silversmith of that city had received 
orders to prepare a handsome piece of 
plate, to be presented to Mr. Henry Hunt 
on the day of his liberation, as a trifling re- 
ward for his exertions in detecting and ex- 
posing the abuses of I!chester Jail. ~ 

In this county and Devenshire, execu- 
tions for the sale of farming stock have 
been numerous. At a recent sale mear 
Stalbridge, no article could be disposed of, 
for want of bidders. 

Married.] Mix. J. Moulding, to Miss F. 
Dunn; Mr. J: Coombe, to Miss S. Gibbs: 
all of Bath.--Mr. Cleland, of Bath, to 
Miss Clutsam, of Bristol.—Mr. Clarke, of 
Bath, to Miss E. Merrick, of Feanington. 
—Mr. C. Hunt, of Grove-street, Bath, to 
Miss E. Willis, of Wellow.—The Rev. W. 
S. Bradley, of Wells, to Miss F. M. Barker, 
of Bavbadoes.—C, V. Burroughs, esq. to 
Miss Ann Cooper, both of Shepton Mallet. 
—Capt. R. Faulkner, to Miss Spurway, of 
Barrack-street,’Vaunton. 

Died,] At Bath, Mrs. Twiss, wife of ¥. 
Pwiss, esq.—22, Mr. N. Skeine.—In the 
Grove, Mrs. E, Hume, niece of the late 
Bishop of Salishbury,—fn Richmond: place, 
$2, Mrs. 8. Salome, 
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At Wells, 47,,Miss Michell. 
At Shepton Mallet, 27, Mr. J. Davies. 
At Widcombe:hill, Mr. Salmon.—At 

Heanton Court, Mr. B. Tanner, At 
Welsh Mill, Mr. 'T. Napper. 

DORSE'TSHIRE. 
Married.]. The Rev, T. Durant, of 

Poole, to Miss M. Cbandler, of London.— 
The Rev. J. Newport, of Mitchell Dean, 
to Miss F, Read, of Gillmgham. 

Died.] At We-ymouth, 59, Mrs. H. Hine. 
At Loders, 7 0, the Right Hon. Sir Evan 

Nepean, bay‘t, suddenly, high-sheriff for 
this county, 7d formerly Secretary to the 
Admiralty. 

DEVONSHIRE. 
Married .| Mr. W. Parker, to Miss E. , 

Lake, bo’th of Exeter.—Lieut. H. Hall, 
RN. to A.nn, daughter of Capt. Whipple, 
R.N. Of Portsmouth.—The Rev. E, Bray, 
to Mrs. Eliza Stothard, both of Tavistocke 
—At Sjtonehouse, Mr. W. H. Rising, to 
Jane, ¢/aughter of Lieut, Osmer, R.N.—At 
Little} 1am, Henry A. Gladwin, esq. capt. 
17th regt, foot, to Charlotte Woollery, 
daug] iter of the late E. F. Bourke, esq. 

Di ed.] At Exeter, 64, Mr. R. Brown.— 
84, 1 Mir. R. Benham.—s2, Mrs. Todd, wife 
of V/m. T. esq. of London. 

A.t Barnstaple, 24, Miss S. Law.—72, 
My s. Hemmett. 

/At Plymouth, in Paradise-row, 52, Mr. 
T. Burch.—In Fore street, 39, Mrs, H. 
Quick. 

At Bideford, 83, Mr. W. Barrett.—Mr, 
H. Tulker, jun. 

At Oakhampton-house, Mary, wife of 
, Jonathan Elford, esq. 

CORNWALL. 
Married.] Mr. R. R. Broad, to Miss N. 

Turner, both of Falmouth.—Mr, Paul, of 
Lemear, to Miss Bice, of -Perran.—W, J. 
St. Aubyn, esq. of Clevance, to Ann Doro- 
thy, daughter of Sir'T. B. Lennard, bart. 

Dicd.| At Falmouth, 70, Matthew 
- Brougham, esq. 

At Medruth, at an advanced age, Mr, H, 
Pearse, deservedly regretted. 

At Liskeard, 67, Mr. H. Snell. 
At Penytelley, St. Feath,71, Mrs. Mar- 

tyn,—At St. Blazey, 32, Mr. W. Snell. 
WALES. 

The Fourth Eisteddfod, or Meeting of 
Welsh Bards, was held at Brecon, on the 
25th and 26th: of September, under the 
patronage of the Cambrian Society in 
Gwent. Itwas numeronsly attended, and 
the claims for tly > prizes did honour to the 
talents and intelli gence of the claimants, 

Married.) T. M organ, esq. of Glasbury, 
to Miss M. A, Vavighan, of Brecon,—H. 
Svigstocke, of Hay 'erfordwest, to Miss M. 
A. Lane, of Bristol.—J. Jones, esq. of, 
Doelecothy, Carmarthenshire, to Miss ®, 
Edwardes, of Gilaston.—R. J. Mostyn, 
esq. of Caleot-hall; Vlintshire, to Miss. A, 

Thomas, of Church Leigh, — , 
Died.| At Swansea, Mrs, C, Harmsworth, 

wen DB 
ay! 
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—28, Mit. M..Reeve.—Miss C, Horseley. 
—Mr. H. Nicholas. : 

At Carmarthen, 29, Catherine, wife of 
James Thomas, esq. of Caeglas, near 
Llandillo, deservedly esteemed. 

At Haverfordwest, 72,1. Tucker, esq. 
At Bangor, Mrs. Horton, widow of 

Abraham V. H. esq. of Dublin. 
‘At St. Clear’s, Carmarthenshire, Jane, 

widow of the Rev. W. Hamilton. 
SCOTLANDs 

Deserved honour has een paid at 
Berwick, Montrose, and other places, since 
our last, to Mr. Hume, member for Aber- 
deen, for his patriotic exertions in Par- 
liament. 

A John M‘Lachlin, formerly teacher of 
Mathematics in Glasgow, has recently be- 
queathed the residue of his fortime, sup- 
posed to be 20,0001. for the establishment 
of I’'ree Schools in Glasgow, for the educa- 
tion of children of poor Highlanders re- 
siding in and about that city, and supply- 
ing books and stationery to those wnable 
to purchase them. 

Married.| J. Mennons, esq. of Greciuock, 
to Catherine, daughter of M. A. Mills, esq. 
—-Capt..d. Donald, late of the 40th regt. 
to Miss Ann Grahame, of Whitehill, G las- 
gow.—C. S, Allan, esq. of Hay, to Ann, 
daughter of the late Right Hon. J. Beves- 
ford, m.p.—Sir J. Douglas, bart. of Sprivig- 
wood-park, Roxburghshire, to Hannah 
Charlotte, daughter of Henry Scott, esq. 
of Belford. 

Dicd.] At Dundee, William Smalls, esq. 
town-clerk. 

At Scone, the Rev. Dr. Markham, dean 
of York, and rector of Stokesley. 

IRELAND, 
A respectable meeting was lately held at 

Dublin, when it was resolved to petition 
Parliament for a repeal of the Union. 

At a late guild of merchants at Dublin, 
the following resolution was passed :—. 
“Phat, as Roman Catholics are by the law 
of the land eligible to be members of this 
guild, and as there is no rule or by-law on 
our books to exclude them, we therefore, 
in order to demonstrate our loyalty to the 
King, our respect for the laws, and our 
esteem and friendship for our. feilow-eili- 
zens, do heréby declare our intention to 
support, with our votes and. interest, the 
admission of such respectable merchants of, 
this city as may ofler thenyselves, without 
religious distinction.” : 

In the county of CorJ<,a meeting has 

Scotland—Ireland— Deaths Abroad. 

lately been held, to take measutes for pro- 
moting the growth of hemp and flax, and 
thereby give employment to the poor. 

Marricd.} Mr. L. Flanigan, of Sackville- 
street, to Miss J. Burney, of Blackhall- 
row; W. Watts, esq. to Miss L. C. Day: all 
of Dublin.—W. Leckey, esq. of Monaghan, 
to Catherine, daughter of the Rey. Alex. 
Hall.—O. Herbert, esq. of Carrick, to 
Maria Mills, of Ballylinch. 

Died.] At Cork, Mrs, O'Connell, wife 
of Thomas O’C, esq. 

At Ennis, T. Davies, esq. 
At Maryborough, Sarah, widow of H. 

Gray, esq. of Ferinoy. ; 
At Philpotstown, county of Meath, 76, 

J. Young, esqg..~At Loughrea, G. Carter, 
esq. a magistrate of the county of Galway. 

DEATHS ABROAD. 
At Paris, 72, M. Delambre, one of the 

most distinguished astronomers and mathe- 
maticians of his time (of whom full Me- 
moirs will be given in an carly Number). 

At Paris, after a long and painful ill- 
ness, Madame Condorcet, niece to 
Grouchy, and widow of the illustrious 
Condorcet. ‘This lady was esteemed one 
of the finest women of the age, and in 
France none possessed more sprighitliness 
or esprit. Madame Condorcet was like- 
wise no less amiable for her domestic 
virtues, 

Off the south-west coast of Ireland, in 
the Albion packet from New York to 
London, which there foundered with her 
crew and passengers, aged 46, General Le 
Febre Desnouettes, one of the military he- 
roes of the reign of Napoleon le Grand, 
whose exploits in the various theatres of 
the defensive wars in which France was 
engaged, are recorded in the immortal 
bulletins of those times. He declared for 
Napoleon on his returm from Elba, when 
opposition would have been useless; buat, 
being afterwards proscribed by the Bour- 
bons, sailed for America, where he made 
an unsuccessful attempt to establish a 
colony in New-Mexico. ~He was coming 
to Europe under a travelling name, when 
he met with his gloomy end. 

At Drontheim, in Norway, M. Noe! de 
la Moriniére, Inspector-General of the 
Maritime Fisheries of France, and member 
of several French and foreign learned aca- 
demies. He had undertaken various voy- 
ages, by order of the French government, 
and the result of his labours has been of 
utility to the public. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

A Correspondent in Lincolnshire has disappointed us in regard to his promised 
Drawing of Newton's House at Woolstrope. 

Another Correspondent wishes to be referred to the best description of Monteor- 
FIER’s Water-ram, and to the cheapest and most simple mode of ventilating sleeping- 
rooms in Workhouses, and other crowded establishments. 

ERRATUM,Page 346, line 17, for renders read render, in the notice of New Cyclopedia. 
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GRAY’s CHURCH-YARD AT STOKE, NEAR WINDSOR. 

Me. Gray wrote his beautiful “Elegy on a Country Church-yard,”, and others of his 

classical poems, while he resided at Stoke, and he was buried on the spot which his 

genius has immortalized. Elderly peuple lately living in that village remembered his 

retired and secluded character, and they shewed a tree, in which he was accustomed to 

indulge in reading and meditation. The church and church-yard possess more 

interest than commonly belongs to such places, from the above associations, and their 

retired and picturesque situation. Nearly adjoining is the park of Mr. Penn, from 

which the above view of Stoke Clitirch has been taken; and on the same site that 

distinguished scholar and amateur has erected a splendid monument in honour of the 

poet, with the following inscription :—“ This Monument, in honour of Thomas Gray, 

was erected A.D. 1799, among the scenery celebrated by that great lyric and elegiac 

poet. He died in 1771, and lies unnoticed in the adjoining church-yard, under the 

tomb-stone on which he piously and pathetical recorded the interment Of his aunt and 

lamented mother.” 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

ib the Monthly Magazine, published 
the Ist of August, I illustrated the 

effect of excessive taxation and high 
rents from the non-residence of tax- 
receivers and land-proprietors, and 
demonstrated to all, who condescended 
to read, that the present domestic 
miseries of the country arise solely 
Montuy Mag. No. 375. 

from the circumstance of taxes and 
rents being collected in one place, and 
spent and accumulated in another. 

I shewed that the taxes collected 
from house to house throughout the 
parishes of these kingdoms, and in the 
local consumption of taxable commo- 
dities, are paid by the collectors to the 
receivers-general of the counties, and 
remitted by them in mass, without any 

3 consideration 
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consideration of rate of exchange, to 
the treasury in London, and we all 
know that this is done half-yearly, to 
an amount of forty millions per annum. 
1 then appealed to facts in regard to 
the distribution of the hali-yearly 
twenty millions, and proved that fif- 
teen of them are paid over to public 
annuitants resident in or near London, 
or abroad; while only a small portion 
is slowly returned by round-about 
channels into the country for agricul- 
tural produce; the remainder being ex- 
pended in foreign luxuries, in exalting 
the price of the funds, in foreign loans, 
and in all the means by which cupidity 
employs capital. And J inferred, as a 
consequence of these premises, that, 
though capital super-abounds in Lon- 
don, the country is nevertheless drain- 
ed of all circulating medium. That to 
raise it to meet the prevalent pay- 
ments of rents and taxes, farming- 
stocks and estates are obliged to be 
sold one after the other at any price 
which they will produce, and, con- 
sequently, that universal paupcrism 
threatens the yeomanry, proprietors, 
and agricultural intcreats, as well as 
all the handicrafts and branches of 
trade dependent upon them. 

1 then solved the enigma of dimi- 
nished and constantly diminishing 
prices, by shewing, that price depends 
on the local circulation at the place of 
sale; that, if the circulating medium 
left in any district is constantly drawn 
off, the actual prices in the market 
of that district must be proportionally 
reduced, with little practical reference 
to prices in other markets ; and that the 
prices in Smithficld are governed by 
those in the five hundred other markets 
scattered over the empire, because 
-high prices in any one market would 
produce such an excess of supply as 
would reduce its prices to the level of 
ali others. 1 shewed, too, how prices 
were kept up during the war by the 
expenditure of loans in the purchases 
of contractors, by whom the demand 
was. constantly kept equal to the 
supply. 

In support of these important doc- 
trines, I appealed to the known state 
of the country and that of Londen, 
.shewing, that, in the former, the me- 
Janchoiy circumstances were such as 
the causes were calculated to pro- 
duce; and that, in London, every 
feature of excessive capital was cvi- 
dceatin splendid improvements, in yil- 
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lages converted into towns of. elegant 
mansions, in the ready discount of 
bills, in the reduced rate of mterest, in 
the progressive rise in the funds, 
(every one per cent. in which absorbs 
two or three millions of capital,) and, 
finally, in foreign loans, at which the 
Jews, and other monied interests, 
grasp as means of employing the 
money drawn from the labour and 
misery of the people of England. 
While all these circumstances, arising 
from taxation, are aggravated by mo- 
dern manners, which lead the greater 
proportion of landlords to spend their 
rentals in town-houses, at watering 
places, and in foreign countries. 

Such being the evils, l now proceed 
to discuss the remedies. The disease 
is desperate, and the remedies cannot 
consist of palliatives. They are of a 
radical kind, which threaten the disso- 
lution of the body-politic, and the re- 
medies must be equally radical. Shifts, 
temporary expedients, and words, will 
be of no avail. 

Sacrifices must be made by all. 
We must give up half to save the 
remainder, just as we consent to suffer 
the amputation of a mortified limb. 
The fund-holder may at present hug 
himself in his fancied exemption from 
the general misery, but this exemption 
can only be temporary. With the 
means of the country, the means of 
paying his interest must cease, and 
he will then become the most abject 
and helpless of paupers. 

One of two things is necessary :— 
either less must be drawn from the 
country by diminishing the interest 
of the public debt; or by enacting 
regulations, by which the sums col- 
lected may be re-expended at the 
place of collection. 

Public faith or personal liberty must 
be violated. There is no alternative. 
In the choice of evils, which is the 
least? 

It must, at the same time, not be 
concealed, that the abatement of in- 
terest which would relieve the country 
must be considerable, if non-residence 
among the payers is tolerated; for the 
principle itself of non-resident re- 
ceivers, in whatever degree it exists, 
is injurious. Such a class as a body 
of state-annuitants is a social pheno- 
menon which never before existed in 
any country; and, if to this monstrosity 
be superadded the fact, that they herd 
in one town, and its vicinity, it will be 

obvious 
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obvious that they cannot continue to 
exist under such circumstances, and 
‘Society prosper. 

In every view of the subject, it 
appears to me, that to enforce local 
residence of the receivers among the 
payers is the only effectual remedy ; 
while, at the same time, it would pro- 
bably be more palatable than any 
adequate reduction of income: but 
both plans may be combined. For 
the sake of conferring clearness on 
the details, I will reduce my views to 
distinct propositions. 

1. Let the amounts of taxes col- 
lected and paid in every hundred and 
wapentake of the kingdom be deter- 
mined. 

_ 2. Let the proportion of that amount 
to the amount of the interest of the 
debt be determined. 

3. Let the head-borough, or other 
appointed officer, be nominated re- 
ceiver of so much of the taxes as 
equals the share of interest of the debt 
for his district. 

4. Let him be authorised to pay 
their full dividends to as many persons 
as can prove their residence in that 
district through at least nine months 
of the year. 

5. Let him pay over half the balance 
to the county receiver or treasury, and 
remit so much of the taxes on his dis- 
trict in the following year. 

6. Let the non-residents receive the 
half of their dividends at the Bank of 
England, in the present form. 

7. Let proprietors, as well of land 
as houses, be obliged also to attest to 
the same oflicer their residence in like 
manner; and, if non-resident, be sub- 
ject toa tax of twenty-five per cent. 
on their rentals, the amounts to ope- 
rate as an abatement of other taxes on 
the district. 

This is my remedy for the relief of 
the country under its present amount 
of taxes. Subject to such regulations, 
ihe amount might even be increased; 
for, ifthe money reccived from industry 
were expended on the spot, industry 
would constantly be re-vivified, and 
even the annuitants and landlords 
themselves might be eminently useful 
in promoting civilization and local 
improvements, by means of their su- 
perfluous capital. The remedy may 
savour of severity; but the disease 
must be cured, and there is really no 
ther alternative. 

Yo scek to dimiuish the value of 
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annuitics by renewing a paper cir- 
culation, would be to plunge into a 
vicious circle, and into an abyss from 
which there could hereafier. be no 
retreat. 
What,—exclaim the thousands of 

public annuitants,—compel us to re- 
ceive half, or reside in some barbarous 
district, remote from the society and 
gaiety of London! Fair expostula- 
tion ! yet what is the alternative? Itis 
not a preference of benefits that can 
be offered, but a CHOICE OF EVILS: the 
parties are in a dilemma either to con- 
form or lose all, from which dilemma 
there is no ultimate retreat. 

The deleterious effects of the non- 
residence of the receivers is palpable. 
The circulation or blood of social in- 
dustry is periodically withdrawn from 
the provinces, while rents, taxes, and 
other imposts, remain in full amount, 
and the deficiency of local circulation 
has in successive years reduced grain 
from 120s. to 100s. 80s. 60s. 50s. 40s. 
and 30s. Every shilling below 70s. 
has been a diminution of the capital of 
the farmer, and every shilling below 
50s. has operated as a reduction of the 
rent of the landlord. These numerous 
and once respectable classes are there- 
fore silently and gradually ruined,— 
utterly beggared and _ pauperised! 
From such a population the interest 
of the debt cannot continue to be 
raised; and to pay it till now the 
boasted Sinking Fund has been ab- 
sorbed, and every shift of financial 
ingenuity has been resorted to by Mr. 
Vansittart. He has adroitly kept it 
going; but, no doubt, has trusted to 
the. chapter of accidents, or to the 
clasticity of society, for an escape. 
The chances, however, have been uni- 
formly against him. He might have 
hoped something from colonies; but 
these, owing to a combination of cir- 
cumstances, are not in a better state 
than the mother country. MMe might 
have calculated on foreign trade; but 
the eyes of rival nations have been 
opened to the seeret of our strength, 
and ukases, decrees, and custom-house 
regulations, have limited our valuable 
exports; while it is notorious that the 
United States successfully compete 
with us in every market. Commerce, 
too, is of a fleeting character; as we 
have witnessed in the Hans towns, in 
Genoa, Venice, and Holland. In 
short, the chances merease every year 
against the acknowledged talents of 

Mr, 
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Mr. Vaneittart ; and, though the inter- 
vening sufferings of the agriculturists 
and their dependants form no item 
of fiscal arithmetic, yet they must, 
as soon as all his shifts fail, operate 
on his balance-sheet. He may, it is 
true, have recourse to direct loans, 
and thus keep up the system a few 
years longer; but this expedient 
would only be to aggravate the evils, 
and to move in a still more vicious 
circle than that of renewing the Bank- 
restriction Act, and re-opening the 
flood-gates of paper currency. 
To put the public, in a few words, 

in possession of the difference to the 
agricultural interest of the effect of 

’ prices raised to a maximum by public 
Joans spent by contractors in the mar- 
kets, and the prices depreciated by 
the absence of such factitious pur- 
chasers, and by the deficiency of local 
currency, arising from the periodical 
drains of non-resident landlords and 
tax-receivers, I have estimated the 
respective amounts of the leading 
articles of produce and consumption 
in the United Kingdom, taking the 
population at twenty millions :— 

Millions. 
Supposing that each person consumes 

half a pound of meat per day, and 
the difference of price to be 4d. per 
Ib. the total diminution of cost and 
return would be eececseseeeseees G1 

Supposing that each person consumes 
a quartern-loat’ per week, and the 
difference to be 1s. the diminution 
WOUId he eevedece eoveesescesee 52 

Supposing each person to consume as 
much agricultural produce of other 
kinds as make a difference of 3d. 
per day, it would be -+ee--ee+eee 92 

Supposing thirty-five millions of loads 
of hay ‘at 20s. less, and twenty mil- 
lions of quarters of oats at 20s. less, 
the difference in return from horse- 
feed would be --cseccsescccesase 55 

Less in 1822 than 1793 to 1815++ 260 

Making a difference of upwards of 
31. 3s. per acre in the profits of each 
acre, on all the cultivated land in the 
three kingdoms. Add to this 7s. per 
acre in increased direct and indirect 
taxes, and 10s. for poor-rates, and the 
effect of tythe-moduses, we have a to- 
tal defalcation of 4/1. per acre in the 
profits of farming! 

If, however, the former he supposed 
to have netted 2/. per acre in the pe- 
riod of high prices, then we find that 
a total loss is now suffered of 2. per 
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acre, and hence the obvious difficulty 
of paying high rents, or even any rent, 
if other charges are not abated, or the 
system of allowing non-resident re- 
ceivers and exhausted currency is not 
speedily changed. , 

Of course, in such a calculation, 
round numbers have been taken, and 
errors are presumed to balance them- 
selves. But it may be considered, 
that the effect of the drain from non- 
residence is, to other effects, as three 
or four to one. 

In regard to purchases of estates, 
made when prices were raised by the 
loans spent by contractors, by which 
the farmer was enabled to pay 30s. or’ 
40s. more per acre than when no such 
contracts existed; if any wiseacre 
then gave thirty years’ purchase, he 
gave 45/. or 60/. more than the net 
value of the estate. Yet such was the 
folly of the day, and the utter igno- 
rance of the true operation of public 
loans, that many estates were bought 
even at forty years’ purchase, or at 
601. and 80/. per acre more than their 
net value! In fact, when the country 
gentlemen of England encouraged 
loans to carry on wars against the 
liberties of other nations, they in effect 
were mortgaging their own estates ; 
and what they received in extra rents 
was their share of the mortgage, 
received through high prices, created 
by the operation of Joans, by means of 
contractors in the markets. This 
mortgage was then added to their 
rent, and the amount treated as areal 
rent, on which they presumed to live, 
while madmen were found to give 
thirty and forty years’ purchase! Thus, 
if a man had 400 acres of Jand, which 
in 1790 he let at 30s. per acre, or 500/. 
and in 1800, owing to loans or mort- 
cages, and consequent high prices, he 
let the same at 50s. or 10007. ; the extra 
5007. was, in truth, his share of an 
annual loan and a mortgage raised _ to 
that amount. But, if in 1801 he felt 
disposed to sell the same, thirty times 
the said 10007. (that is, rent and mort- 
gage together,) or 30,000/. was often 
greedily given for the same. It fre- 
quently happened that two-thirds of 
the amount was left, or borrowed on 
mortgage at five per cent. amounting 
to the 10007. per annum for interest, 
to pay which, and leave a surplus, the 
farmer was racked to 60s. But the 
delusion is now at an end, though its 
nature’is to this day not understood, 

and 
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and has never before been explained ; 
Farmers of course cannot continue to 
pay more than the original 25s. nor 
even that sum, with extra taxes, rates, 
and tythes. These purchasers,therefore, 
besides losing their third of the pur- 
chase, find themselves unable to pay 
the interest of the mortgage, and are, 
generally, ruined and beggared! 
it is true that, in many cases, farmers 
caught at long leases on terms which 
so included the rent and the annual 
mortgage; and these likewise are 
now either beggared and ruined, or 
verging towards that condition. 

Such are the effects of wicked ‘vars 
on their inflated and purse-proud in- 
stigators; and such are the conse- 
quences of public ignorance in the first 
elements of political economy. 

1 conclude, therefore, that no means 
exist of restoring the healthy state of 
society, and promoting a vigorous and 
efficient local. cireulation through the 
entire body of the nation, but by com- 
pelling the residence of the receivers 
among the payers, or by such a com- 
promise of their receipts as should be 
equivalent to the disadvantages which 
the payers suffer from the non-resi- 
dence of the receivers. The country 
would then be re-invigorated ; and, by 
the aid of commerce, manufactures, 
and our characteristic industry, we 
might in due time relieve ourselves 
from the overwhelming demands of 
public creditors. 

Common-place policy is not adapted 
to the present exigencies of the na- 
tion. One common-place is the in- 
erease of the poor-rates; but has not 
the system created the poor, and ‘are 
its victims to be first pauperised, and 
then starved? Another common-place 
is to inveigh against the provision for 
the church: but this is only objection- 
able when collected by commutation 
in money, after money has doubled 
its price. Unhappily, common-place 
topics and common-place policy go- 
vern too much the common-place men 
who find their way into the House of 
Commons; and, while other recom- 
mendations than public spirit and 
superior talents qualify a man for a 
senator, the senate must move in sub- 
ordination to a few who govern by 
humouring prejudices, and fostering 
private interests. Hence arises the 
necessity of some Parliamentary Re- 
form, which should restore to the peo- 
ple such an influence as might return 
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to the House of Commons other than 
common-place politicians,—men iden- 
tified with the people, and chosen by 
them because equal to the exigencies 
in which a nation must sometimes be 
placed, and who would prevent such 
exigencies as arise from the ambition 
of a minister, and the folly of a court. 

Nov. ?. . Common SEwNsE. 
—__——— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

N a report of a Committee of the 
House of Commons on roads from 

London to Holyhead, and on steam 
navigation, &c. I meet with this pas- 
sage :—‘‘ It was not till the year 1807, 
when the Americans began to use 
steam-boats on their rivers, that their 
safety and utility were first proved. 
But the whole merit of constrycting 
these boats is first due to natives of Great 
Britain. Mr. Henry Bell, of Glasgow, 
gave the first model of them to Mr, Ful- 
ton, and went over to America to assist 
him in establishing them. And Mr. 
Fulton got the engines he used in his 
first steam-boat upon Hudson’s river, 
from Messrs. Bolton and Watt.” 

In justice to the memory and ta- 
lents of my friend, the late Mr. Fulton, 
I take upon me to say, that the above 
statement is not correct. My intimacy 
with Mr. F. commenced in the year 
1796, and continued without interrup- 
tion till the year 1806, when he went 
to America. During which time I 
never heard him mention the name of 
Mr. Henry Bell; nor do I believe he 
knew there was such a person in 
existence, till he was sent out, as £ 
suppose, by Messrs, Bolton and Watt, 
to superintend the putting together 
and sfarting their engine under Mr. 
Fulton’s direction. ‘That he might, in 
the progress of this work, suggest a 
useful hint or two, as a practical and 
experienced engineer, is not unlikely; 
but to claim any merit in the invention 
itselfis absurd. It might be claimed 
by every subsequent steam-vessel 
builder with equal justice, as there 
are few of them who may not have 
added some trifling improvements of 
their own. 

If any one has a right to participate 
in the merit of giving birth to steam- 
navigation, as far as Mr. Fulton is 
concerned, it is myself: but my claim, 
however, will not be thought consider- 
able when I state, that it is founded 
solely in directing Mr. Fulton’s. atten- 

tion 
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tion to the subject, in pointing out the 
mistakes of his predecessors, and in 
endeavouring to demonstrate the prac- 
ticability of the undertaking. Possi- 
bly I might have thrown out some 
ideas that he might reduce to practice; 
but, if I did, they were so trifling as to 
have escaped my recollection. I fur- 
nished him, I remember, with the 
means of propelling his sub-marine 
vessel, a rough model of which I had 
made, and which I afterwards gave 
as a play-thing to Lord John Russel, 
then a child, who used to amnse him- 
self by winding it up, (for it went by 
clock-work,) and setting it afloat on 
the ponds in the gardens at Woburn. 

Soon after my first acquaintance 
with Mr. Fulton, I took out a patent 
for some important improvements in 
the 4 MEN In conseguence of 
the facilities which it promised to 
afford to steam-navigation, it was Mr. 
Fulton’s intention to have applied it to 
his steam-boats. It may be necessary 
to explain why my engine was set 
aside, and the preference given to Mr. 
Watt’s engine. One of my first en- 
gines Was made for a company at 
Wisbeach for grinding corn: it was a 
six-horse power. The late Mr. Ren- 
nie, who executed their mill-work, 
told them that, if they meant to do 
business to any extent, they should 
have an engine of six times the 
power, and that he knew of a second- 
hand one that would answer their pur- 
‘pose. Upon this, without further 
ecremony, my engine was offered to 
be returned upon the hands of the 
manufacturer, as not being equal to 
the power contracted for. A law-suit 
was the consequence. The affair, 
however, was referred to arbitration. 
The arbiter was Mr. Const; the coun- 
sel for the manufacturer was the pre- 
sent Lord Chief Justice of the King’s 
Bench; and the counsel for the ad- 
verse party was Mr. (now Judge) 
Holroyd. The first witness on the 
part of the defendants was Mr. Rennie, 
who deposed that he had examined 
the engino, and seen it work, and that 
it had not more than the power of two 
horses. As the manufacturer had 
only plain honest workmen to bring 
against this Colossean witness, the 
cause was given up. 
-On mentioning this affair (which I 

could not but consider as a most 
knavish conspiracy,) to the Duke of 
Bedtord, his grace most kindly offered 
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to have the. engine applied to his 
grinding and threshing mill at Wo- 
burn, which required the full power of 
six horses. What will be the reader’s 
astonishment when he is told, that for 
fifteen years it maintained the reputa- 
tion of being one of the best engines 
of its size in the kingdom. So much 
for Mr. Rennie and his evidence. 

Ihave reason to believe, notwith- 
standing, that Mr. Fulton would have 
adhered to his engagement with me, 
as, indeed, he told me himself, had he 
not been over-ruled by his monied 
partners, Messrs. Joel Barlow and 
Levingston, to whom no blame can 
attach for withdrawing their confi- 
dence from that which had been stig- 
matised as useless by Rennie and his 
connexions. 

Nov.10. Epmunp CARTWRIGHT. 
P.S. There can be no impropriety in 

giving you a short extract from a letter I 
lately received from a very scientific and 
worthy friend of mine. It will show how 
far back my thoughts dwelt on the possi- 
bility of producing loco-motion by steam, 
whether on land or water; and how soli- 
citous I was to promulgate my ideas on 
these subjects, that they might be taken 
up by those who, by their talents and 
finances, were enabled to carry them into 
effect. My correspondent, in allusion 
to Mr. Griffiths’s most ingenious steam- 
carriage, observes, ‘“‘ What a start has 
taken place in the use of steam-machines. 
You anticipated, and I may say bespoke, 
all that has been done by land and by 
water twenty-five yearsago. Iremember 
well telling the late President of the Royal 
Society of your plans of steam-carriages 
for ladies to the Opera. Banks, in his 
playful way, remarked, &c.” 

—a— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 

ACCOUNT of the CALEDONIAN CANAL. 
[ith a large Plan.) 

FTER a labour of nineteen years, 
and an expenditure of a million, 

on this great public undertaking, it 
has been completed and_ opened. 
Considered as amere work of magni- 
tude, it has not, perhaps, its equal in 
the world ; and its importance in open- 
ing a communication between the 
eastern and western seas, thereby 
avoiding the dangerous navigation of 
the Pentland Firth or the English 
Channel, will be highly prized by the 
mercantile and other classes. 

At ten o’clock on Wednesday morn- 
ing, Gectober 30, the Lochness steam- 
yacht, accompanied by two smacks, 

departed 
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departed from the Locks of Muirtown, 
on the first voyage through the Canal, 
amidst the loud and_ enthusiastic 
cheerings of a great concourse of peo- 
ple, and the firing of cannon. The 
morning was peculiarly favourable, 
although rather calm; and the banks 
of the Canal were crowded with spec- 
tators, a great number of whom ac- 
companied the party from the Muir- 
town Locks to the Bridge of Bught; 
the band of the Invernesshire Militia 
going on-board at Dochgarroch Lock, 
and playing ‘“‘ God save the King.” 

The Act of Parliament for effecting 
this important inland navigation was 
passed on the 22d of July, 1803. By 
aline of lochs and rivers Nature seem- 
ed to have invited the skill and enter- 
prise of man to the undertaking, and, 
upon investigation, every part intend- 
ed to be occupied by the Canal was 
found, with little abatement, to be 
very favourable to the purpose. It 
has been considered as probable, that, 
in more early ages of the world, the 
immense chasm (almost two-thirds of 
the length of which is still occupied 
by water,) has been nearly open from 
sea to sea; and that the land which 
now separates the lochs has been 
formed from the adjoining mountains, 
wasted by time, and brought down by 
torrents from rain. The Commis- 
sioners held their first mecting on the 
30th of the same month, and set to 
work with a promptitute not in general 
so conspicuous in the discharge of 
public duty. It opens into Loch 
Beauly, part of the Murray Frith, and, 
near Clachnacary, ascends by a cluster 
of fourlocks. It was found necessary 
to alter the course of the Ness, by 
throwing up an embankment of about 
a thousand yards in length, and twelve 
feet in height, above the line of ordi- 
nary low water in the river. 

Near Inverness the soil is so loose, 
being composed of gravel and sand, 
that, in pits sunk for trial, the water 
rose and fell with the tide, and consi- 
derable apprehension was entertained 
that a proper foundation for the locks, 
and other necessary masonry, would 
not have been found; but, at leneth, 
one place was discovered of sufficient 
solidity to answer the purpose. The 
Canal then proceeds through Loch 
Doughfour, a little loch, which pre- 
sented the greatest difficulty to the 
navigation on account.of its shallow- 
ness, and the quantities of gravel 
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which are carried with great ve- 
locity into, and through it. The 
navigation then continues to Loch 
Ness, a distance of about seven miles, 
the advantageous length and form of 
which determined the undertaking. 
It is a noble piece of water, twenty- 
three miles and three quarters long, 
and in breadth varies from a mile and 
a quarter to three quarters of a mile, 
and is nearly straight from one end to 
the other. Its shores are bold and 
commanding, and on each side rise 
lofty, rocky, and rugged, mountains, 
irregularly cut into deep gullies, with 
frightful precipices. The depth of its 
water is from one hundred and six to 
one hundred and twenty-nine fathoms 
in the middle parts, to eighty-five, 
seventy-five, or less, near ifs end, to 
the east. The sides, except the bays, 
are very steep; the rise being a foot 
in height to a foot and a half in 
breadth. 

At the western end of this loch 
stands Fort Augustus, where the foun- 
dation of the lock near this fort, and 
on Loch Ness, is twenty-four fect be- 
low the Jevel of the summer surface 
of the lake, which, varying in its 
height ten feet, rendered it necessary 
to cut a new channel for the river 
through the rock on the north side, in 
order to get at a solid foundation of 
rock, the soil being too open to war- 
rant the cutting to so great a depth. 
The Canal from Fort Augustus ascends 
about five miles to Loeh Oich, which 
is about three miles in length, and one 
quarter broad, and is in some parts 
twenty-six fathoms in depth, and in 
others only five. This loch is the 
summit level of the Canal. From the 
western end of this loch the Canal is 
continued for about two miles, when 
it falls into Loch Lochy, a shect of 
water ten miles and a half long, and 
its breadth, at the east end, near three 
quarters of a mile; from thence it in- 
creases, until, in the Bay of Arkeg, it 
spreads to about a mile and a quarter, 
and is from seventy-six to seventy- 
four fathoms deep in many parts. On 
one side of this loch are high ridges 
of rocks and ground, descending 
abruptly into the lake. At the cast 
end of this lake is a complete little 
harbour, in which there are from ten 
to five fathoms water, admirably adapt- 
ed for giving every protection to the 
Canal, and safe and commodious for 
ships to lie in, 

A new 
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A new course has been cut for the 

river Lochy, along the bottom of the 
bank on the south side, where the 
Canal occupies the deserted part of 
the bed of the river, and the lake has 
been raised twelve feet above its an- 
cient level. The Canal proceeds by 
Corpach to Loch Eil, which commu- 
nicates with the Sound of Mull, and is 
part of the West Sea. At Corpach a 
sea-lock has been formed, cut out of the 
rock, and a small basin made within it, 
eapable of admitting a number of ves- 
sels with the flowing tide, which, after 
the gates are closed, may ascend the 
locks at leisure, of which the whole 
number will be twenty-five, and the 
number of lock-gates thirty-eight: 
these, by being in clusters, are much 
less expensive than in separate locks, 
on account of the back of one forming 
tirs front of the next; whereas separate 
locks must be complete in all their 
parts. Bridges have been constructed 
of cast-iron, similar to those at the 
West-India Docks and London Docks, 
which swing horizontally to each side 
of the Canal, or lock. At the eastern 
end of Loch Eil stands Fort William, 
as far as which there is a safe naviga- 
tion and harbour for shipping. In this 
manner the junction of the two seas 
has been effected. 

The Canal is twenty feet deep, fifty 
wide at bottom, and onc hundred and 
ten feet wide at top, and admits of the 
passage of thirty-two-gun frigates, and 
of course of the largest merchant ves- 
sels. It was originally intended to 
have cut the Canal so as to admit of 
forty-four gun frigates; but not only 
would the additional cost have been 
very great, but it was by no means 
certain that the depth of water in 
Goch Beauly, near the eastern en- 
trance of the Canal, would safely or 
conveniently admit the passage of 
frigates of so large a rate at the ordi- 
nary high-water depth. The time of 
passing a thirty-cight feet lock will be 
about twenty minutes, a forty feet lock 
about twenty-two minutes, and a 
forty-three feet lock twenty-five mi- 
nutes. 

The smallest size of vessels trading to 
the Baltic is about seventy-five fect 
in length, twenty-one feet in width, in 
draught of water twelve feet, and in 
burden one hundred and twenty. tons. 
The largest size is about one hundred 
and thirty feet long, thirty-five feet 
wide, in draught of water nineteen 

Medicinal Well at Kingston. [Dec.ot, 
feet, and in burden six hundred and 
fifty tons. 00 

This union of the two seas. being 
effected, the amelioration of this. part 
of the Highlands, and of a considerable 
distance round, must be great and 
rapid. New sources: of industry and 
enterprise will be opened, new settle- 
ments will be established, new towns 
will rise, the fisheries will be increased, 
and agriculture will wave, wherever 
the soil will admit, her golden harvest. 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, ; ; 
T Coomb farm, contiguous to the 
Earl of Liverpool’s residence, and 

in the neighbourhood of Kingston, 
Surrey, there is a well of water which 
possesses the most surprizing qualities 
as a remedy against that distressing and 
severe malady, thestone in the bladder. 
lts virtues unfortunately are little 
more than locally known, but the 
astonishing cure which it bas effected 
in the case of Mr. Samuel Jackson, the 
great currier, Little Windmill-street, 
merits that its restorative and sanative 
powers should be more universally 
diffused. That gentleman long suf» 
fered as much as it was possible for hus 
man nature to endure, from the intense 
agony produced by a most confirmed 
species of stone, and received all the 
advice which the head of the faculty 
were able to bestow; but, unfortu- 
nately, without the least mitigation of 
the complaint, arising from their skill. 
Mr. J. was induced, by the recom- 
mendation of a friend, to try the afore- 
said water, which he had fetched in 
large stone bottles, and which he used 
as his general beverage; and, in less 
than a fortnight’s time, he experienced 
a mitigation of his complaint. He is 
now, after two years’ trial, completely 
cured, and is as free from stone or 
gravelas any personage in thekigdom. 
This aforesaid water is so beautifully 
refined and filtered (if I may use the 
expression) by the hand of nature, that, 
if itis used for common household pur- 
poses for twenty years, it never pro- 
duces the least sediment or inerusta- 
tion in the utensil. Knowing the 
basis of this communication to be 
founded on truth, I wish to add my 
smal] mite to the laudable task of 
alleviating the sufferings .we are all 
liable to as human creatures. 

Cullum-street. 
Fer 
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For the Monthly Magazine. 

OBJECTIONS 40 TALAVERA’S PLAN of 
- RELIEF fo the AGRICULTURAL and 

other INDUSTRIOUS CLASSES; and the 
PRINCIPLE of @ CORN-RENT recom- 

- mended. 
HE disease of the body politic is 
-become too inveterate and alarm- 

ing to allow of rash and empirical re- 
medies being applied without danger 
of a dissolution ; under this description 
of remedy, I cannot avoid placing the 
proposal made in the commencing 
paragraph of Talavera’s letter in your 
October number, page 226,—I mean 
with regard. to the sweeping enact- 
ment by which ho proposes to lower 
by one-half all wages and the prices of 
corn. What! after corn, and most 
other agricultural products, are al- 
ready lowered far more than one-half 
in price, and the funds, tolls, debts, 
rents of houses, and the salaries’ and 
pensions of public servants, have very 
rarely suffered any diminution, (the 
paying off the five per cents. being 
merely what was originally bargained 
for, aud always expected,). propose 
now to treat these claims all alike, 
and reduce them one-half in amount: 
was ever so unjust and monstrous a 
proposition made? 

I have not included rents of lands 
in the enumeration above, because it 
is well known to every one sufficiently 
competent to put pen to paper.on the 
subject, that these have suffered dimi- 
ution, in many cases almost to anni- 
hilation ; and that, except in a compa- 
ratively few instances, of rich land 
cheaply rented, no profits accrue to 
the farmer, (after paying his tithes, 
taxes, rates, tradesmen, labourers, &c. 
and taking the usual interest for his 
eapital employed and risked, whereon 
to subsist himself and family,) out of 
which any rent can be paid to the 
landlord; and, although a great portion 
of landlords may not yet have mate- 
rially lessened their claims, or abated 
or forgiven arrears, and settled with 
their tenants, yet it must. be evident 
that arrears.of rent are, in such cases, 
eruelly accumulating, which can only 
be discharged by a sacrifice of the 
farmer’s capital,,or more frequently - 
now of his very means of subsistence, 
his. capital being gone already; of 
which the shockingly numerous sales 
of farmers’ entire stock and furniture, 
which fill the advertisement-columns of 
most provincial newspapers, are me- 
Jancholy proofs. 
Montuty Maa, No. 375. 
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As to labourers, properly so called, 
especially agricultural ones, how can 
they possibly suffer a diminution of 
one-half of their wages without a cor- 
responding increase of poor’s rates? 
to say nothing of the misery, and en- 
dangering of the public peace, which 
such a project is calculated to occa- 
sion. Hard-hearted and inconsiderate 
parson-justices, like some in Wilt- 
shire, may have studied and proposed 
to allow the very minimum of food to 
the poor, which can keep soul and 
body together; but these projects will 
assuredly fail. As to the wages of 
common artizans and others in great 
towns, whom I intended to distinguish 
above from labourers, supposing that 
steadyindustry, sobriety, and frugality, 
were generally exercised by these, and 
by their families, corresponding with 
or.exceeding those habits in the coun- 
try labourers,. it might in such case 
seem, that their pay might suffer a 
great diminution; but, supposing that 
the difficulty, next to a miracle, could 
be effected, of suddenly reforming the 
habits of the ‘‘ Saint Monday” gin and 
porter swilling artizans and some la- 
bourers of towns, what in such case 
would become of the revenue? And 
how, and with the other proposed re- 
ductions, could even one-half of the 
present enormous funded interest, sa- 
laries, pensions, &c, continue to be 
paid? j 

The proposed exemption of the 
fundholders, in Talavera’s second pa- 
ragraph, I do not comprehend: how, 
also, the Bank’s own bullion, accumu- 
lated in its own coffers, for payment 
of its promissory notes, held by indi- 
viduals, can ‘‘ become disposable na- 
tional property,” I cannot conceive. | 

Jf agricultural produce could be 
supposed to sell at half its present 
price, which would be about two shil- 
lings per bushel for wheat, on the ave- 
rage of all the farmer’s sales,—well 
might the manufacturer and the mer- 
chant be capable of opening new 
channels of export, and find ‘‘a remu- 
nerating price abroad ;” but what, in 
such case, would become of the whole 
agricultural population? 

The remedies proposed by Talavera 
would infallibly bring upon us the 
“evil day” which he thinks to avert; 
but, whether with sufficient knowledge 
of his subject, your readers must 
judge; as they will also on the pro- 
priety of the suggestions with which 
I shall now conclude, yiz,—That as 

3E the 
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the chief evils affecting the industri- 
ous classes, and those under contracts 
for fixed money-payments, arise from 
the altered value of the national mo- 
ney; it is the principle of a corn-rent, 
or reverting to wheat asa standard, 
by which to measure and estimate the 
original value of, and by which to re- 
duce now these monied engagements, 
which can alone cure these evils: but, 
unfortunately, no authentic and gene- 
ral tables of averages exist, which 
might show the averages of one, of two, 
of three, &c. years’ prices of wheat, as 
recorded weekly in the London Ga- 
zette, ending with and including each 
weekly return therein; although such 
proposed tables have, some time ago, 
and again lately, been deseribed 
and strongly recommended by a sen- 
sible writer in the Karmer’s Journal 
newspaper. BRITANNIA, 

St. Pancras; Oct. 10. 
—a— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
EXTRACTS from a JOURNAL of METEO- 

ROLOGY and NATURAL HISTORY kept at 
HARTFIELD, for the purpose of record- 
ing FACTS which illustrate the PROG- 
NOSTICS of ATMOSPHERIC CHANGES, 
and the INFLUENCE of PECULIARITIES 
of WEATHER on ANIMAL and VEGE- 
TABLE LITE. 

By T. FORSTER, M.B. F.L.S. 
Member of the Astronomical Society of London, &c. 

[Dr. T. Forster proposes to communicate 
this Journal to us monthly, each number 
including the period between the 40 
days of the two foregoing months. Few 
observations having been made during 
the last month, the present article .con- 
tains the observations made since last 
Midsummer, including those made du- 
ring a tour on the continent. ] 

UNE 20, 1822.— Cloudy, with 
N.E. wind. Ther.67. Verbaseum 

wirgatum, V. thapsus, and V. lychnitis, 
in flower. 
—— 22.—Scabiosa atropurpurea in 

flower. ‘The sky exhibited to-day a 
vast variety of beautiful modifications 
of cloud; the atmosphere was what is 
usually termed highly electrified, and 
the clouds very red at sun-set.—Ther. 
73°; bar. 30°00. 

23.—The phenomena of yes- 
terday were followed to-day by very 
hot weather. Lilium bulbiferwn in 
blow. 

July 9.—A soft air and cloudy day, 
followed by rain. I noticed among 
patients the prevalence of vertigo, 
and other head-discases; indeed they 

Meteorological Journal kept at Hartfield. 
have been very prevalent in Sussex 
‘during the present summer solstice. 

17.—Travelling between Ca- 
lais and Boulogne, I noticed millions 
of butterflies, covering the fields for 
many miles: I never before witnessed 
such a prodigious ‘quantity of them. 
Cichorium intybus common by all the 
road-sides. 

28.—Ascended Mount Jura, 
where I noticed Campanula rotundifolia 
and Campanula alpina ; the former very 
abundant. 

29.—A remarkable instance 
occurred on this and the two following 
days of the coincidence of violent and 
mischievous storms of thunder and 
lightning. This evening one of the 
most violent storms ever witnessed 
occurred as I was passing between 
Gex and Noyon, about 6 P.M.* 
—— 30.—A repetition of violent 

storms to-day followed the lodgment 
of clouds on the tops of the mountains 
of Savoy: several persons were killed, 
and vineyards destroyed. The ther- 
mometer stood at 84° at Lausanne at 
mid-day. I have accounts, which I 
hope shortly to publish, of violent 
storms which occurred at the same 
time in various parts of Europe; 
which confirms an opinion I have long 
entertained of the simultaneous oc- 
currence of similar phenomena in dis- 
tant parts of the world. 

Aug. 6.—I noticed to-day thatsmall 
ficld-mice were particularly numerous 
all along the road-side through Alsace, 
from Vale to Colmar, and thence to 
Strasbourg. I noticed the stork, Cico- 
nia alba, on the wing. The last swift, 
Hirundo apus, seen at Strasbourg. 

15.—Butomus umbellatus and 
Senecio paludosus very common, and 
in flower, by the sides of the canals in 
Holland. 

Sept. 18.—Falling stars common to- 
night; they foreboded wind from the 
east, which followed on the 19th. 

Oct. 17—The last swallow, Hirundo 
rustica, seen. 
—— 19.— An unusually violent 

shower of rain and hail. Erysipelas 
prevails much, particularly among the 
lower classes of people. 

Hartwell ; Oct. 21. T. BF. 
N.B.—This Journal will be continued 

daily, with more copious observations, be- 
ginning with the 20th of October. 

* T have already published an account 
of this storm, and those. which occurred 
coincidentally, and therefore I was not 
minute in wy account in this Journal. 

To 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
HE following account of German 
husbandry, obligingly furnished 

at my request by the Count Veltheim 
de Harbké, together with particulars 
of the stock and management of his 
estate at Harbké, held in hand, I 
should have sent to the Magazine 
some time since, but I had mislaid the 
Count’s letter. J. LAWRENCE. 

Somers Town ; Sept. 11. 

“Our plan of cultivation is, with 
very few-exceptions, and under cer- 
dain modifications, dependant on local 
circumstances; the same with the an- 
eient Roman system, or the three-field 
eulture,—a method which in this coun- 
try is equally adapted to both large 
and small estates, ‘The first field, eall- 
ed winter-field, is sown with rye and 
wheat, and usually with equal portions 
of both sorts of corn. 

“The second field, called the sum- 
mer-field, is sown with barley and oats. 
Of the third field, called the fallow- 
field, two-thirds are sown with herbs, 
ligumes, and roots,—such as clover, 
lucerne, &c. pease, vetches, beans, 
lentils, cabbage, turnips, and pota- 
toes. The remaining third of the fal- 
low-field, in course, the ninth part of 
the whole arable ground, lies untilled, 
{in the English phrase, a naked fal- 
low,) and affords pasture for the sheep, 
which feed on it during the summer, 
as they do likewise on the wood pas- 
tures. There is, moreover, a propor- 
tional part of the whole estate appro- 
priated to permanent meadows. 
“On almost all the large estates in 

our parts, the whole stock of cattle is 
fed throughout the year in the yards 
or the stables; during the summer 
with clover, lucerne, &c.; the winter, 
with roots and greens, as turnips, po- 
datoes, cabbages, and clover-hay. The 
poorer husbandmen drive their cattle 
in summer chiefly to the wood pas- 
tures. The sheep generally, with the 
cattle, feed during the summer on the 
woods and fallows; during the winter, 
in stables, on clover-hay and pcase- 
straw, also with corn or pease, and 
sometimes oil-cake. On our great 
estates are generally found large-sized 
and improved breeds of cattle, cither 
of Swiss or Dutch extraction, with 
Merino sheep. Hogs, improved either 
by English or Hungarian stocks, are 
bred for sale on extensive estates, 
especially on those which have exten- 
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sive breweries or distilleries; but 
small proprietors seldom breed more 
pigs than for their home consumptiou. 

“* System of Management at Harbke. « 
“This estate contains about 3000 

German acres of arable fields and 
meadows, and 4000 acres of wood- 
land and pasture; on which are now 
employed ten sets of working horses, 
four in a team. These are usually 
purchased, rising two years old, in 
Hanover, and are chiefly the produce 
of English Yorkshire half-bred_ stal- 
lions. Vhey are a large-sized, power- 
ful, and active, breed of horses, endow- 
ed with that degree of speed required 
by the present improved state of 
agriculture. 

“The cattle consist of 150 head, of 
the Swiss breed, from the canton of 
Freyburg. Their use consists in the 
produce of the dairy, and of beef and 
veal for the household; but oxen are 
not employed in tilling the ground. 
The flocks of Merino sheep amount 
to 2000 head. 
“Hogs 200, produced by a cross 

of large English boars with the Ger- 
man sows. The English boars have 
long pendulous ears, are very large, 
but fatten and propagate slowly. ‘The 
crossed breed is free from several of 
those defects, and: at the same time 
retains some of the superior qualities 
of the English boar. 
“The whole of this estate is ma- 

naged, under my own superintendance, 
by one principal and two subordinate 
stewards, having under their direction 
an adequate number of servants and 
day-labourers. There is moreover 
upon the domain a very considerable 
brewery, with brick and tile kilns, &c. 
Also a small stud of high-bred horses, 
oriental and English, and cight brood 
mares. 

“¢Tt may be necessary to advert toa 
branch of rural administration not 
usually annexed in’ England to the 
management of estates; I mean the 
care of woods and forests. As we are 
situated in the northern parts of Ger- 
many, almost entirely destitute of 
true pit-coal, as we do not abound in 
bovey-coal, or brown coal, and turf, 
wood is our chicf fuel; in course, the 
proper management and preservation 
of our forests is matter of equal neces- 
sity and profit. Im these parts we 
have loaf-wood, as oak, elm, beech, 
plane, and the superior timber. Our 
forests consist of both timber and un- 
derwood. As to the first, the foresi is 

divided 
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divided into fourscore and hundred 
portions, one of which is felled every 
year. The second, or underwood, is 
left in fifteen or twenty divisions, one 
of which is cut each year. The woods, 
when the timber-trees are grown so 
high, that their tops and branches 
cannot be injured by the browsing of 
cattle, afford good pasture, but chiefly 
for sheep and hogs; which last, in 
years productive of acorns and beech- 
mast, make themselves thoroughly 
fat.” 

The sheep-houses at Harbké are very 
-extensive, with ample conveniences 
_for wintering, washing, shearing, and 
every purpose of that husbandry. On 
since consulting the Count, relatively 
to the inferiority of Anglo-Merino 
wool, his opinion decidedly is, that the 
superiority of the Continental fleece 
results entirely from the sheep being 
housed in winter, and the wool de- 
fended from the injurious effects of 
frost, and kept in a constant state of 
genial and productive warmth. Count 
Veltheim, being a member of the 
Brunswick.states, was in 1821 elected 
their second president. They assem- 
bled on business of great importance 
to the landed interest, in consequence 
of certain changes in the Prussian le- 
gislative measures. J. L. 

3 — 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

T has been noticed, that in certain 
parish churches in Durham the 

celebrated new Marriage Act was read 
instead of a sermon last Sunday. This 
seems to me a heinous indignity to the 
Almighty, inasmuch as it is converting 
the house consecrated to His service 
into a school for the propagation of 
human instead of divine laws. But 
still I think the course pursued by the 
Durham reverends attaches no blame 
upon them, considering the length of 
the Act, and the impatience and dis- 
gust which the reading of it must have 
excited in the hearers, and possibly 
in the reverend gentlemen themselves; 
and doubtless their conduct in this 
affair met with less disapprobation 
from their respective congregations 
than would have been manifested if 
they had thought proper not only to 
read the whole. of the Act, but to rcad 
a more than ordinarily long sermon 
thereon, which was the course pur- 
sued last Sunday in the parish of 
which I am an inhabitant, near Bi- 
shopsgate-street, where the minister 

On the New Marriage Act. [Dec. I, 

detained his hearers half an hour be- 
yond the ordinary time, insulting their 
feelings, and dishonouring the office 
which he fills, by expatiating on ‘the 
benign consequences wich must: re- 
sult from the operation of the adorable 
new Marriage Act,—an Act which 
in his judgment seems the most expe- 
dient, and withal the most wise and 
christian-like that ever proceeded from 
our omniscient legislators. This young 
expounder of dark: things adinits that 
the old marriage-laws were imperfect, 
and framed by? mere ignoramuses, with- 
out having a due regard to the princi- 
ples of Christianity. Whata blessed or- 
dinance must that be which prevents 
old sinners, of fifty years’ standing and 
upwards, from marrying, because they 
are unable to procure legal testimony 
that they are above twenty-one years 
of age! 
Well might the reverend and devout 

young preacher complain of the stiff- 
necked wickedness of the people at 
despising such a religious law as this, 
and deriding the gracious inventors 
of it. Well might he declaim with 
a loud voice against the ungodliness _ 
of the people at suspecting the wis- 
dom of Parliament, and thinking and 
insinuating that laws were made by it 
contrary to the will of Heaven, and 
inconsistent with the precepts of our 
Saviour. Well might he exhort his 
hearers to repentance from their poli- 
tical sins, and point out to them the 
path of humility and submission. 

Notwithstanding the serious exhor- 
tations of this young man to his hearers 
to receive the new Marriage Act with 
becoming decency and gratitude; 
notwithstanding his loud praises of 
the wisdom and the goodness of the 
present Parliament; notwithstanding 
his animated assurances that the pre- 
sent Marriage Act was an especial 
blessing, as it were, from heaven; not- 
withstanding his zealous denunciations 
against those who contemn it;—in 
spite of allhis efforts, there was scarce- 
ly an individual of the congregation 
who was not sensible enough to be 
disgusted at it, and who did not visibly 
evince his displeasure with the ser- 
mon of this new-marriage-act adyo- 
cate. C. A. 

Clifion-street ; Oct. 17. : 
—=—— ‘ 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
MONG the various improvements 
in every department, I am sur- 

prised 
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prised nothing has been adopted in. 
this country to prevent the frequent 
recurrence of imposition and abuse 
constantly to be met with among hack- 
ney-coach drivers. Is itimpossible to 
adopt the French mode in that parti- 
eular? At Paris you have no alterca- 
tion with the driver of a hackney- 
coach: the rule there is, the coachman 
can demand, if you take him by the 
hour, forty sous (twenty pence) for the 
first hour, and thirty sous (fifteen 
pence) for every succeeding hour. 
And, if you hire the coach for the course 
or drive, you pay thirty sous; in which 
course or drive you may make the cir- 
cuit of Paris if you do not stop; but, 
if. you order the coachman to stop, 
only for a few minutes, it is considered 
another fare, and you must pay thirty 
sous more; and so on, as often as you 
check the driver. This is all under- 
stood, and no dispute ever occurs. On 
quitting the vehicle the coachman ex- 
pects two sous to drink, and never asks 
for more.—Another excellent plan I 

1et with in France, though that is not 
a government concern here: I mean 

he numbering the places as they are 
taken in the public stages; so that he 
who is first to take his place has a 
ticket and receipt given him, with 
No.1 on it, and so on in succession 
with every passenger. VIATOR. 

Rey 
For the Monthly Magazine. 

REVOLUTION making the GRAND TOUR 
of the C1VILISED WORLD ! 

HILOSOPHERS and philanthro- 
f pists never had so great areason 
io wish to live as at this moment, in 
order to witness the progress and 
effect of the mighty machinery which 
is at present moving and operating on 
‘the whole moral world. There is 
searcely a corner of it, however remote, 
which is not more or less impregnated 
by the great principle which has called 
up social man to reflect generally, and 
in particular instances to act in a 
manner as if endowed with new 
powers, or inspired with more elevated 
sentiments, than appear to have be- 
longed to his nature for many centu- 
ries back. All this, however, has not 
arisen from any new creation; it was 
in the mind before ; but a concurrence 
of circumstances, over which power 
and cunning could not exercise their 
usual control, have brought it to light ; 
in like manner as the plough, in 
making a deeper furrow than ordi- 
nary in the soil, exposes to the air and 
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other elements unknown, or at least 
unexpected, seeds for vegetation and 
expansion, by which a new face is, as 
it were, given to the ground. ‘The 
discovery of letters, and the conse- 
quent education, are the implements 
of culture to the mind, as the plough- 
share is to the earth. 

~ What a subject of contemplation 
and exultation to the benevolent man! 
He sees the gradual, though slow, ap- 
proach to that ameliorated condition 
of his fellow-creatures, which to the 
fanciful might justify the expectation 
of the certain approach to the new and 
delightful order of things denominated 
the Millennium. The bat-eyed politi- 
cian alone shuts his eyes or averts his 
face from the stream of light, which 
threatens an approaching eflulgence 
that his dark imagination shudders at. 
His habits, his conversations, but, 
above all, his interests, contribute to 
induce him to wish things may remain 
as they have long been. 

Self-interest is the most. powerful 
in sway of all the passions which in- 
habit the human breast; and to this im- 
pulse chiefly may be ascribed the stand 
which kings and their ministers make 
against every alteration in their go- 
vernment, which may transfer the 
smallest portion of influence or power 
from their own scale into that of the 
people. Although in theory, such per- 
sons cannot,—nay, dare not,—deny 
that a due libration of power is the 
basis on which the British Constita- 
tion is founded, yet in practice they 
are always ready to give a preponde- 
tance to the regal and aristocratical 
scale against the democratical ove. 
With all this disposition to injustice 
and partiality in the great, yet, as in 
the end numbers constitute strength, 
the people must ultimately prevail. 

The great object of the humane re- 
former is to obtain the wholesome, the 
necessary change, without those 
shocks, those convulsions, which have 
for a moment made the good man 
consider whether the new order of 
things be desirable at so dear a rate, 
There is, however, nothing in human 
experience better ascertained, than 
that abuses in government, allowed to 
accumulate, are always attended with 
greater violence in their removal. 
This was witnessed in France, and will 
be witnessed, it is to be feared, in 
other countries. 

It has been said by one of the most 
distinguished writers aud reformers of 
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tho Iast century, that he saw no reason 
why an error or abuse of government 
might not, as soon as discovered, be 
removed for the convenience and be- 
nefit of the body-pelitic, as freely and 
as easily as you would throw off a part 
of, or add to, the clothing of the body- 
natural in weather too hot or too cold. 
But the truth is, and it is highly pain- 
ful to contemplate the fact, that when 
men with prescribed or limited powers 
have transgressed the bounds set to 
their authority, they are at once un- 
willing, and even afraid, to recede a 
single step within the original confines 
marked out for them, under the appre- 
hension that their conduct may be 
arraigned as well as complained of. 
They place themselves in the condi- 
tion and situation of usurpers, and 
yet whosoever accuses them as such 
is regarded as a deadly enemy, whose 
existence is thought incompatible 
with their own safety, All this was 
openly manifested in the laws and ac- 
tions of the National Convention: of 
France. That assembly was called 
together expressly to dispose of 
royalty, and to declare by what spe- 
cies of government France should in 
future be ruled. They declared for a 
republic; and in so doing they com- 
pleted the work assigned to them, and 
here their authority should have end- 
ed: but, under the colour of the good 
of the country from the exigency of 
the times, they (like the Parlia- 
ment of England elected for three 
years, but constituting itself septen- 
nial,) eéontinued to legislate as a 
self-constituted body ; and hence, from 
this derogation and assumption, the 
members became every day more con- 
scious of their deviation from national 
rectitude, and grew apprehensive of 
tecling the weight of national punish- 
ment. Their laws therefore, though 
rigidly enforced, had less of national 
approbation, because they wanted the 
sanetion of constitutional or national 
delegation; and hence the dreadful 
confusion among the legislators, the 
constituted authorities, and the peo- 
ple; and the direful civil war between 
the republican armies and those gene- 
rally denominated royal, but made up 
of the dissatisfied of every elass, who, 
denying the lawfulness of the Conven- 
tion, refused to submit te its authority, 
With the termination of those tragic 
acts let the curtain fall; and may the 
sad eatastrophe never attend upon a 
revolution again. It was a revolution 
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sui generis. Its like had never been 
witnessed. Thatin England, a cen- 
tury and a half before, was walike to 
it in almost every respect. The more 
recent one in North America had 
scarcely any thing in common with it; 
though complete in its effect, it had 
nothing of that turbulence in its pro- 
gress which harrows up the feelings 
of the historian who treats of it, It is 
true that independence was not ob- 
tained in this last instance without 
much loss of bleod ; but the individual 
acts of cruelty on either side, in its 
pursuit, were but few. Its cause and 
course were admitted by the impartial 
philosopher to be great injustice on 
the one hand, and tawful resistanee on 
the other; and in its eflect it appears 
to have left scarcely a vestige of re- 
venge or regret in the minds of the 
survivors on either side of the ques+ 
tions May it be so with the parties 
concerned in the other portion of that 
interesting quarter of the world. 

Noman, fifty years ago, could have 
dreamt that at so short a distance of 
time, in countries’so remote, so man 
millions of men would be witnessed 
in arduous and determined contention 
for the recovery of those rights, which 
it might appear wonderful how, as ra- 
tional animals, they were ever bereft 
of. thas d 

If geologists have thought it proper 
in their histories to lay circumstances 
and forms before their readers, to prove 
the antiquity of the world beyond the 
ordinary chronology, what might not 
the philosophic historian say upon the 
subject in question towards the same 
end! What ages upon ages must it 
not have taken to dispossess thinking, 
feeling man, of those rights of nature 
which are still the boast of certain of 
our fellow-creatures in distant «parts 
of the earth; to. bind him up, as it 
were, unconditionally, in social masses 
of personal property, which we behold 
now under the sway of, and at the 
absolute control of, «Cham of 'Tartary, 
a Czar of Muscovy, a Sophi of Persia, 
or an Emperor of Turkey ! 
How humiliating to man in his en- 

lightened eondition, to behold here- 
ditary folly and descendant cruelty 
lord it ever the lives and property of 
his fellow men; and even to sce those 
whose ancestors, at no very distant 
periods back, were regarded as the 
wisest and best of mankind, treated 
with brutality, as containing within 
their bosoms the seeds of that Heroism 
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and virtue for which they were re- 
nowned and distinguished in the field 
and.in the senate. 

Can any one inhabitant of this earth, 
erect in posture, feel indifferent to the 
fate of the heroes of the Morea. Strug- 
gling for more than life, because to 
their life, were they to succumb, sla- 
very would be attached: slavery of the 
worst kind; since they would not be 
put on a level with the ordinary sub- 
jects, or rather slaves, of the empire. 
The epithet of Christian, in its dero- 
gatory and contemning sense, would 
be added to dog, and they would be 
chastised more severely than any 
brute-master ever chastised that ge- 
nerous animal. 

It is not easy to conjecture how 
great a space of time the benign prin- 
ciple of regeneration may require to 
accomplish its end. A philosopher 
has nothing to do with dates of time 
and place: he beholds the progress 
with great interest, but is not uncon- 
scions, that while some small portions 
of avast empire at this moment are 
warming and illuminating by the sun 
of reason, there are others, larger and 
more remote, which are not yet pene- 
trated by even one single ray. He 
nevertheless comforts himself with the 
sentiments inspired by an English poet, 
in the following verse of his admired 
Ode to Liberty :— 

The angel Freedom, from celestial wing, 
er ev'ry clime new bliss shall fling, 
Dissolve the mental frost that reigns 
On silent Lapland’s dark domains, 
Cheer the black natives of the burning 

zone, 
And bid to all the rights of all be known. 

October 9. YRREP. 
— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
DESCRIPTION of the ISLE of RHE, on 

the COssT of GASCONY. 
(From the Journal des Voyages of Aug. 1822.) 

HIS island is interesting from its 
geographical position, the variety 

of its productions, and the active in- 
dustry of the inhabitants: also to 
Englishmen from historical recollec- 
tions. 

Familiarised from their earliest 
years with the sea that surrounds 
them, the islanders form excellent 
mariners; habitual exercise inures 
them to labours the most toilsome. Of 
20,000 inhabitants that compose the 
population, 4000 are seamen. 

The west coast of the island is lofty, 
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steep, and inaccessible, destitute of 
every sort of road or haven; this be- 
ing the outer side, and towards the 
ocean, it becomes a natural rampart 
against the waves and enemies. ‘The 
interior coast, towards the main land, 
is, on the contrary, indented with nu- 
merous creeks, roads, and havens, 
that afford excellent shelter where the 
navigation is often dangerous. The 
best and principal roads are those of 
St. Martin, Lafloite, and Arche. 

In point of extent, the island is five 
leagues in length, by one in breadth. 
Within this compass, which will allow 
1600 inhabitants te every square 
league, are reckoned eight communes, 
one of which includes St. Martin, a 
small neat town, with about 4000 in- 
habitants. Here reside tle consuls 
and foreign agents, and there are se- 
veral mereantile houses and capitalists 
of respectability. Next to St. Martin 
is Lallotte ; tie population of the town 
is about 3000; its harbour and road 
are excellent. 
The soil of the island, though not in 

general elevated, is uneven and hilly ; 
it is very well cultivated, and covered 
with vineyards, though nearly desti- 
tute of trees and umbrage. Its chief 
productions are wines, brandies, vine- 
gar, and salt. 

The product of wines amounts, one 
year with another, to 60,000 tons; of 
which 10,000 are red wines, and the 
rest white. They mostly have a taste 
of the soil, but are preferred to the 
wines of Saintonge and Aunis, as they 
will keep and improve in sea-voyages, 
They find aready market in the United 
States, in Norway, Prussia, Holland, 
and in the ports of Britanny, Nor- 
mandy, and Picardy. 1 

About 10,000 tons of white vinegar 
are made annually, which is preter- 
red io all others, from its superior 
qualities. They dispose of it at 
Marans, Bourdeaux, Rochefort, Nor- 
mandy, and the North. Prices vary 
from 120 to 130 francs the ton. 

Their brandies amount to 20,000 
hogsheads, vendible at the same mar- 
kets as their wines; they are highly 
esteemed for their excellent taste, and 
the facility that attends their expor- 
tation. 

Salt also constitutes a source of pro- 
fit: the product amounts to about 
40,000 quintals of a fine grey salt, 
which goes to Ostend, Bremen, Ber- 
gen, the cod-fishery, &c. These are 
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collected from their salt-pans, con- 
nected with drains and ditches that 
run into the sea, and which are cover- 
ed with sail-cloths. 

—<p_— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
R. Farey says, ‘it is not true, 
that beneath the line or level of 

high water, fresh water can be obtained 
by digging on the sandy shore, except- 
ing only in those cases or spots where 
large quantities of land-water (derived 
in all instances from previous rains, 
snows, or dews,) are passing through 
such sand in its way to the ocean, as its 
lowest vent, or place of discharge: in 
all other cases a hole sunk in the sea- 
sand would be wholly, or partially, 
filled with salt-water left in such sand 
by the retiring of the tide.” And, ac- 
cording to Bacon, (SylyaSylv.) ‘* Czesar 
thought that all sea-sands had natural 
springs of fresh water.” ‘‘ But,” says 
Bacon, ‘itis plain that it is sea-water, 
because the pit filleth according to the 
measure of the tide.” ‘* And,” adds 
Capt. Layman, “ the fresh water (in the 
pits) ebbed and flowed with the tide.” 
Now, supposing Bacon tohave beena 
mere theorist, which, from his confident 
manner of describing this phenomenon, 
and his known assiduity in attempting 
to penetrate the secrets of nature, 
there is no reason to believe, yet have 
we here. the positive, matter-of-fact 
testimony of Captain Layman, that the 
water im the pits ebbed and flowed 
with the tide. 

Therefore, notwithstanding the in- 
genious and scientific arguments of 
Mr. Farey, we ought to patise before 
we subscribe to his opinion, that 
“Capt. L. essentially errs in stating 
the principles on which he attempts to 
account for the phenomenon, and as to 
the general applicability of his me- 
thod.” For its ebbing and flowing with 
the tide, if not conclusive, is an impor- 
tant fact towards proving, that the 
fresh water thus obtained is sea-water 
purified by percolation through the 
sand. 

Fceling an interest in this question, 
from its evident general utility, I have 
made some inquiries among my nau- 
tical friends, with a view to ascertain 
both the truth and the cause of this 
phenomenon. Several captains” of 
ships with whom I am acquainted, 
and who spent the greater part of their 
lives at sea, have told me that the 
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practice is very oommon; that, or 
various parts of the coast of Africa, 
and in other parts of the world, they 
have frequently obtained water by this 
method ; but, lam bound in candour to 
add, that they all agreed that the wa- 
ter so obtained had a brackish taste, 
and was not so good for many purposes 
as river-water. This, however, which 
appears to be an additional proof that 
the water in the pits is sea-water, 
freshened by percolation through the 
sand, was probably occasioned by the 
shallowness of their pits; for, their 
usual method ‘of making the experi- 
ment, I find, was to dig a hole in the 
sand, and sink therein a tub, to keep 
up the sides. A trial upon this scale 
can hardly be said to produce the de- 
sired effect. Bacon says, ‘ Dig a pit 
upon the sea-shore, somewhat above 
the high-water mark, and sink it as 
deep as the low-water mark, and as the 
tide cometh in, it will fill with water 
fresh and potable.” There is a wide 
difference between sinking a tub in a 
hole in the sand, and digging a pit of 
the depth, and consequent capacity, 
described by Bacon. ‘There is another 
point wherein there is a remarkable 
coincidence between the obseryations 
of Bacon and Capt. Layman. ‘The 
latter tells us, that the water from the 
pits was “more pure and free from 
earthy salts than river-water.” And 
the former says, “ all earth hath in it 
a kind of nitrous salt, from which sand 
is more free; and, besides, earth doth 
not strain the water so finely as sand.” 

Will Capt. Layman have the good- 
ness to state whether he dug his pits 
above the high water-mark, and to 
what depth? ‘J. Fircr. 

Stepney, Oct. 3. ~ 
—_ = 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

‘& MONGST the many valuable and 
practical hints for social im- 

provements, which your pages have 
successively contained, you gave in p. 
106 of your September number, the 
letter of Mr. James Gilbertson, of 
Hertford, stating the mode in which 
his tallow-melting house had been ren- 
dered innoxious to his neighbours, 
who often previously had complained 
bitterly thereof; and, very properly, 
the same subject was revived in p. 
284 of your October number. 

I am happy, therefore, as a con- 
stant reader of your work fromits com- 

mencement, 
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mencement, and one who _has watched, 
and frequently observed permanent 
good to arise. out of, the notifications 
which you have from time to time ju- 
diciously made and widely circulated, 
to mention, that, happening a few 
days ago to converse with a considera- 
ble tallow-chandler, who resides in the 
north-west part of London, and asking 
him if he was a reader of your 
Monthly Magazine, he replied in the 
negative, but added, that he had lately 
received an official letter, calling his 
attention to an improvement described 
therein, by which the possibility of his 
tallow-melting being offensive to his 
neighbours might, as he understood, 
be prevented, and that he intended 
forthwith to examine into, and adopt, 
so great an improvement. 

At my request, the chandler has 
sent me a copy of the official letter 
alluded to, only omitting therein the 
names of places. and persons; but 
which, nevertheless, he separately 
furnished, (and they are, in confidence, 
sent to you,) but wished them not to 
be published at present; and which 
letter, I trust you will concur with me 
in thinking, is calculated to do much 

_ good when generally known, and 
when, as I doubt not will happen, cir- 
culars of the same. nature are sent 
from other paving-boards, vestries, or 
other public bodies having the care of 
the streets of London and other great 
towns, and on whom devolve the du- 
ties of preventing nuisances of all 
kinds, in or adjacent to the same. 
Cireular from the Board of Commissioners 
jor Paving, Lighting, Cleansing, §c. the 

District of the Parish of 
in the County of Middlesex, to all Tallow 
Chandlers and Melters of Fat, residing in 
the said District. : 

Sir, October —, 1822. 
Tue attention of this Board has on 

various occasions been called, by petitions 
from the inhabitants of the streets and 
places within its jurisdiction, (which ex- 
tends to the removal or prevention of 
iiuisances,) complaining of the great annoy- 
ance and nuisance experienced from the 
melting of kitchen-stuff or tallow, for the 
making of candles, in or adjacent to such 
streets, and praying the removal of such 
nuisances, Out of a regard for the means 
of livelihood of the tallow-chandlers so 
complained against, and considering the 
property which most ofthem had embarked 
in fitting-up their melting-houses, or as 
good-will of their businesses, the commis- 
sioners have hitherto been reluctant to in- 
lerfere, except in some vew or grossly- 
Monty Mae, No, 375. 
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offensive cases ; because they were, at those 
times, uninformed of any practicable 
mode of preventing the escape and diffu- 
sion in the streets of the offensive effluvia 
alluded to; or with any remedy, but 
forcing the discontinuance of the tallow- 
melting complained of. 

But, having lately had read to them, 
from Sir Richard Phillips’s “ Monthly 
Magazine,” for September 1822, p. 107, 
an account, by Mr. James Gilbertson, a 
tallow-melter of Hertford, Herts, of a very 
simple addition made to his melting cop- 
pers, by which the steam and effluvia 
therefrom are made to descend, and then 
pass up through the fire employed beneath 
to heat the coppers; the commissioners 
have now thought it their duty to the 
inhabitants and the public, to call your 
particular attention to the above circum- 
stance; in the hope, that, either by the 
mode Mr. Gilbertson has adopted, or by 
some other effectual mode, you will in 
future contrive to entirely prevent any 
offensive effluvia, from the melting of 
kitchen-stuff or tallow in your house or 
premises, from escaping into the public 
streets or places; and thereby prevent 
future complaints coming before this, 
Board; which, as now informed on the 
subject, would not feel itself justified in 
dismissing any well-supported complaints, 
as often heretofore havehappened. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
Clerk. 

By order of the Commissioners, 
Mr. 

In the course of making some very 
recent inquiries on the subject of the 
improvement stated by Mr. Gilbertson, 
I have heard, from other sources, that 
Messrs. S. and T. Morgan, tallow- 
chandlers and melters, of No, 18, 
Tottenham-Court Road, at an earlier 
period than that referred to by Mr. 
Gilbertson, had, after very consider- 
able expence, succeeded in so altering 
their coppers, as effectually to destroy 
the steam and smell therefrom, when 
melting tallow or stuff; so that the 
most delicate constitutions will net, 
they say, be inconvenienced thereby; 
and it gave me pleasure to learn, and 
Tam happy here to state, that their im- 
provement is free for any of the trade 
to see and adopt: this is as it should 
be; and, though feeling gratitude to 
Mr. Gilbertson for first giving publicity 
to the improvement, and to these gen- 
tlemen for allowing its inspection in a 
more accessible situation than Hert- 
ford, Lhope, Mr. Editor, that you will 
promptly afford part of a page for any 
melter or boiler thes may be pleased 
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to describe his adopted mode of effec- 
tually curing a long-complained-of 
evil, and permitits inspection by those 
interested. 

Mr. Gilbertson truly observes, that 
kitchens and wash-houses, which ne- 
cessarily are situated under many 
good town-houses, may, in the mode 
he has adopted, be prevented from 
sending up into such houses the disa- 
greeable’ and injurious smells and 
damps from steam, which now are too 
common. Brewing, likewise, by simi- 
lar adaptations, may be carried on upon 
many private premises, from whence, 
now, its smell and steam exclude the 
practice. In large towns there are 
also tripe-boilers, cat and dog’s-meat 
boilers, glue, size, and varnish, makers, 
and a large class of other tradesmen, 
who use coppers or boilers, the fumes 
and steams from which are now woe- 
fully offensive in their several neigh- 
bourhoods; most or all of which in- 
convenience might be prevented, and, 
I presume to hope, ere long will be 
so, through the efforts of other boards 
or vestries, and the corporation of 
London patriotically imitating the ex- 
ample which now has been set them. 

‘W ESTMINSTERENSIS. 
# © The edilor begs to add his opinion, 

that there are many trades aud manufacto- 
ries carried onin London, and other places, 
wherein great and essential improvements 
have taken place, more or less recently, 
and been less or more generally adopted ; 
and which, in no slight ov indirect way, 
concern the public comfort and welfare; 
which improvements, nevertheless, are but 
partially known and used; and, particu- 
larly, have not yet had the opportunity of 
being adopted in other practicable ways 
and situations ; like the new adoptions of 
the improved tallow-melter’s coppers, last 
alluded to by his valued correspondent 
above: to all notifications of this kind, Lis 
pages will ever be open, and the names of 
parties, &c, communicated to the editor, 
(for authenticity and private use,) withheld 
therein, whenever the same may be 
wished, 

a 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
LETTERS ON WALES, 

From Griffith Tudor, at Icstiniog, to his 
friend Frank Wilmot at Oxford. 

LETTER Il. 
Welsh Poetry—Aneurin—The Gododin 

and Odes of the Months. 

Y pear WiLmMot,—Y ou have my 
. hearty thanks for your long 

epistle, which has just reached me ; 
and, more particularly, for the free 
anc honest remarks it contains on 

Tudor’s Letters on Wales. [ Dec. 1 
both mine. Partial as you may sup- 
pose me to be to our national min- 
strelsy, I can still fecl the justice of 
your strictures upon it. It is, indeed, 
as you truly observe, according to our 
present notions of poetry, more artifi~ 
cial than natural, better qualificd to 
win the ear than to captivate thei ma- 
gination or instruct the judgment. 
And for all this I endeavoured to ac- 
count, in my last letter, by referring it 
to that association with the strains of 
the musician, which it has -stablished 
from tine immemorial. But will you 
be bold enough to assert, that this was 
not the most prominent characteristic 
of all ancient minstrelsy? Take, for 
example, that of Amphion and Or- 
pheus, who charmed not only the brute 
creation, but made eyen sticks and 
stones alive to the “‘ mazy riming soul 
of melody,” as they sang their poctical 
incantations to the sound of their 
lyres. And I verily believe, that 
when the Roman orator spoke of 
“stirring up the very stones of Rome 
to mutiny,” his oration would not haye 
evaporated ina mere rhetorical flou- 
rish, had he fortunately possessed the 
skill of cither of the aforesaid musi- 
cians. But, jesting apart, does it not 
strike you, my dear Frank, as it docs 
me most forcibly, that to gratify the 
ear, and the ear only, was the grand 
aim of the primitive poetry of alk 
countries; and that the character in 
which the Muse now appears, as the 
charmer of our fancy and. the en- 
lightener of our understanding, is in 
reality the more artificial one? Ori- 
ginally a mere minstrel, in the sim- 
plest sense of the word, she has 
become by turns a painter, alogician, 
a philosopher, and a divine; from the 
unsophisticated child of nature she 
has grown into the accomplished pupil 
of academies and of schools. If lam 
right in this, the distinguishing feature 
of Welsh poetry, which you deem so 
much against it, if no proof of its pro- 
gressive advances in the scate of re- 
finement, is at least an unquestionable 
mark of its ancient origin. Concede 
to me but this, and I will ask no 
more, until you have attained your 
meditated proficiency in my native 
tongue; when I shail expect you will 
also admit, that the metrical beauties 
of the Cambrian Muse make some 
amends for her deficiency in those 
other acquirements, which you deem 
so essential. 
When I closed my last letter, it was 

my 
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my intention to take you by surprise 
in this, by starting some new theme, 
which should have no connexion with 
what 1 have already handled; but 
your urgent entreaty to know some- 
thing of our most eminent bards 
obliges me to alter my plan; and, ac- 
cordingly, to make an easy transition 
frem poctry to its professors, from the 
att to the artists. : 

The poctical history of the Cymry, 
or Welsh, embraces two remarkable 
epochs, at least as far as concerns the 
yoets of whom we have any remains. 
These are the sixth and twelfth cen- 
turfes, when our native awen appears 
io have shone with a lustre which suc- 
ceeding ages have not been able to 
rival. The chief luminaries of the 
first period are—Ancurin, Llywarch 
the aged, and Taliesin; the two for- 
mer natives of Cambria, or North 
Britain, and the latter of Wales. 
There flourished during the same time 
other poets, a few of whose effusions 
still survive, and among whom Merd- 
din deserves to be particularised; but 
the three -I have before mentioned 
have ever been held in the highest 
estimation, as well for their poetical 
merit, as for the historical value of 
their productions. But I foresee that 
even acursory notice of one only of this 
hardic triumyirate will supply mate- 
rials for a long letter: I shall therefore 
reserve the account of the other two, 
as well as the consideration of the se- 
cond epoch of Welsh poctry, for a 
more seasonable opportunity. 

Were lI to act in compliance with 
our national prejudice upon this 
point, T should begin with Taliesin; 
who, as having been born and nur- 
tured amongst our mountains, is more 
emphatically Welsh than cither of the 
other two. But I prefer adhering to 
the order I have adopted, as Anecurin 
is the author of the longest and most 
important of all the ancient poems that 
have descended to our times. 

Aneurin, then, was a native of that 
part of the kingdom now called Nor- 
thumberland, and anciently inhabited 
by the Ottadini, a name derived, in all 
probability, from the Welsh Gododini, 
implying the inhabitants of a region 
bordering on the coverts, Our bard 
was born during the close of the fifth, 
or Commencement of the sixth, cen- 
tury ; aud was one of a very numerous 
progeny, amongst whom the celebrated 
Gildas is also numbered, unless, as has 
heen plausibly conjectured, Ancuriu 
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and Gildas are to be considered as dif- 
ferent names for the same individual.* 
The father of Aneurin was Caw, a 
distinguished chieftain of that warlike 
age, and was compelled by the trou- 
bles of the times to seek, with his fa- 
mily, an asylum in Wales. 

There is no certain account of the 
early life of our poet; but, when ar- 
rived at the age of manhood, we find 
him opposed to the Saxons amongst 
the other defenders of his native soil. 
‘This we learn from his own testimony, 
in the principal poem which he has 
left us, written on the disastrous battle 
of Cattraeth, in which he was engaged. 
The result of this conflict deprived his 
father of his territory, and drove him 
and his family to the exile I have 
already alluded to. However, the 
bard himself had the good fortune to 
escape unhurt from the bloody field ; 
a circumstance which he ascribes, 
like Horace on a similar occasion, to 
the sacredness of his poetical charac- 
ter. For, after noticing the very few 
chieftains who had the same good for- 
tune, he observes, 
And { too was saved from the spilling of ny blood, 
As the recompense of my fair song, 

The corresponding expression of the 
Roman lyrist you will readily call to 
mind, 

From this time Aneurin became a 
residentin Wales. His father appears 
to have had some territory assigned to 
him in Anglesey; but the bard took 
refuge amongst the associates of Ca- 
dog the Wise, at his college in South 
Wales, where, in all probability, he 
spent the residue of his days. It was 
perhaps in this retreat, tbe resort of 
the learned and pious‘of that age, that 
Aneurin contracted the intimacy with 
Taliesin, to which both bards bear tes- 
timony, and which the congeniality of 
their genius and disposition must have 
favoured in a peculiar degree. Our 
poet died about the year 570; and, 
according to the Historical Triads, 
his death was occasioned by tho blow 
of an axe from the bands of an assas- 
sin, That Aneurin was held in high 
repute by his cotemporaries is evident, 
from the epithets by which he has 

* This is the opinion of Dr. Owen 
Pughe, in his “Cambrian Biography,” 
and which he founds upon two circum- 
stances. The first is, that Gildas appears 
to be a mere translation of Aneurin; and 
the second, that Aneurin and Gildas never 
occur together in the enumeration of the 
children of Caw in our old manuscripts. 

beon 
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been distinguished in the Triads, and: 
other ancient Welsh records, where 
“ Ancurin of the flowing muse,” and 
“ Aneurin, monarch of the bards,” are 
his ordinary appellations. 

Such is the outline, which the few 
notices that time has left us enable me 
to give you, of the life of the Ottadi- 
nian bard ; and, when you reflect upon 
the remoteness of the age in which he 
lived, and on its unenlightened and 
turbulent character, you will allow 
that much more could hardly have 
been expected. The poems ascribed 
to Aneurin are two,—the Gododin, and 
the Odes of the Months. The first of 
these is the one I have already alluded 
to, in which he sings of the battle of 
Cattraeth, so fatal to the indepen- 
dance of his country. This is the only 
Welsh poem which has any pretension 
to an epic character, and even that 
not according to the rules laid down 
by Aristotle and Bossu. It is more 
properly an heroic poem, consisting of 
a series of encomiastic or elegiac stan- 
zas, in which the bard celebrates his 
fellow-chieftains who fell in the cala- 
mitous fight. These he represents as 
amounting to 363; and it is thought 
by some that the number of stanzas in 
the poem at first corresponded with 
that of the chieftains. If so, the Go- 
dodin, as we now have it, forms but a 
fragment of the original production ; 
and from some internal evidence, to 
be found in the occasional abruptness 
and obscurity of the poem, this ap- 
pears to be very probable. But I can- 
not.give you a more accurate idea of 
this ancient relic (for its genuineness 
seems unquestionable,) than what you 
may derive from a passage in Mr. 
Turner’s able ‘“ Vindication of the 
Welsh Bards,” which I shall therefore 
transcribe. 

“The Gododin of Aneurin, (says 
Mr. Turner,) the longest of the ancient 
British poems, is a very distinguished 
monument of antiquity, and its inter- 
nal evidence is peculiarly strong. It 
is not of easy construction, because 
its text is much injured, and because 
it contains much lyric measure, inter- 
mixed with the full heroic rhyme, and 
with the singular ornaments of Welsh 
poetry. The expressions are often- 
times very concise, its transitions very 
rapid and frequent, its diction strong 
and figurative, and sometimes. made 
more difficult, by the peculiar com- 
pound terms, in which the poet in- 
dulges, and which the Welsh language 
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with great facility admits. Though 
an heroic poem of 920 lines with one 
subject, it exhibits a strong character 
of genuine unpolished irregularity. It 
has no elegant or artificial invocations. 
The bard was a warrior, and had 
fought in the conflict he describes. 
He was commemorating friends and 
fellow-soldiers: he had to state what 
he saw. There is, thercfore, no re- 
flective or refined address; he bursts 
at once into his subject, and begins 
by describing, not his plan or purpose, 
but one of his heroes.” ' 

This, then, is the Gododin; and you 
will adinit, that a poem written on 
such a plan, and with so little art, 
whatever may be its merit as a poe- 
tical work, cannot fail to be of some 
value as an historical record. As Mr. 
Turner alludes to the opening lines, 
I cannot resist the temptation offered 
by the occasion to introduce them to 
your acquaintance in a metrical: Eng- 
lish version, for all the imperfections 
of which you must hold me respon- 
sible :— 

Lo! the youth, in mind a man, 
Daring in the battle’s van! 
See the splendid warrior’s speed, 
On his fleet and thick-maned steed, 
As his buckler, beaming wide, 
Decks the courser’s slender side, 
With his steel of spotless mould, 
Ermin’d vest and spurs of gold. 
Think not, youth, that e’er from me 
Hate or spleen shall flow to thee: 
Nobler meed thy virtues claim, 
Eulogy and tuneful fame. 
Ah! much sooner comes thy bier 
‘han thy mapelel feast, I fear 5 
Ere thou mak’st the foeman bleed, 
Ravens on thy corse shall feed. 
Owain, lov’d companion, friend, 
To birds a prey,—is this thy end? 
Tell me, steed, on what sad plain 
Thy ill-fated lord was slain ? 

The commencement of the poem, you 
perceive, is in the lyric measure. I 
will now give you an example or two 
of the “full heroic rhyme,” as Mr, 
Turer calls it, in which the poem is 
priucipally written; and, in order to. 
make the first of the following pas- 
sages more intelligible, I should pre- 
mise that the disastrous result of the 
battle of Cattraeth is ascribed to the 
state of inebriety in which the Britons 
took the field, a circumstance of 
which the poet scarcely loses sight 
throughout the whole poem :— 
At Cattraeth’s scene of blood, when told by fame, 
Humanity will long deplore the loss ; q 
A throne with nought to sway, a murky soil. 
Godebog’s proyveny, a faithful band, 
“On biers are borne, to glut the yawning grave. 
Wretched their doom, yet true the destiuy 
Erst sworn to Tudvoleh and to Cyvolch proud,— 
That, though by blaze of torch they quaff’d clear 

mead, 
Though sweet its taste, its curse should long be felt. 

I shall next translate a passage, 
which 
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which celebrates a warrior named 
Cynon, and is, I think, written with 
much natural feeling. It will, per- 
haps, remind you of some parts of the 
Iliad, in which similar allusions to the 
private qualities of a hero are inter- 
mixed with a commemoration of his 
martial prowess; a peculiarity which 
is also observable throughout the cele- 
brated effusions of the bard of Cona. 
But you must not hence conclude that 
the productions of the Welsh bards 
bear any general resemblance to the 
presumed remains of Ossian. They 
are ofa character quite different, as I 
may hereafter be able to show you, 
and it is only in a few isolated in- 
stances that we find any affinity. But 
it is time I should lay before you the 
last specimen I mean at present to 
offer of the Gododin. The translation 
is not only line for line, but almost 
word for word, that you may be the 
better enabled to form an opinion of 
the character of the original :— 
None made the social hall so free from care 
As gentle Cynon, Clinion’s sovereign lord; 
For highest rank he never proudly strove, 
And whom he once had known he ne’er would slight. 
Yet was his spear keen-pointed, and well knew 
To pierce with truest aim th’ embattled line; 
Swift flew his steed to meet the hostile storm, 
And death was on his blade, as with the dawn 
He rush’d to war in glory’s splendid day. 

The “Odes of the Months,” as the 
other poem ascribed to Aneurin is 
called, is a mere serics of stanzas, 
painting by touches, as it were, the 
more prominent features of the several 
months in the year. ‘The poem might 
therefore more accurately be entitled 
“‘Stanzas on the Months,” which is, in 
fact, the literal translation of the 
Welsh name Englynion y Misoedd. 
You will be satisfied, no doubt, with a 
single specimen of this production, 
though 1 assure you it contains many 
shrewd sentiments and acute observa- 
tions on the distinguishing characte- 
ristics of the respective seasons. The 
following is a literal prose version of 
the poet’s description of the month of 
March:— 
In the month of March great is the vivacity of the 

8, 
And bitterly blows the cold blast over the furrows ; 
Yet fine weather shall outlive the foul, 
As anger is more durable thin grief, 
Every thing living is eager to bring forth, 
Every fow! acknowledges its mate; 
All things shall spring up from the ground, 
Save the dead alone,—for strong is his prison, 

In the same cursory manner are the 
prominent traits of the other months 
described, each stanza terminating, as 
in this instance, with some moral 
axiom; a mode of writing, I should 
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tell you, in particular favour with the 
early Welsh bards. 

I have now done, my dear Frank, at 
least for the present, with the poems 
of Aneurin, and which 1 must beg of 
you to remember are not to be appre= 
ciated by the same standard that has 
established the reputation of the clas- 
sical effusions of Greece and Rome. 
The Gododin is not to be placed by_ 
the side of the renowned master- 
pieces of the Mzeonian and Mantuan 
bards. It was the offspring of an age, 
which, in comparison with those that 
gave birth to the Iliad and Aineid, 
cannot but be deemed barbarous ; and 
you must therefore be prepared to find 
it marked by the irregularity and 
wildness characteristic of such a pe- 
riod. However it has, notwithstand- 
ing, many claims on the attention of 
the scholar,—of him, at least, who de- 
lights to trace the few surviving ves- 
tiges of the manners and history of our 
ancestors, during a season of peculiar 
gloom, in which the bards of the 
‘Cymry afford us almost the only lights 
we possess. You will wonder, per- 
haps, that I thus rank Aneurin 
amongst the luminaries of my native 
country; but you cannot be ignorant, 
that the north of England, as well as 
Cornwall, was in that age inhabited 
by the same race of people that have 
since been exclusively confined to the 
mountains of Wales. These were the 
Cymry, of whom I shall have much to 
say hereafter. I will merely now add, 
that the name implies a first or abori- 
ginal people, as the Welsh have ever 
denominated themselves with respect 
to the other inhabitants of this island. 

Once more, vive et vale, and believe 
me, dear Wilmot, 

Your ever sincere 
Festiniog ; GrirFitH Tupor.’ 

July 12, 1822. ¢ 
—a— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. — 
SIR, 
ERHAPS the following recipe 
for preserving shoc-leather may 

be found acceptable :— _ 
‘Z pint of drying oil (boiled linseed oil), 
1 02. of bees’ wax. : 
1 oz, of spirits of turpentine, 

» 4 oz. of Burgundy pitch. 
To be melted together, over a slow 
fire, in an earthen vessel. 

If new boots be saturated with the 
above composition, and left to hang 
in a warm place fora weck or ten 
days, they will not only be rendered 

soft 
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soft and pleasant, but also impervious 
to wet, (at least to a great degree,) 
and will very seldom be found to 
crack at the sides. Cc. H. 

, —_— 

Tothe Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

HAVE read with some interest 
-&. the accounts your correspondents 
have furnished you of the book-socic- 
ties to which they belong: perhaps I 
may be pardoned in again agitating 
the subject, but I am induced so to do 
beeause I think the arrangements hi- 
therto proposed might be rendered 
more simple and beneficial. 
The book-club to which I belong, 

and of which I am secretary, consists 
of twelve members only; we meet at 
each other’s houses four times in the 
year,—to propose books, and to ar- 
range the affairs of the society. At 
our meeting in March the books are 
sold to the highest bidder. We are 
subject to some laws and regulations, 
which may be summed up in a few 
words :—First, no member shall keep 
the book beyond the specified period ; 
in default of which he shall.be fined 
three pence for each day. Omitting 
to date a book, cither on receiving or 
delivering it, the fine is one shilling. 
Absence when the names are called 
over at any of the meetings, the fine 
is two shillings and sixpence. 

An annual subscription of one gui- 
nea constitutes a member. 

Thus, what with the subscriptions’ 
and the fines, we generally realize 182. 
a-year ; to which may be added 8/. the 
price the books generally fetch at the 
sale: making in all 26/. We circulate 
nearly all the popular works, and we 
take in some of the periodicals. The 
following is, as nearly as possible, our 
yearly account :— £5. d, 
‘The Monthly and Gentleman's 

Magazines ---+-++ssceseseee 2 16 
The Edinburgh and Quarterly Re- 

WHOUUE E Kidmieleiicice Sb bbls cutee ae o 
The Literary Speculum ---+++-+ 0-12 
‘The Literary Register --.-++-+- 0 17 

} 6 13 

Miscellaneous Works ++++ 19 6 

26 0 

From which may be subtracted 
discount of ten per cent. allowed by 
the booksellers, which will more than 
suffice to defray the other expences of 
the club. Our miscellancous books 

Poloriresec oOo 
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consist of works of fiction, poetry, ge- 
neral literature, and science. 

Clifford-place, J. RerTHam. 
Goswell-street Road. 

— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
AN IRISHMAN’S NOTES during a VISIT 

to PARIS. 
NO, If. 

HE first—at least one of the first— 
places the English visitor goes to 

in Paris, is to a gaming-house ; he wilt 
probably promenade the gardens of the 
Tuilleries, and walk through the gal- 
leries of the Louvre, during the day, 
and then at night take a peep at the 
play. Seven gaming-establishments 
are farmed out through the town un- 
der a licence, which is purchased 
from the government; they are con- 
trolled by it through a committee of 
administration, and are open to every 
loiterer from noon of the one day to 
the dawn of the next. Sunday occa- 
sions no interruption of the eager la- 
bour. , The profits they produce, after 
the deduction of all expenditure and 
charge, is averaged at 500,000/. yearly; 
and: it is not unusnal, as I understand, 
with a contractor, the better to secure 
the continuanee of his license, to make 
morning presents of 100 napolcons to 
authority: in what quarter, 1 am sorry 
1 do not know. 

So much is enquired after them out 
of Paris, and such eventful news do 
they supply the daily coterics in Paris 
with, that I felt much curiosity to ob- 
trude myself,—as the phrase is in 
London,—into Hell. The fancy at first 
produced some of the minor’s squcam- 
ishness: ere I went to be damned, 
I took a day’s leisure to make indirect 
enquiries, and choose my ground. At 
length I fixed upon a descent alone to 
No.9, in the Palais Royal, (Galerie de 
Pierre,) as a haunt in which, on ac- 
count of the indiscriminate and hum- 
ble folks report peopled it with, ¥ 
should in all probability fall in with no 
one I already knew, or might meet 
again ; and certainly not with a coun- 
tryman,—for the establishment was 
not stylish, but rather low. In both 
respects I misjudged: I passed two 
Englishmen, heartily cursing the thing, 
as I went up-stairs; there were, be- 
sides, others in the rooms; and the 
first player, whose vagaries particu- 
larly caught my attention, was a 
giddy-hearted boy from Picardy, who 
lodged at the same hotel with me. 

As 
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As I opened the door, I found on 

either side the eyes of a gendarme, in 
‘undress, fixed upon me. I dare say I 
looked foolishly ; for I felt rather con- 
fused as I ascended; their presence 
was most wnexpected: a military 
beard in a private house does not 
create very agreeable sensations to an 
Englishman; and, particularly, I did 
not at all like the kind of look they 
gave me. For a second [ bethought 
myself, and scon mentally decided, 
when a rogue in Paris pilfers in lar- 
eeny, he runs here to rid himself of 
the uneasiness of ill-gotten wealth, and 
the strong looks of these soldiers are 
meant asa test of character. My first 
impulse was to retreat in shame: I 
had paused; but a man held out his 
hand for my hat and switch, so I took 
the number of the peg on which they 
were to be, and putit into my pocket. 
By-the-bye, one is never admitted into 
any public place in France with them, 
and the porter always expects remu- 
neration for the partial guardianship : 
hence, as I went about curiously, my 
hat soon cost me double its valuc, and 
for my switch,—it now lies unused, 
from memory thereof, in my chamber,— 
I paid, as to its worth, I dare say at 
the rate of about a thousand per 
cent. 
Thus I entered, and disgust seized 

me in a moment: the air of the 
room, was heavy and close, where a 
crowd of men, badly dressed, and 
poorly featured, silently surrounded a 
long table, covered with green cloth. 
For the presumption of a scene of 
wealth, it was strewed with rouleaus of 
gold and silver, and folds of notes 
shifted their lettered edges with the 
lightest current of air, as if temptingly 
eager to leap into the gambler’s 
pocket. Otherwise, here was no 
splendor. At the corner seemed as- 
sembled literally a generation: an 
aged father, with long prudential face, 
and sage experienced hand, ruled the 
hazardous motions of his son, who 
wanted hastily to stake for a chance of 
a capital, with which to set up again 
the business in which he had only 
failed during the week; while the art- 
less wonder of a little boy, the heir of 
his speculative fatuity, as he fondled 
betweemhis legs, served not a little to 
flush his imagination to a bolder risk. 
Hence, as my eyes wandered, I ob- 
served, one after the other, many a 
man whose garb babbled distress far 
more forcibly than eye eyer spoke 
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favour; many a one was there before 
me no longer what he had been, and 
many another hoping soon to be what 
he never was. Down they sat, side 
by side, in equality ; the antient mar- _ 
quis and his old valet ; the man of busi- 
ness and the sheer spendthrilt; the 
Jew and the Christian; the soldier 
and the sexton; and that most miser- 
able of the born, who ever ended his 
incessant boast of the former honours 
his name had held, by a lamentation 
of his own present want and bad luck ; 
and again, just opposite to him, was 
the more cheerful wight, who was only 
remembered by the name he got in 
baptism, and even that contracted. 
In a word, on the same old chairs 
were huddled unceremoniously toge- 
ther, men of every rank and. every 
character; the poor and the honest,— 
aye, honest, I believe, there were even 
there; alike unheedful of the rogue be- 
side; and the rogue as unpresuming 
on the honour of a seat next a fellow- 
creature of decent pretensions. 

After twelve at night the scene 
heightens: the gay of the neighbour- 
hood are admitted. Some of them 
play, and surprise the men by the grace 
with which they lose, and the superior 
ease with which they win: others, who 
lack. the means to display this elegant 
facility in the same manner, advance 
smiles and sweet words to smooth the 
cares of the unfortunate, and improve 
the joys-of the winner. Less order 
now prevails: the girls laugh loudly, 
and the luckless still more loudly de- 
nounce their lot, and imprecate their 
folly. The banker implores silence, 
but in vain; the uacharitable officer at 
last removes the offender, little heed- 
ing the earnest oath, that the next bail 
is to restore the night’s losses. 

But to be particular : [moved down 
to the foot of the table, for a clear 
view, and soon acquired a knowledge 
of the game before me—Roulette.. 
In the centre of the table is a cylindri- 
cal cavity, for the circulation of a ball, 
which is thrown in by a marker, and’ 
forced into rapid motion by a cross, 
which turns on a pivot, and barely 
skims the surface. Inside are promis- 
cuously set, in a circle of little holes, 
a cypher, a double cypher, and thirty- 
six numbers, half painted red, and 
half black. From this sphere to either 
end of the table, for the company to 
stake on, run regularly, in three rows, 
the same cypher, double cypher, and 
thirty-six numbers, half painted black, 

and 
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and half red. The space remaining 
outside these rows, and the edges of 
the table, is parted, for stakes also, 
into sections, marked—Red and Black, 
—Odd and Even,—Missed and Pass- 
ed. ‘The whole is conducted by six 
persons, called bankers; two sit on 
each sideof the cross,—one to spin it, 
the other to draw in with a crook, and 
pay, the moneys: each of these is re- 
lieved, after a while, by his fellow on 
the opposite side; and the fifth and 
sixth are at the top and bottom of the 
table, to distribute the payments as 
they are tossed down from the bank, 
and keep the surface orderly. 

Just as I took my stand, a banker 
exclaimed, ‘Gentlemen, settle your 
play ;” and atthese words he threw in 
the fatal ball of ivory ; then struck the 
cross into quick rotation on its pivot, 
and in the instant all became eager 
look and silent anxiety. By degrees 
the cross exhausted the force, it had 
received, the ball went on Fromm 
slower, the hum of its rd unds 
feebler; every eye was” Fiven ‘ae 
to a stare; it ceased to be heard, 
the banker cried, “‘21—Red—Odd— 
Passed.” Any stakes on that number, 
and the sections proclaimed, won ; all 
the rest lost. Payment was made in 
a moment, and the losses drawn in 
without a word. 

The many ways in which avaricious 
hope may be excited, and money ha- 
zarded, at this table, constitute the 
great attraction of Roulette. Indeed 
so strong and seductive did it appear 
to me, as I looked into the faces 
around me, and contemplated many a 
deep expression here of the interest it 
excited, there of the vanity it flattered; 
and saw speculation after speculation 
created as more secure, and still more 
certain; I less wondered to count the 
thickness. of the urgent throng busy 
before me, with its delusions, than 
was surprised to learn that, with 
a temptation so specious ever in 
their sight, many lived who never 
had risked a frane upon the cloth. 

If a player put money upon a single 
number, and it happen to prove lucky, 
he is paid thirty-six times the sum he 
deposited; if on two numbers toge- 
ther, and one of them be fortunate, 
eighteen times the stake; nine times 
if “he succeed on one of four, and six 
times if he win one of six. He may 
play upon the numbers of a row, and 
by the declaration of one of them dou- 
ble what he staked; he may even 

1 
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choose two rows, and the winning 
number in them, get half what he 
placed on them. Then come the 
ehances: Red and Black—Odd and 
Even—Missed, which includes the 
eighteen first, and Passed the eighteen 
last numbers; upon these the event of 
success doubles the stake. As well as 
the numbers, I observed the’ cypher 
and double cypher open for stakes, 
and similarly paid; so that, but for 
this difference, the game would pre- 
sent equal fortune to the player and 
the bank: as it is, they make the odds 
twenty in its favour to eighteen 
against it. 

The sums risked varied considerably 
from a piece of thirty sous,—the lowest 
the administration -receive,—to many 
more napoleons than, from their ap- 
pearance, I had supposed the parties 
could sport. The larger proportion 
seemed, without much thought, to 
make a single stake upon a single ha- 
zard: at times, too, I had to smile with 
these ; as one of them would heartily. 
rub his hands, and brighten his eyes, 
in agreeable surprise, at the success 
of inconsideration; but always, and 
immediately afterwards, I was sure to 
catch the desponding looks 6f others, 
who by the same means became mere- 
ly spectators of what they were lately 
possessors of. Some there were who 
took various chances at a time, depo- 

sited different sums upon them, and 
had the air of proceeding upon a cal- 
culation of probabilities: how often 
they found their notion of them most 
improbable ! 

There, the wrinkled measures of 
age trebled on his brow by the contor- 
tions of his profound consideration, 
sat a man of simple physiognomy and 
humble appearance. He seemed, as 
he ought to be, lost in the revery; for 
he studied to subject chance to caleu- 
lation. At last he fancies his point is 
arrived; in a moment his stake is on 
the happy section, in another it is 
lost, and he looks stupified at the re- 
sult, scratches his puzzled head as the 
banker withdraws his coin; but then 
soon gives inferences, by a satisfactory 
nod, that he has discovered an error, 
which accounts for all. He restimes 
his meditative labour ; again the sup- 
posed moment of favour arrives: he 
stakes again, again loses, and ex- 
claims, with an oath, that he cannot 
account for the thing. Still, while his 
leathern purse contains a fraction, he 
trusts for a better hour, and continues, 

turn 
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turn after turn, to rise from dejection 
to hope, and falls down again to sor- 
row, untilthe napoleon he stole from 
home, without his poor rib’s privity, is 
expended; and he stalks out of the 
room in a greater fitof abstraction than 
he entered it. 
My attention was principally fixed 

by those who lcoked to be habitual 
gamblers ; they circled near the bank, 
—among them were very old men,— 
sat provided with a card, traced in red 
and black lines, and were armed with 
a strong pin, to mark on it the winning 
section as it was declared, and so 
form notes of elucidation, to guide 
their progress. ‘They generally played 
a martingale, that is, stroke after 
stroke continued to deposit the amount 
just lost with an additional stake: 
thus, supported by a sufiicient fund, 
(and it must, indeed, be a great one,) 
siudying to secure a gain moderate 
and gradual. Upon the repetition of 
such benefit, coolly and invariably 
prolonged, some men, who want a 
more reputable means of income, and 
whose blood has been tempered into 
prudence enough for the exertion by 
years of. vicissitude and sufferance at 
it, are enabled to live in genteel enjoy- 
ment.’ S@veral such were described 
to me; two or three pointed out,—one 
i knew. 

At this scheme Dumar of Picardy: 
was earnestly engaged, when his trou- 
bled looks drew me behind his chair. 
A hundred napoleons were before him 
on the Odd section, and I saw by the 
card he had pricked that he had lost 
eleven balls successively. A glass of 
ice was by his side, (such light refresb- 
ment, a drink of wine, or a bottle of 
beer, are gratuitously supplied by the 
administration,) with this he momen- 
tarily cooled the fever of his passion: 
his countenance was pale, the pin of 
calculation trembled in his fingers, 
and his eyes swelied beyond their or- 
dinary size as he, breathless, fixed 
them upon the ball. It stopped, and 
the banker cried ‘tfive!’ Dumar 
finished his ice at a swallow, put 200 
napoleons into his pocket, and said in - 
a gay tone to the banker, ‘‘ Fare ye 
well, friend: from this day I never 
playa sous more.” Atthe same time, 
he rose from the table, bowed very 
civilly to the company, and came and 
chatted with me. We. walked toge- 
ther to our hotel, and I ventured to 
observe to him, as we went, that I 
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should praise his resplution, but that 
I imagined, as it was made in one mo- 
ment of agitation, so it would be for- 
gotten in another. ‘‘ You mistake me 
(he answered); I have faults, you have 
seen; but you shall also see I have 
some virtue, and a little determina- 
tion.” We reached his apartments, 
and he asked mé in. ‘*'There,” he 
said, as he opened a desk, and rolled 
into it the night’s acquisition ; ‘there, 
at jiast, is the round sum 10,000. 
Look at them, count them. Now, if 
at any time I happen to fall in love 
with a pretty face, and wish to marry 
after my own fancy, and my mother 
object, why with these napoleons I 
remove the difliculty.——Come, (he 
added,) you shall be my friend; take 
the key: V’ll pass through a period of 
probation, and put the power of re- 
lapse out of my hands. ’Tis an infer- 
nal game: I never before suffered at it 
as I did to-night; [ll shun the possi- 
bility of feeling so much again.” 

I smiled as I took the key, from a 
notion that it would not be left in my 
trust for a week ; byt two months have 
passed, and I hold it still. And such 
altogether I have found to be the com- 
plexion of the Frenchman’s character: 
he will occasionally astonish by the 
impetuosity with which he dares the 
most precipitous extremities; and, 
though often fearful at his own teme- 
rity, he fall irrecoverably, still he will 
now and then surprise by the ease and © 
leyity with which he retraces the path 
of danger. PHELIM SENAcHY. 

ee 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, , 
PON reading in your number for 
October, page 238, the “‘ Brief 

Analysis” of the report of the French 
physicians sent to Barcelona to inyes- 
tigate the nature of the fatal fever 
which raged there, I was struck with 
the following remark, “That 300 
fishermen, lodged in the most unheal- 
thy quarter of the city, had escaped the 
dreadful scourge, merely from living 
in seclusion.” Now, 1 am rather in- 
clined to doubt the latter part of this 
sentence, which I have marked in 
italics: that they escaped, I take .to be 
an undoubted fact; but I am of opi- 
nion that their profession had more to 
do with the escape than their isola- 
tion; not that I mean to deny the use- 
fulness of seclusion in contagious cases, 
—but it will be allowed, from the’ 

3G very 
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very nature of their business, that 
fishermen, their families, their cloaths, 
—even their habitations,—must be so 
highly impregnated with a fishy efflu- 
via, as would almost prevent the ap- 
proach of contagion, without any other 
precaution. No one, 1 think, who has 
been at Billingsgate when there was a 
full market of sprats or mackarel, will 
deny this position; and, certainly, if 
they can escape disease with such a 
vile atmosphere of their own around 
them, they may set every evil at de- 
fiance that is conveyed atmospherical- 

_ly, I should imagine. 
Those who have read well authen- 

ticated accounts of the awful plague 
that once devastated this metropolis, 
will recollect that persons engaged in 
certain trades and occupations entirely 
escaped the dreadful visitation, such 
as tallow-melters, slanghtermen, to- 
hbacconists, nightmen, &c. and I be- 
lieve that money was given at that 
time for the privilege of remaining in 
such establishments till the mischief 
had abated. J. M. Lacey. 

Fr 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
OUR Warminster correspondent, 
H. W. desires, analogically, to 

make a closure of the discussion rela- 
tive to an illustrious defunct and his 
fair Quaker; but I, making use of a 
similar analogy, and dissatisfied with 
his summing up, am preparing to re- 
new the original motion, during this 
the succeeding sessions. 

In the first place, I should state, 
-that the intrigue and abduction in 
question, made so little noise at the 
time, that very few individuals knew 
any thing of it, the town absolutely 
nothing at all. Axford, the grocer at 
the corner of the Old Bailey, with 
whom, in fact, I dealt nearly half a 
century since, a heavy and silent man, 
I understood, would never communi- 
cate a word on the subject. H. W. 
says, ““To put a stop to these visits 
(of the prince,) was the reason of get- 
ting her married to Axford.” This 
appears to me a doubtful solution. 
The greater probability is, that such 
marriage was a matter of arrangement 
between the high contracting parties, 
through the mediation of a certain 
-eminent surgeon of that day, equally 
-eminent also in another, and far more 
lucrative and honourable department. 
This, at any rate, was suspected; and 

the Fair Quaker. [Dec. 1, 

the only objection seems to be, the co- 
habitation after the ceremony, gene- 
rally contrary to royal etiquette. But 
who shall affirm that such cohabitation 
really took place. The presumption 
is strongly against it, and the profound 
silence of all the family seems to jus- 
tify the idea of a regular treaty. Were 
it consistent with good manners, I 
could easily point out some persons 
now living, who had a cotemporary 
acquaintance with this subject, and 
who could explain all the chief parti- 
culars ; the retirement of the lady, the 
children (they were few) whichissued 
from the connexion, and their subse- 
quent destination in life. It was un- 
questionably military with regard to one 
son, but it is denied that he ever 
reached the rank of a general officer. 
He was said to have been seen in com- 
pany with Dr. M at Paris, at 
the commencement of the French 
revolution, the Dr. well knowing him 
and his history. 

These researches I hold not only to 
be curious and amusing, but of a far 
more important character, for reasons 
too obvious to call for detail ; and, far 
from confining our researches to the - 
Quaker part of that ancient privilege 
of which our late good, and gracious, 
and favourite monarch, so extensively 
availed himself, I would wish to ex- 
tend them throughout the whole circle, 
laying hold on his royal example, and 
diverting ourselves thereby. To this 
we can certainly claim some, if not a 
prescriptive right, standing, both our 
fathers and ourselves, in the case, as 
his majesty’s patrons. From such a 
patriarch, no doubt but the history of a 
good round left-handed family, Eng- 
lish and German, may be produced. 

To address such as are qualified to 
become correspondents on this inter- 
esting subject, I would advise that 
some particulars be published relative 
to the affair of that other Quaker lady 
who laid so strong hold on the affections 
of the royal Adonis. It was known in 
several private families, as well as at 
court. That lady’s family was highly 
respectable; and, as I have many 
years since heard it hinted, the attempt 
Was instantly and peremptorily dis- 
countenanced by the lady, although in 
the mild and retiring manner of those 
of her persuasion. Of her subsequent 
condition in life I have never been 
informed. CurIosus. 

Clapham, September 5. 
Toe 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 

SIR, 
HE object of procuring a full 
supply of excellent water is cer- 

tainly most important to the inhabitants 
of any place, but is more particularly 
felt where this article is either perni- 
cious in quality, or deficient in quan- 
tity. Since the observations made in 
your useful miscellany on the subject 
of boreing for water, and the success 
attendant thereon at Tottenham, and 
other places, has been read, it has ex- 
cited some interest here to obtain a 
similar supply ; for, although the town 
of Banbury is situated low, compared 
with the surrounding country, yet in 
every dry summer we have a short 
supply of water, which is of a hard in- 
ferior quality. I beg leave, therefore, 
as a participator in this feeling, to 
state a few leading particulars re- 
specting the nature of our situation, 
and probability of obtaining supply by 
means of boreing ; hoping, in a future 
number, some of your correspondents, 
who possess scientific or practical 
knowledge of this business, will kindly 
favour us with their opinion thereon. 

This town is at present supplied 
with water from two small strata of 
rock: the first about twelve or fourteen 
feet deep, a soft reddish brown stone, 
partaking of the appearance of soil, at 
the surface; the second, which is 
called our principal water-rock, is 
situate a little beneath a loamy bed of 
clay, is about twenty or twenty-five 
fect below the surface, and about two 
feet thick, composed of a strong blue 
stone, yielding a hard water, to this 
depth, with a few feet below for a 
basin: all the wells, with an exception 
ortwo, are confined. But, after passing 
this rock, we come to a stratum of 
clay, from fifty to sixty feet thick, 
mixed with clay-stones, petrifactions, 
and some pieces of cannel or candle 
coal; at the bottom of which, and about 
eighty feet below the surface, is a rock 
containing a powerful spring of soft 
water. Thisis no sooner tapped, than it 
rises in the shaft to the level of the 
rock above ; bit this experiment has 
only been tried in two instances in the 
town, the last of which fell in directly 
after making, owing to the carelessness 
of the man who bricked it. Of what 
thickness or material this bottom rock 
is composed, none can give account, 
for, as soon as the superincumbent clay 
was removed, the water rose so fast 

_as to preclude examination. I wish to 
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observe, also, that, within the compass 
of five to nine miles above and below 
Banbury, there appears three different 
strata, easily observed by their colour 
at the surface: the first, on the highest 
ground, is a species of white lime, 
slate, and free-stone, being south-west 
of Banbury, sweeping from Chipping 
Norton to Aynha, Brackley, and 
furtherinto Northamptonshire, forming 
a sort of elliptical curve ; this is suc- 
ceeded by the red-brown strata en- 
compassing Banbury, and terminating 
with the range of Edge-hills about 
nine miles below, and is there suc- 
ceeded by a stratum of stronger blue 
stone and clay soil, maintaining a 
similarity of sweep with each other. 
Now, my opinion from the above ob- 
servation is, that the soft-water rock, 
lying under Banbury at the depth of 
eighty feet above-mentioned, is the 
same with the white rock that appears 
at the surface in the range of country 
from Chipping Norton to Northamp- 
tonshire, south-west of us, say five or 
six miles; and that it has an inclination 
towards this and the still lower parts of 
the country: and, if these ideas are 
right respecting it, then the dip thereof 
will be the eighty feet below the sur- 
face; to which may be added twenty 
feet in the horizontal level, making 
together 100 feet in five miles’ distance ; 
so that, should any vein be tapped 
connected with such a source, and 
properly secured, it would rise in a 
cylinder or vase twenty feet above the 
level of this town. If we follow the 
strata in its descent, appearances at 
first sight seem to preclude all hope of 
the above results: the reddish-brown 
strata in which Banbury is situate, con- 
tinues, with a little diversity in the 
features of the earth, with nearly an 
horizontal level to the range of Edge- 
hills, where it terminates with a bold 
declivity of at least 150 or 200 feet, 
beyond which is a large extent or 
sweep of level country, comprising 
Kineton, Southam, &c. where rises a 
considerable branch of the river Avon. 
Now, it may be easily conjectured, the 
deep spring-waters I have spoken of 
at Banbury, may disengage themselves 
in this valley, and form a part of sup- 
ply -to the aforesaid branch of the 
Avon, which would defeat the de- 
sirable object of these waters rising 
to our surface ; but, if we make a cal- 
culation of the dip of strata, we shall 
find it almost impossible, neither does 
its nature at all correspond ; for; if the 
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white rock, containing this soft and 
plentiful supply of water, dips 100 feet 
in five miles, then, it being nine from 
hence, the depth at that point, deduct- 
ing the descent of the hill, must be 
80 or 100 feet. By a comparison 
of the rock and clay, situate about 
twenty-five feet below our surface, 
and the soil and rock below Hdge- 
hills, there appears no doubt of its 
being the same. A calculation of the 
dip, also, brings our rock at twenty- 
five feet deep nearly to the surface 
below the hills. This then accounts 
in some measure for our short supply 
of water, as there is little doubt our 
rock discharges itself in that level, and 
furnishes a portion of water that sup- 
plies the Avon; hence, in a dry time, 
when the fissures in the rock can drain 
it off fast as produced, no more can be 
obtained in the basin of clay, which 
each well has beneath the rock, than 
what is produced in its own vicitiity ; 
and this will be a greater or less 
quantity, regulated by the inequalities 
of partial elevation or depression of 
the rock where each well is situated, 
from the circumstance of this rock 
being only two feet thick, and increas- 
ing to eight or ten in some places be- 
low the hills. I think it originates but 
a little above Banbury; if so, this is 
another cause of our dearth. If these 
ideas are correct, it is evident, what- 
ever means we adopt to obtain a sup- 
ply of the lower spring-water, it is im- 
possible to ascertain the height to 
which it would rise without first sinking 
a few feet below our present water- 
rock, and fixing an impervious cylin- 
dex of brick, stone, or iron; then either 
sink or bore through the rock below, 
so as to give the water liberty to rise 
and find its own level. It would, 
doubtless, have been well for this town, 
and many others similarly situated, had 
this first rock not reached us at all; for, 
as soon as the well-sinkers pierce it in 
any fresh situation, they pronounce a 
plentiful supply, and discontinue the 
work; but, as soon as the local waters 
are expended, and a Gry swiumer suc- 
ceeds, the water fails-in nine cases out 
of ten from the above catses; then, 
had this supply not been found, 
the sinkers must have penetrated 
through the sixty-feet stratum of clay 
below, where a certain supply of purer 
water might always be obtained; and 
it would be proper for all) places sup- 
plied by discharging rocks, as venting 
themselves at some lower point, to 
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reject that water, and cut off the con- 
nexion by an impervious tube of 
brick, iron, or stone; and pierce to the 
next, remenibering, the deeper the 
supply is found below the horizontal 
level at the surface, the greater is the 
certainty of constant supply. 

_ FB, Fier. 
Barinry, Oct. 18, 1822. 

——i -- . 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

| pada pli by the account of 
the Poeté Minores of the sister 

island, in your number for last month, 
I beg to make an addition to the list, 
of one who, from the ingenuity and 
fertility of his muse, promises fair to 
ascend very speedily to the rank of 
Major. Thisis the Rev. John Graham, 
curate of Lifford, in Donegal, whom 
I met with last year during a tour in 
the north of Ireland. His principal 
published pieces are ‘“God’s Revenge 
against Rebellion,” an historical poem, 
and a “ Pastorai Letter from Rome,” 
with several shorter sketches, less po- 
pular than they deserve, from being 
tinged with more than is prudeit of 
the party politics, now too general in 
that country. 

His best pieces perhaps are lyrical. 
These are extremely numerous, scat- 
tered profusely through the fleeting 
columns of newspapers and perioilical 
publications of the country, but wor- 
thy of a more fixed habitation and 
pérmanent name. Many are charac- 
terised by that strain ef tenderness 
and feeling, combined with the hu- 
mour, peculiar to Ireland; others of 
a descriptive or convivial cast, per- 
forming for the local manners and 
peculiarities of the people what Burns 
has so beautifully accomplished for 
Scotland, and only wanting more la- 
bour, more patient revision and cor- 
rection, to approach near to his cele- 
brated prototype. In a late effusion, 
commemorating the endeavours of the 
North-west Society, devoted to the 
improvement of rural affairs in that 
division of the island, he has been 
doing for statistics what Pope accom- 
plished for Homer’s catalogue of ships, 
and Darwin for some of his more sha- 
dowy creations,—putting them into 
harmonious verse. It is also under- 
stood he is now engaged on a poem 
relative to the siege of Londonderry, 
a remarkable event, closely connected 
with the religious and political history 
of Trefand. A 

As 
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As a prose writer, he has already 
acquired considerable celebrity by the 
** Annals of Ireland,” in three volumes, 
octavo, and several detached letters 
and pamphlets. The former is a work 
of research and labour, furnishing to 
the future historian many curious, 
‘though nielancholy, facts and anec- 
dotes, explanatory of the excesses 
which disgraced the religious contests 
of freland, particulariy during the re- 
bellion of 1641. But, instead of giving 
us the results of his enquiries merely 
in. “ Annals,” it would have tended 
much more to thé satisfaction of the 
reader, and to the increase of his own 
fame, to write the history of the period 
in question; a task for which, by pa- 
tient investigation, justness of remark, 
and perspicuity of style, he scems well 
fitted. 

Mr. Graham is a native of Longford, 
within a mile or two of the birth-place 
of Goldsmith, of whose family and early 
history he has collected many interest- 
ing particulars, which, with a critical 
essay on his life and writings, he has 
not yet fulfilled his promise of impart- 
ing to the literary world. 

OnE Q: 
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To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
HE following letters were lately 

; written to Mr. Hawyes, a farmer 
at Haddingham, in the Isle of Ely, by 
his brother, a shoe-maker, and first 
cousin to Mr. Robert Bloomfield, au- 
thor of ‘the Farmer’s Boy,” &c. 

W. 4H. Rein. 

LETTER I. 
Dear Brother,—I landed at New 

York, and after sojoarning in that 
eity several weeks, working at my 
trade (shoe-making), I walked to Phi- 
ladelphia. The city of New York is a 
fine place; its population, according 
to the last census, was 15,000 persons, 
and it is increasing. The dollar here 
is eight shillings, but a shilling is not 
above the value of 7d. English. The 
wages are as follows: — Making a 
pair of shoes, one dollar and a half; 
Cossack boots, five dollars and a half, 
the closing included. Carpenters’ 
wages are a dollar and a half per day. 
Day-labourers have a dollar per day, 
and some handy men have a quarter- 
dollar more. But brick-makers have 
the highest wages: they have fifty dol- 
lars per month, and some get more. 

In my journey from New York to 
2 
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Philadelphia, whichis ninety-six miles, 
I met with the greatest hospitality ; 
and frequently, on enquiring my road, 
I was invited into the house, and took 
refreshment gratis. As you approach 
Philadelphia, the houses appear to be 
covered with slate; but, upon a nearer 
view, the roofs will be found to be ce- 
dar, cut into the form of plain English 
tiles. A dollar here is only seven 
shillings. Boarding-houses at Phila- 
delphia are as common as_ public- 
houses in London, If board for three 
dollars a week, and there are eight 
other boarders in this house. House- 
rentisvery dear. Our house consists 
of eight govd rooms, for which our 
host pays 180 dollars per annem 
(about 401. English), But there are 
no taxes, rates, or tithes. There are 
few strangers here, and those that are 
past their labour are supported by 
voluntary contributions. The clergy 
in the old town are maintained by 
lands set apart for each town. Trus- 
tees are appcinted to receive the rents 
and pay the salaries, which are fron 
2 to 4001. per annum, and also firing. 
When there is a balance by the im- 
provement of lands, &c. the trustees 
endow another church. The clergy 
are removable at pleasure; that is, 
when they have lost the confidence of 
their hearers. 
My next start was to the town of 

Bedford, containing about 1,400 per- 
sons. This is about forty miles from 
Philadelphia. I went to work for a 
master shoe-maker; but he being a 
tanner, and I having some knowledge 
of that business when I Jived in Cam- 
bridgeshire, was enabled to improve 
his process and mode of tanning: 
After living with him some months, he 
made me the offer of becoming his 
partner ; but, not being willing to set- 
tle myself so soon, I declined his 
offer, though we siili lived together in 
the greatest friendship. In this hos- 
pitable house I wanted for nothing, 
and also enjoyed the friendship of 
almost every person in the town: and I 
could take the diversion of hunting or 
shooting at pleasure. Here are no 
labourers or journeymen in husbandry; 
all have lands, and two or three fami- 
lies join together to get in the harvest 
by turns, or in any other labour, ac+ 
cording to the season. 

Such is the happy state of the inte- 
rior of America: but, happy as T was, 
1 resolved to proceed ‘further; and, 
with this design, I left my valuable 

friends, 
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friends, and arrived at a small town 
about twelve miles west of Bedford. 
The principal part of the people in 
this settlement are Quakers. I am 
well acquainted with a family named 
Penrose, well known in England and 
in America: I frequently stay at their 
house two or three days together, and 
they as frequently come to see me. 
There cannot be a more hospitable 
people. Your’s, J. HAwyeEs. 

LETTER I. 
Dear Brother,—Since I wrote to 

you last, my master and friend at 
Bedford wished me to settle in this 
little town, and commence business in 
a new line; for you know I was 
always a bit of a mechanic, and I 
have discovered a process of temper- 
ing steel. The gentleman of whom he 
rents his tan-yard at Bedford, and who 
has land there, has let me have a 
piece of ground, rent-free, for a shop, 
and I have employed two men all the 
summer (1821) in building this and 
erecting the furnace: so that the cash 
T had is all expended, but in such a 
way that I hope will repay me. 

Property, as well as_ provisions, 
continue to decrease. Wheat is now 
only three dollars and a quarter per 
bushel; beef from three to four dollars 
per hundred weight (equal to seven 
farthings per pound): consequently, 
many merchants and others are much 
embarrassed, especially those who 
have borrowed money of the banks to 
speculate with. As most of the banks 
are calling in their money, of course 
they are sacrificing their property, or 
rather they frequently have it seized, 
and sold to a disadvantage. <A few 
weeks ago, sixty acres of good culti- 
vated land was sold for 113 dollars 
(about 28/. 5s, sterling). It is evident 
that these speculators have erred in 
judgment, and placed themselves in a 
worse situation than before. But, 
thongh this is the case of many, I do 
not consider them in a state of want, 
—want, I conceive, implying a scar- 
city of provisions, rather than money : 
the former is unheard of in this coun- 
try, being so easily procured, even by 
the most indolent. It is scarcely ne- 
cessary to name money, that being an 
article which always was scarce in 
this country, compared with England. 
Bat, though there is not so much 
wealth here as in England, it is no 
proof of any poverty; rather the re- 
verse. Imaginary wants there are in 
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every country. I know the times here 
are bad, and rather precarious for a 
stranger; but it is evident they wilf- 
soon alter. The breaking-up of the 
provincial banks has caused a tempo- 
rary distress; but, even now, any in- 
dustrious man can procure a good 
living for himself and family. The 
case is quite different in England. 

Notwithstanding the infamous false- 
hoods which I frequently read in your 
English newspapers of our distress, in 
order to deter people from coming 
here, I have seen some hundreds of 
English families passing through Bed- 
ford on their journey to the Llinois 
settlement. Most of them are from 
Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Notting- 
hamshire ; many of whom I discovered 
to be wealthy, and, in general, there 
are some of the best mechanics in 
England among them, driven away by 
the iron band of-oppression, and lost 
to that country for ever. 
You may bave heard slarittetieis 

accounts from Englishmen who haye 
been here, and who are the most unfit 
persons to describe the: state of. 
country. When 1 lived at Philadel- 
phia, L saw many English arrive, and 
return home when the vessel went 
back, whose stay in America Was not 
above fifteen or twenty days. A’ Der- 
byshire man, who worked with me at 
Bedford, told me that many passen- 
gers landed with him from Englaod: 
that several took to drinking; one 
person, in particular, who brought 
3001. with him, was in a state of intoxi- 
cation every day. So true is the say- 
ing, “‘ that the more money a fool has, 
the greater fool he is.” With half that 
sum, he could have purchased more 
land than he and his family could have 
tilled. lam sorry that America has 
had too many specimens of English 
imprudence. 

Here are no distinctions between 
man and man, as there are in England; 
any one of good information is sure to 
procure friends. The want of pro- 
perty is considered too trifling to be 
admitted as a barrier. I believe your 
ideas of America are worse than none 
at all. Whatdo you think of a thou- 
sand public-houses, or, as we call 
them, taverns, between Philadelphia 
and Pittsburgh, a distance of only 300 
niles. 

Game is abundant; but I have 
nearly lost all relish for the diyersion 
of shooting, except when it comes near 
my house. I have stvod close to the 
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door, and shot pheasants as they sat 
on the peach-trees: they seldom fly, 
unless they are closely pursued. Last 
year, at the lowest computation, we 
hada hundred bushels of peaches, and 
full half that quantity of apples and 
cherries lying on the ground. It is 
very common here for people to go 
into a neighbour’s orchard, and select 
what they have a mind for; which 
would be thought strange conduct in 
England.—<Adieu. 

LETTER III. : 
Dear Brother,—You tell me you 

have heard so many different accounts 
of America, that you do not know 
what to make of them: but by whom 
were these accounts propagated? They 
are not the reports of persons acquaint- 
ed with this country. Many have 
come here, to my knowledge, quite 
hot and full of declamation against 
England; but, in a few days, after be- 
‘ing disappointed in not finding this a 
land literally flowing with milk and 
honey, so as to live without labour, 
they have exclaimed against America 
as bitterly as they did against their 
own couniry before, and of course re- 
turned home. Hence many ships 
have taken the same people back 
again. The reports these persons 
make they themselves do not believe : 
they well know that mechanics of 
every description are better paid for 
their labour here than in England; 
consequently, masters of factories in 
England and others are interested in 
“ writing bitter things” against Ame- 
rica. 
Whatever accounts you may have 

read or heard of America, if they differ 
from mine, believe them not; for you 
‘may rest assured, I would not mislead 
you. Itis from the best motives that 
‘I persuade you to come here: if I was 
to hide from you any truth of import- 
ance, my heart would always reproach 
me. I wish to lighten your cares: it 
is now time that you should attend to 
your own interest. How great will 
be your misfortune should you remain 
at Haddingham upon a losing farming 
concern, and suffer poverty, weakness, 
and old age, to creep upon you, when 
it is now in your power to render 
yourself and family comfortable. You 
may flatter yourself that England will 
in time become prosperous, that ‘trade 
and commerce will revive; but, if it 
should be so, this will be but tempo- 
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rary: she will be found to be like the 
wounded deer, just escaped from the 
hunter, with the tormenting ball in 
its side. Irecollect Cowper says— 
England, with all thy faults, I love thee 

still. 

But who can say, “‘ England, with all 
thy burthens, &c.” 

If you come here, do not imagine 
that yon can pick up dollars like dig- 
ging up turf. Land, I have said, is 
cheap ; but you must cultivate it your- 
self, as it would be folly to expect to 
hire labourers in this country to do it 
for you. People here are too inde- 
pendent of each other to stand in need 
of labouring for hire. Most of my 
neighbours have land, and grow nearly 
every thing they want. Several per- 
sons, lately from England, with small 
sums have purchased property to 
great advantage, and others again 
have suffered from being too hasty. 

Dear brother, adieu! 
J. Hawyes. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
OPE’s “Nymph of the Grot” 
bears so striking a resemblance 

to the delicacy of thonght expressed in 
the following lines, that one is almost 
tempted to suspect him of plagiarism; 
but it would be ungenerous to accuse 
him after such a lapse of time, espe- 
cially as the man, being no longer in 
existence, cannot rebut the charge. 

Ad imaginem Nymphe dormientis— 
Hujus Nympha loci sacri custodia fontis 

Dormio, dum blande sentio murmur 
aque ; 

Parce metim, quisquis tangis cavis mur- 
mura, somipum - 

Rumpere, sive bibas, sive lavére, tace. 

This was formerly in the Villa Julia at 
Rome, and is copied from the ‘* Vario- 
rum in Europa itinirum deliciz, editio 
secund. 1599,” by Nathan Chytrzus; 
the book is very scarce. 

If the above and the subjoined are 
deemed worthy of admission into 
your amusing and instructive Miscel- 
lany, I may extract some others from 
the same work, at a future time, not 
less interesting. 

At Heidelberg, in the Theological 
School, is the following epitaph :— 

Hans von Laudebach ist mein nam 
Die ersten bucher druckt ich zu Rom, 
Bitt vor mein zeel, Gott gibt dirlon, 
Starb 1514 auf Sanet Steffan. 

Ut Supra, p. 307. 
Tn 
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In doggrel English, to suit the above, 
thus— 
Hans von Laudebach is my name, I beg you 

to regurd, 
I printed the first book in Rome, as you 

may know anon, 
In fifteen hundred fourteen died I, St. 

Stephen’s day upon, 
Pray for my soul al/ that pass by, and God 

give you reward, 
TYNEA. 

— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

N your Magazine for August, un- 
der the article “ Report of Che- 

mistry and Experimental Philosophy,” 
it is stated “that a number of interest- 
ing results have recently been obtained 
by Prevost and Dumas, respecting the 
form of the globules of blood of diffe- 
rent animals, and the effects of trans- 
fusing the blood of one animal into 
another ;”—as, “‘when animals were 
bled till they fainted, they died when 
they were left alone, or when water 
and serum of blood, at the temperature 
of 100 Fahr. was injected ito their 
veins.” Then follow the results of 
many other experiments, stated to 
have been made upon unfortunate 
eats, rabbits, ducks, &c. equally inter- 
esting and humane. 

Now, sir, I think it might be very 
interesting to the species of the un- 
happy victim to know, by proof, that 
the blood they now have in their veins 
is the best possible blood they could 
possess; and it would greatly abate the 
ambition of a duck, who might have the 
pride of the frog, to know that an in- 
fusion of ox-blood would throw her 
into convulsions; but how can these 
amusing experiments be interesting to 
mankind? Perhaps it is intended they 
should be followed up by trials upon 
men themselves ; in which case, J think 
much benefit might accrue,—as, sup- 
posing the blood ‘of a cool calculating 
economist to be infused into a thought- 
fess extravagant youth! 
Now, whether the experiments re- 

ported in your Magazine are to be so 
followed up, or in what other way 
they are so interesting to mankind, I 
should be much obliged to any of your 
philosophical readers to inform me; in 
order that the clear discernment of 
their great utility may reconcile your 
humane readers to the cruelty ne- 
cessary to attain those desirable ends, 
and abate something of those uncom- 
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fortable feelings, which a bare reeital 
of the experiments are calenlated to 
excite. HuMmANITUS. 

Sept. 1822, : 
ee 

For the Monthly Magazine. 

FURTHER PARTICULARS relative toEG YPT 
under MEHEMED-ALI; from — the 
FRENCH, by THEDENAT - DUVENT, 
FRENCH CONSUL in ALEXANDRIA. 

Ki EHEMED-ALI, now about fifty 
a. years of age, was not thirty 

when he, for the first time, showed him- 
self in Egypt. He first (assisted by 
the English) defended it, against the 
Harpe who tried to conquer it in 
1798; and afterwards, with the same 
courage and success, against the Eng- 
lish, who wished to keep it. His first 
step, after this double conquest, was 
the repression of the Bedween Arabs 
who infested the country, and the ex- 
pulsion or destruction of the tyrannical 
Mamelukes, who endeavoured a re- 
gain it, ‘Thus the pachalik of r 
became the price of his bravery nd 
policy; and not, as is generally. the 
case, that of bribery and intrigue. 
A superior understanding, ‘natural 

but observing and unprejudieed min 
a correct and penetrating eye for 
appreciating characters and judging 
upon events, a firm though feeling 
heart, a cool courage, capable of the 
greatest underiakings,—greatly dis- 
tinguish Mehemed-Ali, and will one 
day rank him among the greatest men 
of the Ottoman empire. From the be- 
ginning of his administration he consi- 
derably extended the fortifications of 
Alexandria and Cairo, by repairing 
their walls, enlarging the ditches, and 
raising redoubts and bastions on all 
points most exposed to hostile attacks. 
Aboukir, too, has been fortified after 
the European manner; and fortifica- 
tions are now erecting on the opposite 
side, to cover the cisterns of Mara- 
bouth, which alone supplies the ships 
in the port of Alexandria with water. 

At about the same time, or rather 
previously, Mehemed undertook the 
draining of the marshes between the 
towns of Alexandria and Rosetta, 
formed by the overflowings of the sea. 
For that purpose, a bank, above two 
yards in breadth, and three leagues 
in length, was raised along the an- 
cient shores of the Mediterranean. 
The sea being thus prevented from 
committing fresh depredations, the 
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stagnant waters were dried up by the 
heat of the sun, assisted by a variety. 
of drains, and the land restored to 
cultivation. This embankmentis to be 
extended about three leagues farther ; 
but, owing to the difficulty of procu- 
ring stone, and the infant state of arts 
in the country, the work has for the 
present been discontinued. More- 
over, the attention, the labourers, and 
the treasures, of Mehemed-Ali were 
called off to a more important con- 
struction. This was the great canal 
from Foua to Alexandria, by which a 
permanent and safe communication 
between that place and the rest of 
Egypt was to be opened, avoiding the 
boghaz of Rosetta, so difficult and 
dangerous to navigation. This canal, 
upon which 100,000 labourers were 
constantly employed, under the imme- 
diate superintendance of one of the 
Pacha’s sons, and sometimes of him- 
self, has been completed these two 

' years, and offers to the Egyptians an 
object as beautiful as it is useful. It 
is called Mahmoudhié, in honour of the 
reigning Sultan of Turkey, Mahmoud. A 
marble inscription placed at the mouth 
of the canal, near Foua, indicates the 
epoch of its construction, and the name 
of its founder. As yet it runs only 
through a sandy desert; but it is ex- 
pected that its banks will be soon in- 
habited and cultivated. Already it 
has shown its utility for agriculture 
about Alexandria and Pompey’s Pillar. 
The soil surrounding the city is so 
arid and impregnated with salt, that 
it refuses every kind of cultivation. 
Even vegetable earth, which was 
brought thither within a few years, 
lost iis productive power, from want 
of water. But, by the excavations 
made for the canal, immense quanti- 
ties of fresh soil have been obtained, 
which in part has been purchased for 
the purpose of cultivation; and, as 
there is now an abundance of water, 
there is no doubt that it will continue 
to be productive. 
Under Mehemed-Ali, agriculture in 

Egypt has generally improved. His 
first step was to obtain an exact ac- 
count of the. quality and quantity of 
the cultivated land, for the purpose of 
making a more just repartition of 
taxes, and of assisting the ignorance 
of the proprietors in improving their 
Jands. To that effect, he employed 

Several European sarveyors of land; 
‘by whom he was furnished with an 

Montury Maa. No. 375. 
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accurate statement of the country. 
He afterwards introduced the olive 
and mulberry trees into the province of 
Feium, whose rose-covered fields fur- 
nish the delicious attar for the serag- 
lio and Constantinople. The planta- 
tions of mulberries are already so 
extensive, that it is hoped, within a 
few years, to rear the silk-worm in 
Egypt, and make olive-oil the indige- 
nous production of the country. Be- 
sides, there is no foreign production 
in both hemispheres which the Pacha 
did not try to introduce into Egypt, 
after having made the experiment 
himself, either in his gardens in Alex- 
andria, or at his seat in Soubra, near 
Cairo. In this manner he has intro- 
duced the cultivation of indigo, which, 
before him, yielded no advantage’ at 
all to the grower. - Through his care 
the pine-apple and the Indian mango 
have become indigenous plants. He 
has spared neither pains nor expense 
for the improvement of the agricul- 
tural tools and watering machines used 
by the natives. There is no hydraulic 
nor agricultural instrument, which 
was mentioned by the public prints as 
recommended by any learned society 
in Europe, which he did not order. 
He called into the country foreign 
cultivators and skilful mechanics, in 
order to adapt their new methods to 
the genius and nature of the country. 
If he has not always fully succeeded, 
the failure must be ascribed to the 
narrow-mindedness of a people, to 
whom all that is old is sacred, and * * 
who will never abandon its ancient 
routine. 

Mehemed-Ali has conferred a great 
benefit on agriculture, by granting 
permission to the Bedweens to take 
leases of the soil nearest to the de- 
serts which they inhabit, for the pur- 
pose of cultivation. Under the govern- 
ment of the Mamelukes, they were 
denied this privilege! The Pacha, by 
making them husbandmen, attached 
them to the soil, which they formerly 
desolated; he induced them to pro- 
duce crops, which in former times 
they only thought of destroying; and 
inspired them with interest for a 
country, which they were only wont 
to consider in the light of an enemy. 

As the prosperity of Egypt chiefly 
depends on the preservation of canals, 
by which its lands are watered and 
fertilised; the cachefs and sheiks in 
all the districts and villages are en- 
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joined, .under rigorous penalties, to 
keep up and enlarge those in exis- 
tence, and to introduce new ones 
wherever they may be required. The 
fertility of the lands is immense: yet 
agriculture would be more flourish- 
ing, if the grower were as much mas- 
ter of his harvesis as he is of the 
ground ;-if the will of the Pacha or of 
his officers did not at times dictate 
which lands are to be sown, what they 
are to produce, at what period the pro- 
duce shall be sold, and what prices it 
shall fetch. The Egyptians would be 
happy to pay any fixed tribute in cash 
or in kind, if in other respects they 
were left independent in the cultiva- 
tion of their soil. Bysuch a measure, 
which is confidently anticipated from 
the Pacha’s wisdom and generosity, 
both the country and the public trea- 
sury would be benefited. 

Mehemed-Ali does in Egypt for 
commerce, industry, and the arts, that 
which the family of the Medici for- 
merly did in Tuscany: he encourages 
them by his example, protects them by 
his authority, and enlivens them by his 
own speculations. 

—<—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR 
HE following excellent observa- 
tions on the explosion of the 

steam-engine near Camberwell, are 
copied from the Statesman newspaper 
of the 2lst of September, and merit 
transfer to your pages, where I observe 
the same accident is noticed. 

W. GoopMan. 

In our paper of yesterday was an 

account of the proceedings of the co- 

roner’s inquest on the two unfortunate 
young men who lost their lives by the 
explosion of the boiler of a steam- 
-engine near Camberwell. The ver- 

dict was, “ Accidentally killed by the 

-bursting of a steam-boiler.” The jury, 

it is added in one of the papers of the 
morning, “also lamented the number 

of accidents which have occurred in 

consequence of proper attention not 

being paid to the apparatus used in 

the process of steam ; for, in all cases, 

it generally is occasioned by some 

defect in the articles used in the ma- 

chinery.” There is too much ground 

for these remarks; and we therefore 

wish that the jury, in every case of 

this kind, would require the best evi- 

dence that can be collected to throw 

light on the causes of the accident in 

question, instead of suffering their 

Explosion of the Steam-Engine near Camberwell. [Dec. 1, 

time to be engrossed with the circum- 
stances in which the hapless deceased 
were found, or ascertaining scientifi- 
cally the bruises or fractures that 
occasioned their death, they might be 
more usefully occupied in detecting 
and reporting, with the aid of intelli- 
gent and impartial men, the particular 
defect either in the apparatus or in 
the overseers that caused the disaster. 

At all times “the life of man,” it has 
been said, ‘zs like unto vapour ;” but 
more especially is it at the present 
period, when the existence of thou- 
sands, not only who voluntarily trust 
themselves to vessels navigated by 
steam, but who casually reside in the 
neighbourhood of manufactories, de- 
pendant on the precarious watching 
of their “safety valves.” It is of no 
use, after a boiler of one of these 
steam-engines has burst, and two men 
have in consequence been killed, and 
four have been wounded, for a score ~ 
of individuals to meet, and tell us what 
we knew before, viz. that the loss of 
life was occasioned by the bursting of 
the steam-boiler. A verdict in such 
terms has little other effect than to give 
the timid additional reason for being 
afraid of steam-engines in general. Je 
may confirm a prejudice, but cannot 
give information. What appears to 
be expected, from a solemn investiga- 
tion of a case wherein a human life is 
lost, is such information as may teach 
precaution where the disaster was acci- 
dental, or direct to punishment if it 
arose from negligence or design. The 
instruction of the Coroner is, to en- 
quire ‘‘ how the deceased came to their 
deaths.” In the instance of a death 
occasioned by a weapon, it is not 
enough to have the wound probed and 
the weapon ascertained, the hand that 
directed must be sought out. In like 
manner, in the case before us, it is of 
little service to learn that the men 
were killed by the bursting of a steam- 
boiler, unless the manner is described 
in which the boiler is supposed to have 
burst. 

On learning to be wise from other’s 
harm, we shall then do well. If the 
evidence on the late inquest be cor- 
rectly reported, the steam-boiler had 
been lately re-bottomed. The accident 
happened the first time it was used 
after being repaired; and a question 
of no small importance was asked by 
a juror, respecting the manner in 
which the bottom had been rivetted. 
Tf rivets are numerous, too much of the 

metal 
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metal may be out away, and the ves- 
sel must be dangerously weakened. 
This was a point that well deserved in- 
vestigation. 

—ia 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
JOURNAL by a LADY, kept at MOscow, 

and in RUSSIA, during the FRENCH 
INVASION zm 1812. 

(Continued from No. 371, p. 13.) 

HE 17th of September, when I 
undertook to go into the country, 

proved a memorable day tome. Our 
house at my departure was untouched, 
and there was no appearance of fire in 
any of the adjacent streets. The first 
appearance of fire that arrested our 
attention, was the Port Rouge. We 
wished to goin the ordinary way by 
the Boulevard ; but it was impossible: 
the fire having spread in every direc- 
tion, we again went up the Twerscoye, 
where it raged with great fury. At 
length we got to the Great Theatre ; 
which was not merely on fire, but was 
a volume of solid flame. <A stock of 
wood had been laid up suflicient fora 
year’s consumption, and the theatre it- 
self was built of timber. The flakes 
fell into our ealeche, and the heat be- 
came insupportable, and dangerous to 
our horses ; however, by bringing them 
toa gallop, we regained the Boulevard, 
and returned homeward, congratula- 
ting ourselves upon our escape from 
the dust and the flames. Alas! our 
own house, into which we flattered 
ourselves we should obtain a peaceable 
entry, and which, an hour before, did 
not exhibit a single spark, was now on 
fire! As I have the happiness always 
to preserve my recollection in danger, 
I thought only of assisting my compa- 
nions; and, of saving the most valua- 
ble things belonging to myself. An 
ignorant servant assisted me in carry- 
ing our goods into the garden. A 
wounded officer and the rest of our 
friends were so confused, that they 
did little or nothing. They broke 
open a door with an axe, though there 
Was one open already by which they 
might have passed. Several French 
officers entered our garden, and of- 
fered to send soldiers to assist us. 
When I had taken every thing I was 

able to remove into the garden, I had 
leisure to look about, and examine 
what was passing around me. I ob- 
served that one of our gentlemen had 
put his horses to his caleche, and that 
he had got every thing belonging to 
him, even his mattress, besides some 
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artioles belonging to his friends. I ob- 
served, that another had done the same 
with his droschy; whilst I, not being 
possessed of any carriage whatever, 
ran a great risk of nomeving any 
thing. However, I soon made up a 
light packet of the most necessary ar- 
ticles, which I placed in the droschy, 
and another smaller than that, which I 
put into the officer’s carriage. I putmy 
jewels and my money into a reticule 
that I carried inmy hand, and now de- 
termined to await my destiny in tran- 
quillity. “‘ But who do these packets 
belong to?” exclaimed the officer who 
commanded in that quarter. “Tome, 
sir,” said I. ‘* Well, madam, would 
you leave them in this manner?” said 
they. To which I replied, ‘‘ Where 
can I put them, I have neither car- 
riage nor horse?” ‘ By heaven,” said 
he, looking at one of our friends who 
was on the point of departure, “‘ you 
must take the lady,” and he was 
forced to obey. 
We then took our final leave of the 

house, where all that was left soon be- 
came the prey of the soldiers. A more 
sorrowful procession never was seen ; 
for we were not alone: women, chil- 
dren, and the aged natives, were, like 
ourselves, flying from their burning 
houses. A numerous file of soldiers 
marching to camp at the same time, we 
proposed following them; when, after 
wandering about a long time, we 
found a street that was not yet in 
flames. On entering the first house we 
found it deserted, and, taking posses- 
sion, we threw ourselves upon the 
sofas, while the gentlemen guarded 
the carriages in the court-yard, and 
ascertained whether the fire was likely 
to communicate to the house. Thus 
terminated this melaneholy day, the 
remembrance of which wili never be 
effaced from my memory. As it may 
be supposed, the night was no less pain- 
ful; we knew no place that could afford 
us an asylum ; and guards‘ were placed 
to ‘prevent the people from going 
where they pleased. 

In the morning we endeavoured to 
go to head-quarters, to ask for a place 
of refuge, which had been granted to 
several unhappy persons in our situa- 
tion, for the houses were not enough 
for the military, and, like provisions, 
could now only be bad from head- 
quarters. But we could not go to 
Petrowsky without an officer, and our 
wounded gentleman did not like to go; 
we therefore continued wandering 
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from house to house, and from street 
to street, where all bore the marks of 
devastation. This city, which I had 
beheld so rich and splendid a few days 
before, now little more than a 
heap of ashes and ruins, and we were 
sauntering about like spectres who 
revisit their former dwellings. 

At length, after many attempts to the 
right and left, and backwards and for- 
wards, we came to the resolution of 
returning to the house we had just 
left. We thought it might possibly 
have escaped, and we thought right. 
We found it as we had left it, except 
that the soldiers had broken every 
thing to pieces; however, we disco- 
vered some provisions which they 
had concealed, or overlooked. Our 
officer now thoughtit was time to go to 
dinner, as we had taken nothing since 
the preceding evening. Some tables 
were brought into the street, witha 
few chairs, and dinner was served and 
eaten in the middle of the street. The 
appearance of this repast appeared one 
of the most melancholy connected with 
our ‘unhappy circumstances. Only 
imagine a table laid out in the middle 
of the highway, the houses on all sides 
in flames, and the ruins of others still 
smoking, whilst the fiery particles, like 
dust, were blown into our eyes by the 
wind; and the soldiers, in a state of 
intoxication, were carrying off the booty 
they had pillaged. As it may be sup- 
posed, we had not much appetite for 
eating, but our officer ate and drank 
heartily. These gentlemen are accus- 
tomed to such vicissitudes, but heaven 
preservewomenand children from them, 

After this dismal dinner, we deter- 
mined to exert our means for procur- 
ing an asylum. We were advised to 
speak to the colonel in command in 
this quarter, to let us have an oflicer to 
conduct us to the camp. My female 
friend being quite weary of proceeding, 
I made up my mind to go and find the 
colonel myself. He was a truly esti- 
mable man, and was the means of 
preserving us from death: “‘I cannot,” 
said he, “grant you an officer, because 
all are ordered to remain at their posts; 
but, if it be only an asylum that you 
want, you shall share with us such a 
one as we have for ourselves, for my 
own house is just burnt down.” “ But 
there are seven of us,” said I; “we 
shall incommode you.” “ Not at all, 
follow me, we will endeavour to find a 
house for you as commodious as pos- 
sible.” 
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Colonel Sicard, near the palace of 
Count Golofkin, foundthe house he had 
promised us. I went through all the 
rooms; a quantity of splendid furniture 
had been previously broken and scat- 
tered about the floors. Two chambers 
in this house were appropriated for 
our residence; and provisions, which 
were extremely scarce, having been 
procured for us, we began to respire 
for a time. Owing to what I had al- 
ready suffered from hunger, thirst, 
cold, and fatigue, with many other 
privations, I began to look at general 
events with a kind of indifference, and 
without anxiety. Atlength, after much 
conversation on the subject,we actually 
departed with the army from Moscow 
on the 19th of October, 1812. 

I shall not undertake to recount the 
events of this frightful journey to its 
termination; but, leaving that to 
others, I shall speak only of twelve 
days, which to me was a period of in- 
cessantagony, and during which death 
appeared and re-appeared under in- 
numerable hideous shapes ! 

This unhappy term commenced on 
the 6th of November. We were then 
on the road to Smolensko; I tra- 
velled in a caleche belonging to an of- 
ficer of artillery, who gave orders to his 
driver to reach Smolensko in the even- 
ing. This man was a Pole, and one of 
the most awkward beings I ever be- 
held. He remained behind all night, 
as he said—for the sake of obtaining 
feed, and left his horses to be frozen 
at leisure. When he wished them 
to proceed they could not move their 
limbs; so that, losing two of them, we 
found it impossible to advance with 
only three. We had now to remain 
at the approach of a bridge till Satur- 
day the 7th. Reflecting on the steps 
I ought to take, I determined to 
abandon the carriage as soon as day 
appeared, and cross the bridge on 
foot, for the purpose of getting assist- 
ance, or aplace in some other carriage, 
from the general that commanded on 
the other side. But, just as I was 
Setting out, the driver told me he had 
found two horses! Intruth, I believe 
he had stolen them; for, at this dreadful 
period, nothing was more frequent; 
they reciprocally took from each other 
with impunity every thing they wanted. 
There was no danger except being 
taken in the fact, and then the thief 
ran the hazard only of a good chas- 
lismg. During the day we often heard 
such exclamations as these, oe 
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Dieu—they have stolen my portman- 
teau, my bag, my bread, my horse, 
&c.” from the general down to the 
common soldier. Congratulating our- 
selves on being able to cross the 
bridge, we again commenced our 
progress ; but our horses were far from 
good. We could not get on, being 
impeded every moment with ‘‘ Let 
Marshal Such-a-one’s carriage pass ;” 
then came another marshal, and then 
a general. I began to be in despair, 
when I perceived near me, the general 
who commanded this division. ‘ For 
God’s sake, sir,” said I, ‘“‘let our car- 
riage pass. I have been waiting here 
ever since yesterday-morning; my 
horses are knocked up; and, if I do 
not overtake the head-quarters to-day, 
Tam ruined.” ‘ Waita moment, ma- 
dam,” said he, ‘I will do every thing 
in my power for you.” He thenspoke 
to a gendarme, and told him to con- 
sider my carriage as among those be- 
longing to the Prince of Eckmuhl. 
This soldier, I know not why, happily 
mistook me for the wife of one of the 
generals, and became respectful. I 
Was unwilling to correct his error till 
I had passed the bridge. I found it 
lined on each side with generals, co- 
lIonels, and officers, and it was so com- 
pletely encumbered, that no time was 
to be lost; for, I have since heard, 
that the Cossacks were at no great 
distance. However I had not got a 
quarter over the bridge, when my 
horses would go no further. This pre- 
vented others from advancing ; and, as 
there was a positive order to burn any 
carriage that impeded the way, I now 
found myself in a critical situation. To 
the right and left, every one was cry- 
ing out for my caleche to be set on 
fire; andas it was customary to plunder 
the carriages that weve burnt, nothing 
could better please the soldiers. But, 
though all around me were exclaiming 
“ Burn that carriage !” some at length 
took pity on me. ‘“'T'o the wheels!” 
they exclaimed, and, then by aiding 
the horses, some strong men soon 
wafted me out of danger. Among 
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those who congratulated me upon this 
escape was my gendarme, whose ofli- 
cious politeness I had before expeti- 
enced. I could not make him any 
pecuniary remuneration; and, besides, 
this was a thing to which but little 
value at that time was attached. ‘Sir,’ 
said I, ‘‘1 don’t know how to reward 
you.” ‘* Ah, madame,” said he, “‘ the 
wife of a general ! the wife of a general 
has so many good things in her power. 
Suffer me to make an application.” 
“By all means, Monsieur le Gendarme,” 
said I, and the poor man seemed per- 
fectly rewarded. 
We travelled quietly during the 

rest of the day; but, on Sunday the 
8th, the horses were again knocked up, 
and I took the liberty to send to head- 
quarters for others. We waited atthe 
entrance of the high road to Smolensko 
for the return of a servant we had sent 
there: and, though we were but four 
leagues distant, we were obliged to 
remain here all night. Happily, the 
moon shone very bright; but we had 
only the rear-guard with us, and the 
Cossacks were said to be near at 
hand. Several officers who passed by, 
tried to persuade me not to stay 
there all night, on account of the 
danger. However, I saw no one till 
morning, excepting the soldiers, who 
pressed me very much to come out of 
the carriage, because they wished to 
plunderit. About ten in the morning, 
finding the servant did not return, I 
made proposals to a Westphalian 
suttler to take me up, for which he de- 
manded two louis. Having agreed 
with him, I took every thing I could 
remove, and left the carriage in the 
care of the driver, well persuaded that 
it would be plundered by him if it 
escaped the soldiers. I had scarcely 
travelled a league when I met the ser- 
vant Lhad sent, who was walking with 
fresh horses with as much composure 
as though he had been close to Paris. 
I persuaded him to hasten on, and 
prevent, if possible, the plunder of the 
carriage. 

(To be concluded in our next.) 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMINENT PERSONS. 
—_— 

THE NEAPOLITAN PATRIOTS, 
Including Original Details of the late 

Revolutions at Naples. 
BY AN EXILED NEAPOLITAN. 
HE name of Pascat Borrewwi per- 
haps ought not to be enumerated 

amongst those of the Neapolitan pa- 

triots, for his conduct at the critical 
period of the revolution stamps his 
character as one of a doubtful nature, 
if not of extreme weakness, But, 
should his public actions reflect no 
honour on his country, they at least 
vindicate her from rash and unjust 
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imputations; as it will appear from 
them collectively, it was not so much 
the nation that was wanting to her. 
guides, as those guides who were 
wanting to their trust: nevertheless, 
the name of Borrelli was renowned 
during the revolution throughout Italy. 

Borrelli was born of a respectable 
family in Abbruzzo Citra. His youth 
was passed in the study of medicige, 
though by no means to the exclusion 
of politics, nor the worship of the 
Muses. He early embraced the tenets 
of liberty, as all literary characters 
are wont to do on the Continent, until 
interest leads them to the opposite 
side. Young Borrelli’s prospects pro- 
mised well, and high expectations 
both of his genius and public qualities 
were entertained by his friends, which 
were not wholly disappointed as to 
the first. His juvenile years were 
passed in obscurity, wholly devoted 
to his studious purposes. But when 
the French returned to Naples in 
1806, no longer bearing with them a 
fallacious liberty, but a real military 
despotism, Borrelli obtained a supe- 
rior office in the police. This execra- 
ble state-inquisition, which, under the 
appearance of preventing crimes, is 
only established to secure the despot 
(if possible) from continual fear, be- 
came at Naples, as in France, the 
superior law of the state; and soon 
proved, in the hands of the cruel Sa- 
liceti, a most terrible instrument of 
power. Political calumnies, and con- 
trived plots, were fabricated in thisforge 
of despotism; and endless imprison- 
ment, arbitrary transportation, and 
often poison and the poignard, were its 
means. That ambitious minister omit- 
ted nothing to terrify the subject with 
frequent executions, whilst he con- 
stantly awakened in the timid prince 
those suspicions he was by himself so 
much inclined to. By such arts Sa- 
liceti reigned absolute under the name 
of Joseph Bonaparte. To have held 
an office, therefore, in a department 
like that of the Police, did no service 
to Borrelli in the estimation of the 
virtuous; though, when he obtained 
this situation, the throne of Naples 
was already filled by Murat, a military 
prince, who trusted chiefly to the 
sword for his safety. The Police 
had then considerably abated its vio- 
lence, and its last act of wicked re- 
nown is generally believed to have 
been the poisoning of Saliceti himself, 
who had incurred the displeasure of 
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his new master, both on account of his 
arrogance, and his being the spy of 
Napoleon. 
When the judicial system was re- 

formed at Naples, after the French 
manner, Borrelli was transferred to 
the magistracy, and appointed one of 
the judges in the first Court of Appeal. 
In this capacity, far more dignified 
than his former, he distinguished him- 
self both by the clearness of his judg- 
ment in the perplexing questions of 
law, and by his oratory. The elo- 
quence of Borrelli is not impetuous, 
but insinuating, like his character; he 
derives most of his figures and compa- 
risons from natural philosophy and 
mathematics. Hisstyle is blemished by 
French mannerism, and his delivery is 
smooth and winning, like his counte- 
nance. Borrelli held that appoint- 
ment till the restoration of 1818, when 
a suit at law having taken place in his 
court, in which he appeared both as 
judge and party, he was deprived of 
his dignity. This misfortune he sup- 
ported with constancy, and applied 
himself to the bar, where, partly by his 
own talents, and partly by the favour 
he met with in pleading before magis- 
trates heretofore his colleagues, he 
made rapid advances in that profes- 
sion. In this stage of his fortunes, the: 
revolution of 1820 took place. Bor- 
relli contributed nothing to that event, 
as it became a cautious character like 
him to attend to bis private interest 
rather than that of the public. How- 
ever, by the interest of some friends. 
among the liberal party, he was recom- 
mended to the Regent as a man fit to 
direct the Police, which had now 
changed this invidious name for that 
of Pubblica Sicuregga, or the Public 
Safety. This commission was at first 
conferred upon six magistrates, with 
equal right of suffrage; but this extra- 
ordinary power not admitting the slow- 
ness of debate, was wholly entrusted 
to a president. Borrelli discharged 
that office at first with some benefit 
to the new order of things. He de- 
tected and disappointed the machina- 
tions of foreign and domestic enemies 
of the state; and especially a counter- 
revolutionary plot, under the appear- 
ance of republicanism. A famous 
agent for such tricks had come from 
Milan to Naples, before the meeting 
of the’ Parliament, with a commission 
to kindle anarchy, and set the patriots 
by the ears. The new government 
created by the revolution was to be 
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undermined and reviled, according to 
the old practice; but the conspirators 
were seized andimprisoned. Borrelli 
had been elected deputy to the Parlia- 
ment, and appointed its president 
in the second month of the session; 
yet he had to sustain loud complaints, 
both in and out of that assembly, for 
the seizure of the conspirators, per- 
haps the only action he ever did for the 
liberty of his country; so opposite 
sometimes is the requital to the merits 
of the action in political affairs. 

It is impossible to deny that his 
parliamentary conduct was from the 
beginning very objectionable, and 
ended in avowed infidelity to his 
country. His greatest public faults 
have been chiefly ascribed to a want 
of resolution ; but he who does not feel 
within himself a mind superior to the 
menaces of fortune, ought not ambi- 
tiously to interfere with the common- 
wealth. Borrelli had scarcely taken 
his seat, when he was violently attack- 
ed by Mazziotta, (a member of very 
independent character, but of coarse 
manners,) for still retaining the direc- 
tion of the Police, whilst he sat in the 
legislative assembly. So that he was 
compelled to resign that office during 
the session of the Parliament. But 
the resignation was only nominal, and 
he continued to direct the Police to 
the last of the revolution. By this 
circumstance his name became well 
known in upper Italy, and the Italian 
patriots addressed themselves to him, 
especially from Romagna. Borrelli, by 
carrying on such practices, raised his 
credit very much with the Parliament, 
and subsequentiy with the Regent 
himself, whom he flattered with the 
scheme of making his younger sons 
so many [Italian princes, on the 
southern side of the Po. Whilst he 

ve the Parliament to understand 
hae more than he himself be- 
lieved,) that he had ready in upper 
ftaly numerous partizans of the Italian 
cause, who were entirely dependant 
on him. Hence an opinion prevailed 
with the majority, that Borelli could 
bring the affairs of Italy to a happy 
conclusion, and save the state. Nay 
some, in a kind of foolish rapture, call- 
ed him the statesman of Europe. 

Borrelli had hoped to save himself 
from the wreck of bis country, and even 
perhaps to be rewarded; but he was 
disappointed, together with many mcre 
like him. He had been promised to 
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be sheltered inthe very palace, were it 
found necessary ; but no longer was he 
of use to power, than he was forbidden 
admittance at court, and left to his 
own resources. And, being in some 
measure invidious to the Austrian go- 
vernment, for the practices he had 
carried on in upper Italy, he was soon 
seized and confined within the walls 
of Prague, where, it is said, he now 
lives upon a pension paid him by the 
Neapolitan government. 
Were we to attend only to the ta- 

Jents of Borrelli, and to the good he 
could have done his country, he would 
appear worthy of a better lot. Buthe 
who is only anxious to float down the 
stream of fortune, cannot excite nor 
deserve the sympathy of mankind for 
his disappointments. 

ROSARIO MACCHIAROLI. 
Rosario Maccuiarou is only to 

be remembered for his death. He 
was born of an honest family in the 
district of Campagna, and in his youth 
he betook himself to the bar, but soon 
abandoned that profession. Having 
retired to live in his province, he ob- 
tained under the French government 
a captainship in the militia, and after- 
wards was transferred to the army. 
At the restoration of 1818, having left 
the service, he was appointed a coun- 
sellor of Intendenza at Salerno, a spe- 
cies of an administrative magistrate, 
brought to Naples by the French. 
This man was a zealous follower of 
Carboneria, of that political sect so 
much reviled by the bireling writers 
of tyranny ; who, not daring openly to 
blame its real object, affect to mistake 
it. But let it not displease the aulic 
chancellary, nor the procureur-general 
at La Rochelle affair, the last revolu- 
tion at Naples has demonstrated that 
Carboneria does not aim at the destruc- 
tion of any governments, but at the 
reform of the bad ones. Macchiaroli 
was a successful promoter of this se- 
cret association; and, having thereby. 
incurred the suspicion of the govern- 
ment, he was nearly arrested in Sa- 
lerno, with a prospect of the horrible 
dungeons of Sicily, which several of 
his buoni cugini (good cousins,) had 
seen, when the revolution broke out 
at Foggia and Avellino. It is beyond 
doubt that Carboneria contributed not 
alittle to this revolution; but, had the 
Carbonaris alone wished for a reform 
in the state, it is equally evident they 
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could not have so easily succeeded: 
The wish for reform was as generally 
and as deeply felt among the nation 
as the discontent for the daily increa- 
sing exactions of the government ; and 
liberal opinions are of an ancient date 
among the Neapolitans, having been 
for thirty years kept alive in their 
minds by the proscription of the best 
of their community. Hence all those 
people who, either prompted by an ar- 
dent character, or accidentally by 
stronger motives of dissatisfaction, 
flocked to the ranks of Carboneria, 
are only to be considered as the most 
impatient and the boldest among the 
majority of the nation, who longed for 
liberty. The Carbonaris could not 
have grown formidable to despotism 
had they not addressed the nation for 
national interests. The dangers Mac- 
chiaroli had braved for the revolution 
entitled him to be chosen deputy to 
the Parliament for his province. But, 
being possessed of no oratorical talents 
nor legislative intrigue, he did not 
exercise any influence over the par- 
liamentary counsels. He was rather 
a plain yulgar character, but full of 
courage and public zeal. On every 
dangerous deliberation he inclined to 
the boldest advice, though without 
any success. When he saw public 
affairs hastening to utter ruin, after 
having urged in vain the Parliament 
to retire of itself into Calabria, without 
attending any longer to the delays of 
the executive government, he set out 
alone for those distant provinces, with 
the design of raising them by the assis~ 
tance of Carboneria. But this society 
had soon been corrupted by its own 
success, and still more by the wicked 
practices of despotism; and was now 
found nearly extinct at the moment 
when public necessity most required 
its co-operation. 

Macchiaroli having arrived at Sa- 
lerno, he was warned by his friends 
not to proceed farther alone, as they 
suspected a personage in power in 
the province of! laying snares for his 
life. A capital mistake of the leaders 
of the revolution had been not to de- 
mand along with the constitution the 
immediate change of at Jeast all the 
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principal public functionaries, whe- 
ther civil or military. So that in the 
state’s highest danger, public power 
remained almost exclusively entrusted 
to a set of men, accustomed during 
twenty years to change sides from the 
vanquished to the vanquisher; and 
who, with a few exceptions, were di- 
rectly disposed to assist in the re-esta- 
blishment of that despotism of which 
they had so long partaken, and to 
which it now clearly appeared for- 
tune was to incline in the unequal 
contest between Naples and the Holy 
Alliance. Yet many of them were 
disappointed; having been punished 
by the restored despotism itself, to 
which they were no longer acceptable, 
after the fruit of their services had 
been gathered. 

Macchiaroli being urged by the 
approach of the enemy to the capital, 
he set out from Salerno about the 
evening witha single boy ; and, travel- 
ling post in a galesso, (a species of 
light gig, drawn by a single horse,) he 
soon arrived at Eboli. This town is 
situated about fifteen miles from Sa- 
lerno, in the mountains by the high 
road to Calabria. Having remained 
there for awhile, he set out on the 
same night, though warned again of 
his danger, and entreated to wait at 
least until the break of day. Scarcely 
had he come down on the road, when 
two bravoes rushed upon him, and, 
seizing the reins of his horse, bade him 
alight. He did so; but, whilst boldly 
attempting some defence, his arms 
were seized behind, and he was asked 
his name: “fT am adeputy to the Par- 
liament.” ‘‘ And you we sought for,” 
cried one of the assassins, instantly 
plunging a poignard in his breast, and 
dispatched him with repeated wounds. 
His corpse was found on the high road 
the next morning, 

The fate of this man seems to be the 
best excuse that might be alleged for 
some Neapolitan leaders, who have 
been taxed with having too hastily 
abandoned their ground. Yet for the 
memory of so mean a man as Mac- 
chiaroli, remains the lamentable honour 
of having been one of the few patriots 
who fell for their country. 

STEPHENSIANA. 
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The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an active and 
well-spent life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 
book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we have purchased, and propose to 
present a selection from them to our readers. As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 
other biographical works, the Author may probably have incorporated many of these scraps ; 
but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cabinet pictures of men and 
manners, worthy of a place in a literary miscellany. 

—_——— 

COLONEL WARDLE. 
HIS zealous M.P. retired from 
public life in disgust, owing to 

the jealousy which his popularity 
created in Burdett and others. ‘The 
enjoyment of popularity may be liken- 
ed to one standing on the top of a 
pee. where there is room only for 
imself, while several are aiming at the 

same station. Candidates for popu- 
larity are, therefore, always endea- 
vouring to break each other’s necks. 
Wardle found himself as much under- 
mined by the envy of one party as by 
the enmity of. the other, and therefore 
wisely sought a private station in 
Kent, after fighting some hard cam- 
paigns in Parliament. 

SACRED METAMORPHOSIS. 
Holy Chrysostom studied <Aristo- 

phanes, and had the art (says Milton) 
“to change a scurrilous vehemence 
into the style of a rousing sermon.” 

CENSORSHIP OF BOOKS. 
In the primitive chureh, ere the 

sound principles of religion became 
‘corrupted, the bishops and councils 
‘were wont to declare what books were 
not commendable, proceeding no fur- 
ther, but leaving it to each one’s con- 
‘science to read or lay by. This was 
founded on the principle, that in reli- 
gious matters every man must govern 
himself, his judgment furnishing a 
plain and certain rule for his conduct. 
This usage prevailed till after the year 
800, as we learn from Padre Paolo, 
that great unmasker of the ‘l'rentine 
Council. After which time, the Ro- 
man pontifis, engrossing into their own 
hands all authority in spiritual mat- 
ters, were for burning and prohilbit- 
ing to read whatever opposed their 
interests. Yet, for a while, they were 
sparing in their censures, and_ not 
many books were so dealt with, till 
Pope Martin V. proceeded to excom- 
municate the readers of heretical 
books,—the Hussites and Wickliffites 
growing numerous about that time. 
Leo X. and his successors followed 
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his example, till the Council of Trent 
brought forth their Expurgatory Index. 
To complete the measure of encroach- 
ment, their last invention was to ordain . 
that no book should be printed, unless 
it had been licensed under the names of 
two or three friars. The popes intro- 
duced this custom into England; and, 
though a great and crying abuse, it 
Was sanctioned by the English Pres- 
bytery during the Long Parliament.. 

In our own age we have seen a 
society erected, which has impudently 
taken on itself the odious powers of 
censorship, under the canting pretence 
of suppressing vice, and similar cant- 
ing has always been the hypocritical 
means of keeping up this vassalage of 
the human mind. It is good policy 
in a government to put forward its 
tools in apparently independent asso- 
ciations, whenever it desires to effect 
any odious purpose. 

BURDETT. 
On asking this baronet why, as he 

was able to eflect so little in Parlia- 
ment, he considered it worth his while 
to hold a seat, he replied that it was a 
protection, and that without it a public 
man was not independent of power.— 
I once advised him to give dinners to 
his friends, like other men of his consi- 
deration. He complied, and I was of 
his party: but I found it had been 
served from.a tavern, and, even in 
that way, he said he found it so in- 
compatible with his convenience, that 
he would never give another. His 
habits are too unsettled for the forms 
of society: he rises at all hours,~goes 
to bed at all hours,—eats at any hour, 
and in any way,—and is in all things, 
from hour to hour, the creature of his 
personal feelings. From this cause 
he never answers letters,—often does 
not open them; and, in his private 
connexions, is the most uncertain man 
alive. He is steady only in his devo- 
tion to the principles of liberty; but 
unsteady even in his measures regard- 
ing them. ‘The best of men, yet, from 
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bad habits and personal indolence, the 
least useful man of his age. 

BRITISH CONSTITUTION. 
The precious. gift of civil liberty has 

been attained in England, not from 
the legislative genius of individuals, 
as at Athens and Spawa; but, by im- 
proving critical junctures, by frequent 
changes of the dynasty, by, two great 
revolutions, and by the progressive 
experience of ages. ‘The {first step to- 
wards a more restrained despotism 

. was at the accession of William Rutus, 
when he wrested the crown from the 
hands of his brother Robert. <A ge- 
nuine love of liberty has ever been 
predominant among the people; and 
-by degrees, as they found political 
occurrences favourable, they have been 
ready to embrace them. The tempe- 
rament of our ancient nobility was a 
check on the ferocity of unbridled 
power. Apropensity to servitude was 
then no characteristic of the great, 
nor were they so lost to a due sense of 
personal worth. 

SUMPTUARY LAWS. 
Among others at Zurich, in the 

thirteenth century, prostitutes were 
obliged to wear red caps, and the mu- 
sicians at wedding's were restricted to 
two fiddlers, two hautboys, and two 
singers. 
LORD CHIEF JUSTICE ELLENBOROUGH. 
This was one of the proudest men 

I ever knew. His condescensions 
even at dinner-table were too palpa- 
bly forced, and he scemed to consider 
himself like a schoolmaster who en- 
deayours to unbend among the youths 
upon whom he inflicts occasional fla- 
gellations. He was nevertheless a 
‘man possessed of a dangerous degree 
of talents, and of a dignified and co- 
pious flow of eloquence. 

WINDMILLS. 
Certain annalists report, that wind- 

mills were introduced into Normandy 
so early as the year 1105. Authors 
had before observed, that they were 
first used in the dry countries of Asia 
Minor. These, together with silk and 
sugar, were introduced into Italy, from 
Greece and Constantinople, during 
the expeditions of the Crusaders. 

SPANISH UNIVERSITIES. 
These were formerly twenty-two in 

number ; but one-half were suppressed 
in 1807. A general uniformity pre- 
vailed in their modes of instruction, 
but it rather conduced to superstition 
than to the preservation or improve- 
ment of real learning. Instead of 
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each fuilowing their old plans, a new 
system of education, formed on more 
excellent modern models, was pre- 
scribed for the university of Salaman- 
ca, and this was to be followed in the 
others. The universities suppressed 
were—Toledo, Bona, Onnaté, Ori- 
huela, Avila, Irache, Baeza, Ossuna, 
Almagro, Gandia,and Siguenza. Those 
remaining are—Salamaneca, Alcala, 
Valladolid, Seville, Grenada, Valen- 
tia, Saragossa, Huesca, Cervera, St. 
lago, and Oviedo. Ay ee 

Unhappily, the forms by which uni- 
versity instruction is regulated place 
them, in point of actuak knowledge, a 
full century behind the rest of the 
world. They venture to teach nothing 
till all the rest of the world has 
adopted it. Just so, too, it is in all 
societies called learned: they are go- 
verned by the ancient members, and 
the knowledge of these is always one 
age behind that of the unfettered part 
of the community. 

THE ARGUS—CAPT. PERRY. 
I was invited in 1789, at the setting 

up of the above newspaper, to take a 
share in it; but, as I was in some de- 
gree engaged in the Orac/e, I declined 
the offer. I nevertheless made one of 
the party, at the house of Capt. P. in 
Argyll-street, where the plan for bring- 
ing it out was finally arranged. Among 
other persons present were Jobn 'Tur- 
ner, brother to Sir Gregory Page 
Turner, Thomas Twistleton, brother 
to Lord Saye and Sele, and Sir Harry 
Tempest. Nothing could exceed the 
strange notions which some of them 
entertained on the business of con- 
ducting a newspaper. One desired to 
have a column set apart for his re- 
marks on the world of fashion, after 
the manner of Addison, in the Spec- 
tator; another insisted on the same 
space being allotted to him for puns 
and jeux d’esprit ; and, in-consequenee, 
it was agreed that a certain space 
should be left open for the joint pro- 
duetion of two of the proprietors ; but 
the editorship of the whole was assign- 
ed to the largest sharer in the werk, 
Capt. Sampson Perry, formerly a sur- 
geon and officer of militia. 

There were, at the period of the 
birth of this paper, a considerable num- 
ber of peers and commoners neither 
attached to nor approving the mea- 
sures of the then ministry, who were 
denominated the Neutral Squad, at the 
head of which was Lord Hawke, a 
man of ordinary abilities, but ‘around 

. whom 
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whom the naval achicvements of his 
father shed some lustre. Lady Hawke 
was the aunt of Mr. Turner; and, 
through this family connexion, it was 
expected by the latter gentleman that 
considerable interest would be derived 
to the Argus from the growing weight 
ef the Neutral Squad. The French 
revolution, however, was advancing 
with hasty strides, and its impetus 
threw down all trifling considerations 
of party ; and, as the Argus decidedly 
adopted the principles of the revolu- 
tion, the alarmed proprietors sold their 
shares, which were bought in by Capt. 
P. till -he at length became sole 
owner. 

. The Argus was perhaps the boldest 
in its opposition of any publication in 
any age. Prosecution did not abate 
the devotion of its editor; but rather 
increased his zeal in the cause of de- 
mocracy and reform. Its opposition 
to government was manifested in every 
way,—by argument and by ridicule, 
in prose andinverse. It was assisted 
by the pungent reasonings of Thomas 
Paine, and by the satirical epigrams 
of Robert Merry: in short, it was the 
rendezvous of all the partizans and 
literary guerillas then in alliance 
against that system of government 
which has continued its ascendancy 
so far beyond the period assigned to 
it by Paine, Tooke, &c. 

As specimens of the manner in 
which the lighter arms of the Argus 
were employed by the author of “the 
Rights of Man,” he wrote the follow- 
ing epigrams on the heir to the Onslow 
estates, who then signalised himself as 
a four-in-hand, by driving a team of 
little cropped horses, compared to 
tom-tits or tit-mice, and which begat 
him the nick-name of “ Tommy .Tit- 
mouse.” 

Pray what can Tommy Titmouse do? 
Why drive a phaeton and two. 
Can Tommy ‘Tit do nothing more? 
Yes,—drive a phaeton and four! 

On another occasion appeared the 
following by Merry :— 
The peers and bishops all complain, 
They cannot bear so great a Paine. 

At the time the King was ill of that 
afllicting disorder which, with some 
remissions or lucid intervals, accom- 
panied him to his grave, the doctors, 
not knowing what to report, changed 
their order of monotonous bulletins 
by the transposition only of a mono- 
syllable or two, and rang these changes 
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for weeks, when the Argus antici- 
pated them as follows :— 
He wakes and he sleeps, and he sleeps and 

he wakes; i 
But no more shall we say, for fear of 

mistakes. 

When George Rose was tacked to his 
friend 'Thomas Steele, as joint pay- 
masters, the Argus treated it thus :— 

God bless Tom Steele and Rose, 
They hate Reforms—as foes. 

God bless George Rose and Steele, _ 
They love the common-weal. eY 

At length the ministry resolved to 
abate this nuisance in some way or 
other; and prosecutions by the Attor- 
ney-General were instituted, and other 
devices practised, against its propric- 
tor. It continued to exist till Decem- 
ber 1792; and, upon its suppression, a 
sarcastic account was published in 
the Morning Herald in the following 
words :—‘‘ Our neighbour the Argus 
has of late dealt in so much inflamma- 
ble matter, that our able tactician, the 
Attorney-General, has contrived means 
(such, perhaps, as Marshal Saxe and 
the Duke of Marlborough sometimes 
used,) to get a slow but sure match 
introduced into its arsenal, and has 
thereby blown up the whole printing- 
office, even to the very devil.” r 

ORIGIN OF DESPOTISM IN FRANCE. 
When the English, in a former age, 

successfully invading France, had ad- 
vanced as far as Orleans, and Charles 
VII. had retired to Bourges, the 
Assembly of the Three Estates, in the 
pangs of despair, empowered the king 
to levy taxes during the war ; and the 
power, thus acquired, was retained, 
more or less, until the revolution in 
1789. In the case of those senators, 
delay would not have been a waste of 
time, as the fortune of war soon after 
turned, by the strange occurrence of 
one grand incident,—the romantic ap- 
pearance of Joan D’Are. 

MILTON. 
There is a simplicity in the style 

and manner of Milton’s prose, that, 
combined with the strong feelings of a 
liberal mind, render it very interesting. 
Whether some of his notions had or 
had not led him astray, it is evident 
that his heart was innocent, and un- 
der the direction of religion. A know- 
ledge of human nature appears in the 
following passage, while it forcibly 
impresses a lesson not more political 
than moral :-—“ For this is not the li- 
berty which we can hope for, that no 

grievance 
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grievance shall ever atise in the €¢om- 
monwealth; that, let no midn in this 
world expect, But when complaints 
are freely heard, deeply considered, 
and speedily reformed, then is the ut- 
most bound of civil liberty attained 
that wise men look for.” This and 
other just observations occur in the 
course of his “ Areopagitica.” The 
motives which gave rise.to the follow- 
ing necessarily imply a rational ten- 
derness for the preservation of judi- 
cious and useful works. Milton had 
remarked what Horace, alluded to, 
in his Vicum vendentem, thus et odores ! 
“He who kills aman kills a reasonable 
creature,—God’s image: but he who 
destroys a good book, kills reason. it- 
self,—kills the image of God, as it 
were in the eye. Many a man lives a 
burthen to the carth; but a good book 
is the precious life-blood of a master- 
spirit, embalmed and treasured up, for 
purposes to a life beyond a life.” 

THE RECORDER SYLVESTER. 
This successful lawyer had the 

hardest and blackest physiognomy of 
any man of his time. ‘ His indignation 
must have been terrible to the culprits 
before him, and even his sardonic 
smiles afforded no satisfaction. He 
abounded in anecdote, and used often 
to relate, with much good humour, the 
huinble steps by which he rose from 
half-guinea fees to be the head of the 
principal criminal court in England. 

VICISSITUDE OF FORTUNE, 
A characteristic trait of this some- 

times occurs in the case of ruffians of 
a more gigantic size. Duke John of 
Austria, grandson of Rudolph, from 
being near the seat of sovereign 
power, the sceptre of state, after kill- 
ing King Albert, was reduced to the 
necessity of asking for alms in the 
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New Market at Viennai—Regular 
history furnishes instances of Fortune’s 
shiftmg government, to which good 
and evil are made equally subser- 
vient. The Counts of Hapsburg, an- 
cestors of the house of Austria, were 
originally stewards of the Abbé of 
Seckingen, and butlers to the Bishop 
of Basil. . ; 

HISTORY. 
This may be considered as similar 

in kind to philosophy, though different, 
insomuch that it teaches by exam- 
ples, and inculcates wisdom witheut 
the dangers and sufferings of personal 
experience. It: certainly presents no 
common materials to such as havea 
portion of intellectual penetration. It 
is exactly suited to, and calculated 
for, the statesman. Biography is prin- 
cipally founded on particulars which 
one single object affords, and is more 
likely to be edifying and entertaining 
where the ambition of greatness is not 
the ruling passion. This is for the 
private individual. Thus the Odyssey, 
in general, delights more than the 
Hiad, with all its numerous troop of 
variegated characters. ! 

But Walpole asserted, and. truly, 
that all history is a fable; and itis so 
when historians affect to dive into the 
causes of events of which they seldom 
can. know any thing. An historian is 
like one ignorant of mechanics, who. 
can tell the fact of the hour by look- 
ing atthe dial of a watch, but knows 
nothing of the concealed springs of 
movement. Historians generally write 
as though kings, courts, and ministers, 
were governed by rational causes, and 
were superior, instead of being genec- 
rally inferior in intellect, and in the 
government of their passions, to other 
men. 

ORIGINAL POETRY. 
GRECIAN LIBERTY: 

AN ODE. 
By WILLIAM DUCKETT, of Paris. 

Inscribed to ALEXANDER, Emperor of 

Russia. 
PE, Freedom’s Muse, thy sacred store, 
With bold and vent’rous wing I soar, 
‘Above each common height! 

The of Greece once felt. thy fire, 
And wak’d to rapture ev’ry lyre, 

A son of Freedom calls, raise and support 
his flight. 

Away the Jow, the venal lays, 
That tyrants prais’d, or tyrants praise, 

‘Tis virtue prompts the theme! 
The highest wisdom fires the song, 
To him the purest strains belong, 

Who, seated on a throne, restores the 
Grecian name. 

Great heir of empire! Nature's care! 
Proceed; let man thy influence share, 

Wherever man be found! 
Like Nature self who feeds the whole, 
Let Alexander’s boundless soul — 

Take ev'ry region in, thro’ vast ¢creation’s 
round. i 

Think not thy northern sons alone, 
The care and children of thy throne a 

e 
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Be father of mankind! ; 5 
Thus Julian liv’d, the world’s best pride; 
Thus Titus reign’d, whose virtue sigh’d 

To see.one listless day accuse his active 
mind, 

Let murder stain the hero’s sword, 
And spoils of nations swell his hoard, 

His laurels are but crimes: 
Just Heaven! shall Europe, wrapt in 

grief, 
Enhance the merit of a chief, 

‘Tlie seourge of present, and the bane of 
future times. 

Let fierce ambition vex the breast, 
And rapine’s spirit haunt the rest 

Of madmen, conq’rors styl’d ; 
_ A nobler fame belongs to thee, 
Tis thine to polish and to free 

The rude * Vliet Nature's 
child, 

Perish those tyrants of the earth! 
Who blast each virtue at its birth, 

Who close with crimes each day! 
Like lawless comets in their course, 
-Urg’d by the impulse of blind force, 

Stern desolation marks thro’ life their 
_baneful way. 

Behold those restless sons of war! 
High-rais’d on Victory’s laurel’d car ! 

* Whole nations at their feet. 
Let Vanity withhold her praise, 
And gaping Wonder cease to gaze, 

These prostrate crowds Attila and Tibe- 
rius greet, 

But thou, whose kind-creating hand 
With freedom crowns a suff’ring land, 

Once known to ev’ry Muse! 
Whose good, whose great inspiring mind, 
The love and lover of thy kind, 

Forgetful of itself, the public weal pursues; 

Ambition not the ill-earn’d fame, 
In ev’ry age that murd’rers claim 
« The wages of their crimes, 
See Justice hov’ring o’er their graves, 
From death their names indignant saves, 

They live, — but live like miscreants 
damn’d to latest times. 

Fast laid by Nature’s deatliless hand, 
For thee Corcyra’s mountains stand 

A monument of fame! 
For thee her ancient rights, her Jaws, 

_ Her free-form’d senates yield applause, 
And citizens, not slaves, their liberty pro- 

claim. 

Emerging from the womb of night, 
What sudden wonders strike the sight! 

What hands provoke the lyre! 
Pheacia’s gardens bloom anew, 
And other Homers rise to view ; 

At Freedom's voice, the arts and sciences 
take fire! 

With magic life the canvass glows, 
In pliant folds the marble flows, 
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And art disputes withart; 

Here Venus hides her wondrous charms, 
There tortur’d Nature writhes her arms, 

The pitying marble paints the suff’ring 
father’s heart! 

A mightier task remains. Behold 
Forth from their tombs the sages old 

Of free-born Greece arise! 
Unblemish’d faith, and patriot scorn, 
And mercy, Freedom’s eldest born, 

Beam on their honest fronts, and sparkle 
in their eyes! 

And whence, they cry, this long-sought 
light! 

What hand dispels the mists of night, 
That wrapt the Grecian fame! 

From man these blessings cannot flow, 
The gods alone such favours know, 

The boundless bliss proclaims the northeru 
sage’s name! 

For him resery’d by changeless fate, 
To raise the glories of a state, 

Where ev’ry virtue sway’d ; 
Where poets sung, and sages taught, 
Where patriots died, and heroes fought, 

Where kings and citizens the laws alike 
_ obey’d. 

To him Platea’s trophied dead, 
And those at Marathon who bled, . 

Their hands and voices lift, 
From Russia’s sage they loud demand 
The freedom of their native land, 

And hail with gratitude the giver and the 
gift. 10 

’Tis done.—Lo! Genius grasps the lyre, 
And praises swell the gen’ral GRE, 

Thro’ ev’ry soil and clime! 
To sing the first, the best of men, 
Tis History’s Muse that guides the pen 

Torn from the wings of Time, 
—=>>— 

A VERNAL CONTEMPLATION. 

Written in }¥indsor Forest. 

Hail peaceful solitude! hail vernal sweets! ’ 
Where dwells Content, where Innocence retreats; 
Hail to thy well-known shades and flowery meads, 
Where Contemplation her fond pupil leads ; 
Fit haunts to soothe the solitary breast, 
‘To, calin the mind, ana Jull the soul to rest. 
All hail! once more this hallowed ground I tread, 
Where oft in yonthful, happierdays 1 stray’d, 
All ignorant of care, of healeh possess’, 
By fortune and paternal fondness bless’d. 
Gay rose the morn to gild with smiles the day, 
Each feather’d songster tun’d the jocund lay; 
All Nuture’s varied sweets at once combin’d 
‘To charm each sense and harmonize the mind. 
But now, alas! a solemn sadness reigns, 
It steals upon my soul in melting straius; 
Eumene’s awful virtues strike my view, 
And every rising joy my griefs subdue : 
His loss with filial tears 1 soon deplore, 
Nor gay nor rural pleasures charm me more. 
Sweet Peace,—companion of my fairer hours,— 
Forsakes my steps, and leaves the vernal bowers, 
Where oft in syivan sports the days J spent, 
Till Cynthia, gentle queen, her brightness lent; 
On downy pinions swift the moments pass’d, 
Till keen Affliction pierc’d me with her blast, 

Ye blissful days, ali! whither are ye fled! 
How chang’d each scene! each flower now drops 

its head; yi 
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Kind Nature mourns with sympathetic woe, 
‘The deepen’d shades a darker gloom bestow ; 
No more with cheerful notes the woods resound, 
But mournful turtles breathe their plaints around; 
Sad and forlorn, I listen to their moan, 
And count the griefs of others by my own; _ 
Condemn’d to prove a joyless, suffering state, 
From happier ays, the sad reverse of fate! 
But hark! from yonder dusky grove draws near 
A voice melodious, pleasing fo mi ears f 
Religion culls,—thrice welcome, heavenly maid,— 
In accents mild rejoicing to persuade. 

Cease, cease, mistaken mortal, to complain! 
The Sovereign Good inflicts no woe in vain; 
Ungrateful pay! repay’st his bounteous loye, 
Whom most he favours he delights to prove, 
And teaches by dispensing good and ill, 
A due swhoniission to His righteous will. 
Thro’ all His works the same wise counsel runs; 
Her fruits earth yields, not by unclonded suns, 
But the swift seasons’ ever-varviug race 
With flowers and fruit adorns fair Nature’s face; 
From hence instruction learn, each thought compose, 
And reap, resigu’d, the harvest of thy woes. 

« Ue 

—<z>—— 

VERSES 
FOUND INSCRIBED ON A SKULL IN A 

CHNURCH-YARD, 

By Dr. T, FORSTER. 

O empry vault of former glory! 
_ Whate’er thou wert in time of old, 
Thy surface tells thy living story, 

Tho’ now so holiow, dead, and cold; 
For in thy form is yet descried 

The traces left of young Desire, 
The Painter's art, the Statesman’s pride, 

The Muse’s song, the Poet’s fire; 
But these, forsooth, now seem to be 
Mere lumps on thy periphery. 

Dear Nature, constant in her laws, 
Hath mark’d each mental operation, 

She ev'ry fecling’s limit draws 
On all the heads throughout the nation, 

That there might no deception be ; 
_And he who kens her tokens well, 

Hears tongues which everywhere agree 
In language that no lies can tell— 
Yourage— Deceit— Destruction—Theft— 
Have traces on the skuleap left. 

But throngh all Nature’s constancy 
An awful change of form is seen, 

Two forms are not which quite agree, 
None is replaced that once hath been; 

Endless variety in all, 
From Fly to Man, Creation’s pride, 

Each shows his proper form—to fall 
Eftsoons in Time’s o'erwhelming tide, 

And mutability goes on 
With-ceaseless combination. 

‘ 

*Tis thine to teach, with magic power, 
Those who still bend lite’s fragile stem, 

To suck the sweets of ev’ry flower, 
Before the sun shall set to them ; 
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Calm the contending passions dire,” 

Which on thy surface I descry, 
Like water struggling with the fire 

In combat, which of them shall die: 
Thus is the soul, in Fury’s car, 
A type of hell’s intestine war. 

Old wall of Man’s most noble part, 
While now I trace with trembling hand 

Thy sentiments, how oft I start, 
Dismay’d at such a jarring band!, 

Man, with discordant frenzy fraught, 
Seems either madman, fool, or knave ; 

To try to live is all he’s tanght— 
To’scape her foot who nought dothsave 

In life’s proud race; (anknown our goal) 
To strive against a kindred soul. 

These various organs show the place — 
Where Friendship lov'd, where Passion 

glow’d, 
Where Veneration grew in grace, 

Where Justice sway’d, where Man was 
proud ; 

Whence Wit its slippery sallies threw 
On Vanity, thereby defeated ; 

Where Hope’s imaginary view — 
Of things to come (fond fool) is seated ; 

Where Circumspection made us fear, 
Mid gleams of joy, some danger near, 

Here fair Benevolence doth grow 
In forehead high; here Imitation 

Adorns the stage, where on the Brow 
Are Sound, and Colour’s legislation. 

Here doth Appropriation try, 
By help of Secrecy, to gain 

A store of wealth against we die, 
For heirs to dissipate again, 

Cause and Comparison here show 
The use of every thing we know. 

But here that fiend of fiends doth dwell, 
Wild Ideality, unshaken é 

By facts or theory, whose spell 
Maddens the soul and fires our beacon, 

Whom Memory tortures, Love deludes, 
Whom Circumspection fills with dread, 

On every organ he obtrudes, _ 
Until Destruction o’er his head 

Impends; then, mad with luckless strife 
He volunteers the loss of life, : 

And canst theu teach to future Man 
The way his evils to repair,— 

Say, O memento,—of the span 
Of mortal life? For if the care 

Of Truth to Science be not given 
(From whom no treachery it can sever,} 

There’s no dependence under Heayen : 
That Error may not reign for ever. 

May future heads more learning cull 
From thee, when my own head’s a skull, 

Grinstead ; Oct. 1822. 
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NOVELTIES OF FOREIGN LITERATURE. 
te 

STRICTURES on the PERIODICAL LITE- 
RATURE Of ENGLAND, from ‘‘A SKETCH 
of OLD ENGLAND, by a NEW ENGLAND 
MAN.” — Published in 1822, by 
Charles Wiley, of New York; and 
imported by Millar. 

[The perfection which the arts of compo- 
sition have acquired in America, renders 
it highly proper to consult these rivals 
on topics which involye among ourselves 
too sensitive a personal feeling, and too 
much passion. Of course we do not 
give the opinions of this. Argus-eyed 
New England man as our own. On 
some points he has slightly erred, but 
his arguments stand on their own foun- 
dation. His praise of this Miscellany 
is satisfactory; but we presume our 
readers do not on that subject require a 
higher opinion than their own. Of. the 
knaves who sought to steal our good 
name, and under its cover impose their 
namby-pamby and tinsel wares on the 
world, there can among honest men be 
but one opinion, We could have been 
content with the punishment which has 
attended the crime ; but the Americans, 
like the Macedonians, will call a spade 
a spade, and knavery ought perhaps to 
be branded as wellas punished. ‘The loss 
of many thousand ponnds. of somebody's 
money, and the necessity of scattering, 
in advertisements, eight hundred per an- 
num in reiterated agonies of despair, 

_are however, in our estimation, sufh- 
cient punishment for literary plagiarism 
and theft. The New England critic 
has commented at greater length on 
other literary empirics of the day, and, 
as he writes with great ability, we may 
be induced to give our readers another 
specimen in our next Number, if we 
are not anticipated by the ‘‘ Journal of 
Voyages and Travels.’ 

INGS would at all times, I be- 
lieve, if left to their choice, 

rather govern by opinion than by 
force, by love than by fear. An army 
of pensioned writers, when it will suf- 
fice to support the king’s popularity, 
will, in most cases, be preferred to an 
army of soldiers to maintain his autho- 
rity, for atleast two special reasons. 
‘The former method is by far the 
cheaper; since a few pensions, a pal- 
iry title, a ring, a picture, or a letter 
written by his Majesty’s own hand, 
will very generally neutralize, if not 
correct, the most stubborn literary 
patriot, and so completely alter his 
perception of things, that a country, - 
which only yesterday was the most 
oppressed and miserable, becomes to- 

morrow the happiest in the world- 
For instance, T' C———, whose 
noble and affecting strains on the sub- 
ject of Potish freedom and Irish op- 
pression are remembered by every 
American reader, has dwindled inte 
the nominal editor of a Tory magazine, 
and gone over from the oppressed to 
the oppressor. I do not say this change 
was wrought by a pension of two or 
‘three hundred pounds a-year; but, 
when a man changes his sentiments 
very suddenly, and receives a pension 
immediately afterwards, it is difficult 
to resist the conviction, that there is 
some connexion between the two. 

The laureate was seduced 
from the arms of Wat Tyler, by the 
irresistible attractions of sack and su- 
gar. A hundred a-year, and a butt of 
sack, did his business. They: so 
wrought upon his conscience, that from 
a downright patriot he became, first a 
flatterer of kings, and next a fana- 
tical advocate of every species of pious 
fraud and kingly pretension. I verily 
believe the poor man is sincere now ; 
for hypocrisy is too wary and worldly- 
minded to give into such fantastic 
fooleries as the laureate has lately 
committed. It is often the case, that 
men are inducted intoa great devotion 
for principles, to which they were at 
first but little attached, by the aid of a 
sound drubbing or two, which operates 
like persecution upon new modes of 
faith, making what was before perhaps 
little better than hypocrisy, a confirm- 
ed and obstinate conviction. Few 
persons have been more persecuted in 
this way than the unfortunate laureate. 
When he was a patriot, he was terri- 
bly persecuted by the Anti-jacobin, 
which parodied his Sapphics; and, 
what every body thought impossible, 
made them even more ridiculous than 
they were originally. After he was con- 
verted to loyalty by sack and sugar, 
and a hundred.a-year, his old friends, 
whom he had abandoned, attacked 
him with every weapon of ridicule and 
severity; while his new allies, feeling 
rather ashamed of their new convert, 
left him to the poor consolation of 
praising himself, which he does now at 
every convenient opportunity. As he 
was drubbed into a perfect conviction 
of the truth of his newly adopted 
principles, so in like manner has he 
been convinced of his own great merit 

and 
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and talents by the ridicule and incre- 
dulity of the world. In attempting to 
make head against these, he was so 
often obliged to bear testimony in fa- 
vour of himself, that he at length be- 
came a sincere convert to his own 
absurdities, and’ grew to believe in 
himself, as a man comes to believe in 
a story of his own invention, by dint 
of eternal repetition. What the lau- 
reate does with his butt of sack is a 
profound secret in the republic of ‘let- 
ters. He cannot drink it certainly, or 
else Jack Falstaff was even a greater 
liar than he has credit for bemg. Tf, 
as he affirms, “‘a good: sherris sack 
hath a two-fold operation,’—if “it 
ascends me 1o the brain, and there 
dries the vapours,” the laureate had 
better set about drinking it, for ‘* by ’r 
Lady,” another birth-day poem will 
finish honest Bob Southey, unless 
he disperse the aforesaid vapours. 
He begins to reverse all the rules of 
composition of late; for it may law- 
fully be said of him, that he writes 
prose like a madman, and poétry like 
a fool. Iam sorry for him; for, not- 
withstanding his overbearing self-suf- 
ficiency, his desertion of the cause of 
freedom, his virulent invectives against 
his opponents, his rampant conceit, 
and his utter want of ‘all’ literary 
courtesy,—l am assured that his cha- 
racter in private life is amiable and 
exemplary. 
An army of authors is a much 

cheaper support of royalty than an 
army of soldiers, and has this special 
recommendation’ besides, that it can 
not only uphold the king’s authority 
while living, but give him a good name 
after deatli. But the trade of a king 
is not near so good as it used to be. 
At this time, when there seems to be 
a general rebellion of the human un- 
derstanding against the abuses and 
exactions of antiquated tyranny, it has 
become indispensable for royalty to 
turn its attentions more particularly 
tothe people. For this purpose, it is 
considered equally essential to laud 
the characters and manners of kings; 
to maintain the superiority of that sys- 
tem of government of which they are 
the heads; and to denounce, on all 
occasions, those principles of freedom, 
which are as much, and as surely, the 
product. of intellectual advancement, 
as the blossom is of the sun. 

The whole tide of corruption has 
consequently turned into these chan 
nels; and, in order to render the 
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means of depressing mankind m F 
effectual, it has become more than 
ever necessary, that the press should 
be either corrupted or enslaved. You 
perhaps have not remarked it, butit is 
becoming every day more and more 
evident, that republicanism and repub- 
licans must be either rendered odious 
and detestable in the eyes of nations, 
by reiterated falsehoods’ and misre- 
presentations, or there will be shortly 
little security for many thrones of 
Europe. One or other, the old or ‘the 
new world, must change its govern- 
ments. 
A plan has, therefore, been devised, 

and is now in most promising progress, 
in Europe, for controlling the freedom 
of the press ;—on one hand by fines, 
prosecutions, and censorships ;:and on 
the other, to render it subservient to 
the purposes of antiquated oppres- 
sions, ignorance, and superstition, by 
means of pensions, patronage, sine- 
cures, and paltry titles, that sink the 
man of genius into a mere courtier. 

In the progress of this deep-laid 
plot against the human understanding, 
we have seen, that only those repubti- 
can writers whose efforts were not ihe 
most dangérous, ei:her from want of 
talents, or of a popular mode’ of ad- 
dressing the multitude; are tolerated. 
The momenta popular writer becomes 
dangerous by his power of ‘addtessing 
the public feelings, himself and’ his 
writings are singled out for the lash of 
the law or the church. Under some 
pretence of blasphemy, if they ean 
find no other, the author is prosecuted, 
fined, and ruined ; and his book, if not 
entirely suppressed, becomes an object 
for all the hirelings to bark at, from 
the Quarterly Review to Blackwood’s 
Magazine. — “§ 

But in a government in which the 
whole wealth of the state can be em- 
ployed almost at willin the wages of 
corruption, the means of influencing 
and controlling the press are not con- 
fined to mere oppression and punish- 
ment. If, for instance, a writer pos+ 
sess too much courage to be frighten 
ed, or too much honesty to be bribed, 
into a sacrifice of his principles, they 
set the Quarterly Review upon him. 
That excellent, conscientious, and dis- 
interested publication, beginsby ¢harg+ 
ing him with radicalism and infidelity. 
The Literary Gazette repeats the tale 
to the’ New Monthly and‘ the John 
Bull; the New Monthly to the Beacon 
and Blackwood’s Magazine ; and bas 

the 



‘the cry is sounded from the London 
~ Monument to Edinburgh Cross. This 
never fails to alarm the rich and pri- 
vileged orders; in fact, all those 
whose opinions have great influence 
in society, and to whom an author 
looks up, not only for reputation, but: 
patronarze, at Jeast so far as to the 
purchase of his book. Few men, how- 
ever great may be their civil courage, 
can resist a combined and successful 
attack upon their purse and character 
atthe same time. It therefore hap- 
pens, in a vast many instances, that, 
unless the Edinburgh Review and its 
followers take up the cudgels on the 
other side, the poor man recants in his 
next publication, accommodates: him- 
self to the views of our ministerial 
€ritic, and sacrifices his principles to 
Save the remnant of his good name, 
and find purchasers for his book. 

’ Others, however, who, like Mr. 
Ss -and Mr. G , are natu- 
rally inclined to become pensioners 
and parasites, have their virgin ‘purity 
assailed and speedily overcome by the 
seductive applications of certain agree- 
able sinecures, that are generally found 
to be quite irresistible. One of these, 
it is well known, caused Mr. S 
to abjure his Joan of Arc and Wat 
Tyler, and fairly converted him from 
Dom Daniels, jacobin epics, and re- 
publican sapphics, into a loving coad- 
jutor of Messrs. G—— and © 
who, erewhile, had set the whole na- 
tion laughing athim and his sapphics 
in the Anti-jacobin. That arch enemy 
of our country, Mr. W G Hi 
is clerk to the honourable band of 
pensioners; an excellent place, with 
a good salary; nothing to do, and 
twelve hundred buttons to his corona- 
tion coat. This is as it should be. 
There is a fitness of things in a pen- 
sioned writer being clerk to a band of 

» Rowsioners. 
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Cc » —alack for ge- 
nius !—is also a pensioner of the king, 
and has been placed at the head of 
the New Monthly Magazine, with the 
well known object of putting down, or 
superseding, the Monthly; for, you 
must know, it is common here, not 
only with tavern-kecpers, who let out 
their houses to the public, but also 
with authors, who, let out their con- 
sciences to. the best paymaster, to jug- 
gle each other out of his custom, by 
pulling up a similar sign; that is to 
say, Christening their new bantling by 
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the name of some well known and po- 
pular establishment. There is some- 
thing exceedingly contemptible in this; 
but really the arts. of literature, as 
practised here now, graze very closely 
upon the skirts of the noble art of. 
swindling. ‘This setting-up a spurious 
magazine, with the samo title which is’ 
borne by. one already popular and 
well known, to my mind is very little 
better than getting into society, and 
borrowing money under the name and 
on the credit of some respectable per- 
son. The mere tagging of the epithet 
“ New” toit is nothing, since the gene- 
rality of people will. suppose it no- 
thing more than a new series of the 
same work. 

~ The New Monthly is, in every re- 
spect, a complete contrast to the 

Monthly Magazine,—every way infe- 
rior in talent, in principle, instruction, 
and amusement. The Monthly Ma- 
gazine has for many years past becn’ 
conducted with much ability; and is 
at this moment, in my opinion, the best 
publication in Great Britain of the 
kind. The New Monthly, on.the con- 
trary, is a mere collection of frivolous 
articles, principally composed of no- 
tices of second-hand German fitera- 
ture ; letters from Grimus Short; abor— 
tive attempts at the pathetic, and still 
more abortive attempts at wit and sa- 
tire. ‘The two last numbers are beneath 
all lowliness. 

The Monthly Magazine has aiways 
displayed a most liberal disposition 
towards our country, and dealt with 
us in the spirit of friendly intercourse. 
It has on all occasions been the advo- 
cate of rational freedom, and main- 
tained, with equal zeal and ability, 
those sober doctrines of politieal right, 
which are as free from the license of 
anarchy as they are from the chains of 
despotism. Ithas always spoken with 
a just discrimination of our character, 
manners, and literature; neither cle- 
vating us above the scale of human 
excellence, nor debasing us to the 
level of profligate boors. In short, if 
we are to depend upon foreign perio- 
dical literature, the Monthly Magazino 
is beyond doubt, in every point of 
view, entitled to the first selection ; 
since it neither pampers our vanity, 
nor outrages our just feelings of pride 
and patriotism. 

sesides Messrs. G——, § ; 
C , and others, there are hun- 

dreds of inferior note,—at least that 
3K are 
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are not so well known on our side of 
the water,—who are in the enjoyment 
of places, pensions, and patronage of 
some sort or other. 1 will not trouble 
you with any more of these. It is 
sufficient for me to assure you, that 
very little independence is to be look- 
ed for either in the Reviews or Maga- 
zines, with few exceptions. Almost 
every one of these was either originally 
established for certain religious or po- 
litical objects, or has been seduced by 
bribery and patronage to become a hot 
partizan. The government, having the 
heaviest purse, and the most extensive: 
patronage, is of course the best pay- 
Master, and consequently retains by 
far the greater proportion of authors, 
either as apologists of itself, or calum- 
niatorsof others. Hence itis that we 
see them industriously employing all 
their learning and talents in propping 
up old abuses, and recommending new 
ones; mingling the praises of religion 
with the grossest flattery of those 
whose whole conduct belies its pre- 
cepts; covering the indulgence of the 
bitterest, most malignant, passions, 
with the thin pretext of orthodox 
piety; making a parade of their faith 
in ribald farec and impious tragedies ; 
spicing the keenest conflicts of interest 
and ambition with an ample sprinkling 
of pure ministerial orthodoxy ; and join- 
ing their voices to the full chorus of cant, 
which, under the auspices of the Holy 
Alliance, now echoes through half the 
world. Itis in this way they either 
repay the bounty of the ministry, or 
insinuate themselves into the lap of 
new rewards, by means of new ser- 
vices. 
When a writer once consents. to 

receive a benefit, be it what. it may, 
—the tenure of which is, that he shall 
not write any thing not palatable to 
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the patron, he sells his birth-right for 
a mess of pottage; the wings of his 
genius are clipped by the sword of 
power, and his intellectual faculties 
become cramped in their exercise. 
When old Faustus, according to the 
story, sold himself to Satan, he gained 
by his bargain, at least, an enlarge- 
ment of his powers, both of mind and 
body ; his genius expanded, and he was 
enabled to comprehend what was before 
beyond the reach of his mind. But, 
when Messrs, S aud C 
sold themselves, they seem to have 
lost the talent they before possessed ; 
and, like the traitor Arnold, carried 
with them nothing but their disgrace. 
The indifferent poetry of the patriot 
Ss has become ten times more 
so since he became a pensioner; and 
the genius of T Cc seems 
to have deserted him the moment he 
entered within the magic circle of mi- 
nisterial patronage. 

In an age of ignorance and super- 
stition, it may be that literature will 
find it necessary to appeal to an en- 
lightened monarch, or his minister, for 
that support which the indifference of 
the public denies him; or for that pro- 
tection which the bigotry of ecclesias- 
tical power renders necessary. But 
at this time, when the taste and libe- 
rality of the people are amply sufficient 
to remunerate the highest efforts of 
genius, it is not necessary that it 
should grovel at the foot of power for 
protection, nor prostitute its indepen- 
dence forbread. Itisnow butseldom 
that talent appeals in vain to the pa- 
tronage of nations, when it comes 
recommended by independent princi- 
ples and honest patriotism, A people 
that, wish to be free must take the 
exclusive control of literature out of 
the hands of their governments. 

NEW PATENTS AND MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
— 

To Ma. James Fercuson Cote, late of 
Hans-place, Chelsea, but now of Park- 
street, Grosvenor-square, London, for 
an Invention of certain Improvements 
in. Chronometers. 

rpe first improvement proposed 
under this patent consists in the 

application, of a safety-pin to a detent 
with pivots; a locking-plate to the 
balance-axis; and the return or un- 
locking spring in a reversed position; 
the. escapement of the chronometer 
being a detached one. 

The balance in this chronometer is 
constructed without arm, adjusting- 
weights, screw, cavity, or projection; 
so that the atmospheric air cannot 
affect its circular movement. This 
balance is, in form, a. circular plate, 
flat on one side, and on the opposite 
turned hollow, so as to leave no more 
substance than is absolutely necessary 
to support the rim. 

The effect of heat and cold on this 
chronometer is compensated by a curb 
actuated by a compensator, the motion 

‘of 
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of which inereases in one direction, 
and diminishes in the other, the acting 
length of the balance spring. .'This 
curb and compensator are connected 
with the balance-cock and apparatus’ 

But, .as we cannot. for adjustment. 
describe the contrivances without en- 
gravings, we must refer our readers to 
the. Lonpon JournaL of Arts, No. 
XX. where it is given. with the en- 
gravings at length. 

— 

To Tuomas Burr, of Shrewsbury, 
Plumber ; for certain Improvements im 
Machinery for manufacturing Lead 
and other Metal into Pipe and Sheets. 
—April 11, 1820. 

Tre machinery for making pipe con- 
sists in a’ strong iron hollow cylin- 
der or barrel, true with parallel sides 
for a piston to work in, open at one 
end and closed at the other end, ex- 
cept a hole being left in the centre to 
admit the pipe to pass through, into 
which said hole is fixed a washer or 
thimble ; the hole through which is the 
exact size of the outside of the pipe 
intended to be made; this washer is 
made to take out occasionally (by a 
serew or otherwise) to. allow another 
washer to be placed in its stead, with 
a larger or smaller hole in proportion 
to the size of the pipe intended to be 
made ; a strong piston is made so to fit 
the inside of the cylinder, as to allow 
Sufficient space for it easily to work up 
and down in it from one end to the 
other. In the centre of the end of the 
piston that enters the cylinder, is fixed 
perpendicularly, a round core or rod 
the length of the cylinder, and. the 
diameter of the inside of the pipe in- 
tended to be made; this core or rod is 
also made to take off occasionally (by 
a screw or otherwise), to admit another 
core or rod to be introduced in its 
stead of the same length, but of larger 
or smaller diameter, in proportion to 
the size of the pipe wanted. The 
cylmder may be of any size at plea- 
sure; it must be large enough to con- 
tain lead sufficient to make one length 
of pipe, the larger it is the longer the 
pipe will be; if it is six inches diame- 
ter and one foot long, it will require to 
be at least four inches thick, and so in 
proportion. The above may all be 
made of iron or other strong metal, but 
the cores or rods and washers will be 
better of steel. ‘The manner of using 
the apparatus is as follows: the cylin- 
der is fixed perpendicularly with the 
end uppermost, to which the washer is 
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fixed ; the piston is drawn down until 
it is nearly out of the cylinder; the 
upper-end of the core or red will then 
appear through the centre of the hole 
in the washer; if it should vary, it must 
be wedged in the centre; clean melted: 
lead is then poured into the cylinder, 
by the: space between the core or rod! 
and the washer, until it is full; after it 
has stood until thelead is set, the 
piston is forced into the cylinder; 
which presses out the lead through the 
aperture between the core or rod and 
the washer in the form of pipe. When 
the piston has pressed out all the lead, 
the pipe is sawed off above the core or 
rod, the piston is drawn down again to 
its former place (viz. neatly out of thé 
cylinder) ; a short piece of pipe will then 
remain, so.as to stop up the passage 
or space between the core or red and 
the washer; to clear the passage, 
melted lead, heated nearly toa low- 
ered heat, is poured on to the pipe 
remaining, which will very soon melt it 
away, and the lead must be continued 
pouring until the cylinder is full’ as 
before. To take the melted lead into. 
the cylinder that was poured on to’ 
open the passage, a small hole is made 
close by the side of the washer, whicli 
hole, when the cylinder is full, is 
stopped up by a screw-pin. After 
standing as before, the operations aré 
repeated. The method -he uses to 
force the piston into ‘the cylinder, and 
draw it back again, is as follows: the 
cylinder is firmly fixed by a flanch cast 
thereon for that purpose, in a perpen- 
dicular hole through the centre of the 
top of the frame of a powerful hydrauli¢é 
press, in such a manner that the upper 
end appears above the frame of the 
press, for the purpose of access to it td 
pour in the lead, &c.; the press is 
made to heave upwards, and pull back 
again; the piston is fastened to the 
heaving rod of the press by a screw, so 
that it can be easily taken off to clear 
away the lead that may hang on, when 
the core or rod is to be changed. “He 
warms the cylinder before he begins to 
use it, after it has stood from working, 
by making a small fire round 10 dr 
it, which also makes it work the 
easier. The method of making shee 
is the same as pipes, except thut 
instead of the vessel that contains the 
lead being cylindrical, it must be ah 
oblong-square inside, as wide as’ the 
sheet is required, and of length and 
breadth sufficient to contain lead 
enough for one sheet; and the aperture 

where 
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where the lcad is to be pressed out 
must be as long as the sheet is to be 
wide, and as wide as the sheet is to be 
thick ; the plate that forms one side of 
the aperture must be made to move by 
screws, nearer or further off the oppo- 
site side, when.a thinner. or, thicker 
sheet is required, and no core or rod is 
wanted. 

; HP bey 
To Mr. Richarp Francis Hawkins, 
of Plumstead, Kent, for an Invention 
of certain Improvements in the Con- 
struction of Anchors.—March 1822. 

TuEse improvements consist, first, in 
the construction of anchors differing in 
form from those in general use; and, 
secondly, in certain adaptations to an- 
chorsoftheold construction. Theshank 
is formed so as to consist of two parts 
towards the crown, with apertures or 
eyes in each, through which the arms 
or flukes may pass, and work frecly, 
the crown-picce turning with the arms. 
«<The interior of the crown-picce, or 
that part which is turned to the 
square of the shank, must be so ad- 
justed that the crown-piece may freely 
revolve and pass through the throat 
when the toggle is not in it.” The 
crown-piece has an aperture perfo- 
rated through it, into which the long 
thick picce of iron called the toggle is 
inserted. This toggle is fastened inits 
place, so as to project equally on both 
sides, and, by stopping against or 
meeting the throat of the shank, pre- 
vents the crown-piece and the arms 
from passing round, by which they are 
held at an angle of about fifty degrees 
from the shank. 
When this anchor is let go, one of - 

the ends of the toggle must come in 
contact with the ground, which puts the 
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flukes in‘a posifion to enter ; and, when 
the strain is exerted upon the cable, 
that end of the toggle whichis upwards 
comes in contact with the throat of the 
shank, and sets the anchor in the hold- 
ing position. The adyantages of this 
mode of constructing anchors are, that 
they hold by both the flukes at once, 
and therefore the weight of metal may 
be diminished, and yet an equal if not 
greater eliect be obtained ; added to 
which, there is more probability of this 
anchor holding _ securely, into, the 
ground than those of the ordinary con- 
struction; and there being no stock to 
this improved anchor, reduces, the 
probability of fouling, whichean rarely, 
if ever, happen; hence, it. may be 
‘‘ catted, fished, and stowed, with 
greater facility and safety than a com- 
mon anchor.” 

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS. 

H. Septimus, Clapton, Middlesex, mer- 
chant; fora bolt or fastening, particularly 
applicable as a night-bolt,—June 4. 

W. Huxham, Exeter, iron-founder ; for 
improvements in the construction of roofs. 
—June 4. nay vil 

H. Colebank, Broughten,-in Furness 
Kirkley Ireleth, Lancashire, tallow:chan- 
dier; for an engine for cutting, twisting, 
and spreading, of wicks,—June 4. .,. 

J. Barton, depnty-comptroller of our 
Mint; for a certain process for the appli- 
cation of prismatic colours to the surface 
of steel and other metals, and using the 
same in the manufacture of vations orna- 
ments.—June 4. rphale 

J. Frost, Finchley, Middlesex, builder ; 
for a new cement of artificial stone,— 
June 11, ib 

W. Feetham, Ludgate-hill, stove-maker ; 
for a certain improvement on shower- 
baths.—June 11. { 

~ PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 
— > 

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC. 
rae object, of this institution, is 

to promote the cultivation of the 
science of music, and afford facilities 
for attaining perfection in it, by assist- 
ing with general instruction the natives 
of this country, and thus enabling 

those who pursue this delightful branch 

of the fine arts, to enter into competi- 
tion with, and rival the natives of other 

countries, and to provide for them- 

selves the means of an honourable and 

comfortable livelihood. It is to, be 
called the “Royal Academy of Music,” 
for the maintenance and general in- 

forty males and forty females, 

struction in music of a certain num- 
ber of pupils, not excceding at present 

Ist. The institution is to be founded 
and maintained by contributions and 
annual subscriptions, divided into four 
‘classes. 

1st class—Contributors of one hondred 
‘guineas or upwards in one payment, or 
‘fifty guineas and upwards, and under one 
hundred guineas, and an annual subscrip- 
‘ticn of five guineas, 

znd class—Contributors of fifty-five 
-guineas or upwards in one payment, or ten 
‘guineas and an annual subscription of five 
guineas.’ 
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3rd_ class—Contributors of . thirty-five 

guineas in one payment, or of five guineas 
and an annual subscription of three 
guineas. 

4th class—Contributors of twelve gui- 
neas in one payment, or an annual sub- 
scription of three guineas, and not less than 
one euinea: 

‘The first payment of fifty, ten, and 
five, guineas, will include the subserip- 
tion for the current year. 

- 2nd. The ‘subseribers of the 1st 
élass are to be governors: they are to 
have the privilege of being present at, 
and of introducing two persons to, all 
the’ Goneerts, trials, or rehearsals, 
which shall take place in the institu- 
tion, and all the public examinations 
of the pupils; they will also, with the 
subseribers of the 2d and 3rd classes, 
have the recommendation and election 
of all the students to be admitted into 
the academy, and will have three 
votes for each student at each clec- 
tion. 

3rd. The subscribers of the 2nd 
class are to have the same privileges 
as those ef the ist class, except that 
they will have two votes only at the 
election of the students, and may in- 
troduce one person only instead of two, 
to the concerts, rehearsals, and exa- 
aminations. 

4th. ‘The subscribers of the 3rd class 
are to have the same privileges as the 
former classes, execpt that they will 
hhave only one vote at the election of 
the students, and a free admission for 
themselves only to the concerts, re- 
hearsals, and examinations. . 

5th. The subscribers of the 4th class 
will be entitled to a free admission to 
the public examinations of the pupils 
only. 
A convenient building is, as soon as 

possible, to be provided by the sub- 
committee, of which a separate part 
shall be appropriated for the male stu- 
dents, and another for the females; 
‘and, in addition to the above establish- 
ment, there will be received into the 
academy extra students, who, accord- 
ing to certain rules of admission, shall 
be entitled to all the advantages of the 
institution, except their maintenance 
and lodging. 
A person of character and repute, 

to be called the principal of the esta- 
blishment, or a board consisting of 
tiree professors, as the sub-committee 
may hereafter decide upon, shall be 
placed at the head of the academy, to 
whom shall be entrusted the general 
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direction of the musical éducation of 
the siudenis. 

. The first object in the education of 
the students will consist in a strict at- 
tention to their religious and moral. 
instruction; next, the study of their 
ewn and the Italian language, writing, 
and ‘arithmetic ; and their general in- 
struction in the various branches of 
music, particularly-in the art of sing- 
ing, and in the study of the piano-forte 
and organ, of harmony, and of com- 
position. 

No student will be admitted at an 
earlier age than ten years, nor later 
than fifteen years old; and they must 
have received such previous. instruc- 
lion, as to be able to read and. write 
with tolerable proficiency; and they 
must have shown some decided apti- 
tude or disposition for music, to be 
ascertained by the professors and mas- 
ters in council. 

There will be one or more public 
concerts in each year, at which such 
of the students as are sufliciently 
advaneed shall be produced; the profits 
of this concert shall go to the benefit of 
the establishment, except when any of 
the students are retiring in that year 
from the academy, when so much of 
the profits, as the sub-committee shall 
direct, shall be divided amongst them, 
as a portion which may assist their 
comfortable establishment in the world. 

There shall be public examinations 
of the students, to be held on such 
days as shall be fixed by the sub-com- 
mittee in each year, at which shall be 
distributed such medals or other re- 
wards as the sub-committee shall 
judge preper. 

—= 

THE SURREY. INSTITUTION. 

We take pleasure in noticing a very 
interesting leeture by Mr. Jennings, 
delivered at the Surrey Institution. 
The immediate occasion of this lecture 
was the approaching dissolution of the 
establishment, and its intended renova- 
tion upon a broader and more liberal 
scale, for the more effectual encourage- 
ment of literature and the communica- 
tion of useful knowledge, under the 
title of the “‘ New Surrey Institution.” 
The Italians (says Mr. Jennings) first 

established academies. ‘The Medici, 
in the fifteenth century, contributed 
greatly to the diffusion of a taste for 
letters. Of the academy of the Lyncei, 
Galileo was amember. ‘The Academie 
Frangaise was established, in France, 

in 
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in 1635. The Royal Academy of: 
Sciences, in 1666. Lontenclle was 
secretary to this academy forty-two 
years. ‘Fhe Institute of France was 
established in 1795, 

After noticing the Royal Spanish 
Academy, instituted in 1713, and the 
Athenzeum, in .1820,:a brief view of the 
chiet literary institutions of this coun- 
try was given. The universities ob- 
tained only a passing notice ; the Royal 
Seciety, the Royal Academy of Paint- 
ing, and the Society of Arts, were also 
briefly mentioned ; but our Jnstitutions, 
emphatically so called, demanded and 
ebtained more minute detail. 

Circulating libraries and book-socic- 
ties were of English invention ; of the 
former, the first was opened by one 
Batho, in the Strand, in 1740; and, of 
the latter, the first was instituted at 
Leicester in 1743, and existed, till 
lately, under the name ef the Blue Bell 
Society. 
The literary institutions of Liverpool 

required particular notice, not only as 
there the first, improvement in our lite- 
rary sucietics was made, but as that 
town itself contains, at the present mo- 
ment, societies, and chiefly the Royal 
Liverpool Institution, which are de- 
serving our peculiar regard. The 
Athenzeum was established in the year 
1798. It unites a good library with a 
coflee-room, and affords admission to 
five hundred young men to read the 
books. The Lyccum was established 
in 1802. The books of this institution 
circulate among the members, which 
is not the case with the books of the 
Atheneum. The Royal Liverpool 
Institution, established in 1817, has 
more the character of-a university than 
a literary academy. It has professors 
in the different sciences, and schools 
for the classics and the mathematics, 
with masters to cach. 

Of the tour institutions of the me- 
tropolis, the Royal Institution, the 
London Institution, and the Russel 
Institution, were concisely, but cor- 
rectly noticed; but..on the Surrey 
Institution, as it is about to close, Mr. 
Jennings expatiated more at large, 
naming its peculiar advantages, and 
the scientific and literary “leetures 
which. have, from time. to time, been 
given here by. some of the first men of 
the age, 

The Royal Society of Literature, and 
the Schools of Arts, at Glasgow, and 
Edinburgh, were then briefly men- 
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tioned; and also, in a couplnchies 
way, the institutions of America. 
The following is the peroration:— 

“ On a review of what has been said, 
and of the extraordinary progress of 
literature, and the march of events 
during the last fifty years in the eivi- 
lized world, it is obvious that a power 
is in operation in society, of which, 
although known to our forefathers, the 
extent and force could neither be cal- 
culated nor forescen.. That power is 
Knowledge; to attempt to impede the 
progress of which is not only useless, 
but erroneously mischievous. I can 
have no doubt that many of the evils 
which society has endured for some 
years past, and is still enduring, arise 
from the attempts, unwise as futile, to 
prevent the rushing of these mighty 
waters. Men should remember that 
we are progressive beings ; that what 
suits one period of society is often 
totally unfit for another, add a new 
one; that at certain periods manis more 
rapidly progressive than at others ; that 
the period of the last fifty years has 
been one of rapid progression, which 
has led to a new and extraordinary 
era; and that true wisdom, instead of 
attempting to retain, or to restore the 
old order of things, will be employed 
in arranging the new, so as to make it 
most beneficial for the general goods 
That, instead of opposing the rolling 
torrent, we must go along with it; and, 
though we may, indeed, regulate ifs 
impctuosity, we cannot, nor ought we, 
to attempt to stop its course.’ ; 

— 

EXTRACT of the REPORT On ROADS, 
BRIDGES, and CANALS, read in the 
AMERICAN SENATE, MARCH 23, 1822. 

From a view of the documents, it 
will be perceived, (say the committee,) 
that the number of miles of turnpike- 
roads contemplated by ,the , various 
charters of the companies which have 
received letters patent, is 2521; of 
which there have been completed 
1807 ; of these roads, about 1250 miles 
are of solid stone, having on their sur- 
face no angle greater thap 4k or & 
degrees, even in crossing the highest 
mountains. ; : 

‘Dollars, 
The amount of capital subscribed 

towards these improvements by 
individuals (including the sub- 3" 
scriptions of a few banks,) and. : 
which has been paid, or is ex- 
pected to be paid, is aaa 

The 
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The amount subseribed by the ) 

~ commonwealth to the same is 1,861,542 
To these sums, if there be added 

one half the amount of the ex- 
' isting debts of the companies, 
which it is probable the roads 
have eost more than the amount 
subscribed by the state and’ by 

, ~ solvent individuals, say -----++ 
i¢ will appear that to turnpike- 

roads, there has been subscribed 
and appropriated, in Pennsy]- 
vania, the sum of----+-++--++ 6,401,474 

Towards the construction of 
bridges, also, it will appear 
that a great appropriation has 
been made. " 

The stock subscribed by indivi- 
duals, amount to-++++++-- +*+1,629,200 

That subscribed by the common- 
wealth £0 ++++<esseeerereees 382,000. 

And. if half the amount of debts 
be added, as in the former case, 40,595 

The amount contributed towards 
the construction of bridges, 
‘will have been---+«++++--++++ 2,051,795 

To Navigation Companies, 
Individuals have subscribed---++ 1,416,610 
The commonwealthhas subscribed 150,000 
And, if to these sums be added the 

cost of the works at the two 
Conawago canals, estimated 
At evcecvccesscree 240,000 

The probable amount expended 
on the Lehigh, cannot fall 
short of -+-++-+--- 150,000— 370,000 

And leaving out of view the ex- 
- penditures madeby the Schuyl- . 
kill and Susquehanna, and 
Delaware and Schuylkill, navi- 
gation companies, the result 
will show. an appropriation to 
this branch of internal improve- 
mentof --- +++ 1,916,510 

If all these subscriptions, appro- 
priations, and individualexpen- 
ditures, be added together, the 

- amount will be little short 
ai aniee and-ipinc2.- vis os vee es ©) 10,869;779 

“Two complete stone roads, running 
from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, 300 
miles each in length, one of which is 
already finished. 
One continued road from Philadel- 

phia tothe town of Erie, on the lake of 
that name, passing through Sunbury, 
Bellefonte, Phillipsburg, Franklin, 
and Meadville. 
Two roads, having but a few miles 

of turnpike deficient, from Philadel- 
phia; one to the New-Y ork-state line, 
in Bradford county, passing tbrough 
Berwick, and one to the northern part 
of the state, in Susquehanna county, 
passing through Bethlehem. And one 
continued road from Pittsburg to 

1 

381,585: 

seeeesweetor 

—__—_—, 
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Erie, passing through Butler, Mercer, 
Meadville, and Waterford. 

The northern, north-western, and 
western, sections of the state,, will then 
be connected with the metropolis, and 
afford facilities for travelling and trans- 
portation, unequalled as to extent im 
the United States. 

Skill, and a judicious economy in 
the construction of turnpike-roads, is, 
of vital importance. The art of making 
artificial roads is in its infancy in our 
country ; and it behoves us, as we value 
our prosperity, to use every means 
within our reach to profit by the lights 
and experience of those who under- 
stand the subject better than ourselves. 

The construction of stone and other 
artificial roads, is a science which few 
men understand, and yet which few 
men hesitate to undertake; and it is no 
doubt from a want of ordinary skill in 
preparing and applying the materials 
of which our roads are composed, and’ 
in shaping their surface, and of ordi- 
nary judgment in the application of 
labour, that most of our roads have 
been constructed so expensively, and 
some of them so‘badly. 

The attention of your committee has 
been drawn to asmall English publica- 
tion, re-printed in Baltimore during 
the last year, and which is to be pro- 
cured in that city or in Philadelphia, 
entitled, ‘*M’Adam on Roads.” - It 
comprises, besides, an essay upon 
road-making, by J. Loudon M'Adam, 
esq. the author; the minutes of an 
examination of witnesses before a 
committee of the House of Commons, 
appointed to enquire into the state of 
the: roads, and particularly into a new 
system of turnpike-road-making intro- 
duced by Mr. M’Adam. Asthis work 
is well worth the perusal of all who 
have’ any desire to understand the 
principles upon which the British turn- 
pike-roads: are constructed and re- 
paired, so that not a rut is ever to be 
seen on their surface, your committee 
have deemed it*worth their while to 
bring it thus into the notice of the 
legislatire. From this book it ap, 
pears that; according to the most ap- 
proved system at present in use in 
England, the stones ‘are broken’so fine, 
as that none of them exceeds six 
ounces in weight, in order that a more 
speedy consolidation may be produced, 

The depth of the materials is about 
ten inches, which is probably one 
fourth less than the average depth of 
our stone-roads, ‘The ‘surface of the 

road 
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road is as nearly flat as is sufficient to 
carry off the water, being only three 
inches higher in the centre than at the 
sides, where the width is eighteen fect. 
The convexity of our roads generally 
varies so as to make them from six to 
fifteen ineles higher in the centre than 
at the sides, which occasions their 
being cut up, inasmuch as the weight 
ef a loaded waggon is principally 
thrown upon the wheels which are on 
the lowest side. A few of them areas 
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low as one to four inches, and a smalf 
number are entirely flat, which is pro- 
bably detrimental to their duration, by 
permitting the water to soak down, 
destroy the foundation, and injure the 
materials. It is worthy of remark, 
that stone roads are said in the work 
under consideration, to have been con- 
structed with great permaneney, over 
wet and marshy ground, the materials 
having been so amalgamated as to lie 
like a board upon the soft carth, 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED in the THIRD YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or in the 

THIRD SESSION of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the UNITED KINGDOM. 
ei 

AP. XXVII. To amend and con- 
tinue, until the jifth day of July 

1826, so much of an Act made in the 
55th year of his late Majesty, as relates to 
additional Duties of Excise, in Great 
Britain, on Lixcise Licences.—May 15, 
1822. 

Cap. XXVIII. To continue, so long 
as the Bounties now payable on Trish 
Linens when exported from Ireland shall 
continue, the Bounties on British and 
Trish Linen exported.— May 15. 

Cap. XXIX. 7 continue, until the 
25th day of January 1823, and from 
thence to the End of the thennext Session 
of Parliament, an Act made in the 54th 
Year of his late Majesty, for rendering 
the Payment of Creditors more equal and 
expeditious in Scotland.—May 15. 

Cap. XXX. For reducing, during 
the Continuance of the present Duty on 
Malt, the Duty on Malt, made from Bear 
or Bigg only, an Scotland.—May 15. 
Cap. XXXII. Zogrant Countervail- 
ing Duties, and to allow equivalent 
Drawbacks, on Malt, Beer, and Spirits, 
imported and exported between Great 
Britain and Ireland—May 15. 

Cap. XXXII. For repealing the 
Duties on plain Silk Net or Tulle, and 
for granting new Duties in lieu thereof. 

Cap. XXXII. For altering and 
amending several Acts passed in the First 
and Ninth Years of the Reign of King 
George the First, and in the Forty-first, 
Fifty-second, Fifty-sixth, and Fifty- 
seventh, Years of the Reign of his late 
Majesty King George the Third, so far 
as the same relute to the Recovery of 
Damages committed by riotous and tu- 
multuous Assemblies and unlawful and 
malicious Offenders.—May 24. 

No action to be brought against the inha- 
bitants of any place unless damage ex- 
ceed 301—Where damages are sustained, 

the parties injured to give notice to the 
high constable, mayor, or chief magistrate > 
who.are thereupon to give notice to the 
magistrates, who are to summon a petty 
session,—Neglecting to give notice, high- 
constable, &c. may be sued for damages.— 
Prescribes the power of the magistrates in 
such petty session.— Magistrates may issue 
summons for witnesses.—A penalty on 
witnesses fur not appearing, &c.—Inhabi- 
tants may suffer judgment to go by default. 
—Persons aggrieved may appeal to the 
quarter sessions.—Provision for _ reco- 
vering damages sustained in Scotland,— 
Proceeding after decree, and mode of 
assessment. 

Cap. XXXIV. For the Employment 
of the Poor in certain Districts in Ive- 
land.—May 24. 

Lord lieutenant may direct that any 
sums not exceeding the amount of the pre- 
sentments made for carrying on any public 
work may be paid out of the consolidated 
fund for that purpose.—Money to be issued 
to the engineer or other officer employed 
in the works, who shall account for the 
same.—Treasurers of counties to pay 
money raised by presentments in re-pay- 
ment of advances.—Act: not to extend to 
any road now making or repairing.—Lord 
lieutenant may direct engineers to report 
on plans for making and improving roads, 
and may advance 50,0001.—Roads to be 
under the superintendance of engineers ap- 
pointed by the lord lieutenant.—Money 
issued for works to be accounted for by 
such engineers.—Presentment may be 
made for payment of money advanced.— 
Persons entrusted with. the making of 
roads, &c, empowered to purchase pre- 
mises.— Width of roads to be twenty feet 
at least.—Dwelling-houses, orchards, &c. 
not. to be taken without consent of owner. 
-—Bodies politic, &c and others empow- 
ered to sell premises.—If they neglect to 
do so, a jury to be called to value the 
premiises,—Materials for making or repair- 
tg roads to be taken from wastes, or ce 

: other 
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other grounds, by order of justices; but 
consent of owners of gronnd necessary 
before materials are taken,—Penalty on 
persons taking materials gathered for the 
purposes of this Act, 5], — , ; 

Cap. XXXV. To make perpetual, 
and to amend, several Acts made in the 
Thirty-eighth, Fortieth, and Fiftieth 
Years of the Reign of his late Majesty 
King George ihe Third, for the Wanage- 
ment, Support, Regulation, and Mainte- 
nance, of the Foundling Hospital im 
Dublin; andio make a further Provision 
for the Regulation and Maintenance of 
the said Hospital. 

Cap. XKXVI. Toreduce the Duty 
of Excise on Malt made in Ireland, and 
certain Drawbacks in respect thereof. 
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Cap, XXKVU. »To extend the 
Powers of the Commissioners appointed 
by an Act, passed in the last Session of 
Parliament, for inquiring into the Col- 
lection and Management of the Revenue 
in Ireland. 

Cap. XXXVIIL.. An Act for the 
further and more adequate Punishment 
of Persons convicted of Manslaughter, 
and of Servants convicted of robbing their 
Masters, and of Accessories before the 
Fact to Grand Larceny, and certain 
other I’elonies. 

Cap. XXXIX. An Act for prevent- 
ing Frauds upon Creditors, by secret 
Warrants of Attorney to confess Judg- 
ment. : 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL; 
‘Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 

DICTIONARY of Universal 
‘ History, the first that has been 
attempted in our language, and one of 
the most uscful for reference, will con- 
stitute the first: volume of the ‘“Me- 
thodical Cyclopedia,” and will appear 
on the Ist of January. 
Don Carlos, a tragedy, by Lord 

JOHN RUSSELL, will appear in a few 
‘days. ; 

JOHN BAYLry, esq. ¥.S.4. one of his 
‘Majesty’s Sub-Commissioners on the 
Public Records, and auilor of “ the 
‘History of the Tower,” is engaged in 
making collections for a Complete 
‘History of London, Westminster, and 
Southwark, which is to be enriched 
with a great varicty of engravings of 
“general views, public buildings, anti- 
‘quities, and portraits. The work is to 
“form three folio volumes, published in 
quarterly parts, and: the first will ap- 
‘pear in the ensuing season. 
- Phe History of Roman Literature, 
from the earliest periods to the Au- 
gustan age, by Joun DuN Lop, esq. is 
in the press, intwo volumes, octavo, 
A new. edition of the Progresses of 
Queen Elizabeth is in considerable 
forwardness, Twovolumes are finish- 
ed, and the third is so far advanced, 
‘that the whole may be expected early 
in 1823. The volumes are entirely 
new arranged, and will be accompa- 
nied by proper indexes, 

A separate volume of the Progresscs 
‘of King James is also preparing for the 
“press, by Mr. Nicnors, 

Some doubts having been expressed 
as to the ultimate success of Mr. 
Montuiy Maa, No. 375. 

Grifritn’s Steam-Carriage, we think 
it proper to state, that the delay in the 
intended public exposition of the ear- 
riage now building, has arisen from 
some important improvements. Many 
“experiments have been satisfactorily 
made respecting the self-movement of 
the carriage in every direction: but, 
in consequence of the distance from 
the fire, at which were placed the 
higher ranges of tubes that compose 

“the boiler, a sufficient quantity of 
steam did not continue tobe gene- 
rated with ‘the ‘celerity required. ‘It 
was therefore found expedient to re- 
move such ranges of tubes, and to 
place them nearer the influence of the 
firc, that the efficient elasticity of the 
steam might not be interrupted, and 
the action of all the tubes secured. 
This work has, of course, employed con- 
siderable time; but of complete ulti- 
mate success no doubt can be justly 
entertained. 
The Chronology of the last Fifty 

Years, from 1773 to 1822 inclusive, 
will be published in the first week of 
January. As a work of historical re- 
ference, this single volume answers 
every purpose of fifty volumes of an- 
nual registers ; and the promised’ edi- 
tion will be complete to Dec. 31, 1822. 

Dr. Ropinson’s long promised 
Abridgment ‘of Hume and Simollct, 
with his own continuation to the death 

‘of George the Third, is in the préss. 
Tt will be embellished with 100 en- 
gravings, after famous pictures of the 
English school, ‘and, as a book of edu- 
cation, will be unequalled. 

Bie iB Early 
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Early in 1823. will be published, 

Part I. of the Encyclopedia of Mu- 
sic, or General Dictionary of the 
Science. The articles will for the 
most part be original, and will com- 
prehend whatsoever of importance the 
lexicographers of music in France, 
Germany, Italy, and England, have 
included in their works; and will be 
arranged by the combined talents and 
experience of Messrs. Clementi, Henry 
R. Bishop, Horsley, and Wesley; while 
a portion of the work will have the 
advantage of Mr. Shield’s revision: 
the mathematical calculations will be 
verified and digested by Mr. Hewitt ; 
and the general preparation and super- 
intendance of the entire materials will 
be undertaken by Mr. Bacon. 
.A curious and extensive collection 

of Natural History, chiefly from South- 
ern Africa, has been opened at the 
Egyptian Hall, in the room where 
Bullock’s Museum, and afterwards 
Belzoni’s Tombs, were exhibited. A 
living gnu, and two fierce but hand- 
some dogs from the interior of the 
Cape, and a huge hippopotamus stuff- 
ed, attract particular attention. 

. SALT, in a letter from Cairo, in 
August, states that a roll of Papyrus, 
measuring about eleven inches in 
length, and five in circumference, has 
been discovered in the island of Ele- 
Poautine, containing a portion of the 
latter part of the Iliad, very fairly 
written in large capitals, such as were 
in use during the time of the Pto- 
Jemys, and under the earlier Roman 
emperors. The lines are numbered, 
and there are Scolia in the margin. 

Mr. Watson, of Hull, is preparing 
for publication, a work upon the trees 
and sbrubs that will live in the open 
air of Great Britain throughout the 
year, to consist of coloured figures 
and descriptions, under the title of 
Dendrologia Britannica, of which the 
first part will appear in January. 
A Letter to Mr. Canning is in the 

press, on the commercial and political 
resources of Peru, setting forth the 
claims of that country to be recog- 
nized as an independent state. 
A collection of Poems on various 

subjects, from the pen of HELEN Ma- 
RIA WILLIAMS, is in the press. The 
volume will also contain some re- 
marks on the present state of literature 
in France. 

The first number of Mr. Fos- 
BROOKE’S Encyclopedia of Antiquities 
and Elements of Archxology, dedi- 
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cated by permission to his Majesty, 
and the first work of the kind ever 
edited in England, will speedily be 
published. 

Messrs. W. Derste and J. A. 
Ropu propose publishing, by sub- 
scription, a. highly-finished engraving 
of St. Ethelbert’s Tower, Canterbury. 

Shortly. will, be published, Dr. 
Co.iyer’s Lectures on Scripture Com- 
parisons, forming the seventh yolume 
of the ‘‘Series on the Evidences of 
Christianity.” The six volumes al- 
ready published contain Lectures on 
Scripture Facts, Prophecy, Miracles, 
Parables, Doctrines, and Duties, 
The art of mezzotinto engraving on 

steel has lately been brought to per- 
fection, and possesses all the softness, 
richness, and beauty of copper-plates, 
with this incalculable advantage, that 
a single plate will produce thousands 
of fine impressions. The merit of 
adapting steel plates to mezzotinto 
engraving belongs to the present ge- 
neration, and is not yet many months 
old. An experiment was tried by 
Mr. Lowry; but the first successful 
mezzotinto engraving was made by 
Mr. Lupton, and obtained the Gold 
Iris Medal of the Society for, the En- 
couragement of Arts, &e. at their last 
session. General steel-engraving has 
for some years been adopted by Messrs. 
Perkins and Co. and it is now begin- 
ning to be extensively practised. All 
the engravings of the New Methodical 
Cyclopedia are preparing on steel ; 
hence, in thousands of impressions, 
the last will be as good as the first. 

The “ Great Unknown,” as he is call- 
ed by his sycophantic school, threatens 
us with another production of his no- 
vel-manufactory, under a title of the 
most puerile alliteration, viz. ‘‘ Peverel 
of the Peak.” Such a pretty sounding 
name must delight the novel-reading 
misses of the three kingdoms. 

Other claimants, whose names have 
lately been too much before the pub- 
lic, are also threatening various heavy 
imposts. ‘Thus acertain noble, writer, 
who in facility equals the ‘f Great Un- 
known” himself, while he so far tran- 
scends him in talent, announces at the 
one instant, the Deluge, Heaven and 
Hell, three other Cantos of Don Juan, 
and several tragedies! And Mr. 
SoutHey, in addition to his various 
jobs in prose, which we have duly no- 
ticed, has in the press a poem, called 
a Tale of Paraguay. 

Mr. Moorr’s Loves of the Angels 
6 
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to appear early in December; and, in 
initation, which we are sorry to see, 
of the “ Great Unknown,” a volume of 
illustrations is announced even before 
the public have seen the work itself. 
The “ Great Unknown,” besides the 
collateral puff of illustrations, has also 
songs ready-composed, and wmelo- 
dramas ready at all the minor theatres, 
to appear simultaneously with his ori- 
ginal work! Mr. Moore may rely on 
the brilliancy of his productions with- 
out any such factitious aids. 

The Lecture of Mr. JenninGS, lately 
delivered by him at the Surrey Insti- 
tution, on the History and Utility of 
Literary Institutions, is in the press, 
and will be shortly ready for pub- 
lication, with a preface, containing 
observations on some unwarranted 
misrepresentations, to which the deli- 
very of this Lecture has given rise. 
A Hindoo tale, in verse, entitled 

Zaphna, or the Amulet, will very 
shortly be published, by Miss IsaBE 
HILL, author of “‘ the Poet’s Child,” a 
tragedy, and ‘‘Constance,” a tale. 

Canting and hypocrisy seem, if not 
exposed, likely to carry us back ten 
centuries. Some philosophical free- 
thinkers, who had formed themselves 
into a society, were lately arrested at 
Edinburgh, in the very spirit in which 
the Wickliffites and Lollards used to 
be treated in ages which are justly 
denominated dark. Even the press 
conspires with the bigots, and the 
newspapers, from one end of Britain 
to the other, have spoken of this out- 
rage on free enquiry and liberty of 
conscience as though it was commen- 
dable; and have held up a peaceable 
association like a Gun-powder Plot, 
or a Cato-street Conspiracy! We are 
convinced that the affectation of sup- 
porting religion by persecution and by 
Force of law must defeat itself, and that 
the zeal of proselytism will arise in a 
cause, which without persecution 
would never become a cause, and 
would be confined to the closets of 
speculative men. 

In comexion with this subject, we 
may instance the case of Carlisle, who 
is stimulated to become a martyr, by 
a bigotted and foolish spirit of canting 
proscription, and who, if left to him- 
self, would have sunk under the opi- 
nions of society ; but who, as a martyr, 
has found thousands of admirers and 
proselytes. Jt appears that the term 
of his imprisonment has expired, but 
that he is now detained till he can pay 
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heavy fines, which he has been disabled 
from paying by the seizure of his stock 
by the sheriff, who from its nature has 
omitted to sell it. Will his perpetual 
imprisonment on a religious question 
be either satisfactory to real, Chris- 
tians, or his reeanting for the purpose 
of obtaining his liberty, be creditable 
to that religion which we all consider 
as proceeding from God, and as para- 
mount to human authority. Carlisle 
can effect more than Chubb, Morgan, 
Bolingbroke, Hume, Voltaire, Volney, 
or Gibbon, only by being treated dif- 
ferently from them. If we forebore to 
say thus much on a very delicate sub- 
ject, we should be parties in compro- 
mising our own characters and that of 
the age in which we live. 

Dr. T. Forster is about to publish 
a second edition of his APATOY 
AIOZHMEIA, notis et collatione seripto- 
rum, with additions. ‘The first edition 
of this work was cancelled just after , 
its publication, and before fifty copies 
had been sold, in consequence of some 
typographical errors, and the omission 
of a large portion of the Excursus. 
The notes contain an immense collec- 
tion .of parallel passages and illustra- 
tions of the poet.—Also, in a short 
time, Researches about Atmospheric 
Phenomena, with plates, illustrative of 
the clouds, by T. Forster, M.B. F.L.s. 
&e. third edition, with additions. 

Mr. Lockuart announces Sixty 
Ancient Ballads, historical and ro- 
mantic, from the Spanish, with notes, 

It has been proposed to line walls 
with tea-chest lead, on any part which 
is subject to damp, fixing it with cop- 
per nails, and then papering it. __ 

Specimens are announced of the 
Lyric Poetry of the Minnesingers, or 
German Troubadours of the Middle 
Ages, and also of the Provencal 
Troubadours, with a dissertation and 
engravings. 

‘Mr. Benson’s Hulsean Lectures for 
1822 are in the press. 

Miss Coston is preparing Fifty 
Lithographic Drawings made during 
alate Tour in France, Switzerland, 
and Italy. 
A work, called Flora Domestica, or 

House Gardening, containing an ac- 
count of every plant that may be 
raised in a pot or tub, is in prepa- 
ration. 

Sermons of the late Rey. Hucu 
WortHINGTON, will soon appear. 

Mr. Date, of Corpus, Cambridge, 
announces new translations of the 

Tragedies 
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Tragedies of Sophocles, which are to 
appear early next year, intwo volumes, 
octavo. 

Dr. Jounson is preparing Sketches 
of the Field Sports of the Natives of 
India, with observations on the ani- 
mals, and anécdotes of great hunters. 

Thoughts on the Anglican and 
American Anglo Churches, by Joun 
BRisteED, author of ‘* the Resources of 
the United -States of America,” are in 
the press. 

_ Capt. J. Betuam has brought from 
Madras a collection of curiosities il- 
lustrative of the manners and science 
amongst the natives of India, consist- 
ing of agricultural implements, car- 
riages, Masulah boats, cattamarans, 
musical and warlike instruments, a 
collection of drawings of the costumes 
of the various casts, carved and paint- 
ed figures of the different trades, Hin- 
doo deities, Pegue weights, female 
ornaments, a few valuable manu- 
seripts, (particularly an Armenian 
version of the New Testament, 570 
years old,) some ancient coins, and 
other curiosities ; forming all together 
an Asiatic Museum, which we are led 
to expect he intends to have exhibited. 
He has also brought home an Indian 
Cosmorama, consisting of 104 extreme- 
Jy curious historical drawings. 
A series of Original Views of the 

most interesting Collegiate and Pa- 
rochial Churches in England, is: pre- 
paring for speedy publication by Mr. 
J.P. Neate. They will be accompa- 
nied by descriptive and historical no- 
tices, and will in all respects class 
with the “Views of Seats,” by the 
same gentleman. 

In December will be published, on 
one sheet of fine wove paper, hot- 
pressed, the Victorious Kalendar, 
whieh will show at one view a victory 
gained by the British arms on every 
day in the year, the date of the year, 
the place where the battle was fought, 
and the name of the officer com- 
manding. 

' Shortly will be published, a volume 
of Sermons, by the Rev. S. Cuirr, of 
Tewkesbury. 

Full details of the Land Expedition 
for Discoveries in the North American 
Seas, are preparing by Capt. Frank- 
LIN, and will appear in quarto after 
Christmas. _ 
The Portrait of Mrs. Hannah More, 

painted by H. W. Pickersgill, a.r.a. 
will shortly be published. 

The Rey. Joun Fawcett, a.m. will 
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shortly publish a third edition of his 
Sermons for the Use of Families. 

The Confederates, a story, in three 
volumes, will be ready in a few days.’ 

Miss BENGER is about to publish 
Memoirs of Mary Queen of Scots, 
with anecdotes of the court of Henry 
the Second, during lis residence in 
France, with a genuine portrait, never 
before engraved. 

The third volume of the History of 
England, by SHARON TURNER, F.S.A. 
embracing the middle ages, is in the 
press, 

On the Ist of January, 1823, will be 
published, the Biososticon, or Journal 
of Publie Health. 

Fifteen Years in India, or Sketches 
of a Soldier’s Life; being an attempt 
to describe persons and things in va- 
rious parts of Hindostan, are printing 
from the Journal of an Officer in the 
Public Service. 

The Bibliotheque Universelle of the 
30th of September contains the follow- 
ing account of an ascent of Mont 
Blane. A young Englishman, Mr. F. 
Clissold, came from London to Cha- 
mouny with the firm resolution of 
attempting it, and he has given the 
particulars in a letter. » 

Chamouny, Aug. 27,1822. 
Sir,— You have probably heard of, the 

success of my ascent of Mont Blanc, of 
which I will communicate to you some 
particulars. I left Chamonny, where I 
remained ten days in expectation of set- 
tled weather, on Sunday the 18th, at half 
past 10 p.m. with six chosen guides, one 
of whom was provided with a lantern. We 
ascended, as is usually done, by the moun- 
tain called De la Céte, and attained the 
summit of it at half past three in the 
morning. After a short halt, we entered 
at four o’clock on the Glacier; and having 
crossed it withont accident, reached at 
half past seven the rocks called the Grands 
Mulets, where preceding travellers have 
generally made arrangements for passing 
the night. My plan was different: I de- 
sired to reach the summit the same day, 
and to remain there during the night, in 
order to see the day break on the follow- 
ing morning. We therefore continued our 
march, the most difficult part of which 
was in the neighbourhood of these same 
rocks, where we had to climb obliquely 
up avery steep slope of ice, inclined about 
forty-five degrees, in which we were 
obliged to cut with a hatchet a number of 
steps, the missing of one of which would 
have been certain death, for this slope ter- 
minated at an enormous cleft : this passage 
was still worse when we came down again. 
We quitted the Grands Mulets at nine 
o'clock, and reached at two the Grand 
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Plateau, near the Déme du Gouté. We 
were in the region of those masses of snow 
which are formed into enormous parallelo- 
pipedons, called serocs. Thence ascend- 
ing to the left, we from time to time pro- 
ceeded along the edge of the clefts, one of 
which was perhaps the grave of the victims 
of 1820. All the company, except ove of 
the guides, P. M. Faveret, and myself, 
were more or less incommoded by the 
rarefaction of the air; three of them, in 
particular, who ascended Mont Blanc for 
the first time, lost their strength to such a 
degree, that they considerably delayed 
our progress. If it had not been impru- 
dent to separate, I should certainly have 
attained the summit before night. We 
arrived about seven in the evening at the 
Petit Mulet, a rock situated beyond the 
Rocher Rouge, the nearest to the top of 
all those that are seen from Chamouny, 
We had reached it at half past six; the 
Petit Mulet, being higher, and to the left, 
is not visible from below. As we had not 
time to reach the summit before night, we 
descended again to the Rocher Rouge, 
near which we made a pit in the snow, 
four feet deep, five broad, and six long. 
We placed: at the bottom some pieces of 
wood, on which we spreada rather thin 
quilt, on which we all seven lay down, co- 
vered with a light sheet, which was by no 
meaus sufficiently large for the purpose. 
Some puffs of wind, which now and then 
blew into our faces some of the light snow 
drifted from the surface, might have been 
a bad omen of the fate that awaited us if 
the wind had risen. We slept, however, 
about four hours. We could not observe 
the thermometer for the want of light; 
but the night was cold enough to produce 
icicles in a bottle of Hermitage wine, and 
thoronghly to freeze some lemons among 
our provisions, The right foot of one of 
my guides (David Coutet) was frozen, as 
were the extremities of my own fingers 
and toes, But this had no bad conse- 
quences, as the usual remedy (rubbing 
them with snow) was at hand. We left 
our cold couch at four o'clock in the morn- 
ing ; the day was beginning to break, and 
the first rays of dawn gave a silver tinge 
to the summit, from which we were not 
far distant. In proportion as the sun ap- 
proached the horizon, the tint changed, 
and became entirely golden when he rose. 
It made the most striking contrast with 
the nearly black return of the sky, which 
served as a back-ground, All the difficul- 
dies were now surmounted: we sunk but 
little in the snow, and now and then halted 
for ashort time to take breath; we soon 
came to the Petit Mulet, which we had 
visited the day before, and at half past five 
we were on the summit. We began by 
making the signals agreed on with our 
friends in the Plain, who easily distinguish. 
ed them, 
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This summit is not so confined as it 
seems to be at a distance. It forms a 
small plain, nearly horizontal, which is in 
the shape of a triangle, the base of which 
is towards Chamouny; one side is towards 
the Allée Blanche, and the other the pas- 
sage of Bonhomme. It took me four mi- 
nutes te walk from the apex of the trian- 
gle, in the perpendicular drawn, to the 
base. 

The sky was without clouds; the sun, 
which had risen below eur horizon, de- 
luged with light the region from which it 
seemed to issue, and in the direction of 
which we could distinguish nothing ; every 
where else we perceived a vast number of 
summits, some covered with shining ice, 
others more or less rent or threatening ; 
others again of roundish forms, and cover- 
ed with pasture, Jura bounded the hori- 
zon in the north-west; more to the north 
we saw the lake, but not Geneva. To the 
south-east the eye penetrated beyond the 
plains of Lombardy, as far as the Appen- 
nines, which bounded the horizon in the 
form of a blue line, or of the dense fog of 
a winter's morning; the sun, both at set- 
ting the preceding evening and at rising in 
the morning, seemed more or less enveloped 
in this vapour. I had bronght no instre- 
ment with me but a thermometer. At 
sun-set the day before, near the Rocher 
Rouge, it was at 26° Famenheit. We 
forgot to observe it when we set out in the 
morning : but Coutet, who is used to make 
observations at great heights, thinks that 
the cold, even in windy weather, seldom 
exceeds 18° F. (63 R. below zero.) But 
on the summit at eight o’clock, at the 
Grands Mulets the day before at nine, and 
the Grand Plateau ihe same day at three ; 
lastly, at the Grand Mulets the next day 
(Tuesday, about three in the afternoon, ) 
at all those stations the thermometer, 
observed by Contet, and one at four or 
five feet from the ground, was at 70° 
(162 R.) 

Some of the guides picked up specimens 
of the highest rocks near the summit, 
which L bring back with me. After stop- 
ping three hours on the summit, where I 
felt myself very well, except that I had 
lost my appetite since leaving the Grands 
Mulets, though the guides had preserved 
theirs, we set out to descend : it was half 
past eight o'clock. At eleven we came to 
the Grand Plateau, and at half past one to 
the Grands Mulets. When we arrived 
there, we heard something like the rolling 
of thunder, which was nothing bat the 
noise of an enormous avalanche, which 
was seen fiom below, and even from the 
Co} de Balme, to cover a part of the space 
which we had crossed in our descent; a 
few hours sooner, and we should have all 
been enveloped and destroyed, 

We quitted the Grands Mulets at three 
o'clock, 
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o'clock, and at half past three were he- 
yond the region of the ice, We got to the 
Priory of Chamouny at half past seven, 
alter forty-five hours’ absence. 

A new edition is in the press of the 
Saxon Chronicles, with an English 
translation, and notes, critical and ex- 
planatory, by the Rey. J. INcRAm, fel- 
low of Trinity College, Oxford, and 
late Saxon Professor in the University 
of Oxford. A new and copious Chro- 
nolovical, Topographical, and Glossa- 
rial Index, with a short Grammar of 
the Saxon Language, and an accurate 
and enlarged Map of England during 
the Heptarchy, will be added. 
A Treatise on Navigation and Nau- 

tical Astronomy is preparing for pub- 
lication, adapted to practice, and to 
the purposes of elementary instruc- 
tion, by E. RrppLe, master of the 
Upper School, Royal Naval Asylum, 
Greenwich. 

’ Travels through the Holy Land and 
Egypt, illustrated with engravings, by 
‘W. R. Witson, of Kelvinbank, North 
Britain, are in preparation. 
A Quarto Duoglott Bible will short- 

ly be published, comprising the Holy 
Scriptures in the English and Welsh 
language, every column of each ver- 
sion corresponding with the other, by 
J. Harris, editor of the Seren Gomer, 
Swansea. He gives this specimen— 

JER. L. 
31. Behold, 1 

against thee, O ¢iou most 
proud, saith the Lord God 
of Hosts; for thy day is 
come, the time ¢éhat I 
will visit thee. 

am 
JER. L. 

31. Wele fi yn dy erbyn 
di, O faleh, medd Ar- 
glwydd Dduw y Iluoedd; 
o herwydd dy ddydd a 
ddaeth, yr amser yr ym- 
welwyf 4 thi. 

Views of Ireland, moral, political, 
and religious, comprising the following 
subjects :—Education, religion, nati- 
onal character, church establishment, 
tithe, church of Rome in Ireland, 
Presbyterian, the Union, Rebellion, 
&e. will soon be published by Joun 
O’DRISCOL, esq. 
The first number of a new monthly 

work, called the Knight Errant, will 
be published on the Ist of January. 

Transactions of the Literary Trans- 
actions of Bombay, Vol. Ii1. are print- 
ing in London. 

Portraits of the British Poets, Parts 
XVI. and XVII. containing Sidney, 
Spencer, Quarles, Parnell, Fenton, 
Booth, Herbert, Godolphin, Shadwell, 
Cibber, Dr. Joseph Warton, and Bi- 
shop, will be speedily published. 

The nettle, urtica urens, in Shrop- 
shire may be dressed and manufactured, 
like flax, into cloth, In France it. is 
made into paper; and, when dried, is 
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eaten by sheep and oxen. In Russia 
a green dye is obtained from its leaves, 
and a yellow one from its roots. In 
the spring a salutary pottage is made 
from the tops. In Scotland they make 
a runnet from a décoction of it with 
salt, for coagulating their milk. 

The second edition, in folio, of the 
Holy Catholic Bible, enriched with 
many beautiful engravings, is nearly 
ready for publication, under the sanc- 
tion of the Right Rev. Dr. Gibson. 

Indian Essays, on the Manners, 
Customs, and Habits, of Bengal, are 
printing in one volume, octavo. 

J. WESLEY CLARKE, esq. has a se- 
cond edition in the press of his Geo- 
graphical Dictionary, which he has 
been enabled considerably to improve. 

Memoirs of the Life of Charles 
Alfred Stothard, F.s.A. author of “the 
Monumental Effigies of Great Bri- 
fain,” including several of his original 
letters, papers, journals, essays, &c. 
with some account of a journey in the 
Netherlands, will speedily be publish- 
ed by Mrs. C. StoTHaRD, author of 
“ Letters written during a Tour 
through Normandy, Brittany, and 
other parts of France, in 1818.” 

Reformation, a novel, will soon 
appear. 

The fourth volume of the Preacher, 
or Sketches. of Original Sermons, 
chiefly selected from the manuscripts 
of two eminent divines of the last cen- 
tury, for the use of lay preachers and 
young ministers ; to which is prefixed 
a Familiar Essay on the Composition 
of a Sermon, and a Letter toa Young 
Minister on Preaching the Gospel; are 
in the press. 
Memoirs of the late Mrs. Catharine 

Cappe, written by Herself, will be pub- 
lished in a few days. 

Mr. I. Houmes, of Liverpool, an- 
nounces, for the 1st of January, his 
Impartial Account of the United 
States, drawn from actual observation 
during a residence there of four years, 

The third part of Green’s Universal 
Herbal, arranged on the Linnean Sys- 
tem, and adapted to scientific, as well 
as the most useful practical purposes, 
elucidated by numercus plates, accu- 
rately coloured after nature, will 
shortly be presented to the public. 

Dr. WHITAKER’s General History of 
the County of York, complete in two 
volumes, folio, is nearly ready, with 
plates engraved from beautiful draw- 
ings by J. M. W. Turner, esq. R.A- 
architectural subjects by Mr. Buckler, 

in 
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in the very best style of the art, and 
wood-cut vignettes by Mr. Branston. 

The Annual Biography and Obituary 
for the Year 1823, Vol. VII. contain- 
ing memoirs of celebrated men who 
have died in 1821-22, will appear in 
January. 
A seventh edition is printing of the 

Rey. James Woop’s Dictionary of 
_ the Bible, newly revised by the author. 

GERMANY. 
In the month of August, last year, 

in a heavy shower of rain, there fell, 
near the Castle of Schoenbrunn, an 
immense quantity of insects unknown 
in Austria. They were about the size 
of beetles, and had some resemblance 
to them in form; they were covered 
with a kind of shell, and only kept 
alive by putting them in water, as if 
water had been their element. The 
conjecture assigned is, that they were 
brought away from some remote coun- 
‘try into Austria by a water-spout. 

FRANCE. 
M. Anpovarp, physician in the hos- 

pitals at Paris, who was sent to Bar- 
celona by the minister at war in 1821, 
has published Relation Historique et 
Medicale de la Ficvre ge qui a 
regné d Barcelone, in one large volume, 
octavo. 

Mr. Casati, a traveller who recently 
returned from Egypt, has brought se- 
veral ancient manuscripts; among 
which are two in Greek, and one in 
Greek and Egyptian. The first, which 
is sixteen feet six inches in length, 
and seven inches in breadth, contains 
a deed of sale drawn in the Thebais, 
on the 9th day of the month of Epiphi, 
and in the 4th year of the reign of 
Cleopatra, and of her son Ptolemy 
Soter 1]. which corresponds to the 
25th of July, of 113 years before 
Christ. 

Count Lasteyrie is publishing a 
grand work on the Anatomy of Man, 
in 240 folio lithographic engravings, 
and 120 sheets of letter-press, by 
Messrs. Beclard and Cloquet. It is 
altogether one of the finest and com- 
pletest works of anatomy that has ever 
appeared. 
The advantages gained at Paris by 

Napoleon’s Canal of St. Denys, which 
was opened last year, are very consi- 
derable. To feed this, the waters of 
the river Ourcq have been brought 
into a large reservoir, excavated near 
one of the barriers of Paris, in the 
suburb De la Villette. The declivit 
of the canal, from this rescrvoir to its 
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union with the Sciné, is surmounted 
by twelve sluices, wide enough to per- 
mit the entrance of large boats from 
the Seine and the river Oise. The 
passage from the Pont Neuf at Paris, 
to the bridge of La Briche, under St. 
Denys, pursuing the course of the 
Seine, is shortened by several days. 

The Police of Paris have interdict- 
ed the publication of some original 
Memoirs of the Regent Duchess of 
Orleans, in which the gluttonous and 
beastly habits of Louts le Grand, and 
the vices of his courtiers, are too 
freely and accurately exhibited. It is 
feared that it might be regarded as a 
mirror! The following are some spe- 
cimens :— 

The king (Louis XIV.) eats to a most 
frightful degree. I have seen him devour 
at his dinner, first, three plates of soup of 
different kinds, a pheasant, a partridge, 
roast mutton and garlic, two large pieces 
of ham, a plate of salad, a plate of pastry, 
and another of fruit, &c. He told me that 
Christina queen of Sweden, instead of a 
night-cap, always enveloped her head with 
atowel. Onenight, being unable tosleep, 
she ordered music in her chamber, and had 
the curtains drawn over her bed; but, 
enchanted with some part of the per- 
formance, she thrust her head through the 
curtains, and screamed, Mort diable! qwils 
chantent bien. The musicians, and espe- 
cially the eunuchs, were so terrified at her 
head and nose, that they ran away.—The 
Cardinal Richelieu had sometimes violent 
attacks of a kind of madness: sometimes 
he fancied himself a horse, and leapt over 
the billiard-table, neighing and capering. 
This would last for an hour, when his peo- 
ple would get him to bed, and cover him 
well with bed-clothes, to produce perspi- 
ration ; when sleep entirely restored him. 

NETHERLANDS. 
Messrs. WAHLEN and Co. of Brux- 

elles, are republishing, in fifteen vo- 
lumes, octavo, with 500 lithographic 
plates, the several Voyages Pittores- 
ques. Choiseul-Gouffier will make 
two volumes, with a hundred plates ; 
Melling’s Constantinople, one volume, 
with fifty plates ; Zurlauben’s Switzer- 
land, four volumes, with a hundred 
plates; St. Non’s Naples and Sicily, 
five volumes, with a hundred plates; 
and La Borde’s Spain, three volumes, 
with a hundred plates. Either work 
may be had separately, and will cost 
not the twelfth of the original works; 
and, as an application of superior li- 
thography, the design merits the pa- 
tronage of the libraries of all Europe. 
Messrs. Wahlen’s edition may be seen 
at the furcign houses in London. 

NEW 
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NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, 
—_—— 

Phe Art of Singing exemplified by a ‘The Campbell’s are comin,” «@ cele- 
new Method of Practice, with a Series 
of Passages and Solfeqggios, from the 
most eminent Masters; by EF. L. 
Hummell. 7s. 
HIS vocal and didactic publica- 

EL tion, besides some of the best 
rules for singing that we have met with 
for a considerable time, contains a 
course of graduated intervals for the 
aid of those who are ambitious of the 
ability to sing at sight. With respect 
to the principal purpose of the work, 
though we do not wholly agree with 
Mr. Hummell in his remarks on the 
nature of the human voice, nor always 
comprehend him, as when he tells us, 
almost in the same breath, that every 
voice is acquired, and that it does not fall 
to the lot of every one to have a voice natu- 
rally ; since, if every voice is acquired, 
no one can have a voice naturally, still 
we find in his method so much of the 
lucidus ordo, and in his matter so many 
luminous observations, useful direc- 
tions, and hints that an attentive prac- 
titioner will not fail to notice, and 
profit by, that we feel in them strong 
claims upon our commendation. The 
exercises are uniformly progressive, 
and are carried, seriatim, through all 
the different keys, major and minor. 
As a guide to their proper practice, a 
prefatory page is devoted to the stating 
such rules as are necessary, both to the 
avoidance of bad habits, and the 
ensuring those that are proper. Among 
-these, that which relates to the obtain- 
ing a good crescendo and diminuendo, 
that explanatory of the method of 
acquiring ‘a good shake, and that laid 
down for giving strength and flexibi- 
lity to the voice, are truly excellent, 
‘and cannot be attended to without 
benefit. The precepts for sight-singing 
‘are plain and simple. All the various 
intervals, from that of the second, to 
that of the eiehih, are given in their 
ascending and descending directions ; 
‘and even the chromatic distances are 
not omitted, though, in our opinion, in- 
troduced somewhat too early in the 
work, Withoat, therefore, meaning 

‘to say, that Mr, Hummell’s book is the 
‘very best extant on the subject, we 
venture nothing ia pronouncing it a 
highly useful work of the kind, and 
recommending it to the attention of 
vocal practitioners. 

brated Scotch Air, arranged as «@ 
Rondo, with an Introduetion, for the 
Piano-Forte: by J. W. Holder, Mus. 
Bae. Oxon. 3s. 
This is a production with which, it 

is evident, considerable pains have 
been taken; and it is no trivial praise 
to the cémposer’s genius; that they 
have not been taken in vain. ‘Taste 
and spirit are the prevailing characte- 
ristics of Mr. Holder’s style, and are 
by no means Jess conspicuous in the 
present picce than in his other compo- 
sitions. In his returns from the digres- 
sive portions of his matter, we think 
him peculiarly successful, a particular 
which evinces: no small degree of 
management: we may add to this¢com- 
mendation, that the passages are 
easily and gracefully turned ; and that 
the prevailing effect; throughout, is 
highly pleasant and attractive. — 
The Disappointed Maid, a Ballad, 

written by Mr. James Stewart. The 
Musie composed by Ma. J. fl. 
Little. 2s. 
This ballad, which was. sung last 

season at Vauxhall Gardens by Miss 
‘Tunstall, consists of three: verses, in 
neither of which do we find any thing 
that deserves the name of poetry, any 
more than we discover in the: music a 
single symptom of originalimagination, 
or of genuine ‘science. The Disap- 
pointed Maid will have ample revenge 
for her mortification; for she will; im 
turn, disappoint all who expect»to be 
dclighted by her strains. 
The Chough and Crow, composed: by 

Henry Bishop, esq. Arranged for 
two Performers on one Piano-Forte, 
with an Accompaniment for the Harp ; 
by D. Bruguier: 4s. 
This publication, though but indif- 

ferent in its subject, (for we think 
little of the air on which it is founded) 
is far from beimg destitute of merit, or 
the power to please. As a duett, its 
construction is ingenious and -scien- 
tific ; and, as a practice, it is well eal- 
culated to: produce improvement in the 
provinee of execution. The arrange- 
ment of the harp accompaniment an- 
nounces much care and contrivance. 
Its incorporation is ‘easy, close, and 
natural; and the united ‘result quite 
equal to the best that could be ex- 
pected from any superstructure reared 

on 
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on so poor a basis as that of the 
Chouxh and Crow. 

THE DRAMA. 
Covent-GaRDEN.—The two na- 

tional theatres have, at length, it is 
our satisfaction to be able to say, re- 
gained a Jarge portion of their ancient 
richness in talent, and assumed a 
splendour and personal accommoda- 
tion far transcending any thing en- 
joyed by former ages. At this house, 
while in the after-pieces called Al 
Pacha, and that of the Two Galley- 
Slaves, every thing has been achieved 
that could charm the ear, the eye, and 
fascinate the imagination, by the magic 
of musie and scenery, the powers of 
Mr. C. Kemble in Lovemore, Biron, 
Don Felix, the Stranger, Lord Hastings, 
and Romeo, have been exhibited to the 
greatest advantage; Macready has 
displayed his command of the passions 
in Othello, and other distinguished 
characters; Mr. Farren has given 
faithful and. striking portraitures of 
Lord Ogleby, and Str Anthony Abso- 
lute ; Mrs. Gibbs has done-ample jus- 
tice to Miss Sterling ; Miss Chester has 
developed the most.conspicuous abili- 
ties in Violante and the Widow Cheerly ; 
Miss Lacy has acquitted herself with 
the highest credit in Isabella and Mrs. 
ffaller ; Miss T. H, Kelly has shone 
almost equally in Juliet ; and Miss 
Foote has delighted the public in the 
very arduous part of Desdemona. 
these attractions, and the two new 
pieces already mentioned, the active 
assiduity of the managers has added 
an after-piece, entitled the Irish Tutor ; 
and if, as spectacles, the former new 
pieces were too brilliant not to chal- 
lenge applause, the latter possesses too 
much wit, liveliness, and genuine 
humour, not to afford equal pleasure, 
and extort an ample portion of public 
approbation, To these facts, it is 
pleasing to have to add, that in gene- 
ral this theatre has been fully and very 
respectably attended; and that the 

_ establishment is now in so fair and 
flourishing a way, as to be cheered by 
the promise, not only of the due re- 
ward of its present exertions, but of 
some restoration of its past losses. 
Drury-Lane.—The spirit and judg- 

ment of the lessee of new Drury has 
infused into every department of this 
great concern, an animation and a 
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vigour, that, according to present, ap- 
pearances, will not fail to reward his 
liberal assiduity in promoting the in- 
terest of the drama, and providing for 
the comfort ofits patrons. The former 
wide, wild, ultra-extensive, area, con- 
tracted into dimensions, that not only 
render the general interior appearance 
much more pleasant and agreeable to 
the frequenters of the pit and boxes, 
but also more favourable both to the 
eye and the ear, wherever situated, 
seems to afford universal satisfaction, 
and to point out the correctness of Mr. 
Elliston’s discernment in foreséeing 
the probable result of the expensive 
alterations his judgment suggested. 
Uniformly attentive to the gratifica- 
tion of the public, this manager has 
united, to his own personal efforts on 
the boards, those of a numerous, yet 
select and able company; and the 
School for Scandal, Wild Oats, Macbeth, 
Pizarro, Road to Ruin, Richard the 
Third, Provoked Husband, Othello, A 
New Way to pay Old Debts, and the 
Siege of Belgrade, Love in a Village, 
and Giovanni in London, never, owed 
more to any histrionic and vocaltalents, 
than to those of Messrs. Elliston, 
Munden, and Dowton; Kean, Young, 
and Braham; Mrs. West, and Mrs. 
Davison; and Mrs. Austin, Madame 
Vestris, Miss Forde. Sir Peter 
and Lady Teazle ; Ranger, and Charles 
Surface; Macbeth, and Rolla; Old and 
Young Dornton ; Lord and Lady Townly, 
Othello, Sir Giles Overreach, Rosetta, 
Don Giovanni, and the Serashier, have 
been seen in their own native colours 
by the numerous and delighted au- 
diences that have flucked to their 
representations ; and their reception 
has given promise of a good account 
of the treasury at the end of the season. 
The showy after-pieces of the Two 
Galley-Slaves, and the brilliant new 
ballet, (an offspring of D’Egville,) 
entitled, Venetian Nuptials, have added 
their allurements to those we have 
already enumerated, and filled up the 
measures of present success. Love 
in a Village has also been brought out, 
within these few days, with a new 
Rosetta in Mrs. Austin, whose voice 
for sweetness, and powers of execu-~ 
tion, bid fair to place her at the head of 
her profession, and add to the other 
powerlul attractions of this theatre. 

3M NEW 
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NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN NOVEMBER: | 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

— 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of seeing an early ‘notice of their Works, ure 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

ae 

Ces readers will he much pleased hy 
the perusal of a Description of the Ruins 

of an Ancient City, discovered near Palenque, 
in the Kingdom of Guatimala, in America, 
translated from the Original Manuscript of 
Captain Don ANTONIO DEL Rio. This 
city vas mentioned in Humboldt’s Travels, 
and one engraving was given of its sculp- 
tural ornaments, but it was not visited by 
that intelligent person. The reality of its 
existence is now éstablished beyond all 
donbt. By this discovery a wide field is 
opened for. curious speculation and in- 
quiry into the history of the ancient inha- 
bitants of America, and the degree of 
civilization to which they had attained. 
This subject will be found to be treated 
upon, though in a highly speculative and 
improbable manner, in a subsequent part 
of this work,—A Critical Investigation and 
Research into the History of the Americans, 

. bg Dr. Paut Fevix Caprera. From 
the idea we can form by the only building 
which is represented in one of the plates, 
we should conceive these structures to 
bear most similarity to the Roman style of 
architecture. The sculptured bas-reliefs 
are precisely of the same nature with the 
Egyptian, except in the contour of the 
human face, which is very remarkable, 
and in all the figures very uolike any na- 
tional physiognomy we are acquainted 
with. The nose is very disproportionate 
to the other featares, and has a most 
decided prominence and rotundity in 
profile. What these figures represent, 
and whence the idea of that peculiarity we 
have just mentioned is taken, forms a cu- 
rious question, which, we believe, can 
never be satisfactorily explained. The 
probability, we should be inclined to say, 
1s, that there was some communication be- 
tween our quarter of the globe and the 
primitive inhabitants of those regions, many 
ages before the zra of Columbus. The 
majority of our readers may be prepossessed 
witha different opinion ; but the perusal of 
this work, and examination of the plates 
which accompany it, will farnish them with 
many reasons for acceding to our view of 
the question. © 

One of the most elegant little works 
we have lately seen, has just proceeded 
from the hands of Mr. ACKERMAN, who 
has exerted upon it all the arts of embel- 
lishment. Itis intended as an ornamental, 
and, at the same time, useful volume, 
which may be peculiarly appropriate to 
present, at the approaching season of the 
year, as a token of friendship or affection. 
The poetical department is executed very 

respectably, by the author of Dr. Syntax 
and other well-known works ; and a num- 
ber of stories are subjoined, for the most 
part translated from the German, which 
possess much merit and beauty. The 
genealogy of European sovereigns, and 
list of diplomatic agents, is very copious, 
and principally taken from the Gotha 
Almanac; and the work concludes with 
the tables of the population of Great 
Britain, formed from the late Census, and 
an account of the population of the prin- 
cipal cities of the world. We recommend 
this pretty publication, with a strong as- 
surance that it is very ingeniously adapted 
to its proposed object. ‘The plates are 
very exquisitely designed and finished, and 
at the beginning of the volume is an en- 
graved wreath of flowers, with a blank for 
a presentation inscription. These flowers 
give the title to the work, which is, Forget 
me not, a Christmas and New Year’s Present’ 
Sor 1823. 

We have expressed our dislike of the 
practice, which has lately 8» much pre- 
vailed, of reprinting those articles of amuse- 
ment which appear in periodical works. 
If the talent displayed, in many of these 
papers, entitled them to the honour of a 
reprint, the highly interesting Confessions 
of an English Opium Eater, certainly merit 
that distinction. The deep knowledge of 
nature, and the fine colouring of this tale, 
have given prevalence to a belief, that 
the scenes pourtrayed are consistent with 
truth; and perhaps we should not be very 
much mistaken, if we assumed that the 
principal ground-work is founded on fact, 
and that fiction has been merely em- 
ployed by a bold and skilful hand to 
heighten the effect. Be that as it may, 
the simplicity of the style, and the ab- 
sorbing interest of the story, render this 
little work almost as delightful in the re- 
perusal, as it was at its original appear- 
ance; and the shape in which it is now 
presented, fits it for its place in the library, 
as one of the most curious and entertain- 
ing tales of the modern day. 

The political economist will find a 
copious and valuable fand of informa- 
tion and instruction, in an elaborate work 
by JosepH Lowe, esq. on The present 
State of England in regard to Agriculture, 
Trade, und Finance, with a Comparison of the 
Prospects of England und Frauce. In this 
very comprehensive range of speculation, 
Mr. Lowe treats the various difficult 
questions which present themselves, with 
much sagacity and impartiality. ‘There is 
every where visible a cool and patient 

spirit 
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spirit of enquiry; and his constant refer- 
ence to facts and solid principles gives 
great weight to his opivions. The general 
result of his researches is such, as to inspire 
confidence in the resources of the country. 
To the agricultural interest, he opens, 
upon various considerations, which are dis- 
tinctly and ably stated, a prospect of gra- 
dual relief. ‘The advantages of a free trade 
in cornhe strongly advocates, regarding it, 
however, as a remote result, which is less 
likely to be effected by any arguments 
that can possibly be urged, than by a conti- 
nuation of low prices. ‘The consequent re- 
duction of the cost of production, and the 
re-establishment of our tenantry in nearly 
the same situation as in 1792, may, he con- 
ceives, cause our corn-laws to expire by a 
naturaldeath, On the question of popula- 
tion, Mr. Lowe takes a middle course be- 
tween the extreme positions of Mr, Mal- 
thus and Mr. Gray ; but inclines, with cer- 
tain modifications and restrictions, to the 
principles asserted by the latter, and fully 
assents to his main doctrine, that the in- 
crease of population enriches, instead of 
impoverishing, a nation, and that it is the 
tendency of income to increase along with 
population. Europe he considers not to 
be peopled to the extent of a fifth, or per- 
haps a tenth, of the numbers it is capable 
of supporting. On the subject of our 
finances, his ideas appear to be rational 
and just. He insists upon the reduction of 
taxation, however inconsiderable the pro- 
posed abatement may appear; and is 
anxious to prosecute the system of retrench- 
ment, which must eventually lead to a 
fayourable issue. Whenever the unnatural 
sffect of war, taxation, and corn-laws, shall 
be removed, the industrious will no longer 
be in want of employment; the interrup- 
lion to which, he chiefly traces to these 
eauses. Having indicated the most promi- 
nent opinions of Mr, Lowe, we must re- 
commend our readers to a closer acquain- 
tance with his very interesting volume, 
from the perusal of which we can con- 
fidently promise them no small degree of 
pleasure and improvement. 

Althongh the Poetical Works of EAGLEs- 
FIELD SMITH, esq. have received the 
honor of a second edition, we shall report 
our opinion of them to our readers, under 
the conviction, that the first edition has 
never met their eyes. We could not but 
conceive some prejudice against the skill 
of Mr, Smith, in, at least, the mechanical 
department of his art, when, upon opening 
the work at vol. i, p, 209, we found a poem 
of twenty-four lines, called A Sonnet ; an 
exror ;nworthy of the most inexperienced 
school-boy rhymer, who knows well that 
this species of poem consists of neither 
more nor less than fourteen, Nor were 
our prejudices removed upon perusing this 
anomalous piece of verse, or any other of 
the very upmerous and tedious contents of 
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these volumes. It is high time, when a 
fictitious personage like this author has 
gone so far as to impose upon the public 
two volimes of such materials as these we 
here find, that we should do all in our 
power to check the ridiculons rhyming 
passion of the age. We sincerely advise 
the real author of this book to forsake his 
treacherous muse ; as we must, otherwise, 
consider it our duty to speak our minds 
plainly, and to inform our readers that bis 
productions are, in real truth, quite beneath 
their notice, : 

The high reputation which the author of 
the Favourite of Nature acquired, by the 
publication of those deeply interesting 
volumes, will not, we are sure, suffer any 
diminution by the publication of Osmond, a 
Tale, in three volumes. ‘Che pleasure we 
derived from the perusal of the former 
work, made us look forward with some 
anxiety to the appearance of Osmond ; 
and, we are happy to say, our expectations 
have not been disappointed, The tale is 
by no means an artificial one, and possesses 
but little incident to engage the attention 
of the reader; but the deep pathos with 
which it is fraught, is infinitely more capti- 
vating. The character of Osmond may 
perhaps be thought a little overcharged, a 
fault which has sometimes been attributed 
to that of Eliza Rivers ; and yet we should 
hesitate, before we asserted that such a 
character is entirely out of nature. The 
history of Caroline Lascelles is altogether 
beautifully told. Her misfortunes and fate 
are highly affecting, and the way in which 
they are related would not have disgraced 
the author of Clarissa, Whatis still better 
than all this, is, that a strain of the most 
pure and amiable feeling pervades the 
whole work. 
We can do little more than give the 

title of a small poetical production, which 
has just come under our eye: Ontwa, the 
Son of the Forest, is 3 poem that, with 
singular inequalities, discovers passages of 
striking beauty and power. Founded on 
traditionary story, its air of native strength 
and wildness is well preserved, bearig 
much of the character which Chateau- 
-briand applies to Attala, that it was writ- 
ten in the desert, and under the huts of 
savages. It has singular merit in the fide- 
lity of its descriptions, and the picturesque 
_and lively force of delineating some abori- 
ginal scenes and manners. But, as a suse 
tained and regular whole, it must certainly 
be pronounced deficient. ; 

The Geological Society has just published 
a half volume of valuable ‘Transactions, 
being the commencement of a new series, 
It contains the following papers. On the 
Geology of the southern coast of England, 
from Bridport to Babbacombe bay, Devon- 
shire; by H. T. Dela Beche, esq. On the 
Bagshot Sand; by Henry Warburton, esq. 
On a Freshwater Formation in Hordweil 

Cliff ; 
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Cliff; by Mr, Webster. On Glen Tilt; by 
Dr. M:Culloch. On the. Excavation of 
Vallies by Diluvian Action; by the Rer. 
Professor Buckland. On the Genera 
Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus; by the 
Rev. W. Conyheare, Outline of the Geo- 
logy of Russia; by the Hon. William T. H. 
Fox Strangways.. On the Geology of the 
Coast of France, Departement de la Seiue 
Inferieure; by H. T. Dela Beche, esq. On 
the Valley of the Sutluj in the Himalaya 
‘Mountains ; by H. T. Colebrooke, esq. On 
the Geology of the North Eastern Border 
of Bengal; by H. T. Colebrooke, esq. with 
various other papers and notices, the whole 
illustrated by twenty-four plates, maps, 
and sections, mauy of them coloured. 

We forebore, in our last, to notice a 
meteoric production called the Liberal, be- 
cause we imagined it would soon be for- 
gotten; but, as a second number is an- 
nounced, we consider it respectful to our 
readers to bestow a few words onits ex- 
traordinary character. We do not won- 
der at the bitterness with which a malig- 
nant turn-coat, who outrages all decency 
in a certain right-infamous Review, is 

- treated ; but we Jament that good educa- 
tion, superior talents, and gentlemanly cha- 
racter, should be so abused as they are by 
all the parties in these personal controver- 
sies. It forms a new era in literature, 
and the printing-press is now become the 
recognized yehicle of the scurrility of St. 
Giles’s, ‘The moral sense of the public 
seems, too, to be so vitiated, that works 
sellin the proportion in which they are 
filled with personal abuse, and whose chief 
characteristics are their undisguised arro- 
gance, egotism, and intolerance. Both 
cannot be right, yet each writes as though 
he were endowed with omniscient autho- 
rity over all other men, and as though the 
rest of the world could think only through 
his majesty. He who began such a con- 
test is unquestionably the most culpable of 
the set; but silent contempt would have 
been his surest punishment, 

Sir Gingerr BLAne, the father, or 
nearly so, of the medical profession, and 
perhaps, also, of more than one Royal So- 
giety, has presented to the world the re- 
sults of forty years’ active and able prac- 
tice, in a volume of Select Dissertations. 
We looked into it with anxiety, as likely 
to exhibit the standard opinions of the day, 
and we have not been disappointed. - As 
ours is not 2 medical work, we shail be 
excused from entering into details in re- 
gard to his medical opinions, which, as 
founded on experience, merit general re- 
spect; but of his philosophy we take the 
liberty to. annex some specimens and re- 
marks. ‘The following is one of the most 
extraordinary passages ever put forth in a 
philosophical production. He has been 
speaking of contagion, and, after some tri- 
fling, he arrives at this conclusion :—* The 
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truth is, that it has pleased Almighty God 
in his mercy to smite only a certain pro- 
portion of those exposed either to the one 
or the other, and many of them in a de- 
gree short of fatality, otherwise the human 
species might be extinguished,”-—We were 
curious to see in his Croonian Lecture his 
observations on matter and motion, and 
they will astonish all who have made them- 
selves acquainted with the new doctrines 
on these simple subjects :— Eyery species 
of matter has a mode of aggregation pecu- 
liar to itself, when its particles are at 
liberty to attract each other accordimg to 
that tendency which has been called their 
polarity. Those who first conceived this 
idea, seemed to have proceeded on the 
supposition of the ultimate particles of 
matter being solid bodies, infinitely hard, 
having their different sides endowed with 
different powers of attraction and repul- 
sion, so as to give various configurations 
to the parts of matter, when concreting 
into a solid form. There is a still more 
profound doctrine (profound indeed!) on 
this subject, founded on the hypothesis of 
the’ ultimate particles of matter being 
combinations of attracting and repelling 
points, which, when brought much within 
the natural limits of these powers, produce 
unequal degrees of attraction and repulsion 
at equal distances from their common cen- 
tre ; thereby defining what may be called 
the shape of the particles, and constituting 
polarity. We cannot trace, by inspection, 
the manner in which the fluid. nutritious 
matter is ultimately applicd in forming so- 
lid parts; but, as muscles are composed of 
parts so regularly figured and endowed 
with contractility, it seems probable that 
there is some provision made by Nature, 
whereby the particles follow the precise 
tendency of their polarity, and constitute 
amore exquisite structure than in other 
parts of the body.” How truly pro- 
-found ! — His discoveries in regard to 
-motion are equally wonderful :-—“ So far as 
we know, either from actual observation 
or from analogy, there does not exist in 
nature any such thing as absolute rest: for, 
when we contemplate the motions of the 
earth abd heavenly bodies, the various 
complications of the planetary revolutions 
in their rotation round their own axes, 
and in the paths of their orbits, in the ir- 
regularities arising from the disturbances 
of their mutual gravitation, and from the 
precession of the equinoxes, not to men- 
tion the influence of the innumerable side- 
real systems upon eachother, it may be 
affirmed, on incontestible principles, that 
no particle of matter ever was, or will 
be, for two instants of time, in the same 
place; and that no particle of it ever has 
returned, or will return, to any one point 
of absolute space which it has ever foy- 
merly occupied. Whether motion, there- 
fore, can strictly be called au essential 

property 
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property of matter or not,’ it is certainly, 
by the actual constitution of nature, ori- 
ginally and indefeasibly impressed upon it ; 
and as rest does not exist‘in nature, but 
may be considered, in a vulgar sense, as a 
-fallacy of the senses, and, in a philosophi- 
cal sense, as an abstraction of the mind, it 
follows that what is called the vis inertia 
of matter is not a resistance to a change 
from rest to motion, or from motion to 
rest, but a resistance to acceleration or 
retardation, or to change of direction.” 
He rises into the sublimity of philosophical 
superstition when he treats about attrac- 
tion and repulsion. ‘*The active nature 
of matter (says he) is farther proved by 
those attractions and repulsions which 
amiversally take place among its parts, 
however near or remote; and every in- 
stance of motion within the cognizance of 
our senses, in the bodies around is, is refer- 
rible, either in itself or its cause, to some 
mode of attraction or repulsion. Mecha- 
nical impulse being the most familiar 
«cause of motion in the ordinary events of 
life, is apt to be considered as the most 
simple and original cause of it ; but it is ob- 
vious, upon reflection, that it cannot origi- 
mate in itself, and that all collisions are 
produced either by the efficiency of living 
animals, that is, by muscular action, or by 
means of some operation of nature, de- 
pending on attraction or repulsion.—At- 
traction and repulsion may be considered 
as one principle, inasmuch as they are 
both expressive of that active state origi- 
nally inherent in matter, and because any 
two particles acting upon each other 
either attract or repei, according to their 
distance, their temperature and affinities ; 
and this is so universal an agent in nature, 
that some modern philosophers have made 
it absorb, as it were, every other power 
and property of matter. The late Father 
Boscovich, of Milan, about forty years 
ago, advanced a very bold doctrine to this 
effect, alleging’ with great strength of 
argument, illustrated by geometrical rea- 
soning, that there does not exist in nature 
any such thing as impenetrable extended 
particles ; and he deduces all the pheno- 
mena.of the materia) world from one prin- 
ciple, which supposes it constituted of 
points having several spheres of attraction 
and repulsion, which, being variously ar- 
ranged-and combined, produce the differ- 
ent forms and properties of matter, and 
its several powers. of attraction, whether 
chemical affinity, cohesion, or gravitation. 
Whether this hypothesis is. founded in 
truth or not, it would appear, from the 
reasonings made use of, that all the rela- 
tive properties of matter may be acconnt- 
ed for, though we abstract from every 
other consideration but attraction and 
repulsion.”—-We wonder, as the learned 
doctor is so fond of quoting authorities, 
that he did not rather, with Sir H. Davy, 
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adopt the Cartesian doctrines of rotatory 
atoms in the formation of expansive gases, 
—a doctrine which explains all the pheno- 
mena without the absurd agency of attrac- 
tion and repulsion. In truth, though 
every page of this work proves the author 
to be a most able’ experimental practi- 
tioner, yet he is the sorriest philosopher 
we ever met with, and his doctrines can 
have no credit out of the Royal Societies, 
of which, we have no doubt, he is a very 
distinguished member. 
Joun GAGE, esq. F.S.A. of Lincoln’s- 

Inn, has recently published the History 
and Antiquities of Hengrave, in Suffolk, a 
work containing many curious particulars 
relating to various periods of our histori- 
cal annals, and to the characters and pos- 
sessions of its owners, In this very cir- 
cumstantial account of the foundation, 
progress, and changes incident to many of 
our old English halls,—of which few ac- 
counts have escaped the wreck of time,— 
we think we are to look for the chief 
attractions and interest of Mr. G.’s very 
able and interesting researches. He is en- 
titled to all praise for the accuracy and 
extent of his historical and antiquarian 
labours, discovering every existing infor- 
mation applicable to the subject in which 
he was engaged. We have a singular ca- 
talogue of the goods and chattels of Sir 
Thomas Kytson, taken after his death, by 
regular appraisers, in 1603, with a rare 
inventory of ‘‘Instrewments and Bookes 
of Musicke preserved in the Chamber 
where yé Musicyons playe,” giving us a 
high opinion of the knight’s elegant and 
luxurious taste and establishment at the 
period in which he flonrished. We are 
sorry we cannot give even a specimen of 
them here ; as well as the list of original 
portraits, old books, and “ tyrants in ta- 
pestry,’ with which the walls of many of 
our old mansions used to abound. ‘There 
follows a lively description of the beauties 
of Hengrave, of the hall, and of the ancient 
church, whose antiquity, from its circular 
towers, is judged’ to be very remote, being 
no longer appropriated to religious pur- 
poses, and serving only as a family reposi- 
tory of mortal remains, mouldering together 
with the last vestiges of its architectural 
form. From the monument, however, 
which he discovered, Mr. G. has contrived 
to give us several beautiful plates ; and the 
tombs of Margaret countess of Bath, and 
of Sir Thomas Kytson the younger, are of 
a splendid and magnificent kind. We 
have also a very amusing history of the old 
lords of the manor ; Hengrave, in the time 
of the Confessor Edward, being part of 
the territory of St. Edmond, which we 
learn from Dugdale arose from a very ut- 
usual stretch of the sacred prerogative, 
belonging to the abbot of blessed memory. 
It appears that in the twelfth century the 
manor was granted by the monks of that 

powerful 
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powerful community to Leo de Hemmer- 
raye, and it.continned in his hands, and 

in those of his successors, for more than 
200. years. Henry, the unfortunate Duke 
of Buckingham, succeeded long atter, but 
had scareely taken possession, when 
both life and estates were torn from him 
by Richard If1. and conferred on some 
more pleasing favourite. As we have no 
space to lay before our readers any por- 
tion of the Hengrave papers contained in 
the work, we trust it will have the effect 
only of inspiring a desire of reading and 
consulting them in the original. 
A publication, entitled Essays, by Father 

Firz-Eustace, is in our opinion of a 
very indifferent and equivocal sort of cha- 
racter. ‘Though we do not look for great 
depth of thought, extent of reasoning, or 
profound earning, in a work modestly 
ushered in under the unpretending form of 
«+ Essays,” yet. we have a right to expect a 
degree of clearness and meaning, in efforts 
however trifling and amusing. These qna- 
lities we are here at a loss to discover. 
We cannot think the author has succeeded 
in his professed object to amuse, much less 
to inform tle understanding. How he 
could suppase, indeed, he should amuse us 
by treating important subjects in a style 
ef obscurity and levity, is really beyond 
our comprehension, OF this we have nu- 
merous. examples in treating on ‘the For- 
mation of Political Society,” ‘‘ the Poli- 
tieal Character of James I. of Scotland,” 
“the Moral and Political Causes of the 
Downfall of the Roman Empire ;’ the 
whole written in a tone of commun-place 
and studied frivolity, 

We.must not, in justice to the stadents 
ef mineralogical and geological science, 
emit to notice a very useful and clever lit- 
the work, by Mr. J. Mawe, consisting of 
Familiar, Lessons on Mineralogy and Geo- 
ligy. As a compendium, embracing many 
ef the important discoveries which have 
marked the progress of the science within 
the last twenty years, calculated to en- 
courage young beginuers to proceed fur- 
ther into the theeretical and. practical 
branches of geological knowledge, it can- 
not fail to prove a valuable acquisition. 
They will perceive that whatever wonder- 
ful additions have of late repaid the un- 
wearied labours and enquiries of our Eng- 
lish geologists, such a science is still in- 
creasing, and likely to increase, both in 
its acqnisitions and importance. Mr. 
M, is the author, also, of another valuable 
treatise, entitled, ‘Instructions for the 
Management of the Blow-pipe, and Che- 
mical ‘Sests,” ri 
We think that the students and adminers 

of oriental languages and literature will feel 
themselyes indebted to the philological 
labours of My. Bb. Babington, of the Ma- 
dras Ciyil Service, who has lately publish- 
ed ¢ Tale in the Tunul Languuge, conigin- 
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ing the Adventures of the Gooroo- Para- 
martan, accompanied by a translation and 
vocabulary, together with an analysis of 
the first story. The original appears to 
have been written by Father Besche, a 
Jesuit missionary, about the year 1700. 
The author possessed the advantage of an 
intimate acquaintance with the Tamul 
dialects, as well as of the Sanserit, the 
Teloogoo, the Hindostanee, and the Per- 
sian. Owing to these attainments, he was 
advanced to the office of Divan, under the 
celebrated Chunda Laheb, nabob of 
Trichinopoly. The tale of the Gooreo 
Paramartan seems to have been chosen 
rather for the information it afforded in 
regard to the Tamu! language, than for any 
inherent merits, which we are at a loss to 
discover, There. are occasional traces, 
also, of the hand of a foreigner,—a Jesuit 
and an Italian, Theadventures of Gooroo 
Paramartan, alias Noodle, together with 
his five disciples, Blockhead, Simpleton, 
Ideot, Dunce, and Fool, certainly furnish 
our Jesuit very fair game, on which to 
exercise his Christian talents; and, should 
the faith of the Tamu! priesthood have re- 
ceived a fair interpretation at the Mis- 
sionary’s hands, we are quite of opinion 
that it might fall to pieces even before the 
argumentative battery of a Catholic. 

—<Lp— 
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MEDICAL REPORT. 
Report of DisEases and Casuaties occurring inthe public and private Practice 
of the Physician who has the care of the Western District of the City Dispensary. 

—— 

HAN that kind of action that is tech- 
nically termed metastasis, nothing is 

more remarkable. When rheumatic in- 
flammation suddenly subsides in one joint, 
and immediately takes up its residence in 
another and distant one, such change in 
locality does not strike the observer as 
being much ont of the course of common 
succession; since the newly affected part 
would seem at least equally with the 
former, susceptible of the same morbid 
process; and the fresh attack is both of 
like nature, and implicates like structure 
with the foregoing. But, when a disease 
has actually proceeded to the extent of 
disorganizing and destroying, when such 
a disease is suspended, and, for a time, 
positively cured, in order that vicarious 
YaVages may elsewhere be committed on 
the feeble frame, we are struck with 
astonishment at Nature’s powers, and com- 
pelled to confess our complete ignorauce 
respecting the modas operandi of her 
workings, 

If the wrifer be not mistaken, he has 
formerly alluded to a remarkable case 
which is to be met with in the Monita et 
Precepta, of Dr. Mead.* A young and in- 
teresting girl was apparently within a few 
days of death from coufirmed consump- 

* A work which, for elegance of mo- 
dern latinity, stands altogether unrivalled. 
Morruiy Mac. No. 375. 

tion, when a vivid representation by the 
visiting clergyman of future punishment 
and pain, produced the effect of positive 
insanity. She raved furiously, but now 
breathed freely! The functions of her 
lungs were restored, as reason was sus- 
pended, and until her mind became again 
tranquil, all manifestation of pulmonary 
malady totally disappeared. 

In the Reporter’s own practice two 
instances have recently occurred, (one 
within the last month,) in which death 
appeared to be irresistibly and fast, ap- 
proaching, in the shape of pulmonary 
disease; when all at once, and without 
warning, especially in the latter instance, 
the mind, from being in a condition of 
rectitude and composure, awaiting with 
calmness bodily dissolution, has lost its 
ione and energy; the power of expressing 
thoughts and feelings is gone; in a word, 
cerebral disease, of some kind or other, 
is established, and all pulmonic affection 
is suspended. Iu these cases what would 
be the post mortem shewings of the lungs 
and the brain, supposing the individuals to 
die under present circumstances. The 
most probable event however will be, 
that of death, from a return of the original 
sickness; but how astonishing appears the 
power of vicarious disorder, in thus, as it 
were, reorganizing disorganized structure, 
and restoring lost function! 

3.N A singular 
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A singular case of what is erroneously 

termed, Elephantiasis,* has occurred in 
the Reporter’s practice; singular, inas- 
much as the arm and hand, in this instance, 
are the diseased parts, instead of the leg 
and foot. The limb has grown to an enor- 
mous extent, the inuscles of the shoulders 
are coming to partake of the morbid ac- 
tion, which is likewise about to extend 
itself into the breast. The writer has sent 
the unfortunate individual in question to 
Mr. Samuel Young, whose plan of ar- 
resting disordered growth by pressure, 
deserves more attention than it has hi- 
therto received. Its simplicity and freedom 
from charlatanic mystery are unfortunately 
against it. Divest yourself of conscien- 
tious restrictions, abuse ordinary plans of 
cure, talk loudly and lyingly of the spe- 
cific, and unobjectionable, and universal 
efficacy of certain herbs, which are in 
your secret and sole possession; terrify 
the public with anathemas against mer- 
curials, while, at the same time, you are 
covertly employing them; then fortune 

* The Elephantiasis of the Greek 
writers is a very different disorder from 
that of the tumid limb, which is vulgarly 
designated, Elephantiasis. 

Monthly Agricultural Report. [Dec. I, 
and fame will be your's; but make a 
candid appeal to good sense and sound 
judgment, simplify and be sincere, you are 
then sure only of that reward which con- 
scious integrity has power to bestow. 

Levers have appeared within the last 
few weeks to he rather on the decline 
than increase. It is probable, that if the 
present rainy season be of long continu- 
ance, as was the case last year, that the 
spring disorders of a febrile cast will, as 
they did in the preceding spring, mani- 
fest a remittent and even intermitting 
tendency. 

As winter approaches, the writer takes 
occasion again to recommend the use of 
wash leather for an under waistcoat, espe- 
cially to those individuals who perspire 
freely and are subject to rheumatic com- 
plaints. He has known persons entirely 
freed by the use of this material from 
their former visitations of rheumatic 
pains; and to have become much more 
warm and comfortable through the winter, 
without any additional clothing, than they 
had before been under the use of a cum- 
berous great coat. 

D. Uwins, M.D. 
Bedford Row, Nov, 20, 1822. 

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 
——— 

ROM .the delay occasioned by a 
want of rain in the early part of the 

autumn, wheat-sowing was not generally 
finished until the middle of the present 
month. Much seed, lowever, was got in 
sufficiently early in good and_ well-tilled 
lands, and, rain soon after following, those 
crops have at present as Inxnriant and 
fine an appearance as ever was witnessed 
in this country; in truth, they already 
stand in need of frost to check their ex- 
uberant growth. The latter sown, from 
the warmth and moisture of the weather, 
have germinated rapidly, and promise, at 
no rate, to be backward in season. In 
the mean time, should the heavy rains 
continue, it must be injurious to the low- 
land corn, and more especially if followed 
by sudden frost. An experiment has been 
made in various parts to sow the refuse, 
unsaleable wheat of last season, nearly 
double the quantity of seed being allowed. 
Turnips have continued to improve, and 
mavy cultivators have been agreeably sur- 
prised to find, perhaps three-quarters of 
a crop of Swedes, where, two months ago, 
they expected none at all. The straw- 
yard has commenced almost generally, 
the Jast crop of clovers and grasses being 
nearly exhausted. The difference be- 
tween the extreme low price of fruit in 
the country, and the very considerable 
one which that which is good obtains in 
the metropolis, has excited notice. We 
have before us letters. from various parts 
of the three kingdoms, but find nothing of 
novelty or of agricultural prosperity, 

which, nnfortnnately, would be a novelty 
to report. The wheat market has con- 
tinued steady for some time, and thence 
many speculators suppose it has been at 
its lowest ebb. It is tarther asserted, that 
the usual quantity has not been sown this 
year; and moreover that, there has not 
yet been any surplus of bread-corn in this 
country; those who have hitherto held 
wheat on such speculations, we appre- 
hend, have not had much reason to be 
Satisfied. Store cattle and shecp have 
sold readily at some advance of late, but 
the quantities at market, ultimately, are 
always found to overrun the demand ; and 
in the distant connties, live stock is now 
said to be even a more losing concern than 
corn. There is a spirit arising in the 
country, embodying itself in associations 
and meetings; if it take a right direction, 
that is to say, clear of partial and fanciful 
views, it is impossible but some national 
benefit must result; otherwise, such mea- 
sures can only tend to embarrass admini- 
styvation, and must end in additional dis- 
satisfaction and heart-buruing. 

Smithfield:—Beef, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.— 
Mutton, ¢s, to 3s, 4d.—Veal, 3s. to 4s. 8d. 
—Pork, 2s. to 3s, 6d,—Bacon, 
—Raw fat, 2s. 5d. , 

Corn Exchange: — Wheat, 29s. to 52s. 
—Barley, 18s. to 35s.—Oats, 16s. to 278. 
—London price of best bread, 4Ib. for 74d. 
—Hay, 50s. to 60s.—Clover, do. 55s. to 
90s.—Straw, 27s. to 36s. 

Coals in the pool, 57s. 6d. to 50s. 6d. 
Middlesex ; Nov, 22. 
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REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
— 

HE Academy of Arts and Sciences at 
Boston has published a series of thirty- 

three years’ observations, made from 1786 
to 1818, at Salem in Massachusetts, by 
which the difference of the temperature 
of Europe and America is ascertained :— 

Lat. Mean ‘em. 
Rome--+++++ 41° 53” 60° 44” 
Salem seeeesesseee 42 33 48 68 

Difference of temp. «+--+ 11° 36” 
In an inquiry on. the supposed attraction 

of spherical bodies, and the supposed 
repulsion of elastic. fluids, M. LAPLAcE 
unfolds the following law :—That the quan- 
tity of heat which is disengaged from a 
bulk of gas passing under a determined 
pressure from a higher into a lower tem- 

unknown Gulf of Syrtis has been thoroughly 
explored, and the survey of the whole 
coast between Tripoli and Alexandria is 
now, for the first time, entirely completed. 
—Iu addition to the valuable hydrogra- 
phical information acquired by this survey, 
the sites of numerous ancient cities and 
stations have been accurately determined, 
and such data obtained, as will throw 
very important elucidations on the wri- 
tings of Herodotus, Scytax, Strabo, Leo, 
and Edrisi. 

ee acd 

STATE OF THE THERMOMETER AND 
BAROMETER IN LONDON. 

Thermometer. ay 

: - Night. Day. 4. Morning. 
perature, is proportional to the square Oct. 23 ---- 48 70 29°50 
root of this pressure. This law equally D4 woos |. 67 68 45 
results from the more rational theory, that Bhi tadiae 63 74 55 
increase of heat is received motion, and 96 esee 58 69 45 
decrease imparted motion: but M. La- QT see 58 68 50 
place has long been the high-priest of that Ave oes |-4KAG 67 /80 
superstitious philosophy which recognizes 99. seee).|> 58 69 92 
principles of attraction and repulsion. 30 «+++ | 60 70 80 

Capt. SmitH, of his Majesty’s ship Ad- AA) mieiste Ale 159 3 63 
venture, who has been employed for several Nov. 1 «+++ | 65 70 79 
years past, under the orders of the Lords 2 seee | 68 68 80 
of the Admiralty, in surveying several St cto ls Gd. 65 85 
parts of the Mediterranean, has lately re- 4 acs 50 50 30:12. 
turned from an arduous survey of the 5 sees) 62 64 10 
coast of Africa. He Jeft Malta on the 5th 6 ++ 56 66 8 
of March last, for Bengazi, where he ar- Teese | 57 60 29°90 
ranged with the land party destined to B wees | 54 60 80 
explore the interior, under the charge of Q sees | 60 65 70 
Lieut. Beechy, respecting their journey to 10 +++. | 64 67 30° 
Cyrene. The Adventure then proceeded 11 «+++ | 56 66 9 
on to Alexandria, where she arrived on 12 ee+2 | 59 76 12 
the 23d of March. Capt. Smith then made 13 --.- 58 64 20°75 
a complete survey of the two harbours, 14. +--+ | 54 65 65 
‘the town, and its fortifications, and fixed 15 see 59 64 40 
its position as to latitude and longitude, 16 sees 48 60 29°37 
Theace he proceeded along the coast to 17 «-- 54 62 50 
Catabathmos ; took astronomical observa- 18 sce 54 68 67 
tions on shore, at the several ports and 49)» fe) 1166 68 66 
headlands, and completed a coast-survey 20 ++. 63 64 50 
of the whole distance from Alexandria to 21 ---- | 60 64 55 
Doina, at which place the operations ter- QQ«.we | 64 68 70 
minated on the preceding voyage of the QB cove | 66 62 65 
‘Adventure. By this service, the hitherto 24 «e+- | 62 70 50 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 
f ——— 

PRICES or MERCHANDIZE, = Oct. 25. Nov, 20. 

Cocoa, W.I, common -- £2 8 0 to 210 0] 2 8 QO to 2140 O perewt. 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 416 0 — 5 3 0} 415 0 — 50.0 do. 
——_—_———__, fine -- 612 0 — 7 20} 6 6 0 — 616 0 «do, 

; Mocha «-+++ee2 810 0 — 1010 0 7 0 0 —1010 0 . do, 

Cotton, W.1.common-- 0 0 7 — 00 8] 0 0°7: — 0 0 8 perlb, 
, Demerara:-+-++ 0 0 8 — 0 0101] 0 0 BE — 0 011. do. 

Currants .-+--+-. sosoee 5 2 0 — 510 0)5 00 — 5 12 0 perewt. 
Figs, 
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Figs, Turkey «+++++-++- 210 0 — 214 0; 3 0 0 — 83 4 Operchest 
Flax, Riga «-++-++++++»53 10 0 — 54 0 0 |53 0 0 — 5310 O per tom 
Hemp, Riga, Rhine -...42 0 0 —43 0 0 |42 0 0 —44 0 0 do. 
Hops, new, Pockets-+-- 32 0 0 — 415 0] 310 0 — 5 5 O perewt. 
—————, Sussex, do. 210 0 — 218 0 | 210 0 — 418 0. do. 
Iron, British, Bars ---- 815 0 —10 0 0 | 815 0 — 9 © O per ton. 
—————., Pigs ------ 6 00—700/])600-— 70 0. do. 
Oil, Lucca -->-se+++e--39 0 0 — 0 0 0 |42.0 0 — 0 0 O per jar. 
—, Galipoli--.+--.+++-- 58 0 0 —59 0 0 |57 0 0 — 59 O O per ton. 
Rags --seeseereeeeees 2 06 — 2 10) 2 20 — 2 & 6 percwt. 
Raisins, bloomor jarsnew 4 0 0 — 4 4 0/518 0 — 4:4 0) do. 
Rice, Patna kind --.--- 015,0 — 015 0 | 013 0 — 015 0. do. 
—.,, East India-.-..-.- 0 9 0 — 012 0}|0 9 0 — 012 0 do. 
Silk, China, raw--++++-- 017 1.— 1 1 6 |.017 5 — 4 2 65 per Ib. 
——, Bengal, skein ---- 015 1 — 018 7 | 014 5 — 017 6. do. 
Spices, Cinnamon.+--»- 0 7 2 — 07 6/07 2 — 07 4 do. 

Cloves vseeeees 0-3 3 — 03 9103 9 — 0 4 & do. 
, Nutmegs ---*-- 0 3.8 — 05 9)03 1 —0 3 2 do 

Spices, Pepper, black -- 0 0 6 — 0 0 631] 0 0 6E— vo O 6% per lb. 
——_—___—_,, white-- 0 1 33 — 01 4/01 38— 01.4. do, 
Spirits, Brandy, Cogniac 0 3 0 — 0 3 4 03 0— 0 3 4 pergal. 

, Geneva Hollands 0 1.8 — 0 1 9 Oo 14 8 — 0 1°9,-d0: 
, Rum, Jamaica-- 0 2 8 — 0 3 0/0 28 — 05 0 = do, 

Sugar, brown---++---.- 213 0 — 214 0] 211 0 — 2413 0 percwt. 
——, Jamaica, fine +--» 311 0 — 314 0] 311 0 — 314 0 do. 
— —, EastIndia,brown 015 0 — 1001] 015 0 —~ 100 = do. 
——, lump, fine---.+-.» 4.5 0 — 410 0 4 0 0— 410 0. do. 
Tallow, town-melted---- 2 9 0 — 0 0 0 2140-— 00 0 do. 

, Russia, yellow: 2:7 0 — 2 7 6 | 118'6 — 119°0 do. 
Tea, Bohea++-+--+..+-. 0.2 55— 0 2 5z] 0 2 4 — 0 2 5Aperlb. 
——, Hyson, best ---*-- 0 5 5.— 060] 0 5 5 — 0 6 0. do, 
Wine, Madeira, old ---- 28 0 0 —70 0 0 |28 0 0 —70 0 O perpipe 
— , Port, old -----+---42 0 0 —48 0 0 |42 0 0 —48 0 0. do. 
——,, Sherry «-++++--++ 20 -0 0 —50 0 0120 0 0 —50 0 O per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.-—Guernsey or Jersey, 20s. a 25s.—Cork or Dublin, 20s. a 25s. 
—Belfast, 20s. a 25s.—Hambro’, 15s. a 20s.—Madeira, 20s. « 30s.—Jamaica, 40s. a 
50s.—Greenland, out and liome, 5 gs. to 8 gs. 

Course of Exchange, Nov. 26.—Amsterdam, 12 1.—Hamburgh, 37 5,—Paris, 25 70. 
—Leghorn, 474.—Lisbon, 521,—Dublin, 91 per cent. 

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe and 
Edmonds’.—Birmingham, 5801/.—Coventry, 1070!.—Derby, 140/—Ellesmere, 63/.— 
Grand Surrey, 54/.—Grand Union, 18/.—Grand Junction, 245!.—Grand Western, 3l. 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 3651.—Leicester, 295/—Loughbro’, 3500/— Oxford, 740/.— 
Trent and Mersey, 1910/.—Worcester, ¥6/. 10s,—East India Docks, 158/.—London, 
1201.—West India, 192/.—Southwark BripGE, 23l.—Strand, 5/.—Royal Exchange 
AssURANCE, %66l.—Albion, 53/—Globe, 137/.—Gas Ligut Company, 7 1/.—City 
Ditto, 1170. | 

The 3 per cent, Reduced, on the 26th was 811; 3 per cent. Consols, 82; 3% per 
cent. 923; 4 per cent. Consols 983 ; 4 per cent. (1822) 1012, 

Gold in bars, 31, 17s. 6d. per 0z.—New doubloons, 3l. 15s, 0d.—Silver in bars, 4s. 114d, 

ALPHABETICAL List oF BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of Oct. 
and the 20th of Nov. 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 

—— 

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 101 oy Barratt, W. Eyre-street hill, bricklayer. (Newton 
70 ; Beattie, J. Portsea, victualler. (Minchin, L. 

Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. Bellamy, R. Spaxton, Somersetshire, shopkeeper. 
ADEY, J. sen. Cray’s-hill, Essex, cattle-dealer. (Hartley, L. 

(Lindsay, L. Bellis, B. Liverpool, grocer. (Blackstock, L. 
Armstrong, W. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant. Birkett, R. Liverpool, dealer. (Blackstock and Co. 

(Bell und Co. L. A Blackband, G. Gnosall, Staffordshire, grocer. 
Ashwell, J, Nottingham, iron-founder. (Holme (Hicks, L. 

andCo.L. Bowman, H. St. John’s-street, Clerkenwell, haber- 
Bainbridge, J. Whitehaven, plumber. (Clennell, L. dasher. (Holt, L. t 
Bagnell, W. and J. Walsall, platers. (Turner Bremner, A. Bond-court, Walbrook, merchant. 

and Co, L., } (Davies " epi! 
Baker, C. Romsey, Hampshire, fell-monger. (Slade Brooke, J. Liverpool, druggist. (Blackstock and-Co. 

and Co. L. % Brooke, R. Walcot, Somersetshire, common brewer. 
Baley, T.W. Basiug-lane, wine-merchant, (Amory (Potts and Son, L. 

and Co. Brown, J. Fieet-market, grocer. (Fox and Co. 
Backmaster, 
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Buckmaster, J. and W. Old Bond-street, army-clo- 

thiers. (Pullen 
Childe, R. Church Stretton, Shropshire, blacksmith. 

(Thomas, L. 
Cooper, J. J. Worcester, draper. (Becke, L. 
Cooper, J. Tutbury, Stafford, miller. (Cookney, L. 
Collins, W. Crawford-street, Mary-le-bone, iinen- 

draper. (Sweet 
Cook, W.Wouldham, Kent, corn-dealer. 

and Co. L. 
Cookworthy, F.C. Bristol, bookseller. (Pool, L. 
Cranage,T.Watling-street, near Wellington, grocer. 

Evans, L. 
Crockett, H. sen. Haddenham, Bucks, (Smith, L. 
uming, A. Claines, Worcestershire, draper. (Holt 

Davies, W. Sudbury, haberdasher. (Dixon, L. 
Dawson, J. Bury, Lancashire, linen and woollen 

_ draper. (Milne and Co. L. 
Dixon, T. Manchester, joiner. (Makinson, L. 
Dodd, W. Orton, Westmoreland, drover. (Taylor,L. 

ouglas, J. and D. Russell, Fleet-street, drapers. 
(James 

Druseys J. Snaith, Yorkshire, 
(Battye, L. f 

Eastwood, J. Meltham, Yorkshire, clothier. (Clarke 
and Co. L. 

Edwards, D. Gloucester, tea-dealer. Sparen, L. 
Evil, L. Walcot, Somersetshire, bill-broker. (Potts 

» and Son, L, 
Fairhead, J. Cressing, Essex, jobber. (Bromley, L. 
Fitze, G. Totnes, grocer. (Amory and Co. L. 
Foster, J. Liverpool, brewer. (Blackstock and Co, 
Fox, J. Bath, presse (Potts and Son, L. 
Gill, W. C. Melksham, Wilts, linen-draper. (Potts 

and Son, L. 
Goter, H, Billingsgate, fish-salesman. (Allen 
Graham, R. Shorter’s-court, Throgmorton-street, 

stock-broker. (Gregson 
Graham, J. Dorset-street, Salisbury-square, cotton- 

manufacturer. (Lawledge, L. : 
Greathead, H. Stepney Causeway, master-mariner. 

an, 

(Courton 

coal-merchant. 

Rss 
Greathead, J. Snow-hill, auctioneer. (Dyer 
Gregson, W. Hall, linen-draper. (Chester, L. 
Green, J. King’s Norton, Worcestershire, maltater. 

(Long and Co. L. 
Hales, E. Newark, corn-factor. (Long and Co. L. 
Hall, R. gon Bury, cotton-manufacturer. (Appleby 

and Co. L. 
Harris, F. Lisle-street, dealer. (Timbrell and Co. 
Henesey, R. Whitecross-street, timber-merchant. 

(Dennis 
Hesse, G. A. Church-row, Fenchurch-street, broker. 

(Younger 
Hewlett, J. Gloucester, cabinet-maker. (King, L. 
Healey, M. Manchester, draper. (Adlington, L. 
Hays, C. and W. F. Blunden, Oxford-street, linen- 

draper. (Jones 3 
Hiren, J. Sagnury; Oxfordshire, tallow-chandler. 

(Hindmarsh, L. 
Hopps, T. jun. Yorkshire, eorn-factor. (Wigles- 

worth and Co. L. 

Bankrupts and Dividends. 

\ 
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Howse, P. Park-street, Hanover-square, horee- 

dealer. (Bright ; 
Hudson, W. Camberwell, bricklayer. (ramon L. 
Huxley, C. R. Newgate-street, glover. (Watson 
James, R. Stamford Buron, Northampton, veteri- 

nary-surgeon, (Rose, 16s 
Johnson, B. J. Houndsditch, cabinet-maker. (Boxer 
Johnson, J. Pontefract, maltster. (Blakelock, L. 
Jones, J.C. Bridgnorth, linen-draper. (Mayhew,L. 
Kewer, J. Little Windmill-st. carpenter. (Howard 
Kennington, C. Glamford Briggs, Lincolnshire, dra- 

er, (Eyre and Co.L. | 
Kitchen, R. andJ. Amery, Liverpool, tailors, (Lowe 
Lea, T. Liverpool, grocer. (Taylor, L. 
Lee, J. Horsleydown, lighterman. (Kirkman 

and Son 
Leyland, R. Liverpool, soap-boiler.. (Blackstock 

al nd Co, L. 
Lindsay, W. J. W. Bath, silk-mercer. (Makinson 
propre J. Clement’s Inn, money-broker. (An- 

erton 
Moore, G. jun. Deptford, timber and coal merchant. 

(Freeman and Co. L. 
Newman, J. eer East Smithfield, slop-seller. 

(Sweet and Co. 
Noakes, W. Old City Chambers, wine-merchant. 

Wood 
Parker, T. jun. Wood-street, hosier. (Swain 
Radford, E. oa He Holborn, draper. (Hurd and Co. 
Rivers, G. Jucdd-street, Brunswick-square, cabinet- 

maker. (Hall A 
Robinson, P. Kendal, draper. (Addison, L. 
Robinson, W. Great St. Helen’s, insurance-broker. 

(Reardon and Co. ; 
Rowed, J. Queen-street, Finsbury, timber-merchant. 

(Winter and Co, 
Sanders, W. Bristol, fishmonger. (Clarke, L. 
Sell, J. High-street, Shadwell, cheesemonger. 

eard 
Smith, J. Liverpool, leather-cutter. (Norris, L. 
Smith, T. Hampton Wick, timber-merchant 
Stevens, R. Soulbury, Buckioghamshire, farmer. 

(Aubrey, L. . 
Stolworthy, E. Whitechapel, cheesemonger. (Hut- 

chinson 
Stubbs, T. Crawford-street, grocer. (Collins and Co, 
Thom so - . C. Kingston-upon-Hall, grocer. 

(Taylor, L. 
lepattg t J + Sia an Poy Manchester, merchant. 

‘lis, L. 
Trickle, E. Nuneaton, mercer. (Constable and Co. 
Underwood, H. Cheltenham, builder. (Bowyer, L. 
Watts, J. Totnes, linen-draper. (Blake, L. 
Wainwright, B. Hereford, maltster. (Dax, L. 

tw . B. Beaminster, Dorsetshire, tanner, 
ri ight, L. 

Whyte, Db. Lewes, linen-draper. (Wilde and Co. L. 
Wilson, E. and P. Methley, Yorkshire, malrsters. 

(Walker, L. 
Williams, W. S. Brompton, coach-master. (Ro- 

binson, L. 
Woodward, E. Derby, innkeeper. (Few, L. 

Abbott, H. R. Throgmorton-str. 
Abernethie, J. and F, Henderson, 

Lothbury 
Adcock, J. St. Mary Axe 
Aikins, W. W. and 8, Chipping 

Norton, Oxfordshire 
Amsinck, T. Turntiam Green 
Anderton, A. Philpot-lane 
Armitage, W. Almondbury 
Asquitt, T. Bermondsey, and T. 

Mellish, New Kent road 
Ashworth, J. Manchester 
Ayton, J. Neweastle-upon-Tyne 
Buillie, J. Aylesbury-street 
Baker, J. L. and G, Leeds 
Barnett, T. Kendal] : 
Bartlett, D, Bath 
Barrett, Old Broad-street 
Bayliss, T. Curdworth, Warwick-~ 

shire 
Bell, J. and C. Berwick-upon- 

Tweed 
Beeshorough, 8. Pimlico 
Boys, J. jun, Wansford 
Bristow, R. jun. Lioyd’s Coffee- 

house 
Bromley, J. Circus-street, New- 

Road 
roomhead, T. Sheffield 
nyer, J. Whetstone, Middlesex 

DIVIDENDS. 
Button, W. Bicester 
Cane, E. Battle, Sussex 
Clapham, J. Liverpool 
Clough, R., R. B. Clough, D. 

Mason, and J. L. Jones, 
Denbigh 

Corbyn, 
Cornhill 

Cole, J, W. Peterborough 
Coppard, J. Mitcham 
Court, H. Fish-street hill 
Crickett, D. Hougham, Kent 
Crowther, J. Liverpool 
Cullen, RK. and J. Pears, Fleet- 

street 
Cuming, T. Castle-court, Birchin- 

ane 
Daniel, G. and W,. Cross, Bir- 

mingham 
Dicken, J. Blithfield, Derbyshire 
Dixie, P. P.J. and B. Faleon-sq. 
Dowley, J. Willow-st. Bankside 
Dodd, S. Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Doorman, C. C. Wellclose.square 
Douglas, J. Loughborough 
Dowsland, H. jun. aud T. R. Da- 

vison, Old Broud-street 
Dole, J. Curburton-street, St. 

Mary-le-bone 
Durtnall, J. Dover 

Freemason’s-couit, 

Edwards, T. Brightou 
Edison, T. Romford 
Farrel, J. Newington Causeway 
Farr, R. T. and P. Bristol 
Fiver, F. Drury-lane 
Foster, T. and E. S. Yalding, 

Kent 
Frost, L. Macclesfield, and J. and 

M. Ashton, Liverpool 
Fuller, J. M. Worthing 
Fulstone, H. Cotteniam, Cam- 

bridgeshire 
Gamson, J. Gainsburgh 
Glyde, J. Chard, Somersetshire 
Gompertz, A. Great Wiachester- 

street 
ough, J. Bath 

\Goouwin, W. Cambridge 
ray, I. 1. Wardour-street, Soho 

Green, J. Oxford-street 
Haines, N. T. Nottingham, and 

Lloyd’s Coffee-house 
Hay, S. Upper Lisson-street, Lis. 
i Baty Ae Loy, 

ayes, T. Wavertree, Lancaster 
Harvey, W. G. Battle, Sussex 
Halliday, T, Old South-sea house, 

Broad-street 
Hatipaitire; J. Kirkburton, York- 

shire 
Hewett, 
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Hewett, G. Henley upon-Thames 
Femi J. Long Acre 

ewett, T. Carlisle 
Hirst, T. Marsh, Yorkshire 
Holmes, T. and Co, St. Martin’s- 

in-the-Fields 
Howard, R. and Co. Mitcham 
Hooper, P. and T. Bedford, Bar- 

tholomew-place 
Honghtons G. Herenles buildings, 

ambeth 
Hoyle, R. Newcastle-npon-Tyne 
Hughes, M. B, and J. Horton, 

udley, Worcestershire 
Jennings, C. Portsea 
Kay, T. Prince’s square, Ratcliffe 

Highway . 
Kemp, W. Bath 
King, J. Tonbridge 
Law, W. Copthall Chambers, 

Throgmorton-street 
Latham, T. D. and J. Parry, De- 

vonshire 
Latter, J. Windsor 
Leach, H. Bristol 
Leigh, T. Manchester 
Leeds, T. Gerards, Cheshire 
Leppingwell, K. Croydon 
Lower, G. Commercial-buildings, 

Mincing-lane 
Lenn, T. Jerusalem Coffee-house 

aitlund, D. New Bridge-street 
Major, J. W. Frome Selwood 
M‘Leod, J. C, St. Paul’s Covent 

Garden, and J. Jeffray, North 
Britain 

Mackenzie, C. Caroline-street, 
Bedford-square 

Marshall, J. Gerrard-street 
Mayor, C. Somerset-street, Port- 

man-square 
Mawdsley, H. Ormskirk 
Mains, T. Barton-apon-Humber, 

and R. Nicholson, Glamford 
Briggs 

Millard, S. Gloucester 
sais te P. Charlotte-street, 

loomsbury-square 
Murray, W. Pall Mall court 
Nicholls, N. Holborn-bridge 
Nicholl, E. Henie! Hempstead 
Noble, M. Battersea 

Political Affairs in November. 
Noble, BR. Clarke’s-terrace, 8t, 

George’s East 
Ockley, V. Feriington, Norfolk 
Osler, J. Truro, Cornwall 
Palmer, S. Bourton-on-the-Wa- 

ter, Gloucestershire 
Paradise, J. Newcastle-st. Strand 
Pardon, G. Plymouth 
Parker, A. Cheltenham 
Peyton, W. G. Upper Thames-st. 
Peritpierre, E.South-street, Fins- 

bury-square 
Phillips, R. Ashburnham, Sussex 
Player, J. B. Bristol 
Porthonso, 1’. Wigton, Cumber- 

land 
Pothonier, F. Corporation-row 
Portlock, R. Andover 
Ene, W. Lawrence Pountney- 

ane 
Preston, J. Skipton, Yorkshire 
Pycock, J. Doncaster 
Richardson, G, Mecklenburgh- 

square, and T. Vokes, Glou- 
cester-street, Queen-square 

Robinson, G, byl al 
Rowbottam,W. Oldham, Lancash. 
Royle, J. F. Pall Mall 
Racher, S. Old South Sea house 
Sanders, J. W. Newcastle-upon- 

ne 
Sandford, W. and J. Box, Salford 
Samson, T. Lynn 
Schwieso, J. C. and F. Grosjean, 

Soho-square 
Scarrow, T. and J. Carlisle 
Schbesinger, M. B. Church-court, 

. Clement’s-lane 
Seager, S. P. Maidstone 
Serrols, J. Fenchurch-street 
Seward, A. Salisbury 
Shirley, R. Butklersbury 
Sidwell, R. Bath 
Simpkins, J. Store-street, Bed- 

ford-square 
Skinner, O. Gorleston, Suffolk 
Somervill, J. London Wall 
Spencer, T. Gray’s Inn-lane 
Stabb, T. and J. Preston, Tor- 

nay, Devonshire, and J. S. 
russa, Botolph-lane 

[Dee. 1, 
Spitta, C. L. and Co, Lawrence 

Pountney-lane 
Sykes, J. and J. and W. Redfearn, 

Aldmondbury 
Tabrum, R,. and J. Barrow, Man- 

chester | 
Tarlton, J. and W. Smith, Liver- 

ped ’ 
Taylor, J. Leominster 
Thompson, H. and F. Moses, Ro- 

therhithe 
'rhomson, W. Manchester-build- 

ings, Westminster 
Thompson, J. and J. Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne 
Thornton, D. Kirkheaton 
Topham, C. Stourport 
eatin . Stangate-wharf, Lam- 

et 
Trood,E.Churchstanton, Devonsh. 
Tucker, J. H. Jermyn-street ~ 
Tuckett, P. D, and W. Bristol 
Turner, T. Stock Exchange 
Turner, R. Liverpool } 
Turner, W. and J. North Mold- 

green, Yorkshire 
Vincett, N. Northampton-place, 

Old Kent-road 
Ward, R. R. Maiden-lane, Buttle- 

bridge 
Walker, J. Nicholas-lane 
Wells, S. Middleton-garden, Pen- 

tonville 
Wells, J. Dunstew, Oxfordshire 
Wellington, J. jun. Chard 
Weech, S. Commercial-roud, Rat- 

cliffe-highway 
Williams, RK. H. F. and M.Wilson, 

Liverpool 
Williams, L. W. Fleet-street 
Wingate,J. Bathwick,Somersetsh. 
Wild, W. Sheffield 
Willey, W. Leicester 
Williams, P. jun. Knightsbridge 
Wood, W. Wimpole-street 
Wolff, J. and J. Dorville, New 

Bridge-street 
Wotherspoon, M. Liverpool 
Worrall, W. and R. Williamson, 

Liverpool 
Youden, S. Dover. 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN NOVEMBER. 

GREAT BRITAIN. 

——a 

ceeds conception. We call the atten- 

NS event of political consequence 
has characterized the month at 

home, unless we consider as such the 
neutral and pacific character which 
our agent at Verona has happily pre- 
served in the Congress. If this wise 
and necessary change in our councils 
did not precipitate the death of Castle- 
reagh, it may perhaps be regarded as 
a consequence ; and hence the change 
of Castlereagh tor Canning has proved 
auspicious to the welfare of Britain, 
and the happiness of the world. 

Considerable fluctuations have taken 
place in the funds during the month, 
arising from reports from Verona; and 
many active jobbers have been ruined. 
No change for the better has however 
taken place through the country, 
which, drained of circulation, and the 
means of local purchase, by taxes, rents, 
and assessments, for non-resident re- 
ceivers, exhibits a degree of domestic 
distress, which, we are assured, ex- 

tion of our readers to the first paper of 
this Number, which illustrates the 
proximate causes of this distress, by 
tracing the actual operation of the 
machinery of our social system. 

In the administration of the law 
during the month, the public have been 
surprised at the sentence passed on 
one Bridle, late keeper of Ilchester 
Goal; the charges against whom had 
led to the appointment of a commis- 
sion, on whose report he was first dis- 
missed, and then prosecuted by the 
Attorney-General. He was convicted 
of avery aggravated misdemeanor, in 
confining a prisoner in a damp cell, 
putting him in a strait-waistcoat, and 
applying a blister to his head by way 
of punishment! The exposure of such 
enormities, committed by whomsoever 
they might, and the difficulties of 
bringing this class of offenders to jus- 
tice, seemed to imply the necessity of 
an exemplary judgment; but, in con- 

sideration 
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sideration of certain affidavits to gene- 
ral character of magistrates and others, 
and of the man’s having lost his place, 
he was sentenced simply to pay a fine 
of fifty pounds. 

FRANCE, 

The King of France has, by a Royal 
Ordonnance, suppressed the Faculty 
of Medicine in Paris, on account, it is 
stated, “‘ of the shameful disorder 
which took place in the Sitting on the 
18th of November.” We learn from 
private letters (for the journals are 
almost wholly silent on the subject,) 
the following account of this disturb- 
ance :—The Abbe Nicole, who is rec- 
tor of the Academy, had no sooner 
appeared to address the young men, 
than the cry of “A bas les Jesuites!” 
and other offensive expressions, were 
uttered. The Abbé could not be 
heard, and M. Desgenettes, who tried 
for an hour to get a hearing, could not 
succeed. After this tumultuous con- 
duct had continued for some time, an 
end was put to the Sitting; and the 
rector, on going out, was saluted with 
still stronger testimonies of disappro- 
bation. 
By the decree for suppressing the 

Faculty of Medicine, five-and-twenty 
of the first physicians and surgeons of 
Paris, who were professors of the dif- 
ferent branches of medicine, have been 
deprived of their places, and four 
thousand students of the means of in- 
struction. The course of lectures 
which had commenced was stopped, 
the doors of the School of Medicine 
were closed, and the young men were 
apprised, by a handbill, that they 
could no longer pursue their studies 
at Paris. 
How serious a limitation this Or- 

donnance has been of the means of 
study, may be gathered from the fact, 
that there existed only three Faculties 
of Medicine in France,—those of 
Strasburg, Montpelier, and Paris. In 
order to obtain the degree of Doctor, 
or the diploma of Surgeon, it was ne- 
cessary to study at the schools of one 
or other of these places. The number 
of students was of course greatest, 
and the professors the most eminent, 
in the capital. The young men, as- 
sembled here from all parts of France, 
and even of Europe, by the eminence 
of the professors, and the convenience 
of hospitals, &c. amounted this year 
to about 4000. 
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SPAIN. 
The Spanish government has trans- 

mitted to all the provinces the most 
rigid orders for the prompt execution 
of the resolutions adopted by the 
Cortes, which have granted consider- 
able funds for fortifications, manufac- 
turing arms, and for preparing a for- 
midable war-materiel. The Spanish 
provinces will soon present the spec- 
tacle of a vast arsenal, as France did 
when she was attacked by foreign 
powers. This great movement has, 
besides, the advantage of giving em- 
ployment and support to the poor,— 
the only class from which fanaticism 
recruits her instruments. 

In the Sitting of the 14th, the Cortes 
authorised the Provincial Deputations 
to make requisitions for remounts of 
horses for the cavalry and artillery, in 
order to accelerate an important ope- 
ration, which has already been suc- 
cessfully executed in the 3d, 4th, 5th, 
6th, and 7th, Military Divisions. The 
regiments of Saguntum, the Queen’s, 
and some others, have been in this 
way completely remounted in the 
course of a few days. ‘The Provincial 
Deputations are to make advances for 
the payment of the just value of the 
horses to the owners ; and the govern- 
ment is, without delay, to reimburse 
the Deputations from the funds spe- 
cially granted by the Cortes. 

It is announced as certain, that the 
government is about to confer on Mina 
the title of Commander-in-Chief of the 
three army corps of Catalonia, Na- 
varre, and Arragon. Generals Torri- 
jos and Velasco will serve under him 
as Lieutenant-generals. ‘The first 
army will be increased to 40,000 men, 
and the other two to 10,000. All these 
forces are to be united ‘by the Ist of 
December in the line of operations. 

The other Spanish forces, with 
which are incorporating with great 
activity the new levies, are about to 
be rendered movable, and placed on 
the war footing, to form garrisons, and 
to be ready, to take the field, and to 
join the army of reserve, which will be 
promptly assembled in the case of fo- 
reign menace. 

In all towns of the kingdom private 
companies of Constitutional Patriots 

‘are organizing, in imitation of the 
corps formed at. Madrid, in conse- 
quence of the events of July. Jast. 
Moreover, the embodying of the volun- 
teer, militia is every where carrying 

into 
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into effect with incredible activity. In 
the towns of Malaga, Alicant, and se- 
veral others through which "General 
Riego passed in his late journey, -artil- 
lery companies’ are besides forming. 

Tn imitation of the Greeks, the Spa- 
piards are endeavouring to nationalize 
their theatres, with the view of aiding 
the popular enthusiasm. By a Royal 
Decree, theatres are everywhere esta- 
blished.. The publication of dramatic 
works, founded on national history, is 
encouraged ; and nothing is neglected 

_to associate the progress of the fine 
arts with the progress of liberty. | 

' General Mina has published a pro- 
clamation, in which, for the last time, 
he offers an amnesty to those men 
whom ambitious chiefs have seduced 
into rebellion. He grants them to the 
20th of November, "and it is not till 
then that he is resolved to give the last 
blow. The General hopes before that 
period to recall a great part of these 
misled men to their duty. He does 
not forget that the rebels are Spa- 
niards ; but he declares that he will be 
inexorable to those who will not profit 
by the amnesty. 

In the Sitting of the Cortes on the 
13th of November, Signor Canga 
made a motion to prevent the circula- 
tion of a Papal Bull, which condemns 
several works published by Constitu- 
tional writers; and the motion was 
adopted by a large majority. 

PORTUGAL. 
The speech of the King of Portugal, 

on closing the sittings of the Cortes on 
the 4th inst. is highly satisfactory, and 
proves him to have far more sense 
than thosesovereigns who oppose them- 
selves to the lights of the age.—‘* The 
lory of kings,” says his majesty, ‘* is 

inseparable from the happiness of their 
subjects; and he who presides over a 
free nation, is as happy as those are 
miserable who rule over slaves.” 

The sitting having been opened ata 
quarter past eleven o’clock on the 
morning of Nov. 4, and the deputation 
prepared ‘to receive the king in the 
usual form, his majesty entered the 
hall at half past.eleyen, preceded by 
the deputation, accompanied by the’ 
ministers, secretaries-of-state, and the 
chief officers of his household ; and, 
having seated himself on the throne, he 
delivered the following speech: 

“ GENTLEMEN—At the moment when 
you are going to close your labours in this 
Legislature, I come to congratulate myself, 
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with you and the nation, on the wisdom of 
the legislative measures which you have 
adopted for the reformation of the social 
edifice, My attention is naturally fixed 
on the political constitution, a fundamental 
law of the state, which I'swore to volun- 
tarily aud deliberately, a and which receives 
this day the sacred promise of all the,citi- 
zens. Yes, gentlemen, they minst feel a 
virtuous pride in beholding the” tights of 
mao, as a member of society, established 
on principles as solid and durable as eter- 
nal morality: the throne, built upon the 
law and the prosperity of social institu- 
tions, supported by the sublime power 
of the divine religion which we profess ; 
the safety of individuals. and property 
combined with the interest and | security 
of the state; the agreement, the, harmony 
between the ‘hights of the citizen and his 
duties ; the civil liberty of tlie individual, 
and the well-being of society, vuaranteed 
by the responsibility of the’ pablic func- 
tiovaries, and by the just liberty of the 
press. Ah! gentlemen, what a som of 
happy results do the conditions of our 
social compact promise! 

“ Faithful representatives of the nation, 
yon embraced the whole extent of, the 
wants of the people. While research and 
meditation prepared the work of the Con- 
stitutional’ Code, your care provided a 
remedy for the evils that most urgently re- 
quired it. Thus the administration of jus- 
tice and finance, the restoration of public 
credit, commerce, navigation, agriculture, 
manufactures, ‘public instruction, and phi- 
lanthropy, received the impulse of wisdom 
and patriotic zeal, which characterizes and 
distinguishes the regenerators' of a nation 
in an enlightened age. To the spirit of 
justice and order with which the plan of 
the political regeneration of the monarchy 
was conceived, we owe the relations of 
friendship and, interest which happily! sub- 
sist with foreign powers, and very, particu- 
larly with the constitutional and represen- 
tative governments of both worlds ; and. I 
have particular satisfaction in being able 
to announce to you, that the Most positive 
declarations of the governments of France 
and ingland have fully secured Us against 
the fears of any attack upon ‘our rap 
pendence. 
«To this same wisdom, and to the’mea- 

sures of, conciliation with which you have 
endeavoured to maintain theintegrity of the 
United Kingdom, and to strengthen, the 
fraternal ties which bind us to the Porto- 
guese of Brazil, the dissenting provinces 
will owe, I hope, the return of their tran- 
quillity, and of the blessings which they 
campot expect but from their union’ with 
the Portuguese of Europe. ‘This'subject, 
gentlemen, awakens recollections which 
deeply. afflict my heart. 1) would’ not 
touch on it were it notso intimately con- 

2 nected 
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nected with the march of your labours, 
and with the right it gives you to the 
national acknowledgment, and to my par- 
ticular gratitude. The glory of kings is 
inseparable from the happiness of their 
subjects, and he who presides over a free 
nation is as happy as those are miserable 
who rule overslaves, ‘This is the measure 
of the satisfaction which your illustrious 
and useful fabours give me. ‘They opena 
boundless career of prosperity and glory 
to the noble Portuguese nation, wliose fate 
is essentially united with mine. 
“Yon are going, gentlemen, to receive 

from your constituents the congratulations 
and_benedictions to which your services 
entitle them, Carry to them, at the same 
time, the certainty that my care and soli- 
cittide continues to be deyoted to the wel- 
fare of the nation; assure them of the sin- 
cerity of my intentions, and the consis- 
tency of my proceedings, of which you have 
been eye-witnesses ; and, if it should be 
necessary, inspire them with true love of 
their country, which binds them to sacrifice 
every thing for it, and teach them, that 
sincere adherence to the constitutional 
system essentially consists in obedience to 
the law, and in love of order and justice, 
without which the best institutions cannot 
prosper. In this manner, continuing to in- 
struct and to edify, you will enjoy, in the 
public gratitude, the just reward of your 
glorious labours; and the generous nation 
to which you have consecrated them, by 
following the course which you have traced 
-out for it, will become, by the perfections 
‘of its social institutions, the model and the 
envy of ather people.” 

_ His majesty haying concluded his 
speech, the president rose to reply, in 
the name of the assembly ; and, in a 
Jongand eloquent discourse, developed 
the hopes which the nation might 
justly conceive for a constitution so 
fortunately established, without any of 
those internal convulsions which have 
afflicted other states, and with the most 
perfect concurrence.of all classes. He 
touched on the affairs of Brazil, which 
he still hoped might be finally arranged 
to tie. satisfaction and interest of all 
parties. His excellency dwelt on the 
gratitude due to his majesty for his 
sincere and steady co-operation in 
their labours; observing, that they 
would gladly have proclaimed him the 
father of the country, had not that 
noble title been prostituted by flattery, 
and conterred, to the horror of huma- 
nity, even on the tyrants of Rome. 
IIe concluded with “ Long live King 
John VI. the house of Braganza, the 
Catholic and Apostolic religion, and 
the Portuguese nation!” 
Montacy Mag. No, 375. 
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The king, rising, said—“ Long live 
the sovereign congress !” se 

At fifty minutes past eleven the king 
withdrew in the same manner as he 
entered; and, the deputation that ac- 
companied him having returned, Mr. 
Felqueiras, the secretary, stated, it the 
name of the deputation, that his ma= 
jesty, on taking leave, had desired that 
they would assure the congress of the 
constituent Cortes of his particular’ 
thanks for all the delicate attentions 
which they had shown him, and that he 
would at all times be the firm de- 
fender of the social compact which the 
Cortes had decreed, and in co-ope- 
rating with all his power in the prospe- 
rity of the Portuguese nation. 

At five minutes past twelve the presi- 
dent closed the sessions, saying:— 
“The general extraordinary and con- 
stituent Cortes of the Portuguese na- 
tion close their session this day, the 
4th of November, 1822.” 

GREECE. 

The Provisional Government of 
Greece has acceded to the proposal of 
an armistice, made by Chourschid Pa- 
cha; but on condition that he’ should 
evacuate Thessaly, and that those for- 
tresses in the Morea which have stil] 
Turkish garrisons, as well as Arta and 
Prevesa, shall be immediately given 
up to the Greeks ; when this is done, 
the Greek government consents to a 
suspension of hostilities for six months. 
—Chourschid has sent a Tartar to 
‘Constantinople to inform the Porte of 
the state of things: the Pacha has 
thought it prudent to retreat with the 
remains of his army towards Mace- 
donia. The defection of the Alba- 
nians, who were with the Turkish 
troops, and haye now joined the 
Greeks, has given the last blow to 

Chourschid, who has no means to re- 
sume offensive operations, unless the 
Porte sends him another army. 

Canea, the capital of Candia, has 
capitulated to the Greeks; and when 
the last vessel sailed (25th of Octo- 

ber), a French frigate, with part of the 

garrison, was entering the port of 

Smyrna. Another vessel, from Alex- 

andria, which met the Egyptian flotilla 

near Candia, confirms this news, and 

affirms that many of the Turkish inha- 

bitants refused to leave Canea, and 

déclared they would embrace the 

Christian religion. 

; 
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH.* ©” 
OV. 5.—A public dinner was'given at 

_ Kennington to Byrie, the unfortunate 
victim of Jocelyn, late’ Bishop of Clogher, 
and a subscription was entered into for his 
relief. ; 
— 12.—Mr. Hunt, after the expiration 

of the term of his severe imprisonment in 
Ilchester Gaol, made a public entry in 
London, amidst the acclamations of thou- 
sands of the people, and was afterwards 
entertained at a public dinner. In the 
eyes of foreignets, this triumph of a cham- 
pion of reform, amid the heartfelt partici- 
pation of nearly the whole of the metro- 
politan populace, must have afforded proof 
that the sentiment in the chorus of the 
old song of ‘ Rule Britannia” still governs 
the English people. 
— 14.—Intelligence arrived that the 

Prince Royal of Portugal, with the proper 
authorities, had declared the independance 
of the Brazils. ~ or 
—.—S. Waddington sentenced by the 

‘Court of King’s Bench to one year’s im- 
prisonment, and to find securities for five 
years’ good behaviour, for publishing “Pal- 
mer’s Principles of Nature.” 

MARRIED. 
Mr. N. Dando, of Pennsbury and 

Cheapside, to Caroline, second daughter 
of the late John Hewitt, esq. of Clapham 
Common. 

At Chelsea, the Rev. H. C. Cherry, B.A. 
of Clare-hall, Cambridge, to Anne Alicia, 
daughter of Major-gen, Sir J. Cameron, 
K.C.B, 

G. Piggott, esq. of Doddershall-park, 
Buckinghamshire, to Miss C. Long, of 
Hampton-lodge. 

_. J. Austin, esq. of Clapton, to Miss E. 
‘Hobson, of Markfield, Middlesex. 

H. Bicknell, esq. of Great Surrey-street, 
to Miss E. L. Tabor, of Lothbury. 

George Medley, esq. of Kennington, 
to Miss Elizabeth Rich, of Milton, near 
Gravesend. 

At Woolwich, the Rev. W. Philips, rec- 
tor of Cucklington, Somersetshire, to Miss © 
“M: Messiter, of Woolwich. 

At Kensington church, D. R. Newall, 
esq. commander of the Scaleby-Castle 
East Indiaman, to Charlotte Jannetts, 
daughter of the late J. Falconer, esq. of 

_ Bombay. ' 
Stephen Mernard, esq. of Mill-house, 

Lewisham, to Mrs. S. E. Pickering, of 
Kent-road. : 

The Rev. Samuel Sheen, of Hutton, 
Essex, to Miss Louisa Miles, of Southamp- 
ton-row, Russell-square. © 

At Greenwich, William Fearnell, esq. 
to Miss Clarissa Martyr. 
_W..O. Locke, m.p, Ordnance Medical 

Department, to: Anne Maria Dusgate, of 
Tring, Norfolk. nan 

Richard Cartwright, esq. of Bloomsbury- 
square, to Miss A. Claughton, of Myddle- 
ton-house, Lancashire. Wraniot o 

William Penley, esq. of Rathbone-place, 
to Miss Susannali’ Young, late of Pen- 
tonville. izoelt 7 

Henry David Scott, esq. of Fludyer- 
street, to Anne Lindsey, daughter of C. 
Bankhead, esq. m.v. of Lower Brooke- 
street, Grosvenor-square, \ 

Mr. Frederick Braithwaite, of the New 
Road, Fitzroy-square, to Miss Elizabeth 
Showbridge, of Turnham-green, 

G. R.. Lewis, esq. of Frith-street,, Soho, 
to Miss E. Price, of Warham, Hereford- 
shire. 

Dr. Nevison, of Montague-square, to 
Juliana, daughter of Sir T, B. Lennard, of 
Bell-house, Romford. 

H. J. Adcare, esq. to Miss Catherine 
King, of Grosvenor-place. 

At Mitcham, Capt. J. Myers, to Louisa, 
widow of Lieut.-colonel Roberts, of the 
34th regt. 

Mr. Henry Hodges, of Clapham Com- 
mon, to Miss Mary Podmore, of Clayton- 
priory, Sussex. 

Harry Pegg, esq. of Jeffery-terrace, 
Kentish-town, to Miss E. Gellett, of High 
Wycombe, Bucks. 

John Shepherd, jun. esq. of Doctors’ 
Commons, to Miss Eliza Highmore, of 
Dulwich. 

Hon, E. Gore, to Miss A. Douglas, 
H. Cobham, esq. of Gray’s-Inn, to, Ca- 

therine, daughter of John Curry, m.p, -of 
Liverpool. ’ 

John’ Hone, esq. of Great Marlow, to 
Miss Gage, of Kentish-town, 

David Charles. Porter, .esq., of ,Park- 
place, to Miss Francis Collier, of Old Land, 
Surrey. , 

Capt. G. M. Maitland, to Miss Ellinor 
Jane Ansley. 

John Hyde, esq. to Miss \C. Ford, niece 
to the late Lord Anson. 

P. Le Nassenr, jun. esq. of Black- 
heath, to Miss Charlotte Mary Newman, 
of Melsham. 4 ‘ han what 

Mr. Samuel :Hutton, an eminent, sta- 
tioner, of Birmingham, .to Miss Mills, of . 
Holywell-street, near St... Clement’s- 
Church. 134, in 

At St. Giles’s, Camberwell, Mr, Robert 
Newbald, eldest son of the late Robert N. 

‘esq. of the Kent-road, to, Eliza, third 
daughter of John Greed, esq. Southend, 
Eltham, Kent. Ite 

DIED. 
In the New-road, 27, Robert: Robinson, 

esq. lieut. RiN. son of the late General 
Robinson, 

At 
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At East-hill, Wandsworth, 55;° Mr. J. In Acton-place, Kingsland-road, Mary, 

Smedley. i Lew wife of Johu Gant, esq. 
Rear- Admiral John Spratt Rainier, much 

distinguished’ by! his command im the In- 
dian ocean, dint 
‘In King’s-road, Chelsea; 75, Mr, James 

Colvill. wid : 
In Leicester.square, T. Mackenzie, esq. 

M.P, for Ross-shire, 
» At Great: Holland, Essex, R. Jones, esq. 
late of Mansion-house-street. 

At Limehouse, Mr. John Tebbutt, jun. 
ship-builder. — > - > 
~ In’ 'Chureh-row, Limehouse, 79, Mrs. 
Batson. widow of Robert B. esq. 

In Boswell-court, 78, Richard Wood- 
deson,LL.v; Bencher of the Middle ‘Tem- 
ple, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, 
formerly Vinerian Professor of the Laws 
of England, and a Commissioner of 
Bankrupts. 

At Tonbridge Wells, 56, Samuel Rhodes, 
esq. of Islington, an opulent farmer and 
dairyman. 

» In'Pall Mall, Miss. C. Hayes, daughter 
of the late B. H. esq. of Cork. 

At Wimbledon house, Lady Beaumaurice, 
wife of Sir Wm. B, bart. 

In Wimpole-street, Henrietta, daughter 
of the late Sir E. Knatchbull, bart. 

‘At Isleworth, Robert Price, esq. late of 
Old Change. j 
At Edmonton, 73, Mr. L. Vulliamy. 
K. Berry, esq. son of the late Bennis B. 

esq. of Dover-street. suit 
Suddenly, at  Bradston-bsook, | near 

Guildford, 69, Mary, widow of the late T. 
Gibson, esq. 

In Welbeck-street, 73, Mrs. Henrietta 
Pauncefort, of Great Brickhill Manor, 
Bucks, relict of P. P. esq. : 

After a long illness, Sarah Hodgson, 
‘youngest daughter of the late George. H. 
esq. coroner for Middlesex. 

At Walworth, 85, T. Stringer, esq. for- 
merly of his Majesty's Customs. 

In Park-street, Grosvenor-square, 24, 
Miss Ann Allen. : 

At Stepney, 50, Thomas Carwardine, esq. 
late of Earl’s Colne Priory,. Essex. 

At Peckham, 48, Brown French, esq. « 
‘In Baker-street, Portman-square, Chris- 

tiana, wife’ of W.'Greenwood, .esq. of 
Brookwood-park, Hants. 
| At Kentish-town, Mrs. Susannah . Price, 

of Old Fish-street, Doctors’ Commons. | - 
' At Hammersmith, Miss. Lawrence, 

_ In Jermyn-street, St. James’s, Mrs. 
Mark Klyne, jun. 

In Cheapside, 84, Mrs, E. Ganting. 
~ In Walbrook, Sarih, widow of Ay W. 
Rutherford, esq: of Stamford-hill. 

In Astley’s-row, Islington, 70, Mr. A. 
Western. 

in Upper Charlottestreet, | Fitzroy- 
square, 55, Sumuel John Symons Trickey, 
€3q» 

At Putney, Jane, wife of the Rev. W. 
Carmall.... . 

At, Lambeth, 72, Caroline, wife of Wil- 
liam Manners, esq. ¥ 

At Highgate, in the prime of life, 
George Longman, esq. an eminent stationer 
in the Old Bailey, of the firm of Longman 
and Dickenson.. He was the son of the 
late Mr. T. Longman, of Paternoster-row, 
brother of Mr. T. N. Longman, the pre- 
sent distinguished bookseller, and member 
for. Maidstone in two Parliaments, in 
which he supported Whig principles. The 
proximate cause of his death was a fall 
from his horse, though he had previously 
injured his health by too close am attention 
to business. : . 

In Nelson-square, after a protracted ill- 
ness, which she bore with exemplary for- 
titude, aged 42, Mury Frances, wife of Sir 
Charles Aldis. ‘The remains of this much- 
respected lady were deposited in the vault 
of Christ-church, Surrey, attended by her 
son, as chief mourner, and a few select 
friends; among whom were Sir Lumley 
St. George Skeffington, bart. Dr. Uwins, 
William Godwin, esq. James Woodham, 
esq. &c. Lady Aldis possessed great per- 
sonal charms, was very accomplished, and 
of prepossessing manners, Though her 
figure was pelite, and every way. feminine, 
yet her mind was completely masculine; 
and she at all times preferred the instruc- 
tive conversation of well-informed men to 
the light and trifling discourse which she 
too frequently met with among her own 
sex. Her ladyship was married to Sir 
Charles in 1800, by whom she had several 
children ; one ouly survives, the son before 
mentioned, 

In Upper Gloucester-street, Regent'’s- 
park, 70, Mr, John Debrett, formerly an 
eminent bookseller in Piccadilly, and. edi- 
tor of the works called “ Debrett’s Peer- 
age” and “ Baronetage.” He had been 
for some time in.a declining. state of 
health, and was found dead in his arm- 
chair at the side of his bed. Mr. Debrett’s 
shop, when in the zenith of his prosperity, 
was much. eelebrated as the resort of the 
leading Whig noblemen and gentlemen, 
who there spent a portion of the morning 
in discussing theevents of the time. He 
had full opportunity of acquiring a large 
fortune; but, from. too much confidence 
in those about him, an easiness of temper, 
and without a sufficient portion of careful 
worldJy wisdom, he did) not turn it to. the 
best account. He was a kind, good-natured, 
friendly man, who experienced the vicissi- 
tudes of life with fortitude,—who never 
made an enemy, and who died without 
having forfeited a friend. peer 

In Mead Row, Lambeth, James Sowerby, 
esq. F.L 5+ Mr. Sowerby was originally a 

teacher 
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teachier, of drawing; till, having,applied 
himself. chiefly, to» delineating |, plants; 
and other subjects, of natural history; le 
was employed by Dr. Smith to illustrate 
his works in» botany. Dr. Smith,;Dr. 

Goodenough, now Bishop of Carlisle, and 
the late Mr. Marsham, having established 
the; Linnean Society, Mn. Sowerby was 
one of. the firstmembers, or fellows, of that 
society and was employed) by ‘them, both 
to-engraveand, colour the plates oftheir. 
Transactionsyand has written many papers 
for thosey volumess: In) 1789 he) pub- 
lishedy *%A Botanical Drawing Book, or 
an Easy Introduction to Drawing Flowers 
according: to’ Nature,’”’:1789, 4to. and a 
second edition in 1794. In 1798, ‘The 
Plovist’s Delight,’ containing six coloured 
figures, with botanical descriptions, folio, 
1798. » But’ his. chief work was _ his 
* Botany;” published» in numbers, and 
which has unto about forty volumes. 
The descriptionsof the plants were written 
by Dr., now Sir James Edward Smith, and 
was so successful as to lay for Mr. 
Sowerby the foundation of an easy fortune. 
Thus encouraged, he proceeded to pub- 
lish, “ The English’ Fungi,” with coloured 
plates, small folio, 1796; ‘* British Mine- 
yalogy, or coloured Figures and Descrip- 
tions to elucidate the Mineralogy of Great 
Britain,” 8vo.' 1803; ‘* Descriptions and 
Models to explain Crystallography,” 8vo. 
1805. Many years ago Mr. Sowerby 
erected a long ‘room, at the back of his 
house, as ‘a museum of British natural his- 
tory, and has collected many thousand 
articles in the'three kingdoms of nature, 
several of ‘them very curious and scarce, 
Mr. S, has left some children: his twosons 
he‘has brought up to his: own professions; 
Besides the art of drawing and delineating, 
Mr: Sowerby had acquired a very consi- 
derable knowledge in natural history, 

In Finsbury-square, 74, Asher Goldsmid, 
esq Mr. Goldsmid was, perhaps, the most 
affable gentleman living, and was highly 
distinguished for piety, benevolence, and 
kindness, and many other qualities which 
ennoble ‘the heart of man;—There was no 
charitable: institution in the metropolis, 
which has not received his liberal support; 
and, asa distributor of private alms, his 
bounty ‘was equally universal. Asa mer- 
chant, his integrity and punctuality in all 
matters of business'and honour, were pro- 
verbial, ‘and© commanded the undivided 
esteem of all wlio knew him. He was the 
last surviving ‘brother ‘of the lamented, 
great and good Abraham Goldsmid. His 
reniains were followed to their “peaceful 
home” by. a procession of thirty mourning 
coaches and carriages ; the funeral service 
being performed, ina very awful and im- 
pressive manner, by the Rev. Solomon 
Herschell, high rabbi of the Jewish congre- 
gation, attended by a most numerous and 
respectable assemblage ef perscys, com- 
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prising almost every: member of the seve- 
ral Jewish synagogues in the metropolis, 
all anxious: to ‘pay the last mark of publie 
esteem to: the remains ofa most worthy 
man. -At the hour of his death; he was 
onerof, the three presiding «clders of) the 
great synagogue im London; a distine 
guished honour, to whichhe had frequently 
been elected by the unanimens vote of the 
cominunity.: asa Jew broker,oa valuable 
appointment devolves: to» the: late » lord 
mayor. torsore’ 2h Oy tear 

In Sloane-street, 82, the Right Hun: 
William Lord Grantley, Barow Marking- 
field in the county of York, Lord High 
Steward of Athertoushire and Guildford, 
colonel of the first Surrey: regiment: of 
Militia, F.s A. &c. He succeeded to the 
titles and estates of: his father in 1788. 
For many years he held a high diplomatic 
situation, and represented in Parliament, 
at different times, the county of Surrey 
and borough of Guildford. He had con- 
siderable literary taste, and was: an ac~ 
complished scholar.. In. private life he 
embellished. his rank by those. conciliations 
which attract and rivet regard. ‘Ho all in 
unfortunate circumstinces, who became 
his petitioners, he lent the ready ear, and 
gave bountiful donations from: his purses 
He is succeeded in his titles: and /estates 
by Fletcher Nortcn, esq. eldest son of the 
late Hon. Fletcher Norton, seniox Baron 
of the Court of Exchequer in Scotland 
who was his second brother. 

In Fjudyer street, far advanced in years, 
Richard Frewin, esq. r. Prewin, whew 
very young, was introduced into ‘the 
Custom-house, and had, for many years, a 
seat. in the long room. | When Mr.*Pitt 
formed his plan for consolidating tlie!cus- 
toms, and regulating that departinent, 
Mr. Frewin was employed» by ‘him’ for 
the task, and was for many years wholly 
taken up with this complex” business. 
Soon after he had compleated the first 
part of his labour, he was rewarded b 
Mr. Pitt with the place’ of one of the 
commissioners of the cnstoms. Here he 
continued many years, and was’ for sume 
time chairman of that board. He was, a 
few years ago, ‘superannuated, and, we 
believe, after.so great a length of’ service 
(fifty years,) as to entitle him tovhis fall 
salary. © NEST 

Lately, the Rev. Dr. Coombe, vicar’ of 
Tenterden; in Kent. Dr. C. was a native 
of Philadelphia, in the province of Pen- 
sylvania. He received his education at 
the College of that city, and proceeded to 
the usnal degrees of Batchelor and Master 
of Arts. In 1768 he came to England for 
Holy Orders, and was ordained deacon 
by Dr. 'Yerrick, Bishop of London, at 
the age of twenty-one.’ In ‘1774 he was 
appointed chaplain’ to the Marquis of 
Rockiagham, and in the same year. he 
returned to Philadelphia, having been 

previously 
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previously admitted into priest’s orders. 
At anearly period of life he was in posses- 
sion of a very valuable preferment in the 
city of his nativity. On America declar- 
ing herindependence of Great Britain, as’ 
his conduct was regulated by a’ steady: 
adherence to his allegiance, he soon be- 
eame obnoxious to the raling party. -He 
was arrested by the Executive Counsel of 
Philadelphia, upon a general charge of 
having uniformly evinced a disposition in- 
imical to the cause of America; and was 
sentenced te Augusta County, in Virginia; 
the execution of which cruel and unjust 
decree, notwithstanding the remonstrance 
of many corporate bodies, was only: in- 
terrapted by an illness which rendered his 
removalimpracticable. In the mean time 
the British army arrived, and under its 
protection he was enabled to reach New 
York, from whence (with a letter of high 
recommendation from the commissioners, 
Lord Carlisle, Mr. Eden, and governor 
Jolnstone) he came to England, (in 1779) 
content to relinquish his country and 
connexions solely trom considerations of 
conscience, and from motives of loyalty to 
his sovereign. In 1780 Dr. Coombe was 
nominated chaplain to the Earl of Carlisle, 
and accompanied his lordship upon his 
appointment to the vice-royalty of Ireland, 
and was there advanced by him to the 
situation of private secretary. In 1781 
he obtained ‘from the lord-lieutenant the 
rectory of Donagh-Henry, county of 
Tyrone, (which was afterwards resigned,) 
and, in the same year, was gratified by an 
unsolicited mark of respect from the Uni- 
versity of Dublin, being admitted by that 
learned body to the degree of Doctor of 
Divinity. Upon the breaking-up of Lord 
North's; admmistration in 1783, he re- 
turned to England with Lord Carlisle. In 
1789 he had an offer from Lord Aucland, 
to accompany him to the Hague as chap- 
Jain to the embassy, but which was de- 
clined. from. motives. of prior obligation. 
Dr. Coombe was appointed chaplain in 
ordinary to the King in 1794, and was for 
many years: minister of Curzon Chapel. 
In 1800, through the medium of his friend 
and patron the Earl of Carlisle, he was 
pestered to a prebendal stall at Canter- 
yury; andin 1801 he, was presented by the 
dean and chapter of that cathedral to the 
vicarage of Tenterden, Kent, and which 
he was permitted to resign in favour of his 
eldest son, in 1806. In 1808 the dean 
and chapter presented him to the rectory 
of St. Michael's, Queenhithe. Dr. Coombe 
was an eloquent and impressive preacher; 
as a scholar, he was entitled to a distin- 
guished place among the learned of his 
time; his reading was various and exten- 
sive, and, under the veilof an unambitious 
retirement, he had acquired a knowledge 
of general principles which would have 
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added Justre’ to. the highest » situations, 
Among. his: acquaintances were, Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, Johnson, Goldsmith, Jortin; and 
Beattie, with the latter of whom |he:was 
in habits of correspondence. © He “also 
possessed, by inheritance, the affectionate 
friendship: of Dr. Frauklin. . Hence his 
conversation, enriched with literary au- 
ecdote; and tempered ‘by a fine and ju- 
dicious) taste, was both entertaining and 
instructive, while a peculiar benevolence 
of disposition, joined to» the most: un- 
affected piety, rendered this wise and 
unpretending man a pattern of Cliistian 
excellence, 

At his apartments, \in» Robert-street, 
Bedford-row, Mr. John Dougall, welt 
known for his great literary attainments, 
and for along life devoted to classical and 
useful literature. He was born at Kir. 
kaldy, Fifeshire, where his: father) was 
master of the grammar-school,.was sonie 
time at the University of Edinburgh, and 
intended for the Scoteh church, but left it 
at an early period, and wholly devoted 
himself to classical learning,» for which 
his mind was unusually gifted; he was 
esteemed a scholar of the first class, and, 
besides being a proficient in ancient and 
modern geography and mathematics, was 
well versed in the Greek, Latin, French, 
Spanish, Italian, and most of the Northern 
languages. He had travelled several 
times over the Continent, both as private 
tutor and companion; was some ume 
private secretary of the late learned Ge- 
neral Melville. He was the author, of 
“ Military Memoirs,” in 1 vol. 8vo.: of 
“ The Modern Preceptor,” in2 vols. 8vo.z 
of “The Cabinet of: Arts, including 
Arithmetic, Gcometry, , and). Chemis- 
try,” 2 vols. 8vo. He had been en- 
gaged in many other scientific and useful 
publications, and contributed largely to 
many standard works, and _also.to several 
periodical publications, as well as trans. 
lated from works in the French and 
Italian languages. He for some. years 
employed himself in preparing a new. 
translation of *‘ Casar’s Commentaries,” 
with copious notes and illustvations, for 
which he had obtained the sanction of the 
Duke of York; and which, from the ma- 
terials,e had collected, and the informa- 
tion which he possessed, would, it is 
concluded, have been a valuable addition 
to the stock of classical literature. He 
had also long intended to present. the 
public -with an English translation _ of 
Strabo, as well as to. clear up many doubt. 
ful passages in Poly bius, for which he was 
considered eminently qualified; but. the 
want of encouragement, and, the narrow. 
ness of his circumstances, chilled his Jie 
terary ardour, and frustrated, his inten. 
tions. Itis to be regretted that his abilities 
and worth were not properly apenericren 
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amd that tle ‘evening of a days ‘was.ob-. 
scured by neglect “and indigence,» Mr. 
J. Do -had long been’ subjectito violent 
attacks of the gout, and six weeks ‘before 
his death he-was visited by a strokeof the’ 
palsy; and shortly after was afflicted with 
an abscess of peculiar virulence, producing 
the most extreme suffering,) and partial 
deprivation of intellect, which very) soon 
terminated. hig ‘valuable life. From fre- 
questiillness, and the very precarious: in- 
come arising trom his literary labours, he 
had been long in distressed cir No erm 
which, wevare sorry ‘to. add, has caused 
him to leave his afflicted and aged widow 
totally nuprovided for, m behalf of whom 
we: shall gladly receive contributions at 
our office. : 

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS. 
The Rev. Thomas Wright, to the rectory 

of Kilverson, Norfolk. 
The Rey. William Bedell Couleher, to 

the rectory of Bawsey, Norfolk. 
The Rey, Robert Simpson, to the per- 

petnal curacies of Warslow and: Elkstone, 
Staffordshire. 

orthumberland and Durham, [Dec. 1, 
The Rev, Ry Tredcroft, M.A.) rector of 

Combes, to the prebend of Hampstead, in 
Winchester Cathedral... - . 
The Rev. G..Wells, rector of Weston, 

Suisex, to a prehewem stall in Chichester 
Cathedral. 

Yhe Rev. G. H. i Gestion. M.A. has 
beén collated to the livingmioks Ailanemore 
and Cleonger. 

The Rev. Mr. Curtis, vicar of, Leomin- 
ster, to the rectory. of Sudbury, Suffolk. 

The Rev. Edward Southcomb, to. the 
rectory of Rose Ash, Devon. 3 

The Rev. Charles Hatch, p.A. Fellow 
of King’s College, Cambridge, tu the per- 
petual curacies of Kersey and Lindsey, 
Sutfolk. 

The Rev. William Flower, jun. M.A. 
chaplain. of York castle, to the incumbent 
euracy of Malton. 

The Rev.-Jos, P. Prust, to the rectory 
of Langtree, Devon. 

‘The Rev. William Wells, to the rectory 
of Harting, in Sussex. 

The Rev. Williany Cockburn, M.A, to be 
dean of York. ‘ 

PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
WITH ALL THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS, 

Pes nishing the Domestic and Family History of Englund for the last twenty y-scven Years. 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 
REAT agitation and alarm continue 
to prevail among the inhabitants of 

the towns and villages bordering on the 
Tyne, from the conduet of the unemployed 
keelmen: the differences between them 
and their employers have not been adjusted, 
avd there appears no probability of yield- 
ing on either side. ‘The shopkeepers have 
siffered severely in their receipts. The 
men maintain themselves by begging, and 
partial employment at other businesses, 

A cattle market has recently been esta- 
blished at Sunderland, and well attended. 
Sales have been effected at respectable 
rices. 
‘Marricd.] Mr. J. Park, to Mrs. J. Hun- 

ter, hoth of Newcastle. ” Robert ‘Taylor, 
esq. of Newcastle, to Miss S. H. Humble, 
of Durham.—Mr.° N. Corbet, of Gates- 
head, to Miss A. Frost, of Newcastle. 
Mr. J. Burdon, of Newcastle, to Miss 
Dodd; of Alston.—John Wetherell Hays, 
esq: of Dearham, to Miss BE. Anderson, of 
Westoe.— Mr. J. M‘Intyre, to Miss J. 
Brown, both of Gateshead.—Mr. J. Jolin- 
son, to Miss Hunter; Mr. A. Reed, to Mrs. 
Cole: all of North Shields.—Mr. E. Jay, 
to Miss Payne,’ both of South Shields — 
Mr. J. Groves, to Mrs. E. Cowle, both of 
Darlington. —Mr. F. Sinith, of ‘Yynemouth, 
to Miss Thomas, of Newcastle.—Mr. G, 
Longstaff, to Miss J. Gofton, both of Bar- 

—_—_ 

nardeastle.—Mr. W. Barron, to Miss M. 
Potts, of Stamfordham.-—“Ihe Rev. Mr. 
Urwin, of Bernass, to Miss Hodgson, of 
Burgh by Sands.— Mr. W. Stobart, to Miss 
M. Bainbridge, both of Staindrop.—Tho- 
mas Grice, esq. of Shelf hill, to Miss Dixon, 
of House By ers. 

Died.) At Newcastle, on the Butcher 
Bank, Mr. C, Lee.—In the Close, 79, 
Mr. J. Pollock. —70, Mr. W. Blakey, de- 
servedly regretted, “In the Leazes-road, 
33, Mr. A. Reid.—In Forth-street, 99, 
Mr. W. Craig —Onthe Dog Bank, 80, Mr. 
E. Hall.—At Durham, 84, the Rev. Ed- 
ward Walsh, Roman-catholic minister. 
» At Gateshead, 35, Mr. J. R. Dickens. 
—69, Mrs. J. lons.—55, Mr. H. Scott.— 
67, Mr. J. Alkin, suddenly.—78, Mrs, M, 
Jameson. 

At North Shields, 93, Mr. R. Moore. 
—57, Mr. R, Wood, of London.—59, Mr. 
R. Eastoe, R.N—=70, Mrs, J. Carr-—In 
Walker-place, 65, Mrs. D. Clark. 

At South Shields, Mrs. E. Sharp.—Tn 
King-street, 72, Mrs, Harrison.—67, Ann, 
widow of William Leaves, esq. of Welling- 
ton, deservedly regretted. 
At Sunderland, 63, Mr. J. Marks.—35, 

Mrs. Brown.—89, Mrs. M. Gladstain.— 
21,°"Mis. Wake.—In High-street, ‘Mrs. 
Walton. —Mr. R. Turner. 

At Bishopwearmouth, Mrs. Metcalf— 
34, Mrs, G, -Bell.—72, Thomas Colling- 

wood, 
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wood, esq. M.D. member of the Medical 
Society, Board of Agriculture, and several 
other institutions. SP iaiy 

. At Tynemouth, 87, Mrs. P. Wilson. 
At Stockton, Mr. J, Haselhurst. - 

’ At Hanghton' le Skerne; Major John 
’ Malcolm, of the East India Company’s 
service, deservedly regretted.-At» Mel- 
don-park, 62, Mr. J. Wailes, much ‘re- 
spected,—At Heddon on the Wall, 66, Mrs 
J. Harrison.—At Corbridge, 27, Mr. ‘T. 
Hardy.—At Old ‘Felton, Mrs. Grey.—At 
Mosser, Mr. Watson.—At Meldon: West 
House, Mrs. G. Gregson. r 

‘ CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND. 
‘Married.| Mr. R. Howe, to Miss S. 

Crostliwaite; Mr. W. Oliver, to Miss J. 
Graham; -Mr. B. Rodgers to Miss M. 
Bales; Mr. J. Johnson, to Miss A. Wright ; 
Mr. J. Hudson, to Miss J. Miller: all of 
Carlisle—Mr. W. Banks, to Miss A. 
Wyley, both of Whitehaven.—Mr. T. Cape, 
to Miss M. How, both of Workington,— 
Mr. W. Bailey, to-Miss E, Holden; Mr. 
Brathwaite, to Miss E. Hudson; Mr. R. 
Knowles, to Miss H. Strong; Mr. T. 
Levens, to Miss M. Markreth; Mr. J. 
Thompson, to Miss E. Birkett: all of 
Kendal.—John Foster, esq. of Newtown, 
to Miss M. Ewart, of Woodbank.—Mr. 
Fisher, af Cold Keld, to Miss Wilson, of 
Grange in Borrowdale. 

Died.) At Carlisle, 36, Lieut. Calder, 
of the Sappers and Miners.—56, John 
Armstrong, esq. deservedly regretted.— 
In the Abbey; 71, Lady Gilpin.—7y, Mr. 
J.iBenstead.—Serjeant-major Robt. Da- 
niels, of the 3d Dragoon Guards.—In St. 
Cuthbert’s lane, 64, Mr. J. Liddell. 

At Whitehaven, 63, Robert Blakeney, 
esq. 

' At Cockermouth, 65, Mr, J. Jefferson, 
suddenly. 

At Wigton, 77, Mrs, Wilson, greatly 
lamented. vd 

- At Allonby, 50, W. Lomas, esq. M.D.— 
At Stoneknow, 25, Mr. W. Pearson, deser- 
vedly regretted.— At Kirkbride, at an ad- 
vanced age, the Rev. Francis Metcalf.— 
At the Fish house, Dornock, 100, Mrs. 
Graham.—At Blencogo, 82, Mr. J. Robin- 
son, much respected. 

YORKSHIRE. 
The committee appointed at the meeting 

on the 24d August last, “to organize a . 
County Meeting, or to adopt such mea- 
“sures as they might conceive requisite to 
promote reform in the Commons’ House 
of Parliament,” lately met at York, when 
@ requisition to the high sheriff for a Coun- 
ly Meeting was signed by the gentlemen 
present. Lord Milton presided. 

The York Whig Club lately dined toge- 
-ther at York, R.-Chaloner, esq. m. Pp. in 
the chair. One hundred and fifty membets 
were present, and maty patriotic senti- 
ments were delivered, 
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Married.) Mr. W. Taylor, to Miss E, 
Gibson ;, Mr. W. Gibson, of York, to Miss 
M. Gawkrodger, of Bridlington.— Mr. T. 
Atkinson, of York, to Miss H. Wade, of 
Bishopthorpe.—Mr. T, Cattley, of York, 
to Miss Jenner, of Wigan.—Mr. J, Har- 
greaves, to Miss Hi. Wood; Mr. \'T. .Prés-, 
ton, to Mrs, S.:Gibson; Mr. W, Akers; to 
Mrs. M. A. Ridsdale;, Mrs. J. Rhodes, to 
Miss M. Ellis; Mr. J. Wood, to’ Miss Ey 
Bradwith: all.of Leeds.—Mr. L. Ellison, of 
Knaresborough, to ‘Miss Langdale,‘ of Nor- 
thallerton.— Mr, Jas. Knight, of Bradford, 
to Miss M. Jepson,’ of Manchester.— Mr, 
J. Daniel, of Whixley,:to Miss:S. Harrix 
son, of Morton.—The Rev. Theo. Drury,, 
rector of Keighley, to Miss Anne: Green- 
wood, of Knowle.—Mr.: J. Lodge, of Be- 
garmans, to Miss A. Ioster, of Outershaw. 
—John Lees Hunter, esq. to Miss M. Coo- 
per, both of Wetherby.—Mr. W. Bradley, 
to Miss A. Burkinshaw, both of Barnsley. 

Died.] At York, 65, Mr. R. Scruton, 
suddenly. f 

At Hull, 21, Miss Ew F. Cook, deser- 
vedly lamented, 

At Leeds, 62, Mrs. Wood.—Mrs. E, 
Wass.—On East Parade, Mrs, Barwick.— 
25, Mrs, M. Barr. —34, Mr. R. Hat- 
tersley.—56, Mrs. F. Rhodes,—In Tratal- 
gar-street, Mrs, Rothery. 
_ At Halifax, 56, Mr. W. Holgate.—Mrs. 
A. Jackson. : 
_ At Huddersfield, 36, Mr. J. Mattinson. 
—59, Mr. Luke Greenwood; of the firm 
of Messrs. Kaye and Greenwood, deser- 
vedly esteemed and regretted. 1 

At Knaresborough, 83, Mr. Thompson- 
—66, Mrs. Daniel. ” 4 

At Doncaster, 26, Mrs. S. E. Hurst, 
At North Dalton, 66, William Buttle, 

esq. snddenly.—At Mowthorpe, 76, Rir 
chard Kirkby, esq.—At, Armley-hall, 46, 
Mrs. Stead. — At Sowerby, 54, Mr. E. 
Fletcher, : suddenly. —~ At. Northowram, 
Mr..G, Houldsworth, suddenly,—At, Ri- 
pon, 41, Mr. Airton, regretted.—At Ot- 
Jey, 54; Mrs. E. Calvert.—-At Lepton, .69,. 
My. W. Spivey. . : 

LANCASHIRE. “i 
A Society has lately been formed in 

Manchester, under the title of ‘¢ the Man- 
chester Society for Opposition to Fraudu- 
lent Debtors.” x ; 
A numerous and respectable meeting of 

the merchants, manufacturers, and traders 
of Manchester, the Boroughreeve in the 
chair, lately took place, ‘“ to consider the 
rate-of premium usually allowed on Bank 
of England notes. of large amounts, local 
notes, and cash, in the commercial opera. 
tions of that town, and, the necessity of 
making some change therein :” the follow- 
ing was the more important among the re- 
-solutions.—. ‘That. a reduction of 1 
cent. having taken place in the discount 
ou bills of exchange, it is proper we 2 
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like reduction should be made in the pre- 
mim on cash payments; this meeting 
therefore, recommends that the aldwance 
on payments made in gold coin, ornotes of 
the Bank of England of 51. or under, be for 
the future fixed at 51. per cent. per annum, 
or one penny per pound per month. - 
A joint stock fish company is about to 

be established at Liverpool, for supplying 
the town and neighbourhood with fish at a 
cheap rate. 

New baths are about to Le erected on 
St. George’s pier, Liverpool. 

Married.}] Mr. P. Welsh, to Miss E. 
Weaver; Mr, F. Brady, to Miss S. Parkin- 
son; Mr. J. Marsden, to Miss J. Brough ; 
Mr, F. Rider, to Miss A. Burgess; Mr. J. 
Bamford, to Miss Shuttleworth: all of 
Manchester.—Mr, J. M‘Keand, of Man- 
chester, to Miss Heywood, of Bolton.—Mr, 
Etty, of Mancester, to Miss J. Pelfryman, 
of Sheffield.— Mr. R. M. Whitlow, of Man- 
ehester, to Miss S. Gardner, of the Priory, 
Pendleton.—Mr. G. W. Hardy, of Man- 
chester, to Miss O. Wright, of Bewsey.— 
Mr. G, Lupton, of Manchester, to Miss M: 
Skirrow, of Wigan.—Robert Bullen, esq. 
to Miss M. A, Orrell; Mr. W. Jones, to 
Miss S. Hughes; Mr. S. Ravenscroft, to 
Miss M. A. Barrow; Mr. D. Eddowes, to 
Miss H. Colshead, of Lower Sparling: 
street; Mr. T. Dixon to Mrs. Halls ; Mr. 
C. Henderson, to Miss Warwick, of Brown- 
Jow-hill: all of Liverpool.—Mr. A. Og-., 
den, of Birchen Bower, to Miss E. Smith; 
of Bradley Bent.—Mr. J. Alexander, of 
Broughton, to Miss C. F. Nightingale, of 
Pendleton. 

Died.] At Manchester, 51, Mr. W. 
Walmsley.—On Charlton-terrace, 58, Mrs. 
E, Foster, regretted.—21, Mrs. F. Jack- 
son.—In St. George's road, 66, Mr. J. 
Holland.—56, Mr. Jas. Wallis, deservedly 
respected. 
‘At Salford, 60, Mr. G. Cookshaw, much 
respected.—In Chapel-street, 60, Mrs, M, 
“Malialieu. 

At Liverpool, Miss Jacob, suddenly.— 
82, Mrs. M. Shaw.—70, Mrs. S. Whitley. 
—75, the Rev, J. Parker, Catholic priest, 
highly esteemed and deservedly regretted. 
—30, Mr. Jas. Scholfield.—In Sir Tho- 
mas’s-buildings, 24, Miss C. Fox. —In 
Clarence-street, 57, Mr. T. Franceys.—In 
Marybone, 44, Mrs. A. Ashley.—At Edge- 
hill, 82, Mrs. G. Ward.—47, Mr. J. Jones. 
—Jn Slater-street, 25, Mrs. S. Seed.— Mr. 
J. Prescott. 

At Pendleton, Miss Ashton, much re- 
spected.—At Smedley, 76, Mr. J. Howard. 
—At Crumpsall, Mrs. A. Delauney, great- 
ly esteemed and regretted. 

: CHESHIRE. 
A new mail from Chester to Hereford, 

through Shrewsbury, has lately commenced 
running. 

Married.). Mr. L. Fletcher, jun, of 
; 1 
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Stockport, to Miss E. Aldred, of Long 
sight.—Mr. C. Redfern, of Stockport, to: 
Miss E. Johnson, of Heaton Norris. —D.) 
Shaw, esq. of Bosden House, to Miss 
Poulson, of Woodhouse. AF 

Died.| At Chester, 60, Mr, J. Jefferies. 
—Mr, Jones, of the Canal Wharf,—Mrs! 
Hayes.—Mrs, S. Franks, 

At Macclesfield, Mr. ‘T. Critehley, june 
justly lamented.—61, the Rey. J. Beau- 
mont, 

At Nantwich, 71, Mrs. A. Darbyshire, 
of Manchester, deservedly regretted. 

At Rowton, 87, Mrs, Parry.—At Bees 
ton, 8%, Mr. C.. Gregory, deservedly re- 
gretted. 

DERBYSHIRE. ’ 
Married.] Mr. G. Webster, to Miss 

Taylor, both of Derby.—Mr. Poyser, of 
Derby, to Miss M. Humston, of Duftield. 
—Mr. A. Fletcher, to Miss A.D: Dickens, 
both of Stavely. 

Died.] At Derby, 53, Mr, J. Sturtevant. 
—63, Miss Dugmore.—29, Mr. S. Fitchett, 
—The Rev. J. Lindsay Young, M.a. vicar 
of Cockerham. 

At Brassington, 70, Mr. J. Swindells.— 
At Calwich, 46, Abel John Ram, esqg.—At 
Little Eaton, Mr. J. Johnson. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. 
The reformers of Nottingham, as well as 

those of Leicester, together with those of 
Yorkshire and Lancashire, lately assembled 
to celebrate the liberation of Mr. , Hunt 
from Iichester jail. 

At the late Newark fair there was a 
great shew of beasts, which met with. a 
very dull sale, at a considerable reduction 
of prices. ) 

Married.| Mr. S. Richmond, to Miss M. 
Thompson; Mr. Baldock, to Miss Hard 
wicke; Mr. W. Booth, to Miss C. Edwards: 
all of Nottingham.—Mr. Copley, of Hock- 
ley, to Miss M. Dunbar, of Mary-gate, Not- 
tingham.— Mr. C. Mason, to MissE. Jeaks; 
Mr. T. Bullen, to Miss A. Holt; Mr. R. 
Fottitt, to Miss E. Queensbrough: all of 
Newark.—Mr. 8. Woolfitt, of Bingham, 
to Miss Hutchinson, of Newark.x—Mr. J. 
Ellis, of Mansfield, to Miss M. Hill, of 
Carr Colston.—Mr. J. Hallam, to Miss 
Hopkins, both of Costock.—Mr. G. Why- 
sall, to Miss Wall, both of Hearn. 

Dicd.] At Nottingham, in Sycambére- 
street, 75, Mr. T. Thorpe.—38, Mr. G, 
Fox, jun.—In Young-street, 44, Mr. S. 
Gray.—In Garden-street, 27, Mrs. E. Cop- 
ley.—In Black Lamb’s-lane, 25, Mrs. kk. 
Nelson.—In Broad-lane, 51, Mr. J. Harri- 
son, late of London.—In Exchange-row, 
75, Mr. W. Wilson.—72, Mrs. Chambers, 

At Newark, 72, Mrs. S$. Dawn.—21, Mr. 
J. Walker. 

At Mansfield, 45, Mrs. Wragg, deserved- 
ly regretted. 

At Ollerton, Mr. G. Wright.—At Farns- 
field, 89, Henry Houldsworth, esq:-—At 

Warsop, 
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Warsop, 81, Mr. N. ‘Betheney,—On Mans. 
pie Acre Mr. Mealey. 

at | LINCOLNSHIRE; 
Married.) Mr. Deeping,’ to Miss M. 

Nash; both of) Lincoln. —Mr. S. H. Jebb, 
of Bostoi, to Miss F. Straw, of: Litidotn. 
—Mr. W. Hoggart, to Mrs. M. Butter: ‘y, of 
Boston.—Mr. . Parker, to Miss E. Thacker, 
both of Louth.—Mr. T. Merédith, to-Miss 
R. Morley, both of Horncastle. . vir: WwW. 
Saul, of Sibsey, to Miss Jefferay; of Leake. 
—=MrC. Fields, to Miss Lowe, both of 
Pinchbeck. 
Died.] At Lincoln, 58, the Rev. oni 

King, suddenly, rector of Ashby-de-la- 
Laund. . 

' At Louth, 7, Mrs. B. Faunt. 
- At Grantham, of an advanced age, Mrs. 
Smitli—s4, Mr. Ji ‘Coddington.— 27, Mrs. 
M.A. Tidmarsh. 
At Boston, 55, Mrs. A. Wadking.—79, 

Mrs, Hellaby, much» and deservedly re- 
gretted.. » 
‘At Spalding, at an advanéed age, Mrs. 

Corley.—32, Mrs, E. Southwell. 
At Bracebsrough, 70, Mr. Russell.—At 

Revesby, atan advanced age, Mr. 'T. Gar- 
nett,—-At Sibsey, 71, Mrs. “E. Clarke. At 
South Carlton, 71, Mis. M. Chambers. 

“ LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND, 

» Married.| Mr. J. F..Gee, of the market- 
plage, Leicester, to Miss $, Ball, of Hinck- 
rk —Mr. T omlinson, to Mrs. Dean, both 

Loughborough, — Myr. 'T. Trussell, of 
Castle Donington, to Miss Soar, of Chellase 
ton.—Mr. J. Stimson, of Oakiiam, to Miss 
Glover, of Wissendine.—Mr. J. Almey, of 
Sheepshead, to Miss A. Hoult, of Belton, 
—Mr. T. Laxton, to Mrs. Nugzleton, both 
of Caldicott.—H. R. Bainbrigge, esy. to 
Miss H. Bird, both of Hugglescote. 

Dicd.] ‘At. Leicester, 4y, Mr. D. Mar- 
yiny much and deservedly protons 

» At Market Harborough, 88, Mrs. Wart- 
naby, widow of William W. esq. re- 
gtevteds 

. At Oakham, 48, M r. J. Adcock. 
At North Kilworth, 82, Mr; Whiteman. 

~At.Cold Newton, Mrs. Perceval—At 
Cottesmore, Mr. Nevill, deservedly la- 
mented.—At Kirby Bellars, Mrs. Hoyle. 
—At Benton Overy, 72, Mr. Beardsley.— 
At Sileby, at an advanced age, Mr. Moor 
house. Ah ey C. Bosworth, esq: 

"STAFFORDSHIRE, 

Married.j, Mr T. Allen, of Wolver- 
hampton, to Mrs, 8. Stone, of Birmingham. 
—Mr., Colman, to Miss A. Campion, 
both of ‘Tamworth.— Mr, H. Critchley, of 
Eaton-house, near Penkridge, to Miss N. 
Darby, of Mosely Wake Green. 

Died.) At Wolverhampton; in oem 
street, Mr. J, Scott, 
At Walsall, Miss M. J. Ash, 
At ‘Tettenhall- wood, 70, P. Tichborne 
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Hinckes, esq. deservedly regretted.—At 
Willenhall, 72, Mr. W. Stokes.—At Bone- 
hill-farm, 66, Mr. S, Hall—At Bilson, 62, 
Mr. S. Silvester. 

| WARWICKSHIRE. 

A public dinner was lately giver at Bir- 
mingham, on ‘account of ‘the liberation of 
Mr. ~ Maddocks froin’ Warwick’ jail. Mr, 
George Edmonds was inthe ‘chair. Seve- 
ral patriotic speeches were delivered? 

Married.) Mr. J. Notris, of Lionel-street, 
to Miss S. Hurd,’ of ‘Price-street ; Mr. 
Giles, to Miss C. Jackson ; Mr.T. Stibbs, 
of Cheapside, to Miss D. ”Jolms, of Lom- 
bard-sfreet: all of Birmingham. —Mr. J. 
B. Lewis, of Birmingham, to Miss C. Win- 
terbotliam, of Nailsworth Mire G. Cox, 
of Great Hamptez-street, to Miss $, Scu- 
damore, of “Greet.—-Mr. W. Barrows, of 
Birmingham, to Miss M.: Hill, of Tiptow. 
—Mr. S. Stormont, of Coventry, to Miss 
C. Guy, of Cannon-streét, Birmingham... 

Married.| At Birminghana, i in Bradford- 
street, 65, Mrs. M. Cockle.—43, Mr. J. 
Bridgeman. —38, Mr. G. Marshall, deser- 
vedly regretted. —In Weaman-street, 73» 
Mr. T. Chatwin. —60, Mr. $, Aver. 2 In 
Wharf-stieet, Mr. bv ‘Vernon. — In -Ja- 
maica-row, Mr. T: Wheatley.—In New- 
hall-street, Mrs. Fletcher. 

At Coventry, in Gosfor d-street, 86, Mr, 
C. Jackson. 

At Healey in Arden, Major Noble, R.1 M. 
suddenly. — At Elmdon, 74, Mr. Leigh, 
much respected. — At Soho-bill, Hards- 
worth, 71, Mr. J. Pearson.—At Kenil- 
worth, 85, Mrs. Butler, mother of Dr. B 
head ‘master of Shrewsbury grammar- 
school, and vicar of Sehirorta, deserved- 
ly regretted. 

SHROPSHIRE. Toeemnane 

Married.] Mr. A. Edmunds, to Miss A, 
Scaryot, both of Shifinal.—Mr. J. Jenkins, 
of. Whitchurch, to Miss E. Sandland, of 
Wem.—tThe Rev. ‘i. Hunt, rector of West 
Feltoa, to Miss J, Harding, of Baraset- 
house,—Mr. B. Jones, to Muss Pitt, of Po- 
senhall.—Tle Rev. J. Marston, rector of 
Longdon-upon-fern, to Miss Skitt, of 
Longdon-hall—Mr. E. Owen, to Miss 
Vaughton, both of Pearse. 

Died,] At Parewabury, bZ. Mn. HL 
Rowley, 
At Ludlow, 80, Mr. R. ‘Sankey, regret: 

ted. 
At Bridgnorth, Mrs. E. Reynolds, deser- 

vedly regretted.—88, Mr. M,. Crowther, 
generally respected. , 

_ At Oswestry, 68, Mr, J. Bird, 
At Much Wenlock, 61, Mrs, F. Flets 

cher, 
At Uffington, Mrs. Browne, widow of° 

the Rey. Corbet B. 
At hisseat at Hardwick, Sir John Kya: 

aston Powell, bart. Mr. Kynaston was 
born to a small fortune ; but, when Mr, 

3P Pitt 
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Pitt came into power and dissolved the coa- 
lition parliament, he was, although little 
known, elected m. p. for the county. 
He represented it for forty years, and, 
at his death, was sitting in his tenth 
parliament. .As he was brought into the 

ouse of Commons by Mr. Pitt, he ‘in- 
variably voted with his party. He never 
appeared to enjoy any place under go- 
vernment; but, on the failure of the re- 
ceiver-general of a county, Mr. Kynaston 
Powell was some howinvolvedin the claim 
government had against that person. In 
the year 4818 he was rewarded for his ser- 
vices to government, by a title of baro- 
netcy. He was also n.c.t. and high ste- 
ward of the town of Oswestry. Some 
years age-he assumed the name of Powell. 

WORCESTERSHIRE. 
Married.] Robert Haliburton, esq. to 

Mrs. Wainwright, both of Worcester.— 
Mr. T. Dance, of Worcester, to Miss Neal, 
of Burtonupon Trent. 

Died.] At Dudley, Mr. P. Horner.— 
Mr. J, Lee.—Mrs.Green,—Mrs. Wriglit.— 
Mrs. Woolley.—Mr. J. Spurdle. 

At Broadway, Mrs. T. Smith. 

HEREFORDSHIRE. 
An enterprising inhabitant of Leomin- 

Ster has lately erected there a mill for 
spinning flax, on an extensive scale; and 
has so laid the foundatiou of a linen mane- 
factory. 

Married.] Mr. J. Dillon, to Miss K. 
Minton, of Hereford.—J. L. Scudamore, 
esq. of Kentchurch-park, to Sarah-Laura, 
daughter of Sir Harford Jones, bart. 
- Died.) At Hereford, 22, Miss Eliza-Ann 
Duncumb.—In St. Owen’s-street, at an 
advanced age, Mrs. Anne Russell.—74, 
Mrs. Frances Maddy.—58, Mr. W. Payne, 
regretted. 
. At Clater-park,Robert Sweeting Dansie, 
esq.—At Tetbury, 65, William Wood, esq. 
banker. At the Wood House farm, 
Shobden, Mr. F. Bodenham. 

“GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 
‘A public meeting lately took place at 
Bristol, the Mayor in the chair, to consider 
of a method of obtaining relief from the 
obnoxions clauses of the Insolvent Debtors’ 
Act. Several resolutions were unani- 
mously agreed to, as well as a petition to 
the House of Commons. The following 
was the more compreliensive part of the 
petition.—That your petitioners most re- 
spectfully represent to your Honourable 
House their firm conviction that the Act in 
question has, in no respect, answered. the 
end which it had in view; while, on the 
other hand, it has opened'a wide door to 
measures and practices, fraught with in- 
jury to national morals, and destructive of 
those habits of indnstry, economy, and pa- 
tient perseveranee, by which the British 
trader was so long characterised, and by 

3 
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which the commercial prosperity and pre~ 
eminence of tle country were so firmly ce- 
mented and upheld, 

A public meeting ‘was lately held’ at 
Cheltenltiam, Colonel Berkeley in the'chair, 
to consider the propriety of erecting 2 
bridge over the Severn, at the How pas- 
sage. It was resolved upon, and subscrip- 
tions were entered into for the purpose. 

Married.| Mr.S.Bryant,to Miss Harding; 
Mr. C. Buckland, to Miss) M. Major; 
Mr. Thomas, jun. to Miss Atkins; Mr. H- 
Fhorne, to Miss ‘Cumberland; Mr. J. 
Doran, to Miss Chandler; Mr. T. Furlong, 
to Miss E. Horler: all of Bristol.—Mr. J. 
Cc. Wilkins, late of Cirencester, to Miss. E. 
Grove, of Thornbury.—Mr. W. Tovey, of 
Bedminster, to Miss E. Granger, of Bristol. 
—Richard Clarke, esq. of Upton upon Se- 
vern, to Miss H. Barnard, of Great Elling- 
ham Hall.—Mr. J. Heath, of Harbury, to 
Miss E, M. A. Pearman, of Coventry, 

Died.j At Gloucester, in Northgate- 
street, 34, Mr. H. Jordan.—Mr. J. Whal- 
Jey, deservedly -regretted.—48, Mrs, S. 
Davis. 

At Bristol, in Gay-street, 30, Mr. J. 
Howell, of Olveston, deservedly regretted: 
—In Easton-buildings, Laurence-hill, 86, 
Mr. J. Tandy.—In Portland-square, Mrs. 
Louisa Daniel.—Mrs. A. Hingston.—Miss 
E. Adams. 

At Cheltenham, the Rev. W. $8. Willis, of 
Astrop-house, prebendary of York, and 
reetor of Preston Bissett. 

At Draycott’s Mill, 46, Mr. W. White. 
—At Stowe on the Wold, 93, Mr. Roff, 
much respected.—At Woodmancote-house, 
Dursley, 88, Thomas Tippetts, esq. greatly 
regretted.—At Wotton under Edge, Mrss 
Limbrick. : 

OXFORDSHIRE. 

Married.) Mr. B. Buggins, to Miss M.. 
Davis ; Mr. J. Kirby, to Miss H. Winney ; 
Mr. Godson, to Miss E. Randall: all of 
Oxford.—Mr. C. Tomes, to Miss C. E. S. 
James, of Oxford.—The Rev. James Gray, 
A.M. of Queen’s College, Oxford, to Miss 
C. Powell, of Brislington.—Mr. Meldrum, 
of Oxford, to Miss J. Russell, of St. Mar- 
tin’s-lane, London.—Mr. T. Peake, of Ox- 
ford, to Miss A. Sherman, of Benson.—Mr. 
J. Bazely, of Chacombe, to Miss Essex, of 
Banbury.—Mr. W. Taylor, of Didcott,;to 
Miss M. Keats, of Harwell. ; 

Died.] At Oxford, in Magdalen-parish, 
62, Mrs. Padbury, regretted.—37, Miss S. 
Wise, justly lamented.—In the Corn-mar- 
ket, 87, Mr. L. Stevens.—In Gloucester- 
green, Mr. Goddard.—In Holywell, Miss 
Caroline Parsons. 

At Dorchester, 64, Mr, W. Cox, deser- 
vedly regretted. 

At Neithrop, Mr. C. Sharpe.—At Little 
Milton, at an advanced:age, Mr. Hedges, 
regretted, 4 

BUCK INGHAM: 
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE AND BERKSHIRE. 
A most horrid murder was lately 

committed on an aged turnpike-man and 
his wife, near Aylesbury, by some mis- 
creants who have happily been taken and 
committed for trial. 

The parish of Finchamstead, Berks, has 
lately adopted the Oundle plan for the 
employment of the labouring poor. By 
this plan every farmer in the parish, ac- 
cording to the land he occupies, is bound 
to employ a certain number of labourers 
for a given period, instead of paying his 
share to the poor-rate; and, the labour 
being ‘thus directed to the advantage of 
the farm, and not thrown away in digging 
lioles, or digging gravel, the Ease bene- 
fitted at a small expence, and the labourer 
enabled by his weekly exertions to support 
himself and his family. 

Married.] Mr. E. Prickett, of Aylesbury, 
to Miss Ward.— Mr, T. Roberts, of Castle- 
street, Windsor, to Miss Sherborne, of 
Crewer-green,—J. Wigginton, of Eton, to 
Miss Millins, of Beaconsfield. 

Died.| At Buckingham, Mr. Cooper, of 
Holborn. 

At Newbery, 85, in the full possession of 
all his faculties, the Rev. David James. 
He rose as usual, between seven and eight 
o’clock, in apparent good health ; engaged 
in prayer with his family, and made a 
‘hearty breakfast. Soon after, he sat down 
to write a letter to a friend; and, while he 
was thus employed, he expired in an in- 
stant, without a groan. Itseems probable, 
his death was so sudden and easy, that he 
was exempted even from the passing idea 
of its near approach, He was pastor of 
the old Presbyterian congregation in New- 
bury, fora period of forty-four years, dur- 

“ing which he was held in the highest es- 
teem, and his ministerial labours were most 
deservedly valued, by the united, respec- 
table, and affectionate people of his charge. 
He resigned the pastoral office in the year 
1805, when he was succeeded by the Rey. 
John Kitcat, who afterwards married his 
auly surviving daughter, and who still con- 
tines pastor of the same church. Endued 
with an excellent understanding, which had 
been cujtivated with studious care, and 
ossessing an inquisitive turn of mind, 

which sought and found ample gratification 
in the extraordinary age of discovery in 
which he lived, his mind was stored with 
a general knowledge of almost every suh- 
ject that comes within the-range of human 
inquiry. All his works possess intrinsic 
nierit, but bis * Short View of the Tenets” 
contains the most concise, perspicuoug, 
and satisfactory statement of the yiews en- 
tertained by the different denominations 
of Christians on the doctrine of the Trinity 
that is to be found in the English language. 
His manners were so simple and unaflected, 
‘his conversation, ever replete with good 

sense, and often enlivened by appropriate. 
anecdote, was at once so entertaining and 
instructive, and his whole life so uniform 
an expression of piety towards God, and 
integrity towards man, that he was es- 
teemed and beloved by all who knew him. 

At Windsor, in High-street, 33, Miss Me 
Snow.—73, Mrs. Wright. 

At Wordfordbridge, Thomas Elland, 
esq. late of Aldgate. 

HERTFORDSHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIRE. 
Analteration in the road is making be- 

tween Berkhamstead and Chesham,and in 
rapid progress, which will shorten the dis- 
tance from one place to the ether by near- 
ly a mile. 

A serious disturbance lately took place 
among the students at the East-India Col- 
lege, owing to some restrictions having 
been laid upona few of the young men for 
refractory conduct. A general plan of an- 
noyance had been exhibited against Mr. 
Walter, the superintendant. One student 
has been sent from the college for two 
terms, and about twenty others ordered 
home to remain for a time indefinite. 

Marvied.| Mr. Hobler, of Tring, to Miss 
A. Turner, of Cadbury.—John Chowns,esq. 
of Welwyns, to Miss A. Lieusley, of Lea- 
denbam. 

Died.] At Leighton Buzzard, 70, Mrs. 
Franklin.—At Hoddesden, 85, Mrs. Hull. 
—At Pullox-hill, 56, Mr. E, Horn.—At 
Rothamsted, John Bennet Lewes, esq.— 
At Hemel Hemsted, 60, Mrs, Billings. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, 
Married.] The Rev. T. Clayton, B. ps 

rector of Cottingham, to Miss Mary Hod- 
son, of Liverpool, 

Died.] At Northampton, the Rev. Ro- 
bert Thornton, M. A. vicar of Cold Ashby, 
and of Weedon Beck. 

At Badley, 28, Elizabeth-Ann, wife of 
the Rev. Thomas Green, vicar. 
CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. W. B. Stuart, to Miss A. 

Eversden, both of Cambridge. = Peter 
- Mason, esq. of St. John’s College, Cam- 
bridge, to Miss E. M. Wilson, of Histon. 
—Mr. W. Roberts, of Long Qston, to Miss 
Figg, of West Deeping. 

Died.] At Cambridge, 23, Mr. J. Toll- 
worthy.—36, Mt. E, Goode, deservedly 
regretted. 

At Bottisham, Miss E. Crane. 

NORFOLK. 
The Norwich: Reform Society dined to- 

gether on the 5th ult. to celebrate the 
birth of Sir Francis Burdett. Mr, Ed- 
ward Taylor, the president of the society, 
was in the chair, and between fifty and 
Bixty gentlemen were present. Several 
excellent speeches were delivered. ; 

The late Norwich Musical Festival, we 
are sorry to say, has not produced suffi- 
cient money to reimburse the expences, 

notwithstanding 
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notwithstanding, the attraction of Mrs. 
Salmon, and other vocalists. 

Married.| Mr. Downing, of Bethel- 
street, to Miss Murry, of St. Stephen's, 
Norwich.—Mr. W. Wills, of Norwich, to 
Miss A. Wells, of St. Martin’s at Oak.— 
Mr. Wake, R.N. of Norwich, to Mrs. 
Pawsey, of Kentford.—Mr. E. Woodrow, 
to Miss E. Whatling, both of Yarmouth. 
—Mr. G, Ward, of London, to Miss Plow- 
man, of Yarmonth.—Mr. W. C. Barnard, 
to’ Miss S. Mallett, both of Attleborough. 
—Mr. Hepperson, to Miss Mays, both of 
Elsing.—Mr. R. Garnham, of Martham, to 
Miss 'H. Garnham, of Itteringham. 

~ Died,] At Norwich, $0, Miss M. Pop- 
joy-—In the Castle Ditches, 45, Mr. W. 
Patteson, deservedly ,regretted.—In St. 
Paul’s, 42, Mrs. S. Windett—%In St. 
George’s, Colegate,j21, Mr. J. Shalders, 
greatly regretted.—In All Saints’, 59, Mr, 
0. M. Bacon, —In St. John’s Sepulchre, 
61, Mr. P. High.—In the Precincts, Mrs. 
M. Livingston. 

At Yarmouth, 68, Mrs. A. Wilson.—87,: 
Mr. R. B. Darrant.—49, Mrs. M. Buxton. 
—85, Mr. W. Durrant. 

~ At Methwold, 69, Mr. T. Lamer, re- 
gretted.—25, Miss S. Cock, deservedly 
esteemed and regretted. 

cE SUFFOLK. | 
"In no county has greater agricultural dis- 

tress been felt than in this : one large pro- 
prietor, instead of receiving 40001. for his 
half-yéar’s rents, has obtained only 211.; 
and: another who has seventy-two tenants, 
has had distraints in the houses, &c. of 
fifty-three’ of them. 

Married.| Henry Diamond, of Ipswich, 
to Edith Frank, of Upper Easton, near 
Bristol, both of the Society of Friends.— 
Mr. J. Rice, of Woodbridge, to Mrs. 
Stoven, of Mary-le-bone park.—Archibald 
Kidd, esq. to Miss A. Bolum, both of 
Beccles.— Mr. J. Fowler, to Miss B. Sharp, 
both of Brandon.—Mr. Neeve, of Yox- 
ford, 10 Miss Andrews, of Aldborongh.— 
Mr. W. Fulcher, to Mrs, E. Cuthbert, both 
of Walton. : 

Dicd.] At Bury, Mrs. Lease, regretted. 
—76, Mrs. Green. ‘ 

At Ipswich, Mr. H. Levi.—84%, Mr. J. 
Smith.—32) Mrs..S. Stannard.—72, Mr. J. 
‘Toosey.— 86, Mr. J. Whistlecraft.—25, 
Mr. T. Bristo, regretted. —33, Mrs, 
Stisted, wife of major Charles S. of the 
third or King’s own Light, Dragoons. 

At Woodbridge, 71, Mrs. M. Page, re- 
gretted. ai . 
At Great, Cornard, 60, Mr. W. Mayes. 
—At Stow-market, 41, Miss Posford.—At 
Long Melford,94, Mrs. Green.-—At Drink- 
stone, 73, Mrs. Mawle, much respected.— 
At Bentley, Mr. J. Turner. 

fail ESSEX. 
. committee has lately been formed 

among the tradesmen of the upper half 

_ Suffolk—Essex—Kent. -- . [Dec. hy 

hundred of Becontree, to consider of a 
proper mode of preventing losses by cre- 
diting the fraudulent debtor. At a late 
meeting, the following, among other resoln- 
tions, was passed.—That, in the opinion of 
this committee, the small trader or mecha- 
nic stands in as much and universal need of 
legal protection as does the merchant or. 
larger trader, who may readily obtain 
suitable redress for sums that are of no 
greater importance to him than the small- 
er sums are to the inferior trader ; and that 
the public weal therefore reqnires that 
equal protection should be extended to 
every class of trades-people, which, as it 
appears to this meeting, would be best ef- 
fected by some legislative enactment, 
with reference to the country at large ; 
the expense and difficulty of passing local 
bills through Parliament, for courts. of re- 
quests for those districts where they are 
much wanted, being so great as to prevent 
trades-people attempting to obtain such 
courts by these means, 

Married.] Mr. J. Faiers, of Colchester, 
to Miss S. E. Smith, of Prescot-street, 
London.—Mr. G. Jay, of Maidon, to Miss 
M. Gemm, of Oxford-street, London,— 
Mr. ‘I. J. Roberts, of Chelmsford, to Lou- 
isa, daughter of the Rev. J..P. Piercey, of 
London.—Mr. P. Reynolds, near Ilford, 
to Miss E. Trott, of Romford.—Mr. Poul- 
ton, of Rayleigh, to Miss Yell, of Wood- 
ham.—Mr, J. Riley, Bicknaire-mill, Wood- 
ham Ferris, to Miss E, Mott, of Ilgars- 
farm.—Mr. J. Ling, of Pentlow, to Miss 
M. A, Viall, of Bulmer Tye. j 

Died.] At Colchester, 54, Mr, A, 
Aylett.—Mr, Archer. : 

At Chelmsford, Mr. J. Bull. 
At Harwich, Mr. R. Whiting, jun. 
At Satiron Walden, Mr. J. Willings, 
At Rayleigh, 82, Mrs. Pearson, ‘ 
At Thoby Priory, 79, James Grant, esq. 

—73, Mrs. Philips, widow of Thomas P, 
esq. late of Stanway.—At Wetherstield- 
hall, Mr. T., T. Gowers.—At Purleigh, 49, 
Mr. W. Tanner. — At Ashdon, Mr. J. 
Howse,—At the Brooke, near Romford; 
65, the Rey. Matthew Wilson, vicar of 
Grays. 

KENT. 
The south ard west front of St. Ethei- 

bert’s Tower, the most conspicttous orna- 
ment of the venerable ruins of St, Augus- 
tine’s Monastery, Canterbury, lately fell 
with a tremendous crash, and the remain- 
ing side was so much shaken, that it must 
be taken down. This tower was a fine 
specimen of the architecture of the mo- 
nastic age: it was built about the year 
1037.7. 

Marvied.] Mr. 'T. Webb, to Miss A. 
Champion; Mr. Holmes, to Mrs. Quintin; 
Mr. H. Pilcher, to Miss F. Pellow: all of 
Canterbury.—Mr. G. Cooper, of Canter- 
bury, to Miss Styles, of Richmond.—Mr. 

H. Stitles, 
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H. Stitles, to. Miss M. A. Beer; Mr. W. 
Coveney, to Miss S. Bean: all of Dover. 
—Mr. T. Elvey, to Miss Fenn; Mr. A. 
Page, to Miss E. Black : all of Faversham. 
—At Moldash, Mr. Jas, Rogers, to Miss 
S. Pain.—Mr. T. Chapman, of Monker’s 
Farm, Westwell, to Miss Young, of Stales- 
field.—Mr. E. Walter, of Marden, to Miss 
M. Walter, of Hurst-hill, Upchurch. 

Died.| At Canterbury, at an advanced 
age, Mrs. D. Rogeis, a member of the 
Society of Friends.—At an advauced age, 
Mrs. A. Minter.—76, Mrs, A. Roalfe. 

At Dover, on Liverpool-terrace, Lady 
Boothby. — 66, Mrs. Walker.—Mr. 'T. 
Watson, suddenly. 

At Rochester, Miss Harriet Pratt.—19, 
Miss Croker. ; 

At Folkestone, 68, Mr. W. Peake. 
At Maidstone, Mrs. Pilbrow.—Mr. A. 

Hawkins. 
At Boughton Leese, 62, Mr. Kuowles. 

—At an advanced age, Mr. Hobday, sud- 
denly.—At Halden, Mr. J. Jennings.— 
At Biddenham, Mrs, Bourn.—At an ad- 
vanced age, Mrs. R. Weston.—At Herne, 
76, Mr. I. J. Lendridge, respected. 

SUSSEX. 
Married.] Mr. E. Field, of East-street, 

Chichester, to Miss Marshall, of Findon.— 
Mr, Corney, of Arundel, to Miss Newland, 
of Tortington.—The Rev. Jas. Edwards, 
of Petworth, to Miss Wood, of Brighton, 
—Mr. H. Miller, to Mrs. E. Robinson, 
both of Maresfield.—Mr. E. Manningtun, 
to Miss L. Radford, both of Ripe. 

Died.| At Chichester, in West-street, 
Mrs. Barton, wife of John B. esq.—78, 
Mr. T. Knott.—2¥2, Pierson Webber, son 
of the Rev. Archdeacon W, 

At Brighton, 99, Mrs. Baldey. 
At Hastings, John Henry Smyth, esq. 

M.P. for the university of Cambridge, son- 
in-law of the Duke of Grafion.—vz, Miss 
A Williams, of London.—A, Oswell, esq. 
of London, 

?, HAMPSHIRE, 
The Hampshire Agrienitural Society 

lately held their autumnal meeting in 
Winchester, when the spiritless depression 
which pervades the landed and farming 
interests, was never more manifest than 
in the circumstances under which it took 
place. Not only was the attendance of 
members thin beyond all former prece. 
dent, but the premiums failed to excite the 
usual spirit of emulation; and, with one 
solitary exception, remain unappropri- 
ated. 

A numerous meeting of the yeomanry of 
this county was lately held at Winchester, 
when a requisition to the high sheriff was 
agreed to, and signed by those present, to 
call a county meeting, for the purpose of 
taking into consideration the propriety of 
petitioning parliament on the present 
alarming state of their property, aud on 
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the subject of a remedy for the evils now 
endured, and for the greater evils which, if 
not prevented, appear to be inevitable. 

Marricd.| Mr. W, Stigant, of Ports: 
mouth, to Miss M. Wise, of Horndean.— 
Lieut. N. Martin, to Mrs., Pate, of 
‘Bingham-town, Gosport.—Mr. T. Attrill, 
of Newport, to Miss Fowler, of Pan 
Farms.—Mr. W.-Toogood, of ‘Totton, to 
Muss E, Bull, of Eling.—Thomas Butler, 
of Bramshot, to Mrs. S. M. Stopford.— 
Henry C. Lys, esq. barrister, of Sway, to 
Miss M. Daniell, of Trelissick, : 

Died.| At Southampton, 70, Mr. J. 
Cutler.—56, Samuel.,Walshman, esq: of 
Stamford-street, London. 

At Portsmouth, 54, Mrs. Galt, wife of 
Mr. Jas. G. sen. 

At Andover,71, William Neale, esq. 
At Newport, 73, J. Lawson, esq.—Mr. 

Moore. 
At West Cowes, Mrs. Buck. 
At Ringwood, 75, Mr. S. Cailes.—31,: 

Mrs, M. Edmonds.—At Hartley Wintney, 
James Goulding, esq.—At Littletown, Isle 
of Wight, Miss M. Rogers.—At Hamble- 
down, the Hon. Mrs, Richards,— At Alton, 
25, Mr. W. Osborn: Mr. Chater: at an 
advanced age, Mr. J. Bunce. 

WILTSHIRE. 
At the late Devizes Green fair; nearly 

20,000 sheep were penned, The sales 
were heavy ; and, low as the prices were, a 
great many were driven back for the want 
of purchasers. 

Married.] Paul Anstice, esq.of Devizes, 
to Miss J. Kingdon, of Frome.—Mrz 
Richard Elling, of Sutton Veney, to Miss 
H. Brookes, of Warminster, 

Died.| At Salisbury, Samuel and John 
Whitchurch, esqs. long esteemed for their 
philanthropy and strenuous exertions in the 
cause of the poor. 

At Bradford, Mr. T. Gale, jun. 
At Wotton Bassett, Miss A, Smith. 
At Chiverill, Mr. T. Parnell.—Abt 

Sutton Mandeville, Mr. E. J. Bracher. 
SOMERSETSHIRE. 

On the 35ist of October Mr. Hunt 
quitted Ilchester jail, after a confinement 
of two years, and six months, for his 
conduct at Manchester, He was accom: 
panied by Sir Charles Wolseley and Mr. 
Northmore. Enthusiasm was at the high 
est among the people, and no congneror on 
his way from victory could have received 
greater plaudits than were given to this 
long imprisoned man. He reached his 
manor of Glastonbury, where he addressed 
the people in an excellent speech, Mr, 
Hunt appears a prool, that jails are an 
insufficient process to destroy or alter opi- 
nions: he said, his person was uninjured, 
and his spirits undepressed. 

Married.] James Lemon, esq. of St. 
Ann’s Bay, Jamaica, to Miss Charlotte 
Scott, of Bathh—Mr, J. W, Bell, of Speen- 

hamland, 
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Yamland, to Miss E.'Cruse, of Bath.—Mr. 
H. Burgess, to Miss E. Titford, both of 
¥rome.—Mr. J. Jarman, of Bridgwater, 
te Miss E. Gibson, of Chilton.—Mr. E. 
Browne, of Walcot, to Miss C. A. Robins, 
of South Petherton.—Mr. H. Perkins, of 
Twyford, to Caroline, daughter of G. 
Pepler, esq.—At Weston, Mr. Jas. Sparks, 
to Miss S.'Godfrey.—Eyre Salmon, esq. to 
Miss E. M, Whalley, of Winscombe Court. 

Died.) Ths Syduey-place, Sir Henry 
White, x-c.B. Major-Gen. Bengal army.— 
60, Mr, Egan, a respectable comedian.—In 
Oxford-row, at an advanced age, Mrs. 
JaneCope.—In Rivers-street, Mrs. Forbes, 
widow of Col. F. greatly and deservedly 
Temented, 

At Wells , Mrs. W. Binning. 
At Bridgewater, Mr. W. Knight. 
-At Walcot, 28, Mr. te Vaughan:—At 

Queen Charlton, 83, Mr. W. Veal.—At 
Halse, Thomas Bucknell, esq.—At Tiver- 
ton, Mrs. H. Draper.—At Iddesleigh, the 
Rev..Ja3. Banister, deservedly regretted. 
—At Bruton, 76, the Rev. John Golds- 
brough, m.a. rector of Weston. ; 

. In his 73rd year, Colonel Henry Barry. 
Ne commenced his military career m 
America; and, attached by ties of friend- 
ship, he was long the aid-de-camp, private 
seoretary,-and esteemed friend of the 
Marquis of Hastings, then Lord Rawdon. 
Tn his official situation, he penned some of 
the best dispatches that were ever trans- 
mitted from an army on service, to the 
British cabinet. In the domestic circle he 
was generally esteemed; and, as often as 
he obtained, he invariably retained, the 
warmest regards and friend<hips. No per- 
son’s Compaily was more coveted than 
Colonel Barry’s, both for his demeanour 
and general intelligence. 

At Taunton, 46, after an afflicting illness 
of more than twelve months’ duration, Mr, 
‘Thomas Jacobs, an eminent brewer, “I'he 
Gisease of which this amiable man died, 
was @ strictured,-or contracted gullet, 
produced, as appeared on examination 
after death, by an ulcerated enlargement 
and induration of the substance of that 
tube, occupying a space of about three 
inches, and extending to within a short 
distance of the upper orifice of the sto- 
mach. The whole circumference of the 
diseased part of the gullet was so disor- 
ganized, thickened, and wardened, as to 
fiave nearly filled up the cavity in that 
situation. Scarcely any substantial nutri- 
ment had been swallowed for the last 
twelve-months, during which time liquid 
sustenance passed the contraction very 
slowly, and often with great difficulty. 
Interyals of several days repeatedly oc- 
curred, in which the obstruction was su 
complete, as to cause even all fluids, that 
were attempted tu be swallowed, to be im- 
niedialely rejected. - For the last twenty- 
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eight days of life, nearly the whole of 
every article that was taken into the 
upper part of the gullet was instantly 
thrown back, so that very little, if any 
aliment, could have reached the stomach 
during that long period. The deceased 
was eminently distinguished for universal 
kind-heartedness, active benevolence, and 
an ardent devotion to the true interests of 
civil liberty. Thenatural amenity of his 
disposition, joined to the accredited recti- 
tude of his intentions, deservedly procured 
him the esteem and confidence of all who 
intimately knew him, and will justly entitle 
lis memory to sincere and lasting venera- 
tion, The long and singularly afflictmg 
iNness which terminated his existence was . 
endured with av exemplary fortitude and 
resignation, and his approaching end was 
anticipated with a corresponding compo- 
sure of mind, which he preserved to the 
latest moment of Ins life. 

DORSETSHIRE. c 
* Married.]' Capt. G, Geggatt, of the 
Madras army, to Miss A. A. Stracham 
of Weymouth. — Capt. Foss,. to Miss 
Honnsell, both of Bridport.—Alexander’ 
Grant, esq. to Mrs. Cowdry, of Frome St. 
Quintin. ' 

Dicd.] At Lyme Regis, the Rev. Henry 
Porter, rector of Springfield, Essex, and’ 
Enficld.—At Piddletrenthide, 76, Grace, 
widow of I’. Newman, esq. of Cadbury- 
house. 

DEVONSHIRE. , 
The distress of the agriculturists of this’ 

county is.extreme: Sir Matthew Lopez, 
instead of obtaining 40001. lately received 
45l. for rents. 

Marricd.] Mr. J. Skinner, to Miss C. 
Tooze; Mr. E. Force, of North-street, to 
Miss Westaway, of St. Thomas’s: all of 
Exeter.—George Harris, esq. of Cobourg- 
place, Plymouth, to Miss M; Sasille, of 
St. Aubyn-street, Dock.—Mr. J. Weeks, 
of Barnstaple, to Miss S$. Babbage, of 
Northcot-house, Burrington. — Mr. Rich. 
Colesworthy, of Honiton, to Miss M, 
Colesworthy, of Sidmouth.—Capt, Holman, 
late of the fifty-second regiment, to Miss 
E. Pidsley, of Crediton.—Mr. Barns, of 
Plympton, to Miss C. Grigg, of Timpello. 
—Mr. W. Bowden, to Miss ‘Vaprell, both 
of Ashburton. 

Died.] At Exeter, at an advanced age, 
Mrs. Buller.—On Stepcote-hill, 62, Mrs. 
Ward, deservedly regretted. —72, Mrs. 
Margaret Janette Wilson.—71, Mr. Rich. 
Finch. ; 

At Plymouth, in Cumberland-street, 27, 
Mrs. Channon.—In Fort-street, 30, Mrs. 
S$. Murphy.—In Duke-street, 24, Mrs. H. 
Hann.—in Granby-street, 69, Mr. W. 
Thorn, deservedly regretted. — 84, Mr, 
W. Payue. 

At Dock, 21, Mr. H, P. Finemore. —. 
At Stoke, 75, Mrs. A. Williamis.—At 

Stone- 
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Stone-house, 21, Miss C. Chamberlayne, of 
Charlton, Kent.—At Ottery St. Mary, 82, 
Susan, widow of John Guard, esq. de- 
servedly regretted.—At Chudleigh, Mrs. 
M. Bidgood. 

CORNWALL, 
Married.) At Helston, Mr. J. Trevenen, 

to Miss F. J. Hill, of Carwythenick.—Mr. 
J. Cayzer, to Miss E, Carr, both of St. 
Jolumb.—Mr, W. Tonkin, jun. to Miss E. 
Stevens, both of St. Ives. 

Died.} At Penzance, 73, Mrs. Carne, 
wife of Wm. C. esq. deservedly esteemed 
and regretted. 
-At Truro, 78, Miss M. Plint.—Mr. J. 

Gates, deservedly lamented. 
At Padstow, 84, Mr. J. Williams, re- 

gretted.—At Trenworth, St. Columb, 65, 
Mrs. Harry.— At Port Love, T. S, 
Eastcott, esq. 

WALES. 
_ A spirited memorial from the county of 
Brecon has lately been presented to the 
First Lord of the Treasury, praying for 
the retention of the Packet Establishment 
at Milford. 

_ Married.] Mr. TD. Starbuck, to Miss 
Jenkins, both of Swansea.— Mr. W. Rees, 
to Miss Evans, both of Haverfordwest.— 
John Howall Thomas, esq. of Lampeter, 
to Frances Sarah, daughter of the late 
Capt. Street, of the ist Dragoon Guards. 
—Mr. W. Jones, of Brecon, to. Miss E. 
Bullock, of Springfield-cottage, Brom- 
wich.—William Rigby, esq. of Hawarden, 
to Miss Thomas, of Chester.—Mr. W. 
Roberts, of Harkin, near Milford, to Miss 
Davies, of Newport, Pembrokeshire, _ 

Died.] At Swansea, 42, Mr. G. Wil- 
liams, greatly respected. 

At Brecon, 78, Mary, widow of Walter 
Churchey, esq. justly respected. 

At Haverfordwest, Miss Jane Harries, 
late of Priskelly, Pembrokeshire.—Mrs. 
Phillips, widow of George P. esq. deser- 
vedly lamented. 
- At Landatf, Mary, wife of the Rev. 
Powell Edwards, justly esteemed and 
regretted. 

At Baglan-hall, Griffith. Llewelyn, esq. 
deputy-lieutenant of Glamorganshire, and 
coroner of the Western division, deservedly 
lamented. 

- At Tregose, 79, Edward Thomas, esq. 
SCOTLAND. ; 

' A meeting of the noblemen, freeholders, 
justices of the peace, and commissioners 
of supply, of the county. of Lanark, was 
lately held at Hamilton, to take into con- 
sideration the agricultural state of: the 
county, and also for considering the price 
of labour connected with agriculture, and 
articles of consumption of the farming in- 
terest : the Duke of Hamilton in the chair. 
The following resolutions were unani- 
mously agreed to:—That the present un- 
precedented fall in the’ price of all agri- 
enltural produce, has inyolyed the pro- 
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prietors and occupiers of lands in the 
greatest distress, and that its. continuation 
now threatens their total ruin.—That the 
disproportion betwixt the price of agricul- 
tural produce, and the expense of: raising 
it, and betwixt the increased value of the 
circulating medium, and - the burdens 
chargeable upon land, render the agricul» 
tunist unable to pay the rent and taxes, or 
even to cultivate the soil with any profit 
to himself.—That, in this state of general 
calamity, it is desirable that the aggregate 
opinion of the whole landed interest im 
Scotland should be ascertained; and, for 
that purpose, that a general committee, 
composed of sub-committees from the se- 
veral counties, should be appointed te 
assemble at Edinburgh as early as possi+ 
ble.—That a committee should be appoint- 
ed to draw up forthwith a report, stating 
the difficulties and distresses of this parti- 
cular county, and what may occur to 
them as most necessary to be done to res 
medy these evils, and that the committee 
should nominate three or more’ of their 
number to meet and deliberate with the 
general committee at Edinburgh—That 
the sub-committee appointed to meet with 
the general committee in Edinburgh, be 
requested te communicate to this county 
the result of their deliberations, and that 
another meeting be called of this county to 
take the report of their committee and 
sub-committee into consideration ; and, if 
judged expedient, to apply to Parliaments 
tor relief. 

Murried.| Mr. J. Croley, to Miss H. 
Mein, both of Edinburgh.—John Meikle: 
john, esq. writer to. the signet, to Miss Ca- 
therine M‘Cullum, of Plewlands.—Mr. R. 
Greig, to Miss FE. Malcolm, of Perth.— 
At Wester Elchies, Morayshire, Lieut.-C. 
G. M. Skinner, 24th Light Dragoons, to 
Christina, danghter of the late Robert 
Grant, esq. : 

Died.] At Edinburgh, Albarry-street, 
Mrs, Warrand.—In. Charles-street, Mrs. 
Anne Trailly, widow of James TP. esq. of 
Westove. 

At Aberdeen, William Livinsston, M.D. 
professor of Medicine in Marisehal College 
and University of Aberdeen, and physician 
to Gorden’s Hospital. mot. 

At St. Mary’s Isle, Kirkcudbright, 
James Wedderburn, esq. solicitor-general 
tor Scotland. 0 

In Elgin, James M‘Andrew, esq. for- 
merly of Lisbon. ( 

IRELAND. 
Married,] Samuel Lioyd, esq. of Snug- 

borough, county of Cork, to Sophia Fol- 
kett, daughter of S. F. Milford.—Patrick 
Matthews, esq. of Riverstown, near Ardee, 
to Miss Powderly, of New Hall, county of 
Lowth. 

Died.] At Dublin, Hans Hamilton, esq, 
m.P. for the county of Dublin.—Richard 
Croker Reid, esq. late of the 3d Garrison 
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Battalion, deservedly regretted.—In Fran- 
cis-street, the Rev. John Beanar, an ami- 
able Catholic priest. 

At Belfast, 41, Mr. Alex. Stewart. 
At Willbrook, Rathfarnham, 67, Capt. 

Robert Johnston.—96, Lady Hamilton, 
widow of Sir James "Hamilton, of the 

- county of Monaghan. 
At Moor-park, county of Cork, the 

Earl of Mount Cashel, cne of the represen- 
tative peers of Ireland. 

DEATHS ABROAD. 
At Rome, aged 74, Letitia Bonaparte, 

mother of that distinguisied family of em- 
peror, kings, princes, and princesses, who 
in onr time have-filled the world with so 
much renown. Napoleon, distinguished 
for his filial and fraternal affection as much 
as fur his other virtues, loaded her with 
riches and distinctions; and her irre- 
proachable conduct proved her worthy of 
‘them. Her picty led her to prefer a re- 
sidence ‘at Rome, in the bosom of the 
chureh to which she was devoted; and 
here she enjoyed the society of her family 
after the fail of her third son from his 
towering elevation. She was imaienscly 
rich, leaving 300,000/, in legacies, besides 
her, splendid palace and its appurtenances, 
to her brother, Cardinal» Fesch; and a 
liberal fortune to her grandson, pro- 
claimed Napoleon Li. in 1815, but now on 
his travels, 
~At Venice, 56, M. Antonio Canova, the 

modern Phidias ; of whom a full notice 
will be given in an early Number. 

At Paris, 71, M. Legendre, one of those 
mathematicians whose works and i improve- 
ments have raised the French school to 
iis present eminence ; of whom and whose 
works authentic memoirs will be given ina 
future Number, 

Deaths Abroad. 

Also, at Paris, Count Berthollet, one of 
the most eminent chemists of the age; of 
whom farther particulars will be given, 
At New York, of the yellow fever, 

which in this autumn has made great ra- , 
vages, Abraham Moore, esq. . an English 
barr ister, and late Recorder of Rochester, 

At Madeira, the Rev. R. W 
low of Jesus College, Oxf 
St. Edmunds. . 

On his way to ee M 
cett, M.D. F.RS. Spa essor 0 of 
Chemistry at Geneva, and so ath 
nent as a physician in Rus a 
as a man of science in th f the 
British metropolis. eae 
‘Lately, ‘in the "Taian f Jamaica, “44, 

Dr. Samuel Fothersill, for ‘many years a 
physician of * ‘emineuice im London, one of 
the able conductors of the London Medi- 
cal and Physical Sapa, en the writer 
of several. the I f Diseases in 

ar- 

in Yorkshire, and, ¢ 4 oad received 
the rudiments of b Goal tion 

* Tei Uh a repaired to dinbarghe gra- 
dnated, and came to Landen. € was 
soon elected physician to the 1 nstet 
General Dispensary, the vhich 
office he zealously: perfo n't many 
years ; but, his ‘beatth pene pated by 
residence in the metro having 
sufiered several attacks ot rae hopinle the 
determined to relinquish his prospects in 
London, and to seek the restoration of his 
health by a change of climate. Herprac- 
tised as a physician, with distinguished 
success, in Jamaica for some years, but 
was interrupted several times by recur. _ 
rence of hemorrhage from the lungs; to 
which, and the debility it occasioned, he 
at last full a sacrifice. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

R. C. is informed that the fulerum of the Ear th and Moon is 26, 666 sniles from 
= 

the Earih’s centre, their mutual forces being wversely as the squaresof their 
distances from the fulcrum, and not in simple ratio, as has mistakenly been. consi- 
dered, though a difference would not affect the result.— Another Correspondent 
doubts, in regard to capillary ascent tna vacuum,—a point long since settled.— R. C. 
is also informed, that the litmus is changed by the oxygenating quality of the positive 
charge,—that alternate increase and decrease in elliptical orbits are pre-supposed, 
and accord with terrestrial facts,—and that, if elm-bungs are made only of the’ 
thickness of the actually iummersed cork, they ey will not approach, ikough the 
supposed resistance of the water must in both cases be the same, while the matter is 
augmented.  But,neither of these Correspondents have read the Twelve Essays ior 
their addenda, or they would not have asked such questions. 

We trust our Readers will do us the justice to notice, that the Map of the New 
Caledonian Canal is worth, if sold sepurately, more than the cost of the Number. 

As the very able New-Lngland Letters will actually constitute the current 
Number of the Journal of Voy yages and Tr avels,” we shall forbear to give further 
extracts m this Miscellany. q 
We still covet original information from Spain, Greece, and South America. 
As this Work never stood higher in the publie estimation than at the present 

moment, and as the abortive attempts made to supersede it have served merely as 
Soils, to manifest its superior ity,—we hope to be Javoured, at the commencement of 
the New Year , with the usual increase tn the number of our Subscribers. 
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SIR THOMAS ABNEY’s, ar NEWINGTON GREEN, wueErRe DR. WATTS 
LIVED AND DIED. 

Ir was the good fortune of this amiable man, in 1712, to secure the friendship of 

Alderman Sir T. Abney ; and, being invited to pass a week at his house, he continued 

there till his death in 1748. Cherished by the knight's family, he enjoyed in the above 

mansion greater ease and luxury than usually falls to the lot of men of genius. In 1723 

he lost his friend by death, but Lady Abney survived the Doctor a year. During this 

period he wrote those varions works, which, for good sense, sound morality, and 

rational piety, have nothing superior to them in our language, and here he enjoyed the 

friendship and society of all the eminent men of his time. 

ARB EE ee) 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
EXTRACT of @ LETTER from an OFFICER 

on the EXPEDITION sent to SURVEY 
the EASTERN COAST of AFRICA; con- 
sisting of the PUBLIC SHIPS, LEVEN 
and BARRACOUTA: dated Simon’s Bay, 
Cape of Good Hope, July 1822. 

Ww: arrived here after a tedious 
passage of five months from 

England; yet during that time had 
scarcely any calms, only three or four 
days foul wind, and, on one occasion 
alone, a spurt of wind that could be 
denominated a gale, and that blowing 
on our quarter. You will ‘ask, then, 
what could be the cause of detention? 
Montu_y Mac, No. 376. 

Why in visiting half the places in the 
Atlantic, to examine latitudes and 
longitudes, to ascertain particulars of 
site, to correct the errors of others as 
well as our own, and “ to make as- 
surance doubly sure,” that no latent 
dangers remain unnoticed to form 
stumbling blocks to future unwary 
navigators. 

Lisbon, our first destination, we 
reached very speedily from England, 
and remained there ten days, getting 
the rates of going of the chronometers 
with all possible accuracy; and pro- 
curing, lL understand, or endeavour- 
ing to procure, (for the jealousy of the 

3 Portuguese 
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Portuguese on this point is as prover- 
bial as it is selfish and ridiculous,) 
facilities from the government for our 
future researches, which will be a good 
deal in the neighbourhood of several of 
their settlements. Without such per- 
mission we might perhaps be annoyed 
in many ways; such as being refused 

' provisions, water, and other necessa- 
ries; besides being interdicted exa- 
mining the rivers and bays within their 
territorial line, though we are too 
strong to be openly thwarted or inter- 
rupted. 

Madeira was our next destination, 
which, besides supplying us with some 
good wine, also furnished employment 
to our astronomers. Thence to the 
islands of ‘Teneriffe, Sal, St. Nicholas, 
St. Vincent, St. Antonio, St. Jago, 
and J do not know how many more 
Saints of the popish calendar. At all 
these places we made observations: 
my time, indeed, was so wholly occu- 
pied during the day, in the endless 
mazes of astronomical calculation, and 
so full was my head of chronometers, 
lunars, sextants, and artificial hori- 
zons; Of sun, moon, and stars; of the 
numberless and varied machinery of 
marine surveying,—that, literally, I 
can dream of nothing else at night. 

From St. Jago we made a long 
stretch to the Martin Vas rocks, and 
the solitary island of Trinidad, of 
which we made a running survey. 
The latter is a remarkable island, 
presenting a high and rugged surface, 
and an iron-bound coast, with. some 
singular rocks; one of which is in the 
sugar-loaf form, another like a nine- 
pin, from which it is named, both very 
striking and lofty: but a greater cu- 
riosity than either is a conspicuous na- 
tural arch, running through abluffmass 
of rock and earth, into which the 
ocean rushes with considerable noise 
and violence. ‘The island is little more 
than eight miles in circumference ; 
towards the centre is a fresh-water 
lake, containing some fish, round 
its banks some European and African 
vegetables run wild from want of cul- 
tivation; and in the vicinity a few hogs 
and goats, also wild, are occasionally 
shot by those who can once get on 
shore: but this is commonly a work of 
no small difficulty, on account of the 
violence of the surf. Tew attempt 
this, except the weather is very fine, 
the sea still, and likely to remain so, 
—for, otherwise, it would be impossi- 
ble for any but a courageous and very 
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dextrous swimmer to get off: I have, 
however, met with some friends and 
several seamen who have passed many 
days on the island. American whalers, 
or skinning-ships, as they are called, 
were formerly accustomed to leave 
part of their crews here to kill seals, 
while the ships, for weeks and months 
together, proceeded elsewhere to com- 
plete their cargoes; and these hardy 
residents were often reduced to the 
extremity of distress, by bad weather, 
or other causes, preventing their asso- 
ciates from arriving at the stipulated 
time. During a cruize of Sir James 
Yeo off this island, some years ago, 
in the Confiance, he observed three 
men in this forlorn condition on the 
rocks, and lost no time in proceeding 
himself in one of the cutters to their 
relief; but found it impossible to effect 
@landing, or even to approach tole- 
rably near the shore. ‘Phe men were 
elad wholly in skins, and seemed, as 
well as they could distinguish signs, to 
be in great distress. One oftheir most 
expressive indications was holding up 
a musket with the muzzle toward the 
ground, which Sir James aptly inter- 
preted to signify want of ammunition, 
and returned on board for some small 
barrels of gunpowder,—two of which, 
being attempted to be floated on 
shore, were dashed to pieces against 
the rocks; the third fortunately suc- 
ceeded, and thus supplied the greatest 
wants of these miserable Crusoes. 

Rio de Janeiro formed our next 
resting-place ; a beautiful harbour,— 
a large and populous city (about 
120,000 inhabitants),—the seat of go- 
vernment of Brazil,—a fine country 
—great trade,—and an infinite variety 
of all the richest productions of nature, 
mineral, vegetable, and animal. I 
Was sometimes lost in surprise here at 
the expanse of fresh water, the num- 
bers of little green islands with which 
it is studded, and the picturesque 
beauty of the scenery. Such a coun- 
try never was made to be subservient 
to another; and I am much mistaken 
if it will long be so. Portugal has 
always treated her, not like a mother, 
but a most ungracious step-mother ; 
compared with which, the behaviour 
of England to her American colonies, 
was extreme kindness, indulgence, 
and affection. ‘The Prince Regent, it 
was generally whispered among the 
English merchants with whom we 
were intimate, is irrevocably linked 
with the destinies of the country: he 

is 
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is a Brazilian, in fact, they say; and 
we have had proof that he is so in 
externals. It is even hinted that 
measures are taken for a formal sepa- 
ration. * * 2 i : 
Were I to give an opinion, I should 
say they were right; otherwise the 
people cannot do justice to themselves. 
A perfect and equal union is perhaps 
unexceptionable; but a union where 
all the power and profit, and other 
advantages, are restricted to one 
party alone, cannot, in the nature of 
things,—and indeed ought .not,—to 
exist. 

I naturally learned much of the 
public sentiment, from being there 
six weeks, and associating much with 
those who understand it, and pretend 
to some intimacy with what is going 
on. Our long detention proceeded 
from the delays incident to the pur- 
chase of a tender, for the purpose of 
scouring the bays, rivers, and shal- 

_lows, on the African coast; to sound 
the way for the larger ships; and at 
the same time give more accommoda- 
tion and comfort, and preservation to 
the health, of the seamen, than could 
possibly be effected in open boats; it 
being well known that exposure’ to 
the sun, rain, and night-dews, is the 
chief source of disease within the 
tropics. Nor, indeed, is it practicable 
to use the instruments of surveying 
with steadiness, or work the calcula- 
tions with ease or accuracy, within the 
eribbed-up compass of a ship’s boat. 
The craft now substituted is of Ame- 
rican structure, drawing only six feet 
water when laden, 140 tons burden, 
lately called the Braganza of New 
York, but now his Majesty’s brigan- 
tine Cockburn. She was built for a 
steam-vessel, in which capacity she 
was acting at the time of purchase; 
and, being totally without keel, has 
proved very leewardly, when on a 
wind, during our passage from Rio 
hither, but sails extremely well free, 
Another good quality is being an ex- 
cellent sea-boat; I have rarely seen 
better. In crossing the Atlantic, the 
heavy swell caused the Leven, a 
clumsy awkward vessel, to roll gun- 
wales in, and the Barracouta little 
better; while in the Cockburn the 
dinner paraphernalia remained nearly 
as steadily.on the table as if at anchor. 
This I mainly attribute to her great 
beam (breadth), which is twenty-four 
feet, equal to that of the Barracouta, 
though above one hundred tons less 
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in burden. In this respect I am sa- 
tisfied that all our men-of-war, parti- 
cularly of the smaller class, are defi- 
cient, Some alarm occurred during a 
breeze on the passage over, when she 
made four feet water an hour; but, 
being iron-fastened and doubled, part 
of the latter of which had come off on 
the larboard side, along with some ill- 
stopped plug-holes in the bottom, ex- 
plained the cause, which was therefore 
soon rectified. She is soon to be 
hauled up in the dock-yard here, and 
a keel put on, when she will be a use- 
ful craft, admirably adapted for her 
work. 

I have been looking round here as 
you desired. This is a tolerably good 
anchorage for about a dozen sail of the 
line, but not for a large number; and 
is but little adapted for the repair of 
shipping, when there is any thing the 
matter below the water line. In this 
respect the Cape is miserably defi- 
cient, there being no dock nearer than 
Bombay. Table Bay, on the other 
side of the peninsula,—where traders, 
intending to discharge their cargoes, 
are obliged to anchor, from being in 
the vicinity of Cape Town,—is like- 
wise a wild open anchorage, totally 
unpleasing to a nautical eye, which 
instinctively looks around for shelter 
and security from the elements, as a 
soldier for points of strength, or a 
painter for the picturesque. The na- 
val arsenal used to be there, but about 
nine years ago was removed hither. 
Of its insecurity we have just had an 
instance. The Cygnet sloop of war 
sailed hence a few days back with 
military stores to be discharged; a 
gale of wind at north-west came on, 
made her part one cable, with the loss 
of several men, and drove two mer-~ 
chantmen on shore, which are quite 
wrecks, with the destruction of their 
cargoes, and also some lives. 

The country around this place is of 
an indifferent character; rock, and 
pebble, and sand, constitute some of 
the chief ingredients; not but there 
are a few tolerable farms in the neigh- 
bourhood, though scattered and iso- 
lated amid unproductive land. The 
little that is good is high in price; a 
farmer, therefore, has no business 
here: but it is different with mecha- 
nics. Cape Town, I think, affords a 
good opening for this. class, there 
being few but slaves, who are not the 
most expert at their work. Labour 
also is high; beef and nsutton about 
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three pence a pound; wine very rea- 
sonable ; spirits dog-cheap ; pigs, poul- 
try, milk, and butter, dear; bread 
abundant and cheap; furniture, wool- 
len clothing, hats, boots, shoes, and 
every article of European produce or 
manufacture, very high; nor are the 
wares of India, notwithstanding this is 
the half-way house, much more mode- 
rate in price. 

Of the new colonies or settlements, 
situated about 600 miles or more to 
the eastward, [ dread to say any thing, 
—for I can say nothing that is favour- 
able in regard to their present state ; 
while it would be gross injustice to 
insinuate that they will not ultimately 
succeed. This, for many reasons 
which it would be tedious to detail 
here, and for which indeed I have not 
time, I firmly believe. There seems 
to be a fatality attending the establish-. 
ment of all new colonies, and these 
have not escaped the common lot. 
The elements have fought against 
them. Nearly three successive sea- 
sons have passed over their heads 
without a crop. Such a thing was ne- 
ver known here before, and probably 
never may again, at least till they are 
better provided against it; and we 
know that such an event in Europe 
would be productive of quite as’much 
distress. As a faithful chronicler, 
however, of what is passing before me, 
T must add, that within the last two or 
three weeks several of the most steady 
and determined tenants of the loca- 
tions have quitted them in despair, 
their money and patience exhausted, 
and come hither for a passage to 
Europe. Many others are daily ex- 
pected. Notwithstanding all this, my 
opinion remains unchanged; the im- 
pulse is given, and the result is 
undoubted,—for I know something of 
these matters; and it is certain that 
the land they occupy, if only mode- 
rately cultivated and favoured with 
rain, is equal or superior to any other 
in the colony. But you have no idea 
what a band of settlers is in a new 
establishment. An assemblage of wild 
beasts let loose from a menagerie is 
just as reasonable, and, I may add, as 
governable. They have never calcu- 
lated on the difficulties, never thought 
upon the privations, incident to their 
new state. Many of these people 
have been cockneys, the most helpless 
and querulous of the whole, and the 
female part, particularly, out of all 
patience, because comforts, the fruit 
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of advanced society and long-esta 
blished institutions, aré not at hand. 
The difficulties, manners, and modes 
of life, are all new and strange, and 
uncouth perhaps, to an English far- 
mer ; and what then must they be to a 
delicate or enervated weaver or cotton- 
spinner? 
We proceed hence, in a fortnight or 

three weeks, upon what should rather 
be termed a voyage of discovery than 
of mere survey; for many places on 
the eastern coast have not once been 
visited (except by the Portuguese, who 
keep their knowledge to themselves,) 
since the time of Vascode Gama. An 
immense track of coast lies before us ; 
the difficulties of examination may be 
considerable, but in our eyes seem no- 
thing, accustomed as we are toa life 
of shifts, and a constant contention 
with difficulties. Government has 
liberally supplied us with every thing 
necessary for the service; and the offi- 
cers, in addition, have laid out large 
sums in furthering the objects of 
science. 

The Leven mounts twenty-six guns, 
has a flush deck, three lieutenants, all 
good surveyors, seventeen midshipmen, 
and about one hundred men: Capt.W. 
F. Owen is a smart officer, an able 
seaman, and a very superior mathema- 
tician. The Barracouta is a ten-gun 
brig, a useful class of vessel, sails infi- 
nitely better than the Leven, and is 
similarly provided with expert officers ; 
Capt. Cutfield being a commander of 
some standing. 

There are different opinions as to 
the probable time the examination will 
occupy. Three years is the limited 
time for men-of-war to be away from 
England during peace; but my own 
opinion is, that we shall not be able to 
go over half the ground in that time. 
Nearly the whole of the country in- 
ward from the coast-line, is unknown ; 
and I think the interests of geography 
and commerce require that this should 
be explored to some distance, when- 
ever the temper of the natives, or 
other favourable circumstances, per- 
mit. Many of the rivers which fall 
into the sea on the coast, offer consi- 
derable facilities for this purpose. 
They are not in general very capa- 
cious ; but much more so than is gene- 
rally imagined by those who have not 
paid particular attention tothe subject; 
more than a dozen under my eye, in the 
books at this moment, having from 
three to seven and eight fathoms wa- 
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ter, fifteen and twenty miles inland, 
though wholly, or almost wholly, un- 
noticed by the charts. Our boats, 
which are numerous and well appoint- 
ed, have been fitted with a view to 
this object. It is one, however, that 
requires time; and we are rather fear- 
ful of being hurried. The first point 
in view is the coast of this colony, as 
more immediately connected with the 
situations and capacities of the new 
Settlements. The next, the mouth of 
Rio d’Infanta, or the Great Fish Ri- 
ver; the third, the Reiskamma, ac- 
cording to the native name, or, in the 
old charts, St. Christopher’s River, 
about thirty miles beyond the former, 
and situated in what is called pro- 
perly, ‘“‘the Kaffer country.” Near 
this spot, better than twenty years 
ago, the Hercules, an American ship, 
was wrecked, the crew suffering 
almost incredible hardships before 
they reached the colonial territory. 
The natives whom they fell in with 
behaved much better than could be 
expected from all preceding accounts ; 
farther eastward, however, they are 
well known to be fierce and treacher- 
ous, characteristics which become 
more marked, particularly in the peo- 
ple of the coast, till within a short 
distance of the dependencies of Mo- 
sambique. By some this is attributed 
to the kidnapping system formerly 
prevailing here, during the active 
existence of the slave trade, when it is 
pretty well known that the natives 
were decoyed on-board, secured in 
irons, and afterwards villanously sold 
as slaves. 
We have likewise some very impor- 

tant points in hydrography to ascer- 
tain. It is well known there are 
several real or alleged shoals, two or 
three degrees to the southward of the 
Cape, on which it is believed that 
some of the Indiamen, which have 
been missing at different times in these 
seas, were lost. The chief are the 
Slot Van Capelle and the Telemaque, 
so named from the Dutch and French 
ships that discovered them; but, as 
other vessels have passed over, or 
near, the reported site of these dangers 
without meeting them, doubts have 
been sterted of their actual existence. 
The affirmative evidence is however 
very strong; so circumstantial, indeed, 
as to require a more thau ordinary 
portion of incredulity to disbelieve ; 
but there is as Jittle doubt that, from 
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errors in longitude, they are not in 
the spot originally stated. 

The Telemaque is particularly an 
object of apprehension, from lying in 
the direct track of the summer-pas- 
sage to India. Since we have been in 
this bay, some further evidence has 
transpired, which, from the vast amount 
of property, and the number of valua- 
ble lives constantly at stake in the 
intercourse between India and Eu- 
rope, ought to be widely known. A 
lieutenant in the navy, whose name I 
do not at the moment recollect, com- 
manding a merchantman, declares 
that he lately passed over it (or some 
other) in a gale, not far from the 
alleged site, but was too much alarm- 
ed, and his vessel going too fast, to 
think of sounding,—the sea running 
on it he stated as truly dreadful; so 
that, had not the ship been light, she 
would probably not have lived. His 
majesty’s ship Menai is also stated to 
have seen it, but did not dare ap- 
proach. His majesty’s brig of war 
Heron, in standing to the southward, 
is said to have distinctly seen some- 
thing of the same nature, or at least a 
frightful breaking sea, about five miles 
in extent, near the reputed site of the 
Telemaque; and, meaning to sound, 
was deterred from the measure by 
finding a current urging them toward 
the danger at the rate of five miles an 
hour. ‘The hatches were instantly 
battened down, and, a strong breeze 
prevailing, they made sail, glad to get 
off without farther inquiry. Some of 
the officers believe this to be a kind of 
race, rather than a shoal. I am not of 
that opinion. We know of no such 
race in the ocean without there being 
broken ground to give it existence; 
the water was also discoloured. It is 
aiso believed that, if actually a shoal, 
there is six or seven fathoms on it, 
which agrees with the original French 
discoverer’s statement; the subject is 
of interest to science, and the particu- 
lars will no doubt be transmitted to 
Europe. Gs * “ * 

These particulars have cost me 
many hours from sleep: Mr. i 
who goes home in a transport, has 
kindly promised to deliver them. 
Should our investigation extend to 
Madagascar, which I have not yet 
understood, a new field will be open 
to enquiry. This is a magnificent 
island, abounding in natural wealth of 
every deseription; yet, except St. 
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Augustine’s bay on the south-western 
shore, and Tamatave and Antongil 
bay on the eastern, scarcely any part 
is known to English shipping,—the 
French being the only power that re- 
sorted thither till Mauritius came into 
our possession., Since that time we 
have, though very slowly, gained a 
footing; and the king of the eastern 
division of the island is now friendly, 
though sufficiently jealous of the en- 
croaching spirit of Europeans. The 
many attempts made by France to ac- 
quire the entire sovereignty of the 
island are not forgotten. But the 
fierce, warlike, and predatory, spirit of 
the people, gives great facilities for 
the slave-trade to the flesh-dealers of 
Mauritius and Bourbon. A gentle- 
man, lately arrived thence, stated to a 
friend of mine here, that he was pri- 
vately informed of four or five cargoes 
being landed there within a very short 
space of time. / 

—— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
On the ALTERNATION of the COLOURS of 

certain FIXED STARS; by DR. T. FORS- 
TER, F.L.S. member of the ASTRONO- 
MICAL SOCIETY of LONDON. 
HE alternation of the colours of 
the light of certain stars does 

not appear to me to have sufficiently 
engaged the attention of astronomers ; 
and it is with a view to excite enquiry 
into its cause that 1 am induced to 
offer the following observations. 

Some years ago, on looking towards 
the constellation of the Scorpion, 1 
observed a remarkable changing of 
colour in Antares: for a second or two 
of time it appeared of a deep crimson 
colour, then of a whitish colour; then 
the crimson was resumed, and so on 
at alternating periods. Sometimes 
every other twinkle (if I may be 
allowed the expression,) showed the 
red colour, while the alternating 
twinkle appeared of the ordinary co- 
lour of star-light. 

What is commonly called the twink- 
ling of a star seems to be an apparent 
fit of dilatation and increased briiliancy, 
rapidly succeeded by the opposite 
state of apparent contraction of sur- 
face and dulness. I have observed, 
also, that the twinkles are of longer or 
shorter duration, at different times: 
now, in general, the crimson light I 
allude to occurs in every other dila- 
tation, but sometimes only in every 
third, and at other times quite irregu- 
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larly: moreover, it lasts longer some- 
times than at others, and scarcely 
ever exceeds two seconds of time at 
once. 

I have formerly published accounts 
of this phenomenon in the Journals, 
and have ascribed it to some sort of 
change in the star itself, or to a revo- 
lution round its axis, whereby different 
coloured portions of the sphere are 
presented to us: but this explanation 
vanishes ona moment’s reflection ; and 
I am inclined to ascribe it to some 
atmospherical cause. I have some- 
times thought that the upper portions 
of the atmosphere might haye some 
undulatory motion, and that the alter- 
nating colour might be produced by 
its refractive powers: for the atmos- 
phere, in this case, acting as an im- 
perfect prism, might present different 
colours, according to the varying in- 
clinations of its wavy surface. I have 
thought, too, that portions of the 
aqueous atmosphere, possessing dif- 
ferent refractive powers, might be 
transmitted downwards in dew, or 
that there might be some other un- 
known motion in the real air, which 
might cause the appearance. Antares, 
Betalgeus, Aldebaran, and other red 
stars, show this change of colours 
very strongly, particularly the former ; 
while Syrius, and the light. stars, 
scarcely present any alternation of 
colour. This may in either case be 
owing to the different composition of 
their light, which would materially in- 
fluence the refracted spectrum. Col- 
lateral experiments, and the mere 
appearance of stars in chromatic. te- 
lescopes, tend to prove that the light 
of different celestial bodies is diffe- 
rently composed. 

Some interesting observations on 
the Dispersive Power of the Atmos- 
phere, published a few years ago by 
Mr. Stephen Lee, contain an account 
of the composition of the light of some 
of the principal stars ; and no one can 
reflect on the influence which all the 
above varieties must have on tables of 
refraction, without at once seeing the 
utility of multiplying and correcting 
observations on it. 

Additional observations are. still 
wanting to explain the cause of these 
phenomena; but I shall still be ex- 
cused, I trust, in the absence of more 
matured and extended observations, 
for this imperfect attempt to excite 
the attention of philosophers to facts, 

which 
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which seem calculated to produce an 
important influence on many of our 
most useful astronomical calculations. 

Hartfield, East Grinstead ; 
Nov. 18, 1822. 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
ELUCIDATIONS of PORTIONS of ENGLISH 

HISTORY, improperly REPRESENTED 
in our GENERAL HISTORIES. 
T is time that history should occupy 
itself with the mass of mankind ; 

that the sufferings of the many should 
occupy its sympathies, as well as the 
usurpations of the few; that the sor- 
rows of the oppressed should be re- 
corded as well as the triumphs of the 
oppressor ; that the unobtrusive virtue, 
the generous aspirations of those who 
haye sought no fame, and have seldom 
found a chronicler, should be dug out 
of that grave of oblivion, where they 
have reposed for ages. The people 
are entitled to an historian. ‘This task 
may perhaps be thankless,—for the 
people have little with which they can 
reward, nothing with which they can 
delude, or with which they can corrupt. 
He who celebrates them will not per- 
haps receive their eulogies: the reward 
of his labour will be the labour itself. 
Who would believe, after reading 

the modern historians of England, that 
the struggle between the Normans and 
the Saxons was continued for centu- 
ries; they represent the conquest as 
little more than a change of dynasty ; 
and pass from Harold to William the 
Conqueror as a trifling transition. 
They knew not, when they blended 
Normans and Saxons, conquerors and 
conquered, into one general mass, that 
the inhabitants of -Kngland were di- 
vided into two classes, as distinct as 
the Greeks (Heaven help them!) and 
the Turks of the Morea,—with differ- 
ent languages, customs, and affections. 
On one side scorn, insolence, tyranny, 
cruelty; on the other hatred, and mi- 
sery, and repressed revenge. The 
writer is proud to be of Saxon origin: 
he believes that almost every thing 
that is good in our institutions and our 
habits has been the legacy of our Eng- 
lish forefathers; and that all that de- 
grades us, all that has broken the 
bonds between man and man,—here- 
ditary aristocracy, factitious dignity, 
and their calamitous appendages,— 
are mainly due to those Norman ban- 
dits, who covered “our old England” 
with blood and tears, 
On this particular point of historical 
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research, the way has been cleared by 
the admirable author of “ Tvanhoe.” 
He is the historian of the people: his 
vivid portraiture of Saxons and Nor- 
mans must have awakened sensibilities 
unknown till now. What he has done 
for a few isolated individuals,—admi- 
rable personifications of their separate 
races,—it is proposed to do for the 
great mass of society. The Anglo- 
Saxons did not submit like willing 
slaves and cowards to the Normans: 
they opposed resistance while they 
had the means of resistance; and, 
when they fell, they themselves che- 
rished, and they handed down to their 
children, that love of their country, 
and of their country’s independance, 
and that hatred of the foreign usurpers 
who possessed their soil, which, though 
gradually extinguished, as the progress 
of time blended the oppressed with 
the oppressors, served as a rallying 
point of union and of sympathy; and 
proved that, though unfortunate and 
trampled on, they were neither base 
nor worthless,—Jls étaient avilis, ils 
n étaient pas vils. 

History of the Invasion of England by 
the Normans in the Eleventh Century, 
and the Consequences of that Invasion 
down to the Thirteenth. 

Thus lo! won England the sole of Norman jie 
That among us wereth yet and shulleth evermo : 
Of Normans beth thys Leymen that beth in thislond 
And the lowe men of Saxons. 

Robert of Gloster’s Chronicle. 

; FIRST EXTRACT. 
While the citizens of London, with 

Edgar, their newly appointed king, 
some chiefs, and bishops, made them- 
selves ready,—perhaps with too little 
activity,—to march against the enemy, 
the latter crossed the Thames at Wal- 
lingford, in the county of Berks. Five 
hundred horsemen advanced in sight 
of the city of London, dispersed a 
body of Saxons, which opposed their 
progress, and burnt all the edifices on 
the northern bank of the Thames.* A 
yet more numerous band forced its 
way into the city, and covered the 
streets and public places with the dead 
bodies of the citizens.t 'The head- 
quarters of the conqueror were then 
at Berkhamstead. King Edgar, Ed- 
win and Morkar, his brothers, Elred 
archbishop of York, Stigand arch- 

* Cremantes quidquid wdificiorum citra 
flumen invenére (Ex Gest. Guill. Daw, 

f+ Civinm plurima funera. (Will, Ga- 
neticensis.) 

bishop 
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bishop of Canterbury, Wulfstan bishop 
of Worcester, and the principal men 
of London,*—humiliated by misfor- 
tune,—hastened to the camp of the 
stranger, took the oath of peace, and 
delivered to him their hostages. ‘They 
received, in return, promises of kind- 
ness and protection,+ which were ful- 
filled by the general devastation which 
accompanied the march of William 
towards the capital. {He sent to his 
friend, to his auxiliary of Rome, the 
spoils of the rich churches and edi- 
fices, consisting of large sums of 
money, magnificent vases, and orna- 
ments of gold, with the standard of 
Harold, over which that of the suc- 
cessor of St. Peter had just tri- 
umphed.|| 

William availed himself of the booty, 
pillaged in his march upon London, 
to render the trembling Saxons more 
submissive. By money he made men 
traitors, and by terror be made them 
vile ;§ and the Saxon patriots soon 
found that their ranks were polluted 
by the presence of recreants. It seems 
that William consulted his Norman 
and French chiefs as to the best 
means of consolidating and comple- 
ting his conquests, and one of them, 
Aimery de Thouars, an Aquitain by 
nation, gave him the ingenious adyice 
to cause himself, above all, to be pro- 
claimed king by the small band of 
Saxons whom he had succeeded to 
alarm and to corrupt.¢ The Norman 
was pleased with this counsel, and he 
summoned Stigand, the archbishop of 
Canterbury, who had taken the oath 
of peace, to anoint hjm in Westmin- 
ster Abbey,** where it had long been 
the custom to anoint the kings of Eng- 
land: Stigand refused to give his be- 
nediction to a man covered with the 
blood of his fellows, the invader and 

* And ealle tha bestan men of Lundene. 
(Frag. of a Saxon Chronicle, published by 
Ehyr.) 

t Promisit quod fidus dominus (hold 
Liaford) esset. 

+ Alramen fusena elle fassarunt omne 
quod persiarsibant. (Ib.) 

|| Ecclesia Romane St. Petri in auro 
et argento ultra quam credibili sit. (Guil. 
Pict.) 

§ Dolo et pecunia corrumpero. (Will. 
Malm.) 

q Aymericus Thoarcensis, ubi regnare 
ceperit, rebellem quamque minus ansn- 
ram. (Guil. Pict.) 

** In Basilico S. Petri que Westmonas- 
teritim nominatur. (Ord. Vid.) 

2 
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destroyer of their rights;* but Elred 
archbishop of York, timid and eau- 
tious, who saw (as the old historians 
relate,) that there was no opposing the 
current of events, nor that Divine 
Will which makes and unmakes au- 
thority,t consented to perform this 
office towards the threatening stranger. 
The church was prepared as in those 
days when the free suffrages of the 
best men of England{ summoned the 
king of their choice|| to receive the in- 
vestiture of the power they confided 
to him; but this previous election,— 
without which the claim to be a king 
could be but a yain mockery, a bitter 
insult of strength towards weakness, 
—this election did not take place for 
the Norman duke. He left his camp 
of strangers, and marched through 
their triple ranks towards the Abbey, 
where a few timid Saxons awaited 
him, who put on, indeed, an unembar- 
rassed countenance, and an appear- 
ance of freedom in their base and ser- 
vile office. All the avenues of the 
church to a great distance/the squares 
and streets of the city, were covered 
with armed soldiers. Two hundred 
and sixty military chiefs, the staff of 
the conquerors, entered the Abbey 
with their leader.¢ The ceremony 
began ; and the Bishop of Bayeux en- 
quired, in the French language, whe- 
the Normans were of opinion that their 
leader should assume the title of King 
of the English; on which the Arch- 
bishop of York appealed to the Eng- 
lish, in the Saxon language, to decide 
whether they would have the Norman 
for their king. Violent acclamations 
burst from the church, which vibrated 
through the gates, and reached the 
horsemen who were stationed in the 
neighbouring streets. They imagined 
these cries were cries of alarm, and 
in their fury they set fire to the sur- 
rounding houses, whose inhabitants 
they massacred. Others rushed to- 
wards the church, which the flames 
had nearly reached. 

(To be continued in our next. ) 

* Viro cruento et alieni jurie inofore. 
(Guil, Henb.) 

+ Cedendum esse tempori et divine 
non pecaieayan ordinationi. (Sax. Bromp- 
ton. 

+t Bestan men. (Chr. Sax.) 
|| Eall fole yeacas Eadward to cynge. 

(Chr. Sax.) 
§ Guill. Pict. 206. 
§ Monas, Ang. 11, 220. 
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Tothe Liditor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
HE pages in the Monthly Maga- 
zine being open to receive com- 

munications respecting every useful 
discovery which can tend to ameliorate 
the moral and physical condition of 
mankind, has often been the means of 
doing much good. If on any occasion 
individuals, from ignorance or impro- 
per motives, have made false state- 
ments, the evil to society has been 
obviated, by its pages being open to 
their contradiction. This remark is 
made in consequence of a communi- 
cation, dated Cullum-street,.in your 
last Magazine, respecting what is 
called the medicinal well at Coomb 
Farm, in the neighbourhood of King- 

2 

ston, which is described “as possess- 
ing the most surprising qualities as a 
remedy against that distressing and 
severe malady, the stone in the blad- 
der.” The writer adds, ‘that the 
astonishing cure which it has effected 
in the case of Mr. Samuel Jackson, 
the great currier in Little Windmill- 
street, merits that its restorative and 
sanative powers should be more uni- 
versally diffused :” and ‘that he is 
now, after two years’ trial, completely 
cured, and that he is as free from stone 
or gravel as any personage in the 
kingdom.” 

Feeling deeply interested im what- 
ever concerned so respectable a gen- 
tleman, and so useful a magistrate 
and governor of this parish, I caused 

enquiry 
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enquiry to be made of himself by a 
mutual friend ; and the result is, from 
Mr. Jackson’s own mouth, that he has 
indeed been making use of the water, 
and still does so, but that he is unable 
to say that he has derived any benefit ; 
and, within the last fortnight, has suf- 
fered as much agony from the stone 
as ever he did in his life. It will be 
useless, therefore, for any person to 
remoye to Kingston, to put himself 
under the faculty there, in expectation 
of being relieved, under their advice, 
by the well of Coomb Farm. 

Whoever is in the least acquainted 
with the nature of the urinary calculi, 
and how seldom they yield to the 
most powerful solvents that can with 
safety be introduced into the bladder, 
‘by the stomach or by the urethra, will 
not very readily believe that water, so 
“refined and filtered by the hand of 
Nature” as this is said to be, can be 
productive of even the smallest be- 
nefit. M. 

St. James’s. 
<i 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AVING frequently observed the 
interest you take in any proposi- 

tion likely to improve the condition of 
the poor, 1 am induced to offer the 
following remarks for insertion (should 
you deem them worthy,) in your valu- 
able Magazine. I have often thought 
that the plan generally pursued by 
overseers, select vestries, and guardian 
boards, towards the poor who are able 
to work, so far from being beneficial to 
the parish, is extremely injurious ; for, 
instead of supporting them, and 
enabling them to contend against the 
attempts of their employers to reduce 
their wages to such a scale as_ will 
searcely afford them a bare subsis- 
tence, they generally make common 
cause with the latter; and, by this 
means, not only reduce the labourer to 
the brink of destruction, but bring the 
price of labour so low, that every man 
who has a family dependant upon his 
bodily exertions alone, is quite unable 
to support them without assistance from 
the poor’s rate. 

The evil of this system was exhibited 
in a strong light at the end of last 
month, by the application of five men 
from Woodstock, in Kent, where they 
all had families, to L. B. Allen, esq. the 
magistrate at Union Hall, requesting 
that he would interfere in their behalf, 
as they were reduced to the greatest 
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distress by an arrangement between 
the overseers and farmers, which had 
thrown every labouring man out of 
employ who did not obtain a ticket 
from an overseer, appointing him, for 
a certain number of days, to work with 
a particular farmer. itappeared that, 
when any one applied to the overseers 
for relief, instead of giving money they 
handed a ticket, directed to some 
farmer in league with them, desiring 
him to employ the bearer for the num- 
ber of days specified, and at a rate of 
wages also mentioned on the titket, 
the amount of which would be de- 
ducted from his poor rate.* The rate 
of wages never exceeded one shilling 
and eight pence per day for men with 
the largest families, one shilling and 
four-pence was the general rate for 
married men whose families were not 
considered large by the overseer. 
These men had applied to Mr. Forbes, 
the magistrate in their neighbourhood, 
who said he could not interfere, 
although he thought they were very ill 
used. Mr. Allen regretted his inability 
to redress their grievance, but recom- 
mended them to apply to the magis- 
trates at the next sessions for the 
county, and supplied them with money 
to bear their expenses home again. 

Thus it appears that the overseers, 
in conjunction with the farmers, pos- 
sess a power Of fixing the price of agti- 
cultural labour ; and, as the prosperity 
of the country in great measure de- 
pends upon the proper use of this 
power, as no kingdom can flourish 
where the labouring classes are so 
reduced and degraded as they must be 
by a perseverance in such a system, it 
becomes every one, who has the least 
regard for the welfare of his country, 
to look to such combinations with a 
suspicious and scrutinizing eye. 

Every reflecting overseer, however 
he way be blinded or misled for the 
moment, must see that it never can be 
for the permanent interest of his parish 
to reduce the price of labour ; it is by 
the produce of their labour alone that 
the poor are kept from the workhouse ; 

* T have not been able to learn what 
compensation the farmers make to the 
parish for the services of these men, if 
indeed they make any at all; but I should 
think that those parishioners, who derive 
no benefit from this arrangement, would 
not allow their rates to be expended in the 
support of labouring men, for the sole 
benefit of their farming neighbours, - 

an 
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and, in proportion as that is dimi- 
nished, the number of paupers will be 
increased ; and, however the overseers 
may congratulate themselves on the 
apparent saving in giving an order for 
a few days’ labour instead of a few 
shillings, they will find, in the end, 
that they have gained nothing by the 
contrivance, for the families of the. 
labourers must be supported; and, as 
the rate of wages they have fixed is 
insufficient for that purpose, who but 
the overseers will ultimately be called 
upon to make up that deficiency? 
They will have even to do more, be- 
cause a man will make the greatest 
exertions, and suffer the greatest 
privations, to prevent himself and 
family from becoming chargeable ; but, 
when once the barrier is broken down, 
as it must be in numerous instances by 
a reduction in wages, he is invariably 
found to relax his own efforts, and rely 
more upon the parish. 

The effect of this system is more 
evident when applied to agricultural 
labourers, but the evil is equally great 
when it is acted upon in large towns: 
how often do parish-officers, on com- 
plaint of the master, act with harshness 
to men who have refused an offer of 
work at 10s. or 12s. per week, when 
the average wages have been from 
twenty to five-and-twenty shillings ; 
declaring that, if they had accepted the 
offer, they (the overseers) would wil- 
lingly have assisted them with some- 
thing more to enable them to support 
their families, without considering that, 
whenever a man obtains employment 
on such terms, some other man on full 
pay must be thrown out of it, and that 
the masters will never employ any 
others while they can obtain those to 
whom the-parish will pay a portion of 
their wages. 

It will no doubt appear unreasonable 
to many, that individuals, able to work, 
should be supported in the workhouse 
without being called upon to do any 
thing in order to reduce the expense ; 
but, let it be recollected, that their 
being there is a proof that the demand 
for labour has decreased, or, what is 
virtually the same thing, that the in- 
crease of labourers has overstocked the 
market ; and that, if those who cannot 
find employment elsewhere are taken 
into the house, and the produce of 
their labour carried into the market, it 
makes matters still worse, particularly 
asitis always sold below the fair mar- 
ket price; whereas, if all who were: 
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unable to support themselves, were 
taken into the workhouse, and not 
allowed or assisted by the overseers to 
underwork their neighbours, the rate of 
wages would be immediately increased ; 
and, in a short time, the demand for 
labour also, those who wanted labour- 
ers either for the production of agri- 
cultural stock, or manufactures, would 
take them from the workhouse at fair 
wages, and charge this increase to the 
consumers, who, as they derive all the 
benefit, certainly ought to bear the 
whole expense; by these means, the 
poor would be protected, and enabled 
to support themselves ereditably, 
while the burthen to the rate-payers 
would be diminished. The office of 
overseer of the poor is in some measure 
similar to that of the Roman tribune 
of the people; and, as the latter sup- 
ported the plebeians against the nobi- 
lity, so should the former protect and 
support the poor when they are no 
longer able to support themselves, nor 
to contend with success against the 
difficulties opposed to them by the 
rules, regulations, and restrictions, of 
socicty, constituted as it is at pre- 
sent. S. E. 

——— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
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NO. XXVI. 
WIELAND continued. 

J HAT circumstances prepared 
the separation of Wieland and 

Bodmer, have not been clearly ascer- 
tained. Whether Bodmer | availed 
himself of Wieland’s pen too encroach- 
ingly,—for some have affected to trace 
the style of the latter in “Sir Percival,” 
and othér poems, circulated as Bod- 
mer’s; whether already Wieland’s 
admiration of ‘the White Bull” of 
Voltaire, and of various infidel works 
of the F'rench, began to give offence to 
an old man, who had much of the in- 
tolerance of faith; whether bis moral 
austerity restrained the young man 
inconveniently ;—in 1754 Wieland had 
quitted his host, had taken separate 
lodgings, and gave lessons in Greek 
to some pupils of family. He trans- 
lated, for the manager of the theatre 
at Zurich, Rowe’s ‘‘ Lady Jane Gray,” 
which was successfully performed as 
an original; and he composed a less 
popular tragedy on the story of Cle- 
mentina of Poretta. In 1758 Wieland 
accompanied these players to Bern, 
where he accepted a preceptorship in 
the house of M. Sinner. At Bern he 

became 
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became acquainted with Dr. Zimmer- 
man, the author of a well-known work 
on Solitude; and he visited there at 
the lodgings of the accomplished ac- 
quaintance of Rousseau, Julia Bon- 
deli, whose declining charms had, 
however, the reputation of inspiring 
Wieland with a more than friendly 
attachment. 

From Bern, Wieland was suddenly 
recalled, in the year 1760, to his na- 
tive city; the town-clerkship having 
become vacant, and the corporation of 
Biberach having nominated him to the 
office without any solicitation on his 
‘part. The confidence of fellow-citizens 
is peculiarly flattering, because it re- 
poses on long familiarity ; and, as the 
situation offered, if not a liberal, yet 
an honourable independance, Wieland 
accepted the place, and undertook its 
laborious duties. His return to Bibe- 
rach was, however, not free from dis- 
appointment: Sophia, to whose hand 
he might now have aspired, having 
become the wife of M. Laroche, a se- 
eretary of Count Stadion. 
A translation of Shakspeare was at 

this time the employment of Wieland’s 
leisure; and, between the years 1762 
and 1766, he published in eight vo- 
lumes the twenty-two principal plays. 
He seems to have used Pope’s edition, 
and often leaves out the feebler pas- 
sages, there placed between commas, 
as supposed interpolations of the 
players. Of the bookseller he re- 
ceived two dollars per sheet for the 
job. 

Wieland was not Jong in discover- 
ing that the necessary duties of his 
office made grievous inroads on his 
leisure ; and the inglorious comforts 
of competency seemed ill exchanged 
for the precarious earnings of literary 
publicity. Ina letter, dated 1763, he 
compares his Biberach with San Ma- 
rino; describes the triviality of those 
legal records which formed his morn- 
ing task, and of those quadrille parties 
which his patrons expected him to join 
in the afternoon. He laments that he 
is as much without society as Milton’s 
Adam among the beasts of Paradise ; 
and adds, that his only tolerable hours 
are those which he can snatch from 
business and from company to devote 
to composition. In one respect, how- 
ever, this situation was of moral use; 
having no one on whom to lean, he 
gradually acquired an upright and 
self-propped character ; hitherto, with 
the suppleness of a cameleon, he had 
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too much imitated the hues of his ac- 
quaintance, and had _ cultivated the 
arts of ingratiation with some sacri- 
fice of the dignity of independence: 
he now first became himself, and his 
native tinge was slowly perceived to 
be very different from that which he 
reflected or assumed in the circle of 
his Swiss connexions. 

At Warthausen, about three miles 
from Biberach, on an _ eminence, 
which overlooks a valley stretching 
toward the Danube, stands a stately 
mansion belonging to the noble fa- 
mily of Stadion; and hither the old 
Count Frederic, now a widower, who 
had been Austrian ambassador at the 
court of George the Second, came, in 
his seventieth year, at the close of 
1763, to reside. With him dwelt his 
former secretary Laroche, to whom 
the stewardship of the Suabian manors 
was now intrusted; and Laroche was 
of course accompanied by his wife, 
the Sophia of Wieland. Indeed they 
alinost supplied the place of a son 
and daughter to the old Count, and 
were the companions of his table, and 
the helpmates of his infirmity. 
Through the friendship of Sophia, 

Wieland was induced to visit often 
at Warthausen; and, finding her happy 
in the protection of a man of merit, 
and surrounded by amiable children, 
the fruits of a marriage of seven years, 
he soon acquiesced in that brotherly 
feeling, which fate and nature (their 
grandmothers had been sisters,) seem- 
ed to have predestined for the quality 
of their attachment. He was also 
made welcome by the old Count, who 
felt the value, in a rural solitude, of 
so accomplished a guest. An expe- 
rienced courtier, who had long moved 
in the first cireles of Europe, this no- 
bleman was formed, by exquisite 
politeness, by his ready talent and 
fund of anecdote, by his penetrating 
observation, and by those luxurious 
appendages which decorate the exte- 
rior of opulence, to make a strong and 
progressive impression on the young 
poet, to whom his conversation re- 
vealed a new and higher world. Still 
this impression had at first more of 
admiration than complacence. Wie- 
land’s scheming philanthropy was 
often thwarted and chilled by the 
practical mistrust and sarcastic good 
sense of the Count, and of Laroche ; 
his sentimental enthusiasm was made 
to collapse by many mortifying sneers; 
and he incurred something of that 

unwelcome 
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unwelcome flinch, which the cold touch 
of egotism inflicts on benevolence. 

Under other names, Wieland has 
painted the change which at this time 
his own mind was silently undergoing : 
as, where Agathon unwillingly disco- 
vers a sister in his beloved Psyche; 
and where the religious tenets in 
which he had been educated are com- 
bated by the arguments of an Epi- 
curean. Count Stadion was sitting to 
him for Hippias. In this circle Wie- 
land first acquired that tone of the 
great world, and that art of saying 
bold things with urbanity, which ena- 
bled him to become the classic of the 
gentlemen of Germany, and to lift up 
in courts the voice of freedom. 

Count Stadion’s library included 
the select literature of Europe, espe- 
cially its modern philosophy; and he 
had himself deeply imbibed the spirit 
of an age intent on the overthrow of 
prejudice. In the fashionable world, 
laxity of principle is often professed 
for the sake of living among the 
licentious, without alarming their self- 
love; and so Wieland perceived in 
this family. ‘The moral tolerance pro- 
claimed to others was not needed as 
a personal apology; egotism was but 
the pretext for a luxury, which acted 
as the handmaid of beneficence ; mo- 
rality was practised without morose- 
ness; and the kind affections were 
indulged within the limits of the beau- 
tiful and the geod, 

The married daughters of Count 
Stadion came occasionally to visit at 
Warthausen : at these times the Muses 
redoubled their efforts to enliven the 
family circle. Poems of Wieland, yet 
in manuscript, were read aloud for 
their amusement; and the story of 
Diana and Endymion is mentioned as 
one of the pieces so rehearsed. It 
contains passages to which English 
ladies would hesitate to listen; but 
probably the poet knew where to 
skip, or perhaps in southern countries 
the married women affect less seve- 
rity. At a time when the court of 
France gave the tone to Europe, and 
received it from Madame de Pompa- 
dour, a loose cast prevailed in the 
literature of the times, which Wieland 
could adopt in his ‘*Comic Tales,” 
without forfeiting the suffrage of the 
genteel world. The ladies at War- 
thausen not only fancied poetry, but 
were remarkably fond of fairy tales, 
and gave occasion to those studies, 
which excited the composition of “ Don 
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Silvio of Rosalva,” a novel printed by 
Wieland in 1764. 

The year 1765 was allotted to the 
composition and completion of “ Aga- 
thon,” the earliest work of Wieland, 
to which he himself assigns a classical 
rank; it appeared in 1706. His pre- 
vious productions he considers as 
juvenile efforts, made while his mind 
was yet in the progress of education, 
and while he had prejudices to lose, 
as well as. principles to acquire: but 
in the “Agathon’ his philosophy 
already appears systematised and ma- 
ture, and his peculiar talent for 
psychological observation is advan- 
tageously displayed. As the latest 
edition contains a chapter not yet 
extant at the time, when Mr. Richard- 
son, of Eworth, near York, published 
his excellent translation of ““Agathon,” 
we Shall transcribe it here as a wel- 
come supplement, 

Agathon departed with few prejudices, 
and returned from his travels without 
those few. During his philosophic pil- 
grimage he remained a mere spectator of 
the stage of things, and was the more at 
leisure to judge of the performance. 

His observations on others completed 
what his own reflection and experience 
had begun. They convinced him_ that 
men on the average are what Hippias 
paints them, although they should be what 
Archytas exhibits. 
He saw every where what may yet be 

seen, that they are not so good as they 
might be if they were wiser: but he also 
saw, that they cannot become better until 
they ate wiser; and they cannot become 
wiser unless fathers, mothers, nurses, 
teachers, and priests, with their other 
overlookers, from the constable to the 
king, shall have become as wise as it be- 
longs to each in his relative situation to be, 
in order to do his duty, and to be truly 
useful to the human race. 

He saw, therefore, that information fa- 
vourable to moral improvement is the only 
ground on which the hope of better times, 
that is of better men, can rationally be 
founded. He saw that all nations, the 
wildest barbarian as- well as the most re- 
fined Greek, honour virtue; and that no 
society, not even a horde of Arabian rob- 
bers, can subsist without some degree of 
virtue. He found every town, every pro- 
vince, every nation, so much happier, the 
better the morals of the inhabitants were ; 
and, without exception, he saw most cor- 
ruption amid extreme poverty or extreme 
wealth. 

He found, among all the nations whom 
he visited, religion muffled up in supersti- 
tion, abused to the injury of society, and 
converted by hypocrisy, or open at 

into 
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into an instrument of deception, ambition, 
avarice, voluptuousness, or laziness, He 
saw that individuals and whole nations 
can have religion without virtue, and that 
thereby they are made worse: but he also 
saw, that in individuals and whole nations, 
if already virtuous, are made better by 
piety. 
He saw legislation, administration, and 

police, every where full of defects and 
abuses: but he also saw, that men without 
laws, administration, or police, were worse 
and more unhappy. Every where he 
heard abuses censured, and found every 
one desirous that the world should be 
mended: he saw many willing to toil at its 
improvement, and inexhaustible in their 
projects; but not one who was willing to 
begin the amendment on himself. Hence 
he easily conceived why nothing grows 
better. 
He saw men influenced every where 

by two opposite instincts,—the desire of 
equality, and the desire of domineering 
without restraint over others; which con- 
vinced him that, unless this evil can be 
subdued, much may not be expected from 
governmental changes; that man must 
revolve in an eternal circle, from royal 
despotism and aristocratic insolence to 
popular licentiousness and mob-tyranny, 
unless a legislation, deduced from the first 
principles of philosophy, and an education 
corresponding therewith, shall curb in 
most men the animal desire of domineer- 
ing without restraint. 

He saw that every where arts, industry, 
and economy, are followed by riches, 
riches by luxury, luxury by corruption, 
and corruption by the dissolution of the 
state: but he also saw that the arts, under 
the guidance of wisdom, embellish, evolve, 
and ennoble, mankind ; that art is the half 
of our nature, and that man without art is 
the most miserable of animals. 
He saw, through the whole economy of 

society, the limits of the true and false, 
of the good and bad, of the right and 
wrong, imperceptibly melting into each 
other; and he thereby convinced himself 
still more of the necessity of wise laws, 
and of the duty of a good citizen rather 
to trust the law tlian his own precon- 
ceptions. 

All that he had seen confirmed him in 
the opinion, that man, in some respects 
allied to the beasts of the field, in another 
to superior beings, and even to the Deity 
himself, is no less incapable of being a 
mere beast than a mere spirit; that he 
only lives conformably to his nature, when 
he is ever ascending ; that each higher step 
toward wisdom and virtue always in- 
creases his happiness; that wisdom and 
virtue have at all times been the true 
gauge of public and private happiness 
among men; and that this experienced 
truth, which no sceptic can weaken, is 
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sufficient to blow away all the sophisms 
of a Hippias, and irreversibly to confirm 
Archytas’s theory of living wisely. 

In a letter to Riedel, dated in 1765, 
Wieland mentions that he had hired a 
garden out of Biberach, having a sum- 
mer-house, which commanded a fine 
rural prospect. ‘‘Here (adds he) I 
pass many afternoons, with no other 
society than the Muses; and, when I 
rise for some minutes from my task, 
I snuff the odour of new-mown hay, or 
see the boys bathe, or watch the ret- 
ters of flax. At a distance I catch the 
church-yard, in whieh the bones of 
my fathers and probably my own will 
one day repose together; or, in the 
rich confusion of the remoter Jand- 
scape, I single out the new white cas- 
tle of Horn, then sit down again—and 
rhime.” 

(To be concluded in our next.) 
—=2—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
AM a constant reader of your 
agreeable Magazine, and look 

forward to its perusal each month 
with renewed and inereased pleasure. 
Your Number for September present- 
ed to me scenes that have given me 
extreme delight, in the “ Amateur’s 
Trip to Paris;” and the easy style in 
which the paper was written, induced 
me to imagine a few extracts from my 
diary of a year’s residence in that me- 
tropolis might not be unacceptable to 
those who peruse your work for mere 
amusement. Many of my friends have 
solicited this exertion, and it is only 
the idle L should expect to entertain: 
I leave the energetic “to revel in the 
charms” of science, and monopolize 
the attention of the learned. If the 
following letter pleases you, sir, I shall 
consider it an honour to be allowed to 
send you others. 

My dear Brother,—When we part- 
ed in the spring of 1821, each contem- 
plated with great delight the new and 
different scenes we were to explore. 
You have lingered weary months on 
the ‘giant element” that so widely 
Separates us: I but breathed its re- 
freshing airs, and was quickly in the 
land of my destination. ‘Towards the 
close of July we arrived at Dover late 
in the evening: the next morning was 
cloudy and dark,—sympathising with 
my spirits. How inexplicable are the 
human heart and mind—what most I 
wished, distressed me to possess. Now 

that 
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that the moment of departure from 
“my own, my native land,” was ar- 
rived, the enthusiasm with which I 
had sometimes anticipated an excur- 
sion to the Continent entirely fled: 
three years is long, indeed, to be di- 
vided from those one loves. The den- 
sity of the atmosphere oppressed me 
beyond expression ; and the indistinct 
appearance of men and things made 
all around me seem a vision,—myself 
alone an animated being, conscious of 
sorrow and anxiety. We sailed in 
great confusion, with three carriages, 
and one hundred and fifty passengers 
on-board ; the wind was favourable, 
and soon friends, kindred, and coun- 
try, faded from mysight. 

I was fortunate enough to escape 
personal search: at the custom-house 
of Calais, and hastened to Meurice’s 
Hotel. The sensation of such imme- 
diate transition from one set of cus- 
toms to another, from one language to 
another, and to be transported in the 
space of four hours to a place so com- 
pletely different in every thing, gene- 
rally aflects people in a ludicrous 
manner, — they Jaugh incessantly. 
Chairs and sofas, covered with green 
velvet, in an inn of third-rate quality; 
classical subjects painted in large pan- 
nels on the walls; immense looking- 
glasses fixed in the sides of the rooms, 
asif a thing par conséquence,—a sine 
gua non! ostlers and chambermaids 
chattering the language one had stu- 
died as an elegant accomplishment: 
nay, the very barking of dogs and 
crowing of cocks seem in a’ different 
tone to that of the animals one has 
just parted with. 

The French diligence is a vehicle 
you thoroughly know from repeated 
descriptions; but never shall I forget 
the roar of laughter that burst forth: 
at the first sight of a postillion. Figure 
to yourself a man clothed in a dirty 
sky-blue jacket, trimmed with tarnish- 
ed old silver lace, a pair of filthy long 
nankeens, all shoved up from the legs, 
which last were lost in immense jack- 
boots,—such boots as would have de- 
lighted our old favourites, Sancho or 
Hudibras; for in each they might 
safely have stowed provision for a 
month’s journey. Then the thick knot 
of hair, clotted into a tail, which, by 
its pendulous motion, had thoroughly 
larded the dress with grease and pow- 
der; upon the head thus ornamented, 
imagine a little jemmy-looking hat, 
stuck on one side, with a green ri- 
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band round it, and a full blown rose 
placed in front,—the powdered hair, 
well frizzed, standing out five or six 
inches from under it on each side. 
Such was the attire of the being who 
drove our lumbering conveyance from 
Calais. 3 

At Saumur we were highly amused 
by the crowds of ragged wretches that 

_thronged round us; boys and girls, 
dancing for a sou,—‘ singing men 
and singing women:” some of the 
youngest hung upon the sides of the 
diligence for a considerable distance, 
chattering so fast, it was scarcely pos- 
sible to distinguish»one word from 
another. A handsome looking girl 
observed me to appear rather sombre, _ 
and asked meif I had the “mal au 
cour?” * Oui, en verité, mua belle, j’en 
ai,” was my reply.—‘‘ Ah, mon Dieu, 
quel malheur!’ exclaimed she, and in- 
stantly began to sing, to amuse me she 
said; then danced on the road with 
her companions, and repeatedly called 
out, ‘‘How d’ye do, my dear,—very 
pretty girl,’ appearing perfectly un- 
conscious of the meaning of her 
words: then she hung once more ‘to 
the coach, and flattered with all the 
art of a complete adept. I wanted to 
know how they all came to speak 
English so well, and then she told me 
there had been a great many English 
Soldiers there, and that they had left 
‘“bien des enfans,”” One would have 
called such a girl in England an im- 
pudent creature; but there was an 
innocence and naiveté in her manner 
that checked observation of her words, 
and we all agreed in thinking her very 
elegant in her actions. 

At Abbeville we entered an apart- 
ment whose appearance stamped it 
French: the door was clumsy and 
heavy, like that of a stable; yet on the 
chimney-piece stood a cast of the 
lovely ‘Venere Calipygia;” she was 
my first acquaintance, and, though but 
“an unfeeling block,” seemed to cheer 
and revive me. 

Arrived in Paris, l was overpowered 
with fatigue, and a return of illness ; 
and for several weeks only crept out 
of doors to wear away time. I was 
unfortunately recommended to a part 
of the town by no means calculated to 
impress me with a favourable opinion, 
—Tle quartier du Luxembourg : this was 
for the sake of tranquillity, The regu- 
larity of the Luxembourg gardens dis- 
gusted me, and appeared in my eyes 
no better than an English nursery- 

ground: 
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vround: the interspersed statues were 
all that pleased me. The walks are 
erowded on Sunday evenings with 
uncommon yaiety ; but it is the trades- 
people who most frequent them. From 
the neighbouring Boulevards may be 
heard the busy hum of thousands of 
voices, with music of every kind. To 
one who has been brought up in the 
tranquil observance of an English 
Sabbath, this sound appears to proceed 
as if from Pandemonium. I had ob- 
served several women stitching at a 
mattress in the morning,—for Sunday 
seems no day of rest; and is univer- 
sally looked forward to by the better 
classes as a jour de féle.- The Yrench 
€annot have an idea of true religion, 
notwithstanding all their pretensions, 

In the Gallery of the Luxembourg 
Palace, many of the best paintings of 
modern artists are collected. It has 
always struck me that the French are 
hard in their outline, and much too 
clean in the whole picture. I like de- 
cision; but there must be harmony 
too. David is considered a man of 
talent; yet his painting of “‘ the last 
hour of Socrates,” can never please a 
lover of natural appearances; the 
attitudes are good, but the philosopher 
is_ honoured with chains of polished 
steel, the walls of his dungeon are of 
fine bright marble, and he is attired 
in a new dress,—to die becomingly, I 
suppose. It is possible this new look 
of every thing may arise from the 
brightness of the varnish. My old 
acquaintance from Pall Mall, Le- 
thiére’s “ Judgment of Brutus,” was 
seen to greater advantage in England 
than in its present situation. 

It is singular to observe the strange 
mixture of company in picture-galle- 
ries abroad: three or four dirty rag- 
ged boys, with the air of connossicurs, 
pointing out the different beauties or 
deformities their fancies lead them to 
ercelve, may be seen in one corner; 

in another a group of soldiers, making 
perspective-glasses of their fingers, 
and viewing every thing con amore; 
and a well-dressed man lounging at 
full length on a bench, to the great 
annoyance of all near him (English, be 
it observed). The same taste for fine 
arts is very general, indeed, amongst 
the lower classes of the French. I 
discovered in the back-room of a little 
shop, an excellent collection of prints 
from Westall and West. 

The rooms in the Luxembourg are 
all small, and the Salle des Séances 
Montuty Mac. No. 376, 
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disappointed me; itis too compressec, 
—no space for grandeur. The curious 
apartment of Marie de Medicis is very 
diminutive, and crowded with orna- 
ment to a ridiculous degree: the stair- 
case is truly beautiful. I send you 
Galignani’s Guide to Paris, where you 
will meet with particulars that I omit. 
When well enough to resume my 

pursuits, I received lessons from 
Mugnie; he has composed many 
sweet things for the flute, but is too 
old to be any longer a good master. 
Mugnie was a favourite of Louis the 
Highteenth, and was in England all 
the time that monarch took refuge 
there. Never was there such a de- 
vourer of flattery, and he is equally 
munificent in distributing the pala- 
table potion: it is a sovereign specific 
among the French for that dreadful 
epidemic the spleen or ennw, and 
rouses all their faculties. 

With Signor Giovanni I read that 
delightful work, so justly praised in a 
late number of the Monthly Magazine, 
“ Te Nottt Romani.” He is the author 
of the elegant preface attached to it, 
anda man ‘of finely cultivated mind. 
It is requisite to have some study even 
in the midst of pleasures; for, if you 
are intent upon a pursuit at home, you 
see every thing out of doors with 
greater zest, and you return to relieve 
the wandering seuses by uniting “all 
the powers of the mind on one object. 

Yours ever, M. 8S. 
—— a 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, | 
HAT the common open boat, not- 
withstanding the skill and intre- 

pidity with which it is managed, not- 
withstanding the almost miraculous 
feats which it has been known to ac- 
complish in.outliving a storm when a™ 
large ship has gone to the bottom, and 
notwithstanding the sundry contri- 
vances which have been adopted to 
give it security, is one of the most pe- 
rilous situations in which a mariner 
can be exposed, as the almost weekly 
disasters that the newspapers record 
are an incontestible proof,—it is no- 
torious and self-evident, that it would 
be quite absurd to enlarge upon such 
a subject. And, though I do not 
mean to find fault with the life-boat 
commonly attributed to Mr. Great- 
head, but am willing to give it all the 
credit which is due to it, and thongh 

I would hardly go so far as to say that, 
beneficial as it may be, it is not ex- 
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actly what the public services require, 
yet these considerations constitute 
no reason why, if another person can 
suggest an improved plan, it should 
not be done. 

I am therefore induced to submit 
the following plan to preserve the lives 
of seamen in their perilous efforts to 
assist a ship in distress, and the perpe- 
tual dangers which otherwise and at 
all times attend the common boat; to 
say if something under the influence of 
a sail cannot be constructed, so as to 
communicate from the shore to a ship 
in distress, or to encounter a gale of 
wind without much, if any danger,— 
at least not the danger of a common 
boat; and I think I have made a mo- 
del that will answer either as a life- 
boat, a fishing-boat, (for this is often 
exposed to imminent danger, as the 
word “Clovelly” too painfully brings 
to one’s recollection,) or for any other 
general use, where danger is to be 
apprebended, or necessity requires. 
This boat, according to my idea, may 
be made of any manageable size, for 
two men, for eight, ten, or more; of 
course of any size or dimensions ; ca- 
pable of being Jaunched at amoment’s 
notice; rigged in any character, cal- 
culated either for the sail or the oar, 
but chiefly the sail; managed without 
difficulty, and without any other ma- 
nual assistance than the rudder. It 
may upset, but cannot remain so; or, 
if it should be momentarily upset, no 
injury can arise, because it must in- 
stantly right again; nor yet sink, though 
ten thousand waves wash over it. It 
shall work off upon a lee shore much 
better than the common bur or Deal 
boat in the sharpest surf, either with- 
out difficulty or danger to its crew; 
and shall go as near the wind, make 
less lee-way, and sail with as much 
rapidity as any boat that has ever yet 
been built; and, I may with truth add, 
without so much as wetting the jackets 
of its crew,—affording an ample stow- 
age, according to its size, without be- 
ing incumbered with any thing that 
will retard its course. It may be 
shaped either for celerity or burthen, 
or for common purposes; and I should 
think that 20/7. would most amply sup- 
ply all the extra expenses of a common 
boat, and most common, boats can be 
converted into it without the least 
difficulty ; though a boat to be built 
with an eye to this improvement,—if 
such, on inspection, it should turn out 
40 be,~would be preferable. J am no 
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sailor, and not much of a mechanic; 
nor do I live in any sea-port town, 
and therefore do not know whether 
any boat answering this description 
has ever been offered to the public: 
but I believe not, as I never heard of 
any such; asa fishing-boat, and one 
for ordinary purposes, I am sure there 
never has; and if, from what I have 
remarked, it be deemed worthy of 
consideration, I am ready to submit 
the model to inspection. 

Mr. Greathead’s boat is only adapt- 
ed for rowing, and I apprehend the 
expense of it is considerable, and its 
management with oars so arduous in 
a storm, particularly to those who are 
unacquainted with it, as well as ex- 
cessively dangerous and laborious, as 
to preclude the common use of it, 
when there .ought to be such a boat, 
or some such boat, not only at every 
port, but within every three or four 
miles of the coast. 

This model is attended with so little 
extra expense, and is so much more 
desirable than the common boat, that 
it.can be used for all daily and ordi- 
nary purposes, and therefore will 
always be fit for use, and can be used 
as a life-boat at a moment’s notice ; 
whereas the professed life-boats are 
either put away in houses, and get 
dry, or otherwise used so seldom, 
that, like a fire-engine in a country 
town, when upon a sudden emergency 
their services are wanted, they are 
unfit for use. The first time the 
Aberdeen boat, as I have been in- 
formed, was required, it immediately 
filed, from being kept in a dry 
place, and could not be used. After 
that, it was kept afloat, and soon got 
rotten. 

The most serious disasters frequent- 
ly occur from the accidental upsetting 
of boats, when no danger is dreamt of, 
—in rivers, and from going to and 
from ships at anchor in bays and 
roads; for there are winds and seas 
that are highly dangerous to open 
boats, that are not so to ships. If the 
common boat ship a sea, there is an 
end of her, and all on-board; she be- 
comes water-logged, and cannot right 
again. The proposed boat cannot up- 
set, ship a sea, or fill; if a squall in a 
river—where unexpected gusts often 
strike a boat or bark—strike this boat, 
the sails trim themselves of their own 
accord, she rights in an instant, and is 
in a condition to receive the wind, 
come as it will. If her gunwhale be 

pressed 
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pressed under water, or she turn bot- 
tom up, it matters not, for she will 
refit as olten without any assistance ; 
the man at the helm shall be still se- 
cure; and I repeat again, that it may 
be as useful in the hazardous enter- 
prise of the pilot, or the fishing-boat, 
as the life-preserver ; and particularly 
adapted to attend a ship in rough 
weather, where a common boat would 
be in a perilous situation. 

I am informed that the Deal boats, 
‘in cases of necessity, venture out 
through the breakers on a lee-shore 
to a ship in distress, and get over the 
surf without being swamped; but it 
sometimes happens that the boats fill, 
and the men are drowned, or in very 
great danger. An instance of this 
nature lately happened on the Kent 
or Surrey coast. Nowif the Deal boat 
can thus work off the shore with dan- 
ger, this boat can equally well work 
off withoui,—for it shall be the same 
altered boat, the same rigging, and the 
same men. 
The model will prove every thing 

which I have said: I have no wish to 
keep any thing a secret, but to make 
every thing as speedily public as pos- 
sible. I only desire to be indemnified 
in offering to the public a complete 
specimen of what I have proposed, 
which I am _told,for a boat of eighteen 
feet keel, would not exceed 100/. a 
matter of no great importance where 

. the object is human life. 
I am not so presumptuous as to say, 

that the plan is infallible, or that there 
is no danger in any situation, or under 
any circumstances; but I see none, 
unless it be coming in contact with 
rocks; and I do mean to say, and am 
ready to prove, that the plan is more 
safe by 10,000 degrees than the usual 
modes of putting to sea, either by the 
life, the fishing, the pilot, or any other 
boat now in use. If ten lives only 
are saved in a year, it is a consl- 
deration. 

IT have shown this model only to one 
experienced and respectable ship- 
builder, who remarked that it cer- 
tainly was calculated to answer every 
thing which I had said of it; and he 
was surprised that no one had ever 
suggested it before. 

if what I have said is thought wor- 
thy the attention of those whom it 
mostly concerns, the writer may soon 
be found out by the initials of 

A, B. €, 
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For the Monthly Magazine. 
OBSERVATIONS on the EVILS: of the 

PRESENT SYSTEM on which the WHEELS 
and AXLES of CARRIAGES are CON- 
STRUCTED; shewing that, by their 
RUINOUS EFFECTS, every attempt to 
IMPROVE the ROADS is rendered PAR- 
TIALLY NUGATORY. 
Y the General Turnpike or High- 
way Act, passed many years ago, 

it was enacted, that the wheels of car- 
riages should run a certain distance 
apart from each other, and all car- 
riages now in use (excepting drays in 
the metropolis, and a few others,) are 
regulated on that principle. This 
equality of widths on the ground is 
productive of incalculable mischief by 
the constant formation of ruts and 
quarters; and, so long as that system 
is adhered to, no road whatever, or 
however formed, can be exempt from 
these consequences, and more espe- 
cially those on which the uniform line 
of heayy carriages is unbroken by 
lighter travelling. Although the Act 
above mentioned has been repealed 
some time, the influence of established 
customs, aided by the powerful sway 
of prejudice, still leads the public to 
preserve the same distance of wheels 
from each other in all carriages; and, 
until alaw be made to compel a di- 
versity of widths in the wheels on the 
ground, we shall always have to con- 
tend with slices, quarters, and fur- 
rows,—the effect of which both man 
and horse have cause to dread. Nay, 
were roads formed with iron, even 
then they would not be entirely 
exempt from quarters and furrows. 
This, though not obvious to common 
observers, 1s yet sufficiently evident to 
all who have studied the subject. 

The consequences of a law pre- 
scribing diversity of widths, as afore- 
mentioned, would be—good roads 
every where, and the certain saving to 
the whole community of many hun- 
dred thousand pounds annually, all 
which may be accomplished without 
producing the least inconvenience to 
any individual, or altering the widths 
of coach or waggon bodies in any way 
whatever. 

I am so thoroughly convinced of the 
beneficial effects of the adoption of 
the alterations which I have suggest- 
ed, that if carriages so constructed 
were used three months only, on a 
busy road now regularly sliced and 
quartered, I haye no doubt that road 

would 
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would become nearly even, without 
the application of either labour or 
material. A trial of this kind would 
undoubtedly be attended with extra 

" exertion to the horses, and this is only 
mentioned as an experiment that may 
shew the effect which such carriages 
would produce. Roads once well 
made would be kept in good condition 
for two-thirds of the expense which 
they now cost, and it would be here- 
after impossible to make either quar- 
ter or furrow on any road where such 
carriages might be used. 

The advantages to stage-coaches 
would be as follow:—Agreeably to 
the different distances the wheels may 
stand apart, they will become more 
straight in their form, that is, they will 
be less coned, and consequently the 
axletree less bent. 

To give a set of horses the full ad- 
vantage of their strength, coach-pro- 
prietors would do well to attend to the 
following remarks:—Form the car- 
xiage wheels nearly straight; such 
will require an axletree nearly hori- 
zontal, which is best, if made cylin- 
drical, for various reasons: place the 
greatest part of the weight of the load 
on the highest wheels, and make the 
fore-wheels as high as possible, so as 
to preserve the turning which may be 
wanted. The wheels being set wider 
on the ground, will add greatly to the 
security of all passengers, and no 
inconvenience whatever will attend 
the measure here proposed, It would 
be well, also, if the proprietors of 
coaches would so order that the hind 
-and fore wheels of their carriages 
should be some distance further apart 
than they are now generally used ; for, 
although a small advantage (very 
small indeed,) is given to the horses 
by making the carriage short, it is of 
minor importance compared with the 
great benefits to be derived from car- 
riages of greater length. These will 
be less liable to overturn,—will greatly 
facilitate the practicability of intro- 
ducing lofty fore-wheels,—and will aid 
much in the scheme of carrying all the 
weight much lower than the mode 
generally practised will allow. 

This plan does not require wageon 
wheels to be wider at the top, nor 
would they be more difficult to pass 
on the road than they now are; their 
bottoms being extended variously will 
diminish the cone of the wheel, cause 
less bevilling on the sole, and urge 

the axletree towards a natural posi-+ 
tion, that is, it will be less inclined. 
A wheel much dished or coned must 
be proportionably laid out at the top, 
and thereby much bevilled on its sole, 
consequently two different peripheries 
are produced on the rim, which is 
expected to traverse the ground with 
an equal pressure on every part of its 
sole at the same time, and with ease 
to the horses, a thing which is clearly 
impossible. The large diameter, it 
should be observed, goes freely, but 
the lesser drags and slides with a con- 
tinual waste of animal exertion. The 
wheelwright forms the sole of a nine- 
inch wheel very full in the middle, 
intending that the pressure may be 
chiefly on the middle tire, and not on 
the outer circumferences of the rim of 
the wheel. Whilst such wheels are 
used on a hard or paved road, they 
have partially the desired effect. On 
any other road the large and small 
diameters of the wheel are engaged 
most severely in the contention before 
mentioned. The evil complained of 
can only be remedied by having 
wheels less coned, agreeably to the 
plan here suggested for more effec- 
tually bettering the condition of all 
roads. 

Having offered an opinion on coni- 
cal wheels, I shall now make some 
observations on wheels differently 
formed. Some persons advocate a 
wheel quite straight; but a wheel so 
constructed would be unable to bear 
the external lateral pressure of the 
carriage, and its weak parts would be 
soon discovered. As much ofa cone 
as would form a faint arch to a wheel 
is indispensable, not only to itsstrength, 
but also to furnish what is called prop, 
or sufficient obliquity to that spoke 
which turns to the ground as the 
wheel makes its revolution. Wheels 
so formed have a correct tendency ; 
they are with case modelled to the 
convexity of any road, requiring an~ 
axletree nearly straight, and being so 
regulated they will afford the same 
convenience as heretofore for the dif- 
ferent widths of all bodies betwecn the 
wheels of either coach, chaise, or 
waggon. 

An observing eye will notice the 
smooth and even appearance of the 
roads about London, although the 
materials there are not good; the 
continued crossings of the carriages 
to and fro on these prevent the evil 

resulting 
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resulting from wheels of regular 
widths; and this in some degree ac- 
cords with my sentiments on diversity 
of widths, by which the same effects 
would be produced on all roads; be- 
sides, were the plan which I recom- 
mend generally adopted, the saving 
of money new expended on the turn- 
pike-roads would be immense, and 
consequently a serious diminution in 
the tol!s would follow. In many parts 
of the kingdom the public continue to 
be highly gratified with observing 
most extraordinary improvement in 
the system of road-making by different 
gentlemen, whose continued exertions 
claim every acknowledgment. Theirs 
is the credit of providing this great 
accommodation to the public; while, 
by the easy, safe, and economical, 
plan here recommended, I furnish the 
means of securing the continuance of 
that accommodation to all who use it. 
As the bhest-made road in a public 
situation will in a few months, and in 
some places in a few weeks, discover 
the regular slices I speak of, which 
appear as if set out by line and rule, is 
it not reasonable to expect that every 
traveller will ask himself, “ What is 
dhe principal cause of these obstruc- 
tions?” to which question reason will 
dictate a reply; namely, that itis the 
present regular width of wheels on 
the ground, nor can any other possible 
cause or occasion whatever be pro- 
duecd. Nor can any plea be fairly 
advanced, why well-made roads ought 
not to be preserved. It will be in 
vain to make roads, at an enormous 
expense, as is the practice now, unless 

they be afterwards kept in good order. 
On the present system not more than 
one-half of the breadth of any road is 
or can be worn out, while the other is 
cut up in half the time it ought to have 
lasted. I would further state, that, 
however good the materials of a road 
may be, however sound its foundation, 
and however beautifully formed as 
before mentioned, the slices in public 
situations will still be discovered in 
the course of a few weeks; and all 
careful surveyors now pay particular 
attention, on a newly-formed road, to 
check these regular slices in their 
first appearance, by adopting the fol- 
lowing as remedies :—There are some 
who fill up the gutters as soon as they 
are made; others introduce fresh ma- 
terials on the intermediate spaces, to 
divert the'track of the horses; while 
others pursue the plan of laying many 
rows of large stones in a morning, so 
as to prevent the horses from following 
the first-made track; these stones be- 
ing replaced and removed, morning 
and night, as often as may be thought 
useful. All these expedients are ‘at- 
tended with much expense, and none 
of them entirely remedy the evil. 
Now the regulation in wheels, which 
I propose, will not only save all the 
money thus expended on new and 
well-formed roads, but will be truly 
and permanently effective in their use, 
by preventing the recurrence of such 
mischief. 

I now proceed to detail the varia- 
tions which I propose in the distances 
of wheels on the ground. ‘These di- 
mensions are to the outside of each :— 

Wheel on the Ground as now used, Ft. In. Proposed Advances. Fl. In. 
Wheels ot the breadth of sixteen inches 5 9 ——Advancing-three inches, each carriage,to 6 9 

Nine inches breadth . - . - &d 4 Do. do. do. 5 eet)? | 
Six do. do. . 5 2 Do. two do . + 0 
Four inches in lieu of any three ‘inches 4 1 Do. do. do. 5 - 5d 8 
Stage-coaches two inches and a half 4 9 Do. do do. .«  « 5 7, 
Chaises two inches, asnow used ..4 9 Do. do. do, 5 eee) 
Gigs two inches ad libitum. . 4 9 

It will be observed by these calcu- 1 ber from certain places on which it 
lations, that the outside of the widest 
wheels on the ground is six feet nine 
inches, and the inside of the narrowest 
four feet five inches, thus producing a 
difference in their width on the road 
of twenty-eight inches, where whecls 
sixteen inches wide are used; where 
nine inches are used, a difference of 
twenty-four inches; and where none 
wider than six inches are used, a dif- 
ference of twenty inches. 

[ propose that narrow or three-inch 
wheels be entirely done away. Far- 
mers’ carriages for particular situa- 
tions, and those for transporting tim- 

grew, must of course be allowed. ‘To 
a superficial observer it is obvious that, 
by these simple means, the evil com- 
plained of would be effectually re- 
moved. ‘This variety is found without 
having any wheels nearer together on 
the ground, to be more liable to over- 
turn, or any wider in the top, or more 
difficult to pass on the road, than they 
now are, except stage- coaches, and a 
few of these only are proposed to be 
one inch wider on each side, by which 
complete security will be given to 
passengers, without the least disad- 
vantage either to proprietors or horses, 

Whey 
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When the great comfort and luxury 
of good roads are taken into account, 
how trifling will the expense appear 
of altering the widths of wheels as 
proposed! But it will be impossible to 
carry the improvement which I have 
suggested into effect without a legis- 
lative enactment. To me there is one 
part of the Act of Parliament, re- 
quiring the weighing of carriages, 
which appears to want amendment. 
in the winter scason, when the roads 
are the most subject to abuse from 
wear, a narrow-wheeled waggon, 
which moves at a slow pace, ona tire 
of three inches wide, is allowed by the 
Act, including its load, to be three 
tons weight; whilst a stage-coach, 
moving with great velocity on tires of 
iwo inches wide, frequently weighs as 
follows :—The coach 21 cwt., the pas- 
sengers 28 cwt., and the luggage 12 
ewt., togeticr three tors,—as much as 
the waggon and its loading! Yet 
this instrument of destruction (the 
coach) is allowed to pass the weighing 
engines unnoticed. 

The Act forbids the owner of the 
waggen to draw the horses double; 
but, if they were compelled to do so, 
it would be of advantage to the driver, 
the horses, and the roads. It should 
also be remarked, that the coach 
(having no restriction to number) is 
frequently drawn by six horses, whilst 
the waggon, drawn by five, is fined, 
and doubly so if drawn by six, as the 
coach is permitted to be. 

Tt wiil afford me great pleasure to 
reply to any communication on this 
important subject, when, by drawings, 
instrumental experiments, and expla- 
nations, I will engage to prove the 
accuracy of my positions. 
Tam confident that a few gentlemen 

who have studicd this most interest- 
ing subject, will find no difficulty in 
Iaying down such a plan as will enable 
the legislature to act securely upon ; 
and, when brought into practice, it 
cannot fail to prove perfectly satisfac- 
tory to all travellers and owners of 
carriages whatever. A few months’ 
trial will entirely remove the inconve- 
niences now felt, and the ruts and 
prominences on the roads will gradu- 
ally disappear. : 

A few years ago Mr. Deacon wrote 
much to the purpose on this head, but 
the neglect or rejection of his advice 
has hitherto discouraged any attempt 
to revive the subject. Prejudice is a 

powerful enemy to every species of 
improvement, and I am _ perfectly 
aware that my suggestions will en- 
counter the opposition of coachmen 
and waggoners in general. They have, 
indeed, so long wallowed in the mire, 
and the poor honest animals under 
their care have so frequently their 
burihens to lift over furrows of consi- 
derable depth, from quarter to quar- 
ter, that they will probably choose 
rather to pursue their old beaten 
tracks as a guide on their journey, 
than believe these observations to be 
of any value, or the plan which I re- 
commend practicable. 

I now beg to offer a suggestion, 
whether, on public roads, a small 
house at the end of every mile, suffi- 
cient for the residence of a labourer, 
and to serve as a mile-mark, might 
not frequently be found an accommo- 
dation to travellers, as they would 
never be more than half a mile from 
assistance, if wanted. 

The roads in general are subject to 
various abuses, which are in no way 
connected with the wheel system, 
consequently not in my proyince to 
enlarge upon,—such as high fences, 
materials improperly placed by the 
sides of narrow roads, Kc. 

Sheffield ; Joun Hutcuinson. 
July 2, 1822. 
** The writer of the foregoing obser- 

vations has been a builder of carriages for 
half a century, and in the habit of using 
the greatest variety of them fepé by any 
one person during forty years. 

—__——— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

WN the autumn of the year 1780, the 
writer of this article was in the 

employment of Mr. Watt as a 
draughtsman, and was generally oc- 
cupied in the same room and at ihe 
same table with Mr. Watt. At that 
time the ingenious Mr. Rae was at 
Mr. Boulton’s, who was partner with 
Mr. Watt. He had gone down from 
London for a few weeks to execute an 
order for silk-reels for the East India 
Company, and took with him a mo- 
del of a boat in tin, propelled by a 
spring in the inside of the boat, on the 
same principle that the steam-engine 
acts; for all mechanical men know, 
that whether the moving power be a 
spring of steel, or a steam-engine, or 
men, or horses, the effect is the same. 

That boat had indeed machinery 
different 
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different in form from the steam-boats 
now in use; for, instead of a wheel 
with floats on each side, it had a 
screw that turned rapidly round un- 
der the keel of the vessel. ‘The screw 
was very much like that employed in 
Messrs. Whitbread and Co.’s brewery, 
for raising the malt from one story 
to another. 

Mr. Boulton, Mr. Rae, a Captain 
Langley, and the writer of this, had 
amused themselves for some time with 
the boat, which sailed exceedingly 
well across a large pond of water, Mr. 
Boulton exulting in the idea that 
steam would some day be employed 
in the same way. 

I afterwards left the party to go to 
Mr. Watt, who seldom stirred from 
home; and, when I had begun to copy 
a drawing, conversing as usual with 
that great inventor, 1 said I thought 
Mr. Watt could not easily euess how 
Mr. Boulton was employed; Mr. Watt 
said, ‘‘He would not try,—so many 
schemes came into Mr. Boulton’s 
head.” Being told what had been 
tried, Mr. Watt smiled as one would 
good-naturedly do ata child, and said, 
“That's very like Mr. Boulton’; but 
it’s nonsense: it will only answer for 
some maker of baubles and gimcracks, 
like those Mr. Rae, and his old master 
Mr. Cox, used to send to China.” 
Thus did the identical James Watt 
treat the idea forty-two years ago, 
Mr. Boulton drank tea with Mr. Watt 
the same evening, and was not slow to 
tell what he had seen; but Mr. Wait, 
with a graver face than usual, said, 
“Tt was time lost to think of such 
nonsense; for that practicability as to 
moving a boat, and doing it usefully 
and well, were quite different things.” 
The rotative motion was not applied 

to the steam-engine till 1782, and was, 
next to Mr. Watt’s original improve- 
ment, the greatest that has been made 
on the machine, not only by extending 
its use in a tenfold manner, but giving 

’ to its motion a regularity and precision 
which the reciprocating engine neyer 
could otherwise have attained. 

In addition to the before-mentioned 
anecdote, it is a well-known fact, that 
to Mr. Boulton’s ambition the public 
owes a great deal. Mr. Watt was 
satisfied with the reciprocating engine, 
but Mr. B. continually stimulated him 
to extend its use, and actually under- 

_took to pay all the expenses of expe- 
yiments and improvements from his 

1 
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own share of the profits; which he 
did until success was no longer 
doubtful. : 

Three years afterwards I was dining 
with Mr. Watt, M. de Luc, Dr. Wi- 
thering, the botanical writer, and Mr. 
Keir, an able chemist, when a Mr. 
Guoygott, of Geneva, tutor to the two 

sons of the famous banker of Paris, 
Delessere, came ona call with a Iect- 
ter describing the first ascent of some 
living animals in a balloon in the 
Champs Elisées. This was the first 
intelligence of that curious discovery 
of the levity of gas being applied to 
elevate any weighty substance. The 
letter was written in an animated 
style, and the description of the sheep 
and other animals sailing over the 
trees was very picturesque; but, 
though it formed a topic of conversa- 
tion for the rest of the afternoon, M. 
de Luc was the only one who seemed 
to consider it as a matter of any im- 
portance. As for Mr. Watt, he in 
particuiar appeared to undervalue the 
discovery; one would have thought 
that with him la science du pot a& feu 
ciait la veritable science; but that was 
not the case. His mind went slowly, 
steadily, and profoundly, to werk: 
what he grasped he held faster than 
any other man; but what he did net 
grasp he would scarcely deign to 
touch. 
How different was this from most 

men of genius, who set a value on 
what is new far above its worth, and 
abandon it with a levity and careless- 
ness that prevent any great and useful 
result from being obtained! Qne in- 
ventor like Mr. Watt is of more value 
to mankind than a thousand of the 
fickle and versatile species,—though 
they, too, are of utility. 

It is strange that in this country, 
which excels in mechanical invention, 
and owes its wealth and greatness 
chiefly to mechanical improvements, 
neither titles nor decorations, nor 
even much wealih, falls to the share 
of such men as Mr. Watt. The coun- 
try gains more by his invention in 
twelve hours than all he ever gained 
by the invention; and more favours, 
and what are termed honours, are 
got by the defeat of a handful of 
Hindoos, than by a life spent in en- 
riching his native country by genius, 
industry, and inveution. 

W. PLayrair, 
for 
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For the Monthly Magazine. 
NEWS FROM PARNASSUS. 

NO. XXI. 
Werner, a Tragedy ; by Lord Byron. 

E are informed, in the preface 
to this drama, that the noble 

author had commenced it so far back 
as 1815, and that it was the first he 
ever attempted, except one at thirteen 
years old, which he had sense enough 
to burn. We will not go quite so far 
as to say, that we wish he had been 
guided by the same good sense with 
respect to this production; but we 
sincerely wish that he had either never 
undertaken, at second-hand, so unpro- 
mising a subject, or that he had exe- 
cuted it with more ability and care. 
Werner is not a tragedy; it is wholly 
devoid of tragic interest and dignity ; 
it possesses no characters of interest ; 
and is, in a word, a story of Miss 
Lee’s, adopted with few alterations, 
and put into a dramatic form in a 
hasty and clumsy manner. Poetry, 
there is absolutely none to be found ; 
and if the measure of yerse, which is 
here dealt to us, be a sample of what 
we are to expect for the future, we 
have only to entreat that his lordship 
would drop the ceremony of cutting 
up his prose into lines of ten, eleven, 
or twelve, syllables, (for he is not very 
punctilious on this head,) and favour 
us with it in its natural state. It re- 
quires no very cunning alchemy to 
transmute his verse into prose, nor, 

reversing the experiment, to convert 
his plain sentences into heroics like 
his own. ‘ When, (says Werner) but 
for this untoward sickness, which 
seized me upon this desolate frontier, 
and hath wasted, not alone my 
strength, but means, and leaves us— 
No! this is beyond me! But for this 
I had been happy!” This is, indeed, 
beyond us. If this be poetry, then 
we were wrong in taking his lordship’s 
preface for prose. It will run on ten 
feet, as well as the rest. He tells us— 
Some of the characters are modified 
Or altered, a few of the names changed, and 
One character, Ida of Stralenheim, 
Added by myself; but, in the rest, the 
Original is chiefly followed. When 
I was young, about fourteen I think, L 
First read this tale, which made a deep impression 
Upon me. 

Nor is there a line in these so lame 
and halting but we could point out 
many in the drama quite asbad. We 
do not like mere verbal and formal 
¢riticism, nor have we any pleasure in 
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exposing the defects and failures of 
such a genius as Lord Byron has 
proved himself to possess ; but we are 

quite convinced that, unless he re- 
forms the style of his tragic composi- 
tions, which has been gradually pro- 
ceeding from bad to worse, and 
which is growing fast into a perfect 
abomination, he will very shortly be 
read only to be blamed, or be left 
without any readers at all. We think 
we perceive that he is affecting to be- 
come an English Alfieri; but, if so, he 
may rest assured he is taking the 
wrong way. 
We will convey to our readers, as 

briefly as we can, an idea of the story 
of Werner, and the extracts we shall 
make by the way will satisfy them as 
to the merits of its execution. Wer- 
ner, then, is the disowned and disin- 
herited son of a Bohemian nobleman, 
and Jost his father’s fayour by his irre- 
gularities, and finally by an unsuitable 
match with the daughter of an Italian 
exile. This unfortunate pair are in- 
troduced in the first act as on their 
way to claim the possession of the fa- 
mily title and estates, on the death of 
the old Count. Sickness and bad 
weather detain them at a little village, 
where the incidents of the three first 
acts take place. Josephine is at- 
tempting to soothe her husband, 
Werner, who betrays an unmanly, 
weak, and irritable, mind; and who, 
through his whole career, is much less 
successful in exciting our pity than 
our contempt, 

Josephine.—Take comfort,—we shall find our boy. 
J¥erner.—We were in sight of him, of every thing 

Which could bring compensation for past sorrows ; 
And to be baffled thus! i 
Josephine. We are not baffled, 
Werner.—Are we not pennyless? 
Josephine. We ne’er were wealthy. 
Werner.—But 1 was born to wealth, and rank, 

and power, 
Enjoy’d them, loved them, and, alas! abused them, 
And forfeited them, by my father’s wrath, 
In my o’er-fervent youth; but for the abuse 
Long sufferings have atoned. My father’s death 
Left the path open, yet not without snares : 
This cold ent creeping kinsman, who so long 
Kept his eye on me, as the snake upon 
The fluttering bird, hath ere this time outstept me, 
Become the master of my rights, and lord 
Of that which lifts him up to princes in 
Dominion and domain. 

Josephine. Who knows? our son 
May have return’d back to his grandsire, and 
F’en now uphold thy rights for thee. 

TF erner. Tis hopeless, 
Since his strange diSappearance from my father’s,— 
Entailing, as it were, my sins upon 
Himself,—no tidings have reveal’d his course, 
I parted with him to his grandsire, on 
The promise that his anger would stop short 
Of the third generation ; but Heaven seems 
To claim her stern prerogative, and visit 
Upon my boy his father’s faults and follies. 

Josephine. 
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Josephine.—1 must hope better still: at least we 

ave yet 
Beffled the long pursuit of Stralenheim. 

Werner.—We should have done, but for this fatal 
sickness,— 

More fatal than a mortal malady, 
Because it takes uot life, but life’s sole solace : 
Even now I feel my spirit girt about 
By the snares of this avaricious fiend. 

The dreaded enemy alluded to in 
the last very impracticable line of this 
extract, and the long-sought-for son, 
now make their appearance together, 
in the persons of a nobleman, who has 
been rescued from the rising waters 
of the river, and of his deliverer 
Ulric, a youth of imposing stature, 
fierceness, and strength. The parents 
recognize their child, and are them- 
selves discovered by their enemy, 
Stralenheim. The matiers in dispute 
are thus brought to a crisis, and the 
result is, that this unfortunate inter- 
loper is robbed by the father, and 
murdered by the son; but without the 
knowledge of the father, who confines 
himself to the inferior felony. This is 
the only tragic incident in the piece ; 
and, consisting merely in the violent 
death of an oppressor, in whom we 
have no manner of interest, totally 
fails to excite our sympathy. The ca- 
tastrophe, which turns upon the dis- 
tovery to Werner of his son’s guilt, 
falls equally inefficient and pointless 
to the ground. Ulric freely confesses 
and justifies the deed, and preserves 
in every scene the utmost calmness of 
temper, and cheerful resolution and 
love of crime. He winds up the story 
by quitting his parents and betrothed 
bride with great coolness, to join in 
the forest his friends, the banditti,— 
of whom he has long been the con- 
cealed leader. Such is the general 
outline of the plot, which will be more 
fully developed in the succeeding ex- 
tracts. We have mentioned above 
that Werner robs Stralenheim, to ob- 
tain the means of prosecuting his 
journey. He re-appears after com- 
mitting the deed. 
{Enter Werner hastily, with a knife tn his hand, 

by the secret pannel, which he cluses hurriedly 
after him.| 
Werner.—( Not at first recognizing Josephine, ) 

Discover’d! then rile cr raeonnteing her,) ‘ 
Ah! Josephine, 

What rest? My God! 
Why art thou not at rest? 

Josephine. 
What doth this mean? 
Werner (showing a rouleau).—Here’s gold,— 

gold, Josephine, 
Will rescue us from this detested dungeon. 
Josephine.—Aud how obtain’d?—that knife ! 
Werner. Tis bloodless—yet. 

Away—we must to our chamber. 
Josephine. But whence com’st thou? 
Werner.—Ask not! but let us think where we 

shall go. 
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This—this will make us way—(showing the gold)— 

Ill fit them now. 
yossinde! dare not think thee gullty of dis- 

donour. 
Werner.—Dishonour ! 
Josephine. I have said it. 
Werner. Let us hence; 

Tis the last night, I trust, that we need pass here. 
Josephine.—And not the worst, I hope. 
Werner. Hope! I make sure— 

But let us to our chamber. A 
Josephine. Yet one question— 

What hast thou done? 
Werner ( fiercely).—Left one thing wndone,which 

Had mide all well: let me not think of it. 

A Volephine-Alaa | that I should doubt of thee! 
[E£veunt. 

The suspicions excited by the rob- 
bery are thrown by circumstances 
upon Gabor, a casual companion of 
Ulric, who is secreted by Werner in 
the private passage leading to Stralen- 
heim’s apartments. He there is wit- 
ness to the assassination of that noble- 
man by Ulric, and becomes the depo- 
sitory of both these family secrets. 
Upon him, however, Ulric fixes the 
imputation of murder, and, with this 
impression on his mind, Werner de- 
parts with his wife and son, and is 
reinstated in the full possession of his 
lands and honours. 

In the fourth act we find Wemer 
peaceably established in his castle of 
Siegendorf, and principally occupied 
in promoting a match between his 
promising son Ulric, and the orphan 
daughter of the murdered Stralen- 
heim, Ida, whom he has taken under 
his protection. ‘lwo things only mo- 
lest his peace: the one is the recollec- 
tion of his disgraceful attempt on 
Stralenheim’s purse, which he repairs 
by appropriating the gold to pious 
offices; and the other, an impolitic 
desire to discover the supposed mur- 
derer of that nobleman, which he gra- 
tifies to his own ruin and confusion. 
In these embarrassments, he muses on 
his son’s want of affection, and his own 
unfortunate situation. 
Too much of duty, and too little love! 
He pays me in the coin he owes me not: 
For such hath been my wayward fate, 1 could not 
Fulfil a parent’s duties by his side 
Till now; but Jove he owes me,—for my thoughts 
Ne’er left him, nor my eyes long’d without tears 
To see my child again; and now I have found him, 
But how! obedient, but with colduess; duteous 
In my sight, but with carelessness; mysterious, 
Abstracted—distant—much given to long absence ; 
And where—none know: in league with the most 

riotous ts 
Of our young nobles; though, to do him justice, 
He never stoops down to their vulgar pleasures. 
Yet there’s some tie between them—which J cannot 
Unravel. They look up to him—consult him— 
Throng round him as a leader: but with me 
He hath no confidence! Ah! ean] Rove th 
After-———W hat! doth my father’s curse descend 
Even to my child? Or is the Hungarian near 
To shed more blood? or——Oh! if it should be! 
Spirit of Stralenheim ! dost thou walk these walls 
To wither him and his,—who, tho’ they slew not, 

3T Unlatch’d 
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Unlatch’d the door of death for thee? "Twas not 
Our fault, nor is it our sin; thou wert our foe, 
And yet { spared thee, when my own destruction 
Slept with thee, to awake with thine awakening ! 
And only took—accursed gold! thou liest 
Like poison in my hands; I dare not use thee, 
Nor part with thee; thou cam’st in such a guise, 
Methinks thou would’st contaminate all hands 
Like mine. Yet I have done, to atone for thee, 
Thou villanous gold! and thy dead master’s doom, 
Tho’ he died not by me or mine, as much 
As if be were my brother! [ have ta’en 
His orphan Ida,—cherish’d her as one 
Who will be mine. 

In the midst of a solemn festival, 
held at Prague, to commemorate the 
restoration of peace,—at which Sie- 
gendorf and Ulrie assist,—the former 
sees and is addressed by Gabor, and 
the strict search which he institutes is 
rendered unnecessary by the voluntary 
appearance of the supposed criminal. 
Being charged by Siegendorf with the 
murder, he repels it with indigna- 
tion. 
Gabor.—’ Tis false. 
Siegendorf.—W ho says so? 
Gabor. . 
Siegendorf, And how disprove it? 
Gabor. By 

The presence of the murderer. 
Siegendorf. Name him! 
Gabor. e 

May have more names than one. Your lordship 
had so 

Once on a time. 
Siegendorf. If you mean me, I dare 

Your utmost. 
Gabor. You may do so, and in safety : 

1 know the assassin, 
Siegendorf. Where is he? 
Gabor (pointing to Ulric).—Beside you. 

{Ulric rushes forward to aftack Gabor, 
Siegendorf interposes.} 

Siegendorf.—Liar and fiend! but you shall not 
be slain: 

These walls are mine, and you are safe within 
them. [He turns lo Ulric. 

Ulric, repel this calamny, as I 
Will do. I avow itis a growth so monstrous, 
l could not deem it earth-born: but be calm; 
It will refute itself. But touch him not. 

(Ulric endeavours to compose himself. 
Gabor.—Look at him, Count, and then hear me. 
Siegendorf (first to Gabor, and then looking at 

Ulric).—1 hear thee. 
My God! you look— 

ric. How? 
Siegendorf. As on that dread night 

When we met in the garden. : : 
Ulric (composes himself).—It is nothing, 

* * * * * * 

Siegendorf (to Ulric).—Then, my boy, thou art 
guilty still. 

Thou bad?st me say I was so once—Oh! now 
Do thou as much. 

Gabor. Be patient ! [ can no¢ 
Recede now, tho’ it shake the very walls 
Which frown above us. You remember, or, 
If not, your son does,—that the locks were changed 
Beneath his chief inspection—-on the morn 
Which led to this same night . how he had enter’d, 
He best knows; but within an anti-chamber,— 
The door of which was half ajar,—I saw 
Aman, who wash’d his bloody hands, and oft, 
With stern and anxious glance, gazed back upon 
The bleeding body,—but it moved no more. 
Siegendorf—Oh 1 God of Fathers! 
Gabor. I beheld his features 

As I see yours,—but yours they were not, though 
Resembling them. Behold them in Count Ulric’s! 
Distinct—as I beheld them,—tho’ the expression 
Is not now what it then was ;—but it was so 
When I first charg’d him with the crime—so lately. 

Gabor then proceeds to demand 
some compensation, as an inducement 
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to silence on his part, and Siegendorf — 
asks a little time for deliberation ; and, 
in the meanwhile, desires him to with- 
draw into a turret, pledging his ho- 
nour for the stranger’s safety. The 
father and son then come to an under- 
standing on this point. 

Siegendorf (advances to Ulric).—Now, Count 
ric,— 

For son I dare not call thee,—what say’st thou? 
Uiric.—His tale is true. 
Siegendorf.—True, monster! 
Ulric, Most true, father; 

And you did well to listen to it : what 
We know we can provide against. He must 
Be silenced. 
Siegendorf.—Ay, with half of my domains; 

And, with the other half, could he and thou 
Unsay this villany— 

Ulric. It is no time 
For trifling or dissembling. I have said 
His story’s true; and he too must be silenc’d. 
Siegendorf.—How so? 
Ulric.—As Stralenheim is. Are you so dull 

As never to have hit on this before? 
* * * * * 

Siegendorf. Parricide! no less 
Than common stabber! What deed of my life, 
Or thought of mine, could make you deem me fit 
Yor your accomplice? 

ric. Father, do not raise 
The devil you cannot lay, between us, his 
Js time for union and for action, not 
For family disputes. While yo were tortur’d, 
Could J be calm? Think you that | have heard 
‘This fellow’s tale without some feeling? you 
Have taught me feeling for you and myself; 
For whom or what else did you ever teach it ? 
Siegendorf.—Oh, my dead father’s curse! ’tis 

working now. 
Ulric.—Let it work on,—the grave will keep -it 

down! 
Ashes sre feeble foes: it is more easy 
‘To baffie such, than countermine a mole | 
Which winds its blind but living path beneath you. | 
Yet licar me still. If you condemn me, yet 
Remember w/o hath taught me once too often 
To listen to him? //’Ho proclaim’d to me 
That ‘here were crimes made venial by the occasion? 
‘That passion was our nature? That the goods 
Of Heayen waited on the goods of fortune ? 
Who show’d me his humanity secur’d 
By his nerves only? /Vho deprived me of 
All power to vindicate myself and race 
In open day? By his disgrace, which stamp’d 
(It might be) bastardy on me, and on 
Himself,—a felon’s brand! ‘The man who is’ 
At once both warm and weak, invites to deeds 
He longs to do, but dare not. Is it strange 
That I should act what you could think? We have 

done 
With right and wrong; and now must only ponder 
Upon effects, not causes, Straulenheim, 
Whose life I saved from impulse,—as, wnknown, 
1 would have saved a peasant’s or a dog’s,—I slew 
Known as our foe; but not from vengeance. He 
Was arock in our way, which | cut through, 
As doth the bolt, because it stood between us 
And our true destination,—but not idly. 
As stranger I preserv’d him, and he owed me 
His life ; when due, I but resuin’d the debt. 
He, you, and I, stood o’er a gulf, within 
1 have plunged our one You kindled first 
The torch,—yvow show’d the path; now trace me that 
Of safety,—or let me— 
Siegendorf.—l have done with life! 
Ulric.—Let us have done with that which cankers 

life,— 
Familiar feuds, and vain recriminations 
Of things which cannot be undone. We have 
No more to learn or hide: I know no fear, 
And have within these very walls men whom 
(Although you know them not) dare venture all 

things. 7 
You stand high with the state,—what passes here 
Will not excite her too great curiosity : 
Keep your own secret, keep a steady eye, 
Stir not, and speak not,—leave the rest to me. 
We must have no ¢hird babblers thrust between us. 

Ulric 
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Ulric proceeds to execute his pur- 

pose, but, in the mean time, Siegen- 
dorf assists Gabor to escape, and 
Succeeds in conveying him safely out 
of the castle. The indignation of the 
young Count is vehemently roused by 
his father’s impolitic interference ; and 

. the catastrophe winds up by his deter- 
mining, as it would seem, on very 
rational grounds, to abscond, and fol- 
low his fortunes in a mode of life 
better suited to his taste. 

Utric.—What’s this! 
Where is the villain? 

Siegendorf.* 
Are you in quest of? 

Ulric. Let us hear no more 
Of this: he must be found. You have not let him 
Escape? 
Siegendorf.—He’s gone. " 
Ulric. With your con ningueee 

i 

There are two, sir; which 

Siegendorf. 
My fullest, freest aid. 

ric. Then fare you well. 5 
(Ulric is going. 

et ae, I jcommand,—eutreat, —im- 
plore! Oh, Ulric! 

Will you then leave me? ; 
Ulric. What: remain to be 

Denounced,—dragg’d, it may be, in chains; and all 
By your inherent weakness, half-humanity, 
Selfish remorse, andtemporizing pity, 
That sacrifices your whole race to save 
A wretch to profit by ourruin! No, Count, 
Henceforth you have no son. 
Siegendorf. 1 never had one; 

And would you ne’er had borne the useless name. 
Where will you go? I would not send you forth 
Without protection. 

Ulric. Leave that to me,— 
1 am not alone, nor merely the vain heir 
OF your domains: a thousind,—ay, ten thousand,— 
Swords, hearts, and hands, are mine. 

Siegendorf. The foresters 
With whom the Hungarian found you first at 

Frankfort ? 
Utric.—Y es—men—who are worthy of the name! 

Go tell 
Your senators that they look well to Prague; 
J heir feast of peace was early forthetimes: —_ 
There ure more spirits abroad than have been laid 

- With Walleustein. 
inter Josephine and Ida. 

Josephine.—W hat is ’t we hear? My Sicgendorf! 
Thank Heaven, | sce you safe! 

Siegendorf. Safe 4 
Ida. Yes, dear father. 
Siegendorf.—No, no; I have uo children: never 

more 
Call me by that worst name of parent. 

Josephine. * What 
Means my good lord? ds : 

Siegendorf. That you have given birth 
To udemou! 

~ Ida (taking Utric’s hand).—Who shall dare say 
‘this of Ulric? 

~ Stegendorf.—lda, beware! there’s blood upon that 
and, 

\ Ida (stooping to hiss it).—I’d kiss it off, though 
it were mine. , 

Siegendorf. It is so. f 
Ulrie.—Away 1 it is your father’s. (Bait Ulric. 
Ida. Oh, great Godt 

And [ have lov’d this mau! 
(Uda falls senseless—Josephine stands 

speechless with horror.) 
Stegendorf.—The wretch hath slain 

Them beth. My Josephine! we are vow alone,— 
Would we had ever been so. All is over 
For me. Now open wide, my sire, thy grave ; 
Thy curse hath dug it deeper for thy son 

‘»-Inmine. The race of Siegendorf is past! 

Such is the tragedy of Werner; in 
which we shall look in vain for any of 
those passages of brilliant and high- 
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toned poetry, which, in his other com- 
positions of this nature, have illumi- 
nated the entire production, and 
sustained the fame of itsauthor. Nor 
can we fix upon any scene, inspired 
with any portion of that soul-shaking 
passion, which, in a drama in some 
respects not dissimilar in plot to 
W erner,—‘ the Robbers” of Schiller, 
—seizes with such irresistible domi- 
nion upon the agonized feelings of the 
reader. Charles, the captain of rob- 
bers, exacts all our sympathy; Ulric, 
the chief of banditti, feeling nothing 
for himself or for others, excites no 
emotion, except that of wonder at his 
impenetrable coolness and gratuitous 
wickedness. Werner himself is, if 
possible, still less attractive: he pos- 
sesses all the turbulent passions and 
evil principles of his son, united with 
an imbecility, which makes him Jess 
dangerous, but more despicable. We 
cannot mourn over the severed ties of 
such characters as these. Of Jose- 
phine and Ida, little is said by the 
poet, and less may suffice here. They 
are fair, but slight, and not very inter- 
esting, portraits, and add little to the 
pathos of the story. The effect of this 
publication is to convince us; more 
and more, that in pursuing his drama- 
tic career, Lord Byron is only re- 
moving still further from his proper 
path. If tears have been shed over 
his pages, it is certainly not over 
those which contain his dramatic 
pieces. But, even in that line, we 
are surprised and concerned to find 
that he can deliberately give to the 
world an attempt so devoid of poetical 
spirit and scenic effect as “ Werner” 
proves tobe. It is easy to write, and 
easy to dispose of writings which are 
supported by a splendid reputation; 
but we are confident that, if Lord 
Byron aims at preserving that repu- 
tation, he must exert, to much better 
effect than in the present instance, the 
great talents with which he is endow- 
ed, and cease to flatter himself that 
negligence and mediocrity can be pro- 
tected by the most imposing genius, 

.or the best established fame. 
ee 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

HAVE not leisure at this moment 
torefer to your preceding numbers 

for precise quotation ; it will, however, 
answer both the readers purpose and 
mine, to observe, in brief, that one of 

_ your 
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your correspondents, I do not recollect 
how many months sinee, speaking of 
the character of the late Lord Nelson, 
represented him as undignified and 
familiar among those about him, even 
to a degree of weakness and vulgarity. 
This statement was soon after contro- 
verted by another correspondent, who 
contented himself with the simple 
argumentum ad improbabilitatem; and 
who could on no account be induced 
to assent to the probability of such 
familiar conduct in a hero, and the 
commander-in-chief of a British fleet. 
But perhaps that gentleman was only a 
theorist on the subject, and had never 
enjoyed the practical honour of wit- 
nessing the familiar day of heroes and 
admirals. He had even, likely enough, 
formed to himself a certain invariable 
and unbending system of loftiness and 
decorum, which these exalted person- 
ages never fail to adopt, and from 
which they never deviate. Such a 
conclusion, however, is not sanctioned 
by our knowledge of the world, in which 
we find so many anomalies, varieties, 
and contradictions of every kind. 
Some men in command, by virtue of 
their natural gravity, and the power of 
discipline which they retain over 
their own minds, are able also to pre- 
serve inviolate that so enviable distance 
between them and their inferiors; 
whilst others, their equals in all es- 
sential respects of greatness, neither 
possess the power of state-keeping 
from nature, nor cultivate it from in- 
clination. We have anecdotal autho- 
rities in plenty, and of all times, in 
support of both the above propositions. 
With respect to the latter, perhaps 
our naval commanders, from the neces- 
sarily familiar habits of the sea, may 
be more inclined to relax, than their 
peers of the land-service ; a perhaps to 
which the following anecdote, really, 
I believe, authentic, appears to afford 
a degree of countenance. 

About the year 1783, an old friend 
dined with me, a sea-officer, who had 
sailed with Admiral Sir George 
Rodney. He had the opportunity of 
knowing that dashing commander well, 
and represented him, in his conduct 
on-board, as the strangest possible 
mixture of stateliness and gravity, and 
familiarity. Among other instances, 
he gave me the following, which he 
related, or rather acted, with a most 
laughable characteristic drollery. The 
chaplain on-board the admiral’s ship 
was a little hump-backed man, whose 
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person had that kind of mien, which 
never fails to excite ludicrous ideas in 
the minds of the susceptible ; and his 
mind and body were both married and 
matched. He was a great and unan- 
swerable argumentator, the jit of whose 
logic residedin the last word. Inconse- 
quence, when dining togetherin the great 
cabin, the admiral and the parson were 
everlastingly jangling and disputing ; 
and one day after dinner, on the oc- 
casion of a certain argument, in which 
the commander pressed his reverence 
too closely, the latter could contain 
himself no longer, but giving vent to 
his choler, and bristling up his gro- 
tesque figure, he squeaked out amain, 
—“ Youlie, Sir George, youlie.” The 
admiral instantly rising from his chair, 
and snatching up a huge church bible 
which lay on the table, put the little 
clerical to flight, who ran skulking 
away, pursued by his commander: he, 
making a stand with his bible uplifted, 
exclaimed, with the utmost solemnity 
of voice and manner—‘ Ha! sirrah !— 
you—tell—me—I lie !”” No bones were 
broken, however, in this fierce ren- 
counter; and the little parson’s submis- 
sion insured him a speedy return to the 
convivial table, which was accustomed 
to be enlivened by many such a tragi- 
comedy. 

I must own I feel inclined, from an 
internal evidence, strengthened by a 
variety of anecdotes from those who 
must have been well informed, to join 
your first correspondent in his opinion 
of the Jate Lord Nelson. In the mean 
time, neither he nor I, merely from a 
desire to declare impartially the truth, 
ought to be accused of attempting to 
derogate from the sterling merits, or 
to tarnish the hard-earned laurels, of 
the illustrious defunct. I can answer 
for myself, and I am sure the writer 
alluded to shews no such base inten- 
tion as that which I have disclaimed. 

The remarks which follow, on the 
character of the hero of the Nile, were 
made by an officer and an eye-witness. 
Having no doubt of their veracity, itis 
on them, and accompanying facts, in 
part from the same, and partly from 
other sources, that I have relied, for the 
formation of an opinion on the charac- 
ter of that extraordinary and eccentric 
person. ‘Lord Nelson frequently 
acted without a thought, nor ever 
weighed in his mind, what opinion 
men might form of his conduct, exeept 
in battle ; every thing, beside the fame 
acquired in a fight, was beneath his 

notice 
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notice or care.”—‘‘ The failings, fol- 
lies, nay vices, of Nelson, were mani- 
fold; but his virtues overbalanced them 
all,—his heart was as tender as his soul 
was brave.”—“ No man ever was a 
hero in private life, none ever less so 
than Lord Nelson: as a proof of it, 
when Lady Hamilton was rescued 
from the salt-water bath, (an acciden- 
tal ducking,) a scene ensued on the 
quarter-deck that would require an 
Aristophanes to do justice to. The 
admiral did not weep, but he danced, 
swore, laughed, and stamped, alter- 
nately, for ten minutes.”—‘‘ He was, 
indeed, the greatest and weakest man 
I ever knew; he had not a virtue but 
was sullied by some vice, nor a vice 
but what was embellished by huma- 
nity.”,—“ Yet this was a man of the 
strongest mind in the hour of emer- 
gency; a man of the most decided 
temper, of the most consummate pru- 
dence, of the most rapid thought.” 

Allthose, and hundreds of them still 
exist, who were personally acquainted 
with Lord Nelson’s cruise on the Italian 
coasts, where the noble admiral and 
Lady Hamilton essayed, with so much 
ambition, to represent the luxurious 
and glowing characters of Antony and 
Cleopatra, will find facts in profusion 
to substantiate the above opinions. It 
will be to diverge to another, and far 
less favourable, part of the hero’s cha- 
racter, if I make a quotation from those 
truly interesting pages which compose 
the Stephensiana. But I meditate a 
summary or general outline of the 
heroic characterfor moral use. In the 
number for January last, p. 526, Mr. 
Stephens says, “ I visited Lord Nelson 
relative to my History of the War. 
On the Neapolitan subject he was as 
impetuous in language as in gesture, 

. two or three times clapping his hand 
on his sword, and once drawing it half 
out.” Nothing could more truly indi- 
cate a mind agitated by passion and 
shame, than a conduct so unseemly, 
and so totally void of real dignity ; 
demonstrating, too, that the mind, nei- 
ther from nature or reflection, pos- 
sessed the power of regeneration. 

I would think foul scorn to be 
behind any man in the acknowledg-. 
ment of that high and inexpressible 
obligation which mankind owe to 
those ardent and enthusiastic souls, 
who nobly stand forth and offer them- 
selves a ‘voluntary sacrifice on the 
altars of their country. But is there 
no obligation due to truth? is interest, 
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or presumed interest, all in all? and is 
the mere politician, or human carcase- 
butcher, whose only attributes are base 
cunning or brute courage, to stand 
upon the same exalted ground with 
the glorious sons of virtue and wisdom, 
and the advocates of human right? 
The senseless vulgar of all ages will 
deify any bold and confident man, who 
has sacrificed to their prejudices and 
passions, and their basest interests ; 
and there is even in the freest press, 
a slavish and hypocritical class ever 
ready to rival even the vulgar, in ser- 
vility. In adjudging the palm of 
heroism, let us observe that impartia- 
lity which is the harbinger of truth. 
Let us hold forth real examples, instead 
of imaginary models of perfection. 
And, above all things, let us proclaim 
the truth, both of the living and the 
dead, with a confidence and deci- 
sion which shall shame and set at 
nought the brow-beating attempts of 
the prejudiced and the venal. Give to 
every man his just due, convince him 
he can have no more, and it will be the 
most powerful incitement to noble 
actions. 

Is it meet that the faithless, horrible, 
and blood-cuilty, transactions at Na- 
ples, should be erased from the public 
memory, and blotted from the page of 
history ; or that such a doctrine should 
be countenanced, as that political con- 
siderations must, of force and neces- 
sity, outweigh all others? The morals 
of the world, in every age, have been 
shipwrecked, from the defect of a due 
philosophical discrimination; and, the 
example of the humane Titus, “ the 
delight of human kind,” would have 
been of far greater value to humanity, 
had he been taught, that murder did 
not change its name or nature, with 
the change of nation in the victim, 
Alfred, a friend to the church, was pro- 
claimed great and good, on the autho- 
rity of the priesthood. His actions 
doubtless warranted the first title; of 
his right to the second, we cannot be 
altogether so confident. The character 
of Henry the Great of France, has 
been eleyated by flattering and partial 
history. Our great naval and religious 
buccaneering hero, Sir Francis Drake, 
might imagine that he rendered his 
God acceptable service, by enslaving 
the African heathen; but he could not 
possibly have heen so ignorant of the 
most simple rules of right and wrong, 
and of the common charities of human 
life, as to be insensible of the commis- 
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sion of an enormous act of cruelty and 
wickedness, when he turned on-shore, 
on a desolate and uninhabited island, 
and deserted a pregnant girl, the vic- 
tim of his own and the lewdness of his 
dissolute companions! Contemporary 
history has laid that horrible crime to 
his charge, but servile and heroical 
history has buried itin panegyric. ‘'l'o 
the justice or injustice of his trial and 
‘execution of Doughty, we have no clue. 
In our pompous details of the victories, 
and the virtues, and moderation, of our 
glorious deliverer, William of Orange, 
not to mar so fine a subject of panegy- 
ric, we are under the necessity of over- 
looking the affair of Maestricht : 

———. Where is he, 
Famed for that brutal piece of bravery! 

Nor must one word be hazarded on the 
massacre of Glencoe. The question 
must not be asked, why the nation was 
unable to deliver itself? nor our expe- 
rience detailed, how much heavier the 
little finger of influence has proved, 
than could, possibly, the loins of pre- 
rogative. BRvrTus. 

—< 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 

i) ee I request some of your cor- 
respondents to inform me ona 

point of history, which has long beena 
subject, in my estimation, worthy an 
enlightened attention. 

I am aware, that so soon as [ pro- 
pose my question, I shall array against 
me a host of opponents : but irritability 
and illiberal feeling, as they are well 
known, will only serve, in my mind, 
tofix the unknown sum of their wisdom 
and enlightened information, which 
must be reckoned to proceed in the in- 
verse ratio. What is wanting in argu- 
ment,is generally made up by invective. 
We inherit from our fathers, the be- 

lief, that some two centuries ago, the 
Catholics of this kingdom were leagued 
in a plot to blow up the House of Par- 
liament with gunpowder; at a time 
when, as the Act expresses it, “the 
king’s’ most excellent majesty, the 
queen, the prince, and all the lords 
spiritual and temporal, and commons, 
should have been assembled in the 
upper house,” namely, on the 5th day 
of November, 1605. The Act of the 
3 J. c. 1. subsequently enforced by 
more Acts than one, enjoins that, on 
every anniversary, thanks shall be pub- 
licly given to Almighty God, in every 
cathedral and church, for the most 

happy deliverance which the Act com- 
memorates. The form of thanksgiving 
prescribed by the convocation in 1662, 
and afterwards altered in the second 
year of William and Mary, has regu- 
larly been read in all churches; and, 
for aught that appears, will continue to 
be read, so long as the English church 
retains her supremacy. And so far as 
this evidence goes, the good Protes- 
tants of these kingdoms judge not 
unreasonably, in receiving the fact of 
the gunpowder conspiracy as a fact 
substantiated by all the yerity of clear 
and positive testimony. 
May I he allowed, however, to state, 

that, as the Catholics of this realm are 
disposed to deny the construction 
which their Protestant brethren have 
put upon the evidence; so I, though a 
Protestant, am also disposed to ques- 
tion the fairness of the representations, 
upon which the common persuasion 
has rested, and the justice of the com- 
memoration which every fifth of 
November has witnessed. In plain 
terms, I believe that the whole concern 
was a fabrication of the secretary 
Cecil’s, got up with his knowledge, if 
not under his superintendance ; and, 
that the ostensible conspirators, the 
men who were punished, and who are 
now annually execrated for this ‘‘in- 
vention, so inhumane, barbarous, and 
cruel,” were as much its inventors, as 
men who are tempted, and incited, and 
decoyed by others, into a conspiracy, 
are chargeable with its contrivance. 
And as to the odium, which the 5th of 
November serves to stir up against the 
general body of Catholic subjects ; this 
is as justly heaped upon them, as any 
other obloquy which may be extended 
to a whole body, for the crime of a few 
individuals. And, as to the rancour in 
which some good Protestants indulge, 
on this account and at this season, 
towards the present generation of 
Catholics, it is, doubtless, as just as 
the contempt with which an inflated 
and infidel Jew might regard us Gen- 
tiles, for the idolatries of our fore- 
fathers. 

If you ask me for my authority, I 
well remember some years since to 
have met with a book which contained 
these same sentiments, and which de- 
fended them in a manner very far su- 
perior to my ability; and by which I, 
for one, was convinced: but the title, 
and the precise mode of defence, have 
entirely escaped me. ‘The impression 
produced remains unabated. If any 

of 
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of your correspondents, whether Pro- 
testant or Catholic, will favour me with 
astatement, which may shew that Cecil 
was the author of the gunpowder con- 
spiracy, I shall feel myself obliged ; as 
it will relieve me from the unplea- 
Santness of holding a conclusion, the 
reason for which I have forgotten. 
The Act of James I. which appoints 

a general thanksgiving on this day, 
contains expressions which seems to 
me unfitting, in the sincere acknow- 
ledgments of a deliverance so greatas 
is pretended. King James is “‘the 
niost great, learned, and religious, king 
that ever reigned” in this kingdom; 
“enriched with a most hopeful and 
plentiful progeny.” ‘‘Many malignant 
and devilish papists, jesuits, and 
seminary priests, much envied and 
feared him:” the laws enacted against 
them “they falsely and slanderously 
termed cruel laws.” All this is but the 
expected colouring of a court party. 
But, when we are told, that ‘it 
pleased Almighty God, by inspiring the 
king’s most excellent majesty with a 
divine spirit, to interpret some dark 
phrases of a letter shewed to his ma- 
jesty, above and beyond all ordinary 
construction; thereby miraculously 
discovering the hidden treason, not 
many hours before the appointed time 
for the execution thereof ;” I, for one, 
cannot refrain from suspicion of this 
marvellous coincidence of the time for 
execution, and the time for discovery ; 
or from incredulity as to the miracu- 
lous interpretation of some dark 
phrases, above and beyond all ordinary 
construction; or from laughter at the 
immodest and profane adulations 
which the statute contains. 

Our own times have illustrated to 
us the ceconomy of a state-plot. And 
I cannot help forming some link of 
association between the ideas of the 
gunpowder treason and the Cato-street 
conspiracy. A PROTESTANT. 

November 5, 1822. 
' — 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
SOME AccouNT of the PRECOCIOUS 
TALENTS of the DRAMATIC PHENOME- 
NON, MISS CLARA FISHER. 
Mwy Ciara FisHer was born in 

London on the 14th of July, 
1811, and is the youngest daughter of 

- Mr, Fisher, formerly proprietor of the 
Steyne Library, Brighton, but for many 
years a respectable auctioneer in 
Covent Garden, 
The first intimation of uncommon 
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perception which she evinced, was her 
knowledge in musical sounds, which, 
whilst an infant in arms, she shewed 
by various ways; expressing great 
delight when certain tunes were played 
which pleased her ear; whilst, on the 
other hand, she opposed the performing 
of those she had taken a dislike to, by 
every means in her power. Repeated 
experiments were made to ascertain 
whether it was a real knowledge of 
difference of sounds, or merely the 
effect of chance, or childish caprice ; 
but the results were ever invariably 
the same: the first bar of the tunes she 
disliked being played on the piano 
would set her crying; but, when 
changed to those she approved, she 
instantly laughed, and demonstrated 
the greatest pleasure. Dr. Williams 
(better known by the name of Antony 
Pasquin,) mentions the above circum- 
stance of little Clara in his Dramatic 
Censor, as an extraordinary instance 
of infantine perception. Mr. Fisher’s 
family being in private life, few oppor- 
tunities presented themselves of wit- 
nessing dramatic representations ; but 
the fame which Miss O’Neill acquired 
on her appearing in London, induced 
Mr. Fisher to visit Covent Garden 
theatre with his family, to witness the 
tragedy of Jane Shore; and, from the 
impression made that evening on the 
mind of little Clara, may be dated her 
passion for acting. 

On her return home the same even- 
ing, while the family were at supper, 
she left the table, (unobserved as she 
supposed,) and began to act, in dumb- 
show, what she had seen Miss O’ Neill 
perform in Jane Shore; but, infant 
like, blended with it the madness of 
Alicia. A few nights after she was 
taken to t2e Olympic theatre, where a 
comic dance was very well executed 
by the clown, and which the next day 
she repeated every step, with all the 
grimace and distortion of features used 
by the performer the night before, 
These early efforts, in a child of four 
years ofage, gave much pleasure to her 
parents; and, whenever they had a 
party of friends, by way of amuse- 
ment, they would send an elder sister 
of Clara’s to the piano vo play some of 
the plaintive airs'she was fond of, (as 
if by accident,) which, as soon as she 
heard, she would leave off every other 
pursuit, and instantly commence a 
pathetic story in dumb show, varying 
her action in the mgst graceful manner 
possible. Sometimes she would raise 

her 
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her hands and eyes towards heaven, as 
if imploring mercy, then fall, as if 
expiring, at full length upon the floor ; 
at others, she would appear with all the 
frantic madness of Alicia, with dishe- 
velled hair, fixed eyes, and wild dis- 
‘traction in her aspect, seem to follow 
round the room, with ghastly stare, the 
“headless trunk” (so forcibly de- 
seribed by Rowe,) out of the door, in 
all the agony she had observed in 
Alicia. As she never uttered a word 
on these occasions, what passed in her 
mind could only be conjectured ; but, 
certaifi it is, she invariably drew tears 
from all who witnessed these self-cre- 
ated tragic scenes; and, what was most 
extraordinary, she never by any chance 
acted them twice alike, but always 
found a never-failing variety whenever 
the music induced her to exert her 
talents in a dramatic line. 

About two years after, when she was 
turned of six years of age, Mr. D. 
Corri, composer, having much influ- 
ence with Mr. Raymond, the then 
acting manager of Drury Lane theatre, 
he entered into a treaty with him to 
bring out a piece, wherein his own 
pupils only should perform; and, to 
one of their rehearsals, little Clara was 
invited, and, expressing herself much 
pleased with what she heard and saw 
the young ladies do, she was frequently 
solicited io be of their morning and 
evening parties: at length, she ex- 
pressed a wish to learn something, that 
she might recite at their next meeting 
at Mr. D. Corri’s in Percy-street. 
Accordingly, her elder sister taught 
her Jane Shore’s speech of ‘‘O! thou 
most righteous judge,” in which Miss 
O’Neill seemed to have made so strong 
an impression on her mind, and she re- 
peated it the next time thg, party met 
together at rehearsal, at which were 
present many persons of fashion and 
consequence, who all expressed great 
surprise and delight at the ease and 
propriety with which she delivered the 
text. 
From that time she became an ob- 

ject of attention ; anc, soon after, Mr. 
D. Corri waited on Mr. Fisher, solici- 
ting him to permit little Clara to join 
his juvenile party in their intended 
performances in Drury Lane theatre. 
The objections Mr. Fisher had to 
Clara’s appearing as an actress, at so 
early a period of life, were ultimately 
overruled; and the next difficulty to 
overcome, was, what piece was best 
suited to bring forth such youthful can- 
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didates to advantage in. After much 
consultation on the subject, Garrick’s 
two-act romance of Lilliput was fixed 
upon; but, as the piece had no songs, 
as originally written, and all Mr. 
Corri’s pupils being only musical, Mr. 
Fisher (the father of little Clara) was 
requested to write appropriate songs 
for each of the characters, and e 
such additions as he should deem ne- 
cessary to shew forth all the talent of 
the juvenile party. To accomplish 
which, Mr. Fisher found it adviseable 
to write several additional characters, 
and an entire new last act; in which a 
masque was introduced, supposed to 
be given at the Lilliputian court by 
order of their king, in compliment to 
Gulliver. In this masque, the last act 
of Shakspeare’s Richard ITT., from the 
tent scene to the death of the tyrant, 
was artfully interwoven, in order to 
shew the talents of little Clara in the 
highest range of the drama. The 
music to the songs, duetts, glees, and 
chorusses, were composed by Mr. D. 
Corri; and the piece, thus altered, 
made its first appearance at Drury 
Lane theatre on the tenth day of 
December, 1817, under the stage-ma- 
nagement of Mr. H. E. Johnson, who 
had succeeded to that situation on the 
demise of Mr. Raymond. 

The piece was received throughout 
with the most flattering success; but 
the tumultuous applause and approba- 
tion bestowed on the delineation of 
King Richard III. by the little heroine 
of these memoirs, were as warm and 
enthusiastic as ever were heard within 
the walls of a theatre. Soon after the 
curtain fell, divested of Richard’s 
robes and attire, little Clara re-ap- 
peared, dressed in a white muslin 
frock; and, with infantine innocence, 
spoke the epilogue. 

Thunders of applause followed a 
simple and innocent appeal to the 
feelings of the audience from one so 
young and interesting in appearance, 
and the piece was given out for repe- 
ition with unanimous plaudits from 
every quarter of the house. For the 
first three nights Lilliput was done 
as an after-piece; for four following 
evenings as a middle piece ; and, asa 
proof of its great attraction, the last ten 
nights as a first piece,—and filling the 
theatre whenever it was announced, 
whether as first, second, or after-piece. 

As soon as it was known that Miss 
Clara Fisher’s engagement was termi- 
nated at Drury Lane, she was peeled 

or 
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for by Mr; Harris, manager of Covent 
Garden theatre, and made her appear- 
ance there with great success in 
Richard III., being honoured on the 
fourth evening of her performance with 
the presence of his present Majesty, 
(then Prince Regent,) and the first 
time of his appearing in public after 
“th® loss of the Princess Charlotte ; the 
Duke of York, Prince William of 
Gloucester, and many other branches 
of the royal family, being present on the 
same evening. Mr. Elliston, the pre- 
sent patentee of Drury Lane theatre, 
engaged Miss Clara Fisher on the 
most liberal terms to perform twelve 
nights at Birmingham, where she ap- 
peared with great success in March, 
1818. 
Her fame as an actress by this time 

haying reached the most distant parts 
of the kingdom, numerous engage- 
ments poured in from every respecta- 
ble theatre in England and Scotland ; 
and, in nearly every city and town of 
consequence in both kingdoms, she has 
appeared with brilliant success. At 
Edinburgh, her reception was of the 
most flattering description: persons of 
the highest respectability, after her 
first appearance, soliciting her acquain- 
tance; and a society of gentlemen, 
who are studying Drs. Gall and 
Spurzheim’s System of Phrenology, 
requested to have a cast taken from 
her head, which, being granted, is now 
one amongst the number lectured on, 
to illustrate the System. On her 
second yisit to Edinburgh the follow- 
ing year, she was again received with 
every mark of kindness and respect, 
the houses were crowded nightly with 
beauty and fashion, the critics were 
lavish of their praises in every news- 
paper and periodical publication in 
that literary quarter of the kingdom, 
and nothing was omitted that could in 
any way testify their approbation of 
our little heroine. She afterwards 
played in Glasgow, Greenock, Dundee, 
Cupar, Montrose, St. Andrew’s, and 
Aberdeen, with the greatest success; 
visiting, in her tour, York, Hull, Dur- 
ham, Newcastle, Sunderland, Shields, 
Scarborough, WHarrowgate, Halifax, 
Doncaster, Nottingham, Derby, Lan- 
caster, Preston, Warrington, Bolton, 
Chester, Stockport, Manchester, Liver- 
pool, Stamlord, Margate, Canterbury, 
Tunbridge Wells, Dover, Brighton, 
Worthing, Chichester, Portsmouth, 
Southampton, Winchester, ’aunton, 
Salisbury, Isle of Wight, Weymouth, 
Lymington, Exeter, Plymouth, and 
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London. She has just finished a very 
successful engagement at the English 
Opera-house, where her attraction has 
been most powerful, drawing crowds 
nightly to the theatre to witness her 
extraordinary powers in singing, 
dancing, serious and cemic acting. 
The writers in all the papers and publi- 
cations, where theatres are mentioned, 
always speaking of her powers as an 
actress in the most unqualified terms 
of praise and admiration. In the 
course of her theatric tour she has 
travelled upwards of fifteen thousand 
miles! performed the character of 
King Richard III. more than three 
hundred and fifty times! besides the 
following most extraordinary list of 
parts: Falstaff, Shylock, Douglas, 
Scrub, Marplot, Ollapod, Dr. Pangloss, 
Sir Peter Teazle, Crack, Captain 
Allclack, Bombastes Furioso, Lord 
Flimnap, Myrtillo, Mock Doctor, 
Midas, Little Pickle, Moggy M‘Gilpin, 
and Actress of All Work, with a versa- 
tility and correctness which cannot be 
surpassed, and must be witnessed to be 
believed : with comic songs, prologues, 
epilogues, Scotch, Spanish, and Eng- 
lish, dances of various descriptions, and 
all in very superior style. Her me- 
mory is so very retentive, that study, or 
learning of any kind, is no trouble; 
and she has only to read a character 
a few times, to be what is theatrically 
termed, letter perfect; and so anxious 
is she to form a correct knowledge of 
the part she is to represent, that she 
always studies the whole play in which 
she is to perform. It has been 
affirmed by many, that she is a copyist 
of some of our great actors and actres- 
ses; but, so far from that being the 
fact, she never saw a play in which 
she performs a part, excepting Richard 
111., when, five nights after she had 
acted it at Drury Lane theatre, she 
was requested by the manager to go in 
front and see Mr. Kean go through the 
character. 

Vanity of no kind has as yet taken 
possession of her heart, nor does she ap- 
pear in any way conscious of her ac- 
knowledged superior abilities. Her 
temper is mild, gentle, and affection- 
ate, doatingly fond of her parents, sis- 
ters, and brothers, as may be naturally 
supposed they are of her. She enjoys 
an excellent state of health, and is 
never so happy as when on the stage. 
In her Icisure hours from study she 
amuses herself, like other children, in 
dressing and nursing her doll; but no 
childish or frivolous remark ever es- 
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capes her, lips. In intellect she is 
mature in every way; and those per- 
sons who are most intimate with the 
family in private life, speak of little 
Clara with more rapture off the boards, 
han they who only see her on them. 

—_—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
LETTER from Port St. Peter 
and Paul, Kamtschatka, dated 

Nov. 30, 1821, among other details, 
contains the following information :— 

“* We have beenvisited here by aves- 
sel from the Sandwich islands, named 
* Kaiderno, which signifies Long- 
neeked. . On the 16th of September the 
commandant, by express order of his 
sovereign, gave a treat to our gover- 
nor and his staff-offlicers. On its de- 
parture, on the 18th, this vessel fired a 
salute of all its guns, which were well 
served by natives of the Sandwich 
islands. His excellency has sent to the 
king two reindeer, male and female, 
with a young bear, and has given to 
the captain one of the finest cows of the 
country. The oflicers and sailors were 
all natives of the Sandwich Archipe- 
lago, and soon formed acquaintance 
with the Kamtschatdales, who testified 
“ particular regard for them. They 
were ever cheerful and gay: singing 
was heard amongst them, night and 
day. They attended our church on 
the Sunday, and were very attentive. 
From thence they repaired to the 
governor’s quarters. In accosting, or 
taking leave of any one, they pro- 
nounced aloud the word ‘ Arocha.’ 
Their dress embraced fashions of 
every descriptions ; one had on a 
sailor’s waistcoat, another a cloth frock, 
a third a silk coat, &c. Some had 
shoes without stockings; but, in gene- 
ral, they were barefooted.” 

To the above may be added, thouch 
preceding it in point of time :—“On 
the 8th of September arrived here, the 
corvettos ‘ Otkrilia, meaning ‘ Dis- 
covery,’ and the ‘ Blagonamerennic, 
or ‘ Good Intention,’ both under the 
orders of Captain Wassiliew, of the 
Imperial Marine. In the second 
fortnight of the same month, the San 
Pedro, a merchant ship, and two trans- 
ports, the Michael and the Dionis, 
entered our harbour successively.” 
“On the 6th of Oct., the anniversary 

of the promulgation of the Maritime 
Code, granted by Peter the Great in 
1722, solemnities and rejoicings were 
witnessed here. In the middle of the 
yoad, a ship covered with flags, was 
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stationed ; to this repaired, in long 
boats, on one side, the Governor of- 
Kamtschatka, Captain Wassiliew, and 
the principal officers ; on the other, the 
clergy, with the banners and images of 
the saints, patrons of our church. The 
whole of this cortége being assembled, 
his excellency presented to the dean of 
the ecclesiastics a copy of the Mari- 
time Code of Peter the Great, and in- 
vited him to chant the thanksgiving 
hymn of Te Deum. This hymn was 
followed with a salute of artillery from 
the two corvettes. 

““ Having landed, the governor gave 
agrand dinner. Next day a subscrip- 
tion was opened, which quickly 
amounted to 1500 roubles, to raise, in 
Kamtschatka, a marble monument to 
the memory of Vitus Behring, the 
navigator.” Z. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
BOUT four miles from Malvern, to 
the south, is ahill of singular inter- 

est, now known by the name of the Here+ 
fordshire Beacon, occurring at that 
point where the turnpike-road from 
Hereford, through Ledbury to Wor- 
cester, intersects this line of hills. 
Coming out of the county of Hereford, 
into that of Worcester, the line of de- 
markation runs along the tops of 
those hills; the right-hand hill is the 
one to which allusion has been 
made; on the top of which hill, is an 
ancient British* encampment, fortified 
by several broad and deep circumvyal- 
lations, encircling a camp of very large 
dimensions,+ which crowns the apex of 
the major part of this mountain. 

From the highest point of the road, 
a great extent of the beautiful vale of 
Evesham, and also of the Severn, may 
be discovered; as, doubtless, numbers 
of your readers may have experienced. 

From the hill, on either side, a still 
larger extent of prospect may be 
descried, as fine and extensive an in- 

* That it is actually British, I have the 
authority of that celebrated British anti- 
quary, and eminent Cymbrian scholar, Mr. 
William Owen Pughe, whom I consulted 
upon the occasion. ‘ 

t The entire length of this encampment, 
as measured, is 1115 yards; the length of 
the west section of the first circumvallation, 
1405 yards; the breadth of the north 
extreme, at its centre, is 100 yards; the 
breadth of the south extreme, at its centre, 
is 100 yards: and, the extreme height of 
the regal, or general’s, station, answering to 
the Roman Pretorium, in the centre, is ~ 
about 1395 feet above the level of the sea. 

land 
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land view as can be seen from any 
point of land, in almost any country, 
not excepting even the famed Cam- 
pania of ancient Latium. This view is 
bounded by the distant blue Glou- 
cestershire-hills, very remarkable for 
uninterrupted extent, commanding a 
prospect of rather more than thirty 
miles in a direct line ; and, in horizon- 
tal obliquity, it extends from far 
above Worcester to the Bristol Chan- 
nel; indeed, you may see from the 
Wrekin, in Salop, down to the open 
sea: and for richness, I presume, it 
is not to be exceeded by any view in 
this country, or even in the British 
empire. Commanding the whole vale 
of Severn, in length, I believe, to 
above the extent of one hundred and 
fifty miles, the rich meadows on the 
shores of that river, the fertile corn- 
fields, and the populous cities and 
towns, whose smoke may be plainly 
discovered, with some accompanying 
tower, it aifords the spectator views of 
the well-peopled cities and towns of 
Worcester, Upton, Pershore, 'Cewkes- 
bury, Gloucester; with numerous large 
and populous villages, famed for plenty 
and generous hospitality. To a mind 
informed of the history of those local 
stations, the variety of imagery which 
rush on its perception, is far too 
much for solitary contemplation. 

The face to the east,—on the right- 
hand, in the distance, is seen Glou- 
cester, near which may be discerned 
the Isle of Alney, where the patriotic 
Saxon, Edmund Ironside, fought in 
single combat with the Danish chief 
Canute, in the presence of both armies, 
for the lives, the rights, the honours, 
property, the safety, and the liberty, of 
his people ; where the illustrious sove- 
reign’s fate was unaccompanied by that 
propitious justice, which, according to 
the dark and short-sighted view of 
wretched humanity, should have distin- 
guished his meritorious conduct, when 
the invading raven made the British 
lion succumb beneath his sable talons. 

Here those lines in the ‘‘ Cato” of 
Addison will recur to the memory of 
the sympathetic spectator, who will 
exclaim,— 

“ The ways of heayen are dark and intricate: 
Puzzled with mazes, and perplex’d in error, 
The understanding traces them in vain. 
Lost and bewildered in the fruitless search, 
We cannot see with how much art the 

windings run, 
Nor where the regular confusion ends:” 
Or else the magnanimous Anglo-Saxon 
monarch would surely have proved 
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victorious over his own enemy, his 
country’s robber, and his people’s foe. 

In the luxurious spot where the 
Warwickshire Avon* conjoins the 
stately Severn, the lofty tower of 
Tewkesbury abbey-church is pointed 
out by large masses of circling and 
aspiring smoke: here the brothers’t 
wealth was displayed in raising the 
holy fane. In the vicinity of which, 
the historic eye will discover, in me- 
mory’s mirrour, in the mid-day blaze it 
will behold, the crested helms, the 
polished spears, the standards of the 
hostile roses of York and Lancaster 
waving in proud array; either party 
now advancing, then retreating ; now 
pursuing, then pursued. In_ those 
dire, those unnatural conflicts, 

“Where father fought with son, and son 
with sire, 

And where the brother spilt his brother's 
blood!” 

Here, in this unnatural commotion, the 
infant hope} of the ill-fated Margaret 
of Anjou was slain: here the demon 
of usurpation again prevailed. 

Around the lofty spires of Worces- 
ter, the reflecting mind will trace 
those fields and meadows, once satu- 
rated with floods of human gore, 
where abandoned usurpation was ren- 
dered doubly diabolical from the 
basest of human crimes, which fur- 
nished its original—hypocrisy ; the pro- 
duce of vilest bigotry, springing from 
the practice of puritanical and ignoble 
slaves. Where the genius of the 
second Charles was rendered subser- 
vient to the hypocritical policy of a 
Cromwell. 

About half-way between Worcester 
and ‘Tewkesbury, lie the peaceful vales 
of Upton, where Fielding’s genius 
loved to range; whilst it described the 
loves of his hero and the captivating 
Sophia Western.§ 

The course of the fertile and peo- 
pled Severn from this station, in the 
meridian heat of a summer’s day, may 
be distinctly traced for upwards of @ 
hundred miles, in its meandering in- 
flexions, by the blue misty exhalations 
which arise from its surface. Whilst 

* The British name for any 
therefore uppellative only. 

+ Odo and Dodo, Earls of Gloucester, 
founded ‘Tewkesbury church and monas- 
tery in the 6th century. (See Williams's 
History of St. Alban’s, Part I.) 

+ The young prince was killed after the 
battle in cool blood, in a house in Church- 
street. 

6 Vide Fielding’s “Tom Jones.” 
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the lofty columns of darker smoke 
mark the stations of distant towns and 
citics that ornament the fertile vale. 

Far beyond the course of the Severn, 
and in the most remote angle formed 
by the distant hills, is seen that elegant 
place of fashionable resort, salubrious 
Cheltenham, smoaking with culinary 
and domestic fires. 

The travelled and experienced eye 
may here imagine it again beholds the 
fertile plains of Italy in Campania’s ex- 
tensive landscape, whilst it traces the 
Arno and the ‘I'yber’s course in that of 
the Avon and Severn. Other rivers 
and rivulets may serve to personate 
other streams, rendered sacred by the 
glowing numbers of poctic song. 

If, to the fertile plains of Campania, 
the eastern prospect which we have 
been viewing may be compared; then, 
surely our western view, behind us, 
may be also likened to ‘“ Valambrosa’s 
leafy vale*,” with singular propriety ; 
for the extensive track, between the 
eye and the distant black mountains 
in the principality, is occupied by an 
almost entire forest of the grateful 
apple, and the juicy pear; and the pro- 
tusely pendant hop, in richest tracery 
appears, for an almost indefinite num- 
ber of miles. 

Whilst the thick veil of distant ages 
is closely drawn, which conceals from 
our view the memory of events which 
transpired on the very spot now 
pressed by the feet of the spectator ; 
events, judging from the vastness of 
the traces which may be even now 
discovered, that must have been of 
mighty moment, but which occurred 
before historic time was,—in very re- 
mote British days. For, should pre- 
sent appearances command our cre- 
dence, the vast labours of thousands 
upon thousands of our mighty ances- 
tors, would, perhaps, convince us, that 
the magnitude of this preparation was 
commensurate with the importance of 
the object proposed to be atchieved. 
From the vastness of these remains, 
“now visible, this inference naturally 
presents itself. 

This Herculean labour, it should 
seem, had been raised for cither the 
purpose of determining some deadly 
contest between the Silurian princes 
and neighbouring potentates; or else, 
perhaps, it was raised as astrong hold, 
from whence an armed force could be 
searcely displaced. I am rather in- 
clined to this latter opinion; because, 

* Milton. 
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from the very commanding prospect 
which the regal, or general’s, station, 
had over the whole country, from 
whence the motion of belligerents 
might be ascertained, over the great- 
est part of southern Siluria; this sta- 
tion was probably selected for such 
observation: when, I should conecive, 
it bore a different name to that which 
now distinguishes it, being called Caer, 
as anappellative, and with the king’s, 
or general’s, name as the proper sub- 
stantive, as the following instance will 
testify; ex gra, ‘The spot upon which 
Caractacus, or Caradog, had formed 
his camp when he was chosen the 
generalissimo of the united British 
princes, to oppose the Roman gencral 
Suetonius, in the reign of Claudius 
Cesar, was in an angle formed by the 
river Teme, and another stream at the 
point of their junction, in Shropshire, 
on an elevated scite, ‘‘ advantageous 
to the Britons,” according to Tacitus, 
(vide his Annals,) which scite has been 
since known to the Britons by the name 
of Cer Caradog, now Queredoc, or the 
Fort, City, or Station, of Caractacus. 

Oct. 1, 1822. F. L. W. 
Newent, Gloucestershire. 

—— 

To the Editor of the Monthly Magazine. 
SIR, 
BSENCE from London prevented 
my replying to the letter in the 

preceding Magazine. Your liberality 
and justice will allow the insertion of 
the yindication of the right of a 
philosophical modest young man, who 
ought to make thousands of his in- 
genious invention ; its utility and sim- 
plicity astonishes every one that has 
seen it: when seen, like Columbus and 
the egg, every one wonders he did 
not discoyer it. It is the duty of every 
one who carries on business that is 
offensive, to do all in their power to 
remove it: prosecutions are expensive 
and ruinous, but manufacturers ought 
to adopt every improvement that sci- 
ence suggests. If you think it worth 
your notice, it will give me much plea- 
sure toshewityou. ‘Tomy knowledge 
the same processes, that are highly 
offensive in one place, are carried on 
in other places without inconvenience. 

Several of my customers have 
adopted it; and families, who had left 
their houses of business, have returned 
to them, and have told me, they never 
paid 10]. with so much pleasure, - 

You will render essential service to 
the community by inserting improve- 

ments 
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- mentsin various manufactures, particu- 

larly where the health and comfort of 
individuals are interested, by means of 
your entertaining and almost-univer- 
sally-read miscellany. You have con- 
veyed infermation far and wide, how to 
prevent the offensive smell of tallow 
and stufl-melting, by a cheap, eflica- 
cious, and economical, plan. By the 
account sent you, Mr. Gilbertson 
gains the credit. You, sir, I am confi- 
dent, would give the merit to the right 
individual. I beg leave to give you 
the following statement; if any doubt 
should arise, I have given you my 
name and address, and you may refer 

any one to me who is desirous to en- 
quire into the facts. I have no object 
whatever but justice to the ingenious 
and meritorious individual ; who, per- 
haps, has not seen your miscellany, and 
is ignorant of my advocating his cause. 

Lexpended much time and expense 
in a variety of plans to obtain so desira- 
ble an object, all of which were un- 
successful: but the attention of Mr. 
London, of Cannon-street, was di- 
rected to it; and, after a variety of 
plans, much labour and science, he 
completely succeeded ; and the altera- 
tion is so cheap and simple, the princi. 
ple being quite new, he was advised to 
take out a patent forit. Its simplicity 
is his injury ; and any workmen em- 
ployed, or any person, once seeing the 
pian, can immediately adoptit, and he 
is unjustly defrauded of the profit he is 
fairly entitled to. Several persons have 
adopted it, not knowing it was a patent- 
right; and, being informed of it, have 
handsomely sent him the small gratuity 
of 101., which he moderately requires. 

I erected, about three years since, 
the first on his plan for melting of 
kitchen-stuff, and found it so com- 
pletely efficacious, that I erected also 
one for tallow-melting, under his direc- 
tion. So complete is its effect, that, 
when these operations are going on, the 
smell arising is scarcely perceptible. 
Any person using this process without 
forwarding the small gratuity, is, in 
my opinion, doing him a manifest act of 
injustice: had it been 2001. instead of 
201., I should gladly have paid it, 
rather than be deprived of it. 

It is of great importance to those 
families, who wash or brew at home, 
the steam from the coppers producing 
a damp all through the house; by Mr. 
‘London’s plan, the family would not 
know when these useful operations are 
‘going on. 
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1 hope, sir, if Mr. Gilbertson, whom 
I am acquainted with, has derived the 
great benefit (of which I have no 
doubt,) from this plan, and has not re- 
compensed Mr. London, and has sup- 
posed the person who erected it was 
the inventor, he will, I have no doubt, 
immediately render this act of justice; 
if not, it is in Mr. London’s power to 
prosecute him for an invasion of his 
patent. 
There arebricklayers who, by a partial 

alteration, vainly suppose they do not 
invade his patent; but, where I have 
seen such alteration, considerable dan- 
ger exists, and are invasions of the 
patent-right. 

For the sake of rendering justice to 
the inventor, your candour will readily 
admit this communication from a con- 
stant reader. Ben. Hawes, 

Old Barge-house. 
—_—— 

For the Monthly Magazine. 
ASMODEUS tn the COUNTRY. : 

IRED and disgusted with the 
eternal din and turmoil of the 

metropolis, where I was born, and had 
resided all my life, I (one fine morning 
last month,) clambered to the top of a 
Stage-coach, which was going sixty 
niles into the country. I had read 
much of the beauties of rural scenery, 
and more of the charming simplicity 
and happiness of the rustic state, and 
was now determined to have my fill of 
them. I pleased myself,as we bowled 
along at the rate of ten miles an hour, 
with a variety of pleasant anticipa- 
tions; now, thought J, human nature in 
its purest, noblest, happicst state, will 
gladden my eyes; none of the dirt and 
filth of London will be found, none ot 
its manifold distresses will be met with 
to disgust one, none of its scenes of 
bitter want will be found to harrow up 
the soul. Cockney as I am, how 
miserably did I deceive myself. 

Having reached my destination, I 
slept one night at a paltry inn, where I 
found they could charge as expensively 
for bad accommodation, as I should 
have been charged at the London 
Coffee-house for good. I jumped out 
of bed before six on the following 
morning ; the sun was beaming beauti- 
fully in at my latticed window, and [ 
determined to have a long stroll before 
breakfast. I was soon in the fields; 
harvest was ended; and, as I had un- 
derstood, well-ended: the ricks of 
corn stood abroad in the fields; the 
barns, also, I presumed, were full, and 

the 
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the people consequently bappy. In 
the midst of my delight, and with a sort 
of envy at the supposed happiness of 
the country-folks, lL was beginning a 
fine ejaculatory soliloquy, when I was 
suddenly interrupted from a hedge 
behind me by a squeaking voice, which 
begged of me, in words which I do not 
exactly remember, to pause before I 
decided. “And who the devil are 
you?” I pettishly cried: “The devil 
upon two sticks,” answered the voice; 
and the same little limping gentleman, 
that is so well known to every body 
as not to need description here, in- 
stantly stood before me. ‘* Young 
man,” said he, ‘‘ you are come here 
to look for happiness in the country, 
but you will find it not; come with me. 
and I will convince you.” LBelore I 
could have said Jack Robinson, if I 
had been inclined so to say, 1 was 
whisked along with inconceivable ra- 
pidity by my devilish companion. We 
presently alighted in the garden of a 
small mud-built cottage, the fence of 
which was greatly broken, and which 
was also in a wretched state of cultiva- 
tion, potatoes being the only vegetable 
production there, except nettles and 
thistles: the cottage itself was so much 
out of the perpendicular, that it ap- 
peared to be falling, and the numerous 
and wide chasms in its craggy walls 
left but little necessity for my guide’s 
supernatural powers to show what was 
going forward within. ‘Here,’ said 
he, “‘is the first sample I will shew 
you of rustic felicity. Here live a man, 
his wife, and seven children; he has 
had a little harvest-work, and his wife 
and children have gleaned a little corn, 
and they are now in the most pros- 
pcerous situation they can possibly ex- 
pect in the whole year. See, they are 
at breakfast, and have only coarse 
brown bread to eat, cut thickly, and 
spread over with a very thin coat of 
sorry dripping, worse than is sold by 
many a pampered menial to the tallow- 
chandler. The poor fellow looks hag- 
gard and dejected, and well he may; 
for a long autumn, and winter, stare 
him in the face, with scarcely the pros- 
pect of any work to do. The family’s 
dinner will be potatoes from this gar- 
den, mashed with water, and a few 
grains of salt. ‘lea is altogether too 
great a luxury for them to obtain, and 
they silently go without it. The whole 
family are in rags, yet they do not 
seem {o murmur; and, though this is 
ihe picture of only one family, it fairly 
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represents the state of thousands. The 
parish, you will say, must relieve them; 
and so it does, as well as it can; but, 
where all are poor nearly, scanty must 
be the relief. In the depth of winter, 
when snows descend, and rains beat, 
and winds howl; and when you are 
snugly seated by your parlour fire of 
blazing sea-coal, think of this poor 
family, and wonder not if they should 
be driven to break a commandment, 
and steal from the trees and hedges a 
few sticks to warm their frozen limbs. 
Such theft is wrong; it is punishable, 
and often severely punished, by the 
laws; but, when it is done from the 
pressure of want like this, shall not the 
eye of pity look down upon them with 
compassion ?”” 
“Hold, hold,” I cried, “this is too 

much: 1 did not expect this ; come, Ict 
us go to that neat white house on the 
hill; there, at least, we shall find com- 
fort and happiness; it looks like a 
substantial farmer’s residence ; come, 
let us havea peep there.” ‘‘ With all 
my heart,” was the reply, and it was 
scarccly uttered before we were there. 
The house, I found, had looked better 
at a distance, than it did when close to 
it; for here again neglect was to be 
traced ; the windows were dirty, and 
the house wanied painting; the fences 
of the garden and farm-yard were out 
of repair, the garden itself was in a 
wild and weedy state, and I did not see 
one labourer about the premises. My 
companion now called my attention to 
the interior of the house: “See,” said 
he, ‘‘in that room the family are col- 
lected together; it is (or rather was) 
the drawing-room ; many a gay party 
has been assembled there, m what were 
called the farmer’s good times ; when 
com was dear, thrice as dear as it is 
now: those times have been the farm- 
er’s ruin, This very man, who now 
sets brooding and biting his nails in 
that corner, might have saved a large 
fortune in those good times; but he 
made his daughters fine ladies, and his 
sons fine gentlemen, and his house a 
fine house, and his gardens and plea- 
sure-grounds fine; and then he had 
fine horses and fine carriages, and fine 
dinners, and fine wines, and ever 
thing fine: indeed, all too fine to ad 
Pity it is, that men will not be content 
with being truly respectable, but they 
must ignorantly ape and imitate the 
finery they see around them, till, as in 
the present case, its too-frequent atten- 
dant, misery, comes afier it. This man, 

as 
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as I told you, might have saved a for- 
tune ; but he spent his money as fast as 
he got it, till, at last, he spent it faster ; 
and then he went to.a neighbouring 
country banker, who enabled him for 
some years to go on gaily, merely by 
writing bis name to certain strips of, 
paper, called promissory notes and 
bills of exchange; this has enabled 
him to keep corn by him till it was 
spoiled, rather than sell it reasonably ; 
this has enabled him to go on paying 
an enormous rent, which the aforesaid 
good times brought upon him; this has 
enabled him to hunt, and shoot, and 
ride about the country ; but this has, at 
last, burst like a tempest-cloud over his 
head, and overwhelmed him. ‘The 
eountry-banker has failed, and this 
man owes the estate between three and 
four thousand pounds; the assignees 
have just sent bailiffs into his house 
under a judgment, and his landlord 
has sent others in for his rent. ‘Total 
and irremediable ruin is now his bitter 
portion. He, and his family which 
surrounds him, have still their fine 
eloaths upon their backs, but their 
hearts are aching fearfully. There 
stands the grand, upright, piano-forte ; 
but it will soon go into other hands. 
in the stables and outhouses are yet 
remaining the high-spirited hunters 
and dashing gigs; but they will soon be 
for others to enjoy. Call you this hap- 
piness in the country, Londoner?” 
—‘ Alas! no,” said I, with a groan. 
“And yet,” rejoined he, “ this is but 
too common a picture.” I wanted to 
be gone back to my inn, but my senti- 
mental little devil would not allow it; 
he had not done with me yet. “‘ Come,” 
said he, “‘ yonder is the parsonage- 
house, let us just take a peep there ; 
devil as Iam, I have no quarrel! with a 
good priest.” ‘I'he house was nicely 
embowered amongst some beautiful 
trees, the growth of ages ; it was a large 
one, apparently one-third larger than 
the church itself, which stood near it; 
and the gardens and grounds were 
about twice the size of the church-yard: 
so much more room do men require 
when living than when dead. Surely, 
thought J, this reverend gentleman 
must be happy; but, after what I had 
seen, did not like to say any thing. 

“Took,” said Asmodeus, “there he 
is, tumbling and tossing in bed ; he is 
a late riser, and is now woefully rumi- 
nating upon a notice he recently re- 
ceived from the farmers, his parisbion- 
ets, to take his tythes in kind, instead 
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of receiving, as heretofore, 4 good’ 
round sum in lieu of them. The good 
times have nearly ruined him, as wel! 
as the farmer we have just seen; aud, 
he must either alter his style of living 
very much, or he will presently be 
worse off-than the poor fellow his 
curate, whom he hires at thirty pounds 
a-year. He is far from happy, as you 
see, but he has not felt the worst yet; 
he has not yet tried what five or six 
hundred a-year will do for a man whe 
has been spending two thousand ; whem 
he has, I fear his reverence will be no 
happier than his neighbours.” Icould 
not deny an atom of what was said by 
my friend, le diable buiteux; and he 
whisked me at once to some squire’s 
mansion. Here, externally at least, 
nothing was to be seen that could indi- 
cate want or wretchedness; and 
began to think of what I had read, 
when a boy, about country squires, 
and to hope that here, at all events, 7 
should find happiness ; but I was more 
disappointed than ever. The geod 
times had spread their devastating in- 
fluence here, as well as elsewhere. 1 
was surprised to see the windows all 
closed, and expressed a wonder that 
none of the servants should be yet up. 
“You are in error,” said my ecompa- 
nion, “ devil as I am, I shudder, while 
I tell you, that the master of the man- 
sion lies dead in it; he committed sui- 
cide last night. It is a frightful con- 
templation, but itis too true. Like all 
the rest, when the good times came, 
and his rents were quadrupled, he 
added to his establishment servants, 
éarriages, horses, hounds, every thing 
indeed that luxury and splendour 
could suggest. He even went beyond 
his means at the moment of their being 
greatest ; how, then, could he bear a 
reverse when it came? He did not 
try to bear it; he has violently rushed 
out of life to avoid the pointed finger 
of scorn ; he has dared to leave a wife 
and children to meet the bitter taunts’ 
of an unthinking world, rather than 
boldly stand in the gap, and mect the 
coming evil with economy and firm- 
ness. ‘Look at the poor distracted 
wife and her daughters ; look, I say !” 
I did look, and beheld a scene which 
beggars all description ; and which, in 
the glance of a moment so overcame’ 
me, that I fell inscnsible to the ground; 
and, upon recovering, found that I was 
placed by the very hedge where I first) 
met my companion Asmodeus. 

I was completely sickened with my 
search 
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‘search after happiness in the country ; 
and, though there doubtless may, and 
must, be many there who are compara- 
tively happy, yet I determined not to 
Stay and look for them; but hastened 
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back to my inn, swallowed a hasty 
breakfast, and was off by a coach 
which passed immediately after for 
London. 

September 13, 1822. 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMINENT PERSONS. 
—__—— 

DR. AIKIN. 
monn AIKIN, known to the public 

during the last forty years as a 
very pleasing and accomplished writer, 
was born at Kilworth in Leices- 
tershire, and was the son of the 
Rey. Mr. Aikin, a dissenting minister 
who kept a classical academy at that 
place, and was afterwards one of the 
professors at Warrington. 

He was, at a suitable age, appren- 
ticed to a surgeon and apothecary at 
Uppingham, in Rutland; and, on com- 
pleting his term, was sent to Edin- 
burgh, where he graduated as M.D. He 
settled in that profession at Yarmouth, 
and subsequently removed to Norwich, 
his celebrated sister, Mrs. Barbauld, 
and her husband, keeping a seminary 
at Thetford, in that county, and thereby 
adding to the weight of his local influ- 
ence. Yet, although the most amia- 
ble of men, he was neither empirical 
enough, nor sufliciently warm and 
popular in his address, to supersede 
others in their profitable practice. To 
avail himself, therefore, at once of his 
public reputation as a man of letters, 
and of the society of his sister, who 
then had settled at Hampstead, he 
removed to London in 1794. 

Here he sought to combine practice 
with literary engagements among the 
booksellers; but, as the public never 
favour any man in two capacities, his 
success as an author shut him out from 
medical practice; and, at length, he 
settled professedly as a man of letters, 
in 1802, at Stoke Newington, where 
Mr. and Mrs. Barbauld also took up 
their residence. A few years since he 
suffered a severe attack of palsy, 
which deprived him of his corporeal 
and mental faculties; and, to other 
attacks of this disease, he atlength fella 
victim in Dec. 1822, in the 76th year 
of his age. 

His early works consisted of a 
“‘ History of Medicine,” of a work of 
“Medical Biography,” and of a “ His- 
tory of Manchester,” in which he was 
engaged by Stockdale, the bookseller. 
His most original productions were 
the “ Evenings at Home,” in six small 

volumes, his “ Letters tohis Son,” and 
his ‘Annals of George the Third.’ 
He translated “Select Lives from 
Diderot and D’Alembert’s Memoirs of 
the French Academicians ;” and he 
compiled, under an engagement with 
Kearsley, ‘‘a General Biographical 
Dictionary,’ not the most popular, but 
beyond. question the best in the lan- 
guage. He was, besides, a frequent 
contributor to the Monthly Review; 
and he assisted largely in the Annual 
Review, edited by his son. 
As an editor, he produced editions, 

with very elegant critical prefaces, of 
some of our best poets; and he co- 
operated in many other works as editor, 
or reviser, without his name appearing, 
his engagements being always fulfilled 
with good taste and scrupulous fideiity. 

At its first appearance he was en- 
gaged by its proprietor and conductor 
to supervise the sheets of this Miscel- 
lany, and to his sound taste it owed 
much of the public reputation which it 
suddenly acquired. His unacquaint- 
edness with the chicanery of law, and 
the artifices of mankind, rendered him 
the too easy dupe of two knaves, by 
which the conductor was, in 1803, 
robbed in the most flagrant manner of 
several hundred pounds, and hence a 
disagreement and rupture of the eon- 
nexion took place. If the moral dis- 
cretion of Dr. Aikin ever forsook him, 
it was on this occasion. He first ad- 
vertised that he had no longer any con- 
nexion with a work, in which that con- 
nexion was mere matter of private 
concern, never avowed, and then he 
lent his name to a counter-work, 
brought out under the title of the 
Atheneum. The attempt did not suc- 
ceed, and it failed (as we trust every 
Similar attempt will fail which is 
directed against the interests of this 
miscellany,) with heavy losses and 
much yvexation to all parties. 

Nevertheless, than Dr. Aikin a 
better man never lived. He was an 
exampie of equanimity, of disciplined 
feelings, and of social character. If 
he had a fault as a man, and as a 
writer, it was in being too cold, never 

erring 
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erring from misplaced excitement, nor 

‘from allowing the eccentricity and 
flights of genius to overcome the 
sound decisions of his judgment. 
He was fortunate in his family. An 

amiable widow survives him. His 
sister andhe were devoted to each other. 
His daughter is known to the pub- 
lic by many productions in the higher 
walks of literature. His eldest son is 
the approved secretary to the Society 
of Arts, and author of many useful 
works, and his second son practises as 
a surgeon with eminence and advan- 
tage. If he made no discoveries in the 
Sciences, and if he produced no origi- 
nal work which will live as long as our 
language, he has, nevertheless, done 
much to promote the interests both of 
philosophy and of literature; and he 
lived a valuable example of the best 
fruits in his own personal happiness 
during the first seventy years of his ex- 
istence, and in the welfare and credit 
of his children. 

In his political opinions, so important 
in the age in which he flourished, Dr. 
Aikin was a steady friend of civil 
liberty ; and, whenever he was warm, 
it was in the assertion of its principles. 
On religious topics he was sceptical, 
buat his scepticism never rendered his 
writings offensive to any class of be- 
lieyers, and he wisely forebore to en- 
gage in contreversies about opinions 
which are defended by the terrors of 
imprisonment or the stake. 

In literature, Dr. Aikin was, beyond 
doubt, the soundest writer of his age, 
and his opinions will long be justly re- 
sorted to as authorities on many inter- 
esting subjects. His habits of compo- 
sition were rapid, and the even tenor 
of his mind enabled him, like Shake- 
Speare, to discuss the most intricate 
points without a blot. If he had been 
a man, of display, and a man of the 
world, his mental attainments qualified 
him to take the station of Johnson in 
the literary circles of the metropolis ; 
but his were the retired habits of the 
practical philosopher, who avoids the 
mixed applause and envy of the vulgar 
crowd, Wisely secking the solid and un- 
qualified enjoyments of his own fire- 
side, and the silent approbation of the 
discerning part of mankind. 

= 
The late PRINCE PRIMATE of the CON- 

FEDERATION Of the RUINE. 

Charles -'Tlieodore - Anthony - Mary: 
Dalberg, Baron of the Empire, and 
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successively Elector of Mayence, 
Grand Chancellor, Prince Primate, 
Grand Duke of Frankfort, Archbishop 
of Ratisbon, Bishop of Werms and 
Constance, was born on the 8th of 
February, 1744, in the family mansion 
of his parents, at Hernsheim, near 
Worms. His father was Francis- 
Henry Dalberg, Privy Counscllor of 
the Elector of Mayence, Governor of 
Worms, and the clected Burgraf or 
Sovereign Seigneur of Friedberg: his 
mother was of the family of the Counts 
of Eltz. The Daibergs were the first 
barons of the empire, and enjoyed a 
peculiar privilege m Germany: at the 
coronation of every emperor it was 
customary for the new sovereign to in- 
stal a number of knights ; at the com- 
mencement of the ceremony a herald 
called aloud, *‘Is there no Datberg 
present?” Upon which the head of the 
family, completely clad in armour, 
advanced, and was constantly honour- 
ed with the first investiture. 

The education of Charles-Theodore 
was attended to with peculiar care, 
and adapted to the ecclesiastical du- 
ties, to which he devoted himself. 
Distinguished for classical erudition, 
and for a penetrating activity of mind, 
his progress to the highest. dignities 
was carly predicted; and it was thought 
essential to his prospects, that he 
should visit the most civilized parts of 
the Continent: in his travels he col- 
lected a rich harvest of observation on 
men, manners, and governments ; and 
Was soon nominated capitulary canon 
of the Grand Chapter of Mayence, as 
well as canon of the Grand Chapter 
of Wurzburg and Worms. 

By the late Elector of Mayence he 
was appointed in 1772 Privy Counsel- 
lor in activity, and Governor of Er- 
furth: here he had an opportunity of 
displaying those talents for adminis- 
tration and regularity of arrangement 
which became the object of admira- 
tion of his superiors, and a source of 
comfort to those with whom he had to 
communicate. In all political or ee- 
clesiastical conferences, the same lu- 
minous explanation obtained him ge- 
neral approbation: his mind embraced 
every part of his subject, seized its 
true point of view, and decided ac- 
cording to the immutable principles 
of justice. To this hour, the inhabi- 
tants revere the sentences which he 
pronounced, nor was there an example 
during his long administration of any 
having been repealed, 
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His love of the fine arts, and his 
liberal protection of artists, rendered 
Erfurt a desirable residence for men 
of learning. Every spark of genius 
was fostered by the governor: his 
evening assemblies were crowded by 
the most distinguished inhabitants ; 
and Gotha, Jena, Weymar, contri- 
buted to their interest, by the frequent 
visits of the most eminent characters 
of those universities. Nor did stran- 
gers, in whom was discoverable any 
degree of talent, pass through Erfurt 
without the honour of an invitation. 
In these meetings the brilliancy of the 
governor’s imagination, the profound- 
ness of his observations, the facility of 
his delivery, and the mild urbanity of 
his manners, seemed equally to claim 
the greater share of approval; but 
justice refused any inequality of 
praise where all were admirable. 

The Hlectoral Academy of Mayence 
improved daily under the presidency 
of Charles-Theodore. The members 
were animated to new labours by the 
scientific treaties delivered from the 
chair; and literary enquiry became 
general. 

In the year 1787 Baron Dalberg 
was nominated coadjutor of the Grand 
Chapter, and of the Electorate of 
Mayence; and also of the Grand 
Chapter of Worms: in the year fol- 
lowing, coadjutor of Constance, and 
Archbishop of Tarsis. In 1799, the 
Grand Chapier of Constance fell under 
his sole authority, when he was ele- 
vated to the rank of Prince Bishop, 
and Prince Director, in Suabia. 

The Elector of Mayence dying in 
1862, the Prince Bishop was honoured 
with the titie and privileges of Prince 
TLlector, and Grand Chancellor of the 
German Empire. We have now reach- 
ed the important epocha when the 
new form of government established 
by Napoleon, under the denomination 
of the Confederation of the Rhine, over- 
threw all the settled maxims and 
usages of Germany. ‘the political 
opinions of the Prince Hiector had 
already given way to the influence of 
the French preponderance, and he no 
longer adhered to those sentiments 
which he had publicly expressed as 
coadjutor of Mazence in the year 
1797. Under the authority of Napo- 
leon, he was declared Prince Primate 
of the Rhenine Confederation, Sove- 
reign Prince and Lord of Aschaffen- 
burg, Ratisbon, and W etzlar, renoun- 
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cing, at the same time, the principali- 
ties of Constance and Worms. 

The reputation of few men have 
undergone a ruder shock than that 
which assailed the Prince upon his 
elevation to these new dignities; to 
the dereliction of his former political 
principles have been deduced the evils 
brought down upon Germany by the 
abandonment of its ancient forms of 
government; and it was generally 
supposed that the gigantic project of 
Napoleon would have met with insu- 
perable difficulties, had not the Prince, 
after a conversation with Hedouyille, 
(the nature of which has never been 
divulged,) unequivocally pronounced 
his adherence to it. 

The visit of a private agent of 
Napoleon was soon reported to the 
cabinets of Germany. Every part of 
the Prince’s conduct testified his bias 
towards the French government, and 
of course bis alienation from the Em- 
peror’s interest. His elevation was 
therefore attended with all the sorrow- 
ing eflects of general censure. Amongst 
the complaints which issued from all 
directions, may bo mentioned those 
which related to the nomination of 
Cardinal Fesch, as coadjutor of the 
Primacy: this has been supposed a 
Most violent stretch of authority on 
the part of the Prince, and, as such, 
vehemently disapproved by the digni- 
taries of the church. But the factis, 
the Prince acted from compulsion, and 
did not accede to, the mandate of 
Napoleon on this subject until he had 
exhausted, without effect, every en- 
deavour to nominate Count Stadion, 
then canon of Mayence, or Count 
Sternberg, then canon of Ratisbon. 
In truth, this appointment was pro- 
ductive of uo ill effect: it was a mere 
nullity. Be it as it may, he who had 
commanded universal respect became 
the object of universal reproach, and 
all his honours were an insufficient 
compensation for the wounded feel- 
ings which accompanied them. The 
oppressive influence which France 
exercised over his existence in 1810, 
compelled the exchange of Ratisbon, 
in favour of Bavaria, for the country 
of Hanau, and part of the possessions 
attached to the bishopric of Fulda; 
upon which occasion he took the title 
of Grand Duke of Frankfort, and fixed 
his residence amongst his new sub- 
jects, warmly espousing their interests, 
and exposing their fortunes to no other 
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taxes than those which the grievous 
military system of Napoleon compel- 
Iced him to levy. His civil list was 
reduced to the most moderate ex- 
pense; improvements were every 
where carried on under his orders ; 
and a representative constitution 
would have been afforded to his new 
estates, had not the affairs of Europe 

’ prevented its introduction. 
At Aschaffenburg the Prince Pri- 

mate formed a bandsome gallery of 
pictures, a public library, an univer- 
Sity, and a theatre; at Wetzlar a 
school of jurisprudence; at Hanan 
manufactures were liberally cncon- 
raged; and the same principles of 
attention to the general good are to 
be traced wherever he has resided. 

His ambition sustained a struggle 
with his philosophy no longer than 
until the year 1813, when, the allies 
having entered Frankfort, the Prince 
Primate, who had retired to Constance, 
thought proper to abdicate all sove- 
reign authority, and to reserve only, 
for the enjoyment of his latter days, 
the consolatory functions of an arch- 
bishop. These he fulfilled in an ex- 
emplary manner at Ratisbon, his 
chosen retreat from the perplexing 
occupations of public life. 

Innumerable proofs of his charitable 
propensities are recorded in the grate- 
ful remembrance of the poor, whose 
probable wants in winter were annu- 
ally provided for, and whose imme- 
diate distresses were in all seasons 
relieved. 

Ecclesiastical ceremonies, improve- 
ments, correspondence, and the enjoy- 
ment of friendly intercourse, in a 
very confined circle, filled up the 
hours of the Archbishop until the 10th 
of February, 1817, when he breathed 
his last, after a short illness of thirty- 
six hours, aged seventy-three years. 
Asan author, the Prince Primate 

will ever stand in bigh estimation for 
the variety of his productions, on sub- 
jects of religion, moral philosophy, 
politics, the fine arts, chemistry, &e. 
they are all stamped with the same 
solidity, brilliancy, and judgment, for 
which he was long distinguished. 

If to such an accumulation of virtue 
and acquirements, history must be 
compelled to bring forward the coun- 
terpoise of political error, will she not 
dip her penin milk rather than in gall? 
Shall one fault, if fault there was, be 
written in characters so egregious, as 
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to blot out all recollection of his un- 
ceasing endeavours to dispense conso- 
lation and justice during a long series 
of years? Shall all be forgotten ex- 
cept a political offence, and that 
offence still enveloped in mystery, un- 
certainty, and doubt? 

Without presuming to decide upon 
the asserted dereliction of principle, 
of which the Primate has been accused, 
and which has been anathematised, as 
though it were a solitary instance of 
the kind, may it not be asked whether 
all the courts of the Continent did not 
accede to an alliance with Napoleon 
at some moment or other of his 
triumphalinfluence? Was there more 
precipitation, or apparent cordiality, 
shown by this Prince than by many 
other heads of governments ; or were 
the public interests of Germany more 
endangered by his alliance with France 
than by the treaties of Tilsit or of 
Vienna? 

This theme cannot with propriety be 
continued: it can be supported by no 
lozical demonstration, and no means 
exist to clearup this mysterious point of 
history, unless it should have pleased 
Napoleon (in his Memoirs, said to be 
preparing,) to furnish the key; the 
course of events having prevented the 
meditated intention of the Prince 
Primate, when, in the month of Sep- 
tember 1816, he thus expressed him- 
self to a friend :—<“ In all my political 
measures, I have ever held in view 
he good of Germany,—that faithful 
honest country! ‘The world judge with 
severity, and from appearances, be- 
cause they know neither the cause nor 
the power of circumstances; but this 
should not discourage him who is 
convinced of having done good. I 
have perhaps been frequently mis- 
taken; but I am aman, and, as such, 
participate in the weaknesses of hu- 
man nature. Who is he that can_pre- 
sume to say he has never wavered in 
his resolutions? and who is he that 
has not been deceived by Napoleon? 
In my character of Prince, the wel- 
fare of my people only interested me, 
never any personal advantage ; and of 
this disposition J have given proofs 
upon every occasion. It is possible . 
however, if I live, that I may write 
the ‘Memoirs of my own Time,’ or, 
what would ensure to my work a bet- 
ter reception, ‘of my errors. This 
would clear up what is at present abso- 
lutely unknown. 

“T have 
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«‘— have never been attached to 

the world, or its temporary splendor. 

T have sought for the ultimate desti-_ 

nation of life in something more 
elevated and important. Germany, 
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by my means, has experienced great 
advantages: they have been repaid 
by ingratitude. Such has been the 
will of God.” 

STEPHENSIANA. 
No. XV. 

The late ALEXANDER STEPHENS, Esq. of Park House, Chelsea, devoted an active and 

well-spent life in the collection of Anecdotes of his contemporaries, and generally entered in a 

book the collections of the passing day ;—these collections we have purchased, and propose to 

present a selection from them to our readers. As Editor of the Annual Obituary, and many 

other biographical works, the Author may probably kave incorporated some of these scraps ; 

but the greater part are unpublished, and all stand alone as cubinet pictures of men-and 

manners, worthy of a place in a literary miscellany, 
—< 

ORIGIN OF THE POLITICAL TERMS 
WHIG AND TORY. 

HE names of Whig and Tory were 
first adopted as mutual reproaches 

between two rival parties of contend- 

ing politicians, in the reign of Charles 
IJ.; the nation having been previously 
distinguished by the denomination of 
petitioners and abhorrers, from the one 
party standing up for the right of petiti- 
on, and the other expressiag the “deep- 
est abhorrence” against all those who 
aimed at disturbing the public peace. 
he Long Parliament was then about 
closing its session of seventeen years! 
—The Whigs were so denominated 
from a cant name given to the sour 
Scotch conventiclers ; whig being milk 
turned sour. The Tories were deno- 
minated from the Lrish banditti so 
called, whose usual manner of bid- 
ding people deliver was by the Irish 
word toree, give me. 

KEW GARDENS. 
Soon after his accession, the late 

King employed Sir William Cham- 
bers, knight of the Polar Star, to lay 
out and improve Kew Gardens, for 
the residence of his mother. The 
ground, in its natural style, was flat 
and uninteresting: to treat such a 
subject in an ornamental manner was 
a task of difficulty. Sir Wilham C. 
undertook it; and, as the Chinese 
taste in horticulture deservedly ranks 
high, he proposed to adopt that man- 
ner. In 1763 the ingenious Swede 
published an account of these, in a 
superb work, including plans, eleva- 
tions, sections, and perspective views. 
He therein assigns his reasons, inter- 
weaving some incidental circum- 
stances, why a taste so peculiar had 
been preferred. The garden he de- 

scribes as not very large, and the 
Situation as by no means advantage- 
ous ; the ground is low, and loses halfits 
interest from its commanding no pros- 
pect. Originally, the whole was one 
continued dead flat; the soil was in 
general barren, and without either 
underwood or water. These and other 
obstacles did not escape the perspi- 
cacious eye of this artist. To do any 
thing even tolerable was not easy ; but 
princely munificence and able direc- 
tion, the force of genius combined with 
the scientific part of art, triumphed 
over natural impediments; and, after 
much drudgery, converted a desert 
into an Eden. If the comparison may 
be allowed, the soul and body of Chi- 
nese and English horticulture seem 
amicably joined together, and harmo- 
nizing. The King frequently super- 
intended here, as well as at Windsor, 
and at the New Palace in the vicinity 
of Kew. 

DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE. 
Scenes rather tranquil than gay 

please the taste of some, and raise more 
grateful sensations than what the 
whole list of courtly curiosities can 
excite. This nobleman, from the best 
of motives, lived in habits of retire- 
ment, removed from the bustle of 
public affairs, as much doubting whe- 
ther his engaging in them would be 
conducive to the quiet of his life, or 
to the public weal. His conduct was 
that of one who acts from principle ; 
a thoughtless restlessness, the vague 
desire of something new, was with 
him a vain curiosity, not deserving the ° 
name of a useful impulse. He seems 
to have considered himself as one 
“fallen into evil times ;” and, from his 
own personal observations on the na- 
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ture of the government, perhaps he 
thought with Addison—, 

where impious men bear sway, 
The post of honour is a private station. 

The only honorary distinction he ever 
received was that of Lord High Trea- 
surer of Ireland; and, were I to spe- 
cify the two most remarkable public 
epochs of his life, they would have a 
romantic cast; I shall add them, how- 
ever: bearing the King’s train on his 
accession, and assisting and attending 
at Garrick’s funeral. He supported 
Mr. Fox’s election against the court 
in 1784, manifesting much zeal on the 
subject, and subscribing largely in its 
support. He was for sage and mode- 
rate measures in political economy 
and legislation. His life is not full of 
eventful history; some may be dis- 
posed to condemn it, to others it will 
recall the inspiring seene of ot2zwm cum 
dignitate. Went abroad to his family 
on the Continent,—united the fortunes 
of the Cavendish and Burlington fa- 
milies. 

His first wife, Georgiana Spencer, 
was the most distinguished. fashionable 
of her time ; and his second, Elizabeth 
Forster, was also at the head of the 
beau monde. Yet the Duke had the 
aspect and manners of a farmer. 

CRUSADES. 
These are noticed by Mezeray, in 

his “ History of Fiefs,” as favourabie 
to the enfranchisement of the cities, 
towns, and villages, in France. The 
manner in which he speaks of them 
is honourable to the cause of liberty. 
“‘Some (he says) supplicated for the 
rights they were eager to obtain ; some 
asserted, and others purchased them, 
by the payment of certain tributes. 
Among those which laid claim to them 
were the cities of Marseilles and 
Thoulouwse, during the absence of 
their respective sovereigns, who deem- 
ed it politic to acquiesce. 

The following passage occurs in the 
“ History of St. Louis :”—‘‘ Thoulouse 
demands the rights she has asserted; 
Alphonse assents toit. The serfs from 
the country implore emancipation ; 
their chains fall off by the direction of 
this good prince. All men (said he) 
are born free; things should revert to 
their origin.” The serfs were enfran- 
chised by a general law in 1315. 

In a discourse, which obtained a 
prize in 1808, dissensions excited by 
religious differences, massacres, and 
the inquisition, are ascribed toa fero- 
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cious spirit, which origmated with the 
Crusades. It is admitted, however, 
that wars between individual nobles 
became more rare. 

WOOLLEN, LINEN, SILK. 
Particular notices of the arts lead to 

general views respecting the grounds 
and progress of civilization. We may 
conceive their union 2nd co-operation 
as necessarily connected. Concise 
enumerations of some of these in 
Homer eharacterise the age and state 
of society in which he lived. It ap- 
pears that the manufactures of woollen 
and linen flourished in his days; but 
we do not read of silk being intro- 
duced into Greece earlier than the 
time of Justivian. From Greece it 
was transported to Sicily, from Sicily 
into Italy. In 1620 the manufacture 
was introduced into England. The 
revocation of the edict of Nantes gave 
rise to the French colony of Spital- 
fields. Lucca long enjoyed the mo- 
nopoly of silk, and Florence for a 
time was enriched by it. 

CHARLES II., 
After he had dissolved his last Par- 

liament at Oxford, March 28, 1681, 
governed during the remainder of his 
reign witb a sort of legal tyranny. To 
this were rendered subservient the 
most glaring enormities of the Court 
of King’s Bench, just as his father had 
employed the Court of Star Chamber. 
His plan was to persccute his subjects 
under colour of Jaw. Scenes of op- 
pression abounded: the Charter of the 
City of London taken away; other 
corporations surrendering theirs; enor- 
mous fines, excessive damages, cor- 
rupt judges, packed juries, and perse- 
cution on religious accounts. ‘These 
are charges brought against that ex- 
travagant, intemperate, and profligate, 
monarch, which cannot be disproved. 
These and other accompanying cir- 
cumstances only accelerated the re- 
volution. 

PATRIOTISM. 
All honour the principle of this vir- 

tue, thouch the name may be pervert- 
ed. In the present state of things, it 
can only be realised in great and dis- 
interested minds. Men whose senti- 
ments are so public-spirited as to 
give up lucrative engagements, not to 
compromise conscience, or meet an 
enemy in the field of battle for the 
sake of their country ;—such are wor- 
thy, brave, noble, generous. But 
corruptio optimi fit pessima: We must 
be sorry for the misapplication. Flat- 

tering 
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tering prospects of power or prospe- 
rity alter men, when no coercive 
authorities can compel submission. ~ 

In the reign of Henry VII. Sir 
Jolin Fineaux opposed the tax of the 
tenth penny, and, according to Lloyd, 
stoutly observed on this occasion :— 
“ Before we pay any thing, let us see 
whether we have any thing we can 

_ call our own to pay.” Cardinal and 
Chancellor Morton was against the pre- 
ferment of this lion-hearted lawyer: 
“such being (to borrow the words of 
his biographer,) an encouragement to 
the factious; whose hydra heads grow 
faster by being taken off by preferment, 
and not by the axe.” But the wiser 
king was for employing other means. 
He thought that ‘‘so noble a patriot 
would be an useful courtier, and that 
he who could do so well at the bar 
might do more at the Bench.” He 
was accordingly made a judge and 
knighted; after which, we learn that 
no one was so firm to promote or in- 
culcate the doctrine of the prince’s 
prerogative. 

BRITISH EMPIRE. 
A French writer calculates the po- 

-pulation of the British empire at 
nincty-five millions, whereof seventy 
are in India. It contains also obser- 
vations which furnish a picture of 
magnificence, characteristic and in- 
teresting, and produced by a mind 
struck with admiration. ‘The Ro- 
man empire in its glory (says he,) con- 
tained 120 millions, half of whom were 
slaves. Considering the difference of 
situations, with the rickes, resources, 
industry, arts, sciences, commerce, 
and agriculture of Great Britain, they 
will not only bear comparison with 
ours, but appear remarkable in the 
balance of nations and empires, an- 
cient as well as modern.—The landed 
property of Great Britain was calcu- 
lated by Mr. Pitt, in 1797, at 1,600 
millions sterling. Their marine last 
war included a thousand armed ships, 
and their commerce now employs 
174,000 mariners, and upwards of two 
millions of tons. In short, the British 
empire may be considered as_ the 
greatest that has ever existed; sur- 
passing all others, also, in knowledge, 
moral character, and merit. The sun 
never sets on its dominions, and, be- 
fore his rays withdraw from the stee- 
ples of Quebec, his morming rays have 
enlightened the districts of Port Jack- 
son; and, while he is setting to the 
countries round Lake Superior, he is 
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rising to those about the banks of the 
Ganges.” 

FRANCIS DUKE OF BEDFORD. 
I have little scruple in placing the 

late Duke among the list of worthies ; 
nobody can entertain more esteem for 
that amiable and accomplished noble- 
man. Melancholy was the fate of 
both his parents: one died of a fall 
from his horse, the other pined away, 
dropping fruitless tears, “like Pa- 
tience on a monument.” How unlike 
many fashionable wives! Indeed, both 
characters were deserving of very 
high praise. 

The young Duke was brought up at 
Westminster, but retired in disgust ; 
the motives for which extraordinary 
conduct 1 have not discovered: he 
went afterwards to Cambridge. In 
his earlier years the Duke was a most 
active and determined hunter; he 
hired a seat at a place called Quorn, 
in Leicestershire; and there, in the 
season, spent a considerable portion 
of his time. As a particular indivi- 
dual} the Duke was sprightly and 
agreeable; as a member of society, 
intelligent and sagacious; and, to the 
cause of his country, just and faithful. 
In Parliament be joined the opposi- 
tion, and the views which he there 
gave of his polities were much lis- 
tened to, as impressive and sensible. 
But that which most distinctly exhi- 
bited and illustrated the colouring of 
his mind was his attachment to agri- 
culture; in this he continued to merit 
the character he had obtained, of a 
reflecting observer as to the various 
causes and operations whereby it is 
susceptible of improvement. In nu- 
merous instances the Duke mingled 
with the mass of his people, affording 
a lively and striking example of in- 
dustry; ever attentive to the great 
principle of his conduct—practical 
utility. His ample means and pur- 
poses were actively and steadily di- 
rected to the pursuit of this object. 
His useful works and ingenious plans 
at Woburn, and in the metropolis, 
received high commendations for the 
noveliy, zeal, and research, displayed 
in them. 

From a sense of duty, an honour- 
able independence of mind, the Duke 
had publicly alluded to Burke’s pen- 
sion; remarking on certain improprie- 
ties of conduct connected with it. 
This excited warm indignation in the 
latter, whose keen and vivid sense of 
painful feelings vented itself in en 
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and dishonourable tirades on the 
Duke’s ancestors. The attempt thus 
to disgrace and blemish the character 
of a living individual, was a glaring 
act of wrong. The Duke, whose mo- 
ral excellencies were the result of a 
well-disciplined mind, whose princi- 
ples rested on the sure foundation of 
virtue, was the great Leviathan of 
Mr. Burke. The great anxiety shewn 
by Calyban, thus roused from his lair, 
only accelerated the taking of still 
greater liberties with him by others. 
The Duke was munificent to his 
younger brothers, and liberal to Mr. 
Fox. 

DODD THE ENGINEER. 
Mr. Dodd, in one of his letters toa 

London merchant, made an observa- 
tion which I transcribed, as worthy of 
preservation. He had (he said) pro- 
fessedly surveyed the four great ri- 
vers in the northern parts of this 
kingdom. In the River Eden he 
found the tide flowing up from Solway 
Frith only five miles; from the sea up 
the River Tyne, sixteen; from the sea 
up the River Wear, eleven; and up 
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the Tees, twenty-one: adding, that 
the great altitude of the inland 
northern parts prevents the sea from 
throwing the tide far up any of those 
rivers. 

BENEVOLENCE. 
“A more splendid specimen of hu- 

manity cannot be exhibited than when 
its: powers are exerted in releasing 
kindred man from his affliction, and 
in giving to its virtues the most bene- 
ficial direction.” Without this, the 
most specious appearances are no- 
thing: in this tenet, people in general 
are fixed; and Cicero, it seems, con- 
ceived things as we do. What can 
we think then ofrulers? How clouded 
must their understandings be! How 
very odd their way of thinking! Who, 
from ill conduct, irregularities, or 
abuse of their faculties, in almost 
every form of government, are’ the 
common disturbers and plagues of 
our species! ‘The views of the many 
thwarted to protect the separate inte- 
rests of afew! Manifesting, at times, 
all the characteristics of maleficence 8 

ORIGINAL POETRY. 
—>—— 

LINES ON NAPOLEON. 
[The following Lines were suggested on reading a 

notice in the Monthly Magazine for November, 
respecting a colossal bust of Napoleon, by Ca- 
nova, lately removed by Sir Richard Phillips from 
its hiding place in France to London.] 

#3: mournful fact ! Napoleon the Great 
Has met upon the barren rock his fate! 

Unprejudiced posterity will read 
The blacken’d tale, and execrate the deed. 

Legitimacy! did’st thou learn of hell 
To envy greatness thou can’st ne’er excel? 
To minor sphere.of intellect confin'’d, 
Think’st thou to make the conquest of the 

mind? 

What is it thus affrights the Bourbon king? 
Napoleon dead ! has he still power to sting? 
Canova! to thine hand the praise is due, 
He lives in marble, rais’d to life by you. 

The villain trembles at the rustling tree, 
And Lonis at Napoleon’s effigy : 
When will experience unto monarch’s 

prove, 
Their best security’s their people’s love? 

—=—__— 

TRIBUTARY STANZAS, 
Written after perusing the interesting Biography 

of the late Mr. William Butler. 

By Miss MARIA PRIOR. 

I woucp rather the cypress entwine 
With the myrtle, the holly, and yew; 

They are sacred to grief, and recline 
O’er ae graves that are sprinkled with 

dew; 

It is better to go, and be quiet, 
To the house of the dying, or dead, 

Than to sit in the palace with monarchs 
and riot, 

Forgetting the worm must be fed. 

The chords of Hope’s feelings are swept, 
When esteem has been wrought in the 

mind, 
And time has Love’s secrecy kept, 

And the taste has been purely refin’d s 
But I know not a dearer control 

Than the chain of our earliest making ; 
And how warm is the tear from our breast 

that will roll, 
When its beauty is silently breaking! 

Sensibility’s gem will arise, 
And the throb of the heart will increase, 

When we hear of the good, and the wise, 
Have died on their pillows in peace; 

But emotions to nature and duty 
Are appeased when we placidly think, 

‘That their spirits exist in celestial beauty, 
And are safe from mortality’s brink. 

O, spirit departed! thy worth 
Will never be buried in dust : 

Dear Butler! it lives on the earth 
More valued than painting or bust; 

Thy books of instruction and merit 
Will nurture and ripen the mind, 

Till the sweetness of knowledge and lore 
it inherit, 

And shine in its orbit assign’d, 
How 
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, How well I remember the days 

‘That are lapsed in the circle of time, 
When I was a plant in thy rays, 

And was taught from my youth to my 
prime ; 

Thy smile was the source of my pleasure, 
‘Thy teaching the joy of my care, 

Thy language my counsel, thy wisdom my 
treasure, ¢ 

I was proud with thy pupils to share. 

What feelings of grateful return 
I owe to my guardian and guide; 

Thy method was easy to learn,— 
It was kindly and aptly applied: 

How rich are the fruits I lave cherish’d! 
They serve me for food and 1epast ; 

While fashions have flicker’d, and follies 
have perish’d, 

My thonghts will be sweet to the last. 

Vet I cannot but fly to my lyre, 
Tho’ long it hath slumber’d so still! 

And my fingers give tone to the wire, 
As 1 look up Immensity’s hill: 

Thou art risen to rest in the heaven, 
‘Thou art pure in the essence of light, 

Thou hast won thy reward, which is holily 
given, 

And secur'd to thy glory and sight. 

How lov’d round the Deity’s throne, 
How peacefully blest in His beam, 

Are they who have usefully shone 
In the course of mortality’s stream ; 

Whose precepts are noble and charming, 
Examples so touching and true, 

That the heart is improved as the mind is 
in forming 

In the virwes and sciences too. 

To encourage the innocent heart 
In youth’s garden of flowers and weeds, 

I would offer my feminine part, 
And select Immortality’s seeds: 

The term of Time’s years is so fleeting, 
Of Eternity’s era’s so long, 

While the pulse of my bosom is dyingly 
beating, 

- Death’s notes will have life in my song. 
Islingion ; Sept, 1822. 

—_—— 

LINES 
ON A FAVOURITE DOG NAMED BUSY. 

By Dr. T. FORSTER. 

In mortem canis. 

Vos o Camenz carmina eburneo 
Sonate plectro, dulcia qu novos 

Luctus levent, maestos benigno 
Docte animos recreare cantu. 

Canem maligno funere mortuum 
Ploremus omnes, jam cithara decet 

Cartare dulci quem sepulchro 
Perpetuus sopor urget imo. 

Namque hic solebat sepius ad focum 
Jacere, lingua cnm domini fovet 

Ipse manum, swpe et magisiri 
Tum lateri sonuére plausus. 
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Fidelis omni tempore vixerit 
’ Atque occupatus si nihil egerit, 

Latransque nocturmo sonore, 
Non timuit domus alta fures. 

Fortuna sevis pectora calcibus 
Tam cara fregit! Quid mihi sit dolor 

Terram relinquens jam beatus 
Elysiis potietur hortis. 

i 

STANZAS, 

Tuov who dost shine in Fashion’s sphere, 
And sport in Fortune’s ring ; 

And in the circle gay appear,— 
To thee,—to thee I sing, 

Not all the precious shining gems, 
From rich Golconda’s Jand ; 

Nor bead that on thy kerchief beams, 
Nor pearl upon thy hand ; 

Nor all the trash of far Peru, 
Nor the cornelian gay ;— 

Can to thy form a gift bestow, 
Nor pimples take away. 

They do their beauties all retain, 
Within themselves they’re found ; 

But not in thee,—thou can’st not gain 
A beauty from the ground. 

Steal not the essence of a flower, 
Nor pilfer Nature’s sweet, 

To suit the sense for one short hour,— 
To be a counterfeit. 

Rob not a rose of its perfume, 
To sprinkle o’er thy vest ; 

Nor spoil the violet’s spreading bloom, 
Nor let its leaf be prest. 

The queen of flowers for such a use 
Think’st thou she was design’d ; 

Shedding her odours most profuse, 
To please a vacant mind? 

Could I but see the secret oil 
Within the casket hid, 

How should I from it all recoil, 
And close the painted lid. 

The toilet’s lavatory store, 
To make thy skin look fair ; 

With musk, from India’s eastern shore, 
And each extraction rare. 

Arabia cannot boast of smells 
More various than thy room ; 

And e’en thy handkerchief, it tells 
Thou art all o’er perfume, 

Take not the vermeil for thy cheek, 
To tinge a pallid face ; 

It cannot make thy features sleek, 
Nor lend a simple grace. 

But may thy decorations he 
Affection, wisdom, truth ; 

These shall prove ornaments te thee 
In age, as wel! as youth. 

CryAe 

NOVELTIES 
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NOVELTIES OF FOREIGN LITERATURE. 

Ww have been much amused with 
the perusal of aliterary quarrel, 

at least as good as any among Mr. 
D'Israeli’s ; and, in point of keenness 
and acerbity, equalto Lord B.’s and Mr. 
Bowles’s, between two foreign critics, 
regarding the comparative renown of 
the writers of the different states of 
Italy. Itappearsthat the character of 
the more northern literati has, of late, 
been advanced to distinguished emi- 
nence by numerous productions of un- 
common merit, while that of the 
Tuscan writers is accused of having 
proportionaliy deteriorated, in place of 
maintaining the high rank itheld during 
several centuries. ‘This charge is con- 
tained in the “Italian Bibliotéque,” 
on a review of the proceedings of the 
Della Cruscan Academy, in the fol- 
lowing words: —“ For some length of 
time, the best writers, both of prose 
and poetry, are no longer those of Tus- 
cany. The Tuscan people of this day 
speak the best Italian, and the learned 
among them write the worst of any in 
Italy.” In answer to this sweeping 
accusation, a Tuscan writer, dating his 
letter from Empoli, steps forward in 
vindication of the reputation of his con- 
temporaries ; and, in a spirited attack 
upon the editor, remonstrating against 
the injustice of such a dictum, he en- 
deavours to overwhelm his adversary 
with the number and the lustre of the 
living geniuses of Tuscany. It will 
be worth our while to touch upon a few 
passages, if it were merely to give our 
readers an idea of some of the leading 
characters, so distinguished at present 
for their writings in the various branches 
of art and literature. ‘“‘ You take 
care,” observes the anonymous l'uscan, 
“to bring forward Paoli, and Franckini, 
but you seem to have forgotten Fos- 
sombroni, who is no less one of the first 
mathematicians of Italy, because he is 
now become a secretary-of-state, and 
moreover one of the most correct and 
profound writers we have, as his works 
sufliciently declare, and fully deserving 
of the character given of him by his 
illustrious fellow-citizen Pignotti: 

“¢ Vittorio, a cni coll man prodiga diede 
Il cielo d’accoppiar con rara unione, 
E insiem gustar Virgilio ed Archimede.” 

You appear, also, to have held 
Baldelli in great contempt, but this 
will not prevent Italy from justly 
appreciating his “‘ Discourse on Mac- 
Montury MAG. No. 376. 

chiavelli,” his work on Petrarch, and 
on Boccaccio, written with so much 
taste and elegance, and challenging 
the very best productions of your first 
biographers. You cannot be ignorant 
that Tuscany prizes itself in the fame 
of that noble lady, whom both Alfieri 
and Monti allow to have been pos- 
sessed of the power of touching the 
inmost recesses of the soul,— 

“ Ai severi defficili nipoti 
Di Curio e di Camillo.” 

And from whose lips 
‘¢ Piu che mel dolci d’eloquenza i fiami,” 

led Alfieri 
honour 

“ De suoi carmi impensati andarne onnsto.” 

And yet you pass Vittoria Colonna 
without so much as once mentioning 
her. You accuse yourself and your. 
party, by confessing, that you think 
the strictures upon Anguillesi some- 
what too severe: they are not severe; 
they are unfounded and malignant. 
The extreme youth of Benedetti, and 
the genius shining through the most 
hasty of his productions, might have 
called for a little indulgence: but no; 
your Ghirardelli, just deceased, ex- 
hausted all your tenderness, because he 
happened to be a Lombard ; and, now 
we are upon this point, if you will not 
listen to my opinion, hear that of all 
Italy, Since it appears to you that 
the preference given to De Lucca over 
the correctly-beautiful and polished 
Pindmonte, was SO very unreason- 
able, know, that the writer of that 
article will have credit only for critical 
tact and discernment, when the palm 
of learning shall be yielded to the 
Spartans over the Athenians, but not 
before. 

“When you give an account of 
Niccoline’s work—‘ Sulla Lingua,’ 
you call the author a man of powerful 
intellect: but that is notenough. You 
seem, in fact, to wish to include both 
him, and one of our rural poets, 
Bagnoli, whose new poem is about to 
appear (Poemetto Sule Agricultura,) 
under the title of ‘‘ Peggio,” which 
you so liberally bestow on those ob- 
noxious to your literary dictatorship. 
If, however, you willhave the courtesy 
so far to descend as to answer a simple 
question ; can you tell me, whether you 
possess in Lombardy poets by the 
dozen, raised {0 an immeasurable dis- 

ant) 6 tance 

himself to wish for the 
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tance above our Anguillesi, Bagnoli, 
and Niccolini, to say nothing. of 
Benedetti, and occupying the highest 
stations on the immortal hill,— 

«Tra i fiori assisi allo spirar deli’aure ?” 

Nor should Ibe afraid of meeting you 
on a numerical point, in regard to our 
learned and poetical contemporaries; 
though Tuscany is in proportion only 
of one-twelfth part to the kingdoms 
and dukedoms of Piedmont, Lom- 
bardy, Venice, Parma, Modena, to- 

gether with the three legations, yet it 

would give us singular pleasure if you 

would point out to us, in all these,— 
1st. ‘en writers on matters of science, 

like Paoli. 2d. Ten mathematical, 
philosophical, and legislative geniuses, 
like Fossombroni. 8d. ‘Ten prose 

writers, such as Baldelli, 4th. Ten 
poetesses, like our own Bandettini. 
5th. ‘Pen. poets, -however indifferent 
you may consider them, such as 
Benedetti and Anguillesi. When you 
have done this, and more than this, we 

shall be able to mect on more equal 
terms, and you will have a_ better 
chance of arriving at that terrible de- 
monstration, and fixing upon our lite- 
rary character the ominous word of 
“Pevgio,”'a worse than which we can- 
not hear. 

The champion of Tuscany next pro- 
ceeds to notice a long tirade, contained 
in the “ Biblioteca,” against the acts, 
or, to speak more correctly, the 
omissions, of which the great aca- 
demy, whose constitution appears to 
be in a decline, has of late years been 
guilty. He then taxes the various 
¢riticisms which have appeared in the 
Review with partiality and a most illi- 
beral spirit, which he attempts to show 
by quotations from the work. But 
here, we think, he fails in making out 
a good case against the editor and his 
party ; as we are at a loss to perceive 
any thing, besides the general accusa- 
tion already stated, which discovers a 
prejudiced and malignant tone, as 
asserted by the Tuscan champion, 
throughout a series of these reviews. 
This is clearly made out in the reply of 
the editor, Signor Acerbi, who has 
very fully and satisfactorily proved, 
both by annotations, point by point, 

affixed to the Tuscan’s letter, and ina 
regular answer to the whole, that he 
and his friends have been actuated by 
no personal and illiberal motives in the 
opinions advanced in the review. It 
is, also, sufficiently galling and severe, 
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exposing the weakest points of his 
adversary’s letter, seriatim, inmarginal 
notes, and repeating his blows ina sin- 
gle attack, and in a manner which 
shows, that he has not received the 
name of Acerbi without deserving it. 
There is, no doubt, a little angry feel- 
ing on both sides, arising from the 
state of literary parties, much more 
divided into separate interests in a 
country ‘under different legislative au- 
thorities, like Italy. The fact appears 
to be, that most of the great writers of 
Tuscany had already appeared, before 
those of other parts of Italy came for- 
ward into notice; and, it is not in the 
least extraordinary, that the literary 
superiority characterizing the genius of 
Tuscany, at one period, should be ina 
degree transferred to the other states of 
Italy at another. 
We shall subjoin a few of the ob- 

noxious criticisms which called forth 
the vindicatory letter of ‘‘a Tuscan,” 
in order that our readers may have the 
Opinions of a native critic upon the 
writings of some of the most distin- 
guished characters of the age in which 
we live: and may, at the same time, 
form a judgment, if not of the particular 
merits of each author, of the tone of 
feeling, and the spirit which dictated 
them. : 

Among the productions of the last year, 
(1817) the Satires of the Cavalier d’Flci 
deserve honourable mention, though we 
could have wished to see a little more ease 
and flow of versification. But they are 
animated by a certain sententious and epi- 
grammatical force, which promises to out- 
live many less powerful satirical pieces of 
the day. It would, indeed, be unjust, not 
to bring these satires, containing so many 
beauties, with commendation before the 
public.—(No. XXV. p. 10.) 

Rossini, with singular modesty, observes, 
that no writer can now expect to hand 
down his name to posterity by the mere 
effusion of sounets, capitoli, and canzoni. 
This redounds not a little to the credit of 
Signor Rossini, who has produced two 
small volumes of excellent little poems, 
every way entitled toa lasting reputation. 
—(No. XX XVII. p. 59.) 
Among the Transactions of the Gruscan 

academicians, some doubtless do honour to 
that society of learned men, and Tuscany 
has reason to value them, whether we con- 
sider the purity of their lansuage or the 
elegance of their style The exactness of 
their researches, and the utility of the 
objects they have in view, are equally en- 
titled fo our notice.—(No. XLI. p. 167.) 

Signor Zanvoni has singular merit in the 
mapner in which he has arranged his 

“ Discourse,’ 

so 
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“¢ Discourse,” his clear and able exposition, 
and the polish of his style and language, 
although not free from a degree of affecta- 
tion.—(No. XLII. p. 323.) 

The Memoir of Signor Ferroni’s is also 
well and ably written, at once pithy and 
comprehensive.—(p. 335.) 

The author of the “‘ Eulogy on Signor 
Cocchi,” just lost to us, has evinced great 
richness and command of language, with an 
easy flow of composition.—-(No, XLIII. 
p- 29.) 
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Among Mancini’s most bold and difficult 
translations, we must include that of 
‘‘Homer, in Ottave Rime,” in many 
points of view extremely valuable. Signor 
Carelli’s translation of ‘‘ Anacreon and 
Saffo,” is remarkable, also, for its poetical 
elegance and feeling, no less than for its 
typographical beauty.—( Ibid.) 

The Marchese Lucchesini's Pistory 
“¢ Della Confederazione Renana,” is a work 
of judgment and research, 

NEW BOOKS PUBLISHED IN DECEMBER: 
WITH AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PROEMIUM. 

—— 

Authors or Publishers, desirous of seeing an early notice of their Works, ave 
requested to transmit copies before the 18th of the Month. 

— 

EMOIRS of the Life of Mary Queen 
of Scots, in two volumes, octavo, 

have just made their appearance from the 
pen of Miss BENGER, who is already 
known to the public as the author of the 
Memoirs of Anne Boleyn, Mrs. Hamilton, 
&c. The interesting period of- history 
comprised in these volumes, has, it is 
true, found many historians, but there are 
none who have treated it in the same 
lively and entertaining style as this lady, 
who has interwoven into her narrative a 
great deal of personal anecdote and ani- 
mated description. She may, perhaps, 
be pardoned for taking rather a_ partial 
view of the transactions in which her 
heroine was involved: a much more 
agreeable error for a biographer to fall 
into, than the contiary extreme. The 
work appears to have been hastily brought 
out; thus we have references to notes 
which are not to be found, and other si- 
milar errors. ‘The portrait of Mary, pre- 
fixed to the first volume, isan exceedingly 
interesting one. 

Too many of the writers of the present 
day depend so much upon the resources 
of their own minds, as, in a great mea- 
sure, to neglect the labour and applica- 
tion necessary to qualify them for their 
appearance before the public. Mr. J. 
D'[sRaexi is quite an exception to this 
remark. His works owe all their amusing 
character to his laborious researches, and 
not to his own unassisted natural talent. 
Whilst most of his contemporaries are 
racking their invention for novelty to 
entertain, he is employed in making ex- 
ertions to revive evanescent literary sub- 
jects, and in presenting them once more to 
the attention of the public ; and, though it 
is true that there is no great intermixture 
of his own ideas, yet the subjects being 
now new to inquiry, will afford us perhaps 
as much pleasure as if entirely original. 
We liave been much interested by his 
second series of Curiosities of Literature, 
consisling of Rescarches in Literary, Bio- 

2 

graphical, and Political, History; Critical 
and Philosophical Inquiries and Secret 
History. Among the Essays most de- 
serving of notice, is the History of the 
Caraccis. His Philosophy of Proverbs, 
and his Essay on Autograplis, possess su- 
perior merit, and will afford much amuse- 
ment. But perhaps the best treatise con- 
tained in these three volumes, is his Secret 
History of Sir Walter Rawleigh, a subject 
on which the author, from his intimate 
knowledge of it, is well entitled to speak. 
Our readers will receive from these re- 
searches of Mr. D?Israeli, a degree of 
amusement, as well as of instruction, 
which will amply repay the perusal. 
We observe a seasonable addition to 

the public stock of Christmas mirth and 
amusement, in a very agreeable pnbli- 
cation, entitled, Germun Popular Stories, 
translated from the Kinder und haus 
Marchen; collected by M. M. Grimm, 
from oral tradition. The motto to the 
work well expresses the object of the 
compilers, and the disposition and situa- 
tion in which it is expected that their 
readers shall discuss their !abours, and to 
which, we believe, few objections would 
be made. “Now you must imagine me 
to sit by a good fire, amongst a companye 
of good fellowes, over a well-spiced wassel 
bowle of Christmas ale, telling of these 
merrie tales, which hereafter follow,” 
To the luxuries of so enviable a position, 
these stories would certainly add a high 
zest.- Difficult as it is to draw any thing 
original from the ancient stories of le. 
gendary fiction, yet several of the pieces 
in this volume are quite new to us, and ip 
others which are current amongst us, the 
variations are such as to give them a claim 
to novelty. They are almost all distin- 
guished by that wild and somewhat gro- 
tesque imagination, which the Germans 
scem to possess beyond any other nation; 
and which, when well managed and de- 
licately refined, forms the great charm of 
such exquisite works as the Romances of 

La 
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La Motte Fouqué. In the tales before 
us, this peculiar exuberance of fancy, in 
a ruder but yet genuine form, is blended 
with much quaint humour, and a piquant 
simplicity of style, which renders them 
irresistibly entertaining. 

The author of ‘Tracts on the English 
Verb,” has fired a gun at the absurd foun- 
dations of the Newtonian philosophy, and 
he is a very expert marksman. But he 
may be the latter in the highest perfec- 
tion, without being grateful to his tutor. 
He has read certain papers in this miscel- 
lany, and perbaps the Twelve Essays, for 
he more than once adopts their exact 
phraseology, yet he claims originality and 
professes to be self-taught. We do not 
think science will be improved by what is 
his own; and we therefore admit that he 
has discovered the principles that “ all 
motion is curvilineal,’—that ‘ bodies un- 
der an exhausted receiver have no weight,” 
and that ‘the tides arise from the trade- 
winds.” He should read the Twelve 
Essays over again, and instruct himself 
before he sets up for ateacher. He ought 
also to practise ‘the plain principles of 
gratitude and literary honesty, worth all 
other philosophy, and without which he 
will do his school no credit. 

Isn't it Odd? by MARMADUKE MERRy- 
WHISTLE, is a question put to us so fre- 
quently in the course of three volumes, 
that we feel compelled to give it an an- 
swer; and yet we feel some difficulty in 
making up our minds on the subject. 
The direct answer is obvious—It is very 
odd and whimsical ; and, if we proceed to 
look at the dark side of the subject, we 
shall be compelled to add, that its wit is 
often quaint and affected, its humour 
coarse and low, and its incidents impro- 
bable. But against these drawbacks, we 
are ready to make a large ailowance for 
the genuine, though somewhat irregular, 
spirit which animates all its pages, and a 
warmth of feeling which communicates 
itself to the reader, and leads him, through 
a series of facetie, which, in spite of his 
sterner judgment, will often force him to 
a smile, to the end of Mr. Marmaduke 
Merrywhistle’s eventful history. Setting 
aside such objections as might certainly 
be made to these volumes in point of good 
taste, and, we might say, of good sense, 
we can promise such of our readers as are 
not over-nice in feeding their intellectual 
appetite, a good deal of amusement in 
following the bustling vivacity of Mr. 
Merrywhistle through all his practical 
jokes and surprising adventures. In fact, 
we have been more pleased with his ex- 
travagances, than we can well reconcile 
to our own consciences; and we feel al- 
most angry at the provoking mixture of 
merits and defects, which makes it diffi- 
eult to praise, and painful to condemn. 
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A judicious and well selected compen- 
dium of the History of England, for the 
use of young persons, cannot fail to meet 
with a due appreciation of its merits from 
parents and preceptors; and we are en- 
abled to recommend a work of this nature, 
with great confidence, to their notice, 
written on an ingenious and useful plan. 

Mr. SouTHEY, uniting in himself the 
characters of poet laureate and court 
politician, has just published and dedi- 
cated to his royal patron, the first volume 
of his History of the Peninsular War: a 
task for which he is, in some respects, 
eminently endowed; and in other and 
more important points, as notoriously 
disqualified. Amongst the advantages 
which he possesses, may be numbered his 
intimate acquaintance with the language, 
customs, and history, of Spain; his long 
literary experience and habits of stndions 
research, and the particular facilities he 
has enjoyed, on the present occasion, of 
drawing his information on matters of 
fact, from sources of high authority. On 
the other hand, his exasperated party- 
prejudices acting on a judgment naturally 
weak, and flattered by a vanity not unfre- 
quently the concomitant of such talents 
as have fallen to the lot of Mr. Southey; 
the retirement in which he has lived, 
which has qualified him rather for specu- 
lative subjects than for such as bear npon 
the real business of life; and, not least, 
the capacity in which he has composed 
this work, rather as the historiographer of 
a court than as an independent philoso- 
pher ; render him, ofall men, perhaps the 
most incompetent to the true and impar- 
tial performance of the task which he has 
taken in hand. A similar work has been 
also commenced in Spain, by order of the 
government; and from the first part, al- 
ready published, Mr. Southey has derived 
much information. He would have 
waited for its conclusion previous to the 
publishing of his own labours, “but its 
progress,” says he, “has been interrupted 
by the revolution in Spain, and the aspects 
of that country are so dark, that there 
can be no hopes of seeing it resumed.” 
We feel sentiments of unmixed pity for 
those perceptions, which can only descry 
darkness im the first light which has 
cheered the spirits of the brave and suf- 
fering patriots of Spain; which has al- 
ready scared the troop of tyrants from 
the prey they were ready to devour, and 
which, we trust, is destined not alone to 
illuminate that noble land, but to afford 
the flame at which many a torch of free- 
dom shall be lighted. It is well for Mr. 
Southey that his plan does not include the 
history of the Spanish revolution, as well 
as that of the Peninsular war. In the 
latter, his rancorous hatred of the French 
will compel him, at all events, to do am- 

ple 
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ple justice to the Spanish cause. In the 
former, we know not how he could have 
reconciled his duties as an historian, with 
the allegiance which he owes to despotism, 
as the admirer of the holy alliance and the 
menial servant of a monarch’s household. 
The volime now published gives the 
history of the war from its commence- 
ment in 1807, to the battle of Corunna 
and the death of Sir John Moore, in 1809. 

A collection of very entertaining an- 
ecdotes has been compiled, in two small 
and elegant volumes, by Mr. W. H. 
IRELAND, under the title of, Napoleon 
Anecdotes, illustrating the mental energies 
of the late emperor of France, and the 
characters and actions of his contempo- 
rary statesmen and warriors. They are 
principally selected from the portfolio of 
a gentleman who resided in France for 
several years previous to the return of 
Louis XVIII. and were noted down im- 
mediately as related, or as the occurrences 
took place. The editor has also availed 
himself of various authentic and popular 
works, to enrich his compilation, and has 
made a judicious use of the valuable 
pages of Mr. O’Meara. It will neces- 
sarily happen in a collection of this na- 
ture, that we meet with a number of 
anecdotes which are by no means new to 
us, but the quantity of original matter 
bears a very fair propertion to the whole. 
The selection has been made without any 
exclusive partiality, and affords plentiful 
materials for making a just estimate of the 
character and policy of Napoleon, whose 
talents, virtues, and fortunes, were of 
such an order as to place him, not only 
immeasurably beyond the sphere of con- 
temporary potentates, but perhaps to 
entitle him to rank in history, as the 
greatest and must successful monarch on 
her records. With all his amazing ca- 
pacities, and the sincere desire which, we 
believe, he had to confer happiness on the 
countries under his dominion; his conduct 
and his fate form an eternal monument of 
the folly of entrusting to any one man, 
however able or good, the destinies of a 
great body of mankind. As a monarch, 
Napoleon undoubtedly stands An the very 
first rank; as a benefactor of the human 
race, lie, with all his sceptered brothers, 
must sink into utter insignificance before 
the patriotic virtue and wise moderation 
of such a man as Washington, whose ac- 
tions will continue as long to be the ex- 

‘ample of the new world, as those of 
Napoleon the warning of the oid. 

Geography has received a valnable ac- 
quisition in the appearance of a complete 
American Atlas. It has been published 
by Carey at Philadelphia, and is repub- 
lished in London by Miller. As a specimen 
of engraving and typography, it is highly 
creditable to the state of those arts in 
America ; and, in truth, we have nothing in 
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Europe superior to this work in manual 
execntion. It contains finished maps of 
the twenty-four states of which the great 
Northern Union consists, together with two 
territories which are soon likely to be in- 
corporated. Including the Floridas, which 
have been ceded by Spain, the territory 
of the United States extends in mean 
length about 2500, and in mean breadth 
830 miles, the area being 2,076,400 square 
miles, or 1,328,896,000 acres, The confe- 
deracy originally consisted of 13 states, 
but the number is now increased to 
24, forming the most extended and 
compact empire which has hitherto ex- 
isted. Appended to each map is a domes- 
tic History of each State, with particulars 
of its Constitution, Produce, Population, 
&c. and this literary department is exe- 
cuted with care and ability. We heartily 
wish the old continent were exhibited in 
the same form as a companion to this 
work, and we should then possess all the 
requisites of geographical information in 
one or two volumes. The American Atlas 
is not, however, to be regarded as a mere 
compilation, for it contains many tracts, 
exhibited from original surveys, in which 
our previous maps were imperfect, or very 
incorrect ; while, taken as a whole in its 
graphic delineations, and in its letter- 
press, it is calculated to interest the phi- 
Josopher as well as the geographer, and 
the philanthropist as well as the politician. 

A series of Essays have just made their 
appearance, under the title of Outlines of 
Character, by a Member of the Philomathie 
Institution, the perusal of which has 
afforded us much pleasure. They bear 
the marks of an ingenious and reflecting 
mind, although many of the subjects are 
such as not to admit of much original re- 
mark and illustration. Such are the cha- 
racters of the poet, the orator, the gentle- 
man, and the man of genius ; on which the 
author might well stand excused if he did 
not advance any thing new. Bat to the 
discussion of these topics, however trite, 
the essayist brings a clearness of judg- 
ment, and a correctness of taste, which 
give interest and value to his labours, 
Perhaps the most novel and entertaining 
portion of his work is that in which he 
pourtrays the literary character, and 
makes an estimate of the present state and 
consequences of our literature ; in which, 
for the most part, we perfectly coincide. 
We think, however, that he has dwelt too 
exclusively on the inconveniences and 
evils attendant upon the general diffusion 
of knowledge, and the multiplication of 
literary labonrs ; and that, if he had taken 
as much pains to sum up the benefits we 
derive from those sources, the balance 
would be found greatly in their favour, 
Neither are we under any apprehensions 
that the literary appetite of the age will be 
pampered into satiety. This is a craving, 
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in the indulgence of which, “ increase of 
appetite still grows on what it feeds on.” 
The chapter on the periodical critic con- 
tains many very just and amusing observa- 
tions on the prevailing taste for criticism, 
expressed with much moderation, and at 
the same time witha candour and fearless- 
ness which ought to entitle the author, in 
his tarn, to a liberal and unprejudiced 
judgment. 

Time's Telescope for 1823, will be found 
inferior to none of its interesting prede- 
cessors. We have so often had occasion 

_ to notice the periodical appearance of this 
useful work, that our readers need no in- 
formation as to its object and plan. ‘To 
the present volumes is prefixed an intro- 
duction, on the babits, economy, and 
uses, of British Insects, and an Ode to 
Time, written expressly for the work by 
Bernard Barton, from whose highly pleas- 
ing poems we likewise observe several ex- 
tracts are given by the compiler. In the 
variety and amusing quality of its contents, 
we know few works which can beara com- 
parison with Time’s Telescope; while, at the 
same time, it contains much useful mat- 
ter. We notice, with particular commen- 
dation, the poetical taste of the editor, 
who has selected from the fugitive verses 
of the day many very beautiful and inter- 
esting. specimens. We seldom recollect 
having read any lines displaying a more 
fanciful imagination than those by Mr. 
Shelley at page 204. The scientific de- 
partment is got up with the same fidelity 
and cleverness which distinguished the 
former numbers of “ Time’s Telescope.” 

It is, we understand, to the prolific pen 
of the author of Adam Blair, that we are 
indebted for the amusement we have 
received in the perusal of Lights and 
Shadows of Scottish Life, professing to be a 
Selection from the Papers of the late Arthur 
Austin. It consists of a few simple tales, 
in which the Scotch character is depicted, 
both in happiness and in affliction, or, as 
our author expresses it, in light and in 
shadow. Three of the best of these have 
already appeared before the public ina 
well-known northern magazine. Most of 
the othersare very creditable to the author's 
talents, though some of them are too de- 
void of incident to create much interest. 
There is, too, throughout the whole book, 
in his description of natural appearances, a 
laborious straining after lis original. 
These. descriptions are also too long, and 
have too little connexion with the sub- 
ject. Such short stories as these admit of 
no superfluous parts, Every thing should 
bear immediately upon the point. Those 
tales appear to us to be the best, in which 
the author has departed farthest from the 
incidents of common life, as in the 
Covenanter’s Marriage Day; but several of 
the others are yet highly interesting. We 
were particularly struck with the Rainbow 
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and Helen Eyre. The great fault which 
pervades this author’s works is an exagger- 
ation of sentiment, particularly in his de- 
lineation of religious feelings, which bor- 
ders too much upon enthusiasm, and some- 
times even upon affectation, 

A Concise System of Mensuration, 
adapted to the use of Schools, by Mr. 
Alexander Ingram, of Leith, is entitled 
to favourable mention. It embraces the 
theory and practice in sucha manner, that 
they may be taught either separately or 
conjointly ; and the several rules are ex- 
pressed in language remarkably clear and 
intelligible, and iliustrated by very appro- 
priate examples, so that the volume pre- 
sents, in a very small compass, a complete 
system of the science. Ifa well-founded 
objection can be made to Mr. Ingram’s 
compilation, it is, that too much extrane- 
ous matter is introduced in a treatise on a 
study so decidedly practical as mensura- 
tion. The knowledge of fluxions and 
fluents cannot be considered a necessary 
introduction to such a study; but, we 
should not be doing the author justice, 
did we omit to state, that the algebraicat 
part of his-work is executed with remarka- 
ble neatness and accuracy. 
The anonymons writer of Letters froma 

Lady to her Niece, is more justly entitled to 
the praise of the judicious critic, and the 
thanks of her own sex, than many others 
who have been eager to avow their claim 
to their productions. The style is easy 
and elegant; the maxims inculcated are 
those of sound prudence and_ sincere 
virtue; and, to any females entering into 
life, the perusal of this little volume will 
be attended with manifold advantages, in 
strengthemmg the intellectual powers, and 
indicating the most eligible path to the 
attainment of tranquillity of mind and true 
happiness. 

We have been seldom more amused 
than by the perusal of Travels in Egypt, 
Syia, and the Holy Land, by WiL.1aM 
Rae. Witson, Esa. a gentleman who ap- 
pears to have travelied abroad in search of 
knowledge, which he would, in all preba- 
bility, have been better able to obtain by 
Staying athome. With a heated imagina- 
tion, and buta small portion of judgment 
to counterbalance it, Mr. Wilson does not 
visit the sacred scenes of Palestine with 
calm veneration, but breaks out into 
extatic raptures, which would better be- 
come tlie chronicle of a crusader than the 
pages of an enlightened traveller in the 
nineteenth century. Had Mr. W. assumed 
the ‘cockle-hat and staff,” instead of 
the turban and pipe, he would have 
made as thorough and true-spirited a pil- 
grim as ever travelled with pease in his 
shoes. The simplicity of his narrative is 
really charming; he confesses; without 
hesitation, the tremors into which he used 
to fall at the sight of an Arab’s swarthy 
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countenance, and relates how excessively 
uneasy he felt at the notion of catching 
the plague. Still there is some serious in- 
formation in his work, which likewise con- 
tains many explanations of scripture ima- 
gery and manners. ‘The well-intended 
object of it is to convert the sceptical by 
its illustrations of the scripture, and the 
many serious exhortations which the au- 
thor has intermingled with his narrative. 
The unbeliever, however, caanot be very 
tenacious of his errors, if he can be re- 
formed by the authority of Mr, Rae 
Wilson. 
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t 

VARIETIES, LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL, 
Including Notices of Works in Hand, Domestic and Foreign. 

Y the Jate population returns, 
it appears that throughout Eng- 

land, in every ten thousand of the 
vopulation-— 
ales. Females. 
1538 are under 5 years of age, and 1444 
1543------+between 5 and 10--++++1268 
1169.--- between 10 and 15 -++-+1056 
988---+ between 15 and 20 995 

1470+-++ between 20 and 30 ++++1684 
1155++++ between 30 and 40 ----+1210 
941++e* between 40 and 50 +++ 933 
656--++ between 50 and 60 +--+ 655 
448-+++ between 60 and 70 ++++ 458 
992.+«++ between 70 and 80 ++++ 228 
56++++ between 80 and 90 «+++ 65 
4-+-+ between 90 and 100 +++» 6 

Withonly 1 male in 80,000 above 100, and 
1 female in 50,000 above 100. 

Tn particular counties the great ages 
much vary. ‘Thus there are males between 

60 and 90, in 
The N. Riding of Yorkshire 

MonrurLy Mac, No. 376, 

eave 

94 

Durham «eercscescosrseres G4 

Northumberland «--++se+-+ 83 ~ 

Hereford «s-crer eee ceee - 8% 

Westmoreland «+++se++++> 76 
Berkshire «++seseeeerscees "5 

While, in Lancashire, they are -- 39 
in Surrey+erssesseecesess 38 

And in Middlesex but --+++#+++ 26 

And those who are from 90 to 100: 
Northumberland numbers ++ 11 

North Riding: ++++--+- vecte a UO) 

Durham «++. cccccecesrccve J 

Dorset eerees vecteerseees 9 

Again, of centenarians— 
Durham contains 1 in 13,000 
Hereford -+++-+ 1 in 24,000 
Warwick ---+++ 1 in 26,000 
Worcester-«++++1 in 28,000 

In Wales the sexes average 89 between 
80 and 90, and 9 between 90 and 100. 

In Scotland the sexes average but 67 
between 80 and 90, and only 7 between 
90 and 100, 

324 In 
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In London the average between 80 and 

90 is 27, and between 90 and 100 but 23 in 
every 10,000. ; 

London contains 1,225,694 resident in- 
habitants, besides 50,000 visitors and sea- 
men, The females exceeding the males 
by 85,000. 'The inhabited houses ‘were 
164,681; and the number of families 
287,101. 3,299 houses were building, and 
8,246 were unoccupied. 

Within a radius of eight miles of St. 
Paul’s, the surface over which the po- 
pulation of Paris is taken, the numbers 
are 1,481,500, or double that of Paris, and 
perhaps equal to that of ancient Rome in 
its greatest prosperity. 

In eight-ninths of the population of 
Great Britain, there are 34,964 males and 
43,049 females between 80 and 90; 2,873 
males and 4,046 females between 90 and 
100; and 100 males and 191 females above 
100, 

In Great Britain there are 2,429,630 
houses inhabited; 21,679 building; and 
82,364 unoccupied. 

The families employed in agriculture 
are 978,656, and those in trade, manufac- 
ture, and handicraft, are 1,350,739; other 
families are 612,488. The total popula- 
‘tion being 14,391,651. 

The demand for the Dictionary of 
History, the first of a series of separate 
dictionaries destined to constitute a 
Methodical Cyclopedia, having far 
exceeded the preparation of copies, 
and the necessary boarding and bind- 
ing of several hundred volumes re- 
quiring many days; it has been judged 
more expedient to defer the general 
delivery till the 15th of January, than 
to create confusion and dissatisfaction 
by the partial delivery which must 
have taken place on the Ist of Janu- 
ary, as proposed. Under these cireum- 
stances, the second yolume, containing 
Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology, 
will be delayed till the 1st of March, 
a delay whica will be advantageous,. 
because it will afford the public more 
time to estimate the merits and claims 
of ike work. 

For the honour of the age, it grieves 
us to learn, that the first nuinber of 
the Liberal as had an indictment pre- 
pared against it by certain busy bodies, 
and that a Grand Jury have returned 
a true bill against the publisher. We 
have not been among the approvers of 
the empirical spirit with which the 
rival rhymesters of the hour scek to 
quack themselves into vulgar cele- 
brity, and we therefore do not justify 
the bad taste with which they have 
severally blended religion with their 
ridiculous controyersics ; but bad taste 
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ought to be corrected by public opi- 
nion, and not by the interference of 
law. In this case public opinion had 
decided, and the publication in ques- 
tion had become harmless by not be- 
ing read,—just like its precursor, the 
Vision of Judgment, which had sunk 
still-born, and would never have been 
read beyond the month of its publica- 
tion, but for its travesty. Nothing 
but the irritability of genius could 
have stimulated Lord Byron to reply 
to the Laureate : it was an eagle enter- 
ing into formal contact with a tom-tit! 
His lordship has, however, brought a 
whole rookery upon him, and the ex- 
pected tragi-comedy at Westminster, 
in creating great public interest, will 
at least serve the purpose of a thousand 
puffs and advertisements. If the ge- 
nius of certain modern scribblers tran- 
scends in any thing, it is in the art of 
rendering themselves notorious, and 
in profiting by the gullibility of their 
cotemporaries, whatever may be their 
reputation with posterity. 
A Narrative is in the press of the 

Operations of the Left Wing of the 
Allied Army,in the Western Pyrenees 
and South of France, in the years 
1813-14, under the Marquess of Wel- 
lington, comprising the passage of tho 
Bidassoa, Niveile, Nive and Adour, 
the blockade of Bayonne, &c. illus- 
trated by numerous plates of moun- 
tain and river scenery, views of Fon- 
tarabia, Irun, St. Jean de Luz, and 
Bayonne, with plans, &c. drawn and 
etched by Capt. Barry, of the Grena- 
dier Guards, F.R.s. and member of the 
Imperial Russian Order of St. Anne. 

Proposals are circulated for pub- 
lishing by subscription, in one volume 
royal quarto, Memoirs of Mr. John 
Debrett, and the History and Litera- 
ture of his Times, from original do- 
cuments and papers prepared for pub- 
lication by Mr, John Debrett some 
time previous to his death; compre- 
hending a period of forty-five years, 
from the year 1777 to the year 1822 
inclusive, and containing original 
anecdotes, biographical sketches, cor- 
respcondence, and several unpublish- 
ed productions cf the most distin- 
guished literary aid political charac- 
ters of the time. The whole arranged 
with a brief memoir of the history of 
literature of the last century, and bio- 
graphical notices of the most cele- 
brated booksellers distinguishing the 
same period. The press will be su- 
perintended by Mr, WiLLIAM Earze, 

and 
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and twenty-six portraits will be intro- 
duced of eminent persons. Of Mr. 
Debrett’s opportunities and capabili- 
ties, we can speak from personal 
knowledge. 

Mr. Horner is about to publish an 
illustrated prospectus of his Panoramic 
View of London from the summit of 
St. Paul’s, containing various engra- 
vings, showing the superior advan- 
tages of the catiedral as a central 
point of view, including a geometrical 
section (fifty inches by thirty) of that 
edifice, with the north and south sides 
of the church-yard, and exhibiting the 
ascent from the base, through the cir- 
cular stair-case, the dome, and the 
scaffolding, to the observatory erected 
above the ball and cross, from which 
the drawing was taken. It will also 
contain an account of the origin, pro- 
gress, and completion of the under- 
taking; and of the extensive range of 
the metropolis, its suburbs, and sur- 
rounding scenery, which form the sub- 
jects of the engravings inteaded to be 
published. 
The Rev. W. BuckLanp is printing 

a description of what he eimpirically 
ealls an Antediluvian Den of Hyenas, 
discovered at Kirkdale in Yorkshire, 
in 1821, containing the remains of the 
hyena, tiger, bear, elephant, rhinoce- 
ros, hippopotamus, and sixteen other 
animals, all formerly natives of this 
country, with a comparative view of 
many similar caverns and dens in 
England and Germany, and a sum- 
mary account of the evidence of dilu- 
vial action afforded by the form of hills 
and valleys, and the general dispersion 
of beds of grave] and loam, contain- 
ing similar bones, over great part of 
the northern hemisphere. The Reye- 
rend Professor errs in supposing and 
asserting that these congregated bones 
formed part of a den! The gradual 
retiring of the sca, aud successions of 
meeting tides, would necessarily ac- 
cumulate bones, &c. on particular 
spots; and the same effect may be 
constantly witnessed on all points 
among sand-hills on our coasts. The 
animals might even go to such spots 
for safety, or for food washed there. 

Researches in the South of Ireland 
are preparing, illustrative of the sce- 
nery, architectural remains, manners, 
and superstitions, of the peasantry, 
from personal observations, ancient 
authorities, and original manuscripts, 
by ‘I’. C, Croker, 
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Mr. Huis intends te publish in a 
short time, Letters to my Daughters 
on the most important Truths of Re- 
velation.—ihe same author has also 
in the press, Remarks on the Queen _ 
Bee, in answer to the “ Observations 
on Bees” of the Rev. Mr. Dunbar, of 
Applegarth. : 

Mr. 'T. E. Evans is engaged in 
translating a Collection of the Consti- 
tutions, Charters, and Laws, of the 
various Nations of Europe and of 
North and South America, with his-, 
torical sketches of the origin of 
their liberties and political institu- 
tions, from the French of Messrs. P. 
A. Dufau, J. B, Dowergin, and J. 
Guadet. The first volume, containing. 
the rise and progress of the govern- 
ments of France and the Netherlands, 
will appear very shortly, and the re- 
maining volumes will be published 
periodically, 

The author of “the Wonders of the 
Vegetable Kingdom displayed,” is 
preparing the Wonders of Conchology. 
displayed, with a description-of corals, 
spunges, &c. ina series of letters. 

In a few days wil! be published, To- 
pographical and Historical Sketches 
cf the Boroughs of East and West 
Looe, in Comwall, with an account of 
the natural and artificial curiosities and 
picturesque scenery of the neighbour- 
hood, by T. Bonn. 

Grancer’s Biographical History of 
England, from Egbert the Great to 
the Revolution, is reprinting, in six 
vols. octavo, with the addition of nearly 
four hundred new lives, communicated 
expressly for this work to the Iate Mr. 
William Richardson, by Horace Wal- 
pole Earl of Orford, David Dalrympie 
Lord Hailes, Sir William Musgrave, 
bart. James Biadley, esq. and-several 
other celebrated collectors and anti- 
quaries. A few copies will be printed 
on royal octavo, and a few on folio, to 
accommodate those who may be in- 
clined to illustrate the work ; but the 
impression is limited to a very small 
number. 

Don Carlos, a tragedy, translated 
and rendered into verse, from the 
German of Schiller, and adapted for 
the English stage, is in the press. 
A prospectus has been published of 

a Map of Hampshire, upon an entirely 
new principle, and upon a larger scale 
than any map of the same extent ever 
before published. It will be accaum- 
panied by a complete topographical 

description 
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deseription of the county, compiled 
from the best and latest authority, by 
Mr. N. Lirpscoms Kentisn, of Win- 
chester, civil engineer and surveyor. 
It.will appear in periodical numbers 
or shects. 

Shortly will be published, in octavo, 
Diary of a Journey through Southern 
India, Egypt, and Palestine, in the 
years 1821 and 1822, by a Field Offi- 
cer of Cavalry. : 

Mr. Joun Duniop, author of the 
“ History of Fiction,” has nearly ready 
for publication, the History of Roman 
Literature, from the earliest periods 
to the Augustan age. 

In the course of the present month, 
will appear, a new edition of the Saxon 
Chronicles, with an English transla- 
tion, and notes, critical and explana- 
tory, by the Rev. J. Incram, fellow of 
Trinity College, Oxford, and late 
Saxon Professor in the University of 
Oxford. 
SHARON TURNER, esq. F.S.A. is about 

to publish, in quarto, the third volume 
of his much esteemed and elaborated 
History of England, embracing the 
Middle Ages. 

In a few days will appear, Views of 
Ireland, moral, political, and religious, 
by J. O’Driscot, esq. 

The third volume of Transactions of 
the Literary Society of Bombay is 
printing, 

The Rev. Mr. Drevin is going to 
press with a new and enlarged edition 
of his Introduction to the Classics, 

A new work on English Composition 
is about to appear, entitled the Eng- 
lish Master, or Student’s Guide to 
Reasoning and' Composition, by W. 
Banks. 

A Narrative of a Tour through the 
Morea, giving an account of the pre- 
sent state of the Peninsula and its in- 
habitants, by Sir Wm. GELL, is just 
ready for publication. 

T. PARK, esq. F.S.A. is engaged on 
a new edition of Walpoie’s Catalogue 
of Royal and Noble Authors. 

_ Early in January will be published, 
the Annual Biography and Obituary 
for the year 1823. 

' Mrs. Horrianp has in the press a 
new tale, entitled Integrity. 

Shortly will be published, a Letter 
to the Right Rev. Dr. Milner, Catholic 
Archbishop, on the controversy be- 
tween Messrs. Lawrence, Abernethy, 
and Rennell, on the subject of the 
human soul, and on organization. 
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The State of the Cape of Good Hope 

in July 1822, will soon be published. 
Observations on the Diverse Treat- 

ment of Gonorrhoea Virulenta, with 
particular reference to the use of diu- 
retics, purgatives, and piper cubeba, 
or Java pepper, will soon be repub- 
lished from the London Medical Re~ 
pository, with additional remarks, by 
Mr. Jas. Morss CuurcuiLt, fellow of 
the Royal College of Surgeons. 

A Series of Views in Spain and 
Portugal are preparing, to illustrate the 
“History of the late War in Spain 
and Portugal,” by Robert Southey, 
esq. drawn on stone by W. WESTALL, 
A.R.A. to consist of three parts, quarto; 
and Part J. containing cight views il- 
lustrative of Vol. I. will be published 
in January. 

A. biographical work is announced, 
under the title of the Cambrian Plu- 
tarch, from the pen of Mr. J. H. Parry, 
editor of ‘‘the Cambro-Briton.” 

Mr. WESTALL is employed on a se- 
ries of drawings to illustrate the Sketch 
Book. 

In a few days will appear, Part I. 
containing the Tempest, (dedicated 
with permission to Earl Spencer,) a 
new edition of Shakspeare in 48mo. 
from the text of Johnson, Stevens, and 
Reid, beautifully printed by Corrall, 
with new letter cut expressly for the 
work ; each play to be illustrated with 
a fine engraving from the designs of 
Stothard, and other eminent masters. 

A poem will make its appearance in 
a few days, entitled Falearo, or the 
Neapolitan Liberal. The work is 
written in cantos, in the stanza of 
‘Don Juan,” and containing satirical, 
humourous, and quizzical, remarks on 
the principal personages and institu- 
tions of Great Britain. The author 
announces himself as a member of 
**the Satanic School.” 

A Spanish quarterly magazine is 
about to appear, under the title of 
Variedades 0 Mensagero de Londres, the 
first number of which is expected to 
appearin January. In this miscellany 
every thing that can tend to inflame 
party spirit will be carefully avoided, 
and it will be equally adapted for cir- 
culation in old Spain and in her late 
colonies. Hach number will contain 
about one hundred large pages, and 
be illustrated with twelve coloured 
engravings. ~ 

On the 1st of January will be pub- 
lished, No. I. of the Freethinking 

Christian’s 
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Christian’s Quarterly Register, de- 
signed to maintain the pure principles 
of Christianity against priesteraft, or- 
thodoxy, and infidelity. 

Capt. Frankiin and Dr. RicHaRrD- 
SON announce a Narrative of their 
Overland Journey and Observations 
during the late Expedition to the 
Coasts of the Northern American sea. 
Nothing has yet been heard of Capt. 
Parry, who entered the same sea in 
the spring of 1821. 

Dr. Tuomas is printing a popular 
volume on the Way to Preserve Good 
‘Health, and on Domestic Medicine. 

A work called Pharmacopeia Impe- 
rialis is in the press. It is to consist 
of a comparative view of the Pharma- 
copeeias of London, Edinburgh, and 
Dublin, in the Latin text, with English 
notes. 
A printing press, worked by hand, 

has been constructed in London, 
which is said to equal in velocity and 
exceed in workmanship the steam- 
engine presses. Two men and three 
boys can print twenty-five sheets in a 
minute, with clearness and perfection. 

Mr. Banks is said to have purchased 
in the island of Elephantana a roll of 
Papyrus, containing the latter part of 
the Iliad, with scholia in the margin. 
It is believed to be of high antiquity. 
A Dutchman, of the name of Meer- 

man, has printed two volumes, quarto, 
to prove that printing was invented at 
Haerlem, and the sapient magistrates 
of that city have complimented the 
author on his performance. Nothing, 
however, can be more irrelevant than 
the pretensions either of Haerlem, 
Strasburgh, or Mayence. Printing, 
like every art, was progressive. The 
first printer was the first man who put 
an inscription on a coin; the second 
was the improver who reversed the 
juscription on the dye; the third was 
he who printed inscriptions on wax, 
so remarkable on our bread-seals ; the 
fourth was he who took the impressions 
on paper or yellum {a puny variation, 
conferring honour on no one); the 
fifth and best was composing | with 
moveable types; the sixth, the re-cast- 
ing them on plates; and the seventh 
and last, printing with steam. It is 
therefore to the last degree pucrile to 
talk of an inventor of printing. 

The Orlando Inamorato, abyidged 
from Berni, with specimens, will soon 
be published by W. S. Rose, esq. 

A Monthly Magazine of Music is 
J 
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announced for publication on the 1st 
of January. 

A volume of Essays on the Manners, 
Habits, and Customs, of Bengal, is in 
preparation. 
rancts Maserts, esq. Cursitor 

Baron of the Exchequer, whose libe- 
ral exertions for the restoration of 
mathematical writers are so well 
known to the mathematical world, has 
nearly completed a collection of those 
which relate to optical science. 
Amongst the interesting treatises 
which are reprinted in this volume, are 
the Opéica promota of James Gregory, 
containing the first publication of the 
reflecting telescope. The Traité de la 
Lumiére of Huggens, and the Lectiones 
Optice of Dr. Barrow, a work which 
has become exceedingly scarce. The 
work #s edited under the superintend- 
ance of C. BaBBaGE, esq. F.R.S. &c. 

The fortieth volume of Transactions 
of the Society for the Encouragement 
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, 
with an analytical index for Volumes 
X XVI. to XL. will be ready for deli- 
very early in January. 

Popular Tales and Romances of 
the Northern Nations, are preparing 
for publication, in three volumes. 

Highways and By-ways, or Tales of 
the Roadside, gathered in the French 
provinces, by a Walking Gentleman, 
will soon be published. 

Prosings, by a Vetcran, or the Lu- 
cubrations of Humphrey Ravelin, esq. 
late major in the —— Regiment of 
Infantry, are printing. 

The 'Theory and Practice of Music, 
professionally analysed, for the use of 
the instructor, the amateur, and the 
student, will soon be published, by J. 
Naruan, author of the “ Hebrew Me- 
lodies.” 

Tales of Old Mr. Jefferson, of Gray’s 
Inn, collected by the Young Mr. Jef- 
ferson, of Lyon’s Inn, will soon appear, 
Series I. will consist of—Mandeville, 
or the Voyage; the Welch Cottage, 
or the Woodman’s Fire-side; the 
Creole, or the Negro’s Suicide. 

December Talcs will be published 
in a few days. 

In the course of this month will be 
published, the Second Part of Mr. 
Boun’s Bibliographical, Analytical, 
and Descriptive Catalogue of Books, 
comprising above sixty thousand yvo- 
Jumes in all languages and classes of 
literature, accompanied by literary 
notices. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Bootn’s Letter to Mr. Malthus 
on the subject of Population, with an 
examination of the late censuses of 
Great Britain and Ireland, will be 
published in the first week of January. 
{t will contain some remarks on the 
proposed atieration in the poor laws, 
to which we shali hereafter draw the 
attention of our readers. 

Proposals are issued for the publi- 
cation of an uniform edition of the 
Works of Dr. John Owen, to be edited 
by T. Court, M.A. 

The unparalicled circumstances of 
distress In which the cultivators of the 
soil ave placed, have had no effect in 
damping the zea) and ardour of seve- 
ral of those who, under the auspices 
of the great Duke of Bedford in 1798, 
established the Smithfield Ciub, for 
the purpose of inducing, by the offer 
of premiums, the sending to.Londen, 
at the time of “the great market be- 
fore Christmas,” annually, specimens 
of fat cattle, sheep, and pigs, of as 
many as possible of the different 
breeds and varieties of our island, for 
comparison with each other; thereby 
affording to the breeders and feeders 
of these important domestie animals, 
in conjunction with the authentie par- 
ticulars certified, (as to breeders’ and 
feeders’ names, breeds, ages, feeding, 
&e.) the means of judging, which par- 
ticular description of animals will, by 
their proneness to early size and matu- 
rity, as to fatness, afford good profits 
to them, and at the same time benefit 
he public, by causing ‘‘ plenty of the 
eheapest and best meat;” and that, in 
spite of adverse cireumstanees, the 
elnb is still numerous, and its finances 
ja arespeetable state. The show this 
year, as usval, tool place in Goswel!- 
street, on the 13th, 14th, and 16th of 
December; and, both for the number 
and excellency of the animals exhibit- 
ed, is believed to have never been 
exceeded: on the latter day the crowd 
of visitors was proportionally great. 
The premiums were awarded and 
delivered at the annual dinner at the 
conclusion of the show, in plate, bear 
ing suitable inscriptions, viz. 
, Value fifteen guineas, to Mix Edward 
Lucas, for a 5-years cld Hereford ox: 
whose fattening had been completed by 
oil-cake. 

Value ten guineas, to Mr. Joseph Lucas, 
for a ditto. 

Value fifteen guineas, to Mr. Ralph 
Oidacres, for a 5Z years oid Devon ox: 
ail-cake fed, 
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Value ten guineas, to Mr. James Senior, 

for a G-years old Scotch ox: oil-cake. 
_ Value ten guineas, to Mr. Ralph Old- 
acres, for a 63 years old Hereford cow: 
after four calves, on oil-cakes. 

Value fifteen guineas, to Mr, Richard 
Gurden, for three thirty-two months old 
new Leicester wethers : turnips. 

Value ten guineas, to her Grace the 
Duchess of Rutland, for three 32-months 
old new Leicester wethers; Swede turnips 
and carrots, 

Value fifteen guineas, to Mr. Stephen 
Grantham, for three 32-months old South- 
down wethers: Swede turnips. 

Valne ten guineas, to Mr. John Ellman, 
jun. for three 32-months old Sonthdown 
wethers: turnips. 

Value ten guineas, to Mr. George Dodd, 
for three 22-weeks old Suffolk pigs: bar- 
ley and pea meals. 
—The judges who awarded these pre- 
miums were four graziers, viz. Messrs. 
John Buckley, John Hitchins, John 
Price, and Samuel Sandon; and two 
butchers, viz. Messrs. Robert Curtis 
and Michael White. At the mectings 
of the club, the Marquis of Exeter, 
and sixteen gentlemen, were added to 
the list of its members; and 210 gui- 
neas were assigned for nineteen pre- 
mivums at the shew-in December next. 
—The Highland Society of Scotland 
have, in the year which is passed, ori- 
ginated a similar society in Edinburgh, 
who have proposed, a few days before 
the present Christmas, to distribute at 
their first exhibition ten premiums, 
amounting to seventy-five guineas, for 
fat oxen. Thus it is, that one of the 
most sensible classes in the country 
silently rebuke the puerilities of minis- 
ters, as to “over-production,” which 
this class know not to exist, save of 
the class of state annuitaats, pen- 
sioners, and placemen, who are crush- 
ing the industrious of every class ta 
the earth. 

Dr. YATEs announces a work on the 
Establishment, Patronage, and Pre- 
eminence, of the Church Tstablish- 
ment. 

On the 15th will be published, No. I. 
of a new literary work, to be entitled, 
Res Literariz, or Monthly Journal of 
Foreign and Domestic Literature. 

The Belfast newspaper informs us, 
that, in consequence of the publication 
of Mr. CaMpPBELL’s edition of Ossian, 
researches have been made in that 
town; and in an oakcen chest, found in 
the ruins of an ancient abbey, a 
copy of Ossian has been discovered of 
the fifteenth century, and also a theo- 

logical 
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logical work, written on six hundred 
pages of vellum, and two others. The 
theological work is in possession of T.. 
Millar, esq. of Carrickfergus, and is a 
fine specimen of early penmanship. 
The copy of Ossian confirms the doc- 
trines of Mr. Gampbell, and will throw 
new lights on that celebrated con- 
troversy. 

American invention seems to rival 
that of England and Germany. The 
names of Fulton and Perkins are fol- 
lowed by that of Church. This last 
gentleman is now in London, and, in 
concert with our machinists, is con- 
structing an apparatus, waich, if suc- 
cessful, will improve the art of print- 
ing as much as printing itself was an 
improvement of copying with the pen. 
His improvement extends to casting, 
as well as composing ; and, by simpli- 
fying the casting process, and saving 
the expense of distributing, he pro- 
poses to compose always from new 
types, re-melting after the edition is 
worked off. The re-casting for every 
new composition is connected with 
the regular laying of the types; and, 
when thus laid, it isintended to com- 
pose, by means of keys like those ofa 
piano-forte, each key standing for a 
Jetter or letters, By these means 
errors would be avoided in the compo- 
sition, and the progress would be far 
more rapid than at present. 

Pulpit Orations, Lectures, and Ser- 
mons, delivered in the Caledonian 
Church, Hatton Garden, by the Rev. 
&. Irvine, a.m. in one volume, octavo, 
are in the press. 

The Actress, or Countess and No 
Countess, a novel, in four volumes, by 
fhe author of * Malcolm,” “ Douglas,” 
&e. will be published in January. 

The Noble Pilgrim, a novel, in three 
volumes, by W. Garpiner, author of 
“the Story of Pigou,” &c.; also, Ed- 
ward Williamson, a narrative, by the 
same author, will shortly be published. 

Mr. Grant, of Crouch End, has in 
the press, and nearly ready fer publi- 
cation, a new edition of his Institutes 
of Latin Grammar, revised and consi- 
derably augmented. ° 

in a sermon lately preached for the 
benelit of the Royal Dispensary for 
Discases of the Kar, it was stated that, 
sinee the establishment of the charity 
in 1816, upwards of 3,750 patients 
afflicted with deafness, or other dis- 
éases of the ear, have been received, 
the greater number of whom have 
heen cured or relieved; 10 which may 
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be added several cases of deaf and . 
dumb, in which much effective aid has 
been administered. 

The first part of the Cabinet of Por- 
traits will appear on the ist of Janu- 
ary, containing—Burns, engraved by 
Scriven ; Corneille, by Thomson; 
Shaw, the Linnean professor, by 
Cooper; Bishop Sherleck, by Free-- 
man; and the late President West, 
by Meyer; accompanied by Biogra- 
phical Sketches, by Rosert Scorv, 
author of ‘the History of the Reign 
of George the Third.” A Part, con- 
taining five prints, will appear every 
month. 

A Sequel to the Unpublished Manu- 
script of Henry Kirke White’s, is pre- 
paring, by the auther of “ the Wonders 
of the Vegetable Kingdom Displayed.” 

The Antiquities of Free-masonry, 
comprising illustrations of- the five 
grand periods of masonry, from the 
creation of the world to the dedica- 
tion of King Solomea’s Temple, will 
soon be published, by G. OLIvER, vicar 
of Clee. 

The History and Topography of 
London and its Environs, to corres- 
pond with Pinnock’s County Histories, 
with a map of twenty-five miles round 
the metropolis, is preparing for pub- 
lication. 

Rassela Principe d’Abissinia, opera 
del Signor Dottor Johnson, will soon 
appear. 

An Introduction to the Hebrew Lan- 
guage, by W. HtiNeMANN, professor 
of the Hebrew and German [Lan- 
guages, and author of ‘‘ the Catechism 
of Hebrew Grammar,” “ an Introduc- 
tion to German Reading,” will be pub- 
lished in January. 

Early in January will be published, 
Relics of Literature, by S. CoLuev, 
A.M. in octavo, with a frontispiece of 
autographs of eminent characters. 

The Lives of Scottish Poets are en- 
tirely completed, and will be ready in 
a few days, in three volumes, with 
thirty portraits. 

The Orlando Furioso of Aviosto, 
translated by W. S. Rose, cantos 1 
and 2, foolscap octavo, will soon be 
published. 

Memoirs of the Life of Rossini are 
in the press, with an historical and 
critical account of his compesitions, 
and an historical sketch of the state of 
music in Italy, from the beginning of 
the present century to the year 1822, 
or the era of Rossini, by the author of 
the Lives of Haydn and Mozart. 

Tn 
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In a few days will be published, 

with twenty-six engravings, a Narra- 
tive of a Voyage round the World in 
the Uranie, Capt. lreycinet, dispatch- 
ed on a scientific expedition by the 
French government during the years 
1817, 18, 19, and 20, in a series of let- 
ters toa friend, by J. ARaGo, draftsman 
to the expedition. 

FRANCE. 

A General and Universal Bulletin 
of Scientific Intelligence and Notices, 
dedicated to the learned of all coun- 
tries, and to national and foreign li- 
braries, published under the direction 
of the Baron Dr Ferussac, is an- 
nounced in Paris., Its object is to 
make known: — Ist. All kinds of 
writings published upon the sciences 
properly so called, general and parti- 
cular treatises, dissertations, essays, 
particular memoirs, maps, plans, en- 
gravings, and lithographs, 2dly. Every 
interesting fact, of whatever nature it 
may be, which shall have been insert- 
ed in any periodical or daily journal. 
3dly. Whatever scientific news private 
correspondence may furnish, divided 
into three sections: Ist. Advertise- 
ments of works; 2d. Extracts from the 
journals ; 3d. Scientific news, or ex- 
tracts from private correspondence. 
It will be commenced in January 
1823, and a number will be published 
at the end of every month, consisting 
of from eight to ten sheets. 

The late Emperor of France was 
the author of the following works :— 

J. Letter of M. Bonaparte to M. Matteo 
Buttafuoco, deputy from Corsica to 
the National Assembly, 1790. Signed 
“ Bonaparte,” and dated “Cabinet of 
Milleli, the 28th January, second year of 
liberty,” 1790. It consists of twenty-eight 
ages, octavo, and issued from the press 

of M. Fr. X. Joly, printer at Déle, when 
Bonaparte was lieutenant in the regiment 
of La Fére. He corrected the last proof 
sheets himself, and used to walk toe 
Dole for that purpose, setting out from 
Auxonne at four o’clock in the morning, 
and, after his literary labour, partaking of 
a breakfast with M. Joly, from whose 
house he walked back to his garrison by 
noon; the distence is eight post leagues. 
M. Amanthon, of Dijon, has a copy, given 
by the author to a female of Auxonne, 

Il. The Supper of Beaucaire. Avignon, 
Sabin Journal, 17935, COctavo, and ano- 
nymous. 

III. General and Complete Collection 
of the Letters, Proclamations, Speeches, 
Messages, &c. of Napoleon le Grand. 
2 vols. 8vo. 

IV, Inedited Correspondence, official 
s 
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and confidential, of Napoleon Bonaparte, 
7 vols. 8vo. 

V. The Notes in the volume entitled. 
“La Battaile d’Austerlitz,” by the Aus- 
trian general, Baron Stutterheim. 8vo. 

VI. Manuscript of the Isle of Elba. 
Of the Bourbons in 1815. Memoirs of 
Napoleon, Book IX. 

VII. On the Education of Princes of 
the Blood of France. 

VIII. Notes to the Moniteur, on the 
Translations from the English Journals 
which were submitted to him. 

IX. An Essay, for a prize given by the 
Academy at Besancon. 

X. A History of Corsica, in 2 vols. 
12mo. When in garrison at Auxonne, in 
1790, he invited M. Joly to come and 
negotiate for printing the work. Bonaparte 
occupied in the Pavillon a chamber, al- 
most empty, its furniture being a bad bed, 
a table set in the window, covered with 
books and papers, and two chairs. One 
of his brothers slept on a mattress in an 
adjoining apartment. They agreed upon 
the price; but Bonaparte was sent to 
Toulon, and the work was never printed. 

XI. Report ona Polygraphical Instru- 
ment, for printing Circulars with rapidity. 

XII. Count Dzialinski has a manu- 
script of from thirty to forty folio pages, 
verified to be Bonaparte’s, containing 
many documents on the history of the 
times, from about the year 1790 to the 
commencement of the war in Italy. 

XIII. The Manuscripts of his History 
and public Life, written at St, Helena, in 
possession of his Testamentary Executors. 

GERMANY. 
General Menu having succeeded, 

under the protection of Mehemed-Ali- 
Pacha, in collecting Egyptian anti- 
quities, had them carefully packed in 
ninety-seven cases, and shipped them 
for Hamburgh; but the vessel sunk in 
a gale of wind, between Heligoland 
and Cuxhaven. 

THE EAST. 
Mirza Djiaffar, a young Persian, 

has published at Tauris a handsome 
edition of Gulistan de Sdady, the types 
of which, small and elegantly formed, 
were cut by himself. 

A Turkish and an Italian press are 
establishing at Alexandria, and also a 
Lyceum, under the superintendance 
of Nureddin Effendi. 

ISLAND OF HAYTI. 
Some Haytians have united to con- 

duct a journal, under the title of Hay- 
tian Propagator ; and they will insert 
articies on politics, sciences, litera- 
ture, and the useful arts. It is to 
contain sixteen or twenty octavo pages, 
and will appear the Ist and 15th of 
eyery month. 

PROCEEDINGS 
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PROCEEDINGS OF PUBLIC SOCIETIES. 

<< 

REPORT of the COMMITTEE of the HOUSE 
of COMMONS on the CRIMINAE LAWS. 

Number of Persons Committed, Convicted, 
entenced, Acquitted, §c. in 1810 and 1818. 

2 1810. | 1818. 
Committed for Trial: 

RoR the conduct of this Commit- 
tee, and for its able and laborious 

Report, the world is indebted to the 
unwearied industry and enlightened 
spirit of Sir James Mackintosh. We 
have already submitted some extracts 
to our readers, and we now introduce 
some of the varied information con- 

Viales --+-cecccess e099 03,735) 11,535 

Females o+ee-+e0+ee000001,413] 2,932 

Total -essee+---+ +5146) 13,567 

Convicted and Sentenced : 
To death* ..seceneeeeess 476) 1,954 

tained in the invaluable Appendix. — Transportation for life---+ 12) 122 
On the subject of criminal law, we eae Lin Plte- vi 31 ai 
differ radicaliy from many of our mo- the i a the 
dern statesmen. We do not think , ~~. SD, ma nla eile hati 

F : 4 ; Imprisonment, and severally that crimes against property are gene- : * : i] ‘tted fr , : niet to be whipped, fined, pillo- 
rai ¥ commie Tae a propensity O ried, kept to hard labour, 

crime, but from the pressure of so- ge &e,: 
celely, and the difficulty of obtaining Sivas lerals adelew eee 1 — 
subsistence. Hence the increase of AW CAVE takes daine) wore cio tpn nae ao ee 
criines in bad times, and hence the 3 YCAYS +++ seers tence 5 v6 
increase of juvenile ofenders for want .2 years, andabovei year 138} 259 
of employment. We think, too, that 1 year, & above 6 months, 424] 1,026 
punishments are too indiscriminate, 6 montis, and under, ++ 1,597) 4,125 
and that the accidental offender ought Whipping, and fine----+- 148) 235 
to be treated very differently from old 7; zy 
anil often-convicted ones. Further, bas? Sele rides hes ae pie 
that the forms of trial should be con- Lee i ae Wa No Bills found, and not pro- 
ducted with more regard to defence CCI Ed --nirnds inal ohare «ke BER glOee 

? than is now practised. Till these 
points are better regulated, our sym- Total---.s.e-0+++ 5,146] 13,567 
pathy will overbalance our indigna- ——_— weet ee 
tion against the objects of legal coer- = * Of wkom were executed cr| 97 
cion. y 

No. of PERSONS COMMITTED FOR 
CONVICTED. TRIAL. 

NATURE OF THE CRIMES. : Cae 
1810. 1818. 1810. 1818. 

Arson, and other wilful Burning of Property -- 21 
Bigamy -++e-eceee cocccceeseeceserescceces 29 
Burglary --+ercscce ee secccsenee erencceee 568 
Cattle Stealing ++ -ceeeeceerveccescevcesces: 45 

Maliciously Killing and Maiming «+--+. 6 
Child Stealing ..++--sccesssecesscecvcecees 2 
Coin, Counterfeiting the Current -++++++«-+-- 3 

putiing off and uttering Counterfeit ---- 321 
— ditto (having been convicted as com- 

MON ULCCVErS) +e sceceer see ensereersevncs 6 3 — _ 

Embezzlement (by Servants) ++++eesessee eee 18 27 SL 60 
Forgery, and Uttering «+ e+esssseeeeeeeeees 27 86 48 173 
Forged Bank-notes, having in possession, &c, «+ 16 155 17 163 
Frame Breaking, and Destroying Machinery -- _ _ —_ — 
Frandulent Offences «+++.-sceecssececcece> 72 129 104 208 
Game Laws, Offences against ++ e+ee+ss+ reese _ 110 == idk 
Horse Stealing .-csse++secessseceessesceens 58 15 60 168 
Housebreaking im the Day-time, and Larceny 47 150 68 207 
Larceny, Simple++-+eeseseessseeee eeteevens| 2,769 6,459 3,530 }.9,303 

in Dwelling-houses, to the value 0f 40s, 67 142 119 | 217 
in Shops, &c, privately, to the value 

OF 58, cecesccssvcccccaceresenveheteraces 27 41° 41 8t 

Carried forward «+sseess ooeeeovere 2,801 8,072 i 4,37 1 11,717 

Montuiy Mac, No, 376, ; ya 4A Brought 
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NATURE UF THE CRIMES. 

Brought forward ++eseseereeeee ees 
Larceny on Navigable Rivers, &c. to the va- 
1ue@ OF 40S. ccc s os gas ols as weislowicioncs sce se 

of Naval Stores, to the value of 20s.-- 
from Bleaching Grounds, &c. «+ +++ 
from the Person ee++eececseoeerees 

Letters containing Bank Notes, “&c. Secreting 
and Stealing o-++ceveccereeereresecerrces 

Sending Threatening «.+++-+seeceseres 
Mail Robbery. --------- Dice eile mbel tha ales !s [a a! acai 

Manslaughter ------ dlatwlp(slaig[aretelsMlntstelo s 0 ¢.6\6\s 

Marder tis wie! «lew 6.0.M 6-0. © &.0.6/0.0 c,a)0.0.6 eceseustes 

, Shcoting, Stabbing, and administering 
Poison, with intent to------ poses esesoens 

, concealing the Birth of their Infants - - 
Oath, Unlawful, taking and administering -+-- 
Perjury -- 2s ete rere eee ee eens eee ence ee oe 

Piracy -+-ese esses eee cress sw ikalalgin 7s 0 seek 
Prisoners of War, aiding the Escape of ++++-- 
Rape, &¢, eeees-- ++ cin, sieiaieje o[e er bieie eee eccel 

Assault, with intent to commit «+-+++«++ 
Riot, and feloniously demolishing Buildings -- 
Robbery on the Person, on the Highway, and 

Other Places..ccssececseescecscccscsseces 
Sacrilege ++seees eee eee ees een ceeeere cess 

Sheep Stealing, and Killing with intent to Steal 
Sodomy - a elle Giateiale, o/cie miaitare’ pitcs'ege) stnte lets pow aieasie 

, Assault, with intent to commit, and 
other Unnatural Offences +--+++receeseeee 

Stolen Goods, Receiving -++++seeeceersesees 
Treason, High «++-+eesesseee reer seeeeerees 

Transports, being at large, &c. seers eeeeeeee 
Felony, and Misdemcanor, &c. (not otherwise 
described) seerees ess ererrereeeceeees aafeta 

Total convicted and committed, in each year sR ie ee 
Numbor of Persons, charged with Criminal 

Offences, commiitcd for Trial to the dif- 

No. of PERSONS COMMITTED FOR 
CONVICTED. TRIAL, 

1810. 1818. } 1810. 1s13. 

2,801 | 8,073 | 4,571 [11,717 

5 2 9 4 
4 4 4 8 
3 5 7 5 

64 984 136 551 

2 — 2 — 

1 = 3 1 

59 38 59 62 
15 3 64 ot 

BESTE: 6 28 42 
12 10 12 it 

5 1 Z 45 

2 2 24 23 
16 48 25 7 

39 107 O7 299 
4 7 1 9 

89 177 82 277 
5 1 2 16 

29 15 41 25 
29 426 95 356 
— p——- 16 —- 

44 3 — 4 

2% 70 55 163 

3,158 | 8,938 | 5,146 [13,567 
" 1810.) 1818 

EBronght forward «+ 762) 2,120 

ferent Gaols in England and Wales, dw ing | Gloucester -.+--- seeeeescee 425) 376 

the Years 1810 and 1818. (Bristol) +++ ereeeseeeeee 49) 176 
1810.! 1818. } Hants ---+.+..-- Licesely Sees) NOG we GGe 

Anglesea «+ eeeeseeeeeeeeees 
Bedford) feces Gaeta ee ceed sinc 
BerkS <isiee ca cewc secsinwecde 

Brecon, «2 sccececrcowcccee 

Bucks © *j- + scccseeicicseccics ~4 
Cambridge «+-++--+++--+-- Sen 444i 

7 88 — Lancaster csscseseceacse-- 563) 1,771 

9]. = .99- BE Dicieesteriscte clad sudicetteleee ana 

1 1 § Hereford. . sce. cece seceeeee 47 141 

Q 7S f Herts: cccsssesccanedoessos* 64 411 
5} 180 § Huntingdon.+....-seeeeeeee 4 33 

5 22. * Kent o se ojclats ave woisie 6 ovels eve pee 495 

195 

Cardigan ....+-se++-seeecee S| 23) F Lincoln eeseeeesees+++eeee 68) 249 
Carmarthen: ++cee--ee-e eres 10 565 § Merioneth ee 1 ” 

Carnarvon eees---seeccecee | 15 | Middlesex «eeseesseeveeeeet 424 2,665 
Chester -+++s+-++++e- seeee 83) 265 } Monmouth -+--+++-+--ee--08 AF) 59 
Cornwall +-+ees-e++eseeeeeee 38) 135 $ Montgomery -eeseeseeeeees 14 57 
Cumberland ---++-++-++0e+ 32) 50 f Norfolk-es+-+-+ee.ceeeeeeee 110} 286 
Denbigh --+--++e-+++eeee-- ©9) 33 | Northampton--seesse++-eee 3 106 
Derby --++++++eeeeeeeese+ 37| 113 § Northumberland «++++++.+-. 57 97 
Devon --+-+++-eeeeeeeeeees 147| 416 | Nottingham <+++e+eeeeeene GF} 106 
Dorset «cesses vecceeceeess 37] 120 Oxford -cccccececsessecess§ 32 155 

Durham --e++-++eeeeeeeees 35) 76 | Pembroke «+--+-s-eeees-e2 8 55 
Essex cece ssecesscee cesese 465)” 512 Radnor wccecvevicvvcscsece 9 19 

Ohm) eee 5 5 la § Rutland «-----cccccccccess ba 6 

Glamorgan ake wlohe ta eecceessee 19 52 b Salop Ce wevewrescccee sreces§ 60 198 

Carried forward+e+. 762 | 9120 Carried forward. .+.« 3,907 9,917 
Brought 
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1810.) 1818. 

Brought forward -+3,907} 9,917 
Somiersetes +--+ 22. eescoees 118 470 

Stafford -ovcssssceeseeeeee 134 333 
RGM ric c's cece stiveles ANGlnn238 
Surrey +---+-++ee+eeeeeseee 243) 559 
SUSSEX «+--+ -- cece cccesesees 66 959 

Warwick ---++eee.+seeeeeee 169 579 
Westmorcland -++.+see.eee 4 16 
SUNS dl csc ccuctiotaecceaen, 7G 260 
Worcester «+--+: Sisedtalsietes! 65 939 
Work --scccccsvccccsesces 948; 669 

Total Number of Persons Executed. 
Nature of the Crimes. 1810.} 1318, 

Arson, aud other wilful Burn- 
ing of Property “ = 5 

Burglary, Honse breaking, Ke. 18} 19 
Cattle Stealing ; ata 1 
Coin, utter ing ‘counter eit (hav- 

ing been before convieted 
as a common uttercr) . 1) — 

Forgery, and Uttering . 18} 24 
Horse Stealing . AY 1 
Lareeny in a Dwelling-honse, 

to the value of 40s. . ° 1 4 
on a Navigable River, 

to the value of 40s, : = 2 
Murder . “ 2 . 9 13 

-, Shooting, Stabbing, 
and administering Poison, 
with inient to. : 2 i 

Robbery on the Person, on the 
Highway, and other Places 6] 13 

Rape . ° ° ° 1 1 
Shecp Stealing ° . - 1) 14 
Sodomy ° 4, 1 
Transports, being” at large, eth n 

Total Executed . 67| 97 
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Total -----+5,146] 13,567. 
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Number of Persons Exceuted in each Yeus', 
Jrom 1749 to 1818. 

1749 - 1784 oaistas 56 

1750 -----+ 56 we ATSS eee ee OF 
175h elvan 6S 1786 covcce 5) 
1752 «20c0. 47 1787 »--20e 92 

1755 «2++-- Al 1788 eceree 25 
A754 se ee ee SA 1789 evceene I6 
1755 coscce 21 1790 «0000.35 

1756 «<6... 15 1791 ccnecs 34 
1757 cocese YG POD einem ohh 
1758 -eeee+ 20 1793 «esses 16 
1759 «oeeee 6 1704) 2. Ah 

1760ie~ e =<) 10 1795 eovees 29 

A761 -+++02 17 1796 ---+--. 228 
1762 sees-s+ 15 A7YT eevee 19 

a Wass SCO 179B eevee 19 
1764 eoseer $1 DZ9OD Havas) 2H 

1765 eesess 96 1900 ~-se08 19 
1766 eseeee 20 ABOU wats s 205, Oe 

1767 ee-eee 22 1802 «sere 10 
1768 ++es0. 97 1603 .cceee 9 

1769 eo. 0. 94 1804 ..cce- 8 

1770 «+++++ 49 1805 -++02. 10 
1771 «sees 54 1806... 220. AS 
9772 ceciess 37 1807 eccces 14 

1773 ceceee 39 1808 ieee VS 

TTA eee ee BQ 1809 .-eese 8 
1775 ++++-+ 46 1810) osviess 13 

1776---+--. 38 OD cpriete a 
1777 se eeee SY 1812 -esees 19 

1778 «sees 3S ASAB ele no wie dies 
1779 «+++ ++ YS ABAd v0--0- DL 
1780 -----++ 50 1815 -.+e+- O14 
1781---++> 40 1816 eweees 29 
1782 --++++ 45 1817 «+.0++ 16 

1783 seeeee OD 1818 --.-+02 Qt 

NEW PATENTS AND MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
—= 

To Mr. Henry Brown, of Derby, for 
_ Improvements in the Construction of 
Boilers, whereby a consider able saving 
of Euel is effected, and Smoke rapidly 
consumed.—July 1821. 

11S invention consists ia the in- 
troduction of an additional tube 

to be filled with water by means of 
pipes passing from the boiler, which 
tube, by being carried through the 
furnace under the boiler, causes an 
increased surface of water to be pre- 
sented to the action of the fire, and 
thus effects an economy in the con- 
sumption of fuel; beside which, by 
causing an interruption to the direct 
draught of the fire, and thereby turn- 
ing the flame, the sinoke and gas 
emitted become consumed, and pro- 
duce a more intense heat than would 

be otherwise occasioned by the ordi- 
nary combustion ef the fuel, when the 
smoke and gas are suffered to escape. 

The same contrivance is applicable 
also to waggon-shaped boilers, and 
may be made to pass under them in a 
similar manner to that above described. 
It is also further proposed to contract 
the fire-place by constructing a case to 
coutain water, which shall surround 
the fire, leaving a small aperture at 
he lower part of the back commuani- 
cating with the flues, by which the un- 
consumed smoke and vapour may 
pass into the flues, and round the 
boiler as Usual. It is partiealarly ob- 
served, that the fuel should not be 
conducted to the back part of the far- 
nace until its gas is {ly consumed.— 
London Journal, 

Te 
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To ALEXANDER Gorpvon, and David 
Gorpvon, of Edinburgh; for certain 
Improvements and Additions in the 
Construction of Lamps, and of Compo- 
sitions and Materials to be burned in the 
Lamps, and which may also be burned 
in other Lamps.—Jan. 14, 1822. 
The improvements and additions in 

the construction of lamps are intended 
for the purpose of burning alcohol or 
spirits of wine; the liquer obtained from 
wood, commonly called naphtha or 
spirit of wood; the essential oils or 
compositions of the above-mentioned 
spirits; with such of the essential oils 
as are most easily soluble therein, and 
generally for the burning of all com- 
bustible fluids which are inflammable 
at a low temperature, and which do 
not require a combustible wick to raise 
their temperature to a point at which 
inflammation would take place, or to 
continue their inflammation. The im- 
provements consist in employing 
wicks, made cf metal or glass, instead 
of cotton. or thread, or any substance 
usually termed’ combustible ; and for 
that purpose they prefer platina, gold, 
silver, copper, or glass, spun or drawn 
into very fine threads or capillary 
tubes, collected inio a bundle, and 
surrounded by a piece of metal-wire 
gauze, or by a piece of fine metal- 
wire bound round then in a spiral 
direction ; or the wicks may be formed 
of metal-wire or tubes, or spun glass, 
in any way, and in any desirable 
shape, so that the effect of capillary 
attraction may be preserved sufli- 
ciently to raise or draw up the com- 
bustible fluid to the situation where it 
is io be inflamed. The wicks thus 
constructed, are ixserted through a 
pipe or.tube in the manner of commen 
lamps with cotton wicks: they reconi- 
mend that the top of the wick or 
‘wicks be covered by a cap when the 
lamp is not in use, to prevent the eva- 
poration of the combusiible fluid, and 
toprevent dust from settling on the 
wick. As the substances intended to 
be burned in the said lamps are 
extremely volatile and inflammable, 
they recommend that the orifice from 
whence the lamp is to be filled with the 
fluid may be situated at the greatest 
convenient distance from the wick or 
wicks. They further recommend that 
an air-hole may also be formed at the 
greatest convenient distance from the 
wick or wicks; both of these orifices 
to be closely stopped when the lamp 
is notinuse. They usually haye a cap 
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which screws down to a shoulder to 
close the orifice from whence the lamp 
is filled, and pierce an air-hole at the 
second or third thread of the male 
serew, by which means the said air- 
hole can be uncovered, by unscrewing 
the cap two of three turns, and without 
taking off the cap altogether, except 
when the lamp is to be supplied with 
inflammable fluid. 

The compositions and materials to 
be burned in the lamps, and whichmay 
also be burned in other lamps, are 
composed of alcohol or spirits of wine, 
with an admixture of certain essen- 
tial oils, as for instance, eil of juniper, 
camphor, the essential oil of tar, and 
such other of the essential oils as are 
most soluble in alcohol, the relative 
proportions of the two fluids or mate- 
rials being regulated according to the 
description of lamp for burning the 
same, cr to the use for which it may 
be intended; neverthcless, the relative 
proportions of the fluids or materials 
above mentioned, they should recom- 
mend to be five, six, or seven parts of 
alcohol to one of essential oil; but 
these proportions may be varied ac- 
cording as circumstances may require, 
such as the strength of the aleohol-or 
the use that is intended with the lamp. 
Alcohol! by itself is nearly pure hydro- 
gen, so that, when burning, it gives only 
a pale blue light; the essential oils 
when burning give much light; but, 
unless they are carefully burned in 
Jamps peculiarly constructed, they 
produce much smoke, and would be 
apt to leave a considerable deposition 
of carbonaceous matter upon the wicks, 
whilst the composition described 
above will be found to give considera- 
ble light, without any sensible smoke, 
and Icaving little or no deposit upon 
the wicks. Another of the composi- 
tions to burnin lamps is made with the 
fluid herein. before mentioned, usually 
called naphtha or spirit of wood, and 
which fluid they combine with the es- 
sential oils in about the same propor- 
tions as above mentioucd for the essen- 
tial oils with aleohol. 

The patentees conceives that their 
improved lamps, with incombustible 
wicks, will be found economical, and 
have many adyantages over spivrit- 
lamps as hitherto constructed, from the 
durability of the wick and the equabi- 
lity of the flame; nearly the same ad- 
vantages will be found in the lamps 
when burning the essential oils, pro- 
vided the lamps are constructed, be- 

sides 
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sides having metallic.or glass wicks, 
uccerding te any ef the present kuewn 
improved methods for consuming, as 
much as possible, the smoke ; and their 
improved lamps, when supplied with 
the compositions above described, may. 
be kept burning for a great length of 
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time without any attention being paid 
to them, except to maintain the supply 
of combustible composition ; which they 
conceive will render the lamp peculi- 
rly valuable in many situations, par- 

ticularly for sea-lights on places fre- 
quently inaccessible.— Repertory. 

aoe 

NEW MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, 
—=>——- 

BMozart’s Celebrated Grand Symphony, 
adapied for the Piuno-Ferte, with 
Accompaniments for a Flute, Violin, 
and Violoncello, (ad libitum; ) by S. F. 
Rimbault. 6s. 
\HIS adaptation of Mozart’s truly- 

celebrated symphony may justly 
be ranked among the better descrip- 
tion of compositions readily modified 
from pre-existent productions: Tis 
present form is honburable to Mr. 
Rimbault’s well-known talents, in as 
much as it coastitutes an excellent 
piano-forte piece, and might, with no 
impropriety, be styled a piano-forte 
sonata,so perfectly isitadapted to keyed 
instruments. But the praise due to 
the skill Mr. R. has displayed in this 
newly-modelled sympheny is not limi- 
ied to his judicious disposition of the 
passages, with regard to their accom- 
modation to pianc-forte execution ; the 
science and ingenuity with which ke 
has arranged and incorporated the 
three-fold accomparvimenis have strong 
claims to our particular notice. In 
iheir separate construction he has 
evinced his knowledge of their powers 
and characters ; and, in their combina- 
tion, proved his judgment in that pro- 
vince of a composer's art which re- 
spects the harmonic result of a plura- 
lity of instruments. fn the various 
movements, which are not fewer than 
four, we find many striking and even 
splendid ideas, intermixed and relieved 
by soft and delicate touches, which, 
while they mark the genius of the 
great German composer, interest and 
delight the attentive auditor, and 
prove the taste of the modifier, botu in 
the choice he bas made, and the 
manner in which he has even heigh- 
tened the effect intended by the origi- 
nal author. 
“Yes, I have lov'd the Minstrel's 

Strain,” an Answer to Anacreonr 
Moore's “ Farewell to his Harp,” a 
Melody and Quartett, sung by Mrs. 
Ashe, at Bath, and Master Twrle, 
Mr. Goss, Mr. Vaughan, and Mr. J. 
B. Sale, at Mr. Goss’s Concerts. 
If, as a melody, we cannot speak in 

the highest terms of this composition, 
it at least claims our favourable ac- 
knowledgment as a body of ingenious 
and soundly-constructed harmony. The 
passages of the air sometimes include 
intervals that are somewhat strained, 
and, indeed, net perfectly vocal; but 
tie several parts of the quartett are 
put together with a skill that demon- 
strates the possession of much gemuine 
science. If, en the whole, this com- 
positicn would not sanction our pro- 
nownucing Mr. Major to be a great 
melodist, it would bear us out in say- 
ing, that he is a real master in the art 
of harmonic combination, and that he 
has given a lucid proof of his ingenuity 
in disposing of the matcrials he has 
employed. 
Constancy, a Canzonet, by George Vin- 

cent Duval, esq. 2s. 
This canzonet is, in fact, a ballad of 

three verses, the last of which is har- 
menized as a duett. We lind nothing 
in its melody to distinguish it from the 
general songs of the day, nor is the 
harmonization of the third verse 
marked by any extraordinary evi- 
dences of science or ingenuity. Its 
chicf deficiency as an air is, that it 
wants particularity or identity of cha- 
racter, without which, no creative 
power of the composer can ever be 
even suspected. Of the accompani- 
ment to this canzcnet, we can only say, 
that its chief feature is its monotony. 
The constant reiteration of three semi- 
quavers in the arpeggio style, preceded 
he a semi-quaver rest, carries with it 
an indication of great poverty of inven- 
tien; and, we beg to assure Mr. Duval, 
that, in the present instance, it is 
much more fatiguing than gratifying. 
A Greek. National Air, arranged as a 

Duett fer two Performers onthe same 
Piaw-Forte. 18. 
This airis first given in its single and 

simple state, and then harmonized as 
a piece for four bands. The melody in 
itself is of the most easy and unja- 
boured kind. Sixteen bars comprise 
the whole of it, and the ear is never 
curricd out of the original key. The 

two 
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two parts are not ill-arranged, nor do 
they display much science. It is, 
however, no trivia! praise of the publi- 
‘cation to say, that it is pleasant to the 
auditor ; and, to the young performer, 
will prove a profitable practice. 

DRAMA, 

Covent-Garnen. —— Though the 
drama has evidently, siace the com- 
mencement of the present season, 
assumed an interest of which it could 
not boast during the last, the two 
national theatres have not equally par- 
taken of the advantage of this favour- 
able change. The varieties presented 
to the public by the Covent-Garden 
management, and the taleats displayed 
in the performances of Mr. Charics 
Kemble and Miss F. H. Kelly, in 
Romeo and Julict, and Mr. Macready 
jn Venice Preserved, and a diversity of 
other pieces, have been more suc- 
cessfil, as serving to ensure the ap- 
plause of their auditors, than as draw- 
ing splendid and crowded houses. 
Even the novelties of a new opera, 
in three acts, entitled Maid Marian, 
and founded on the humorous, spi- 
rited, and vivacious, novel of that 
nane, (written by the ingenious Mr. 
Peacock.) and a tragedy, (from the 
pen of Mr. Shiclds,) called, the Hu- 
guenot, have failed of atiracting that 
attention which was to have been hoped 
from the distinguished merit of the 
production from which the plot and 
incidents of the first was taken, and 
the tried and well-known talents of 
the author of the second. But the 
mmost elegant and enlightened, as well 
as the light and less refined, of our 
publié amusements, are, if would 
seem, subject to influence of fashion ; 

and that to descrve, is not always to 
ensure public patronage. We, how- 
ever, would by no means be under- 
stood to say, that the theatre of which 
we are now speaking has absolutely 
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become unpopular: we only mean to 
remark, that its success this season 
has not, hitherto, equalled its deserts ; 
and to express our hope, that ere the 
arrival of the summer recess, the 
taste and patronage of the lovers of 
the drama will compensate for the 
partial neglect sustained by this ele- 
vant and well-appointed cstablish- 
ment. 
Drury-Lane. — This old arena, 

where a Garrick and a Pritehard, a 
John Kemble, a Siddons, and a 
Jordan, have so renownedly exerted 
their powers, and conquered, or com- 
manded, the passions of their auditors, 
continues its brilliant career; and by 
the very distinguished acting of Mr. 
Kean, Mr. Young, Mr. Elliston, and 
the high vocal pretensions of Mr. 
Braham, Madame Vestris, and Mrs. 
Austin, aided by the extraordinary 
precosity of histrionie abilities exhi- 
bited by Miss Clara Fisher, promise 
to carry the liberal and indefatigable 
manager triumphantly through the 
season. The novelties produced at 
this theatre, in the divertisement 
called the Halt of the Caravan; and the 
new three-act opera of A Tale of 
other Times, (in the latter of which, 
Mr. Braham, Mrs. Austin, and 
Madame Vestris, alipost surpass them- 
selves,) have contributed, in no light 
degree, to the splendid success with 
which the ardent lessee is persisting 
in his efforts to gratify the town. 
The constellation of talents with 
which he has surrounded himself, 
scems to have put him in a condition 
to defy, at least for the present season, 
the caprices of fortune and of fashion, 
and to secure to the great concern 
with which he has linked himself and 
his interests, that favourable and lus- 
trous result due to his abilities as an 
actor ;. and his taste, judgment, and 
assiduity, as a manager. 

BRITISH LEGISLATION. 
ACTS PASSED wm the THIRD YEAR of the REIGN of GEORGE THE FOURTH, or in the 

THIRD SESSION of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the UNITED KINGDOM. 
=< 

AP XL. For consoltdating into 
one Act and amending the Laws re- 

lating to idle and disorderly Persons, 
Rogues and Vagabonds, arncorrigible 
Rogues, andother Vagrants, in England. 
—June 24. - 

Former provisions relating to rogues, &c. 
repealed, but not to affect the law for re- 
moval of persons born in Scotland, &c. 

All persons who threaten to run away 
and leave their wives or children chargeable 
to any parish, township, or place; alk 
persons who, being able to work, and 
thereby or by other means to maintain 
themselves and families, shail wilfully re- 
fuse or neglect so to do, by which default 
or neglect they or any of them shall become 
chargeable to any parish, township, or 
place ; and all persons who shall returp to 

any 
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any parish, township, or place, from whence 
they have been legally removed by order 
of two justices of the peace, and shall there 
become chargeable, without producing a” 
certificate owning them to be settled else- 
where; and ail common prostitutes or 
night-walkers wandering in the public 
streets or public highways, not giving a 
satisfactory account of themselves; shall be 
deemed idle and disorderly persous; and it 
shall and may be lawful for any justice of 
the peace to commit such offenders (being 
thereof convicted before him, by his own 
view, or by his, her, or their, own confes- 
sion, or by the oath of one or move credible 
witness or witnesses) to the House of Cor- 
rection, there to Le kept to hard labour tor 
any time not excceding one calendar 
month. 

All persons going about as gatherers of 
alms, uider false pretence of loss by fire 
or by other casualty, or as collectors under 
any false pretence, ali bear-wards, all com- 
mon stage-players, and all persons who 
shall for hire, gain, or reward, act, repre- 
sent, or perform, or cause to be performed, 
any interlude, or eutertainment, or enter- 
tainments of tie stage, or any part or parts 
therein, such persons not being authorized 
by law; all persons pretending to he gipsies ; 
all persons pretending to tell fortunes, or 
using any subtle craft, means, or device, by 
palinistry or otherwise, to deceive and im- 
pose on any of his Majesty’s subjects, or 
playing or betting at any unlawful game; 
and all persons who run away and leave 
their wives or children chargeable to any 
parish, township, or place;. and all petty 
chapmen and pedlars wandering abroad, not 
being duly ficensed, or otherwise autho- 
rized by law; and all persons wandering 
abroad, and lodging in alehouses, barns, 
outhouses, or in the open air, or under 
tents, or in carts or wagvons, and not giv- 
ing a good account of themselves: and all 
persons openly exposing or exhibiting in 
any street, road, public place, or highway, 
any indecent exhibition, or openly and in- 
decently exposing their persons; and all 
other persons wandering abroad, or 
placing themselves in streets, public places, 
highways, courts, or passages, to beg or 
gather alms, or causing or procuring, or 
encouraging, any child or children so to do, 
or endeavonring, by the exposure of 
wounds or deformities, to effect the same 
purpose; and all persons who shall be ap- 
prehended having in possession any pick- 
lock key, crow, jack, bit, or other imple- 
ment, with intent feloniously to break and 
enter into any dwelling house, warehouse, 
coach-house, stable, or outbuilding; or 
having in possession any gun, pistol, 
hanger, cutlass, bludgeon, or other offen- 
sive weapon, with intent to assault any 
yerson Or persons, Or commit any other 
legal act; or who shall be found in or 
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upon any dwelling-house, warehouse, 
coach-house, stable, or outhouse, or area, 
or in any inclosed yard, garden, or place, 
and shall not be able to give a good ac- 
count of themselves; or who shall frequent 
any river, canal, or navigable stream, dock 
or basin, or any quay or warehouse near 
or adjoining thereto, or the avenues to 
any such quay or warehouse, or the streets 
or highways leading thereto, or any place 
of public resort, the avenues leading 
thereto, or the streets, highways, or places 
adjacent, with intent to commit felony on 
the persons or property of any his Ma- 
Jesty’s subjects; and all persons imposing 
or endeavouring to impose upon any 
churciiwarden or overseer of the poor, or 
upon any charitable institution or private 
individual, by a false and fraudulent re- 
presentation, either verbally or in writ- 
ing, with a view to obtain money or some 
other advantage or benefit; shall be deemed 
rogues and vagabouds, within the true 
intent and meaning of this Act. 

All persons apprehended as rogues and 
vagabonds, aul escaping from the person 
or persons apprehending them, or refusing 
to go before a justice or justices of the 
peace, to be examined before such justice 
or justices, or knowingly giving a false 
account of themselves on such examina- 
tion, alter warning giving them of their 
punishment; and all persons wko shall 
break or escape ont of any gaol or house 
of correction, before the expiration ef the 
term for which they were committed or 
ordered to be confined by virtue of this 
Act, or who being charged with any of- 
fence against this Act, and being bound by’ 
recognizance, in manuer herein-after men- 
tioned, to appear at the next general or 
quarter sessions of the peace, shall neg- 
Ject to appear accerdingly; and all persons 
who, afier having been adjudged to be 
rogues apd vagabonds, and then dis- 
charged, shall again commit any offence 
under this Act; shall be deemed incorri- 
gibie-vogues, within the true intent and 
meaning of this Act. 
Any person may apprehend offenders.— 

A penalty of 20s. on constables, &c. neg- 
leeting their duty, and on persons refusing 
to apprehend offenders.—Reward of ds. 
for apprehending a vagrant, 

Justices to examine persons apprehend- 
ed, and, if matter be proved, to commit 
them.— Persons committed to be kept to 
hard lJabour.—Justices may commit or 
discharge persons apprehended. — Power 
to bail persons charged with acts of 
vagrancy. 

All vagrants to be searched, and trunks, 
bundles, &c. to be inspected, 

Effects found upon vagrants to be sold, 
and applied towards the expences of 
maintaining, &c, 

Justices may bind persons by recogni- 
zance 
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zance to proseente vagrants at sessions, 
wit power of sessions to order payment 
of expences to prosecutors and witnesses. 

A power of sessions to detain and keep 
to hard labowr and ponish by whipping 
rogues and vagabonds and incorrigible 
rogues. 

Justices may order a portion of earn- 
ings to be paid to offenders wien dis- 
charged, 
A penalty on ‘officers neglecting their 

duties, &c. and, on conviction of officers, 
&e. justices to make order for payment of 
expences of prosecution 

It shat! and may be lawfal for any jus- 
tice of the peace, upon information on 
oath before him made, that any persons 
herein-before described to be idle and 
disorderly persons, rogues and vagabonds, 
or incorrigible rogues, are or aré reason- 
ably suspected to be harboured or con- 
cealed in any house or houses kent or pitr- 
porting to be kept for the reception, lodg- 
ing, or entertainment, of any poor traveller 
or travellers, by warrant under his hand 
and seal, to authorize any constable or 
other person or persons to enter at any 
time into such honse or honses, and to ap- 
prehend and bring before him, or any 
other justice or justices, all persons fonnd 
therein, and so suspected as aforesaid ; and 
if, on examining such persen or persons so 
apprehended and brought as aforesaid, it 
shall appear to such justice or justices 
that they, or any or either of them, can- 
not give a satisfactory account of them- 
selves, it shall and may be lawful for such 
justice or justices to commit him, her, or 
them, to the common gaol or House of Cor- 
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rection, there to be dealt with in the same 
manner as rogues and vagabonds, or incor- 
yigible rogues, are herein-before directed 
to be dealt with by this act. 

Whereas women, herein-before de- 
scribed to be idle and disorderly persons, 
rognes and vagabonds, or incorrigible 
rogues, are often @elivered of bastard 
children in parishes and places to whiclk 
they do not belong, whereby the said chil- 
dren become chargeable to the same; be 
it therefore enacted, that where any snch 
woman shall be so delivered, the ehild of 
which she is delivered shall not be settled 
in the place where so born, but the set- 
tlement of such woman shall be deemed 
the settlement of such child; any law to 
the contrary notwithstanding. 

Persons aggrieved may appeal to the 
next sessions. 

Justices not to grant certificates ena- 
bling persons to ask relief on route, except 
to soidiers and sailors. 43 G. Til. c. 61. 

Persous asking alms under certificates, 
&e. (except scldiers or sailors,) to be 
deemed vagrants. 

Names of constables, &c. to be affixed 
on door of churches, chapels, market- 
house, &c. 

Penalty for defacing such notice, 40s. 
Justices may defray expences under 

this act out of the county rates, 
Justices, &c. to have treble costs, 
Persons ordered to be punished, &e. 

nnder any act now in force, to be punished, 
&e. under this act. 

Act pot to repeal 10 G. IL. c. 28. or any” 
act relating to players, &c. 

MEDICAL REPORT. 
Report of Diseases and Casvatties ecenrring inthe puclie and private Practice 
of the Physician who has the care of the Western District of the City Dispensary. 

—aae + 

“ Pride, when wit fails, steps in to our de- 
F fence, 
And fills ap all the mighty void of sense.” 

NSANITY is often principally charac- 
terized by high conceptions of personal 

consequence. Two cases of mental aber- 
ration that have fallen within the writer's 
sphere of practice during the last month, 
have strikingly exemplified this particular 
feature. One of the individuals now al- 
lauded to, learning that he was ordered to 
be cupped, immediately exclaimed, that 
unless the precess were performed by the 
king’s eupper, he wonld not submit to the 
operation; and the other was busily en- 
gaged; during the first few days of his hal- 
lncination, in penning epistles to his ma- 
jesty George the Fourth, 

A modern author remarks, that the 
French revolution dethroned only one mo- 
narch, but created many others, ‘* Nay,” 
he adds, ‘‘ the mad-houses of France were 

peopled during this turbulent time sith 
gods as well as with kings, Three Louis 
XVL’s were seen together disputing cach 
other’s pretensions. ‘There were besides 
several kings of France, of Corsica, and 
other countries; there were sovereigns of 
the world, a Jesus Christ, a Mahomet, so 
many deities as to render it necessary to 
distinguish them by the place they came 
from, as the god cf Lyons, the god of Gi- 
ronde,” 

Individuals who are deprived of the 
blessings connected with sane and social 
existence, seem in this manner to be mer- 
cifully provided with sources of dreaming 
and abstract delight—tley live ina differ- 
ent world; a world of shadowy existences 
—and thus “ the moody madman laughing 
wild amidst severest woe” is in one sense 
a less pitiable object than he who knows 
and feels the pressure of reat distress. 

Will the reporter be excused the com- 
mou 
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mon place of intimating, that the circum- 
stance of pride being so often a main in- 
gredient in the composition of insanity, 
ought to teach a lesson to the lofty in con- 
ceit; for this passion, (pride,) when in- 
dulged, may not only lead to actual mad- 
ness, but its predominance constitutes in 
itself a degree of the mental malady in 
question—it is a belief in an unreal thing— 
it is perception overpowered by imagina- 
tion, 

With respect to the medicinal manage- 
ment of positive madness, much difference 
of sentiment and practice continues to 
prevail. How can the mind be unduly 
excited, say some speculatists, without a 
corresponding and causing turbulence in 
the blood-vessels of the brain; and, how 
can mental perturbation be controlled but 
by controlling the circulating energies? 
Others contend, in direct opposition to the 
above principles, that nervous excitation 
is not only consistent with a low grade of 
bodily power, but that it for the most part 
actually proceeds from the same; and 
that, in order to restore reason, or con- 
sciousness, or due perception, it will be 
necessary to think and act under the pre- 
sumption that debility is the essence of the 
disease. 

The present writer heard some months 
since a few lectures delivered before the 
College of Physicians in which this law 
was largely laid down, and stoutly main- 
tained in opposition to the more fashionable 
doctrine of plethora, and obstruction, and 
excitement, The lecturer delivered him- 
self rather authoritatively, from having 
been related to an individual who gained 
great celebrity in the treatment of the in- 
sane, and it was alleged in the discourses 
alluded to, that the remarkable success of 
that individual was owing ina great mea- 
sure to his having pursued the principles 
now inculcated by his relative and disciple. 

Non nos componere lites. There is possibly 
too much of system on either side: it does 
however appear highly important to recog- 
nize and recollect two leading facts in re- 
ference to mental affection. In the first 
place, maniacal irritation, even of the 
highest kind, is not necessarily inflamma- 
tory ; and secondly, when inflammation or 
vascular excitement is present, it does not 
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invariably demand or admit reducing 
measures, 

That some manifestations even of bodily 
disorder which are usually thought to indi- 
cate fulness of vessels may in reality be 
marks of the opposite state of things, the 
following extract from a letter just receiv- 
ed by the reporter, will serve to make evi- 
dent. “About the Abernethyan system,” 
says the correspondent referred to, “TI 
have vot much good tosay. I adhered 
strictly to the twelve ounces, and abjured 
tea, coffee, wine, and beer, for nearly two 
months. The result was that I measured 
four or five inches less round the waist, 
and could count every bone in my body. 
So rigidly did I adhere to the system, and 
so rapid were the effects, that every one 
perceived my altered looks. The remarks 
and taunts of my friends would however 
have passed for nothing, had I really found 
the plan answer the intended object; but 
at the moment that I was the lowest, when I 
scemed scarcely 10 have any blood in my veins, 
my nose commenced bleeding, and my eyes suf- 
fered just us bad an attack as any I had expe- 
rienced in my fullest time. This (adds the 
writer) has induced me to deviate a little 
from the rigidity of the system, and I now 
do not make it an unpardonable sin to eat 
and drink moderately. Let me not, how- 
ever, do injustice to Abernethy. I owe 
much to his system. It has tanght me how 
very much depends upon the state of the 
stomach; and, thongh I have deviated from 
the rigid regimen prescribed, I still follow 
the spirit of his doctrine.” 

A curious case, now under treatment, of 
small-pox after vaccination, seems, in con- 
junction with many others, to establish the 
validity of Dr. Thomson’s notion respecting 
the actual identity amidst all the seeming 
variety of varioloid and varicellian disor- 
ders. It likewise furnishes additional evi- 
dence against the nosological niceties of 
certain classifyers of cutaneous affections. 
The reporter would be one of the last to 
encourage a spirit of indolent scepticism 
in respect to the distinctions of diseases ; 
but to divide and classify beyond the war- 
rapty of actual observation, is to do any 
thing rather than promote the cause of 
science and truth. D. Uwins, M.D. 

Bedford-row, Dec. 20, 1822. 

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT. 
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PRICES or MERCHANDIZE. Nov, 20. Dee. 27. 

Cocoa, W.I.common+-f2 8 0 to 210 0 | 2 8 O to 210 O perewt. 
Coffee, Jamaica, ordinary 415 0 — 5 00/4 00 — 414 0° do. 

,fne »» 6 6 0 — 616 0 6 60 — 614 0. do. 
» Mocha «++eeeee 7 O 0 —1010 0 7 0 0 —1010 0 do. 

Cotton, W.I.common-- 0 0 7 — 0 0 8 | 0 07 — 00 8 perlb. 
» Demerara:+--+» 0 0 BF — 0 011 | 0 O BE— O 011 do. 

Currants +-++--+r+e0+02 5 0 0 — 512 03) 5 0 0 —-+514 O perewt. 

MonTuLY Maa. No. 376. 4B Figs, 
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Figs, Turkey -++-++---- 3 0 0 — 340/23 80 — 212 0 perchest 

Flax, Riga --++--++++++53 0 0 —5310 0 /5410 0 — 55 0 O per ton. 

Hemp, Riga, Rhine ---- 42 0 0 — 44 0 0 |42 0 0 — 43 0 0 do. 

Hops, new, Pockets.-.-- 310 0 — 5 5 0 3 00 — 415 O perewt. 

,Sussex,do. 210 0 — 218 0 210 0 — 218 0 do. 

Iron, British, Bars 8 45"0' == 9 0° 0' "| ‘815, (0) — 920) (Oper ton. 

oe TAs NO aS 55 GMO MQ eT OM ONSET On ° aa O.”, aa 
Oil, Lucca --++++++++-- 42 0 0 — 0 0 0 |42 0 0 — 0 0 O per jar. 

—, Galipoli--++-+-++++- 57 0 0 —59 0 O |56 0 0 — 58 O O per ton. 

Rags -+ccsesersseeees 2 2 0 — 2 2 6 22 6 — 2 3 O percwt. 

Raisins, bloom or jar,new 318 0 — 4 4 0 3 10° 0 —~ 3, 16m Ondo, 

Rice, Patna kind ------ OPtS: “OL S015. 0 0435 0" ——20 15 0O- do. 

—., East India-....--.5 0 9 0 — 012 0 OF 9 o — 012 0 do. 

Silk, China, rawee++eees O17 5 — 1 2 5 |,017 5 — 1 2 5 per Ib, 

——, Bengal, skein ---- 014 5 — 017 6 | 914 5 — 017 6 do. 

Spices, Cinnamon ------ 0 7 2 — 07 4/07 2 — 0 7 4 do. 

,Cloves -see+0e- O 3 9 — 0 4 2 0 3.9 =. 0 42° do. 

, Nutmegs -2++-5 0 3:1 — 03 2)0 3 1;— 05.2 do. 

. Pepper, black-- 0 0 6 — 0 0 6§| 0 0 6 — 0 0 6% per lb. 
‘whites O 1 3E— 01 41/01 31— 01 4 do, 

Spirits, Brandy, Cogniac 0 3 0 — 0 3 4 0 3 0 — O 3 4 per gal. 

, Geneva Hollands 0 1 8 — O 1 9 O 1) 40° .—— OL La egos 
, Rum, Jamaica:- 0 2 8 — 05 0} 0 28 — 0 3 0 do. 

Sugar, brown:+--+----- 211 0 — 213 0| 212 0 — 213 Oper cwt. 

, Jamaica, fine ---- 311 0 — 314 0] 311 0 — 314 0 do. 
, East India, brown 9 15 0 — 1 0 O 015 0° — 4a Oe0r do. 

, lump, fine-------» 4 0 0 — 410 0 319 0 — 4 4 0 do. 

Tallow, town-melted..-- 2 1 0 — O “0% 'O 9° O96 .== 0240) (Olen. 

, Russia, yellow-- 118 6 — 119 0 118 0 — 118 6 do. 

Tea, Bohea---++--+-+-- 0 2 4 — 0 2 5g] 0 2 44 — O 2 5iperlb. 
_—, Hyson, best ----- 0 5 5 — 9 6 O] 0 5 7 — 0 510 do. 
Wine, Madeira, old .--- 28 0 0 —70 0 0 |20 0 0° —70 O O perpipe 

, Port, old --++--++ 42 0 0 —48 0 0/42 0 0 —48 0 0 do. 
——, Sherry --++++----20 0 0 —50 0 0°20 0 0 — 50 0 0 per butt 

Premiums of Insurance.—Guernsey or Jersey, 25s. a 30s.—Cork or Dublin, 25s. a 30s. 
—Belfast, 25s. a 30s.—Hambro’, 20s. a 50s.—Madeira, 20s. a 30s.—Jamaica, 40s. a 
50s.—Greenland, out and home, 6 gs. a 12 gs. 

Cow se of Exchange, Dec. 27.—Amsterdam, 12 6.—Hamburgh, 37 9,—Paris, 25 85. 
—Leghorn, 464.—Lisbon, 52.—Dublin, 97 per cent. ; 

Premiums on Shares and Canals, and Joint Stock Companies, at the Office of Wolfe and 
Edmonds’.—Birmingham, 5801.—Coventry, 10701.—Derby, 140/.—Ellesmere, 63/.— 
Grand Surrey, 54l.—Grand Union, 18/.—Grand Junction, 248/.—-Grand Western, 41. 
—Leeds and Liverpool, 3751.—Leicester, 295l.—Loughbro’, 35001—Oxford, 740/.— 

Trent and Mersey, 20001.—Worcester, 27/.—East India Docks, 157/.—London, 
4201.—West India, 192!—Southwark BripGE, 20/.—Strand, 5l.—Royal Exchange 
ASSURANCE, 2731.—Albion,j53l.—Globe, 1571—Gas Lieut Company, 7 11. 10s,—City 
Ditto, 1181. 

The 3 per cent, Reduced, on the 24th was 79%; 3 per cent. Consols, 793; 3% per 
cent, 913; 4 per cent. Consols 974 ; Bank Stock 245. 

Gold in bars, 31.175. 6d. per 0z.—New doubloons, 3/, 15s. 0d.—Silver in bars, 4s. 114d. 

ALPHABETICAL List OF BANKRUPTCIES announced between the 20th of Nov. 
and the 20th of Dec. 1822: extracted from the London Gazette. 

——— 

BANKRUPTCIES. [This Month 92.] 
Solicitors’ Names are in Parentheses. 

THERSTONE, T. Nottingham, dyer. (Brigz® 
A and Co, L 5 5 “ 
Austin, J. Berkhampstead, coach-maker. (Williams 

and Co. L. 
Bailey, T. Shoreditch, seedsman, (Hodgson 
Ball, J. Poultry,ironmonger. (James 
Balster, W. Sherborne, maltster. (Nicholls, L. 
Beams, H. Lordship-lane, Sydenham. (Fisher 

and Co. L. 
Bennet, H. L. Liverpool, tobacconist. 

and Co. L. 
Berry, N. Huddersfield, merchant. (Battye, L. 
Blackbaud. J. Newport, Shropshire, grocer. (Hicks 

(Swain 

Bowker, J. Bolton-le-Moors, grocer. 
and Co. L. 

Boylance, S. Liverpool, merchant. 
Bridgman, E. L. ° Fish-street 

(Sheffield 
Browne, J. N. Manchester, cotton-spinner. 

and Co. L 

(Adlington 

Mason, B 
hill, undertaker. 

(Milne 

Boy Jas, Manchester, J. Bury, Pendhill, and T. 
ury,Bucklersbury, calico-printers. (Mackinson 

Butterton, J. Drayton-in-Hales, Shropshire, money- 
scrivener. (Baxter, L. 

Butler, J. Milk-street, merchant. (Hurd and Co. 
Chaplin, J. Lisson Grove, bricklayer. (Carlow, L. 
Clark, H. Swallowfields, Wilts, grocer. (Hamilton 

and Co. L. » 
Clift,H. Painswick, Gloucestershire, clothier. (King 

Cookson, 
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Cookson, J. Leeds, woollen-cloth manufacturer. 

(Wilson, L. 
Cotterell, W. Bishop’s Cleve, Gloucestershire, far- 

mer. (Edmunds, L 
Craig, J. High Holborn, linen-draper. (Hobler 
Crisp, W. Bramfield, Suffolk, grocer. (Pugh, L. 
Crisp, J. Peasenhall, Suffolk, shopkeeper. (Cafaude 
Dane, W. Woking, nurseryman. (Walthew, L. 
Dawson, T. St. Thomas’s Mill, Staffordshire, miller. 

(Barber, L. 
Deavill, E. Manchester, grocer. (Hurd and Co. L. 
Edwards, J. Laughearne, Carmarthenshire, inn- 

keeper. (Clarke and Co. L. 
Edwards, T. Gerrard-street, Soho, woollen-draper. 

_ (Sweet and Co. 
Ellis, H. Friston, Suffolk, farmer. (Hine, L. 
Errington, R. Hexham, butter and bacon factor. 

(Addison, L. 
Evans, B. P. Freeman’s-court, Cornhill, law-sta- 

tioner. (Watson and Co. 
Fairclough, T. (Blackstock 

_ and Co. L. 
Field, J. and L. Royston, Leeds, cloth-merchants. 

(Robinson and Co. L. 
French, G. Whitechapel-road, 

(Saunders and Co. 
Glading, J. Ipswich, victualler. (Bromley, L. 
irae, - Yeovil, Somersetshire, farmer. (Williams 
Goldstein, N. High-street, Shadwell, slopseller. 

(Hutchinson, L. 
Gray, C. Upper Montague-street, 

(Benton 
Greame, H. H. Lower Fountain-place, City-road, 

merchant. (Hodgson, L. 
Griffiths, W. Abergavenny, seedsman. (Tunston, L. 

Liverpool, - slater. 

provision-agent. 

horse-dealer. 

Grocett, J. T. Manchester, wine-merchant. (Kay 
Hawkes, P. C. Little Avingdon-street, coal-mer- 

chant. (Orchard 
Hoult, L. Norwich, iron-founder. (Longdill and Co. 
Hudson, T. Lower Pillerton, Warwickshire, weaver 

and farmer. (Chester, L. 
Hulbert, T. S. Chippenham, linen-draper. (Wil- 

liams and Co. L. 
Jermyn, J. Great Yarmouth, maltster. (Swain 

and Co. L. 
Jones, J. C. Bridgenorth, linen-draper. (Mayhew,L. 
Jones, T. Cleobury, Mortimer, Shropshire, inn- 

keeper. (Beik, L. 
Jordin, A. Leatherhead, draper. (Lester, L. 
= T. Market Weighton, Yorkshire, brewer. 

s, L. 
Knipe, Liverpool, merchant. (Willett, L. 
Lee, F. Bocking, Essex, victualler. (Taylor and Co, 
Le Roy, ©. Pall Mall, haberdasher. (Leigh 
Marks, M. Romford, slopseller. (Hall, L. 
Martelly, L. H. Finsbury-square, merchant. 

ren and Co. 
Matthews, T.Starston, Norfolk, farmer. (Fairbank 

(Far- 
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re T. Ross, Herefordshire, eurrier. (Bridges 

and Co. L. 
Morgan, J. Elder-street, Norton Falgate, lead-pipe 

maker, (Puddicombe i 
Nettleton, W. Edgeware-road, victualler. (Wigles- 

worth and Co. L. 
Passman, J. Old-street road, merchant. (Hodgson 
Paul, J. Winchester, maltster. (Minchin, L. 
Pearson, T. Oxford-street, oil and colour man. 

(Popkin 
Pill, M. Sidmouth, upholsterer. (Lys, L. 
Rainy, G. Marshall-street, Cavendish-square, iron- 

monger, (Bull, B. and F. ny 
Reithmuller, C. U. Mark-lane, broker. (Lewis 
Ridley, W. and D.. Wilson, Whitehaven, curriers. 

(Clennell, L. 
Scott, J. Cumrew, Cumberland, butter-dealer. 

(Young and Co. L. 
Seward, J H. Leominster, mercer. (Bach 
Baan ee Milk-street, Cheapside, hosier. (Pearce 

and Co. 
Stopes J. sen. Frome Selwood, clothier. (Bridges 

anc 0. lL. 

South, J. Cardiff, ironmonger. (Poole and Co. L. 
Sowter, R. Water-street, Blackfriars, merchant. 

(Hodgson 
Spedding, R. G. jun. Rickmansworth, coal-mer- 

chant. (Kirkman and Son, L. 5 
Stock, C. Ashweek, Somersetshire, farmer. (Adling~ 

ton aud Co, L. 
Stockdale, J. J. Strand, bookseller. (Neale _ 
‘Thompson, J. J. Bermondsey Wall, boat-builder. 

(Jones and Co. L. 
Todd, D. J. Douglas, and D. Russell, Fleet-street, 

and W. Russell, Bow Church yard, drapers and 
mercers. (Hurd and Co, ‘ 

Tuck, J. L. Haymarket, jeweller. (Wright 
Turner, T,. Saundridge, Hertfordshire, timber-mer- 

chant. (Roche, L. 
Urany, J. Snow-hill, grocer. (Tottle andCo. 
Walker, E. Ley Moor, Yorkshire, clothier. (Battye 
Watts, R. Lawrence Pountney-lane, merchant. 

(Swain aod Co. 
Wells, W. Hendon, hay-salesman. (Allen and Co. 
Weston, E. J. and R. Manchester, hop and spirit 

merchant. (Willis and Co. L 
Wheeler, J. Frome Selwood, clothier. (Ellis, L. 
Wilcox, J. Madeley Wood, Shropshire, grocer. 

(Benbow and Co. L. ‘ 
Wingfield, G. Worthing, innkeeper. (Hicks, L. 
Wiltshire, J. Wootton Bassett, draper. (Thompson 

and Co. L. 
Woodward, E. Whetstone, Middlesex, butcher. 

(Willis and Co. L. Maps 
Wych, J. Ashton-under-Line, Lancashire, timber- 

merchant. (Battye, L. 
Yates, J. A. Weymouth, ironmonger. (Bourdillon 

and Co. L. 

Alvin, KR. P. Elm-street, Gray’s 
Inn lane 

Anderson, A. Salters’-hall court 
Audrews, E. Worcester 
Andrews, 8S. and H. Micklehurst, 

Cheshire : 
Armstrong, J.  Princes-street, 

Ratcliife-highway 
Atkinson, T. Manchester 
Bamford, R. Pontefract 
Benson, J. R. Artillery-place, 

Finsbury-square 
Bickerton, W. Oswestry 
Bland, J. Fan-coart 
Bliss, N. Water-lane, Fleet-street 
mgs eg J. Louthwaite, York- 

shire 
Browne, J. and J. Gregson, 

Charles-street, Grosvenor-sq. 
Butcher, T. Mitcheldean, Glou- 

cestershire 
Carleilil, C. Bury St. Edmunds 
Carter, R. Hertford . 
Cawson, J. Liverpool 
Chafer, W. Hull 
Coleman, T. Birmingham 
Cunning, T. Castle-court, Bir- 

chin-lane 
Daniell, G. aud W. Cross, Bit- 

mingham 
Davidson, W. Liverpool 
Davison, G. Upper Berkeley- 

strect, Portman-square 

DIVIDENDS. 
Day, J. and J. Spratswell, Tavis- 

tock-street 
Day, RK. H. Tovil, Kent 
Deakin, T. and T. Dyer, Bir- 

mingham 
Dixon, T. R. andG. K. Heckman, 

George-street, Spitalfields 
Dobell, J. Graueroek 
Dodd, J. and W. Kirk Oswald, 

Cumberland 
Edmunds, E. Newport, Mon- 

mouthshire 
Farrer, R. Bread-street, Cheapside 
Fearne, C. Old Broad-street 
Fieldes, J. Lambs’ Conduit-street 
Fletcher, P. C. and T, Queenhithe 
Fuller, JM. Worthing 
Gooch, A. Norwich 
Goose, T. Cawston, Norfolk 
Gorton, J. Henry-street, Hamp- 

stead-road 
Griffis, T. High-row, Knights- 

budge 
Mente . Hilmorton, Warwick- 

shire 
Harrison;W.Yeldersley, Derbysh. 
Hassell, J. Richard-str. Islington 
Horton, W.S. Rochdale 
Hulse, S. Nottingham 
Hunter, J. and J. Orr, Barge- 

yard, Bucklersbury 
Irving, N. Carlisle 
Johnson, J, Leamington 

Jobnson, J. Sculcoates, Yorkshire 
Kemp, W. Bath 
Kuight, J. Tattenhill, Staffordsh. 
Law, W. Copthall Chambers 
Leech, I. and J. Hinchcliffe, Ca- 

teaton-street 
Lind, T. Hem Heath, Staffordsh. 
Littlewood, A. Hooley Wood 

Nook, Yorkshire 
Lloyd, W. sen. Peckham, and W. 

Lloyd, jun. Findon, Sussex 
Lloyd,W. and W, Lower Thames- 

street 
Longhurst, W. Tonbridge 
Lucas, R. and H. Southampton 
Lynn, I’, Jerusalem Coffee-house 
M-Camle , R. Liverpool 
Miller, C. and A. Miller, 

Bishopsgate.street 
Morgan, G. M, Queenhbithe 
Nutter, H. and Co. York 
Palmer, 5, Burton-on-the-Water, 

Gloucestershire 
Parfet, T, Bath 
Parsons, J. Swaffham 
Payue, T. and J. D. Cateaton- 

street 
Pelerin, H.F. Lloyd’s Coffee-house 
Peirson, T. and W. Sammon, 

Russia-row, Milk-street 
Belly R. Southampton-row, 

foomsbur 
Rothery, J. und T. Pape, Leeds 

Robinson, 
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Robinson, T. and R. Hancock, 

Manchester 
Ross, A. and J, Murray, Leaden- 

hall-buildings, Gracechurch- 
street 

Rymill, W. Banbury 
Sampson, S. Size-lane 
Sanders, J. Coventry 
Sandford, W. and J. Box, Salford 
Searight, B. Liverpool, 'T. Parry, 

. Seaton, and J. Armitage, 
Manchester 

Slater, R.and J. Sandesbury Mill, 
Lancashire 

Report of Chemistry and Experimental Philosophy. 
Smith, J, Manchester 
Smith, J. H. Bristol 
Snape, W. Litchfield 
Stevens, S. Harlow, Essex 
Thompson, E. Globe-stairs, Ro- 

therhithe 
Thompson, H. and T. Moses, 

Rotherhithe 
Thorueley, J. Cheetham-bill, 

Manchester 
Turnbull, J. and Co. Broad-street 
Vincent, J. Regent-street, St. 

Mary-le-bone 

[Jan. 1, 
- Ward, R. R. Maiden lane, Battle- 

bridge 
Webster, R, and W. Bishopwear- 

mouth 
Welch, J. Ainsworth, Lancashire 
Whitehead, G. and G. Clarke, 

Basinghall-street 
Wilkins, G. Bradford, Wilts 
Williams, J. Cornhill ° 
Wilson, J. Workso 
Wood, T. and Co. Smitham Bot- 

tom, Surrey. 

REPORT OF CHEMISTRY AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
—_—— 

R. TADDEL inas discovered that cor- 
rosive sublimate, when mixed with 

gelatine, is innoxious, the former to the 
latter being as 1 to 12 in dry, and 25 in 
fresh, gelatine. 

The present dip of the magnetic needle, 
according to the experiments of Capt. 
Edward Sabine, in the Regent’s-park, on 
the north-west of London, is 70° 3°; which, 
compared with the experiments of Mr. 
Cavendish in 1776, and Mr. Nairne, in 
1772, shews an annual decrease, since 
about 1774, of 3’.02: these latter, com- 
pared with the experiments of Mr. 
Whiston, in 1720, show, in this earlier 
period, an annual decrease of 3'.05 in 
the dip. 

M. Brandes, a foreign chemist, has dis- 
covered, that 2 parts by weight of salep, 
dissolved in 192 parts of distilled water, 
to which is added, 3 parts of calcined 
magnesia, become a permanent jelly, not 
subject to putrify; which is insoluble in 
water, fat oils, oil of turpentine, alcohol, 
or a solution of caustic potash. Quere, 
might not this singular new substance 
prove useful for covering the inking rollers, 
now almost universally used by printers, 
instead of leathern balls ? 

Journal of the Wcather and Natural History, 
kept at Hartfield, by Dr. F. Forster, from 
Nov. 20 to Dec, 20, 1822, inclusive. 
Nov. 20.—55° 29.55. Wind S.W. 

Clouds, with wind, and wetting fine show- 
ers. I noticed to-day the white polyan- 
thus narcissus (N. Orventalis, or Tazetia, ) 
in flower in the open ground. ‘Tussilago 
fragrans also in blow. 

—. 21.—43° 29.70. Fair day, but that 
sort of raw feeling in the wind which fore- 
bodes rain, Grey evening. 

—. 22.—52° 29.55. Early in the morn- 
ing I saw the counterpart of the phenome- 
non witnessed on the 2d of November. 
Beds of cirrostrative clouds, which were 
deep red by refraction at sun-rise, immedi- 
ately at the vapour-point changed to a fine 
golden yellow. Rain and wind followed, 
verifying the termination of the proverb 
before cited, that, un evening grey, and a 
morning red, will bring rain to wet your head. 
Aratus, the meteorological poet, also no- 
tices this red colour of the clouds as a sign 

of wind and raiv,,in his poem of the 
Diosemeia. ; 

—. 23 to 30.—Changeable damp showery 
weather. 

Dec. 1.—45° 99.92. Wind and rain 
from the south, A vast number of summer 
plants still remain in flower here and 
there : among others, Lychnis chalcedonica, 
Narcissus Orientalis, Chrysanthemum coro- 
narium, C. Indicum, Tagetes ercecta, Calen- 
dule officinalis, Vinca minor, besides holy- 
hocks, stocks, and others. The field- 
hares begin to be seen, and starlings still 
move about the country in large flights. 

—. 2 to 15.—Clear mornings, Fair 
days, and rain and wind all the nights, 
remind us of one of the complimentary 
lines addressed to Cesar. Nocte pluit tota 
redeant spectacula mane, Divisur imperium 
cum Jove Cesur habet. 

—. 5.—37° 29.65. N.W. Aclearday, 
with cirruli, and fairer prospect of fine 
weathier. 

—. 6,—49° 29.95. A fine clear day, 
and cold clear frosty night. The stars 
particularly bright, and the phenomena, 
conimonly called twinkling, very ap- 
parent.* 

—. 10.—The air became frosty, and 
the barometer up at 30.29. Ther. 29°, 
This was a fine morning, for the scent lay 
well: a circumstance which, as I have 
discovered, may be easily ascertained by 
those who smoke: if the smoke from the 
pipe remains stationary in the same place 
in the air, we may be sure that scent will 
lie well that day. 

—. 11, A wetting fog early. Barom. 
50.40. At night I noticed that the 
spectrum of Jupiter, in the field of a very 
bad non-acromatic telescope, was not 
oblongated and coloured as usual, but per- 

* I beg leave to call.’the attention of 
astronomers and meteorvlogists to the re- 
markable and sudden alternations of co- 
lour which attends the twinkling of stars, 
particularly the red stars, and especially 
Antares. This phenomenon has never been 
explained, nor much attended to; but it 
must have considerable influence on the 
refraction of the light of the star, thus 
varying the apparent position of the 
spectrum in the field of the telescope. 

fectly 
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fectly round, and free from prismatic 
tints, while that of Saturn, usually better 
seen in the glass than Jupiter, was a 
deformed and coloured spectrum. This 
change of effect was evidently produced 
by the intervening fog, or stratus, which 
filled the atmosphere, and somehow acted 
as a counteracting power to the refrac- 
tive defeats of the glass. 

Dec. 13.—Before I arose in the morning, 
I became sensible that the wind had 
changed to east, by a sensation of rigour 
and slight head-ache, producing a great 
disinclination for any sort of exertion. A 
still and clouded atmosphere, and a raw 
air, added to the horrors of a wind, iu 
most countries proverbially disagreeable 
and unwholesome. Barometer falling about 
50.14. Therm. 34°. 

Monthly Agricultural Report. 557 
Dec. 14 to 16.—The same sort of cold 

wind prevailed, and rendered being abroad 
very disagreeable. I am persuaded that 
patients, with delicate healths, wonld do 
well to confine themselves to the honse, 
during the prevalence of north-east anc 
east* winds in winter-time. Indeed, at all 
times of the year, the east wind is un- 
wholesome. 

—. 18.—A warmer air, with small rain 
again. 

—. 19.—Cold unwholesome E. N.N.E. 
wind again. t 

* It is a remarkable circumstance, that 
good astronomical observations cannot be 
made with east wind. The objects seem 
to wave about in the field of the telescope. 

MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL 
a 

oo the drought at the commence- 
ment, and the subsequent continued 

rains, a considerable part of tne wheat- 
seed has been put in unusually late. ‘The 
appearance of the young crop, however, 
is universally good. Local damage has 
been done to the wheats by the late floods, 
from which they are recovering; and the 
crops, generally, will receive a salutary 
check by the late and present seasonable 
weather. In our last, we reported from vari- 
ous quarters, that the usual quantity of 
wheat had not been sown this season, which 
has been since contradicted by a directly 
opposite assertion. ‘The potatoe-crop has 
proved great, but the considerable culti- 
vators are so dissatisfied at the present 
prices, that many of them have determined 
10 contract that culture, Report speaks 
still more favourably of the turnips, and 
of all the green cattle-crops. Lauds have 
been for some time getting ready for put- 
ting in the early pulse. Instead of the 
usual depression of market towards Christ- 
mas, wheat has remained steady, and even 
advanced in price; a favourable circum- 
stance, no doubt, resulting from the pru- 
dent forbearance of landlords. Strange 
discrepancies of intelligence arrive from 
different parts of the country. In some 
quarters it is pretended, that the farmers 
no longer complain, and that a favourable 
turn in the times, is in prospect. Facts, 
and a general view of the case, forbid us, 
at present, to be sanguine in such a spe- 
culation. When we consider the immense 
and unfailing supply of live stock at Smith- 
field market, so often to an overflow, the 
prices there obtained cannot be deemed 
low; more especially as the highest prices 
are seldom or never quoted in the common 
reports. Store cattle and sheep, from the 

REPORT. 

abundance of keep during this autumn, 
have been saleable without any depression 
of prices: but cows and calves, and foals, 
have been most ready of sale. Pig breed- 
ing has been utterly ruined in this country, 
by the constant and extensive importation 
from Ireland. Our English breeders are 
taking the most judicious steps; either. 
discontinuing intirely, or reduciag their 
breeding stock one-half. They write 
from several quarters that ‘‘money is 
scarce ;” the English of which is, that 
prices are low; for in no part of the, 
country is money deficient for a profitable 
purpose, whether in coin or paper. Thus, 
far, the surplus of country labourers has 
been supported with full, as much. ease as 
was expected ; but the prospect, especi- 
ally in case of a hard winter, is gloomy, 
The dissatisfaction on account of the 
tithe-system, gains ground in the country ; 
and, indeed, in the minds of all who re- 
flect; nor does it seem possible that such 
an antiquated and absurd mode of sup- 
‘porting the priesthood, can possibly en- 
dure many years Jonger, notwithstanding 
the opposition of such powerful conflicting 
interests. 

A severe frost set in on Christmas-day, 
the wind south-east, and the thermo-~ 
meter 30. 

Smithfield: —Beef, 2s. 8d. to 4s. 8d.— 
Mutton, 2s. 4d. to 3s. 64.—Veal, 3s, 6d. 
to 6s.—Pork, 2s, 6d. to 4s. 6d.—Bacon, 

.—Raw fat, 2s. 4d. 
Corn Exchange: — Wheat, 25s. to 52s, 

—Barley, 22s. to 40s.—Oats 183. to 275. 
—London price of best bread, 4)b. for 74d, 
—Hay, 52s. to 848.—Clover, do. 658, to 
90s.—Straw, 52s. to 43s 6d. 

Coals in the pool, 388. 6d. to 466. 
Middlesex ; Dec. 26, 

POLITICAL 
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POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN DECEMBER. 
—_—— 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
AVING in our last Number in- 
troduced some observations on 

the State of this Empire, we have re- 
ceived Jetters from various correspon- 
dents on the subject, and among others 
from one of the most enlightened men 
of the time. This document, though 
not written for the public eye, we feel 
it proper to substitute in place of the 
usual observations of our own on do- 
mestic politics. / 

You may, perhaps with as much pro- 
priety as any one, adopt the patriotic ex- 
clamation of Pope :— 

“ Truths would you teach, or save a sink- 
ing land, 

All fear, none aid you, and few under- 
_ stand.” 

Ihave perused with much attention your 
Essay on the Causes and Remedies of the 
present Distress, and, entirely coinciding 
in your reflections on the misgovernment 
of the country, I sincerely wish the reme- 
dial measures were equally obvious. 
You say “that the miseries of the country 

arise solely from the circumstance of taxes 
and rents being collected in one place, 
and spent and accumulated in another.” 
This is doubtless an important considera- 
tion; but the grand cause of distress I 
conceive with the Radicals to be the enor- 
mity of the national taxes; and the Radical 
remedy proposed by them is a thorough 
reform of the House of Commons. 

The weight of seventy millions of annual 
taxes is unquestionably, from causes you 
assign, far more heavily felt in time of 
peace than of war; but in what manner 
your plan of relief is to be enforced I am 
unable to comprehend. [ will suppose a 
case.—A.B. residing in the vicinity of 
London possesses, or did lately possess, 
10,0001. in the five per cents, now reduced 
to fours; his 5001. per annum is therefore 
lowered to 400. He is then informed that 
he is sentenced to banishment, at the dis- 
cretion of certain commissioners, to some 
unknown place beyond the sphere of social 
life, unless he relinquishes half his remain- 
ing income. This he submits to as the 
least of the two evils. His income is ac- 
cordingly sunk to ZOOlI. and the poor stock- 
holder, if he isa staunch patriot, must be 
content for the good of the country, to live 
upon 2001. per annum, instead of his ori- 
ginal 5001. while a new fund will thus be 
created to defray the expense of future 
wars as wicked and pernicious as the past. 

You compliment Mr. Vansittart by saying 
“that every shift of financial ingenuity has 
been resorted to by him, and that he has 
adroitly kept it going.” But I cannot dis- 
-eover any resemblance to adrvitness aud 

ingenuity in his financial operations, and 
am quite at a loss to conjecture what are 
the measures to which you refer, ‘The de- 
vice which distinguished the beginning of 
his administration of finance, and which he 
has had recourse to every year since, is 
either to transfer the payment of the inte- 
rest of his new loans to the sinking fund, or 
openly to rob and plunder it of the sums 
wanted for current services, 

In the seven years which have elapsed 
since peace was perfectly restored, he has 
not diminished the national debt a shilling, 
though in the year 1819 he imposed three 
millions of new taxes upon the people, on 
pretence of raising a clear annual surplus 
of five millions, to be appropriated to that 
purpose. In the year 1786, when that 
“sacred deposit,” the Sinking Fund was 
established, the national debt amounted to 
about 230 millions; of which, if we had 
kept clear of the crusade against France, 
150 millions would by this time have been 
liquidated, and the fund itself would have 
risen to five millions, which would, in com- 
paratively few years, have discharged the 
remainder. But I fear under present cir- 
cumstances, and I am sure under the pre- 
sent ministers, the country is ruined past 
all hope of redemption. 

Our agricultural readers will, we 
have no doubt, agree with the writer ; 
and there are few of the trading classes 
who do not, or will not soon, concur 
in the same sentiment. 

A circumstance of still greater mo- 
ment than public distress occurred 
within the month, which claims our 
notice as affecting PUBLIC LIBERTY, 
without which the utmost social pros- 
perity would be worthless. It seems, 
some individuals, who had by perjury 
conspired to convict certain persons 
of frauds on the revenue, had been in- 
dicted, and that the crown lawyers en- 
gaged in their defence moved for a 
special jury, which was granted. But 
on the day of trial, as is generally, if 
not always, the case, a suflicient num- 
ber of these guinea-men not attending, 
the counsel for the prosecution prayed 
a tales, that is, that the number should 
be supplied from common jurors in at- 
tendance. For this purpose the attor- 
ney general’s warrant, a thing usually 
granted as of course, was refused, and 
the trials set aside, to the great loss of 
the injured prosecutors, who, it is un- 
derstood, had brought witnesses from 
great distances. This we regard not 
only as a denial of justice, but as a cir- 
cumstance calculated to draw the at- 
tention of parliament and of all men 

to 
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to the crying enormities of the special- 
jury system. We have always con- 
sidered it as practically destructive of 
the foundation of our social liberties— 
lausible in its origin for trying ques- 
ions between subject and subject 
which require peculiar knowledge— 
but fatal to LIBERTY AND SECURITY 
when adopted by crown-lawyers to try 
questions of general character between 
the crown and the subject. The spe- 
cial jury act did not deprive the crown 
of the privileges of the subject to have 
a special jury, but the original inten- 
tion of special juries, that of trying 
causes which require peculiar techni- 
cal knowledge, applies as well to the 
crown as to the subject; and this in- 
tention ought to govern the admission 
of such juries into the cause. A new 
act of parliament is surely necessary ; 
and, though parliamentary reform is 
desirable, yet, as a practical evil, the 
special-jury system is as great an evil 
as parliamentary corruption itself, and 
equally claims the attention of every 
enlightened patriot. 
The Congress of Verona having se- 

parated without making any public de- 
claration, it may be inferred that they 
could not agree on one, and conse- 
quently that the holy alliance, as to all 
purposes of further mischief, is defunct. 
The hopes of mankind rested on the 
discordant ambition of the members, 
and are at length happily realized. 
Russia seems to have anticipated, that, 
while the other powers were employed 
in a crusade against Spain, it might 
have realized its views on Turkey, 
Greece, and Persia; but, the finances of 
England not being ina state to furnish 
supplies for the first project, Russia 
is left to contend with the policy of the 
various powers relative to the latter 
countries. Hence it is reported that 
English influence has suddenly become 
more favourable to the Greeks, and 
probably a Greek empire will be raised 
by the wise policy of England and 
Austria on the ruins of the Ottoman. 

SPAIN. 
We anticipated danger to religion 

from connecting it with the cause of 
despotism. The Army of the Faith, as 
it was blasphemously called for the 
purpose of enlisting ignorance and bi- 
gotry on its side, has been routed on 
all points—hundreds of its attendant 
priests put to the sword — and the 
whole are fugitive in France! 

The new Spanish ministers have 
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done their duty, and deserved well of 
their country and of mankind. 
We extract the following picture of 

the royal family of Spain from a private 
letter which has appeared in a London 
paper. 

I happened (says the writer) to be 
walking near the palace, when I observed 
a unmber of state-carriages going towards 
the principal staircase. I was told that 
the king and the royal family were just 
preparing to take their usual promenade, 
and I had the curiosity to see how they ap- 
peared. The infantry-guards were drawn 
up in the square before the palace, and a 
body of horse-guards, to the number of 
five or six-and-twenty, were waiting also 
in the square to escort the royal carriages, 
After waiting some time, the king and 
queen descended the staircase, attended 
by several officers of state, all in full dresg 
—that is to say, in dark blue coats, turned 
up with crimson, laced with gold, in the 
usual military fashion, white small-clothes, 
and white silk stockings. Such was also 
the dress of the king, in addition to which 
he wore a blue riband over his left shoul- 
der, and astar on his breast. The queen, 
a slight genteel figure, appeared in a pink 
satin hat, very plain, and a blue silk man- 
tle, edged with ermine, which covered the 
remainder of the dress. Her face has a 
mild beauty in it, which strongly interests 
a spectator. It looked on this occasion 
pale, and oppressed with inward suffering. 
The face of the king is remarkable for the 
vacancy, and, indeed, I must say, the de- 
formity of its expression. The chin and 
lower lip protrude considerably beyond 
the line of the upper features, and seem 
scarcely to belong to them. The upper 
lip is enveloped in mustachios; and yet 
with these features, almost of the animal 
tribe, there is a mixture of intelligence, lof- 
tiness, and feebleness in his eye, which indi- 
cates a very peculiar character. Her ma- 
jesty smiled not; she scarcely looked 
around her, and addressed nota syllable 
to any body. The king, who is a good 
portly figure, was as reserved and silent as 
the queen, His majesty put out his hand 
from the window, and received several pe- 
titions which were presented tohim. Don 
Carlos, the king’s eldest brother—and very 
like him, with the exception that his figure 
is short,—his wife and family, followed in 
the second coach, equally reserved. Don 
Francisco and his consort followed in the 
third. He has a good face, but a short 
figure. The three carriages rolled away 
without a cheer, or an expression of any 
sort, froin the persons present. 

TURKEY. i 

This barbarous government has been 
once more shaken to its foundation by 
an insurrection of the Janissaries: to 

save 
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gave himself, the sultan has been ob- 
liged to depose his principal ministers, 
and remove the minions who governed 
him. Nothing is gained by humanity 
from this change, but it demonstrates 
the ease with which England and Aus- 
tria, by aiding the Greeks, might raise 
a Greek and civilized empire, serving 
at once as a barrier against the Cos- 
sacks and other northern barbarians, 
and as a monument of the triumph of 
just policy in those states who call 
themselves enlightened. In pursuing 
such policy they would have an alliance 
in the affections of mankind, more effi- 
cient than the money of all the usu- 
rious jews and stock-jobbers in Europe. 

ASIA. 
Near the ruins of Antioch, Sept. 13.—It 

has fallen to my lot (says the writer of a 
private letter) to relate the particulars of 
an event that has thrown most of the fa- 
milies of this part of Syria into sorrow and 
mourning, and all into the greatest diffi- 
culties and distress. On the 13th of Au- 
gust, at half past nine in the evening, 
Aleppo, Antioch, Idlip, Riha, Gisser, Shogr, 
Darcoush, Armenas, every village, and 
every detached-built cottage, in this pa- 
thalic, and some towns in the adjoining 
Ones, Were, in ten or twelve seconds, en- 
firely destroyed by an earthquake, and are 
become heaps of stone and rubbish, by 
which, on the lowest computation, 20,000 
human beings, about a tenth of the popu- 
lation, were destroyed, and an equal num- 
ber maimed or wounded, The extreme 
points, where this terrible phenomenon was 
violent enough to destroy the edifices, 
seem to be Diabekir and Merkab (twelve 
leagues south of Latachia), Aleppo and 
Seandaroon, Killis and Sheckoen. The 
shock was also sensibly felt at Damascus, 
Adeno, and Cyprus; and at sea, so vio- 
lently, within two leagues of Cyprus, that 
it was thought ships had grounded. Flashes 
of fire were perceived at various times 
throughout the night, resembling the light 
of the full moon; but at no place, to my 
knowledge, has it left a chasm of any ex- 
tent, although in the low grounds, slight 
e¥evices are every where to be seen, and 
out of many of them, water issued, but 
soon after subsided. ‘There was nothing 
remarkable in the weather, or state of the 
atmosphere. Edifices on the summit of 
the highest mountains were not safer than 
buildings situated on the banks of rivers, 
or on the beach of the sea. 

Tt is impossible to convey an adequate 
idea of the scenes of horror that were si- 
multaneously passing on the dreadful 
night of the 13th of August. The dark- 
ness, the continuance of the most violent 
shocks at short intervals, the crash of fall- 
ing walls, the shrieks, the groans, the ac- 
eents of agony and despair, cannot be de- 
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scribed. When at length the morning 
dawned, and the return of light permitted 
the people to quit the spot, on which they 
had been providentially saved, a most af- 
fecting scene ensued. In a public cala- 
mity, in which the Turk, the Jew, the 
Christian, the Idolator, were indiscriminate 
victims, every one forgot fora time his re- 
Jigious animosities. 

The spacious mansion, that has heen the 
residence of the British consul at Aleppo 
for 230 years, is completely ruined. The 
houses of all the other public agents, and 
private European individuals at Aleppo, 
have been likewise entirely ruined. At 
Aleppo, the Jews suffered the most, on ac- 
count of their quarter being badly built 
with narrow lanes, and of 3000, 600 lives 
were lost. Of the Europeans only one 
person of note, signor Esdra de Picciotta, 
Austrian Consul General, and ten or twelve 
women or children, perished; but the 
greater part are now suffering from oph- 
thalmia and dysenteries, occasioned by 
their being exposed to the excessive heats 
of the day, and the cold dews of the night. 

Sept. 20. Shocks of the earthquake con- 
tinue to be felt to this day, the thirty- 
eighth after the principal shock, and no 
change has taken place in the state of de- 
solation which that dreadful catastrophe 
produced. 

Oct, 18. Till the 9th instant, slight 
shocks of earthquake continued to be felt; 
since that day, they have entirely ceased, 
but confidence in a continuance of safety 
is not restored; and, although the rains and 
cold weather render temporary sheds very 
inconvenient habitations, nobody is yet in- 
clined to sleep under a roof supported by 
walls. 

Oct. 19. At half-past five p. m. a violent 
shock of earthquake destroyed all onr 
hopes of its being terminated. 

We feel it proper to add, that according to 
the new theory, published in the Twelve Es- 
says, supported by the effect on ships at sea, 
that earthquakes are of the class of phenomena 
called electrical, and are caused by such a dis- 
position of the super and sub-strata as creates 
a series—something ukin tothe galvanic series. 
The preventive would be to drive metallic 
burs in various places into the earth, which 
would connect the strata, and restore the dis- 

turbed equilibrium of the acidulous and alka- 
line gases, just as similar bars would, at suf- 
ficient height in the atmosphere, prevent light- 
ning’. 

ITALY. 

Naples, Oct. 25.—1 mentioned in my 
last, (says a correspondent,) that Vesuvius 
was in great activity ; aud I shall now en- 
deavour to give you a slight description of 
the grandest eruption I have ever seen, 
and, except that of 1794, so well described 
by Sir William Hamilton, the grandest 
that lias happened within the memory of 
man. 

2 Since 
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Since the eruption of February last, the 

mountain, with the exception of a few 
trifling discharges, has been very quiet; 
observed on Sunday evening, that a good 
deal of fire was issuing from the top of 
the cone, and that a small stream of lava 
had been thrown out; on Monday it 
seemed rather quiet, but in the middle of 
the night, the people in the neighbour- 
hood were awakened by a tremendous ex- 
plosion, and the volcano presented to their 
athrighted eyes thespectacle of an immense 
body of fire arising high in the air from 
the summit of the mountain, anda broad 
and unusually rapid stream of lava rush- 
ing down the hill towards Portici and Re- 
sina. The scene was so appalling that 
mauy people hurried into Naples, and or- 
ders were uiven to remove the most valu- 
able objects from the royal palaces of Por- 
tici and of the Favorita, 

On Tuesday morning the mountain was 
enveloped in smoke, and intermitting 
volleys were discharged from the cone; 
but it was about two o’clock that it dis- 
played the most wonderful picture: I 
happened to be on the open terrace of 
Santa Lucia 4 Mare about that time; on 
asudden [ heard a long loud roar like 
thunder, and saw a body of smoke, of im- 
mense volume, rise from the crater; pre- 

sently it extend:d itself over the city, and 
presented for some minutes a spectacle of 
unparalleled grandeur,—a spectacle of 
which the pen can give no idea, and 
which the boldest pencil wonld scarcely 
attempt fo pourtray. All the mountain 
was veiled with a dark grey smoke, and 
the atmosphere behind it was almost 
black ; bat this body of smoke was of a 
silver white, and took the most beautiful 
forms. When it rose up from the cone, 
it had very much the figure of those cn- 
rious pine trees with long stems, the 
branches of which spring out from the 
summit; as it rolled over towards Naples, 
it was, if such a thing may be supposed, 
like the billows of the stormy Atlantic, di- 
vested of their fury and rapidity, but 
preserved in their shapes. ‘This extraor- 
dinary and beautiful spectacle lasted for 
several minutes; the smoke then spread 

-itself in the atmosphere, and soon veiled 
from my view all the opposite coast and 
mountains. Abont four o'clock I rode 
some way along the Portici road to ob- 
serve the eruption; but the smoke prevent- 
ed my distinguishing any thing. I met a 
great number of gentlemen’s carriages 
coming in, for at the beginning of the 
eruption, nearly all the Neapolitan gen- 
try were at their casini at Portici, Resi- 
na, and other places around the moun- 
tain, this being the season of their vileg- 

_ giatura. 
It was not till night came on that I felt 

all the sublimity and terror of the scene ; 
then indeed the eye saw a mountain of fire 
under a heaven of smoke, The discharge 
Monruty Mag. No, 576. 
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from the crater did not cease for a mo- 
ment, and five broad streams of lava 
rolled downin different directions. The 
electicity communicated by the volcano, 
produced, at every instant, flashes of bril- 
liant and very peculiar lightning ; and at 
times electric fluid played low down the 
cone, in the midst of the volcanic fire and 
smoke. ‘The roaring of the mountain was 
heard distinctly in Naples, and many 
times the shock produced by its violent 
throes was felt all over the city. The 
open parts towards the sea were crowded 
to excess, the theatres were all deserted, 
anda silent awe prevailed, except when 
interrupted by the loud prayers and cries 
of the lower orders, who seemed per- 
suaded that the hour of their destruction 
was fast approaching. I was much struck 
with ohne circumstance as I was driving 
round St. Lucia, about nine o’clock; I 
passed a numerous procession of poor 
people, who were carrying an effigy of the 
Virgin and a few wax candles, and crying 
and singing their prayers with deafening 
loudness. Among other expressions of. 
grief and fear, I heard them say more than 
once, “Ah! this is becanse our king has 
left us, not to come back any more.” 

I set out about ten with the intention of 
ascending the mountain as far as possible; 
a fine dust which had been falling the 
greater part of the day, had at this hour 
much increased, and was very painful to 
the eyes, the immense quantity of smoke 
had hid the streams of lava, and nothing 
was visible but the bursting fire of the 
crater, whence proceeded the only light 
of the atmosphere; for the crescent moon 
and the stars were concealed behind the 
dingy vapours the volcano had created. 
On my road to Resina I saw an immense 
number of poor families going towards 
Naples, having fled from their houses in 
the town of the Torre del Greco, the vil- 
lage of Bosco, the Torre del Annunziata, 
&c. &e. The mass of these unfortunate 
people were on foot, and heavily Jaden; 
some, as the richer, or the old and the 
sick, had got calessi, little cars, horses, and 
asses ; some of the groups were deplora- 
ble, and consternation was imprinted on 
the faces of all. Here and there along 
the road I saw troops of poor wretches 
who had probably no place to go to either 
in Naples or iv any other part of the 
world, crouching round wood fires, When 
Treached Portici 1 found other crowds, 
wherever they had been permitted to stop, 
and the portico of a chureh, near the 
royal palace, was strewed with men, wo- 
men and children, huddled promiscuously 
together. 
When I began to asegnd the mountain 

from Resina, the noise of the eruption 
was like the roaring of the tempestnous 
sea rushing into deep rocky caves, and the 
Japili or cinders fell around me like a 
shower of rain. JT could not see the 

4C courses 
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courses of the lava, but every moment a 
broad wall of fire was thrown up before 
me from the crater with such a violence, 
and to such a height, that it seemed to 
threaten, distant as I was, to overwhelm 
me in its fall. As I got higher up, the 
noise was of course greater, and at inter- 
vals tremendous crashes broke the mono- 
tony of the roar; at these moments, I felt 
the mountain tremble beneath me; the 
lapilli fell thicker, and pattered on my 
hat and onthe vines like a heavy fall of 
hail, and I felt the heat very great. Af- 
ter a fatiguing climb I reached one of the 
most considerable streams of lava ; I found 
it very broad and glowing, but much 
slower in its course than it lad been, 
Here I could see nothing but the burning 
stream to which I was close; the other 
streams, the fire from the crater, every 
thing was hidden by impenetrable clouds 
of smoke, and the noise and the trembling 
of the mountain continued as indicating 
that the work of violence had not ceased. 
The next morning the mountain was 

eoncealed in smoke and the whole atmo- 
sphere darkened ; the sun scarcely ap- 
peared at Naples during the whole day. I 
went down to the Torre del Greco, which 
‘town I found almost entirely deserted by 
the inhabitants, and guarded by some 
Austrian troops. From the Torre del 
Greco I thought of going on to Pompei: 
one of the most considerable streams of 
lava had taken that direction, and I 
thought it would be striking to wade 
through that disinterred city during the 
activity of its alcient enemy; buf, on 
getting about a mile anda half from Torre 
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del Greco, I found the roads sv deeply 
covered with fine dust or sand thrown out 
by the volcano, that the horses dragged 
the carriage with difficulty; and here [ 
learned that a little farther on it would be 
impossible to pass, the sand being three 
feet deep. From this situation I saw the 
mountain throwing up immense stones 
from the crater to an extraordinary 
height. The flight of the dismayed peo- 
ple was almost as numerous as on the 
preceding night. ‘Towards evening the 
mountain was more tranquil, and the 
smoke concealed every thing during the 
night. 

On Thursday morning appearances were 
much the same from Naples, but a most 
annoying fall of the dust began and conti- 
nued the whole day ; it was so fine that it 
was almost impossible to defend the eyes 
from it; it penetrated into the houses, and 
covered the streets in some parts of the 
town to the thickness of a quarter of an 
inch. At the Torre dell Annunciata it is 
said to have fallen four feet deep, and to 
have stopped the road entirely for car- 
riages. It has also fallen thickly at Cas- 
tel 4 Mare and Sorento, It was disco- 
vered on Thursday morning that a large 
piece of the cone had either fallen in or 
been blown away; that which was the 
higher point is now the lower. Nothing 
but smcke was seen during the night. 
To-day the immense volunies of smoke 
contiline ; the mountain is hid and the at- 
mosphere oppressiveiy overclouded ; bat 
it is believed that the sourees of the lava 
are stopped, and little matter certainly is 
thrown from the crater. 

INCIDENTS, MARRIAGES, anp DEATHS, 1n AND nEAR LONDON, 
With Biographical Memoirs of distinguished Characters recently deceased. 

—_ 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MONTH. 
OV. 23.—At midnight, a fire broke 
out in High Holborn, at the house of 

a feather-bed manufacturer, the damage 
resulting from which, we should, as usual, 
have left to be settled between the insu- 
rance-offices and the sufferers, but that our 
literary readers will be rather unplea- 
santly affected by the consequences, at 

‘Jeast so far as they will feel regret at the 
destruction of a large collection of the 
finest and rarest works upon the fine arts, 
and upon architecture, and its dependant 
sciences particularly. The well-known 
library of Mr. Taylor, the bookseller, un- 
‘fortunately adjoined the premises where 
the fire commenced, and was speedily in- 
volved in the conflagration. We are, 
however, happy to learn, that the buik of 
his publications is preserved in a detaehed 
warehouse, and that his large and rare 
collection of copper-plates is still entire, 
having been protected in a brick vault 
upon the premises, We trust, therefore, 

that the assiduity and ability which have 
long distinguished this respectable house, 
will be able speedily to repair the loss 
which has been sustained. 

— 27.—Six young men executed at the 
Old Bailey. 

Dec. 5.—A tempest happened which 
did considerable damage to several parts 
of the metropolis, to the shipping in the 
river, and to many large towns in the 
fountty : at Liverpool, several lives were 
ost. 
—. 7.—Mr. Thomas Webb was found 

guilty, at the late Middlesex sessions, of 
libel on the Dukes of York and Glou- 
cester, 

—. 10.—Returns of Burials in London 
last year; males, 9,485; females, 9,382. 
Christenings; males, 11,968; females, 
11,405. 

—. 12.—Notes, to the amount of be- 
tween 7 and 8,0001., were stolen out of the- 
Birmingham Balloon coach, in London. 

Same day.—Sessions at the Old Bailey 
ended ; 
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ended ; sixteen persons received sentence 
_ of death. 

—. 14.—The Smithfield Club cattle- 
show, consisting of a numerous and well se- 
jected group of fat cattle, sheep, and 
pigs, commenced this day. 

Same day.—Racehorse sloop lost off 
Donglas, and nine perished. 
— ¥#1.—A fire broke out in Long’s 

hotel, Bond-street, which nearly destroyed 
the whole of that extensive establishment. 

—.Forgeries, to a considerable extent, 
found to have been committed on two 
wholesale houses in London, by means of 
lithographic fac-similes. Acceptances were 
taken off by means of the lithographic 
press, and afterwards impressed on mew 
bills which were drawn. The new bills 
were discounted without hesitation, and 
the fraud was not discovered till the 
offenders had absconded. The total 
amount of the frauds is abont 40001. 
—.A numerous meeting of merchants, 

tradesmen, and others, was held at 
Cooper’s hotel, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, 
to consider of the propriety of forming a 
society for the purpose of opposing and 
prosecuting fraudulent insolvent debtors. 
Several resolutions were entered into, and 
a society formed. 

MARRIED. 
At Mary-la-bonne-church, John Brock- 

man, esq. of Cheriton, Kent, to Mary 
Anne, daughter of the late Gen. Stevenson. 

Mr. H. Drew, of Leicester-street, 
Leicester-square, to Miss Marian Smith, 
of Potton, Bedfordshire. 

Richard Henry Wigston, esq. of Dorset- 
street, to Mary Amelia, daughter of the 
late Acton Chaplin, esq. of Aylesbury. 

Benjamin Cuvie, esq. of Piesley Lodge, 
Surrey, to Miss Laura Emily Bridges, of © 
Liverstoke, Hants. 
H. W. R. W. Halsey, esq. of Henley- 

park, Surrey, to Mary Noel, daughter of 
Andvew Stirling, esq. of Pirbright Lodge, 
Surrey, 

At Camberwell, Edward W. Wright, 
M.D. of Siipston-upon-Stour, to Miss 
Martha Anne Kirkman, of Peckham. 

John Forster, esq. of Lambeth, to Miss 
Catherine Matilda Cooper, of Riverhead, 
Kent. 

John Hone, esq. of Great Marlow, to 
Miss Gage, of Kentish-town. 

Henry de la Chaumette, esq. of New- 
ington Green, to Miss Manbert, of 
Norwood. 

John Featherstonhaugh, esq. of Isle- 
worth, to Miss Clark, of Sion-place. 

Mr. Williams, of Bishopgate-street, to 
Miss Pritchett, of Banner-street. 

Charles Berwick Curtis, esq. son of Sir 
William C, bart. to Miss Henrietta Pear- 
son, of Croxall, Derbyshire. 

Mr. Edward Fitzwilliam, to Miss F. E. 
Copeland, both of Drury Lane Theatre, 
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Mr. J. B. Higgs, of Monument Yard, to 

Miss Charlotte Everett, of Heytesbury, 
Wilts. 

G. Currey, m.p. of Half Moon-street, 
to Miss Mary Dennis, of Alverton, 
Cornwall, 

Mr. W. Prideaux, esq. to Miss Elizabeth 
Reynolds, of Carshalton-house, Surrey. 

John Cornwall, esq of Hendon, Middle- 
sex, to Charlotte Susan, daughter of Sir J. 
G. Shaw, bart. 

Robert Selby, esq. of York-street, to 
Miss Catherine Jackson, of Bedford-street 
Covent Garden. 

’ Robert Lawes, esq. of Change Alley, to 
Miss Eliza Bull, of Hamburgh. 

Mr. C. Howell, of Upper Cumming- 
street, Pentonville, to Miss Ann East, of 
the Parade, Edmonton. 

G. Shaw, esq. of Eglantine, county . 
Down, to Miss Maria Chippendall, of 
Fexham Grove, Surrey. 
Mr. J. Currier, to Miss C. Smith, of the 

City-terrace, New-road. ; 
Mr. Salter, to Miss Jay, of Dorset- 

street, Portman-square, 
Tkomas Eldred, esq. of Fore-street, to 

Mrs. Stubbs, widow of John S. esq. 
banker of Walsali. 

Mr. J. Roberts, of Foley-place, Mary- 
le-bonne, to Miss Harriet Roberts, of 
Bampton, Oxfordshire. 

Mr. Nathaniel Dando, of Cheapside, 
to Miss Caroline Hewitt, of Clapham 
Commen. 

G. R. Lewis, esq. of Firth-street, Soho, 
to Miss Eleanor Price, of Warham-house, 
Herefordshire. 

Robert S. Barelay, esq. of London, to 
Clotilda, danghter of Francis Edward 
Cottrell, esq. of Ballydulia. 

The Rev. William Seaton, of Wands- 
worth, to Mary Anne, widow of Charles 
Morgan, esq. 

DIED. 
At Chelsea College, Captain Roycraft, 

adjutant of the College, and late of the 
17th dragoons. 

At Camberwell, 24, Mr. Wm. Rownson, 
In Norfolk-street, Mr. G. Tralles, pro- 

fessor of astronomy at the Royal Aca- 
demy, Berlin. 

In Upper Gower-street, Mr. R. Butler. 
In Great Qneen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn- 

Fields, 58, William Rawley, esq. 
At Kensington, 65, Mrs. Surah Goodman, 

widow of Michael Samuel G. esq. of Ely- 
place, Holborn. 

Roper State Donnison Roper, esq. of 
Lincoln’s Inn, barrister-at-law. 

In Chureh-street, Stoke-Newington, 88, 
Mrs. Martha Maddox, 

In Tunbridge-street, New-road, 57, 
Mr. R. C. Andrews, late artist of Drury- 
lane theatre. 

Richard Warry, esq. late of Norfolk- 

At 
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At Hampstead, Mary, wife of Charles 

Holford, esq. 
In Broad-street buildings, 76, Drs. 

Halford, widow of John H. esq. in:con- 
sequence of her clothes catching fire. 
[We repeat our advice, that persons simi- 
larly situated should immediately lie down 
and roll about: an erect posture adding 
to the intensity of the flames. ] 

At Hardmondsworth, Middlesex, 33, 
Frederick Thurbin, esq. 

In Grove-lane, Camberwell, 22, Miss 
Mary M. Ellerby, of Ave-Maria-lane. 

At Blue-stile, Greenwich, 58, John 
Fielder, esq. surveyor to the forces. 

In Sloane-street, 86, Mrs. Mary Richter, 
mother of the artist of that name, and late 
of Newman-street. 
At Camberwell, Mary, wife of Apsley 

Pellatt, esq. 
At Wandsworth Common, A. F. Pies- 

chell, esq. 
In Gilbert’s buildings, ‘Westminster- 

road, 82, Mrs. Sarah Steady. 
At Southgate, Elizabeth, wife of J. 

Schneider, esq. 
In Montague-place, Jane, wife of R. V. 

- Richards, esq. 
In Highbury-grove, 37, Sarah, wife of 

D. Rainer, esq. 
In Bolton-street, Piccadilly, 66, J. 

Beardmore, esq. 
At Hampstead, 50, Thomas Griffith, esq. 

of Pall-Mall. 7” sty 
In Bernard-street, Russell-square, Mr. 

D. Running. 
In Cullum-street, 35, Mr. J. Hargrave. 
At Camberwell, 28, Mrs. Ann Lindgren. 
In London-Wall, 84, Mr. T. Willshire. 
In Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, 

Vyner Snell, esq. of Whiteley Court, Glou- 
cestershire, 

In Upper Grosvenor-street, 97, Sir G. 
Duckeit, bart. 

At East Sheen, Surrey, after a short 
illness of only three days, 33, Harriet, the 
wife of Wm. Ellice, esq. 

_ 48, George G. Currey, M.D. senior phy- 
sician of St. Thomas’s Hospital, at an Inn 
at Ivy-bridge. 

- 67, Samuel Bilke, esq. of Stamford-street, 
Surrey, and formerly of the Stock Ex- 
change. 

At Highbury-place, Islington, H. E. 
Hilbers, esq. 

__ At Kentish-Town, 26, Mr. E. Dancer, 
law-stationer, of Furnival’s Inn. 

At St. James’s Palace, Rovers Claudius 
Francis Du Pasquier, esq. senior page to 
the King. 

In South-street, Grosvenor-square, after 
a short illness, Lady Apreece. 

At Stoke Newington, George Frederick, 
the infant son of Alderman Venables. 

In Cambridge-street, Hackuney-road, 
Sarah, wite of Mr. James Jenkins, jun. of 
the Stock Exchange. 
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Susannah, the wife of Mr, Wm. Anson, 
of Aldgate. ; 

76, Mr. John Denner, of Furnival’s-inn 
Coffee-house, Holborn. ; 

In Great Dover-street, Southwark, Mrs. 
Anne Austin, relict of Mr. Edward Austin, 
of Highgate, 61. 

At Middlesex-place, Lisson-green, 18, 
Eliza, second daughter of George Veanell, 
esq. late of the navy pay-office. 

At Maida-hill, Regent's Park, 85, 
Elizabeth, widow of Benjamin Kidney, esq. 

In Nicholas-lane, 61, Elizabeth, the wife 
of Mr. W. Lees. 

Mrs. Low, of Brompton-road, Knights- 
bridge, . 

76, Elizabeth, the wife of Mr. Jolin 
Spence, of Arlington-street. 

In Church.row, Richmond, Mrs, Mar- 
garet Mackrill. 

In D’Oyley-street, Sloane-street, Miss 
Elizabeth Caroline Clapham. 

At Monkstown Cottage, 45, Mrs. Skipsey, 
wife of Captain Skipsey, R.N. 
_ At Highbury Grove, 37, Sarah, wife of 
D. Rainier, esq. 

In St. James’s-street, 30, Mr. E. Gill, 
son of the late Mr. T. Gill, of Birmingham. 

In Brick-street, Piccadilly, the wife of 
Mr. William Anderson. She was an af- 
fectionate wife, a loving mother, and a 
sincere friend. 

In Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, 
57, William Blair, esq. an active literary 
surgeon. He was anative of Essex, and 
educated for the church, as he had the 
degrce of a.m., but he afterwards came to 
town and qualified himself for a surgical 
practice, under Mr. John Pearson, of 
Golden-square, by whom he was intro- 
duced as house surgeon to the Lock 
Hospital; and on a vacancy was elected 
surgeon to that charity, which office he 
retained until he thought proper to re- 
linquish it, on account of ill health. In- 
deed, his constitution was never good, yet 
being of an active disposition, he took 
many other things in hand, haying been 
surgeon to the Asylum, the Finsbury 
Dispensary, the Dispensary in Gerard- 
street, and the Female Penitentiary at 
Cuming-house, Pentonville. Mr. Blair 
was of the methodist persuasion, and that 
interest secured him success in most of his 
undertakings. He has been the author of 
many works, among which are the fellow- 
ing :— The Soldier’s Friend, or the Art 
of Preserving the Health of Military. 
Men,” 12mo. 1790.—“ Essay on the Ve- 
nereal Disease,” 1798.—“ Anthropology, 
or the Natural History of Man,” évo, 
1805.—“ The Vaccine Contest,” 8vo. 1806. 
—‘ Hints for the Consideration of Par- 
liament, for the supposed Failure of Vae- 
cmation,” 8yvo. 1808.—‘‘ Prostitutes Re- 
claimed and Penitents Protected, being 
an Answer to some Objections paint 

the 
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the Female Penitentiary,” 8vo. 1809.— 
*« Strictures on Mr, Hale’s Reply to the 
above,” 1809; and some small publications 
since. Mr. Blair, once or twice, at- 
tempted lectures; as popular lectures on 
anatomy, lectures to the volunteers, &c. 
bat they were but slenderly attended. 
Mr. Blair had been married, but lost his 
wife about two years ago, and has left no 
children. 
The Right Hon. Charles, Bennet, earl of 

Taukerville, in the 60th year of his age. 
This noble lord was born in the year 1743, 
anil bore the title of Lord Ossuiten until 
the year 1767; when, by the death of his 
father, he succeeded to the title and 
estate. In 1771 he married Emma, 
daughter and coheiress of the late Sir 
James Colebrooke, with whom he had a 
good fortune. His lordship, in political 
fife, has usually acted with the Whigs; 
and, for a short time, enjoyed the place of 
postmaster-general, By his lady he has 
several children; the eldest son, Lord 
Ossulton, succeeds him. His second son 
is the Hon. Henry Grey Bennet, m.p. for 
Shrewsbury, whose exertions in Parlia- 
ment are well known. 

Suddenly, after retiring to bed, 85, 
Samucl Thorpe, esq. a merchant, who for 
nearly half a century maintained a con- 
siderable influence in the politics of the 
corporation of London. Refusing the 
office himself, he procured the return of 
H. C. Coombe, to be alderman of the ward 
of Aldgate, which he represented in the 
Common Council, ant contented himself 
with performing the local duties as deputy. 
He was also a zealons member of the 
Whig Club, and on al! occasions supported 
that interest in the city. His increasing 
infirmities induced him a few years ago to 
retire from the Common Council, but he 
has sinee lad the satisfaction to see his 
son represent the city in parliament, and 
fill the civic chair with much credit. In 
his latter days he enjoyed all the happy 
results of a virtuous character and well- 
spent life in the society of a prosperous 
family, and in the affections of his neigh- 
bours and fellow citizens. 

At York-house, Bath, 51, M. Zea, the 
Columbian ambassador. He was a native 
of the province of Antioquia, in New 
Granada, now part of the Republic of 
Coiumbia. Great part of lis life had been 
spent in Europe. Under the former go- 
vernment of Spain, and previous to the 
vevolution breaking out in South America, 
he held at different times several offices 
under the Spanish government. The re- 
volation in his’ own country drew him to 
the side of Bolivar, whose constant com- 
panion and assistantin the great work of 
Jiverating his conntry he was for many 
years, until his mission to Europe in 1820, 
At the time of his quitting Columbia, Le 
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was vice-president of the Republic, and he 
had the satisfaction, before taking his 
departure, of presenting to the congress 
the project of the Constitution of his 
country, which was afterwards adopted in 
all its leading particulars. M. Zea was a 
man of considerable talents and of scien- 
tific and literary attainments. 

Lately, in Exmouthli-street, Clerkenwell, 
80, Richard Earlom, esq. This distinguish- 
ed artist was the son of Mr.. Richard 
Earlom, who for many years, and till his 
death, held the respectable situation of 
vestiy-clerk of the pavish of St. Sepulchre, 
in the city of London. Mr. Earlom’s resi- 
dence was in Cow-lane, Smithfield, and a 
portion of the premises which he held 
were occupied by an eminent coachmaker, 
to whom the state-coach of the Lord 
Mayor was occasionally taken to be re- 
pairedand cleaned. ‘The allegorical paint- 
ings which decorate that splendid vehicle 
powerfully attracted the attention of 
young Earlom, who at length attempted 
to draw copies of several subjects repre- 
sented on the pannels. He so far suc- 
ceeded, as to induce his father to place 
him under the tuition of Cipriani. Here 
Mr. Earlom acquired a mastery in the 
arts of design, and soon after became 
known to the late Alderman Boydell, who 
in 1765 entertained so liigh an opinion of 
the abilities of our young artist, that he 
engaged him to make drawings from the 
celebrated collection of pictures at Hough- 
tcn, most of which, also, were afterwards 
beautifully engraved by him in mezzotinto. 
In this branch of art Mr. Earlom had been 
his own instructor, and he introduced into 
the practice of it improvements and im- 
plements before unknown. An oval print, 
called ‘*Love in Bondage,” after Guido 
Reni, was the first print he engraved, and 
this was published by Mr. Boydell in 1767. 
Mr, Eariom’s fruit and flower pieces, after 
Van Huysum, have established his fame as 
the first in his line. In history, “ Agrip- 
pina,” from the grand picture of Mr, 
West, requires only to be noticed. Among 
his fine works were the prints of the 
“Cock-match at Lucknow,” the “ Embassy 
of Hyderbeck to meet Lord Cornwallis,” 
and the “ Tiger-hunt in the East Indies,” 
all from the pencil of Zoffanij. Mr. Earlom’s 
first and second part of the “ Liber Veri- 
tatis,” after drawings by Clande, are beau- 
tiful as to scenery and effect. Mr, Earlom 
has directed by bis will that his prints, 
drawings, and mathematical instruments, 
shall be sold by public auction. 

ECCLESIASTICAL PROMOTIONS. 
Rev. Richard Eastcott, to the Rectory 

of Ringmere, Devon, 
Rev. 'T, St. Lawrence, son to the Lord 

Bishop of Cork, is appointed to the Arch- 
deaconry of Ross, 

Rev. 
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Rev. D. Creswell, p.p. Fellow of Trinity- 

college, Cambridge, to the Vicarage of 
Enfield, Middlesex. 

Rev. G. A. Greenall, m.a. Fellow of 
Christ-college, Cambridge, to the Perpe- 
tual Curacy of Orford, Kent. ; 

Rev. George Turner, vicar of Wragby, 
toa Prebendal Stall in Lincoln Cathedral. 

Northumberland and Durham—Cumterland, §¢. [Jan. tf, 
Rev. R. G, Andrews, m.A. Master of 

Giantham School, to the Living of Hough- 
on-the-Hill, Lincolnshire. 

Rev. H. Palmer, B.A. has been licenced 
to the Perpetual and Endowed Curacy of 
Broadway, 

Rev. TI. Atkinson, to the Rectory of St. 
Edmund the Martyr, Exeter. 

PROVINCIAL OCCURRENCES, 
WITH ALL THE MARRIAGES AND DEATHS, 

Furnishing the Domestic and Fumily History of England for-the last twenty-seven Years. 

—p 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 
ae occupiers of the Greenwich hospital 

estates in the northern counties, it is 
sald, being in great distress, Mr. Locker, se- 
cretary to the hospital, recently addressed 
an able letter to the directors, proposing 
modes of relief. The following are the 
principal: we give them place as worthy 
the notice of the great land-owners ge- 
nerally. ist, To allow the tenants to re- 
sign their respective leases, and advertise 
the farms for new biddings: 2d, To release 
them from their present engagements, and 
allow them to hold their farms as yearly 
tenants; Sd, ‘lo affix a permanent standard 
of abatement, according to the average 
price of corm; 4th, to return to all tenants 
alike an equal per centage for the half 
year; 5th, To make an abatement upon 
each farm separately for the remainder of 
the lease; 6th, To reduce the rent fora 
certam period. In addition to which Mr. 
L. recommends an indulgence of time at 
the present audit to those tenants most 
distressed, lest they should be driven to 
the necessity of disposing of their produce 
at so great a loss as they must be subject 
to by being forced into the market. 
The unemployed keelmen of the Tyne, 

worn ont by their distresses and the perse- 
verance of the masters to their resolutions, 
have again solicited employment and been 
accepted, This vast body of men created 
considerable uneasiness in the several 
small towns by their recent marauding 
proceedings. 3 

Married.] Mr. J. M‘Kay. to Miss Dunn, 
both of Neweastie.—Mr. H. Atkinson, of 
Newcastle, to Miss Riddle of the Low 
FTeam.—George Hodgson, esq. of New- 
castle, to Miss Ann Hodgson, of Buckden, 
Hants.—Mr. Jas. Clark, to Miss A. Hut- 
chinson; both of Darlington.—Mr. R. Rob- 
son, to Miss 8. Bradley; Mr. R. Russell, 
to Miss H. White: all of Barnard-castle.— 
Mr. R. Lewins, to Miss A. Thompson, 
both of Morpeth.—John Bell, esq. to Miss 
Bates, both of Hexham.—Mr. R. Sprag- 
gon, of Hylton, to Miss S. Spraggon, of 
Thorneyford.— Robert Selby, esq. of Earl, 
to Miss C. Jackson, of Bedford-street, 
Covent-garden. — Mr, J, Mellanby, of 

Stockton, to Miss S. Taylor, of Willing- 
ton.—Mr. G. Jobling, of Swalwell, to Miss 
A. Chisholm, of Hexham. — Christopher 
Ord, esq. of Lamesley, to Miss Calvert, 
of Gateshead. 

Died.} At Newcastle, in the Castlegarth, 
68, Mrs. J. White.—30, Mr, H. S. Green- 
well.—In Princes-street, Miss A. Hendere 
son.—In the New Road, 63, Mrs. J. 
Kirkup. 

At Durham, Mr. Jas. Fawcett. 
At North Shields, Mrs. M. Simpson.— 

In Walker place, Robt. Laing, esq.—Mrs. 
Bowie.—Mrs. Dighton.—30, Mr. J. Scott. 
—25, Mrs. A. Clengh. 

At South Shields, Mr, Thompson Pear- 
son, shipwright, inventor and patentee of 
the sliding rudder, of use in shallows and 
entering bar harbours.—89, Mr. W. Coc- 
kerill.—30, Mrs. Cummins. 

At Sunderland, 75, Mr. P. Meldrum.~ 
98, Mrs. B. Funton.—i9, Miss H. Wil- 
kinson.—44, Mr. J. Myers. 

At Stockton, 76, Mrs. J. Blades, much 
respected.—Mrs, E. Lett. 

At Alnwick, 72, Mr. J. Lindsay.—77, 
Mr, W. Shell, 

At Whia Bush, Near Darlington, Mrs. 
Tomlinson.— At Fatfield, 30, Mrs. H. Crow. 
—At Burnopfield, 90, Mrs. S. Kirkley.— 
At Broomielaw, Miss E. Brownless.—At 
Ellington, 78, Mr. H. Bower, much res- 
pected.—At Stanhope, 29, Mrs. Little.— 
At Hewdon, 23, Mr. J. Pattison. 
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND. 
Married.| Mr. R. Sowerby, to Miss J. 

Latimer; Mr. 'T. Harding, to Miss E, 
Graham; Mr. J. Mullinder, to Miss M. 
Nixon; Mr. J. Rodford, to Miss M. 
Graves; Mr. J. Dodd, to Miss M. Knub- 
ley; Mr. J. Handson, to Miss C. Moffat : 
all of Carlisle.—Mr. J. Bowness, to Miss 
Cleasby ; Mr. J. Grigg, to Miss E. Clark ; 
Mr. R. Burrow, to Miss E. Burridge ; 
Mr. J. M. Smith, to Miss M. Dixon; Mr. 
E. Braithwaite, to Miss A. Dixon; Mr. 
P. Moor, to Miss M. Brennan: all of 
Whitehaven. — William Barton, esq. to 
Miss Irving, beth of Wigton.—Mr,. W. 
Pattinson, to Miss H. Parkin; Mr J. Arm- 
strong, to Miss Nicholson: all of Wigton. 
—Mr, J. Gothe, to Mrs, E. Burton; Mr. 

J, Mash, 
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J. Mash, to Miss J. T.ewis : all of Kendal. 
Mr. J. Gilderd, of Kendal, to Miss A. 
Machell, of Whinfell—_Mr. A. Geddes, to 
Miss M. Thirlwall, both of Brampton.— 
Mr. J. Monkhouse, of Stockwell Low, to 
Miss Armstrong, of Sowerby-hall.—Mr. F. 
Hall, of Hayton, to Miss A. Johnson, of 
Longdale.—Mr. Roper, of Seavillcoat, to 
Miss M.A. Hodgson, of Seaville.—At Dis- 
sington, Mr. J. Nicholson, to Miss M. A. 
Addison. 

Died.] At Carlisle, in Fisher-strect, 
Mrs. Bell, widow of Richard B. esq. of 
Glasgow.— 53, Mr. William Thompson, 
much esteemed and regretted.—In Ritson’s 
lane, 35, Mr. C. Bennet.—At the Irish 
gates, 73, Mrs. J. Nixon.—In Annetwell- 
street, 45, Mrs. S. Manson.—In Caldew- 
gate, 85, Mrs. E. Bisket. 

At Whitehaven, 54, Mr. J, Gibson. 
At Penrith, 70, Mr. T. Lewis.—18, 

Miss J. Forster.—71, Mr. J. Todd.—3s, 
Mrs, M. Nicholson. 

At Maryport, 25, Miss A. Monkhouse. 
—Mrs, J. Sharp, much respected. 

At Wigton, 66, Miss Knubiey.—At an 
advanced age, Mr. P. Forrester.—74, Mrs, 
S. Reed. 

At Kendal, 37, Mrs. E. Heap. 
At Brampton, 61, Mrs. MM, Campbell. 
At Eccleston, 84, Thomas Barrow, esq. 

an eminent portrait painter well known in 
London.—At ‘Thornihwaite, in Woodland, 
atan advanced age, Mrs. Dodgson.—At 
Bromficld, 75, Mr. J. Blenkin, greatiy re- 
spected. 

YORKSHIRE, 
A numerous and respectable meeting 

lately took place at Sheffield, to consider 
tlhe propriety of establishing a Literary 
and Philosophical Socicty, Dr. Knight in 
the chair. Several eloquent speeches 
were delivered, and the resolutions were 
unanimously agreed to. 

A late Leeds paper contains a list of the 
names of fifteen noblemen and gentlemen 
who have recently, without solicitation, 
reduced their rents from 20 to 40 per 
cent. 

The following deserves to be recorded 
for the Catholic spirit which accompanied 
the act. The first stone of a new charch 
has been lately laid at Atterclifle; the 
duke of Norfolk, attended by eail Fitz- 
william and Surrey, lord Milton, and 
others, presided.—The singularity of a Ca- 
tholic duke laying the first stone of a Pro- 
testant church, elicited the following re- 
marks from his grace: “ He felt no scru- 
ple at what he had done; in many respects 
he considered himself as much a Protest- 
ant as any of his fellow subjects; that he 
had taken the oaths of allegiance to a 
Protestant king, and if that king were 
ever to become a Catholic, he should con- 
sider himself absolyed from his allegi- 
ance,” 

VYorkshire—Lancashire. 367 
Married.) Mr. B. Strother, to Mrs. S. 

Pickles; Mr. J. Waterson, to Miss E. 
Musgrove ; all of Leeds.—Mr. G. Bell, of 
Hunslet, to Miss A. Wright, of Leeds. — 
Mr. F. Lapage, of Leeds, to Miss A. Han- 
mer of Everton,—Mr. F. J. Jones, of 
Greenburfield, to Miss M. A. Goulding, 
of Leeds —Mr. W. Cowling, of Hudders- 
field, to Miss C. Kitchingman, of Leeds.— 
Mr. Wright, of Sheffield, to Mrs. Witckell, 
of Halifax, both of the Society of Friends.— 
Mr. T. Binney, of Waketicld, to Miss Holt, 
of Rochdale.—Mr. T. Becket, of Wake. 
field, to Miss M. A. Carneley, of Norton. 
—Mr. J. Dunhill, to Miss M. A. Hartley, 
both of Wakefield.—At Bridlington, Mr. 
Pinkney, to Miss M. Cross, of Foxholes. 
—Mr, J. Gibson, of Pickeiing, to Miss C. 
Cook, of Seaton Ross.—Mr, J. Kendal, to 
Miss A. Chippendale, both of Otley.—Mr. 
J. Hepper, to Miss E. Brown, both of 
Armley.—Mr. J. Foster, of Styes, to Miss 
Jane Law, of Harcholi,— Mr. G. J. Wain- 
wright, of Halewood, to Miss M. Apperton, 
ei Everton.—John Spencer Stanhope, esq. 
of Cannon hall, to Elizabeth Wilhelmina, 
daughter of Thomas William Coke, esq. 
M. P. for Nerfolk. 

Died.] At York, 59, Mr. Hall, deser- 
vedly regreited.—In Castlegate, y0, Wil- 
liam Tuke, a member of the Society of 
Vriends, much aud justly esteemed and 
lamented. 

At Leeds, in Quarry-hill, 61, Mr. J. 
Umpleby, generally respected.— In Co- 
bourg-street, 23, Miss IX. Priestley, late 
of Halifax.—On the East Parade, Mrs. A. 
Hall.—In Meadow-lane, 70, Mr. T. Pie- 
kering.—Miss Duckworth.—In Leylands, 
Mis. Scholefield.—60, Mr. W. Anderton. 

At Wakefield, 32, Mr. J. Birkett.—99, 
Mr. R. Robson, late of Selby, much and 
deservedly respected.—75, Mr.S. Hartley, 
greatly regieited. 

At Huddersiield, 74, Mr, A, Beaumont. 
—Mrs, Hirst. 

At Bradford, Mr. Walker, of Leeds.— 
At the Lime kilns, Mr. A. Rhodes, deser- 
vedly regretted.—Mrs, Horsfall. 

AtSelby, tir. Banney. 
At Branhan Lodge, 33, Henry Scott, 

esq. deservedly regretted.—At Delph, Mr, 
D. Wrigiy, much and justly lamented.— 
At Chapel Allerton, 61, Mrs. Smeat:n.— 
At Swinden, 71, Mrs. 8. Charlesworth,— 
At Bull-house, Penistone, 35, Mrs. E. 
Crossley.—At Shipley, Mrs. Hargreave, of 
Pricking Hill,—At Ossett, 79, Mr W. 
Harrop. 

LANCASHIRE. 
One of the most appalling hurricanes 

took place on the 5th ult. that were ever 
remembered both for extent, universality, 
and afflicting effects. It was felt throngh- 
out the greater part of the kingdom, 
reached [relaud, and created general 
alarm. In uo quarter were its ravages 

felt 
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felt more than in thiscounty. Liverpool 
and Manchester resembled besieged towns: 
fallen chimnies, bricks, slates, parts of 
houses, every where met the eye of the 
terrified inhabitants. Several lives were 
lost in Liverpool; and in the Mersey the 
loss among the shipping was immense: it 
is conjectured that the underwriters of 
Liverpool will be called upon for at least 
100,000l1. The Ellesmere cana! packer, 
which sailed daily from Liverpool to that 
port, was totally lost, and nine of the pas- 
sengcrs perished. 
A beautiful casting has lately been set 

up in the middle of the new market-place, 
Bolton, to support a large gas-lamp which 
illuminates the whole of that spacious area. 
Upon a flight of three circular steps of 
stone stands a massive vase of cast. iron, 
richly ornamented with the leaves of the 
acanthus, after the manner of the capital 
of a Corinthian column ; upon the fect of 
it appear the elephant and castle, the de- 
vice of the Bolton Gas-Company, and the 
address of the respectable establishment 
at which the castings were‘made. From 
the top of the vase springs a light and ele- 
gant fluted column, supporting a lamp with 
many fans, and wholiy composed of glass, 
except the cover, so that the circle of 
shade at the footof the pillar does not ex- 
tend quite so faras the steps. The whole 
is abont 30 feet high. 

Married.] My. Jas. Taylor, to Mrs. RE. 
Taylor; Mr. ‘IT. Lowe, to Miss M. Roy- 
lands; Mr. J. Clegg, to Miss M. Down- 
ham; Mr. J. Hampson, to Miss J. Wink- 
ley; Mr. J. Brookes, to Miss E. Stubbs: 
all of Manchester.—Edward Jeremiah 
Lloyd, esq. of Manchester, to Miss Eliza 
Rigby, of Oldfield-hall.— Mr. J. Lister, of 
High Town, to Miss Gratrix, of Moss- 
side, near Manchester.— Mr. A. Fenland, 
to Miss Sutton, of the Haymarket; Mr. 
W. Williams, to Miss A. Brookfield, of 
Key-street; Mr. H. Callison, to Miss N. 
Vernon: all of Liverpool.—Mr. J. Brown, 
of Liverpool, to Miss E. Pye, of Bottom- 
house, Netherton.—Mr. P, Aldersey, of 
Liverpool, to Miss Sandland, of Whit- 
church.— Mr. Charles Roberts, of Rane- 
lagh-place, Liverpool, to Miss Roberts, of 
Wrexham.—Mr. J. Butler, to Miss M. 
Barker, both of Heaton Norris. 

Died.] At Manchester, in Mather-street, 
80, Mrs, M. Lyon, deservedly respected. 
—lIn St. Ann’s-square, 66, Mrs. Hibbert.— 
37, Mr. Whitaker, of the firm of Messrs, 
Whitaker, Leary, and Co, extensive coach 
proprictors.—36, Mr. J. Thorpe, re- 
gretted. 

At Salford, 75, Mrs. Lea, regretted. 
At Liverpool, in Kent-square, 85, 

Christopher Butler, esq.—In Hurst-street, 
59, Mrs. A. Maxwell, deservedly regret- 
ted.—In Berry-street, Mrs. M. Gray- 
stock.—In Norfolk-street, 65, Mr. L. 
Curran.—In Upper Frederick-street, 55, 

f 

Cheshire— Derbyshire. [Jan. 1, 

Mrs. M. Meacock.—22, Mr. A. Wood- 
ward, jun.—In Great Howard-street, 24 
Miss E. Carter. 

At Boiton, 35, Mr. R. Fictcher, deser- 
vedly regretted. 

At Ormskirk, 80, Mrs. Brandreth, de- 
servedly esteemed and regretted. 

At the Willows, near Preston, Mrs. 
Pilkington, — At Edgley, 64, Mrs. A. 
Claik.—At Halt-hill, 64, Mrs. Holt, de- 
servedly regretted. — At Stayley-bridge, 

68, John Leach, esq. justly Jamented.— 
At Ardwick, Mr.’lt. Mayor, generally re- 
spected.—At Aigburth, 76, Mr. 'T. Balmer. 

CHESHIRE. 
Marricd.] Mr. Cromwell, of Maccles- 

field, to Miss F. Gaymen, of Henbury.— 
Mr. J. Shutlebotham, of Batley, 10 Miss 
C. Alexander, of Acton.—Mr. H,. Cheet- 
ham, of Syddal-house, to Miss KE, Parr, 
of Barton-upon-Irwell. 

Died.] At Chester, i Northyate-street, 
37, Mr. J. E. Griffith, regretted.—In 
Handbridge, at an advanced age, Mrs. 
Evans.—Mrs. M. Evans, late of Queen- 
street. —35, Mrs. Grace. 

At Macclesfield, 25, Mr. W. Buckley, 
At Stockport, in High-street, 58, Mr. 5. 

Oliver. 
At Ince, 78, Mr. J. Hinde.—At Sand- 

bach, Miss M. Latham.—At Woodchurch, 
99, Mr. Bryan King.—Aft Netherlegh-hail, 
Lady Cotgreave.—At Frodsham, 80, Mar- 
garet, widow of Samuel Latham, esq. 

DERBYSHIRE, 
Married.] Mr. J. Cockayne, to Miss M. 

Holmes, both of Derby.—Mr. J. Shimivell, 
of Brampton, to Miss Oadman, of Chester- 
field.—_ Mr. R. Jackson, of Duffield, to 
Miss Coates, of Belper.—Mr. W. Cotton, 
to Miss B. Barber ; Mr. S. Gisson, to Miss 
M. Barber: all of Stanton-by-Dale.—Mr. 
W. Appleby, to Miss Oakden, both of 
Marston, Montgomery. 

Diced.| At Derby, 20, Miss M. Bennett. 
—In St. Helen’s-street, 76, Mrs. M. 
Porter.—51, Mr. J. Upton.—68, Mr, J. 
Johnson.—27, Mr. C. Adin. 

At Chesterfield, at an advanced age, 
Mr. W. Rollinson. 

At Belper, 92, Mr. S. Cheatham.—67, 
Mr. B. Marshall. 

At Eyam, the Rev. Charles Hangrave,— 
At Barlow, Mr. G. Bargh.—At Duffield, 
Randal Humpston, mM. p. He was Member 
of the University of Medicine of Paris ; 
Bachelor of the Academy of Letters of the 
same city ; Corresponding Member of the 
Medical University of Montpelier; Asso- 
ciate of that of Marseilles ; Correspondent 
of the Society of Lincei at Rome, &c. 
He had just returned to England in pos- 
session St idatedee and experience that 
would have fitted him to rank amongst the 
leading members of the medical profession, 

Lately, at Shipley-hall, 72, Edward 
Miller Mundy, esq. M. P. for Derbyshire. 
Mr. M. was high-sheriff of Derbyshire 
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1772; was elected knight of the shire in 
1783 (which he continued to represent 
during thirty-nine years), and was ap- 
pointed colonel of the 2d Derby regiment 
of militia, in July 1803.—He married, 
first, Frances, eldest daughter of Godfrey 
Meynell, esq. By her (who died 1783) he 
had five sons, and one daughter, who mar- 
ried lord Charles Fitzroy, second son of 
the late duke of Grafton. His second lady 
was Georgiana, youngest of the two daugh- 
ters of Evelyn Chadwick, of West Leak, 
county of Nottingham, esq. co-heir to her 
brother, James Chadwick, esq. and relict 
of Thomas, fourth lord Middleton. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, 
A machine has lately been made at 

Nottingham for the improvement of lace 
by the strength of acids, which will take 
off the hurl, and make the lace clearer 
than if it had been gassed. 

Married.] Mr. W. Yeomans, to Mrs. M. 
Fox; Mr. R. Gill, to Miss E. Tollinton: 
all of Nottingham.—Mr. W. Walton, to 
Miss A. Ives; Mr. W. Parr, to Miss C. 
Swift; Mr. J. Kirk, to Miss M. Auckland; 
Mr. J. Loversedge, to Miss E. Hatfield: 
-all of Newark.—Mr. W. Leason, of Mans- 
field, to Miss Sutton, of Leek.—Mr. T. 
Knowles, of Beeston, to Miss E. Kirkland, 
of Wollaston.—Mre J. Hopewell, to Miss 
E. Lees, both of Beeston.—Mr. Tyler, of 
Glaiston Rutland, to Miss Cheetham, of 
Wilford.—Mr. W. Blagg, of East Bridg- 
ford, to Miss Richmond, of Shelford. 

Died | At Nottingham, in Carlton-street, 
22, Mrs. H. Hall.—36, Mr. E. Dabell, de- 
servedly regretted.—In Castle-gate, 65, 
Mrs, Truswell.—In Parliament-street, 21, 
Mr. T. Garner.—In Coalpit-lane, 72, Mr. 
G. Holton.—In Fyne-street, 54, Mra. S. 
Kirk.— On the Long-row, 60, Miss F. 
Wright, deservedly esteemed and re- 
gretted. 

At Newark, 68, Mrs. Millington.—66, 
Mr. W. Downing.— 62, Mr. W. Barker. 

At Mansfield, 84, Mr. J. Wilkinson, 
At Snenton, 28, Miss E. A. Tunsley.— 

At Radford, 61, Mr. J. W. Lasselis, de- 
servedly lamented.—At New Ratford, 54, 
Mr. R. Orme. 

LINCOLNSHIRE. 
Married.| Mr.Nesbitt, to Miss E. Bond, 

both-of Louth,—Mr. J. Harrison, of Stam- 
ford, to Miss Fuller, of Glaston.—Mr, E. 
Jackson, of Little Gonerby, to Miss A. F. 
Hall, of Grantham.—Mr, G. Rippin, of 
Grantham, to Miss Tongue, of Great Gon- 
orby. 

Died.| At Stamford, 65, Mrs. Pilking- 
ton.—49, Mr. W. Swan, suddenly.—78, 
Mrs. Pallett.—73, Mrs. Wallis. 

At Boston, 24, Miss A. E. Pinkerton.— 
Mr, Flint.—73, Mr. L. Fotherby. 

At Corby, 92, Mr. Healey.—At Baston, 
86, Mrs. Williamson.—At Sutterton, 78, 

_Mr, R. Waltham.—At Long Sutton, 39, 
Mrs, Millus, 
Montuty Mac. No. 576. 

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND,» 

It deserves to be noticed, as one proof .- 
of the admirable skill the manufacturers 
of this county have attained, that a respec- 

- table individual of Leicester has recently 
spun a pack of wool into yarn, of suclra 
minute thread, that, were it extended, it 
would reach the length of one thousand 
seven hundred and seventeen miles and a half! 

A melancholy occurrence lately took 
place in the neighbourhood of Leicester : 
a person in respectable circumstances, 
without provocation, shot at and killed 
a drummer of the Leicestershire militia. 
The individual is in custody: he is sup» 
posed to be insane. 

Married.| Mr. J. Hull, to Miss M. Carr : 
Mr. J. Ross, to Miss R. Hafford: all of 
Leicester.—Mr. 'T. Tebbutt, of Leicester, 
to Miss Taxford, of Melton Mowbray.— 
Mr. 'T. Porter, of Leicester, to Miss E.M. 
Hunt, of Shoreditch, London.—Mr. T. 
Cooper, of Loughborough, to Miss Marlow, 
of Earl Shilton. —Mr. Stokes, of Upping- 
ham, to Miss S. Jackson, of Stamford.— 
Mr. J. Compton, of Gaithorpe, to Miss 
Berridge, of Market Overton.—Mr. W. 
Toon, to Miss Tooly, both of Earl Shelton. 
—Mr. Frearson, jun, to Miss Wootton, 
both of Kegworth. 

Died.] At Leicester, Mr. R. Dowell, de- 
servedly respected.—Mr. J. Hincks.—In 
the Market-place, 64, Mrs. Wilmot, greatly 
esteemed and regretted. 

At Loughborough, Mrs. R. Fosbrook. 
At Hinckley, 56, Mr. J. Dean, much re- 

spected. 
At Lutterworth, Mr. Hickenbotham. 
At Rothley, 38, the Rev. Jos. Rose, vi- 

car.—At Normanton on Soar, 66, Mr. M. 
Buckley, regretted.—-At Morcott, Thomas 
Falkner Barnes; he was high sheriff of 
Ratiand in 1817.—At Dannet’s-hall, Ed- 
ward Alexander, M.p. much esteemed and 
deservedly regretted. 

STAFFORDSHIRE. 
Married.] Mr. S. Stokes, to Miss M. 

Bate, both of Wolverhampton.—Mr, C. 
Coleman, to Miss A. Campion, both of 
Tamworth.—Mr. W. Jones, of Abberley, 
to Mrs. E. Bullock, of West Bromwich. 
—The Rev. Thos. Houseman, of Kinver, 
to Miss A. Brettall, of Bromsgrove. , 

Died.] At Wolverhampton, 47, John 
Jesson, esq. deservedly regretted, . 

At Walsall, 40, Mr. W. Green, of the 
firm of Messrs. Brookes and Green, highly 
and deservedly respected.— Mrs. John 
Wood.—Mr. 1. Parker. ; Pe 1 

At Tettenhall, 32, Peter Tichborne 
Hinckes, esq. a justice of the peace for 
this county, and deservedly respected. 

WARWICKSHIRE, 
The inhabitants of Cotton End, Ware 

wick, were lately alarmed by the explo- 
sion of an overcharged boiler of a steam- 
engine; one man was injured and not ex- 
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—pected to recover, atd another greatly 
hurt. 

A meeting of the ribbon-weavers was 
lately held in Coventry, to take into con- 
sideration the best means of finding em- 
ployment for the weavers, and to secure 
the continuance of the ribbon trade in 
that city; when several resolutions were 
agreed to. 

Married.| Mr. G. Robinson, to Miss E, 
A. Rolfe; Mr. H. T. Kerry, 10 Miss L. 
Penrose; Mr. R. R. Judd, to Miss Kettle, 
of Hill Up; Mr. D. Myers, to Miss E. 
Phillips; Mr, Hutchinson, of St. Paul’s- 
square, -to Miss M. A. Neville, of the 
the Crescent; Mr. 8. Willitts, to Miss M. 
Hanbury: all of Birmingham.—Mr, D. 
Moore, of Cross Cheaping, to Mrs. H. 
Walter, of Little Park-street, Coventry. 
—The Rev. E. Hughes, of Wolvey, to 
Miss Louisa Mayon, of Coleshill.—Mr. J. 
Pickering, of Edgbaston, to Miss A. Ball, 
of Ashted. 

Died.] At Birmingham, in New-street, 
Mr. Jas. Barker.—77, Mr. D, Perry, of 
Parke-street.—In Ann-street, 66, Mrs. A. 
Evans.—In Mary-Anne.street, 24, Mrs. E. 
Lane.—33, Mrs. S. Cannock.—In Canal- 
street, 27, Mrs. E., Alsop.—In Cherry- 
street, Mr. C, Baynham. 

At Handsworth, 84, Mr. W. Mead.— 
Mr. E. Bird.—At Ashted, 47, Mr. T. S. 
Fallows.—At Wellesbourne, at an advan- 
ced age, Barnard Dewes, esq. deservedly 
mented.—At Allesby, the Rev. W. Bree, 
rector. 

SITROPSHIRE. 
A eontested election for a member of 

-parliament for this county in the room of 
the late Sir John Kynaston Powell, bart., 
was generally expected, and the partizans 
of several candidates were upon the alert. 
It appeared that Mr. Childe, mM. Pp. for 
Ludlow, alone on the tory interest, was 
inclined to oppose Mr. Cressett Pelham, 
of Shrewsbury, the Whig candidate, and 
considerable sums were subscribed to en- 
sure his return; but he afterwards declin- 
ed, and gave place to Mr. Pelham, who 
was then nominated. 

Married.) Mr. Smith, of Wentnor, to 
Miss S. Medlicott, of Medlicott.—John 
Whitehall Dod, esq. of Cloveley, to Miss 
E, Allanson, of Ripon. 

Died.] At Shrewsbury, in Castle Fore- 
gate, 35, Mrs. Vaunghan.— Mr. N. Hughes, 
—In Castle-street, Mrs. E. Morris, greatly 
respected.—74, Mr. W. Davies, sen.—66, 
Mrs. M. Bowdler.— 84, Mr. Grinsell.— Mr, 
E. Woosnam.—89, Mrs. Hutton.—50, Mr, 
Simpson, of Mardol. i 

At Ludlow, Mr. R. Wigley. 
At Whitchurch, 83, Mr. E. Baker, late 

of Broughall.—79, Mrs, Price. 
At Beachcote, Miss Townson. —At 

Edgmond, 87, Mrs. Hall, deservedly re- 
gretted.—At Wheathill, Elizabeth Cathe- 

Shropshire—Worceslershire— Herefordshire. Jan. f, 
rine, wife of the Rev. John Churton.—At 
Hopesay, Mrs. Beddoes, widow of Richard 
B. esq. and mother of Dr. B. 

Lately, at Bridgnorth, 69, W. Hasle- 
wood, esq. most deservedly and sincerely 
lamented by his friends, and particularly 
by the many poor widows, maidens, or- 
phans, and others, who have long partaken 
of his bounty. From his maternal ances- 
tors, le enjoyed considerable possessions 
in Bridgnorth, which he has devised to his 
trustees and executors, Edward Gatacre, 
esq. of Gatacre, and the Rev. Wm. Bates, 
rector of Barrow, to sell and divide the 
proceeds as he has directed, amongst his 
relations and friends, having died a bachic- 
lor. He was descended from paternal an- 
cestors, who had resided upon their estate 
at Oldington in Worfield, in the county of 
Salop, in uninterrupted succession, from 
Thomas Haselwode, of that place, in the 
reign of Henry LV. who married Matilda, 
daughter of Richard Eudenas, son of Ro- 
bert Eudenas, younger son of Richard lord 
of Eudenas in Worfield, down to Thomas 
Haslewood, who died at Oldington in 1659, 
whose second son Roger emanated to 
Bridgnorth, where the family have held 
the first offices of that corporation, with 
the highest respectability. 

WORCESTERSHIRE. 
Marvied.| Mr. W. Henson, of London- 

road, near Worcester, to Miss Webb, of 
Stow-on-the-Wold.—Mr. Smith, of Wor- 
cester, to Miss M. Davies, of Newnham. 
— Mr. W. Tolly, of Noithwick, to Miss 
Parsloe, of Ombersley.—Richard Badham, 
esq. to Mrs. Mee, both of Bromyard.—Mr, 
G. Morris, of Severn Stoke, to Miss M. A. 
White, of Broomhall, 

Died.| At Worcester, Miss S. Hartin. 
At St. John’s, near Worcester, 83, Mrs. 

Filder, late of Upton-upon-Severn. 
At Bromgrove, 91, Mr. J. Owen. 

HEREFORDSHIRE. 
A numerous meeting of landlords and 

landholders of this county, at which Sir 
Hungerford Hoskyns, bart. presided, took 
place at Hereford, to consider of the pro- 
priety of requesting the high sheriff to call 
a county meeting, for the purpose of ad- 
dressing both houses of parliament upon 
its agricultural distress, when a requisition 
was agieedto, Itstated the meeting to be 
“ For the purpose of taking into consider- 
ation the propriety of representing to both 
houses of parliament the unparalleled and 
daily increasing distress of the agricultural 
interest of the county, and the several 
causes thereof, and petitioning them to 
adopt such measures as they in their wise 
dom may deem best calculated for its re- 
lief, and expressing to them apprehensions 
of the awful consequences of further delay 
in affording aid in difficulties so overwhelm- 
ing.” The sheriff refused to call the meet- 
ing. ’ 

Married.] 
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Married.] G. H. Wood, esq. to Miss 

Eleanor Link, of Hereford.—Mr. F. Hail, 
of the Harriotts, Great Malvern, to Miss 
S. Lilley, of Lillings.— William Unett, esq. 
of Ewethington, to Miss E, L. Kennedy, of 
Caltra, county of Down. 

Died.] At Hereford, 72, Edwin S. 
Lechmere, esq. desers etly regretted. 

At Ross, 77, Mary Trusted, one of the 
Society of Friends. 

At King’s Pyon, 60; the Rev. W. Thomas. 
GLOUCESTER AND MONMOUTHSHIRE. 
Ata late public meeting of the merchants 

and traders, held at Gloucester, the mayor 
in the chair, it was resolved to petition 
both houses of parliament, praying a repeal 
of the Insolvent Debtor’s act, on the 
ground “that it has been productive of 
most injurious consequences to the public 
interests, by giving facility to the accom- 
plishment of fraudulent designs, by its ge- 
neral tendency to demoralize the national 
character, and destroy the contidence 
indispensably required in the commercial 
affairs of the country.” 

A handsome building is now erecting at 
Bristol for a Philosophical and Literary 
Institution. A provisional committee has 
been appointed to draw up the plan for 
the future conduct of the establishment, 
and a prospect was given of the delivery 
of lectures in the theatre in the course of 
the winter. 
An afflicting catastrophe lately happen- 

ed in the neighbourhood of the Holmes’ 
Lights, Bristol Channel: Capt. Gill, his 
wife, two sisters, with a servant boy, to- 
gether with two boatmen, proceeding from 
Watchett to Cardiff, were, from the boat 
apsetting, unfortunately drowned. 

Married.) Mr. J. Stock, of Glastonbury, 
to Miss A. Scott Veal, of Gloucester.—Mr. 
H. Jennings, of Gloucester, to Miss Ste- 
vens, of Tetbury.—M+r. W. Simms, of 
Gloucester, to Miss A. Painter, of Stafford. 
—Mr, H. Hathway, of Wick and Abson, 
to Miss E, Shortman, of St. Philip and Ja- 
cob, Bristol.—Mr. G. Pritchard, of Bris- 
tol, to Elizabeth, daughter of Captain G. 
Gillett, late of Bristol.—Mr. E. Phillips, 
of Berkeley-place, Clifton, to Miss R. 
Lewis, of Catherine, near Bath.—Mr. W. 
Potter, to Miss Brown, both of Barton- 
street, Tewkesbury.—Mr. J. Briggs, to 
Miss E. Dorvell, both of Brimscombe-port. 
—Joseph Bromedge, esq. of Stone, to Miss 
Garlick, of Frocester.—Mr. J. Hickman, 
of Weston-park, to Miss E. H. Keyte, of 
Warwick. 

Died | At Gloucester, in Eastgate-street, 
Mys. Case, suddenly.—In Bolt-lane, Mrs. 
Ursell,—In Norfolk-buildings, Mr. J. H. 
Jones. 

_ At Bristol, on Queen’s parade, 65, 
George Ebbery Thomas, esq.—Mr. C. 
Latcham, sen.—In Park-street, Joseph 
Bonbouous, esq —In the Horse-fair, 70, 
Mr, P. Vinm.—60, Mrs. W. Pool. 

Gloucestershire and Monmouthshire ~ Oafordshire, &¢. 571 

At Cheltenham, Mrs. Evans, widow of 
William E esq. of Barton-court, Hereford- 
shire. —25, Mis. M. A. Goodwin.—Mrs. E. 
Drayton, highly esteemed and regretted. 

At Hope Mansel, 90, Mrs. Taylor, late 
of Culver-house.—At Thornbury, 95, Mrs. 
Robinson, widow of Colonel Beverley R. 
—At Hurdecote-green, 82, Mr. P. Her- 
bert.—At Marshfield, 24, Mr. J. Jenkins. 

OXFORDSHIRE. 
The following subjects are proposed for 

the Chancellor’s Prizes, for the year ensu- 
ing, viz.—For Latin veises : Ars Geologica. 
—For an English Essay: On Public Spirit 
amongst the Ancients.—For a Latin Essay : 
Conditio Servorum apud Antiquos.—The 
first is intended for those gentlemen of the 
University who have -not exceeded four 
years from the time of their matriculation ; 
and the other two for such as have exceed- 
ed four, and not completed seven years.— 
Sir Roger Newdigate’s Prize: For the best 
composition in English verse, not contain- 
ing either more or fewer than fifty lines, 
by an under-graduate who has not exceed- 
ed four years from the time of his matri- 
culation. 

Married.] Mr. R. L. Jones, to Miss F. 
Rose, of Queen-street, both of Oxford.— 
Mr. James Long, to Miss M. Smith, both 
of Witney.—At Coombe, Mr. W. Loit, to 
Miss A. Talbott, of High-lodge, Blenheim- 
park.—Mr. fT. H. Robart, to Miss S, Bar- 
ker, of Cuddesden. 

Died.] At Oxford, in Broad-street, 25, 
Miss M. Collingwood.— 57,Mr.L. Prickett. 
—In St. Aldate’s, 59, Mr. S. Davis.—70, 
Mr. R, Rusher. 

At Henley-on-Thames, 72, Mrs. D. 
Hickman.—Mrs. Waite. 

At Burford, Mr. J. Newman.—At 
Bampton, 72, Mr. J. Banting.—At Grea 
Milton, 72, Mr. J. Billing. ; 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE AND BERKSHIRE. 
A severe shock ‘of an earthquake was 

felt on the 24th Nov. at Hillesden, Bucks, 
It was preceded bya loud rumbling noise 
and commotion of the earth, which shook 
several of the houses so violently that the 
inmates, who had retired to rest, were 
awoke, and the children screamed from 
terror. The church only suffered: part 
of its battlements were shaken down, as 
well as other damage done. 

Married.| Mr. J. W. Bevill, of Reading, 
to Mrs. Jessop, of the Corn-market, Ox- 
ford.—Mr. J. Weedon, of Castle-street, 
Reading, to Miss S. ech of Theale. — 
George Simson, jun. esq. of Selwood-park, 
Berks, to Miss M. A. Sutherland, of Glou- 
cester-place, Portman-square, London. 

Died.] At Buckingham, 27, Mr. W. 
Willsher. 

At Aylesbury, 74, Mr. Barker, greatly 
respected.—55, Miss Tanner, 

At Windsor, Mr. T. Fennell.—Anne, 
wife of Capt. Cowell, of the 5th regt. of 
foot.—18, Miss E, Hughes, 

At 
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At Worminghall, Mrs. Lewin, late of 

Beckley Park.—At Amersham, 29, Miss 
E. Roberts. 
HERTFORDSHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIRE. 

The earl of Bridgwater is now employ- 
ing, from patriotic motives, (to his credit, 
we report it,) no less than 900 men, 
‘women, and children, on his estates in 
‘Hertfordshire. 
_Married.] The Rev. G. Browne, of St. 

Alban’s, to Miss C. Radchell, of Hull.— 
John Chowens, esq. of Welches, to Miss A. 
Liensby, ‘of Long Leachenham.—J. C. 
Browne, esq. of Ampthill, to Miss Isabella 
Mello, of London. 

Died.} At Woburn, 76, Mr. 
Goodman. 

At Watford, 69, Stephen Ardeson, esq. 
—At Flothall,59, Mr. T. Rodd.—At Leigh- 
ton Buzzard, Mrs, Olive. 

NORTH AMPTONSHIRE. 
The Peterborough coach, lately going 

down Baldock-hill, unfortunately upset; 
the guard was killed on the spot, and the 
‘coachman much hurt. 

Marrivd.} William Baker, esq. M.D. of 
Northampton, to Miss Bernard, of South- 
ampton. 

Died.] At Northampton, 29, Mr. T. 
‘Birdsall. 

At Peterborough, Mrs. Rawlings.—81, 
Mrs. Douglas, widow of D. Douglas, esq. 
of Folkingham. 

At Oundle, 7é, Mrs. Sugar. 
At Courteen-hall-rectory, 18, Jane 

Helena, daughter of the Rev. R. W. Wake. 
CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDONSHIRE. 
Mr, Bankes has recently been elected 

representative in parliament of the univer- 
sity of Cambridge, in the room of the Jate 
Mr. Smyth. ‘The numbers stood as follows: 

T. 

For Mr. Bankes ‘ se spree 0) 
Lord Hervey » . . ° 260 
Mr. Scarlett x o . 218 

A meeting was Jately held of the free- 
holders and inhabitants of the county of 
Cambridge and Isle of Ely, for the pur- 
pose of forming an open and permanent 
committee, to promote a thorough, yet 
constitutional reform, in the represeutation 
of the people in parliament.” A com- 
mittee of freeholders and inhabitants was 
accordingly formed; and it assembled at 
Cambridge to the number of seventy-seven, 
on the 15th ult. at which time the follow- 
ing were the unanimous resolutions :— 

“That it is extremely desirable that 
there should bea general and simultaneous 
declaration of the sentiments of the friends 
of reform, previous to the opening of the 
next session of parliament ; and that all the 
counties in England be, and are hereby, 
invited to adopt. the plan pursued by the 
counties of York and Cambridge, of imme- 
diately appointing a committee of the 
freeholders and inhabitants for that pur- 
pose.—“ That public meetings. of all the 
eounties should, if possible, be held in 

January next, in order to present a consti- 
tutional, yet determined and united, ap- 
peal, from the population of England, to 
the parliament, early in the session, for an 
immediate and thorough reform in the re- 
presentation of the people, which, in the 
opinion of the committee, can alone afford 
the smallest hope to this unhappy nation 
of present relief, or future protection from 
the most intolerable taxation and unparal- 
leled distress.” 

Marvied.] The Rev. R. Cobbold, of 
Caius College, Cambridge, to Miss M. A. 
Waller, of Hillesley Grove,—C. Boultbee, 
esq. of Whittlesea, to Miss A. Helton, of 
Jamaica.—The Rey, Emerson Chapman, 
B.A, vicar of Edenham and Swinestead, to 
Miss E, Martin, of Godmanchester. 

Died.] At Cambridge, 79, Mrs. Bridget 
Wardleworth, widow of the Rev. James 
W.—31, Mr. C. Baxter.—In Bridge- 
street, 53, Mrs. L. Styles, regretted. 

At Newmarket, 75, Mrs. M, Holmes. 
At Chatteris, 23, Miss L. Poole, late of 

Witcham.—22, Mrs, M. Lamb, deservedly 
lamented. 

At Haddenham, 46, Mrs. M, Waller, 
deservedly regretted—At Fen Ditton, 
Mr. R. Adams. 

At St. Ives, Hunts, 73, Mr. Thomas 
Hutchinson, currier. His death is sin- 
cerely regretted by his family and friends, 
for he was ever a kind, provident, and 
affectionate father, a peaceable, friendly, 
and aecommadating neighbour, a cheerful 
companion, and a most confidential friend. 

NORFOLK. 

A requisition to the high sheriff, fora 
meeting of this county, has lately been 
signed by a yery large number of most 
respectable owners and occupiers of land, 
chiefly the latter. The intention of the 
committee appointed to form the arrange- 
ments of the meeting, are to confine the 
resolutions to prayer for relief from those 
taxes which bear most severely upon agri- 
culture, such as the malt tax, to advert to 
and support Mr. Brougham’s Bill of last 
session, with reference to brewing, and 
which was withdrawn on the distinct un- 
derstanding, that it was to be brought for- 
ward in the next, and to pray the consi- 
deration of the legislature towards some 
amelioration and abatement of the poor 
laws, and their disastrous effects. 

Married.| Richard Shaw, esq. of St. 
Clement’s, to Miss Ashby, of St. George’s: 
—Mr. W. Young, of Bridge.street, to Miss 
M. Frowse, of ‘St. Stephen’s: all of Nor- 
wich.— Mr. T. White, of Norwich, to Miss 
S. Long, of Mulbarton-hall—Mr. B. 
Athow, to Miss M. A. Scragg, both of 
Lynn.—Mr. Green, of Wroxham, to Mis 
S. Spurgeon, of Mulbarton.—Mr. W. 
Norton, of Melton, to Miss J. Spelman, of 
Yarmouth.—The Rev. S. C. Smith, rector 
of Denver, to Miss Lucy Maria Collyer, 
of Gunthorpe-hall, 

Dicd.} 
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Dicd.| At Norwich, 63, Mary, wife of 

Capt. Hays, deservedly lamented.—In St. 
Lawrence, 48, Mrs. T. Knight, regretted. 
—In st. Stephen’s, Mr. Williams, —In the 
Castle Ditch, 56, Mr. Royal. 

At Yarmouth, 24, Miss E. Crowther.— 
72, Mrs, A. Martin.—61, Mrs. S. Webster. 
—35, Mr. J. Townsend.—42, Mrs. M. 
Farman. 

At Lynn, 71, Mrs. Lindsay.—Mrs. 
Winder, of South Lynn.—64, Mr, Money. 
—Capt. Flegg. 

At Thetford, 25, Mrs. E. Gates, es- 
teemed and regretted.—Mr. W. Burrell. 

At East Dereham, Mrs. M. Cooper.— 
83, Mrs. E. Blomfield.—At Arminglkall, 
23, Miss 8. Waters.—At Hales-hall, 53, 
Mrs. George, deservedly lamented.—At 
Cotton, Mary, widow of Jeremiah Ives 
Harvey, «8q.—At Soham, Mrs. S. A. 
Hardy. 

SUFFOLK. 
‘A numerous meeting of land-owners and 

occupiers was lately held at Ipswich, when 
the following excellent petition to both 
houses of parliament was unanimously 
agreed to :—‘‘ That from the year 1814 to 
‘the present time, indeed ever since the 
communication with the continent has 
been open, the agriculture of the United 
Kingdom has been declining. That its in- 
creased and increasing depression, during 
the last three years, has produced many 
hundred petitions, in the last three ses- 
sions, to both Houses of Parliament, fiom 
a very large portion cf the occupiers of 
the soil, for adequate protecting duties on 
all the productions of our soil, as the only 
remedy for such depression, by diminishing 
the import and restraining the consump- 
tion of our population to the productions of 
our own soil.—‘ That in the last sessions 
of parliament, this honourable House did 
not only recognize, but adopt the principle 
of protecting duties on the import of grain, 
but on so inadequate a scale, as to restore 
neither validity to agricultural produce, 
nor confidence to the cultivator; and the 
consequence has been, that the deprecia- 
tion, gravitating under its own pressure, 
has since increased to such an alarming 
degree as to threaten the subversion, if not 
the utter ruin, of our agriculture.—* That 
as every tax, whether of excise, customs, 
assessed taxes, poor rates, or stamp duties, 
and parochial charges payable in this coun- 
try, is an ingredient in the cost of produc- 
tion, and of an occupation and residence in 
it, the cultivators ot the soil experience a 
most unequal pressure of all.these bur- 
thens, and must continue to do so, as long 
as they shall be compelled to sell their 
productions in their own markets, at an 
mnequal competition with the productions 
of other countries not subject to such 
taxes, or to any countervailing duties in 
lieu thereof.—‘* Wherefore the petitioners 
niost humbly pray, as the taxation of the 
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country cannot be reduced to the stand- 
ard of 1793, consistently with national 
solvency, although the prices of their pro- 
ductions are reduced to the standard of 
that year, by means of foreign import, duty 
free, or at inadequate duties, that all the 
productions of the soil of the United 
Kingdom may be protected from the une- 
qual competition, by such adequate duties 
on the import of all the productions of our 
soil, as shall protect and secure to your 
petitioners such prices for their produc- 
tions in their own markets, as the existing 
internal taxation has created, without 
which the cultivators of the soil must not 
only labour in vain, but generally be ruined 
and undone; and the cultivation of the 
United Kingdom be superseded, in as 
much as present prices, with present 
incumbrances, leave neither rent to the 
owner, nor profit to the occupier.” 

Married.) Mr. J, Maulden, to Miss A. 
Christie; Mr. I. Brown, to Miss M, 
Riches; Mr, J. B. Danneley, to Miss G. 
Louth: all of Ipswich.—Henry Robert 
Gooch, esq. to Miss Wayth, both of South. 
wold.—Mr, J. Wells, jun. of Needham, to 
Miss F. Barker, of Monk Soham-place.— 
Mr. F. Cracknell, to Miss Muskett, both of 
Fressingfield.—Mr. J. Baldry, to Miss M. 
Elvin, of Stradbrook.—Mr, R. Wiseman, 
of Rickinghall, to S. Pymer, of West Har- 
ling. 

Died.] At Bury, 72, Mr. Sibsey.—Mr. 
Petit.—Mrs. King.—Mrs. Beeton. 

At Ipswich, 46, Mr. W. Manning.— 
Mr. H. Howdeli.—58, Mrs. Stow.—Mr, 
W. Oliver.—735, Mrs. Denham. 

At Saxmundham, 60, Mr. J. Knight,— 
28, Mrs. Haxell. ; 

At Framlingham, 39, Mrs. Benington. 
At Thiberton, Mary ‘lodd, one of the 

Society of Friends, much respected —At 
Hintlesham, Mrs, Morgan, respected.— 
At Wrentham, Mrs. E. Primrose.—At 
Levington, 64, Mrs. R. Cook.—At East 
Bergholt, Mr. 3. Barnard. 

At Witnesham, aged 84, the Rev. 
Joln King, rector. Mr. King was born 
at Richmond, in Yorkshire, on the 28th of 
April, 1758, and received the rudiments 
of his education at the Free Grammar 
School in that town, under the tuitien 
of that classical scholar and liberal di- 
vine, the Rev. Anthony ‘'emple, A.M. vi- 
car of Easby. From Richmond he re- 
moved to Cambridge; and, on the recom- 
mendation of the Rev. Francis Black- 
burne, a.m. archdeacon of Cleveland, an 
intimate friend of Dr. Law, then Master 
of St. Peter's College, and afterwards 
Bishop of Carlisle, he was entered of that 
Society. Here he proceeded to the de- 
gree of A.B. in 1760; and, from the honour 
which he obtained on that occasion (being 
the seventh Wrangler on the Tripos,) he 
was elected Fellow. He soou, however, 
relinquished residence in college, wa ip 
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been appointed in tliat year (on the recom- 
mendation of his tutor, the Rev. Daniel 
Longmire, a.m,) Under Master of the 
Free Grammar School of Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, then governed by that eminent scho- 
Jar and able instructor, the Rev. Hugh 
Moises, a.M. In this situation he conti- 
nued seven years; and during that period 
jiad the pleasure of seeing the school raised 
so high in reputation, and the number of 
scholars so considerably increased, as to 
require the appointment of a third master. 
The present Lord Chancellor, the Earl of 
Eldon, and his learned brother, Lord 
Stowell, both received their edueation 
dicre while Mr. King was the Under Mas- 
ter. In 1763 he proceeded to the degree 
of A.M. In 1767 he removed from New- 
castle to Ipswich, having been appointed 
Master of the Free Grammar School in 
that town, on the recommendation of his 
eld friend and preceptor Mr. Temple, to 
whom the school committee had written, 
through the Rev. Andrew Layton, A.M. 
vector of St. Matthew, (whose sister Mr. 
Temple had married) to point out a person 
qualified to fillthat situation, In the same 
year he was chosen by the corporation the 
town preacher; and, notwithstanding the 
changes in the political interests of the 
borough, he rétained this situation for a 
period of twenty-three years. In 1776 he 
was presented by his College to the Rec- 
tory of Witnesham, near Ipswich. In 
1798, in consequence of some dangerous 
attacks of illness, and an infirm state of 
health, he resigned the mastership of the 
school, which, by his talents and applica- 
tion, he had raised so high in the public 
estimation, as to have had upwards of se- 
veaty boarders at one time in his house ; 
and retired to a residence on his rectory, 
where he closed his earthly career, after 
having filled, throughout a long life, a pub- 
lic situation, with the highest credit to 
himself and the greatest advantage to 
others. Mr. King was the author of the 
following works, viz. ‘“‘ Sententia ex diver- 
sis auctoribus excerpte, et primis Lingna 
Latine Tyronibus accommodate, operd 
Johannis King, a B. apnd Novocastrenses 
Sub-praceptoris,” Newcastle, 1761; ‘tA 
Sermon, preached at Witnesham, Novem- 
ber 29, 1798, being the day appointed for 
a General ‘I hanksgiving on account of cur 
late Naval Victories,” Ipswich, small 4to. 
And “A Sermon on the Catholic Claims, 
with notes and a postscript,’ Ipswich 1813, 
small 4to. There is an engraved portrait 
of Mr. King (a private plate), by Bond, 
trom a miniature by Dunthorne, 

ESSEX. 
In this and the other home counties, the 

experiment has been made of a third gaol 
delivery—a measure as humane as neces- 
sary, under our present increased popu- 
lation, and that social distress which en- 
genders so many infractions of law. At the 

Essea—Kent—Sussex. [Jan. 1, 
first of these Assizes there were 92 pri- 
soners for trial:—for felony, 56; burglary, 
16; highway robbery, 4; misdemeanour, 
3; poaching, 2; breaking prison, 2; arson, 
1; rape, 1; assaulting a constable, 1; ob- 
taining money under false pretences, 1 ; 
cutting and maiming, 2 ; horse-stealing, 1. 

Married.] Mr. C. E. Stewart, of Col- 
chester, to Miss Siden, of Sudbury.—Mr. 
J. Lee, of Hawstead, to Miss E. Chipper- 
field, of Chelmsford.—Mr. C. Crooks to 
Miss S. P. Maryon, both of Moulsham.— 
Mr. Wheble, of Waltham Abbey, to Miss 
K. King, of Ovington.—The Rev. R. P. 
Whish, M.A. vicar of Broxted, to Miss 
S. CG. Streathficld.— Mr. J. Clarke, to Miss 
S. A. Woolnough, both of Dover-court.— 

Died.] At Harwich, 67, Mrs. Dunnage. 
—Miss M. Constable. 

At Colchester, 22, Eleanor Maria, wife 
of Samuel Green Cook, esq. of St. John’s 
Abbey. 

At Chelmsford, 87, Mrs. M. Hungate. 
At Romford, -9, Miss Wayland. ; 
At Earl's Colne, Mr. Burch, suddenly. 

—At Great Bentley Tyer, Mr. J. Firman. 
—At Wicks, Mary, wife of John Macerell 
Coustable, esq.—At Bradwell Mill, 6y, 
Mr. W. Wade. 

KENT. 
Marvied.] Mr. R. Clarke, to Mrs. Cock, 

both of Canterbury.—Mr. Allen, to Miss 
Dale, both of Dover.—Mr. J. Pepper, jun. 
of Dover, to Miss R. Pilcher, of Ashford. 
—Mr. J. Hobday, to Miss J. Butcher: 
Mr. H. Stace, to Miss J. Golden ; all of 
Folkestone.—Mr. B. Collens, to Miss S. 
Hunt; Mr. J. M‘Farland, to Miss M, 
Pendal : all of Chatham.—Mr. J. Tassell, 
of Broad court, to Miss M. A. Frances, of 
Deal.—Mr. J. Sanders, to Miss S. Sparks, 
both of Boxley.—Mr. G. Bayley, to Miss 
C, Attila, both of Ashford. 

Died.| At Canterbury, 78, Mrs. S. 
Hamblin, of Wincheap.—in St. Peter’s- 
street, Mrs. Covington, of Bedford. 

At Dover, Mis. M. Smith—Mr. J. 
Bell._Mr. G. Stockewell, regretted.— 
62, Mr. J. Linory. 

At Chatham, 24, Miss J. L. Burdett.— 
28, Mrs. Scrimes.—40, Mr, J. Burton.— 
19, Miss C. Magnus.—82, Mr. T. Carden, 
—At Rochester, 76, Mr. R. Burnet. 

At Margate, 83, George Slater, esq. 
M.D. deservedly regretted for his profes- 
sional and other excellence. 

At Newington, 46, Mrs. Ruck.—At 
Sittingbourne, 82, Mrs. Beckett, much re- 
specied.—At Ashford, at anadvanccd age, 
Mr. T. Cooley.—70, Mr. Brooke, 

SUSSEX. 
A luminous appearance was observed in 

the beavens on the night of 22d November, 
at the distance of about a degree anda half 
from Cur Caroli, which much resembled a 
small comet : it was viewed distinctly for 
ten minutes from the hills in the neigh- 
bourhood of East Grinstead, but a veil of 
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wane cloud overspreading that part of the 
sky, it became no longer visible. 

Married.) Mr. G. Neal, of Summers 
Town, to Miss A. Farr, of St. Martin’s- 
square, Chichester.—The Rev. James Ed- 
wards, of Petworth, to Miss M. Wood, of 
Charles-street, Brighton..—Mr. H. Mills, of 
Heyshott, to Miss M. Maxwe'l, of Hart- 
ing. 

Died.] At Chichester, in West-street, 60, 
Mrs. S. Hopkins.—In North-street, 18, 
Miss Mary Harriett Dixon. 

At Brighton, in High-street, 91, Miss J. 
Foard.—In Brighton-place, Mr. T. Fare- 
head.—In Russell-street, at an advanced 
age, Mrs. Thompson.—In Artillery-place, 
Mrs. James. 

At Cocking, 99, the Rev. Melmoth 
Skynner, vicar 

HAMPSHIRE, 
It is intended to establish a steam- 

vessel from Portsmouth to Bitboa, to keep 
up a weekly communication with Madrid. 

An Agricultural Society was lately 
formed at Petersfield, to correspond with 
other societies, and. combine their efforts 
for obtaining relief from the prescnt 
distress. 

The Rey. W. J. G. Phillips, vicar of 
Eling, has lately commenced cultivating 
a piece of waste land in a different man- 
ner than usual, for the express purpose of 
employing the parish labourers. 

Married.}|. Mr. ©. Wooldridge, jun, of 
Winchester, to Miss A. E. F. Hannington, 
of Twyford.—Mr. A. Holdaway, of Win- 
chester, to Miss Howe, of Alresford.— 
Julian Slight, esq. of Portsmouth, to Miss 
E. A. Woollgar, of Lewes.—Lieut. H. 
May, of Newport, to Miss Butler, of the 
Brick Kiln.—Mr. Thorpe, of Froxfield, to 
Miss M. Pyle, of Westmeon.—Mr. C. 
Hellis, of Odeham, to Miss S. Mersham, 
of Longharm. 

Died.| At Southampton, 89, Mr. R. 
Chaplin.—21, Miss K. Burridge.— 59, 
Mrs. M. Yates.—Mr. T. Dexter, of Mill- 
brook.—39, Mr. J. Davids.—37, Mrs. A. 
Pocock. 

At Winchester, in St. Peter-street, Mrs. 
Strong. 

At Portsmont», Mr. Harsison Deacon, jun. 
At Portsea, Mr. G. King.—56, Mr. W. 

Collins.— Miss S. Bettesworth, deservedly 
regretted, 

At Lymington, 78, Mrs. E, Dove.—Miss 
Emily Bevis, 

At Branbridge-house, Walter Smythe, 
esq.—At Romsey, Mr. J. Hillyer, much 
respected.—23, Mrs. Ward.—Mr. Chalk. 
—Mr. Newman.—At Newport, 73, Mrs. 
Knott. — At Yately, 66, Robert Budden, 
esq., a magistrate of the county. 

WILTSHIRE. 
Murried.] Mr. G. Parsons, to Miss A. 

Williams, of the Close—Mr. P. Butcher, 
to Miss C. Bennett: Mr. RK. Roberts, to 
Miss J. Blake; Mr, S, Parfitt, to Miss E, 
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Deacon: all of Trowbridge,—At Bret- 
ford, the Rev. G. Parker Cleather, to 
Miss F. Lee, of Ottery St. Mary. 

Died.) At Devizes, Mrs. Hillman. 
At Bradford, 79, Mrs. Saunders, late of 

Frome. 
At Potterne, 58, Mrs. Palmer, re= 

gretted.—At Sutton Mandeville, Miss M. 
Hibberd. 

SOMERSETSHIRE. 
A mumerous meeting was lately held at 

Chard, for considering the best methods 
for carrying into effect the long-contem- 
plated plan of forming a junction between 
the English and British channels. The 
junction was agreed upon: merchants will 
thus save the risk and expense of sending 
goods from all places on the Severn round 
the Land’s End. 

Married.] H. Selwood, esq. to Miss E. 
Parsons, of George’s-place; Mr, G. Pel- 
linger, of Horse-street, to: Miss J. Bartlett, 
of Kiagsmead-terrace ; al? of Bath.—Mr. 
Ferris, of Westgate-place, to Miss Tutton, 
of Coxley.—H. G. Kersteman, esq. of the 
Artillery, to Mrs. Catherine Williams, late 
of Shepton Mallet.—At Castle Cary, Mr. 
J. Burge, to Miss E. A. Oram. 

Died.| At Bath, in Queen-square, 75, 
Anne Henrietta, widow of Charles Pen- 
ruddocke, esq. late m.P. for Wilts —In 
Prince’s buildings, J. Barkley, esq.—In 
Marlborough-street, Mrs. M. Barnes. 

At Taunton, Mr. J. Ludlow, of London. 
At Charlton-house, 57, Mr. T. Ponting. 
At Old Sodbury, Mrs E. Limbrick.— 

At Wookey Hole, Mr. Snelgrove.—At 
Widcombe, Mr. M. Dyer. 

DORSETSHIRE. 
Marricd.| R. Woodman, esq. to Miss 

Charlotte Oakley, both of Weymouth.— 
Mr. Godwin, of Penperne, to Miss E, 
Hill, of Tarrant Hintou.—Chatles Hennin, 
esq. of Froome-house, to Miss Charlotte 
Way, of Bridport. 

Died.] At Weymouth, Miss Louisa 
M‘Donald. 

At Poole, John Waldron, esq.—7%, Mrs. 
Wickens. 

At Sydling, Anne Maria, wife of the 
Rev. G. Feaver, vicar. 

At Fifehcad, Magdalen, Miss Emily 
Baker. 

DEVONSHIRE. 
A meeting of freeholders of Devon was 

lately he!d at Exeter, Viscount Ebrington 
in the chair: when it was resolved to pre- 
sent a requisition to the High Sheriff for a 
county meeting, to petition the legislature 
for a reform in Parliament. 

The poor-rates of this county have lately 
considerably increased, from the growing 
depression of the agriculturists. 

Married.) Mr. Tremayne, of Catherine- 
street, to Mrs. Pearce, of Fore-street; 
Mr. G. Mogg, to Miss E, Snell: all of 
Plymouth.—C. Small, esq. of Bideford, to 
Miss Grossard, of Tawsteck, — Henry 
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Boyce, esq. of Bideford, to Miss Sloly, of 
Torrington.—Mr. W. Aggott, of South- 
molton, to Miss Agnes Milford, of ‘Truro, 
—Mr. H. Hawker, of Lymstone, to Miss 
A. Shipston, late of Exmouth. 

Died.] At Exeter, 78, Mrs. A. Hicks. 
—At an advanced age, Elizabeth, widow 
of J. Dands, esq. of Birmingham. 

At Plymouth, in Morice-town, 74, Mr. 
J. Whitford—tIn Marlborough-row, 39, 
Mr. W. Ayres.—In Richmond-row, 40, 
Mr. J. Reed.—Lieut. Silver, R.N. 

At Totnes, Joun Foster Barham, esq. 
late of Exeter, eminent for his literary 
knowledge and moral qualities. 

At Teignmouth, W. Dyer, M.D. deser- 
vedly regretted. 

CORNWALL. 
Married.] Mr. J. Penrose, to Miss 

Stokes, both of Truro.—The Rev. T. Scott 
Smyth, of St. Austle, (o Georgiana Theo- 
phila, daughter of the late Sir T. J. Met- 
calfe, bart.—At Maker, Mr. J. Martin, of 
East Looe, to Miss C. Harvey.—Mr. 
Reed, of Lostwithrel, to Miss Belman, of 
Liskeard, 

Divd.] At Penzance, 6%, Mrs. Lloyd. 
At Truro, Thomas John, esq. a partner 

in the Miners’ Bank, deservedly esteemed 
and regretted. 

At ‘Trewenter, 85, William Hocken, 
esq.—At Trelawney, in Pelynt, Lady 
Trelawney, wife of Sir Harry T. bart. 

WALES. 
Married.] Mr, J. Davies, of Cardigan, 

to Letitia, daughter of the late Richard 
Jones, esq. of Pantyrin.—Mr. J. Davies, 
to Miss Thomas; Mr. ‘Thomas Thomas, to 
Miss J. Grisdale : all of Carmarthen.—Mr. 
M. William, of Newcastle, Bridgend, to 
Miss C. Whitesmith, of Hackney. 

Died.) At Swansea, 55, Mrs. M. Ri- 
chards, deservedly regretted.—Miss M. 
David.—On the Strand, Mr. J, Evans.— 
50, Mr. W. Bowers. 

At Carmarthen, 91, Mrs. Horton, widow 
of Vaughan H. esq. chairman of the Quar- 
ter Sessions of the county, deservedly re- 
gretted. 

At Brecon, Robert Cooke, esq. bar- 
rack-master, generally respected.—Mr. J. 
West. ; 

At Cadoxton, near Neath, 72, Mr. T. 
Johnson, much respected.—At Eastwood, 
Pembrokeshire, Sir H. Mannix, bart. of 
Richmond, Cork. 

SCOTLAND. 
A cause, James Gibson, esq. ve Duncan 

Cornwall—Wales— Scotland— Ireland, &c. 
Stevenson, printer of the late newspaper 
called “the Beacon,” for libel, was lately. 
tried at Edinburgh; damages to the 
amount of 5v0l, were given to the plaintiff. 
This trial created considerable interest. 

Marricd.| W. D. Blair, esq. of Glas- 
gow, to Miss Bruce, of Upper Gower- 
street, Bedford-square, London,—Major 
P. Dunbar, to Jessie, daughter of the Rev. 
W. Leslie, of Balnagaith. 

Died.] At Dundee, 71, Dr. Andrew 
Ross, M.D. 

At Abbotshall, Fifeshire, J. Whytt, esq. 
IRELAND, 

Considerable disturbance was created 
lately at the principal theatre in Dublin, 
by some furious zealots of the Orange 
party, who intended to insult the Viceroy, 
the Marquis Wellesley, for his recent pre- 
vention of the dressing of the statue in 
commemoration of “the Glorious Me- 
mory.” His attendance at the theatre 
was selected for the expression of their re- 
sentment. An obscure miscreant in the 
gallery threw a glass bottle at him, which 
narrowly missed him. The soldiery were 
compelled to act to restore order. 

Marriecd.] At Dublin, James Hunter, 
esq. to Miss Allen, of Dunover-house, 
county of Down.—Jolin Harrison, esq. to 
Miss C. Thompson, both of Belfast—Wm. 
Dawson, esq. of Dungannon, to Miss Car- 
rick, of Richmount, county of Armagh,— 
Mr, Stewart Turner, of Lisburn, to Miss 
M. Russel, of Ballinderry. 

Died,] At Dublin, in Fitzgibbon-street, 
the Hon. and Rev. Lorenzo Hely Hut- 
chinson, brother to Lord Donoughmore. 

At Belfast, 46, Mr. S. Scott.—Mr. Ma- 
gill—In Major’s-field, 42, Mrs. Rea.— 
48, Miss Moore, highly and deservedly 
esteemed. 

INCIDENTS ABROAD. 
A junk of 8 or 900 tons burthen, from 

Amory, in China, with 1600 passengers, 
from the age of seventy to six, was unfor- 
tunately wrecked on the 4th of February, 
on Gaspar island, and of the whole only 
190 persons were saved. These were 
taken up by the British ship India, Capt. 
Pearl, from the rocks, island, and pieces. 
of the wreck. 

DEATHS ABROAD. 
In the neighbourhood of Philadelphia, 

after a short illness, 24, Miss Mary Jen- 
nings, the eldest and accomplished daugh- 
ter of Joseph Jennings, esq. late of Willi- 
ton, Somerset. 

The Observations on M, Davin’s fine Picture on the Coronation of Napoleon, now 
exhibiting in Pall Mall East, came to hand too late to appear in a place worthy of 
the subject. In every respect it claims our earliest attention. 

The Ancedotes and Fan of Osborne, and the Selections from the forty-one volumes 
in the Museum, will be highly acceptable. —DR. STOKES in our neat. 

The SuPppLeMENT will be delivered with the next Number ; which will contain an 
a curate view of the Interior of the French Chamber of Deputies, 
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{Of this honest and able book we have 
already expressed our opinion in the 
Critical Proemium, and we now pro- 
pose to justify that opinion by some ex- 
tracts, which we are persuaded -will 
highly interest our readers. The subject 
of Spain too increases every day in in- 
terest, and every enslaved thinker in 
Europe looks to the energies of the brave 
Spanish people, as the means by which 
public liberty may be extended and fixed 
among all civilized nations. If the 
Spaniards do their duty, do not abuse their 
new-born liberties, and are not betrayed, 
Europe may still be free. Mr. Blaquiere 
has afforded us the means of anticipating 
the probable results, and the glorious 
events of the 7th of last July have in- 
creased the hopes of mankind. Our 
quotations have been liberal, but they 
include not a tythe of the interest con- 
tained in the volume.] 

POPULAR FEELING, 
WwrLe_ passing over the fine Moor- 

ish bridge on the Ebro, which 
leads into Tudela, an immense crowd 
was seen moving slowly under a range of 
trees that shade the public walk: ap- 
proaching nearer, I observed a long pro- 
cession, composed of monks of several 
orders, bearing the host, numerous ban- 
ners, and other religious symbols. These 
were preceded bya train of some hun- 
dred females, dressed in white and veiled : 
a regiment of infantry marched in the 
rear. ‘The whole assembly had just con- 
secrated the lapida, or constitutional 
‘stone, in the great square, and was then 
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taking a circuitous route to the cathedral, 
there to complete the work by singing 
Te Deum. Alighting, with my travelling 
companion, a native of the city, we join- 
ed the procession, and witnessed the re- 
mainder of the ceremony. 
When high-mass had been concluded, 

and the muititude reached the space be- 
fore the edifice, a general viva rent the 
air; this was followed by some bands 
striking up national airs, and. parading 
the streets in different directions: these 
were succeeded by private parties, who 
went about the town, serenading with 
vocal and instrumental music; the even- 
ing terminated in a general illumination, 

It is scarcely necessary to add that the 
population of Zaragoza have exulted, 
with more than ordinary enthusiasm, in 
the restoration of liberty: I had, during 
my short stay, abundant occasions to 
observe this; for, whether I attended 
the religious ceremonies at the magni- 
ficent temples of El Pilar and La Seo, 
entered the theatre, or frequented the 
superb public walks, there was always 
some object or occurrence to remind me 
of the recent change. In the cathedral, 
a priest was appointed to explain the ar- 
ticles of the new political code; nearly 
all the pieces selected for representation 
on the stage, were either composed to 
celebrate, or had an immediate analogy 
to the new order of things; and almost 
every corner presented a placard, on 
which Vive la Constitucion! was in- 
scribed. 

EFFECTS OF BAD GOVERNMENT. 

To form some notion of what bad ° 
government and defective laws have done 
for Spain, it is merely necessary for a 
-traveller to survey the country between 
Zaragoza and Madrid, a distance of one 
hundred and eighty miles. Although the 
rude and strongly built vehicles of the 
country contrive to effect this toilsome 
journey, there is no regular road, until 
you arrive within about forty miles of 
the capital; in other respects, millions of 
acres uncultivated and unenclosed, of a 
soil naturally fertile; a most scanty po- 
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pulation, and every mark of abject po- 
verty amongst the people, completely 
embittered my reflections, and destroyed 
the pleasure I could otherwise have ex- 
perienced,. in traversing the extensive 
plains and romantic hills of Arragon and 
Castile. 

PUBLIC FEELING AT MADRID. 
Although Madrid has always been 

regarded as one of the dullest capitals 
in Europe, the people appear to have 
enjoyed a continued festival during the 
Jast month. When the hours of recre- 
ation arrive, the Prado, Puerta del Sol, 
and the numerous streets which branch 
off from it in every direction, are imme- 
diately filled with people of all ranks, 
ages, and sexes; the usual round of 
serenades and other musical parties en- 
liven the scene at night, while some 
popular play or patriotic chief attracts 
crowded audiences to the theatres. Many 
hundreds, and these of a respectable 
class, attend at the societies of the Cruz 
de Malta and Fontana de Oro, where 
some of the most eloquent men in Spain 
emulate each other in impressing the 
value of rational liberty, and the import- 
ance of constitutional government, on 
the minds of their countrymen. Here, 
it is but a common act of justice to add, 
that of all those whom I have heard speak 
in the above assemblages of the people, 
whether priests or lawyers, soldiers or 
citizens, not one amongst them has ever 
advocated any doctrine that is not recog- 
nized and sanctioned by the new political 
code. As the most perfect tranquillity 
has reigned here since my arrival, I have 
not failed to mix, as much as possible, 
with the joyous multitude; and, though 
a mere spectator, it is impossible not to 
participate in pleasure which has had its 
origin in a source so pure and sacred. 
FERDINAND’S OATH TO THE CONSTI- 

TUTION. 
The morning of the 9th was cloudless 

and suited to the occasion; it was usher- 
ed in by the ringing of bells, and, at four 
o'clock, all the churches in Madrid were 
filled. The streets, through which the 
procession was to pass, were swept and 
watered ; flags, tapestries, and silk dra- 
peries, fringed with gold or silver trim- 
mings, ornamented the houses on each 
side; the street leading to the Cortes 
was strewed with branches of olive, 
myrtle, and flowers of various hues; the 
whole population of Madrid, and not 
less than twenty thousand visitors, who 
came from the provinces to witness the 
scene, were in full activity by six o’clock, 
when the space before the Hall of Cortes 
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became crowded to excess, Before the 
doors leading to the galleries appropriated 
to the public, were seen hundreds of well- 
dressed individuals, and amongst them 
many officers of rank, who had taken 
their station there long before day-light. 
When I reached the spot they were all 
seated, and exchanging those repartees 
usual on such occasions. As the crowd 
increased, they found it necessary to rise; 
what with the effects of an ardent sun, 
and the close contact of so many people, 
several were obliged to withdraw, and 
give place to their neighbours, who were 
less susceptible of this suffocating po- 
sition. It was thus that I contrived to 
forma part of the impenetrable mass, and 
[had the additional good fortune of being 
literally carried up the first flight of steps 
without making a single exertion of my 
own. It is needless to say, that the two 
galleries, though capable of containing 
fifteen hundred persons, were filled, to 
overflowing, in a few seconds, As the 
doors were opened at eight o'clock, I had 
an opportunity of surveyiny the interior 
arrangements of the hall, before any of 
the deputies arrived. 

The Hall of Cortes is of an oval form, 
and decorated with a degree of elegant 
simplicity, which I was, by no means, 
prepared to see. As if every thing con- 
nected with the present state of Spain 
was destined to form a striking contrast 
with its former condition, this edifice was 
once a church, but fitted up for the 
Cortes, on their removal from Cadiz to 
the capital in 1814; it is within afew 
hundred yards of the Royal Palace, and 
though an irregular structure, seems pe- 
culiarly well adapted for the reception of 
a popular assembly. 

The front is surmounted by a cross, at 
the base of which there is a group, com- 
posed of three figures; Hope supported 
by the symbol of Christianity points to 
Spain, also represented under a female 
form, at whose feet is seen a torch, the 
emblem of paternal affection; under- 
neath is a lion grappling a globe, on 
which both hemispheres are traced; and 
about the centre of the facade there is a 
large marble slab, with the following in- 
scription, in gilt letters: —THE POWER 
OF ENACTING LAWS IS VESTED IN THE 
CorTES WitH THE Kine. A niche on 
each side contains statues of Patriotism 
and Liberty. 

The hall is one hundred and fifty feet 
long, by sixty in breadth, On entering 
the great door there is a platform ex- 
tending twenty feet, and of a rectangular 
‘shape; here a barrier is formed by two 

bronze 
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bronze lions couched on pedestals, and 
holding a massive gilded bar in their 
mouths, to be drawn aside only when the 
Severeign appears; the deputies enter 
by four small doors placed on the sides. 
On a second platform at the upper ex- 
tremity, more elevated than the first, a 
richly embroidered crimson velvet dra- 
pery, lined with ermine, and sustained by 
Cariatides, overhangs a throne or chair of 
state; opposite to this, and directly over 
the entrance, is the following inscription : 
—THE NATION IS ESSENTIALLY SO- 
VEREIGN; CONSEQUENTLY IT POS- 
SESSES THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF 
MAKING THE FUNDAMENTAL LAWS. 
A treble range of benches, covered with 
red damask, accommodate the members; 
there is a table and chairs ior the pre- 
sident and secretaries below the throne. 
Two rostrums, in the centre and nearly 
level with the floor, serve for those who 
address the chair. Besides the statues of 
Wisdom and Genius, which occupy 
niches to the right and left of the throne, 
there are several square slabs containing 
bas-reliefs, on which some memorable 
events, connected with the late war, are 
sculptured. Others bear the names of 
Daoiz, Alyarez, and Valerde, celebrated 
martyrs to the cause of Spanish freedom ; 
these are in letters of gold.* Four re- 
cesses, at equal distances, command a 
full view of the halfand galleries; three 
are appropriated to the reception of the 
royal family, foreign ambassadors, gran- 
dees, and other distinguished visitors; 
the last is exclusively opened for the 
reporters to the public press. Four 
niches on each side are occupied by 
statues, representing the cardinal virtues. 
Six chandeliers, of cut glass, are sus- 
pended from the ceiling; and the hall is 
well lighted, from semi-circular windows 
above the frieze by which it is surround- 
ed. The galleries are spacious and con- 
venient; beadles are in attendance to 
preserve decorum; and no money is 
exacted for admission. 

Struck by the superior execution of 
the statues, and other sculptured orna- 
ments, no less than by the taste displayed 
in the minor arrangements of the build- 
ing, I was most agreeably surprised to 
find, on inquiry, that none but native 
artists had been employed. These seem- 
ed to have vied with each other in ren- 
dering the hall worthy of the object for 

* TheCortes have since decreed that the 
wames of Lacy, Porlier, Acevedo, and 
a few other patriots, shall be added, on 
similar Japidary memorials. 
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which it is designed; and, from sub- 
sequent information, 1 am led to believe 
that they were actuated more by a desire 
to shew what Spain could do in this 
way, than any view to pecuniary profit. 
They are entitled to great praise, for the 
manner in which the task has been per- 
formed, and it is gratifying to bestow it, 
when the object is so closely connected 
with the interests of humanity. 

The arrival of the president, attended 
by most of the deputies, about half-past 
eight, having called my attention awa 
from the embellishments of the hall, I 
prepared myself for the enjoyment of a 
sight still more interesting. His Majesty, 
preceded by the Queen and the other 
members of the Royal Family, in state 
carriages, left the palace a little before 
nine o'clock, amidst the firing of cannon, 
enthusiastic cries of the people, and to 
the sound of patriotic airs. The whole 
of the body guard, composed of noble- 
men or their sons, rode before, and a 
regiment of cavalry brought up the rear. 
When the arrival of the first carriage 
was announced, the deputation appoint- 
ed to receive her Majesty went out and 
conducted her to the balcony. She was 
splendidly attired, and came in sup- 
ported by the two princesses, the wives 
of Don Carlos and of Don Francisco de 
Paolo, Advancing to the front, they 
bowed to the deputies and those in the 
galleries, who received them with reite- 
rated plaudits. A conviction on the part 
of the spectators, that those lovely 
women exulted in the emancipation of 
their adopted country, ensured a most 
cordial reception; nor, judging from 
their personal charms and the way in 
which they appeared to enjoy the scene, 
would it require any great effort of ima- 
gination to conceive, that the Graces had 
now descended to preside at the con- 
secration of human liberty! 
When the fresh salvos of artillery, and 

still louder shouts, announced the arti- 
val of the King, another, and more nu- 
merous deputation went forth, and in 
about five minutes, Ferdinand, attended 
by the Infantes, his Ministers, and a 
long train of Grandees attached to the 
household, entered the hall; upon which 
the Deputies rose, and ranged themselves 
oneach side: a dead silence followed 
the announcement of his Majesty's ap- 
proach to the rend door; but no sooner 
had he passed the gilded bar, than an 
hysterical burst of joy resounded through 
the hall, and applauses, mingled with 
benedictions on the head of the “ Consti- 
tutional King,” continued for a sonsices 

able 
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able time after he had reached the throne. 
He must, indeed, have been an insensi- 
ble being, who could have witnessed 
such a scene unmoved: although inca- 
pable of describing them, I shall never 
forget my own feelings on this occasion, 
and if I had reason to think highly of 
the Spanish character before, such a dis- 
play of virtuous enthusiasm was not like- 
ly to diminish my admiration. 

Ferdinand was dressed in a blue coat, 
embroidered with gold, crimson velvet 
waistcoat and small clothes, white silk 
stockings, gold buckles in his shoes, and 
a cocked hat, which he carried in his 
hand: he wore a small sword, and was 
decorated with several orders, Previous 
to sitting down, his Majesty testified his 
satisfaction by frequent bows to the De- 
puties and spectators in the galleries. 
When he was seated, the auditory be- 
came silent in an instant, after which the 
ceremony proceeded. 
When the King’s brothers, Don Carlos 

and Francisco, the ministers, and other 
attendants took their places on each 
side the throne, the President and Se- 
cretaries advanced towards his Majesty: 
on approaching sufficiently near to ad- 
minister the oath, they held a copy of the 
Constitution before him: placing one 
hand on the Holy Evangelists, presented 
by the President, and holding up the 
other, Ferdinand read the prescribed 
formula; upon which, a second manifes- 
tation of public feeling took place: when 
silence was restored, the President, who 
had resumed his place among the Depu- 
ties, addressed the throne, in a speech 
in which equal justice was done to the 
Monarch and his people. The answer, 
which followed, was read by Ferdinand 
himself, from a written paper, and deli- 
vered in a very clear and impressive 
tone. 

As to the unrestrained joy of the De- 
puties, spectators, and multitude, con- 
vinced me that this was a day of general 
oblivion and amnesty, I also endeavoured 
to forget the melancholy transactions of 
the last six years. From the moment of 
the King’s entrance, until he retired, the 
Queen kept her eyes rivetted on his per- 
son: she appeared, in fact, to feel that 
fortune could not confer a greater bless- 
ing, than in thus enabling her to be 
present, when her husband had so effec- 
tually recovered the lost affections of his 
people. 

After the President's reply, in which 
he thanked his Majesty for the speech 
just delivered, had terminated, Ferdi- 
nad, accompanied by the Queen, en- 
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tered the same carriage, and were followed 
by the other members of the Family. It 
was with extreme difficulty the procession 
moved on, so great was the pressure of 
a crowd that. filled the streets through 
which it had to pass, and the avenues 
leading to them. 

In addition to the immense concourse 
that impeded their passage, the balconies 
and windows were filled by all the beauty 
of Madrid; innumerable banners waved 
from every side; garlands and flowers 
were thrown on the carriages as they 
passed, and nothing was heard but ex- 
pressions of the most enthusiastic loy- 
alty. 

Several bands of music went before 
the procession, playing patriotic marches: 
the first carriage reached the palace at 
half-past one; soon after which, the 
populace retired, and festivity was sus- 
pended till the evening, when a general 
illumination took place; the theatres were 
also thrown open to the public, and the 
streets continued to be crowded till mid- 
night. ° 

NAPOLEON’S INVASION. 
It was a saying of the Emperor, in 

speaking of the Spanish people, that their 
descendants would one day raise altars 
to his name. Whatever objections may 
have been made to the particular mode 
in which Napoleon affected the regene- 
ration of this country it will doubtless 
be enough for posterity to. know, that 
the honour belonged to him alone: the 
principle was unquestionably paramount 
to every other consideration, and if there 
ever existed a case in politics or morals 
wherein the end justified the means, that 
of rescuing a whole people from the low- 
est and most abject state of misery and 
degradation, is certainly not amongst the 
least exceptionable. A great change has 
even already taken place in the public 
opinion of Spain, with regard to Napo- 
leon’s enterprize, nor have I met with 
a single individual since my arrival, who 
thinks it ought to be estimated by the 
ordinary standard of political reasoning. 

It is neither my intention to justify 
those errors of policy which Napoleon 
himself has had the rare magnanimity 
to acknowledge, or to anticipate the 
judgment of future generations. I am 
merely desirous of placing the question 
in a somewhat clearer point of view than 
it has been hitherto regarded. Such was 
the peculiar nature of the contest be- 
tween England and France, that ex- 
cesses were by no means confined to 
one side. If we thought the existence 
of Napoleon incompatible with our 

own 
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own power, he may in his turn have con- 
sidered us fit objects of extermination. 
It is not indeed improbable, that his 
plan for making a more effectual ally of 
Spain, may have been suggested by a 
few historical facts connected with our 
recent history.* Ifte believed Portugal 
to be no better than a colony of Great 
Britain, there was surely nothing so very 
extraordinary or criminal in his attempt 
to wrench it from our hands, or in his 
wishing to give France the benefit of a 
closer alliance with the Peninsula, [ 
forbear entering into an examination of 
his position relative to the Bourbons, 
it is too obvious to require illustration. 
I lament in common with others, that 
instead of acting a secondary and pro- 
tective part, by suffering the people to 
work out their own political salvation 
under his auspices, Napoleon should 
have so far mistaken the national cha- 
racter as to attack its most predominant 
dogmas, Catholicism and legitimacy, 
into which, according to the Abbé de 
Pradt and others, all the virtues and 
energies of the nation were reduced pre- 
vious to the war of independence. These 
would, however, have been most probably 
insufficient to effect the work of regene- 
ration. Happily for the people, the sa- 
crifices they were called on to make, 
and the intellectual powers brought into 
play, led on to higher modes of think- 
ing, while it exposed the deformity of 
the former system, and demonstrated. the 
necessity of one more consonant with the 
principles of justice. 

It has been maintained as an addi- 
tional argument in favour of the Empe- 
ror and his brother’s title to the throne, 
that so large a party, including many of 
the most virtuous and enlightened men 
in Spain, should have espoused their 
cause with a zeal, which could only 
spring from a conviction, that the former 
were conferring the greatest benefits on 
their country. As to the constitution of 
Bayonne, though certainly not so liberal 
as that of Cadiz, especially in whatever 
related to the kingly power and forma- 
tion of Cortes, yet were most of its ar- 
ticles unexceptionable. The avowed ob- 

* It should not be forgotten, that the 
attack on Copenhagen and seizure of the 
Spanish frigates, without a previous de- 
claration of war, preceded the invasion 
of Spain. I apprehend that all the reasons 
brought forward in justification of those 
two state crimes, will only tend to aggra- 
vate their enormity in the eyes of poste- 
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ject of Napoleon, immediately after he 
became possessed of the renunciations 
made at Bayonne, was to convene the 
Cortes, which had, it is well known, 
been suspended by the kings of the 
Austrian dynasty, and completely set 
aside during that of the Bourbons. This 
admission of a national congress, elected 
by the people, presented a sure barrier 
against arbitrary power, affording secu- 
rity to property, from the mere fact of _ 
its possessing the exclusive privilege of 
voting the supplies and imposing taxes, 
Unlike the former system, the executive 
and legislative power were to be sepa- 
rated; the judges declared independent 
of the Crown, and such other measures 
adopted as were most likely to check the 
growth, or admit the possibility of public 
abuses. 

To prove that these were not idle pro- 
mises held out to seduce the credulous, 
it is sufficient to add that the abolition 
of the holy office; appropriation of 
church lands to the payment of the 
public creditor and wants of the state ; 
sale of national domains; the formation 
of civil and criminal codes; public in- 
structions removed from those gothic 
piles in which it had been confined by 
the depraved and despotic taste of priests 
and school-men; lastly, a powerful im- 
pulse given to arts, manufactures, and 
commerce;—such and. various other 
equally salutary, were amongst the im- 
mediate results of the new government, 
though produced during the distractions 
of a rancorous war. 

With respect to the ministers of King 
Joseph, whether chosen, by himself or 
Napoleon, it would have been impossi- 
ble for the most ardent friend of Spain 
to make a more excellent selection. They 
were named at Bayonne on the 4th of 
July, 1808, and consisted of men who 
had been long distinguished for the li- 
berality of their sentiments, literary ac- 
quirements, and superior talents in all 
the branches of political knowledge, 
To substantiate this assertion, 1 need 
only mention the names of Jovellanos, 
Cabarrus, Cambronero, Llorenté, O’Far- 
ril, Azanza, Urquijo, Mazarredo, Arrivas, 
and Pignuela; most of these had filled 
very high offices under Charles IV., and 
were all more or less exposed to perse- 
cution during his reign, for their efforts 
in favour of reform. 

GREAT BRITAIN AND SPAIN. 
With respect to Spain and Great Bri- 

tain, a judicious commercial treaty is one 
of the greatest desiderata. Spain is one 
of the most agriculturally wie’: 

an 
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and Great Britain is one of the most 
industrious countries in Europe, at the 
same time that it is super-eminent in 
skill. If we consider the diversities of 
climate, of produce, of manufactures, and 
of capital, in Great Britain and Spain, 
the proximity of the two countries, and 
also the circumstance that France is, 
from its situation, its extensive popula- 
tion, its vast resources, the enterprising 
genius of its people, the similarity of its 
productions to each country, decidedly 
independent of both, no two states in 
Europe are better calculated for entering 
into the closest commercial relations 
than the two former. Each country has 
many wants which the other can best 
supply. A long period must elapse be- 
fore Spain can become a great manu- 
facturing country, in her present scarcity 
of skill and pecuniary capital, and 
whilst her population is so scanty, when 
it is compared with the productiveness 
of its climate and the fertility of its soil. 
Spain will be essentially benefited by 
the exchange of many of her super- 
abundant productions for many of our 
super-abundant manufactures. Our ma- 
nufactures, if we consider their price 
and their intrinsic value, do, on the 
whole, surpass those of every other 
country; and our merchants have the 
largest pecuniary means, and, if we ex- 
cept perbaps our descendants, the Anglo- 
Americans, the boldest spirit of enter- 
prise. 

To the British, the wool the wines, 
the oil, the fruit, and the barilla, are all 
very acceptable, and, if her government 
were wise, they would moxe extensively 
encourage that neglected department of 
their agricultural economy, the planta- 
tion of mulberry trees, with the increase 
of silk-worms and of silk. It is true, the 
Spanish wool is become an object of 
less consequence to the British merchant 
and manufacturer than it formerly was, 
because the wool of Germany, under the 
restricted name of Saxony, has been 
greatly improved, and has become so 
acceptable in our manufactories. But, 
on the other hand, Spain has much less 
wool to export than she had at the 
commencement of the present century, 
because her flocks have been thinned 
from the effects of the war, and the ra- 
pacity of the French, very many of her 
sheep having been sold, and very man 
slaughtered. 

Never did the statesmen of any coun- 
try lose more favourable opportunities 
of promoting the manufactures and com-_ 
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merce of their country, than did the re- 
presentatives of Great Britain during the 
epoch of the Congress of Vienna, and 
during the drawing up of the articles of 
the treaty of Paris, and at the period of 
its conclusion. It was a critical and 
commanding moment, the great advan- 
tages of which they ought to have seized. 
To Spain the same remarks are applica- 
ble. How important, how substantial, 
how splendid had been our services with 
respect to that country; and, at one 
time, how great was ourinfluence! The 
basis of a treaty of commerce, advan- 
tageous to both countries, most benefi- 
cial to the agriculturalists and consum- 
ers and finances of Spain, and to the 
industry and commerce of Britain, might 
ae been broadly as well as beneficially 
aid. 
The privileges of British subjects have 

often been violated, and their honoura- 
ble pursuits and commercial undertakings 
frequently thwarted under the iron sway 
of Ferdinand. 

A liberal, a well considered, a cor- 
rectly expressed treaty of commerce be- 
tween Spain and our own country, 
would be beneficial, perhaps equally be- 
neficial to both parties: it would in- 
crease the employment of the manufac- 
tures of Great Britain, would promote 
most materially the interests of her ship- 
owners, ‘and her merchants, and at the 
same time, that it increased by its ope- 
ration the comforts of a large portion of 
the people of Spain, who made use of 
British manufactures, would promote the 
languid husbandry of that country, by 
opening a wider door for the exportation 
of her products. . 
FEELINGS OF THE LEGITIMATES. 
Although the congress of Aix-la- 

Chapelle did not feel any disposition 
to help Ferdinand out of his difficulties 
with Portugal or the United States, there 
is great reason to believe the excesses of 
his government had excited considerable 
alarm in some of the crowned heads, 
lest such a system if persisted in, should 
bring loyalty into somewhat greater dis- 
repute than it had already fallen, through 
a nameless variety of other circumstances. 
The consequences of these very natural 
fears were, that previous to the dis- 
persion of the sovereigns, most of the 
foreign ambassadors here received or- 
ders to remonstrate with Ferdinand on 
the inevitable tendency of his destruc- 
tive policy. When the communications 
on this subject were made, his Majesty 
is said to have got into a violent pas- 
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‘sion, exclaiming that, being King by the 
grace of God, he was only accountable to 
Him and his confessor! 

FERDINAND’S ARMY. 

A detailed account of the miseries en- 
dured by the Spanish army during Fer- 
dinand’s reign of terror, would occupy a 
large space, and present scenes of human 
suffering, which could not fail to rouse 
the indignation, and excite the sympathy 
of the most obdurate. I had in my for- 
mer intercourse with this country, and 
while Godoy held the reins of power, 
frequently witnessed the manner in which 
that minion of corruption degraded the 
military character of Spain; but it would 
be unjust not to add, that the general 
treatment of the army under his admi- 
nistration was infinitely better in every 
respect than it met with from the servile 
faction. Arrears of pay, want of clothing, 
and a scarcity of food, were by no means 
unusual in the late reign; and it was not 
till that of Ferdinand VII. that officers 
of high rank, both of the naval and mili- 
tary profession, in various cities of the 
Peninsula, were glad to profit by the 
obscurity of night to solicit charity. 
Such being the condition of the offi- 
cers, what must that of the poor soldiers 
and seamen have been? From the nume- 
rous anecdotes in circulation on this 
painful subject, it is extremely difficult 
to account for that patient resignation, 
with which men bearing arms abstain- 
ed so long from acts of open violence. 
This extraordinary constancy in suffering, 
is singularly characteristic of the Spanish 
soldiery, and though carried farther than 
the most slavish advocates of tyranny 
could justify, it forms their highest pane- 
gytic. There were, indeed, some cases, 
and those of not unfrequent recurrence, 
wherein the victims of cruelty and oppres- 
sion were driven to extremities by in- 
ducements which could not possibly be 
resisted. While on my way to the capi- 
tal, I had the good fortune to become ac- 
quainted with one of Mina’s most active 
assistants in the Guerilla war, now com- 
manding a regiment of cavalry in Arra- 
gon, and who communicated a variety of 
the most affecting details relative to the 
rivations of the army. In speaking of 
imself, my friend, Don Manuel, did not 

however lay claim to an equal share of 
forbearance with his brother soldiers; 
having assured me that, not many months 
‘previous to the recent explosion, such 
was his wretched state, being left for 
three whole days without bread for his 
wife and children, he had recourse to the 
desperate alternative of seizing his sword, 
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and proceeding to the paymaster’s house, 
where he paced backwards and forwards, 
before the door, till the latter made his 
appearance; upon which my friend ac- 
costed him in the language inspired by 
his situation, reproached the paymaster 
with being the cause of it, and ended by 
calling upon him to draw, for unless 
instant relief was given, to prevent his 
family from perishing with hunger, one 
of them must fall! This appeal had the 
desired effect; and what will excite still 
more surprise, Don Manuel was not 
called to account for his temerity, so satis- 
fied were the authors of his sufferings 
that they could not justify their own 
conduct. 

MINA. 
The reception of Mina in France was 

very creditable to the ministers of Louis 
XVII. Though closely watched by the 
police from his arrival till he departed in 
March last, he was allowed a liberal pen- 
sion during his stay at Paris. It has been 
remarked that this brave and independent 
patriot ought to have been invited to fix 
his residence in England; for although 
by his exertions in the war against Napo- 
leon, he was peculiarly entitled to protec- 
tion from the Bourbons, he had much 
stronger claims on the British cabinet. 
Whatever the General’s feelings with 
regard to England may have been for- 
merly, I have every reason to believe he 
now joins inthe opinion so universally 
entertained here, that we are the cause of 
all those evils which have oppressed 
Spain within the last six years; since, 
according to this opinion, it was, by the 
connivance and support of our ministers 
the constitution was abrogated in 1814, 

Unlike too many of his countrymen, 
Mina makes a proper distinction between 
the ministers and people of England. I 
have a particular right to say so; and 
take this opportunity of expressing my 
thanks for his hospitable kindnesses to me 
while at Pamplona, where he has suc- 
ceeded in conciliating the esteem of all 
ranks, (except the Serviles) by his justice 
and moderation as Captain-general of 
Navarre, 

Actuated by the same motives as Lazan 
at Zaragoza, Mina’s predecessor, Espe- 
leta, also a noble and old courtier of 
Charles [V., has done his utmost to dis- 
turb the harmony of the province, but in 
vain, though assisted by nearly the whole 
of the priesthood, of which there is a 
great number in Pamplona. 

The activity and simple mode of living 
peculiar to the Guerilla chief, might be 
advantageously imitated by the military 
men of more Northern climes. Having 

only 
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- only reached Pamplona late in the even- 
ing, it was eight o'clock before I could 
wait on the General, who had gone out 
to take a waik, and pay some visits. 
Leaving my letters of introduction and 
address, I had not been more than half 
an hour at the Posada, before an aide- 
de-camp came to welcome my arri- 
val, and invite me to dine with Mina 
on the following day; but he added that 
his Excellency would be happy to receive 
me between six and eight in the morning 
to take chocolate. The novelty of the 
first named hour induced me to prefer 
that, and as it was the first time I had 
ever been invited to the house of a great 
man so early, I determined not to keep 
him waiting. 

The palace of government, an old 
Gothic edifice, is situated on the north 
side of Pamplona: it is washed by the 
river Arga, and commands a fine view of 
the Pyrenees, which rise in majestic 
grandeur within about ten miles of the 
city. The first object that attracted my 
attention on ascending the great staircase 
leading to the apartment of the captain- 
general, was the following sentence from 
the political code, inscribed in large gilt 
letters over the door: La Nacion Espa- 
nola es libre e independiente; y no es, 
nt puede ser, patrimonio de ninguna 
Familia ni persona. “ The Spanish na- 
tion is free and independent: it is not, 
nor can it be, the patrimony of any 
family or person.” On mentioning my 
name to an orderly, I was led through a 
long suite of rooms, furnished with the 
greatest simplicity, to a closet, where I 
found the hero seated at a small deal 
table, smoking a segar; he wore a mili- 
tary undress, and had a black silk cap 
over one of fur; the general seemed to 
have been busily occupied in writing, 
but on my entering he rose and received 
me with the utmost cordiality, begging I 
would be seated; there were only two 
chairs in the room, when chocolate, its 
accompaniment, a glass of spring water, 
los azucarillos, and segar were served. 
We had a long conversation on the state 
of affairs in France and England, after 
which I took occasion to congratulate his 
Excellency on the recent accomplish- 
ment of his wishes; as well as the part 
he had himself taken in the regeneration 
of Spain. I then withdrew, being first 
reminded of my engagement. At din- 
ner, besides Mina, his secretary and staff, 
the company ‘consisted of several officers 
of various ranks. Like the unaffected 
manners of the distinguished host, the 
repast; though abundant, was plain, and 
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did not last more than three-quarters of 
an hour, after which coffee and liqueurs 
were served in another room, When 
about to retire, the General introduced 
me toa literary character, well acquainted 
with the history and antiquities of the - 
city, whom he had invited for the pur- 
pose of shewing me the public by‘Idings, 
and other establishments. I then took 
my leave, in company with the cicerone, 
thus handsomely procured, and did not 
intrude on his Excellency till the day of 
my departure for Zaragoza, when he gave 
gave me some introductory letters, and 
amongst others, one to his friend Don 
Manuel, of whom mention has been al- 
ready made, 

THE POPE'S DECREE. : 
A pontifical edict was affixed to the 

doors of all the churches of the Penin- 
sula,and accompanied by the following 
notice, which I have translated form Fl 
Procurador general, of January 12th, 
1815, one of the papers paid by the 
ministry, and its principal organ. 

We, Dr. Francis Xavier, Mier y Cam- 
pillo, by the Grace of God, and the Holy 
Apostolical See, Bishop of Almeria, 
Grand Cross of the Royal Order of 
Charles III., Member of the Council, and 
Inquisitor-General in the several king- 
doms and Lordships of his Majesty. 

“ To all the inhabitants, of whatsoever 
condition, quality, order or dignity, they 
may be, we may hereby make known, 
that our most holy Father, Pious VII. 
animated by his ardent desire to preserve 
the purity of the faith, and the prospe- 
rity and peace of the christian republic, 
has addressed to our pious Sovereign, 
Ferdinand VII, an edict in the Italian 
language, directed against freemasons ; 
that his Majesty, uniting his religious 
intentions to those of the common father 
of all the faithful, has deigned to com- 
municate this edict to us, in order that it 
may be published throughout the said 
kingdoms.” Here follows the edict ; after 
which his eminénce the Inquisitor-Gene- 
ral proceeds: 
“We know that many Spaniards, 

ceding to the yoke of our oppressors, 
and dragged into foreign countries, have 
had the weakness to attach themselves to 
societies which lead to sedition and inde- 
pendence, as well as to every other 
error and crime; we hope nevertheless, 
that these individuals restored to their 
country and freedom, will recollect they 
are Spaniards; and that following the 
example of their ancestors, they will sub- 
mit with respect and docility to the voice 
of the supreme pastor, and of our legiti- 

mate 
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mate Sovereign. By the advice of the 
members of the royal council and the 
holy Inquisition, we henceforth offer to 
receive with open arms, and all that ten- 
derness which is suited to our ministry 
and character, those who within the space 
of fifteen days from the date of this de- 
cree, shall spontaneously and voluntarily 
denounce themselves to us; but, if any 
person (which God forbid!) persists in 
following the road to perdition, we shall 
empioy, to our great regret, rigour and 
severity, causing the pains and penalties 
of the civil and canonical laws to be in- 
flicted on the offenders. 
“We hereby ordain that the present 

edict be published in ail the metropolitan 
churches, cathedrals and colleges of the 
kingdom. And that it shall be affixed 
to the doors of the said churches, &c. 
Whence it shall not be taken without our 
permission, under pain of excommuni- 
eation, and a fine of two hundred du- 
cats. 

(Signed) “ FRANCIS XAVIER, 
Inquisitor General.” 

MORILLO. 
It is almost needless to say, that the 

secret societies had been formed on the 
sole principle of restoring liberty to 
Spain. The circumstances of there being 
a constitution already prepared, had a 
most salutary effect in creating confi- 
dence amongst the members, and giving 
unity to their views; so that their whole 
attention was exclusively devoted to 
the arrangement of military operations. 
Cadiz, which had been so long the seat 
of government, and always celebrated 
for the liberal spirit of its inhabitants, 
led the way in attempting to render the 
societies practically useful. When the 
mad project of sending reinforcements 
to Venezuela was conceived, and Moriilo 
had collected ten thousand men for that 
purpose, at Pont St. Marigo in the win- 
ter of 1814, immediately steps were taken 
for bringing the troops and their chief 
over to the patriot cause. With the for- 
mer, nothing more was required than the 
consent of Morillo; and, he is said to 
have at one time yielded to the solicita- 
tions of several rich capitalists, who 
enerously offered the funds necessary 
or carrying the proposed plan into 

effect. Although this officer had greatly 
distinguished himself in the war, he 
neither possessed the generosity, or en- 
thusiasm, so indispensable for a popular 
leader, A stranger to genuine patriot- 
ism, and only accustomed to those mili- 
tary exploits which are too apt to vitiate 
the best intentioned minds and give a 
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wrong impulse to the brightest talents, 
Moritlo hesitated between the imperish- 
able glory of conferring liberty on his 
country, and the ignoble prospect of 
plunder, which awaited him in the new 
world; unable to resist the latter, he re- 
canted, confessed, and having expiated 
his meditated crime of joining the patri- 
ots, by carrying a wax taper in/a religious 
procession, tbe recreant general sailed for 
South America. 

PORLIER. 
Juan diez Porlies, whose name will be 

remembered, whose fate must be de- 
plored, as long as patriotism and public 
virtue shall find admirers, had been in- 
cluded in the proscriptions which com- 
menced after the King’s return, and con- 
demned to four year’s imprisonment at 
the castle of San Anton, where he was 
conveyed on the 10th of August, 1814, 
Porlier had not been inany months in his 
new abodc, before all eyes were naturally 
directed to a man whose exploits and 
gallantry during the war, no less than his 
well known ardour in the cause of free- 
dom, had made him a just object of ad- 
miration and hope with the army. 
When every thing was ready for exe- 

cuting the plan agreed on, the general left 
his retreat, accompanied by Castanera 
and his escort as a guard of honour, and 
entered Corunna about midnight, on the 
18th of September. The garrison did 
not exceed two thousand men. Porlier’s 
chief dependence for striking the first 
blow, was on Colonel Cabrera, command- 
ing the regiment of Lugo, eight hundred 
strong. Some of his friends having wel- 
comed their leader at the town gate, 
they conducted him to the barracks, 
where the troops were in readiness, and 
all the officers assembled, The sword 
once drawn, Porlier entered into his task 
with the fearless zeal of a man who felt 
the justice of his cause, and the important 
interests which depended on the issue, 

While the officers were occupied in 
drawing up their respective parties, Por- 
lier selected some of the most steady, to 
secure the person of the Captain-General, 
his Secretary, the members of the military 
commission, and a few others, known to 
be inimical to freedom. This was effected 
without opposition, early on the morning 
of the 19th, while the prisoners weré on 
their way to San Anton and Ferral; all 
those accused of political offences were 
set at liberty, After these preliminary 
measures were completed, a proclamation 
was read to the troops, and posted up in 
the town. It congratulated the soldiery 
upon having formed the heroic resolution 
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of breaking chains, more galling than 
any which had been forged for centuries. 

After collecting all the troops in the 
principal square, and proclaiming the 
constitution of 1812, the whole, headed 
by the General, and preceded by bands of 
music, playing patriotic hymns, marched 
round Corunna, amidst cries of Viva el 
Rey por la Constitution! and the live- 
liest demonstrations of joy on the part of 
the inhabitants, who fully participated in| 
the feelings of the soldiery. The evening 
of the 19th closed with serenades, and a 
brilliant illumination. 

While the garrison of Ferral, about 
fifteen hundred in number, were on their 
march towards Corunna, and another de- 
tachment had set out from Vigo to join 
the patriot standard, Porlier continued 
with unceasing activity to prepare for 
ulterior operations. Letters were address- 
ed to the municipality and religious 
communities, stating what had occurred, 
explaining the motives for his conduct, 
and inviting them to concur in his views 
for the good of their common country. 

_ The remainder of the General's arrange- 
ments for securing the constitutional sys- 
tem, by restoring the municipality and 
other authorities displaced in 1814, be- 
ing completed, a detachment of eight 
hundred men were selected to march 
towards Santiago, where the troops only 
awaited the appearance of Porlier to de- 
clare themselves, The command of this 
column was given to Colonel Arechabala, 
who set out for Corunna on the night of 
the 21st, with orders to halt at the small 
village of Carral, a distance of six leagues, 
and which he reached early on the fol- 
lowing day. Porlier arrived soon after, 
and when the troops had been sufficiently 
refreshed, he led them on to Ordenes, to 
another village within two leagues of 
Santiago, to which place an officer had 
been dispatched with copies of the pro- 
clamation and manifesto, also a letter 
addressed to Ortega, colonel of the pro- 
vincial grenadiers forming the garrison. 
No answer being received, it was decided 
that the column should sleep at Ordenes, 
and continue its march the next morning. 

In order to account for the silence and 
inactivity of Ortega, it should be ob- 
served, that from the first moment of the 
rising,.the monks and clergy at Santiago 
left neither prayers, entreaties, nor bribery 
untried to Leal the officers and men: 
of the grenadier battalion from espousing 
the sacrilegious cause of the rebels. They 
persuaded the non-commissioned officers 
and part of the men that Porlier really 
contemplated an attack on their fellow 
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soldiers of the grenadier battalion, They 
could not have touched on a more vul- 
nerable point; and there being no means 
of contradicting this absurd calumny, it 
spread with rapidity through the whole 
column, and thus led to their betraying 
the cause of freedom, The serjeants 
having assembled secretly about eight 
o'clock, one of them, named Chacon, ex- 
patiated on the enormity of drawing 
their swords against countrymen and 
friends; dwelling with particular em- 
phasis on the horrors of civil war, and 
those other phantoms with which the 
priests had filled his imagination, he con- 
cluded by declaring that the only way to 
avoid the threatened dangers, was to 
arrest the officers, and give them up to 
justice, So well had their spiritual ad- 
visers prepared the minds of these infatu- 
ated men, to violate the oaths and pro- 
testations of fidelity made only three 
days before, that the proposal of Chacon, 
monstrous as it was, met with little oppo- 
sition, and after some farther deliberation, 
he was from his seniority appointed to 
direct the meditated treason. A watch 
word being fixed on, it was decided that 
a cordon of sentinels should be placed 
round the village to prevent escape. 
Matters were thus arranged by half-past 
ten, when the serjeants sallied forth head- 
ed by Chacon, and rushing into the inn 
where Porlier and his companions were 
still at table, called upon them to surren- 
der in the King’s name. As the cry of 
Viva el Rey, y a las Armes ! was heard 
outside some moments before the traitors 
entered, it gave several of the officers 
time to seize their swords and put them- 
selves in an attitude of defence; a violent 
struggle ensued, during which a few 
pistol shots were exchanged, when the 
general pereeiving that none of the soldiers 
appeared, it occurred to him that they 
were not privy to the design, he therefore 
leaped from a window calling upon those 
around to follow; but sentries had also 
been planted close to the house, so that 
either to rally the men or escape became 
impossible. There being no alternative, 
the patriot chief and his companions 
yielded to their fate; most of the ser- 
jeants having formed a guard to watch 
the prisoners during the night, they were 
handcuffed and, marched to the dungeons 
of the Inquisition at Santiago on the fol- 
lowing day. ‘ 

- The astonishment. of Porlier and his 
officers at this inexplicable and untoward 
event, could only be exceeded by the joy 
it created amongst thé priesthood of all 
classes, and colours, at Santiago, whe 
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the first ebullitions of joy and self-con- 
gratulation were followed by a solemn 
thanksgiving, and chaunting Te Deum 
in full choir, after which ceremony a ser- 
mon was preached on the inevitable 
damazation attendant on rebellion! 

Conducted to Corunna in chains under 
a strong escort on the 25th, and shut up 
in the common receptacle for malefactors, 
no time was lost in commencing the trial 
of the patriot officers. Although every 
rule of justice required that a special 
commission should be named on this oc- 
casion, the persons who had been em- 
ployed for the prosecution of the liberales 
received orders from St. Mara to prepare 
the act of accusation. An order to the 
same effect reached Corunna two days 
after from the court. This directed that 
Porlier, and those of superior rank who 
had acted with him, should be tried, and 
their sentence put into execution within 
the time prescribed by martial law. As 
to the subalterns and others, their trial 
was also to proceed, but the sentences 
were not to be carried into effect, until 
the royal pleasure was known, 

The judgment of the court merely 
stated that the charges of treason and re- 
bellion having been fully proved, the 
prisoner was liable to the pains and penal- 
ties awarded in such cases; he was there- 
fore sentenced to be publicly degraded, 
and suffer death by hanging.—There be- 
ing no appeal from this sentence, it was 
carried into effect on the following day at 
half-past eleven o'clock. The last and 
only act of indulgence solicited by the 
unfortunate general, was a remission of 
that part of the judgment which related 
to his being degraded, so that the victim 
was suffered to ascend the scaffold in 
plain clothes. Having bequeathed what- 
ever he had to leave to his wife, Dona 
Josefa Queipo de Llano, daughter of the 
house of Toreno, and named several in- 
dividuals to whom he was desirous of 
being affectionately. remembered, he ad- 
dressed the notary in the following words: 
“T also enjoin, that, when circumstances 
permit, my ashes may be removed from 
the spot'they are laid when I am dead, 
to one more agreeable to my wife, and 
being deposited in a plain cenotaph, she 
will cause the following inscription to be 

wed on it, together with my age 
and day of my death. “ Within are 
contained the remains of Juan Diaz 
Porsmr, formerly a general in the 
armies of Spaiu. He was always success. 
ful in whatever he undertook against the 
external enemies of his country, and died 
a victim to civil dissensions:—~men alive 
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to glory ! respect the ashes of an unfor- 
tunate patriot!” This act performed, he 
signed with an untrembling hand, and 
directed that the attested copy, and the 
key of the coffin containing his body, 
should: be presented to his wife as scon 
after the fatal hour as her frame of mind 
would bear such an offering. 

Impatient to reach the place of execu- 
tion, Porlier walked much quicker than is 
usual on such solemn occasions, and was 
observed to mount the scaffolding erected 
under the gallows with great alacrity ; 
when the final prayer ended, and just 
before the rope was affixed round his 
neck, he drew a white handkerchief from 
his breast, and holding it up to his face 
as if to absorb a last tear, he consigned it 
to the priest, with a request that it might 
be given to his widow ! 

The final bequests of Porlier were ful- 
filled towards the end of August. A 
cenotaph being prepared, all the autho- 
tities of Corunna, civil and military, re- 
paired to the spot where his remains had’ 
been laid; disinterred and placed in their 
new receptacle, the gallant Espinosa, 
who has been so highly distinguished 
during the recent events in Galicia, pro- 
nounced an eloquent and energetic pane- 
gyric on the virtues and talents of the 
fallen hero: pointing him out as a fit 
model for those who preferred the liberty 
of their country to tyranny and oppres- 
sion. From this the procession proceeded 
to the principal church, followed by the 
whole population; here the service closed. 
with a requiem composed for the occa~ 
sion, after which the cavalcade, preceded 
by the cenotaph, borne on a funeral car, _ 
was conducted in mournful triumph 
through all the streets in which the hero 
had proclaimed the constitution five years 
before. On reaching that part of the 
Campo Santo, on which a more con- 
spicuous spot was chosen for depositing 
the urn, a second service and funeral 
oration was delivered by the officiating 
chaplain of the garrison, after which the 
ceremony ended, 

LACY. / 
Had it not been for that fatality which 

seemed. to attend every new attempt of 
the patriots to regain their freedom, 
it would be impossible to name one 
amongst them, who, from his talents or 
popularity, had a better chance of success, 
than Don Luis Lacy. This celebrated 
chief, to whose gallantry and military 
skill Catalonia was indebted for its libera- 
tion from the French army in 1812, had 
excited the jealousy of the servile faction 
on Ferdinand’s return, and was even 
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doomed to a species of exile in the very 
province which had witnessed his most 
brilliant triumphs. Having, in the spring 
of 1817, visited Caldetes, a village on 
the sea coast near Barcelona, for the pur- 
pose of drinking its mineral waters. Lacy 
there met some old friends and kindred 
minds, with whom it was natural to de- 
plore the wretched fate of their common 
country, and not Jess so to confer on 
those means by which its liberties migi t 
be restored. 

Lacy had long been regarded as one of 
the best officers in the Peninsula; he had 
won the affections of the army, and was, 
above all, the staunch and enlightened 
advocate of liberty. General Milans, 
Lacy’s companion during several cam- 
aigns, together with his brother Don 
afael, a retired colonel of cavalry, were 

amongst the friends he found at Caldetes ; 
both these meritorious characters placed 
themselves at his entire disposal; while 
Don Jose Quer, Lieutenant-Colonel of 
the Tarragona regiment, stationed at 
Arens del Mar, a small seaport in the 
vicinity, undertook to ensure the co- 
operation of that corps. ‘Though the 
continued enormities of government were 
such as to justify a belief on the part of 
Lacy and his coadjutors, that even a par- 
tial movement would be followed by the 
whole army, it was not until he had com- 
municated with the different garrisons, 
and received positive assurances of sup- 
port from all those in Catalonia, that he 
consented once more to raise the standard 
of independence. Matters being thus 
arranged, the 5th of April was named for 
carrying the project into execution; con- 
sidering the state of public opinion, and 
the abilities of those engaged in the enter- 
prise, sanguine hopes were indulged that 
fortune would be more propitious than 
heretofore; these hopes, however, were 
cruelly disappointed; for when on the 
point of being realized, two subalterns, 
named Appentel and Nandin, formed the 
design of betraying the patriots: this act 
was rendered the more atrocious, from 
the traitors having been indebted to the 
bounty and protection of Lacy, while 
Captain-general ; a fact which alone had 
induced Quer to employ them as his 
chief agents in gaining over the regiment. 
When informed of the meditated rising, 
the first step of Lassala, the colonel, was 
to hasten to the officers’ quarters, and ask 
them whether they were prepared to shed 
their blood in defence of the King? On 
being answered in the affirmative, the 
battalion was immediately assembled on 
the Parade, where, theservile chief con- 

trivec by flattery and promises. to dis= 
suade the men from following two com- 
panies, which had already marched under 
Quer and his friend, Don Antonio Oli- 
ver, to join the leaders at Caldetes. As 
it was too late to bring these back, the 
utmost Lassala could do, was to de- 
spatch emissaries alter them to induce 
their return by the assurance of a liberal 
reward, and such other offers as were 
most likely to detach them from Lacy. 
‘The remainder of the corps was then con- 
ducted to an adjacent height, there to 
await events, and be removed from the pro- 
bable consequences of having their loy- 
alty shaken by the inhabitants, who ap- 
peared extremely anxious to second the 
views of Lacy and his friends, 

Creditable as the above resolution was 
to the patriots, the commencement was 
too disheartening to afford any hopes of 
success : they had accordingly been only 
a few hours on the road, before the 
agents employed by Lassala prevailed on 
the soldiers suddenly to turn round, and 
take the Girection of Arens del Mar, 
leaving Lacy and his companions to their 
fate. It was in vain that Milans and the 
other officers expostulated with them on 
this unexpected defection; their fears 
had been so worked upon by Cuero, the 
principal emissary, that neither entreaties 
nor remonstranzes had any effect: it 
therefore only remained for the leaders 
to provide for their own safety in the best 
manner they could. 
A severe fate attended Lacy, and those 

who had to share his fortunes. In con- 
sequence of an order issued by the go- 
vernor of Mataro, calling upon the pea- 
santry on pain of death to assist in the 
pursuit, the fugitives were foreed to take- 
refuge in a farm-house, whose proprietor 
was base enough to betray them soon 
after their departure for the frontiers. In- 
timidated by the above peremptory man- 
date, and strictly enjoined to obey it by 
their spiritual advisers, who had, as usual, 
made common cause with the servile 
leaders, a large party came up with Lacy 
and his friends, and threatened to fireon 
them if they did not surrender. On hear- 
ing this unexpected summons from those 
who had been till then regarded as 
friends, the general came forward, and 
with great calmness replied, that he was 
ready to do so, but would not deliver his 
sword, or be taken alive except by a 
military officer. The dignified manner 
in which Lacy expressed himself, had. 
such an effect on the infatuated peasants 
that many of them instantly retired; a. 
few, however, calculating on the reward. 

which 
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which had been oftered for his apprehen- 
sion, persisted in their demand, and a 
violent altercation ensued: this was pro- 
ceeding to extremities, when an officer 
and file of soldiers appeared, and put an 
end to the dispute: on Lacy’s presenting 
his sword, the former refused to accept 
it, observing in a respectful tone, ‘“ the 
weapon capnot be in better hands, Gene- 
ral; your Excellency must therefore ex- 
cuse me from taking it.” Having at 
length surmounted his scruples, the pri- 
soner was conducted to Blanes, and thence 
escorted to the Citadel of Barcelona. 

Tried by the commission for the perse- 
cution of the patriots, the General was 
condemned in the same illegal way as 
Porlier, and might have been executed 
with as little ceremony, were it not for 
his popularity, and consequently a fear, 
lest the garrison would have interfered 
to prevent the execution of the sentence. 
Of all those acts which have zendered the 
reign of terror memorable, the subterfuge 
adopted for the purpose of sacrificing 
Lacy is that the most worthy of execra- 
tion. It was while one universal cry for 
mercy ascended the throne of Ferdinand, 
in behalf of this unfortunate chief, that 
the ministers ordered him to be conveyed 
to Majorca, under pretence of commuting 
his sentence into imprisonment.  Reach- 
ing that island on the 30th June, he was 
shut up in the castle of Bellver, and had 
been only four days in confinement, be- 
fore Algarre, the Judge-advocate, who 
officiated at his trial, presented himself 
to the unsuspecting victim, read his sen- 
tence, and notified that it would be car- 
ried into execution at five o'clock on the 
following morning! It was no wonder if 
this abrupt announcement of his last 
hour, when he might perhaps be indulg- 
ing the fond hope of once more embracing 
his wife and child, or that he might yet 
live to see Spain free, occasioned a severe 
shock : the hero, however, is said to have 
speedily recovered from the first impulse 
of horror, so natural at such a moment, 
aud tranquilly observed, “I was not pre- 
pared to hear this sentence, but since it 
must be so, [ will be ready.” Thus be- 
trayed, and condemned to suffer at a dis- 
tance from his relatives and friends, the 
death of Lacy was embittered a thousand- 
fold; yet do all the details which have 
transpired relative to this sad event, con- 
cur in proving that it exhibited a rare 
example of unaffected courage and manly 
fortitude. 

Conducted to a ditch of the castle, at 
five in the morning, accompanied by a 
priest, and a file of soldiers destined to 
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terminate his existence, the death of — 
Lacy presents more the character of a 
midnight murder than a judicial decree 
carried into effect for the purpose of a 
salutary example, the object of all punish- 
ments under a government of law and 
justice. 

‘The inkabitants of Barcelona have late- 
ly vied with those of Corunna in doing 
justice to the remains of their departed 
chief; conveyed there in June, they 
were honoured with a triumphant funeral, 
at which the whole population, garrison 
and public bodies, united in paying a 
last tribute to his virtues and heroism. 
Like the ashes of Porlier, those of Lacy 
have also been deposited in an urn, and 
inscribed with an appropriate epitaph; it 
now forms one of the most conspicuous. 
monuments in the Campo Santo of that 
beautiful city. 

THE REVOLUTION, 
As the plan of rising had been ar- 

ranged, the great object of the patriots 
was to conceal their design, and have a 
leader whose former conduct afforded 
somie guarantees for being faithful to the 
cause. ANTONIO QuiroGA had been 
amongst the most zealous members of the 
secret societies, and from his character 
for steadiness, as well as being the senior 
colonel arrested on the 8th of July, was 
unanimously elected to the envied post 
of general in chief. As Quiroga re- 
mained a close prisoner, the glory of com- 
mencing the enterprize was reserved for 
RaFAkL DE RigGoO, one of those rare, 
meteors destined by Providence to ap- 
pear on the political horizon, and cheer 
the friends of human liberty, when ve-, 
nality and corruption seem to have de- 
stroyed every hope of its restoration. 
This officer had joined the camp at Pal-. 
mar some days before the arrest took 
place, and would have probably shared 
the fate of his friends, were it not for a 
severe illness, which obliged him to retire 
to Bornos, where he continued till the 
10th of November, when he was ealled 
on to take a part in the conferences of 
Las Correderas. Heing still in a state of 
extreme debility, the admirers of Riego 
observe that the impulse which liberty 
alone can give, enabled him to encounter 
and surmount the formidable difficulties, 
he had to vanquish, 

While Riego and his friends were 
completing the military preparations, 
and concerting the escape of Quiroga, 
Arco Aguero, chief of the staff, and his 
companions, another individual appeared 
on the scene, who merits the title of the 
civil, as Riego does that of the military 

hero 
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hero of the revolution. I allude to Anto- 
nid Alcala Galiano, one of the most elo- 
quent men in Spain. The court having 
long wished to rid itself of this powerful 
orator and resolute patriot, had named 
him Secretary of Legation at Rio Janeiro, 
and he went to Gibraltar under pretence 
of procuring a passage. 

These important matters settled, it was 
finally decided, that Ricgo, with the bat- 
talion of Asturias, which he commanded 
in second, stationed at Las Cabezas de San 
Juan, and the Seville regiment at Villa 
Martin, should march on Arcos, the head 
quarters of Calderon, while Quiroga pro- 
ceeded at the head of two other regi- 
ments, those of Spain and the crown, 
from Alcala, the place of his detention, 
to the bridge of Suazo, thence to La Isla, 
and passing along the Cortadura, so as to 
reach the walls of Cadiz by day-break, 
when the gates were to be instantly 
thrown open. 

Owing to the time occupied by the 
election of Constitutional Alcaldes, and 
some other arrangements, it was late in 
the afternoon before the regiment could 
leave Las Cabezas: proceeding in the 
dark, over cross roads broken up by the 
Trains, which even now fell in torrents, it 
arrived within a short distance of Arcos 
at daylight on the 2nd, after a most haras- 
sing march of more than twelve hours. 
Instead of meeting the corps from Villa 
Martin, as previously agreed, Riego was 
informed that it had, from the ignorance 
of its guides, taken a wrong direction, 
and could not therefore be expected to 
join for some time. This unlooked for 
disappointment was the more irksome 
from the battalion being exposed to the 
view of the garrison of Arcos, twice, as 
numerous, and strongly posted; whereas 
Riego’s men had been under arms nearly 
twenty-four hours, and were quite ex- 
hausted with their march. To increase 
the dilemma, every possible method had 
been tried to preserve the fidelity of the 
troops at Arcos, and fears were enter- 
tained lest the civil authorities might per- 
suade the people to join them. It was 
while the officers and men were rumi- 
nating on the danger of their situation, 
and when many began to relinquish 
every hope of success, that Riego, who 
had advanced to reconnoitre the force at 
Arcos, suddenly returned, and ordering 
the drum to beat to arms, repeated his 
instructions to those appointed to arrest 
Calderon and his staff, entered the town 
preceded by the band playing a popular 
air. Having posted a part of the regi- 
ment on a rising gronnd close to the bar- 
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rier, and occupied the market-place with 
a few companies, the arrest of Calderon, 
Salvador, his second in command, and 
the whole of the staff, was effected in 
less than an hour after. The fears, of 
Riego were in some degree realized by 
the main guard firing on the party which 
was about to enter the residence of the 
commander in chief; this was, however, 
returned, and two of the aggressors were 
killed on the spot. On hearing the re- 
port of musquetry, Riego rushed forward 
to ascertain what had given rise to it, 
but before he reached the head-quarters, 
Calderon had surrendered his sword, and 
together with the rest of the staff were 
confined in his own house. Not a mo- 
ment was lost in proclaiming the politi- 
cal code, and electing local authorities. 

After transferring the prisoners to a 
place of greater security, the attention of 
Riego was turned to gain over the troops 
found at Arcos; this he effected, though 
not without some persuasion, for Calderon 
had taken infinite pains to prevent their 
defection. Still ignorant of Quiroga’s 
movements, the time could not be better 
employed than in collecting such batta- 
lions as were quartered round the neigh- 
bourhood. A previous understanding 
had been established with some officers 
of the regiment of Bornos, but whose: 
colonel was known to be hostile; neither 
this circumstance, nor the excessive 
fatigue he had undergene, prevented 
Riego from selecting a detachment of 
three hundred men, and marching to that 
place. Having halted within a few hun- 
dred yards of the-town, and proceeded 
alone to the entrance, Riego was met by 
some of his friends, to whom he commu- 
nicated the result of his labours at Arcos; 
the tidings spread with rapidity through 
the battalion, which assembled immedi- 
ately, ari was, in less than an hour, on 
its way to head-quarters, leaving the 
colonel to his meditations, and the com- 
mand of some convalescents recently re- 
covered from the yellow fever. On 
reaching Arcos, the party was received 
with loud shouts of long live Riego and 
the constitution. A general muster 
taking place soon after, the officers and 
soldiers expressed their admiration of 
Riego’s heroic conduct still farther, by 
unanimously investing him with the rank 
of general in chief. 

The same causes which rendered the 
march from Arcos to Medina impractica- 
ble, prevented Quiroga’s moving before 
the afternoon of the 2nd. An officer 
and party sent on earlier in the day; had 
succeeded in disarming the — 
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poe at Portazgo, and occupied the 
tidge of Suazo. Setting out with the 

regiment stationed at Alcala, Quiroga 
was joined on his way through Medina 
by the other battalion, and after march- 

. Ing ali night over a road in which the 
soldiers were often knee deep, did not 
reach the bridge of Suazo till nine o'clock 
on the next morning, above six hours 
later than he had calculated upon. It 
was not amongst the least of those 
inconveniences attending this delay, that 
several detachments, which had come up 
from different points, not finding the 
General-in-chief at the place appointed 
thought the plan must have failed, an 
therefore returned to their quarters. For- 
tunately for Quiroga and his friends, 
none of the civil or military authorities 
were on the alert, so that San Fernando 
was occupied without opposition. The 
first measure of the patriot general after 
proclaiming the constitution, was to 
secure the person of old Cisneros, and 
all others who were likely to impede the 
success of the enterprize. 

As the exhausted condition of the 
troops would not admit of pushing with 
the main body, Don Jose Rodriguez ad- 
vanced at the head of four companies to 
surprize the first lines of La Cortadura, 
Received with a volley of musquetry, by 
which three of his men fell, instead of 
returning the fire he withdrew. This un- 
toward event, at once convinced Quiroga 
that the golden opportunity had been 
lost, and Cadiz put into a state of de- 
fence; his conjectures were but too well 
founded. Campana, the governor, had 
been secretly informed of the projected 
attack, and lost no time in taking the 
steps necessary to counteract its success, 
Amongst other precautions, the pay of 
the garrison was more than trebled, 
while the Bishop and priesthood were 
directed to represent the patriots as being 
only intent on massacre and plunder. 

he hero of Arcos and Las Cabezas 
was not idle, having directed the escort 
in charge of Calderon and. his staff to 
bring up the rear, he proceeded towards 
Xerez, which place the division entered 
early on the 5th, and was received with 
the utmost enthusiasm by the people, 
from whom a knowledge of the recent 
occurrences had been carefully concealed, 
After those mutual congratulations, so 
natural on such an occasion, Riego, who 
had ascended the telegraph communi- 
cating with La Isla, and announced his 
arriyal, repaired to the town hall, where 
the principal inhabitants were already as- 
sembled to hail him as their deliverer. 
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This interview was followed by a request 
from the general, that the populace might 
be summoned to attend the election of 
Municipal Authorities; these being 
named: and sworn to maintain the poli- 
tical code, it was proclaimed in due form. 
The interchange of signals amongst the 
patriot forces produced an electric effect 
on both sides; when Quiroga drew out 
his men, and stated the approach of their 
companions, they rent the air with fre- 
quent vivas, and no longer remembered 
the failure at Cortadura. Anxious to 
reach San Fernando, Riego pushed on to 
Port St. Mary’s the same night, and was 
welcomed by great numbers of the peo- 
ple, who vied with each other in pro- 
viding quarters and refreshment for the 
troops. An important acquisition was 
made soon after the patriots arrived 
here, by the sudden appearance of Arco 
Aguero, O'Daly, and some other distin- 
guished officers, who had just escaped 
from the castle of San Sebastian. 

It was intended that the battalions should 
sleep at San Fernando on the 6th, but, 
owing to the heavy rains, it became ne- 
cessary to halt at Puerto Real, whence 
Riego conducted the prisoners, and was 
followed next day by the main body. 
When mustered, it was found that the 
utmost strength of the national army, in 
rank and file, did not exceed five thou- 
sand men, consisting of seven battalions; 
those of Asturias, Seville, Aragon, Spain, 
Guides, the crown, and a regiment of 
invalids, but unsupported by either artil- 
lery or cavalry. The officers having as- 
sembled at night to organize a staff, and 
fix on some plan of future operations, 
Quiroga was again recognized as general- 
in-chief, Riego appointed second in com- 
mand, Arco Aguero placed at the head of 
the staff, with Evaristo San Miguel, as his 
principal assistant. Colonel Miranda, 
the personal friend of Riego, was also 
confirmed in the post he had filled so 
ably, since, the rising at Las Cabezas. 
The officers who had escaped being re- 
placed at the head of their regiments, the 
whole force was formed into two divi- 
sions, of which one remained under the 
direction of Quiroga, and the other that 
of Riego, 

The apprehensions entertained, by some 
of the leaders, that their exclusion from 
Cadiz would deter others from joinin 
the patriotic ranks, were happily remoy 
on the morning of the 10th, by the arri- 
val of the Canary regiment, and a bri- 
gade of artillery, led by Colonel Bermuda, 
and Lopez Banos, Riego being detached 
with a column of twelve hundred men, 
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to cover their entry into La Isla, suc- 
ceeded in driving back several piquets of 
cavalry, and returned without interrup- 
tion from the royal army, which had, by 
this time, approached much nearer to the 
bridge of Suazo, The second in com- 
mand was next sent to oppose the march 
of O'Donnel, who had advanced to Me- 
dina, as also for the purpose of gaining 
over the troops at Vejer and other points. 
This well-timed movement had the effect 
of checking the servile general, and 
would have ended by adding the hat- 
talion of America to his division; but 
Campana having contrived to send emis- 
saries- into San Fernando, Quiroga 
thought it prudent to urge his imme- 
diate return. As some time would elapse 
before Riego could reach head-quarters, 
the roads being still in a wretched state, 
the military junta, formed for directing 
the operations, decided: that an attack 
should be made in the meanwhile on the 
naval arsenal of La Caraca, which, be- 
sides the many other advantages to be 
derived from its’ possession, would open 
a communication with Puerto Real and 
Port St. Mary’s. While Captain Guiral, 
of the navy, undertook to convey the 
troops destined for this service, Don 
Lorenzo Garcia, colonel of the Aragon 
regiment, was entrusted with their com- 
mand. This party, consisting of four 
‘undred picked men, having embarked 
in some gun boats about midnight on the 
12th, were discovered: by a sentinel, who 
gave the alarm; but before any effectual 
preparation could be made for defence, 
the fort was carried by escalade, without 
the loss of a man. The national army 
was considerably strengthened by this 
coup-de-main, as all those who com- 
posed the garrison, nearly five hundred 
men, immediately joined their fellow- 
soldiers. Guiral also took possession of a 
ship of the line, and numerous flotilla, 

Nothing could be more perplexing than 
the state of affairs at this moment: all 
the efforts of servilism were at work here, 
and in other places, to counteract the 
events at San Fernando and defeat their 
effects; several regiments had joined 
Freyre, who advanced, with 6000 men 
from Seville, occupying all the roads 
leading to La Isla. To remain inactive 
might be still more injurious to the cause 
than continuing on the defensive; and 
although the royalist general had at- 
tempted to seduce the patriots into sub- 
mission by his letter of the 15th, addressed 
to Quiroga, from Seville, there was every 
appearance of a wish on his part to pro 
ceed hostilely, and co-operate with Cam- 
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pana. The. insurrection had, in fact, 
reached that point, when the smallest 
symptom of fear or weakness might have 
been fatal to the patriots, and prolong 
the reign of terror to an indefinite period. 
There are moments in the history of na- 
tions, as well as of individuals, in which 
the calculations of prudence lose all their 
efficacy, and if indulged, or made the rule 
of action, may be productive of that ruin 
which they are intended to avert: such was 
the state of the patriot army on the 25th 
of January, when Riego, prompted by one 
of those inspirations which occur only to 
great minds, suggested the idea of march= 
ing at. the head of a flying column, to 
spread the seeds of liberty in the pro- 
vinces, and keep the servile faction in 
check, while the remainder of the army 
should maintain its position at San Fer- 
nando, Many as were the objections 
that might have been made to this pro- 
posal, it was received with unequivocal 
approbation by the military junta, and 
when communicated to the troops, they 
are said to have crowded round the Gene- 
ral-in-Chief, earnestly soliciting permis- 
sion to form a part of the intended legion. 

Having selected fifteen hundred men 
for the above important service, and’ 
made such hasty arrangements as_ the 
shortness of the notice permitted, Riego, 
and his corps, upon which the destinies 
of millions were suspended, left the Isla 
at day-break on the 27th, passing over 
Chiclana amidst the cries of Viva éa 
Constitucion ! repeated on every side by 
the people, they slept at Conil, and_ pro-- 
ceeded to Vejernext day ; after proclaim- 
ing the constitution, and electing muni- 
cipal officers here, the column resumed 
its march, crossed the heights of Ojen on 
the 30th, and arrived at Algeciras on the 
following evening. 

Having re-crossed the range of Oden 
without interruption, the troops had 
scarcely set out on their march towards 
Vejer next morning, before a large body 
of cavalry was observed in front, formed 
evidently to oppose the march. Riego 
immediately prepared to attack the 
enemy, and when ready, advanced at a 
quick pace, some crying, Long live the 
Constitution, and Viva la Patria! while 
others commenced the war song, which 
had now become familiar to every ear. 
The coolness and intrepidity with which 
the column advanced astonished and 
awed the cavalry to such a degree that: 
they defiled on each side the road, open- 
ing a passage, through which the patriots 
were suffered to pass, without a single’ 
effort being made to annoy them. - 
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On reaching Vejer, Riego found that 
owing to all the approaches to the Isla 
being occupied by detachments from the 
army of Freyre, it would be hazardous 
to proceed. Thus surrounded by hostile 
chiefs, who still continued to stifle pub- 
lic opinion and impose on the credu- 
lity of the soldiery, the position of the 
column would have filled many a leader 
with alarm: whereas, Riego resolved to 
profit by the difficulty of returning to 
San Fernando, and carry his original de- 
sien into effect. Some additional sup- 
plies of money and horses being pro- 
cured, relizion was again called in to the 
aid of liberty; a military banquet, at 
which the officers and privates mingled, 
was given by the inhabitants, and closed 
with a public ball, where all the beauty 
of Vejer appeared, encouraging the de- 
fenders of freedom to persevere in the 
blorious struggle. It was on the 12th, 
after three days passed in festivity and 
warlike preparation, that the patriot gene- 
ral moved forward with a determination 
to reach Malaga, where the column ar- 
rived on the 18th, closely pursued and 
often attacked by the vanguard of 
© Dennel. 

Perceiving that the fears of the people 
got the better of their patriotism, for 
they had witnessed those impetuous 
charges of cavalry repelled by a portion 
of the column which had taken posses- 
sion of the great square, without showing 
a disposition to co-operate, Riego had no 
alternative between suffering all the fruits 
of his gallantry to be lost at Malaga, and 
pushing on to another point. The latter 
was chosen, and having effected their re- 
treat in excellent order, the column en- 
tered Antequera on the 22d, still harassed 
by the enemy’s cavalry. Though reduced 
by the causes, moral and physical, natu- 
rally attendant on such an enterprize, the 
General set out on the following day for 
Ronda; here the troops were encountered 
by a force double their number, but, 
having charged and driven them through 
the town, some rations were levied; upon 
which Riego halted for the night in the 
vicinity. Resuming their march on the 
24th, the patriots successively visited 
Grazadema, Puerto, Serrano and Montel- 
lano, where another attack of cavalry was 
sustained, and as courageously repelled. 
During the time which elapsed between 
the column’s march from Montellano till 
its arrival at Montilla, on the 8th of 
March, it had scarcely an hour’s repose, 
and besides having to resist the frequent 
charges of the enemy, their march lay 
over almost inaccessible mountains with- 
Montity Maa, No, 377. 
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out regular roads. From Montilla, where 
the column remained for some hours, 
Riego determined to gain the Sierra 
Morena; but there being no direct road 
to it, without passing though Cordova, he 
marched towards that city at all hazards. 
This was, perhaps, the boldest step 
hitherto taken. There was a regiment of 
dismounted cavalry at Cordoya: a consi+ 
derable portion of this corps was posted 
on the left bank of the Guadalquivir, ap- 
parently to oppose their passage. The 
column having baffled the efforts of ene- 
mies so much more numerous, its present 
adversaries were treated with perfect in- 
difference. The other troops stationed 
at Cordova remained in their quarters, 
unwilling to interfere in what was pass- 
ing: when within a few yards of the 
bridge which separated them from the 
city, the column, now reduced to three 
hundred men, began the favourite hymn, 
which resounded through the ranks, as if 
by one common impulse, and thus 
marched through the main street to a 
convent in the opposite suburb, followed 
by an immense concourse of the people. 

The column pursued its way towards 
the Sierra on the 8th, and passing through 
Espier, Azuaga, Berlanga and Villagarcia, 
reached Bienvenida at four o’cloek in the 
afternoon of the 11th, 

Diminished to a still smaller number, 
wor out with fatigue, and surrounded 
by various detachments, whose leaders 
sought their destruction, the situation of 
the patriots was too critical to admit of 
any doubt as to the only alternative 
which now remained. 
When the shattered remains of the 

flying column separated at Bienvenida, 
directing their steps, melancholy and 
broken-hearted. towards the wilds of 
the Sierra Morena, they little imagined 
that the cause of freedom had already pre- 
vailed, or that its triumph was, in a great 
measure, due to their own heroism! It is 
impossible to forget the deep and anxious 
interest excited by Riego and his follow- 
ers, from the moment of their departure 
till their labours terminated. ‘his feel- 
ing was no less intense all over Europe, 
than in the Peninsula: a proof of the 
importance attached to a corps, destined 
to be, as it were, the barometer of public 
opinion: and though so reduced previous 
to its dispersion, there is no doubt that 
the fact of Riego’s thus keeping the 
field, not only served to maintain the 
sacred fire, but had the effect of commu- 
nicating it to the whole nation. 

In returning to the transactions at San 
Fernando, additional motives for ap- 
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plause are found in the perseverance and 
gallantry displayed there after the depar- 
ture of Riego. As might be expected, 
Freyre and Campana hastened to profit 
by this event, so that two days were not 
suffered to elapse before the patriots had 
to repel a sortie from the Cortadura, while 
numerous detachmeats cut off their com- 
munication with the interior. 

Various demonstrations for a combined 
naval and military attack were made after- 
wards, but always ended in a precipitate 
retreat; for, as it has since transpired, 
the servile generals well knew there 
could be no reliance placed on the fide- 
lity of troops bribed to serve the cause 
of tyranny, and therefore endeavoured to 
gain their object by threats and intimi- 
dation. 

The flame lighted up in Andalusia in 
the meantime reaching Galicia, soon ex- 
tended to Navarre, Aragon, Catalonia, 
and other points of the Southern coast ; 
thus encircling and irradiating the inter- 
mediate provinces before it burst forth in 
the capital. 

MASSACRE AT CADIZ. 
Although the events at Corunna and 

Pamplona were known to the Royalist 
generals in the first days of March, and 
these persons saw the triumph of liberty 
was inevitable, they did their utmost to 
conceal what had occurred in other 
places; nor was it uutil the receipt of 
despatches from the court, stating Ferdi- 
nand’s adhesion, and the impatience of 
the people threatened their personal 
safety, that Freyre and Campana con- 
sented to proclaim the constitution. This 
intention being announced in an address 
issued at Port St. Mary’s on the 9th, Freyre 
repaired to Cadiz that night, and could 
only appease the populace, who had as- 
sembled to urge immediate compliance 
with his instructions, by repeated assu- 
rances that their wishes should be grati- 
fied early on the following day. 

The crime of Freyre and his coadju- 
tors was aggravated by the most refined 
hypocrisy: appearing as if they cheer- 
fully participated in the general joy, 
directions were given for regulating the 
‘ensuing ceremony, and a formal invita- 
tion sent to the foreign Consuls, request- 
ing them to be present with the civil and 
military authorities. _An officer was also 
‘dispatched to San Fernando, to invite 
Quiroga and. his staff: but as Freyre had 
rejected a previous proposal to evacuate 
the Cortadura, and disband the corps 
formed for the express purpose of oppo- 
sing the -patriots, the Genera]-in-chief 
and his friends were not without a suspi- 
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cion that some treachery might be medi- 
tated, it was determined that a deputa- 
tion, composed of Galiano, Banos, and 
Aguero, should represent. the national 
army at the approaching spectacle, 
while Quiroga remained at his post to 
watch their common interests. 

After a great. part of the night being 
passed in. festivity and rejoicing, the 
morning of the 10th had scarcely dawned 
before Cadiz exhibited a scene of inde- 
scribable animation: a rich display of 
tapestry or appropriate banners in all the 
balconies of this beautiful city indicated 
the sentiments of the. owners,, while 
groups of both sexes filled the streets and 
places of worship, congratulating each 
other on the arrival of that day which 
they had so long and ardently antici- 
pated. When it was ascertained that the 
deputation from La Isla had set out, the 
town gates were thrown open; upon 
which the people, giving way to the first 
generous impulse, rushed in thousands 
towards the Cortadura. 

The report is dated on the 15th, and 
commenced as follows: “ Charged. by 
Your Excellency, on the invitation of 
Don Manuel Freyre, to repair. to Cadiz, 
and make various arrangements. relative 
to proclaiming the Constitution, we pro- 
ceeded, accompanied by an officer, three 
orderlies, and a trumpet, to carry your 
wishes into effect. We had hardly 
reached the Torre Gorda, when an im- 
mense concourse of people were seen 
coming from the Cortadura, and pursu- 
ing their way to San Fernando. | The air 
resounded with acclamations as we passed ; 
nothing but expressions of affection and 
sympathy were heard; amongst others, 
they called us their Jiberators. On reach- 
ing Cadiz, garlands of flowers weie 
showered from the windows, and nothing 
was heard but long live the Constitution, 
the National Army, and its Chiefs ! 

“‘ General Freyre received us politely, 
though with coldness: he .expressed_ his 
wish that we should maintain our. posi- 
tion in the Isla, alledging as a pretext, 
that the entry of the traops might occa- 
sion disputes, if not, bloodshed, with 
those of the garrison, . One of the party 
having replied that the soldiers of the 
National Army were no less brave than 
moderate, Freyre . rejoined, that he 
thought the men of his corps. merited 
equal praise: this. was evidently not the 
General's real opinion, from the anxiety 
he betrayed to see us return. We were 
about to conform to his wishes, when 
the report of musquetry was suddenly 
heard, and we immediately after per- 

; ceiyed 
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ceived numbers of both sexes running 
towards us, demanding, with loud cries, 
to be shielded from the soldiery, who 
were firing in every direction, and cut- 
ting down all before them. To this ap- 
peal, the General very coolly answered, 
‘make yvuurselves easy, my children ; 
there is no danger, don’t be afraid!’ 
Meanwhile, the tumult augmented, and 
we heard the reports nearer: as to the 
General, he left us, apparently with a 
view of putting an end to the disorder ; 
but, so far from doing so, he authorized, 
in some degree, by his presence, the hor- 
rors which followed. 

““When the above dreadful scene 
commenced, we resolved to return, and 
were encouraged to do so by Freyre: two 
of the deputation ascended the roof of 
the house, followed by the Adjutant 
Sylva, who had come in our suite, and 
passing over adjoining terraces, found an 
asylum not far from the residence of the 
General: one of the party, who attempt- 
ed to escape through the front door, had 
to brave many of the assassins, whom he 
met at every corner; fortunately, they 
did not recognize him: having, with the 
greatest difficulty, reached the house of 
Villavicentio, he there met Freyre and 
Campana. It was in vain that our 
companion claimed the rights due to his 
character of Delegate from the National 
Army: they replied, by stating, that no 
protection could be afforded by the laws, 
as these were not obeyed. Thus aban- 
doned to his fate, he sought refuge with 
a friend, and did not rejoin us till eleven 
o'clock on the following day. 

“When tranquillity was somewhat 
restored, we discovered the place of our 
retreat to the Government of Cadiz, if 
such it could be called, and peremptorily 
demanded the treatment due to us as the 
bearer of a flag of truce: the only an- 
swer, was a file of soldiers with drawn 
swords, who seized and conducted us to 
the castle of San Sebastian, where each 
was thrown into a separate cell, deprived 
of communication, and otherwise treated 
with every species of indignity. We re- 
mained in this state of solitary confine- 
ment until the night of the 14th, when, 
owing to farther intelligence from Madrid, 
our imprisonment was changed into sim- 
ple detention, preparatory, as the keepers 
asserted, to our being exchanged for some 
of the officers arrested at Las’ Cabezas. 
This must have been a mere invention, 
as we were soon after embarked in a 
smal] boat, and landed on the beach 
near San Fernando.” 

In addition to the foregoing particu- 

lars, confirmed in all respects by the ac- 
counts of others, it appears that the bat- 
talion of Guides and Lealtad, or Ferdi- 
nand's own, made up of deserters, and 
galley slaves liberated from prison, were 
the instruments employed on this occa- 
sion; and that, being liberally supplied 
with brandy, they remained shut up in 
their barracks till the square of San 
Antonio was completely thronged, and 
the ceremony of proclaiming the poli- 
tical code about to commence. It was 
then that Campana issued his orders: 
in another instant the work of slaughter 
began: rushing into the square at dif 
ferent points, neither sex nor age was 
spared; those who could not escape 
were butchered on the spot, nor did the 
foreign consuls escape without insult and 
violence. The number ‘of victims, in- 
cluding killed and wounded, exceeded 
five hundred, and would have been much 
greater, had not the drunken state of the 
perpetrators prevented their taking a 
more regular aim. Not content with 
butchering old and young, women and 
children, the whole of the night and 
part of the next day were devoted to 
plunder; nor, with the exception of 
those who endeavoured to allay the 
tumult, was a person to be seen in the 
streets of Cadiz, which resembled a be- 
sieged city for some days after. Owing 
to the measures of precaution adopted 
by Freyre and his associates, the mur- 
derers were transferred to Xerez in the 
night, and replaced by the Patriotic regi- 
ment of Valangay, thus escaping the 
fury of the populace. 

To judge of the share which Freyre 
and Campana had in this sanguinary 
proceeding, it is necessary merely to 
read the following order of the day, 
issned immediately after the event: and 
some extracts from the communications 
of Freyre to the Minister at War. 

“ General Order. 
Cadiz, March 1], 1820. 

“Long live the King! long live Reli- 
gion! honour to the brave and loyal 
troops forming the garrison of Cadiz! 
Their fidelity, and the decided manner 
in which the soldiers conducted them- 
selves yesterday, merits the gratitude of 
all the king’s subjects, and that of the 
general who has the honour to command 
them. 

‘<Jt is, in the name of his Majesty, 
therefore, that 1 return the officers and 
other individuals of the garrison, my 
warmest thanks, for their brilliant mili- 
tary conduct. : 

“(Signed) =“ CAMPaNa.” 
The 
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peared in the Official Gazette here, on 
the 21st March: his first letter will be a 
sufficient specimen of the whole. ~ 

«“Most Excellent Sir! 
_“ The garrison of Cadiz, ever faithful 

to the King, our Master, has, to my great 
satisfaction, just given me the most pub- 
lic and affectionate proof of the submis- 
sion, fidelity, and love it entertains for 
his august and royal person; drowning, 
with its general cry of Long live the 
King! the effervescence of the people, 
who, collecting and mutinying yesterday 
in the square of San Antonio, cried, 
Long live the Constitution! In this state 
of things, I succeeded, by traversing the 
streets and squares, in restraining those 
leyal troops, who, enraged with the riot- 
ers, fired in all directions, and on every 
group they saw, repeating nothing but 
the joyful cry of Live the King! At 
the present hour, half-past three, tran- 
quillity is, in some degree, restored; 
but I will still continue to make every 
exertion to re-establish order and disci- 
pline. 

« With this courier, I send instructions 
to Seville, in order that it may follow the 
noble and just example set here; having 
already dispatched officers in various 
directions to give it publicity. Two of 
my aides-du-camp have gone to the 
army for the same purpose. 

“ Although I have not received an- 
swers to the letters and orders which I 
dispatched, I do not like to lose any time 
in depriving his Majesty of such pleasing 
and satisfactory intelligence; but when 
tranquillity is effectually restored, I will 
transmit all the details to your Excel- 
lency. 

“Your Excellency will be pleased to 
make these circumstances known to his 
Majesty, assuring him of the fidelity of 
the troops, and that we only aspire to 
defend his rights, and secure tranquillity 
and order, God preserve your Excel- 
Jency many yeais, 

(Signed) Manure FREYRE.” 
* Head-Quarters, Madrid, 

March 10, 1820.” 

It is needless to say that neither confi- 
dence nor tranquillity were established at 
Cadiz till the removal of those who had 
destroyed both one and the other. This 
event took place on the 17th, when 
Freyre was replaced by General O’Do- 
noju, while Don Cayetano Valdes, and 
Francisco de Jauregui succeeded Cam- 
pana and Rodriguez, the King’s Lieute- 
nant, 

The first care of the new Captain- 
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The correspondence of Freyre ap-. General was, to make all the compensa,y 
, tion in his power to the outraged. patriots 

and inhabitants, by causing the Constitu~ 
tion to be proclaimed in a way more 
becoming the importance of the subject, 
To prevent the possibility. of interrup- 
tion, it was arranged that no person 
should appear armed within the walls of 
Cadiz during the ceremony. This, was 
performed on the 20th, at noon, in the 
presence of the national army, which, 
led by Quiroga, Riego and the staff, 
made its triumphal entry that morning, 
After the civil and military authorities 
were sworn, they proceeded to the cathe- 
dral, followed by the whole population ; 
here, Te Deum was sung, anda solemn 
thanksgiving offered up to Almighty God, 
for the consummation of their wishes. 

Pursuant to orders received on his ap- 
pointment, that a rigorous inquiry should 
be forthwith instituted, relative to the 
late outrage, Freyre and his coadjutors 
were arrested and sent to the prisons of 
La Caraga, from which Calderon and his 
staff were liberated on the 20th: the cul- 
prits are still confined, and till overtaken 
by the too tardy sentence of the law, 
suffer under the awful anathema of pub- 
lic opinion. 

GENERAL RISING. 
The rising in Galicia and Navarre was 

almost simultaneous: Mina, who had 
eluded the vigilance of spies and inform- 
ers, employed to watch his movements in 
France, left Paris early in February, and 
entering the valley of Bastan, on the 
25th, found a numerous band of patriots 
ready to receive him, His proclamation, 
dated on. the 2d March, _hesides . de- 
claring in favour of the Constitution and 
Cortes, contained an energetic appeal to 
his former companions in arms, who 
were now called upon to join the stand- 
ard of freedom, and imitate the heroic 
resolution of the national army. 

At Corunna, the garrison and inhabi- 
tants, headed by Don Carlos Espinosa, a 
colonel of artillery, rose on the 21st of 
February, placed the, Captain-general 
and some other authorities under arrest; 
after which. the code was proclaimed, 
and those who had been shut, up for poli- 
tical offences liberated. ‘The conduct of 
Espinosa on this and all other occasions 
had raised him to an envied height 
amongst the Spanish Patriots. 
_ A Junta of the principal inhabitants, 
with Don Pedro Agar, the former Regent, , 
as president, being installed, the General- 
in-chief departed, at the head of a flying 
column, to proclaim the Constitution 
throughout the proyince. This was ef- 

fected 
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fected at Santiago on the 24th, and at 
Orense the following day: although op- 
posed by San Roman, a blustering Ser- 
vile, entrusted with the military com- 
mand in Galicia, the progress of Acevedo 
was triumphant, till the 9th of March, 
when he fell a victim to his intrepidity and 
misplaced confidence in a party of provin- 
cial militia, posted in the vicinity of a 
small town, called Padernalo. Unsus- 
picious of the treachery which was 
about to deprive Spain of his services, 
the patriot chief advanced alone, and un- 
armed, to stay the flight of the enemy, 
calling upon the fugitives to join their 
brethren, and no longer serve as the 
blind instruments of seifishness and am- 
bition. His address was scarcely ended, 
when some of the party, concealed be- 
hind a thicket, fired on the general, who 
fell mortally wounded. 

The body of Acevedo, disinterred from 
the spot in which it had been deposited 
after his assassination, was conveyed to 
Corunna, where it received the honours 
of a public funeral, and general mourn- 
ing. Like Porlier, too, the statue of 
Feliz Acevedo will also ornament the 

national pantheon, 
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ss. An eloquént statement of the 
event was addressed to Ferdinand by the 
provincial Junta. This important paper 
also contained a true, though lamentable, 
picture of the wretched condition to 
which Spain was reduced under the late 
government, and is justly regarded as 
one of the most valuable historical docu- 
ments of the day. 

The people of Catalonia began to as- 
semble, and declare themselves, the mo- 
ment they heard of what had occurred 
in Aragon. Castanos, who had been 
suffered to occupy the place of Captain- 
General since Lacy's death, vainly en- 
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deavoured to check the popular feeling 
at Barcelona: as the means adopted for 
this purpose, that of arming the dregs of 
society, might lead to scenes of violence, 
which the eonstitutionalists had deter- 
mined to avoid, a large party of the lat- 
ter, uniting themselves to the garrison, 
sallied forth, and proclaimed the code at 
Tarragona, Reus, aud several other towns, 
Meanwhile, the orders from Madrid 
reached Castanos, and were soon followed 
by the arrival of General  Villacampa, 
who assumed the command, causing the 
constitution to be promulgated on the 
12th. Driven from Barcelona by the 
people, Castanos came to Madrid, and 
notwithstanding the events of 1817, and 
his recent conduct, he has contrived to get 
himself appointed a counsellor of State. 
With respect to Villacampa, his demea- 
nour was in this, as in every other act of 
his civil and military career, entitled to 
the utmost praise, and found its reward 
in the approbation of his fellow citizens, 

The inhabitants of Carthagena, Valen- 
cia, Murcia, and Granada, animated by a 
similar spirit to those of Cataionia, de- 
clared in favour of freedom nearly on 
the same day. When Elio received the 
Minister’s circular, he mounted his horse 
and rode to the town-hall, whence an 
immediate summons was sent to the 
Municipal body. Affecting the most 
ardent zeal in favour of freedom, the 
executioner of Vidal, young Beltran de 
Lis, and his companions, were about to 
proclaim the charter, when the people, 
who had by this time collected in great 
numbers, unanimously declared they 
would rather continue slaves than receive 
liberty from such contaminated hands! 
The past atrocities of Elio next rushed 
across every mind; unable to repress the 
indignation excited by a recollection of 
his barbarous conduct, he must have 
fallen a sacrifice to popular fury, were it 
not for the interposition of Count Almo- 
dovar; who being called upon by the 
people to exercise the functions of Cap» 
tain-General till the King’s pleasureshould 
be known, insisted on their sparing the life 
of Elio; thus proving that there was no 
sacrifice of resentment and personal feel- 
ing they were not prepared to make in 
favour of liberty. Being conducted to 
his house by a strong guard, the obnox- 
ious general was removed to the citadel, 
where he still remains, brooding over 
the innumerable sorrows which his for- 
mer conduct has brought on Spain; and 
like the criminals of Cadiz, given up to 
the execration of mankind. 

THE 
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The correspondence of Freyre ap-: 
peared in the Official Gazette here, on, 
the 21st March: his first letter will be a 
sufficient specimen of the whole. © 

“Most Excellent Sir! 
_“ The garrison of Cadiz, ever faithful 

to the King, our Master, has, to my great 
satisfaction, just given me the most pub- 
lic and affectionate proof of the submis- 
sion, fidelity, and love it entertains for 
his august and royal person; drowning, 
with its general cry of Long live the 
King! the effervescence of the people, 
who, collecting and mutinying yesterday 
in the square of San Antonio, cried, 
Long live the Constitution! In ‘this state 
of things, I succeeded, by traversing the 
streets and squares, in restraining those 
leyal troops, who, enraged with the riot- 
ers, fired in all directions, and on every 
group they saw, repeating nothing but 
the joyful cry of Live the King! At 
the present hour, half-past three, tran- 
quillity is, in some degree, restored; 
but I will still continue to make every 
exertion to re-establish order and disci- 
line. 
« With this courier, I send instructions 

to Seville, in order that it may follow the 
noble and just example set here; having 
already dispatched officers in various 
directions to give it publicity. Two of 
my aides-du-camp have gone to the 
army for the same purpose. 

«Although I have not received an- 
swers to the letters and orders which I 
dispatched, I do not like to lose any time 
in depriving his Majesty of such pleasing 
and satisfactory intelligence; but when 
tranquillity is effectually restored, I will 
transmit all the details to your Excel- 
lency. 

“Your Excellency will be pleased to 
make these circumstances known to his 
Majesty, assuring him of the fidelity of 
the troops, and that we only aspire to 
defend his rights, and secure tranquillity 
and order, God preserve your Excel- 
Jency many years, ~ : 

(Signed) MANnvueEL FREYRE.” 
“ Head-Quarters, Madrid, 

March 10, 1820.” 

It is needless to say that neither confi- 
dence nor tranquillity were established at 
Cadiz till the removal of those who had 
destroyed both one and the other. This 
event took place on the 17th, when 
Freyre was replaced by General O"Do- 
noju, while Don Cayetano Valdes, and 
Francisco de Jauregui succeeded Cam- 
pana and Rodriguéz, the King’s Lieute- 
nant, 

The first care of the new Captain- 
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General was, to make all the compensa,y, 
tion in his power to the outraged. patriots 
and inhabitants, by causing. the Constitu~ 
tion to be proclaimed in a way more 
becoming the importance of the subject. 
To prevent the possibility of interrup- 
tion, it was arranged that no person 
should appear armed within the walls of 
Cadiz during the ceremony. This, was 
performed on the 20th, at noon, in the 
presence of the national army, which, 
led by Quiroga, Riego and the staff, 
made its triumphal entry that morning, 
After the civil and military authorities 
were sworn, they proceeded to the cathe- 
dral, followed by the whole population ; 
here, Te Deum was sung, and a solemn 
thanksgiving offered up to Almighty God, 
for the consummation of their wishes. 

Pursuant to orders received on his ap- 
pointment, that a rigorous inquiry should 
be forthwith instituted, relative to the 
late outrage, Freyre and his coadjutors 
were arrested and sent to the prisons of 
La Caraga, from which Calderon and his 
staff were liberated on the 20th: the cul- 
prits are still confined, and till overtaken 
by the too tardy sentence of the law, 
suffer under the awful anathema of pub- 
lic opinion. 
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after which the code was proclaimed, 
and those who had been shut. up for poli- 
tical offences liberated. ‘The conduct of 
Espinosa on this and all other occasions 
had raised him to an envied height 
amongst the Spanish Patriots. 
_ A Junta of the principal inhabitants, 
with Don Pedro Agar, the former Regent, , 
as president, being installed, the General- 
in-chief departed, at the head of a flying 
column, to proclaim the Constitution 
throughout the proyince, This was ef- 

fected 
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fected at Santiago on the 24th, and at 
Orense the following day: although op- 
posed by San Roman, a blustering Ser- 
vile, entrusted with the military com- 
mand in Galicia, the progress of Acevedo 
was triumphant, till the 9th of March, 
when he fell a victim to his intrepidity and 
misplaced confidence in a party of provin- 
cial militia, posted in the vicinity of a 
small town, called Padernalo. Unsus- 
picious of the treachery which was 
about to deprive Spain of his services, 
the patriot chief advanced alone, and un- 
armed, to stay the flight of the enemy, 
calling upon the fugitives to join their 
brethren, and no longer serve as the 
blind instruments of seifishness and am- 
bition. His address was scarcely ended, 
when some of the party, concealed be- 
hind a thicket, fired on the general, who 
fell mortally wounded. 

The body of Acevedo, disinterred from 
the spot in which it had been deposited 
after his assassination, was conveyed to 
Corunna, where it received the honours 
of a public funeral, and general mourn- 
ing. Like Porlier, too, the statue of 
Feliz Acevedo will also ornament the 
national pantheon. 

Although Mina did not enter Pam- 
plona before the 11th of March, his pre- 
sence in the neighbourhood with a con- 
siderable force obliged the Captain- 
General, Espeleta, to open the gates much 
sooner than he had intended: a staunch 
partizan of the court, and surrounded by 
priests, Espeleta betrayed the greatest 
unwillingness. to embrace the constitu- 
tional system. The establishment of 
liberty in Navarre was celebrated by a 
series of festivities, and the liberation of 
many state prisoners; amongst whom 
was the celebrated Quintana, whose 
writings have done so much towards en- 
lightening his countrymen. 

The garrison of Zaragoza had risen 
and proclaimed the constitution on the 
5th, without committing the slightest ex- 
cess. An eloquent statement of the 
event was addressed to Ferdinand by the 
provincial Junta. This important paper 
also contained a true, though lamentable, 
picture of the wretched condition to 
which Spain was reduced under the late 
government, and is justly regarded as 
one of the most valuable historical docu- 
ments of the day. 

The people of Catalonia began to as- 
semble, and declare themselves, the mo- 
ment they heard of what had occurred 
in Aragon. Castanos, who had been 
suffered to occupy the place of Captain- 
General since Lacy's death, vainly en- 
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deavoured to check the popular feeling 
at Barcelona: as the means adopted for 
this purpose, that of arming the dregs of 
society, might lead to scenes of violence, 
which the eonstitutionalists had deter- 
mined to avoid, a large party of the lat- 
ter, uniting themselves to the garrison, 
sallied forth, and proclaimed the code at 
Tarragona, Reus, aud several other towns, 
Meanwhile, the orders from Madrid 
reached Castanos, and were soon followed 
by the arrival of General  Villacampa, 
who assumed the command, causing the 
constitution to be promulgated on the 
12th. Driven from Barcelona by the 
people, Castanos came to Madrid, and 
notwithstanding the events of 1817, and 
his recent conduct, he has contrived to get 
himself appointed a counsellor of State. 
With respect to Villacampa, his demea- 
nour was in this, as in every other act of 
his civil and military career, entitled to 
the utmost praise, and found its reward 
in the approbation of his fellow citizens, 

The inhabitants of Carthagena, Valen- 
cia, Murcia, and Granada, animated by a 
similar spirit to those of Catalonia, de- 
clared in favour of freedom nearly on 
the same day. When Elio received the 
Minister’s circular, he mounted his horse 
and rode to the town-hall, whence an 
immediate summons was sent to the 
Municipal body. Affecting the most 
ardent zeal in favour of freedom, the 
executioner of Vidal, young Beltran de 
Lis, and his companions, were about to 
proclaim the charter, when the people, 
who had by this time collected in great 
numbers, unanimously declared they 
would rather continue slaves than receive 
liberty from such contaminated hands ! 
The past atrocities of Elio next rushed 
across every mind; unable to repress the 
indignation excited by a recollection of 
his barbarous conduct, he must have 
fallen a sacrifice to popular fury, were it 
not for the interposition of Count Almo- 
dovar; who being called upon by the 
people to exercise the functions of Cap+ 
tain-General till the King’s pleasureshould 
be known, insisted on their sparing the life 
of Elio; thus proving that there was no 
sacrifice of resentment and personal feel- 
ing they were not prepared to make in 
favour of liberty. Being conducted to 
his house by a strong guard, the obnox- 
ious general was removed to the citadel, 
where he still remains, brooding over 
the innumerable sorrows which his for- 
mer conduct has brought on Spain; and 
like the criminals of Cadiz, given up to 
the execration of mankind. 

THE 
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THE CAPITAL. 
Having noticed some of those circum- 

stances which marked the transition 
from slavery to freedom, in the provinces, 
it remains for me to add a few facts rela- 
tive to what took place in the capital pre- 
vious to the adhesion of Ferdinand. 

The following is a list of the Ministers 
when the insurrection broke out :—Duke 
de San Fernando, Foreign Affairs; Mata 
Florida, Grace and Justice; Alos, War 
Department; Cisneros, Marine and Co- 
Jonies; Salmon, Finances; Infantado, 
Alagon and Ugarte formed part of the 
secret Council or Camarilla, and were 
supported by Ben Como, the Confessor ; 
Ramirez, the King’s Valet; and Vargas, 
Treasurer of the Household. 

Ballesteros therefore waited on the 
King, to undeceive him, by describing 
the real state of things, and ended the 
audience, by informing his Majesty, that 
the Government could not calculate on 
the obedience of a single regiment. This 
being fully confirmed by the accounts 
hourly arriving from the provinces, Fer- 
dinand yielded to the empire of neces- 
sity, and consented to sign a decree, in 
which he promised to accept the political 
code of 1812, and convoke the Cortes. 
The pericd of believing in promises 
having, however, gone by, and ge | 
that the party who had hitherto enjoye 
the royal confidence only wanted to gain 
time, the populace and soldiery took the 
alarm, assembled before the municipality, 
and elected a corporation of the most 
distinguished citizens; they then pro- 
ceeded to the Palace, and called aloud 
for the King. This appeal being made 
in such a way that it could not be resisted, 
Ferdinand appeared at a balcony, with a 
copy of the Constitution in his hand,and 
holding it up, signified his readiness to 
conform to the assurances he had given 
the preceding day.* Next to his re- 
ception in the Hall of Cortes on the 9th 
July, this must have been the proudest 
day of Ferdinand’s life. Orders being 
immediately issued to execute the desire 
of the populace, relative to naming a 
junta of government, liberation of state 
prisoners, abolishing the holy office, and 

* The efforts:of Don Francisco. de Paulo 
to remove the hesitation betrayed by Fer- 
dinand, while. the tranquillity .of Madrid 
was threatened, were seconded by these of 
the Queen and the two Princesses, her 
sisters-in-law. An attendantof her Majesty 
has informed me, that she implored Ferdi- 
hand, with tears, to come forward, a few 
moments before he appeared at the balcony. 
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various other establishments connectea 
with the late system, the people with 
drew, exclaiming, “ Long live Ferdinand! 
Long live the Constitutional Monarch !” 

From the Palace the crowd hastened to 
the Inquisition, destroyed the instruments 
of torture, and placing the prisoners’ in an 
open car, bore them in triumph through 
the principal streets. The night closed 
with a spontaneous and general illumi- 
nation. On the next day Ballesteros’ was 
charged with the pleasing office of visitin 
the prisons, and restoring their hagga’ 
inmates, confined for political offences, to 
liberty and light. Ig r 

Besides the decrees for abolishing the 
Inquisition, and regulating the hberty of 
the press, two proclamations were pub- 
lished ; the first, bearing ‘the King’s’sig- 
nature, explained his reasons foradopting 
the fatal system of 1814, on‘the plea that 
it was recommended to him asthe most 
popular! repeating the factof his own 
adhesion, his subjects were congratulated 
on the event; this address ‘concludes 
with the following remarkable sentence: 
“Let us march frankly, and myself the 
first, in the constitutional path, by show- 
ing an example of wisdom,- order, and 
moderation, in a crisis which has been 
accompanied with so many tears and 
sorrows in other countries: Jet us make 
the Spanish name revered, at the ‘same 
time that we lay the foundation for ages 
of happiness and glory.” 

The formation of patriotic societies 
here, and in the provinces, afforded tliose 
who took no part in the administration 
the means of expressing their sentiments, 
and had an excellent etfect in suggesting 
useful hints to government, as ‘well as 
teaching the people how to appreciate 
their newly acquired rights. Neither the 
calumnies nor falsehoods cireulated with 
regard to these associations, have removed 
the impressions of their utility, in con- 
solidating and maintaining the consti- 
tutional system. BAY 10). sera 

There was but one’ solitary class that 
appeared dull in the midst of this gra- 
tifying scene, Though the liberal portion 
of the priesthood entered freely into the 
sentiments, of the. people, stimulating 
them to.espouse-the cause of freedom, 
with becoming zeal, others found-only.a 
source‘of dejection in the general joy. It 
would have been well, had this discontent 
at seeing ‘others happy been confined: to 
the solitude of their'cloisters; but;:taking 
a wider range, it was vented in an attempt 
to get up a conspiracy. As usual. ex- 
cessive piety, and a conviction that the 
change would bring down the aes 

° 
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of heaven, was the pretext for tampering 
with the soldiery, some of whom were 
even bribed to aid in the projected trea- 
son. 

The decree for convoking the Cortes, 
published on the day of Ferdinand’s ad- 
hesion, was followed. by. preparations for 
the election, of representatives, who were 
chosen soon,after.. Most uf the Members 
had reached,this by the end of June, and 
when [ arrived here, were anxiously wait- 
ing for the august ceremony already 
described, yh 

| THE INQUISITION. 
The principles on which the newly 

modelled: tribunal was to be conducted 
were laid down in the edict of denun- 
ciation, which. required. the faithful, on 
pain. of excommunication, and other 
punishments,,to give immediate infor- 
mation against their very parents, near- 
est relatives and friends, of any deviation 
from the puerile and absurd prohibitions, 
contained. in this monument of human 
ignorance and depravity. The Manual of 
Eymeric had. previously regulated thz 
mode. of trial and punishment; so that 
the inquisitors had little more to do than 
give a loose to their thirst for blood : how 
well they fulfilled the wishes of his holi- 
hess, Pius [V., twenty thousand victims, 
who either perished in the flames, or were 
given up to other penalties, during the 
first two or three years of the establish- 
ment, is the best proof.” 
_ After describing the. terror spread 
throughout Andalusia, when the inqui- 
sitors began their operations at Seville, 
by enjoining the instant return of all 
those who had fled at their approach; 
and alluding to the place of execution, at 
the gates of that city,t Llorente asks, 
‘« who will dare assert that such. punish- 
ments for mere alleged errors of the un- 
derstanding were conformable to the 
spirit of the. gospel?’?.. Amongst the 
important services rendered by the his- 
torian of the Holy Office, he. has. most 
effectually exonerated the people of Spain 

* The victims condemned at Seville were 
independent of those’ who suffered in Ara- 
gon, where the| proceedings of the Holy 
Olfice had not experienced any inter- 
Taption. t 

+ This spot, was called El Quemadero, 
or burning-place. It was ornamented with 
four statues, representing prophets :. ac- 
cording to some writers, the. victims. were 
bound to these figures ; while others assert 
them to have been merely enclosed in the 
arena, and guards placed round it, to pre- 
vent their escape. 
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and their representatives, from having, in 
the smallest degree, contributed to, or 
countenanced its establishment. His 
statements relative to the tumults which 
occurred in Aragon and Castile, soon 
after the nomination of Torquemada,t as 
well as the formal remonstrances of the 
Cortes of Valladolid and Zaragoza, in 
1518 and 1523, are conclusive on this 
subject. It is also evident, that Isabella 
was led into sanctioning the measures 
proposed, by the emissaries of Pius IV., 
in the first instance through fear. 

That neither the opposition of the 
people and Cortes, the scruples of the 
Queen, or the letter addressed to the 
inquisitors by Charles V. in 1521, pro- 
duced any effect, appears from their sub- 
sequent proceedings; in the course of 
which not less than 340,000 human 
beings were either consumed at the stake, 
or consigned to perpetual imprisonment, 
and other severe penalties, 

To form a judgment on the undeviating 
constancy with which the inquisitors pur- 
sued their course, it is only necessary to 
glance at the pages of the * Critical His- 
tory,” in which the author has stated all 
that is necessary to be known of the Holy 
Office. A few examples selected from his 
interesting volumes, and from those other 
writers whose testimonies have been con- 
firmed by the living historian, may not be 
without some share of interest, and will 
have the effect of confirming my previous 
conclusions. 

In order that the converts to Luther's 
doctrines might be terrified into an ad- 
herence to the catholic faith, two, grand 
Auto-de-Fes were celebrated at Valladolid 
in 1559. Don Carlos, the presumptive 
heir to the throne, and the Princess Juana, 
his aunt, who was left as Regent during 
the absence of Philip, were present at 
that held on the 2lst of May: it was 

t It has been long thought in Spain, that 
Torquemada was the first inquisitor-gene- 
ral; Llorente has rectified this error, by 
giving the names of the two inquisitors of 
Castile: two monks, named San Martin, 
and Morillo: It was not till February, 
1482, that Tomas de Torquemada received 
his appointment: so that this. minister of 
vengeance found the Holy Office organized, 
and all the prisons full of victims, on his 
assuming its direction. ‘Torquemada ‘was 
prior of a Dominican convent, and con- 
fessor to Ferdinand. The number of those 
who suffered from persecution, during the 
first eighteen years of the inquisition, 
while he filled his station in it, amounted 
to 105,291; of whont 8800 were burnt in 
person, and 6500 in effigy. ~ 

also 
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also attended by the flower ef the Spanish 
nobility, of both sexes, and an immehse 
concourse of the people. Some idea may 
be formed of this ceremony, when it is 
added, that the bones of Dona Eleanora 
de Vibero, who had. been interred some 
time before as anirreproachable catholic, 
were burned, together with her two sons 
and adaughter! As the house formerly 
inhabited by Dona Eleanora, had been 
denounced as the scene of Lutheran 
worship, it was rased to the ground, and 
a column erected on the spot, bearing an 
inscription with the particulars of the 
event. JLlorente says, that this monu- 
ment of human ferocity against the dead 
was not demolished before the occupation 
of Valladolid by a French corps in 1809.* 
The second Auto tock place on the 8th 
of October, and was got up for the ex- 
press purpose of gratifying Philip, on 
his return from the Low Countries. 
A writer who describes the event, re- 

lates, that the great square presented the 
most pompous and magnificent sight 
imaginable; in the centre were placed 
thirteen stakes, three feet and a half high : 
the whole of one side of the square was 

_ fitted up with boxes, richly ornamented, 
for the court, while the other three were 
arranged with seats in the form of an 
amphitheatre. His Majesty and the Prin- 
cess his sister, together with Don Carlos, 
the Duke of Parma, and the French 
Legation, entered the great balcony pre- 
pared for their reception, at nine o’clock 
in the morning; the bishops, grandees, 
and other dignitaries with their wives and 
daughters, occupied the boxes on each 
side of the royal family. The Countess 
of Ribadavia, the most beautiful woman 
at the court of Philip, attracted all eyes, 
and is said to have disturbed the devo- 
tions of many of the spectators. The ring- 
ing of bells and the lamentations of the 
penitents, at ten o’clock, announced the 
near approach of the procession, for 
which the company were waiting with 
impatience. This soon appeared, pre- 

* Dona Eleanora was the wife of Pedro 
de Cazella, who held a high situation in the 
financial department of the state. Nearly 
all the members of the Cazella family ap- 
peared at this Auto: one of them, Dona 
Constancia, a widow condemned to per- 
petual imprisonment, and confiscation of 
all her property, was recommended for 
merey to the Regent, by her brother, Don 
Agustin, who said as the procession passed, 
‘“] pray your Highness to have compassion 
on this unhappy woman, who leaves thir- 
teen orphans withoutany provision !” 
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ceded by a party of soldiers and sone 
Alguazils of the Holy Office; next to 
these came Fray Domingo Rodriguez 
carrying a large wooden cross, painted 
green; he was followed by Fernando 
Valdes, the Grand Inquisitor, devoutly 
bearing aloft the standard of the Faith. 
Behind the Inquisitor were seen thirteen 
victims intended for the flames, habited 
in their sanbenttos and pasteboard mi- 
tres ;* their hands were bound, and each 
penitent was accompanied by a confes- 
sor and a familiar, who walked by his 
side, After these, two men bore a coffin, 
containing the bones of an old woman 
named Sanchez, condemned for sorcery, 
but who had destroyed herself in the 
dungeons of the Holy Office. Her’ effigy 
and seventeen individuals of both sexes, 
completed the train of penitents. A 
mule richly caparisoned, having a case 
suspended on each side, covered with 
black velvet, which had a deep gold 
fringe, came next to the condemned, and 
was guarded by four secretaries. The 
members of the Inquisition and religious 
communities covered the flanks of the 
procession, while the Chapter of the 
Cathedral, officers of Justice and Muni- 
cipality, brought up the rear, marching 
with a slow and solemn step round the 
arena, and bowing to the King as they 
passed. The victims condemned to 
death were tied to their respective stakes, 
and those destined for minor punish- 
ments ranged on each side near them. 
When the remainder of the procession 
had taken their seats, the Grand Inqui- 
sitor proceeded to the King’s balcony, 
and ordering his Majesty to rise, admi- 
nistered the usual oath. This was per- 
formed by holding up his right hand, and 
swearing to defend the tnbunal of the 
Faith, denouncing all those he suspected 
of meriting its chastisement. The oath 
being signed, it was read aloud by a 
secretary. The sermon usual on these 
occasions was preached by the Bishop of 
Cuenca, after which, those of Palencia 
and Zamova degraded the ecclesiastics 
about to be consumed, 

These preparations having terminated, 
the thirteen victims were led off to the 
Quemadero, where their sentences were 
carried into immediate effect. The other 

* The Sanbenito was a loose yellow-vest 
or gown, worn by all those who were con- 
demned to be burnt, or to do penance; in 
the first case, it was painted all over with 
demons and reptiles; in the second, quite 
plain; and the same with regard to the 
Coroza. / 

parts 
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parts of the ceremony being completed 
high mass and Te Deum were sung; on 
which the king retired, when the cross 
and standard were borne back in triumph 
to the cathedral. 

Five of the thirteen sufferers by fire 
were nuns: of whom, the oldest had not 
attained her thirtieth year. Agreeably to 
the tenor of their sentences, those who 
recanted were strangled previous to being 
placed on the pile, 

An Auto-de-Fé performed at Seville, 
on the 24th of September of the same 
year, wanted only the presence of roy- 
alty to render it much more splendid 
than those of Valladolid: the victims 
were more numerous, there being twenty- 
one given up to the flames, and eighty 
condemned to minor penalties. A great 
concourse of the nobility and people 
also attended this ceremony, which de- 
rived additional interest from the rank of 
the victims, particularly three beautiful 
young women, named de Virues, Cornel, 
and Bohorques; the latter no less re- 
nowned for her learning and heroism, 
than for her personal charms. Belong- 
ing to one of the first families of Anda- 
lusia, Maria de Bohorques had scarcely 
reached the twenty-first year of her age, 
when she was seized by the familiars of 
the Holy Office, as a Lutheran; when 
summoned to appear, Maria boldly ac- 
knowledged her principles, and _elo- 
quently defending them, told her judges, 
that so far from punishing, they ought to 
follow her example. On refusing to ad- 
mit the assertions of suborned witnesses, 
the torture was applied, Suffering with 
the utmost resignation, the tormentors 
could only extort that her sister Juana 
knew her sentiments, and did not seem 
to disapprove them. This admission, 
which proved fatal to the party thus inno- 
cently denounced, proceeded from that 
ceandour and love of truth, which ren- 
dered it impossible for the victim to dis- 
guise any act of her life. Condemned 
to ascend the pile, the most strenuous 
efforts were made to convert the offender. 
Two Jesuits, sent for this purpose the 
night before her execution, retired with- 
out producing any effect, though full of 
admiration at her firmness and learning, 
These were followed by several other 
missionaries, whom she also captivated 
by the sweetness of her manners, and 
solidity of her reasoning; but they could 
not gain a single point, or weaken her 
faith for a moment, Maria seemed to 
lose her temper only once, during the 
tremendous trial to which she was. ex- 
MONTHLY MAG, No, 377. 
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posed: it was just as she was about to 
suffer, when a priest who had abjured, 
having exhorted her in the most earnest 
manner to reject the doctrines of Luther, 
she upbraided him with his ignorance and 

.folly; adding, that there was then no 
time for disputation, and that what. re- 
mained ought"to be employed in con- 
templating the death and passion of their 
Redeemer; thus strengthening the faith 
by which they were to be saved and jus- 
tified. Notwithstanding the obstinacy of 
Maria de Bohorques, as it was called by 
her ,persecutors, numbers of the hierar- 
chy, both priests, monks, and bishops, 
interfered with the Inquisitors, urging 
them to take the youth and surprising 
mental acquirements of the criminal into 
consideration. After much entreaty, 
they consented to be satisfied, if she 
would only repeat the creed. This she 
did, but had scarcely concluded, before 
she began to comment on each article, 
interpreting in conformityto the princi- 
ples of Luther. The judge, however, 
would not give her time to finish; order- 
ing the executioners to perform their 
office, she was strangled and thrown into 
the flames. 

The last Auto-de-Fé performed in the 
presence of the Royal Family, which 
took place here in 1680, to celebrate the 
marriage of Charles [I. with a princess of 
the Bourbon race, at a time when 
Europe had attained a degree of know- 
ledge and refinement, scarcely exceeded 
in the present day, is, doubtless, one of the 
most extraordinary facts connected with 
the history of the human mind: while it 
proves to what excesses and absurdities 
the force of custom is capable of carrying 
a people and their rulers. An account 
of this frightful holocaust, in which no 
less than one hundred and twenty vic- 
tims were brought forward, condemned 
to various punishments, is amongst the 
reprints which have appeared since the 
recent change, and may be truly re- 
garded as the greatest literary curiosity 
of the age. 

Extreme piety and a desire of follow- 
ing the example of his father, Philip 1V. 
(surnamed the Great!) who had patron- 
ized and was present at the grand Auto 
erformed in 1632, are the reasons al- 
edged by the author, for his Catholic 
Majesty having expressed a wish to pre- 
side over a similar ceremony, 

From the number of delinquents col- 
lected at several prisons round the ecapi- 
tal, it was decided, that. instead of 7. 
brating the Auto at Toledo, as originally 

4u intended, 
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mtended, itshould be transferred to the ca- 
pital. The ministers of religion, monks, 
and their attendants, within many leagues 
of Madrid, being summoned, a solemn 
procession took place on the 30th May, 
for the purpose of proclaiming the ap- 
proaching ceremony, calling on the faith- 
ful to attend, and promising those indul- 
gences which the sovereign pontiffs had 
ordained in their various decrees. The 
following is a literal translation of the 
proclamation which was repeated eight 
times, in different parts, of the city, and 
before the royal family, who were seated 
in a baleony of the alcazar er palace, as 
the procession passed: “ Be it known to 
all the inhabitants of Madrid, and those 
of the neighbouring districis, that the 
Holy Office of the kingdom of Toledo, 
will celebrate a public Auto-de-Fé in the 
Great Square of this city, on the 30th 
June, when all the graces and indul- 
gences granted by the sovereign pontitls, 
will be conceded to those who accom- 
pany and assist at the said Auto: which 
is thus proclaimed that it may come to 
the knowledge of all the faithful.’’ 

While several thousand workmen were 
employed under the direction of an ar- 
chitect especially appointed to prepare 
the amphitheatre, a company of soldiers 
of the Faith were organized, and nearly 
all the Grandees solicited permission to 
act as fumiliars; a privilege allowed 
only. to the purest blood in Spain. 
“Many of the highest nobility,” says 
our author, “ immortalized their names 
by this memorable act of piety; and in 
order that future generations may enjoy 
the consolation of. seeing our age en- 
nobled, that. the present may admire 
‘what those who come after will, without 
doubt, imitate; as also that the ministers 
of the holy tribunal may enjoy the plea- 
sure of witnessing the estimation . in 
-which its rank and dignity is held by the 
most illustrious names ju the universe, 
the names ‘of those who asked the favour 
of being allowed to act as familiars, and 

~ assumed the habit of the Holy Inquisition, 
on this oceasion, are inserted.” Of the 
eighty-five names which follow, a fourth 
were grandeesof the first class, forty counts 
‘and ‘marquesses, and the remainder either 
their immediate heirs or nearest relatives. 

Passing befote the palace, to thesound 
of instruments, and chaunting the Mise- 
rere, the procession moved on to. the 

Brasero, or place of execution, where 
one of the symbols of christianity was 
planted and consecrated on a pedestal 
prepared for its reception. As -to the 
standard and green cross, they were des- 
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tined to omament the arena of the am- 
phitheatre, to.which the procession went, 
afier quitting the Brasero. 

The procession of the criminals fol- 
lowed that of the crosses and standard : 
they were conducted to the amphitheatre 
to have their respective sentences read: 
this part of the rehearsal, for so it may 
be called,.is compared by the author to 
that which will be seen in the “ tremen- 
dous day of the universal judgment; be- 
cause, if the ignominy of the guilty 
creates horror there, the glory of the just, 
and sovereign majesty of Christ and his 
apestles, who, following the standard and 
cross, assisted by choirs of angels, will 
bend their way to the valley of Jehosa- 
phat, where the Supreme Judge will 
occupy his throne,’ &e. 
_. Although the preparations commenced 
as early as three in the morning of the 
30th, the victims, living and dead, were 
not led forth before seven o'clock; at 
which hour the procession commenced. 
Of the number who graced. this horrible 
triumph, twenty-one were condemned to 
the flames, and thirty-four to be burnt in 
effigy.. There were eleven penitents who 
had abjured the Jewish faith, and fifty- 
four reconciled Israelites, wearing sanbe- 
nitos, and carrying wax tapers. Judging 
from the author's description, the pro- 
cession must have been, at once, one of 
the most magnificent and terrific ever wit- 
nessed in Spain. i 

That part of the amphitheatre appro- 
priated to the royal family and the court, 
was resplendent with gold and silver or- 
naments, displayed on damask, silk and 
velvet draperies of all hues; after having 
exhausted his power of description in 
detailing the other portions of the edi- 
fice, Don Jose del Olmo concludes by 
observing, that it might justly be regarded 
as one of the wonders of the world. 

The sermon being ended, a secretary 
began to read the sentences of those con- 
demned tothe flames: this ceremony 
occupied. the attention of the auditory 
till four. o'clock, when the victims were 
conducted. to the Brasero, under an es- 
cort, and accompanied by the Corregidor 
and Alealdes, appointed to see the sen- 
tences put into execution.. Don Fernan- 
dez Alvarez Valdes, an officer high in the 
sacred. tribunal, followed, to bear testi- 
mony to the.event, When those victims, 
who are described in another account, as 
pale, languid, and woe-begone, the very 
emblems of despair, had been led off, 
the secretaries proceeded with the trials 
and sentences of those convicted of su- 
perstition, sorcery, bigamy, and as impos- 

tors 
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tors and hypocrites. It was nine o’clock 
before the prisoners were assembled round 
the Grand Inquisitor, to go through the 
different forms of abjuration. The Ar- 
ticles of the Faith were then put to each 
penitent, who was required to give his 
answer in an atidible voice. Giving ab- 
solution, saying mass, and chaunting Je 
Deum, took up another hour: after which 
the royal family withdrew, and thus ended 
the ceremony of the 30th June, 1680. 
“The process of strangling and burning 

continued all night: as to those who 
were condemned to be flogged and pub- 
licly degraded, their punishment was re- 
served for the following day. Nearly a 
third of the whole number, whether des- 
tined to be burned, flogged or degraded, 
were women. When the executions had 
terminated, another grand procession was 
performed, for the purpose of restoring 
the crosses and standard to the cathedral. 

According to the computation of 
Llorente, by which one. or more Autos 
were performed yearly at each of the tri- 
bunals, there could not have been fewer 
than 1112, during the twenty-two years 
of Charles II.’s reign, and forty-six of 
Philip V. The historian of the Holy Of- 
fice has fifty-four lists of the condemned 
in his possession, published by different 
Inquisitors-General, to prove their zeal. 
It appears from these pious catalogues, 
that “seventy-nine heretics had been 
burned “in person; seventy-three in 
effigy, to be really so, if ever taken; 
eig t hundred ‘and twenty-nine to be 
publicly whipped, and then shut up in 
the fortresses of Ceuta and Oran. Con- 
fiscation of property was a matter of 
course, and applied to all the foregoing 
cases, It results from the calculation 
made relative to the Autos which took 
lace in the remaining sixty-nine years, 
hat two thousand five hundred and 
twenty-four had been burned in person, 
twelve hundred and sixty-two in effigy, 
fifteen hundred and seventy condemned 
to Na Segal imprisonment, and other pe- 
nalties ; naking a grand total of nineteen 
thousand,’ three hundred and forty-six 
victims, in the short space of sixty-six 

ars, without enumerating those immo- 
ated or condemned in the tribunals of 
America, Sicily and Sardinia; all depen- 
dent on the Inquisition of Spain. 

THE INQUISITION ‘TORTURE. 
The ‘best illustration of this horrible 
unishment is furnished in the case of 

Juan de Salas, a ‘niedic4l practitioner of 
Valladolid, whose crime was that of hap- 
pening to say, in the heat of argument, 
that the Apostles had’ erred like other 
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men. As Salas did not lose a moment in 
atoning for his offence, by acknowledging 
that he meant no disrespect to religon, he 
flattered himself with the hope of escap- 
ing; nothing could be more ‘fallacious: 
arrested and thrown iuto prison, he had 
not been many days incarcerated, before 
the Inquisitor Moriz issued his order for 
applying the question. It was thus ex- 
pressed; “ We order that the said torture 
be applied in the manner, and during the 
time we shall think proper, having pro- 
tested, as we again protest, that, in the 
case of injury, fracture cf limbs, or death, 
the fault can be imputed only to the Li- 
centiate Salas.” The ceremony of tor- 
ture is next protested ; “ Valladolid, June 
Qist, 1527. The Licentiate Moriz, In- 
quisitor, has caused Don Juan de Salas to 
appear before him, and having read’ his 
act of accusation, the said Licentiate Sa- 
las declared he had said nothing of what 
he was accused; upon which, the said 
Licentiate Moriz caused him to be con- 
ducted to the chamber of torment; where, 
being first stripped to his shirt, Salas was 
extended on the’ bed of torment, to which 
the executioner, Pedro Porraz, bound him 
by the legs and arms, with hempen cords: 
of these he made eleven turns on each 
limb. While Porras was thus tying the 
said Salas, the prisoner was repeatedly 
urged to tell ihe truth; to which he re- 
plied, that he had never advanced what 
he was accused of. He recited the sym- 
bol’ Quicumque vult, and frequently 
thanked God and our Lady. The said Sa- 
las still continuing bound, as stated, a piece 
of fine linen, being first wetted, was spread 
over his face, when a pint of water was 
poured into his mouth and nostrils; not- 
withstanding which, the said Salas per- 
sisted in saying he knew nothing of what 
he was accused. Pedro Porraz then took 
another turn of the Garrote on the right 
leg, and poured in a second measure of 
water; another turn of the Garrote was 
made on the same lez; nevertheless, Juan 
de Salas said he had never advanced any 
thing of which he was accused; upon 
this, the said Licentiate Moriz, having de- 
clared the question commenced, but not 
finished, ordered that the torture should 
ceases when the accused was withdrawn 
from the frame, I was ‘present at the 
said execution, from the beginning to the 
end. Me, Henrico Paz, Registrar.” 

‘The bed, or ‘ladder of torture, (Ecalera) 
as it is called in Spanish, was composed 
of a frame, sufficiently large to receive the 
body of the victim ; having a bar passing 
through the’ centre, on which the back - 
bone rested, so that both extremities were 

much 
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much lower than his middle. As the 
head was also Jower than, the feet, respi- 
ration became exceedingly painful and 
difficult, while the» position itself ocea- 
sioned excrutiating pain in all’ the mem- 
bers. Llorente compares the application 
of the cords, to the mode adopted by the 
Muleteers in loading their mules, when a 
stick is introduced under the cords, and 
then twisted round, so as to prevent the 
load from being loosened ; this stick used 
by the torturer of the Sacred Tribunal, 
is called the Garrote. Pouring water 
into the mouth and nostrils, whence 
breathing was first rendered impossible, 
must have been a dreadful operation. It 
was also customary to stuff a piece of 
linen into the mouth, and let the water 
fall in drops; so that it required an hour 
to absorb a very small quantity. It fre- 
quently happened that the rag was drawn 
out, saturated with blood, proceeding from 
the rupture of the vessels, either in the 
lungs, or parts adjoining. 

There were two other modes of tor- 
ture practised in this country; that of 
the cord and fire. The first was per- 
formed, by raising the victim up to a con- 
siderable height, and then Jetting him 
fall suddenly, to within a few inches of 
the ground, so.as to dislocate his arms or 
other limbs. The torture by fire was the 
most rigorous of all; it consisted of rub- 
bing the'soles of the feet with some lard, 
or other inflammable substance, and then 
lighting a fire close to them. 

THEIR PRISON. 
The subterranean cells were of different 

depths; those at Zaragoza and Madrid, 
which I have seen, though not more than 
from twelve to fifteen feet below the level 
of the street, were damp and loathsome; 
nor can J imagine how any person could 
possibly exist for many days in such 
dreadful receptacles.. Some of them re- 
minded me of the Damusos, noticed in 
my letters from Sicily, and used in the 
criminal procedure of that Island. I un- 
derstand, from an eye-witness, who visited 
Valladolid soon after the entry of the 
French there, in 1809, that there were 
three dungeons in the Holy Office of that 
place, above thirty feet deep, and that 
they cculd be entered only from the top. 
This contrivance was, no doubt, suggested 
by the subterranean’ vaults of ancient 
Rome, destined for starving the vestals, 
who had transgressed the barbarous vow. 
Who knows, too, but that many of our 
fellow-creatures have shared a similar 
fate at Valladolid! It must be confessed, 
the agents of the: Holy Office were not 
very particular from whom they borrowed 
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new modes of punishment; their first of- 
ject seems to have been that of never 
omitting any opportunity of tormenting 
poor human nature, 

THE POPULATION. 
To trace those causes which have de- 

based the aristocracy of Spain, and 
placed many of its members on a level 
with the peasant and soldier, would, no 
doubt, be worthy of the’ most accurate 
painter of manners, and exceedingly use- 
ful to a legislator, If riches, titles and 
honours, insure no better inheritance to 
their future possessors, than degeneracy, 
ignorance and poverty, who would covet 
either one or the other? It has frequently 
occurred to me, while inhaling the dust 
and heat of the Prado, during the broil- 
ing autumnal evenings, which have 
scarcely yet gone by, and marking the 
long train of carriages which line its 
avenues, that if the ‘ancestors’ of those 
who rode in most of these vehicles could 
have foreseen the degraded and. effemi- 
nate state of their descendants, the 
would have rejected all the blandish- 
ments of fortune, rather than accept 
them on such humiliating conditions. 

The ancestors uf another class of the 
great, would have still more to reproach 
themselves with, if they could have fore- 
seen that fortunes amassed by gallantry in 
the field, or industry in commerce, would 
be squandered away on opera dancers, in 
brothels, and at the gaming-table ; night 
turned into day; and instead of that 
temperance which formed the ground: 
work of their own happiness, an indul- 
gence in every excess, A third class 
might well be shocked, when they con- 
trasted their own humble efforts to aid the 
people and comunidades of the sixteenth 
century, in opposing the encroachments of 
despotism, now dancing attendance at 
court, coveting its tinsel honours, and only 
ambitious of filling their pockets with the 
public money. The fact of its being con- 
sidered that there are no elements for a 
chamber of Peers, renders it unnecessary 
for me to say in what light the nobility are 
regarded. 

Priests and lawyers, who compose the 
second class of society in Spain, are, by 
far, the best informed, whatever use they 
make of their learning, It is unnecessary 
to say that both exercise an amazing in- 
fluence on the condition and morals of the 
people; the former by the example they 
show, and the precepts they instil; the 
latter by their power of promoting litiga- 
tion, and perpetuating the endless abuses 
of law. \ Unhappily it has long been a too 
general maxim with the members of these 
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professions, to consider their interests as 
totally distinct from those of the people. 

As in other countries, the merchants 
and tradesmen of Spain are the chief de- 
positaries of virtue, and consequently pos- 
sess the greatest share of happiness: alike 
removed from indigence and superfluity, 
this class seems to be exempted from the 
vices of those which are above and below 
its level. Thus it is, that while those who 
appear to bask in all the sunshine of 
worldly fortune, are reproached for their 
pride, dolence, meanness and debauche- 
ry; the labourer and. the soldier are said 
to be treacherous, vindictive, jealous, and 
fanatical. If these reproaches be well 
founded, they are important, as proving 
that the extremes of wealth and poverty 
produce-nearly the same effects: that they 
are unnatural, it would not, I should ima- 
gine, require much argument to prove. 

I ought to have observed, in alluding 
to the state of knowledge, that considering 
the obstacles opposed to its progress, by the 
innumerable defects of education and other 
causes, it is astonishing to find so much in- 
formation spread through the inferior classes 
of the people in Spain. It is rather from 
long habits of submission to his spiritual 
guide, that the Spanish peasant has worn 
his fetters, than from ignorance. I have 
conversed with many, who, though scarcely 
ever out of the village which gave them 
birth, were thoroughly acquainted with the 
chief sources of the national degradation. 
With a large share of natural sagacity, it 
requires very little time to improve this 
disposition towards acquiring correct no- 
tions of their political condition; hence it 
is, that the soldiers and sailors of the Pe- 
ninsula are nearly as well informed as 
those of England and France, There is, 
however, another very extensive class here 
which is still more enlightened than either 
of the former: I allude to the Arrieros or 
Muleteers, of whom there are an immense 
number im Spain, owing to the want of 
roads, and mountainous nature of the coun- 
try. This is a singular intelligent body of 
men. To these may be added the Con- 
trabandistas, or Smugglers, also a nume- 
rous association; who, when. reclaimed, 
and brought into habits of regular industry, 
will be agreat acquisition to the moral and 
physical strength of the nation, 

In the common intercourse of life, 
Spaniards of both sexes are polite and 
friendly in the extreme; this feeling 
towards each other is carried farther 
than in most countries, and seems to be 
divested of all affectation. The Agur and 
Vaya usted con Dios, salutations used in 
passing the most perfect strangers, is, 
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doubtless, coeval with christianity ; a most 
amiable practice, and one which ought 
not therefore to give place to the frigid and 
selfish forms of foreign courtesy, which are 
as common to Spain as to other countries. 

TRAVELLING. 

Those who travel through Spain, may 
certainly be plundered of their property 
by the highway robber; and, as in some 
instances, assassinated also; but any one 
acquainted with this country, will agree 
witb me in bearing testimony to:the little 
disposition there is to impose on travel- 
lers, or aggravate that imposition by in- 
sult and ferocity; the inseparable effect 
of impunity. The foregoing fact is highly 
honourable to the Spanish character, and 
the more remarkable in a country reduced 
to the last stage of indigence and poverty ; 
excuses, which, bad as they are, cannot 
be pleaded in any other country of Eu- 
rope, to an equal extent. Forso great is 
the dearth of accommodation on many 
of the Spanish roads, that it is as yet ad- 
visable for travellers to carry all their re- 
sources with them, even to a bed: when, 
on reaching an Oséeria, or sleeping place, 
at night, you may ask for the bill of fare, 
the answer is, generally, a shrug of the 
shoulder, with, “ no hay nada,” there is no- 
thing; if your inquiries be pushed some- 
what further, and it is asked, “¢ what have 
you got?” they coolly reply,,‘*lo que 
usted traiga,’? whatever you have 
brought! The mode of supplying the 
wants of travellers in Spain, is rather too 
patriarchal for the taste of modern tour- 
ists ; the arrival of the Arrieros, and their 
travelling companions is usually followed 
by a species of market, held before the 
door of the Inn. To mend matters, one 
is reduced to the necessity of becoming 
his own cook and butler. There is, how- 
ever, a compensation in the witty sallies 
of the muleteers, who are full of gaiety 
and humours, passing off every inconve- 
nience in the’ true spirit of practical phi- 
losophy. It not unfrequently happens 
that one of them places. himseif on a 
bench, with his guitar, and continues to 
touch it to some national song, till supper 
is announced. A thousand recollections 
are awakened by this agreeable surprise, 
of which the charm is greatly heightened, 
if the moon happens to illuminate the 
beautiful and unclouded azure of a Span- 
ish sky, in autumn, or summer. ' 

NOBILITY. 
An excessive attachment. to titles, rib- 

bons, crosses, stars, armorial bearings, 
and all the other appendages of feudal 
institutions, formed a conspicuous trait 
in the Spanish character, previous to Si 
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late change, -and is still cherished by 
numbers, who have. been brought up in 
the fatal belief, that the honours and re- 
wards earned three hundred years ago, 
are a sufficient excuse for their own sloth 
and inactivity. The proofs of this anxiety 
to derive importance from ancestry, are 
most conspicuous in Biscay, Asturias and 
Navarre, where every one lays claim to 
nobility, and the very cottage doors are 
surmounted with an immense escutcheon, 
to ornament which, the whole animal 
and vegetable world has been put in re- 
quisition. 

The lovers of heraldry would do well 
to visit those provinces, in which a wide 
field is open to their researchés: there ne- 
ver was such an abundant display of gules 
and quartering, lionsrampant and couch- 
ant, tygers, cats, dogs, hawks, pigeons, 
&e. &c, The chief difficulty I found, 
was in ascertaining what the animals 
were meant to represent: it frequently 
occurred to me that, if interrogated, the 
artists would, themselves, be somewhat 
at a loss on this subject. 

With respect to the rage for nobility, 
it was so great, some years ago, that ac- 
cording to the calculation of La Borde— 
made in 1788—all the families in Biscay 
and Asturias, considered themselves as 
possessing noble blood: in the first named 
province, there were 116,910 titles, 
amongst a population of 308,000 souls; 
while Asturias boasted no less than 
114,740, out of 347,766, its total num- 
ber of inhabitants. It should be observed 

. that titles were formerly to be bought 
here, as in Italy and Germany. The 
same writer estimated that there were 
119 Grandees, 535 Counts, Marquesses, 
and Viscounts, making a total of 478,716 
nobles. The number of titles has been 
greatly increased during the reigns of 
Charles IV., and Ferdinand. 

The scandalous prostitution of honours 
and rewards, during the last forty years, 
in this country, by which riches and ti- 
tles have been almost exclusively reserved 
for the most profligate and corrupt of 
the nation, is, of itself, a sufficient reason 
for the contempt into which titles and 
decorations have fallen. These, like 
laws, become ridiculous or contemptible, 
when unnecessarily multiplied ; their num- 
ber, and the facility of obtaining them 
in this country, bave produced those 
very effects; while the extreme poverty 
into which some of the highest nobility 
have fallen, from various causes, renders 
their titles only an additional source of 
unhappiness. The nobility of Spain 
would act wisely, by bearing in mind 
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a truth, which is too generally disre- 
garded: that titles are respectable only” 
when accompanied by probity and virtue. 

The examples shown by the heroes of 
La Isla, in so peremptorily rejecting the 
honours offered to them, has had a most 
salutary effect on the public. The crosses 
and ribbons bestowed in former reigas, 
have now been thrown aside for the na- 
tional cockade, composed of green and 
white, adopted at San Fernando, The 
patriots are also said to have formed the 
resolution of not accepting any more ex- 
ternal badges of honour, except those 
conferred by the representatives of the 
people, in the form of thanks; this de- 
termination is worthy of freemen, who 
have acquired distinct notions of the dig- 
nity of their nature. 

MENDICITY. 
The extent of mendicity in Spain 

ought not to be attributed to any mean 
or grovelling motive; it arises no less 
from the proverbial penury of the people, 
than the example constantly before their 
eyes, in the mendicant orders; another 
of those monstruosities that has grown 
up with the religious establishments; and 
by which, beggary is, as it were, sancti- 
fied. When the yarious ways adopted 
by the monks and priesthood for extort- 
ing money from the faithful are consi- 
dered, no wonder that begging should 
be regarded as altogether harmless, if not 
an agreeable pastime; nor is it thought 
degrading even in persons of rank: to 
such a state can defective institutions 
reduce a people! A dowager, or a 
Knight of Calatrava, St. Hermandad and 
the Golden Fleece, who solicit alms in 
Spain, do not think it aderogation from 
their dignity ; and why should they, when 
it is countenanced by the ministers of re- 
ligion, who are seen at every door, per- 
forming the same office. 

Next to the legitimacy of begging 
should be ranked, what is so well known 
in England by the name of place-hunt- 
ing. This mania prevails to a degree 
here, not to be exceeded in any other 
part of the world: but, like mendicity, 
it originates in the example of the great ; 
who, while they have been in the habit 
of engrossing patronage for their own 
immediate followers, never fail to encou- 
rage a crowd of expectants. Those who 
have attended the ministers’ levees dur- 
ing the last three months, and seen the 
tayriads of both sexes who were jostling 
each other in their anti-chambers, must 
have thought that, instead of a reformed 
government, and the loss of a world, 
Spain had just recovered her colonics, 

an 
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and added others to her territory. But 
this, like many other inconveniences, 
must pass away, when the nature of the 
late change, and the new position of the 
nation shall be better understood. 

BULL-FIGHTS. 
Amongst the practices which tend to 

retard civilization, and keep alive what- 
ever ferocity of character the people of 

‘Spain may have derived ‘from their 
Roman and Moorish ancestors, the con- 
tinuance of the Fiéstas Dé Toros, or 
buill-feasts, is justly regirded as the most 
conspicucus. The toleration of the above 
amusement, only inferior in barbarity to 
those exhibited before the ancient tas- 
ters of the world, has long been a subject 
of the utmost regret with all liberal and 
enlightened Spaniards, Jovellanos, in 
his erudite and philosophical essay on 
public amusements, deeply laments a 
custom, in which only a small portion of 
the nation participates, though it is called 
national; and, as such, has long been an 
object of just odium with foreigners. 

_ The establishment of bull-feasts is 
traced to the middle ages, and is certainly 
not worthy of any other period. These 
horrid exhibitions are pointedly decried by 
the Spanish philosopher, as being dis- 
graceful to the age and to Spain. ~ It 
would appear that Isabella, who also op- 
posed the cruelties of the Holy Office, did 
her utmost to abolish the Toros, but was 

‘ foiled by ber courtiers. A just tribute of 
applause is paid to Charles If{. for having 
decreed their total abolition; but, as they 
had become identified with despotism 
previous to his reign, it is probable the 
ministers of his son and successor could 
not dispense with a pastime which bru- 
talized his subjects, and excluded rational 
thinking. 

THE PRADO. 
It is to be regretted that a more ele- 

vated spot was not chosen for the Prado, 
which is not, however, without its advan- 
tages, having an immediate communi- 
cation with the city on one side, and with 
the botanic gardens and Delicias on the 
other. If more. frequently watered in 
summer, that dust and heat which are so 
annoying at present would be mitigated. 
These circumstances, however, do not 
prevent the Prado from being as well at- 
tended now, as at all former periods from 
the days of Caldefon—who found many 
of the subjects of his most popular plays 
on this Madrilenian Paradise—till now, 
when it serves as the resort of all who 
wish to breathe a free air, or offer up their 
vows at the shrine of beauty. 
Besides the immense concourse which oc- 
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cupies the Salon or centre walk of El Pra- 
do, there are spacious alleys and roads on 

each side, for equestrians and: carriages ; 

the latter of which, drawn by horses or 

mules, move on in slow and solemn pace 

on the left, As this is the grand point of 
attraction, the Madrid fashionables sel- 

dom take any other direction in their 

evening rides. It isa rule seldom devi- 

ated from, for the Royal family tc jom 

the range of carriages collected at the 

Piado, whenever they leave the palace, 
which is almost daily. Agreeably to the 

court etiquette of former days, there are 

generally four or five state carriages, 

either occupied by, or in attendance on 

the Royal Family, when they appear in 

public; these are followed by a numerous 

suite of outtiders, and a large party of the 
mounted body guard. 

JOVELLANOS, 
Jovellanos, whose name is synonymous 

with all that is good and amiable, may be 
said to have equalled the best of his Euro- 
pean contemporaries, and gone far beyond 
most of them, in all those excellencies 
which constitute an eloquent writer, re- 
fined scholar, and profound statesman. 
It would be almost impossible to point 
out a gap in literature and political dis- 
cussion, that was not filled, and ably 
filled, by this extraordinary writer, to 
whom the flattering compliment of Dr. 
Johnson to Goldsmith might be applied, 
with still more justice. It has been truly 
said, that whatever he did was well done; 
whether he unravelled the intricacies of 

“political economy ; traced the manners 
and customs of ancient times ; prepared 
an essay on education or, the fine arts ; 
dwelt on some difficult point of historical 
“research; composed a tragedy, or wrote an 
ode; all seemed alike familiar to his versa- 
tile pen; so that he never failed in any 
literary undertaking, however complicated 
and difficult. Itis even said of him, that 
he succeeded in the above branches, as if 
each had been the exclusive study of his 
life. Is will be an eternal stain on the 
reign of Charles IV., that this great and 
lamented character was consigned to, im- 
prisonment in a fortress, during more 
than six years of his valuable life, for his 
efforts in favour of virtue and truth; nor 

‘will it be easy for mahy persons, who 
might be named, to exonerate themselves 

for the part they acted towards him, in 
1811; a treatment that no man ever merit- 
ed less than Joyellanos, and which accele- 

rated the loss of.one, who might stil] have 

been, as he was before, the most, brilliant 

ornament of his country. If the literati 
of Spain look forward with anxiety for a 

collection 
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collection of this writer’s works, the Spa- 
nish people anticipate the day when 
justice shall be done to his memory by 
their representatives, and some atonement 
made for the persecution he experienced 
while living. As Jovellanos was amongst 
the few men of our time, who have 
written for posterity, so will the future 
legislators of Europe, as well as of Spain, 
not fail to profit from his immortal 
labours. 

Jovellanos died in extreme poverty: it 
was worthy of those who persecuted him 
through life, to aggravate his sufferings by 
the additional evil of penury. Such con- 
duct on the part of the Court, and the 
misled enthusiasts of Cadiz, who endea- 
voured to blaeken his character while 
living, requires no comment; curses, ‘not 
loud, but deep,” will be heaped on their 
heads by posterity; and when itis recol- 
lected that the treatment of Jovellanos was 
systematically extended to all those who 
had any pretensions to honour, virtue and 
talents, where is the man who will not 
raise his eyes to heaven, and bless the 
day when such a state of things was de- 
stroyed 2 

The Spanish nation looks with anxiety 
for an edition of this great man’s works: 
this is the inheritance of Europe, as well 
as of Spain; and will be a fountain at 
which all civilized nations, who aim at 
perfection in morals and legislation, will 
drink. As a writer, Jovellanos approaches 
nearer the brilliancy of Edmund Burke, 
than any other! can name: but his style 
possessed excellencies which were un- 
known even to the Irish luminary. His 
Tragedy of “Pelayo” has been compared 
to the ‘‘Cato” of Addison, while the 
Comedy of “The Honourable Delin- 
quent,” is equal, in comic power, to those 
of Goldsmith and Sheridan. His Odes 
and Lyric Poetry are not inferior to those 
of Collins, while the Epistles, of which 
his biographer has published four, unite 
the harmony and vigour of Pope and 
Johnson, — 

LIVING LITERATI. 
Notwithstanding all the obstacles 

which have been thrown in the way of 
knowledge during the last six years of 
proscription and misrule, there are num- 
bers here, who, in natural endowments, 
and solid acquirements, do honour to the 
age. It is impossible to repeat the names 
of such men as Lardizabal, Toribio Nunez, 
Cambronero, Herreros, Salas, Cabrera, 
Hermosilla, Reinoso, Vascons, Andujar, 
Clemente, Rodriguez, O’Farril, Fernan- 
dez, Moratin, Gorastiza, and a host of 

' others, in the various branches of legis- 
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lation, jurisprudence, science, politics, 
history, poetry and the drama, without 
‘acknowledging that Spain still possesses 
writers who require to be more generally 
known to be esteemed and admired. A 
list of those who have laboured in what 
are called the exact sciences, such as as- 
tronomy, chemistry, botany, medicine, 
and the mathematics, during the last 
sixty years, would occupy a large space, 
and prove that the professors of Spain 
have not been either idle or inferior, in 
point of talent, to the best of their con- 
temporaries. But what could be expected 
in a country, where the works of Gas- 
sendi, Descartes and Newton, were ex- 
‘cluded from the Universities, as late as 
1771, because they did not “symbolize” 
with revealed religion! 

It is natural to particularize those, to 
whom I am more especially indebted for 
a considerable portion of the information 
sought for, during my visit to this capital. 
Most willingly would I dwell on the 
merits of Marina and Llorente, two eccle- 
siastics, who have linked their names 
with the civil, religious and political his- 
tory of their country so closely, that both 
must go down the stream of time to- 
gether. 

Quintana is perhaps the only living 
writer of Spain who has endeavoured to 
approximate the biography of her great 
men to the object which Plutarch had in 
view: his lives of illustrious Spaniards, 
published in 1807, is one of the most 
valuable historical works in the language, 
and pre-eminently calculated to animate 
the youth of Spain, in the path of true 
glory. 

In noticing the living writers of Spain, 
I ought not to omit the names of’ Florez 
Estrada, and Puigblanch : both these dis- 
tinguished patriots resided in England 
during the reign of terror here, and both 
published works, which enabled the Bri- 
tish public to form an accurate opinion 
of the condition to which the people of 

‘this country were reduced, under the 
Servile faction. 

JEREMY BENTHAM. 
Of all our writers, Mr. Bentham ought 

to be most satisfied with his reception 
and reputation.in Spain: not less than 
five translations or commentaries on the 
Treatises on Legislation, published by Mr. 
Dumont, have been prepared here, while 
the most enlightened men of the Afran- 
cesados and Liberales look up to him as 
their master in legislation. The learned 
Toribio Nunez has rendered his country 
an immense and incalculable service, hy 
calling its attention to the works of the 

English 
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English Solon; and when these party 
prejudices, or what is nearly as bad, na- 
tional pride, (which is so apt to reject the 
wisdom that‘comes from without, for no 
other'reason than because it is of foreign 
growth, shall subside, theres little doubt 
but oar*celebrated countryman. will ‘be 
one of the most highly favoured legislative 
Oracles of the Peninsula, as he is now the 
most generally admired. 

NEWSPAPERS. 
Although the arrival of Charles Ii. 

wasimarked by the publication of several 
weekly and monthly publications, as well 
as of some newspapers, highly esteemed 
in their day, nearly all of those ended 
their career with the reign of that patron 
of letters;>and never were revived; so 
that periodical literature may be said to 
be still more in its infancy-here than any 
other branch. Impressed with the im- 
portance of guiding public taste and opi- 
nion, various individuals have shown a 
becoming zeal on the Subject of periodi- 
eal publications since the establishment 
of liberty. £1 Censor, which appears 
weekly, and La Miscellanea, a daily 
paper, receive literary contributions from 
the most enlightened amongst the Afran- 
cesados, particularly the learned Cam- 
bronero,a«passionate advocate for Mr. 
Bentham’s philosophy. Don Jose Joa- 
quin de Mora, to whom I am indebted 
for much valuable information, and many 
personal civilities, has, from his own ex- 
tensive resources, and scarcely with any 
patronage, (which is, as yet, sadly defi- 
cient in Spain,) sustained the weight of 
a daily paper, Hl Constitucional, con- 
ducted with singular ability; also La 
Minerva Nacional, modelled on the plan 
of that lately suppressed by the French 
censorship. M. de Mora is one of the 
best. political. writers in Spain, a very 
good poet, and also conversant with Eng- 
lish literature. 
‘Many Journals have appeared and dis- 

appeared during the lastsix months, and it 
will doubtless besome time beforethe cares 
and labours of editorship are either under- 
stood, or sufficiently rewarded in Spain. 

|) RIEGO'S HYMN, 
As this celebrated hymn belongs not 

only to the literature, but to the political 
history of Spain, it affords me much 
pleasure to be able to subjoin the trans- 
lation of it, by my friend Mr, Bowring; 
which was; alluded to in a former letter. 
Like all those specimens of Spanish 
poetry which have proceeded from the 
pen of my friend, it is considerably im- 
proved, without departing from the sense 
or spirit of the original. 

ONTHLY MAG, No, 377. 

“The country we cherish 
Hath summoned us now, 

To, conquer or perish, 
_ Our promise—-our vow. 

“In joy und in triumph, 
i Serene but deliznted 
Our yoiees, united, 

Ning Victory’s lay: 
The Cid was our father, 

And proud gratulations, 
Prociaim from all natious, 

dis children are they !” 

“ Unsheath then your weapons, 
For freedom and bravery, 
The hirclings of slavery 

Shall, scatter to nought ; 
Like dew on the mountains, 

Which morning assembles, 
Their armament trenibles 

And flies at the thougat. 

“ Oh niid-day of glory! 
Gave history’s pages, 
In records of ages, 

A record so bright; ~ 
As when our Riego, 

By liberty lizhted, 
His legions invited 
To liberty’s fight. 

“ Oh! crown them with laurels, 
And wreaths bright and vernal, 
And glory eterial 
Who first drew the sword ! 

They call’d on our country, 
She heard them, she blessed them, 
And weeping caressed them, 

And rose at the word! 

“« She stood in her glory, 
Her voice was like thunder, 
Then tore she asunder 
The fetters of shame, 

Death had not a terror, 
It could but unchain us, 
Or victory gain us 

Both freedom and fame, 

“ The fetters are broken, 
The vile one who bears them, | 

Shall feel as he wears them, 
They enter his soul ; 

We, liberty’s children, 
His madness redeeming, 
March,—victory beaming, 

To liberty’s goal. 

“The trumpet is sounding! 
Shrink slavery aud folly, 
Our conduct is holy, _ 

_ Our conscience is pure, 
Ye vassals of tyrants, fay 

Ye tremble—ye tremble, ' 
Our heroes assemble, ee 

Our triumph is sure.” 

INTOLERANCE. | {ion sh 
_ To the charge of intolerance, brought 

against the framers of the Constitution, it 
has been replied, that the declaration in 

41 favour 
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favour of Catholicism could not produce 
the same’ evil effects in Spain, owhere 
there are’no sects to disturb religion, or 
distract the opezations of government. as 
in othercountries; so that the law, which 
tolerates only one form of worship, does 
no violence to any other. Several en- 
hghtened Snaniards have assured me, 
that without the intolerant article in 
which the framers of the Constitution 
were obliged, in conformity with popular 
prejudice, to designate the national re- 
ligionas la wniew verdadera! it would 
have been utterly impossible to have made 
the new code palatable; tosuch a lament- 
able degree does long-continued, op- 
pression degrade the mind, making sla- 
very as it were necessary to existence. 
The above assurance has always been 
accompanied by the remark, that the 
other parts of the Code are abundantly 
calculated to’ remove every trace of in- 
tolerance. 

COLONIES. 
While at Madrid, [ gave my friend M. 

de Mora the two volumes edited by the 
learned and philosophic Dumont, on 
rewards and punishments; (Hssa/ sur 
les Peines et Recompenses) with a par- 
ticular request that he would lose no time 
in making the chapter on Colonies known 
to his countrymen; but the Cortes ought 
not to have required the aid of Mr. Ben- 
tham’s unanswerable reasoning, to prove 
the necessity of following the maxims 
laid down in that beautiful chapter: they 
had only to look nearer home fora still 
more powerful monitor, and see France 
more rich and: happy, in being relieved 
from a number of expensive establish- 
ments, which in furnishing additional 
means of corruption to her rulers, swept 
off thousands of her sons annually ; hap- 
pier in having diminished the mass of 
guilt, inseparable from those who make a 
trade of human flesh, seeking to increase 
their wealth by human suffering. 

THE CHURCH. 
The number of monks of all colours 

and denominations, barefooted and bare- 
headed, with their attendants, at the pe- 
riod of Spain's recent hberation, was little 
less than 90,000; while the secular clergy, 
including the various dignitaries and at- 
tendants, exceeded 80,000; independent 
of 5000 nuns. According to an estimate 
by Cabarrus, presented to Joseph Bona- 
parte in 1809, the clergy possessed a 
fourth of the whole capital of the king- 
dom, while their annual revenue amounted 
to 750,000,000 of reals; that is to say, 
as much as it costs to support the army 
and navy, diplomatic agents, administra- 
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tion of, justice, and collection of the re+ 
venue! But,there were various, and very 
considerable benefits arising, from dona= 
tions, legacies, and, what, the. mendicant 
orders collect, which.are not included in 
the above sum, The eftect of celibacy 
on the population may be conceived, 
when it is added, that above one hundred 
and twenty thousand individuals of both 
sexes are at this moment interdicted from 
marriage. 

THE, TRAPPH, 
The following address was circulated 

through Catalonia,in the early.part of 
May, by a monk of La Trappe, named 
Antonio Maranon, whose biography is 
shortly as follows:—Having, been ap- 
pointed a lieutenant of the regiment. of 
Murcia, in 1817, he was entrusted with 
asum of money which belonged to the 
battalion, and having lost it. at play, de- 
serted to avoid the conseqnences,, Be- 
coming a Jyrappiste soon after, be ap- 
peared to conform to all the outward 
austerities of the brotherhood, till its sup- 
pression of the late Cortes, Our hero 
then sought an asylum north of the Py- 
renees; his reception there was not. less 
cordial than that of all the bigots and 
knaves who had preceded him, When a 
plan of future operations was, settled, 
Brother Antonio set out, supplied with 
the principal materiel of war—gold,— 
and crossing the frontier near Jaca, was 
seen to enter Reus in April, having. two 
mules, well laden, in his suite, Nothing 
more was heard of the reverend father, 
until his proclamation was seized, and 
himself put to flight, together with his 
deluded followers, about two hundred 
peasants, by a small party of national 
militia, This took place at the end of 
June. 

“PROCLAMATION, 
“Soldiers and Children. in Jesus 

Christ! é 
“By theaid of the Lord, you have 

just gained a degree of glory equal to 
that which your ancestors and forefathers 
acquired over the impious Moors, in 
favour.of our holy religion. The bells of 
the temple of the Lord have called forth 
your valour and Jove for the triumph of 
the faith. Ye have taken up arms, and 
God ‘will protect your salutary intentions. 
Ye have begun these glorious feats for 
exterminating the troops of the line, 
militia, and Constitutionalists; continue 
therefore, in your firm will and resolution, 
and you are more than a match for these 
perverse wretches; or rather, you will 
imitate your fathers, who elevated the 
cross on the Spanish soil, which you: 

worthily 
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worthily occupy, in signs ‘of the total 
destruction of the Moorish rate. A'new 
sect, still worse, is doing its utmost to 
conquer, on the ruins of tle sacred tem- 
ples, which you see either shut up or 
annihilated daily. If you wish to be 
pure, and to ‘conquer’ the road ‘to 
fieaven, follow my example, which will 
shew you that of victory; and the stand- 
ard ‘of the “¢rucifix; that ‘1 bear ‘in your 
front, shall be the fundamental base and 
nnerring guide of all your actions. j 

“The Lord is pleased with sacrifices; 
being, as you are, Christians, and I being 
at your head, I depend upon you, in order 
‘to gain the end so much desired. Ma- 
Yanon directs you to fresh victories, like 
that which you have just gained; and 
our enemies, as well as'those of religion, 
the spouse of Jesus Christ, will be saved 
only. through our generous exertions. 
Let us, therefore, swear and declare be- 
fore the Heavens, and in the presence of 
the image of the Lord, not to lay down 
our arms before they are exterminated ; I 
mean the philosophers, troops of the line, 
and militia: Unanimously, and with one 
accord, let us cry, Long live our Re- 
deemer! long live our absolute King! 
and for the safety of these, blood and 
flames to every Constitutionalist ! 

' “LONG LIVE THE FarTH!” 
Tt will be seen, by the confident tenor 

of this address, that it must have been 
written. for a different result: Brother 
Antonio had, in fact, reckoned without 
his host! Such, however, are the emis- 
saries employed, and suck the doctrine 
preached, by the anti-social faction of 
Europe. 

I have, in some of the preceding letters, 
“attempted to show, that the christianity 
of monks and priests, such as those who 
established the Inquisition, is not the 
christianity of Christ; will any man lay 
his hand on his heart, and say that roy- 
alty was originally designed to be a 
curse to him who rules, and to those who 
obey? If ministers, priests and courtiers, 
have. hitherto done their utmost to con- 
vert princes into a degraded cast, heaping 
on it critmes of their own invention and 
pea let us hope that the time 

is at length arrived, when the public 
opinion of an enlightened age will scout 
such monstrous anomalies, and prevent 
their recurrence, 

’ 3 ‘ENGLAND, 
Although . the. French. Government 

seems to have taken the alarm more than 
any other, and that its fear of the political ° 

-has been infinitely more than of the 
physical contagion, the policy pursued at 

home by other powers is a stiflicient ‘in- 
dication of their disposition with regard 
to Spain. It will, be a long time. before 
England can become popular in the Pe- 
ninsula; it has been our fate to sink in 
the estimation of the Spanish, as we have: 
in. that of other peoples: Some of the 
causes are noticed in the course, of my 
letters; others» might» be | named, ; but 
where is the use of» multiplying them, 
when ‘these already pointed: out are. so 
conclusive. Our return to the good 
graces of the Spaniards can be the effect 
only of a change which would make 
England the dispenser and protectress of 
human liberty, instead of its-most active 
and formidable enemy, as she is now re- 
garded throughout the Continent, if not 
in the New World. Whenever that 
blessed epoch, for which 1 ana-prond to 
think millions of my countrymen ardently 
sigh, may arrive, we shall also regain our 
lost name and influence with the people 
of Sicily, Greece, and Italy ; Ireland will 
be regenerated, and tranquillity restored to 
adistracted people at home. Ifsuchacon- 
summation, which the wise aud good can- 
not but invoke, be ever realized, it’ will be 
a sublime spectacle to see the cradles of 
ancient and modern liberty become the 
sanctuaries of reform; not less»so, to wit- 
ness the glorious march of civilization un- 
opposed by passion or prejudice, moving 
steadily on to the goal of freedom, ‘pros- 
perity and happiness. Should England 
much longer neglect the opening she has 
had during the last thirty years, it is not 
surely, ungenerous to hope, that, as in the 
case of the Spanish Liberales of 1812, 
some other nation will arise and super- 
sede her in the abandoned path of glory. 

OBSERVATIONS. 

Since the preceding was printed, we have 

seen With profound grief, the insidious and 

undefined imanifestoes of the European 

Legitimates against the march of intelli- 

gence and liberty in Spain. ‘Their own 

odious’ despotisms are miade the, standards 

of social perfection, and nations, like Pro- 

crustes, are, it seenis, to be reduced in 

Government to ore measure, aud that mea- 

sureiis to be determined by despots, pro- 

vided they can bring a sufficient number of 

slayes and barbarians into the field to effect 

their unhallowed purposes. | 

The Spaniards ought, however, to bear 

in mind that they are alarmed despots, who 

denounce their free Institutions, and that 
every 
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every censure, on this and all occasions, 

ought to bg estimated, not by its terms, 

They 

ought, therefore, to value their revolution 

but the character of the censor. 

and all its institutions, in the inverse pro- 

portion in which they displease the masters 

of slaves. : é 

After the experienced mischiefs of a 

similar course of proceedings, in the in- 

stance’ of France, the genius of evil could 

not have acted more perversely than these 

despots, They well know, by examples in 

their own courts, that every country con- 

tains abundance of willing slaves ; that en- 

tire classes crouch to power; that tens of 

thousands, rather than labour honestly and 

independently for their subsistence, seek it 

from the smiles of courts, and hence they 

know, that, to denounce a new and unfixed 

government, and hald out the prospect of 

foreign support, are calculated to arm one 

part of a nation against another, and the 

certain means of producing action and re- 

action, civil war, and other evils, which 

ihey then would most impudently as- 

cribe to the new government and its prin- 

ciples. 

Thus it was in France, and so from simi- 

lar causes and materials it seems likely to 

be in Spain and Portugal. Nothing could 

be more benign and philosophical than the 

principles and objects of the French Revo- 

jution. The King yielded, and all was 

harmony ; till encouraged by foreign mani- 

festoes and assembling armies of despots, 

he thought proper to flee from his capital 

towards the frontiers, leaving behind him 

a manifesto in the tone of the foreign ones, 

in which he, declared that for two years 

he had played the hypocrite. For this 

treachery he was not punished, and might 

have remained a king with as much power 

as any king ought to possess, but in the 

same bad spirit he assembled bands of 

traitors and mercenaries in his palace, and 

the 10th of August, at Paris, was the 7th 

of July at Madrid.» To secure the nation 

agaiust the repetition of such treachery, 

the National Convention was convened ; 
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and, doubtless, in concert with the pre- 

paratious at the Tuilleries, the Duke of 

Brunswick, at this crisis, made his ap- 

pearance at the head of an unnecessary 

foreign army, and issued his wicked mani- 

festo against the friends of liberty in 

France. To kill, or be. killed, became, 

herefore, the alternative of the denounced, 

and all the real or supposed friends of the 

foreign: despots, speedily fell vietims of a 

popular frenzy, which nothing could con- 

troul, till the country was out of danger. 

France in consequence became an arena of 

blood, an armed nation, and a volcano, 

which yomited its fires on all countries. 

Similar causes working on similar mate- 

rials must produce like effects, 

Seeing the danger as well as the, igno- 

miny of retreat, is it likely that the braye 

and intelligent patriots of Spain will sub- 

mit themselves to the experienced mercies 

of Ferdinand? Such not being their pro- 

bable course, the despots have thrown 

down an apple of discord, calculated. to 

lead to the same severity against real or 

suspected traitors, as took place in France. 

Spain is not France in numbers or position, 

but, as the principles of Spain are enter- 

tained by ten times the population of Spain, 

out of Spain the consequences of those 

manifestoes are obyious. Whether the re- 

sult prove ultimately good or evil, will 

depend on the character of military com- 

manders. But for the personal ambition 

and compromising policy of Napoleon, the 

manifesto of the Duke of Brunswick might 

have enfranchized all the nations of Europe, 

though without Napoleon’s genius, France 

must have succumbed in 1799. Let us hope, 

however, that Europe may, hereafter, pro- 

duce its Washingtons and Bolivars, and 

then, either in this, or the next age, the re- 

cognition of the principles of British and 

Spanish liberty, may become the social test 

of civilization among the human race. 

We live in momentous times! Three 

centuries ago the Reformation awakened 

in mankind a sense of principles till then 

smothered by feudality and priestcraft. 

- The 
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The republic of Holland and the classic 

authors taught principles of liberty to 

the English, and hence our long parlia- 

ment and limited monarchy. We have 

seattered them over Europe, and even the 

leaders of the French Revolntion received 

their political education in England. The 

Mirabeaus, Tressots, Barreres, and Vol- 

taires of France, taught their social rights 

to all mankind. The usurpers of those 

rights of course resist, and have for a 

season divided and baftled the friends of 

liberty; but this war between rights and 

usurpations will, and must continue, either 

till every European nation enjoys a repre- 

sentative constitution, or till every being 

deserving the name of man has emigrated 

to America, leaving Europe in the condi- 

tion of the Provinces of Turkey, with a 

debased and enfeebled population, holding 

their lives and properties at the mercy of 

Pachas, or by whatever other name their 

masters may be called. 

If the issue of this contest should be the 

regeneration of the nations of Europe, then 

we advise them, to unite in building a wall 

and line of fortresses; from the Baltic to 

the’ Euxine, to shut out the untameable 

NorTHERN HIVE. 

The alternative now is, Public Freedom, 

by means of Representative Governments, 

equal Rights, and the Liberty of the Press, 

or the Inquisition, forced tribute, Turk- 

ish Pachas, and a renewed night of social 

depression and gloomy superstition. The 

ascendancy of TRUTH and JUSTICE, or the 

domination of KNAVEs in the name of 

FOOLS. 

Spaniards, Portuguese and Greeks, do 

your duty,—the good wishes of the most 

worthy of your species attend your exer- 

tions, and the result cannot be doubted. 

But if despots should unfortunately 

triumph, let them enjoy it only in un- 

peopled deserts, and among their pur- 

chased slaves. 

Geo 

THE 

PRESENT STATE - 
, OF 

ENGLAND 

IN REGARD TO ¥ 

AGRICULTURE; ‘TRADE, AND FINANCE? » 
WITH 

A COMPARISON 
Or THE 

PROSPECTS OF ENGLAND. §, FRANCE. 

BY JOSEPH LOWE, ESQ. 

[The Author of this volume proves himself 
anoriginalthinker and a careful collector 
of facts, as premises, from which just 
deductions can be drawn. In noticing 
the present distresses, he glances at the 
drain of currency from the country to 
London; but fails to describe it as the 
immediate and proximate cause of the 
fall in the local markets. This defect 
in tracing a great effect to its natural 
cause, leads to the distortion of his 
reasoning on many minor points. Ne- 
vertheless, Mr. Lowe’s book is one of 
the ablest which we have seen on the 
policy, economy, and state of this 
empire, and we, therefore, feel it our 
duty to submit some extracts from it to 
our readers. We make no use of Mr. 
Lowe’s historical pages, because he is 
perverse enough to ascribe the rupture 
of the Treaty of Amiens to Napoleon, 
who, it is notorious, simply demanded 
that its conditions should be fulfilled in 
regard to Malta. We are now suffering 
the consequences of our injustice. | 

OUR EXPENDITURE DURING THE 
LATE WAR. 

iw the early years of this memorable 
contest, ministers were almost as 

little aware as the public of the extent to 
which the national contributions could 
be carried, and the increase of our ex- 
penaiture was, consequently, gradual. 
Taking the total money raised by loans 
and taxes, but deducting from it 
18,000,000/. annually, as the probable 
expenditure of Great Britain and Ireland, 
had peace been preserved, we find the 
following result :— 
Sums annually raised for the Var of 1793. 

1793 é £ 4,000,000. | 
1794 i 10,000,000 
1795 i 18,000,000 
1796 : 26,000,000 
1797 f 35,000,000 
1798 ( 29,000,000 
1799 ; 36,000,000 
1800 36,000,000 
1801 45,000,000 
1802 44,000,000 

These 
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These sums are properly the amount 
taised, not the amount'expended in each 
year: still they convey a fair idea of the 
annual cost of the war.* Their great 
increase, in the latter years, is Owing to 
several causes ; the augmentation of our 
establishments, thé depreciation of money, 
and consequent rise of pay, stores, &c. ; 
and, finally, to the accumulation of in- 
terest on the expenditure of all the pre- 
ceding years. 

Such’ was the war of 1793, a War 
exhibiting ‘an average expenditure of 
27,000,000/., which, though nearly dou- 
ble that of any preceding contest, was 
destined to be soon surpassed, and in a 
very great degree. 
Sums raised by loans and taxes for the 

war of 1803, after deducting the por- 
tion appropriated to Ireland, and al- 
lowing 22,000,0001. as the total of our 
probable expenditure, had peace been 
preserved in 1793. 

1803 le . £29,000,000 
1804 : 5 40,000,000 
1805 . 52,000,000 
1806 ° . 50,000,000 
1807 . ° 56,000,000 
1808 t : 57,000,000 
1809 (War in Spain) 61,000,000 
1810 (Ditto) : 62,000,000 
1811 (Ditto) 66,000,000 
1812 (War in Spain & Russia) $0,000,000 
1813 (War in Spain and Ger- 

mnany ) 98,000,000 
1814 (War on the French ter- 

ritory) 89,000,000 
1815 ° . 86,000,000 

Here.also the increase was progressive ; 
so necessary was it even in our day of 
enthusiasm, to wait until the machine of 
circulation became adapted to this new 
impulse. Atlast, our expenditare reached 
a sum unexampled in the history of any 
country, ancient or modern. It is fit, 
however, to. keep in mind two very 
material qualifications; first, that the 
sums in the latter years are greatly 
swelled by, the accumulation of interest 
on the previous expenditure; next, that 
after. 1810, a large sum, fully 20 per cent. 

n our foreign disburse, is to be put to 
the account of the depreciation of our_ 
bank paper. “With these deductions, the 
expenses of the unparalleled year of 1813 
may ‘be stated at 70,000,0002, and the 
other years reduced in a corresponding 
proportion, 
the amount of our expenditure was sur- 
prising: for the whole contest it may be 
thus stated:— 
Total money ‘raised , in 

Great Britain by loans 

But after every subtraction, 
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and taxes, during the 23 
ba war that elapsed, 
etween the beginning 

of 1793 and that ‘of’ 
1816, about 1,564,000,000: 

Deduct for the amount of 
our peace establishnient 
and charges unconnect-- 
ed with the war’ . "4640003000 

constituting Remainder, rit 
£1,400,000,000 the charge of the war 

Supplies raised within the yeat, bemg 
the net produce of our taxes, ‘after 
deducting 18,000,000/.. as the. com- 
puted average of a peace establish- 
ment, and excluding all loans. 

War of 1793.—During the 
first four years of the war 
taxes were inconsider- 
able, and in 1797, by the 
increase of the assessed 
taxes, they were carried 
to onl 4 £ 3,000,000 

But in 1798 by the income 
tax to : 12;000,000 

1799 3 17,000,000 
1800 i 16,000,000 
1801 17,000,000 
1802 19,000,000 

War of 1803.—The produce of our an- 
nual supplies, cormputed as above, with 
the exclusion of loans, but after deduc- 
tion of a larger sum (22,000,000/.) as 
the probable peace establishment : 

1803 c 16,000,000 
1804 5 23,000,000 
1805 : 28,900,000 
1806 : 31,000,000. 
1807 i 36,000,000 
1808 ; 40,000,000 
1809 : 41,060,000 
1810 4 45,000,000 
1811 43,000,000 
1812 ; 41,000,000. 
1813 F 45,000,000 
1814 : 48,000,000: 
1815 : 48,000,000 

RESPECTIVE PROPORTION OF LOANS 
5 AND TAXES, 

Of the total sum of 1,100,000,0002., ex- 
pended during the war, the amount added 
tothe permanent debt was 460,000,0002., 
so that the aggregate of the supplies 
raised -within, the year amounted. for the 
whole war to 640,000,000/., a surprising 
sum to be obtained by a mode of supply 
almost unknown in foreign countries, and 
carried m former wars to a very limited 
extent among ourselves, ; 

The financial history of the war may 
be divided into three periods; ee 

our 
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four years previous to 1797, in which our 
‘treasury was conducted as in former wars, 
without any innovation in, regard to. war 
taxes or paper money; 2d, the interval 
from. 1797, to 1805, in which we, had 
both war taxes and non-convertible papers 
but without greatly depreciating the one, 
-or carrying the other to.an extreme; 3d, 
the period from 1805 to 1815, in which 
the amount of the supplies raised within 
the year became enormous, and the de- 
preciation of our paper, particularly after 
1810, formed a very serious addition to 
our difficulties. 

‘THE SOURCES OF OUR FINANCIAL 
SUPPLIES. 

Total Exports from, Great Britain, compu- 
ted according) to the fixed Official Stan- 
dard of the Custom-house. 
Average of the nine years of the first 

war, viz. from the beginning of 1793 to 
that of 1802, 30,760,000/. 

Average of ten years of the second war, 
from 1803 to 1812, both inclusive, leaving 
out..1813, the records of which were de- 
stroyed by fire, and considering 1802 as a 
year of peace, 42,145,000/. 

But if we compare this with the seven 
years of peace, of which the returns have 
been made to Parliament, we shall find a 
considerable increase since 1814. 

Average of the total annual exports from 
Great Britain, computed officially for the 
seven years, from 1814 to 1820, both in- 
clusive, 53,922,000/. 

These returns being made on a uniform 
plan, and calculated: by the weight or di- 
mensions of the package, are conclusive as 
to the quantity of our exports; but it may 
be said, that in other respeets, they are less 
satisfactory ; and that although the bulk 
exported is at present greater, the value is 
less, in consequence of the general reduc- 
tion of prices. That prices were much 
higher during the war, particularly in the 
latter years, admits of no doubt, but in 
whatever way the calculation be made, the 
advantage is on the side of peace, thus :— 
Exports from Great Britain during the war, 

computed not by the Official or Custom- 
house valuation, but by the declaration 
of the Exporting Merchants; or, when 
there was no declaration, by a suitable 
addition to the official value. 
Average of the ten years from 1791, to. 

1801, both inclusive, 48,890,000/. 
Average of the ten years from 1801 to 

1810, 52,847,0002, 
Tn peace, our exports afford an average 

considerably larger, after making, (see 
Appendix,) an allowance for the reduced 
value of foreign and colonial goods, 

Average of annual exports from 1814 to 
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1820, valued by, the declaration. of the.ex- 
porting merchants, or by a.suitable addi- 
tion to the official value, 62,330,;428Z, . 

In both points of view, therefore, our fo- 
reign commerce is found.to have been Jess 
considerable.in war than in. peace;. it, is 
equally easy to shew, that its profits were 
wholly inadequate to the support of any 
large. addition to the public expenditure, 
Mr. Pitt, on proposing the income tax in 
1798, computed our foreign commerce. to 
yield to the various persons, merchants, 
and others, engaged in it, an annual in- 
come of 12,000,000/., a sum probably not. 
underrated at the time, but which, for the 
sake of giving those who differ.from us, the 
full benefit of argument, ought, we shall 
suppose, to have_been doubled, and taken 
during the war at an annual amount of 
24,000,000/. 

Our other sources of imagined. supply 
were the occupation of new colonies, the 
suspension of the navigation. of hostile 
states, and a supposed reduction of their ri- 
val manufactures. Of the conquered colo- 
nies, the principal were Trinidad, Deme- 
rara, Essequebo, Tobago, each little ad- 
vanced in cultivation, each requiring a 
large transfer of capital from this country, 
and each yielding little present revenue. 
Similar disadvantages characterized, though 
in a less degree, St. Lucia, Guadaloupe, 
Martinique. As to the East Indies, our 
acquisitions, vast in point of territory, and 
considerable in regard to internal revenue, 
are, as is well known, of very secondary 
importance in respect to commerce, though 
on the continent of Europe there prevails 
an opinion that India is the grand source 
of our national wealth. 

PROPORTION OF OUR BURDENS TO OUR 

RESOURCES. 

Our taxation is, forthe most part, levied, 
not as in France, on production, but on 
consumption; its proportion to our means 
is, consequently, to be calculated with re- 
ference to the aggregate of individual ex- 
penditure, We shall presently have occa- 
sion to observe, that the proportion of such 
expenditure which finds its way annually 
into the public treasury, has, since 1798, 
been very large, particularly in towns, on 
account of the great consumption of excise- 
able articles, Now, as the expenditure of 
government during the war, or, to speak 
more correctly, the increased expenditure 
of individuals, consequent on government: 
disburse, took place almost éntirely in: 
towns, we shall probably not exceed in 
caleulating that it returned into the Exche- 
quer a proportion approaching to 33 per 
cent., or a third of the amount that had is- 

sued 
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sued» from it. This estimate “justifies: the 
following inference,» 

Total of government expenditure uicitig 
the war, exclusive of the sum raiséd by the 
property+tax® . . £930,000,000 

Of which:a third, or 33. 
per: cent.; paid “back” in 
taxes, formed asum of 

» Add the amount of in- 
come, or praperty-tax, paid 
into the» public: treasury, 
exclusive of the: 33-> per 
cent., but defrayed in ge- 
neral from the extra pro- 
fits of a state of war 

»810,000,000 

Forming together .» £480,000,000 
a sum which goes far towards accounting 
for the payment of the total of “our sup- 
plies within the year;” or, in other words, 
towards: proving, that after all our boasted 
sacrifices, our contribution during the war 
was little more than a repayment of money 
issued, leaving the chief part of the burden 
to years of peace, in the form of a perma- 
nent debt. 

Thus was carried. on from year to year 
a most expensive contest, without much 
pressure on’ any part of the public, unless 
the fixed annuitant, and without a depre- 
ciation of our national capital, except 
of that portion, (such as the funds, or loans 
on mortgage) of which the value is per- 
manently represented by money. ‘To 
many persons, and in particular to those 
interested in the expenditure, this state of 
things bore a favourable appearance ; con- 
veying to some the idea of an accumula- 
tion of national wealth, to others the be- 
lief that we finally defrayed our burdens 
from sources arising from the war. None 
were sufficiently aware of the re-action to 
be expected at apeace. To foresee its ex- 
tent was, we admit, impossible; but few 
of our- public men bestowed a serious 
thought-on) the nature of such re-action, 
while some of them seemed hardly-aware 
of the possibility of its occurring ; so limi- 
ted had been their study of political eco- 
nomy-as a science; so cursory their exa- 
mination of corresponding periods of our 
history. » All that seemed to occur to the 
most cautious was, that our situation was, 
in| some degree, unnatural; that the great 
expenditure of government was not com- 
pensated,-on the part of the public, by eco- 
nomy, or by: any great share of extra ex- 
ertion., Hence an-apprehension, on the 
part of some, that:the war! must entail a 
burdensome inheritance, but at what time, 
or tow;what degree; no one could foretell. 

170,000,000 
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San OF WAR\ON THE:MONEY PRICE 
» OF COMMODITIES.» 9 is 

: We shall at present confine oun atten- 
tion to the last thirty years;, to. the great 
rise caused by the war, and to the no, Jess 
remarkable fall that has occurred since! the 
peace, 

Of the causes of rise during the “rae dike 
principal were :— qinton 

The extra demand. of: men for:govern- 
ment, service, andthe eonengtions separ 
of wages and salaries,» » 

The inadequaey of po re eter 
consequent on the drain of Jabour nara ca 
pital, for the public service 
The increase of taxation; and, iets 
The non-conyertibility, and: niger got 

increase of our, bank | paper. * 
Of these. causes.,the inadequacy oft our 

agricultural produce, and, the: non-eonver- 
tibility of our bank paper, areweserved «for 
separate discussion; at/presentswe prceed 
to. the effect.of the extta demand. of :men 
for government service, the: maenitude of 
which will best appear from a#eference'to 
our expenditure, keeping out, of view our 
annual payments for, interest..of debt, “or 
the civil service of government, and: fixing 
our attention on a.conjoint Expense:of the 
Amy, Navy, and. Ordnance, from the be- 
suai to the close of the ate War. 
1791 . <i £4,226;000 
L792 oy hia 8,750,000: 
1793 . 13,511,000 
1794 . 20,247,000 
V7 GBi oy ct oth water Cad ool 28,751,000 
1796 ciyivdeien wok obras 30,165,000 
70 IN biere Aacetl ooteiein 27,606,000 
1798 . 25,982,000. 
1799-07) vapche-tgtS, cain cherie 27,257,000 
L800: cigesil-aghistitle Seantt oid 29,613,000 
1801 . angel 26,998,000 
1802 . 23,121,000 
1803 . 21,106,000 
1804 . 30,854,000 
1 ES eee a 36,219,000 
TSO p28 de iba le cel 37,706,000 
TSO 7 i wcislh <saxssayeheeshidl vai aie 36,176,000 
1808 . é 39,778, 000 
1809 . 42,073,000 

Carry forward, £ 510,139,000 

* It seems astonishing that, so o acute. a 
reasoner. as Mr. Lowe “should omit the 
chief, if not only cause—the loans, by 
which government, through its contractors 
become the chief purchasers in any mar- 
ket, caused the demand to exceed-the-sup- 
ply, and have raised the nominal price of 
every speciés of property. His four causes 
were but effects of that one primary cause. 
—Ep. 
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. Brought forward, £510,139,600 
MRD ey 2 Ps ES ADO % 43,246,00 
Wik oy. 47,968,000 
1892. 49,739,000 
IBIS 3 o% i Se . 64,872,000 
Bae Stas . 60,239,000 
1815 . . 48,282,000 

Total, nearly . . £800,000,000 
EFFECT OF TAXATION ON PRICES. 

The result, or, to speak more properly, 
the avowed tendency of most taxes, is a 
direct augmentation of price. Taxes on 
commodities are always imposed on the 
calculation of being paid by the consumer; 
the supply of any article, whethera luxury, 
such as wine and sugar, or a necessary of 
life, like corn, Salt, leather, being presumed 
to be inproportion to the effectual demand, 
and the tax intended not asa burden on 
the producer or vender, but as an addition 
to the price paid by the consumer.+ At 
times, however, from the market being 
overstocked, no addition takes place; the 
price continues as low as before the impo- 
sition of the duty, and the new burden falls 
on the producer or seller. Such was long 
the case of our West India sugar planters 
during the war; such is, in a great mea- 
sure, their case at present; it is the case 
also of a far more numerous class, our far- 
mers, who, in 1822, as in 1815, are to be 
considered as paying their taxes out of 
their capital. 

LAND AND HOUSES. 
. The farm which, in 1792, let for 170/., 
which, in 1803, afforded a rental of 240/., 
and in 1813, of 320/., has now reverted 
or must ere long, revert to 240/. 

The house which, in 1792, let for 50/., 
in 1806, for 65/., and in the latter years 
of the war, for 70/. (the rise being less 
great in houses than in land), has now re- 
verted to a rent of 65/, Its value as a 
purchase, originally 1,000/., raised towards 
the middle of our long contest, to 1,300/., 
and eventually to.1,400/, or 1,500/, is 
now brought back, or likely to be soon 
brought back, to 1,200/.,a sua which, in 
the scale of general expenditure, is or will 
soon be equal to the 1,000/. of 1792. 

MONEY PROPERTY. 
Here avery different scene opens. A 

sum lent on mortgage, which, for facility 
in calculation, we shall suppose to have 
been 3,200/., yielded throughout the war 
a regular 5 per cent, of interest, but. the 

+ Governed always by the demand be- 
ing. greater than the supply, which was an 
effect of loaus, not necessarily of taxcs.— 
Ep. 
MontuLy Mac.—No, 337. 
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160/. received from it, became, towards 
the middle of the war, equivalent to only . 
130/., and towards its close, to little more 
than 100/, This formed a heavy reduc- 
tion; but it is fit to add, that the conti- 
nuance of peace after 1792 would have 
roduced a reduction of a different kind, 
(a the rate of interest to 4, 32, and 
eventually, perhaps, to 3 per cent. Since 
1814, the re-action in the value of money 
has rendered the 160/. of interest equiva- 
lent to more than 130/. of the money of 
-1792. To what proportion of the national: 
income does this calculation apply, or, m 
other words, what is the amount of fixed 
annuities in the country, excluding wages, 
salaries, stipends, and all payments which 
may vary from year to year? We are 
inclined to compute this amount at 
50,000,0002. annually, a sum which is at 
present, and was during a great part of the 
war, nearly one-fourth of our total na- 
tional income. 

PRICES ON THE CONTINENT. 
In how far, in the present age, have the 

other countries of Europe participated. in- 
those fluctuations of money which among 
us have reached so extraordinary a length > 
This question is of no easy solution, as welk 
from want of documents in countries which 
had then no representative assembly, as 
from a depreciated paper having been cur- 
rent in almost every part of Europe. 
France, the only state that has equalled us 
in the duration of her wars, exhibits a re- 
markable contrast to us in the extent of her 
financial burdens. Her revenue, amount- 
ing in the beginning of the Revolution to 
about twenty-two millions, sterling, was 
never increased by more than the half of 
that sum; while our sixteen millions of 
1792 became forty-five millions in 1804; 
sixty millions in 1808, and nearly seventy 
millions in 1814. In fact, in» the early 
part of the revolutionary war, the collec- 
tion of revenue in France was considerahly 
under twenty mullions; the wants of go- 
vernment having been supplied by the 

emission of assignats during four years of 
emergency, (1792-3-4-5) and afterwards 
in a considerable degree, by contributions 
from conquered territories. The amount 
emitted in the form of assignats admits of 
no definite calculation, the value of that 
government paper having fallen rapidly, 
and having been at last reduced toa nul- 
lity. But if we compute at two hundred 
millions sterling the amount of public sa- 
crifice from the assignats, and if we add 
for the bankruptcy committed in regard to 
two-thirds of the public debt, the forced 
loan of 1797, and the augmented taxation 
of the latter years of Bonaparte, two hun- 

4K dred. 
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dred millions more; and, finally, if. we 
adda national lossof one hundred millions, 
consequent on his inauspicious return from 
Elba, ‘and ‘the invasion of 1815, we make 
in all a* pecuniary sacrifice on the part! of 
France, of five hundred millions sterling, 
over and above the twenty-two millions of 
annual expenditure necessary undera peace 
establishment. 

| THE NETHERLANDS, 
~~ Subjected, during twenty years, to the 
sway of France,and during a part of the 
time, to the Conscription, were also expo- 
sed to heavy losses. If less great than those 
of France, in men, they were larger in a 
financial and commercial sense, as well 
from augmented taxation as from interrup- 
ted intercourse, and the many abortive at- 
tempts made, during the enforcement of 
the prohibitory decrees, to produce substi- 
tutes for coffee and other articles, the 
growth of a tropical climate. 

Of the other European powers, the chief 
belligerent was dustria, whose pecuniary 
sacrifice was lessened by our subsidies, but 
whose loss in’ men amounted, perhaps, to 
the half of that of France. Next came 
Prussia, Spain, Russia, Sweden, in whose 
case the duration of suffering was less, but 
who were all doomed to feel the destructive 
ravage of war and invasion.’ A pressure of 
a more lasting kind, we mean that which 
is attendant on the maintenance of a large 
standing force, extended to every state, 
great and small, on the Continent, from 

_ 1792 to 1814. Their taxation consequently 
increased, and the general demand for men 
was followed by a general rise in the price 
of labour. The impracticability of etfect- 
ing loans, prevented that stimulus to pro- 
ductive industry, that drain on the future 
in favour of the present, which took place 
among us to so great an extent; nor was 
there in any part of the Continent a conti- 
nued inadequacy of agricultural ‘produce. 
‘Accordingly, though prices on the Conti- 
nent became higher in war than they had 
been in peace; though, during the one 
period, the demand for labour was brisk, 
in the other languid, the degree of differ- 
ence was much smaller than with us; and 
Were we, for the sake of arriving at a defi- 
nite estimate, to hazard a conjecture of the 
difference between the present prices on 
the Continent, and those of 1792, we 
should pronounce the former from 10° to 

~~TS~ per cent. ‘higher. This is somewhat 
more than half the enhancement that we 
find in England, comparing our present 
prices to those of 1798. 

This excess on our part of the ratio of 
enhancement, added to a similar excess in 
prices previous to 1792, makes a total dif- 

7p - 4 

ject of government disburse, 
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ference between this country and the Con- 
tinent, of from 20 to 30. per cent, The 
leading causes of this are our heavy excise 
duties, the larger size of our-towns, and the 
occasional -operation of our corn laws.* 
The balance against us. would. be still 
greater, were itnot ina considerable degree 
counteracted by the cheapness of fuel, and 
of several articles of manufacture, in parti- 
cular hardware, in which. our command of 
capital, our: inland navigation, and. our 
machinery, afford us a considerable ad- 
vantage over the Continent. 

What, it may be asked, was the effect 
of a rise of prices on our public revenue? 
Like all artificial changes, it was produc- 
tive of little permanent effect ; it increased 
the numerical amount of the revenue, but 
it was ultimately followed by a correspond- 
ing drawback in augmented expenditure ; 
enhancing stores, salaries, the pay of the 
army and navy; in short, almost every ob- 

On. the ces- 
sation of the war, the picture was com- 
pletely reversed, and our debt, from the 
rise in the value of money, has risen almost 
every year in its pressure. Calculating the 
debt contracted during the whole war at 
460,000,000/., and dividing the periods” 
with reference to the relative rise of prices, 
or, in other words, depreciation of money, 
we shall find that the smaller part of this 
debt was incurred when money was more 
valuable than at present, the larger when 
money was more depreciated. 

From 1792 to 1806—14 years, a rise of 
30 per cent. 

From 1806 to 1814—8 years, a further 
rise of 30 per cent. 

From 1814 to 1822—8 years, a fall of 
nearly 40 per cent. 

CAUSES OF OUR DISTRESS, . 
What, then, have been the causes of our 

great and unexpected embarrassments ? 
Not a reduction of our means, considered 
physically or intrinsically, but a general 
change in the. mode of rendering them 
productive; a sudden removal of the sti- 
mulus arising from the war. In no former 
contest had our military establishments 
been carried.to sucha height: the number 
of our militiamen, soldiers, and sailors, dis- 
charged, amounted to between two and 
three hundred thousand, of whom many 
returned to productive labour, while a con- 

* No.—It was the vast/ sums put in the 
hands of government, by loans, which it 
expended in various produce. All prices 
might be brought back to the war standard, 
if the government were to borrow thirty 
millions for three years, and though con- 
tractors exposed it in the market,—ED. 

; siderable 
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siderable proportion of our manufacturers, 
perhaps not less than one hundred. thou- 
sand, ceased to receive employment in 
preparing clothing, arms, and other mili- 
tary stores, Hence a rapid overstock of 
manufactures, and ano less rapid: fall: of 
wages. Acrticulture, though resting, appa- 
rently on a firmer basis, received an early 
shock, in consequence of the extravagant 
expectations of certain landholders, who, 
by urging a corn law such as government 
could not grant, caused a year to elapse 
without an alteration in the existing limit. 
Imports accordingly took place on a large 
scale, and our farmers, instead of descend- 
ing gradually, were exposed to all the evils 
of sankdién depression. On the other hand, 
our Gonsumption, whether of agricultural 
or manufactured produce, experienced no 
absolute diminution ; for our numbers, as 
was shewn by the extent of new buildings, 
were annually on the increase; but partly 
from the economy introduced by altered 
circumstances, partly from other causes, 
the increase of consumption did not equal 
the increase of supply, anda general fall 
of prices became unavoidable. 

_. To shew the magnitude of the transi- 
‘tion from war to peace, we add a brief 
‘comparison of the sums expended by go- 

vernment in the five last years of the war, 
and the five first years of peace. 

Years of War. 
PUM Nb: Drivel: ar: 87 (ia t-4 - £92,200,000 
1812). ce “ener ttn 8 . 103,400,000 
y hog bs fe Sides Seah oa - 121,000,000 
WA gry Vie Fie! punae y's . 117,000,000 
1815... . npernan 
Average. . . . « ~ ~ 108,720,000 

Years of Peace. 
1816... . «+ + « « £72,000,000 
WALT eo, us 66,300,000 
TREES: Aaa 67,000,000 

SAMMI plac. 9 Zp vie! 59,000,0U0 
ne 7 a aeteaed 61,000,000 
Average . 64,660,000 

Peace thus caused an immediate reduc- 
tion of nearly fifty millions in the amount 
of the money distributed by government 
to. pay employment, or, as it is termed by 
political economists, to stimulate produc- 
tive industry, During the war, all our es- 
tablishments, private as well as public, had 
heen formed on a large scale, a scale that 
supposed a power of demand, a capacity 
of payment, much greater than was found 
to exist after the peace. ope was pe case 
in regard: not only to great offices, but. pri- 
vetelbupblishinents OF t the most Mester 
character; manufactures, mercantile houses, 
seminaries of education, and a variety of 
undertakings, almost all of which, whether 
_in the metropolis or provincial towns, 

were adapted’ to. a community increasing 
not only in numbers, but: in-its means of 
expenditure,* eee 

The only ‘persons precluded from, this 
advantage were the fixed annuitants, land- 
holders whose property was let-on lease, 
and, for a time, the military,and civil. ser- 
vants of government. Since the peace, all 
has been reversed; agriculturists, _mer- 
chants, manufacturers, mechanics, have all 
fallen from their ‘vantage ground, and_pros- 
perity has been confined to the compara- 
tively small number of persons with fixed 
incomes, the persons who had experienced 
privations during the war. 
Computed Amount of the:Taxable Income 

of the Nation, at two distinct Periods. of 
War and Peace. 
Great Britain, distinct from. Ireland. 

1813. 1822, 
Rent ofland £43,000,000. £30,600,000 
Tithe . .-+. . 4,703,000 . 4,000,000 
Annual income . 
or profit of far- 
mers subject to 
property-tax . 

This was ex- 
clusive of near- 
ly 20,000,009/. 
exempted from 
the tax, (see the 
returns for1812) 
so that the re- 
duction to far- 
mers is very 
great. 
Rent of houses 
Annual profit of - 
trades and pro- 
fessions 
Wages in a- 
griculture, ma- 
nufacture, and 
every depart- 
ment of indus- 
EY wits - 100,000,000 
Interest of the 
public funds. . 
Conjectural 
amount of inte- 
rest of money 
lent on, private 
securities. , 
Government 

21,000,000 . 12,000,000 

16,000,000. 16,000,000 

30,000,000 22,000,000 

80,000,000 

31,300,000 30,000,000 

20,000,000. 20,000,000 

expenditure at 
home, — exclu- 

Carry forward £197,300,000 168,000,000 

* Here Mr Lowe: is clear and: rational, 
but he makes no further application ofthis 
own deduction.—-Ep. EG 

Brought 
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Brought forward£179,300,000 168,000,000 
_ Slye'of the por-». 
tion already in-., - 

: cluded’. under 
- trades.and ,pro- 
fessions ;, « esti- 
mated * conjec~, 

38,000,000; 16,000,000 turally.atioee 
Total for Great ;-—— we 
Britain)... ./ 804,000,000. 230,000,000 
Ireland, conjec- 
tural amount. of 
her, taxable in- 
come |, ->. 35,000,600 . 25,000,000 

Total « £339,000,000 255,000,000 
MR. PITT. 

That, Mr.-Pitt was at first averse from 
the war with France, is apparent from 
several ‘circumstances, as well from the 
declaration of respectable writers, as 
fromthe undeniable fact, that a state of 
war was altogether contrary to his plans 
forthe reduction of our public burdens. 
That, after the campaign of 1794 had 
disclosed. the weakness of our allies, and 
the strength of France, he lamented our 
involving ourselves in the contest, there 
seems, little reason to doubt: but when 
fairly engaged in it, when the resources 
of the country were ealled into full acti- 
vity, it accorded. with his bold and confi- 
dent character, to maintain the struggle, 
in the hope of recovering the Nether- 
lands so, unfortunately lost. Hence a 
continuance of the contest after the 
defection of our allies and the financial 
difficulties of 1797; hence those war 
taxes, which no other minister would 
have ventured to propose, and certainly 
none other would have succeeded in 
raising ; hence also our second attack on 
France bythe coalition of 1799. But 
Mr.. Pitt's. perseverance’ was not blind 
persistency ; ona renewed experience of 
the,weakness of our allies, on a proof of 
the sufferings of the country from heavy 
taxation and. decfiient harvests, he felt 
the expediency. of peace, retired from 
office. to facilitate its conclusion, and 
gave it when not responsible for its con- 
ditions, a sanction unequivocal and sin- 
cere, His ardour in: 1803 for the recom- 
mencementjof war, admits of a less satis- 
factory, solution ;. it . discovered, much 
more the zeal, of a combatant, than the 

~discretion of a senator; a disposition. to 
sink. the admonitory recollections of our 
late struggle in ardour for a new contest. 
He warned us once'in parliament of the 
-magnitude of the. expense, and of the 
necessity of preparing ourselves for sacri- 

Lowe on, the State of. England. 

fices greater than before: but his caution 
-jwas general and: ‘cursory; unaccompanied 
by any private: admonition’ to: the: inex- 
pevienced. ministry “of sthe day,‘ or any 
advice to delay hostilities; untib-an assa- 
rance of: co-operation from ‘the great 
powers of'the continent. His Jast) great 
measure, the attack:on France by the co- 
alition of 1805, was, doubtless, onuthe 
whole,» injudicious, © preponderant: »as 
France then:was in» militaryystrength, the 
whole under the guidaticevcof a single 
head. Mr, Pitt fell:here into a miscalen- 
lation, by 20° means uncommon: with 
men of ability; thatoof anticipating a 
judicious course on the:part/of his coad- 
jutors. Every impartial man, however, 
must allow that it would have been ‘car- 
rying mistrust to an extreme, to-antici- 
pate the commission of faults so gross as 
those which led to the disasters.of Ulm 
and Austerlitz. And those. who are sur- 
prised that a man of talent;should mis- 
place his confidence, should calculate on 
others acting with the discrimination 
natural to himself, will be at novloss to 
find similar examples in the conduct of 
the most eminent men of the age: ‘in 
that of Lord Wellington, »when he: ex- 
pected discretion from Blucher; and «in 
that of Buonaparte, when he allowed the 
command in Spain to remain inthe 
hands of Jourdan, or when, ata subse- 
quent date, he committed that: of bis 
main body at Waterloo to Ney.» (97s 

OUR CORN TRADR. “> - 7 
The interference of our legislature with 

the export of corn dates from a very remote 
era; but our notice shall commence from 
the reign of Elizabeth, a reign, which, in 
its early years, exbibited-corn at as low a 
price as at any period of. our history, but 
became in its progress as remarkable for 
enhancement as the reign of George III. 
England was in those days, a corn-ex- 
porting country, if the-name of export 
can be said to belong toa surplus pro« 
duce hardly greater than that: ofa single 
county in the present age. In. the begin= 
ning of the reign of Elizabeth (1562), 
export was, permitted by-act’ of: parlia- 
ment, whenever our prices ‘fell:to ‘10s. 
the. quarter for wheat, and. 6s. 8d.) for 
barley and malty. prices remarkably low, 
when. we. consider that our com was:of 
the same metallic value as at-present., At 
this rate, however, they did not long 
continue; a considerable rise took place 
before 1570; and in 1593 the export 
limit was extended by act of parliament 
to 20s. for the quarter of wheat, and 12s. 
for barley and malt. 

4 .» This 
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’ => Phis doubling of price:in the course of 
thirty years, has:not alittle embarrassed 
political arithmeticians: it is commonly 
attributed: tothe influx of metallic) cur- 
rency from the American mines before an 
outlet was found forit inJndia and China, 
but. from our experience of the limited 
effect’ of such a cause in» subsequent 

times, particularly since the late ‘peace, 
‘we are inclined to lay no little stress on 
‘the general:prevalence of war throughout 
Europe, frorethe middle of the sixteenth 
to that: of the seventeenth century.» Be 
this as itsmay, the enhancement ‘con- 
tinued: progressive; for in 1623 the ex- 
port) limit was:raised to 32s. the quarter 
for wheat,and 16s. for barley and malt. 
-Inthe succeeding age, particularly under 
-Cromwell,. our’ markets were consider- 
ably higher, but the rise was in some de- 
ree nominal, our coin, though no longer 
_debased by government, being deterior- 
ated by clipping and filing, and brought 
at times, no less than twenty per cent. 
below its legal value, an abuse not com- 
pletely remedied till 1717, 

» In the reign of Charles II. the prices 
of corn declined, and though several 
acts were passed (in 1660, 1663, 1670), 
‘imposing a duty on foreign corn, their 
effect in our market was inconsiderable, 
because our growth equalled, or more 
than equalled our consumption. Prices 
accordingly did not rise, the agricul- 
turists complained, and the epoch of the 
revolution was marked by a new refine- 
ment of legislation in their favour. The 
necessity of providing supplies. for the 
‘formidable contest with Louis XIV. led 
government to contemplate a land-tax, 
and to offer as a douceur to the landed 
interest, a premium on export, which, ac- 
companied by a prohibition of the im- 
port of foreign corn, implied a certainty 
of increase of price, and consequently of 
rent.’ The chief provisions of the act 
were the payment of a bounty of 5s. for 
every quarter of wheat exported, so long 
as our ‘price continued at or below 48s., 

‘and Qs. 6d.'for every quarter of barley or 
malt,'so long as our home currency for 
that grain didnot exceed 24s. 

‘A deficiency of documents in regard to 
the extent of ‘our tillage, prevents our 
tracing the effects of the bounty act:’ it 
doubtless ‘stimulated production, and, 
under ‘ordinary ‘political ‘circumstances, 
would, after creating a temporary supe+ 
riovity of demand to supply, have in 
some degree lowered prices; but the 
market was, during many years, kept up 
by. causes not unlike those which fol- 
lowed in our day the French revolution, 

£. 8: d. 
For ten years ending with 1725 1 15 5 
Ditto - ending with 1735 115 2 
Ditto - ending with 1745 112 1 
Ditto - ending with 1755 113 8 
‘Ditto - ending with 1765 119 3 
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—war, and a more than usual prevalence 
of bad seasons. The proportion of the 
latter in the twenty years ‘between 1692 
and 1712, was not inferior to that be- 
tween 1792 and 1812; and as our drain 
of men and capital for the war in these 
days, made no slight approximation to 
that of our late contest, there were want- 
ing to complete the analogy of high 
price only two of the characteristics of 
our age,—a depreciated currency and an 
annual insufficiency of growth. 

After the peace of Utrecht, the causes 
of fluctuation in’ our corn-market were 
much simplified, and the half centur 
that succeeded presented the following 
results : 
Average Price of Wheat computed by 

the Winchester quarter. 

During the whole of this period, we 
were exporters of corn; the quantity 
varied, of course, from year to year, but 
was almost always sufficient to establish 
the fact, that the market price in England 
was little higher than throughout the 
maritime part of the west of Europe; 
we mean the Netherlands, Denmark, the 
-North of France, and the North-west of 
Germany. The cheapness was materially 
greater only in inland districts of the con- 
tinent, where, as at present in Lorraine, 
the south of Poland, or: south-west of 
Russia, the want of water conveyance 
kept down the market. 

During this half century of stationary 
price, and of scanty agricultural profits, 
—this period when inclosure bills were so 
rare, and lease after lease was ‘signed’ in 
long succession, without any idea of in- 
crease of rent, it must not be inferred 
that our tillage was on the decrease: it 
evidently received an extension, but 
somewhat more slowly, as appears by the 
ultimate result, than the increase of our 
population. 

After 1764, began a new era; our 
consumption equalled, and somewhat 
surpassed our growth, so that our import 
predominated over export.’ This change, . 
80 unsuitable to a) season’ of peace, so 
contrary to calculation, at a time when 
additional labour and capital were appli- 
cable to agriculture, was owing to several 
reasons,—an unusual proportion’ of bad 
seasons; the increase of consumers from 
the extension of our manufactures, par- 
ticularly cotton; and in part, doubtless, 

to 
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to the general disposition to withhold sur- 
plus capital from the so long unprofitable 
investment of agriculture. 

. The rise in cur market, whatever may 
have been its causes, was such in the ten 
years preceding 1773, as:to lead to an 
act of a new kind an act implying that 
in regard to corn, England was to be 
considered rather an importing than an 
exporting country. It permitted the im- 
port of foreign wheat whenever our own 
reached or exceeded 48s. the quarter; a 
limit just and moderate, which, while it 
relieved the consumer from an exorbitant 
rise on the occurrence of a bad harvest, 
was productive of no injury to our agri- 
culture, the prices of corn continuing to 
afford’ a steady return for the labour and 
capital employed. Our market now ex- 
hibited all the advantages of supply duly 
proportioned to demand: in some years 
a partial import was necessary; in others, 
the nature of our crops enabled us to 
export; but after 1788, a time of exten- 
sion and_prosperity to most of our manu- 
facturers, import decidedly predomi- 
nated, 

In 1791, the landed interest, not satis- 
fied with the advantage secured to them 
by the act of 1773, carried it a step far- 
ther, and obtained a law preventing im- 
port, except where our wheat should 
reach or exceed the price of 54s. the 
quarter. Whether this measure would 
have operated to raise prices, or by 
directing an extra share of capital to til- 
lage, would have, in some degree, low- 
ered them, we had no opportunity of 
ascertaining, so soon was it followed by 
the war of 1793. 

The wars of the present age, attended 
by an unparalleled drain of both la- 
bourers and capital, could not fail to 
raise the price of corn. For some time, 
however, the rise was gradual, the ave- 
rage price of our wheat, during: the first 
seven years of the war, not exceeding 
63s.3; but two successive bad harvests 
(1799 and 1800) altered the state of the 
market, and carried prices toa rate (6. 
and upwards) till then unprecedented in 
our history. Theseasons of 1801, 1802, 
and 1803, were favourable, and produced 
a fall to nearly 3/., a fall which, in con- 
currence with the demands of the Trea- 
sury on the land-holders for our renewed 
contest with France, led to the corn law 
of 1804, by which the import of foreign 
wheat was in a manner prohibited, until 
our own should be at or above 63s., and 
“taxed till our own reached 66s. These 
prices, high as they then seemed, were 
soon surpassed by the currency of our 
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market, in consequence, partiy of an 
unfavourable season (1804), partly of 
the continued drain of hands and capital 
for the war. ‘These causes operated in.a 
greater or less degree over the. rest of 
Europe, and greatly lessened the relief 
which importation would otherwise have 
afforded. 

The. non-convertibility. of our pape 
currency had existed since 1797, and 
passed, in vulgar estimate, for the prin- 
cipal cause of this progressive rise ; but 
the degree of enhancement proceeding 
from it was slight (not. exceeding three 
or four per cent,) until 1809, when it 
was suddenly accelerated by an unfortu- 
nate concurrence of. circumstances; eX- 
penditure in Spain, the stoppage of neu- 
tral traffic, and above all, a deficient har- 
vest.. From this time forward, our pur- 
chases of foreign corn were made a sacri- 
fice of eighteen, twenty, or twenty-five 
per cent. a loss incurred on the whole of 
the very large sum of 7,000,0001. ex- 
pended on the purchase of corn in 1810. 
The currency. of our market was now 
between 5/, and 6/., and though, for one 
year, arise was prevented by the abun- 
dant harvest of 1810, the case became 
very different after that of 1811, although 
only partially deficient. A supply from 
abroad was now, in a manner, out.of) the 
question, partly from the anti-commer- 
cial edicts of the time, more from our 
want of specie and the fall of our bank 
paper. Accordingly, during 1812 and 
1813, our prices averaged above" 6/:,a 
rate ill-calculated to prepare our farmers 
for the great and general fall to be ex- 
pected from the approaching change in 
the state of Europe. : 

Never were the effects of peace more 
promptly or generally felt, than in 1814; 
import co-operated with favourable sea- 
sons; the price of corn fell rapidly, and 
it was in vain that parliament passed, 
early in 1815, a new act, forbidding im- 
port till the home price of our wheat ex- 
ceeded 80s.: the market continued..low, 
and for a time exposed. both the farmers 
and the public to all the evils of sudden 
transition.* In 1816 .a.-deficiency, of 
crop, more serious both in England and 
the continent, than any .in the present 
age, reversed this state of things, raised 
prices, and led, during 1817 and 1818, 
to an import of unexampled magnitude. 

* The transition from war to peace 
means, in plain language, a- variation of 
public expenditure, the abatement of loans, 
and the consequent non-employment of 
contractors.—ED. 

But 
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But when, in the early part of 1819, the 
effect of ‘scarcity was past, our market 
fell, and. in the autumn of 1820, an 
abundant harvest brought it to the state 
of depression under which it has ever 
since remained. 
CAUSES OF THE FALL OF PRICES SINCE 

Ba 2a THE PEACE. ; 
These have been partly peculiar to this 

country, partly common to it with the 
Continent of Europe. Of the latter’ de- 
scription were— 

- The application, in a great degree, of 
labour, in a smaller, of capital, to tillage, 
since the reduction of military establish- 
ments, 
A succession of seasons more favourable 

than during the war; the Continent, like 
England, having had, since the peace, 
enly one bad summer (1816); and if, 
from the magnitude of the failure on that 
occasion, we consider it equivalent to two 
seasons of ordinary deficiency, the propor- 
tion is still considerably more favourable 
than during the war. ~ 

' Next, as to the causes of decline pecu- 
liar'to this country, we have 

The re-instatement of our paper curren- 
cy; and 
- The great reduction of freight and other 
charges of transport; a principal cause of 
sa Te oa of the import in 1817 and 
818.* : 

Expence of cultivating 100 acres of Arable 
/ Land in England, at three distinct 

periods. 

410 
11 1 

Nore. The article manure is under- 
rated in the last column; were it fully 
‘stated, the aggregate of 1813 would have 
exceeded £800. 

‘This document presents materials for 
reasoning of equal importance to the agri- 
-culturist and political economist, exhibit- 
ing all the constituent parts of the cost of 
corn, and enabling us to explain both the 

* Once more we must remark, on the 
short-sightedness of Mr. Lowe, and of the 
whole tribe of economists. —Epb. 
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high prices of a state of war, and the fall 
attendant on peace, ‘To: begin with the 
rise in a state of war, its effects are first felt 
in the price of labour, the interest of mo- 
ney, and the direct taxes: an enhancement 
of these is soon followed by enhancement of 
the important articles of team and manure: 
an increase in the price of seed is necessa- 
rily identified with a rise of corn: an in- 
crease of tithe, as expressed in money, is.a 
consequence almost equally direct; while 
an advance of poor-rate has, ever since the 
days of Queen Elizabeth, followed, at no 
distant date, an augmented price of bread. 

ORIGIN OF OUR POOR LAWS. 
The origin of the English poor laws, a 

system so different from that of neighbour- 
ing countries, isto be traced to two causes, 
—the call, at the time of the Reformation, 
for a provision for the poor, when deprived 
of charitable aid from monasteries; and 
the enhancement, both progressive and 
rapid, which, as we have seen in the pre- 
ceding chapter, took place in provisions 
during the 16th century. The former may 
perhaps be termed the ostensible, the latter 
the real cause. Be this as it may, their 
conjunct operation led to various enact- 
ments in favour of the poor, which were 
definitely consolidated in the act of 1601, 
—an act prepared with all the care and de- 
liberation characteristic of the ministers of 
Elizabeth, and which would never. have 
received: a pernicious extension had its ex- 
ecution fallen into proper hands. Its pro- 
visions were intended at first forthe relief 
of merely the aged and infirm, and led to 
little beyond the degree of aid afforded. at 
present to the poor in Scotland or in 
France; but, from unfitness on the part 
of annually changed overseers, and, from 
the remissness always attendant on the un- 
checked disposal of public property, the 
act was in time construed into. an. obliga- 
tion to find work forthe-unemployed gene- 
rally, as well as to make up to those who 
had children the disproportion which in 
dear seasons took place between the price 
of bread and the rate of wages, 

_ Our poor-rate became thus a fund, not 
merely for charitable purposes, but for the 
equalization of wages; a counterpoise to the 
fluctuations arising from inclement seasons, 
or from any cause productive of a pepe fall 
in the value of money. ‘This result, cer- 
tainly well intended, and which at first 
sight seems of beneficial operation, is 
found, on, trial, to be replete with all that 
irregularity and abuse which is so difficult 
to avoid in any interference with the natu- 
ral course of productive industry. Of. this, 
a striking proof is given not, only in this 
country, but in the New England sagt, 

an 
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these, the countries of the world in which 
the pay of the labourer is. most liberal, -the- 
number of the paupers is large. “They are, 
happily, the only foreign countries in 
which our example has been imitated. 
On the continent of Europe the public in- 
stitutions afford protection only against in- 
firmity and extreme penury: even Hol- 
land, so long noted for its hospitals and 
charities, has not a poor-rate on the com- 
prehensive plan of England. 

Our records of the distribution of relief 
to the poor during the seventeenth century 
are very imperfect: its amount, however, 
must have been considerable in the first 
half of the century, in consequence of the 
continued rise of corn during the reign of 
James I., and part of that of Charles I. 
But during the thirty years that intervened 
from 1660 to 1690, the price of corn was 
on the decline, and the country expe- 
rienced in no great degree either the visi- 
tation of inclement seasons or the burden 
of military expenditure. In the reigns of 
William and Anne the case was far dif- 
ferent; an enhancement of corn conse- 
quent on bad seasons, on war, and inter 
rupted navigation, concurred with the dis- 
order in our currency to render a state of 
suffering general among the lower orders, 
and to give a melancholy corroboration to 
their claims for parochial relief, Thenum- 
ber of persons receiving such aid is said 
(Clarkson on Pauperism) to have amounted 
towards the close of the seventeenth cen- 
tury, to as large a portion of our popula- 
tion as at present, viz. a tenth part of the 
inhabitants of England and Wales. The 
amount of money collected for this pur- 
pose has not been put on record: it is said 
somewhat loosely, but without much ap- 
pearance’ of exaggeration, to have ap- 
abort at the period in question toa mil- 
ion sterling; a burden heavily felt in 
these days of limited rental, and produc- 
tive Consequently of great complaints. 

Thelong peace and reduced price of pro- 
visions which followed the treaty of 
Utrecht, were both conducive to the de- 
crease of poor-rate, and, notwithstanding 
an increase in our population, we find that 
in the middle of the century, viz. in the 
three years ending with 1750, its amount 
did not'( Reports on the Poor Laws in 1817 
and 1821) excéed an average 
Of -oerrons sos - 700,0002. 

After 1760, the charge for the poor par- 
ticipated in the general charge which took 
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and in the state of New York; for even in’: place in the state of prices, and amounted’ 
in that year to. 965,000/., while at a subse- 
sequent date, in-1770y---- 
it was carried to - - 1,306,000/.;. 
so much. did the effect of indifferent sea- 
sons and the enhancement. of corn coun- 
terbalance the otherwise favourable cireum- 
stances of the periodthe enjoyment of 
peace, the!extension of our manufactures. 
Next came the contest with our colonies, 
along with the various losses attendant on 
interrupted export, and the suspension of 
undertakings dependent on a low inte- 
rest of money, the result of which, in 'con- 
currence with other causes,’ carried the 
charge of poor-rate in 1780 to 1,774,000/. 

The peace of 1783, though favourable 
in the main, was not unaccompanied by’ 
the evils of transition. Our productive in- 
dustry partook at first of the discourage- 
ment excited by the loss of our colonies ; 
and though it soon exhibited symptoms of 
vigour, and even of prosperity, the price of 
bread was kept up by the indifferent har- 
vests of 1788 and 1789. When to this 
we add the increase of our population, and 
make allowance for the progressive imtro-. 
duction of abuse into a system subject to’ 
so little check or controul, we need not be: 
surprised that in 1790, the sum collected 
for the poor amounted, when joined to the 
minor rates for highways, church, and 
county charges, to -  - 2,067,0004.! 

Such was the state of our poor-ratevat 
the beginning of the French Revolution, 
the time when we entered on a course of 
circumstances productive of a rap.d change 
in the value of money. Hitherto the aug- 
mentation of our rates had been gradual, a 
century elapsing before they doubled,..a 
ratio of increase little greater than that of | 
our population, But after 1793, the con-_ 
current effect of war and indifferent sea-_ 
sons rendered the price of bread so dis- 
eee to the wages of country la- 
our, that in 1800 the poor-rate, exclusive 

of the highway, church, and county-rate, 
amounted to’ - - - 3,861,000¢, 

In 1810 to = - 5,407,000/. 
And in 1812to - - 6,680,0002. 
The peace of 1814 was followed, as is 

well known, by a rapid fall in the price of 
corn, which continued during two years, 
and had, notwithstanding the many new 
claims for parish relief arising from want of 
work, the effect, on the whole, of a par- 
tial reduction of the poor-rate. This is ap- 
parent from the subjoined table. 

RETURNS 
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RETURNS FOR ENGLAND AND WALES. 

bitty! Bester 1818, -.’ Easter 1814; March 25th, 1815. 

os — 

be : AB, 
otal money.received by poor- 
Tate, and, in a smaller de- 

_-gtee by church-rate, high- 
» Way-rate, county-rate, &c. 

Jn. England and Wales: - 
o these sums are to be added 
charitable donations, whe- 
ther arising from land or 

» money, managed by the 
clergy, churchwardens, or 
overseers: Annual average 238,310 238,310 ~ 238,310 

8,651,438 8,392;728 7,460,855” 

ies "EXPENDITURE, 

‘or the maintenance and re- : ‘ Fim v= 
_ lief ofthe poor -— - 6,679,658 26,97,331 5,421,168 

w-suits, removal of paupers . 
’ and expenses of overseers or ppl 

other officers - - - 325,107 332,966 324,665, 
amilies of militia-men me) ; 
other militia charges - - 246,202 188,576 105,394 

Church-rate, county -rate, 5 
oh ene y rahe, See te 8S 1,614, 871 1,692,990 1,657,627 

£8,865,838 8,511,863 7,508,854 

The average of the two yea 1815 and 1816 was, church, OOURNY and 
highway-rate - =). £1,212,918; 

Maintenance and relief of the poor, including laws removal of paupers, ovat 
and re of overseers ie - - 5,714,506 

Tn all - -. £6,937,425 

NUMBER OF PERSONS RELIEVED, and overseers, but in the landholders, 
clergymen, and elders or deacons, whose 

Easter | Easter March 25 functions were permanent, and_ whose. 
ee ded See ersonal acquaintance with the poor ena- 

Poor permanently Bled them to act with discrimination. 
The good effects of this plan, evinced as: relieved in work- 

itto, + ag of ik oe Oe eet WR el Se they have been. by the practice of, two 
workhouses (with- centuries, induced the Committee on the 
i Beet |-doqaay 4 dob iam ale gy } Poor Laws.in 1817, to. recommend that, 
Parishioners reliev-| ; in England the overseer should,be a,per-, 
ed Occasionally | 440,249 | 429,770 | 400,971 | manent officer with a salary, and should. 

act, if necessary, for several. districts;..a 
practice that has since been adopted with 

er! =a beneficial result in a number of,the pa-, 
What, it may be asked, have been the rishes and townships of England, 

catises of so material a difference in the Proportion of the ‘Wages of the Counter 
management of the poor in Scotland and, , , Labourer to the Price of Corn. 
in England? The two countries em- 
bracing the Reformation in the same 
period, and falling under the sway of the | 
same sovereign soon after the enactment [——~ 
of the poor-law of 1601, the regulations [1742to 1752 . . 
were originally similar; but in Scotland [1761 tol770 . . 
their execution was vested, not in tem- he i oe Pg 
porury officers, such as churchwardens 

‘otal of paupers vel elieved pers t | 971,913 953,995 | 895,973 

Weekly ae 
Periods, 

‘ Quarter, 

1800 to 1808 . 

MontsLty Mag. No, 377. 4. POPULATION, 
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POPULATION. | ' 
Of.the various answers to Mr. Malthus, 

the most,substantial in.argument, though 
far from, the most.attractive.in style, is the 
work. entitled the «Happiness of States,” 
published in 1815,;by Mr. S..Gray;..a 
work of which the leading principles were, 
some time after, developed ina more 
condensed and popular form. Far trom 
coinciding with the, uncomfortable doc- 
trine, that increase of numbers leads 
to increase of poverty, Mr. Gray main- 
tains that augmented population forms the 
basis of zndividual as well as of national 
wealth, 

_ What-a different aspect of society is 
exhibited. after the rise of towns and the 
general increase of numbers! If we com- 
pare such countries as Russia, Poland, 
Hungary, or the Highlands of Scotland, 
with the more thickly peopled districts of 
the Continent, such as the provinces of 
Holland, Zealand, Flanders, Normandy, 
or, on Our own side of the Channel, with 
such counties as Lancashire, Warwick- 
shire, the west riding of York (to say 
nothing of Middlesex) we find a sur- 
prising difference in the number, and 
comfort of the middle class. A return of 
annual income from the first-mentioned 
countries, would exhibit a few princely 
fortunes, witha long succession of names 
below the limit of taxation: in the other, 
it would show a number of gradations 
rising above each other in a manner al- 
most imperceptible. How different is the 
England of the present age from the 
England of feudal times, when our towns 
were in their infancy, and when the 

' Commons or middle class were too unim- 
portant to hold a share in the representa- 
tion, until brought forward by the crown 
as a counterpoise to the aristocracy. 

In what manner does the progress of 
improvement, the transition from penury 
to comfort, in general take place? It 
has a very close connection with increase 
of population: the assemblage of indivi- 
duals. in towns is productive of adagree of 
accommodation, comfort and refinement 
which. would be altogether beyond their 
reach in an insulated position: the ac- 
quisition of one comfort creates a desire 
for another, until society eventually at- 
fains the high state of polish which we at 
present witness in a few countries of 
Europe, ‘All this, says Mr. Gray, leads 
the consumer to make fresh demands on 
the producer; demands reciprocated by 
the latter on the former, in a different line 
of ‘business. ° Hence, the dependence of 
one class on another; hence, the pros- 

“ penity caused to agriculture by the suc- 
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cess of trade, and to trade by the success . 
of agriculture... ~ 

The .well. known argument of Mr. 
Malthus is, that. population if unchecked, 
would proceed ina geometrical ratio (1, 2, 
4,8, 16,32, &c.), while the supply of food 
cannot, he thinks, be brought by the great- 
est efforts of, human skill.and industry to 
increase otherwise than in the arithmetical 
ratio of 1,2, 3, 4,5, 6, &c. is sup- 
position, however, is altogether gratuitous, 
the idea of a geometrical ratio applied to 
population being founded on a single ex- 
ample, that of the United States of Ame- 
rica, a country presenting a remarkable 
combination of advantages ;—-a. territory 
of yast extent; a river navigation of 
great importance ; a people enjoying un- 
restricted intercourse with the civilized 
world, and closely connected in language 
and habits with the most commercial and 
colonizing portion of Europe. Such an 
example is necessarily rare, and ought to 
be considered an extreme case; a more 
satisfactory result as to the ave in- 
crease of population ;would be obtained 
from a combination of cases, among 
which, assuming the United States as the 
example of the most rapid augmentation, 
we may take, as the second, England, 
in which, under circumstances more 
favourable than on the Continent of Eu- 
rope, but less so than on the other side of 
the Atlantic, population has doubled 
within the last century, and bids fair to 
double again in sixty or seventy years, 
As a farther example, we may ‘take 
France, where, though the records are far 
from accurate, the doubling of the popu- 
lation appears to require a term of from 
100 to 120 years. Other counitries exhibit 
a greater or less degree of slowness in the 
rafio of increase, and as these returns 
apply to them when exempt from ‘the 
visitation of war, pestilence, or any vio- 
lent check to increase of numbers, Mr. 
Gray’s inference is, that the average fur- 
nished by the whole may be . assumed 
as indicative of the natural progress of 
population, in preference to the. result 
afforded by acountry, the circumstances 
of which are altogether peculiar. 

After establishing that the natural 
ratio of increase is less than is advanced 
by Mr. Malthus, Mr, Gray proceeds to 
argue that such increase is. no farther 
limited by the difficulty of obtaining 
food, than by the difficulty of obtaining 
clothing or deine because the supply 
of food, though apparently restricted by 
a physical cause; is, on a closer exami- 
nation, found to depend on the amount 
of capital and iabour applied to raising it. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Gray and his followers infer: that 
the quantity of subsistence in the world 
may be augmented in the same manner, 
and by the same means, as the quantity of 
our clothing, or the size of our dwellings; 
and, that an addition to our numbers 

MR. MALTHUs’S LEADING IDEAS. 
The increase of population has’a ten- 

dency to overstock, and to lessen the aver- 
age amount of employment to individuals. 
~The increasé of population has a natural 
pm gid to promote poverty. ° 

~The natural progress of population i is ac- 
cording to the geometrical ratio, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, as evinced in the case of the United 
States of America. 

Bia 

t is case, is somewhat different : 

ooMR, MALTHUS, 
! ‘niThe amount of subsistence regulates the 
amount of-population, 

5 Population has a natural tendency to in- 
crease faster than subsistence. 

, Our, animadyersions on these proposi- 
tions of Mr..Gray, relate less to the argu- 
ment than to the expression. _ That-subsis- 
tence, is augmented by labour and capital, 
in, the.same manner as manufactures. and 
‘buildings, is perfectly true; but, as in the 
case of four-fifths of mankind, food forms 
by fax the greatest. article of charge, we may 
excuse writers of .a less sanguine character 
for over-rating the difficulty of procuring it, 

rf POPULATION IN EUROPE. 
Inhabitants 

per ei Mile. 
East lands i o4 
West Flanders. 2. 420 
Holland (Province of ) 362 
Treland 237 
England; distinct from Wales 232 
Austrian Italy, viz. the Mi- 

Janese 2 "the Venetian 
' States 219 
The Netheflands, viz. “the j 

' Datch and’ Belgie Pro- 
/ -vinces, collectively 9. 214 

aS Qeupoog yynicho} 179 
France feox; vA) 5 150 
The Austrian Dominions & 112 
The Prussian Dominions 100 
Denmark) Quigg wing 4 73 
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implies no diminution a individual in- 
come or property. 
We extract -frony one of the works al- 

ready mentioned, (Gray versus Malthus) a 
summary of the leading ideas in the Oppo: 
site systems of ea em 

MR. GRAY’S LEADING IDFAS. 
The increase of population tends to in- 

crease the average amount of ‘employment 
to individuals. ¢ 
‘fhe itierease -of population ‘has’a ten- 
dency to’ increase wealth, not collectively 
only, but individually. 
We have no rule for estimating the na- 

tural progress of population; the United 
States are a solitary ease, no other country 
increasing in the ratio; and if an estimate 
is to be made, it would be more fair to take 
the average of a given number of countries. 

“So. far Mr. Gray’s ideas seem to require vey. little qualification ; with the following 

: MR. GRAY. 
. The amount of population regulates the 
amount of subsistence, in the same way as 
it regulates the supply of clothing and hou- 
sing; because, with the exception of occa- 
sional famines, the quantity of subsistence 
raised depends on the amount of labour 
bestowed on it. 

Population has a tendency to increase, 
but this increase carries in itself the power 
of supplying its wants. 

Poland 4. \<!; ao osha ites 60 
aM {hy Ge 58 

Trey in Europe (conjec- 
Pup ys | dosage 50 

dtenliadnngke Norway 
and Lapland .,-.. 25 

Russia in Enrope .. +. 23 
POPULATION OF CITIes IN ENGLAND AND 

FRANCE, in 182]. 
England and Scotland. 

London; Westminster, Southwark, and the 
adjoining parishes. .. ... 1,226,094 

Glasgow, withsuburbs . . 147,043 
Edinburgh, with Leith and their , 

suburbs .. .«,, 198,235 
Manchester, with Salford « «133,788 
Liverpool ... 2 chs ete be 972 
Birmingham, with Reo 106,722 
Bristoland suburbs... 87,779 
Leeds and suburbs... 83,796 
Plymouth, with Dock and. Hy it 

WPS coh) oath awe bielt 4ike coiDaewee 
Norwich... 50,288 
Newcastle on Tyne, with;Gates. " 

head .. + + x99 40,948 
Portsmouth, with Portsea, 45,648 

France, if 
Paris . é . 720,000 

Lyons 
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Ly@nsei's\ (4 os day atl edd bieda 000 
Marseilles... ad 26 ei bybohO2,000 
Bordeaux; ss moiteene ct wis) 3092060 
Rouen), ij siomvevoiasra 86,000 
Nantesycepeuae 4 77,000 
Lille si, alse { : 60,000 
Strasburg, 4 4 
Tonlouse oie2i th freee i . 80,000 
Orleans, . » > 42;000 
Metz. . , 42,000 

BERS AND ENCREASE OF WEALTH. 
We proceed to put this doctrine to the 

test, by a reference to the returns of taxa- 
. tion, and other public burdens, in different 

countries of Europe, -These, we are aware, 
do not furnish an unexceptionable crite- 
rion of national wealth, as the proportion 
of public burdens may differ from circum- 
stances unconnected with the state of pro- 
ductive industry, such as the greater or less 
participation of ,a particular country in 
war, since the adoption of the funding sys- 
tem. They form, however, the least de- 
fective basis, the nearest approximation to 
the truth, in the present imperfect state of 
public surveys; for few countries have 
been the object of an assessment so directly 
calculated. to convey an estimate of na- 
tional wealth, as the property-tax of Eng- 
land, or the foncier of France. 

Public 
Population Burdens paid 

per square Mile. by each 
Individual. 

England, distinctfrom. - £ 8. d. 
Scotland and Wales 232 - 3 2 0 

England, Scotland,and 
Wales, collectively .-165 - 215 0 

The Netherlands Qe FIO SO 
France} .aveme: sywerldO'- ok 440 
The Austrian Empire . 112 - 012 4 
The. Prussian. Domi- 

nions . " 100 - 0138 4 
Denmark: ) i. sere 78) =) 0.16) 3 
Spain, ovif ood 58)-4).011.6 
Sweden 25 - 010-0 
Russia in Europe 23. - 0.9 9 
ALLEGED DANGERS: FROM INCREASED 

POPULATION... - 
To waive all speculation on this myste- 

rious point, and, to confine, ourselves -to 
that, which: is. of nearer interest, we shall 
briefly. give our reasons for the opimion that 
our, posterity, for many generations at 
least, are likely to increase. their numbers 
with less. difficulty than has been. expe- 
rienced by.us.or our-aneestors, 

1, Our fundamental doctrine, that in- 
crease of produce depends-Jess on. the ex- 
tent of newly cultivated soil than‘ on the 
number of hands.employed.on the. old, 
will be found proof against the severest an- 
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alysis... It\is supported equally bythe ex- 
perience of thepresent-age, and the general 
evidence of;history:; iteonstitutes; besides, 
that: fair. proportion: between demand and 
supply; which :corresponds with the’ bene- 
volent ordinations of Providence; iy, + 

2. From: thesgreat diversity of soil and 
climate. in -the |eultivated! portion of: the 
globe, scarcity is never generab;) <iwhen 
famine was in. other lands, intheslandi of 
Egypt there was.bread.”. If this: apply to 
an age when civilizationextended over 
hardly ten degrees of latitude; how. much 
more does it hold at) present,» and) how! 
greatly do the advantages arising from im- 
provement perpetually im progress,inerease 
the power of mankind to: turm:to aecount 
the bounty of nature? Extended» commu- 
nication by water enables. even»distant 
countries to supply the deficiencies ofieach 
other; while in the. same teuritory,( imi- 
proved methods of preserving corn, addi- 
tional granaries, augmented’ capital, all 
concur to enable the inhabitants'tockeep 
over the surplus of one year. as @ provision 
for the possible failure of the next... : 

3. The labour employed in raising 
subsistence, becomes progressively more 
effectual, the source of a larger produce, 
as society advances. This is eyimced in 
two ways; one, the use of, improved im- 
plements, is obvious to the common:ob- 
server; the other, a decrease in the num- 
ber of agriculturists compared to: other 
classes, is a fact known only to the statis- 
tical inquirer. A population return in 
France, or almost any part of-the conti- 
nent, still exhibits a larger number of 
residents in country than in town, but 
many of the former are producers? of 
other articles than food: the flax; the 
hemp, the madder of their fields, the 
wool of their flocks, the timber-of their 
forests, the hides of their cattle,:are all 
constituents of supply or ingredients of 
consumption, quite distinet from subsis- 
tence. . A census of our ancestors, taken 
a century and a half,ago, would. have 
given, under the head: of agriculturists, 
above 50. persons in/100,:instead of 33 
of the present day. .. The majority of the 
population of. a country are ‘thus enabled 
to reside in towns-and: villages, and are 
rendered disposable for other purposes: 
the humbler orders employ themselvesiin 
furnishing clothing or lodging; a-higher 
class minister to the amusements, the 
edueation, or the luxury. of: thes rich; 
while the highest of, all are: exempt from 
the necessity, of following any oceupa- 
tion whatever. Confining our view to 
the topic at. present under discussion, 
how may we considey the aaj onity. of 

those 
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those employed on luxuries? They may” 
be said: to'form a reserve:of’ capital and 
labour. applicable to’ the increase of sub- 
sistence, ma case of imperious necessity. 
40 As ‘society advances, and ‘apart of 

the lower orders participate in'the com- 
fort, ofthe middle classes, food’ forms 
progressively a less considerable propor- 
tion of their expenditure. (Ina popula- 
tion like:that of Ireland, the chief part of 
France, and the poorer'counties of Eng- 
land, food. constitutes, as already men- 
tioned, about 70 per cent. of the total 
family charge; but in our more popu- 
lous rural districts, in our larger villages, 
and in our towns: generally, the propor- 
tion is. probably below) 60 per cent. 
What does ‘this ‘imply, but the possession 
of greater wealth, the power, on the oc- 
currence of a searcity and rise of price, 
of obtaining subsistence by purchase; in 
other words, of importing it from abroad? 
Hence, the less severe pressure of high 

ices of food on a population, such as 
that of “Holland and England, than on 
one devoid, in a manner, of exchange- 
able: commodities, such as the peasantry 
of Poland, Russia, or the inland districts 
ofthe Highlands of Scotland. 

‘CIRCULATION OF BANK PAPER. 
- Our ‘countrymen, accustomed during 
more! than haif'a century to the use of 
bank: notes, -have ‘observed, with some 
surprise, that»a currency so cheap, and 

- apparently so easy of introduction, should 
-as yet be ‘hardly known on the conti- 
nent.» The bank of France, though of 
undoubted stability has found it practi- 
éable to establish branches in a few only 
of the» provincial. towns: several, con- 
taining a :population of 40,000 and up- 
wards, are still without such branches: 
and there isnot a private bank of circu- 
lation in the-whole country: The causes 
are; the distrust excited: by the recollec- 
tion of the assignats, the want of confi- 
dence in government, the absence of 
eommercial enterprize, as well as of the 
habits! of care and arrangement, which 
are indispensable to success ‘in a line of 
itself lessoprofitable than ‘is: commonly 
imagined.) Holland, with all her commer- 
cial improvements, has never adopted the 
bank-note system, while in Austria, Rus- 
sia; and Sweden, the pzper circulated’ is 
aforeed government currency, not con- 
vertible into cash. + 

' The obstacles to the circulation of 
bank paper on the continent, would pro- 
bably have’ yielded to the effects of peace 
and augmented trade: but they appear 
to have received:of late years, a confirm- 
ation:in the increased facility of forgery ; 
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and it would thus be vain to calculate on 
the extended use of bank paper, or on 
any effect likely to arise from it in regard 
to the value of the precious metals. 
INJURIOUS EFFECT OF FLUCTUATION. 
Money, as Dr. Smith remarks, is‘ an 

unexceptionable . measure of value in 
buying and selling ; -and it is, in general, 
a safe measure in-a contract from year to 
year; but, in a contract of long duration, 
the case is far otherwise. How great was 
its depreciation during the war, and not- 
withstanding the ‘various disadvantages 
attendant on landed property, how gene- 
ral was the preference given to it in the 
case of a provision for a young family, 
for erand-children or for any remote ob- 
ject. Is it not in the unfortunate ten- 
dency of money property to fluctuate, 
rather than in‘any distrust of the stability 
of the public funds, that we are to look 
for the cause ‘of stock sellmg: for’ six, 
seven, or eight years’ purchase Jess than 
land? Then, as to land itself, and the 
mode of letting it, can we trace among 
the various objections to long’ leases any 
so powerful as the uncertainty of the 
value of money? © Lastly, amidst all the 
difficulties in the question of a commu- 
tation for tithe, what operates so directly 
to prevent the church from acceding to 
a fixed money income, from reducing to 
a determinate form, that which, in its 
present unsettled state, leaves open so 
wide a field for contention ? 

TITHE. 
The great, and at present well founded, 

objection of the clergy to a ‘permanent 
commutation of tithe, isa dread; not of 
the faith of parliament, but of the uncer- 
tain value of money: remove. that ap- 
prehension, and you give them substan- 
tial motives to prefer a fixed sum, whe- 
ther’ they look to the interest of them- 
selves or their successors. In the’protes- 
tant church of Holland, they have an 'ex- 
ample of stipends paid during more than 
two centuries, by magistrates’ or by 
government, without any derogation 
from the respectability of those who re- 
ceived them: and if: in France,’ the 
amount of clerical income be’ too stall 
to be dwelt on when we are treating of a 
Protestant establishment, the regularity 
of its payment during twenty’ years, 
under’ circumstances’ of great fihancial 
embarrassment, is’ calculated’ to’ lessen 
one material ground of apprehension. 
Under our present system, thé church 
is intitled’ to an increase of révenue in 
ey ail ate to the increase’ of produce, 
ut such, we may’safely take for granted, 

would form no part of its*demand under 
a different 
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a different arrangement. All that its re- 
presentatives would be likely to desire, 
would be an assurance that the contract 
should be maintained, bond fide, that the 
sum once fixed should be made good, 
whatever be the fluctuations of our eur- 
rency. 

Average Prices of the 3 per cent, Con- 
sols during the following years :— 

1803 70, 57, 53. 
55, 06, 58. 
56, 58, 60. 
60, 62, 64. 
61, 62, 64, 
62, 64, 66, 68. 
67, 68, 70. 
70, 71, 69, 66. 
65, 64, 63. 
62, 61, 59, 58. 
58, 57, 60, 61. 
64, 66, 64. 
65,58, 60, 
60, 62, 63. 
63, 70, 75, 83. 
80, 82, 79. 
77, 74, 65, 70, 68. 
68, 69, 70. 

1821 69, 72, 75, 77. 
1822 76, 77, 78, 79, 80. 

THE SINKING FUND. 
The idea of a Sinking Fund is of old 

date, haying been conceived more than a 
century ago, by Sir R. Walpole, the only 
public man of his age who appears to 
have been conversant with finance. The 
original plan was simple, the fund being 
formed in the first instance of a small 
sum of surplus revenue, and augmented 
progressively by the interest of such part 
of the debt as was paid off by its opera- 
tion... Here was no display of the won- 
ders of compound interest, but the long 
peace that ensued, favoured the reduction 
of debt, and the fund, though small, was 
progressively increasing. Such continued 
the ‘course of circumstances until 1733, 
when the troubled aspect of the Conti- 
nent, and the difficulty of imposing new 
taxes, necessitated an interference with 
some disposable resource, and the sink- 
ing fund was encroached on. A prece- 
dent ‘once given, trespasses became fre- 
quent, ‘and: this’ fund, though» never 
abolished, proved of so slender operation 
that in the course: of half a century, it 
had not discharged above 15,000,0001. of 
our debt, At last, in’ 1786, the scheme 
was’ revived with augmented energy, 
aided on ‘the one hand~ by Dr. Price’s 
flattering calculations of the effect of 
compound interest, on the other by Mr. 
Pitt’s declared determination to consider 

1804 
1805 
1806 
1807 
1808 
1809 
1810 
1811 
1812 
1818 
1814 
1815 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 
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its funds inviolable. The new plan was 
in substance the same as that of Sir R. 
Walpole, but the reserve was invested 
with many additional safeguards, being 
committed toa special board of commis- 
sioners who were independent, not merely 
of the treasury, but in some respects of 
Parliament. : 

It was at this time that the public first 
became familiar with the term “ Consoli- 
dated Fund,” which meant, however, 
nothing more than our taxes, formed into’ 
an aggregate, out of which government 
pledged itself, whatever might be the pro- 
portion of our revenue to our expenditure, 
to pay a million annually to the new com- 
missioners. This fund of a million was 
strengthened by two other sources of sup-" 
ply; the amount of government annui- 
ties as they successively expired, and the 
interest of such stock as was annually re-’ 
deemed. The measure now brought into’ 
operation, paid off the following sums : 

In 1787. . £662,750 Stock. .. 
1788 1,456,900. 
1789 1,506,350 
1790 1,558,850 
1791 . 1,587,500 
1792 1,507,100 

These sums, small as they were, could 
hardly be considered bona ‘fide reduc~ 
tions of the public debt, since the Span- 
ish armament in 1790, necessitated an 
addition to our burdens of nearly half 
their amount. In an arithmetical sense, 
accordingly, the effect was inconsider- 
able; in a political sense it was other- 
wise, as it excited the expectation of great’ 
subsequent reductions. To strengthen 
this expectation, and to remove:an appre= 
hension that a renewal of war, by neces- 
sitating new loans, might cast these an- 
nual liquidations into the shade, Mr. Pitt 
obtained in 1792, an act of parliament 
declaring that all future loans should 
carry in themselves the means of their 
progressive extinction, ministers on con- 
tracting a loan, being pledged to’ “ pro- 
vide taxes, not only for the interest but 
for an addition to the sinking fund.” This 
provision, whether at bottom, judicious or 
not, was very favourably received by the 
public, and had, in concurrence with the 
commercial prosperity of the year,’ the 
effect of: producing a very considerable 
tise in the funds. é 

But this flattering prospect was forth- 
with overcast by our participation in the 
war against France, and the unparalleled 
magnitude of our expence. The sinking 
fund was maintained and operated a 
large apparent reduction, but the result 

in 
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ina definitive sense, was null, our debt 
being augmented in a far greater ratio by 
our annual loans. After all that we have 
been told of the operation.of the sinking 
fund ; after the pompous statements of 
hundreds of millions redeemed by it; after 
all the eloquent effusions in its praise by 
both sides of the House, the public will 
learn with some surprise, that since 1786, 
this fund has had a real operation during 
twelve years only, and that the actual re- 
duction effected by it, has not averaged a 
single million a year! Jn this we are to 
be understood, as leaving the twenty- 
three years of war wholly out of the ques- 
tion, and confining our calculation to the 
six years preceding 1793, and the six years 
subsequent to 1815. 

‘The surprising results ascribed in our 
time to compound interest will be cited 
by the future historian, as affording a 
striking example of the power of enthu- 
siasm in the original calculator, and of 
the extent of credulity on the part of the 
public.. In war, the sinking fund is sup- 
ported by loans, and is it not apparent, 
that whatever may be the beneficial result 
of accumulation in the hands of the 
commissioners of the sinking fund, the 
loss to the public from the additional 
loans required. by it must be in the same 
compound ratio? We might even add, 
that in all cases of taxation, where the im- 
post has not (and it very rarely has) the 
effect.of inducing economy in the indi- 
vidual, the Joss is to be reckoned by com- 
pound, interest, since had the money been 
left in the hands of the subject, the in- 
crease would have been in the compound 
form. 

Comparative Taxation of Great Britain 
and France. 

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 
Computed for 1823, after deducting the taxes 
on salt, leather, and malt, lately reduced. 

. Gross amount, inclusive of the expence 
of collection, 

Assessed. taxes, - - £6,500,000 
Customs. - * .  » 11,000,000 
Excise |. = - - 27,000,000 
Stamps... - - 6,800,000 
Land-tax - - - 1,200,000 
Post-office (nett amount) - — 1,400,000 
Crown. lands : 4 200,000 
All other government receipts 1,900,000 

d 56,000,000 
Tithe - - 4,000,000 
Poor-rate after deducting the 

portion paid in liew of 
wages. ~ . - 5,000,000 

ee 

Total 65,000,000 
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’ FRANCE. 
Gross. Amount, inclusive of Expence of 

Collection. 
Sterling. 

Foncier, or land and house- 
Ware D8 - - £9;000,000 

Mobilier, afarther house-tax; . 
also the window-tax, and 
the patentes or tax on pro- 
fessions - - ~ 3,000,000 

Customs - - - 2,300,000 
Excise; viz. duties on ‘salt, 

tobacco, snuff, wine, 
spirits, beer, and some 
lesser articles, the whole 
comprised under the name 
of droits reunis < =» 9,000,000 

Stamps; viz. enregistrement, 
domaine et timbre = 6,000,000 

Post-office (nett receipt) = 600,000 
Sale of wood from the pub- 

lic forests 2 of 7 800,000 
All other receipts and con- 

tingencies, including a 
large municipal revenue 
collected from  octrois, 
and other charges borne 
by the inhabitants of 
towns - = = 6,800,000 

£37,000,000 

Equal, after adding, twenty 
_ per cent. for the greater 

value of money to - 45,000,000 
— 

JOURNAL 
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FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, anv ITALY, 
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Fifty Lithographic Prints, ‘ 

From Original Drawings, taken in Italy, the Alps, 
; ‘ and the Pyrenees, 
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ag BY a a 
MARIANNE COLSTON. 

IN TWO VOLUMES. 
————— 

[This is one of the pleasantest books of re- 
cent Travels which we have lately perused. 
The Authoress writes with the ease and 
vivacity peculiar to her sex, and at the 
same time, makes her observations in the 
spirit of philosophy :—we regret that the 

important 
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important. contents of the preceding 
works, and the value of the tables which 
‘follow, preclude ‘us from extending our 
extracts through the whole of her de- 
lightful pages, but ‘we have selected a 
few passages of information, one relative 
to Pestalozzi, and‘another on the subject 
of the arts practising ‘by the reigning 
faction in France to carry back the peo- 
ple to their mental. state, in, the dark 
ages-] ¢ 

CONSTANCE. 
HE. view of Constance, situated. be- 
tween the upper and. lower Jakes of 

that name, which are connected by. the 
Rhine, was, as we descended to it, ex- 
ceedingly beautiful. We attempted an 
excursion on the lake, but the weather 
became so completely wet, that we were 
obliged to return to land, 

October 18. The afternoon of this day 
proving fine, we drove to the island of Mei- 
nau, which is situated in the northern gulf 
of the lake of Constance.. This is pro- 
bably among the number of the smallest 
inhabited islands; about fifty or sixty 
individualsreside here: its circumference 
is about three miles. _ It is nearly covered 
with vineyards, and its situation in the 
midst of the lake, with a fine old castle 
on. its summit, gives it a singular and 
picturesque appearance. The lake is 
here so shallow, that we drove through it 
with perfect. ease. A narrow wooden 
foot-bridge connectsit with the main land, 
and is the longest bridge I have seen, 
This noble castle belongs, as does Con- 
stance, to the Duke of Baden; but it ap- 
pears completely deserted, and is almost 
devoid of furniture. From the upper 
apartments, we enjoyed a delightful view 
of nearly the whole of the lower or prin- 
cipal lake, bounded, in the remote. dis- 
tance, by the fine mountains of the 
canton-of Appenzell, and the still gran- 
der ones of the Tyrol.. The entire 
length of this lake is eighteen leagues, 
and. its’ breadth six leagues. It pre- 
sents such a fine expanse of water, that 
1 continually, imagined myself to be 
on the coast ofa sea; its surface was 
tolerably tranquil, but our Cicerone in- 
formed us, that when the windsare violent, 
the waves rise to the height of a man. 
Notwithstanding the noble effect which 
this. breadth of water gives, the prospects 
on this lake appear less picturesque than 
those on. Lucerne, Thun, Brienze, or 
Geneva. The shores are but little varied, 
and there are no high mountains, except- 
ing those of Appenzell and the Tyro), at 
the.southern: extremity... These are in- 
deed-very grand, and in consequence, | 
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have no doubt that the scenery at this end 
of the lake is much more striking. “Had 
the season of the year and the weather 
been more favourable, we showld« have 
taketi a circuitous route, a ‘coast 
its western shore; but as’ it’! was; “we 
thought it advisable to content ourselves 
with a distant’ prospect_of these fine 
mountains, and the setting san,’ Which 
now tinged their summits withrose-colour, 
gave us a magnificent, though’ remote 
view, of their majestic forms; ~~") ©" 

ACOSTUNES a ai eent Mone 
The costume of the people in thesé parts 

is exceedingly singular. “Several of ‘the 
men I saw, Jooked’ exactly ‘like those 
figures which we introduce if farces in 
England; with very latge shovel, or 
round hats, turned up at the edges, 
walking with a stick, though without any 
apparent necessity for such a support, 
from age or infirmity, Many of the 
men wore long loose coats, and aprons, 
looking exactly like petticoats, 80 that T 
mistook several for women; and’ vite’ 

love for the picturesque, I began to look 
out with Chater 
picture of lions, horses, stags, &c., and my 

husband 
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husband actually mistook a dried branch 
of a tree, turning up over the door of a 
house, for the sign of aninn. At length 
we reached Rheinfelden, situated, as its 
name implies, on the Rhine, where we 
satisfied, the English necessity of eating. 

“fh BASLE, 
The city of Basle is large, and_contains 

many neat and pretty houses, but. it is 
on. the whole ill-built, and offers little to 
attract the admiration of strangers. It 
has a very long wooden bridge over the 
Rhine, which :river constitutes its sole 
ornament; our inn (The Three Kings) 
was situated immediately on it, and we 
enjoyed from hence a delightful view of 
this truly. majestic, river. The female 
head-dress prevailing here among the 
lower orders, is a little black cap covering 
only the crown of the head, with bows of 
black, ribbon sticking up in such a map- 
ner as to resemble a pair of ears, and 
accompanied with the long plait of 
hair hanging down the back, to which 
we were now become quite accustomed. 
. PESTALOZZI. 
October, 28, 1820. This morning we 

visited the celebrated establishment of 
M. Pestalozzi for the instruction of youth, 
We were gratified by being present at 
the tuition of several classes, and by an 
hour's conversation with the Greek mas- 
ter, who is an English clergyman, and 
appears a man of superior talents and in- 
formation, and devotedly attached to the 
institution for which he labours. The 
general idea on which M. Pestalozzi pro- 
ceeds is, the endeavour to promote the 
developement of the youthful faculties, 
>: simplifying the elementary principles 
of knowledge, and rather leading the mind 
to discover useful fruths by the exertions 
of its own powers, than furnishing it with 
positive knowledge which probably in 
many instances it may not comprehend. 
To elucidate his plan by some examples: 
—In one room was a juvenile class learn- 
ing geography. Suspended to the wall 
was a large map of Switzerland, con- 
taining nothing but a delineation of 
the lakes, rivers, and mountains, without 
their names. A boy, who was the in- 
structor of the others, pointed with a 
stick, to these in succession, and all the 
others in concert repeated the name. 
This repetilion is continued until the 
whole class is perfect in the knowledge 
of these three grand natural divisions of 
the earth. From this room we went into 
another, where a class of older boys were 
taking their lesson in geography. Before 
them was suspended a map of France, 
with all its divisions, towns, &c. and the 
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same process was observed by the boys 
excepting that these held in their hands 
the written description which they re- 
peated. In the Greek class, an unlearned 
observer like me, could only remark, that 
their instructor wrote every word on a 
large slate, and made the: pupils not only 
read what he wrote, but likewise tell him 
the reason why ‘a verb’ was ‘to be so con- 
jugated, or a noun declined, &c.; thus 
making them discover, and, as it were, 
form the rules from the practice. The 
same method is pursued in teaching 
Latin, French, German, English, &e. In 
mathematics, the teacher instead of 
making the pupils repeat the definitions— 
that “a point is that which hath no 
parts ;” a line, “that which has length 
without breadth:’? that “two parallel 
lines are those which will never meet,” 
&c, desires the pupil to mark a point on 
a slate, and endeavour to divide it, and 
so on with the other propositions, and’ 
thus leads the scholar to discover these 
truths for himself. In arithmetic, instead 
of making use of the abstract numbers 1, 
2, 3, &c. the pupils are taught to use so 
many lines, as amount to the numbers 
required, and then add, subtract, multiply, 
or divide them. | 

Struck by the similarity of some of 
these ideas to those thrown out by- Rous- 
seau in his Emilius, £ asked our in- 
formant, if M. Pestalozzi had not adopted 
some of this ingenuous writer's views on 
the subject? He replied, Yes, certainly ; 
but he had reduced them to a practica- 
bility, which Rousseau's plan had not, 
and that in many respects he had “pro- 
ceeded on a different basis, since Rous- 
seau’s scheme was one ‘of artifice, and 
this, when once discovered by the pupil 
would defeat its own object, and entirely 
fail of success. M. Pestalozzi agreed with 
the French philosopher in the propriety 
of not giving positive knowledge until 
near the age ot twelve years; but inthe 
mean time, the mind of the pupil should 
be prepared for the reception of that 
knowledge, by the study of language, 
lines, numbers, &c. He added, that it 
was from our own great philosopher, 
Locke, that M. Pestalozzi had drawn 
most of his principles, which he had re- 
duced to practice. 

J asked him, in what respects the plan 
of the Jatter gentleman differed from that 
of M. Fellenberg (with whom he was 
formerly united)? He said, that Pesta- 
lozzi's grand aim was to develope the facul- 
ties; Fellenberg’s to give positive know- 
ledge. The latter possessed the greatest 
advantages for carrying his scheme into 
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erfection, since he had 2001. per annum 
with each of his pupils, and took none 
but on the condition. of their remain- 
ing five years with him, or unless the 
rest of the school was in perfect ‘order. 
Tn fact it was impossible he said, to carry 
discipline to a higher degree of perfection. 
M. Pestalozzi required forty pounds per 
annum only for the English boys, who 
had some additional masters, and but 
thirty pounds for his others; Azs system 
was therefore more calculated to promote 
the universal benefit of humanity, whilst 
M. Fellenberg would doubtless form 
many superior characters in the higher 
walks of society ; Pestalozzi’s was more a 
peculiar system, Fellenberg’s a particular 
establishment. They both proceed on 
the same plan of rejecting as much as 
possible, both rewards and punishments. 
The former he observed were unnecessary, 
where their studies were made so agree- 
able that they were their own reward; 
the latter, excepting where the heart and 
character had been corrupted, were su- 
perfluous also. Censure and approbation 
however, are not excluded from the sys- 
tem: and these, with the consequent 
shame or esteem which follows them, are 
in some respects rewards and punish- 
ments. With regard to corporeal pu- 
nishments, there was no reason he said, 
because a boy's mind erred that his body 
should suffer; notwithstanding, where a 
boy made himself a brute, he must’ be 
treated as such. In every case the pupil 
should feel the justice of the punishment 
inflicted. 

With respect to our Bell and Lancaster, 
he believed they had adopted many of M. 
Pestalozzi’s ideas, which were afloat in 
the world: but the latter objected to the 
undue emulation and consequent pride, 
which' their system induced; he made 
the love of knowledge the sole induce- 
ment to exertion, and particularly endea- 
voured to correct any inconvenience 
arising even frum this, by inculcating the 
periormance of duty prior to the attain- 
ment of information. I need scarcely 
add to this imperiect account, the obser- 
vation, that I was exceedingly interested 
by this yisit, and think M. Pestalozzi’s 
igs appear founded on good sense, and 
irected by sound judgment. He has 

now one hundred scholars of the richer 
class, and thirty poor, some of whom are 
tauchi entirety gratis, whilst others’pay 
a small stipend. ‘They are all instructed 
together, as M. Pestalozzi considers that 
the same elementary principles of know- 
ledge are requisite for the lower as well 
as for the higher class; the direction of 
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their powers must be subsequently given,, 
as their several stations may require, but 
the ground-work of all should be the same. 

FERNEY. 
November 1.—We visited. Ferney, the 

former jresidence of the great wit of the 
eighteenth century, Voltaire. The chateau 
which. he formerly occupied isa handsome 
building, and, has a pretty garden, com- 
manding a, fine view of the lake and moun- 
tains. . But the day was:too suitable to the 
most rainy and dismal month of the twelve, 
to allow of our enjoying it... The chateau 
of Voltaire is now restored. to. the same fa- 
mily from whom that celebrated writer pur- 
chased it. Lalways look with great inte- 
rest at the abodes of distinguished charac- 
ters, when they contain vestiges of the ob- 
jects. with which. they had. surrounded 
themselves in their fayourite retirement ; 
since these seem to give an insight into 
those peculiar features of mind and dispo- 
sition which constitute the individual cha- 
racter. In the. two apartments which re- 
main as they were in Voltaire’s time, there 
is much of this nature to gratify curiosity. 
In the sitting-room adjoining the bed-room, 
which he was accustomed to occupy, be- 
sides some good ancient. paintings, is a 
very singular picture, which the, person 
who accompanied us, and who had. known 
Voltaire, said was painted according to his 
directions. The’ principal personages are 
Voltaire, holding in his hand a roll of pa- 
per inscribed “ La Henriade;” next him is 
a female personification of this favourite 
poem, whom he is presenting to Apollo, 
crowned with rays of glory, Louis XIV. 
with his queen and court, are observing 
these chief figures. Jn another part, the 
Muses are crowning the bust of Voltaire 
with wreaths of flowers, and proposing to 
place it, with those of other immortal au- 
thors, in the Temple of Fame. The bot- 
tom of the picture is occupied by his ene- 
mies, who are being torn to pieces by wild 
beasts, or burning in flames of fire, 

It is said that Voltaire was very chari- 
table, and contributed. much to the happi- 
ness of the. poor who inhabited the village 
of Ferney.. Amongst the cther remarkable 
articles of furniture in his hed-room, are a 
portrait of Frederick the Great of Prussia, 
engrayings of most of the celebrated French 
wits of his time, and some of our best. Eng- 
lish writers, (amongst whom is Milton); a 
portrait of himself, crowned with laurels, 
and surrounded by a wreath of flowers, 
worked in embroidery, by the hand of the 
Empress Catherine the Second; and ano- 
ther likeness of himself, strongly expres- 
sive of the contemptuous sneer, and lurk- 
ing malignity, which are so forcibly marked 
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onall the representations of his physiogno- 
my, We were shewn, likewise, a book on 
which were fastened a collection ofthe seals 
of all the individuals from whom Voltaire 
was accustomed to receive letters, with the 
names ofthe writers; underwritten in his own 
hand, In many instances, a short account 
of the correspondent was likewise given, 
and that of ** un fou’ was one of the most 
usual, His design in adopting this singu- 
lar custom was, that when he received let- 
ters from a correspondent who did not 
please him, he might know by the seal, 
without opening the letter, and be able to 
send it back by post to the writer. 
Lyons.—Our approach to Lyons was 

marked by a very long and pretty promen- 
ade, between an avenue of trees, and by a 
number of manufactories, and many hand- 
some houses. As we entered it, we passed 
a very fine wooden bridge of sixteen arches, 
The number and gaiety of the shops, and 
the bustling activity in the streets, at once 
indicated the commerce and industry of 
the inhabitants. 

Lyons is most agreeably situated on the 
banks of two noble rivers, the Rhone and 
the Saone, which, with the numerous 
handsome bridges over them, give a'lively 
and varied appearance to this city. Some 
of the streets are built on a hill, which rises 
on’ the opposite bank of the Saone; and 
the whole range of hills on this side the 
river is chequered with the country-houses 
of the optlent inhabitants, 
‘During our stay in this city, we walked 

to sé the junction of these two fine rivers, 
which ‘is one of the most gratifying sights 
that its environs afford. The promenade 
which leads to this spot is about four miles 
in length; it is a fine gravel walk aiong 
the side ofthe Rhone, bordered by trees 
through its whole extent. On the Sunday 
it seemed as if every house in Lyons had 
sent forth its inmates, so great was the mul- 
titude of persons promenading on this prin- 
cipal publie walk, most of whom appeared. 
to belong to the lower and middling ranks, 
Some extended their excursion beyond the 
limits of a walk, and, in froops, entered 
huge, lumbering ‘vehicles, in which the 
seats are §0 arranged, that the occupiers sit 
baek to back. In one of these we counted 
fourteen persons; and it was curious to ob- 
serve what siiiartly-dréssed dames, in silks 
and satins, with blond-lace trimmings, got 
into-vehicles so dirty, that I should have 
feared to venture in one, however tired, 

Here are baths, ealled les Bains du 
Rhone, constructed in the river, on boats, 
which are fastened to’ the shore by stron 
iron chains, and which are pretty, as we 
as singular buildings. There are likewise 
flour “mills, dying-houses, and washing- 
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houses, built in the river in the same, man- 
her, From the church of Fourvieres, a 
delightful view :s enjoyed; but a deep fall 
of snow occurring whilst we -were at -Ly- 
ons, prevented. our climbing the steep as- 
cent which leads to it, This city has nine 
bridges, seven of which are over.the Saone, 
and two over the Rhone. .The greater 
number are of wood, and those of. stone 
will not beara comparison with our Lon- 
don bridges. 

This is one of the most mercantile cities 
of France; its silk manufactories are parti- 
cularly celebrated. We witnessed the man- 
ner in which the rich silks, used for furni- 
ture, are woven, and those with gold and 
silver flowers. 

NisMES.—Through a plain filled with 
olive-trees, an old Roman road led to the 
city of Nismes, 

November 23.—The greater part of the 
villages and towns through which we had 
passed between Lyons and Nismes, were 
such wretched, deserted-looking _ places, 
that'we were the more sensible of the con- 
trast which the latter city afforded. It is 
large and well built, containing some fine 
streets, and beautiful modern edifices ;. but 
its highest interest is derived from. the 
remains it boasts of Roman grandeur. 
These are some of the most perfect and 
striking that I have seen; and were they 
situated in any part.of the classic land it- 
self, 1 have no doubt that they would 
become the centre of pilgrimages from 
every country. «j 

MonvTPELLIER, March 8.—In this city 
we have now passed more than three 
months; and of a residence which I have 
found extremely agreeable, 1 must not omit 
to transcribe some particulars, which may 
serye hereafter to assist my recollections, . 

The streets of this city are ill built, an 
so exceedingly narrow, that it is barely 
possible to get a carriage up to the en- 
trances of some of the best houses, many of 
which are large, and even noble in their 
dimensions and style of architecture, This 
apparent inconsistency was explained by 
one of the most respectable inhabitants, 
who told me, that in former times sedan 
chairs were the only means of conveyance 
used for the purposes of visiting, &c. Each 
pemesnen and lady in the beau monde 
iad their own chair and bearers, just as in 
India they have their palanquins, The 
few individuals who kept carriages, never 
thought of using them, excepting to convey 
themselves and families to their country- 
houses, ‘The great advantage enjoyed by 
the inhabitants of Montpellier is their de- 
lightful climate; at least, considered as a 
winter residence, one may with propriety 
apply this epithet. At Florence, last win- 
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ter, we suffered much fromthe cold; ocea- 
sioned by the immediate neighbourhood of 
the snowy Appenines; but at Montpellier, 
although, from the: beautiful: walk of the 
Peyrou, we could, on a clear day, distinct- 
ly see the Pyrenees, at the distance of one 
hundred and twenty miles, and the:Alps 
of Grenoble on the other side, with the ex- 
ception of a few short intervals of wind and 
rain, we enjoyed a tual. spring... The 
fire, after incobdast 3 ab rome left. to 
expire of its own accord, and a silk pelisse 
was the warmest garment that could be 
worn, The same causes which render it a 
most eligible abode for winter, must ne- 
cessarily make it the reverse for the sum- 
mer months, The wide expanse of plain 
im which ‘the town stands, contains few 
trees excepting the olive, the scanty foliage 
of which scarcely shades the ground, above 
which it waves its silvery leaves, Olives 
and vines sound delightful in the ears of 
the inhabitants of northern nations, but 
great. is the disappointment of travellers 
from these regions, when they first disco- 
ver how far, in this respect, reality falls 
short of their expectations, 

The vine in France is as_ inferior 
to the Italian in picturesque beauty, as 
it is superior for the qualities of the wine 
which is ‘made from it. The vine and 
olive are almost the exclusive produce of 
the soil around Montpellier, There is, in- 
deed, some wheat, but no great encourage- 
ment is given to agriculture in this part of 
France, There are no agricultural societies 
or institutions, and experiments in farming 
are, novelties rarely heard of. Many of 
the wines made in this neighbourhood are 
excellent; among the best are the sweet 
wines. made in the villages of Lunel and 
Frontignan, I suppose it is in consequence 
of the superior profit derived from the vine 
and the olive, that there is scarcely a tree 
of any other species to be seen in a coun- 
try where shade would be so particularly 
refreshing and delightful,. [am happy to 
say, however, that a countryman of our 
own, Sir 8. B., is now engaged in making 
extensive plantations, which in some years’ 
time will add greatly to the beauty of the 
country ;, and I trust his example will 
hereafter be followed by the natives. 

The great. ornament of Montpellier is the 
beautiful walk called the Place Peyrou....It 
is an extensive oblong square, finely gra- 
velled, and planted with rows of elms, 
Noble flights of steps lead up to it, and by 
the same you descend on each side to two 
handsome walks below. An. iron gate 
forms the principal object on the side 
nearest the town, and the upper end. is 
gracefully: terminated by an elegant temple 
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of Corinthian architecture, and by an aque- 
-duct-almost worthy of Roman times, 

We were so fortunate as to procure, soon 
after our-arrival, avery pretty house,’ called 
-les Bains de Peyrou, from the much ‘fre- 
quented baths belonging to it, ‘and which 
-was so immediately contiguous to this de- 
lightful walk, that our acquaintances called 
it the park ‘to our house: ©’ Front hence we 
enjoyed a fine view of thesea, and in our 
walks before breakfast, a frequent sight of 
the Pyrenees, 4 ein 

We experienced a most polite aud ‘obli- 
ging reception from’ the “inhabitants of 
Montpellier, and shall always: remember 
with gratitude the kind: attentions ‘with 
which they honoured us, Our ‘residence 
here was during the period of the Carnival, 
which is the gay season of the year;and 
we were invited to a great many’ private 
dances, called Soirées priées, which were 
brilliant and agreeable. ‘The French'style 
of dancing is slower, and more prac 
than the English ; but they in tum, greatly 
admire the animation and vivacity of ours, 
and the “ Kitchen-dances,” as they are 
called, disgraced and. scouted in’ England, 
are the objects of admiration, and unsutc- 
cessful imitation in France. ‘The married 
ladies waltz, but the: unmarried “are~ not 
permitted to do so. ¥ 

MarsEILtes, March 22.—Leaving Aix 
to be seen on our return, we proceeded this 
morning straight to Marseilles, -At'the first 
mentioned place, and Pin, whichis the 
next post, we had: the best horses that;we 
have seen in France. We passed, on the 
left, the large chateau of .Albertas.” ‘The 
traveller is apprized of his near approach to 
Marseilles, by the numbers of pretty coun- 
try houses, which are ‘scattered over ‘the 
plain so thickly, as almost to -resemble'a 
town, At the summit of the’ hill, “and 
about a mile and a half from the town, an 
extensive coup dail arrests the attention. 
The Mediterranean. opens its boundless ex- 
panse to the traveller's view,-and the city 
of Marseilles, the port and ‘vessels, the high 
rocks in the bay, sea-surrounded, and sur- 
mounted. by castles, ‘offer.a prospect of 
beauty and variety, which .we ‘enjoyed 
with ahigher zest, from the dreary mono- 
tony of the country through which we had 
previously passed. ° At our ‘entrance’ we 
drove: through ‘some'very fine streets3" in 
particular, a beautiful.boulevard, called the 
Corso, where a broad gravel walk*in' ‘the 
centre ‘is occupied by the foot-passengers, 
bordered by-a:-row of trees°on each’ side ; 
on the outside of whichare two streets for 
horses and ‘varri In ‘the central part 
are two large fountains of white marble. 
The gay appearance of the shops, con 
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bustle and vivacity of the streets, informed 
us that we were in a flourishing, commer- 
RI Mora gi 2s aisayhol o2 Siew s W 
We viewed the elegant manufactory of 

coral, which constitutes one of the princi- 
pal fabrics of Marseilles. Immense num- 
bers of these: pretty ornaments are con- 
tinually made here, and exported to foreign 
shores, or sent to various parts of France , 
.and, I never. before saw this: natural sub- 

| stance (worked in such various and inge- 
nious forms, Heads exquisitely wrought, 
acorns, strawberries, roses, anemonies, are 
all executed with the greatest taste and 
nicety; most-of them likewise opening, to 
admit a little perfumed cotton, so as to 
serye the purpose of a smelling-bottle. The 
ink coral’ is the rarest as well as the most 
eautiful kind, but the French do not va- 

lue it so:much as the red coral. The pro- 
~ prietors of these manufactories make a very 
great profit, This marine substance, from 
the quantities in which they have it, must 
be procured at a reasonable rate; and the 
_ process of forming it into articles for orna- 
mental use, is far more simple and speedy 
than I had imagined. The branches of 
coral are first cut with a machine, by the 
eye, The next operation consists in bor- 
‘ing the ‘hole, by means of a strong steel 
pin, worked by a bow, with the aid of wa- 
ter.. The beads are next rounded and po- 

_lished. by a grindstone, being previously 
_ fixed ona pin at the head of a small stick. 

») The streets of the new city are built in a 
regular and beautiful manner, at right angles 
with each other, and generally broad and 
airy, The vista, fromthe commencement of 
the Corso, to the end of the Rue de Rome, 
terminated by a pyramid erected to the 
Comte d’Artois, is of great length, and has 
a noble effect,. The Corso, in itself beau- 
tiful, is further embellished by the fruit and 
flower market, which is there held. The 
profusion of fresh and gay-coloured flowers, 
which adorn this part, give it the air of a 
Jovely parterre; and no where have we 
been able to procure the gifts of Flora and 
Pomona at so reasonable a rate. The 
Course de Bourbon is a fine public walk, 
lately completed :—it leads to a steep hill, 
around the acclivity of which winds a 
broad gravel walk, protected on the side of 
the precipice by a slight wooden railing; 
the intermediate spaces are covered with 
_wallflowers, stocks, &c, as high as they 
will grow. 

The port is difficult to enter, being so in- 
closed by rocks as to leave'a very Darrow 
pass for the vessels between them; but 
when it is once gained, they are by this 
means completely. protected from storms. 
_At night, this small outlet. is entirely clo- 
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sed by long poles, fastened with chains to 
the rocks, so that the shipping appears, as 
it were, completely housed, and in the 
greatest security. From the narrowness of 
the entry, no large ships of war can be 
brought into this port. The quay extends 
near half a mile, and forms a crescent. 
Shops excellently furnished with innumer- 
able articles of merchandise are built along 

‘it, and a motley crowd, composed of va- 
rious ranks, and different nations, are con- 
stantly passing up and down. Among 
these are many Turks and Armenians, con- 
spicuous by their singular, and usually 
graceful costumes. 

TOULON. } 
The city of Toulon, situated at the 

foot of a range of rude rocks, the high 
masts of the shipping, and the bay, offér 
a charming prospect, though inferior in 
extent and variety to that we had enjoyed 
in approaching Marseilles. 

The position of this city, at the pre- 
sent time—guarded towards the sea by a 
bay, which is defended by fortifications 
so strong as to appear impregnable ; and 
towards the land, by a chain of precipi- 
tous rocks, rising almost immediately 
behind the town; and by the Gorge 
d‘Ollioulles, which constitutes the only 
approach to it—is so strong, as almost to 
bid defiance to any hostile attacks, It 
was given up, by bribery, to the English 
in 1794; and when regained by the 
French army, they shot all the senior 
Officers, and principal individuals, who 
had been corrupted by English gold, in 
an open square, called the Champ de 
Mars. Not content with this vengeance, 
the commander summoned, by proclama- 
tion, all the inhabitants to assemble in 
a handsome square (the Place d’Armes) 
surrounded by houses and trees, and 
when about four thousand men, women, 
and children, were collected there, the 
soldiers put them all to death. . 

Five thousand felons work in the ar- 
senal, chained together by pairs; three 
very large vessels, with grated iron win- 
dows, are their sleeping places; they are 
doubly chained at night, and cannon is 
placed over them with guards, so that 
were it possible for them to liberate 
themselves from their chains, the cannon 
would instantly discharge on them. They 
are likewise all clothed in scarlet dresses, 
that they may be perceived instantly. 

AIX. 
Aix is on¢ of the cities which has suf 

fered most from the revolution ; its popu- 
lation is arma diminished, the fortunes 
of its principal inhabitants reduced, and 
“an air of quietude and tranquillity, ap- 

proaching 
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proaching fo desertion and melancholy, 
prevails. It is, notwithstanding, sfill the 
residence . of many. noble and distin- 
guished families, and on Sundays the 
Couise still exhibits a spectacle of popu- 
lation and gaiety, the more striking from 
the contrast which it presents oa other 
days. I believe the whole of the inhabi- 
tants, from the highest to the lowest, are 
then to be seen on the walk, between the 
hours of three and five. The lower orders 

appeared to confine themselves to one 
side of the street, which was completely 
thronged, while thé fashionables of both 
sexes walked on the other; and a con- 
siderable crowd surrounded a conjurer, 
who was shewing off his tricks in the 
middle of the street. Several parties, 
taking possession of the stone seats on 
the wall, occupied themselves in eating 
and drinking. The course of Aix is the 
finest that I have seen in France; the 
houses on each side are regular and hand- 
some, and the well-cravelled walks, and 
beautiful trees, which border them, have 
a noble effect worthy, of the better days 
of this city. This street is further em- 
bellished by three fountains, and several 
others decorate various parts of the town, 
among which the obelisk fountain has 
the best effect, 

AVIGNON, 
April 17,—Our first object, during 

our stay at Avignon, was to visit the cele- 
brated Vaucluse. We set off at an early 
hour in a calash, having been forewarned 
that the roads were too bad for our own 
carriage, The aspect of the country was 
very agreeable, and our road coasted the 
Durance, that flows in a very broad chan- 
nel, in which there was an abundance of 
water; we passed a convent and the vil- 
lage of Caumont, Near here are alluvial 
hills. the excavations of which are, by a 
slight assistance from masonry, turned 
into houses. They grow in these parts 
great quantities of a herb called Gasasse 
by the common people, the root of which 
is used for dying, in which article of 
trade the Avignonais are particularly 
skilful, This herb must grow from a 
year and a half to three years, before it 
is fit for use 

After we turned off from the post-road, 
we came into a slough, through which 
we were obliged to wade. We were 
beaten from side to side with great vio- 
lence, and I expected every minute to be 
upset. Our journey was indeed quite a 
pilgrimage; and the difficulties we ex- 
perienced moderated the enthusiasm with 
which I approached the sacred ground of 
Vaucluse. At length, to our great joy, 
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we arrived at thé poor little inn of this 
village; andas it was now between 
twelve and one o’elock, and wé had 
taken nothing but a clip of coffee at 
seven, our classic impatience to view the 
spot was obliged to give way to the ple- 
beian necessity of aes o 

The house in which Petrarch resided, 
was a mere cottage, which he used often 
to compare with the abodes of thé primi- 
tive Romans. Our guide pointed out to 
us a ruined cottage, as having been dig- 
nified as his abode, but I believe there is 
no authority, but vague report for its 
identity. Petrarch first saw Laura at the 
church of I'lsle, a pretty and large village 
about two miles from Vaucluse, on the 
borders of the Sorgue, on which the in- 
habitants have constructed numerous 
mills. As we ascended the Sorgue to its 
source, we could not sufficiently express 
our astonishment at the size and apparent 
depth of the river, so near the spot where 
it first rises from the earth; and ‘at the 
volume of water, which poured along, 
covering the rocks over which it forces 
its passage with froth and foam. As we 
ascended to the basin, the river presents 
one mass of foam, buf, on reaching it 
the angry Naiads cease to storm, and the 
water expands itself in a basin of about 
sixty feet in circumference; with a sut- 
face smooth and tranquil as a_ mirror. 
The barren rock which frowns above it, 
is about six hundred feet high; the whole 
scene is wild, desolate and sublime. {[ 
was far from feeling (as some of our 
friends had expressed themselves), disap- 
pointed; my expectations, on the con- 
trary, were more than gratified; but I 
was surprised, as I had been sufficiently 
ignorant of the character of this cele- 
brated spot, to expect a scene of pic- 
turesque beauty, instead of barren gran- 
deur. We were, indeed, fortunate in 
seeing the fountain when the water was 
high, which contributes much to render 
the effect imposing ; at other times, the 
water (the real fountain head of which is 
in the ground, underneath the projecting 
rock, the hollow of which forms a ca- 
vern) is seen gliding along into its basin, 
instead of rushing out with a full flow 
from its unseen source. There are many 
other sources, which gush forth impetu- 
ously from the rocky banks of the river, 
a little lower down. In the centre of the 
basin is a pyramid, erected fourteen years 
ago, by the Academy of Avignon. ; 

Petrarch may be said to have inherited 
no name, Petraeco was only an altera- 
tion of his father’s christian name Pietro, 
a circumstance not uncommon among the 

plebeians 
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plebeians at that time; but he possessed 
the inbred nobility of genius: and_ his 
name will continue to receive the homage 
of the universe, when those of kings and 
emperors shall be forgotten, __ 
ie LAURA'S TOMB. 
I must not omit to mention the Church 

of Cordeliers, now destroyed, and con- 
verted into a garden ; in a dark corner of 
which, amongst the ruins of walls over- 
grown by bushes, repose the ashes of the 
beautiful Laura, immortal inthe annals 
of poetry and literature; whom, alas! 
neither fame nor beauty, could preserve 
from suffering death in the most dreadful 
form—-the plague. 

FANATICS AT MONTPELLIER, 
April 19, 1821,—We this day retraced 

our steps to Montpellier, and took up our 
abode at l’ Hotel du Palais Royal, a clean 
and reasonable inn. In our promenades 
A a this place, we could not avoid 
being struck with the astonishing altera- 
tion which the mission appears to have 
operated in the manners of the inhabi- 
tants, since our visit a few months before. 
Those who, during the season of the car- 
niyal, seemed to be occupied only in 
dancing, dressing, and card-playing, 
were now to be seen constantly attend- 
ing their churches and processions. The 
town looked desolate, and the market 
was absolutely deserted. In all the poul- 
try market was only to be found one 
woman with a few couples of chickens! 
The part appropriated to vegetables was 
not quite so abandoned. Many of the 
shops were filled with engravings of the 
Holy Family, and sacred pictures, but 
among them M.1'Abbé Guyon and the 
cross were the most universal. There is 
no doubt that the mission has done much 
good here; five thousand individuals have 
communicated, who neyer received the 
sacrament before. A young servant girl, 
who had stolen some articles from her 
mistress. confessed her crime toM.Guyon, 
restored the stolen goods, and submitted 
to the penance imposed on her. 
Apru 27.—How shall I describe the 

singular ceremony of the plantation of 
the Cross? Such an élan of popular 
feeling as it excited, is scarcely to be 
rendered by description. 

I must begin by narrating facts. About 
eleven in the morning we took our sta- 
tion in the beautiful garden of Madame 
P., who had obligingly invited us to join 
her acquaintances there. The. proces- 
sion moved from the hospital about the 
same hour, and we first perceived it, as 
the foremost part came winding down, 
the street to the esplanade, A ee of 
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cayalry preceded; followed by the Pen- 
itens blancs, in their white dresses, and 
veils, with the usual masks, walking four 
abreast, two on each side of the road. 
Among this band were several vases 
adorned with flowers, and a temple, sup- 
ported by statues representing angels, in 
the interior of which were gilded images 
of the Virgin and Child ; the canopy was 
ornamented with white feathers. Next 
came the Pénitens blues, distinguished by 
a blue ribbon round their necks; after 
them, the boys and men of the Hospital, 
and the School of Orphans. Then fol- 
lowed the body of the inhabitants, who 
formed the great. mass of the procession, 
distributed according to their respective 
parishes. 

The unmarried fermales preceded, 
amounting to an immense number ; 
veiled, and attired completely in white, 
and each holding a small blue flag, on 
which the cross was worked in white 
satin. Among them were all the prin- 
cipal young ladies of the city, easily dis- 
tinguishable by the elegance of their at- 
tire, from those belonging to inferior 
classes. They wore caps and veils of 
gauze, or lace; muslin dresses, beauti- 
fully trimmed, and white satin shoes: 
they sung psalms and hymns as they pro- 
ceeded. When this part of the female 
procession reached the esplanade, they 
made a pause, and the different divisions 
sung in parts, those behind responding to, 
those in the foreground. This scene was 
very interesting: and it was impossible 
to see so many elegant young ladies in 
this bridal attire, and hear their harmo- 
nious voices chaunting sacred music, 
without the imagination being trang- 
ported to ‘the multitude having white 
robes and palms in their hands,” and to 
the “harpers harping with their harps,” 
which the Apocalypse presents to the 
scriptural reader. I felt how strongly the 
Roman Catholic religion addresses itself 
to the senses ; and how calculated itis to 
obtain and preserve power over the mul- 
titude, since even I, a Protestant, am not 
insensible of the seductive and touching 
influence of some of its ceremonies. 

Each parish was preceded by a band of 
music, making, by its martial melody, ra- 
ther a singular contrast with the religious 
chaunt which so soon succeeded to it, 

After this almost countless train of 
white females had slowly swept along, 
came a sable suite, composed entirely of 
the married women, and who were all in 
black, with the exception of a white veil. 
Madame de F. only, the lady of the first 
President, wore a black veil to distinguish, 

her 
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her from the rest. Next followed two 
companies of mep, who had. already 
taken their turn to. carry the cross, two 
hundred in each division; ‘a third com- 
pany were relieved bya fourth, at the 
foot of the esplanade; the remaining six 
relieved: each other at the various stations 
appointed) for that purpose. At each of 
these places, was ‘erected: a species of 
canopy, formed of high posts, festooned 
with evergreens,>and connected with 
wreaths. of. the same, intermixed with 
artificial white flowers: from. many were 
suspended crosses formed of _ lilacs, 
stocks, &c, 

Then came the cross itself, the first 
sight of which was accompanied by loud 
cheers. from. the assembled multitude, 
erying “ Vive. la Croix, hurra, hurra!” 
It was forty-five feet long; and the 
wooden figure of our Saviour was 
painted with the blood flowing from the 
wounds, It was to me an unpleasant 
spectacle, and I involuntarily closed my 
eyes. The artificers of the image thought 
it really was alive; and in consequence, 
declared to the Abbé Guyon that they 
would not nail it to the cross; which of- 
fice the missionary was obliged to exe- 
cute himself. M, Guyon was in this 
part of the procession, marshalling the 
men, giving the word of command, now 
jumping on the cross, then on the frame- 
work, in the prosecution of his arduous 
office, and reminded me of David danc- 
ing before the ark. 

The bishop and clergy followed the 
cross; ‘after them, the authorities, and 
last of all a regiment of soldiers and 
band. I have omitted to mention that 
two thin lines of infantry extended 
throughout the whole length of the 
procession, to keep off the crowd. 

This ceremony was undoubtedly con- 
ducted with wonderful order, and did 
great credit to the talents and exertions 
of M.-Guyon, who, unaided, unautho- 
rised by the church or the state, had been 
abte to procure for the mission which 
he conducted, so deep an interest, and so 
universal an attention.. This procession 
took two hours in passing by the spot on 
which" we were «stationed ; it consisted 
of ‘fifteen thousand individuals » about 
sixty thousand were present, including 
the ‘spectators assembled in different | 
parts of the town to view it. 

It is unnecessary to repeat the order in 
which the various parts of the procession 
moved, to occupy their places in the 
open square, opposite la Place Peyrou. 
But when the immense number of young 
females in white began to arrive, the 
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space being too small to receive such a 
multitude, some cavalry were stationed 
to arrange them properly, and to prevent 
confusion, The poor young ladies, and 
other females, who were thus pressed, 
like sheep into a fold, while the horse- 
meu gallopped about among them, riding 
up close to keep the ranks, became fright- 
ened; many fled in all directions, but 
were pursued by the horsemen and by 
the missionaries; the latter running after 
them, and driving them back by gestures 
and even by blows. This chace had a 
singular effect in a religious ceremony, 
and I contemplated the scene with terror. 
Many succeeded in effecting their escape, 
but the greater part were driven back : 
happily no serious accident occurred, 
but several females fainted from fatigue 
and alarm. aed 
A great body of military were now in- 

troduced into the square, whose gay- 
coloured regimentals, contrasted with the 
floating mass of females in white, with 
their blue waving pennons, had a singu- 
lar and pretty effect. The whole pro- 
cession was now concentrated into one 
grand mass, the central object of which 
was the cross, supported on the wooden 
frame-work. Every elevated spot from 
whence the scene of interest could be 
viewed, was crowded with spectators. 
The windows and roofs of all the houses, 
near the top of the Peyrou Gate, the 
Place Peyrou, and steps leading to it, 
were all covered with people. 

Tothis immense multitude, M. Guyon 
addressed a few words of exhortation, 
first from the cross, and afterwards from 
a stone pedestal, which, prior to the revo- 
lution, supported a statue. During this 
short harangue, which lasted only a few 
minutes, this extraordinary man ad- 
dressed an appropriate word of exhorta- 
tion to every class of people present. 
He spoke to the Bishop and authorities, 
paying them the highest reverence; to 
the clergy, the officers, the soldiers, the 
nobility, the merchants, the trades peo- 
ple, and artizans; the ladies, the females 
of the lower orders; the young, the old, 
the rich, the poor. Above all, he ex- 
horted them to concord, oblivion of par- 
ties and past injuries, loyalty, religion, 
and universal charity, © ~° 7~~~“"~ 
When the cross began:to be raised, a 

general shout of acclamation burst from 
the assembled multitude. A young lady 
near me (who had escaped from the 
procession, alarmed by the vicinity of 
the horses) exclaimed, “ Que c’est édi- 
fient cela.” Y¥ smiled internally, but re- 
flected that it was well for her if she was 
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edified, and that the sympathiesand reli- 
gious, feelings of sixty thousand persons, 
even if excited by means which we con- 
sider as unsuitable, were at least no sub- 
ject for ridicule. <0 | A. wlplah 

Owing .to the incapacity of the archi- 
tect who had _, undert:ken® the ‘erecting, 
or,.1as it, is called, ‘planting the ‘cross, 
fitile of no progress was made this even- 
ing’; so that when it became dusk, about 
seven o'clock, the multitude separated, 
and it was not completely erected till 
two. days afterwards. 

tT ised a _ BAYONNE, 
..This town js.one of the ports of 

France ;. it. possesses,a naval and military 
‘arsenal, and a number of ships of mer- 
chandize.. ‘A-large wooden bridge across 
the Adour, connects Bayonne with the 
subarb of St. Esprit, and there are four 
bridges of the same material across the 
Nive... 
_-The, promenade along the Bayonne 

side-of the river, is very agreeable. The 
fish in. this place are remarkably good, 
particularly salmon and _sprats, the latter 
of which are nearly as large as herrings: 
it is. likewise celebrated throughout 
Brance for hams ; but the mode of curing 
them is very inferior to the English. The 
bayonet was invented here, and conse- 
_quently takes its name from the town. 
. The weather at Bayonne is proverbi- 
ally. rainy and changeable, eccasioned 
‘by the situation of the town on the con- 
fines of the Atlantic, and of the Pyren- 
nees. We enjoyed very few intervals of 
fine-weather during our stay here; and 
andeed, I find the climate of many places 
Abat we visit, as bad, or worse, than that 
of. England, 
. Near our inn was a Jews’ synagogue, 
and [ have no where remarked so great a 
number of these people; they took. re- 
fage here, after their expulsion from 
Spain and Portugal. 

BAGNERES DE BiGORRE. 
We spent seven weeks at this favou- 

rite summer residence, which is the prin- 
cipal of the.towns and villages of the 
Pyrenees, celebrated for their mineral 
waters. »In the strength and efficacy of 
_the latter, as well as in fine and romantic 

‘ 

scenery, 
/sister_spas; but the charms of a more . 

Ragperes yields to many of its 

numerous and varied society attract the 
greater proportion of families to fix on it 
as their abode. The views around Bag- 
néres present the perfection of pastoral 
scenery; verdant, richly wooded, thickly 
interspersed. with neat, and pretty cot- 
tages, smiling and beautiful: but after 
having seen, the sublime. prospects of 
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Switzetland, and, of the Italian Tyrol; 
and witnessed the union of beauty, 
vafiety, and’ ‘grace, ‘afforded -by. the 
lovely landscapes of Italy; found my- 
self compelled ‘tofeel; and :speak in 
terms. of ‘qualified’approbation ‘of the 
stenety which surrounded me. 

(8097 “ORLEANS, 
October 26.~—We ‘passed ‘several fine 

chateanx, thecountry-houses of theno- 
bility and’gentry (if the latter term may 
be applied), resident at Orleans, Vine- 
yards of immense - extent preceded our 
entrance into this place, the approach to 
which is very handsome, and becoming 
that of a great ‘city.-:The- Faubourg 
d’Olivet, comprising a numberof beauti- 
ful houses, communicates with the city 
by a fine bridge over the Loire. The 
banks of this river, are: here charming ; 
they are adorned with noble mansions, 
and picturesque plantations, reminding 
me much of some of ‘our villas at Rich- 
mond. The superb cathedral is’ seen 
from far, and the architectural beauty of 
its stately towers discovers itself more 
fully on a nearer view. On the whole; I 
have seen few cities which havea “more 
striking approach than Orleans. 

Orleans is one of the largest, and most 
agreeable. cities of Francé; it has six 
gates. The bridge across the Leire is 
10620 feet long; on it formerly ‘stood 
the statues of Charles VII. and ‘the éele- 
‘brated Jeanne d’Are, styled the Maid’ of 
Orleans. ; 

ALPHABETICAL LIST 

OF THE 

MEMBERS CF iTHE COMMONS 
Wouse of Parlianrent, 

" EXHIBITING ALSO 
THE PLACES THEY REPRESENT, 

AND 
Distinguishing those who hold Places, and who 

are dependant,ov 
THE PRESENT ADMINISTRATION ; 

AND ALSO THOSE WHO HOLD 
COMMISSIONS IN THE NAVY AND. ARMY. 

SHEWING HOW 
They voted on Fourteen great Questions, 
‘During the Sessions of 1821 and 1822; 

FOLLOWED BY THE MINORITIES ON THIRTY- 

SIX QUESTIONS, 

{This very interesting and, important pro- 
duction, containing more . information 
than is usually found in a large yolume, 
we are enabled. to introduce to our rea- 
ders by favour of the author, in justice 
to whom we feel it. proper to state, that, 
it is sold in.a separate pamphlet by 
Miller, at one shilling. In this miscel- 
lany it will be found a document for con- 
sultation for many years to come.] ” 

ay, ’ THe 
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HE Commons House of Parliament is 
composed of 658 members, returned 

from the several sections of the: United 
Kingdom, inthe following proportion, viz. 
The « county of Cornwall, 44; of Wilts, 

34; of York, 30. . 108 
Sussex, 28; Dorset, 20; 
Suffolk,16; Stafford,10 74 

The counties of Devon and Hants 
each 26 52 

Kent and Somerset, 
each 18 36 

Bucks, Lancaster, and 
Surry each 14 42 

Lincoln, Norfolk, and 
Salop each 12 36 

Berks, Northampton, 
Oxford, Worcester, 

each 9 86 
Essex, Gloucester, He- 
reford, Middlesex, 
Northumberland, and 
Nottingham. each 8 48 

Cambridge, Cumber- 
Jand, Hertford and 
Warwick each 6 24 

Bedford, Chester, Der- 
by, Durham, Hun- 
tingdon, Leicester, 
and Westmorland 

each 4 28 
Monmouth, 3; Rut- 
land,2 . HES 

Wales, 24, Scotland, 453 Ireland, 100 169 

Making the Total Number of Votes 658 

TABLE I. 

Statement of the Fourteen Questions 
divided on by the fullawing Alpha- 
betical List of the Members, 

Column. 
a Notes by a *, 188 members who on 

the 6th February, 1821, supported 
the motion of the Marquis of Tavi- 
stock, “that his Majesty’s ministers, 
in advising the measures against the 
Queen, were not justifiable,” &e.; and 
by at + B34 who supported it. The same 
ehlagte also ‘notes by the letter a 21 
other members who supported the 
motion of Lord Archibald Hamilton 
on the 26th of January preceding, 
*“‘that the omission of her Majesty's 
pame from the Liturgy and accus- 
tomed prayers of the Church, was ill- 
advised and inexpedient,” who did 
not vote at all on the motion of the 
Noble Marquis. 

b Notes by the letter c, 253 members 
who, on the 28th February, 1821, sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. Plunkett, 
For the appointment of a committee 
to consider of the Laws affecting 
Roman -Cathoties,” and by the letter 
p, 247 who opposed it. 

c Notes by a*, 126 members who, on 
the 9th May, 1821, supported the 
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motion of Lord John Russell Foy 
Parliamentary Reform ;” aud by at, 
157 who opposed it, 

ad Notes by a*, 108 members who, on 
the 11th February, 1822, supported 
the motion of My. Brougham for “ 4 
sensible Reduction of Paves ;? and by 
a +, 212 who opposed it. ‘ 

e Notes by a*, 126 members who, on 
the 2Ist February, supported a simi- 
lar motion of Viscount Althorp; aud 
by a +, 234 who opposed it. 

Jf Notes by a*, 159 members who, on 
the 13th March, supported the motion 
of Viscount Normanby, “ For redu- 
cing one Post Master General; aud 
by at, 184 who opposed it. The same 
column also notes by the figure 2, 81 
other members who, on the 2d of 
May, supported a similar motion by 
the same noble Viscount, who did not 
vote at all on the previous occasion. 

g Notes by a*, 100 members, who, on 
the 25th of June, supported the motion 
of the Hon. James Abercromby, for 
“An enquiry into the conduct of the 
Lord Advocate of Scotland ;” and by 
a +, 121 who opposed it. 

h Notes by a *, 95 members, who, on 
the 3d of June, supported the motion 
of Mr. Curwen, for “ 4 total Repeal 
of the Duty on Salt ;? and by a +t, 
106 who opposed it. Thesame column 
also notes by the letter c, 99 other 
members in addition, who, on the 28th 
February preceding, supported the 
motion of Mr. Calcraft for ‘ A gra- 
dual Reduction in the Duties on 
Salt ;’ who did not support the motion 
of Mr. Curwen. 

i Notes by a *, 65 members, who, on 
the 18th Juue, supported Sir J. New- 
port’s amendment to Mr. Hume’s mo- 
tion, relating to the Tythe System of 
Ireland ; and by a+, 72 who Hs a es 
it. 

k Notes by a *, 175 members, who, on 
the 25th April, supported the inotion 
of Lord John Russel, for “ 4 Heform 
in Parliament ;’ which was opposed 
by 269. The same column also notes 
by the letter », 77 other members, part 
of 185, who, on the Ist of March, sup- 
ported the motion of Sir Matthew 
White Ridley, for The Reduction of 
Two Lords of the Admiralty.” 

The notations in the margin, imply as 
follow, viz. The numbers 12, &c. as 12 op- 
posite the name of J, Abercromby, implies 
that he voted 12 times in the’ minorities 
here subsequently stated. No. 27 oppo- 
-site the name of Sir George Anson, or 31 
opposite that of A. Baring, imply that they 
voted in the minority on those questions so 
pbumbered in the said following statement. 
A, voted in support of Lord Althorp’s pro- 
position in ‘“ Committee on the Corn 
Laws ;” E, for those of Sir Thomas Leth- 

bridge ; 

t 
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bridge; R, for those of Mr. Ricardo. M, 
implies those who opposed the propositions 
of the late Marquis of Londonderry, and 
contended. for the ‘* Continuance of the 
Corn Law as it then stood.” W, wnplies 
those members who supported the resolu- 
tionsof Mr. Western, on the 12th of June, 
relating to the “ Aggravation of the Dis- 
tresses of the Country by the Alteration of 
the Currency.” 

TABLE Il. 

Statement of the 36 Questions, of which 
the Minorities are stated. 

Nos... 

1— 89 Who on the 5th Feb. supported 
Mr. Hume’s amendment to the 
address. . - opposed by 

2— 68 Whoon the 7th Feb. opposed 
Mr. Peel’s motion, ‘“* For leave 
to bring in a bill, suspending 
the Habeas Corpus Act in Ire- 
land,” ¥ supported by 

3— 22 Who onthe same day support- 
eda motion “ For the Irish In- 
surrection Bill to be printed to 
afford time to consider it,” 

opposed by 
4—30 Who on the 8th supported the 

> motion of Mr. Rice, to insert a 
clause in the said bill * For 
making imperative a Trial by 
Jury,” -opposed by 

5— 31 Who on the same date sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. Rice, 
to insert another clause in the 
said bill, ““ Authorising the 
Lord-Lieutenant to appoint 
County Magistrates to assist 

; in Towns,” . opposed by 
6— 28 Who on the same day opposed 

_ the passing of the Bill 

171 

195 

149 

139 

110 

supported by 109 
7—97 Who on the 13th February sup- 

ported the motion of Sir Robert 
Wilson, “ For Papers tobe laid 
before the House relating to 
his dismissal from the Army,” 

opposed by 199 
8—60, Who on the 25th February sup- 

/ ported the motion of Mr. 
James, * That it was a Breach 
ofthe Privileges of Parliament 
to open Letters to and from 
Members to and from prisoners 
inGaol,’ ... 

9— 78 Who on the 27th supported the 
motion of Mr, Hume, “ For a 
more detailed Statement of the 
manner in which £1,781,325 
estimated for the Supply of the 
Naval Service was to be ex- 
pended before the Supply was 
granted,” 

10— 56 Who on the 28th supported 
the motion of Ald. Wood 
« For a Committee to enquire 
into the cause of the Outrage 

opposed by 167 

opposed by 129 

committed on Mr. Sheriff 
Waithman, in front of the 
Knightsbridge Barracks,” 
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opposed by 184 
11— 39 Who on the 4th March sup- 

ported the motion of Mr. Pas- 
coe Grenfell, “To postpone 
the clause in the 5 per Cent. 
‘Reduction Bill for remunera- 
tion to the Bank, for further 
investigation.” .. opposed by 

12—- 91 Who on the same day sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. 
Hume, “ That the Regular 
Army bereduced {rom 68,802 
to 57,802, or 10,000 men,” 

76 

opposed by 195 
i3— 88 Who on the 14th March sup- 

ported the motion of Mr, 
Creevy, “ Foran enquiry into 
Duties of the Board of Con- 
trol” ; ‘ 

14— 33 Who on the 15th supported 
the motion of Mr Hume, “'fo 
reduce the expences of the 
Military Staff of Great Britain 
and the Colonies, from 
£96,846 to £84,000,” 

opposed by 273 

opposed by 109 
15— 18 Who on the 20th supported 

the motion of Mr. Hume} ‘* To 
reduce the Salary of the Judge 
Advocate-General from 
to £1,500 per Ann, opposed by 124 

16— 17 Who on the 28th supported 
the question of a Petition 
from the Inhabitants of Beth- 
nal Green, on behalf of Mr. 
Hunt, andimputing notorious 
and avowed Corruption in 
Parliament — should lie on 
the table opposed by 

17— 26 Who on the 20th supported 
the motion of Mr. Hume, 
“For a reduction of £5,000 
per Annum in the expences 
of the Staff of the Royal Mi- 
litary College,” opposed by 

18— 21 Who on the 22nd supported 
the motion of Mr. Hume “To 
reduce the eharge for Sine- 
cure Offices in the Garrisons 
abroad and at home £12,000 
per Annum,” opposed by 

19—80 Who on the 25th supported 
the motion of Mr. Hume “ To 
reduce the Vote for the Ex- 
pence of the Ordnance Esta- 
blishments at the Tower and 
in Pall Mall £10,000 per An- 
num . . . opposed by 

20—- 22 Who on the same date sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. . 
Creevy, relating to a mis- 
application of the 44 percent. 
Duties in Barbadoes 

opposed by 62 
21— 39 
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21— 39 Who supported a further mo- 
tion relating to the same sub- 

: ject. - : 
22—— Who on the 8th March support- 

ed the motion of Mr. Den- 
man “ To extend the time for 
the holders of 5 per cent. 
Stock entering their dissents 
to the transfer from the 16th 
to 30th March,” opposed by 
Who on the 24th April sup- 
ported the motion of Sir Fran- 
cis Burdett, for an Address 
to the King to remit the fuar- 
ther punishment of Mr.Hunt, 

opposed by 
24—37 Who on the 8th May supported 

the motion of Mr. Wyvill, 
“ That the best and most ef- 

-fectual relief that could be 
given to the Agricultural in- 
terest, was a large remission 
of Taxation, opposed by 

26— 67 Whoonthe 14th supported 
the motion of Mr. Hume 
** for an Address to His Ma- 
jesty to direct enquiry into 
the State of the Government 
_of the Tonian Islands, and 
the cause of Martial Law 
having been proclaimed, and 
the Inhabitants of the Islands 
disarmed, opposed by 

26—147 Who on the 15th supported 
the motion of Mr. Lennard, 
“ for a Committee to enquire 
into the expenditure of the 
3rd class of the Civil List for 
Ambassadors and Consuls, 

~ and to consider whether any 
reduction could be made in 
that'expence,” opposed by 

27—141 Whoon the—, supported the 
; motion of Mr. Warre, “ That 

without detriment to the pub- 
lic service, the charge of the 
Mission to the Swiss Cantons 
might be reduced to a scale 
of expenditure wot exceed- 
ing the sum annually received 
by Lord Robert Fitzgerald, 
and Mr. Wickham, from May 
1792 to Jan. 1798, and for 
which sum the duties of the 
Mission have practical! y been 
performed for one year and 
eight months, preceding the 
recent appointment of Mr. H. 

~ Wynn,” oppused by 
28— 55 Who on the 3d June, support- 

ed the motion of Mr. Coke 
of Norfolk, for laying on the 

23— 84 
143 

223 

120 

274, 

247 

29-— 54 

30—117 

31—101 

33— 59 

s4— 94 

s5— 72 

36— 68 

List of Members of the House of Commons. 

table a petition of the Inha- 
bitants of the Hundred of 
North Greenhoe, in that 
County, complaining of Agri- 
cultural distress, opposed by 89 
Who on the same date sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. 
Hume, for taking from the 
Sinking Fund the amount to 
which it was proposed to re- 
lieve the Country in Taxes, 
instead wf by borrowing, 

opposed by 81 
Who on the 4th June sup- 
ported the motion of Sir J. 
Macintosh, “ That the House 
will at an early period of the 
next: session of Parliament, 
take into their most serious 
cousideration the means of 
increasing the efficacy of the 
Criminal Laws, by abating 
their undue rigour,” 

opposed by 101 
Who on the 24th June sup- 
ported the motion of Mr. 
Brougham, “ That the in- 
fluence now possessed by the 
Crown is unnecessary for 
maintaining its Constitu- 
tional preroyatives, destruc- 
tive of the independence of 
Parliament, and inconsistent 
with the well government of 
the realm,” 
Who on the 26th supported 
the motion of Mr. Creevy, for 
the repeal of the Superanaua- 
tion Bill of 1797, opposed by 143 
Who on the.2d July supported 
the motion of Hobhouse, that 
the Tax on Windows in Great 
Britain is unjust, unequal in 
its operation, and most op- 
pressive to those especially 
who are least able to bear it, 
and that it appeared to the 
House that the said Tax 
should be forthwith and im- 
mediately repealed, 

opposed by 146 
Who on the 5th June opposed 
the motion of Mr. Peel for 
leave to extend the opera- 
tions of the Alien Bill for two 
years,. . 
Who on the 14th opposed the 
further progress of the said 
Bill ccip, i 
Who on the Ist July opposed 
its sull further progress, 

supported by 142 

opposed by 216 

_. supported by 189 

supported by 108 
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-TABLE I. 

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE MEMBERS 

COMMONS HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT. 

Corrected to the 5th February, 1823. 

OHO a 

During the'Session of 1822 a return was moved for and ordered to be laid on the table of the 
ouse, of all such Members who hold places of profit or emolument, and who sit and vote in the 
Touse of Commons, and stating the amount of such salaries, profits, or emoluments, aud also of. 
Il such Members who hold Commissions in the Navy and Army. | In compliance with this 
rder, a return’was made of 89 Members, under 7 several Classes, who sit and vole in the 
mmons House of Parliament, receiving salaries, profits, and emoluments, in the aggregate to 

he Amount of "£183,372 8s 113d qf Annum. In the following list these 89 Members are 
oted by a f and it will be seen that they form the bulk of that phalanx who regularly assemble 
0 out-yoie those Members who are returned to Parliament by ihe voice of the People. 
return was also madé of Fifty-nine other Members, who hold Commissions in the Navy and . 
rmy, pay and emoluments not stated; which 59 are noted by a §—several other Members are 
oted by a 4—as Sons, Brothers, or dependants on those sharing the £183,372 8s lidd Pw 
nnuw, or otherways participating largely of the Taxes—swch as Chandos Marquis, eldest Sou 
f one of the’chiefs of the Grenville party; Apsley Lord, eldest Son of the Secretary of State of 
he Colonies, who receives about £15,000 ¢f” Annum out of the Taxes not included in the before 
entioned Sum of £183,372 8s 114—all the others noted by a | are more or less directly or 

ndirectly linked with the participators in pay or emoluments out of the Taxes; and will as 
niformly be see in the list of those majorities opposed tu the interests of the people from 
hom they draw so large a share of their means of subsistence !! 

Those Members printed in Italics are new Members recently returned, 

be 
e * Abercromby, Hon, James, Calne ............ Wilts 

jt e¢ Acland, Sir T, D. Bart... Devon .......... County 
Pp ay A‘Court E. H. ....... Heytesbury ........ Wilis|+ 

+ ¢ + Alexander, James ...... Old Sarum ..... alse 
p Alexander, Josias Dupre Old Sarum .......... do. 
e * Allan, dy eseeeiin ss, Pembroke. «3.2... ; Zowt # 
e * Althorp, Viscount ....... Northampton ...,. County|*}*|*/4|* 
pt Ancram, Earl .......... Huntingdon,....,..Zown 
e § Anson, Hon. George... Yarmouth ...... Norfolk 
e § Anson, Sir George .,.. Litchfield .......... City 

t Antrobus, G. C......... Aldborough ........York 
p 4+Apsley, Lord ........ Cirencester ....G@loucester 

+ 

Ashurst, W.H,........, Oxford ..........County|}|+ 
p  Astell, Wm......>...... Bridgewater .... Somerset 
p Astley, Sir J. D. Bart. .. Wilts,..........,County 
p Attwood, Matthias .,.... Callington ...... Cornwall|+|+) | 

ce { Bagwell, Right Hon. W. See Bird Bagwell ...... 
c t § Baillie; Col,:J......... Hedon ..,..605.,', -York 

Balfour, John ...... ..., Orkney and Shetlarid.. 2% 
Baker, Edward’ ........ Wilton............ Wilts 

p + Bankes, George ........ Corfe Castle ...... Dorset|} 
p + Bankes, Henry, sen. .... Corfe Castle ......... do\t\t)*\ 

Bankes, W. Tis dani >. Cambridge ....University 
e * Barham, J. F........... Stockbridge ....... Hants 

*c * Baring, Alexander ,,,,,. Taunton........ Somerset 



=. Barihe:, Henrys: Ft ..-+ Colchester ........Essea|* 
a 
* 

*¢ Baring, Sir Thomas, Bart. Wycombe ........ Buchs\* 
* ¢ * § Barnard, Viscount .... Tregony........Cornwall\*| |2|* 
+ Barne, Michael ....... - Dunwich ........ Suffolk 
* ¢ * Barathsy Mis.) wees Richmond.-........ York 

+ { Barry, Right Hon. J. M. Cavan County... .Zreland} |+\+ 
+ Bastard, E. P...... seoee Devon. ..........County|+|+/2 

+ § Bastard, John ..... “... Dartmouth..... ... Devon 
+ p t+ { Bathurst, Right Hon. C. Harwich ......... Essex\+ 
t p + { Bathurst, Hon. 8. T. .. St. Germains....Cornwall|- 
* c¢ ©, Beagmont, TW. sickss Northumberland . . County|* 

ce) * Beeher, Wi Wieca/scis eal Mallowe ev inet & Ireland 
ce Bective, Earl of ...... -- Meath County........ do. 

§ Belfast, Earl of ..,... Belfast..........006- do. 
ce * Belgrave, Viscount...... CHEStOE . Oe RIE. sre City 

* e}« (Benet, John. 2)..2. 2h Se eeG Cah) Vid UE Nara se ene County|* 
eo e* Bennet Hon Es Gite. Shrewsbury........ Tow 

p>“ Bent SObM was cee “POUIESS's.,,..c0 sett ate Devon 
+ p  § Bentinck, Lord F.C. .. Weobly........ Hereford|+ 
* c * { Bentinck, Lord W. H.C. Nottingham ...... Countu\* 
* * Benyon, Benjamin...... Stafford) ctaah site ae a 
+p Beresford, Sir J.P. Bart. Coleraine ........ Ireland 
t+ p . { Beresford, Lord George Waterford County ....do. 
* vor elmals Ralpnya sone e selec Rochesters.1h:09 5% City|*}* 

p Bernard, Viscount ...... Bandon Bridge ..Ireland|*|+ 
Bernard, Thos. jun...... King’s County........ do. 

+ ¢ + Binning, Lord...... dea ec EROCHESEEr Seat Ss: Cit 
*c Birch, Joseph ....«2:.>.. Nottingham........ Town 

Bird, Sir W. Bagwell .. Tipperary County. Deland 
+ p  Blackburne, John ...... Lancaster ....... County 
+ p + Blair, James .......... Aldeburgh ....... Suffolk 
+ + Blake, Robert ...... toed Arundel 5 (fi) 22 «Sussex| |+\+ 
* ¢ * Blake, Sir Francis, Bart. Berwiték ...........0.. 
a * Boughey, Sir John, Bart. Stafford ...... . County|*|*\* 
a Boughton,SirW.E.R. Bart Evesham ...... Worcester| |*|2| |e 
+ -f¢ { Bourn, Right Hon.W.S. Christchurch ...... Hanis|+\+| + 
+ p  Bouverie, Hon. B. B.... Downton ........ .. Wilts 
i Bradshaw, R. H. ...... Brackley. g..Northampton| |+)+ 

e - Brandling, Cy Jo. \enk. ... Northumberland. . County} |+|* 
t+ + Brecknock, Earlof.... Ludgershall........ Wilts 

+ Bridges, George ........ London rie. : sis City|+\4 
* p * Bright, H..... se... Bristol 22.2... wos. City] |*|* 
t e+ Broadhead, T. H. L, .... Yarmouth .. Isle of Wight|+| |+ 
+p { Brogden, James ..... Launceston ... Cornwall HT I+ 
* * Brougham, H. ......... Winchelsea _.... Sussex\*|*|>/3 
+e + Brown, Peter+..... dete Rye 02 VEA sade. do.|+|t|+ 
t+ ¢ Brown, Right Hon.Dennis Kilkenny City ... . Treland\+\+ 
*c¢ Brown, Dominic....,... Mayo County ...;.... do.| |* 
te¢ Brown, James.......... Mayo County ...-.... do.| |+ 
+ p Brownlow, Charles...,, Armagh County ...... do.| |\+ 
t p t § Brace, Robert ........ Clackmannon §RossCnties| [+|+{+ 
+ p ‘Bradenell) Word)... ..\. Marlborough ...... Wilts! | |+/+ 

Brueay Hal ee -++.. Carlow County .. Ireland 
+ Buchanan, John ........ Dumbarton County, Scotld!+|+\+ 

*  * Burdett, Sir Francis, Bart. Westminster ....... .City|*|*|* ** 18 W 
t + T§ Burgh, Sir Ulysses .. Carlow County ..Ireland|+|t|+ +t + p * Burrell, Sir C. M. Bart... New Shoreham....Sussex|* e| {r\* No.27 A +p Burrell, Walter ......,. Sussex ..........County|*/+| | le] |r} W 
*¢ Bury, Viscount ........ Arundel ..........Sussea| | |#! le iy here + Butterworth, Joseph .,,, Dover *3 veece cece s LhEend/t]*|*|*I-H*] 91} | 



¢ 

p Buxton, J. Jacob ...... Bedwin ..........Wilts 
* Buxton, T. Foweil...... Weymouth ...... Dorset 

e * Bynes, George.......5-. Middlesex... .....County|*|*|* 

e * Caleraft, J. sen. ........ Wareham:.......Dorset| | | \*|* 
Caleraft, J. H..... Wee 8 Wareham ........066:. do..*|*\*|*\*) 

e Calthorpe, Hon. F.G. .. Hindon .......... Wilts}*(4\*|* 
y + { Calvert, John ........ Huntingdon........ Town 
e * Calvert, Charles ........ Southwark 2%... 027.2" 
e * Calvert, Nicholas ..... S Wertiotd 3020. - Townlt +|* 
p Campbell, Archibald.... Glasgow district. . Scotland) |} t t+ t 
e * Campbell, Hon. G.P.... Nairn§ Cromarty Cnties do. 

Campbell, W.F......... Argyle County .. do. 
{ Canning, George ...... Liverpool. ... HEaincaston 

Os “Gavewse S40 as .... Wexford County. . Lreland “\* No. 26 
}c * Carter, John ...... .... Portsmouth........ Hants|* Rel R 

[} p + Cartwright, W.R....... Northampton ....County 
e Caulfield, Hon. H.....,. Armagh County .. Ireland re 4 
e. * Cavendish, C. C....0.. Newton . 0 eh/e + Hants Hig 6 
e Cavendish, Lord G.A.H. Derby ........... County *le 7 
e §Cavendish,Lord H. F.C. Derby ....... ..... Lown ** 6 BT 
p Cawihome, J. F.....,... Lancaster............ do. | 
p Cecil, Lord Thomas... Stamford ........ Lincola\+) | A 

* Chaloner, Tesi. ees SS. MTG <2) eet as City) |": Wil) 
Chamberlayne, Wm. .... Southampton...... Hants\+ ‘ : “* 4 
4 Chandos, Marquis .... Buckingham .. ... Town)+\+ Z 

p + Chaplin, Charies........ Lihooln 233. 0.0... County\ \T)- 
p iaCheere, BE. M. 2. oc... Cambridge...... Borough\+\t *, 

Cherny, G. Fie .i2. Rae . Dunwich ..... . Suffolk +\t}" r 
+ Chetwynd, George...... Staflord ..... eeee~ Lown| | |* Wi 

e Chichester, eues Wiehe vic Carrickfergus ....Zrelan 
fT Ghilde, W > D..3..c00 te: Wenlock Svs0ies. «2 Salop| |+ 
P Cholmley, Sir M. Bart. ...Grantham ......Lineoln tit] | [TH] |* No. 30 

+ 4Cholmondeley, Lord H. Castle Rising ...,Norfolk\+|+\t 
e Clarke, Hon. C. H. Butler Kilkenny County. . Iveland|+ * No. 4 

Claughton, Thomas .... Newton ...... Lancaster) |+ * No. 1 
p Clements, J. M......... Leitrim County ..Jreland|+ 
p + tf Clerk, Sir G. Bart. .... Edinburgh ...... County) |+\+ H 
e * Clifton, Viscount........ Canterbury... s...0.City|*|*/2 whetes 
p §Clinton, Sir W. H.K... Newark ......... Notts.) |+ 

4 Clinton, H. Fynes .... Aldborough ........ York|+\4 
m+ (live, Henry's. .vi%./: . Montgomery ...... Town +\+| |+ 
ip, ) 4 Clive, Viscount .’.\. 32): Ludlow @2 2. ws2s'... Salop|+| |+ 
p +8§Clive,Hon. R. ....... DO. Seitale oteMaL > des do\+| |+ 

+ { Cockburn, Sir G....... Weobly....... THereford|+|+|+|t 
p  Cockerell, Sir Chas. Bart. Evesham...... Worcester| |+\+ 
ert + wocks; Hon. J. 8.5..'05 Ryegate: ii. Surry\+\+ pe 
e § Coffin, Sir Isaac, Bart, Ilchester........Somerset\*|*|* «(* 10 
eae wn. Wi. 2s. 3 Ere Norfolk .......... County] | |*|* saat 4 
COW «god oa: ole Marcie Derbys PATI. Town 

pf COUCH iad.) :.'...iveee Cashell..........Iveland|+ 
e Colthurst, Sir N. C. Bart. Cork .......... City. .do , 

-e * Colburne, SirN.W.R.Bt. Thetford ........ Norfolk\ | \*\*\*)*"* = 7 
p § Cole, Sir Christopher .. Glamorgan ......County|+| |* 
p t &} Cole, SirG. L........ Fermanagh Conny Ireland +\+ 
e * Concannon, Lucius...... Winchelsea ..... Sussex| |*|*! |*| |*|* 13 
p &} Congreve, Sir W. Rt. Plymouth ....... . Devon} |+| |t\+ 
p t+ Cooper, R. B........... Gloucester ..,... vee aCitylt + t+l+ 

+ Cooper, E.S. .....0..::.- Sligo County. . Ireland 
Coote, Sir C. H. Bart.... Queen’s County. ds:beieik do\+\+\* 

*N2 



abe elfigihit 
+ p + { Copley, SirJ.S. ..... Ashburton ........ Devon\+ A ++ 
+ p Corbett, Panton ........ Shrewsbury ...... Salop|+\+\* 

p Cotterell, Sir J. G. Bart.. Hereford .. ..... County 
+ ec + { Courtenay, T. P....... FHOMMESS), sh soiateteitcls Devan\+\+\+\4\+ 
+ ¢ + { Courtenay, William... Exeter City ..........do| |4/4) |t 

§ Cradock, Sheldon ..... Camelford ...... Cornwall 
+ p t { Cranborne, Viscouat .. Hereford .......... Townit) \+\+ 
+p Crawley, Samuel ....... Honiton .........-. Devon|+ 
* ¢  Creevey, Thomas........ Appleby .... Westmorland|*|*\* 
+ p t Cripps, Joseph ......-. Cirencester ... . Gloucester +\+ 
+e «| fCraken, De NVei aeselaeit Bodmin ........ Cornwal\+\t\+ th, 
ac * Crompton,S. ..-....... Retford yieeniat «). Notts.|*|*|' 
+c» s@rosbie, James .: si)... Kerry County ....J7 atone 
+ } Cuffe, James... 2.0. RAGE. | Pi Avaaraae © sheieyeus 
+c Cumming, George..... Fortrose district . Scotlandlt + 

p  Curteis, E. J. .......0.. Sussex .......... lounty|*|+|2|F\e 
+p Curtis. ‘Sir Wm. Bart. Tondonawectiayss. «,«.- City} |+ 
* oe) Canwemy dae"). ares Cumberland ...... County|*\* 
+ p Curzon, Hon. R......... Clithero . .....5% Lancaster| |+ 
+p §t Cust, Hon. E........ Grantham .. . Lincolnshire|+|+|+|t|t 
tp &+ Cust, Hon. P. F..... Honiton ...... ..-- Devon tt 

tp  § Dalrymple, J. A..... .. Appleby .... Westmorland | |\t 
fie “Dalya Tames i recdtiaerntt . Galway County .. Ireland t 
ap. Davenport sDiricesoe et. - Chestenstairacia dee < County|*|*|*|_|* 
=p * Savies, De EU... c/e\yare/-b Worcester wan wiil../' City|*\*\*1* 

4; Davis, R.)Hi t ..: ss sig SESTABCON ya tieneharde sachs ns do|t|+ 
+ 4 Dawkins, James ...... Hastings ........ Sussex] |+\+ 
+ pt Dawkins, Henry...... Boroughbridge York\+|+\t 

p  {Dawson, G.R......... Londonderry ........ City |F\4\t 
+c Dawson, J. H.M....... Clonmell ........Zreland| |+ 
ac * De Crespigny, Sir W. Brt Southampton...... Hants\*|*|* 
+ p  Deerhurst, Viscount .... Worcester.......... City 
* ¢ *, Dennison, W.. dis jejox'aj4 SUITEY, .aegsielsiale - County|*|*|*|* 
* ¢ * Denman, Thomas ...... Nottingham....... . Town) | |2\* 

po Rent Sohn ys eta: Poolejawss aarerisiet.. Dorset|+ 
* p Dickenson, Wm........ Somerset ........County|t|*|* 
+p  Divett, Thomas ........ Gattons4.)4.j02 oo. Surrey|t|tit|t 
ph Dodson, Pes tacit Res BRC sie wiaseihayetetelote:s Sussex|+| |+ 
+ Domyille, Sir C......... Boasiney) os vis: /% Cornwall|+ 

c Don, Sir Alexander .... Roxburg County, Scotland) |+) |+ 
+t p Douglas, John,...... ... Minehead ...... Somerset + 
te J Douglas,W.R.K..... Dumfries district, Scot/and| | |+|+ 
tc + Doveton, Gab. ..... eee eancaster«.icicee. Town\+\t\* 
t p t t Dowdeswell, Jas. E. .. Tewkesbury ..Gloucester|+|+ 
t p tT Downie, Robert ........ Stirling district . .Scotland|+|+|+ 

4 Drummond, Home .... Stirling County ......do.| | |ti4\/t 
+ Drummond, James...... Perth County ..... 9.0,000s + 

p. DrakenTahe pas hdeeaod . Amersham........ Bucks\}\ \+ 
“Tal SARS UN EyARW aohities . DO x 'oeys ie avelaialelels ale: gielele do 
jp. DusdalesDIS 325.5... Warwick ...... . County ig 
+t +t Dunally, Lord:........, Goktanb ee PRET: Devon 
* ¢ * Duncannon, Viscount.... Malton ............ York|*\*}*|* 
t Duncomb, Charles ...... Newport . bath isis bherefoes Hanis|+ 
5 Duncomb, WY hi stetels jee Grimsby ....Lincolnshire|+ 
ae . Dundas, Charles........ Berks): 4 aka .. County! * “y 
* e * Dundas, Hon. Thomas .. Richmond...... wee York! |*/2)*| e|* 
A { Dundas, Right Hon, Ww. Edinburgh..........-. City! t/t /+\4 
te § Dunlop, Fades sh, as Kirkendbright Co. Scotland} Hot 
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be 
4 Eastnor, Viscount .. 

ce * Ebrington, Viscount ... 
Edwards, Hon. BE. H.... 

p t+ Egerton, Wilbraham..:. 
p + Eliot,Hon. W. ....-.. 
ce * Ellice, Edward ..... aie 
Peer illig, ©. Wis... 2 ela clele air'- 
ee Ellis G. 3! WAL. 
p {H#llis, Thomas .......: 
ce + Ellison, Cuthbert ...... 
+ Ennismore, Viscount... 

p  Kstcourt,T.G.......... 
G™  Bieratios WV Is. brarete see's 6.3 
ec Evelyn, Lyndon ........ 

Fairlie, Sir W. C. Bart... 
Fane, John ........0.%% 
wane, J.P. 22.) 
{| Fane, Vere 
Farquharson, A....... ie 
Farrand, Robert 

+ Fellows,W.H. ........ 
* Ferguson, Sir R.C. .... 

Fetherstone, Sir G. Bart. 
Fife, Earl of . 
§ Fitzgerald,Right Hon.M. 
{Fitzgerald,RightHon.W. 

+--+ Pe a ay 

ess eVoo'ysRC ss 

eeweee + Gordon, Hon. Wm 
* Gordon, Robert ........ 
re MIOSHeNts Wats ss: ss 
+ t Goulbourn, H........ 

Gower, Lord F. L...:... 
Graham, Sir James..... 
Graham, Sandford een eee 

.. Hastings 
. Tavistock 

c * Fitzgerald, Lord W. C... Kildare County ...... : 
e  { Fitzgibbon, Hon. R.... Limerick County ....do. 
e * § Fitzroy, LordC. ...... Thetford’: 267 ea. Norfolk 
ce Fitzroy, Lord J......... Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 
ce Fleming, John......... Hampshire .....: County} 
p Fleming, John.......... Saltash ..... ..Cornwall 

Foley, J. H.H. ..... .. Droitwich  ... Worcester} 
* Folkestone, Viscount.... Salisbury .......... City} 

Forbes, Charles .....-.. Malmsbury ........ Wilts|+ 
ce + {§ Forbes, Viscount .... Longford County. . Lreland 

Forde, Matthew .....:.. Down County ........ do\+ 
Forrester; F..... 90.2% Wenlock’, race Salop|+ 

p  Fox,G.L...........06. Beverley acy s2 eo. York 
e * Frankland, Robert...,.. Dine alae |g Taye eee io do\* 
c + { Freemantle, Wm...... Buckingham ...... Town 
e French, Arthur ........ Roscommon Co. . . Jreland 
p t+ Fynes, H.......--.-+5- See Clinton Fynes ...... 

p Gascoigne, Isaac .... Liverpool ....Lancashire|+ 
Pe Graeicell, B. ...2,08 65 ces Malden *s28 eS: Essex 
p t+ { Gifford, Sir R......... Bye ieee arto Suffolk 
p t Gilbert, D.G........... Bodmin......!.Cornwall|t|+|+ 

Gippr, George....:.:... Ripon’... . ese. ay York) |+ 
e 4 Gladstone, John ...... Woodstock ...... Oxford|t| \+ 
ce Glenorchy, Viscount .. . Oakhampton...... Devon 

+ Gooch, Thomas S....... Suffolk ......... County|t\+ 

Trin see. <1 Cornwall 
West tigger: U5 3583 do\ |+\t\+ 
Blechingley ...... Surrey\ \t\t 

» Carlisle Ge, >: og celanereniey (mt * 
Ludgershall .,..., Wilts\* 

eee ew eee 

a 

Bletchingley rr ce 

Chester's 5... 6.3 
Liskeard........ Cornwall 
Coventry i. <ia/<'- I City)’ 
Neaterdede te ee oie Sussex 
Seaford...... ae Xe) do. 
Dublinteean-s..-'- City 
Newcastle on Tyne..... 

. Cork County ....Zreland 
DegdZeswrer smite a/e'-%s Wilts 
Retford ...... Nottingham 
Strives*, /20%. Cornwall|}|t\t 

Leominster .... 
Oxford ae eer! s County 
Lyme Regis ...... Dorset 
‘Lyme Regis .'.\..,..- 6+. : 
Elgin, Banff, ke. dist.Scotld 
Hedon 

a 
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abe del fiy\hli |x| 1 
ee. STADE DE, lottoscipiareiajsis.° Tavistock »).\.'..1.3.. Devon| | )2\*|*}*|*|* 4 
Tip Ti GRantwArnGok) terissite’ i.» Lestwithiel .....Cornwall\: |+\+\+ 
+ ec + 4 Grant, Rt. Hon. C.. .. Inverness County Scotland) |+ 
fe) te (Grant Bi WWee « mcmieei -» Elgin County ........ do 
ar + Grats Go Mei cieceimregnaie Sutherland County ....do * No. 30 

c 4% Grattan, VaMeshe agers « Wicklow County . Ireland|*|*|2|*| |*|*}* 15 W 
+ t Graves, Lord ......++- Milborne Port ..Somersei|+| |+\+ 
* ec Grenfell, agar shige oie Penryn) i tneiens Cornwall|+|+\*|*| | \r|* 6 
pt §t Greville, Sir € o,  Wearnviekis syatei8t20. Town\+\+ 

* se « Griflithal Ve\WWV cosine asses <2 > Denbigh ...... He en do\ | |*\*| |*#\*\* 12 AW MA 
+ Grossett, May EatoyarBeiain ...- Chippenham ...... Wilts * No. 23 W 

Grosvenor, Hons, Fhveth..-- Shaftesbury ...... Dorset * 4 
p Grosvenor, R, E. D. .... New Romney ...... Keni} | |2 

§ Grosvenor, Thomas .... Chester ............ City * No. 27 
* e * Guise, Sir B. W. Bart. .. Gloucester ....... County) |*|*|*\e| |*|* 12 AM 
¥*.¢ Gurney, Hudson........ Newton ..........Hants| |}/1/*}4} j7i* 7 W 
ivf Gurney, R. Hanbury.... Norwich........ ooo eCity|* ** 8 

*  * Haldimand, Wm........ Ipswich oe. Suffolk|*t|*| |*| |*|* 12 R 
*¢ Hamilton, Lord A....... Lanark County . . Scot/and|*|*|*|*|*| |*|* 13 W 
* ¢ Hamilton, Sir H.D. . Jedburgh, &e. district. .do} |+ 
p + Handley, Henry........ Heytesbury ...... Wilts|+|t/2 ? 

+ ¢ + t § Hardinge, Sir H. Bart. Durham....... ce ee  Citylt ttt 
+p t&§Hart,G.V.......... Donegal County. .Dreland|+ 
+e  Hartopp,George........ Dundalk ...... Boece do 
+ ec Harvey, Charles . . Carlow Town ........ do\+ 
+ p  &§ Harvey, Sir Eliab Bart, Essex ........... County|+|t\* nL 

Hawkins, Sir C. Bart. St. Ives .......-Cornwall|+|t 
ac * Heathcote, J. G. =v OSLONY chereniouys . Lincoln} *|*|2 “6 
‘id Heathcote, Sir G. Bart... Rutland.......... County| |* *\*- No. 

13 RAT aN CAS a ORE ee Oxford ......University| |t| |t\*| |r 
* Heron, Sir R. Bart....... Peterborough .... City|*|*/2| |e} |*/* 11 
‘fp! ddeveate, | Winl\. o\<.s a vs MADUTY) «)njsni ays oi0 Suffolk|+|+ 7) W MM 
*e  § Hill, Lord Arthur...... Down County ....Ireland|*|*| | |e\*|*\* 12 
+ p + { Hill,Right Hon.Sir G.F. Leudondenm City ....doltitHthtt 

Hill, Rowland .......... MALO Ppsiorctais tuations tee County|+\+ 
* ¢ * Hobhouse, J.Cam...... Westminster ........City|*|*|*|*|*| /*|* 30 
‘bop ¢;THodson; Johny © ::)..acca ss Wigan, % gsias;a Lancashire| | |+ 
top tpeoblolfordhiGw Py once... Queenboro wocee - MenditttlHytitlt 
a Holmes, Sir L. T. Bart... Newport......... . Hants 
+-p + { Holmes, Wm......... Bishop’s Castle Salop\+\t\4\t 
*e * Honeywood,, W,. P..,..5/.. Kent djan/clejeys eee County|*|*| |*|*| 7* 20 W 
+ § Hope, Hon. Sir A. .... Linlithgow Count.Scotland|+| |+|t 
Til etaeOope, Sin MWA. sp. cc Dumfries County...... do 
Ace PURLOMDY Bh aierisie ahold os 5 Preston ...... epee 2 #e 4 
+ Horrocks, S...... DB cishelis DO isiaap tel beet osss\c28 
+pt§ Hotham, Lordiin.t Ac... Leominster . 2 ford ttalt] +\7|* No. 27 { 
+e Houldsworth, Thomas .. Pontefract ..... = aeonk Tit] | |* No.32&83 | 

ce § Howard, Hon. F.G.... Castle Rising... . Norfolk 
Howard, Lord H.T. H. M. Steyning: 00.302. Sussex 

* ¢ Howard, Hon. W....... Morpeth . Northumberland) \*|\*| \e| | |* 3 
Hudson, Harrinton...... Helstone ...... Cornwall|t+ LAM t 

*¢  § Hughes, W.L......... Wallingford ......Berks| |*|2| |*| |*|* 10 ; 
+ Hulse, Sir C. Bart....... West Looe .... Cornwall | |* j 
* ¢ * Hume, Joseph.......... Aberdeen, &c. dist.Scotld.|*|*|*|*|*|**|* 34 R 1 
* ¢ * Hurst, Robert .......... Horsham vevece . Sussex] *|*|¥*| le] |* 9 } 
+ ¢ + { Huskinson, Rt. Hon. W. Chichester City ...... do|t|tI+\t}_ {+ y 
* ¢ * Hutchinson, Hon. C. H.. Cork City........ Treland|*|*|*|*|*|*|*|* 24 

Hyde, John ,.,.... seees VOUghall alatatetetclelee sie oft 



abe die geal 
a* James, William ........ Carlisler eee ee City|*|*| 2) |* 74 * 26 
+ p + tJenkinson, Hon. C. C.. East Grinstead... .Sussex|t}t{+ 
Ep Senvoise, G. Po.) ies. sis Hampshire ...... County|*| \2/*\*| ™* 13 

Innes, Sir H. Bart....... Kirk wall,&e. dist. Scotland 
p  {innes, John .......... Grampound ....Cornwali}t)t| | | |+ 

Jocelyn, Hon. J......... Louth County ....Zreland U& 
e * § Johnstone, W. A....... Boston...... Lincolnshire| \*|2| |e) \*|* 11 
e 4Joliffe, Hylton ........ Petersfield ........ Alanis|+ re 

Jones; John.i.3 2. ee sie": Carmarthen........ Fown| \*| | |* i 
p + Irving, John....... VSG. Bramber. wis)... Susseal|t{}tl+] | |+ 

poe atime GAL La hee s Leicester ssi... : County} |+\*| |e} Ir 
ec » Kennedy, T.:F . sievoe's).2. Ayr, Irvine,&c.dist.Scotind} \*|*|*|/*| *}* 11 

ser I.) i. 0). tcieite oie A MATHIONE MUSHY s. Treland| | \+\4\+ 
§ King, Colonel.,........ Sligo County ......... do 
King, Sir J. D. Bart..... Wycombe ....... Bucks|+ eH L 

e  Kingsboro, Viscount.. . Cork County ....Ireland * 
ip + Kannersley, W..S..:.... Newcastle ...... Stafford|+|t 
p + Knatchbuil, Sir E. Bart.. Kent .......,.... County|+\F|2} Je} |r|A 
pay Mmox, Hon. 'T.... 5.0 3h.. Dungannon ......Zreland|+} }t}t}4 

Lamb, Hon. G....6..%..0 Dungarvon ......Zreland| | |*|*| |*** 5 R 
ee Bamps tons, Wi. stasis) Elertiord es. 22 5 County|+ +] | |* No.1 R 
ec * Lambton, J.G.......... Durham.......... County! |\*|*|*\e} *\* 16 
p * Langston, J. H. ........ Woodstock ...... Oxford| |*|* ** No26X27 FR 

+ Lascelles, W.S..... .... Northallerton ...... York|+|t}+ r 
e  Latouche, Robert ...... Kildare County ..Zreland|.} |2| | |#}** 4 W 
by uawley, Pranks :’,\secasu)t Warwick 0.2... County|*|*|2| |e} |* 

Beake) Wim. .\6/s.id:ainestsie Malmesbury ...... Wilts|*|*\* 
e ‘Phere, HoneH. is .ci-%:. Banbury ........ Oxford) \+ 

Legh, Thomas.......... Newton .... . Lancashire 
p Leigh, Francis.....55... New Ross ...... Treland| \+ 
p ~ Mewh, Jas. occ... Winchester .......- City|+ * No. 80 Z 

* Lemon, Sir W. Bart..... Cornwall ........ County|*| |*|\**| |F* 6 
ee Menard eB: 2 iiatzrele«.< Ipswich.......... Sufolk|*|*|*|*)*|*|*|* 21 
p t Lennox, Lord J.G...... Chichester City... Sussex) | |t+ + No. 7 
OU a Oe ee Monaghan County. Jreland 
e i Dester, BL. .5: Ce Poole iaanves. 2 Dorset| |} |\2 eat: 
p Lethbridge, Sir T. Bart.. Somerset ........ County|4|*\*| le} \ri* 5 L 
Br Mewis,| TBs erie os Beaumaris........ Wales|+|+/4|+ 
p Lewis, Wyndham ...... Cardiff, 00% sevens > 0a) |+ 

Leycester, Ralph ...... Shaftesbury ...... Dorset) \*\*|*\*|}*|*|* 15 A W 
p {ULindsay, Hon. H... .. Perth, Dundee, Se.dist.Scot.|4|+|+| +] |+ 

Lindsay, Lord.......... Wigan e2rese a Lancaster| \ |+ 
Toitleton, Ei. J. . sisveisiore'- Stafford ....... .--County|+|+\*| |*| jr/* No. 30 

Come lov, J. Mo. averse New Shoreham... .. Sussex 
e Lloyd, SirE. P. Bart.... Flint Town........ Wales) | |2\*\*| \*|* 8 
e Loyd, Samuel Jones .... Hythe ........... .Kent|+| |+ 

sia p Lockhart,J.J........... Oxford Bhs Te. s 5. City *H | * 52M 
Lockhart, W. E..’....... Selkirk County ..Scotland| | |+ A 

p t t Long, Right Hon. SirC. Haslemere ...... Surrey| tit H\t 
Lopes, Sir M. M. Bart... Westbury ........ Wilts 
§ Lovaine, Lord ........ Beralstone ........ Devon +] | 

p t §t Lowther, Hon. H. C.. Westmoreland ... County|+ + 
p t+ + Lowther, John........ Cumberland.......... do.) V+\tH4 
p t + Lowther, J.H..... ..- Cockermouth, Cumberland) |+ 
p t+ + Lowther, Viscount .. . Westmoreland ....County| |+{t\t\t 
p Lucy; George .:........ Fowey. i... Cornwall| \+\2\| 
p + t Lushington, S.R...... Canterbury ......+- City\t\+\t\ | i 
e¢  Lushington, Doctor S.... Ilchester........Somerset\ | \*\*| | |*/* 22 
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abe de 
+ p + Luttrell, J. F. .......+.. Minehead .. ...Somerset| \¥\+| |e 
+ § Lygon, Hon. H. B..... Worcester...... + .County\t\t 

* »p * Maberley, John ........ Abingdon ...... .- Berks) \*\*/*\***|* 18° R 
* ¢ * § Maberley, W. Li...... Northampton ...... Town\*\*|*| |? 
* ¢@ * Macdonald, James...... Calne) iid aupield ss Wilts|*|\*|*\* 
+ Macdonald, R. G....... Plympton ........Devon} |t 
* ¢ * Macintosh, Sir Jas. Bart. Knaresboro’........ York} \**/*|*| |** 11 
+e Mackenzie, Thomas ..., Ross County ....Scotland 
+p {Mc Naghten, EB. A... Orford -.cgicu.. Suffolk) tit 4 tt 

Macqueen, T..P........... Eastlooe...:. .. -Cornwall|+\t+ 
* Madocks, W. A..... -.«- Chippenham, ../... Wilts\* 
p  Magennis, Rd.......... Enniskellen ...... Treland\+ 

* ¢  § Mahon, Hon, S. ...... Roscommon County ..do. 
+ p t §4 Manners, Lord R.... Leicester ........ County|+ 
+ p {Manners, Lord C.S. .. Cambridge .......... do.\+ 

| Manning, Wm. ...... Lymington ........ Hanis\+\+ 
+ p + Mansfield, John ........ Leicester .......... Tuwnl+|t ° 
* ¢  Marjoribanks, S........ Hythe ....:0.. deer |... Ment)*|*|*| Je} |** 12 # 
+ Marjoribanks, Sir J. Bart. Berwick County. . Scotland 

§ Markham, Admiral .... Portsmouth ...... Hants|*|*|2 
of Marryatt, Jos......-.... Sandwich, ......s... Kent\t\t\* 
* ¢ * Martin, James.......... Tewkesbury ..Gloucester|*|+)*|*|*|}*|*|* 23 
+ e + Martin, Richard........ Galway County ..Sreland 
+ -p + { Martin, Sir T. B....... Plymouth ........ Devon\}| \4\+ 

ec  § Maule, Hon. W. R.... Forfar County .. Scotland) | |* 
* ¢ * Maxwell,John ........ Renfrew County......do. 
ay Maxwell, J. W. ........ Downpatrick .... Ireland 

Mazwell, Sir W. Bart, ... Wigtown County,Scotland 
* Milbank, Mark ........ Camelford ...... Cornwal: 

ce Mildmay,P. St. John,... Winchester ........ City 
Pict f MIGR. Be Dei ate. slole einen hare » Westbury ........ Wilts 
+p Mills, Charles ......... Warwick ..........Zown|t+/+ 
* ¢ * Milton, Viscount........ Markey, 2 bese «-» County 
+'p Mitchell, John... 0/6 300 Kingston.on-Hall .. York\+|+ 
oo F «Monk aU W i tas pevimeate « Readingwzcisjiasos.. Berks\*\": 
Foe. IMOne ys Wail i9.hs diantae's St, Michaels ....Cornwall|+|+ 
Tiago) WVEOMSOIDI WEN -f-/2'2}-"3 wxeoteiey- Selkirk, &e. district, Scot/d|. |+ 
+ p  {Montgomery, James... Ayr County ....Scotland| |+ 

§ Montgomery, Sir J.Bart. Peebles County ......do. 
*\¢.* Moore; Petey 2.) ‘aces Coventry. D25c80...20 City|*\*|*| |*| |*|* 20 
+ p Morgan, Sir C. Bart. ... Monmouth ...... County 
+p Morgans) GiGi: . os.<70,5:4) RECOM b-0s s,cic0 0 Wales|+\+ 
+ ¢ + { Morland, Sir S. B. Bart. St. Mawes......Cornwall|+|+ 
* @ Mostyn, Sir Thos, Bart.. Flint County . Wales\* 
+ p + Mountcharles, Earl.... Donegal County. . Zreland}+ + 

p Munday, Frs....... soi MIELDY: piwtee nce ... County 
+ p +t § Munday, George ...... Boroughbridge...... York 
+p Musgrave, Sir P. Bart... Petersfield....... Hants|+\+\+\4\¢| |r 

+ § Neale, Sir H.B ...... Lymington..... . .-Hants}+\|+|+ 
* ¢ Neville, Hon. R...... --» Berks 
* p * Newman, R. W......... Exeter City .......Devon| | |* 
* ¢ * Newport,Rt Hon.SirJ.Brt. Waterford City .. Treland|*}*|*|*|*}' 
+ Newry, Viscount........ Newry City ..........do.}+] |+ 
+ p { Nichol, Right Hon.Sir J. Bedwin .......... Wilts 
i p t { Nightingale, S. M..... Hye ............Suffolkit/+4/+! | 
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tbe 
p. *, NorthieyW ..).. 222950 Newport......-.Cornwal 
e { Nugent, SirG......... Buckingham ..... -Townyt tt ‘le 
oe meent, ord |......... Aylesbury ?.'... 2)... Buchs\* 

O‘Brien, Sir E. Bart..... Clare County ....Zreland 
*e¢ * O'Callaghan, James ..._ Tregony........Cornwail} |*|* 

e §O‘Grady, Standish .... Limerick County, Treland|t\¢ 
pt O'Neil, Hon. J. R. . Antrim County ...... do.|t 
pt Ommaney, Sir F.M..... Barnstaple........ Devon 

> p ft Onslow, Arthur ...... Guildford ........ ‘Surrey tH 
e * Ord, a eae Morpeth, Northumberland 

Osborne, Lord F.G. .... Cambridge ...... County 
+ t Osborne, Sir John, Bart. Wigtown, &c. dist. . Scotld|t|+ 

Owen, Sir John, Bart... ” Pembroke County... Wales 
Oxmantown, Lord ...... King’s County... .Zreland 

+N 

jt Paget, Hon. B. ...... Milborne Port ..Somerset| |+| |t 
{ Paget, Hon. Sir C. .... Carnarvon Town ..Wales| |+|+ 

p  § Pakenham, Hon. R.... phere reland 
p  Palk, Sir L. V. Bart....: Ashburton ........Devon|+ 

; § Palmer, Charles ...... Bath City’ ..... | Somerset 2} Jel 
ec * Palmer, OMB US ee s8e. IREACINE Melee re ote Berks|*|*|*|*|*|*}*|* 21 W 
e + { Palmerston, Lord ... Cambridge ...University|+|+ Hit tH 
ce * Pares, Thomas Kops Leicester Bohtenen - Town\*|* 
e Parnell, Sir H. Bart..... Queen’s County .. Ireland i + 
p t Paxton, Sir W. G. Bart.. Plympton ........ Devon|+| \+ 
Pp 

+ 

dp meatse, PORN 5 cole. wee: Devizes .......... Wilts|+|+ 
p  {Pechell, Sir T. B. Bart. Downton .,..........do./4/+ 
p  { Peel, Right Hon. R.... Oxford........University 
p 4+ Peel, W. Yates ...... Tamworth ......Staffor att 
ee *) Peirser Bs), 5) ee eS Northallerton ...... Yorhk\*\*}' 

Pelham, Hon. C. A..,... Lincoln ..........County}*|* 
Pelham, I Coy. OS Socw StL) leer cate do. 

p §&4Pellew, Hon. P. B... Launceston ... - .Cornwalll+ 
{ Pennant, G,H. D. .... New Romney ...... Kent| |+| |t 

p t+ Penrudocke, J. H,...... - Wilton Seicucde Oe apie tles + 
J Percy, Hon. Fo... Beralstone ........ Devon 
4 § Percy, Hon. W. H... Stamford ..... «»-Lincoln|+ 

e + t Phillimore, Joseph .... St. Mawes...... Cornwall\ |+ t t un 
e * Phillips, George, sen.... Wooton Basset.... Wales|* 
e * Phillips, G.R.......... Steyning .........Sussex| |*|*| le] |*/* 11 
e + { Phipps, Hon. E. See e ¢ sCALDOTOME I (1 tras's': Yorkt+) |ti4ttt 
p t Pitt, Joseph...... D nad tos OXICKIAGE vc sais cre isc hy gies 
p + Pitt, A BOA PRA Be pice Dorset ..........County|+}t 
ce Plummer, John ........ Hindon ..........Wilts|+| |tit/* 
ce { Plunkett, Rt Hon.W.C. Dublin........ University| | |t\t{t\t 
p Pole, Sir Peter, Bart,... Yarmouth ........ Hants\+\ \+ 
p Pollen, Sir John, Bart. .. Andover ...... HABA: do.) \+|* 

Pollington, Viscount .... Pontefract ........ York| | |t 
i) § Ponsonby, Hon. F. C... Kilkenny County. . Ireland 

MPOVORET ARTA... oo Joc tale Clitheroe ......Lancaster 
p Forman, B. ...::::. Dornet’ ve ara ce County|*| }* 
a LE GUAR Ur Cardigan County .. Wales|+ 
© | Power, Richard’... ...:.. Waterford County,Zreland} | |2 
e Powlet, Hon. W. J. F... Durham...,...... County) | |2\*\¢ 
p Prendergast, M.G...... Galway Town....Zreland| |t/+| |t 
e * Price, Robett 5... ..’... Hereford ..... . » «County|*|*|*\* mis 
p Price, Richard ,.....:;. Radnor Town .... Wales + 
ce § Pringle, Sir W. H. .... Liskeard ...... Cornwall t+ t 

Prittie, Hon. F. A....... Tipperary County, Treland| | |2\* 

| 
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abe d\elf|g|h\ilh| 2 
§ Proby, Hon. G.L...... Wicklow County. . Ireland c 

ie * Pryséy Pryse (teiedieian >. Cardigan Town .... Wales **N0238527W 
*¢ * Pym, Francis ¢.". vensies. Bedford..........County| |*|*| |e 

tp tf Rae, Sir W. Bart..... Crail, &c. district, Scotland + 
+p ft Raine, Jona.......... Newport. ...... Cornwall} + 

e Ramsay, Sir A. Bart..... Kincardine County, Scotld| | |; #/* No, 23 
vs Ramsbottom, John...... Windsor....... ..-Berks| |*2} |#| |*|* No. 27 
* ¢ * Ramsden, J.C.......... Mialtonwidinere athe ate: York| |\*\9} |e 7 
+ p Rice, Hon, George. .... Carmarthen pia lest +\+i4|+ 
¥ ¢ * Rice) Se) ceisteciaeiet als Limerick City .... Lreland|*|*|#|*| ¢|*}*}* 22 
* * Ricardo, Di 2. <+). Ryeyielays Portarlington ........ do.|*|*|*|*|*/x/|* 28 .R 
* ip “MRackefards| Wh jai: tye taxsiole,- Aylesbury ........ Buckhs|*|_ |* 13* 
ac’ Ridley, Sir M. W. Bart.. Newcastle on Tyne,.....| |#/#| Je 9 
* p * Robarts, A. W....-.2-.. Maidstone ......... Kent|*|*|*|*\e| |*|* 22 
is al § Robarts, (Ca dy Beonore Wallingford .«....Berks|*|*| |*|c}**|* 22 

+) Roberts; Wey Aas sieiosieie sit Bewdley ...... Worcester 
+ p t Robertson, A. «....0+0-. Grampound ....Cornwall|+|+|* No. 22 
ie ed Robinson, Right Hon. F. Ripon ............ Yorkitlitlt + 
* @ * Robinson, Sir G. Bart... Northampton ...... Town\*|*|#|*\#|*\4|* 27.A R 

Rochfort, G. H. ........ WestmeathCounty, Ireland 
tp. PRO METS Is Feibalemesige . Bishops Castle ....Salop| |+\2/+\e 

t Rose, Right Hon. G. .. Christchurch ..... Hants 
§ Ross, Charles ........ Orford ...,......Suffolk 

a § Rowley, Sir Josias .... Kinsale...... -++-Lreland+\t/+ [+] 
*e * Rowley, Sir Wm. ...00.. Suffolk 2.0... County|*| |2\*|* 6 WwW 
*e. “Rambold; ©.) Bhi |.\at¢ <°. Yarmouth ...... Norfolk \*\*\*|*| |*|* 14 Fe 
* c¢ * Russell, Lord John...... Huntingdon ...... Count y|*|*\*|*|*| *|* 9 
* ¢ * § Russell, Lord G.. W. .. Bedford .... .....Town 
+ p t Russell, Jesse Watts .... Gatton .......... Surrey\t| [+] }+ 

Russell, MVE RHE Movarete:e.s Saltash ........ Cornwall 
*e¢ Russell, R. Greenhill... Py) CUPS, cuteyaysph drop et York| |*|* * 4 
+p  4Ryder, Right Hon. R. Tiverton..........Devon| |+}4| |+ 

4 Sandon, Viscount ..., Tiverton..........Devon| |+|+\+ 
* ¢ * Scarlet, James ........ Peterboro ....cdee-<% City|*|*|2\*\c] |*|* 14 BR 
* ¢ (Scott, James)... viiecte.« Bridporteyei0n26 Dorset\*| \*| |*| p\* 12 
¢ p ~~ Seott,/ Samuel. 2..2.4.\... Whitchurch)... . Hants|+\+ 
+p  {Scott, Hon. W.H.J... Hastings ........ Stussex| | |+ 
+ + Scourfield,W.H. ...... Haverfordwest ....Wales| |*|2) |c 
* @ Scudamore, R. P. ...... Hereford seicieicasyate e+ Town| | |*| he] |*|\* 4 
* ¢ * Sebright, Sir J. S. Bart.. Hertford ....:....County| | |*| |*| \* 5 
* ¢@ * Sefton, Earlof.......... Droitwich...... Worcester|*|*| |*\e 15 
+ p  §Seymour, Hor......... Lisburne ..... ..- Ireland} | |+ 
+e Shaw, Sir Robert, Bart.. Dublin City .......... do.| | |+ 

p Shelly, Sir John, Bart. .. Lewes............ Sussex) |*|*| |* 
+p  Shiffner, Sir G. Bart..... IE WES hi cjeenaetenteaes do.|+|t+ LA 

Skeffington, Right Hon.T. Louth County . Ir eland|+\+\_ {4\t\+ 
* «= (Smith, Abel ..... Midhurst ........Sussex|* +/* * No. 12 
*¢ * g2\Smith, John ...... Midhasts bccect. side do.| | \*\*|*|*}*|* 5 
*¢ «4 Smith, George .... Wendover ........ Bucks|*| |*|*\*| | [*No.28g30R 
*p $2 @Smith, Samuel .... Wendover ... ...... do.| |+|*\*/*/*lr|* 
ee BO Smith Bon ia. BUCKS Yas ee wets s County|*|*|*| |e] |*\* 9 
¥/¢  F SmithP Wasi eens es OT WICH. 5)... e.s(can City|*\*|*|*|*| |*\* 24 
+ p + Smith, Christopher...... St. Albans..... . Hertford) |+\+\t * No. 10 

e Smith, Robert....... »-- Lincoln ....62.+-.-.City/tit/4| |e} |r|" 5, 
t+ p Smith, T IAs sta w sre winieien's AMMOVER oeee Hants tit 

Smyth, Wm..... te gurers Dromheda. siete Treland 
+ p + Sneyd, Nathaniel ...... Cavan County ........do. t 
+ p t { Somerset, Lord G....,. Monmouth ... ..County|t |f/t) 
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be dle fig hii|h\ l 
p t t Somerset, Lord R..... Gloucester ...... County|+ + 
c Somerville, Sir M. Bart.. Meath County.... Ireland 

+ § Sotheran, Frank ...... Nottingham ...... County|+}+\2) 11) | | 
t Stanhope, Hon. J. H .. Dartmouth........ Devon Lc 

* Stanley, Hon. E.G. .... Stockbridge ...... Hants 
e Stanley, Lord .......5.. Lancaster ........ County\*|*|2 ao 
ec Staunton, Sir G. Bart. .. St. Michael ....Cornwall * 
mem Stewart iA. Wey si eisis'sis sisis Londonderry County, Ireld| |i \+}\+ 
p  t{Stewart, Rt. Hon. Sir J. Tyrone County ...... do.\t 

Stewart, William ...... Tyrone County ...... do.| \*|2| \e|*|*|* 6 
| p Stuart, William ....... Armagh Town........ do.\+\t 

e * Stuart, Lord P. J. C..... Bute & Caithnes Co.Scotdd|*|*|2}*\e| |*|* 13 
p + Stopford, Viscount,..... Wexford County. . Lreland 

Strathaven, Lord ...... Fast Grinstead... , Sussex 
Qe psig ah Bal! Bie Ape eee Malden” sti... E’ssex\t\4\t 
p t+ St. Paull, Sir H. D.C ... Bridport..........Dorset 
p t+ Sumner, G. 13 oe Sea DUINEY), ace states County|t\t\t| }1} | 
J Suttie, Sir James, Bart.. HaddingtonCounty, Scotld 

Sutton, Right Hon. C. M. Scarborough ...... York 
p * Swann, Henry.......... Penryni-ciih Cornwall + 
¢ Sykes, Daniel .......... Kingston-on-Hull ..York|*|*|*| |e} |*|* 12 

ee BTalbot; | Rs Wot ncvths. Dublin County... .Lreland| | |2 * 
e * Tavistock, Marquis of .. Bedford..........County|*|*|2|*|*| *}* 6 MW 

Taylor, C. W...... webs, Wells City weseesSomerset| | |2 ” 
pre Paylor, |G W.. foes... East Looe ...... Cornwall|t| \t\+ 
p t+ tTaylor,Sir H......... Windsor...... ..-» Berks|tit {+ 
Ea ayions (Mi. A’). Scant. : > Durham,..... SRP ea is,3 City) FRA Ee 

*¢ * Tennyson, Charles...... Great Grimsby ..Lincoln|*|*|*| |c| |*|* 8 
p + Thompson, Wm......... Callington ......Cornwall|t|+| |t\e| |r|\* No.10 RW 
p  Thynne, Lord Jobn...... Bath City ...... Somerset|t 

“e¢ * Tierney, Right Hon, G... Knaresboro ........ York| |*|*\*\c] \*|* 14 
e + Titchfield, Marquis of.... Kings Lynn.. Norfolk|*|*|2|*|*| \*\* 6 W 

* p * Townshend, Lord C. .... Tamworth ..... ". Stafford #| |el#** 4 
p + Townshend, Hon. H.G.. Whitchurch ......Hants\t+|t+}\ | 

§ Townshend, Lord J. N.. Helstone........Cornwaill 
prypeiremayne, J. He.3... 2. Cornwall ........County| | |2 

+ § Trench, F. W. ........ Cambridge . ......Zown/t} |t| | |+ 
Min WAY Se} Ebi aloe» Wells City..... ‘Somerset + 

 WAMIKSC.AS Vii che dese. Sudbury ........ Suffolkit|*|**|*| *1* No. 30. 
Tynte, (e -S Ge Bridgewater ....Somerset| | |* #5 

e + t Twiss, Horace sais Wootton Basset. . .» Wilts|tt HF 

e § Upton, Hon. A. F. .... Bury St. Edmunds Suffolk 
p+ Ure, Masterton ........ Weymouth ......Dorset|t|t{t\t 

§ Uxbridge, Earl....... Anglesea County .. Wales 

p Valletort, Viscount .. Fowey ........Cornwall 
p + t Vansittart, Nicholas... Harwieh .......... Essex\t\t\t\+\t}+ 

+ Vaughan, Sir R. W. Bart Merioneth County. . Wales 
@ 7 Vemon, GG. V.-...... Litchfield) Cityier «ct jcic.aie s t+ + 

Keni}}}ti4H1) |t 
woseeseCornwall t 

{ Villiers, Right Hon. J.C. Queenborough . 
pt Vivian, SirR.H......, Truro... 

Walker, Joshua ...... . Aldeburgh ...... Suffolk 
Peeve all, Gre apis, +> Guildford ..... «  Surry|t|t+ 
p + { Wallace, Rt. Hon. T... Weymouth .......Dorset|ti+/t/t| |t 
ce + Ward, Hon. J. W....... Bossiney ......Cornwall No. 36 
p + t Ward, Robert ....... Haslemere ........Surry|titit{titit 

{ Warren, Charles ..... . Dorchester ....... . Town\t tH; 
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abe die 
+ e¢ t t Warrender, Sir G. Bart. Sandwich . deve. Ment 
+ + Walpole, Hon. J. ...... King’s Ly nn. .. Norfolk 
ac * Warre, James A......... Taunton .......... Devon} |*\*| |e 
* p * Webbe, Edward........ Gloucester.......... City) \*|* 
+ p41 Wells, 7. DE Melk. Maidstone ........Kene|t|*|* 

+ { Wellesley, Richard .... Ennis '..... .e eee Dreland tit tt 
+t p t.§ Wemys,J. agyaragy Fife County ....Scotland 
+ p Westenra, Hon. H.B.... Monaghan County. Ivelnd|t! |* 
*e -Western,C. C....30..6.. Essex 6.000... ~. County) }'12)"|"|* 
*», Wetherall; C. ...00..45. Oxford Ha LA City ttt} tt 
* ¢ * Wharton, John.......... Beverley one ie...) York| | |* 
* ¢ * Whitbread, S.C......... Middlesex ......County|* 
* ¢ * Whitbread, W. H.....:. Bedford .......... Town|* 
ice Wiite; Lukes.) 00k Leitrim County .. Ireland|* 

White, —— ......005. Dublini Geer is do}. 
+ p Whitmore, Thomas. .... Bridgenorth ...... Salop|* 
* ¢ * Whitmore, Wm. Wolr... Do......... SWS setae’ do 
t Wigram, Sir R. ........ Lestwithiel ....Corawall 
+p » Wigram, Wm. .. Wexford Town .. Ireland|t 
ali Wilberforce, Wm. WPS) Bramber Pas .» . Sussex 
+ p t+ Wilbraham, E. Bi ...... Dover ............% Kene|t} {+} |{t 
Tip) Waldman} J) Bo pric. 2. Colchester ......-. Essex} |1 
* Wilkins, Walter .....:.. Radnor County... Wales|*|* 

Williams, VOR Ms. Lincoln ........ ooo City 
es Williams, Owen ........ Marlow '..0952..%. Bucks| | |" 
+p Williams, Robert. . .... Dorchester ........ Town|t\t/t 

Williams, Sir Robt. ‘Bart. Carnarvon County Wales| |*| 
*¢ Williams, T.P. ........ Marlow ....... ..- Bucks|*| |* 
* * Williams, Wm. ........ Weymouth ...... Dorset\*| |2)’ 

Willoughby, H. ........ Newark inisie0. 22" Notts{t\t/+ 
fo OT iim Re Ws (one yea Newcastle ......Stafford|t|t/t 

Wilson, W. W.C. ...... Cockermouth .. Cumbdnd| |tt 
+ p Wilson, Sir H. W....... St. Albans...... Hertford|t{¥\t\_ 
* e * Wilson, Sin R. T.+.....: Southwark........ Surry|*| |*/ 
+ p + Wilson, Thomas. ...... London eineses.. 32 City ttt 
a Winnington, Sir T. Bart. Worcester........ County|*| |* 
+ p + Wodehouse, E.......... Norfolk 259.0932 0. .. dot tl* 
+ p Wodehouse, Hon. J. .... Marlboro.......... Wilts\t\t 
+ § Wood, Thomas ...... Brecon County ....Wales|t{t/t|t/ 
* ¢ * Wood, Matthew........ London tse ec. cas City\*|")"|* 
+ t Worcester, Marquis of Monmouth ........ Town 
fie, “Wortley; 810 oo. Work": : $22! ween County|tt 
+ { Wrottesley, H......... Brackley... Northampton} |t 
Tt p Wyndham, Wadham. . SS aS BURY sR City 

Wynne, Owen.......... Sligo Town ...... Treland 
+ ¢ { Wynne, Chas. W. W. Montgomery Co. ..Wales| |t 

ce f Wynne, Sir W.W. Brt. Denbigh County ...... do| | 
* eo * Wyvall Mi.3 .): Bie) Une AA ane ree City\*|)" 

fi Yarmouth, Earl ........ Antrim County .. Zreland} [Tt 
York, Sir Joseph S.,.... s: Riegate Se. oo. .. Surryltl | 

LIST OF SEVEN MEMBERS 
who sat in the Session of 1821, but who are now called by a different Name or Title. 

In 1821 by the Name of Beauchamp, Lord . .xow Earl of Yarmouth. 
Butler, Hon. C.H... , Hon. C. H. Butler Clarke, 
Cocks, Hon. J.S.... 1 Viscount Eastnor. 
Fynes, Henry ...... » Henry Fynes Clinton. 
Hare, Hon. Richard. , Viscount Ennismore. 
Needham, Hon. FP... ,  Viseount Newry. 
Temple, Earl ..... » Marquis of Chandos, 
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TABLE Il. 

LIST OF THE MINORITIES 

ON 36 QUESTIONS, 
Divided on during the Session of Parliament 1822. 

10 

12 3\9 415/6/7|8)2|0(1/2)3 
bercromby, Hon. James} |. 3)4|5)6 y 0|1/2|3| 

jllan, J. EL ie oi eavccece * 

thorp, Viscount ...... spel] [xl# 
nson, Hon. George .... 

‘pstell, William ........|x 

* 

* 

aillie, Colonel John . 
aring, Henry ........ * 
aring, Sir Thomas .... * 

lake, Sir Francis...... ‘4% 
oughey, Sir John...... 

ee eee eeee 

ee? 

; -U. a * 

DE eee # 
hamberlayne, Wm..... 
WROD, LOT ».\..00156.. ala 

Poffin, Sir Isaac ........ x] | |e el 

The following very interesting 

ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY, 
Is deduced from the preceding Statement, viz. 

{Turn over, 



Coke, Ti Wo. devia ss 
Colborne, Sir N. W. R... 
Concannon, L.. ......-. 
Creevy; Thos. .....-.+.. 
Crompton S.........+-++| |; 
Gurwen, J.C. occ eee oly 

Davies, T. H. -.2.- --+-fuls 
De Crespigny, Sir W.... 
Denman, Thos......... «}yli 
Dennison, W. J. 2... ee laly 
Dickinson, W........... 
Duncannon, Viscount... .|.. 
Dundas, Hon. Thos. .... 

Ebrington, Viscount .....|,; 
Ellice, Edward .....---Julx 
Evans, Wm......-..++:- 

Farrand, Robert ........ 
Ferguson, Sir R.C...... 
Fitzgerald, Lord W. C... 
Fitzroy, Lord C. ........ 
Foley, J. H. He. sj.0 5.5 
Folkestone, Viscount .... 
BOnbes, Gs ois ais 01s, we olerec 

Gaskell, Be 2... oc oj. vine 
Glenorchy, Viscount .... 
Graham, Sandford ...... 
ASTANG HIG) Ps. tic siwseate selene 
Grattan, James ..-...... 
Grenfel, Pascoe -.....-- 
Griffith, J. W. .......5- 
Grosvenor, Hon. R.,..... 
Guise, Sir B. W. ..... 
Gurney, Hudson...-... 
Gurney, R. Hanb....... 

Haldimand, W. ........ 
Hamilton, Lord A. ......|; 
Heathcote, J. G. ........ 
PICTON: (SIL cletalee- cles « 
Hill, Lord A.... 2... 60. sluts 
Hobhouse, J. C. ........1s 
Honywood, W.P. ...... 
Hormby, By 3). 2.0. sees 
Howard, Hon. W. .-.... 
Hurhes; Wise. le cso oly 
Hume, Joseph ..........|/#{s 
Hurst, Robert ......... 
Hutchinson, Hon. C. H.. .'x's 
LS 

From Members who Vote For Mini i 

40 Counties of England Sr AUG 6 AA Ma Nn ee ae ety mae ™30. . 
12 Do, and 12 Towns of Wales weer cecoeceerercrocvesscerer 1B ; 1 ] v4 
89) Cities & Boronghix, open Election. © | «0. sSecleccesseecescceseanoy 107 5 ll 180 
99 Do. do. in which the Election is resolved into individuals .....151 12 5 28 196 
15 Do. do. weer er rcreceressecse . a 29 _ _— 29 

2 Universities «2 eeseee 4 _ _ —_ % 
33 Counties and 66 Royal Burghs « 25 ll — 9 “5 
32 Counties of Ireland. -.ccccccsyocsecaccceccescecccrdecce 4 14 2 24 64 

‘$8 Cities and Boroughs of dovecvessorvesrercerssrececereess: ol 7 _ 8 36 

Totals, «-320 226 23 39 658 
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mes, ab : 

\#rvoise, G.P.......... 
hnstone, Col. W. A... «|| ,4!+ 

BME ga) E . 5.0% 00's «\s 

amb, Hon.G....... es 
ipmbton, J.G..... ....Jelx 

atouche, Robert ...... 
Wemon, Sir W.......... 
ponard, TV. Bee sei... 2 oo + #14 
BUGGER ENON alcttniaiste oles ojo 6 

\jethbridge, Sir Thomas. - |x 
PRMENIEN. Ailes tes dniy ein 
DONUT Bttd <1 Dieta tole ole aie} 2,0 
OA See AGL ware ots 
shington, S...........|+ 

aberley, John ........ {#1 
laberley, W. L..... <a 
acdonald, James ......| 

\fiacintosh, Sir James.... 
arjoribanks, S......... 
PEDVAL, NOS. cco c + oe oe le 

\fartin, James ......-...|3 
filaule, Hon. W. R...... 
faxwell, John.......... 

Milbank, Mark.......... 
IEC EV coc woe «+ + 

\floore, Peter ..........|x|s|s 
Mostyn, SirT........... 

Newman, R. W........ 
éewport, Sir John ..... 
ormaoby, Viscount .... 
ugent, Lord \........- 

)‘Callaghan, Js......... 
Le eee 
Psborne, Lord F. G. .. 

Palmer, Chs...... qaeatel 
Palmer, C. Fysche..... 

‘Pares, Thomas..... 
SED 38S sick nee 
Phillips, George ........ 
pA G. R,. 2... 023 
MUMGEMER es c's sce cvcvces 
Powlett, Hon. W. J. .... 
Price, Robert .......... 
peitte; Hon, FiA....... 

fem, Frs....).......... % 

j} The following shews the Counties in which the Borough influence 
more particularly prevails, Vize Not at all. For Ministers, Against do. 

Cornwall. ..... 21 Boroughs .....2..- «- 32 x “42 
ECs ony 0:9 4 eAtt do o oid latte p umialinhe Aa 8 6 32 
Es |. 00-0. 9 13 do 6. 6, sushiaitieneesksha'd Aas 10 3 26 
(or ea 13 do o ue wb eeelelene PA 4 3 24 
Mantes: ... a ete do ood eiheieemots (Le 6 5 24 
Dorset acces 9 do HOP > Po, Pee 8 1 18 
BDSTEY Angsty: one's Daten oa oin oaapetme 5s —~ 1 10 

Totals... &8 Alt 39 27 176 



Ramsden, J. C,. 
Rice, T. S.. by Safe diateb we 
Ricardo, D. ............ 
Rickford, W.... 6.46/05). bslele 
Ridley, Sir M. W. 
Robarts, A. Will. E 
Robarts, GJ. ......... lalate! lelele| le 
Robinson, Sir George. oo sl 
Rowley, Sir W......... c/s 
Rumbold, C. E.......... 
Russell, Lord Woun).2 2 
RaSsell BiG... ceed «05 

Scarlett, James .......-lalx 
Scott, James. . 
Scudamore,R. P... .... 
Sebright, Sir John ...... 
Semen. EAs) 5 3). 45606. oie o' 
Smith, John ............ 
Smith, Samuel..........|x 
Smith, Hon. R 
Smith, William ,.../.. 
Smith, Robert .... 
Stanley, Tord.,'.i.3 .% ; 
Stewart, Wm. ( si one ne). 
Stuart, Lord P. Jinne dew stale 
Sykes, Wamels.) t.ho.) 

eee wee eeooe 

es 

Tavistock, Marquis...... 
Taylor, MU. As. oc nec sus 

Tierney, George ........ 
Titehfield, Marquis ...... 
Townshend, Lord C. .... 
Tynte, C. K.. 2.2... .ceers 

Ware, Jas; Asis.) bree. 
Webbe; (Fda. teins s got 
Waster, Co cee akde ho 
‘Whitbread, S: €..)..2.1.; 

_ Whitbread, W. H>......|x 
Witte) Domes Ss acwiacle aus 
Whitmore, Wm. W. .... 
Williams, John ........ 
Williams, Wm. ........|« 
Williams, Sir Robt...... 
Winnington, Sir Thos. .. 

ee | ae) 

E/E] Fl el & | el eee el 

*] |* 

3) * * 
* 

* 

/ PEPE] fe le 

| 3 

* *|* 

Hele PE] [ele | | 

* * 

* 

eee PE) [xe 

ie] PF) le *| |¥ 

* 

* * 

* * 

% 

* 

PR] fale 

belt lb de baud cd Oe ad ed ad 

ae) [se yo a ea Pe ed 8 
Wood, Matthew ........Jxlels/x] [alata Jalstalatel dsl Isls] lalate! [alalelsdalaleletelely 

(= By the preceding Summary it will be seen that out of those Members returned from 
places with open and fair Election, there is a niajority in favor of the Interest of the People 
of more than 2 to 1—but which majority is bore down by the overwhelming force of the 
151 Votes returned by the influence of as few individuals ! !! 

The population of all the Boroughs i in Cornwall collectively » is not equal to the aha 
tion of the Town of Nottingham. 

" Robson, Brooks, & Co. Pritters. 
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